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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

| WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION. 

Madison, Wis., 1907. 
To His Excellency, Jamms O. Davinson, 

Governor of the State of Wisconsin: 

Sir—I have the honor to submit for publication, as provided 
by law, the Fifth Annual Report of the Wisconsin Agricultural 
Experiment Association, Showing the receipts and disburse- 
ments the past year, also outlines for experiments, and addresses 
and discussions given at the annual meeting at Madison, Febru- 
ary 7-8, 1907. oo oA iy | *y| 

Respectfully submitted, 

R. A. Moors, 
| Secretary.
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 

| CONSTITUTION. 

Article I—Name. 

This organization shal] be known as the Wisconsin Agricultural | Iixperiment Association. 
. 

Article Il—Object. | 
The object of this association shall be to promote the agricultural | interests of the siate. | 
ist. By carrying on experiments and investigations that shall be | beneficial to all parties interested in progressive farming; 
2d. To form a more perrect union between the former and present students of the Wisconsin Coliege of Agriculture, so as to enable them to act in unison for the betterment of rural pursuits in carrying on — systematic experiments along the various lines of agriculture; 
38d. By growing and disseminating among its constituency new. 

Varieties of farm seeds and plants: 
| 4th. By sending literature bearing upon agricultural] investigations to its membership, and Oo 

| oti. By holding an annual meeting in order to report and discuss . topics and experiments beneficial to the members of the association. 

Article II.—Membership. oO 
Section 1. All former, present and future students and. instructors of the Wisconsin College of Agriculture ghall be entitled to become 

meinbers of this association. | 
Section II. Honorary membership may be conferred upon any one 

interested in progressive agriculture by a majority vote at any annual or special meeting of the association. 

Article IV.—Dues. 
| 

A fee of fifty cents shall'be collected from each member annually. 

: Article V.—Officers. 
The officers of this association shall consist of a president, vice- | president, secretary and treasurer, whose terms of office shall be one 

year or until their successors are elected. -



| By-Laws. 1X 

Article VI—Duties of Officers. . 

- Section I. It shall be the duty of the president to preside at all 

meetings of the society and enforce the observance of such rules and 

regulations as will be for the best interest of the organization; to . 

appoint all regular committees as he may deem expedient for the 

welfare of: the association. | " 

Sec. Il. In the absence of the president, the vice-president shall 

_ preside and perform all duties of the president. 

Sec. III. It shall be the duty of the secretary to keep all records 

of the association; to report the results of all co-operative experi- 

ments carried on by its membership and the experiment station, 

; | plan the experimencal work as far as possible for the members of _ 

the association, and labor for the welfare of the society in general. 

Sec. IV. The treasurer shall collect fees, keep secure all funds cf 

the association and pay out money on the written order of the 

secretary signed by the president. He shall furnish bonds in the 

sum of two thousand dollars with two sureties, for the faithful per- 

. formance of his cuties. : | 

Article VII.—Amendments, 

| This constitution may be amended at any annual meeting by a 

| two-thirds vote of the members of the association present. 

Amendment No. 1.—Adopted Feb. 9, 1906.. 

Any person residing within the state having completed a course in 

‘agriculture in any college equivalent to that given by the Wisconsin 

University may become a member of this association under the same 

regulation as students from the Wisconsin College of Agriculture. 

BY-LAWS. 

Article I. The officers of this association shall be elected by ballot 

at the annual meeting. | 

Art. II.. The president and secretary shall be ex-officio members of 

the executive committee. 

Art. IJ. This association shall be governed by Robert’s Rules of 

Order. 

Art. IV. All members joining at the organization of this association 

shall be known as charter members. . 

Art. V. The time and place of the annual meeting ‘shall be de- | 

termined by the executive and program committees. 

Constitution adopted and organization effected Feb. 22, 1901.
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Berden, Herbert....Swedesboro, N. J.| Cass, Leonard..:............. Virowua 

Boucsein, Ernie F....Detroit Harbor | Caygill, Fred M...,............Linden 

Boucsein, Gus..........Detroit Harbor | Cenfield, F. H.... Leeeeeeeeeees Potosi 

Boss, 8. J.............. R. 7, Oshkosh | Chase, J. P......,........Sun Prairie 

Boss, U. C..............R. 7, Oshkosh | Chatterton, R. .wW...............Basco 
Bowden, Chas. B.......... West Salem |Cherveny, Wenzel.......... Kewaunee 

Boyle, F. H..............Oconomowoce | Chetlain, L. Awyi.........Galena, Il. 

Bradley, Frank................Somers | Chipman, W. R*.........Morrisonville . 
Brady, James F..........Whitewater | Chrislaw, A. M............. Rice Lake 
Brager, Henry A...........Mt. Horeb| Chrisler, Elvin............R. 1, Lodi 

Brandt, Chas. Jr..........West Salem |Chrisler, Harley .ic............... Lodi 

Briggs, J. W'.................. Peebles | Christenson, C. Alfred.......... Walsh 

Brigham, Chas. I........Blue Mounds] Christensen, E..W-............Roberts 
Brindley, T. H........Newburgh, N. Y.| Christensen, Herman.........Mil'town 

Bristol, William A...........Oakfield | Christensen, Peter:...R. 3, Marshfield 
Brodt, Clarence............Bridgeport | Christiansen, Peter..........Deerfield 
Bronson, Hans......,........Melvina| Christiansen, W..A....Chippewa Falls 
Brooks, Geo. R......... R. 2, Granton| Christoph, Theo...............Chilton 

Brook, J. W.................... salem | Chrysler, Harvey................O8sseo 

Brooks, Joseph.......R. 7, Watertown | Church, Arthur.P.:.......Whitewacer 
Brown, Ed...............West Salem] Church, Geo. S.-...........Alenville 

Bruhn, John F.........R. 3, Mishicot.| Chynoweth, H. Hi:............ Madison 

Brunson, Levi w............Rosendale | Clark, Chas. F../............Babcock 
Bryant, R. J............Hazel Green| Clark, Clarence..:..........Markesan 
Brye, Lewis O............Coon Va'ley | Clark, Francis (O.,........Berea, Ky. 
Bryson, Donald..........Blizabeth. "ll. | Clark, W. B....,....... Stevens Pe'nt 
Buck, Clarence W............Hldorado | Clausing, Adolph......R. 2, Thiensville 
Buck, J. B.............+......Phillips | Clavadatscher, Ts..........Sauk City 
Buehler, J. G.............Twin Bluffs |Clemit, Adolph..:..........Cambriage 
Burce, Ruth E............Eau Claire | Clusen, Reinhold:.:....R. 6, Manitowoc 
Burgess, E. H.................Bristol | Clow, A. D... fe... 0... eee Lodi 
Burnham, D. F.........R. 6, Waupaca| Cobb, Homer A...........Sun Prairie 
Burn, H.R...................-Marshall | Co'dwell, John...R. F. D., Mazomanie 
Buschman, Hugo...........Forestyille | Colenso, J. H....Box 71, Monroe, N. Y. 

Buss, Will G............Mineral Point | Collin, D. W..........R. 5, Luxemburg 
Bussewitz, Orla J.............Juneau | Conant, W. A.. .s».Manchester, Maine 

Bussey, W. P..................-Omro| Cook, Carl...................Mondovi 

Byerly, Edmund A.............Antigo}| Coon, Elam P....R. F. D., Milton Jct. 

Coon, Leslie...2..........66...- Osseo 

Call, H. H............... West Prairie | Cooney, Martin... weeecceceee es COTLSS 

Calicut, Harry V.......Mineral Point | Corneliyson,,T.............Hau.Claire 
Cameron, Duncan A........La Crosse | Crandall, W. Truman..........Milton 

Campbell, Elsa P...Farmington, Conn.| Crane, V. R...........St. Charles Jil. 
Campbell, Geo. P............Augusta} Cross, A. J................Allenville 

| Cannon, BH, A..............Pardeeville | Cross, Roy H..............Davis, Ill. 
Capener, Howard.............Portage | Curran, William F............. Taylor 

Carey, Henry..............Pine River ee 

Carey, Clinton....Van’s Harbor, Mich.| Dahle, I. O.................Deerfield 

Carmichael, Allen..........Waukesha Daley, John K.............McFarland
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Dahlen, Melvin O........Coon Valley; Evans, T. H.................... Wales 

Day, James.................. Oakfield | Bvans. William H..............Wales 
ae Davis, John................Platteville| Fadness, John.........,/.... Deerfield 

| Dean, Robert...................Eleva| Falarsh, Frank.........R. 2, Peshtigo 
Leiwiche, E. J............Jron River] Farwell, Ray...............Ridgeway 

Delwiche, O. J................Madison] Finsnes, Andrew...........Stoughton 

Deneen, Michael,........Brue Mounds] Finstad, Jalmar B............Bloomer 

Dennison, Nicholaus....N. Milwaukee| Fish, Esli.............R. 7, Janesville 

Dettinger, Wiliiam F.... Hinsda'e, J11.| Fischer, Louis H..........R. 6, Haven 

Dietrich, John J....Black River Falis| Fisher, Clayton......R. 17, Evansville 

Digman, Fred.................Monroe| Fisher J. H................Janesville 
| Dinnerlein, A. J.......R. 28, Plymouth} Fisher, Joseph.......R. 17, Evansville 

Dittmar, William.......Elizabeth, JJL| slanery, W. L............Berea, Ky. 
Dival’, Harry................Montfort| Fleishauer, Chas............Arkansaw 

Dixon, Darley..............Cuba C'ty| Flom, Martin O............Stoughton 
Doerfer, Carl...........1R. 6, Madison| Foley, Robert E........... Wauwatosa 

Donaldson, H. A......R. 3, Hau Claire} Follstad, Anton.................Hlcho 
Depp, Walter H............Wild Rose| Ford, J. F.................Mazomane 
Dougan, W. J.................. Beloit! Ford, Thos. R..............Elgin, IL. 
Downey, Stanley..........Whitewater (357 Chicago St.) 
Downey, Urso J..........Whitewater | Foster, Carl C..............Fall River 
Dreger, Emil...........R. 7, Madison | Fox, GC. L...............0.2002---Le0n 

Duerkop, Ernest................ Alma] Fox, BE. W...................Madison 
Dahlin, Melvin O.........Coon Vallev] Frase, Henry Ei................-O8sseo 

*Dukleth, P. A.....R. 40, Mukwonago | Frauenheim, O. R......Random Lake 

Dunbar, Harold...........River Falls) Frederickson, Fred......Spring Green 

Dunbar, Harry D.............Elkhorn | Freeman, Geo. A...............Sparta 

Freeman, Roy F..........R. 4, Racine 

Frelich, Albert...........Kellnersville 
Hiastman, Frank......Sheboygan Falls} Fritz Mark..................Bel'eville . 

Eastman, Seth A.....Sheboygan Falls| Fruit, Bert L...............Plattevitle 
Ebert, Edmund D..............Tomanh Fulton, W. a..................-Bangor 

Ebert, Francis H..............Tomah 

Ehrhardt, Daniel.............Knowles|Gabrill, E..................Evansville 
fuinfeldt, Albert...........Greenwood|Gallagher, Frank........... Reedsburg 
IiHickson, A. C.............Arlington | Gangstad, Herman O........Deerficld 

Ellis, V. G...... cc... eee. Evansville |Gangstad, J. O.............. Deerfield 

Ellison, Chas. J...............Rubicon| Gardner, W. H............Solon Mills 
Elver, EH. C.............R. 3, Madison | Garside, Harry R........Cedar Grove 

Emery, Geo. Q...............Poynette|Gelbach, Parke R..........Lancaster 
Emery, Lyman J.........Oconomowoc | Germann, Henry L...........Brackett 
Kemery, S. L...........R. 2, Edgerton] Ghastin, William J.......Twin Bluffs | 
Emmert, H. L....R. 2, Johnson Creek|Gibbard, P. J..................Ripon | 

Empey, Geo................Dorchester | Gillette, R. A.................. Verona 
Engel, Philip..............Luxemburs| Gimry, Henry....Grovertown, Indiana 

Hngleman, John............ Galesville (R. F. D. 1.) 

Knzenbach, Fred.............Footville| Ginter, Joe...........R. 8, Reedsville 
Erickson, Christ ..............Hittrick |] Glindinning, H. L.....R. 2; Shullsburg 

Hrickson, Louis............. Kewaunee | Gloecklie, Theodore...........Portaize 

Erickson, Martin................Leon | Goetsch, Albert A............Juneau, 

Erickson, Ole C........Detroit Harbor | Gordon, Archie L........Mineral Point 

Ernst, John Ai............0. .Milwaukee | Gordon, J. Roy........Mineral Point . 

(644 7th St.) Graper, Edwin J......R. 1, Helenville 

(*Deceased.) : Graves, E. H................Madison
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Grebe, Fred P..............-Fox Lake, Heidemann, Otto C........R. 2, Kiei 

: Greenga, A. L...... Menomonee Falls| Heinke, Alvin............New London 

| Griffith, Jas...................Spencer | Heldstab, C. O............. Rice Lake 

Grimstad, Alvin C..........Barneveld | Hemker, Fritz F............La Crosse 

Grimwood, Ivan J........Bristol, ll.|Hemker, Fritz. H.......West Salem 

Griswold, H. W..........West Salem | Hendrichs, Lewis F... .Campbellsport 

Gross, Waldo E............Merrimac | Herdrich, Sam............R. 19, Adell 

Grove, Christian............Columous | Herold, Riudolph’............Siteddard 

Gruhle, W. H............R. 2, Barton| Hesse!, Louis........R. 6, Manitowoc / 
Gueldner, William............Mondovi| Hetts, Bugene............Ft. Atkinson “4 
Gullickson, Chas. E...........Cushing | Hetts, J. D..............Ft. atkinson a 

Guptill, L. R.............New Auburn | Heuer, HE. F................. Wautoma | 
Gustafson, Theo.,...........Stoeckhelm Heyrecth, Lou's H............ Mishicot 

| Hieken, Alfred B............ Pewaukee 

| | Hicks, Earl Lice cece ee ee ee ee ee PEPIN 

1 Hildemann, E. S.........Belle Plaine 

Haass, Otto...................Merton | Hil], Chas. Li............... Rosendale 
Hackett, Chas. H........R. 6, Baraboo Hill, Otto C................Mt. Horeb 

Haevers, Martin.....R. 4, Luxemburg | yillier, H. B..............Waunakee 
Hagestad, Andrew C..........Httrick | tine, Geo, S................ Fairchild 
Haines, Joseph K..Mt. Ephraim, N. J.| Hinz, A. F...............-.---- Ripon 
Halbert, J. H................- Augusta | Hirgch, Bow... eee eee Washburn 
Halvorson, Theo..........Whitewater | Hitchcock, Homer.....Pecatonica, II. 

Hamann, Edgar......R. 1, Sheboygan | pixton, Wil...................Hixton 
Hamilton, T. S............. . Westfield Hjelle, Ole K..........Soldiers Grove 

Hanchett, W. H............... Sparta] Hoague, Charles......R. 7, Janesville 
Hansen, Harry......Box 14, Fontenoy | Hoetner, H. G........R. 1, Manitowoc 
Hansen, Helmer..........Scandinavia) Hoefner, William.....R. 2, Manitowoc 

Hansen, Ole C.........Detroit Harbor | Hoffman, John............Clintonville 
Hanson, Blmer........ R. 1, Waupaca| Holcomb, W. R...............Elihorn. 

Hanson, N. P...... R. 1, Amherst Jct.| Holloway, John W......Union Grove 
| | Hanzlik, David E............Wonewvc ; Holman, Ray M............Waupaca 

Hanzlik Otto J..............Wonewoc | Holgcher, A. C.........Cottage Grove 

Hardy, John..............Wauwatosa | Hopkins, B. F..........Morrisonville 
Harr, Ernest........... R. 3, Bangor| Hopkins S. J....................Paohi 

Harriman, Fred E., Jr.......€hawano|Hougan, O. O..............Stoughton 
Harrington, C. W..:...........Verona|Houkom, Stephen...............Blair 

' Harris, Jesse S..............Delavan | Houser, Walter.............. Mondovi 
Harris, Roy T...............Madison | Houslet, Neal............Packwatkee 
Harris, Ruthven H..........Warrens| Howard, A. E............Whitewater 

- Harrison George................Omro | Howard, Goo, A...........Ft. Atkinson 
Haskin, I. O...........Prairie du Sac | Howe, Louis H..............Brodhead 

| Hass, Reinhold A.....R. 1, La Crosse | Howell, Horace P.............Sparta 
Hasselkus, Erwin H..Milwaukee, Wis. | Howitt, C. H................Randolph 

(Care Carrier 42 Sta. Main.) | Howland, W. L.........--...Waupun 
Hasselquist, William......Munda, Ill.|Hoyem, Si.................Hau Claire 
Haskins, Leon...............Montello Hoyt, J. Warren............Rosendale 

Hatch, K. l..............Winneconne} Hubbard, BE. S................ Norwalk 

Hatch, L. M............Chapin, lowa| Hubbard, Sherman..R. 18, Evansville 
Haus, Enoch...............Rice Lak:|Hudscon, W. D.............. Reedsburg 
Haverly, H. L................. Vietory Huebsch, L. A........Lake Forest, Tl. 

- Hebert, L. P..........Chippewa Falls | Hustad. Martin C. T..........Modena 
Hegge, E. A.............Pigeon Falls |Tllian, W. L..............R. 19, Adell
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Imholt, B. A........+5.........Houlton ; Kendall, V. F..............R. 3, Iola 
Imig, Arthur H............ Neillsville | Kent, H. W.....................Busk 
Inman, R. G........./........-Avalon | Kent, J. Sic ccc cc ccc cee ce ee ee ee oe RUSK 

Kieffer, J. C..............Auburndale 

Jacklin, Ben. Jr............Redgranite | Kieffer, Michael..............Fredonia 
Jacklin, Harley......R. 1, Redgranite | Kimble, N. G..............Milton Jct. 

Jacky, Gilbert..........R. 39, Malone | Kindschy, George........Waumandee 

Jacky, H. L............R. 39, Malone | Kircher, H. W................Chilton 

Jacobs, A. F.......«R. 1, Coloma Sta.| Kirchman, J. A........:...... Algoma 

Jacobs, O. J.............Coloma Sta.} Kitchen, Jos. H..............Edmund 

Jacobson, F, E...........Oconomowoc | Klann, Adolph............R. 1, Hayton 
Jacobson Iven................Clinton | Kloehn, Irvin G..............Picketts 
Jacobson, Louis M.............Clinton | Klofanda, Ruben.........R. 1, Racine 

Jacot, Oscar.....ese0...........Hleva | Klovdahl, John J..........Wittenberg 
Jahn, Chas.......:¥s.......... Cream | Kluchk, F. B................. Lena, Ill. . 
Jahnke, Herman IF............Regina| Kluck, Roy B...............Lena, II. 

Jahnke, J. F........s...........Pepin | Klussendorf, Fred....R. 1, Neillsville 
Jamison, Robert..!2.3s......Appleton | Kneipp, Wilfiam..........Weyauwega 
Jamison, W. G.......;R. 2, Appleton | Knoke, B. A.................Shicdcton 
Jante, Henry H.... niet ... Milwaukee | Kohlwey, Otto................Grafton 

(Sta. A. BR. 4.) | Kohne, Henry..........Little Suamics 
Jaquish, J. E......,.....Twin Bluffs| Koll, C. A.................Hau Claire 

Jeffery, H. B.......¢Menomonee Falls} Koltes, J. F.....................Dane 

Jenkins, Robert...¢:.f.........Wales|Konz, John Sr.............. Fairchild 
Jens, Otto A......20.0R. 9, Waukesha | Kramer, H. F................Bloomer 
Jensen, Peter.......0.5........Argyle| Kramer, John Jr............Montfort 
Jewett, Harry..... may .......Bangor | Krase, Henry........R. 1, Two Rivers 
Jirtle, Geo, B.........,......- Algoma | Krause, Edward H..............Ripon 

Johnson, Albert I.............Bloomer| Krogstad, Oscar J....R. 1, Eau Claire 
Johnson, Billie....4...Strongs Prairie; Kronholm, V. H........Grand Rapids 

Johnson, Chas. G.:.:¢....Clintonville | Krueger, Alexander...R. 2, Watertown 

Johnson, Geo.....u6s5....... Cataract | Krueger, Henry E.......Beaver Dam 

Johnson, Henry W..-........Woodford | Kruse, William......R. 4, Whitewater 

Johnson, Thos.....::i......... Westby | Kuehn, Chas. A..............Brandon 
Joice, George.........05......Waterloo| Kurtz, Chas. J.............. Saukville 
Jones, Albert..... sete ......Dousman | Kurtze, Otto O......R. 15, West Allis 

Jones, E. E..:......0+.....- Rockland | 
Jones, E. R.......+..+,.++--.-Madison : 
Jones, John G........<...Beaver Dam! Lachmund, Robert..........Sauk City 
Jones, John R...........-...Columbus | Lam, Sam..................Ferryville 
Jones, Owen Jr......:2...Beaver Dam|Lannon, James H........ Lyndon Sia. 
Jones, T. C......... 8. 9, Watertown | Larsen, Elmer J............Waupaca 

Joos, Frank B.....:."..Fountain City | Larsen, L. T................. Viroqua 
Jordalen, Clarence....'.......Stoughton | Larson, J. M..........R. 1, Wautoma 
Jung. A. B........0. 2.0... Randelph | Larson, Le Roy.................1.-Jola 
Jungbluth, William J......Milwaukee | Larson, Ole E....R. 2, Caldwell, Idaho 

(R. 5, Sta. -A.) Larson, T. D.........R. 2, Cambridge 

oar Larson, W. B.............Ogdensburg 
Lo Lawrence, Floyd..........West Salem 

Kaltenberg, Anthony:......Waunakee | Lawrence, W. J..............De Soto 7 

Katel, William........R. I, Kewaunee |} Lawton, A. R................... Viola 
Keeney, E. R...........Rockton, Ill. |Lean, R. J.................... Elkhorn 
Keir, S. M.........0..........Wiroqua | Lebeis, F. J..................Bloomer 

- Kendall, Myron........+....R. 8, Iolai Lee, HE. W....................Granton
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Lee, Severt, A...............Deerfield ; MicIntyre, Ivan.......... Ft. Atkinson 

Lee, T...................- Klevenville | McNown, J.H................ Mauston 

Lefier, Jos................-Marshfield | Meekin, Hamilton W....Fond du Lac 

LeGresley, Norris........Chicago, Ill. | McRandles, J...... ..R. 5, Waukesha 

| (274 N, Clark St.) Melby, Dan..............++-..- Madge 

Lehmann, T. A............ Watertown | Melvin, R. B..........0.- .Glenbeulah 

Leonard, Mike..............Piymouth | Merkel, Henry.............. .Appieton 

Lerverenz, Roy B..........Tomahawk | Merrill, Waldo M............. -Taylor | 

Letts, Edward............... Appleton | Meurer, Paul Jr...........Genoa Jct. 

Leverich, J. W................Sparta | Meyer, A. J.......R. 7, Howell, Mich. 

Lewis, E. H.............. Whitewater | Meyer, EH. J...... cece eee eeeee Tomah 

~ Ley, John T................Dodgeville | Meyer, John............ .R. 7, Madison 

Liebzeit, Albert E....Sheboygan Falls | Michels, Henry..........R. 39, Malone 

Lindberg, Emil,...........Itasca €ta.| Michels, Matthew............Madison 

Linda. Charies................Madison | Mielke, J. B..............++..-.Basco 

Lindwig, K. T................ Westby | Mikkelson, Carl.............Deerfield 

. Linse, Chas.:..............La Crosse | Millar, Will...............Menomonie 

Lloyd, Evan B...............Cambria Miller, Guy BE. Jr.,..........Markesan 

Lloyd-Jones, Charles..........Hillside | Miller, Henry C............- Allenville 

Lloyd-Jones, Orren........... Hillside | Miller, Orin.................. . Pickett 

Lloyd-Jones, Scott............Hillside | Miller, Theo...............Greenwood 

Loeve, Arthur........R. 8, Milwaukee | Miritz, O. F..............Fond du Lac 

Logan, R. G............dunetion City | Mitchell, J. T..........Cottage Grove 

' JTonganecker, Elmer..Cerro Gordo, Ill.| Mitwede, Henry............ Waukesha 

Longley, A. E...............-Dousman | Mjelde, Louis................Amherst 

Longley, Harvey N.........Dousman | Moe, A. J.................+-.-Holmen 

Loomis, C. W............. Wauwatosa] Moen, Geo. O.............Cambridge 

Loomis, George E......R. 3, Mondovi| Moen, Gilbert T................Eleva 

Lowell, Lioyd S...............Sharon | Moen, Herman.............Cambridgze 

Lund, Edwin.................Bloomer | Moergeli, Henry............ Washburn 
Lunde, K. I................-mdgerton | Molley, Martin................Ontario 

Monroe, Royal......R. 3, Fond du Lac 

Maeder, J. W............R. 3, Oregon | Monroe, S. Ferris....R. 12, Rosendale 

Mahoney, David...............Juneau | Monson, Chris.............Five Points 

- Main, A. G................Hortonvile | Moore, R. A..cecccceeseceees Madison 
Main, H. A..............Ft, Atkinson | Morgan, Chas..................Albany 

Malde, O. G..................Madison | Morse, W. A..........Camden, In. Y. 

Mang, Arthur J................Ripon | Moseley, Raymond W........Madison 

Marck, Fred R.....R. 1, Honey Creek | Motz, Walter................. Colgate 

Marck, L. G.......R. 1, Honey Creek | Muehleisen, Gottlieb............ Alma 

Markey, Waliter..............Sullivan | Mueller, Edw. O.......R. 1, Appleton 

Markey, W. E................Sullivan | Mulcahy, J. W...............Belmont 

Markham, F. C..........Independence | Mulder, B. N................. Midway 

Markham, Fred.........Independence | Mullen, Timothy...........Watertown 

Marshall, R. R..............Madison | Murdock, Clayton...........Brodhead 

Marshall, W. S................Delton | Murkley, H. D..................Berlin 

Marston. Albert................- Beloit | Muth, E...................&heboygan 

Martin, H. A.................-Gotham | Muttleman, Fred..........West Salem _ 

Marty. Mathias............Montice™o | Myrick, M. O.............R. 2, Bristol 

Mathews, Milton D.........Helenville 

Mathis, Adolph....R. 1, Lansing, Iowa|Nathen, Paul R.............. Kendall 

Mattison, Thos.................--Blair | Neilson, Wm. C'..R. 10, No. Milwaukee 
Mau. H. J.................. Brodhead | Nelson, A. M............Spring Valley 

McConnell, R, B..............-Tomah! Nelson, Edwin................ Viroqua
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Nelson, Martin.................Milton Peterson, August..i........... Amery 

Nelson, O. P..........R. 2, Cambridge | Peterson, Chas. A.............Orange 
Nelson, P. C..,....... .......Militown | Peterson, C. T............Grantsbure 
Nelson, T. H................Ferryville | Peterson, E. C.......R. 4, Whitewater 
Newhouse K. K................Clinton | Peterson, Henry N......New Ho’'steiu 
Nicholls, Henry.............Stoughton Peterson, O. P.................. s5}ai0 
Nicolaus, C. A.............. Waukesha | Peterson, Perry O...........Amherst 
Nicolaus, D.C...............East Trcy | Peterson, Theo. A..........Orfordville 
Nies, Peter.................Greenleat | Peterson, Williara.............Curtiss 
Nérgord, C. P................Madison | Philips, F. N..............,. Wyocena 

Norsman, Jerome O..........Madison | Phill.ps, Jesse........... Elizabeth, IU. 

North, George.........White Hall, Il. | Philips, Sidney............. Eydorado 
Northrup, J. V...............Waupnu | Fierner, Fred....R. 11, Nio. Milwaukee 
Noth, F. A...................Norwali | Pierner, John W...........Thiensvile 
Noyce, Elmer J...............Oregon | Pinkerton, A. J..............Waupaca : 
Nyra, L. A...................Mondovi | Pirner, John Jr.....R. 3, New London | 

Pitt, Ernest H.......R. 1, Whitewater 
|Poellman, M. J........Granville Stu. 

Ochsner, Arthur.................Plain Pollack, Wilbur........Lake Villa, Tl. 

O’Connell, J................. Hartford | Pope, N. J.................-H. 2, Iola 
O’Connor, Edward F.............Lodi| Port, Michael........Port Washington 

Uldenburg, Gustav H..Bailey’s Harbor | Porter, Jos. K.............Hvansville 
Ofeson, Harry................. Larsen | Porter, W. B...............Eivansvi le 

Oieson, Janes P..........R. 18, Ripon) Post, Harry L.............Sextonville 
Oliver, C.S................Hau Claire | Poston,“R. H............Duluth Minn. : 
Oliver, James H............Galesviile | Potter, Guy.............Grand Rapids 

Olson, G. C.................. Westby | Poulter, C. J..............Cumberland 
Olson, Otto W.................Walsk | Prescott. J. S................Deerfield 
Olson, William.......R. 2, Browntown Pritchard, John T..........Waukesha 
Orell, Leo J.............R. 4, Algoma] Pu’s, John........,....R. 4, Hartford | 

Orth, Alf. F.................Museoda 
Osborne, John F......,.......Lindéepv |] Raether, Louis J.............Algoma 

Osborne, W’, F................Linden | Raichle, Wil’................Galesville 
Osterday, E. G.......... Stockton, Ill.}| Rasmussen, Gordon S.....Franksville 

Owens, Herbert C..........Fox Lake} Ray, W. F............R. 1, Kewaunec © | 

Reed, James O...............Madison 
Pabst, Fred................Milwaukee | (614 Langdon.) 

Palmer, Howard............Platteville| Rehbe'n, A. E.....R. 1, St. Croix Falls 

Parrish, J. O................Plymouth | Reindahl, A, K...............Madison 
Parsch, Gustav A............itoddard | Reinheimer, William..........Spencer 
Parsons, W. A...........Ft. Atkinson} Renk, Henry.......-......Sun Prairie 

Patterson, Roger H.......Durand, Il!.| Renk, William............Sun Prairie 
Patterson, J. L...........Glen Haven]! Rhodes, Louis..:.........Kansasvirle 
Paulson, Gust.................C’ayton| Rice; CG. A.................... Milton 
Paulson, Hilbert...........Hollandale| Richardson, L. C..............Oregzou | 

Paulson. P. A.................Hudson | Riederer, Blasius.................Cato 
Pauly, H. J...........Milwaukee Wis.| Riek, Anthony..........Sipring Green 

(207 14th, St.) Ristau, Edward.................Osseo 
Peck, Henry M................Marshall| Risum, Louis B.............Brodhead 
Pederson, Peter................ Eleva! Roberts, F. W'............. Woodworth 

Pe'k. Edmund............R. 4. Chilton| Roberts, R. B................Corliss 
Peterka, Jos.............R. 7, Racine} Roberts, Thomas J..........Randolph © | 
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: FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT 

| OF THE | 

Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Association 

| 
| PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS. 

A, L, STONE, MADISON, WIS. 

: Fellow Members, Ladves and Gentlemen :—Since last we met 
| another prosperous year has passed rapidly away and in 

common, with others the farmer has experienced a share of the 
prosperity though perhaps not in a rightful degree. The mer- 
chant and manufacturer have profited by the rise in prices, the 

_ laborer by a rise in wages. The commodities furnished by the 
farmer sell on the markets for increased prices, but these prices 
are controlled so largely between the farmer and the consumer 
that the farmer does not get his just share. . This state of af- 
fairs can only be changed by a closer organization and co-opera- : 
tion on the part of the farmers themselves and proper legisla- 
tion in restraint of combinations which are stifling compett- 
tion. 

| Indirectly this co-operation is one of the results aimed at by 
| this association. What we need, in disposing of our seeds and 

other products, is a better understanding of the markets and | 
the conditions which affect prices. No organization can long 
exist or be effective while in existence unless its members 

_ thoroughly understand each other and the object desired. This 
we hope will be one of the results of our association together 
here, that we may learn how to plan and work together for our 
common good. | , :
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| In the general prosperity the farmer should have a juster 

share. The price of labor has gone up rapidly and it 1s a ser- 
| ious problem for the farmer to get his work properly done. 

This problem is being rapidly solved to a great degree by the 
introduction of almost humanly endowed machinery. To crown | 
all, from the dairyman’s standpoint, has been the improvement 
and apparently successful use of the milking machine. Wheth- 
er or not the general adoption of this machine will prove to | 
be an unmixed blessing is yet a matter of doubt. Will not the 
adoption of these machines tend to centralize the dairy busi- 
ness in the hand of a few owners of large herds and thus do 
away with the competition which is the life of trade? But un- 
til such a condition of affairs obtains let us welcome any inno- 
vation which will tend to lighten the labor and make easier the | 
life of the farmer. | | 

It nay seem that I am disgressing from the object of our 
endeavors, viz., to make Wisconsin the greatest seed grain pro- 
ducing state in the Union, but we must remember that Wiscon- 
sin is now and probably will always remain one of our greatest 
dairy states. So while we are raising seed to sell in all quar- 
ters of the globe, we can so rotate our crops as to produce feed | | 
for our dairy animals and give our fields.a rest from constant: 
seed oroduetion. 

Certainly to keep our soils in good condition we can not dis- 
pense with the fertility which is returned to the soil by the : 
dairy eow and the leguminous crops which are grown to form a 
part of her ratien. ILence, everything which adds to the dairy- 
mas prosperity will indirectly aid the seed grower. 

So with labor lightened and eventually cheapened by the use 
of machinery and with good crops and fair prices for his pro- 
ducts, the farmer has still much cause to be thankful. 

To our members who have earnestly and intelligently taken 
up and executed the plans of the Association, this has been a _ | 
year of unexampled prosperity. J venture to say that there 

| are few growers of our select seeds, reporting to our office, who 
have failed to dispose of all available seeds at a good profit. | 

Those members are beginning to see the scope and value of : 
our work, which is to aid and encourage our members in this’ 
select seed production until Wisconsin’s fame as a good seed 
producer is not only national but international. From their | 
own experiences they begin to see the possibilities in store for | 
us when we have worked out our destiny and members of the 
Association are able to dispose of all seeds raised at such prices
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as have been obtained by these few. We shall have reached the 

pinnacle of our ambition only when some seed dealer can write =~ 

to our Secretary asking for a carload of select seed barley and 

have it furnished without delay. Indeed, we should be able 

, eventually, to furnish select seeds of all kinds in carload lots. 

Wisconsin is a great grass state and clover grows naturally 

: everywhere. While on a trip into Rock county last August, 

the writer saw clover grown on a newly cleared farm among 

the stumps, which measured seven feet in length. We can and 

should produce an excellent grade of clover seed of all varie- 

ties, mammoth and medium red, alsike and white clover. Some 

| of our members are already growing alfalfa seed. Let us look 

forward to the time when we can buy our alfalfa seed from : 

erowers in our own state. I believe the time is soon coming 

when, this may be done. : 

We can also produce timothy, Kentucky blue grass and red | 

top seed, all, I believe in paying quantities. So you see we are 

not yet begun on our labors and every member must buckle into 

the harness and pull. All pulling together we will soon accom- 

_ plish our purpose and when we do, great will be the fame of 

old Wisconsin. | : | | 

It may appear to some of you that I am eternally harping 

upon this subject of seed production, but I feel that there 1s 

need of it. “Oh ye of little faith! Why stand ye here idle — 

all the day?” The field is ready to the harvest and yet stand 

ye idle. Comparatively few of our members have yet risen to | 

their opportunities. One young man this season has, without 

difficulty, sold three hundred bushels of Silver King corn in 

the ear at three dollars per bushel. Others have sold all they 

had, and could have sold more. Practically every available 

bushel of Oderbrucker barley has been sold for many cents 
above the market price and the demand still continues. So I 
want you to realize and meet the opportunities offered you. 

Do not weary in the strife. “Ye shall reap if ye faint not.” 

| We have one great competitor in the seed distributing bus- 
iness and that is the United States Government through the 
congressional seed distribution. 

| Seeds in small packets to the number of 40,000,000 are thus 

sent out annually and while not many of them may interfere 
with us or take the place of seed produced by us, some of them 
do. In any case the whole business is wrong in principle and 
should be condemned. This distribution of seeds, one third of 
which goes to city congressmen whose constituents cannot use
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them, many more of which are thrown away as they fail to 
grow and occupy ground which otherwise might have produced 
a crop; all this costs the government an annual expenditure of 
$240,000, and the postal department $250,000 a year for trans- 
mission of the seeds through the mails. 

If the seeds which are sent out were new or rare varieties it — 
would not be so bad, but they are not. In the majority of cases 
they are old and well known varieties which could be obtained - 
anywhere. | 

| This amount of money could much better be used in import- 
ing new and strange varieties of plants or by the government 
and experiment stations in breeding up new and better varieties 
of our own grains and plants. This is a crying evil and should 
be abolished at once. I hope to have some action taken by this 
body in regard to the matter before our meeting adjourns. _ 

Another subject which should demand our attention at this 
time and which probably as much as any other, affects our pros- 
perity as seed growers, is that of good roads. It will be of lit- 
tle use for us to grow seed grains in selling which a large share 
of the profit is absorbed by the cost of transporting to the rail- 
way station or the market. 

| There are several reasons why good roads are important fac- 
tors in the farmer’s operations. When a crop is ready to mar- 
ket it should be possible for every farmer to haul heavy loads. 
over a road with the least amount of wear and tear possible and | 
in the shortest possible time. More important still the road 
should be in a condition to facilitate this rapid and easy trans- 

: portation, winter as well as summer, spring as well as fall. 
This would allow a farmer to haul his products at any time, 
but especially in times of comparative leisure like the spring 

| or winter when not much else could be done and when under 
present conditions our roads are in a reprehensible condition, to 
say the least. It would cost something to establish such roads, 
it is true, but they would pay for themselves in a few years in 
the reduction of transportation expenses alone to say nothing of 
the increased value of the farms located upon such roads. 

When once properly constructed, such a road would be easily 
and cheaply maintained if left wholly to the supervision of one . 
man thoroughly competent to attend to it. Such a man could 
be hired and all necessary materials purchased for much less 
than is now spent each year to keep our roads in a mediocre 
condition. : oe 
When we think of the time which could be saved, of the en- 

. | |
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- hanced comfort of travel and freedom of intercourse and social 

enjoyment, besides the advantages already mentioned, it would 

seem that no price is too great to pay if thereby we might ob- 

tain them. The trouble is that few of us really realize the 1m- 

portance or value of good roads and think only of the taxes we 

| must pay to maintain them. There is a great deal of agitation 

upon this subject at the present time, and a bill has been intro- 

duced at the present session of the legislature, which if it 

passes will make available $20,000 annually for two years for 

the purpose of “getting and disseminating information regard- 

ing the best methods and materials for road building.” 

Since this is so important a subject to us let us do all in our 

power to aid in the work among ourselves and with our neigh- 
bors. The time is coming when this will become a well es- 

| tablished principle of farm economics. “Other things equal 

good roads lead to prosperity.” 
Then may we be pioneers in the work and may it be said of 

us in future years we so far forgot selves as to do the best, re- 

gardless of taxes and other burdens. 
More and more do your officers realize the mighty ferce this 

association is destined to exert in the social and economical 

life of this state. We see it much better than dio you perhaps, 
as we are in touch with every member of the association while | 

you reach but a few and are on the edge only of the mighty 
- wheel and hardly feel its power. 

I wish to express to you my gratitude that you have given me 
the opportunity to, in slight degree at least, aid in directing the 
volition and energy of this association. | 

The labors connected with the work have been and are ardu- 
ous, but the compensations also are great and it has given me 
great pleasure for three years to have served the Association. 
I look for great things in the future if each member of the Asso- 
ciation does his part.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT FOR 1906. | 

| R, A. MOORE, MADISON. 

Aicther year has rolled around since our last meeting and 
many changes have taken place in that short lapse of time. 
Our society 1s now past the exnerimental stage and its mem- ; 
bers ave self reliant, and eager to accomplish that which our as- 
sociation expects to do, namely, to make Wisconsin the great- 
est seed producing state of America. | 

_ Through earnestness and honesty of purpose our member- 
ship have placed within reach of Wisconsin farmers and those 
of other states, varieties of seed grains that far surpass in qual- 
ity and yield any heretofore grown within our state. The dis- 
semination of these choice seed grains throughout the state has 
added many million dollars to the total value of our farm crops 
and we have as yet just begun the good work. Our little 

| society has risen from a few faithful members to something 
over nine hundred and the membership is still on the increase. 
We trust this association which was founded for a great work 
will so far fulfill its mission that members will be known in - 

every village, city and township in the state, spreading their 
work of the dissemination of good seeds and giving wholesome _ 
advice as to the growing of grains and forage plants. | 

When we realize that the leading farm crops of Wisconsin 
are valued at one hundred million dollars and that it is possible — 
to add from ten to fifty per cent to this great crop by the intro- 
duction of pedigreed varieties of grains and forage plants, we 
can then form some conception of the great work we have in 
hand. 

Our state has been loyal to our society and in the hours of 
our weakness came to our rescue with funds to aid us in carry- 
ing out the work we had inaugurated. It seems that with our. 
great membership, some of whom are living in every county 
of the state, spreading their influence throughout all agricul- 
tural districts, that our state can afford to again come forward 

_ and give us further aid in carrying on this important work. — 
The National Government is intensely interested in our grain © 
work and has taken steps to assist our association and Agri- | | 
cultural College in making Wisconsin the great seed barley 

| state of America. I feel that our state will willingly assist as | 
fast as we can show them results. | | : 

: |
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Exprrments Carried on During THE Past YEAR. 

SILVER KING CORN (WISCONSIN NO. 7) | | 

Members of the Association who had not heretofore experl- 

mented with this variety of corn carried on tests the past sea- 

son and from the data received we are able to report as fol- 

lows : . | | : 

Number members reporting ....- +e ste eee ener recente 72 

Number counties in state cee eee e tenet eect eee eee bh 

Number of counties from which reports were received .....35 

Average percent germination of the seed soe ee eee eee 96.8 

Number reporting corn as well matured ....-++++-+-+++> 62 

| Number reporting failure to mature .....--+eeee seers 10 

Maximum yield (bushels shelled corn per acre) ........ 122 | 

Minimum yield (bushels of shelled corn per ACTC) 2. eee OD 

Average yield per acre (bushels of shelled corn) .....+.+ 67.2 

Average yield per acre any other variety 2... eee eee ee OES 

Difference in yield in favor of No. 7 corn ...-+--++++++: 12.4 | , 

| Average yield per_acre on fall plowed land .....6-5+4 ++ 08.9 

Average yield per acre on spring plowed land .......... 54.8 

Number of parties planting on fall plowed land .......--- 17 

| Number of parties planting on spring plowed land .......45 . 

The No. 7 corn was first grown by the association in 1902, 

| and seed disseminated in all localities where grown. For three 

succeeding years the corn has given exceptionally good yields 

and has become the popular corn against all other varieties in. 

many localities. 

Through the kindness of the Experiment Station, we will 

again control several hundred bushels of this good seed corn, 

which is fire dried and ready to go into the hands of members | 

‘of the Experiment Association strictly for experimental pur- 

poses. | : 

Members who have not heretofore secured the No. 7 corn 

| will be furnished sufficient seed to plant one acre the coming 

| season. Do not leave Madison without securing the seed corn. 

| A limited number of members tested the Early Yellow Dent 

(Wis. No. 8), and from data received we are able to tabulate 

the following :—
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EARLY YELLOW DENT (WISCONSIN No, 8.) | 

Number members reporting ........... cee eeeeeeeeee 30 
Number counties in the state ........ 00. ccceeeeeeecee T1 
Number of counties from which reports were received .....29 - 
Average per cent of germination of the seed .............97 
Number reporting corn maturing well ................ 28 
Number reporting failure to mature ....... cc ceeecceee oD 
Per cent of corn failing to mature north of Marathon Co.3838lQ | 
Per cent of corn failing to mature south of Marathon Co. 1614 
Maximum yield per acre (bushels shelled corn)..........110 
Minimum yield per acre (bushels shelled COM) ..........28 
Average yield per acre (bushels shelled corn) ..........55.7 
Average yield per acre any other variety .......0...... 61.2 | 
Average yield per acre fall plowed land...............50.7 

| Average yield per acre spring plowed land .......:.... 61.5 | 
Average yield per acre planted in checkrow ............ 54.7 
Average yield per acre planted in hills by hand ........ 62.5 

We desire members living in northern counties to again 
make tests and will furnish seed for such experiments. . 

Pe - 
ALFALFA. 

The work in getting alfalfa established in Wisconsin has cov- 
cred a period of many years. Ex-Gov. Hoard has carried on 
tests with alfalfa through a series of years in Jefferson County, 
that have been of immense value in demonstrating the impor- 
tance and possibilities of this great plant. | 

Lhrough the Wisconsin Experiment Association with its 
large mem ership seattered widely over the state, the Station 
has been able to carry on cooperative tests with alfalfa under 
many varying eondiiions as to soil and climate. In the newer 
sections of the state, alfalfa is yet in the experimental stage, 

_ and farmers should refrain from sowing large areas to alfalfa 
until they are quite certain that their land is suitable for the 
crop The seed is expensive and the crop is uncertain where 
conditions are unfavorable. | | 

One or two acres should be grown for a few years as a test 
crop before sowing the farm extensively to alfalfa. 

The alfalfa area is being widened rapidly and several thou- 
sand farmers are now growing the crop successfully.
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At the request of the Experiment Association, members liv- 
: ing in different counties of the state started new fields of alfal- 

fa, the association furnishing uniform seed of high vitality for 
such tests. 

The following data has been tabulated from the reports re- 
ceived from members sowing alfalfa the spring of 1906. 

| (REPORT ON ALFALFA, FIRST YEAR’§ SEEDING. | | 

Number members reporting ..j.0... 0... cece ee eee eee ence TA 
Number of counties from which reports were received ..... 40 
Number advocating sowing with nurse crop ............ 35 
Number advocating sowing without nurse crop .......... 5 
Number not reporting on nurse crop ............e0002+ 34 
Number getting good stand .......... ccc eee eee cece ees 60 
Number getting poor stand ........ ccc cece cece eee 
Number reporting a large number of nodules where 

ground was inoculated... 2... cj. eee cee eee ee ee lA 
Number reporting no difference .............000c0ceeeee 15 
Number reporting a notable difference in the appearance . 

of alfalfa on inoculated and uninoculated plots......19 
Number reporting no difference ...............0000006 15 
Number not inoculating .. 0... .. 0c. eee cece cee eee QF 

oe Number finding nodules without soil inoculation .......... 7 

| WINTER KILLING OF CLOVER AND ALFALFA. | 

| The winter of 1906 was severe on clover and alfalfa especial- 
ly in the southern half of the state. To determine the extent 
of damage done and the cause thereof, with other data of in- 
terest, letters of inquiry were sent to members of the Experi- __ 
ment Association. In order to get information from as wide 
an area as possible, these letters were sent to members living 
in as many different counties as possible. From the data re- 

| ceived we are able to report the following as the testimony of 
the members interrogated. | | |
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_ SUMMARY OF REPORTS ON RED CLOVER. 

Number of members reporting ...... 6.0.00 eeee ee eee ZO] 
| Number of counties from which reports were received ..... 52 

Number sowing clover as a mixtute with grasses ...... 152 
Number sowing clover alone .......... cee eee eee tee AD 
Number of fields examined ............0 0c ee eee ene. DDE 
Average number of living plants in each field on four ; 

square feet of surface ....... cece eee ee ee ee OG 
| Average number of dead plants on four square feet of | 

SUTLACE ok cee ce ele ee eee cee eee eee ee ee AS 
Approximate number of acres in all fields inspected .... 6192 
Number reporting clover as winter killing badly ........ 107 
Number sowing with a nurse crop ..... eee ee eee eee ee) 198 
Number sowing without a nurse crop ....... eee eee eee 8 
Maximum amount of clover seed sown per acre in pounds... 23 
Minimum amount of seed sown per acre in pounds ........ 4 
Average amount of clover seed sown per acre in pounds....10 | 
Number pasturing clover first year ....:..6....02.2+- 127 
Number growing clover for seed... 6... ee eee eee eee eee 5 | 
Average yield of seed per acre in bushels .............. 4 

Causes for winter killing :—Ice on the ground through por- 
tion of winter. Sudden freezing and thawing in the spring. 
Not enough snow. Pasturing too closely in the fall. | 

| SUMMARY OF REPORTS ON ALFALFA. 

Number of members reporting ...........0.0e0e022-- 118 
Number of counties from which reports were received .... 39 | 
Number sowing American alfalfa ..............00224- 66 
Number sowing some other variety . 06.2.6. 0000 ee ee eee BY 
Average number of living plants on four square feet ...... 52 
Average number of dead plants on four square feet ...... 87 
Number of fields entirely winter killed ................ 14 | 
Number of members sowing alfalfa with a nurse crop .... 85 
Number using barley as a nurse Crop ... sce eee eee eee es 68 

| Average amount of seed sown per acre .............. 20 lbs. 
Number sowing without a nurse crop ......5....22.2006 89 
Total number of fields examined ..............+-2+-. 201 , 
Total number of acres of alfalfa inspected ............ 365 | 
Number reporting alfalfa as badiy winter killed ........ 54 
Number who pastured alfalfa........ 00. cece wee eee eld 
Number growing alfalfa for seed ................... mone.
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| Causes for winter killing :— Sowing late in season; pastur- 
Ing; cutting too late in season; nurse crop lodging; ice freezing 
over the ground; water standing on the field; freezing and 
thawing in the spring. | | 

| From the information secured from members of the Exper- 
iment Association, combined with observations made at the Sta- 7 

: tion and on farms in the vicinity of Madison, we conclude as 
follows :— | 

Clover and alfalfa were badly winter’killed in-the southern 
half of Wisconsin during the winter of 1906. In northern 
Wisconsin the crop was protected with snow and suffered little. - 
Alfalfa proved to be as hardy as medium red clover where it 
was grown under lke conditions. The chief cause advanced 

| by the majority of experimenters for the winter killing of 
clover and alfalfa was the frequent thawing and freezing in the 

| early spring. Where alfalfa was grown on low, flat land it 
suffered much from the effects of the snow melting during 
warm days and filling depressions of the land with water, | 
which froze during the night and smothéred the alfalfa. 

It was thought that alfalfa suffered from late fall cutting 
| and by pasturing to considerable extent. , 

Seed is not as yet generally grown from alfalfa. It will be 
necessary ior the alfalfa plant to become thoroughly acclimated 
before seed can be secured in paying quantities. _ | | 

Clover is grown for seed extensively in Wisconsin, and an 
average of four bushels of seed per acre was secured by the 
members reporting. | | 

| TESTS WITH ODERBRUCKER BARLEY (WISCONSIN No. 55), 

Two hundred and fifty members carried on tests with this 
select variety of barley during the past year. The informa- 
tion given herewith will be of interest to our Association. 

REPORT ON ODERBRUCKER BARLEY, 1906. 

Number.parties reporting to date................ 197 
Number of counties from which reports have been. | 

TeCELVEd oo. ieee cee eee eee ee cinees, = 4B 
Number sowing on fall plowed land.............. 90 
Number sowing on spring plowed land........... 37 
Number sowing with drill.................000.. BA
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Number sowing with broadcast seeder ............ 10 
Number sowing by hand ..............00 0c eens 3 

Number of cases in which barley remained erect.... 91 

Number of cases in which barley lodged.......... 21 
Number of cases in which barley rusted badly.... 2 

| Number of cases in which barley rusted slightly.... 28 
| Number of cases in which barley did not rust...... 97 

Number of cases in which smut developed........ 22 | 
Number of cases in which no smut developed...... 40 
Number of cases in which smut developed slightly. 65 
Average yield per acre of Oderbucker barley, in ~ 

bushels .. 0... ccc cee eee ee cee eee eee eee 89.1 
Average yield per acre of best other variety, in 

bushelg ..... cee cee eee eee eee ee ee eeveeee 83.6 . 

Yield per acre of Oderbucker barley over other vari- 
eties on trial . 2... cc ce ce eee eee eee eee 5.5 

Average yield of Oderbucker barley on fall plowed | 
land woe cece ce eee ee eels tee eect ee eecee 89.9 

Average yield of Oderbrucker barley on spring 
plowed land ... cece eee cece e eee cece es = BT.5 

Yield per acre in bushels on fall plowed land above 
same on spring plowed land............606- 24 

Average yield in bushels where sown with drill..... 8.4 
Average yield in bushels where sown with seeder... 89.9 
Average yield in bushels where drill was used on fall 

plowing 22... eee e eee eee eee cere eine ee = 89.41 
Average yield in bushels where drill was used on 

spring plowing ........ ese e cis ce ee cece eee 86.2 
Average yield in bushels where seeder was used on 

fall plowing 2... 6c. e cece eee cee cree eee 40.8 
Average yield in bushels where seeder was used on | 

spring plowing. .).. cece eee eee eee ee ee eee = BOLT 
Average yield in bushels where grain was sown by 

Hand ... cece we cle cle we ee ee cee eee cle ee cines 33.3 

Sufficient of this choice seed barley to sow one acre will be 
given to those members for experimental purposes who were 
unable to secure it last year. The barley will be given in the 
order of the applications received. . 

The progress we have made in agricultural advancement has 
attracted attention in the most remote parts of the state, and nu- 
merous complimentary letters from farmers and people inter- 
ested in better agriculture show plainly the appreciation held
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by others of the work started. The careful manner in which 
our membership has grown .pure-bred seed grains has been the 

: means of putting this line of effort on a firm foundation, and 

farmers and seedmen now look forward to purchasing these 
carefully grown grains. No one factor in my estimation can 
help the Wisconsin farmer more at the present time, than the 
fact that within easy reach he is able to secure high yielding 
grains and forage plants, that have become properly acclimated 
for his respective locality. | : 

It means the rapid dissemination of choice bred seed grains, 
which have taken years to produce by careful breeding. 

| One of the functions of the Experiment Association is that 
of a distributor of up to date agricultural thought and methods. | 

| With our membership so widiely distributed, we are able to pre- 
sent practical examples by every roadside of what can be done 
by any farmer who seizes the opportunity afforded him. 

- -'The chief effort of the Experiment Association during the 
past year has been to improve the corn crop and determine the 
value of alfalfa as a forage plant. 

Alfalfa.—Three hundred forty-five members were given al- 
| - falfa seed, sufficient to sow at least one-half acre in accordance 

_ with outlines furnished them. One hundred and sixty 
7 were furnished with soil for inoculation purposes taken 

from-an alfalfa field where the plants had developed bac- 
teria-laden nodules. The general success or failure of these 
experiments will not be fully determined until another year. 

The following data will give a’ general idea of the progress 
made this season in growing alfalfa. 

REPORTS ON ALFALFA, FIRST YEAR'S SEEDING. | 

| Number members reporting.............02ee0+0++- 185 
- Number of counties from which reports were received.. 48 
Number advocating sowing with nurse crop.......... 86 
Number advocating sowing without a nurse crop...... 40 
Number not reporting on nurse crop ........-.--..-. 59 | 
Number getting good stand. .............0ee00e0022- 180 
Number getting poor stand ................0.220-. 44 
Number of absolute failures .......... 0... ee 0 
Number reporting larger number of nodules where 

ground was inoculated... .. 6... cece eee ee ee eet | ZI 
Number reporting no difference ...............--.. 12
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Number reporting notable difference in the appearance | 
of alfalfa on inoculated and uninoculated plots..... 34 

Number reporting no difference .............2.+---. 58 
Number not inoculating .......... cee e eee eee eee eee = 98 

| REPORT ON ALFALFA ONE YEAR AFTER SEEDING, : a 

Number members reporting ..........eee eee eceees TO | 
Number counties from which reports were received.... 36 
Number counties in the state .............0.000008. TL | 
Number securing crop year of sowing .............. 4 - 
Average per cent of winter killing.................. 118 
Average number cuttings obtained the second year.... 2.2 
Average number tons of hay obtained per acre........ 38.72 : 
Number having no difficulty curing the hay.......... 36 
Number using hay capS 2.0... ccc cee eee eee eee eee 5 
Number reporting abundance of nodhles on roots of plants 35 
Number reporting no nodules on roots of plants....... 18 
Number failing to report as to nodules ....4........ 22 

We do not vropose to stop here but will push the work vigor- 
ously until this great forage plant can be grown as generally as 
we now grow red clover. We have met with some failures but 
this should make us more eager to succeed, and I look for- 
ward to a great victory. I think one of the chief difficulties we 
have had to contend with in growing alfalfa, barring poor seed, 
has been the lack of the proper germs in the soil. The 
much abused sweet clover (Melilotus alba) has been working 
diligently to supply the soil with the germs which act in a bene- Oo 
ficial way on the alfalfa plant, and thus pave the way to suc- 
cessful alfalfa culture. I feel we should aid this plant in its ~ 
most useful mission, . | 

Where the soil has not been supplied with the proper alfalfa 
germs through sweet clover, as the distributing agent, or by the 
scattering of soil from old alfalfa fields, only a small portion 
of the alfalfa plants will develop the nodules and the remainder 
of the plants languish and die, thus making the catch too thin. | 
However, the plants that live, develop nodules and will amply 

| supply the soil with the germs for future crops of alfalfa. In 
every case where a failure to secure a good stand of alfalfa is 
due to lack of the proper germs, we should plow, prepare the 
soil and reseed the same plot of ground to alfalfa, If farmers in
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general would secure a few pounds of alfalfa seed and mix 
with clover or grass seed which each year is sown, quite general- 
ly throughout the state, the few plants that would develop nod- 
ules would distribute the proper germs to such an extent that 
when the grass land was broken up for corn or other crops the 
season following, the ground would be amply supplied with the 
germs to insure a good growth of alfalfa. If the above plan was 
followed for a few years, I feel confident that alfalfa could be 
grown successfully on nearly all farms. 

Fe E | LI eo ie 4 i eS 

se i - / Peo P eel iaise He 

: a ; | 
i 1 fe \ i 

DIFFERENT STAGES OF THE LOOSH SMUT OF BARLEY FROM BARLY 
APPHARNCH UNTIL BLOWN FROM THE STEM. 

Two hundred members of the Experiment Association are carrying on tests 
in accordance with outlines furnished for the extermination of this grain 
disease.
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Swedish Select Oats. (Wisconsin No. 4).—The Swedish 
oats are now grown so generally that they are past the experi- 

| mental stage, and are merely grown by members of the associa- 
tion as select seed oats. All members of the association de- 
siring to be placed in the Seed Growers’ list, who were not list- 

| ed in the fourth annual report, are requested to report to the 
Secretary at their earliest convenience. The names of all mem- 

| bers having select seed grains for sale should appear in the next 
annual report. 

| Barley.—F or six years tests have been carried on at the Ex- 
7 periment Station with select varieties of barley to determine 

the best feeding and malting barley for Wisconsin growers. 
One variety known as Oderbucker (Wisconsin No. 55), has 
shown superior characteristics throughout the test. This bar- 

~ ley has been improved by selection and tested in three different 
counties. From the tests made we feel quite safe in stating 
that we think we have the best variety of barley in the state. 

Five hundred bushels of this select seed barley have been | 
purchased by the Experiment Association from the- Station 
for the purpose of carrying on an extensive test. Our desire is 
to place this seed barley into the hands of members of the 

| Experiment Association, giving one sack of two bushels to each 
| member who will agree to carry on the test in a careful man- 

ner. The barley has nearly all been subscribed for, and we look 
forwird with a great deal of interest to the outcome of these 
tests. . 

Gram Hxhibit.—The grain display of last year proved to be 
a decided success, and the number of entries made this year 

: shows the increased interest taken in the improvement of 
grains and forage plants. We must not rest contented until 
Wisconsin is the foremost seed grain raising state in the union. 

7 The high priced lands of our state practically force the ma- 
jority of our members, who desire to realize on their invest- 
ments, to grow something besides ordinary crops for the market.
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Jn Memoriam. 

Fred Kietbrock and Peter A. Dukleth. 

 - . FRED RIETBROCK. 

A. J. PHILIPS, HONORARY MEMBER OF WISCONSIN 
EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION, WEST SALEM, LA CROSSE CO. - 

Mr. President and Members of the Wisconsin Experiment 
Association :— 

GENTLEMEN :—TIn responding to your invitation to address 
you at this time on the life-work of your fellow member and 
co-worker Mr. Fred Rietbrock, I feel it an honor to be selected 
for the task and at the same time feel my inability to do the | 
subject justice. It was my good fortune to spend the two 
weeks previous to his last trip to the west with him at the 
Dairy show in Chicago and at nis home in Athens. It is a 
rare treat to know and associate with such men. It is a rare 
-treat to your society to have such a man enroll himself as a 
member of your society and assist by his means and good ad- 
vice to further its interests. He was a true practical philan- 
thropist and a benefactor in the fullest sense of the word and 
the grand results of his beneficient work for the betterment of 
his fellowmen will be a living monument to his memory as long | 
as the state of Wisconsin and Marathon county shall exist. 
There have been many persons who have been lauded -for their 
great generosity whose only effort. was to order a check filled out 
to found some charitable institution, endow a college, or ‘uid 
a costly library where people so inclined can while away the 
leisure hours reading anything their fancy craves. Fred Riet- 
brock was a greater philanthropist and benefactor and more : 
munificent than any of them, because he gave not only as great 
a per cent of his wealth as they did for the benefit of mankind, 

| - but he also gave of himself without reserve, of the work of his 
brain, of his heartfelt sympathy, kindly advice and encourage- 

2—E, A, |
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ment to uplift his fellowmen. He did not give for his own 
agerandizement or to be lauded as a great benefactor or try to 
perpetuate his memory by costly monuments, but he gave in a 
quiet, unostentatious way for the betterment of mankind. It 
has been truly said that the greatest benefactor is he who 

: makes two blades of grass grow where only one grew before. 

i? 
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"FRED RIETBROCK. 

Mr Rietbrock did this and more in its broadest sense. He 
surely made the northern wilderness bloom like the rose and 
turned a barren waste into well tilled, productive farms, with 
comfortable homes, occupied by happy, industrious, and pro- 

_ gressive farmers and their families. Not only did he help or- 
ganize good schools for the education of the children, but he 
employed and paid competent instructors to teach farmers the 
improved methods of farming and dairying. It was through 
Mr. Rietbrock’s thoughtful generosity and foresight that many 
learned to double the yield of their acres and the product of 
their cows, as well as to double their value by proper breeding. 
It was through his unselfish generosity that his county, Mar- 
athon, was enabled last fall in 1906 to offer a liberal premium 
for grade females of the Guernsey breed, which act encour-
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aged the farmers so that. the show of those cattle was second to 
none in the state. Mr. Rietbrock needs no great structures of 
brick or marble as memorials to his grand and noble character 

| and benevolent deeds, for he has a more fitting monument in 
the love and veneration of those whose lives he has brightened, 
broadened and refined, to whom his loss is irreparable and 
whose children will rise from generation to generation and 
bless and revere his name. This spirit was beautifully exempli- 
fied at his funeral at Athens when the citizens, old and young,: 
turned out en masse and strewed the road from his home at his 
son-in-law’s to the depot with evergreens and flowers. His 
loss will be felt not only in his own county but in your meet- 
ings and in other meetings of which he was a member, and also | 
ainong the Guernsey cattle breeders of the state and nation 
among whom he had by his intelligent work taken a prominent | 

_ position. But he kas gone, and as a society we will revere 
his memory. 

Gentlemen, I thank you for your attention. | 

PETER A. DUKLETH ! 

we : BR, A. MOORE, 

We regret to chronicle from time to time the death of faith- 
ful members who have their earthly career cut short by acci- | 
dent or sickness. It is especially sad when members are taken. 

: from us in the full vigor of manhood, when there seems so _ 
much to live for. This sentiment applies particularly to our 

: departed friend and worthy member, P. A. Dukleth. . 
Mr. Peter A. Dukleth was born in the town of Norway, — 

Recine County, December 2, 1872, and brought to Waukesha 
County the following year where he has since lived with. his 

_ parents on a farm near Silver Lake. Largely through his 
efforts and foresight the farm was made one of the noted 
stock and grain farms of Waukesha County. His natural 
taste for farming led him to pursue the studies of the Short 
Course in Agriculture at the University, completing in 1898. 

_ The thoroughness of his work and the aptness shown in all 
: his studies won for him the respect of all his classmates and
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instructors. Through the recommendation of Dean Henry, 
Mr. Dukleth was appointed by the Regents, instructor for the 
winter term in Farm Dairying, which position he held for sev- 
eral years with credit, until obliged to give up on account of 
failing health. No instructor in the College of Agriculture 
was held in higher esteem than our Mr. Dukleth, who was ever 
ready to assist in the hour of need. He will long be remem- 
bered as the students’ friend and the knowledge he imparted 
will continue to perform its mission for many years to come. 
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‘ PETER A, DUKLETH. 

Mr. Dukleth was active in agricultural organizations of the 
; state as his many papers and addresses found in the various 
reports will show. In 1904 he was elected treasurer of the 
Agricultural Experiment Association and re-elected again in 
1905 and 1906. No member manifested a deeper interest 
in our growing organization and his works and letters of en- 
couragement has had much to do with its success. 

The writer had learned to love him as a brother and with 
his parents and friends feels his loss keenly. Our Associa- 

tion has lost a true and valiant member,
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| ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS ON THE FARM. 

W. L, AMES, OREGON, DANE COUNTY. 

Young Men of the Agricultural Experiment Association : 
Asked by your Secretary, Prof. Moore, to assist on your pro- 
gramme by presenting the subject of “Elements of Success on 

~ the Farm’, my first thought was to say “No” to his request. 
But later perceiving that he had not prefaced the subject with 
the definite article “the,” I said to myself, “I can surely dis- 
cuss some of the “Elements of Success on the Farm”. Llse , 

my life of nearly fifty years, and all spent on the farm, has 7 
been more badly wasted than I am willing to admit. And yet, 
realizing my insignificance in the great field of farm operations 
and investigations, I approach the subject assigned me with the 
diffidence that the music teacher, the doctor and the lawyer 
would, each, his labors, with his art only in a small degree ac- 

| quired. : 
I come to you with no patent and few heretofore unheard of 7 

ideas. My entire outline will be more of a reminder to you 
than anything else. My entire effort here may reveal to you 
the pleasure I experience in picking up and gleaning the little 
objective ideas that lie thickly along the path of every person, 

: if he has but the power to see them and perceive their value, 
and to give them the thought that they are entitled to. 

SUCCESS IN CITIZENSHIP AS WELL, 

Again, I cannot discuss the topic assigned without broaden- 
ing it to include success in citizenship as well as on the farm, 
for a'life-time’s observation reveals to me the fact that no man 
can be a successful farmer and not be a good and useful citi- 
zen. He may be a good citizen and not be a successful farm- 
er, but not be a successful farmer if he is not also a good citi- | 
zen. And what do I mean by a good citizen? The man who | 

| spends his whole life laboring only for himself? Never. The 
good that men do to others only, lives after them. No man 
can be more quickly forgotten after his death than the man who 

| has spent his whole life laboring diligently for his own per- 
_ sonal ends and preferment, and entirely neglecting opportuni- 

| ties for doing something for others moving also in the same
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current that he is, but perhaps at 2 slower and more laborious 
pace than his own. | | : 

PUBLIC AS WELL AS PRIVATE SIDE TO AGRICULTURE. | 

There is a public side and there is a private side to farm life. 
There is little danger but that the diligent and active minded 
inan and farmer will give good and due attention to the private 
or individual side of farming, but will he also recognize the | 
just demands of the public side and give to that phase of farm 
life its just share of his attentions, that will assist in securing | 

to his chosen occupation its just share of public utilities, atten- | 
tions and advantages that it-is entitled to and that unless its _ 
subjects co-operatively demand and labor for they need not 
expect any one else to champion. | 

| | OPPORTUNITIES, 

| _ Again I suggest that much of your future success and use- 
fulness will depend on your ability to discern and take advan- 
tage of opportunities. I heartily commend your labors here | 

_ and believe you are here taking advantage of one of the very 
best of opportunities, not only of serving yourselves, but at the 
same time advantageously serving your fellowmen. Ever keep | 
your ears open for the expression from others that is so often | 

| heard in discussing matters in which a public is generally in- 
terested, “Why don’t someone do something about this matter 
to remedjy it.”” Remember, the question is never aimed back at 

, themselves, but always is “Why don’t someone else do the some- 
thing.” If a remedy is possible, here is your opportunity and 

| if the remedy is undertaken with careful thought and study 
you may surprise yourself with what you may accomplish. 

MAKING KNOWN LEGISLATIVE NEEDS. 

| _ We are again in the early part of another Legislative ses- 
sion. Are you making known to your representatives your 

| various legislative needs? If not, do not censure them for not 
appropriately serving you. Two years ago we asked and re- 
ceived your support to the matter and propriety of abolishing 

_ the camping of gypsies and others on our public highways. : 
The matter was placed before the legislature in the form of an - 
amenument to previous legislation. After attending it through |
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: both Assembly and Senate committees, and all the time receiv- 
ing the assistance and hearty co-operation of our worthy rep- 

| resentative, Hon. John S. Donald, and finally sending a plea | 

to the Governor for his sanction, which it finally received, it 
emerged in the favor of the property owners and the public in- | 

stead of, as in the past, in the favor of the gypsies. 

| SUCCESS A GROWTH, 

, Again, young men, success is not likely to come to you at a 
single bound. It is much more likely to be the result and 
growth from small incidents, and those small incidents right in 

| or very near your own homes. 

WISCONSIN HOMES. 

Young men, let me remind you that you Jive in a part of our | 
country maintaining the very best of farm homes. They are 
surpassed by no state that I have ever been in. Not only best 

| farm homes, but best schools, best citizenship, best evident de- 
| gree of prosperity. Best evidence of Christianity. Best bread 

makers. Ah! little do our mothers, sisters, and wives know : 
how much they are contributing to our chances of success in 

| our labors, whatever those lators are, by preparing for us good - 
bread. It is an art that cannot be too highly extolled, and one 
worth looking after a thousand times, over the art of painting, 
drawing, music, or fancy work in the party we call “our best 
girl’, | 

| I refer with pride to our magnificent schools, maintained by 
| tax, for the purpose of cultivating the intellect, best of God’s 

gifts to man. But I blush with shame when I contemplate 
that that same great government, for dollars, whether they be 
few or millions, will license other institutions to make fools 
and driveling idiots of men. 

| Let me go with you to your various homes and note a few lit- 
tle inconspicuous things which, however, bear the ear marks of : 
a good nome. As I drive in perhaps alone, and a little strange 

: to the place, will I find one or more good hitching posts in 
| plain sight and in appropriate places for the calling stranger 

or guest, or will my only alternative be the much gnawed cor- 
LO ner of the old corn house? Boys, did you ever realize that 

hitching posts indicate civilization? That they plainly say to 
the neighbor or stranger guest, “Come in, come in. We want °
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to see you and talk and visit with you. ‘We are social beings 
and desire to mingle with our good fellowmen.” And that the 
absence of them says just the opposite: “We don’t want you to 
come in. Go your way and let us go curs. We are isolates 
and desire to live alone.” Such is unerringly the language of 

the home “hitching post.” But before leaving this point, let 
us just drop a tear of sincere pity for the “isolate,” the man 
who really desires to live alone. Also one more thought right 
here. All successful men have their busy days, and if we are | 
the calling party and are on an errand, we should discern 
quickly, if perchance this is one of our host’s busy days and, 
if so, it is creditable in us to make our errand known prompt- 
ly and directly and not after a long drawn out discussion of 

| the weather and other indefinite subjects over which we have 
no control discuss them as we will. An important element. of | 
success in any line of business is to be able to compass much 
business in short time, if necessary. It ig the man who can 
do this well and independently that the business world ig look- 
ing for today. So important is this matter of the “Good 
Home” in the development of success and good citizenship, in 
ny opinion, that I am not yet ready to leave it. 

I am thirsty for a drink of good Wisconsin water. Will I — 
surely and at all times find a “cup at the well,” with which to » 
secure that good drink? Is that place that you call “home” a 
place of peace, and happiness, and mutual co-operation, and 

_ where the little things done for one another is a perpetual joy? 
Or is it a place where bickerings, oaths, vile language, and to- 
baeco juice and smoke prevail? The latter, “elements of suc- 

, cess’s” 4 No. If the author of this address may lay claim, in 
any degree, to the elements under discussion here, that pos- 
session may be attributed, more than to any other cne thing, 
to the environments of one of Wisconsin’s happiest homes. 

PERSONAL HABITS, | 

Closely after direct home influences: on “Elements of Suc- 
cess” I would discuss briefly “personal habits.” First among | 

_ these; I do not dispute any man’s privilege, be he young or | 
old, to acquire the habit of smoking or chewing tobacco, so _ 
long as his habit does not interfere with any one’s pleasure, : 
but when, in, inclosed quarters, he does insist on saturating 

* others with his stale fumes, I protest, and claim that if the
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odor was an especial favorite with me personally, I would have | 
an equal right to saturate him and others with the triple ex- 
tract of skunk, no matter how obnoxious it might be to him. : 
More than once on my return home from purely business ex- 
peditions, has my good wife prompted me to disrobe at once 
and hang my garments out doors till that horrid stale tobacco 
smoke was aired out of them. And does your home show spit 
marks of tobacco juice? Filthy habit, boys. For your own 
sake, for the sake of your good wife, or the girl whom you ex- 
pect some day (and I hope it will be soon) to become your 
wite, abandon it. 

Boys, I consider the young man and farmer attired in clean 
overalls, dressed fit to meet a king. Remember, I said clean 
overalls. That is, with dirt not much over a week old on them. 
To meet the farmer anywhere and everywhere with his over- 
alls bearing the dirt and stale milk marks of a month, or per- 
haps months previous, is disgusting, and yet we evidently of- 
ten meet such. A hastily prepared apron from an old grain 
sack and left at the barn to slip on at milking time, will ef- 
fect a great improvement in. the daily appearance of the over- 

| alls and then don’t fail to put the apron through the suds often 
A tidy dress and good, prompt business appearance away from 
home when called thus on business. Men of wide business 
experience and observation learn to read the man quickly, of ° 
lesser experience, and pretty accurately size him up. I have 
had from time to time, considerable dealings with R. R’s. per- 
haps generally started by correspondence and ere long I would 
be suddenly requested to meet a representative at the station 
for a brief interview, and it would oftentimes be so brief, that 
I simply concluded that they called me .there mostly to see 
what I looked like and to size me up. Whether so or not, I 
have generally accotnplished with them what I sought to. 

| Cultivate progressive ideas and thought. Study subjects | 
just a little in advance of the average student. Be not satis- 
fied with less than the ability to impart to someone, some in- 
formation that they did not possess before. The best part of 
a letter is often the interlinings and marginal notes. So of- ee 

| ten, true character is read in our smaller and most insignifi- 
cant acts. The reading of character, by ones acts, is one of 
the most fascinating of studies and is oftimes very useful. 
Atter the extreme sacrifices of many of your parents in afford- 
ing you a schooling, stand up young man or young woman, 
‘hat we may see what you look like. You that would indulge 
in a frolicsome and sight seeing vacation, before those same |
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sacrificing parents have had an opportunity to see what the out- ° | 
side boundaries of their own county looks like. | 

In your business methods let truthful statements sustain 
you, and then cultivate a directness of statement that shall 
carry conviction with it. Alone, I once met a local commit- 
tue of 12 men, to arrange with them for a gathering of the 
‘Farmers National Congress” in their city. After some pre- 
liminary routining their chairman said to me, “Mr. Ames, 
what is your business?’ “What is my business,” said I, “why 
sir, “I am a farmer,” I responded. ‘Ah yes,” he said, ‘‘the- 
oretically, but what is your real work or business?” ‘“Why,”’ 
said I, “I am a farmer.” ‘You do not quite understand me,” 
he said. “You are perhaps a newspaper or desk farmer, or 
—” “Oh no, no.” I said. “I am a real farmer, in proof of 

which I show you my hands, callosed and labor marked.” That 
convinced him, and he added, ‘It is the real farmer that we 
hope to entertain in your session here,’ and from that time ~~ 
on our mecting was most congenial and resulted in one of the 
best and most successful gatherings that we had ever exper- 
lenced. : oe 

| MUCH EXPECTED OF MAN, 

That man was given control over the animal kingdom is not 
a mere say so, for witness every day observation. By kind- 
ness, resolution and training the massive bull submits to him. 
The spirited stallion. obeys him, the mischievious colt, becomes _ 
his most faithful servant. The cow by .patient persuasion 
gives up her baby offspring that she may the better serve man’s 
needs. The nervous and shying calf finally submits to famil- 
arity through the influence of the comb and brush, even though | 

| they be administered at first at the end of a yard stick or han- — 
die. The dog by nature, a mere frolicsome plaything, but 
remarkable of all, the honey bee, accepts the home we provide 
for him and most wonderfully works on: the lines we lay out 

| for him. By means of the so-called “starters,” little strips of 
artifically prepared honey comb, slightly but regularly stuck 
in the sections of the hive and supers, the vicious little insect | 
follows directions and specifications, and produces for man, 
one of the most perfect pieces of workmanship that was ever | 
constructed, its greatest value lying in the perfection with 

_ which the insect worked under man’s ingenuity and direction. -
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| | NEIGHBORHOODS. 

- Men live in neighborhoods. Neighborhoods and localities | 
are progressive only as they work together. In matters of : 
public interest, pull with your neighbor, and in all things pull | 
on the tug and not on the hold back. My nearest permanent | 
neighbor should be my best neighbor. Beware of the man : 
who considers his neighborhood the worst one he ever lived in. 

_ It will not require a magnifying glass to reveal the probability 
that the most uncongenial and perhaps the most eccentric 

| character in the neighborhood occupies his home. It, at least, . 
is a bad indication. Pity this,man, and also the man who | 
takes his veam and goes afield to: put in his Sundays at field 
work. Nothing is gained thereby. With Saturday night 
plan a close up of regular business, necessary chores excepted. 

: “OBSTACLES. 

Will continue to appear as long as human existence contin- 
ues, but don’t hunt them. Nothing wearies me more than, 
when a project is suggested,, that, in the main looks feasible, to 
have some pessimist, someone who is always pulling on the 
hold back, begin to suggest the obstacles in the way of the 
project. If it is a good thing, away with your: obstacles, get 
on the other side of those obstacles, over them, under them, to 

| the right or the left of them, brush them aside; get on the other 
side of them and go on with the good project. Cultivate 

| courage und confidence in your ability to overcome obstacles. 

DO THINGS: YOURSELF, | 

And don’t wait for some one:élse to start. It has been said 
that the world is made up of two classes. “Those who lift and | 
those who lean.” For your own sake and the sake of human- 
ity be of the doing and lifting class. By reason of a collision 

| between a fast moving passenger train and a carriage recently 
on a railroad crossing that would easily admit improving, two 
precious lives, occupants of the carriage, were instantly sacri- 
ficed. At the close of the funeral services there : 
came the expected expression from a hundred lips, 
“Why don’t some one do something about that  cross- 
mg?” But one person in the hundreds had _ thought , 
to do something.. That person had prepared a_ pe 
tition to the R. R. for a subway at that point. It was at once
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exposed and complimented and received the signature of every 

man present. This same person, alone continued to push the 

| project. The petition went to the R. R. company and with 

such apparent sincerity and earnestness, backed by consisten- 

, cy and justice that it received, at their hands, gracious and 

immediate attention with the result that a subway at that 

crossing for the highway traffic is promised with the opening 

of the coming spring. | | | | 

A PROGRESSIVE CITIZEN. - - 

Do the highways need opening after a snow blockade in the 

winter? If so, don’t let your first great effort be to get the 

commissioner there but get out yourself and surely open along 

your own premises at any rate. The commissioner can’t do 

it all, Every progressive citizen has a duty to perform. Are 

you a progressive citizen $ | 

REQUISITES. 

As I have said before., Do business errands quickly and to : 

the point. Keep engagements. Become known as “reliable,” 

and that your word is as good as your signature. If an en- 

eagement must, because of unforseen circumstances, be de- 

ferred, make all haste that a reason and excuse reach the other _ 

party before the engagement time expires. Few things lower 

a man more in the writer’s opinion than to apparently, delib- 

erately fail to keep a business engagement. He desires to at 

once cancel that man’s name from his business calendar. 

Don’t ask people to guess who you are over the telephone. 

You don’t know what conditions exist at the other end of the 

line. In fact it is not a good habit to tax people at any time 

| to guess who you are. There is nothing gained to you and oo 

it is embarrassing to the other party. Should you care for | 
my friendship as I desire yours, I should be pleased to shake 
hands with every one of you, and in future wherever we may 
chance to meet, just please pinch my arm and mention your 

name and where we met. I shall ever be thus pleased to meet 

| | you. 

| PURE BRED LIVE STOCK. 

Ally yourself with some line or lines of pure bred live stock. 

Of course you will not think of farming without including the 

handling and raising of live stock and you certainly should as-
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pire to handle and produce something that would be especially 
— attractwe to sonte one, and I do not believe you will do it with : 

a yard full of mongrel stock. At any rate, not nearly to as good 
| an advantage as you would with some pure bred representa- . | 

tives. What constitutes the great attractions at our most 
noted fairs and live stock shows? Mongrels? Never. It is 
the animals that have been bred to certain types for genera- 
tions back. And what’ of the man today, who jumps frog fash- 
ion, this way one year, and that way another year in his breed- 
ing operations, until at the end of the third or fourth year, he | 
is ready to go back to some breeder of pure breds to get a start 

| again. Very attractive mongrels are scarce. 
Few things that we have to do are more obnoxious than hav- : 

ing to wash for the hired man who never balines, 

TYPEWRITERS. | 

a Few things will add better finish to your business correspon- 
dones than the use of the typewriter. It is a machine, that by 
degrees, any oue can learn to make practical use of, and while 
perhaps not many of us have $100 to invest in such an article, 
yet, I believe I am safe in saying that there are machines on 
the market for a long ways less than $100 that are capable of 

doing satisfactory work, azd that bear a reliable guarantee. I 
- am making every day practice use of a typewriter at home that 

ecst me $20 and I do not see why it is not answering my every | 
purpese. I will be glad to discuss the matter further with 
any who are thinking of buying and using a typewriter. I | 
predict that within the lives of many of you here, many of the 
carelessly pen written business letters will find their way to 
the waste basket unread. I have had.a wide experience for a 
farmer, in the last three months in trying to decipher hand 
writings and as a result I am thoroughly tired of ‘‘guessing.” : 
Until you do acquire the use of the typewriter (which latter I 
would heartily encourage in all) let your great effort be to ac- 
quire and} practice a plain and legible handwriting. 

| LETTER HEADS, BUSINESS CARDS AND ADDRESSES, | 

Cultivate a home business that is worthy and then do it the 
honor to have some letter heads printed mildly advertising 
that home and business. A business card handed to a strang- 
er is your very best introduction, even though it bears nothing 
but your name and address. In giving your addresg if it be
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- asinall and inconspicuous village, also give your distance and 
direction from your nearest large town. I have often ceased 
to look for the address of some advertiser because of this lat- 

: ter lack of information. 

WORK TO ACCOMPLISH. — 

lo me it is exceedingly tiresome to hear a person talk long 
in advance of a certain ordinary piece of work. To see them 
approach it from one side, and then back off; flutter at it from | 
another side and again recede. I[¢ ts very gratifying to see a 
evod executor of work attack an undertaking and go through 
with tt. Great is the compliment to a laborer to have it said | 

of him, “He makes no false motions.” Then cultivate the 
habit of “working to accomplish.” | 

: | THE INDEPENDENT LABORER. 

| The world’s service today calls for the man who does not 

necessarily have to have company in his labors. The man 
: who can take up a piece of work independently and proceed 

with it reliably, to completion. The man who is afraid he will 
| give his employer more than his wages worth is not. a likely 

| candidate for an advance in wages. How some dependent peo- 
ple live on the small amount of work that they seem to accom- 

_ plish is yet a conundrum to me. Oo 

| | OARSMEN NEEDED. | 

| A man (a preacher I regret to say) once invited himself to— 
, go fishing with me. We approached my boat, and as I unfast- 

| ened it he got into the boat and took a seat. What seat do 
you suppose? The oar seat? Never. He plumped himself 

: into the lazy back in the stern of the boat and announced his 
readiness now, for a grand good time, (at his host’s expense). If 

: that man’s work in his parish were also of this same character, 
he was not worth his salary. | 

Boys, as you launch into life’s labors, would you make your 
influence felt for good? Would you jog the world along just 
a notch by your having lived in it? Would you be missed just a 7 

_ litthe when death overtakes you, wherever that certainty may 
intrude? ‘Then enter the field of life’s labors not a passenger, 
for of such there is already am over load, but enlist as an oars- 
man, and guided by the intelligence that I believe God has 
given you, you will certainly be able to attain to some thing 
of the “Elements of Success.” _ |
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, THE FARMER OF TODAY, HIS ABILITY AND HIS | 
RESPONSIBILITY. | 

| MRS, EVA LEHMANN, NEOSHO, DODGE COUNTY. 

As I mentally turn backward the pages in the book of time, 
and reflect on the vast accomplishments of the past half cen- 
tury made by the sturdy men and women who came to this | 

| Jand, then almost a wilderness, to find and make for themselves 
and their decendants: a home; when I look again and see the 
old log school house with its slab seat, and puncheon floor, 
where many a mar who has made a noble record, received his 
first education, then I turn again and behold these beautiful | 
halls of learning, where the youth of our land may be reared 
to strong manhood and noble womanhood, if they are only will- | 

| ing to use the'r talents here, where they may come in touch 
with all that science has for them or that they may delve out 
of science for themselves. I wonder if we appreciate the work 
that as a growing nation devolves upon us as farmers. 

| Our forefathers hewed down the mighty forest and plowed 
_ the furrows across this great continent which is now bound by - 

| steel rails and electric wires. But they plowed a deeper fur- 
: row in the nation’s history with such men as a Webster, a Clay 

or a Lincoln behind the plow share, than any man we have to- 
day with untold millions. The men who made our nation what 
she is today, have left their mark upon its history, and are we 
as a people, going to leave as distinct a mark along the lines of | 
higher civilization? If we are, it must come from our farms 
and farmers’ homes. For here there is a power and a mighty : 
foree behind us in living closer to nature and nature’s God : 
that should urge us on to higher attainments, and better work. | 
We dig deep down into the bowels of the earth for its gold; we 
go often in poverty and rags while we hunt for the fairy pot 

: of gold at the end of the rainbow’s glitter, while the spark- 
ling gems lie all around only waiting for us to gather them 
in. We groan under our work and mourn. over our heavy bur-. 
dens. but those who laid the foundation upon which we must 
build saw harder times and carried heavier burdens. for their 

_ days were long and their luxuries few but they gloried in the 
strength that helped them tc make their homes,
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We as farmers have got to feed this great land today, not 

only with that which will satisfy its hunger, but with its broad 

minded, deep thinking, strong, true men and women. 

As you stand at the foot of sturdy, mighty Niagara and see 

the vast volume of water as it flows over that great precipice, 

you are lost in wonder as you begin to realize the vast reservoir 

that must supply this never ending torrent, you forget oft- 

times in your admiration and wonder that the force which lies 

back of all this is not alone in the great reservoirs that nature 

has given, but also in the constant little streams and rivers that 

are ever flowing in and supplying the reservoir. With its 

ereat body of water, the reservoir from which our nation 

draws its support and lifeblood, must be filled from the farm 

homes scattered all over this broad land. | 

| To many wealth has seemingly come without effort, and we | 

are prone as a people to look upon those who have accumulated 

much wealth as being the only successful ones in the world; but 

is this true? Is this the true standard of success? The most 

successful man the world ever knew, and whose name has gone | 

down the pages of history as no other name has or ever will, 

said, “The foxes have holes and the bircis of the air have nests 

but the Son of man has no where to lay his head.” 

I picked up these words the other day — and they 

mean so much that I wilh repeat them here; “Suc- 

cess is the end of being all right, it is living com- 

pletely the life that organism was meant to live by 

the law of creation.” As there are many types of organism in : 

this world there should be many kinds of successes What the | | 

world in its big generalizing way calls sucesss is usually mixed 

, with accident and is most often failure, judged by the law of 

man who made it. The largest human success is to be com- 

| pletely a true man, or woman. The fermer may have his crops 

wiped out by a brief hail storm, but if he 1s a man, he is still © 

a success, without a dollar and his homestead mortgaged; but 

take the names noisily flaunted in today’s papers—are they suc- | 

cesses? They are more often terrible remnants of man or 

womanhood. The ordinary citizen who lives his little life _ 

fully, with a sound body and a tranquil mind, has them beaten 

“to a finish.” 
Look at the vastness of the agricultural world today taken 

from the latest compiled accounts, and this does not take into 

account that supply that comes to the home from the things 

used upon our farms that are never accounted for | 

but that which goes in as merchantable supplies. The total - | 

value of last year’s crops is estimated at '$6,800,000,000,
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and this estimate we are told by Mr. George K. Holmes, 
of the Department of Agriculture is under estimated ‘rather 
than over estimated. Look at the vastness of the work going 
on upon all sides reclaiming the waste lands, making it possi- | 

, ble to live where its only inhabitants have been the prairie dog 
of corporation rule; they will not tamely submit to the 
elements that can be depended on to support the best traditions 
and to push the most hopeful reforms of American Political 
life. These millions of farmers will be no helpless creatures 
of corporation rule; they will not tamely submit to the 
building up of a plutocracy on the ruins of a republican insti- 

* tution and the Agricultural basis of the American people 
today both in her politics and her homes must be wider and | 
firmer than ever before. | 

'  Qne of the great questions that is agitating the mindg of 
the people today is the solving of Farm life versus City. Some 
tell us that to be a farmer is not as aristocratic as that of the 
city man or a professional man. Proud indeed are the four 
hundred who can trace their lineage back for three or four | 
centuries; they do not look for the black sheep in the flock, 
but they flaunt (?) every great man that they can find in their 
ancestral tree, to be sure that they can, sit with the elect. We 
can trace the ancestry of our occupation back to the Judean 

_ hills, aye even to the garden of Eden where the only roof was 
the blue dome of. heaven or the forest trees. The carpet and 
bed the green grass that covered the hill sides. 

They paint us picture: of the joys and pleasures of city 
life, of its many conveniences, but they fail to picture the mad 
rush of men for gold, of the temptations upor. every hand, of 
its lack of true hospitality, of the grind for their daily bread, 
while upon the other hand they paint a dismal picture of the 
unappreciated farmer, his isolation from the world, his strug- 
gles to make life better for his children, so that they may be 
relieved of the toil which he has endured to make a living. 

Has the strong hope and sturdy energy of our forefathers 
gone? Are we but chess men to be moved about by the whim 
of fate? Let us for one brief moment go back to the time 
when the only music to be heard was the sound) of the ax, or 
the song of ihe birds of the forests; when the busy hum of the 
wheel or the pounding of the loom was the only recreation of 
many a mother; wheni the friendly Indian was almost a welcome 
rclicf from the monotony of every day life; when the ox team 
over corauroy road was the best means of locomotion and com- 
munication with the outside world and these were the elements 

3-—E. A. ,
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that went far to make our country the fair one she is today. | 

Look at what we have now in comparison. Rapid transit, tele 

| phones, rural mail delivery, the daily papers, in fact every 

: thing that is possible to bring the farmer in closer touch with — 

the outside business world. | | | ) 

Have we inj this rapid advancement forgotten that genius 

and industry must go hand in hand? Genius is impotent 

and void unless seasoned with industry, in fact true genius is : 

applied industry. Some one asked Edison one time for his 

definition of genius, and he replied, “Ninety-eight per cent 
industry, two per cent, genius”. When Chauncy M. Depew 

was one time asked to give the secret of his success he replied, 

“There is no secret to it, my friends, it is a case of dig. dig, 
dig,” and it is very true we may inherit the fruits of our 

forefathers’ work, and spend a season in idleness and luxury, | 

but that does not mean success to us. If we ever addi to the 
legacy which has been left to us, or make for ourselves a name 

: in the world, it will be done by a close application of the prin- | 
ciples recommended by Mr. Depew. Wealth may come to us 
in a day but never success. ‘We must build the ladder by 

| which we climb, and mount to its summit round by round.” 
The fairest country in the broad land today was made by the 
farmers, who have, with the plowshare, opened up to the great 
world, for the benefit of commerce and trade, these vast fields 
that give their bountiful supplies. And many a man like 
Esau of old has sold his birthright for a mess of pottage . 
to become some second tate professional man and now has 
not enough left to even go back and get the husks that may be 
found upon the old homestead. The business world today has 
no use for second and third rate men, whether they be doctor, 
lawyer, or minister of the gospel. If you can stand upon the 
top round of the ladder of your chosen profession, the great 
world needs you and needs you badly, but there is no royal 
road to success, it must be work, and work of the hardest kind. 

If we, as farmers, are isolated today from the outside world, 
who have we to blame for it but ourselves? There is a duty 
for each and every one of us to perform, and coupled with it a 
responsibility. The world never makes our opportunities for 
us; these we must make for ourselves, but in trying to accom- 
plish great things sometimes are we not too often unwilling to 
erow? The other day I was talking with a very small boy, . 

| only five years old. He was telling me that he had! been very 
busy working JI asked him what he had been working at.
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He replied, “Bringing in wood and coal for mama.” ‘But,” 
he said, “I had to bring the coal in in a gallon bucket.” I 
said, “Why, my boy, was the scuttle too big for you?” His — 
reply was, “Oh no, the scuttle was not too big, but I am not 
big enough for the scuttle.” Huis little mind had solved a 
question that older men and women groan under every day. 

And you and I must be willing to do our share, and shoulder | 
our responsibility if we would see our nation grow and devel- 
op, even if we have to take it in a gallon bucket. To make 
a success of life means work, and to work with a will with some 

definite end in view. The world is full of beauties, good 
books, music, beautiful pictures, and everything to make life 
better and brighter, only waiting for us to make use of our 
talents, and use them. | , 

The Chinaman’s motto was not so bad an idea after all and 
we could often use it to advantage. It was said that in a 
large city two restaurants flourished side by side between the | 
proprietors of which there was considerable rivalry. One of 
them, to call attention to the superior advantage of his estab- 
lishment, put up a sign reading “Open all night”. The next 
day, upon the front of the other restaurant appeared a large 
sign board bearing the legend “Never closed.” Just down 
the street was a small Chinese laundry, and in a day or two 
after the appearance of the other sign boards, the laundry 
suddenly blossomed out with the modest statement, ““Me wakee 
too.” 

There are a few brilliant people in this world whose special 
gift has brought to them notable success; but upon the other 
hand there are hundreds and thousands of us who are blessed 
with only an ordinary amount of brains and ability. If we 
are to accomplish anything worth while, it must be by little 
things so well done and so many of them, that they count in 
the sum of the world’s goods as much as one great thing that 
someone else can do. 

The great man did not attain his greatness by his talents 
alone; he has worked harder, perhaps, than either you or I 
ever dreamed of working. He is ever alert to catch a new 
idea or searching to discover a possible improvement, and so, 

/ like the Chinaman, let us realize that it must be “Me wakee 
| too”? to make use of our talents and use them. 

Let us go into some large city and watch the moving mass | 
of humanity as it surges along the street out of busy offices, 
markets and factories, each one intent upon his own business 
Moving along among that vast throng, you see the tired and
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weary, the sad and happy. Do you see one in that vast throng 

| who cares who you are or where you are going so long as you 

make no complaint or get in no. body’s way? Are you any 

more isolated in your beautiful country home where the stock 

lock glad at your coming? Your horse gives you a kindly 

erecting; everything if kindly treated gives you a glad 

| welcome. You are indeed monarch of all you survey, while 

in the city crowd we are but a tiny atom in the mighty mass. 

The larger part of that great throng, as a whole, are obliged to 

make their own living, and far too often live from hand to 

inmouth that they may carry the style of the monied man or wo- | 

man. While there is not a single farmer, be he ever so poor, 

but can have the best and most wholesome food, if he is only 

willing to work for it. A farmer’s home should be a beauti- 

ful spot. It need not be a palace, it may only be a cottage; 

he may have the purest air and there they can have the great- 

est opportunity to make their lives better. The birds, the 

flowers, the trees, are all your own for the asking, and kindly 

Nature will give you bountifully of her fruits if we only sow 

and plant and care for them; and they do not need to come to 

us stale and second! handed, but you have them in all their 

beauty at first cost. To be a true farmer is not to be a slave 

to circumstances but to be master of your own situation. Your 

home should be your kingdom, and father and mother the 

kindly rulers. 
We can live without upholstered furniture, velvet carpets, 

or expensive oil paintings, to rest the weary brain, body and 

eve. But we do need love, beauty, conveniences, and the oil 

of contentment to grease the wheels of its machinery. 
But there is something we all need in both city and country, _ 

and that is a willingness tc help ourselves to a higher plane of 

living We need first a broader hospitality; we need to come 

| in contact with other lives to draw out the best from them, and 
to develop the best we have in ourselves We need to realize 
that we are not living for the present alone, but for the future 
generations as well, anid that each life is helping to make a 
mark on history’s pages. 

The world is in great need of strong, true men and women; 
men of principle; men whom gold will not buy; men and wo- 7 
men of sterling worth and character, with pure, clean lives; 
and where can we rear them with better success than in our 
country homes ? ! 

We, the farmers of today, are building the foundation upon 
_ which must stand| or fall the onward advancement of the rising
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generation. We are feeding and clothing a vast universe. If 
we falter in our responsibility the jar shakes the whole finan- 
cial world. J am well aware that there are two great questions 
that are staring us in the face today. One, the farm help, 

| and the other, how to keep our boys and girls upon the farm. 
And they are of great importance. But I think in q measure 
they can be solved by concentration of work and shorter hours. 
Let us men and women be more appreciative of work when 
well done. Kind words help to make heavy loads very much 
lighter. Are we not too often afraid that words of apprecia- | 
tion may be given a wrong meaning and we withhold them? | 
I have found it so often, even from wiser men than we. 

I had listened to a man make a splendid addiress and as I 
- was introduced to him at the end of the meeting 1 congratula- 

ted him upon his very interesting address he had given, when 
he turned and asked me what I wanted. His egotism was so 

: large and his mind so small that he was unable to take in the 
- thought that someone could henestly agree with him without 

wanting something in return for it. 
But as a people are we not making some grave mistakes in 

advancing the theory that we must not allow the younger gen- 
eration to work as we have done? The smallest boy or girl 
ean work and is the better for having some work to do, and do 
it regularly. I do not believe we should overtax the mind or 
body of «he growing boy or girl When you break the colt to 
the halter you are doing it for the colt’s future good, not to 
overstraia it with work, and many a boy or girl would be a far 
better man or woman if they had been halter broken before 
they had. been compelled to pull at the tugs. At the Experi- 
ment Station here today the investigators are doing all they | 
ean to eradicate from our farm seeds the smut and foul weeds, 

| so that we, as farmers, can keep our farms free from pests. 
Can we, as a people, afford to let our boys and girls sow wild 
oats and laugh at them for having to reap the foul weeds that 
such a sowing brings? Many a man or woman is doing double 
duty today that some one may live in idleness. | 

- In order to give to our country homes all that we can consis- 
tently give and make these places a home where we can keep ~ 
our boys and girls, we must shorten the hours of labor by 
better methods of work; we must live a life more simple than 
fashion dictates; we must place before our children from their 
earliest childhood the best of reading;we must teach them to 

| get, the best that they can from the old masters, let it be inmusic
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as well as books, so that these things may have more at- 

traction for them than the card table or the down town dance- 

hell and iss usual surroundings. ‘Another icason why it is al- 

most impossible to keep our boys and girls upon the farm is a 

lack of a properly equipped town high school. In a large por- 

tion of the state we are forced to send our children from home 

at an, age when they need the strongest home influences, when . 

they need to be taught little duties and given, responsibilities. 

‘They come in contact constantly with those who have noting 

to do after school hours are over but idle upon the streets this 

ectting an education that unfits them for a life of 

carnest work or higher ambitions. Only the stronger minds 

and earnest workers stand the strain, andi in being obliged to 

send them from our homes we are placing their associates, their 

interest and everything away from the home and sending away 

from every such town its very best coming citizens. 

Is there not something that we as farmers have forgotten in | 

this rapid rush and hurry that might help us along the rougher 

| paths? That is a willingness to help one another, not to be so 

jealous of others’ success over ours; it would certainly make 

the task lighter and help to solve many a work problem. Al- 

though but a small child at the time I can still draw from mem- 

ory’s pages many a picture of the helpfulness of the old plo 

neers. I can see the great. logging bees, sce the winter’s butch- 

ering and the spring sheep shearing, where neighbors gathered 

and talked crops and polities while they worked. But days 

have gone by, for that particular kind of work. But the days | 

will never go by when we do not need the helping hand for | 

every work of life. 
The farmer of today must be a thinking man; he must be 

able to grasp the details of things that he comes im contact with, 

and be willing to make his every stroke count. He must be will- 

ing to learn from others and far too often there lies the secret. 

of many a failure. We must teach ourselves to pro- 

fit not alone by our own mistakes, but to see where we 

can profit by the mistakes of others. Experience 1s often a 

lesson dearly bought. | | 

It has been upon our farms that the heroes of the past and 

the great men of the present laid the foundation for the great 

work they have accomplished. | 

With all that science, mechanism and schools have done for 

us, dare we say we cannot build such minds and such charac- 

ters upon our farms today? Every walk in life is calling for
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this class of men, and can you tell me where they can be pro- 

duced better than upon our home farms? 
- here are several kinds of farmers today; let us look ata. 

few of them. I met one the other day scarcely twenty-four 

years of age, that impressed me more than ever that there was 

no place quite like a farm, for a young man. He came out 

of a bank in England four years ago. Upon coming to this | 

| country his first place was upon a dairy farm, where they sold | 

milk to the city. He worked two years for one man Then 

| he thought he could earn a little more if he could rent a farm. 

He found a man who was willing to let him have his farm on 

shares just as it was, stock, machinery, etc., he to board with 

the man’s family and to have one third of the returns of the 

farm. There were twenty-six cows to milk and he had to do 

| it alone. The milk was carried to the condensed milk factory. 
At the end of two seasons or this fall he concluded’ that he 

would nave a farm of his own, so he bought an eighty acre farm 

and goes upon it in the spring. I wish you could have seen 

his eyes snap as I did when he told me of it; clean, true, hon: 

est manhood, the world must be better for such men. 
There is another class, the tired ones. Some of this class 

are almost tired of living. I met one of these not so long ago. 
His cows did not pay, but he had money im the bank. He did 
not believe in creamery butter; that was butter made with 
modern machinery. He did not believe in dairy cattle; and 
you would have thought so if you had seen his herd. He said 

that they did not pay. He was churning twice a day often- 

times, in a small barrel churn. I asked him why he did not 

get. some better way of handling his cream as he lost so much 
butter fat. He said “it did not pay, the pigs got the fat any- 

| way”. I replied, “You are the first man I ever met that could 
afford to feed his pigs upon twenty-five cent butter fat”. He 

. had a family of nice boys,and girls, but he said it did not pay 
to let them go any farther than the district schoo] as it spoiled 

| them to educate them. Do you, wonder he was tired and 
would you be surprised if some day he found himself alone ¢ 
Then there is the retired one. All honor to the man who has 
done his work, and with hair whitened by the winter snow, 

_ who with care and forethought, has given his children an edu- 
cation and put enough by to make his last days those of peace 
and quietude and has left behind him a record of work well 
done, for the younger ones to follow. But the comparatively .
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young man who has retired! because it was too hard to work, re- | 
tired to sit upon the strects and gossip and bemoan his fate be- 
eause the world does not give him his just dues, and wants to 
run the universe when he will not milk a cow or make a gar- 
den. The would has far too many of this class, and like foul 
weeds and smut they must be rooted out | 

What must the future farmer be? First and foremost he 
must be a man to whom his country can look in time of dan- ) 
ger. Ile must be such a clean, true man, that the best woman 
of our land can place her hand in his and go forth knowing 
that their home shall be such a place as God designed it to be; 
a garden of Kden in truth, with love and forbearance as their 
stronghold. He must be an educated man, and that does not 
mean in books alone, but in education so that he can see the 
beauties of nature, educated in such a manner that he can as- 
sociate on a common ground with the best of the land, educat- 

, ed in such a manner that when duty calls him to serve his 
state or country in any form that he can do it manfully, 
honestly and intelligently; educated in such a manner 

: that he can meet on a common footing the best that the minds 
of men can give. He must be able to know how to develop 7 
and feed those who are trusted to his care, be they his child- 

‘ren, or his stock. He must be able to make two blades of 
grass grow where only one grew before; he must know how 
to make the soul yield her best returns at the least expense. 
He must make nobility of character and a higher standard 
of living his aim, and not the almighty dollar. But the fut- 
ure farmer cannot build his castle alone. There must be 
some one to help and make that pathway brighter, and we 
must have true earnest womanhood with a love of home, with : 
an education fitting her for such a home, and home making. 
She must stand by him as his equal as well as his helpmate. | 
She should be the embodiment of all that a noble woman can 
be. 

When we as farmers have built a model home, let us re- 
member that we are responsible for what we send forth from 
our farms. The richest treasures on our farms today are its 
boys and girls. Give to them the same thoughtful care that 
you do to your blooded stock. Place before them only the 
true and good; not only what you expect of them but what 
you have to give. They must be taught to make the best of 
every talent. Make them realize that the world is wide, and |
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_ that it has a work for them to do and expects them to do it 
well. What if hands are soiled and brown and faces sun- 
browned, if it be honest toil, for an honest purpose. We 
may not be able to giva to them the cities gilded pleasures, | 
but we can give to them cheerful home surroundings and we 

| can create in them a desire for better things. We so often 
hear the ery for better associations. Are we not often to 

| blame that we do not have these associates? Are we not of- 
ten enslaved ‘to surroundings, and to habits? Innocent pleas- 
ures, happy good times are things we all need. <A cheerful 
face and a merry laugh will go far towards keeping us all 
younger. You who are fathers and muthers go with your 
boys and girls now; let your laugh ring out just as merrily as 
theirs; grow up together. Spend your hard earned dollars 
tor them now, and when. they are fitted for life’s work, let 
them earn their own. When they are older they will appre- 
ciate it better, and love you all the more. 

7 We must educate our boys and girls, for an education : 
means to every young man or woman, not only that which he 
can get a larger amount of pleasure out of life, but it is so. | 
much capital invested for them for future use, and the in- 
come they can command in their chosen profession and the 
worth they are to those who employ them, is the value of the 
investment, and it is a capital that with clean, pure lives 
cannot be squandered. An education or a training makes 
a. boy or girl. Looking with contempt upon either parent 
or home when that home has been a good one, and the par- 
ents true, is an education down hill? We are all looking 

| into the future for great results to be accomplished, forget- 
_ ting in a measure that it is the little ones that in combina- 

tion make the greater. It need not be a home of luxury and 
ease, but a home no matter however small, if of rough hewn 

_ logs in forests tall, in a land that is free, that makes us true 
| men, The product of our homes today will make our nation’s 

future history and as fathers and mothers we are responsible 
for the moral influence of our lives upon these same boys 
and girls. You breed) youn corn toa higher standard and 
you are breeding your stock to a higher standard. These may 
be strong words, but we mold as does a potter his clay, the , 
lives anid characters of our children in our homes andi their 
surroundings. Blood may tell in our finely finished and 
blooded stock, but good feed and good surroundings will make 
even a scrub look much better and it is enviroment. that |
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makes the finished man or woman. We cannot sow quack | 

erass and reap wheat. We cannot plant Canada thistles ana 

expect at our earliest convenience to root them up again. You 

cannot taint the milk without spoiling the butter. Oh how ~ 

often we sow to the wind to reap with the whirl wind. Let 

us make our homes so true, our boys and girls such men and 

women that this product of ow farms may be our country’s 

richest heritage and help as tillers of the soil to make our | 

nation still more glorious. , 

THE WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION AS 

A DISTRIBUTOR OF AGRICULTURAL 

| THOUGHT. 

- -pror. G. F. SNYDER, REEDSBURG, SAUK COUNTY. 

| I assure you it gives me pleasure to meet you again. Since 

we last met I have been placed under additional obligation ta 

your secretary and when he wrcte me this winter asking me to 

appear upon this program I felt that I could not refuse, even 

if I were to discuss a topic with which any one of you 1s more 

familiar than I. I am deeply interested in the farmer and his 

problems; in you anid the good your association is doing— 

but I felt more at home last year when talking to you of the 

country schools, than I do when talking to you of a sceicty of 

which you are members and of which I am not. 

During the Revolutionary war we were brought face to 

face with the fact that “In Union there is strength.” The | 

fact that our colonies were not closely united and had not a 

strong central government brought untold. trouble and hard- | 

ship upon the people and soldiers of that time. To rem: 

edy the trouble the Articles of Confederation were adopted 

but even under these the colonies were held together but as 

barrel staves with a thread around them. Strong minds saw 

| the need of a real union and, after years of careful study, ex- 

change of views, and agitation the best and most perfect con-
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stitution ever adopted by a group of commonwealths was 
; drafted and became the law of the land. 

Of the wonderful industrial, commercial, agricultural, re- 
ligious and; educational growth there has been under that con- 
stitution I need not speak—sufficeth to say that in no country 
are the people freer, richer, better, less burdened with taxes 
and more progressive educationally than here. : 

| A church is a union. The stronger the union the greater 
the possibilities for accomplishing great work. Men form so- 

: cieties or unions to protect and advance their interests. A 
corporation is but the union of hearts, heads and pocketbooks. 

_ We are all well aware of the fact that in not a few cases the 
union has become a power for the advancement of its own : 
interests. Certain unions may, in their zeal to help them- 
selves, become destructive rather than constructive in their 
operations. With such we have no sympathy and of such we 
came not here to speak. 

) There are unions of certain classes of individuals formed 
to “promote the general welfare,’ which from their very na- 
ture can not develop into selfishness and greed. They can but be 
helpful to all mankind. Of such an organization I desire to 
speak. Such is the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment As- 

| sociation. : 

For many years prior to 1880 there was little improve- 
ment in agricultural conditions but with study and investi- | 
gation students are now opening up new fields of interest — 
and profit. The establishment of dairy schools and farmer’s 
institutes started a great stride of advancement in Wisconsin. 

There is still great waste in the production of food for 
dairy cattle and the accompanying sheep and hogs. Grains 

| and forage crops of an inferior kind and light yields are pro- 
duced. Men are just beginning to realize that more must be | 
produced on our high priced land on which high priced 
labor is employed. 

The wide-awake men in the Agricultural Colleges are solv- | 
ing the difficulty by breeding seeds and forage crops for cer- 
tain qualities, with the same care which has characterized 
their breeding of live stock. They find that they can breed 
even truer to type in the plant world than is possible in the 
animal world. The fact that a certain kind of corn yields 

| well on the soil, in the climate and under the conditions ex- 
| isting on an experimental farm is not an indication that it will 

do so, for instance, in the whole state of Wisconsin and the
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question has arisen as to how grains adapted to the needs of 
the different soils, climates and conditions of the various por- 
tions of the state can, be secured. 

Five years ago the Secretary of your society saw the solu- 
tion of the question in the boys who had worked with him and 
are farming in nearly every county of the state. These boys 
had received thorough and careful training for their life work 
and are the progressive members of the agricultural com- _ 
munities in which they live. In accordance with his thought 
Prof. Moore called a meeting of these boys and you all know 
the result. Irom that little gathering has grown the strongest 
society for the advancement of improved agricultural thought 
and conditions that our state has ever known. At the first 
meeting a constitution was adopted containing the following 
objucts : 

“To promote the agricultural interests of the state, 
“First, By carrying on experiments and investigations 

that shall be beneficial to all parties interested in progressive 
farming. 

“Second, ‘To form « more perfect union between the for- 
mer and present students of the Wisconsin. College of Agri- 
culture, so as to enable them to act in unison for the better- 
ment of rural pursuits in carrying on systematic experiments 
along the various lines of agriculture. 

“Third, By growing and disseminating among its consti- 
tuency new varieties of farm seeds and plants. 

“Fourth, By sending literature bearing upon agricultural 
investigations to its membership. And, 

“Fitth, By holding an annual meeting in order to report 
and discuss topics and experiments beneficial to the members 
of the association and those interested in progressive farm- 
ing.” | 

With such purposes in view this society could not fail to be 
| successtul and is destined to grow in strength and power for 

good, each year. 
| So apparent was the need of such a society and so evident 

its power to uplift our agricultural interests that by an almost 
unanimous voice our legislature voted it an appropriation of 
$1000.00. It was money well spent. From a handful of 
men who met in South Hall five years ago the membership has 
grown to a thousand active members. <A thousand centers 
from which radiate improvement in ever enlarging circles. 

, We trust that they are the centers of ever enlarging circles of 
advanced educational thought along all lines. |
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Through attendance upon last year’s meeting I gained an 
insight into the real work of the Agricultural Experiment 
Association that I am sure I could have gained in no other _ 
way. | : 

_ It was interesting, as well as instructive, to hear the re- 
_ ports from all corners of the state on the success or failure of 

| Silver King and Clark’s yellow dent corn, soy beans, alfalfa, 
barley and Swedish oats. Those who made reports were, in 
nearly all cases, able to explain why a certain crop was a suc- 
cess or failure and whether or not it would be advisable to at- 
tempt to raise the crop in their section of the state next year. 

Largely through the efforts of the members of your society, 
a it has been shown that alfalfa can be grown with profit in for- 

ty counties in this state. Members have learned how, when 
and where to sow it. They have determined the best time 
and methods of cutting and a few have succeeded in maturing 
seed. 

Again it has been found that Silver King corn—Wis. No. 

7—is one of the best varieties of corn that farmers in the 
southern half of the state can raise. It yields many bushels 
of grain per acre and at the same time, because of its abund- 
ance of leaves, supplies a large amount of roughage for cattle 

It has been clearly demonstrated that Oderbrucker barley 
is ahead of all other varieties. 

Not only are the members of the society increasing the pro- 
ductivity of their own farms but their neighbors as well— 
they are missionaries scattering the gospel of pure bred seeds 
and increased yields. , 

Says the Wisconsin Agriculturist— 
The members of the Experiment Association have come to 

be the seed producers of Wisconsin. They have not only 
made thorough and convincing tests of the different standard 
varieties of grain to determine their suitability for special 
sections of the state, but when once the adaptability of a var- 
iety has been proven, that variety has been retained in its 
pure form, produced in large quantities and sold for seed at 
relatively low prices, thus placing within reach of almost 
every farmer in the state a ready source of choice seed grain 
of guaranteed purity and suited to all the different conditions 
of soil and climate found in Wisconsin. They have establish- 
ed standard varieties of corn, oats and barley for every coun- 
ty of the state, and by dint of the most painstaking care these 
varieties have been produced in large quantities while retain-
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ing their absolute freedom from admixture with other varie- 

ties. : 
No seed is given to members except such as is known to be 

free from contamination with foreign seeds, and all members 

who receive seed sign an agreement to use all precautions to 

prevent any form of mixing. 
Not only have members increased the yield through better | 

varieties of seeds but through the proper care of seed as well. 

They have used and shown others how to use the formalde- 

hyde treatment for potato scab and oat. smut, thus saving mil- 

lions of dollars to Wisconsin farmers alone. 
Men who one day ridiculed the College of Agriculture and 

its book farmers are learning that there is something “doing” 
down there. They see the evidence of it on the farm of 
Neighbor Jones, who is a graduate of the college. The quiet 
work of the graduates on the farms scattered throughout the 
Badger State is convincing doubters and critics more than 
ean books, papers and lectures that there is real value and 

| profit in going to school to learn how to farm and that study 
and experimentation can be applied to no occupation more 
profitably than to farming. 

When a farmer sees a good crop across the road he makes 
inquiry as to the source and kind of seed, the care of the seed 
and growing plant. He catches the spirit and gets some seed 

| and passes the good word along and many there are who profit 
| by the original experiments and care of the few. | 

Truly the day is at hand when we may sing as did the 
poet :— | 

“T’m glad I am a farmer | 
The sturdy plow to wield, 
Or cradle down the ripened: grain 
That waves in yonder field.” |
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: HIGH IDEAS IN BUSINESS. 

C. H. Hrrx, Rosendale, Fond du Lac County. 

In the few moments of time that your program committee 

| have so kindly assigned me, I wish to speak to you on High 
Ideals in Business. 

Oo Your Association has taken up a fine line of work in its at- 
tempt to supply better farm seeds, and the work you can do 

- can be of inestimable value, but at the same time it may be 

possible to work inestimable harm through the spreading of 

noxious weeds over this and other states. . 
I think I see the time approaching when anyone who has 

good reliable farm seeds for sale, free from noxious weed seed, 

and for pure bred stock, will be able to command several times | | 

the price of ordinary seedi grain. 
The state is rapidly becoming sown with noxious weeds, 

and few farms are entirely free of them. 
If you plan to raise any of the kinds of seeds that will carry 

foul seed, and- all seed will carry some except corn, will it 
not pay you each year to summer fallow one piece and get your : 

seed grain-fields entirely free of all weeds. In a short time 
| you will be able to command a price for your seed grain that 

will be as much in excess of what your neighbor can get, as 
the best breeder of any of the breeds of live stock is able to get 
for his animals over and above that of the breeder who has 

| nothing to say about his stock except it can be registered. 
| Seed breeders, or live stock breeders who misrepresent 

their stock will very soon be out of business, and will have a 
name all over the country for dishonesty. — 

The different Live Stock Breed Associations -liave to be 
constantly investigating charges against breeders for musre- 
presentation and fraud in sale of stock, and deny men proven 
guilty the further use of the Register. : 

After one charge is made against a man, he is watched more 
closely and if guilty he is soon caught. 

- The common thought is at the best “Honesty is the best 
policy.” Therefore be honest. This is true, but be honest 
because it is right, and policy will not bother you.
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Stand back of every representation you make about your 
goods. 

Note the enormous business built up by the great Mail 
Order houses, and the chief element in their success is that 

| they take back any thing unsatisfactory, no matter if it is | 
you who have made a mistake in ordering. 

If you guarantee everything as represented you will be 
imore careful what you send out and buyers will be more easily 
satisfied for he will not be looking for holes. 

Strive to breed the best seeds, the best live stock in your 
community, deal honestly with your customers, and stand | 
ready to cheerfully correct. mistakes and in a few years your 
trade will excced your fondest expectations, and you will have 
the satisfaction of having done well, and benefited mankind. 

“RURAL TELEPHONES” 

Il, KE. ROSENOW, OCONOMOWOC, WAUKESHA COUNTY, 

Itural life to-day, with its interurban electric lines, its ru- 
ral free delivery postal service and the rural telephone, should 
be the envy of the greater portion of mankind. ‘The farm- 
house has become the suburban residence rather than am isola- 
ted and companiocnless abode. While these facilities are not | 
yet establshed in all parts of the country, the progress is such 
that the next ten years bids fair to see the almost universal | 
use of these modern necessities and conveniences of the Amer- 
ican farmer. 

To secure any of the necessities and conveniences of life 
it is necessary for sonic effort on the part of those to be bene- 
fited, especially true, as regards the rural telephone. Patents 
were issued on the magnet telephone in 1876 and it was not 
until the latter part of the nineties that this invention was be- 
ginning to be utilized to any great extent outside of the larg- 
er cities, and this was due to patent protection. In securing 
the patent on his invention Alexander Graham Bell described 
the telephone as an instrument for the transmission of articu-
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late speech by electric current; and because of this fortu- 
nate form of words, which covered the process as well as the 
device, he was able to maintain a complete monoply of the 
telephone business, until the expiration of his patent rights, 

| seventeen years later. Since this time, the manufacture has 
~ been taken up more and mere by independent concerns, and to- 

day we have thousands of operating companies and also many 
more independent subscribers than the original Bell Monop- 
oly which has had full control of the field for so long a time 
anid has held the rates so high that until recent years very few 
lines were built for the benefit of the rural population, and | 
most of the lines in the country today are the outcome of the 

| efforts of the local residents themselves. It is estimated that 
_ telephones have been put into nearly hialf a million trural 

homes during the past five years. There are still several mil- 
lion farmers yet to be reached. 

We might say that since the pioneer days of the reaper 
there has probably been no one device brought out, of such in- 
calculable assistance to the farmer a8 the teleqhone. The age 
is replete with glorious achievements for pleasure and profit, 
and our rural population is rising to a keen. apreciation of its 
opportunities as never before. Among the privileges to which 
we have been so long and richly entitled, comes the service of 
the telephone, which is no longer a mystery nor an experiment. 
It is a popular, practical and profitable proposition, proven 
by usage beyond the peradventure of a doubt. The up-to-date 
farmer needs a telephone in his business just as much as city 
folks in theirs; if anything, more so, because distances in the 
country are usually greater and more time is consumed in 
getting to and from points with which communication is de- 
sired. a 

Tt does not seem necessary to take up any more time in dis- 
cussing the advantages of the rural telephone, for as a matter 
of fact, we cannot fully measure them in their entirety or 
fully apreciate to the greatest extent the good things that they 
bring upon our farms. 

A conscious security comes to the family through the assur- 
ance that they have ever at hand a tireless andi trusty servant 
to run their errands. In time of danger or ‘pressing need, 

| a messenger as swift as lightning flashes can be summoned to 
their aid. One cannot fully comprehend the full value of a 
telephone in the house until he has had the real experience of 
it, A few more of its advantages are in the getting of better 

4—E. A, | 7
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market prices. It keeps patrons in quick touch with all the 

news, not only in their own neighborhood, but all over the 

country. It will do the visiting and make the social calls 

without the trouble of “dressing up” and taking a dusty, sul- 

try or freezing ride It will keep away insolent tramps and | 

prowling burglars, and also put subscribers in direct and con- 

stant communication with the merchants, doctors and all other 

business men in town. Arrangements may be made with the 

Weather Bureau for the delivery of the daily weather forecasts 

‘to the local telegraph office from where they are transmitted 

- to the rural subseribers central station and may then be given 

out on each line by means of a general call for all subscribers 

on a line. All things considered, it makes home happier, 

brighter, and more delightful in a thousand different ways. 

After one is convinced and decides that he must have tele- 

phone connections, the next thing 1s to get your neighbors in- 

terested and arrange for the organization of a company, or if 

one does not care to take the matter in hand! personally, you 

may succeed in getting a nearby company to solicit subserib- 

ers and build the lines; but the cheaper way is for the farm- | 

ers to organize and build their own lines. 

After one is assured the interest of others in the vicinity, 

it is best to call a meeting and discuss the matter fully, 

then proceed to elect a temporary chairman and) secretary, 

determine the number of possible subscribers within a given | 

territory; appoint a committee to investigate as to ‘the cost 

of material and also in regard to other line connections. A 

mistake is often made in organizing rural companies in not 

conferring with the manager of the nearest city or town ex- 

change. THe has usually had years of experience and will 

vive you good advice, and you will also want to connect. with 

his exchange so as to get the full value of your undertaking. 

After being satisfied that sufficient money can be raised to 

assure the success of the undertaking, it will be necessary to 

fully organize your company, first to decide whether it shall 

be on the mutual or co-operative plan or whether to incorpo- 

rate and effect a regular organization. 

This latter method is doubtless the better way and the most 

business-like, so it will be necessary to secure the proper 

blanks from the Secretary of State, fill out and file same and 

vet your Articles of Association, but do not make the mistake 

of having your capital stock too small as you will then be at an 

extra expense for making an increase, as your business is.
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bound to grow. Previous to incorporating your company it 
will be necessary to adopt a constitution and by-laws, which 
should have been previously drawn up by a, committee for 
that purpose; copies may be obtained from other operating 
companies and telephone manufacturers for comparison and 
an aid in your work. 

| After having adopted your constitution and by-laws, elect 
the necessary officers and have them take charge of all the 
affairs of the company. 

If possible, make a connecting contract with the company 
operating the nearest exchange or the one where most bus- 

_ Iness will be transacted and thus also secure your long distance 
toll ling connections, as without this the value of the rural 
‘phone is not half realized. Satisfactory connections can gen- 
erally be madle, whether it be Indepenlent or Bell companies. 
In case of the latter it is necessary, at the present time, to. 
rent a part of the instrument, but the balance of the same . 
may be purchased. 

Now after having completed your organization and having 
sufficient amount of stock subscribed also the long distance 
connections arranged for, the next step will be to secure con- 
tracts for telephone subscribers, which should be for a period 
of one or more years at good rates; for country party lines 
the same will range from twelve to fifteen dollars per year, | 
cheaper rates generally mean poor service or poor long dis- 

: tance connections; sometimes shareholders may arrange to a 
furnish service to those holding sufficient stock at a much low- | 
er rate or perhaps free if the income from other sources 

proves sufficient for operation and maintenance. 
After having secured the necessary subscribers and a gen- 

eral outline of the territory to be covered together with the 
right of way for same; the next and hardest proposition is 
the construction’ of the lines, the material to be bought and 
the labor employed. In the construction of rural telephone 

| lines there is nothing difficult or complicated. This is espec- 
lally true of small systems, very large and f ar-reaching sys- 
tems should be built under the direction of a competent eng- | 
Ineer or by a construction company. A majorty of the ex- 
isting rural systems furnish all the proof necessary that the 
farmer is competent to build his own lines. If your propos- 
ed system is a small one with all of the subscribers in the im- 
mediate neighborhood so that all will be on one line, and if 

| this can be connected with some nearby exch ange, then you
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will have a system easily managed; but if your proposed sub- 

seribers cover considerable territory and require several lines 

running to some central point and there connected to a switch- 

board, then it is a more difficult proposition to manage, but 

you will have the ideal telephone system which will increase 

in number of subscribers ‘beyond all \oxpectations, and the 

ijore subscribers the more valuable will be your telephone 

service. In arranging for a central station, the first and one 

of the most difficult problems confronting the builder is the 

laying out of the pole lines; they should be run so as to re- 

quire the mininium amount of poles and wire, and getting 

as nearly as possible to the logical center of the territory as 

indicated by the location of prospective patrons. | The larger 

poles and cross arms being used near the central, while out at 

the further extremity of the lines brackets are used. Cedar 

poles are preferable. Those having a five inch diameter at the 

top and twenty and twenty-five feet long, using the longer pole 

in crossing drives and roads. Poles should be roofed at top 

and set about four feet, using thirty-two to the mile. . 

A list of all other material together with tools needed 

| should be purchased; first deciding on whether the lines are 

to bs grounded or metallic,, the latter, which requires two 

wires for each circuit is far the most preferable especially if 

lone distance connections are to be obtained. — 

The number 12 B. B. galvanic telephone wire (not fence 

wire) should be used; same requires 169 pounds to the mile 

for cach wire. Where there is any possibility of using more 

than two wires, cross arms should be used in place of brackets, 

laterals may be rum from the main line for securing several 

subseribers and on such occasions brackets are sufficient. In 

connection with the use of ecrossarms, other material needed 

is such as pins, insulators, braces, carriage bolts, lag screws 

and center bolts, or for the smaller arms, the braces and bolts” 

may be dispensed with by using steel gains with center bolts. 

: Particular attention should be given to all corner poles and 

have tho same held in place with guy anchors so as to prevens 

wires becoming loose. Two or three men are most satisfac 

tory for the construction of local country lines; and besides 

the digging tools required, they need two sets of tackle blocks 

and rope (one large and one small, the large one being used 

in construction and the small for repair work and: for short 

spans), two stretching clamps (or buffalo grips are most pop- 

ular) one equalizing pully, ' splicing clamp, pliers, blow
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torch, climbers, safety belts and tree trimmers, and after hav- 
ing gained a little practice good headway will be made 

In regard to cost of material, one can hardly make an ex- 
act figure as market prices continue to climb, five inch twenty 
foot poles will ecst at present in this locality about 85 cents: 
five inch twenty-five foot $1.05, brackets, insulators and pins 
nearly two cents each, number 12 B. B. wire four to four and 
one fourth cents a pound according to quantity bought. The 
smaller cross arms will cost from twenty to thirty cents each, 
braces and bolts additional, setting: poles about twenty-five to 
thirty cents each; stretching wire and trimming trees will 
average about $2 to $3 per mile for one metallic line. Insu- | 
lated. copper wire for house wiring will cost from one to two 
cents per foot; the best method being to secure prices from 
the supply houses for all material needed and thus make com- 
parisons and estimate cost before placing orders. 7 | 

After all outside construction work is completed, the next 
step is the installation of ’phones. This part of the work 1s 
also easily accomplished after one has gained a little practice _ : 
and studied the business somewhat. The instruments should 
be investigated beforehand so to decide on which particular 
make is wanted, but care should be taken and not get onto 
the idea that any kind of a ’phone will do. The one object 
being to secure uniformity. The style of ’phone depends on 
the wants in each particular case, the automatic system giving . 
absolute secret service, but this system is not practical for 
rural service as for cities. The lock out device is used some- 
what in connection with country lines but the most common Co 

' system is the rural party line with a code of signals. To get 
the most satisfactory service it is best to place not over fif- 
teen on a line,. although this depends somewhat on the num- 
ber of calls made by different subscribers as sorne will use the 
a ’phone more than others and if too many are on the same 
line, chances are that when you want to use it you will be 

- told that the line is busy. As far as the working of instru- 
ments is concerned they will work perfectly with thirty or 
forty on a line, provided, however, they are of the style need- 
ed for this number of subscribers, those most commonly used 
are of the magneto, bridging, compact type with a five bar 
generator and 1,600 ohm resistance ringer. A great improve- 
ment may be had in the service if same are equipped with 
condensers, which will enable one to call any subscriber re- 

| gardless to position of all other receivers on the line otherwise
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you cannot ring by a receiver that is off the hook. Another 
improvement is the grounding key or push button attachment 
for calling central secretly, as you ring no bells on the line 
when calling central but to complete this arrangement it is 
necessary to ground one side of the jack at the switchboard. 
The extra cost of this method is only 25 cents per ’phone and 
in the system you use only one wire and the ground for call- 
ing but the talking circuit still remains metallic and another 
valuable feature is that you can call any subscriber on your line 
without calling or disturbing central. The selective ringing 

system is used to some extent but is more complicated and ex- 
_—-:pensive, and not more than eight can be put on any one line. 

With this system it is necessary ‘to call central in order 
to get any subscriber whether on the same line or not, thus 
causing more work for the operator at central. The matter 

| of selection of a switchboard is largely a matter of the com-- 
pany and may be best determined by the requirements as to 
number of lines to be installed and from other information | 
gained from different manufacturers. 

Rural lines are more subject to lightning discharges than _ 
city lines but most all instruments are amply protected with | 
carbon arresters and this connected to a good grounding will 
in most instances prevent instruments from being damaged. 

Gocd service is the best aid to successful telephone business 
and with the proper attention to switchboard day or night 
and with a good set of rules for the party lines and) a strict 
adherence to same there will be little cause for vomplaint in 

| this respect. . 
Proper maintenance is another important question, as with- 

- out it a system, no matter how successful at first will soon go 
to wreck. Officers should attend to employing labor for any 
repair work and trouble of fixing which may come up at any 
time the same of which should be attended to promptly. . 

All persons interested in forming rural companies and all | 
officers and employees of such companies should subscribe for | 
some good Telephone Journal and keep posted on all literature 
in relation to the subject. | 

Those who: still lack telephone service in their neighbor- | 
hood will find it to their advantage to go after it. The tele-_ 
phone is now a necessity, not a luxury,
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THE AGRICULTURAL PRESS AND THE WISCON- 

| SIN EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION. | 

A, J, MEYER, HOWELL, MICHIGAN. 

The farm paper exists primarily for the purpose of making 

money for its publisher, just as you raise pure bred livestock 

or grow pure bred seeds for the sake of the dollars it puts in- 

to your own pockets. As an association we are adding hun- 

dreds of thousands of dollars annually to the actual wealth 

of the state, and it is only a relatively small portion of this 

added wealth which remains within the membership of our 

organization. Yet we know that this society or any other 

-. one would be all ready for the undertaker in mighty short 

order, were it not for the immediate material good which 

each member derives from it by virtue of that membership. _ 

This fact, however, does not detract in the slightest from 
the importance of our association for the general advance- 

| ment of the public good. The same holds true of the agricul- 
tural press, and for our purposes here and today we ‘can 
afford to forget its function as a private enterprise, which 

| concerns us little, and consider it purely and simply as a pub- | 

lic utility, which concerns us very much. , 
The agricultural press is the agiricultural college of the 

masses. It numbers its students by hundreds of thousands. 
It does not ask the people to come to it; it goes to them. It 
asks no questions of age, nativity or scholastic attainment; 
its courses are open to everybody for twelve months in the 
year. Its faculty is chosen from the most wideawake college 
professors and\-expleriment staticn workers of the country, 
from the leaders of ‘he various farmers’ societies and breeders’ 
organizations, from the most intelligent and} practical farm- 

| ers the world over. Its teachings are not the product of cut 
and dried formulas, which dribble cut to the world through a 
wilderness of red tape. It is prompt. The teachings of to- 
day are determined by the conditions of yesterday, and the 
demands of tomorrow. A farm paper worthy of the name 
is timely. Its lessons do not carry the taint of cold storage, , 
nor do they require a preservative to keep them until needed 
for use. Its courses are graded to accommodate all people at 
all seasons of the year. ,
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_ Now I want to speak very briefly of another function of the | 
agricultural press which at times is quite as important as the 
one we have just considered. I refer to its function as a shap- 
er of public opinion andj an organizer of men. Co-operation 
is the watchword of today. No one is in a better position to 
realize this than are the members »f this society. Our reputa- 
tion as a great dairy state is the result of co-operation ; our rep- 
utation as a great seed growing state which our secretary has 

: scheduled to appear not many moons hence, will depend upon 
co-operation); and, in either case, co-operation must be the re- | 
sult of uniformity of ideas and ideals. I speak only of the 
broad, general principles; there are innumerable influences 
which determine the lesser details and among these the per- 
sonal characteristics of the man are the foremost consideration. 
But before there can be any general concentration of ideas in | 
a certain positive and definite direction, there must be some 
central organizing influence. There are usually a number of 
contributors to this influence, but the independent agent of all 
of them is the agricultural press. It does not execute its cam- 
paign on the plan of thea stump orator who is here this week 
there next week and somewhere else the week after. The farm 
paper keeps up a continuous campaign—this week, next week, 
and every week. It not only plows the soil of publie opinion 
but it subsoils and harrows, it sows the seed, it cultivates the 
growing crop aud it stays right by the game until the crop is 
harvested. | 

So much for the agricultural press as a public utility; let us 
turn the same search light upon. our Experiment Association 
and “see what we can see.” I have already referred to our 
society as contributing largely to Wisconsin’s total agricultur- 

| al wealth. I have in mind then, direct contributions in the 
form of better varieties of seeds. It has always seemed to me, 
however, andi time only serves to strengthen my belief that we 
are neglecting a consideration that should be a leading one with 
our society. Our work in developing and testing new varieties 
of grains and forage plants is progressing as it should. We 
cannot afford to relax for a moment in this work, the possibil- 
ities of which we have hardily touched upon. But let us keep 
ever in mind that in the upbuilding of a symmetrical system of 

: agriculture, good seed is only one of the essentials. The prob- 
lems of growing, harvesting, marketing and seed selection have 
been solved by a relatively small proportion of the rank and 
file of farmers. Every bushel of choice seed that you send out
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to a farmer who does not know how to care for it from the 
preparaticn of the soil to receive it, to the selection of seed for 
the next year’s planting, is a bushel of good seed practically 
thrown away. If the individual interests of the member who 
sells this seed represent the sum total of his interests in this 

| society, he will have no reason to regret the transaction. How- 
ever, we receive money from the state and are now asking for 
more money on the basis of making our every move of largest 

| benefit to the greatest number. We can do this most complete- 
ly by exercising every means in our power to build up not one 
feature of agriculture, but all related features at one time. I 
can see no reason why our organization should not lead other 
organizations of its kind in the promotion of all lines of farm- 
ing. 

And this brings me back to the agricultural press and the 
consideration of its relation to the Experiment Association. 
Permit me to diraw an illustration, by way of comparison: The | 
oldest farmers’ society in this state is the Dairymen’s Associa- 
tion. It has worked wonders in the development of our dairy | 
industry. But it has not accomplished its work, by merely 
meeting in annual convention and discussing topics of interest 
to the industry. Its members have pound:d away through the 
medium of the agricultural press every month in the year and 
every year since its inception. Many of them sell pure bred 
and high grace dairy cows and by doing this have increased the 
wealth of the state, to the extent of millions. But this has been 
only a small part of their work. The men who organized the 
society and who are supporting it today were men who recog- 
nized that there is more to dairying than rearing and distribut- 
ing dairy cattle They have not only offered the people of Wis- 
consin and the United States good) cattle, but they have taught 
what. crops to grow in order to feed those cattle, how to care for 
them so as to prevent their degeneration, how to breed them so 
as to keep the blood lines pure. They have gone on beyond 
this and taught how to care for the milk produced by these 
dairy cattle and how best to market the finished, product of the 
dairy. Nor has this work been done entirely or even in large 
part by the association acting asa body. It has been mostly the 
work of individuals who felt that membership in the Wiscon- | 

sin Dairymen’s association imposed certain responsibilities and 
they have met those responsibilites fairly and squarely at all 
times. | 

In alluding thus to the means by which the oldest farmers’ 
society in the state has attained to its present honored. position, |
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I am reciting nothing that is new to anyone here. The fact re- | 

iains that its success is in large measure due to the intimate re- 

lations which have always existed between its membership and 

the agricultural press, and the leading thought 1 want to leave 

with the members of this society is that their example is worthy 

of imitation. | 

| FARMERS’ ORGANIZATIONS AIDED BY MEMBERS 

OF THE EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION. 1 | 

| W. H. HANCHETT—-SPARTA, MONROE COUNTY. | 

The question of aiding is one which requires as a first con- 

- sideration a realization and knowledge of those conditions where 

aid will be of material value. Such being the case it may be _ 

well in dealing with this subject to first consider some of the 

conditions and difficulties which tend to shipwreck Farmers’ 

Organizations. : 
| A popular writer of the present day, in describing a certain 

political eva of our American history, has said, “Certain gentle- 

men with a pious belief in Democracy, but with a firmer de _ 

termination to rise-and get on top, arose,......and got on top. 

: So many of these gentlemen arose in the different states, and : 

| they were so clever, and they found so many chinks in the 

Constitution to crawl through and steal the peoples’ chestnuts, 

that the era may be called the Boss Era.” | 
Farmers’ organizations are essentially democratic, and such 

being the case, are subject to political eras, differing only with 

the political eras of our nation in that being of a local char- 

acter, both chinks and chestnuts are immediately under our 

observation andi hence more easily watched. I believe, in fact, 

that one of the gravest dangers to farmers’ organizations are 

the political campaigns waged in their midst by designing per- : 

sons for their own personal gain. If you doubt this statement 
look up the history of most any Agricultural Society, Co-opera- 
tive Creamery, or other Farmers Organization that handles con- — 

siderable amounts of the peoples money and see if sometime in 

its history it has not been put through a “Boss Era’ by “cer- 
tain gentlemen” with a determination to get on top, who waged
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| a hot political campaign to,.get themselves in control of its af- 
fairs. Then follow this history just one step farther and see 
if these same gentlemen didnot fail to give a full account of 
the affairs of the Organization to its members. 

Unbusiness like methods, inadequate systems of accounting 
and careless bookeeping are also sources of considerable dan- 

| _ ger to such organizations as handle considerable sums of money. 
The chronic kicker, the petty jealousies, the unjust suspicions, 
and the indifference of large numbers of the Agricultural class- 
es to the benefits of organized efforts along different lines of de- 
velopment, are all factors that'we must deal with ag well as the 

- _ dishonest designs of those selfish enough to seek only their own 
personal gain. oe 

oe My subject presupposes the desirability of Farmers Organi- 
zations so a discussion on that point is unnecessary, the ques- 
tion befor us is, what can we.as individual members of this or- 
ganizatio.. do to aid in the work. _ I wish to quote here some 
advice that I in company with some fifty odd young men receiv- 
ed up in old South Hall back in the spring of ’98. It was 
this, “Young men, go back to. your homes and show by the 
farming you do rather than by word of mouth that you have - 
been to an Agricultural College’ This I have found was good — 

| advice and I believe the majority of young men who go out 
from the Wisconsin Agricultural College cherish every word of 
it, aid will agree with me that we are not to aid with windy ar- 
guments but by quiet, determined, thorough, concientious work. | 

Just what the work isto be will depend largely on cireum- 
| _ stances. Probably the greatest need in farmers’ organizations 

in the way of workers 1' a few tactfull persons who will put self 
| in the background and study and work to harmonize contending 

factions that are most sure to spring up, some one who, through 
investigation and careful study, will see the threatening storm 

| before it breaks and who has the tact to quietly avoid the threat- 
| ened calamity. This is a part that requires careful study, not 

only of the work undertaken by the organization, but of the in- 
| dividuality of its members, and ought to be an interesting part 

for those who have been through our Agricultural College and 
received instruction in this fascinating study of individuality 
and type, which applies to the human as well as to the beast. 

| The training received here in the Agricultural College by the 
members of this association, in other lines are also such as 
should make them efficient workers in other respects, but let us , 
always keep this thought in view, that it is the work we are go-
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| ing to push and not ourselves, and if we are to become prom1- 

nent in a farmers organization, let it be from the results of the 

» good work we have done rather than the results of successful pol- | 

itical manipulation. | 

Perhaps a few suggestive thoughts as to Just how to work | | 

might not be out of place here. We find ourselves in a farm-_ | 

ing community perhaps where a co-operative association of | 

some sort would be of great value. It may be a creamery, @ =~ 

cheese factory, a telephone system, or some kindred association 

work that is needed. The same principles will apply in each 

case. The first step should always be thorough investigation 

and in this we will do well to get several of our best farming 

neighbors to take part for if the investigation 1s properly con- 

ducted the result will be that we shall have several strong allies | 

in pushing the work at its close. The close of this investigation 

should find us well equipped with a fund of information regard- _ 

ing the proposed organization in all its phases, and if we have 

been wise enough to get our neighbors interested in the gather- 

ing of this information we will have made the required number 

of converts to commence the perfecting of the same at once. 

Here let me drop a caution—some promoter will have by this 

time got wind of the intended action and will be on hand to | 

force himself upon the deal,—let us insist that he go home and 

quietly refuse to go any further with the work until he does. 

The organization once launched, the work of harmonizing the 

pretty sure to be the dominating influence although he never | 

portant. One of the best workers that it has ever been my 

privilege to work with in this regard never was known. to ad- 

vance an opinion of his own, but was always ready with a fund 

of information that led others to embrace his unexpressed | 

opinions in the matter, so that his well founded opinions were 

pretty sure to be the dominating influence although he never | 

personally put them in words. The fund of information which 

we have gathered ought to enable us to be equally as tactful, be- : 

ing careful at all times to use as little as possible the personal 

pronoun of the first person singular.
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OFFICAL TESTS OF DAIRY COWS. 

ROY T. HARRIS, ASSISTANT IN DAIRY TESTS, WISCONSIN EXPERI- 
MENT STATION, 

In this paper I have thought best to make no attempt to go 
deeply into the subject of “Official Tests of Dairy Cows,” for 
the subject is a large one and several phases of it are to be pre- 
sented to the members of this Association and the Farmers : 

_ Course by these better qualified to do justice to the subject. I 
shall address my tew remarks more especially to the beginner,— 
the young man who has not yet taken up “Official” work, and 
who, perhaps, does not know what it is or the advantages to be 
derived therefrom. So let it be an exhortion to such to take up 
the work, both for the probable pecuniary benefit and the edhca- 
tional value, which last is one of the greatest items with the be- 
ginner. - | 

“Official Tests” are tests conducted under the complete super- | 
- vwsion of an Experiment Station. Several of the cattle clubs 

have set up standards of dairy production that they consider 
high marks, to be reached only by cows of more than ordinary 
dairy quality. Such cows as succeed in passing these require- 
ments are given: place in what is called an ‘‘Advanced Register’ 
or “Register of Merit.” From this list of superior animals, 

: breeders will select those that have shown themselves of greatest 
excellence, hoping that the same good qualities will be trans- 
mitted to the off-spring and continued in succeeding genera- 

| tions. We have the same reasoning back of our methods for 
improving our varieties of corn, barley, etc. We select the spec 
imens approaching most closely to our ideal and continue « 
weeding-out process until we have eliminated imperfections and 

| fixed the desired gocd qualities. 
In seeking admission to the Advanced Register, the cows 

stand as candidates for an advanced degree, but who shall pass 
upon their qualifications? Not the owner, for he may be un- 
duly biased by pecuniary interest. And not the cattle clubs, 
even, for. they may be too lenient and the desire to make a large 

: showing for their breed may tempt them to err on the side of 
liberality. So the State Experiment Station is called upon to 
act as an impartial umpire upon the performance of the candi- 
dates,—all breeds being on an equal footing. |
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The tests are conducted as follows: An owner has a number | 

of cows that he considers capable of passing the requirements 
and applies to the Station. An official, or authorized represent- 
ative of the Station, is sent to the farm and there personally 
watches every milking for the required number of days; weighs | 
the milk; takes samples; and tests same for butter-fat by the 
Babcock test. At the close of the test, the supervisor must cer- 
tify to the accuracy of the record and that all rules of the Sta 
tion and cattle lub have beer. fully complied with in every par 
ticular. The Station vouches for these records to the secretary 

. of the advanced register of the club and the cows are accepted 
or rejected, as the case mav be, on basis of their actual perform- 
ance. | 

Most official tests run for seven days, with a lesser number 
for thirty days or longer, and are made when the cows are at 
maximum production,—usually within the first month after 
freshening. Cows are kept under the best possible conditions 
and offered every encouragement to give a large flow of rich 
milk. Kindness and regularity are watchwords on farms where 
successful tests are conducted and no loud noise or other dis- | 
turbance is permitted anywhere near the “test cows.” The 
whole family is usually interested in the work andj can hardly | 
wait for the completion of each test to find out how the cows 
are running. Toward the close of extra high records, I have 
often worked till after ten o’clock at night testing the evening 
samples, for no one seemed inclined to sleep with the amount | 
of the day’s credits unsettled Personal interest in dairy cows, 
and all thereunto pertaining, is the great secret of success in 
breeding, rearing and handling them, and without it there can | 
never be success worthy of the name. Among the many bene- : 
fits conferred by the systems of dairy tests, this is one of the | 
ereatest. They have added much to the interest in the work 
and have shown us in many ways that the cow appreciates 
small attentions and will return abundantly for a little extra 
care. One must be dull indeed, who can closely watch the 
daily work of a good dairy cow through a long test, without. in- 
creased respect for this delicate and highly specialized machine 
and for the finished product therefrom. 

We think of milk as a natural secretion,—and such it is,— 
| but it takes energy to produce this secretion—to break down : 

the food, separating it into its various elements, and once more 
gathering the choicer ones together and building them up into 
this finer and purer product. The energy is not expended in
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drawing heavy loads but is utilized just as truly in one way as 
in the other. In heavy work a cow lies down a great deal and 
seems at peace with all the world and to enjoy the laziest life 

| imaginable, but she is at. work all the time preparing and stor- 
, ing that which is to support the labors of others.and renew the 

energy used in other bodies than her own. Her eyes are bright 
and skin soft and healthy, and, in every way, she is a picture 
of health and vigor. She is little inclined to physical exercise 
and really seems to feel the lack of it very little. When the ex- 
act production is known and the feed and other conditions are 
closely watched, we soon note variations in the production from 
milking to milkine and day to day and try to explain them. If 
a certain circumstance, such as the presence of strangers during 
milking, is found to be, in nearly every case, followed by de- 

| creased production, we have some grounds for believing such 
conditions unfavorable to milk production. I may say that 
we do really find that apparently slight disturbances affect — 
the yield,—are paid for in lessened production,—and that one 
day’s neglect requires several of extra attention as compensa- 
tion. There are often variations that we cannot account for, 
but this is because, in the present state of our knowledge, we 
cannot know all the conditions and their bearing on each case. 
From my own experience and observation, I submit the follow- 
ing conditions as essential to maximum results: 

1, Plenty of pure air and sunlight. | 
By proper systems of ventilation, we are able to supply the 

former and we may, at least, so construct our stables as to ad- 
mit the latter with proper control 

2. An abundance and variety of palatable feeds combined 
in such proportion as may best suit the appetite and needs of __ 
the cow. 

| In feeding for maximum production, more protein is usually 
fed than would be profitable under ordinary dairy conditions, | 
where we should expect the milk and butter to pay a profit over 
cost of feed. The advantage derived from a large record is 
often so great that the cost of feed is an item hardly to be con- 

_ sidered. As one breeder said, “If that cow will only give me 
the butter-fat, I stand ready to give her everything she wants 
in the way of feed.” As a matter of fact. he was a little over- 
liberal, gave her more rich feed than she could take care of, and 
only extra care and a vigorous constitution saved the cow fror 
going to pieces in the middle of the test, 

8, Freedom from all disturbance, .
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Sudden noises, loud or rough talking, and running about are 

. be avoided. Anything that attracts the attention too sud- 

denly is bad. Strangers should not be admitted to the stable 

nore than necessary and never at milking-time. | : 

4, Regularity in everything. | 

Feeding, milking, etc., right on time and always in the same 

way. | 

Now as to the benefits of testing. As we have endeavored to 

show, it brings a better understanding of the cow and her needs, 

and increased interest in the business. It is the very best 

means of advertising and the cheapest, for the value of testea 

cows is enough greater than those without records to nearly or 

quite pay all the cost It sometimes pays a profit besides. Of 

ticial tests establish confidence, since, as now conducted, they 

| are practically above suspicion. Above all they are of greatest 

value in determining which strains and combinations have prov 

en best,—judged by actual performance. 
‘Tests covering longer periods of time are now becoming | 

most popular. In these the Station representative conducts 

: tests for one or two days each month, the average test for this 

time being taken to apply to the whole month. The owner fur- 

nishes a certified statement of the milk given, which is multi- 

plied by the Station’s test to give the total fat for the month 

and year. These are called “Semi-Official” tests and are con- 

: sidered a much better showing of a cow’s real value for the dairy 

than tests for short periods during the flush. They are also © 

hedged about with many safeguards, making them reliable. |
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COOPERATION OF THE SHORT COURSE ALUMNI 

WITH THE WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT | 

ASSOCIATION. | 

_E, E, JONES, ROCKLAND, LA CROSSE COUNTY. 

| I am safe in making the assertion that when the Short Course 
| in Agriculture was organized that it should serve as a stepping 

stone to a higher field of agricultural education. The Course 
is complete, but as the time spent here at the college is so lim- 

: ited and the amount of work is so comprchensive that we can 
only at best, get but a good start along our chosen vocation. No 
one should go out of this college at the completion of the course 
with the idea in his mind that -he has learned all about agricul- 
ture. After finishing the Short Course we should keep in close 
touch with the college and: there is no better way of doing this 
than to become a member of the Short Course Alumni and the 
Wisconsin Experiment Association. 

_ The Experiment Association was organized only five years ago 
and is now the largest organization of its kind in the United 

| States, has done more good to the agricultural interests of the 
state than any other federation in so short a time. The method 

- of treating seed oats for the prevention of smut alone has saved , 
the farmers of the state millions of dollars during the past few 
years. We have the selected seed grains, oats, barley, and corn 
that have been carefully tested and found to be the standard 
varieties for Wisconsin. Farmers of the state are awakening 
to the fact that, in order to succeed they must improve their 
farm grains and are desirous of obtaining better varieties of oe 
seed. [ am pleased to state that the members of the Experi- | 

| ment Association throughout the state are raising and selling 
more seeds to farmers in the state and outside of the state than | 
is being done in any one other state in the same way in the | 
Union. This alone has brought Wisconsin more in return than 

_ the entire agricultural college and its equipment has cost the 
| state. Remember, that is only one department that I referred 

to. We should also take into consideration what the other de- 
partments are doing; the Soil Physics Department through the 
tile drainage of marshes that have been heretofore worthless : 
has converted them into tillable condition. There is also the
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| ‘Dairy Department which by sending trained young men out to 
act, as operators of creameries and cheese factories of the state, 
has made Wisconsin one of the great dairy states of America. 

In concluding I wish to state that every Short Course grad- 
uate who is not taking advantage of the opportunities offered 

him by the Experiment Association is not true to his chosen 
profession. I know that some of them look upon these annual 

| gatherings of the Experiment Asscciation and Alumni as useless 
expense. I can say for myself that I have attended every 

annual meeting of the Experiment Association: since its organ- | 
ization and can truly say that I have been amply repaid by pro- 
curing seed 1nd carrying on experiments and while I‘have been 
benefited,-can say that I have been the means of benefiting my 
neighbors by furnishing them seed that has proven to be a good 
investment for them. : 

Before I close, however, I wish to say a word about the 
Short Course Alumni. While we have quite a large member- 
ship I would like to see it doubled and more of an interest tak- 
en in our annual meetings and banquet. We have no programs 
for our annual meetings as we are so closely affiliated with the 
Experiment Association, the officers have decided that our meet> ° 
ings be a business meeting only, and that our Annual Banquet 
shall serve as a place where we can get together, renew old ac- 
quaintanceship and have a good, jolly old time. JI would be 
pleased to have every alumnus present at the banquet tonight, 

. as we have arranged a good program and all who come will be 
pleased with the evening spent at our banquet.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG FARMERS IN | 

| THE WEST. 

E, W. LEE, GRANTON, CLARK COUNTY. 

| Opportunities for young farmers in the west is a pretty big 
subject and in order to cover it well would compel me to spread | 
out: more than a mother hen trying to cover a brood of about 
one hundred chicks. | 

For some reason when we people in Wisconsin speak of the 
west we, 1. e., the most of us, do not realize what a vast scope 
of country les west of the Mississippi river. We do not realize 
how small Wisconsin is until we get west of the Rocky Moun- 

. tains and think how little she looks on the map as compared 
/ with California or any other state west of the Mississippi. But, 

although Wisconsin is small, God bless her, she offers as many 
opportunities to the young farmer as any of them. 

As it was intended that this subject should give the oppor- 
tunties of the Wisconsin farmer, I should like to take up each | 
phase of the subject separately, but neither time nor space will 
permit. 

I believe that when the Wisconsin farmer sells out, leaves’ 
home and friends, and goes west he is missing his greatest op- | 
portunity. There is no question but that there is a grand fu- 

| ture for Wisconsin as a breeding center for all kinds of stock 
and seed grains. While in the east last spring I found some 
people who, even now, recognize this as a state where fine stock 
and the best of grains may be had, and yet we are only in our 

_ infancy in that line. To be sure it requires capital to get a 
start here, but I could not or rather did not find a place between oe 
the Atlantic and the Pacific that it did not require capital to 

— get a start. Land in the desirable sections of the west is ex- 
ceptionally high. Dairy products command a good price but 
feed and labor are correspondingly high so that the net profit 
is about the same as itis here. For the young farmer with no | 
capital, I consider the country west of the Rocky Mountains a 
very poor place, as the laboring man is not, as a rule, looked 
upon as an equal with his employer. The laborer does not as- 
soclate with his employer as a general rule. Instead of going 
into a family as one of them, the young farmer working for 
wages, is more of a machine, and is treated as such, for when —
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his day’s work is done he must roll up in his blanket in most 
any shed or out in the open if he chooses to do so. 

You young men who are looking for opportunities and want 

a nice climate, go west, but do not expect to find the comforts 
of a home unless you have money enough to buy them. If | 

you expect to buy land you can probably find some good oppor- 

tunities in the west, but before buying a cheap tract, study it | 

| well; it may be possible that it can’t be watered, or the water 
may cost more than the crops would be worth. Alkali may 

crop out in many places, and thus reduce the profit, so if you 
intend to buy land in the west take plenty of time for not all 

the land there is good and real estate dealers are not all follow- _ 

ers of the Golden Rule. Up in the San valley of California 

some of the large ranches are being divided and sold out in 

small farms. There are some good opportunities for some men 
to go into the fruit business or to raising alfalfa and stock but 
when we figure the cost of moving such long distances and tak- | 

ing the risk of getting something of value; is the opportunity 

any greater than that which lies at our very door? I think not. 
I know men who left here with money and went west seeking 
better opportunities who are now back here working by the day 
to earn money to support their families. In conclusion let me 
say to all who are thinking of looking for opportunities in the : 

west, look at home first and see well what you are leaving be- 
fore going too far.
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IMPORTANCE OF THE CORN CROP 

TO WISCONSIN FARMERS. : 

| W.'S. MARSHALL, DELTON, SAUK COUNTY, 

Does the Wisconsin farmer realize that the corn 
field is a gold mine? A gold mine that needs : 
only an earnest, intelligent working to outyield the 
mines of Alaska We have become so accustomed to. 
hearing of the Corn belt as a specially favored country, lying | 

| to the south and southwest of us, where alone it is profitable 
to engage in corn culture that our Wisconsin farmers, as a class 
have not given corn the attention it deserves. The Wisconsin 
Experiment Association has been quietly at work for the past 
five years pushing a campaign of education, of demonstration. 
They have preached the gospel of corn and their work is attract 
Ing attention and showing results that are phenomenal. The 
acreage of corn in Wisconsin in 1905 was nearly one ahd one- 

| half million acres, the production for the state nearly fifty-five 
and one-half million bushels. The average yield per acre was 
over thirty-seven and one-half bushels. The value of the crop 
was over twenty-three and one half million dollars. A year 
or two previous the average yield per acre for Wisconsin corn 
was but little over thirty bushels per acre. The government _ 

. reports for 1906 give the average yield of Wisconsin corn as | 
forty-one and two-tenths bushels per acre and the average val- 
ue as forty-one cents per bushel. The same authority gives 
the yield of corn for Illinois as thirty-seven and one-tenth 
bushels per acre. The yield of Illinois, the queen of the corn 
belt, is over five bushels less per acre than that of Wisconsin. 

_ OUB WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION, 

This Association of earnest Wisconsin farmers and, stu- 
dents of our agricultural school has accomplished wonders al- | 
ready with the Wisconsin corn yield. Considering the acre- | 
age of corn for 1906 as approximately the same as for 1905, 
the gain in the value of the crop, due to the increased yield
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per acre, is approximately two and one-fifth millon dollars, 

and this is but a beginning The days of eighteen to twenty 

cent corn will never come again. The world has been educa- 

. ted to the uses of corn and the field of its use has outstripped 

production. We are but on the border land of the possible 

production, of corn per acre. When Wisconsin farmers un- 

derstand the value of seed selection, the proper care of the se- 

lected seed to insure unimpared vitality, the value of thorough 

: preparation of the seed bed and the right kind of cultivation 

for the crop the average yield of Wisconsin corn can be nearly 

double what it is at present. We will then raise and finish 

more hogs. The beef cattle produced on the cheaper lands of 

the range country will seek our feed yards for fattening and 

finishing and the by products of the feeding will increase the. 

richness of our soil and add to the value of our farm lands. 

That the average yield of corn in the state can be raised to | 

sixty or seventy bushels per acre is no dream. Many of the 

association members have already accomplished more than 

that. In 1905 the average yield of Wisconsin No. 7 (Silver 

King) corn, for one hundred and twenty members of this as- — 

sociation reporting, was fifty-nine and two-tenths bushels of 

shelled corn per acre. The writer harvested in 1906, one hun- 

dred and seventy bushel baskets of ears per acre from two 

acres of Silver King corn planted and cared for as a seed corn 

plot, and one hundred and forty baskets per acre from twelve 

| acres in another field. | 

OO Corn means money and fat bank accounts to Wisconsin 

farmers. The experiment association work is already show- 

ing wonderful results in corn improvement. Wisconsin must — 

~ goon be admitted to the corn belt. Many of the farmers over 

there are already taking notice. Let us see if we cannot lift 

the average of the state a few more bushels per acre in T90%. 

We are in the lead and it should give us courage.
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| CURING SEED CORN. 

O. R, FRAUENHEIM, RANDOM LAKE, SHEBOYGAN COUNTY. 

| In the following paper on curing seed corn, I will give some 
practical experience that will be of great value to the seed 
corn growers who wish to make a success of curing corn. By 
following closely what I say here some of the failures that 
have been made will not be repéated. I will write only 
of such things as have come under my observations the past 
few years. | | 

Corn that is to be used for seed should not be harvested 
until fully matured. You will then have as much vitality in 
the seed as possible, to begin with. The corn should be picked 
as soon as fully matured and fire dried. This statement is 
given out by every experienced corn grower. How many 
farmers adhere to this rule? The seed corn is usually not 

- gathered until husking time. If there is a hard early frost, 7 
like that of last fall, the vitality of the corn is knocked out 
and the result is that the farmers will have to buy their seed 
corm I know of dozens of instances where this very same 
thing has happened the past year and yet the farmers are will- | 
ing to do the same thing over again, saying that it is too much 
trouble to pick out the seed corn. 7 

How much time is taken to pick out a few bushels of seed 
corn? It is not only a question of the time it takes, but each ~ 
individual stalk can be studied from which the seed ears are 
taken. In this manner desirable characteristics can be bred 
into the corn. 

| The members of the Association, who grow corn for sale or 
intend to do so, may say that there is not money enough in 

' selling seed) corn, if this method is to be pursued. There is | 

plenty of money in selecting seed corn in this manner. There 
is a larger profit in picking the seed corn as soon as ripe from 
the stalk, than in picking it at husking time when the vital- 
ity may be impaired by frost and the corn will not grow. 

Corn that is frozen by a light frost before fully ripe is gen-. 
erally not impaired for seed, the corn should be left standing 
for some time in order that the grain may fill out. If cut as 

, soon as frozen the fodder will be of a better quality but the 
seed will be chaffy and unfit for seed. When the ears are bet-
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ter matured they can be picked and fire dried. I have cured 
excellent seed corn a number of times that was frozen in this | 
manner. 

During the past fall and winter I have traveled quite a bit 
through the state and always noted how the farmers take care 
of the seed corn. How often did I see corn intended for seed 
hanging under the eaves or on the sides of some building. 
This is the poorest method known in‘curing seed corn. If the 
corn grows at all after cured in this manner, it will be of such 
poor vitality the farmer will not realize a full crop. 

After the seed corn is harvested, it should be placed in a 
room with a stove. Placing it on racks is the best method of 
curing same. If put in piles, some of the corn may mold. 
Have plenty of ventilation in the curing room, as a large 
amount of moisture will evaporate. It is best to keep up a 
fire for a week or longer Do not have the room warmer than 
80 degrees to begin with, a little more heat will do no harm 
after the first few days. 

A convenient, mouse proof curing rack is made by suspend 
ing the rack that is generally used, with bolts from the ceil- | 

| ing to within 18 or 20 inches from the floor. Mice are a 
great nuisance to the curing of seed) corm This rack will 
remedy the evil and I suggest that every grower of seed corn in 
quantities that they give this rack a trial I believe I am the : 
first one to make a rack of this kind and find it the best pre- 
ventive for mice I have ever seen. — | 

After the corn is thoroughly dry, care must be taken dur- 
ing the damp weather to have a little fire in the room in order 
to dispel the moisture in the air. Otherwise the corn may 
absorb the moisture and may be injured by frost. I had a 
quantity of choice seed corn ruined in this manner the past 
winter, therefore I want to particularly warn every member 
of the Association to guard against the damp days during the 
winter, If you have only a small quantity of seed, you can 
keep it in the house where it will be safe from frost. But if 
you have a large amount of seed it must be kept in a warm 
and well ventilated room during damp weather. 

If one intends to make a success in curing seed corn, the 
following rule should be strictly adhered to: “Vitality is 
preserved by thoroughly and quite rapidly drying the seed | 
ears and storing them where they will not be exposed to damp 
atmospheres or sudden changes in temperature.” |
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A GOOD ROTATION FOR THE CORN CROP OF 
: WISCONSIN. | 

H, A. MAIN, FORT ATKINSON, JEFFERSON COUNTY, 

Members and friends of the Association: 
When planning a system of rotation we should have in mind 

a some of the reasons why we rotate, principal of which are: 
Ist, to keep the elements of soil fertility in balance; 2d to 

_ more evenly divide the work of the year and 3rd, to assist 
in keeping fields free from weeds. Of course there are other 
reasons for rotating crops such as preventing work of injurious 
insects and loss by plant diseases, change of crops on a field 
and of decreasing the liability of losing an entire years work 
which often occurs under a single crop system; but these reas- | 
ons are met by any system of rotation as we must plan our 
system with special reference to the three reasons first given 
and the relative values of different erops, and the system which 
best fills these requirements will be found the most practical. 

Of course we all know that a good rotation for one farmer 
or section to follow, might not be a good rotation for another 
farmer or section to follow. There’s an old saying that ““What’s 
one man’s meat is another man’s poison”, and so it is — 
with this. As Wisconsin is primarily a stock raising state, 
our crops should be selected and grown with the idea of feed- 

_ ing them to live stock and keeping the fertility on the farm. 
This, however, will be governed by such conditions as nearness 
to market and the cash value of the crop when put on the 

) market as compared with other feeds, relative feeding values 
; considered. ° | 

| Some crops use more humus than they produce, as corn, po- 
tatoes and small grains. Some crops produce more than they 
use, such as clover and alfalfa, which also send roots deep and 
draw up elements of fertility. Hence to maintain sufficient 
humus in our soil we must bring in a grass crop often enough 
to balance up the loss of humus taken out by corn, potatoes or 
grain. How frequently we should ‘do this depends a good 
deal on how well our soil will hold humus as sandy soil soon 
loses the humus, while heavy soils do not and might become 

| sour. We must grow enough humus using crops to use up the
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humus, and phosphorus, and potash as well, for fertility in: soil 

is valuable only as wé are able to make our crops take it out. 

It is a good deal like a farmer who raises more corn to feed 

more hogs, to get more money to buy more land to raise. more 

corn and so on, We should strive to get larger crops, to feed 

more stock, to have more manure to return to the land, to get 

still larger crops, ete 
It is quite generally admitted that in mest cases a three or 

four year rotation is preferable to a six or seven year rotation. 

| For a three year rotation corn, barley and then; clover seems 

best. I prefer barley to oats becanse I think I can get more 

- feed per acre and think it makes « better nurse crop. If you 

7 have no permanent pasture the clover cam be pastured the sec- 

ond year thus making this a four year rotation, then manur- 

ing and plowing down for corn. I think some timothy sown 

with clover is advisable as it insures a better stand of hay. A | 

better rotation still would be one in which alfalfa is used in- 

stead of clover. If I used alfalfa I think I should raise two 

cultivated crops in succession as two crops of corn or potatoes 

~ and corn, then barley, seeding alfalfa with the barley and cut- 

ting alfalfa two seasons This makes a five year rotation but 

it is most too expensive to plow up good alfalfa seeding one 

year old and take chances on your new seeding coming through 

in good snape. 
Nor would I plow up all my alfalfa the same year. I 

should so arrange it that I only plowed up one-half of it. 

- Then you would, be less liable to lave your entire crop killed 

out as you would have some which had) been cut two seasons, 

some which had been cut only one year and some new seeding. 

Your acreage would be divided thus approximately— 

corn, two-fifths. of your plow land, barley; and 

new alfalfa seeding, one-fifth of land, year old alfalfa, one- 

fifth of land and two year old alfalfa occupying one-fifth of | . 

~ land. If for any reason the clover or alfalfa fails field peas 

and oats can be sown which will furnish a leguminous crop of 

hay and make out the rotation. 
If it is desired to raise peas either for grain or canning, 

you can either substitute these for part or all of the barley, 

as the peas can be taken off and then alfalfa sown without a 

nurse crop. Some have obtained good results for using peas 

as a nurse crop for alfalfa. 
The worst fault I find with peas in a rotation especially for 

canning purposes when they must be cut about a certain stage
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is that the harvesting comes about the time when. the first 
crop of alfalfa needs cutting and the young corn needs culti- 
vating. Sometimes, however, the cash value of peas is large 
enough to offset this danger. | 

Any of these rotations comply pretty well with our prin- 
ciple reasons for rotating. Corn and potatoes being cultivated 

os crops assist in keeping land clean, the alfalfa and clover keep 
land supplied with humus. The work of hauling the crops : 
is pretty well distributed, all the different crops are val- 

: uable to feed to animals, and the feeding and care of the ani- 
, mals furnishes employment during the winter and keeps the 

fertility right on the farm. 
| Now whether any one of these proposed systems of rota- 

_ tion is the best for you on your farm must be settled by your- oo, 
self. I hope I have said something which may assist each one 
in selecting a good rotation for himself to follow under his 

_,. OWn special conditions. , 

So | 

PREPARATION OF THE GROUND FOR CORN AND | 

| SUBSEQUENT CULTIVATION. | 

M. J, SMITHWICK, KEWAUNEE, KEWAUNEE COUNTY. 

There was a time when Wisconsin was way behind in the 
- yield and quality of its corn, but I am glad to say that it is 

coming to the front in this line of agriculture. However, a 
whole lot remains yet to be done, and I think that by using 
more intelligent methods of cultivation, our yields can be 

| be greatly increased. The average yield of Wisconsin of 
present is 41.2 bushels of shelled corn per acre. The yield of 
our Experiment Station is seventy-five bushels of shelled coin 

| _ per acre. There is a difference of 33.8 bushels. 
Any practical farmer should’ have his farm laid out in fields 

and a system of rotation practiced thereon. A system which 
1s coming into general practice is the following: First year, 
small grain with clover and) timothy; second year, clover; 
third, pasture or a crop of mixed hay; fourth year, corn. 

| By following a system of rotation similar to this, you raise 
| a different crop on those fields every year, thereby not robbing |
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the soil of any certain element of plant food. It is well to 

manure your field at least once during this four year rotation. | 

The best time is prior to raising the corn crop, or you can ap- 

ply the manure immediately: after removing the hay crop. 
A word as to plowing; some advocate fall plowing while 

others advocate spring plowing. As for myself I prefer fall | 

plowed land for the reason that the land will have the benefit | 

of the frost action, and it will also be more firm. By late fall 

plowing you leave a large per cent of the cut worms and such 

corn enemies exposed to the frost, which will destroy nearly 

all of them. | | 

As early in the spring as the land gets in shape to be work- 

ed, I would go at it with a good disk and work it good and 

| deep. The object of this is to start the weeds to sprouting 

and at the same time aerate the soil. I would then wait a 

few days and put on the harrow, and work it crosswise to disk- 

ing, and in a few days more give it another harrowing. Just 

before planting I would put the disk on once more and loosen ~ 

up the soil and at the same time pulverize it. The disk is 

liable to leave the ground rough and it is well to pass over it 

once more with the harrow to be sure that your field is as level 

as possible. Without having your corn field smooth you can- 

not expect to get a good even stand of corn. After planting 

go on with a slant tooth harrow and give the field a good har- 

| rowing. If it rains after such harrowing, harrow again. | 

When your corn is check rowed I would not advise putting — 

on the harrow after it is up for the harrow has ‘no mercy for 

the delicate corn plants. Put your cultivator on as soon as 

your corn is up high enough to see to cultivate to advantage. 

A sulky cultivator is best for this work, as you can put shields 

on which will protect the corn. Try and give your field a 

good cultivation the first time, as you can get the cultivation 

quite deep without doing any damage to the roots. No fast 

rule can be laid cown as to the number of oultivations and 
depth of same, but it must be borne in mind that when the 

corn is a few feet high the roots have spread out and cover 

the entire width of the row. These roots are only a few inches 

deep, generally depending upon the depth of planting, and 

moisture content of the soil. Now if you set your cultivator 
deep and cut off those roots which are working hard to pro- 
duce the stalk, what are the results? The plant may not die 
but its growth is checked, and will remain so until the root | 

system gets re-established. The plant has only a certain length
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of time to grow, and if it loses a week its yield will be lessened. 
After the corn is too high to be cultivated with the sulky, it | 
is sometimes well to cultivate lightly with a one horse culti- 
vator. As a rule this one horse cultivation pays big wages. 
It must be borne in mind, however, that this system of cul- 
tivation will not apply to every farm, for circumstances alter 
cases. | 

SELECTING AND CURING SEED CORN. . 

| " W. A, TOOLE, BARABOO, SAUK COUNTY. 

In the selection of corn for seed, some definite standard of 
the type of ear desired ‘must be held in mind. This ideal 
should cover the form, size, color and shape of ear, and the 
size, shape and color of the kernel. Uniformity in shape and 
size of kernel is essential. For appearance sake the color 
of cob should also be considered. When possible the quality of 
fodder should be noted. Without some such ideal no pro- 
gress can be made in improving or even maintaining the 
quality of the crop. | | 

I have seen corn picked out by some farmers from which 
one might select half a dozen distinct types, and none of them 
good. Obviously no progress was being made by these farm- : 
ers. 

While for progressive work in improvement a general plan 
must be followed for several successive seasons, this ideal will 
change in many details every year, as the result of experience. 
No single type of ear will do for Wisconsin, or even for any 

| one county, owing to varied soil and climatic conditions. For 
instance, in Sauk County a larger, later maturing variety may 
be grown on the richer, light soils than is at all safe on the 
heavy clay soils. While in localities subject to late and early 
frosts an extra early variety is necessary. 
Many of the points, such as color of grain, indentation, etc., | 

are merely matters of individual preference and affect the 
yield but little or not at all. These points are very useful : 
nevertheless in indicating the progress made in improvement.
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The length of season a variety requires to mature is of great 

importance throughout Wisconsin. A variety should be se- 

lected or bred, which will ripen in any season, yet will grow ~ 

the full limit of time of the short seasons. Owing to the a 

varied conditions the proper season will have to be decided 
from experience by éach corn grower. 

Some farmers prefer to select the seed after the corn 1s | 

ripe, just before it is cut up. By this method they are able 

to pick those ears which are earliest in ripening and select 

| from the most leafy stalks. A great deal of time must be | 

spent in examining undesirable ears, before a sufficient a- : 

mount of seed is found. There is always a tendency to be | 

| satisfied with undesirable ears, and there is also danger that | 

too much importance will be given to earliness, with the result 

that the corn will Meteriorate in size. If carefully dried 

where there is a good circulation of air this method will give — 

strongly germinating seed. 
Others select their corn from that left on the stalk without 

cutting the fodder The selecting is then done when husk- — 

ing, a basket or box being fastened in a handy place on the 

wagon, and desirable ears tossed into it. This method 1s very 

good if the husking is not left till winter sets in. The corn | 

has an opportunity to thoroughly dry out with a circulation | 

of air on all sides. As the fodder is much battered by this 

time, there will be but little chance to select from leaty stalks. 

But little practical improvement can be made by selecting for | 
quality of fodder out of a large field, so this objection 1s of | 

small importance. 
As we need all our fodder for feeding purposes, we cut up 

our corn and select the seed from the shock at husking time. , 

By either this or the previous method the earliness may be ob- | 

- served closely enough to select corn which will mature. Some | 

examination of the size of stalk and quality of fodder may 

also be made. The husking should be done before there is 

much freezing weather, as the corn contains enough moisture 

at this time to be easily injured by a freeze. | 

There is still left the selection of corn from the erib, or 

“seoop shovel” method, as it is sometimes called. Unless the 

corn is well dried and cribbed before freezing weather com- 

mences, seed thus selected will be unsafe to plant. It is a | 

poor method at the best, as there is little chance to pick out 

the good ears. | 

With any of these ways of selecting seed, several times as
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much seed should be set aside-as will be needed and a second, 
' more careful selection then made. In the hurry of husking 

one cannot consider all details but must put aside all ears 
: which appear superior in some respects. 

I will not consider corn’ testing, as this subject will be 
treated by another speaker. I wish, though, to impress upon | 
you the need of strong germination to secure a profitable crop, 
and that it is better to give extra care in selecting and curing = 
the seed than to be forced to plant poor seed or buy at plant- 
ing time. 

. In curing corn the chief dangers to be avoided are freezing, 
mouldiness, and sprouting. When the corn contains consid- 
erable moisture, light freezing will kill the germ Dry corn 
will withstand considerable cold without perceptible injury. 
Storing corn in a warm room without ventilation will often 
cause it to mould or sprout. While fire dried corn is prefer- 
able if rightly managed, it must be remembered that a cireula- | 

| tion of air is necessary to carry away the moisture released 
from the corn. Warmth without ventilation is unsafe. | 

While passing through the country one often sees corn | 
traced and hung up to dry almost under the eaves, around the 
porch, or against the side of a building. Corn treated in this 
way will often dry in good shape, but it should not be left ex- 

| posed after cold weather commences. The freezing would not : 
be so harmful if it were not for the fact that the corn would 
absorb moisture at every storm, and as has been pointed out 
before, freezing dampness is fatal to corn. This way of dry- 
ing corn will not secure the best results. 

Another favorite method is to hang the corn in the kitchen. 
While the air of a kitchen is apt to be quite moist yet there si 
usually a circulation of air and this method usually proves 
satisfactory. 

Most houses have some sort of garret and if there is some 
way of ventilating it, this is always a good place to dry the 
seed. The corn may be traced and. hung over wires stretched 
across the room, or if mice are plentiful, we have found a 
frame work crib about 30 inches each way, covered over with 
Wire mosquito netting, to be very satisfactory. The corn | 
should be tumbled loosely into these cages so there will be a | 
chance for a good circulation of air among the ears. | 

Gentle heat with ventilation is of great assistance in drying | 
: the seed. Heat without ventilation is very apt to result in in- / 

jury to the corn. Corn-should not be placed too near a stove
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while drying, as moist corn is as easily injured by excessive 
heat as by freezing. : - 

Tf considerable quantities of seed corn are to be dried, a 
separate room or building is needed. In this case the corn 
should be put to dry on frame work shelves made of lin. x 2 | 

| in material of suitable length, using two pieces for each 
shelf. Not more than four or five layers should be piled on a 
shelf and an inch or two of space should be left between the 
top of the corn and the next shelf. If possible it is better to 
have the heat come in at the bottom of the room, pass up 
through the corn and out through ventilation at the top. 

Sometimes corn is placed in the upper part of a corn crib 
or over other grain to dry. This is never safe, as grain is 

continually giving off moisture which passes upward with air | 
currents, and the corn dries very slowly and may even absorb 
more moisture at times. It is never in proper condition to 
withstand freezing. 

If decided improvement in the variety of corn is desired, 
selected ears should be planted by the ear-to-a-row method. | 
Those not wishing to take the care and trouble necessary with 
this method will find that good results will be obtained if a 
number of the best ears are picked out and planted in a small 
field by themselvs or in a solid block in the main field. From 
this field, or part of a field, as much as possible of the seed 
for the main crop of the folowing year should be saved, set- 
ting aside some of the best ears for the following year’s select- 
ed field. This process should be kept up from year to year.
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TESTING AND PLANTING CORN. | 

, GUY TRELEVEN, OMRO, WINNEBAGO COUNTY. 

Few of the many thousand growers of corn realize the im- 
portance of properly testing their seed corn. When we stop : 
and consider that a bushel of corn will plant from six to 
seven acres you sée at once that a few poor ears in that bushel 
will give you a very uneven stand. 7 | 
The importance of making what is known as an ear test 

was never so thoroughly impressed) on my mind as it was two. 
| years ago when I secured eighteen ears of Silver King corn 

from the Experiment Station farm. From these eighteen ears I 
selected twelve which I called the best looking ones to plant by 
themselves in twelve separate rows. Upon making a test of 
these ears I found that two of the twelve would not germinate. 
I made a second test of these two with the same result Now, | 

| had I planted these ears without testing I would have had two 
rows with no corn. Two out of twelve or one-sixth. The 
question 1s, can we afford to plant corn when only five-sixths 
of it will grow or in other words, reap the benefit of only five- 
sixths of our land. I say we cannot. 

At first thought it seems quite a task to make an ear test 
ot say five or six bushels, but this can be done in two or three 

_ hours. Place the ears in rows on a long table or boards ar- 
ranged for the purpose; then take a shallow box, say two in- 
ches deep, other dimensions according to amount to be tested. 

_ Place in the box about an inch of soil of a sandy loam, moist- 
en with water and level off smooth;mark this off into spaces 
about an inch wide. Let each space in the box represent one . 
row on the table. Now take out ear number one in row num- 
ber one, as many kernels as you desire to test and place in 
space number one in the box with the tips of the kernels point- 
ing in one direction; then take the same number of kernels 
from ear number two and place in the box with the tips of 
the kernels pointing in the opposite direction, and go on until 
you have each ear sampled. Press the kernels down firmly 
in the dirt and cover over with a piece of flannel well soaked in 
water; over this lay a newspaper or something to prevent 
evaporation Place the box in a warm place and in four or 
five days you can see the little shoots bursting forth from the 

6—E. A. 7 | .
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kernels; in about two days more the result of the test should 

be taken. If upon examination you find there are some ker- 

| nels which did not germinate, go back to the end of the row 

and count up to see which ear they were taken from; 1f you 

| find that they came from, say the twelfth ear, go to the row 

on the table and count up to the twelfth ear and lay that one 

out, and so on all through the test. I have tried several meth- | 

ods of testing seed corn but find this way the quickest and most | 

satisfactory. 
Planting is also a very important factor im the growing of 

corn. There are several methods of planting—namely, with 

the hoe, hand planter, drill or listing and with the check row. 

Of these I prefer the check row. For field corn I plant three 

feet, eight inches cach way, four kernels to the hill. This 

can be done very accurately with the edge drop planter. Four 

kernels may be a little too thick on some land, but where the 

soil is in a high state of fertility, it will be found satisfactory. 

VARIETIES OF CORN FOR WISCONSIN. 

| 0. B. FRAUENHEIM, RANDOM LAKE, SHEBOYGAN COUNTY. 

Mellow Members, Ladies and Gentlemen: | 

Very little effort had been made to establish standard va- 

rieties of corn in Wisconsin, when Prof. Moore took charge of 

the work several years ago. In many instances fairly fixed 

types have been established by growing one kind of corn for a 

period of years on the same farm without change of seed. The 

varictics are frequently designated by the name of the family | 

by whom they have been grown. Clark’s yellow dent is an 

| example of a variety established in this manner. 

As a general rule each farmer has his own variety of corn. 

In speaking of the variety, most farmers call it the “Yellow 

Dent” or “White Dent” corn. In looking over their corn 

cribs one may find something similiar to a yellow or white 

dent corn, but it is extremely difficult to find even a very lim- 

ited number of cars of the same type. Nearly all are defic — 

ient in length, poorly filled tips and butts, and shallow and 

rounded kernels This corn is grown year after year, with
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: _ an occasional change from a neighbor, who has a variety of 
the same kind or worse. The result of planting these “mon- 
grel” varieties of corn is the low average of les3 than 30 bu. 
per. acre for Wisconsin. While if proper care would be given 
in the selection of the seed, testing each individual ear and 
careful cultivation the average would be doubled 

At present we have several good varieties of corn in Wis- 
consin. The Silver King or (Wis. No. 7) white dent, and the 
yellow dent (Wis, No. 8), may be placed at the head as : 
they are tried more than any other varieties, While such 

_ varieties as the Clark’s yellow dent, White Cap dent, Reid’s 
yellow dent, and Leaming have done well in. certain sections a 
of the state. | . 

The Silver King. is the leading corn for the western and 
southern counties of the state. In 1905 it was grown by 275 
members of the Association, in 21 counties of the state, with | 
an average yield of 59.2 bushels per acre. Clark’s yellow 
dent and White Cap dent have done very well in the south- 
ern counties, both ripen a few days later than the Silver 
King. The North Star yellow dent has done well in the cen- 
tral and western parts of the state. | | 

The Wisconsin No. 8 the best of the early dents, is particu- 
larlv adapted for the lake shore counties and the northern 
part of the state. During the past season: it has been exten- 
sively tried in the eastern and northern parts of the state, ma- 
turing very early and yielding a good crop wherever grown. 

| In Bayfield county, only a short distance from Lake Superior, 
_ this corn gave a yield of 47.7 bushels per acre and over 9 tons 

green fodder per acre. | 
I have observed that on certain soils, dent varieties do not 

do as well as the flint varieties, especially on hilly farms in 
cur section of the state. On such soil such varieties as the 
White Flint, Mammoth Flint and Smut Nose will generally 
do well. 

From the above list we have varieties for every section of | _ the state. It is the duty of every member of this Association, 
| not only to grow, but to breed up these varieties in order to 

improve them. Begin by taking the variety best suited for 
your locality, then test each individual ear in order to have 
each kernel planted produce a good strong plant, for experi- 
ments have proven that a kernel lacking in vitality, invariably 
produces a barren. stalk. A barren stalk does just as much 
harm as a weed, so we want as few of them as possible,
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Tsolate your field under test from any other field: of corn so 

that it will not be crossed. A great setback to the growing of 

pure bred corn is cross pollination from neighboring fields. To 

remedy this get the neighbors interested in the same variety. 

Tn many instances you will find that the neighbors are unwill- a 

ing to invest a few dollars in good seed corn. Give these farm- 

| ers some good seed and they will be the ones that will sing 

loudest in the praises for the corn, and help to disseminate 

the same, so that in a few years you will have the entire com- 

munity growing the same variety of corn. 

Let us all taks hold cf this movement of raising the aver- | 

: age of Wisconsin corn per acre, by diseminating standard 

varicties of corn adapted for Wisconsin and thus grow two 

| bushels of corn where but one grew before... 

EXPERIMENT WITH SILVER KING CORN. 

IKE BLOOD, MUKWONAGO, WAUKESHA COUNTY. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Fellow Members of the Wvscon- | 

sin Experiment Association : | | 

It gives me great pleasure to recall last year’s experience 

in growing Silver King Corn. The seed was obtained from 

| the Wisconsin Experiment Association, and planted on the 

18th day of May, 1906. As the object of this experiment 

was to satisfy ourselves whether or not Silver King was a bet- 

ter variety for us to grow than yellow dent, an equal and: 

fair test was carried on by planting the two varieties in the 

same field and giving each an equal amount of attention. . : 

This experiment was carried out upon a clay loam soil 

which had produced clover and timothy the two preceding 

years. The sod was well manured, plowed early in the spring 

and rolled. Later this land was pulverized four times and 

dragged until it was in fine condition. After this it was rolled . 

and the corn was planted (three or four kernels in a hill) 

with a check rower and followed with a fine tooth harrow; four 

days later the field was again dragged. | 

The corn was all up eight days after planting. The culti- | 

| vatov was started as .soon as the corn was three inches tall
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After each rain the field was cultivated both ways until the 

corn was too high to be cultivated with the sulky, The corn 

was hoed twice during the season, at the end of which few 

weeds could) be seen. 
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Study room of Ike Blood, Mukwonago, winner of first prize on Wisconsin, 

No. 7 corn at the sixth annval meeting of the Bxperiment Association. 

The yellow dent ripened about the first of September and 
Silver King came on ten days latex, and was cut by hand the 
20th of September. When dried thoroughly the two varieties 
were husked and we found that there was practically no dif- 
ference in yield of ears, still the Silver King stover was a lit- 
tle longer and perhaps had a few more leaves. 

There were few barren stalks and little smut in this field. 
Our seed corn was selected while husking, A comparison in 
the weight was determined by weighing several ears of the : 
same size of the tw6 varieties and it was found that the Silver 
King weighed an ounce to the car more than the yellow dent. 

At first thought this may not mean much A little caleu- 
lation shows that assuming 90 ears to the bushel, that is ap- 
proximately 40 pounds of ear to the bushel, anda yield of 125 
bushels to the acre, a differencu of about 18.5 bushels per acre 
between the two varieties,
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This coming season we expect to plant at least nalf Silver 
King corn. The only objection to growing Silver King en- 
tirely is the question of an early frost. | 

CO-OPERATIVE VARIETY TESTS OF CORN. 

| Oe Silver King (Wisconsin No. 7). | 

| , iH. A, MAIN, FORT ATKINSON, JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

I secured seed from the Experiment Association in 1905 
and harvested one hundred and twenty-five bushels of ears | 
per acre and that from a ratiier poor stand. In 1906 I plant- 

, ed about eighteen acres of this corn. Part of this, about four 
| acres, was on old alfalfa ground planted May 26th and was 

matured: on September 15. The rest of the crop was planted 
on a light clay loam which had previously been in clover and 
timothy, but the timothy had pretty well taken possession of 
the land.. Part of this timothy had been top dressed in 1904. 
This was planted June Ist and ready to harvest the last of 
September. We husked 125 bushels of ears per acre from this 
and about 185 bushels of ears from what had been alfalfa sod. 

| The fodder is very fine. 

a Silver King (Wisconsin No. 7). | | 

H. L, POST. SEXTONVILLE, RICHLAND COUNTY, 

My experience with Wisconsin No. 7 corn began with the 
spring of 1904. With the ten years of seed I received from 
the Experiment Association, I conducted a very careful ear 
test, with results showing a germinating test of ninety-eight 
per cent. The plot on which I planted my first crop was of  . 

| dark sandy loam, having the previous year borne a crop of po- 
_ tatoes. After thoroughly preparing the ground planting was 

done on the 18th day of May, in check rows with a hand
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planter, dropping two and three kernels in each hill. The 
crop grew nicely, being cultivated three times each way with 
a six shovel corn cultivator. On August 20th, I made a count 
and found only a small per cent of barren stalks. There be- 
ing a frost on September 9th, I immediately cut andj placed 
the corn in shocks to dry. When husking began I saved all I 
thought fit for seed, and also found a large amount of soft, 1m- | 
mature corn, with long tips not well filled out. From my first 
year’s trial crop I secured seed enough to. plant about four 
acres, which I did the following spring on a fall plowed: timo- 
thy and clover sod, which had been well disked and, harrowed, 
and the planting done about the middle of May. No special 

cultivation or attention was given this field, only the custom- 
ary method of field cultivation being followed. 

The corn showed an earlier maturity than it did the first 
-year and was cut and shocked ‘before it was frosted. That 

: year I found less soft corn and also better filled tips than the 
previous year. Last year I planted the Silver King corn on 

_ a spring plowed timothy sod and it was badly cut by grub 
worms, even until it reached the height of fifteen or sixteen 

| inches, and therefore I received very poor results which were 
not the fault of the variety. 

Taking my experience with Wisconsin No. 7 corn as a 
whole, I can say that I am more than pleased with the results 
I have obtained, and I think it is one of the best producing 
varieties we have in our section of the state. 

Silver King (Wisconsin No. 7). : 

ELMORE A, BEULE, FOX LAKE, DODGE COUNTY. 

I am glad to meet here today with you for the fourth time 
and relate what experience has taught me about Silver King 
corn. To those of us who live south of the central part of our 
state, corn is the crop of all crops that we should give special 

| attention. It will always return large profits for a little extra 
care given it. Few farmers today are willing to pay what a 
bushel of good seed corn is really worth to them They do 
not comprehend its importance.
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I was glad to hear Mr. Marshall’s paper yesterday on the 
importance of this crop. He certainly did not overdraw it. 

Different sections of our state naturally require different | 
| varieties of corn according to the. conditions that exist. In 

Iny experience in retailing seeds, corn has always been the 
hardest seed or grain to give satisfaction and still our farmers 
are only half particular enough in selecting and keeping their 
seed corn even when they have the proper variety for their 

| conditions. . ) | | 
The past two years experience with Silver King rather con- 

vinces me that that is the proper variety for us up in Dodge 
county. Surely for silage it can not be beat. Its long, heavy 

- ears and the numerous leaves on each stalk make it ideal for 
that purpose, and for fodder. Many of the stalks bear two | 
fully developed ears. , 

The eighteen acres of Silver King we had this year yielded 
| sixty-one bushels measured in the cribs and sixty-five bushels 

per acre as our yield the preceding year, allowing two bushels 
of cars to make one bushel of shelled corn. Our seed germin- - | 
ated ninety-eight per cent, and was planted in a rich black 
loam, that drifted into clay in one part of the field. Oats had | 
preceded the corn and the field was spring plowed The corn 
germinated evenly and everything seemed to boom from the | 
start. | | 

The field was cultivated five times with the ordinary sulky 
cultivators, but a sixth cultivation, which would have kept out | 
the weeds was impossible as we had other urgent matters to 
attend to. oo 

If we could have fed the corn what the weeds took from the 
soil, I am sure we would have exceeded our best previous 
yield. The corn had been checked in three or four kernels to 
the hill and hardly a barren stalk could be found, but many 
bore two good ears. I shall plant more Silver King corn 
next year than heretofore and with favorable conditions, I ex- 
pect to reach a yield of seventy bushels next year.
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Silver King (Wisconsin No. 7). | 

: PAUL J. BAST, ROCKFIELD, WASHINGTON COUNTY. 

fellow Members of the Wisconsin Experiment Acsociation: 
_ I take pleasure in reporting to you the results of my experi- 
ment with Silver King corn this past year. . 

The seed for this experiment I received from the Experi- 
ment Association. The soil on which it was planted was a 
clay loam with clay sub-soil. This plot was manured in 
spring at the rate of about ten tons to the acre and was plowed — 
shortly before planting. Just before planting it was worked 
thoroughly with the disk harrow and then packed down with 
the roller, and dragged. | 

The corn was planted May 22nd. It was planted accord- 
ing to the check row system, at the rate of three kernels to the 
hill, the hills being three feet four inches apart. Immediate- 
ly after planting the plot was dragged with a fine tooth har- 
row. This was repeated about five days later when the corn 
was just coming up. After that it was worked with the cul- 
tivator about once every week or ten days until the crop be- 
came too large to permit such operation. It was hoed three 
times and the field when the corn was harvested was pretty | 
clean from weeds or grass. | 

: The crop was very thrifty and was always somewhat | 
ahead of other varieties. When it reached the stage of matur- 
ity, it stood from eight to eleven feet tall and practically 
every stalk bore a good sized, heavy ear of corn and many two. | 
The number of barren stalks was limited to about two per 
cent. | | | 

) The crop was cut at the end of September, and at that time 
was fully ripe. This plot which was just one acre yielded one 
hundred and eighty bushels of ear corn by measure. In order 
to get a closer estimation as to how much shelled corn there 
would be, I dried ten bushels of ears, and after they were fair- 
ly dried, shelled them and received from these ten bushels of 
ears five and one-third bushels of shelled corn. At this rate 
the one hundred and eighty bushels of ears would equal nine- | 
ty-six bushels of shelled corn. This is twenty to twenty-five 
bushels more per acre than we received from a yellow dent va- 
riety grown under the same conditions, 

As far as the stalk of this No. 7 corn is concerned, I think 
it is considerably superior to that of other varieties, as it grows
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to a larger size and; developes more and larger leaves than other 

varieties and consequently furnishes a larger amount and a 

more nutritious feed in the form of silage, fodder or stover. 

I am well pleased with the No. 7 corn and we expect to 

plant no other but No. 7 on our farm next season. 

Silver King (Wisconsin No. 7). 

FRED P. GREBE, FOX LAKE, DODGE COUNTY, | 

Members of the Association and Friends: 

| “My experience with Silver King corn the past three seasons 

has been encouraging. In the spring of 1904 I received 

ten ears of the corn from Prof. Moore of the Experiment Sta- 

tion to carry on my experiment, and the seed upon test gave a 

ecrmination cf ninety-seven per cent. I did not plant it 

as early as I would have liked, because there was not a 

suitable place separate from our common variety to plant it, 

and had to wait a few days until after [ had our common corn . 

planted. We got our potato land ready and planted the corn 

on one side of it, about May 20th, with a hand planter in hills 

cighteen inches apart and two seeds in each hill, the rows be- 

ing three feet eight inches apart. The corn was fairly 

well matured October 3rd, when it was cut and put in shocks. 

I made an estimate of the yield of about sixty-seven and one- 

half bushels per acre, which gave me courage enough to plant 

seven acres of this corn in the spring of 1905. This spring I 

- used a checkrow horse planter, planted it three feet eight im- 

ches apart both ways, had a stand of about three stalks to a 

hill. The corn was planted May 15th, harvested September _ 

28th, and gave a yield of seventy bushels per acre of well 

matured corn. I sold considerable of the seed to my neigh- 

bors before it was cut, as most everyone thought it was a corn 

that gave a very large yield, and would ask whenever they 

would see anyone around, “Say, what kind of corn is that 

down along that fence?’ We all were much pleased to inform 

them. — | 

Last spring I planted twelve acres of this corn of the best 

seed I could select from the previous year’s crop, this was also
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planted with a checkrow planter in hills the same as the year 
before, planted and harvested about the same time, and gave _ 
a yield of seventy-three bushels of well matured corn per acre. | 
In the feeding value of the. stalks I must say that I do not 
know of any variety that has such a great amount of leaf in 

_- proportion to stalk as the Siver King. 
The soil where this corn has been growing is of a rich clay 

Icam, with a clay sub-soil. The soil was thoroughly worked 
all the time and kept clean from all foul stuff, 

| From my knowledge of varieties of corn that are grown in 
Wisconsin, I do not. know of any that will give as large per 
cent of the shelled corn as the Silver King, except it be the 
Clark’s yellow dent, which also has a deep kernel and a 
small cob. | | | 

This experiment proves that we can raise Silver King corn 
in Wisconsin. — 

I believe that if the farmer of today would be more partic. 
uar in selecting his seed corn and use only seed that has been 
tested and not run any chances in planting his corn, think- 
Ing it will grow, that the average corn yield of Wisconsin | would be greatly increased. Absolute rules for the time of 
planting for all sections of the country are obviously impos- 

_ sible. However, there is a time every season which is favy- 
orable for planting. It is the business of the farmer to have . 
the seed bed prepared in order to take advantage of this propi- 

| tious time. | “ 
Of course we do not want any frost from the time of plant 

ing until the corn is harvested, though along the line 
of weather we cannot have always what we want. 
But I would rather have my corn frosted a little 
in the spring than in the fall. For this reason, it 
sprouts out again and under favorable conditions the corn will 
still mature, while if frozen. in the fall the crop will be destroy- 
ed. Always remember that its the “early bird that catches 
the worm”. | |
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Silver King (Wis. No. 7.) | - 

| J.D. BECHTOLT, MONROE, GREEN COUNTY. | 

My experience with the No. 7 corn began last spring and in . 

my opinion was successful. The seed which I received from 

the Association gave a germinating test of one hundred per 

cent. The soil chosen for the experiment was a heavy loam 

cropped the previous two years with medium red clover. | 

Owing to the fact that the soil was free from weeds, it was not | 

put through a weed killing process, but was prepared in the 

following manner. It was spring plowed and well worked up 

followed. in a few days with a check-row planter dropping thrce 

kernels to the hill, 3 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. 8 in. apart. The corn 

was harrowed twice before it had time to come up and when it 

did appear it came evenly. 
During the growing period it was cultivated four times and 

partly hoed. It grew rapidly and by the 10th of September, it 

was ready to cut, but owing to the fact that it was wanted for 

ssed it was allowed to get entirely ripe. When it was husked I 

was much surprised to find that I had over five bushels more 

per acre of Silver King than our best other variety, there being 

a yield of seventy-two bushels of shelled corn per acre. ‘The 

| fodder would have been fine for there was a high percentage of 

leaves to the stalk. ‘The corn was quite uniform, being free 

~ from ‘“nubbins’”. | : 
| { found that there was about fotir per cent of barren stalks. — 

The smut was less than one per cent, there being only a trace. 

I think this corn will become popular on account of its leafy 

stalk which makes it good for both silage and fodder. The 

ears being uniform in size make it preferable to many other 

varicties for husking by machinery. It is a medium early 

variety and yet a good yielder. We are going to make it our 

main corn crop in the future. |
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Silver King (Wisconsin No. 7). | 

C. F, SPAULDING, OCONOMOWOC, WAUKESHA COUNTY. 

With this subject upon which I am requested to speak my ex- | 
perience has so far been quite favorable. The field on which I 
planted this variety of corn contained about four acres. . Part 
of it has been planted to corn for the past twenty years, while 
the other part has been in, orchard, garden and grain but no hay 
crop has been grown within that time and every year the field 
has received a coat of stable manure. The surface is uneven 
with pockets in it, having no outlet. The soil is clay loam. 

The field was plowed May 19th to 23rd, then dragged twice 
| and rolled three times alternately from May 28rd to 26th. 

Planted on May 26th using seventy-five pounds of seed hand- 
checked, dropping four to five kernels in a hill, hills eighteen 
inches apart in rows, thirty-nine inches apart. The first cul- 
tivation was June 11th, the corn being two inches tall. 
It was cultivated twice one way .and five times the other way 
from June 11th to July. 24th. | 

On account of drought and unevenness of soil in elevation 
and fertility the corn was backward and uneven in growth 

, and maturity, while some of it dried up before maturing. I 
husked some corn from standing stalks on Sept. 19th and; 20th. 
Amount of corn husked off, 125 baskets. About ninety-seven 
per cent of stalks had fair sized ears. The field having been 
previously infested with smut there was a small per cent of | 
smut but not as much as expected. 

Taking everything into consideration I think Silver King 
corn is a good yielder in size and uniformity of stalk and ear. 
‘The ears are well filled from tip to butt. Either for silage or 
grain I consider it a profitable variety, with only a slight ob- 
jection in its late maturing, which will be overcome by becom- 
ing acclimated. The yield is very good from all appearances. 
The silage of this variety which I am at present feeding is fine, 

: being sweet and with a clear, fresh appearance, The stock 
cat every bit of it, | : | |
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| | Silver King (Wisconsin No. 7.) oO 

W. 8. MARSHALL, DELTON, SAUK COUNTY, 

I planted two measured acres for the purpose of raising 

sced the season of 1906. The land selected for the purpose 

had been under cultivation for forty-five years. Soil, a dark 

brown loam with clay subsoil. Cropped to corn 1904 and 

1905. Manure applied 1906, twelve fifty bushel loads of 

well rotted barnyard manure per acre, three hundred pounds 

steam ground bone and fifty pounds muriate of potash per 

acre added as top dressing before plowing. Plowed eight and 

| one-half inches ... depth April 25th. Thoroughly worked and 

pulverized, using Acme harrow and tooth harrow directly after 

plowing. -Harrowed and pulverized again May 13th. Mark- 

od off in checks 3 ft. Sin. by 3 ft. 8in. May 14th. Each row 

contained one thirty-sixth of an acre, seventy-two rows in all. 

The seed, seventy-two best ears, selected from two hundred 

pounds of ears purchased from IH. A. Main, of Fort Atkinson. 

Of the seventy-two ears thirty-six were rather smooth, not 

youghly indented, the other thirty-six were of rougher dented 

kernels. Row No. 1 was planted from a smoothly dented ear, 

No. 2, from a roughly dented ear, and so on until the whole 

seventy-two rows were planted. Each row was planted from 

the center kernels cf a single ear. All was hand planted, four 

kernels to each hill. Planted. 15th May. Land thoroughly 

‘worked, over using spring tooth weeder May 22nd, and again, 

using harrow, about five days after. Frost the last of May 

cut plants to the ground. : Was thoroughly cultivated at inter- 

vals of about eight days until too high to pass under the eul- 

tivator arch, after that once each way with one horse eulti- 

vator. Ag soon as corn began to tassel the even numbered 

rows (those planted from the rougher dented corn) were de- 

tasseled, the tassels being pulled, off each day as they grew long 

enough to be reached until all the stalks had been detasseled. 

Every barren stalk in the tasseled row was cut out. Corn was 

fully ripened by the 7th of September. Was husked out in Oc- 

tober. Resulting crop was even in indentations, showing 

a medium between the smooth and the rough ears, much more 

even in appearance than the the seed purchased from Mr. 

| Main. Total yield of the two acres was three hundred and 

forty and one-half heaping bushel baskets of ears. Average 

weight of basket was forty-two pounds. Estimated yield of | 

shelled corn per acre, one hundred bushels |
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YELLOW DENT CORN.—WIS. NO. 8. 

O. R. FRAUENHEIM, RANDOM LAKE, SHEBOYGAN COUNTY. 

My experiments with this corn began in 1905, when I car- 
ried on an ear test on a small plot. The result of the first 
year’s work demonstrated that it was well suited to my local- 
ity. Therefore we planted our entire crop with this variety 
the past season. 

The field in which it was planted had grown. barley the pre- 
vious year. It was well manured during the winter and 
plowed in the spring. The land was well disked and harrow- 
ed until a fine seed bed was secured. The corn was planted 
in drills about May 2. The cultivator was put to work as 
soon as the corn appeared above the ground, beginning with 
narrow shovels on the cultivator and finishing with horseshoes, 
throwing the ground into the rows when tle last cultivation 
was made. The object at all times was to keep up a soil mulch. 
Lhe corn was fully matured Sept. 12, when it was cut with 
a harvester and put in shocks. It was husked with a machine, 
when well cured. It yielded at the rate of three double 
wagon boxes to the acre cr about 75 bushels shelled corn per 
acre. This is the largest yield ever made in my neighborhood. | 
I attribute my success with the corn not only to | 

_ the fact that it is good yielding, variety, but to 
the careful selection of the seed, the testing of each 
individual ear and good cultivation. Every ear that — 

| did not show strong germination qualities was discard- | 
| ed so that every kernel planted producd a. good strong stalk. 

The product of the best yielding row grown the previous | 
_ year was planted on one side of the feld. The results proved 

that like produces like in corn as well as in livestock. The 
yield was far greater on this part of the field and there were 
more and better seed ears. 

The Wisconsin No. 8 corn grows to a height of seven and 
| eight feet, has a stalk of sufficient length to withstand storms 

that generally cause corn to go down just before ripening. It 
has plenty of leaves, therefore is an excellent corn for fodder. 
It is a good yielder as the results of two years have proven. 
Its early maturing qualities make it an ideal corn for the 
lake-shore counties and, northern Wisconsin, |
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WISCONSIN NO. 8 CORN IN THE SUPERIOR 

REGION. | : 

ow, J. DELWICHE, SUPT. SUB-STATION FARMS, IRON 

RIVER, BAYFIELD COUNTY. 

Until within a few years the common opinion had it 

| that corn eculd not be successfully grown in northern Wiscon- 

sin. Many people knew of this region as the natural home of 

the clovers and grasses, but it was not believed that corn, es 

pecially the dent breed could be successfully raised there. 

ILowever, some of the most progressive farmers in the north 

central counties did raise corn, some with good sucecss. But 

whether or not dent corn can be ripened almost within sight of 

Lake Superior, is a question that the average farmer is dis- | 

posed to answer in the negative. Tt is true that corn of the : 

flint varieties is raised here ani there in this region; this how- 

ever, is not true of dent varieties. Now corn is just the thing 

that ig needed to make a balanced ration for the dairy cow, 

when fed in combination with the clovers that grow so luxw 

viantly in the Superior region. Hence, it seems proper that 

some effort be put forth to introduce a variety of corn that not | 

only will furnish abundant material for silage and fodder, 

but such as will also yield a good quantity of grain per acre. | 

It was with such thoughts in mind, that, in the sprng of 1906, 

when work was begun at the Iron river sub-station, dent corn 

was included on the list of crops under test. Wisconsin No. 

8, dent corn, on account of its early ripening qualities was the | 

variety tried. : | 

The soil on which the corn was planted is a sandy 

loam, a type very commonly found within a distance of twelve 

to eighteen miles from the lake shore The field had been in 

sinall grain in 1905 and was seeded down. to clover of which _ 

there was a fine catch. Early in spring the land was given a 

light dressing of barn-yard manure. Se 

The clover grew rapidly, until turned under the latter part 

of May. The land was well worked with the disk after being 

plowed, and the corm planted June 8rd. The corn came up 

well and was a perfect stand. Clean but shallow cultivation | 

was practiced throughout the season, an effort being made to 

ect a dust mulch after every heavy rain. The corn was laid
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by about the last of July. Although, the month of J uly was 
exceptional for this section, the corn kept on growing without 
a check. By the last of August the corn was well in the dough 
and stood almost ten feet tall. It was harvested in the lat- | 
ter part of September, yielding 47.7 bushels of shelled corn 
per acre. ‘The total weight of the uncured corn was nearly | 
ten tons per acre. These yields would not be considered ex- | 

_ ceptionally large if compared with those of the best corn rais- 
| ing sections, but it must be remembered that the seed from 

_ which this crop was raised grew more than three hundred , 
miles south. of where it was planted. Then too, no special 

| effort was made in the matter of fertilization. Everything con- 
_ sidered the prospects of raising this dent corn on the best sandy 

loams of the Superior regions are very bright. By exercis- 
ing proper care in the selection of seed, the preparation of the 
soil and right after culture, it seems that Wisconsin No. 8 
corn 1s destined to become the corn of this section. It certain- 
ly is bound to rank as a valuable acquisition for the farmer of 
northern Wisconsin. | | | 

_ YELLOW DENT CORN (WIS. NO. 8). a : 

, O. J. KROGSTAD, EAU CLAIRE, EAU CLAIRE COUNTY. 

Fellow Members of the Association: | 
We received from the Experiment Association last spring 
twenty medium sized ears of this corn, which we planted in a 
heavy clay with shell rock sub-soil. 

| The year before potatoes had been planted on this land, and 
it had been plowed that fall. The following spring the land 
was disked and harrowed twice and on May 9th the corn was 
planted with a hand planter. Three kernels were put in the 
hill, and the hills three feet apart. The field was cultivated 
five times with a spring tooth cultivator and about Oct. 1st the 
corn was cut and shocked. It was left in the shock almost one 
month before it was husked. | 

‘These twenty ears, planted on one acre yielded sixty ( 60) 
bushels of good sound corn and about two tons of fodder. | : 

7—H. A.
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CO-OPERATIVE TESTS WITH ALFALFA 

, PHIL T. BIXBY, APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE COUNTY. 

The merits and value of the alfalfa for Wisconsin ‘dairy 

farmers have been so thoroughly impressed and proven by 

Prof. Moore, Hon W. D. Hoard, and many of the members 

7 of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Association, that Lt. 

shall not endeavor to discuss it further. : 

The experiments carried on by this association the past three 

years have been to determine the relative merits of varieties. 

the proper and most successful means of seeding, and harvest- 

ing, and the necessity of inoculation of the soil. 

My experiments have been limited to two seasons trials, 

1904 and 1905. In the spring of 1904 I planted on a half 

acre of rich sandy loam 5 pounds each of Turkestan and Amer- 

ican alfalfa seed secured from Prof. Moore. Two pecks of 

oats were used as a nurse crop. The alfalfa of both varieties — 

came up strong and even as did also the oats. which lodged 

badly and continued wet weather prevented cutting. When’ — 

finally the oats were removed many alfalfa plants had been 

smothered. Those that remained made a fair growth before : 

winter. The following spring I was surprised to note the 

plot where Turkestan seed was used was almost bare, while be- 

side it the American variety was growing thick and strong. 

The American variety proving the better in this and many 
other reports of experiments, I sowed .an acre of that using 

twenty pounds of seed, on the twentieth of April, 1905. This 
seed germinated well and made an excellent stand. Oats 
were again used as a nurse crop, but were cut about the tenth 
of July, for hay, and excellent hay it made for the alfalfa had | 
made a growth of eighteen to twenty inches and cured well 
with the oats. About the 30th of August, the alfalfa had 
made a rank growth and much was in bloom. J made a mis- 
take in cutting it at this time, though the acre yielded nearly 
two tons of well cured hay, it did not make sufficient subsequent 
growth for winter protection.. Much damage was wrought by 
the open weather and ice of the winter of 1905 and 1906, 
and my alfalfa suffered with most of the other seedings of 
clover and grass in our neighborhood 

Examining roots for nodules I found some on plants on
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land which had been inoculated with soil, and fully as many 
on land which had not. Sweet clover is common along the 
road way in this neighborhood and I believe nodules will de- 
velop naturally. | 

These experiments have proven to me that alfalfa can be 
successfully grown in Outagamie county, and with the experi- 
ence gained and the advice of successful growers, I hope soon 
to see it established as a permanent crop. 

| ALFALFA. | 

W. 8. MARSHALL, DELTON, SAUK COUNTY. 

| Amount seeded, three and one-half acres. Soil, a sandy 
| loam with marl subsoil shaded off to gravel and sandi at the 

depth of four feet. Land has been under cultivation for fifty 
years, the last five in pasture grass upon which cattle and hogs 
were pastured. | | 

| Three hundred pounds per acre of steam ground bone and 
fifty pounds per acre of muriate of potash were used as top - 
dressing before plowing. Sod turned over early in April, 
well harrowed and pulverized directly after plowing. Seeded 
May 8th, using twenty pounds per acre of fresh No. 1 seed 
purchased in western Kansas. Five wagon loads of earth 
from a roadside sweet clover patch were used for purpose of 
inoculation. Five hundred pounds per acre of fine ground 
limestone were evenly drilled in and harrowed well before seed 
was sown. Seed sown broadeast with wheelbarrow seeder. | 

Ground harrowed over once with spring tooth weeder, then 
rolled, completed the seeding. Result, a good stand. Plants 
twelve to fourteen inches in heigth at seven weeks, with tap 
roots twelve to sixteen inches in length. At this age most of 
the plants showed bacteria nodules on roots. Plants well in 
bleom July 26th but very weedy. Plot was mowed and the 
crop of weeds and alfalfa removed from the ground. About 
ten square rods near center of field were eaten out by grubs and 
will have to be re-seeded in the spring. Other than this the 
field was covered with a good srowth of alfalfa plants when 
fall came, A careful examination of the plants in different
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parts of the field showed practically every root well stocked 
with bacteria nodules, proving that the sweet clover inocula- 
tion was a complete success. I have had long experience with 
alfalfa in Texas and have never seen a plot of alfalfa showing | 

a more perfect inoculation than did this field. This plot was 
grown without a nurse crop. 

| ALFALFA. : | a 

WM. F. RENK, SUN PRAIRIE, DANE COUNTY. 

Our experience with alfalfa is rather limited We sowed | 
a small patch two years ago last spring, about a three-quarters 
of an acre, one half was sown to American grown seed and 
the other half to Turkestan alfalfa. There never was at any - 
time any noticeable difference in the two patches, both in pro- 
duction of hay and in vigor of growth.. There also was no dif- 

_ ference in the wintering qualities of the two varieties. About 
the time the grain, which was sown as a nurse crop, was six | 
inches high there appeared a weed on the patch where the Tur- | 
kestan alfalfa was sown, somewhat resembling wild mustard. 
We do not know to what extent these weeds are noxious, as we 
pulled them up promptly by the roots as soon as they were sev- | 

| eral inches above ground. The alfalfa on both plots showed 
a vigorous growth the first season after sowing, but rusted 
quite badly in midsummer and was then promptly cut and 
then threw up a new growth of vigorous leaves. 

The two patches gave two cuttings and about one half of the | | 
piece yielded three cuttings of hay the first season after sow- 

- ing, but upon examination of the roots it was found that but 
few nodules were on the roots, which probably accounts for a 
somewhat light crop of hay. This absence of nodules was the 
same in both patches, neither of them showing but few. 

The second year the alfalfa patches yielded three cuttings 
of hay but Kentucky blue grass and white clover began to 
come through seriously choking the alfalfa in some places. 

The plants seemed to survive the winter well, and if it were 
not for the blue grass and white clover running in, would be 
a nice stand. — |
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I think it is a good plan in seeding a patch of alfalfa to se- 
lect a piece of ground that is comparatively free from blue- 

| grass and white clover, as they are bound to come through the - 
alfalfa and choke it out in time. 

In conclusion I would say, use American grown seed be- 
| cause it is cheaper and just as good as Turkestan, sowlng on a 

, well fertilized piece of ground, free from the grasses which I - 
| have mentioned’ and inoculate the ground with dirt secured 

from a patch that has previously grown alfalfa. 

ALFALFA. | / 

C. E, FISHER, EVANSVILLE, ROCK COUNTY, | 

- I always like to listen to the experience of others, so I will 
| in a brief way tell of my experience with alfalfa in Rock 

| county. | | 
In the spring of 1906, I secured enough seed from the Ex- 

periment Association to sow one-half acre. When the Short 
Course closed and I returned to my home. my father and I 
decided to try an experiment on five acres of well drained soil. 

. We purchased the rest of our seed from a local seedsman. The 
seed was tested and gave good results, each test averaging be- 
tween ninety-eight and one hundred per cent. 

The field was plowed in the spring and dragged and rolled | 
three times. On the twenty-seventh of April we sowed the | 
alfalfa seed at the rate of eighteen pounds per acre. As a 
nurse crop we sowed three pecks of barley per acre. The thor- | 
ough preparation of the seed bed taught us a valuable lesson 

| in fitting the ground previous to sowing or planting any seeds. 
The barley and alfalfa were put beside a field of barley, sown 
several days before the alfalfa and barley for experiment. The 
barley sown as a nurse crop germinated and appeared above 7 
ground before the crop sown on the ground that was not so 
well prepared before sowing the barley. We cut the nurse 

| crop as soon as it was ripe enough to secure good grain. The 
barley was set up in small shocks and stacked as soon as it 
was dry enough. As the shocks were left in the field only a 
short time we did not find many of the alfalfa plants killed,
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where the shocks stood. “When I left home in December to 
complete the Short Course we had a promising stand of alfalfa. 

: We did not inoculate the soil as sweet clover grows in abun- 
dance along the roadsides. | | 

| ALFALFA. | 7 | 

ALBERT EINFELDT, GREENWOOD, CLARK COUNTY. 

Mr, President, Fellow Members of the Experiment Assoctation: 
My experience with alfalfa dates back three years to the 

time my brother took the Farmer’s Course and incidentally 
contracted ithe «Jfalfa fever from Professor Moore, conse- 
quently in the following spring we seeded two and; one-half | 
acres of land to alfalfa (Turkestan) using wheat as a nurse 
crop at the rate of one bushel per acre. The land is high and 

| rolling enough to drain well, it is a clay loam with clay sub- 
soil. The ‘alfalfa made-a good start, but owing to lack of 

| proper bacteria it died out quite extensively in the latter part 
of the season, but desiring to see the outcome we left it as it | 
was and although the next year we harvested a good crop of 
hay still over one half of it was clover. This field was brok- 
en up that fall and last spring seeded again in the same. way, 
using twenty pounds of American alfalfa seed per acra <A 
part of the field I inoculated with some soil shipped me from 
the Experiment Station farm, and seemingly the alfalfa was : 
a little better there than ir) other parts of the field, but this 
may be attributed to the influence of the nurse crop, as it was 
somewhat lighter on that place. The alfalfa now is a good 
stand over the whole field with well developed nodules on the 
roots, and we are expecting great things from that small piece 
of land. We hope to demonstrate that alfalfa can be success- 
fully grown in the best dairy country of the world, northern 
Wisconsin. | So
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| ALFALFA. ) 

: J. D. BECHTOLT, MONROE, GREEN COUNTY. 

Members of the Association, Ladtes and Gentlemen :— 
I will in a brief way relate my experience in the growing _ 

of alfalfa. This is an important crop and is going to continue 

to grow in importance as the land rises in value and farming 
| becomes more intense. A large yield of protein can be tak- 

en from the land without taking out the fertilizing constitu- 

ents to any great extent. Being a legume it adds great quan- 

tities of available nitrogen to the soil. 
The first alfalfa which we grew in Wisconsin was in 1908. | 

. This was a small patch about 144 acre. The soil was well pre- 
pared and sown at the rate of twenty pounds of seed to the 
acre without a nurse crop. This did well, but the weeds gave _ | 

us some Lother and we have come to the conclusion that it 1s 

much better to sow with a nurse crop, barley being prefer- 
| able. The soil was not artifically inoculated for the reason 

that sweet clover grows wild everywhere it is given a chance. 
+ [may say that this original patch has not been plowed under 

to date, but we are going to this coming spring. 
The seed which I received from the Association last year. 

gave a germinating test of ninety-seven per cent. It was sown 
on a dark sandy loam. It is well drained and lies toward the 
south. This land was not inoculated as the land was previous- 
ly cropped with alfalfa. The soil was spring plowed and well 
worked up followed by a ho drill, sowing 1-14 bushels of bar- 
ley to the acre as a nurse crop. ‘This was followed by a heavy 

| flood and then eighteen pounds of alfalfa seed was sown to the 
| acre. A final harrowing finished the work of sowing. The 

work of sowing was done as early as possible being the 10th of : 
April. The nurse crop was allowed to ripen and a good yield 
resulted. After the nurse crop was removed the alfalfe made | 
a vigorous growth, but another factor entered the game at this 
point which was weeds and plenty of them. 

I allowed the alfalfa and weeds to grow together till the 
last part of August when I ran over the land with a mower and 
clipped it all off, leaving the proceeds on the soil to wilt down 
and conserve moisture. After this the alfalfa:made a rapid 

: growth and when winter set in there was several inches growth
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to act as a cover crop. We have always used the American 
variety, and know nothing about the Turkestan. : 

We learned a valuable lesson from this field and that is 
that it is useless to try to grow alfalfa on land that is low in | 
fertility One end of this field has a poor spot in it and the 
result 1s that alfalfa is weak and thin there. | : 

To grow alfalfa most successfully we must duplicate as 
near as possible, the conditions which exist in the west. Out 
west they have mild winters and well drained rich land. We 
cannot duplicate their winters, but we can furnish the plants 
a cover to protect them from the cold. a | 

| RAPID STRIDES MADE IN BARLEY CULTURE— 
BARLEY CENTERS TO BE ESTABLISHED. 

R. A. MOORE. 

The Wisconsin Experiment Station has been putting forth 
especial efforts in the way of improving the barley crop New 
varieties of barley have been bred to take the place of many of 
the mixed varieties now in use. The improved Manshury and 
Oderbrucker barleys are rapidly replacing the old mixed bar- 
leys of the state and are giving yields varying from five to 
ten bushels more per acre. Pedigreed varieties of barley have 
been bred at the Station farm, which give great promise and 
as soon as these varieties can be grown in large quantities, 
they will be disseminated throughout the state. 

We feel at the present time that great barley centers should | 
be established in various counties of the state where farmers 
in whole townships will grow just one selected breed of barley. 
‘this will enable maltsters and other purchasers of barley to 
get one even uniform grade. | 

Dr. David Fairchild of the United States Department of | 
Agriculture is now co-operating with the Experiment Station 
in the breeding and dissemination of good brewing barleys 
and we look for much improvement over the barleys now grown 
for this purpose. SF
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CO-OPERATIVE WORK WITH THE U. S. DEPT. OF 
AGRICULTURE WITH BREWING BARLEYS. 

C. P, NORGORD, SPECIAL AGENT, MADISON, DANE COUNTY. 

The barley of the barley markets and barley raising areas 
of the United States are in a singular chaotic and mixed con- - 
dition. Not a single pure race of barley is in general cultiva- 
tion today. : : 

The terms Manchuria, Scotch, Oderbrucker and Chevalier 
though some of them representing comparatively good yielders 
are nevertheless but mixtures of several distinct botanical va- | : rieties or races which differ more or less from each other in 
their yield, maturing, malting and brewing qualities. _ 

At the first glance this does not appeal to the farmer as af- 
fecting him seriously. He applies the old argument 

| which has kept the serub cow so long on our farms end advo- 
cates leaving it alone. Looked at in its relation to the market | and the maltster who sets the standards for the market, the 
question appears much more serious. It is found that each 
variety in the mixture has its own period of germination, one | | kernel requiring four days to develop as far as the maltster re- 
quires while another requires eight days. At whatever time the 
Inaltster discontinues the germination he will have a part of his | | malt either germinating too far or not far enough. In either. 
case, there is a serious loss of the valuable qualities sought for | 
in. the barley. Molds, bad flavor and innumerable other serious 
evils also follow upon the condition. The general markets have 
shown within the last few years that this mixture and degen- 7 _ erated condition of barleys is increasing rather than decreas- 
ing, despite the efforts which have been made by a few of our 
agricultural colleges. ) | 

There is therefore, ample room for a better barley on our 
markets and. a very definite demand backed by a liberal price 
has arisen for an improved barley. As an instance of this, 
it may be cited that the last few years the Pabst’ Brewing Co., 
of Milwaukee has paid seventy cents for a superior barley ob- | 
‘ained from Montana while the highest market price for com- 
mon barley has been fifty cents per bushel. 

It.is the purpose in the co-operative work between the De- ; partment of Agriculture and the Wisconsin Experiment Sta-
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tion to obtain and place in the hands of the farmers of the 

barley areas of the United States and Wisconsin in particular, 

a barley which will command this high price in the markets of 

the United States. Not only is there a need of bettering the 

products going into our own markets, but also those going into — 

European markets. According to consular reports, our bar- 

leys are demanding a price far below the market price of the 

best Bavarian and Bohemian barleys in Europe. The cost of — 

freight per bushel from New York to Hamburg, Germany, 1s | 

only about nine cents while the prices paid for good malting 

barley in Bavaria are twenty to forty cents per bushel higher 

than those in America. Recent laws in England requiring 

the use of pure malt is opening that market to a good quality 

of barley. It is, therefore, time for us to better ourselves and 

place on these markets a barley which will have a reputation | 

and will capture and hold these markets for us. 

| The utter annihilation of the barley industry on the small 

farms in the east by the great level, fertile grain areas of the 

west where the use of improved machinery is possible, indicate 

to us the possibility, almost certainty, that given an equally 

good variety of grain these same grain areas can successfully 

compete with the small farms of Kurope with their primitive 

methods even with the necessary disadvantage of transporta- 

tion. 
It is for us to find the evils with our present barleys and rem- 

edy them. 
| 

Reports from Europe agree with the same from maltsters 

and brewers in America regarding’ the lack of uniformity in 

germination and other evils consequent upon the serious m1ix- 

ture of our present barleys. We believe, therefore, that the 

remedy lies in the introduction of pure races of superior brew- 

| ing barleys into the barley areas of the United States. 

We propose, therefore, to attack the problem by the follow- a 

ing lines of work: | 

: 1. The importation of pure races of barley. | 

9. Theo breeding of pure races of barley. a 

3, The iesting of pure races of barley for yield and malt- 

ing. 

4. The establishment of large barley centers for each var- 

iety. | 

5. Dissemination of information on culture and care. 

By pure races of pedigreed barley we mean. such as origina- 

ted from a single seed and has passed through a rigorous course
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| of selection. We propose to carry on our breeding work here at . 
this station, along two definite lines; first, by sine breeding, 
and second, by hybridization. The process of line breeding 
which we intend to carry out is that first carried out in this 
country by Prot. W. M. Hays, Asst. Secretary of Agriculture, 
while he was Agronomist at the Minnesota Station. It con- 
sists of gcowing the progeny of a single seed, and weeding out 
carefully each year the poorer plants while the strongest and 
most desirable plants are retained. Thus within five or six 
years sufficient seed of a superior quality can be secured to sow 
one-twentieth of an. acre. : | 

Lhe process of hybridization consists in fertilizing one 
flower with pollen from another thus by selecting two plants 
which have each desirable qualities we are able to combine the 
two and produce a stronger and more desirable progeny. 

We propose thus to work toward the ideal of securing after 
a few years some desirable variety. 

Protessor Moore has been at work the past six years and, as : 
* a result has now the only pedigree barleys produced in the _ 

state. During these years he has been steadily but 
quietly working and has now sutticient pedigreed seed of four 
varieties to sow one-tenth acre of each ihe coming summer. 
These varieties are Oderbrucker, Manchuria, Golden Queen 
and Silver King. These quantities are somewhat small as yet 

| when we consider stocking the whole United States or even 
the state of Wisconsin with them, and the prospect of accom- 
plishing the same with varieties still to be produced is still far- | 
ther in the distance. 

We have, however, learned of a great work which has been | 
done in Sweden by Dr. Atterberg and his successor Dr. Hyal- 
mar Nilson of Svalof, Sweden. These men have now' avail- 
able and in circulation in Sweden a number of choice varieties 
ot pedigreed barleys. The United States Department of Ag- 
riculture intends to make use of these varieties in its work 
with barleys and as a consequence we have now at Washington, 
4200 pounds of each of seven varieties of pedigreed barleys 
with which we are ready to begin work. These barleys we 
intend to test thoroughly in the barley areas of the United 
States making a careful study of their yields, plant character- 
istics and adaptability to the varying environments of soil and 

_ Chimate found throughout our country, for we find that grains 
change materially under changes of environment. 

With this in view, we have during the past few months ar- 
ranged to test these seven varieties at thirty-five places
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throughout the United States. These experiments are placed 

so that we may have the widest possible variation of latitude | 

| without change of longitude. We have for instance one or 

more experiments in each of the states extending trom Texas 

on the south to the northern boundry of North Dakota on the 

north. We have also a series of experiments extending from 

Washington, D. C., to California. ‘These experiments will be _ 

visited during the growing season and a careful study made of 
the yield and characteristics. Similar tests fromi year to — 

year with comparison will finally give us data by which we 

may make a wise choice of the variety to locate in any of the 

barley areas of the United States. Not only do we intend to 

conduct tests for yields, but we plan to subject our varieties to 

the most rigid tests for the market, disseminating them by | 

placing them in the hands of maltsters and brewers for malt- 

ing and brewing tests. We have with this in mind, arranged 
with Mr. Otto Toepfer near Madison to grow twenty acres 

of three varieties namely, Hanchen, Primus and Princes. The — 

Pabst Brewing Co., of Milwaukee has promised to conduct 

a test for us and a number of others stand ready to make sim1- : 

lar tests. | 
Thus after satisfying ourselves of the actual market value 

of each of our pedigreed varieties as to malting and after deter- 
mining the yield and other characteristics on various soils and 

under varying environments, we shall be able to locate in each | 

barley growing section the barley which will be best for that sec- | 

tion and which will bring the best price on the market. 

We shall, therefore, pursue for the whole United States, the 

policy which Prof. Moore is planning to carry out in this state, 

namely to establish large areas in the barley growing sections 
of the United States, where only one variety of barley shall be 

grown. Thus shall we be able to keep pure the varieties which 

we introduce into each area as pure varieties.
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: MARKETING THE BARLEY CROP. | 

OTTO TOEPFER, MADISON, DANE COUNTY. 

The past history of barley markets have shown a variation up Lo | 
and down with many a long period of depression. The main a 
market has usually been created by the brewing interests. In | 
the past barley was thought of little value for anything but 
malting and brewing, but we have of late years been learning 

_ that barley is one of our best feeds. Hence, has arisen a new | 
_ demand upon the market and a consequent stimulant for bring- 

- ing and holding up the price. | , 
The Wisconsin Grain and Warehouse Commission, which 

organization is established under the laws of Wisconsin, deter- 
mines to a large extent the market classification of barleys as 
it does with other grains. According to their determination 
barleys are today classified upon the market as feeding and 
malting barleys, and under each of these classifications are 
grades one, two, and three. | 

For grade No. 1 the requirements are that the barley shall | 
be plump, bright, clean and free from foreign seeds, and weigh 
not less than forty-eight pounds to the measured bushel. - 

No. 2 must be sound, of healthy color, reasonably clean and 
free from foreign seeds, and test not less than forty-six pounds | 
to the measured bushel. Oo | 

No. 3 shall include all slightly shrunken and otherwise dam- ) 
_ aged barley not good enough for No. 2 andi shall test not less 

than forty-four pounds to the measured bushel. — 
| For feeding barley the standard is not so high as the re- 

quirements for No. 1., the barley shall be reasonable sweet 
and sound and weigh forty pounds to the measured bushel. . 

| No. 2 shall inelude all barley which is for any reason unfit . 
for malting purposes and may include a liberal sprinkling of 

. foreign grains and seeds. The great emphasis which is at 
present being placed upon the feeding value of barley, and the 
many experiments upon this subject will soon give an addition- — 

| a. value to the feeding barley, which has the highest per cent | 
of protein. And barleys will gain a known reputation for 
feeding barleys according to the amount of protein which each 
contains. In this contest, Oderbrucker, with a protein test of 
fifteen per cent will stand high at Chicago. The average
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prices of No. 1 malting barley during the months of June to 

December, 1906, has been between fifty and fifty-five cents. 

The year 1905 the same barley averaged about forty-five cents 

per bushel. Feed barley No. 1 has averaged forty-one cents, 

while last year the average was thirty-seven cents showing in 

all a gain in price the present year over the preceding. 

While it. is important that we shall know something of the 

general market requirements it is most important for us as 

| farmers of Wisconsin and members. of the Experiment Associa- 

tion to discuss this matter from a standpoint of the seed 

market. . 

Wisconsin is not a great prairie state where grain can be 

produced upon a vast acreage and handled on an exceeding 

ly large scale, by the most improved machinery. We cannot, 

therefore, expect to compete most successfully with our sister 

states of the west upon the general market. But we have an 

advantage which our location gives to us in growing seecl | 

erains. Wisconsin is situated far to the north within the 

modifying influence of the great lakes, with a soil which sup- 

plies to the grains the proper proportion of the elements of 

nourishment. Because of this we must become a great seed | 

erowing state, and strive to learn and emphasize the accom- 

plishments which tend toward that.end. Some of us can al- 

ready bear testimony to the profitableness of carrying out the 

policy from the fact that we have in this way been able to more 

than double the prices on our products. Now there are some 

properties of our grains, which we must look after very care- 

fully,if we are to continue this business. The first and foremost 

of these is securing a continual high germinating power of our 

erains. We cannot expect to sell seed grain testing but from 

fifty to seventy-five per cent to the same man twice. We must 

keep it at least above ninety per cent. This can be done only 

by using care in harvesting, stacking, threshing and storing. 

We cannot expect to continue to sell grains for seed, if our seed 

is gradually losing its plumpness because we do not use care 

in cleaning and take out the small kernels before sowing. | 

Plumpness is one of the prime characteristics and must be se- 

cured even if you must separate your grain with a fanning 

mill before selling. It would no doubt be a winning policy 

for all our seed growers to practice the careful cleaning of the — 

erain, which they sell in all cases. This would have a good 
influence upon the buyers and lead them to return for future 
purchases, |
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On looking back upon the profits of the past year we find 
| that our members have harvested good crops of barley and sold 

them for a good price. The prices have ranged from sixty-five 
to one dollar and fifty cents per bushel, according to the qual- : 
ity of the barley, and the ability of the grower as a selling __ 
agent. In 1905 the price was about one dollar, but only a few 
parties had seed barley for sale. The past year many mem- 
bers have had Oderbrucker seed barley for sale. The major- | 
ity have been able to sell all and more than they have had on 
hand for seed. These who failed to sell in many cases have 
not exerted themselves in advertising their product. 

The reputation of Wisconsin seed barley has spread far and 
wide, during the past year, calls coming to us from as far dis- 
tant places as Utah and Washington. The grain exhibit and . 
competition at our annual meetings should be used by every 
member of the association. Every member should have grain 
here and show it; he should also exhibit at the state and coun- 

| ty fairs. We must consider the future as well as the present, 
therefore, 1o your best to satisfy every customer. Do better 
by him than he could expect you to do, be honest, square in ~ 
every dealing and your customer will stay by you and the As- 
sociation will be thus benefited. 

HARVESTING AND THRESHING BARLEY. 

, L. R. ZERBEL, MADISON, DANE COUNTY. | 

Great attention should be given to the harvesting and thresh- 
ing of barley. Too little care has been bestowed upon this 
important operation as a great deal of barley has been dam- 
aged by dew or rain or by improper handling of some kind, 
therefore the selling value has depreciated materially. An 
important part is the time to harvest. To obtain the best 
results barley should never be cut until it is good and ripe, 
often barley is cut too green or not fully matured which will 

7 inake for malting purposes a flinty malt, lacking in color and 
flavor. It is also important not to leave barley uncut after 
it is ripe as it will discolo# easily by dew at that stage. The 
value of barley for malting purposes depends on the color, also
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on the test of germination as all malting barley must be 
sprouted in the malt house and prices are paid for it accord- 
ingly, therefore, it is well to let barley ripen well ag it gives a 
better germinating test. Barley should be well shocked. the - 
shocks should be of medium size, it is well to shock the barley 
soon after it is cut so as to protect the sheaves from the weath- 
er. About six bundles set up at a proper angle, one bundle on 
each side with two bundles well placed on top of the lower 
eight for caps, make a desirable shock, this style of a | 
shock will allow the air to circulate through it freely which | 
will dry out the bundles in a short time so that they can be : 
stacked without remaining in the field exposed to the weather 
long. It is well to let the barley dry out well before it is stack- | 
ed. One week is sometimes sufficient, this of ecurse depends _ 

entirely upon the weather. | | 
For brewing purposes barley should always be stacked and 

allowed to go through a sweat before it is threshed, as best re- | 
sults are obtained by doing so. When stacking the barley it is 
best to stack the cap sheaves separate in a stack called No. 2 
quality, and the protected bright colored bundles in a stack call- oe 
ed No. 1 quality. This is by far the best way to grade barley. 
If the discolored cap bundles are stacked together with the _ 
bright ones it will be impossible to grade it after it is threshed. 
and consequently a decline in value of the discolored and dam- a 
aged barley that has been: mixed, will result. In stacking it 
is best to build medium sized stacks, about seven good loads 
makes a stack of proper size. Stacks should not be built too 
close together, but should have space enough between them so 
that the air can circulate freely between them which 

| wo find is a great help in curing the grain for 
threshing. Stacks of medium size- dry out better _ | 
and also save labor at time of stacking as well as at the time 
of threshing. Care and good judgment should be exercised 
at the time of threshing, especially if the grain is dry. The 
coneayves in the machine shouldi not be set too close. It is often . 

necessary to take cut some of the teeth from the concaves, the 
speed of the machine should be reduced so that the kernels are 
not broken nor the beards clipped off too close to the kernels, 

| which is detrimental for malting purposes. Damaged and 
broken kernels if put in the malt house to sprout will form a 

| mold on the injured parts, which is not wanted by the malt- 
sters, nor will such barley grow well if sown in the ground. 
For feeding purposes it would not make much difference, dis-
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colored and broken kernels have practically the same feeding | 
value as bright colored barley, as the feeding value is not . 
changed by the color, but the price is for malting barley. 

The difference in price paid for malting and feeding bar- | 
ley is about ten cents per bushel, sometimes more in favor of 
the malting. If barley is cut at the proper time, care taken 
in the shocking and stacking, and a little common sense exer-.. 
cised at the time of threshing, I am sure it would mean to the - 
farmer a revenue far in excess of the little extra labor ex- 
pended. | 

COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENTS WITH ODER- 
| BRUCKER BARLEY. | 

H. A. MAIN, FORT ATKINSON, JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

I sowed twelve acres of Oderbrucker barley on a medium 
loam soil which had been in corn the previous year. I took 
lots of pains to fit my land and did not sow till May 12th, 
when the ground was werm. The barley grew fast and was 
cut the latter part of July. We threshed fifty bushels by 
weight per acre of good barley. When sowing I set my drill 
to sow two bushels per acre, but at the finish had to sow less | 
to make my seed hold out, 

I could not tell the difference in the stand between that sow- 
ed tivo bushels per acre and where less was sown. 

| ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. 

a H. J, RENK, SUN PRAIRIE, DANE COUNTY, 

We have now grown. this variety of barley the past two sea- 
sons, and have found it Wwery satisfactory. We have only 
grown it one year in connection with other varieties, and that 

8—F. A. | | |
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being the Manshury. We noticed the heads were somewhat 

longer and heavier than the Manshury also a plumper berry 

and somewhat stiffer straw. We think it should prove espec- — 

ially valuable on land that is in only a moderate state of culti- 

vation, as it appears to make a strong vigorous growth the fore 

part of the season. It also has a strong root development with 

lots of vitality, making it especially desirable on above men- 

| tioned soil. As a yielder we consider it good, perhaps second 

- to none in that respect. 

With us it produced very nearly thirty-four bushels per acre 

bv machine measure, on rather light prairie soil which cannot 

be made to produce as much per acre nor as plump grain as 

eood clay soil. It is a good malting barley as has been shown | 

by tests made by an Institute of Fermentology at Chicago, | 

and has considerably higher proteim content than. is usually . 

found in other barleys, making it a valuable feed for stock 

whcn discolored or otherwise unmarketable. , : 

ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. 

Pp, A. DUKLETH, MUKWONAGO, WAUKESHA COUNTY. 

. What IT can say regarding the Oderbrucker barley is limited, 

but what I have seen of its growth, yield and quality has been 

satisfactory. | 

I obtained one hundred pounds of seed barley, of the Oder- 

brucker variety from this association. This amount was sown 

at the rate of seventy pounds per acre. ‘This was of course a 

little thin seeding for the kind of soil I used for the trial plot, 

but as I wished to cover a certain piece of land with the seed I 

had. I set the seeder (broadcast) accordingly. 

The nature of the soil on this plot was part clay and part 

black soil, the lower part of the plot was underdirained and 

| had been manured the previous year for sweet corn, spring 

nlowed, and smoothed with a smoothing harrow before seeding. 

It was plowed rather too ‘wet and laid undragged after | 

plowing over Sunday. This made it lumpy and it was not in 

the beat of condition when seeded, part was rolled after it had
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: been dragged several times, and) part not rolled but no change 
wus noticed; in the stand of the barley on the rolled and unroll- 
ed parts. | | 

Weather was favorable after seeding and it came up strong 
and with good color, made a good stiff straw which stood up 

| excellently both on the lower and higher parts of the field. It 
was cut July 14 and at that time it was evenly ripened. It 
yielded’ forty bushels by measure—measured in two bushel 

| sacks from the threshing machine, same- was weighed and ayv-. 
eraged 1138 pounds to the sack. 

I was well pleased with the yield, considering the thin seed- 
ing and condition of seed bed. Its quality was good, kernels be- 
ing plumper and more of a uniform in size than the common 
barley raised in this vicinity. 

: Those who have seen this barley since I threshed have appre- | 
ciated its quality and a good demand for seed exists, | 

I am so satisfied with the trial of this variety this year, that 
I will try ten acres of it next year. 

a ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. | 

P. C. NELSON, MILLTOWN, POLK COUNTY. | 

Mr. President, Members, Ladies and Gentlemen :-— 
T will in a few words give my experience with Oderbrucker 
barley. I received in the spring of 1906 two bushels of barley 
from the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Association, 
which I sowed broadcast April 23rd on seven-eighths acres of _ 
well-drained, slightly. rolling, clay loam. It was my inten- 
tion to sow it on one acre, but I had the machine adjusted so 
that the seed ran faster than I thought it did. 

It grew well to a height of about three and one-half feet, it 
had a well filled six rowed spike of fine kernels, and had a _ 
clear,. strong straw, and stood up well when I harvested it 
July 25th. I stacked it August 14th and threshed jt Sept. 
27th, and received forty-two bushels of good barley. | 

As far as my experience goes with Oderbrucker barley, I - am well pleased with it, | | |
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ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. | 

CLARENCE CLARK, MARKESAN, GREEN LAKE COUNTY. 

Fellow Members of the Experiment Association :— 

I received two bushels of Oderbrucker barley from the Asso- 

ciation last year which sowed one acre. The soil was a black 

loam with a clay subsoil. The barley was sown April 27th on 

fall plowed land that hadi been to corn the year before. It 

camo up soon and grew well, heading out about four days be- 

fore the other variety in the next field. It was cut before the 

other field and I found that the heads were longer and better 

filled. The Oderbrucker barley was not affected much with 

smut, not so much as the barley in the adjoining field. The 

barley was cut the 25th of July and put in shocks and stood 

there till threshed; this was about two weeks and then thresh- 

ed out of the field. I secured a yield of forty-one and one- 

half bushels per acre, and the barley in the next field which I 

spoke of only yielded thirty-five bushels to the acre. 

I think the Oderbrucker barley is the best for Wisconsin 

for it is a large yielder, gets ripe early and is of a good quality. 

| ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. | | 

| H, E, KRUEGER, BEAVER DAM, DODGE COUNTY. 

Mr. President, Fellow Members, Ladies and Gentlemen :— 

It is a great pleasure for me to have the opportunity to meet so 

many of you here today, and tell you of my experience with 

Oderbrucker barley. : 

Last spring it was my good fortune to receive from this | 

Association, two bushels of this wonderful barley. April 25th 

I sowed it broadcast on one acre of fall plowed clay loam soil 

which had been manured the fall previous. It was sown along 

side my Manshury barley leaving a space of two feet between. 

| the two varieties so as not to get them mixed. Both varieties
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were seen above ground the same time and no difference could 
ba seen until it was ripe; then the Oderbrucker seemed to have 
a more yellowish hue than the Manshury. It was harvested 
July 24th, both varieties ripening the same time. 

The Oderbrucker was kept separate and threshed separate 
and from the two bushels of seed I got forty-two bushels. The 
Manshury only yielding thirty-six bushels per acre under the 

| same conditions which shows that the Oderbrucker out-yielded 
the Manshury six bushels per acre. It has a stiffer straw than 
the Manshury. Very little smut was noticeable. Did not 

-- rust, stood up well and had a good length of straw. | 
- Analyses made by the Wahl-Henius Institute of Ferment- 

ology of Chicago showel: the Oderbrucker barley to have a 
pretein content of fifteen per cent, two per cent over the Man- 
shury. It has also been tested for malting end brewing purpos- | 

| es, and has proven to be highly satisfactory. Another point 
in favor of this barley is that it is very heavy. weighing more 
per measured bushel than any I have ever raised. , 

. ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. | | 

ROBERT JAMISON, APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE COUNTY. 

Members of the Huperimeint Association :— : 
I have had but little experience in growing Oderbrucker 

barley, but will give you what little experience I have had. 
In the spring of 1906, I received two bushels cf seed. This 

was sown on one acre, the ground was high and sloping, the | 
soil being a stiff red clay. The field was in corn the previous 
year, and the ground was fall plowed, and well disked in the 
spring before sowing. The barley was sown the 27th of April, 
then harrowed and rolled. The barley grew well and it was 
not long before the Oderbrucker barley was ahead of the other 
variety. The straw and blades of the Oderbrucker barley was 
similar to that of oats, while the other variety of barley had 
fine blades. The Oderbrucker barley did not lodge, and at 
cutting time was three or four inches higher than the other 
variety, and it produced more straw as well as more grain to
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the acre. The Oderbrucker ‘barley yielded forty-four buskels 
per acre, which I consider a good yield on account of being a 
sown so late. | - 

ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. oe 

| IVAN J. GRIMWOOD, BRISTOL, ILLINOIS. a 

Lhe two bushels of Oderbruckar barley received from the 
Wisconsin Experiment Association was sown April 18, 1906, ~ 
on %4 of an acre of well drained clay loam. It made an excel- 
lent growth early, but was held down later by need of water 
the same as the hay crop in this section. It was harvested . 

| July 17th, and stood in the shock until August 28th. The . 
straw was rather short which I think was due to the season. | 
T'wenty-two bushels were threshed from the 34 acre, making a 
yield of about thirty bushels per acre.. The barley was of fine 
quality and was all saved for seed purposes this year. . 

Barley is quite a new crop here, but many are commenc- 
ing to raise it for hog-feeding and with a yield of thirty-four 
bushels per acre it will be a paying crop to raise when the _ 
price of wheat middlings, tankage, etc., are considered. 

We also seeded this plot to alfalfa and the barley seems 
much ahead of oats for a nurse crop not shading the ground 

: so much and being harvested earlier. — oo 

) ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. . - 

-- ANTHONY RIEK, SPRING GREEN, SAUK COUNTY. a 

In the spring of 1906, as a member of the Association, I re- | 
. ceived two bushels of Oderbrucker barley, which I took to my — 

home in Sauk County to carry on a test. The seed was sown
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on a plot of fall plowed ground, covering about seven-eighths 

of an acre of a heavy clay soil, on which corn had been grown 

the year previous 
This was not just the right kind of soil for barley which 

was demonstrated by the fact that the kernels were not as full 

- and plump as they should have been, but it was the only plot 

I could devote to it. The weather being quite favorable the 

barley came up fine, and made a splendid growth all through 

| the season. It ripened evenly and showed no smut. The . 

straw is quite a good deal stiffer than in most varieties, and 

although it was lodged by some heavy storms it siood up better 

than any variety I have seen growing in our neighborhood. 

The crop was cut July 26th and stacked before a drop of 

rain had fallen upon the shocks. This plot yielded about forty 

bushels or at the rate of about forty-five bushels per acre which 

7 was‘ several bushels above the average run of other varieties. 

Although ‘no rain had fallen upon the barley after it had been | 

cut the grain after threshing had quite a dark yellow- 

ish or brownish hue. This may come from the heavy rains 

' that fell while the barley was ripening, but I lay the greatest 

| part to the clay soil as most barley grown in our district has 

this brownish hue. 
Considering all points as far as my experience goes, | 

consider the Oderbrucker quite superior to any variety I have . 

seen grown in our district. | 

- ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. oo 

| J, O. GANGSTAD, DEERFIELD, DANE COUNTY. : 

Last spring I received two bushels of Oderbrucker barley 
from the Experiment Association, which gave a germination 
test of ninety-nine percent. I sowed the barley with drill on 

: one acre of clay loam soil, fall plowed. 
_ The barley came up nicely and gave a fine even stand. It 
erew rapidly and reached the height of about three and one- 

: half feet. It didn’t seem to ripen quite as fast as the other
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variety I had, but the heads filled out better and became 
plump, which made it a first class seed barley. 

I harvested it and since there was no threshing machine 
around in the neighborhood at that time, I stacked it and 
about four weeks later I thresked, out forty-three bushels of 
fine barley. This was not the highest yield of Oderbucker 
barley, but was far superior to the other variety I had. 

The Oderbrucker barley has a stiff straw and does not 
lodge as badly as most varieties. J am well satisfied with it, - 
and expect to put in fifteen or twenty acres of it this year. 

THE SEASON’S BARLEY CROP. 

IVAN MCINTYRE, FORT ATKINSON, JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

Every grower of barley should test his seed before sowing. 
The vitality of barley is more easily injured by heating in 
stack or bin, than is that of oats or wheat. Age too, lowers its 
vitality. A determination of the seeds power to grow, is there- 
fore absolutely necessary for the success of the future crop. 
Samples for the germination test, should be selected from 
grain which has been previously cleaned and graded. Cleaned 
to remove light and immatured barley, weed seeds and foreign 
material. Graded to secure the plumpest and largest seeds, 
a uniformity in size and maturity of the grain, will insure an 
even growth and maturity of the crop. 

A tester for testing the samples can-be easily made by using 
two tin plates, one slightly smaller than the other. Cotton | 
flannel pads are cut of the same size as the inside of the under 
plate. The pads are soaked in water and squeezed to remove 

| surplus moisture. A pad is put in bottom of larger plate and 
grain sample distributed over it. Another pad is placed upon 
the seed and the smaller plate inverted and used as a cover to 
prevent evaporation. ‘This tester should be placed in a conven- 
ient place where the temperature is between 74 and 80 degrees 
I. Water can be added to pads when they become somewhat 
dry. A record of the test should be kept and sprouted seeds 
removed from day to day. 

| The germination power of the seed having been settled, the | :
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preparation for the sowing of the same, now occupies the at- — 
tention of the grower. Barley grows best on a fertile, well 
drained, slightly sandy soil, which may have been recently 
manured. Unlike oats, its straw is short and will not lodge as 

| easily. | 
Rotation is an important factor in the successful growing of 

barley. It should not follow itself too closely. This is more 
true of barley than other of our common cereals. An excell- | 
ent rotation is clover and timothy two years, corn one year fol- 
lowed the next by barley. 

What ever the nature of the soil may be, a well prepared 
seed bed is necessary. The ground should be plowed and 

| worked until a deep, well pulverized, level seed bed is obtained. 
Such a bed will most efficiently aid in supplying the necessary 

_ factors for germination, heat, moisture and oxygen. 
It the season is far enough advanced and all danger of se- 

vere weather past, the barley is sewed. A drill is the best 
implement for this purpose, as it distributes the seed evenly 
and at a uniform depth. The depth may vary to suit the condi- 
tion of the soil. The nearer the seed to the moist soil, the bet- 
ter. This even distribution, at a uniform depth, promotes an _ 
even growth and maturity. | | | 

Lhe rate of seeding varies. Probably the most satisfactory 
results are obtained by using two bushels per acre. A very 
thin seeding is apt to induce excessive tilling, thus causing ir- 
regular and late ripening. The value of the grain for brewing 

_ purposes depends entirely upon the uniform ripening and per- — 
fect maturity. - | : 

Such a testing of the seed, such a sowing for the season’s 
crop, are essential for the realization of a successful harvest. 

" “THE CEDARS.” 

Farm home of Mrs. Eva Lehmann, Neosho, Dodge County. 

The farm known as ‘The Cedars” comprises one hundred : 
and sixty acres of fine farming lands and is owned and man- 
aged by Mrs. Lehmann. Besides the farm home, Mrs. Lehmann 
owns one hundred and sixty acres which is usually rented so 

| as to direct to better advantage the home farm. |
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Dairying and pure bred seed grains are the specialties upon 
the farm. At the present time the herd consists of forty-five 

: head of cows and young stock, the larger number of which are 
pure bred and high grade Guernseys. The dairy is up-to-date 
in every respect having cream separator and all appliances for 
keeping the dairy products in the best possible condition. 
First prizes were won on the butter from this dairy at the state 
and Dodge county fairs. Horses,.hogs and poultry are also 
kept upon the farm from which a considerable income is re- 
ceived. 

Oderbrucker barley and Wisconsin No. 4 oats are grown 
upon the farm as the leading grain crops and alfalfa, clover 
and corn are leading forage crops. ‘ 
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“THE CEDARS” : 

Mrs. Lehmann has two sons and four daughters. Both 
sons have been given an opportunity of securing a University 
training, one completing the Engineering course last year, and 
the other is a senior in the College of Letters and Science. 

Mrs. Lehmann not only runs an up-to-date farm, but is an 
excellent speaker on farm topics and takes an active interest in 
Farmers’ Institutes and agricultural meetings in general.
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“THE ELMS.” 

Farm home owned by Hon. RD. Marshall, Delton, Sauk 
County. 

The farm known as “The Elms” now comprises about 1400 | 
acres, situated in the town of Delton, Sauk county, Wisconsin, 
It is the property of Justice R. D. Marshall, of the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court and has been built up by adding to the old Mar- 
shall homestead of 120 ‘acres purchased and settled on by Jus- 
tice Marshall’s father in 1854. It has been farmed continuous- 
ly by the Marshall family since that time. The farm is de- 
voted to raising and finishing cattle, sheep and hogs. The 
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“THE BUMS.” 

crops are corn, oats and hay, all of which are fed upon the 
farm. There are over 500 acres under cultivation, the bal- 
ance in blue grass pasture. The crops grown for the past few 
years are much better than those grown 40 years ago. The 
land, from continual manuring and clovering, has materially 
increased in fertility. Justice Marshall passed his boyhood 
on this farm, spends his vacation there, and takes pride in’ be- 
ing classed as one of the farmers of Wisconsin. The farm is 
managed by W. S. Marshall, elder brother of the Justice,
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BUSINESS MEETING. 

Lusiness meeting of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment 
Association, Thursday, February 7, 1907, 2 P. M., Agricul- 
tural Hall. — 

| Called to order by the president, A. L. Stone. The minutes 
of the last meeting were read and adopted, after which the fol- 
lowing oiticers were elected : | 

President.................A. I. Stone, Madison. 
Vice-President.........H. A. Main, Ft. Atkinson. 

: Secretary ..............+..R, A, Moore, Miadison. 
|  Treasurer............H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lae. 

| On motion Mrs. Eva Lehmann, Neosho, Wis., and 8S. T. 
Utsunomiya, Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan, were made honorary 
members of the Experiment Association. 

RESOLUTIONS. 

The following resolutions were reported by the Committee 
and unanimously adopted: | 

Realizing that through the energetic efforts of the Wiscon- 
sin Agricultural Association in the growing and dissemination 
of pure bred seed grains, that the yield per acre has been ma- 
terially increased during the past five years, also that through 
the efforts of the Association several thousand tests in the state 

ae are carried, on annually with selected grains and forage plants, 
that are of great educational value to neighboring farmers, 
who observe these tests, | 

| TurrEFore, Br Ir Resotvep, That we urgently request the 
legislature now assembled to grant such additional aid as is 
provided for in Bill No. 168 A, now pending before the leg- 
islature, also that the Secretary forward a copy of these reso- 
lutions to each member of the legislature. 

- Wuereas, The practice of Congressional distribution of gar- 
den seeds has for a number of years met with the almost united 

. disapproval of practical farmers in all parts of the United 
States, | 

| Wuereas, It has been fully demonstrated that in the major- 

) ity of cases the seed thus disseminated has been inferior in char- 
acter and of ordinary or almost worthless varieties,
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, By the Wisconsin Agricultural 
Experiment Association in annual convention assembled that 
we heartily condemn the present practice of free seed distribu- 
tion. . | 

Be Ir Furturr Resoivep, That a copy of this resolution 
be forwarded to each of our representatives and senators in 
Congress. | | 
Realizing the importance of better rural highways as a fac- 

tor in the enhancement of land values and in the furtherance of 
low cost of marketing farm produce, 

- Brrr Resotvep, That it is the sense of this meeting 
that each member of this association should put forth his best 
efforts without interferring with his private undertakings, to 
co-operate with the State Geological Survey in the interests of 

| rural road improvement. : 

TREASURER’S REPORT. | 

P. A. Dukleth, Treasurer of the Association, made the fol- 
lowing report, which was duly accepted. 

Report as rendered by Treasurer, February 7, 1907. 

Recetpts, | 

| Money in treasury February 9, 1906, time of 
last meeting .............06++2-..8190 20 

Feb. 9. From members as fees.........-0.6-- 29 50 
Feb. 15. From Secretary as membership fees...... 18 00 
Feb. 28. From member as fee..............00 50 
Mar. 26. From members as fees.............. 2 00 
Mar. 27. From Secretary as membership fees..... 35 00 

.. Mar. 30. From member as fee............0..... 50 
_ Apr. 9. From Secretary as membership fees.-... 27 00 

Apr. 9. From 8. W. Bolton, 18 Ibs. alfalfa seed 3 00 | 
Apr. 20. From members as fees........5....... 1 00 
May 4. From member as fee................. 50 

June 21. From Clerk as membership fees........ 15 00 

| Total receipts ....4...........-..$322 30 |
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ot Disbursements. 
1906. | 

Feb. 10. To O. R. Frauenheim for seed corn....$ 1 50 
Feb. 10. To Rosenow Bros., for premiums on 

| OYAINS 2.6... see eee fee ee eee eee 16 00 
Feb. 10. To W. A. Toole for premiums on grain. 3 00 
Feb. 10. To Fred P. Grebe for premiunis on grain 12 00 
Feb. 10. To P. A. Dukleth for premium on grains ‘2 00 
Feb. 10. To W. O. Christiansen for premium on 

| | OYAINS 2. eee eee eee ee cee eee = = 2 00 
Feb. 10. To J. P. Bonzelet for premium on grain. 3 00 

| Feb. 10. To O. R. Frauenheim for premium on 
(QTAINS 2. eee eee ee ee eee eee) §=©6 00 

Feb. 10. To Samuel Stienstra for premium on | 
OTAIN Lee eee eee cee ee eee eee §=©4 00 

Feb. 10. To O. C. Feathers for premium on grain 1 00 | 
Feb. 10. To G. Hanson premium on grain...... 3 00 

| Feb. 10. To Howard Palmer for premium on 
OTAIN 2. eee eee eel wee ee eee eens = = 2 00 

Feb. 10. To George Morris for premium on grain 2 00 
Feb. 10. To W. H. Stantorf premium on grain... 1 00 

| Feb. 10. To Arthur Cooper premiums on grain.. 5 00 
Feb. 10. To H. B. Smith premium on grain .... 2 00 
Feb. 10. To Floyd McKichan premium on grain. 50 
Feb. 10. To A. M. Anderson premium on grain. . 2 50 
Feb. 10. To H. N. Longley premium on grain... 1 00 
Feb. 10. To R. N. West premiums on grains..... 11 50 
Feb. 10. .To Samuel Herdrich premium on grain. 1 00 
Feb. 10. To H. W. Meekin premiums on grain... 9-00 
Feb. 10. To L. P. Martiny premium on grain.. 2 00 
Feb. 10. To Clyde Akins premium on grains...., 8-50 
Feb. 10. To Ivan McIntyre premium on grains.. 50 

| Feb. 10. To H. F. Kramer premium on grain... 2 00 
Feb. 10. To V. G. Ellis premiums on grain..... 38 00 

— Feb. 10. To J. H. McNown premiums on grain... 8 00 
Feb. 10. To J. F. Koltes premium on grain..... 2 00 

| Feb. 10. To J. M. Keys premium on grain..... 1 00 | 
Feb. 10. To W. L. Ilan premiums on grain.... 4 00 
Feb. 10. To A. L. Greengo premium on'grain.... 50 

| Feb. 10. To R. J. Schaefer premium on grain... 2 00 
| Feb. 10. To Gottlieb Muehleisen premiums on 

| | OTAINS . 2... cece eee ee eee caeees 8 00 
Feb. 10, To Clarence Jordalen premium on grain 1 00
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Feb. 10. To Louis Risum premium on grain.... 1 00 
Feb. 10. To Jas. B. Smiley premiums on grain.. 1 00 
Feb. 10. To C. H. Howitt premiums on grain... 9% 00 
Feb. 10. To A. B. Hicken premium on grain.. 2 00— 

- Feb. 10. To Alex. Kreuger premium on grain... 1 00 | 

Feb. 10. To H. L. Spink premium on grain.....  ~ 50 | 

Feb. 10. To Herman Roethe! premium on grain. . 50 
Feb. 16. To Prof. P. G. Holden, traveling expenses 20 00 
Mar. 8. To P. A. Dukleth, expenses incurred by 

attending annual meeting......... 9 70 
Mar. 23. To Idalyn Bibbs, general office expenses 10 00 | 
Apr. 7. To Democrat Prtg. Co, shipping tags... 3 00 

: July 25. To Idalyn Bibbs, general office expenses. 10 00 
Sept. 5. To Idalyn Bibbs for office expenses.... 20 00 

| Sept. 17. To R. A. Moore for advance payment on : 
| badges, express' charges, freight . 

charges and drayage on exhibit ‘to 
| State Fair ............ ...2--.. 18 47 - 

: Nov. 1. To Challenge Envelope Co., for seed en- | 
VelOopeS 2... eee eee cee ee eee ees = 20 00 

| 1907. 

Jan. 9. To Loeb & McKay for certificate books.... 5.00 
Jan. 9. To Idalyn Bibbs for offices expenses........ 10 00 

Total disbursements .............0....9264 67 

- Feb. 7. Forward total) receipits.......0........ 83822 30 
| Total disbursements ........... ....... 264 67 | 

Balance in hands of Treasurer.... $57 63 

— | P. A. Dukes, 
_ an co Treas.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT ON STATE APPROPRI- 

| | ATION. 

| R. A. Moore, Secretary of the Association, made the follow- 
ing financial report which was duly adopted. 

Money in the state treasury Jan. 29, 1906, date of making 
last report .. 02. eee ee eee eee eee BQ4E8.52 

State appropriation for 1906 ...............--.- 1,000.00 : 

Total .. cc cece eee eee eee ees $1243.52 

: Disbursements. 
| 1906. 

Jan. 80 Milwaukee Bag Cc., seed grain bags.....$ 81 12 

: Jar. 30 Parsons’ Ptg Co., letterheads, prog’ms, ete 47 50 | 

Feb. 26 LL. L. Olds, Clinton, judging exhibit and 
CXPCNSCS oe. cece ee eee ee cee eee eee 8 90 

Feb. 28 Miss Bibbs, clerical services .......... 5 00 
Mar. 5 £xMilwaukee Bag Co., 500 cot. pk. sacks.. 20 00 
Mar. 21 Milwaukee Bag Co., 300-2 bu. grain bags 29 25 : 

: Mar. 28 Miss Bibbs, clerical services........... 5 00 
Apr. 23 Miss Bibbs, clerical services .......... 5 00 
May 28 Miss Bibbs, clerical services .......... 5 00 
June 23 Miss Bibbs, clerical services ......... 5 00 

July 2 Salzer Seed Co., 1,000 Ibs. Barr alfalfa seed 146 26 
July 2 Parsons Ptg. Co., letterheads, mimeograph 

PAPCLS oe ee eee eee cee ee ee eee eee LT 15 
July 24 Miss Bibbs, clerical services ......... 5 00 
Julx- 81 E. W. Keyes, Postmaster, stamps....... 50 00 
Aug. 1 Democrat Prtg. Co., 5,000 seed grain 

growers lists 0... eee ee ee eee eee eee nr = SO 00 
Aug. 15 Democrat Prtg. Co., 5,000 envelopes ... 183 75 
Aug. 25 Miss Bibbs, clerical services ......... 5 00 
Sept. 5 R. A. Moore, expenses lecturing at Dill.. 6 04 
Sept. 1 E. C. Nielson, 10 enlarged pictures .... 48 50 

Sept. 17 <A. L. Stone, trav. expenses, State Fair .. 15 15 | 

| Sept. 17 R. A. More, trav. expenses, State Fairr.. 11 05 

Sept. 25 Miss Bibbs, clerical services ......... 5 00 

Sept. 27 J. P. Bonzelet, trav, expenses, State Fair 8 95
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Sept. 27 To amount forwarded ............ $569 22 
| Sept. 28 H. A. Main, trav. expenses, State Fair.. 11 89 

Oct. 8 Ray N. West, trav. expenses, State Fair. 10 10 
Oct. 25 Miss Bibbs, clerical services ......... 5 00 

_ Nov. 26 Miss Bibbs, clerical services ......... 5 00 
Dec. 20 Miss Bibbs, clerical services ......... 5 00 
Dec. 22 Wis. Exp. Station, 600 bu: barley at 50c . 300 00 
Jan. 11 Democrat Prtg. Co., 3,000 letterheads .. 9 00 
Jan. 22 M. C. Lilley & C©o., Columbus, Ohio, 700 

badges at 6c «12... . ec cee cece eee AT OB 
Jan. 23 E. W. Keyes, Postmaster, 300 1¢ stamps . 30 00 
Jan. 28 Loeb & McKay, envelopes, programs, entry . 

TALS Lee cece e ee 25 75 : 
| Jan. 28 Miss Bibbs, clerical services .......... 5 00 

Feb. 1 Milwaukee Bag Co., grain sacks ....... 119 99 
| ———_______ 

Total See cece eee ec ee eee ween $1,148.13 

1907, 
Feb. 5 Total receipts in State Treasury ........ $1,243 52 

Total disbursements from State Treasury .. 1,143 18 : 
) —_ 

: Balance in State Treasury ........... $ 100.39 
9—E. A. |
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. | DISPLAY OF GRAINS AND FORAGE PLANTS FOR 

1907. 

Perhaps one of the most attractive features of the last annual 

| meeting of the-Experiment Association was the display of 

grains and forage plants. Approximately two hundred dollars 

| had been set aside for premiums to be paid for the best exhibits 

of pure-bred seed grains. The quality of the grain displayed 

was of a high standard and the interest taken in the exhibit 
was such that the Association deems it advisable to continue 

| this line of effort. 

| We feel that much can be done in the way of encouraging 
the dissemination of good seeds free from obnoxious weeds 

that have been grown in our own state. 
As soon as the Experiment Association demonstrates to the 

7 seedsmen and farmers of Wisconsin that good seed can be 

grown within our borders which is acclimated to our home con- 
ditions, it will not be necessary for them to place their orders 

with growers from other states. The seedsmen of our state 
and of adjoining states will be only too pleased to assist in the 
dissemination of home grown seeds if they can be shown that 
the quality is equally as good or better than they can get else- 
where. Realizing the great improvement that can be made in 

the growing of farm crops we trust that every member of the 
association will do all in his power to assist in every possible 

- manner in. the production of choice grains and forage plants 
for our next display. | | 

PARTIES AWARDED PREMIUMS AT THE WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION MEETING, FEB. 7TH AND 8TH, 1907, : 

C'ass 1a.—Best 14. peck Swedish Select Oats (Wis. No. 4). 

First premium—EHEmil L. Dreger, Madison, Wis., R. F. D, No, 7..... $3 00 

> Second “s —J. P. Bonzelet, Eden, Wis. ..........-.-22020-2-- 2 00 

Third “s —C, H. Howitt, Randolph, Wis. ................-.- 1 09 

. Fourth “ —H. F. Kramer Bloomer, Wis, ............0ceee eee 50 

Class Ib.—Best %4 peck any other variety. 

First premium—C. H. Howitt, Randolph, Wis, .............-+-.-. $3 00 

Second “e —Ray N. West, Ripon, Wis. ...........--eeeeeeees 2 00 

Third “e —Henry Whitehead, Leon, Wis. .............e++--- 1 00 

Fourth ¢ —Neal Houslet, Packwaukee, Wis. ..........eeeee> 50.
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Class 2a.—Best bundle Swedish Select Oats (Wisconsin No. 4). 
First premium—C. H, Howitt, Randolph, Wis. ...............2-- $3 00 

Second “ —LEmil L. Dreger, Madison, Wis. .............0002. 2 09 

Third ‘“s —H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lac, Wis, ............... 1 00 
Fourth ‘é —QO. F. Miritz, Fond du Lac, Wis. ...0........000% 50 

Class 2b.—Best bundle any variety of oats. _ 
First premium—C. H. Howitt, Randolph, Wis. .............ee22. $3 00 

Second “= Ray N, West, Ripon, Wis. ..........cceccecceeee 2 00 
Third “ ~—Fred P. Grebe, Fox Lake, Wis. ..........eceee0e-- 100 

Fourth |“ | —H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lac, Wis, ..........eeees 50 

Class 3a.—Best 1% peck Manshury Barley. 

First premium—C. H. Howitt, Randolph, Wis. ...........eceeee02- $3 09 

Second “ —Jos, N. Bohl, Beaver Dam, Wis. ........ceee,000- 2 00 

Third “é —Ray N, West, Ripon, Wis. ...........c.ccececese 1 00 

Fourth “ —H. E. Krueger, Beaver Dam, Wis. ...........e00. 50 . 

Class 3b.—Best 14 peck Oderbrucker Barley. 

First premium—J. P. Bonzelet, Eden, Wis. ............cccececeee $3 00 

Second “ —C, H. Howitt, Randolph, Wis, ...............00+6- 2 00 

' ‘Third “ ~—Alvin Heinke, New London, Wis. ............+22- 1 00 

Fourth “s —H. I. Krueger, Beaver Dam, Wis. ........cccceee 59 

Class 3¢c.—Best %% peck any other variety of barley. 

First premium—H. EB. Krueger, Beaver Dam, Wis. .............- $3 00 
Second “© —Ray N. West, Ripon, Wis, .........ceceleccesees 2 00 
Third ‘¢ —H. N. Longley, Dousman, Wis. .............0022 100 

Fourth “s —Jos. N. Bohl, Beaver Dam, Wis. ........ cccoses 50 

Class 4a.—Best bund'e of Manshury Barley. 

First premium—C. H, Howitt, Randolph. Wis. .............e+2+2++ $3 00 

Second “ —Geo. A. Stivarius Fennimore, Wis. .............. 2 00. 
Third “ —H. EH. Krueger, Beaver Dam, Wis. ................ 1 00 

. Fourth “ —Ray N, West, Ripon, Wis. ...........ccecccccee 59 

Class 4b.—Best bundle of Oderbrucker Barley. 

First premium—B. A. Beule, Fox Lake, Wis. ............cccceeees $3 00 

Second “ —J. P. Bonzelet, Eden, Wis. ..........ccccceseee 2 00 

Third “ —C, H. Howitt, Randolph, Wis. ...........eeee00e2 1 00 

Fourth ‘“ —Ray N. West, Ripon, Wis, ............cccewcccces 50 

Class 4c.—Best bundle of any variety of barley. 

First premium—Fred P. Grebe, Fox Lake, Wis. ...............2+6. $3 09 
Second “ —H, N. Longley, Dousman, Wis. ...........0eee000- 2 00 
Third “6 —H. H. Krueger, Beaver Dam, Wis. ............... 100 

Fourth ‘s —Jos. N. Bohl, Beaver Dam, Wis. ......... cee ceees 50 
! 

Class 5a.—Best ten ears Clark’s Yellow Dent (Wis. No, 1). : 
First premium—C. H. Howitt. Randolph, Wis. ............ccccees $3 00 

-- Seeond “¢ -—J. H. McNown, Mauston, Wis. .................. 2 00 
Third “ —Jas, B. Smiley, Albany, Wis. ................... 1 00 

Class 5b.—Best ten ears, Silver King corn (Wis. No. 7). 
First premium—Ike Blood, Mukwonago, Wis. ............ecee020- $3 00 

Second “ —H. N. Longley, Dousman, Wis. .................. 2 00 
Third “ —H. A, Main, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. ................. 1 00 
Fourth “ —Clyde E. Akins, Warren, Ill. ............ee006.  5O
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Class 5c.—Best ten ears (Wisconsin No. 8) corn. . 

First premium—H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lac, Wis.......+.eeeeees $3 00 

Second “ —Horace Whittaker, Fond du Lac, Wis............-. 2 09 

Third ‘“ —G, A. Freeman, Sparta, Wis............2.+-++-2+e2- 1 00 

Fourth “ —Leon A. Carpenter, Fond du Lac, Wis. ......-..- 50 

Class 5d.—Best ten ears, Toole’s North Star Yellow dent corn. 

First premium—W. A. Toole, Baraboo, WiS......seeeereereereees $3 00 

Class 5e.—Best ten ears, Yellow flint corn. 

First premium—Clyde E. Akins, Warren, Ill........eeeeeeeeeeeee $3 09 

Second “ —H. EB. Krueger, Beaver Dam, Wis..........see2-2- 2 00 

. Third “ Geo. Schmit, Greenville, Wis..........2seeeeeeees 1.00 

Class 5g—Best ten ears, any variety corn. 

First premium—Clyde E. Akins, Warren, Ill.......ececeeeeeeeees $3 00 

Second ‘6 —Earl Usher, South Wayne, Wis.........+eeeeeees 2 00 

Third “6 —Donald L. Bryson, Elizabeth, Ill. .......--..---- 1 00 

Fourth “ —E. C. Elver, Madison, Wis., R. F. D. No. 38...... 50 

Class 5h—Best single ear of corn, any variety. 

First premium—T. Thompson, Wadena, lowa..........+e+e+eeees $3 90 

Second “ —J. H. McNown, Mauston, Wis...........eeee20++ 2 00 

Third ‘“ —Fred P. Grebe, Fox Lake, Wis. ......-eeeeeeeeees 1 00 

Fourth ‘6 —Clyde E, Akins, Warren, Ill.......--.-eeeeeeees 50 

Class 6a—Best half peck of medium red clover seed. 

First premium—Theo. Chirstoph, Chilton, Wis........-.eeeseeeees $ 00 

Second . —H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lac, Wis.........-.--+-- 2 00 

Third “* —J. H. McNown, Mauston, Wis.........--.e-ee+e- 1 00 

Fourth “ —wW. L. Illian, Adell, Wis., R. F. D. No. 19........ 50 

Class 6b—Best half peck of mammoth red clover seed. 

First premium—Ray N. West, Ripon, WiS......-..eeeeeeeeeevees $3 90 

Second “ —J. H. McNown, Mauston, Wis..........-eeeeeeeee 2 00 

Third “ —H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lac,Wis..........+++ee6- 1 CO 

Class 6ec—Best half peck of alsike clover seed. 

| First premium—H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lac, Wis.............--. $3 00 

| Second “ —Ray N. West, Ripon, Wis........-e.eceeceeeeceee 2 00 

Third . —W. L. Illian, Adell, Wis...........eeecececeeees 1:00 

‘Fourth “J. H. MeNown, Mauston, Wis.........-eeeeeeeeee 50 

Class 7a—Best half peck soy beans. . 

First premium—Ray N., West, Ripon, WiS.......-- essere cees $3 *0 

Second ‘“s —Horace Whittaker, Fond du Lac, Wis............ 2 00 

Third “ —H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lac, Wis...............- 1 00 

Fourth “ —H. N. Longley, Dousman, WiS.........--.eeeeees 50
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Class 8a——Best bundle of soy beans. | 
First premium—Fred P. Grebe, Fox Lake, Wis...........+2.---.- $3 00 

Second ‘“ —H. A. Beule, Fox Lake, Wis.........-..ee+20+-2 2 00 

Third “  __Ray N, West, Ripon Wis...........cceceececeees 1.00 
Fourth “s —Arthur Ochsner, Plain, WiS..........eccceeccvee 50 

Class 9a—Best half peck of alfalfa seed. 
First premium—oOtto C. Heidemann, Kiel, Wis., R. No. 2.......... $3 00 

Second “ —H. W. Meekin, Fond du Lac, Wis................ 2 00 

C.ass 10a—Best sample of alfalfa hay. 

First premium—wW. L. Illian, Adell, Wis., R. F. D. No, 19.......... $38 00 

Second ‘6 —Fred P. Grebe, Fox Lake, Wis..........-2+--52+-- 2 00 
Third J“ —Geo. A, Stivarius, Fennimore, WiS....scccssoeees 1 00 

PREMIUM LIST, 1907. : , 

| (Awards to be made February, 1908.) 

. DEPARTMENT OF FARM CROPS. ; 

Class 1. Oats, | 

Best 14 peck Swedish Select oats (Wis. No. 4) $4.00; 2nd, 
. $3.00; 3rd, $2.00; 4th, $1.00. : 

— Best 44 peck any other variety, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00; 
4th, $1.00. , 

| Class 2. Oats in Sheaf. | 

Best bundle Swedish Select oats, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, 
$2.00; 4th, $1.00. 

Best bundle any other variety, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00; 
Ath, $1.00. . 

| 

Class 3. Barley. 

Best 44 peck Manshury barley, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00 2rd, $2.00; | 
4th, $1.00. | ! | 

: Best 14 peck Oderbrucker Barley, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 38rd, 
$2.00; 4th, $1.00. _ 

Best 14 peck any other variety, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00; 
| 4th, $1.00. ! |
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| | Class 4. Barley in Sheaf. 

Best bundle of Manshury barley, $4.00; 2nd, $8.00; 3rd, 
| $9.00; 4th, $1.00. | 

| Best bundle of Oderbrucker Barley, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, 
$2.00; 4th, $1.00. © : 

| Best bundle of any cther variety, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 8rd, 
$9.00; 4th, $1.00. 

| | | 

. OO Class 5. Corn. 

Best ten ears, Clark’s Yellow Dent (Wisconsin No..I), $4.00; 
2nd, $2.00; 3rd, $2.00; 4th, $1.00. : 

Best ten ears Silver King (Wis. No. 7), $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 
8rd, $2.00; 4th, $1.00. 

* Best ten ears, (Wisconsin No. 8), $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, 
$2.00; 4th, $1.00. , 

Best ten ears, North Star Yellow Dent, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 
3rd, $2.00; 4th, $1.00. a 

| Best ten ears, Yellow Flint, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 8rd, $2.00; 
| 4th, $1.00. 

Best ten ears, White Flint, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00; 
| 4th, $1.00. : : 

Rest ten ear; any other varicty, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, 
| $2.00; 4th, $1.00. 

Best single ear of corn, any variety, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, 
| $2.00; 4th, $1.00.» | | 

Class 6. Clover Seed. 

Best 14 peck of medium red clover seed, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 
8rd, $2.00; 4th, $1.00. : 

Best 14 peck of mammoth red clover seed, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00 ; 
erd, $2.00; 4th, $1.00. . 

Best 14 peck of alsike clover seed, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, 
$9.00: 4th, $1.00. ! 

Class 7. Soy Beans. 

Best 14 peck (black) soy beans. $3.00; 2nd, $2.00; 3rd, 
7 $1.00; 4th, 50 cents. ! 

Best 14 peck (green) soy beans, $3.00; 2nd, $2.00; 3rd, 
$1.00; 4th, 50 cents. 

Best 14 peck (yellow) soy beans, $3.00; 2nd, $2.00; 3rd, 
$1.00; 4th, 50 cents. |
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Class 8. Soy Beans in Sheaf. | 

| Best bundle of soy beans, $3.00; 2nd, $2.00; 3rd, $1.00; 4th, 

. | 50 cents. ! : 

Class 9. Alfalfa Seed. | | 

Best 1% peck of alfalfa seed, $4.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00 | 

Ath, $1.00. | 

Class 10. Alfalfa Hay. | 

Best sample of alfalfa hay, $3.00; 2nd, $2.00; 3rd, $1.00; 

| Ath, 50 cents. . : 

| | Class 11. hye. | 

Best 14 peck winter rye, $3.00; 2nd $2.00; 3rd, $1.00; 4th, 

50 cents. 

‘Best 4 peck spring rye, $3.00; 2nd, $2.00; 2rd, $1.00; 4th, 
. 50 cents. ° 

Olass 12. Timothy Seed. . 

— _ Best 14 peck timothy seed, $3.00 ; 2nd, $2.00; 3rd, $1.00; 4th, 

50 cents. 

RULES AND REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH PRE 

oe MIUMS ARE GIVEN. 

“41. The exhibitor must be a member of the Wisconsin Ex- 

periment Association. | 

2. Grain or forage plants must have been grown the season 

previous to exhibition by the exhibitor. ' | 

3. No fees will be charged for exhibiting in any classes. 
4. The samples of grain and forage plants exhibited are to 

be retained by the Experiment Association unless a 

special permit is given to the exhibitor to take his | 

sample away. 

5. Exhibits are to be brought in by members of the associa- 
tion. If sent by express or freight all carrying charges 

should be prepaid. : |
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6. Varieties of grain or forage plants not specifically named 
in the list can compete as “any other variety” in which 
case these different varieties compete against each other 
and not as an individual class. 

7. Exhibitors cannot compete for two premiums on the same 
variety of grain or forage plant. 

: 8. A proper entry of all grains, seeds, etc., must be made in 
the entry book at the Secretary’s office before they are 
placed on exhibition tables. 

9. Expert judges will be secured to place the awards. 
10. The meeting of the association will be held at Madison in 

the AgronomyBuilding and rooms have been secured 
in that building for the exhibits. | | 

A FEW ARTICLES ON TIMELY TOPICS. 

R. A, MOORE, 

GOOD SEED GRAINS. 

The rapid spread of farm weeds through the dissemination 
of seed grains makes it necessary for the Experiment Associa- 
tion to use rigid means for the protection of farmers and 
others who purchase seeds. The object in general of our asso- 
ciation is to promote the agricultural interests of the state and 
In no one capacity can we do this to more or better advantage 
than to keep from the market seed grains that are contaminat- 
ed with obnoxious weed seeds, especially those of mustard, 
quack grass, Canada thistles and ox-eye daisies. No member 
of the Association should ever be guilty of selling or offering 
for sale seed grains that are contaminated with weed seeds. 
Any seeds shipped to farmers within this or any other state 
should be carefully cleaned before shipment, even though weed 
seeds are not present. It should be remembered that small and 
shrunken kernels give very poor returns. Under no conditions 

_ should grains that are intended for seed be sown cn land known 
to be infested with obnoxious weeds. 7
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The growers of good, clean seed grains are entitled to good 
prices for these seeds, but in every case they should be absolute 

| ly free from weed seeds and waste material. 
| Every grower of seeds before offering them for sale should 

make a germinating test, and under no conditions offer seeds 
of low vitality for sale. . 

Growers of seed corn should give farmers and seedsmen an 
opportunity to purchase fire dried seed corn in the ear; this is 
the only true way of purchasing seed corn and our growers 
should strongly advocate the method. 

. By all members taking pride in vying with each other in 
putting out good clean seed grains, we will bring about that 
which our association has undertaken, namely: To make 
Wisconsin the leading state in America for the production of 
good seed; grains. 

STANDARD VARIETIES OF SEED GRAIN FOR 

WISCONSIN, | 

| For a half century or over Wisconsin live stock men have 
put forth special efforts to breed strains of dairy and beef cat- 
tle, second to none in our country. Hogs, sheep and horses 
have also received special attention. With the use of the Bab- 
cock Test and keen judgment of the breeder, a process of 
elimination has taken place within the herds that has resulted 
in placing in Wisconsin some of the best strains of live stock 
in the country. No longer does any farmer question the ad- 
visability of animals of the best foundation stock for breeding | 
purpases. : 

| This transformation of live stock from scrubs to high grades 
and pure breds has been the means of adding millions of dol- 
lars annually to the income of the farmer. Now when we con- 
sider that the grains and forage crops of Wisconsin are valued 
at over one hundred million dollars annually, is it not of equal 
importance that the same care and judgment be exercised in 
growing farm crops that we are now giving to our live stock? 
If the same careful judgment is exercised in farm crops work 

_ that we are now using in live stock, it is possible for the farmer 
to add'twenty-five per cent to his yield and another twenty-five 

_ per cent to the quality and price of his crop or a total value of 
fifty per cent, over and above what he is now getting.
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On the high priced lands of Wisconsin we cannot afford to 
| grow scrub varieties of grains and forage plants. Our lands 

are highly productive and we can only afford to grow that 
which brings the best returns for our season’s crop. 

| The Wisconsin Experiment Station, alive to the interests of 
its farmers, has during the past eight years been putting forth 
special efforts in breeding grains and forage plants to take 
the place of the scrub varieties now in existence. The process 
of breeding grains is a long and tedious one, and it takes time 
and patience to carry the plants through the course in breeding 
up to the time of dissemination. The chief purpose of the Wis- 

consin Experiment Association is to co-operate with the Col- 
lege of Agriculture in the growing and dissemination of high 
grade and pedigreed varieties of grains and forage plants. 

~ Our organization has its membership located in nearly every 
| township of the state and can test and acclimate grains and for- , 

age plants that have been bred at the Station farm. The farms 
of the members are so distributed throughout the state that the 
choice seed grains grown thereon find easy reach to the farm- 
ers of each respective locality. 

The Swedish Select oats disseminated through the Experi- 
| ment Association in 1902 found such favor that no less than 

twelve million bushels of these oats were grown in the state the | 
past season. The great root and leaf development of these 
oats make them far superior to other varieties on the poorer 
erades of soil. 

Oderbrueker barley (Wisconin No. 55), which has been care- 
fully bred by the Station since 1898 was given to the Experi- 
ment Association for a general test the past season. Some four 
hundred members grew this barley and produced approximate- | 
ly forty-five thousand bushels, nearly all of which will be used 

a for seed. No less than one million bushels of this high grade 
barley will be grown next year so that every farmer in the state 

- who desires to grow barley will find this barley within easy 
) reach. Reports from the growers show that the Oderbrucker 

barley gave a yield of 5.6 bushels per acre over that of the best 
varieties placed against it. 

The desire now is to have whole communities or counties 
| grow this one select variety of barley so that maltsters or others 

desiring to purchase can get thousands of bushels of one select 
: breed. This will insure uniformity of type and quality that 

has heretofore not existed. Several varieties of corn have been 
bred at the Experiment Station for different sections of the
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state. The Silver King corn (Wisconsin No. 7), the past sea- 
son was grown by over seven hundred members of the Experi- 

- ment Association in over half of the counties of Wisconsin. 
This corn gave a yield of ten bushels of shelled corn per acre 
over the best varieties of corn compared with it for two years. 

, At the Station Farm a yield of seventy-five bushels 
of shelled corn per acre was obtained; several members 
of the Experiment Association received yields considerably 
above that obtained at the Station. A large portion of this 
high grade corn was grown for seed by the Association and the 
demand was such that the corn was sold as soon as it was fire- 
dried. 

| Another breed of corn that has attracted considerable at- 
tention 1s an early yellow dent (Wisconsin No. 8). This was — 
bred for early maturity and is especially adapted for the north- 

. ern and lake shore counties. This corn gave a yield of forty- 
seven bushels of shelled corn per acre on the sub-station farm 
at Iron River, Bayfield county. Several members of the Ex- 
periment Association are growing this variety of corn for seed. 
A new variety of corn which gives great promise is known as 
the Golden Glow; this variety was developed by crossing the 

_ Wisconsin No. 8 on the North Star, so as to combine the earlv 
characteristics of the No. 8 and the heavy yield of the North 
Star. Two years of careful selection to fix type permanently 
will be necessary before this corn will be sent out for trial pur- 

| poses. | | 
Many new varieties of grains and forage plants are now go- 

ing through the process of breeding and will be ready for dis- | . 
semination a few years hence. 

It seems to the writer that Wisconsin with her fertile, well- 
worked lands, peculiar climate and intelligent farmers is des- . 

tined to become the great seed grain state of America. <A well 
regulated system of rotation of crops should be established, and 
the best high grade and pedigreed seeds secured for foundation 
stock. With the increase in yield and increase in price read- 
ily obtainable for such seeds the members of our association in 
general may still look for ample returns and good profits on 
their high priced lands. 

MILLET AS A SEED AND FORAGE PLANT. | 

| Millet is not so extensively grown in Wisconsin as its im- | 
purtance seems to warrant, and this is largely from the lack of
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| true appreciation of its value and knowledge of the plant itself, 
and best methods of culture. 

The millets have been grown in Europe and Asia from pre- 
historic times as a human food and forage plant for animals. | 
At the present time we find the millet crop one of the greatest 
crops of India. Russia produces from seventy-five to eighty 
million bushels of millet seed annually. In Russia, India, 
Japan and China, the millets are used extensively as a hw 

~ man food, but in America the millets are restricted almost ex- 
clusively. to animal foods, 

We have three distinct groups of millet known as the Club 
or Fox-tail, the Painole or Broom corn, and the Barnyard mil- 
let. The millets most commonly grown in the United States 

| are the Club or Fox-tail, to which belong the following species: : 

Common, German, Hungarian, Japanese and Golden Wonder. , 

The millets are grown quite largely as a catch crop usually 

on land designed for hay where the seeding has failed or on 

lands where corn or spring seedings of grain have been de- 

stroyed and the regular time for the seeding of these crops has 

passed. 
The millet is a warm weather plant and will make little pro- 

eress before the ground is thoroughly warm. The range of 

time in. which millet can be sown is wide, varying from May 

10th to July 10th in Wisconsin. Often on rich soil a crop of 
winter grain can be harvested, and the ground then plowed and 

fitted for millet. When the hay crop has failed, the farmer 

finds no better way of getting some good hay than to put in a 

few acres of millet. 
Millet can be sown with a drill or broadcast seeder; when 

the ground is dry the drill is preferable. Usually from one- 

half bushel to three pecks of seed per acre is sown, depending 

whether the desire is to use the crop for seed or hay, when for 
the former use the lighter seeding. The millets do exception- 

ally well on new sod lands and on lands that are rich and 

mellow; they do not thrive on the heavy clays or on wet soggy 

soils. The plant is shallow rooted, consequently secures its 

fertility near the surface therefore, seems to be hard on the 

soil. Where land has been so rich as to cause oats and other 

small grains to lodge, millet sown immediately after taking off 

the cereal crop will produce sufficient growth to enable one to. 

eet a fair cutting of hay and aid materially in reducing the fer- 

tility to that standard that the succeeding crop of grain will _ 

stand erect. 
When the desire is to harvest for hay, millet should be cut 

with mower shortly after the heads appear in the blossoming
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stage. The hay is relished more by farm animals and is not 
so dangerous to feed to horses if cut at this early stage. When 
the desire is to cut for seed the millet should be left until the 
seeds are in the dough stage; if left later the seeds shell out read- 

| | ily when handled causing considerable loss. A binder is used 
for cutting and the bundles should be bound loosely so as to 
allow drying to advantage. The bundles should be set up in 
pairs, forming a good sized shock, and left in the field for sev- 
eral days so as to dry out thoroughly. 

Good millet hay has nearly the same feeding value as timo- 
thy and yields about the same quality of hay per acre. The 
yields of seed varies from twenty to fifty bushels per acre, 
and the weight per measured bushel varies from forty-five to 
fifty pounds. When the seed is used as a feed for farm ani- 
mals, it should be ground and mixed with other feeds. The 
millets make good pasture and soiling crops as they are pro- 
lifie growers after the plants reach a few inches above ground. 

SHOULD GROW MORE BUCKWHEAT. | 

The increasing favor of buckwheat for human consumption 
and as an animal food has caused a great demand. for it within 
the past two or three years. Two-thirds of all the buckwheat 
grown in the United States is produced in New York and 

- Pennsylvania, less than 25,000 bushels are produced annually 
in Wisconsin. On account of the small amount grown in this 

| state a large portion of the flour and. buckwheat feeds are ship- 

ped in! from other states. Buckwheat is such an im- 
portant crop that is should receive due attention and 
the Department of Agronomy ofi the Wisconsin Col- 
lege of Agriculture will carry on experiments with it on the 

| sandy lands of the state. Buckwheat will grow on: lands 
that are low in nitrogen and produce a fairly good crop. _ 
In many instances where other crops have been killed by frost, 

| excessive moisture, or insect enemies, the ground can be used 
for buckwheat, as this crop admits being sown as late as July 
Ath. | 

The usual time for sowing is from June 10th to July 10th, - 
depending upon the condition of soil and climate. 

Few varieties of buckwheat. are grown, the common black, 
the Silver Hull, and the Japanese are the varieties now chief-
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ly used. The Japanese variety is finding considerable favor 
| among the farmers on acount of its reliability in setting full 

crops of buckwheat in dry, hot weather, and the fact that it 
stands up better than the other varieties. The millers prefer 
the Silver Hull, as they claim a finer grade of flour can be 
made therefrom. | 

The ground should be prepared the same as for other cereal 
crops, and the buckwheat sown broadcast or with drill, using 
about three pecks of seed per acre. a 

Buckwheat can be cut with reaper or binder, but should 
be left in loose bundles to facilitate drying. It is customary 
to thresh buckwheat from the field after it has become well | 
dried. 

: The average yield of the United States for 1905 was 19 and | 
_ for Wisconsin 15 bushels per acre, but in many instances good 

fields of buckwheat will yield from thirty to forty bushels per 
acre. | 

The Blodgett Milling Company of Janesville in a recent 
: communication to the College of Agriculture deplores the fact | 

that so little attention is paid to this crop, while the demand 
and prices are gradually soaring upward. 

The following communication was recently received from 
the above named company, which will be of interest to the 
members of the experiment association. | 

“Referring again to the matter that we suggested to you of 
stimulating the growing of buckwheat in Wisconsin, we beg 
to call your attention to the fact that practically all of the buck- . 
wheat grown in the United States during the last three or four 
years has been required in the domestic consumption. of buck- 
wheat flour. Before that there was more or less exported, 
but in the last few years the domestic requirements have kept 
the price above an export. basis. 

However, the working out of the national pure food law is : 
going to at least double the demand for buckwheat grain. 

| Outside of the product that reached the consumer in original 
mill packages, the greater pari of the buckwheat flour consum- 
ed in the United States was blended to a greater or less extent 
with other products. Flour put out by the leading buckwheat 
mills in their own packages has been absolutely pure buck- | 

| wheat, but we doubt very much whether the amount of abso- 
lutely pure buckwheat that reached the consumer amounted to 
over one-third of the total amount of so-called buckwheat flour 
consumed. |
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| The Federal law requires that packages must be branded 
in accordance with their contents. This means that no flour 
can be branded ‘Pure Buckwheat’ except flour that which is ab- 
solutely pure buckwheat. If you, or anyone else, in making your 
daily purchases desire a sack of buckwheat flour, and the | 
grocer offers you two sacks, one branded ‘Pure’ and the other 
‘Blended’, we believe that in nine cases out of ten you, or any- 
one else, will take the ‘Pure Buckwheat’. | 

If we size the situation up right the consumption of pure 
buckwheat flour will be very greatly increased the coming 
season. This will result in a shortage of buckwheat grain, 
for, as we have stated before, under the old conditions there 
has been no more than enough buckwheat grain to fill the do- : 
mestic demand. Under the new conditions we believe that 
a shortage will exist and that prices will go rather high. 

| Even though the situation may not work out as we have 
| predicted, yet the farmer can count on at least a price of one 

| dollar and twenty cents per hundredweight, track shipping sta- 
tions here in Wisconsin, as an average price. We brought in- 
to the state last year from Michigan over 100,000 bushels of 
buckwheat.” | | 

On account of the extent of sandy lands within our state, : 
which produce buckwheat better than any other crop, and the 
ease with which it is grown, it seems that the time has come 
in Wisconsin agriculture when we should at least produce all 

| the buckwheat needed in our state. 

ROTATION OF CROPS. | 

On every Wisconsin farm attention should be paid to some 
good rotation of crops. By a proper rotation the farm is kept 
in good tilth, free from injurious insects and in a high state | 
of fertility. In these days of close margins and high priced 
lands one must so conduct a farm as to get the most out of it. 

| The farmer will get more returns by putting into practice a 
good rotation than from any other effort put forth on the farm. 

_- The three essential fertility. elements of the soil that the | 

farmer has to consider above all other constitutents are, pot- 
| ash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen. The two elements first
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named are fairly stable compounds, but nitrogen is hard to 
| control. The nitrogen in barnyard manure if not properly 

protected is constantly leaching away or evaporating in the 
form of ammonia. The farmer who takes advantage of using 
leguminous crops in a proper rotation for the replenishing of 
his stock of nitrogen as well as the other elements is the one 
who in the end is highly successful. 

| A rotation that will admit of manuring the land at a time 
when the manuring is the most valuable, and at the same 
time enable us to get the greatest returns for the amount of 
manure distributed are factors that demand our strict atten- 
tion. The size of the farm and the lines of agricultural effort 
emphasized will make our rotation vary to some extent. The 
four-year rotation for the farmer who has cultivated land 

| and unbroken pasture land for his stock is an excellent one. If 
we have not followed a systematic rotation it will take two or 
three years before we can arrange to run the rotation properly. 
The four-year rotation admits of growing annually small cer- 
eals, corn, clover-hay and mixed hay. 
_. The first year we will start with corn in the field on which 
we had grown mixed hay the previous year and the sod of 
which had been turned in the fall. The second 
year the corn field should be fall plowed, and the  fol- 
lowing spring well disked and prepared for small grain. Oats, | 
barley or spring wheat, may be used the second year as a nurse 
erop for grasses and clovers, to which the land is seeded. Red 

| clover should be the chief aim of the farmer to get established, 
consequently he should use in his grass mixture four or five 
quarts of red clover seed to the acre. Three quarts of timothy 
seed with the clover seed makes a good mixture. Blue grass 
and white clover usually grow without being placed in the 
grass mixture. Cereal crop harvested when ripe and new 
seeding pastured lightly if at all. 

a | If conditions are favorable the third year two crops of 
elover may be cut; occasionally the second cutting of clover is 
retained for seed. The ground may be manured during the 
fall and winter and in early spring of fourth year a fine tooth 
harrow run over the field to spread evenly any lumpy manure 
that may be on the ground. If coarse manure had been used 
it may be well to run over with hay rake before using the drag 
to gather straw and coarse litter. The above method of ap- 
plying manure will invariably insure a good cutting of mixed 
hay and at the same time the roots of the grasses will hold
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near the surface the nitrogen from the manure and prevent 
the leaching that would have taken place if the manure had 7 
been distributed on stubble land. This field should be fall 
plowed, preferably late so as to destroy insect enemies that 
infest the sod; the following spring put into corn thus starting 
again the rotation. 

By following this system of rotation a farmer has a portion 
of the farm to manure annually to the best advantage and re- 
spective divisions that will be into corn, small cereals, clover 
and mixed grasses. Where the desire is to pasture the fields 
that are in rotation for a full season an additional year can be 
added making the rotation five years, and having the farm 
laid out in five divisions instead of four. 

: Nothing works better than a good systematic rotation to 
reclaim poor and worn out soils and to keep good farms from 
being impoverished. Any farmer who rents his farm to 
another should have embodied in the lease a clause providing 
for the following of a good system of rotation in order to pre- 
vent soil robbery. : 

| DIVISION OF FARM CROPS. a 

| Plan of Work for the Coming Year. 

| R. A. MOORE, 

I desire the energy of the Experiment Association concen- 
trated on the corn and barley work the coming season. We 
are now at the threshold of success and any delay on our part 
would mean the losing of the vantage ground already obtained. 
The call from all over the country for seed grains grown by 

| our Association leads rhe to see that the farmers are quick to 
perceive the importance of growing crops from select seeds in- 
stead of continuing the mongrel bred varieties. The favor so 

_ far obtained for select seed grains can only be continued by ob- 
serving strict rules of honest practice. 

10—E. A. .
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_. Jf for any reason our seed crop should be damaged or con- 

‘taminated with noxious weed seeds we should at once notify 

the Secretary and refrain from selling such seed. All seeds 

of questionable character should be fed on the farm or sold as 

feed grain, and not listed as seed grains. 

Our work in establishing standard varieties of corn for Wis-: 

consin should be continued and pushed with the utmost vigor. 

No longer should we encourage the scoop shovel method of 

supplying seed corn, but insist that the only true way of fur- 

nishing seed corn is in the ear. No seedsman can advance a 

| single argument of value for not selling seed corn in the ear. 

Where shelled corn is supplied the farmer for seed, the danger 

| of mixing and getting am inferor grade of seed is too great to | 

be safely advocated. The only true way of preparing seed 

corn for market is to fire dry it and then store safely in a 

room for shipment. All seed corn should be shipped in the 

ear for which the grower should receive ample returns for his 

extra labor. By adhering strictly to the above principle, we 

oe will be able to throw new life and vigor into the corn plant 

: and lead the world in production per acre. Ohio was the only 

state in America that led Wisconsin in yield of corn per acre 

in 1906. | 
Our experiments for the coming year are outlined in our 

-_-Jast report and members of the association who desire carrying 

on these experiments can be governed by these outlines and 

will be furnished report blanks in due time for the purpose of 

| reporting the experiments. 
We should bear in mind that whatever experiment is under- 

taken the Secretary should have knowledge of the same so‘as to. 

be able to compile the data for publication. 

7 In my travels throughout the state, I frequently visit mem- 

bers of the association who are gowing and testing seed grains, 

but do not think it necessary to make a report. The value 

and importance of the work is lost entirely to cthers if we neg- 

lect so important a duty. In order to be placed on the seed 
grower’s list one must notify the Secretary of the kind and 

amount of seed, the price per bushel, and any other data that. 
| may be well for the Secretary to know. 

The grower of pure bred seed grains should be a business. 

: man in the strictest sense and should have business cards and 

letter heads for business correspondence. These cards and 
letter. heads should be modest, giving the name of the farm, 
the owner’s name, the seed grains grown, and any specialties.
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taken up by the owner. I feel that these things are too often 
neglected and we lose trade thereby. Give the dear old farm 
a name and keep it trimmed up so it will not have cause to 
blush with shame at an introduction to visitors. Let inten- 
sive application, integrity and fair dealing be your watchword, 

-— and_no earthly power will prevent your success. 

OUTLINE OF COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENTS. | 

| EXPERIMENT 1, ) 

Trials with Alfalfa to Determine if It Can be Grown in Wis- 
— consin Successfully as a Forage Plant and the 

felative Value of Soil Inoculation and Sow- 
ing with and without a Nurse Crop. ! 

The value of alfalfa as a forage plant in the west is becom- 
: ing more and more apparent and the area grown, which was 

| small a few years ago, has gradually widened until at the 
present time most of the stock producing states west of the | 

_ Mississippi grow it in abundance. In Wisconsin alfalfa is yet 
in the experimental stage and until it has been further tried 
at the Experiment Station and by members of the Experiment 
Association, it will be well for the-farmers of the state to re- 
frain from sowing large areas. : 

Alfalfa or lucerne is a perennial plant and belongs to the 
clover family. If not killed by frost, water or some other ele- 
ment, if can be cut the second year after sowing three or four 
times per season for hay, for many years without re-seeding. 
__It should be sown in the spring on land that is well drained. | 
with oats or barley as a nurse crop, or alone if the land is not 
weedy, at the rate of twenty pounds of good seed per acre. 

Having procured American, alfalfa seed , proceed, as follows: 
Select land that never overflows and that which is well drained 
and: had grown a cultivated crop the previous season ; the rich- 
er the soil the better will be the. growth of the alfalfa, Fall 
plowing is preferable to spring plowing therefore, we should
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select a piece that has been fall plowed if possible. Prepare 

the seed bed thoroughly and sow oats on half of the plot and 

cover as usual; then sow alfalfa broadcast at the rate of twenty 

pounds of seed per acre and drag once. It is wel to leave a 

fair growth as a cover crop for the winter, as like the clover, 

there is danger of its winter killing. 

Do not pasture at all the first season and only sparingly 

thereafter as it injures the alfalfa plants. | 

By sowing the oats at the rate of one bushel per acre you 

will give the alfalfa a better chance to grow as the young al- 

falfa plants will not be crowded as they would be if the ordi- 

nary amount of oats was sown per acre. Barley sown three 

| pecks to the acre is preferable to oats as a nurse Crop. 

, After carefully prevaring the seed bed, scatter ‘bacteria- 

| laden soil on a portion of the plot before sowing the seed. 

Mark distinctly that portion on which the soil is sown so as 

to determine the difference, if any, on that portion of the field 

where the soil is scattered and that which was not treated. 

Sow the bacteria-laden soil across one end of the plot so that 

it will cover ground! where alfalfa is sown with and without a 

nurse crop. : 

: Report BLANK, EXPERIMENT 1. 

Getting a Stand of Alfalfa and Testing the Relative Value of 

Soil Inocwation and Sowing with and 

without a Nurse Crop. 

‘Name of experimenter ....--. 0. fee eect eee e tener enees 

| P. O. ...eeaeeee3 County........5 State....-- 

1. Date of sowing oats or barley and alfalfa.........--- 

9. What variety of alfalfa used ?........eeeeeeeeeeeees 

8 Nature of soil? ....... cece eee eee renee ete ee eeeees 

: 4. How prepared? ...-.... cece cece e certs eceeeescees 

® When were the alfalfa plants first noticeable?......... 

6. Was the grain crop left to ripen?.........++-+eeeeee 

_% Did you secure a good thick stand of alfalfa?......... 

8 At what rate did you sow the alfalfa seed per acre?....
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9. At what rate did you sow the oats or barley per acre?... 

10. Which seems preferable sowing with or without a nurse 
| CYOP? ccc ccc ccc cece e cece eee ceeeeen seeee 

11. Did you examine the roots of the plants on both sections 
: of the field for bacteria-laden nodules?.....:... 

12. Were any nodules found? .........ceeeeceeeennees 
13. Were the nodules as plentiful on the roots of the plants 

| growing on that portion of the field that was not 
) inoculated as where the ground was scattered ?... | 

14. Could you detect any difference in the growth of the al- 
falfat .o ccc cee cee cc eee w eee cin eee e cv eeee 

15. Date of making this report?.......cccceceseceeveee 
16. Give in a brief way your opinion on growing alfalfa in 

Wisconsin, and the benefit, if any, from the in- 
oculation of the soil. 

| Experiment 1. A. 

| Alfalfa after First Year's Seeding. 

Through the encouragement of the Experiment Association | | 
many of its membership sowed from one to two acres of alfalfa 
the past two years. The Association is desirous to learn the 
success of those who have sown alfalfa previous to this year 

| and will send blanks and return envelope to any one who will 
| agree to send in report. :
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| | Report Buankx, Experrment 1. A. | 

| Report of Alfalfa after First Year’s Seeding. | 

: To be sent to the Secretary by October 1, 1907. | 

Name of experimenter ........... 0.0.0 cece cele neeees 
. Post Office........; County......; State..... | 

1. Year and season alfalfa was sown... .....eeceeeeeee 
| 2. Was the alfalfa sown with or without nurse crop?...... 

3. Wariety of alfalfa seed used ............... 200s 
_ 4& Amount of seed per acre...... cc cc cece ee cee ences 

5. Was crop cut for hay the year of sowing? 
6. If so, the amount obtained per acre.............000. 
7. Nature of the soll oo... .. 0. cece eee cee eee ees 

(Clay, muck, highland, lowland, ete.) : 
S. Was good stand noticeable before the fall frosts?...... 
9. What per cent, if any, winter killed?.........per cent. 

10. How many cuttings did you get the year after seeding ?. . 
li. Weight of hay from all cuttings for the season— 

(actual) ............ (estimated) ........... 
12. Did you experience any difficulty in curing the crop for 

hay? ..... eee eee eee 
13. Did you use hay caps? ..... 0... cc eee cence eaes 
14. Did the plants develop the proper nodules on their roots? 

_ - 15. Was the ground on which the alfalfa was sown inoculated 
with alfalfa or sweet clover soil ? 

16. Date of making this report ..............0ccceeeee 
| Please give in a brief way your method of growing alfalfa 

| and your views as to its value as a forage plant for Wisconsin. 

| Experiment No. 2. : 

Wrsconsin Seed Corn—Ten Ear Test. 

Little has been done in Wisconsin up to the present time in 
_ the way of breeding good seed corn or taking care of the sea- 

son’: crop. 
oo We feel that by judicious selection of seed, farmers of the 

state can increase the yield from ten to twenty-five bushels per 
acre. We know that members of the Experiment Association
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can do much good for the communities in which they reside by | 
breeding a choice variety of corn. Due care must be exercised 
in planting, cultivating the soil, harvesting andi curing the crop 
ag well as rigid selection of the seed. No matter how good the 
seed if planted on weedy or poor worn-out soil and not prop-. 

| erly cared for we could not expect a good crop. 
- We expect to see great strides made in the improvement of 

corn within the next few years and may not the Wisconsin Ex- 
| periment Association be the factcr to bring this. improvement 

about ¢ | 
| Twenty-five ears of corn are given to each mamnber who de- 

sires to assist in corn improvement only 10 ears of which will 
be used in the experiment proper. The corn from each ear is 
to be planted in a separate row. | 

Use the ear with the least number of kernels first. Plant in 
' hills three and one-half feet apart in the row and the same dis- . 

tance between the rows. The corn left from the different ears 
after planting individual rews can be mixcd with the corn 
shelled from the remaining 15 cars and planted in close prox- 
imity. 

| Plant at least forty rods from any other corn, a greater dis- 
tance if convenient. Avoid having a field of corn near the | 

. west or south of the plot as the prevailing wird crring the pol- 
lenizing season is from that direction and the corn is liable 
to cross. | 

Report Branx, Experiment No 2. 

| Wisconsin Seed Corn—Ten Har Test. : 

| Name of experimenter ........ eee cece eee ees 
P.O. ........3 County ........5 State ...... 

1. Variety of corn planted ........ 0. . cee eee eee eee 
| 9. Where was seed secured? ........ cece eee eee ee eee 

3. Germinating test per cent ....... eee ee eee ee eee 
4. Date of planting . 0.0... cece ee ee eee eee 
5. Nature.of soil ...... eee ee cee cee eee eee eee eee 
6. . Fall or spring plowed ........ 0. . ccc eee eee eee 
7. Following what crop?......... 2.05 cece eee twee 
8. How planted? 2... cece ec cee eee te eee eens 
9. When first noticeable above ground? .....0 .......... 

10. Did corn germinate evenly? ......... cece ee ee eee
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11. Give number of times and method of cultivation?..... 
12. Did corn mature well?..........cc ccc eee e cee eeces 

12. Total number of stalks in each row...........e000- 2 
14. Number of barren stalks in each row..........2... ot 

. 15. How harvested? 0... 0. ccc cece cece eee ees 
16. Yield per acre, actual............3 estimated....... 
17. Yield per acre any other variety, actual.............. 

estimated i....... ccc cece cece cc ceeecce ees 
18. Compare yield with home variety of corn if possible. 
19. The yield should be determined on the shelled corn basis, 

| _ two bushels of ears being considered one bushel of 
shelled corn. : 

| Report Branx.—Exprrtment No. 2. 

| Wrsconsin No, 7 Corn. 

Name of experimenter ......... 0.0 ccc ccc cece cece euees 
P.O. ........5 County ........53 State... 0... 

1. Where was seed secured? ......... ccc ees ecc cece 
2. Germinating test, per cent ......Date of planting..... 
3. Nature of soil... ee eee eee ccc ee ees 
4. Fall or spring plowed? ......... 0. ccc ccc cee eee 
5. Following what crop? ..........ccccceeeeeeceuees 

| 6. How planted? ..... 0... ccc cece ccc e eee e eee 
7. When first noticeable above ground? ............000% 

_ 8. Did corn germinate evenly? 2.0.0.0... 0.0... cece eee 
9. Give number of times and method of cultivation...... 

10. Did corn mature well? ......... 0... cc cee cece eee 
11. Did corn smut badly? Approximate amount of smut... 

12. What per cent of barren stalks was noticeable?....... 
To find per cent of barren stalks, count the 

- | whole number of barren and fruitful stalks pres- 
ent in a definite rumber of hills and divide the 

| number representing the barren stalks by. the num- 
ber representing the whole number of stalks. 
Counts can be made in four or five places in the ‘ 

| field and averaged. \
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13. How harvested? ..... ccc ccc c cece ec cece ce neeee 
14, How many acres harvested? ......... 0c cece cee ee ees 
15. Yield per acre, actual..........3 estimated.......... 
16. Yield per acre best other variety, actual.............. 

estimated... ce eee ee cee ec eee ee eeeae 
17. Compare yield with home variety of corn if possible. The 

yield should ‘be determined on the shelled corn 
basis, two bushels of ears being considered one 

| | _bushel of corn. 
18. How many bushels of fire-dried corn in the ear will you 

| have to sell for seed? ........ ccc cece cee eee 
| Give brief description of what you think of the No. 7 corn. 

| Report Biranx.—Experiment No, 2. 

Wisconsin No, & Corn. | 

_ Name of experimenter 1.0... 2... ccc cece eee ecco” 
| P.O. ......3 County ........3 State........ 

1. Where was seed secured? ......... 0. cece cee ee cece 
2. Germinating test, per cent..... Date of planting...... 
3. Nature of soil? ... ce eee cece ce eee eee 
4. Fall or spring plowed? ........... 0. ccc cece cee eee 
5. Following what crop? ......... cece cc ccc esc ceeeees 
6. How planted? 2... .. cece cece eee cece eee ect ee, 
7. When first noticeable above ground? ..........eee08. 
8. Did corn germinate evenly? ......... 00. c cee eee eee 
9. Give number of times and method of cultivation...... 

10. Did corn mature well? ....... 0... cc cece cece eee. 
11. . Did corn smut badly? Approximate amount of smut?. . ' 

| 12. What per cent of barren stalks was noticeable? ......... 
To find the per cent of barren stalks, count the 

whole number of barren and fruitful stalks pres- 
ent in a definite number of hills and divide the 
number representing the barren stalks by number 

| representing the whole number of stalks. Counts 
can be made in four or five places in the field and. 

| averaged. | 
13. How harvestel? . 0.0... cece cece cece eee cece
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14. How many acres harvested? ...... cee eee eee eens 
15. Yield per acre, actual..........5; estimated......... 
16. Yield per acre best other variety, actual.............. 

. estimated 2... cece eee cee ee tee eee eee 

: 17. Compare yield with home variety of corn if possible. The 
| yield should be determined on the shelled corn 

basis, two bushels of ears being considered one 
| bushel of corn. 

18. How many bushels of fire-dried corn in the ear will you 
have to sell for seed? 2... 2... cece eee eee eee 

Give brief description of what you think of the No. 8 corn. 

| . Exprrtment No. 3. 

Treating Potatoes with Formaldehyd Solution for the Preven- 
| | | tion of Potato Scab. 

The potato crop of Wisconsin in 1904 is estimated at 
81,500,000 bushels, valued at approximately $9,000,000. Only 

| a portion of the yield is retained, the remainder shipped to 
market, for which the farmers of Wisconsin receive a sum one- 

| third as great as the value of the dairy products of the state. 
The potato industry has become se important that is needs our 
immediate attention. 

One of the evils the grower has to contend with is the potato | 
scab which often renders the crop of potatces unfit for market, 
or nearly so. The market demands a smooth, even grade of 

° potatoes; consequently, where the potatoes have been made 
rough by the scab fungus they sell at a reduced price. The 
scab fungus attaches itself to the tuber where it makes the ugly | 

7 looking scabs so often found on the potato, or remains in the 
a soil where it is able to survive varving conditions for several 

years. 
The scab fungus on the seed potato can be killed readily 

by the formaldehyd treatment here recommended, and if the 
seed is then planted on land that has not before grown scabby 
potatoes or has not become contaminated with the scab fungus 

| in any other way, the crop should be entirely free from scab. 
Method of Treatment.—Put in a cask twenty gallons of 

water and pour in one pint of formaldehyd, and after stirring ~~ 
the solution, distribute in several barrels or tubs. Put in the 

: uncut seed potatoes and submerge for two hours. If desired, 
the potatoes can be left in gunny sacks or bags while being 
treated.
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After removing the potatoes from the solution they can be 
cut and planted as desired. In this test the experimenter will 
select a bushel of scabby potatoes and treat half and re- 
tain the other half without treatment. Plant on ground that 

| has never before grown potatoes, and note the result. 
| Do not let the treated seed come in contact with the untreat- 

ed seed or any sack which has held untreated potatoes. The 
seed potatoes for the general crop should all be treated if 
scabby. | 

Revort Buanx, Experrment No, 3. | 

| Treating Potatoes for the Prevention of Scab. | 

| Name of experimenter ..... 0... ccc cee eee ee ees 
P. O.,......3 County ........5 State........ 

| 1. How much seed treated for the experiment?.......... 
2. How much seed untreated for the experiment?........ 
3. Date of planting ....... 0.0... cece cee ee eee 
4, Did you notice any characteristic difference in the growth 

: of the potato vines during the growing period'?. . : 

= 3. Date of digging potatoes 22.6... cece eee ee eee ee eee 
6. Yield from the seed treated ....... ec cee eee eee eee 
7. Yield from the seed not treated .............0 000s 
8. No. of scabby potatces found from the treated seed.... 
9. No. of scabby potatoes found from the untreated seed.. 

EXPERIMENT No. 4. | 

Treating Seed Oats to Prevent Smut. 

| Smut affecting oats is prevalent in all parts of this and ad- 
. Joining states. The great loss sustained by farmers and the | 

rapid increase of the smut area suggests that a remedy be found 
| to stop this loss. 

Method of Treating Seed Oats for. the Prevention of Smut. 
——The method that has proved to be the most effective during 
the past six years, and that now generally used by the farmers
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of the state, is the formaldehyde method. If the desire is to 

treat one hundred bushels of seed oats, purchase at least four 

pints of formaldehyde from your druggist, and make up the 

solution by pouring one pint of the formaldehyde into thirty- 

six gallons of water. Put the solution in barrels or in a tank 

and submerge the sacks of seed oats in ‘the solution at least 

ten minutes. Raise the sacks of oats from the solution and 

let them drain for a minute or two, in order to save solution, 

and then empty on a threshing floor, platform, or on a canvas 

to dry. Do not spread out immediately, but let the oats re- | 

: main in a heap for two hours after treating. If the wet sacks 

or a canvas ‘is spread over the pile of oats after treating it will 

prevent the rapid escape of the formaldehyde gas and make 

| the treatment more effective. After the expiration of two or 

three hours the oats should be spread out and shoveled over at 

intervals, to facilitate drying. | 

It is the desire of the Association to know the effectiveness 

| of this treatment by many observers, and to publish determina- 

| tions in the next annual report. ' 

Where smut has been noticeable in the oats the previous year 

| all seed should be treated to prevent a re-occurrence. : 

For the following experiment it will be necessary to treat 

| about three bushels, sufficient to sow an acre, in accordance 

with plan outlined in its instructions. 
Experimenit_—i. Take three bushels, or the usual allowance 

for seeding one acre, that were threshed from a field that was 

worse affected with smut the past season, and treat as stated in 
directions. - 

If the experimenter has no oats, he probably can obtain some 

from a neighbor whose grain has been afflicted with oat smut. 

9. Take the same quantity from the same lot of oats and do 

not treat. - 

3. Sow both quantities on adjoining plots of one acre each. 

Be sure to have a distinct separation from the plot sown with 

the oats treated and that on which the oats are not treated. 

4, After the oats are headed take an ordinary barrel hoop , 

and make several counts on the plot where oats were treated | 

and, on the plot where oats were not treated. This can be done 

| by vlacing a hoop over the oats and counting all the heaas | 

within the circle and then note the number affected with smut 
thus getting data to determine the percentage. |
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Report BLANK, EXPERIMENT No. 4 

Treating Seed Oats to Prevent Smut. 

Name of experimenter 6.6... e cece eee cece eee eee e rece 

P. O.,......3 County ........5 State........ 

1. Did you treat oats according to directions?.........--. 

2. How much treated for the experiment? ..........+--- 

Size of plot 2... cs cece eee nee eeeeees 

3. How much was sown on experiment that was not treated ¢ 

Size of plot... 2. cece cece eee eee ee ree eee ee” 

4. Did you treat your seed that was sown for general pur- 

POSES? Lecce eee ce cece eee ee rene t eee eee 

1. Date of sowing seed not treated...........000- ee | 

2. Date when smut was first noticeable...........6.- 

3. When were oats cut? ....... ce cece eee eee ecee 

1. Date of sowing seed treated .....-... eee eee eees 

9. Date when smut was first noticeable ............- 

3. When were oats cut? ....... cece eee e eee eens 

5. Did you make several counts after the oats were headed 
using the hoop in the manner suggested?....... 

6. What per cent. of oats were affected with smut on plot 
where seed was treated to prevent smut?........ 

7. What per cent. of oats were affected on plot where seed 

was not treated ?........ eect eee eee 

8. Per cent. saved by treatment ........... 2 eee eee ees 

The data obtained by counting the heads within the circle of 

a hoop that are affected and those not affected) is a fairly ac- 

curate method of arriving at the percentage of oats affected 

with smut. 

| EXPERIMENT No. 5. 

Tests With Swedish Select Oats. ; 

The Swedish Select oats (Wis. No. 4) through several years’ 

tests have proven to be satisfactory and especially adapted for 

Wisconsin conditions. The desire is now to have them grown as 
extensively as possible by members of the Association so that the 
variety will be in reach of all farmers.
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In order to be placed on the list of seed growers it will be 
necessary to comply with certain conditions: 

1, All seed oats must be treated for the prevention of smut. | 
previous to sowing. | | 

2. Must be sown on land that is free from Canada thistles, 
mustard or quack grass. OO 

3. If possible a comparison with another variety of oats 
should be made. 

4, <A report must be sent to the Secretary immediately af- 
ter threshing. . | 

Report Bianx, ExPpERIMENT No. 5. 

| — Swedish Select Oats. 

Name of experimenter ...... 0c. cece eee ee eee eee eens 
P. O.,......3 County ........3 State........ 

1. Date of sowing 2... ccc eee ec cee eee ee eens 
2. Amount of seed sown ........ ccc eee cee ee tee eee 
3. Amount of land covered (approximately) ............ 

4, Nature of soil? occ. ce we ee cee eee eee 

| 5. Fall or spring plowed?......... ccc cee eee 
) 6. Sown with seeder or drill? ........ 0... 0. eee eee 

7. Were heads of any other grain noticeable within the plot 
| on which oats were sown? .........00 eee eee 

8. Were they removed? ........ cece cee cece eee nces 
9 Did the oats stand up well? ..... 0... cee eee 

| 10. Did you treat the seed for the prevention of smut?..... 
11. Did you notice any smut? ....... ccc eee eee eee 
12. How much? oo... ccc cee eee cece eee ees 

13. Was the ground on which oats were sown free from Cana- 
da thistles, mustard and quack grass? .......... 

14. Did oats rust? ... cece ccc cee eee ees 
7 15. When were oats cut? ... 0. cece cee ee eee ee eens 

16. Yield per acre of Swedish Select oats............00. 
17. Yield per acre of any other variety of oats grown...... 
18 How many of the Swedish oats on hand do you intend to | 

| - sell for seed oats? 0.6... eee cece eee ee ) 
19. Please give a brief description of what you think of the 

| | Swedish Select oats. — |
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EXPERIMENT No. 6. 

| Test with Oderbrucker Barley. 

| (Wis. No. 55.) 

In 1898 the Wisconsin Experiment Station received from 
the Ontario Agricultural College five pounds of barley known 
as the Oderbrucker. This barley had been obtained from Ger- | 

| many and grown several years on the college farm at Guelph, 
previous to being secured by the Wisconsin Station. . 

For eight years this barley has been grown on experiment in 
comparison with twenty-five other varieties and improved by 
selection until we feel confident that it is worthy of dissemina- 
tion. The Oderbrucker barley is a stiff-strawed, heavy yield- — 
ing, six-rowed, bearded variety, and is the most satisfactory 

| barley from all points of view grown on the Station Farm. : 
From malting tests made by the Wahl-Henius Institute of — : 
Fermentology, Chicago, the Oderbrucker barley compares fav- 

| orably with all other barleys on test for malting purposes. It 
is a high protein barley, containing fifteen per cent of that ele 
ment which makes it a good feeding barley. | 

At the present time Wisconsin farmers are growing many 
- scrub breeds and types of barley which should be discarded. 

: The Experiment Station with the aid of our asociation is de- | 
sirous of getting pure bred grains of the best breed- 

‘ing into the hands of the general farmer at the earliest possible 
moment. Five hundred bushels of this high grade barley has | 
been given to two hundred and fifty members of the Experi- | 
ment Association and acre tests will be made in every county 
of Wisconsin. Members carrying on the experiments are re- | 
quested to report as soon as the tests are completed. Blanks 
for making the reports will be sent by the Secretary in due | 
time for the report. 

| Report Birank, Experiment No. 6. | 

Oderbrucker Barley. | 

Co (Wis. No. 55.) 

Name of experimenter ....... ccc cc cee eee cei ee eee eee | 
| : P.O. ..........3 County ........3 State ........ 

1.) Date of sowing 21... ccc ec ccc eee eee ee ee eee
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2. Amount of seed SOWN ...... eee ee eee ee eee eee ene 
38. Amount of ground covered (approximately) .......... 

(As near as possible try and cover one acre with seed 
obtained ). ! 

4, Nature of soil? ... ec ccc ee cc ee ce eee ewer 
| 5. Fall or spring plowed? .......... cece eee eee ene 

6. Sown with drill or seeder?...... cece eee ee ce eee 
-%. Following what crop in rotation ........... eee ee ee 

, 8. Were heads of any other grain noticeable within the plot 
on which barley was sown? ...........ee cece eeeee 

9. Were they removed? ........ ccc cece cece cence eee 
| 10. Did the barley stand up well? ........ 0... eee eee eee 

11. Was the ground on which the barley was sown free from 
- Canada thistles, mustard and quack grass? .......... 
12. Did the barley rust? ...... 0... cee cee ee eee 
13. Was any smut noticeable? ............. cece eee eee 

~ 14. When was barley cut? ....... cece ce ee ee eee | 
15. Yield per acre of Oderbrucker ..............0 eee 
16. Yield per acre of any other variety of barley grown.... | 
17. May we put you on the seed growers’ list? ............ | 

18. Please give a brief description of what you think of the 
. : Oderbrucker barley, Wisconsin No. 55. 

7 | | EXPERIMENT No. 7%. 

oe Tests With Forage Rape. 

_ For several years rape has been grown for soiling purposes 
on the Experiment Farm with that degree of success which sug- 
gests that it is worthy of a trial by Wisconsin farmers in gen- 

| eral. | 
Sheep and young stock are fond of the plant and fatten 

readily when pastured upon it. Care should be taken to not 
let sheep feed upon it while the plants are wet with dew, or 
when the sheep have been kept for several hours without food 

| as they then eat so abundantly that it often leads to serious 
bloating or scouring. : 

The Variety Used.—The Dwarf-Essex rape has been the 
variety used most extensively at the Experiment Farm. This 
variety can be purchased from any good seed house, in five or 
ten pound lots for about eight cents per pound, and for con- 

: siderable less in large quantities.
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Rape can be grown late as well as early in the year, there- 
fore, it often serves as a good catch crop when other crops have 
failed, and will afford a goodly supply of green fodder when 
the pastures are dry and short. If possible, try four experi- 

: ments with rape. 
_ A. Sow broadcast on one acre or more which you have pre- : 
viously seeded to oats and which are about one inch in height 
at the time of sowing the rape. Cover with slant tooth harrow 
or light drag which will not materially injure the oats. Let 
the oats ripen and when cut, the rape will come on rapidly and 
cover the stubble with its wide spreading leaves. It feeds to 

_. best advantage when about 18 inches in height or a little over. . 
If hurdle fence is used and changed from time to time, the 
rape eaten will come on rapidly and soon be fit to pasture 
again. | 

B. Sow one acre or more which has been properly prepared 
with disk harrow or otherwise, to rape, using drill and put- 
ting the seed in about 30 inches apart between the rows so as 
to cultivate once or twice. 

C. Sow one acre or more broadcast or with the drill at the 
tame of sowing cats. The rape seed should be mixed with the 
oats. If the ground is not too rich the rape will not interfere 
with the oat crop or lessen the yield to any great extent. After 
harvesting oats, rape will come on rapidly and in a few weeks 
be of sufficient height to pasture. If sown on rich ground in 
a wet season the rape will interfere with the grain crop. 

D. Sow one acre or more broadcast, without dragging, 
when oat crop is from two to four inches in height. Sow about 
four pounds of rape seed per acre, and if possible, before or 
immediately after a shower. This method is especially rec- , 
ommended on low rich soils. 

Amount of Sced Necessary.—When sown, in drills, three 
pounds per acre is sufficient, when broadcast, on small areas, 
five or six pounds should be used; when sown with oats at the — 
time of secding vse about one pound per acre mixed with the 
seed oats. 

By reserving ten feet square or one square rod and cutting 
rape when about eighteen inches or two feet in height, then 
weighing, the amount of green fodder per acre can be readily 
determined. 

Rape should be cut about four inches from the ground in or- 
der to get the best results for next crop. | 

If season is favorable you will succced in getting three cut- 
tings of rape from the same plot if it is sown early and alone.
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_ Where the object is to fatten sheep for the market, a small 

erain ration should be fed at regular intervals. 

Report Branx, Experrmenr No. 7. A. 

| Sowing Rape Broadcast on Oat Field and Dragging Ten or 

| Twelve Days after Seeding with Oats. . 

| Name of experimenter .... 66. cece ele et ee ee teen eens 

P.O. ..........3 County ..........3 State ...... 

| 1. Date of sowing oats... . ccc cece eee eee ee eens 

| 9, Date of sowing rape . 1... eect ee eens 
3. What variety of rape used? ........ eee eee eee eee 

| “4, Amount of seed used per acre ©... ee eee ee eee eens 

5B. Nature of soil? 2.2... . cee eee lee eee tee eens 
. 6. How prepared? 20... 6 cece ee ee eee ee eee 

- %, What height were the cats when rape was sown? ...... 
8. Did dragging materially injure the oat crop from first ob- 

servation? 2.0... ccc cc eee eee eee tee 
9, When were rape plants first noticeable? ............-- 

10. When were the oats cut? 2... 0... cece eee eee 
11. How did the yield of oats compare with the yield on land 

| where no rape was seeded? 1... .... cee eee eee ee eee 
12. How long after oats were cut before rape was fit for feed- 

| | ING PULPOSES 2 eee eee e ee eee eee eee 
18. How many and what kind of animals did) you pasture up- 

| on the rape? ..... cece eee ee nen ens 
14. Did you feed a grain ration also? ... 6... eee eee eee 
15. Did animals fed upon rape thrive?......... eee eee. 

' 16. Were the rape plants affected by any insect enemies or 
fungus disease? 2... ieee lee nee 

17. Approximately, how much green fodder did the rape pro- 
duce per acre? wo... cece eee een eee eens 

| 18. Did you notice any detrimental effects from the feeding 
, Of Tape? wee cece lee ee ene eee e eee 

19. Briefly give your opinion as to the value of rape as a soil- 
ING CTOP occ eee eee ete eee eens
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| Report Branx, Expertmentr No. 7. B. 

| : Sowmg Rape with Drill. | 

Name of experimenter .... 0... cece eee ee ence eneee . 
| — PLO. ..........3 County ..........5 State ...... 

1. Date of sowing 1.1.6... eee eee cece eee eens 
2. What variety? oo... cece cee eee eee eee | 
3.  Wiath between rows? ...... cee ce eee een teens 

| 4, Amount of seed used per acre? ..... 0... 0. cece eee 
| D. Nature of soil? 2... cee eee eee eee nes 

6. How prepared? 1.0... cee cece eee eee eens 
7. How long after sowing was rape fit for feeding purposes ? 
8. How many and what kind of animals did you pasture up- 

ON TAPC$ .o cece cece ee ee eee eee eeees 
9. Did you feed a grain ration also?... 0... 0. cee ete ere ote 

10. Did animals fed upon rape thrive? ............0000800 
11. Approximately, how much green fodder did, the rape pro- 

duce per acre? 2... . cece cece cece cece eee es 
12. Did you notice any detrimental effects from the feeding 

| Of rapes cole ccc eee cee te te eet e ee eens 
13. Briefly give your opinion as to the value of rape as a soil- 

ING CLOP oe eee eee eee ec ee ete e ee tena ee ees : 

Report Buanx, Exvertmenr No. 7 C. 

Sowing Rape on Plot with Oats in Accordance with Directions 
Given on Information Sheet. 

Name of experimenter ....... ccc eee cece eee ee anes 
P.O. ..........3 County ..........3 State ...... 

1. Date of sowing ........ cece eee ee eee 
2. What variety of rape used? ....... 0... ccc ee eee eee 
3. Nature of soil? ....... 0... c cee cece cee e ee aaes 
4 Amount of seed used per acre? .....0....0. 000 eee 
5. How prepared? 22.0.0... ccc cc cece eee ee ences 
6, When were the rape plants first noticeable? .......... 
7. When were the oats cut?........cccccecuecececuce 
8. Did the rape interfere in any way with the growth of the 

cc
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| 9. Did you experience any difficulty in cutting and binding 
oats on plot where rape Was sown? .......+-e+e ees 

10. Did the rape interfere with the drying out of the bundles # 
11. How long after oats were cut before rape was fit for feed- 

70 a 

oo, Which, in your opinion, is preferable, sowing the rape at 
the time of sowing oats or after the oats have reached the 
height of one or two inches? ....... ce eee eee ee ee ete ee ee ee. 

) Report BuanK, Experiment No. 7. D. 

Rape Sown Broadcast without Dragging, When Oat Crop te 
from 2 to 4 Inches in Height; Immediately 

Before or after a Shower. 

Name of experimenter ...... 0. cee cine tine ee eee ee eeeee 
P.O. ..........3 County ..........3; State ...... 

1. Date of sowing oats 2... cece eee ee ee eens 
9. Date of sowing Tape ..... cece cece eee eee ee eens 
3. What variety of rape used? ........ cee eee eee tee eee 
4, Amount of seed used per acre? ..... ec cee eee eee eee 

| 5. Nature of soil? 2.2... cece cece eee ete eens 
6. How prepared ?.... ccc ec eee eee ee eee eens 
7. Did you sow rape seed immediately before or after a 

| Shower? oo. cece ccc eee eee ee eee eee eee eee tenes 
8. When were the rape plants first noticeable? .......... 
9. When were the oats cut? 2.0.2... ccc cece cece eee eens 

10. How did the yield of oats compare with the yield on land 
where no rape was seeded? 21... .. cece ee ee eee eee 

| 11. How long after oats were cut before rape was fit for feed- 
Ing PULPOSeS? 1... Lecce eee eee eee eee 

12. How many and what kind of animals did you pasture up- 
on the rape? 1... ee eee ee ete eee teens 

13. Did you feed a grain ration also? ........ ee eee eee 
14. Did the animals fed upon the rape thrive? ........... | 
15. Approximately, how much green fodder did the rape pro- 

duce per acre? ... ccc ccc cc ee ee eee ences 
16. Did you notice any detrimental effects from the feeding 

0 a 2 0: 
17. Briefly give your opinion as to the value of rape as a soil- 

ING CLOP occ eee ee eee ee ee een teen eee enene
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| ExprRiMent No. 8. 7 

Soy Beans. 

The soy bean was probably introduced into the United States 
from Japan about fifty years ago and has been cultivated with 
success in the southern states. In Japan it is used extensively 
as a human food, but in this country it is grown for the seed, 
as a forage plant, and as a soil renovator. As a forage its use 
as a soiling crop is becoming recognized, by stockmen and 
dairymen, as it withstands the drought exceptionally well and 
will give a good cutting of green forage at the time when other 
feeds are shriveled and wilted. Soy beans of the late variety 
gave a cutting of 9.9 tons green forage per acre at the Wis- 

| - consin Experiment Farm in 1900 and yielded thirty-eight bu- 
shels of seed beans per acre in 1902, and: forty bushels per acre 
in 1908. It makes an excellent hay, and at the Kansas Sta- 
tion a yield. of about three tons of cured hay per acre was se- 
cured. , | : 

Like the clover, the soy bean is « nitrogen gatherer and en- 
riches the soil on which it is grown. It is said to grow on soil 
quite low in fertility, but a mellow, fairly rich soil is prefer- 

| able. It requires a well drained porous soil; in no case should 
the seed be sown on low ground that is saturated with water 
during most of the growing period or on a heavy clay soil that 
is inclined to bake. [ 

| When’ sown for hay or a soiling crop, a drill or broadcast 
seeder can be used to advantage. If sown for seed, use a corn 
or bean planter and sow in drills about thirty inches apart and 
about three inches apart in the drill. When planted in drills 
as described, from two or three pecks of seed) per acre should be 
used. | 

Soy beans should not be planted while the ground is cold; 
immediately after corn planting is a favorable time. 

Sow in accordance with suggestions above given, for growing 
soy beans for seed, one-tenth of an acre. 

When, desired for hay, soy beang should be cut when the 
pods are partly developed. Try a few square rods sown broad- 
cast for a soiling crop and for hay. When grown for seed they 
should be harvested and threshed as our common variety of 

_ beans and put in a large open bin and shoveled over frequently 
to prevent heating. 

If you have a silo try soy beans with corn. Plant in drills
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with the corn planter using one-third soy beans and two-thirds 
~ corn mixed. When planting with corn for the silo use the | 

a Medium Green variety as this variety is noted for its great 
| leaf development. No difficulty will be experienced cutting 

the soy beans with the corn harvester at the time of harvesting 
corn. For pasture, hay or seed the Ito San variety will give 
excellent satisfaction and will usually ripen before the fall 
frosts, 

Secure a sack of inoculated soil from the Experiment Sta- 
tion and scatter on a portion of the field that you desire to 

| plant to soy beans, and note the development of nodules. The 
roots of the soy bean plants growing on that part of the field 

| add much fertility to the soil © When a few square rods of 
ground are inoculated and soy beans are grown thereon, hence- 
forth ground can always be secured from this source of supply 
to scatter on other fields where the desire is to have the nodules 
develop. 

Report Buanx, Experiment No. 8. 

Soy Beans, | : | 

Name of experimenter. ... 0... ccc eee een ees 
7 P.O. ..........3 County ..........5 State ...... 

1. Date of planting soy beans ......... 2. cee eee eee ees 
2. Character of soll wo... eee ec cc eee eee | 
3. What crop had been grown the previous year?......... 
4. Was the land used, fall or spring plowed? ............ 
5. Give your method of planting ........... 0. eee ee eee 

| 6. How long after planting were beans first noticeable? .... 

7. Give vour method of cultivation .......... 00. eee eee 
8. Did you try a few square rods for forage?............- 
9. How many pounds of green forage did you cut from a 

square TOA? 2... eee eee eee eee eee eens 
10. How many pounds of cured hay did you get from a 

square TOd? . eee eee ce eee eee eee eee eects 
11. Did the stock eat the green and cured forage readily? .. 

- 12. What kind of stock did you feed it to? .............. | 
18. Did the beans left for seed ripen evenly? ............ 

, 14. Date of harvesting? 2.0.0... ccc cece eee ee ewe eens 
15. Manner of harvesting ......... cc cee eee eee ee eee
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16. Method of threshing. ........ 0c eee cere ere ee reece 

17. Yield per acre of marketable beans ....--+++eree+ee: 

18. Did you use any bacteria-laden soil for inoculation pur- 

, POSES Lecce ee ee eee ee eee teen eee n eens 

19. Were nodules noticeable on the roots of the soy beans at 

any time during the growing periqd where such soil 

WaS USCA? Loe eee ce eee ee tee ee eee eee eens 

. 90. Were they noticeable where the soil was not used? ..... | 

91. Date of sending report ... 6... se eee ee eee te eee 

99. Give in a general way your opinion of soy beans as a 

- seed and forage plant for Wisconsin .......-++++++- 

ExprerRIMENT No. 9. : 

, Barley Smut. — . 

I am anxious to have a test for the eradication of barley 

| smut made by members of the Experiment: Association. For 

several years we have labored to find out an effectual remedy 

, and it was not until last year that we succeeded. 

The treatment is simply this. Soak sack of barley twelve — 

hours in cold water, let drain for one hour,—put in. cask of 

warm water, not over 180° F., for a minute or two to take off 

chill and then submerge in barrel of warm water held at con- 

| stant temperature of 130° F. for five minutes. After remov- 

ing sack of barley, empty on threshing floor to cool, and sow 

as soon as posible thereafter. If left for two or three days be- | 

_ fore sowing, barley will sprout. Use gunny sacks in which to 

| put barley for treatment and do not have them 1ore than. half 

filled as this will allow the penetration of the temperature 

| readily. | 

For the experiment use the barley secured from the Wiscon- 

: sin Experiment Association this year or some of the product of 

that you secured last year. Treat one bushel in. accordancee 

with above directions and sow one bushel without treatment. 

You can also treat as much as you desire of your general crop 

that does not go into the experiment. | 

When the barley is beginning to head make tests for smut. 

Make one test as soon as barley is headed, and the other a little 

later in the season and average the results. | 

To make tests use hoop or square that will enclose about 

four square feet. Throw or place hoop over heads of barley in 

a spot not previously selected by the operator; count all heads
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within the hoop, smutted and not smutted, then count merely 
the smutted heads and divide this number decimally by the 

a total number of heads within the hoop which will give the per 
cent of smut. | 

| A report blank will accompany the outline for the experi- 
| ment to enable you to determine in, advance approximately 

what data are desired. 

Report Bian, Expertment No. 9. 

| | Barley Smut. 

Name of experimenter ..... 0... 0c eee cece eee ee ees 
P.O. ..........3 County ..........3 State ...... 

1. Did you treat barley according to directions? ......:. 
2. How much treated for experiment? ......... eu. ee eee 

| Size of plot oo... cece cece eee e ees 
3. How much sown on experiment the seed of which was 

not treated? o.oo... ccc eee eee neces 
Size of plot oo... ee eee ccc cece eee eee 

4. Did you treat your seed that was sown for general pur- 
POSES? Le cee eee ee ee tle ote aye | 

| (a) How much treated? ..... 0.0... eee 
| | (b) How much not treated? 2.0.0... 0... cece eae. 

5. What were the results on the treatment of the general 
CTOPe Lecce cee elec eee ee ee ete ete nee eees 
(a) Per cent of smut from untreated seed? ......... 

| (b) Per cent of smut from treated seed? ............ 
6. Date of sowing treated barley on experiment .......... 

. _ Date when plants first appeared above ground...... 
7. Date of sowing barley that was not treated............ 

_ | Date when plants first appeared above ground ....... 
8. How many tests were made for smut? .............4. 

9. What per cent of barley was affected with smut on plot 
the seed of which was not treated? .............0-. 

10. What per cent of barley was affected with smut on plot 
the seed of which was treated? ....... 0... 00000005 

11. Per cent saved by treatment........... 0... cc cee eee 
Give a brief description of what you think of the barley 

 smut-treatment. | 
Send in report as soon as the experiment is completed.
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THE WISCONSIN OAT CROP. 

In many portions of our state the grain rusts have become so | 
prevalent that the amount of damage done by them can scarce- 
ly be estimated. yo 

Scientists have thus far been unable to discover any remedy 
for this fungous growth. In order to gain some idea of the 
nature and extent of these rust attacks throughout the state, 
and to determine if possible to what extent they affect the 
quality and quantity of grain grown, I am enclosing you here- 
with a report sheet. As we are particularly interested in oats 
at this time, the questions on this sheet are confined wholly to 
them. | 

You will note that the questions require observations to be | 
made this fall and winter as well as the coming spring and 
summer. I ask your hearty co-operation in obtaining the in- 
Tormation called for It is to the interest of every farmer in 
the state to know, approximately at least, how much he is los- 
ing every year from the attacks of fungous diseases. I am 
anxious, therefore, to know to what degree rust develops on 

| oats in your lovality. This can be determined by observation 
of the diseased plants themselves and by comparison of the 
yields with those in portions of the state with similar sou, but 
where rust does not appear. Henes, I ask you to try and se- 
cure from as many farmers as possible, their opinion as to the 
percent of crop injured by rust, and the average yield of erain 
per acre. Try to get a careful estimate, if possible. 

Ihe careful conducting of these investigations and the pres- 
ervation of the reports until the first of June, 1907, when they 
should be returned to the office, will necessitate some inconven- 
lence on your part. I trust, however, that your interest in the 
Improvement of grain production in the state will influence you | | 
in carrying these investigations through to a successful conelu- 
sion. | 

Make careful observations throughout the season so that if 
a report 1s requested for another year the facts will be avail- 
able. |
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| THE WISCONSIN OAT CROP. 

Name of experimenter ..... 6. ee eee ieee ere eee eees 

P.O. ..........3 County ..........3 State ...... 

| 1. What is the average number of acres of oats grown by the 

| farmers in your neighborhood ? | 

9. What is the average yield per acre?....... ee eeeeeees 

3. What variety of oats dio you grow?.....-.esse cesses 

4. What kind of soil have you?......... eee ee eee ee eee 

| 5. What influences, such as rust, smut, and insects, most se- 

-riously affected the oat crop in your part of the 

| state? Loe ccc cee cee ee eee eee eee eeeee 

6. If rust is prevalent, at what date in the spring or summer 

, does it first appear? . 6... 6. cece ee ele ee eee 

4. Have you ever noticed rust on grasses anywhere on the 

farm but especially near oat fields¢............ 

| 8. What is your estimate as to the per cent of crop lost 

| through attacks of rust?.... 6... cece eee eee 

| 9, Are self sown oats common in the fall?...........+5- 

10. If go, are they ever rusty ?...... 6. cece ee eee eee eee 

11. Do the plants ever survive the winter ?.........6..+5- 

12. If not, what is the latest date at which they may be 

| found? .. cece cece ee eee eee eee wees 

Month. ........22+, Day... ce eee ceeees , 

13. If any plants survive the winter can rust be found on 

them in the spring? .. 2.6.6... eee ce ee eee ees 

14, If rust can be found on self sown oat plants at any time 

| | during the winter take note of date and send sam- 

| plo to A. L. Stone, Madison, Wisconsin, for ex- 

amination.
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| DIVISION OF BACTERIOLOGY 

| . | I, L, RUSSELL. 

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS IN WISCONSIN. 

The economic importance of this subject is such as to de 

mand the attention of every stock raiser in this state. The 
disease of tuberculosis is unquestionably the most important 
stock disease with which we have to contend with today, and 
its rapid spread in recent years, not only in cattle, more 
particularly with swine, makes it absolutely necessary that the 
stock owner should give the utmost attention to his herd. Tu- 
berculosis is spread among stock generally in one or two ways. 
First, by the purchase of animals affected in the early unrecog- 
nized stages of the disease ;—second, through the medium of 

| infected factory by-products, skim milk, whey, etc., where the 
same have been contaminated with tubercular organisms from 
affected animals. In this state at the present time the first 
method of spread is by far the most important. Several in-  ~ 
stances have come to our attention where the disease has been | 
widely disseminated in localized communities through the in- © 

_ fection of factory by-products but the most common method of 
, introduction of the disease into the herd is through the pur- . 

chase of animals from outside sources. 
This may come about either through the attempt to improve ; 

the quality of the herd by bringing into the same, pure bred 
sires or cows, or it may come from the general sale of grade or 
common stock. While the improvement of our cattle has been 

| entirely brought about by the introduction of improved ani- | 
mals from outside sources, this has also been the means of in- 

: troducing into our common herds this disease. 
Our records that have been accumulated during the last year 

, or so, show about one hundred fifty instances of where the dis- 
ease has originated in a herd by the purchase of animals from 
outside sources. You can therefore see the absolute necessity 

- of knowing beyond all question the actual condition of the ani-
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mals that are brought into the herd as to whether they are free 
of the disease or not. 

The only way that the actual condition of these animals can ~ 
be determined with certainty is to apply the tuberculin test. 
The disease of tuberculosis is one that is exceedingly insidious 

| in its development and consequently cannot be recognized in 
the early stages, even by the most skilled expert. Animals 

| that are in good flesh, with soft pliable skin and apparently in 
the best of health may be suffering from this disease. The act- 
ual condition of these animals can only be recognized by post- 
mortem examination. a 

The introduction, however, of what is known as the tubercu- 
lin test affords an opportunity for the early recognition of the 
disease and is of the greatest possible help to the stock owner 
as to the determination of the actual condition of his herd. 

The tuberculin test can be applied to stock so readily that 
| all stock owners should be thoroughly posted as to the nature 

7 of this agent, and how it can be used. While it has been cus- 
tomary to have this test applied in the past by veterinarians, 
our experience for several years has led us to see the necessity of 

| a much more wide spread introduction of the test among 
the herds of the actual stock raisers than seems possible at the 
present time if its use is confined exclusively tc the veterin- 
ary profession. 

It would of course be unwise for persons not having any ex- 
perience to carry on the test without any sort of supervision or 
control. The method which has been in progress for the past 
several years under the auspices of the Experiment Station has 
proven so successful that we believe that it can be used by a 
large percentage of the stock owners of our state. This method 
is essentially as follows: 

The stock owner himself or some other person who has been 
given special training at the Short Course or Farmers’ Course | 
at the University or by special correspondence can carry on 

| the details of applying the test to his own herd. Full and ex- 
| plicit directions can be given the owner which will aid him 

after a little experience to make this test in a satisfactory man- 
- ner as far as the application is concerned. The temperature 

records which are secured by him in this work are then sub- 
mitted to the Department of Bacteriology at the Experiment 
Station for supervision and interpretation and the owner is ad- 
vised as to the results of the test after the consideration of this 

| data. This work is carried on in close conjunction with the 
State Live Stock Sanitary Board and arrangements have been ~
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made for the disposal of the animals which react to the tuber- 
culin test. Each test is considered on the basis of its own 
intrinsic merits and if properly performed and reacting ani- 
mals found therein, the State Veterinarian is notified and a 
disposal of these animals is carried on by him, he reserving the 
right to accept or reject the results of the test on the basis of 
the test sheets submitted. In this way owners can determine | 
for themselves the actual condition of their herds and can take 
such steps to eradicate the disease from their midst as will re- 
sult in a minimum loss to themselves. 

| For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the con- 
ditions under which the animals may be disposed of by the 
State Live Stock Sanitary Board, the following data are sub- 
mitted : | 

Either one of three methods may be followed in the disposal 
of the animals which may be found to react in the tuberculin 
test. 

First. Animals adjudged tuberculous on the basis of the 
tuberculin test are appraised by three independent appraisors 
appointed by the Justice of Peace from the community in 
which the case occurs, the appraisal in no case exceeding fifty 
dollars for each animal. The reacting animals are then turned 
over to the state for disposal and the owner receives two-thirds 
of the appraised valuation. The state takes charge of the dis- 
posal of these animals which may be at its option slaughtered 
on the farm or shipped to packing centers where they are killed 
under federal inspection. | 

Second. In case the owner does not accept the option of re- 
ceiving two-thirds of the appraised valuation. from the state he 
may if he prefers ship these animals himself under the name 
of the State Live Stock Sanitary Board to the packing centers 
where they are killed under federal inspection. In this case : 
he receives the full net value of the carcass. This method is 
preferable where the animals are apparently affected in the 
early stages and the disease is not sufficiently advanced to war- 
rant the condemnation of the carcass by the federal authori- 
ties. | 

In the case of beef animals which pass federal inspection the 
value of the meat would frequently be much more than could 
be secured on the basis of the first option which could only give 
the owner the maximum of two-thirds of fifty dollars or thirty- 

oe three and one-third dollars. 
| Third. In the case of valuable animals that are apparent- 

ly affected in the early stages it may be preferable to hold such
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animals for a period of time in quarantine so as to secure heal- 
thy calves from the same. Experience has demonstrated that 
this can be done almost without exception and in the case of 

. pure bred animals of extra quality, it is desirable to isolate the 
reacting animals and use them a time at least. In case this is 
done the animals are placed in quarantine by the Live Stock 
Sanitary Board and must be cared for in accordance with the 
rules and regulations of this Board, which simply iooks to the : 
prevention of the spread of the disease. 

: A large number of the members of the Experiment Associa- 
tion have already taken up his matter and tested their own 
herds and in. many instances the herds of their neighbors. As 
members of the Short Course in Agriculture all of you have 
had extended instruction along this line by teaching as well as 
by demonstration, and you are in position to take up this work 
and carry it on very much better than the average farmer, who 
has had no experience in this matter. It is therefore, incum- 
bent on you as progressive young men in your respective local- 
ities to do what you can to help in the matter of the eradication 
of this scourge. In doing this it is first preferable of course 
for you to make the test upon your own herd so as to show by 
your example that you thoroughly believe in the principles of 
the matter. After this is done it may be possible for you to 

take up the testing of animals in your vicinity. In a number 
of instances students have tested as high as one thousand 
head of stock. You can see at once what a potent influence 
your association can exert in educating the agricultural com- . 
munities in this matter. 

There is here inserted a blank form of application for tuber- 
~ eulin also a copy of the report blanks that are made out by the 

party in making a test upon his herd and a summary descrip- 
tion of the tuberculin test and, the manner of its application. 

: APPLICATION FOR TUBERCULIN. 

Application is hereby made for........doses of tuberculin 
for testing........head, of mature animals and........head 
of young stock on the farm of... 0... 6. cee ee eee 
Of... eee eee ee ee eee ee, Wisconsin. : | 

No charge will be made for this tuberculin, provided the 
owner of the herd and the person making the test agrees to 
the following conditions: | 7 | | 

1, The test shall be made within thirty days after the re
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| ceipt of the tuberculin and the temperature records, made out 
on blanks furnished, sent at once to H. L. Russell, Experiment 

| Station, Madison, Wis., who will report to the owner the re- 

sults of the test. 
9. In case any tuberculous animals are found in the herd, 

| the owner agrees to remove them at once from the healthy 

portion of the herd, so as to prevent further spread of the dis- 
ease, and not to sell them to any person except for immediate 

| slaughter. Reacting animals may be disposed of by the state 
under the rules of the Live Stock Sanitary Board. Address 

Secretary, Madison, Wis. : 
- 3. In ease tuberculous animals are found in the herd, the 

owner agrees to thoroughly disinfect the stables occupied by . 
the herd. | | 

In making application for tuberculin, state whether you sus- 
pect the presence of the disease in your herd. - . 

If so, what reason, have you for such suspicions ? 

| (Signed, eee ee eee tent e ee eae ney. 

| Owner of herd. 
(Signed, cee eee ee eee eee ele ee ny 

-Person making test. 

THE TUBERCULIN TEST AND ITS MANNER OF APPLICATION, | 

Tuberculin is a product of the growth of the tubercle organ- 
ism in artificial cultures. In its preparation it is so treated 
as to destroy the vitality of all organisms and; is a perfectly 
harmless product when used as directed. It does not injure 
a healthy animal, nor will it cause the disease to spread in a 
tuberculous animal. The value of this agent in determining 
the presence of tuberculosis is now undisputed. When used 
with ordinary judgment, the errors are only a few per cent, 
-and in skilled hands it is*almost infallible. In Pennsylvania, 
4,000 animals that had given characteristic reactions were 
slaughtered and examined, and the presence of the disease was 
demonstrated in all but eight animals. | ae 

The test is very simple in its application and requires no 
especial technical skill. The introduction of the tuberculin 
causes a temporary fever in affected animals. The test con- 
sists in making a simple hypodermic injection and in taking a | 
series of temperatures. Anyone who is familiar with the 
handling of cattle can make a successful test, if the details 

| which are mentioned in describing the method of prozedmre are _ 
_ earefully observed, | |
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_ Lume to Apply the Test.—The most advantageous time to 
apply the test is during those seasons in which the animals are 
stabled. During the summer the animals become restless if 
kept in the stable during the day, and in very hot weather the | 
normal temperatures may be so high ag to lead to erroneous re- 
sults. 

What Animals not to Test.—As a rule animals should not 
bs tested within four or five days before or after calving, nor 
while in “heat.” These normal functions usually do not cause 
any marked changes in temperature, but in some cases, they 
may; and in order to be certain, it is well to exclude such ani- 
mals from the test. Animals suffering from any disease (fe- 
ver, garget, etc.) should be excluded. Animals which show 
a‘temperature of 103.5° to 104° F. should not be injected. 
As a rule calves less than three months old should not be 

: tested. 
Lhe Temperatures of Cattile——In cattle the normal daily 

temperature varies considerably, often 1-2° F. in the course 
of a few hours. A number of factors may produce such 
changes. Cold water when drunk in considerable quantities 
may reduce the temperature several degrees. A temporary 
excitement may cause a rise; excessive summer heat also in- 
creases the normal temperature. This is especially true where 

| animals are kept in the stable in the summer. The average 
normal temperature of milch cows generally runs from 101° 
to 102.5° F, 

Treatment of Animals During the Test.—On account of the 
ease with which these variations in temperature are caused, it 
is important to keep the animals that are being tested in as 
nearly a normal con«{ition as possible. They should be fed as 
usual. The animals should not be allowed free access to cold | 

| water during the pericd in which temperatures are being 
taken. Water can be given in moderate amounts, preferably 
in the stable, and at such times ag will least influence the tem- 
perature of the animals. 

Lhe Testing Outfit.—A hypodermic syringe of at least 5ee. 
capacity is needed. The same should be provided with a num- 
ber of stout needles, which should be kept in good condition 
by sharpening on an oil stone. At least two clinical or fever 

- _ thermometers will be needed, and where more than five ani- 
mals are to be tested a larger number should be provided. In 
crder to prevent breakage of thermometers some device should 

| be used to fasten the same to the animal. <A. string may be 
tied around the thermometer at the constriction just above the
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bulb and again near the top. This is attached to a small “bull 
dog’ clamp, procurable at almost any stationery store. After 
inserting the thermometer, the clamp is fastened to the long 
hairs at the base of the tail. If the thermometer ig then thrown 
out of the rectum, it will not be broken by dropping onto the 
fiwor, = 

MAKING THE TEST. | 

The test is divided into three parts. 1, taking the normal | 
temperatures before injection; 2, the injection of the tubercu- 

| lin; 3, taking of temperatures after injection. 
Normal Temperatures.—During the day preceding the in- 

jection, at intervals of two or three hours, take a series of four 
or five temperature readings on each animal. 

Injection of T'uberculin.—The injection should be made in 
the evening of the day om which the normal temperatures have 
been taken (8—10 P. M.). 

Temperatures after Injection.—Kight to ten hours after the 
injection of the tuberculin, temperature readings should be be- 
gun. ‘These readings should be taken every two hours until at 
least five have been made. Where animals show a marked rise, 
it is well to take readings more frequently and temperature ob- 
servations should be continued on these until a permanent de- 
cline toward the normal is noted. Po, 

Taking the Temperatures.—The thermometers used are self- 
registering, 1. e., the mercury remains at the highest point 
reached until shaken down by the operator. Shake the col- 
umn of mercury down until it is below 99° F. Always read 
the thermometer before inserting to see that it is properly shak- 
on down. Smear the end of the bulb with a little vaseline and 
insert thermometer full length in rectum. Do not push with 
much force, and use care in inserting the instrument. After 

_ three minutes, remove, read, record, shake down the mercury, | 
below 99° F. and insert in the next animal. Familiarize your- 
self especially in the matter of reading the thermometer and if 
any trouble is experienced, ask your druggist or doctor to show 
you how. | , 

Dose of Tuberculin.—The tuberculin furnished by the Ex- 
periment Station is supplied by the United States Department 
of Agriculture and is in such a concentration that a proper 
dose consists of 2cc. per 1,000 pounds estimated live weight. 
Proportionate doses are used for larger or smaller animals, 

12—E. A. |
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Moderate variations ‘in the dose will have no injurious effect. 

. One cubic centimeter (cc.) equals 14 dram, or 15 drops. Or- 

dinary hypodermic syringes are generally graduated.in drams 

or cubic centimeters. | | | 
| Making the Injection.—The injection is usually made in 

front of the shoulder where the skin is thin and loose, but can 

be made elsewhere. The syringe should be sterilized by placing 

- in cold water in a basin and gradually bringing the water to a 
boil. Fill the syringe through the needle from the bottle of tu- 
berculin. The needle can be inserted through the skin while 

on the syringe. Beginners will have less trouble, however, if 

the needle is inserted and the syringe attached later. A fold  _ 

of the skin is made with the left hand, and the needle inserted 
in the pocket thus formed. Push the needle through the skin, 

| but be careful not to force the same into the flesh. The secret 

of success in injecting is to have stout sharp needles. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE TEST. 

Animals which are affected with tuberculosis, even in the in- 
| cipient stages, will begin to show a rise in temperature from 8 

to 14 hours after injection. If the maximum temperature 
| after injection is approximately 2°—2.5° F. or more above the 

average normal temperature, and the fever persists for some 
hours, the animal is tuberculous. Some consider a rise of 1.5° 
F. above the normal maximum as sufficient to indicate a posi- 

| tive reaction. Usually the reaction fever is much more marked, 
the temperatures rising from 3° to 5°. When the temper- - 
ature reaches 104° F., or above, and is maintained for some 
hours, the animal is usually reearded as tubercular, if no fever 
was shown before injection. Sudden elevations cf temperature 

| that are not continued for some hours should not be looked 
| upon as reactions. When the temperature rises only 2° or a 

little less above the average normal temperature the case should 
| be regarded as “suspicious.” Such animals should be retest- 

ed in the course of 6—8 weeks, but not before as there must be 
time for the elimination of the first tuberculin from the system. 

| Experience and a knowledge of all conditions that may have 
an influence on the temperatures are necessary in making a cor- 
rect interpretation. Where tuberculin is sent out by the Sta- 
tion, the temperature record sheets are to be returned to the : 
writers as soon as the test is completed and an interpretation of 
the results, with recommendations as to disposal will. he made. 

|
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: DISPOSAL OF TUBERCULOUS ANIMALS, 

As soon as any animal is found to be tuberculous, it should 
be removed from the remainder of the herd, so as to prevent | 
further spread of the disease. The subsequent disposal will 
depend upon varying conditions. Tuberculous animals cannot 

| be disposed of by Jaw, except under conditions that are provi- 
ded for by the state. | 

The owner has three options as to the method of disposal. 
| Ist. The cattle, if in good physical condition, may be shipped 

under the auspices of the State Live Stock Sanitary Board to 
some packing center, where they can be examined by federal in- 
spectors. ‘The owner receives the full net value of the cattle. 
This amount will depend upon whether the meat is condemned 
or not on account of the extent of the disease. When the dis- 
case 1s in the early stages in the glands, it is entirely safe for 
food. «| : 

2nd. The cattle may be appraised by three appraisers. The 
owner receives two-thirds of the appraised valuation, the maxi- | 
mum appraisal value being fifty dollars. The cattle are then 
slaughtered on the place by the state authorities, or are shipped 
by them to be slaughtered under federal inspection. The re- 
turns from their sale go to the siate. : 

3d. If the affected cattle are valuable, pure-bred animals, the 
owner may hold them in quarantine undcr the rules of the 
State Live Stock Sanitary Board. Which of these options 

ought to be adopted by the owner will depend upon the cireum- 
| stances of each individual case, and the Department of Bac- 

teriology holds itself ready to take up a consideration of these 
cases individually. 

DISINFECTION OF THE STABLE.* 

| It is exceedingly important after the disposal of the affected 
| animals that the stable should be disinfected. All dust, dirt, 

and manure should be removed from the ceilings, walls and 
a floors. Loose and broken feed boxes and mangers should be re- 

moved before applying disinfectant. 
__ A thin whitewash prepared from fresh unslaked lime is to 
be applied by means of a spray pump, if possible, to the walls, 

| ceilings and floors. The whitewash should be thin, if a pump 
is used, and if applied hot will be more effective, It ig well
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to add one pound of chloride of lime (bleaching powder) to 
each three gallons of whitewash. Do not use air-slaked lime | 
as this has no disinfecting value. The mangers and feed boxes 
can be scrubbed with a hot saturated solution of sulphate of 
iron (copperas). The stables should be whitewashed two to 

| three times yearly. 

GRATUITOUS DISTRIBUTION OF TUBERCULIN. 

The United States Department of Agriculture, recognizing 
the fact that the eradication of this cattle scourge is largely de- 
penaent upon the wholesale use of the tuberculin test, makes 
tuberculin which is distributed under certain conditions. Any 
farmer who will agree to use it in strict accordance with the 
rules laid down by this Station, this tuberculin will be fur- 
nished free of charge which is diluted ready for use. Appli- 
cation for same can be made on following blank. Read) care- 

fully conditions presented. 

*A bulletin of tha State Live Stock Sanitary Board on the matter of 
barn disinfection will be sent to any applicant. Address either the 

Experiment Station, or State Live Stock Sanitary Board, Madison, Wis.



Return when fi led out to H. L. Russell, Experiment Station, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Tuberculin Record Blank Furnished by Wisconsi« Agricultural Experiment Station. 

ma 
| . 

NAME OF OWNER. | P. O. ADDREssS. County. NAME OF TESTER P. O. ADDRESS. Has this Herd been, sane 3 

_ _- = | 

| | Whom? ... 2... cc. eee cece eee Q 

ee . _ —— a 

First Day. Second Day. | . Give date as 
. on Bottle of 

Time ...... A.M. ........A.M. | Date of Test ........ 0... 66. cece cee cece eee e eee Tuberculin ny 
watered ... P.M. ........P..M. |Insert hours at which temperatures were taken| Hour of [njection .......P. M. | - used eee tees cee tease teens eee ae 

a 
| iT ores B | = EMPERATURES BEFORE | = 

Test No. Est INJECTING, | TEMPERATURES AFTER INJECTING. Amount Diagnosis. > 

of Breed. Age. Weight. (-————— |)§ $A } (Cubic | (Leave S 
Animal. | nee Cent ) Blank.) Ss 

M. | M. M. | M. M. | M.} M. | M. | M. M. | M. J | = | | | |} ——  — _ 5 
| Basew sees Spl pe ded | eked vena CU chee of, . oeenitete inet Leveeees Q 

ae JID En [ys peters faye pf frp ae a CEILS) SSUES iii RS , 
OES EEE) EES SUD TSE. | CUI) | SUPE SEDI ope 

ips Covearen) jeessscecees Iepeeceresees eseeeeseens reas ie Et coe wo fe(l LES SESS) Pay) enetee | teense $ 

Biv... EIU. OTD EUS pop ae fefes ee f fee fo fe OPI 

V5. ccc eeee cece eee serie ees eee eeee ces eee eee ee eee eee ee ie eee fees. levee =~ 8 

IB. seee fees eee] ceeeee cine] settee cob refofeey Clef a. yo a” Le fe: oteepecfese lief ce ceeeeee beets ee ee [oon 

og TLD rnp reepsss [eens pes Io oe efon dee Ed fo JOO I 

Not. —Register all fractions of a degree in decimal tenths, as for example, 101.5, and fill out all blank spaces of this report correctly.
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DATA ON TEST SHEETS. 

. (To be filled by tester and sent to H. L. Russell, Madison, Wis.) 

| Name of OWNEr .... Ll ccc ccc cece eee e nee cep enneesenneteeea | 
P. O. Address oo... .. cee eee eee eee COUNTY. oe ec eee eee ee nes 
Name of tester Petree eee eee AMOTOSS. Lee eee eee eee 
No. of animals tested...... No. of animals reacting...... No. of animals 

suspicious ................ | . . 

_- DIRECTIONS FoR MAKING TEST, 

During the test anima’s must be kept in @s nearly a normal condition as 
possible. Before injection take four temperatures about two hours apart. 

| Inject in the evening about nine o’clock:; eight to ten hours after injection be- 
| gin taking temperatures and continue until at least five temperatures, two 

hours apart, have been taken. In case any animal’ shows an abnormally high 
temperature at the end of this period, continue taking temperatures until a de- 
cided drop toward the normal is noted. 

WATERING. 

Water before beginning temperature readings the first day of test: on 
second day give small quantity (a pailful or so in barn) if necessary, and turn 
out stock in afternoon for further watering. Large quantities of cold water 
reduce temperature and if animals are watered at usual time in morning, on 
day. following injection, marked errors may be caused in the test. . 

State if any animals are near calving or in heat. 
Should you have any unopened bott'es of tuberculin on hand kindly re- 

turn same to us. 

THE TESTER WILL PLEASE Ser THAT THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE RECORDED. 

| | How many of this herd were bought? .....6......ccceeeecccccccaecccceuees 
| Do any of the anima's of this herd show persistent coughing? .............. 

Are any emaciated? 1.0... 0... eee ccc ccc cece nec eee teen ceuceecececee 
If so, give test number of each such animal ............ 0... cc ccc ccc cc cece 

_ Answer following questions for each animal that has a temperature of 104 de- 
gress F. or above. 

Test No. of animal ee eee cence eee cece eee etentnneebeeneecneeee 
Bought or raised Se ee eee eee eee eee teen eee ee eee teen seen eee ees 
‘When purchased ........... cece cece ec cece cece ene tcceuneeeceeeneceee, 
Of whom cc 
AdArOSS oe eee eee eee ee cece eee eee ee eee tee eeeeenecneeee
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| THE WISCONSIN CORN CROP. | 

a | BREEDING, GROWING AND DISSEMINATION. | : 

R. A. MOORE. 

For many years Wisconsin has been handicapped in corn 

erowing. Our southern neighbors have told us that we were 

out of the “Corn Belt”, and unless we could come over into the 

corn belt, there was little use of growing anything except flint 

corn in Wisconsin. | 
A careful survey of the climate and other conditions seemed 

to show that Wisconsin is not out of the corn belt, but is very | 

much inside and underneath the belt proper. All that seems 

necessary is to stop purchasing seed corn in accordance with 

the scoop-shovel method and stop trying to adapt -southern 

grown corn for our conditions. The corn needed is Wisconsin 

corn belt corn, bred and acclimated especially for different lo- 

calities of the state. The Wisconsin Experiment Station un- 

dertook the task of developing the varieties of corn and with the 

aid of the Experiment Association, within five years have estab- 
lished Wisconsin corn, “true Badger corn” in every county of 

the state. 
Five yeais ago Wisconsin produced 28.2 bushels of shelled 

corn per acre. Secretary Wilson sends forth in the U. 8. Crop 

Reporter the remarkable yield for Wisconsin of 41.2 bu. per 
~aere for the year of 1906. Wisconsin’s yield per acre is only — 

surpassed by the state of Ohio, which has a yield of 42.6 bu- 
_ shels per acre. 

Parties who have not understood what has been going on in | 
the state of Wisconsin in regard to corn breeding, can hardly 
realize what is meant by the figures I have given you. What 
that means is this, that Wisconsin this year has grown twenty 

) million bushels more corn on approximately the same acreage 
than she did in 1902. 
+The breeding, acclimating and dissemination. of corn for 

various sections of the state has been an important factor in 
bringing about this increased yield. The Wisconsin Experi- 
ment Association has come to the rescue for better corn pro-
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duction. By the establishment of several thousand corn cen- 
ters, the improved varieties have been grown and acclimated 
in all sections of the state and farmers now have within easy 

_ reach good seed corn, which they can purchase fire dried in 
the ear that has been grown under their own local conditions. | 

Ii is surprising what an association of 1,200 young farmers 
can accomplish when all proceed in a systematic way along one 
line of effort. : 

During the five years’ work with corn it the Experiment 
Station a few things have been learned that are of vital inter- 
est to the Wisconsin corn breeder and will be herewith given 
with the hope that some farmer will be benefited thereby. 

For improvement of yield we should observe careful selec- 
tion of seed ears when stalk study is permissible. The ears 
should not be taken from the stalks till well matured. Seed 
corn should not be dumped on a floor, but hung in a well ven- 
tilated room or top of corn crib to dry. A well ventilated 
furnace room ig an admirable place to cure corn. Small out- _ 

_ side buildings, well ventilated, with corn racks arranged and 
| shielded stove in center of room is preferable for drying large 

amounts of seed corn. After seed corn is well dried, it will 
stand moderate weather without serious results. 
_ I'he ear we desire should be cylindrical and true to type, 
tapering ears are objectionable as they do not carry uniform 
kernels. Kernels should be of medium depth and of practic- 
ally the same width from butt to tip with edges fitting closely 
from crown to cob. Ears having sixteen to twenty rows are 

| preferable for our latitude, as by carrying that number of 
| rows, they dry out more readily than if carrying more. A 

slightly roughened seed coat is desirable and the corn should 
come well down around the shank, which should be of med- 
jum size. The tips of the ears should be fairly well filled, but 
do not discard the ear if a few tip kernels are missing when _ 
other good characteristics are present. 

Ears should be of uniform size, 8 to 10 inches in length, and 
¢ to 7 inches in circumference. ‘Uniformity in size of ear 

| usually carries with it uniformity in size of kernels. 
The secret of good crops is largely in the seed. Only the best 

should be planted. No uniformity of stand can be secured 
unless seed has good germinating power. All corn of doubt- 
ful character should be tested General test should first be — 

_ made by taking at least two kernels from each of fifty ears and 
making test in simple plate tester. If test is from 98 to 100%
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strong and vigorous, and corn was cured under similar condi- 
. tions, the farmer can be reasonably certain the corn is all right. 

Resert to the ear test, if general test is low, or if any doubt ex- : 
ists, as it will amply repay for time and trouble. 

Before testing make general selection of ears that have ker- 
nels of about the same size. Use planter plate that will plant 
by check row system three or four kernels to a hill. Stay by 

) planter until it will drop four kernels eighty out of a possible 
one hundred times, | 

Shelled corn should not be purchased for seed. Every corn 
grower should insist on having seed corn shipped in the ear so 
that he can test the same before planting and discard it if of 
no value. There is no good reason why any honest seed corn 
dealer should refuse to sell corn in the ear. 

Bear in mind that in order to lock the vitality of seed corn 
in the kernel until time of planting, the corn should be fire 
dried and then stored in a safe place. 

As an aid to members of the Experiment Association, who 
will not have an opportunity to take up the systematic judging 
of corn, I will herewith give the score card used. by the stu- 

| dents in the college together with explanations and suggestions | 
to emphasize corn improvement in Wisconsin. 

, WISCONSIN OFFICIAL CORN SCORE CARD. 7 

| 2 ! 3 | 4 : D 
$f 
1 Trueness to Type or Breed charac- | | | | | | | 

. 2 Shape of ear......... 0.0.0.2. cee eee 10 ; | : . |i. tes bees 
. 8 Color: a.Grain........ we 5 | eee i teeefeee. oper ce 

b. CoD. ce. cece cee ceceeeeeee 5 leeufanes oo leceebece. Head . Jee deee 
4 Market condition ................... 10 |] .. . vee] cae Lo, epee bees 
BTHDS oo eeeecececcceseceveevaseeeee Boleveed a _ ee ewe]: Slee fee 
6 Butts .occccccccccceccccesececce cess BL ade. tcjece|lcc feel eecleeel ccecleee. 
7 Kernels: a, Uniformity of .......... 10 | cade veeeleeee .. mich oho | b. Shape of.c.cecececeeeec, 5 foe co La oes ese fovedon 
8 Length of ear........................ 10 | reece fleece. noe Jociee feet 
9 Circumference of ear................ 5 oo sp ee 

10 Space: a. Furrow bet.ween rows.... 5 vetepenes weveleces La otleceebeceel eee 

b. Space between kernels at . | | | | 1 
COD oo... eee cece 5 presses [eee e eet cea p ones freeeeree|loce ves 

11 Percentage of Corn preetteeeeeeeeee 10 seein veeefeees j= on 

Votal occ cceeceecee cece ee e200 fees | ie forte ee eee esl 
tt
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| EXPLANATION OF POINTS IN CORN JUDGING. 

1. Trueness to Type or Breed Characteristics: Theten ears 

of the sample should possess similar or like characteris- 

: tics and should be true to the variety which they repre 

sent. | | 

9. Shape of ear: The shape of the ear should conform to 

variety type, tapering slightly from butt to tip, but ap- 

proaching the cylindrical. 
3. Oolor a. Grain; b Cob. Color of grain should be true : 

to variety and free from mixture. White corn should 

have white cobs, yellow corn, red cobs. 

4. Market Conditions: The ears should be sound, firm, well 

| matured and free from mould, rot or injuries. | 

5. Tips: The tips of the ears should not ve too tapering and 

| should be well filled with regular uniform kernels. 

a 6. Butts: The rows of kernels should extend in regular or- 

der over the butt, leaving a deep impression when the 

| shank is removed. Opened and swelled butts are ob- 

| | jectionable. | 

«. Kernels: a. Unifermicy of; b. Shape of. ‘The kernels 

should be uniform in shape, size and color, and true to 

| the variety type. The kernels should be so shaped that 
their edges touch from tip to crown. The tip portion 
of the kernel is the richest in protein and oil, and hence 

of the highest feeding value. For this reason the tip 

portion should be full and plump. ~ 

| 8, Length of ears. Northern section 8 to 9 inches, central 

| section 814 to 914 inches, southern section, 842 to 914 
inches. Long ears are objectional because they usu- 
ally have poor butts and tips, broad, shallow kernels, 
and hence a low percentage of corn. 

9, Circumference of ear: Northern section 6 to 61 in- 

ches, central section 614 to 634 inches, southern section 

614 to 7 inches. | 
. 10.- a. Furrow between rows; b. Space between furrows at 

. cob. The furrow between the rows of kernels should 
| be small. Space between kernels near the cob is object- 

ionable. | | 

11. Percentage of corn: The percentage of corn is deter- 

| mined by weight; depth of kernels, size of cob and ma- 

| turity all affect the percentage. |
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| | RULES TO BE USED IN JUDGING. 

| 1. Length of Har—The deficiency and excess in length of 
all ears not conforming to the standard should be added 

| together, and for every inch thus obtained a cut of one 
point be made. : 

2. Circumference of Har—The deficiency and excess in cir- 
| cumtference of all ears not conforming to the standard 

| _ should be added, and for every inch thus obtained a 
cut of one-half point should be made. Measure the cir- 
cumference at one-third the distance from the butt to 
the tip of the ear. a | 

3. Perceniage of Corn.—Per cent of corn should be from 
| 85 to 87. In determining the percentage of corn, 

weigh and shell every alternate ear in the sample. 
Weigh the cobs and substract from weight of ears, giv- , 
ing weight of corn. Divide the weight of corn by total 
weight of ears, which will give the per cent of corn. 

_ For each per cent short of standard, a one-point cut 
oe should be made. | 

4. Color of Corn and Cob.—A red cob in white corn, or a 
white cob in yellow corn, should be cut five points. For 

| each mixed kernel a cut of one-tenth point should be | 
made. Kernels missing from the ear shall be counted 
as mixed. Difference in shade or color, as light or 
dark red, white or cream color, must be scored! accord- 

| ' ing to variety characteristics. : 
5. Scoring L'vps—Where one inch of the cob is exposed, a . 

cut of one-half point should be made, and a proportion- 
| ate cut as the cob is less exposed. Regularity of the 

rows near the tip and the shape and size of the kernels : 
must also be considered in scoring tips. 

6. Scoring Butis—If the kernels are uniform in size and ex- 
tend over the butt in regular order, give full marking. 
Small and compressed or enlarged or open. butts are ob- 
jectionable, as are also those with flat, smooth, short ker- 

. nels, and must be cut according to the judgment of the 
scorer. | 

7. Ten ears of corn constitute a sample for scoring. | :
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EXPLANATION OF POINTS AND RULES FOR JUDGING DENT CORN. 

emer 
SR 

‘ 

ee ——— 

: | “Per. - , 
Points. | fect Things to consider. Rale for cuts. 

jscore | 

i | 
1 Trueness to type | Approximate approach to | Cat % point for each ear 

or breed char- | 10 type in form of kerne}, | badly off type and less as 

. acteristics. | indentation, shape ef ear | judgment of scorer dic- 

| | ardeolorof grain, tates 
2 Shape of ear. | Ear shape should couform ; Cut i point for each: poo ly 

. 10 to standard for variety. | shaped ear. 
| Should not be crooked, | 

| i) too pointedvete, 
3 Color. ! Should be free from mixed ; Cut 1-10 point foreach mixed 

(a) Grain. ; or missing kernels aud or inissing keruel. Varia- 

| 0 true to color for the va- tions in color of grain to 

| | riety. be cut according to judg- 

| | po ment of seorer, 
(b) Cob. | Cobs should bea dark, cher- | Cut 5 points for every white 

| 5 ry red for yellow corn and coo in yellow corn or red 

| a glistening white for cob in white coru. 

| whttecorm 
4 Market condition. | Corp should be ripe, sound Cut 1 point for every dis- 

' 10 and free from injuries or eased, chaffy, injured or 

| disease. Should be bright immature ear. 

5 Tips. . | Kernels should extend over | Cut %4 point for every badly 

; the tip in regular rows covered tip. ; 

1 98 Should cover the tip and | Cut1 point for every inch of 

be uniform in size and exposed tip 

se 
6 Butts. | Kernels should extend over | Cut 3 10 potut forevery butt, 

. boo butts in regular rows and well coverea butt with flat 

; ? should be well deve'oped, kerneis. Cut % point for 

not flat Butt shouid be every uncovered butt. 

oe ee __wellcovered. 0. 
7 Kernels. | | Should be alike in shape | Cutl point for each set of 

(a) Uniformity. | 10 and size. kernels lacking in uni- 

— __formity 
(b) Shape. | Kernels should be perfect Cut &% point for each poorly 

. ns wedge shape, narrower or shaped set of kernels. 

! wider according to va- 

ey tint, 
8 Length of ear. Should have standard | Cut 1 point for every inch of 

10 length for the section excess and deficiency in 

, |) where corniserown, | demerhe 
y Circumference of Should have standard cir- | Cut % point for every inch 

ear. 5 cumference for section. of excess and deticiency in 

‘ ee circumference. . 

10 Spxce. | Space between kernels at | Cut 44 point for 1-32—1-16 

(a) Furrowsbe-' crowns. Furrows should inchin width | 

tween rows. be straignt. Cut % point for 1-16 inch and 
a’ ove. 

(b) Between — | Space between the tips of | Cut % puint for each ear 

kernels at 5 | kernels at point of attach- showing space between 

Ob, | menttocob, kernels at the cob. 

11) Proportion of ' Suould corform_ to stand- | Cut 1 point for each per cent. 

grain to ear. 10 | ard for the variety. short of standard weight 

. | for the variety. 

ee
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CORN JUDGING. LESSON I. | 

Trueness to Type or Breed Characteristics. — 
| , | 

The study of corn like the study of stock is now taken uf 
from a practical and scientific standpoint, and we trust will be 

: carried forward to a successful issue. Score cards have been 
adopted by colleges in different states where the subject of corn 
judging is taught, with slight variations. By following the sug- 
cestions accompanying the score card and the general discus- 
sions given therein on the different divisions under which corn 
is judged one may become quite familiar and proficient in 
judging corn, under the score card system. 

Fairs and other associations where prizes are given for best 
display should provide that ten ears should be considered as a 
sample, as that number is now used at exhibitions in other 
states and should become uniform throughout Wisconson. This 
number is taken as it furnishes.an easy basis for calculation. 

| The samples of corn should be arranged on tables so that the 
judge can have easy access to the same, pass judgment ini a 
comfortable position and have abundant space for comparison. 

| The first subject to be considered in judging a sample is true- 
ness of type or breed characteristics for which ten points are 
allowed if the sample is perfect. Corn like cattle belongs to 

- agreat family, this family being subdivided into species or 
types. We are interested in particular with the flint and dent 
species of corn which are grown generally. Other species we 
might mention are pop corn, pod corn, sweet corn and soft corn. 
Each of the above species are divided into numerous breeds or 
varieties, which is brought about by the ingenuity of man com- 

, bined with variation in climate, soil, cultivation, etc. The Dent 
corn 1s the great commercial corn of the United States, and that 

_ with which so much progress has been made by breeding dur- 
ing the past five or six years, consequently we will consider this 
corn specifically and the other groups generally. 

The score card is arranged for Dent corn and the rules and 
suggestions given in connection with the score card refer to the 
Dent in general. | 

Different breeds of corn, like different breeds of cattle, have 
distinctive characteristics by which they are recognized. Those 

_ breeds having a particular color are easy to distinguish between 
as Boone County White from Reid’s Yellow Dent or either of
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these races from the Calico or Strawberry Dent. When one 

: wishes to distingush between breeds of the same color it is more 

| difficult, and it is only by actual experience in handling and 

studying the markings that one can become proficient. The 

markings of pure breeds are quite distinct as the breeder 

working for improvement has been trying to make prominent 

one or more desirable characteristics. This is plainly notice- 

able in the Reid’s Yellow Dent and the Leaming, two of the 

pure yellow breeds of Illinois. These varieties differ in 

shade of color, the Reid’s being a pale yellow while the Leaming 

is more highly colored, approaching an orange color. In other 

characieristics the Reid’s Yellow Dent has a cylinderical 

car and furrows running from butt to tip, while the Leaming 

has more of a tapering ear and occasionally drops one or more 

furrows at the middle of the ear. Different seed coats are al- 

| lewable in the Ried’s Yellow Dent, which may be either rough 

or smooth with a variation in the indentation from a round 

dimple dent to a wide narrow dent. The Leaming has a rough- 

| ened seed coat which is characterisic of the breed. The breeds 

| of the white corn like the yellow have certain characteristics 

| peeuliar to each, and are readily distinguished after an ac- 

quaintance is formed. 

The corn breeders of Wisconsin by becoming acquainted 

| with the desired characteristics of seed corn will work with a 

_ common interest of producing and improving these desired 

| qualities in the different breeds of corn that are to become 

| standard varieties in various portions of the state. By several 

hundred working with the same purpose in view a breed of 

| corn will be bred having the characteristes which will be known 

- on account of those similiar traits and the more nearly the corn 

conforms to this type the higher the marking can be given to 

it in uniformity and breed characteristics. —
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| CORN JUDGING. LESSON IT. 

Shape of Har, Cob and Kernels. : 

In judging the sample of ten cars of corn after considering 
trueness to type and breed characteristics we next examine | : 
closely the shape of the ear. Ten points are allowed if the ears 
are perfect in shape but it is as difficult to find an ear of corn 

_ perfect in shape as it is to find cows, horses, and sheep perfect 
in shape. | 

The shape of ears of the different varieties of corn differ as 
widely as the shape and form of the different pure-bred breeds — 
of cattle. Each race and variety has a characteristic shape pe- 
culiar to the variety to which it belongs. For example, the 
Boone County White Corn has a long cylindrical ear, large 

_ in circumference, while the Leaming has an ear considerably 
shorter, finer in cob and a general taper to cob and ear. 

_ If the characteristic shape desired in the Leaming corn 
were found in Boone County White, or Reid’s Yellow Dent, it 
would be scored severely as it would not be characteristic of - 
those breeds. _ : 

The shape most desirable to be found in corn is a cylindrical 
_ ear from butt to tip, and corn breeders are trying to secure this 
shape in all varieties, consequently we may expect to find in the 
future more uniformity in shape in the different breeds of 
corn. | | 

Where ears are inclined to taper it wil] be noticed that two 
or more rows, as a rule, are dropped near the middle of the ear. 
otherwise the kernels on: the cob are irregular being deeper and - 
jarecr at the butt than at the tin. This makes the karnels vary | 
in size throughout the ear, and renders the corn almost totally 
unfit for seed. ‘No planter can plant kernels of this type so as 

| to give a uniform stan d, one of the desired characteristics of 
a field corn. co | 

, In scoring corn on shape one must take in consideration the 
soil and climatic conditions, under which the corn is grown. 

The shape of an ear desirable for central Illinois would dif- 
fer in many respects from the shape most desirable for central 
Wisconsin. Our shorter season demands a shallower kernel 
which will carry with it a different characteristic shape than 
that grown further south. : | 

-_ The characteristic wedge shape of kernel is the most desjr- : 
able and this should receive consideration in judging samples 
or in the selection of seed for the season’s crop. The wedge
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shape kernel carries with it a greater depth, more rows to the 

ear, and a greater proportion of corn to cob. 

Prof, A. D. Shamel, former instructor in corn Judging at 

| the University of Illinois says: “It has been found that there 

| ‘3 a correlation between the shape of the kernel and the compo- 

sition. For instance, a kernel having a thin tip is low in per 

: cent of oil and protein and high in per cent of starch. It is 

usually true that such pointed kernels are low in vitality or lack 

| constitution. The most desirable shape is plump tips, having 

about the same thickness as the upper portion of the kernel. 

No set rule can be given as to the exact number of points to 

be taken from the full score on account of any particular weak- 

ness in regard to shape. ‘The scorer after carefully noting the 

deficiency in shape will rely on his individual judgment in 

marking the score and not be dependent on any set rule. 

| CORN JUDGING. LESSON IIL © 

. Color of Grain and Cob. 

Having already considered breed characteristics and shape 

of ear, the next essential to examine is color which we consider 

| under two heads, viz., color of grain and color of cob. Five 

points are allowed on color of grain and five on color of cob 

a where each is perfect. | 

| Yellow corn should have a red cob and white corn a white 

cob in pure-bred varieties. Anything to the contrary would 

: show defectiveness in purity of breeding and should be cut se- 

verely by the corn judge and rejected as seed by the corn 

breeder. 

- The color of the corn varies with the breed, the Reid’s Yel- 

| low Dent has a pale yellow color, while the Leaming has a 

) brighter shade of yellow and these shades predominate and are 

characteristic of the breed. Other yellow breeds vary slightly 

in color from a pale yellow to a deep orange, and are only 

known by a thorough acquaintance with the variety of corn 

under consideration and are then cut accordingly. 

The cob in yellow corn should be a bright cherry red and as 

the color of cobs vary from this standard, a cut should be made 

by the scorer. A bright cherry ved cob denotes health and vigor
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in corn and a pale or dark red cob denotes lack of constitution 
or vitality. The white cobs should be a glistening white and . 
not a deac pale color. The above points should be considered _ 
when scoring corn at fairs or when the corn breeder is careful- 
ly selecting seed for the season’s crop. 
General questions, however, are often asked as to whether it : 

is preferable to grow white or yellow corn, and which is the 
richest in the food elements, and! which will produce the most 
grain and forage per acre, ete. 

_ From tests made by careful breeders of corn, and by experi- 
ment stations, it has been found that in general, color makes | 
ro difference as far as quality is concerned, and it is merely a. 
matter of taste to the grower as to the color of corn he desires. 

White or yellow corn through careful breeding of one variety 
and neglect of the other would soon show a marked difference 
in regard to yield and quality in favor of the variety to which 
attention had been given, regardless of color. 

Like the breeder of live stock, the corn grower had better se- 
Ject, that breed of corn that suits his ideal taste best, keeping 

| in mind that the quantity and quality of marketable corn per 
acre are the essential characteristics sought for. | - bo 

| CORN JUDGING. LESSON Iv. 

Market Condition. | ey | 
Ten points are allowed on the score card where market con- 

dition is perfect. By market condition we mean, general excel- | 
lence and that degree of ripeness or maturity that is taken note - 
of from the grower’s or feeder’s standpoint. Corn that shows 

_ immaturity and a tendency to be loose on the cob with wide | 
. space between the kernels should be cut severely on the score | 

card under market condition. Where market condition is per- 7 
. fect or nearly so the kernels are firm on the cob and the ear ~ | 

gives a rasping sound when twisted. The kernels fit closely 
, together lengthwise upon the cob between the rows and cross- | 

wise between the kernels of each row. Corn when scored from 
: the feeder’s standpoint is not cut so severely as from the grow- 

er’s or seedsman’s standpoint. When we consider that a bushel 
13—H. A. |
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of corn plants approximately seven acres and the importance 

to be atiached to uniformity of stand we will fully appreciate 

the value of considering the market condition from the grow- 

er’s standpoint ini a critical way. 

| No one head under which corn is judged is so important to 

Wisconsin farmers as market condition, and all farmers of the 

state should not only be able to judge corn from that stand- | 

point but should understand; how to work for the perfection of 

that characteristic. | 

Several standard varieties of corn will have to be established 

in various portions of the state that will ripen properly under 

the conditions peculiar to that section. This can only be dons 

by securing seed corn having those desirable traits that would 

nainrally adapt it to a certain section of the state, and put it 

through a test. If farmers were to try this plan individually 

it would be many years before known varieties would be estab- 

lished, but. Wisconsin 1s fortunate in the fact that it has an as- 

sociation of ten hundred young men who are working on the 

corn problem at the present time, and definite results may be 

looked for in a reasonable period. 

The utmost importance is attached to market condition im 

carrying on trial tests as a variety of corn would be of little 

value to a community or division of the state, if it would not 

, properly mature. Much can be done in the way of planting 

and cultivating the crop to hasten maturity, and this should be 

| resorted to. | 

The check-row system of planting admits more sunlight and 

a freer circulation of air through the corn than the drill system. 

The cultivator can be worked more effectually to retain 

moisture, and keep down the weeds which enables the corn to 

gain several days in the race for maturity over corn of the same 

variety that has been planted in drills. Corn will gradually 

| become accustomed to its environment and will adjust itself to 

varying conditions. By selecting those ears for seed that show 

good market condition, even if there be but few in the entire 

field, the earliness of the corn can be improved upon materially. 

It is possible to mature the Illinois dent corns in certain por- | 

tions of Wisconsin by giving them special conditions, such as 

location, and planting merely one kernel in a hill the ordinary 

| width of the planter. Much good, through careful work may 

yet be derived from the seven standard varieties of corn that 

| have recently been established for Illinois. It seems that Wis- 

| consin with her 114 million acres of land annually devoted to
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corn should propagate in the shortest possible time, varieties 
best adapted for various localities, and then to hold to those 
established strains that annually show good market condition. 

| | 

CORN JUDGING. LESSON V. 

Butts and Tips. : ) | 

In scoring butts and tips we allow five points for each if per- 
fect, but cut down in accordance with imperfections. A well 

| filled butt that is symmetrical and not bulging is desirable. 
The corn should come well over toward the shank so when 
snapped a rounded hollow space would, be plainly noticeable. 
Ube corn breeder desiring to get a large proportion of corn to 
cob often goes too far in breeding for a small shank and nearly 
a full covered butt. Where the shank is too small the ears 
drop off during the ripening period or readily tear off while 
harvesting. Where this weakness is noticeable the butt should 
be cut accordingly on the score card. Poorly filled butts are 
caused, by the first silks developing too far in advance of the 
pollen and drying to such an extent that they do not become 

_ fertilized when the pollen ripens. All ears, where the butts are | 
partially filled, should be rejected or this characteristic may be- 
come permanent or partially so. If an earlier variety of corn 
cr corn more advanced should be in an adjoining field the butt 
kernels are liable to be mixed by being fertilized with this for- 
cign pollen instead of the pollen from their own variety. It is 
largely on account of chance crossing that occurs to the butt 
and tip kernels that those kernels are rejected when planting. _ 

7 Their peculiar formation makes them non-uniform which inter- | 
feres in planting evenly and they also seem weaker in germina- | 
tion and more tardy in growth than kernels from the middle or 
intermediate parts of the ear. The tip kernels are apt to be 
flinty and pop corn shape which is undesirable in dent corn. 

A pertect tip which has a center kernel termed a cap is hard 
to find but occasionally a few are found where large quantities 

_ oz corn are handled. In a perfect tip the rows of corn should 
come over the tip in regular order and meet near the apex. 
The kernels should be uniform in size and shape and should 
not be mixed or shallow. Where bare tips are noticeable to |
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quite an extent throughout the field, we allude the same to the 

fact that the silks formed last, which represent the tips, were 

too late for the pollen, and as a result were not fertilized. 

| By planting ears having defective tips that undesirable char- 

acterstic would soon become permanent or nearly so. Open 

tips have a tendency to increase the shallowness of kernels on 

the tip half of the ear which makes the corn on that portion of 

the ear undesirable for planting on account of the lack of uni- 

-formity compared with the kernels on the butt portion of the 
ear. | 

From the standpoint of the corn judge, butts and tips that 

do not meet the standard should be scored quite severely, and 

should carefully be rejected: by the corn grower where the de- 
fect is too prominent. | 

| CORN JUDGING. LESSON VI. : 

| | Kernel Study. . 

| The seventh division under which ear corn is judged is ker- 

nel study for which 15 points out of 100 are allowed; 10 for 

uniformity and 5 for shape. po 

The kernels should be uniform in shape, size, and color and 

| true to the variety type. The shape should be such that the 

edges of the kernels touch from tip to crown. The tip portion 

: of the kernel, that part attached to the cob and which contains 

the germ, is rich in protein and oil and hence of the high- 

est feeding value. For this reason the tip should be full and 

plump. A plump tip also denotes vitality and constitution. 

Corn growers should regard with suspicion corn that has weak 

| and shriveled tips no matter how well the outside of the car 

may look. At least 85 per cent of all the oil in the kernel is in 

the germ which extends from within the tip upward, hence corn 

of high oil content is preferable for factories where the manu-  ~ 

facture of corn oil is emphasized. The time is approaching when 

corn may be purchased on a basis represented by its chemical 

constituents instead of by the pound or bushel. Milk and cream 

are now purchased almost universally by their butter fat con- 

tent and grains will be the next in order. Tests by the Illinois 

Experiment Station show that the oil content In corn may vary
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from 21% to 71% and protein from 614 to 16 per cent. Protein : 
| is valued at 5 cents per pound while starch is less than 1 cent. 

It does not seem fair for a farmer who has used care in select- | 
| ing high protein seed corn to be obliged to take the same price 

per bushel for his crop as one who is raising only ordinary corn. 
| When Wisconsin farmers market more corn we feel confident 

| that the matter of selling by the test will be carefully investi- 
gated.- At the present time nearly all the Wisconsin corn is 
marketed through farm animals which undoubtedly is the best 
possible way of marketing farm crops. By so doing we put 
our animals in proper condition for the market and save mid- 
dle men’s profits on our crops as well as retaining the fertiliz- 
ing elements contained therein to keep up the fertility of the — 
farm. ( 

If seed corn high in protien and oil content is planted the 
. progeny will be high in those desirable characteristics. One - 
bushel of seed corn will plant about seven acres. Will it not 
then pay Wisconsin farmers to carefully select seed corn that is 
high in oil and protein ? | 

| 

— CORN JUDGING. LESSON VII. 

Selecteng Corn of High Oil and Protein Content. 

| From careful experiments carried out by the Illinois College 
of Agriculture extending through a series of years it has been 
determined. definitely that the composition of the corn kernel 

| can be materially changed. From many thousand tests at the 
Chicago Glucose factories it has been found that the composi- 

| tion of whole corn is approximately ag follows: ! 
Starch ... cc ccc eee cee cee ee eee cece ee 10.0% 
Water oc... ccc cece ee cece eee ee ecees 11.4% Oe 

| Protein 1... cece cee eee eee eee ees 10.5% 
Oil voce cece cece eee eens 45% 
Fiber... . ccc ccc cece cece cee ee cee 2.2% 
ASH oe cece cece eee cece etc eee erecces L4% 

It will be noted that the starch content is extremely high 
compared with the other elements, hence the claim that corn is 

| a one sided ration for farm animals.
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The farmer is particularly interested in the oil and protein 
| content of the corn, consequently the richer the corn is in these 

| elements the more money value per bushel the corn is worth for 
feeding purposes. Plants, like animals, do not improve if left 
merely to nature’s laws but strive to maintain a certain stand- 
ard. It has remained for man to step in and by changing en- 
vironment and following certain definite principles accomplish 
beneficial results. ) | 

In the improvement of corn the farmer can by the proper 
selection of seed materially change the constitutents, most de- 
sired, from a lower to a higher degree thus growing a corn of 
higher value for feeding farm animals. The composition of . 
ditterent kernels of corn taken from the same ear are approxi- 
mately the same, hence a single kernel from an ear is a fair in- 

| dex of the composition of all the remaining kernels of that par- 
ticular ear. By planting corn that is high in oi! and protein 
the crop grown from that select seed is also high in those de- 
sirable elements. 

By a physical examination of one kernel from each ear the 
relative composition as to oil and protein can be fairly accu- 
rately determined. No difficulty will be experienced in distin- 
guishing between ears that are high and low, in protein and oil 
after a few comparisons are made. | | 

To make these determinations all the apparatus necessary is a 
pocket knife. Remove at least two kernels of corn from the 
ear and examine closly, if that portion of the kernel next to the 
cob known as the tip is pointed, shriveled and has a small face 

: mark covering the germ, discard the ear at once, as it will be 
found not only low in oil but low in vitality as well. The face 
mark under which the germ is found should be broad and ex- 
tend from the tip well up toward the top or crown of the kernel. 
This indicates a large germ beneath. Practically 85% of all the 
oil in the kernel is found in the germ which is also rich in pro- _ 
tein, hence the desirability of a large and well developed germ. 
The kernel has to be cut in order to determine the protein con- 

tent as that is noticeable within. The kernel should be cut 
from tip to crown through the narrow and broad dimensions, 
this will bring plainly to view the germ which is of a dark 

| gray color; the starch is white, and a flinty composition which 
‘is of a grayish white in white corn, and a dull yellow in yellow 

| | corn. ‘The large portion of the protein contained in the kernel 
is found in this flinty matter. If the flinty portion of the ker- 
nel fits closely to the germ and crowds the white starchy mat-
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ter into comparatively small space, the corn upon the ear from 

which the kernel was selected is high in protein. After the ex- 

amination of a few kernels one will make note of the relative 

size of the parts at a glance. 

It seems that it will amply repay any farmer to select a few 

bushels of seed corn in this way from year to year until a high 

standard of corn is obtained.
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WISCONSIN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE | 

MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY, 

OFFICIAL WHEAT SCORE CARD. 

NAME OB NUMBER OF SCORER.,........ 0... cece cececceceeeeuces DATE... . cece ccc ccec eee 

SAMPLE NO... vce. cece cece cece ccecusee cece TABLE 2... oo cece cece cscecece vues sacs 

SS 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. Trueness to type or breed charac- 10 | 
teristics 

2. Uniformity in size and shape of 10 
kernel 

3. Color of grain 10 

_ 4, Freedom from mixture with other 15 | 
grains 

d. Size of .kernel 10 

6. Per cent and nature of weed seed, 15 
' dirt and other foreign material 

4. Per cent of damaged, smutty or 5 
musty kernels 

8. Weight of grain 10 | | 

9. Viability 15 | | 
I ee 

"Boal stn | ) EP —|- 
en ee an eS 

Reasons for student's score on test sample. 

Numbers below refer to the various heads under which the sample of grain has been 
. ,udged. 

. Fo 

Acc eke ee eee eee cece teen rete tee need ee ee sues ieee sees sees ceetestesettreueeenseteeeeeaccrnece : 

8 CORR e Pe me meee Cees meme ese e ree se ee rere ree sees eres sees rene eeee snr seers ceesae secs sece secs cece
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WISCONSIN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

MADISON, ‘ 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY. 
Fo eee 

| OFFICIAL OAT SCORE CARD. 

NAME OR NUMBER OF SCORBR........0006 ceccccce cecccces, seseeee DATE........... 4... | 
SAMPLE NO ..... .... cee cece cece cece cece ceue cece ceccccccccce TABLE ............... 00000... 

‘ 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. Trueness to type or breed character- 10 fe istics 

2. Uniformity in size and shape of ker- 15 
nels ‘ | 

3. Color of grain 5 | | ! 

4, Freedom from mixture with other 5 | 
grains 

5. Size of kernel 10 | 

6. Per cent and nature of weed seed, “45 
os dirt and other foreign material ‘ | | 

7. Odor—musty, smutty, sulphur io | | | | 
8. Weight per bushel 10 | 

9. Percentage of meat to hull 5 

| 10. Viability . 15 | 
Total 2.0... cece ee cece cece vee 0100 | ’ eo tes a _ a 

. Reasons for student’s score on test sample. 
Numbers below refer to the vartous heads under which the sample of grain has been j udged. 

I I I
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WISCONSIN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

MADISON. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY. 

Co 

OFFICIAL BARLEY SCORE CARD. 

| Name OR NUMBER OF SCORER ..sescee sees csesesee terete sonteenes snes cas DATE.... 00-0 eee 

SAMPLE NO ce cece cece cee cect eens teen ree reeecese TABLB.... ccc cece cece cece eens 

: —————— 

rn
 ae , 

, | 1 | 2 3 | 4 5 

1. Trueness to type or breed characteristics 10 | 

2. Uniformity in size and shape of kernel 15 | | 

3. Color of grain 15 | ! 

4. Freedom from mixture with other grains 15 | 

5. Size of kernel 5 | | 

i a I I FP PC a | J | > 

6. Percent and nature of weed seed, dirt 49 | 

' and other foreign material 
oo 

7. Per cent of damaged or smutty kernels 5 | | | 

s. Weight of grain 10 

9. Viability 15 | 

— ale IE —|-|- yf | 

Reasons for student’s score on test sample. 

Numbers below refer tu the various heads under which the sample of yrain has 

been judged. 
a
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WISCONSIN SEED GRAIN GROWERS. 

Members of the Experiment Association are rapidly becom- 
ing the seed growers of the state, and by systematic selection 
of seed and care in culture and curing of the erop, produce a 
fine grade of pure-bred seed grains. These seed grains are sold 
by the producers either in small or large quantities, at reason- . 
able rates. 

Swedish Select oats (Wisconsin No. 4). 

tS 

Name of grower. Address. County. 

Tomkins, O. Scott.....| Ashland, Box 304....., Ashland. 
Heldstab, C. O.........| Rice Lake............| Barron. 
Roeckel, Jos. P........| Lark se eeeeeeeeseeeee, Brown. 

| Bilderbach, W. T......| Mondovi ........... | Buffalo. 
Cooke, Carl...........,) Mondovi ............| Buffalo. 
Gueldner, Willie.......| Mondovi ............| Buffalo. 
Hustad, Martin C. T,..| Modina ..............| Buffalo. 
Jahn, Chas............! Cream ...............! Buffalo. 
Joos, Frank B.........| Fountain City......../ Buffalo. 
Muehleisen, Gottlieb...) Tell ................, Buffalo. 

| Suhr, Otto A..........| Cochrane ............| Buffalo. 
Peterson, Henry N.....| New Holstein........., Calumet. 
Kramer, Henry F......) Bloomer ,,...........| Chippewa. 
Lebeis, Frank J.......| Bloomer ............. Chippewa. 
Lee, E. W............_| Granton .............) Clark. 
Thompson, Theo.......| Curtiss ..............| Clark. 
Zerbel, H..............| Humbird ............) Clark. 
Capener, Howard H....| Portage .............| Columbia. 
Chrisler, Harley E....| Lodi .................| Columbia. 
Chipman, W. R........| Morrisonville ........| Columbia. 
Ellickson, A. C........| Arlington ..........., Columbia. | 

. Foster, Carl C.........! Fall River.... _eeeees Columbia. 
Hanson, E. A..........| Pardeeville ..........| Columbia. 
Jung, A. E............/ Randolph ............| Columbia. 
Lloyd, Evan B........| Cambria .............| Columbia. 
Belda, William F......| DeForest,............| Dane. | 
Benson, Ed. H........;| Mt. Horeb, R. '5..... .| Dane. |
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| Swedish Select oats (Wisconsin No. 4). . we 

Name of grower. | Address. | County. 

Chatterton, R. W......| Basco voeceecueeeasesl Dane. 
Dreger, HK. L..........| Madison, R. 7........ | Dane. 
Ford, J. K..........-.| Mazomanie, R. F. D...| Dane. . 
Gillette, R. A........., Verona ..............| Dane. 
Hillier, H. B..........| Waunakee ...........| Dane. 
Holscher, A. C....... Cottage Grove........| Dane. 
Hopkins, S. Y........| Basco ...............; Dane. 
Jordalen, Clarence.... | Stoughton .........-.)| Dane. 
KXaltenberg, Anthony... | Waunakee gt os Done 
Maeder, J. W........--| Oregon, R. 38..........) Dane. 
Mitchell, J. T.........| Cottage Grove.......,j Dane. 
Renk, H. J............; Sun Prairie..........) Dane. 
Semb, T. Aveerereeeees Madison, R. 6........| Dane. 
Thorstad, N. H........| Deerfield ............| Dane. 

Wernick, William H.. | DeForest ............| Dane. 
Ehrhardt, Daniel...... Knowles .........---.| Dodge. 
Goetsch, Albert A......| Jumeau ..............; Dodge. 
Grebe, Fred P.........; Fox Lake...,........| Dodge. 

- JJowitt, Chas. H.......| Randolph ............| Dodge. 
Irving, J. W........---| Randolph .........6.. Dodge. 

lCrueger, Henry, E..... Beaver Dam, R.1..... Dodge. 
Mahoney, David.......; JuUMeaU ..... eee ene odge. 
Schiller, Claude E....-| Beaver oa cece eee ee Does: 
Owens, H. C.......... | Fox Lake.............} Dodge. | 

, Boucsein, Gust.........; Detroit Harber....... por 

‘Millar, Will...........| Menomonie .......... unn. 

: Donaldson, H. A......’ Eau Claire, R. 3......| Hau Claire. 

Konz, John Sr.........{ Fairchild ............| Hau Claire. 
| Russell, A. C..........; Augusta ............. Hau Claire. 

Wright, Geo. T........| Eau Claire, Box 195...; Hau Claire. 

Wright, Wray C.......| Hau Claire, Box 195...| Hau Claire. 

Bonzelet, J. P.........| Eden ................| Fond du Lac. 

Carpenter, L. A.......-| Fond du Lac, R. 7....; Fond du Lac. 

Hinz, A. F.........+-+| Ripon ...... cee ee eeee Fond du Lac. 

Kuehn, Chas. A......-; Brandon .............| Fond du Lac. 

Meekin, H. W........) Fond du Lac.......... Fond du Lace. 

Miritz, O. F..........| Fond du Lac..........) Fond du Lac. 
Oleson, Janes.......--| Ripon bees eeeeees eats Fond du Lac. 
Stroup, Fred G......-.) Fond du Lac, R. 5....| Fond du Lace. 

Welles, M. L. Leceevee! Rosendale ..........-,| Fond du Lac. 

Whittaker, Horace ....; Fond du Lac.........| Fond du Lac. | 

Fruit, Bert L.........| Platteville ...........| Grant. 

Stivarius, Geo. A......| Fennimore, R. 4....../ Grant. 

Vosberg,. H. L........-| Louisberg, R. 2....... | Grant. 

Wiseman, Paul,.......’ Bridgeport ..........., Grant. | 

Biglow, L. F..........; Brooklyn ............) Green. 

a Marty, Matthias..... a Monticello, R. 1.......| Green. . 

Clark, Clarence........; Markesan, R. 5.......| Green Lake. 

Miller, Guy E. Jr..... Markesan seecceeeee,| Green Lake. 

Lloyd-Jones, Enos.....| Hillside ..............| lowa. 

Osborne, Jno. F........ Linden ccc eee eeeece Towa. 

Osborne, W. F.......-.| Linden ..........006- . | : 

Ruggles, William Guy.| Ridgeway .......... Iowa. | _ 

Dettinger, Wm. F......) Hixton .........-se0. Jackson. oy
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Swedish Select oats (Wisconsin No. 4). . 

Name of grower. Address. County. 

Dietrich, John J........, Black River Falls.....| Jackson. 
Krueger, Alexander....| Watertown, R. 2......| Jefferson. 
McIntyre, Ivan........, Ft. Atkinson.........| Jefferson. 
Ward, W. Rodell.......| Ft. Atkinson,-.R. 1....| Jefferson. 

, McNown, J. H.........) Mauston ............. Juneau. 
Wagner, J. M..........| Union Center, R. 1....| Juneau. 
Bradley, J. Frank....,.| Somerg ..............| Kenosha. 
Brook, James W.......| Salem, R.1...........} Kenosha. 
Holloway, John W.....; Union Grove.........| Kenosha. 
Myrick, M. O.........., Bristol] ..............] Kenosha. 
\<atel, W. C...........| Kewaunee ......:....| Kewaunee. | , 
'mithwick, Jas....... Kewaunee, R. 6.......| Kewaunee. . : : 
(Griswold, H. W........| West Salem..........] LaCrosse. . 
Ifoe, R. J..............| Holmen .............| LaCrosse. 
Vinger, George........./ Argyle ...............| LaFayette. 
Leverenz, Roy B......| Tomahawk ..........| Lincoln. 
Heidemann, Otto C.....| Kiel, R. 2.............| Manitowoc. 
Klann, Adolph.........; Hayton ..............| Manitowoc. 
Roethel, Herman......| Kiel ...............:.| Manitowoc. 
Straka, Edward E.....) Kellnersville, R. 2....| Manitowoc. 
Sullivan, Jas. A.......}; Grimms .,...........| Manitowoc. 
Mhieleke, Edwin A....| Cleveland ............| Manitowoc. 
Wiegand, Otto R......! Cleveland, R. 2....... | Manitowoc. : 
Walarsh, Frank........| Peshtigo .............| Marinette. 
Olson, Otto W........| Walsh .............. | Marinette. 

| Dennison, Nicholas....| No. Milwaukee, R. 10.! Milwaukee. : - 
| Neilson, William C.....| No. Milwaukee, R. 19.| Milwaukee. | 

Pierner, Fred..........| No. Milwaukee, R. 11.| Milwaukee. . 
Fox, C. L..............; Leon ..............+-] Monroe. — 
Freeman, G, A.........| Sparta, R. 1..........-] Monroe. . 

| Hanchett, W. H......../ Snarta ...............| Monroe. 
Harris, R. E.......... Warrens ............-| Monroe. 
Leverich, J. W......... Snarta ...............| Monroe. . 
Robertson, R. B......:| Tomah ..............] Monroe. 
Jamison, W. G.......-; Aprleton ............| Outagamie. - 
Letts, Edward E.......| Anrleton ............| Outagamie. 
Mueller, Edw. O......-| Annleton. R. 1........| Outagamie. 
Ryan, Malachi......../ Sn. Kankauna .......| Outagamie. | : 
Kieffer, Mike..........| Fredonia ............! Ozaukee. : 
Pierner, J. W..........| Thiensville ..........) Ozaukee. 
Gullickson, Chas. E...| Cushing .............| Polk. 
Nelson, Peter C........) Milltown .............| Polk. 

| Tretsven, Oscar........| Milltown .............| Polk. 
Hanson, N. P..........) Amherst Tet... R. 1....] Portage. | 
Swenson, O. S.........| Amherst Jet.. R. 1....] Portage. 
Clark, W. E..........) Stevens Point.........| Portage. 
Klussendorf, Fred E..-' Phillips. R.1..........| Price. 
Buehler, J. G........../ Twin Bluffs..........} Richland. 

| Ghastin, Wm. J........) Twin Bluffs..........] Richland. 
Monson, Chris.........| Five Points...........| Richland. 
Post, Harry L.......... Sextonville ..........] Richland. 
Welsh, S. L............. Tavera ..............) Richland. | 
Acker, James,....,....' Milton ............... Rock, ,
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. Swedish Select oats (Wisconsin No. 4). 

Name of grower. | Address. County. 

Hoague, Charles C.....| Janesville, R. 7.......| Rock. 
Lunde, K. I............| Hdgerton, R. 2........]) Rock. 
Newhouse, K. K.......,| Clinton ..............| Rock. 
Imholt, B. A.......... | Houlton .............| St. Croix. 
Paulson, P. A.........| Hudson ..............] St. Croix. 
Hackett, Chas..........; Baraboo .............] Sauk. 
Hudson, Dwight.......| Reedsburg ...........} Sauk. . 
Ochsner, Arthur C....., Plain ................) Sauk. 
Toole, W. A...........| Baraboo ............. Sauk. 
Volz, mann 8.0.0.0 Ableman Seeeeeeeeees Sauk. 

| Hildemann, E. S.......| Belle Plaine.........., Shawano. 
Becker, P. V...........| Plymouth ............ Sheboygan. 
Fischer, Louis H......| Haven, R. 6.......... Sheboygan. 
Illian, William L......)| Adell, R. 19..........; Sheboygan. 
Chrysler, Harvey......, Galesville ............. Trempealeau. 
Engleman, J. P.......| HEttrick .............., Trempealeau. 
Hagestad, Andrew C...)| Ettrick ..............| Trempealeau. 
Hegge, E. A.......... : Pigeon Falls.......... | Trempealeau. 

| Raichle, Will,.........| Galesville ...........' Trempealeau. : 
Mattison, Thomas......| Blair ................, Trempealeau. 
Warner, R.C..........| Whitehall ...........: Trempealeau. | 
Olson, G. C........... | Westby ..............) Vernon. - 
Parsch, Gustav A......; Stoddard ............, Vernon. | 
Rundahl, J. K........ : Coon Valley.........., Vernon. 
Waener, J. M..........| Union Center.........)| Vernon. 
Dunbar, Harry D......| Hlkhorn .............| Walworth. . © 
Meurer. Paul Jr......,; Genoa Junction....... | Walworth. 
Schwartz, Walter W...., Troy Center.........., Walworth. 
(Connell, James......; Hartford ............) Washington. 
Pauls, John...........| Hartford. R. 4........ Washington. 
Blood, Tke.............| Mukwonago ..........| Waukesha. 
Haass, Otto............} Merton eect eee eens Waukesha. 
Jones. Albert..........) Dousman ............) Waukesha. 
Longley, H. N.........| Dousman ............| Waukesha. | 
Rosenow, Bros.........| Oconomowoc ......... | Waukesha. 
Snanlding, C. F.......| Oconomowor ......... - Waukesha. 

| Williams. A. R........| Waukesha. R. &....... Waukesha. 
Kneipp, William.......| Weyauwega ..........{ Waupaca. 

- J.arson. LeRoy.........| Tola ..............+. | Waunaca. 
Carey. Henry..........| Pine River...........| Waushara. 
Heuer. Edw. F........| Wautoma ............| Waushara. 
Blakely. Albert J.... .! Noenah ..............| Winnehago. 
Cross, A. J............| Allenville ............] Winnebago. 
Olson, Harry O.......| Larsen ..............| Winnebago. 

Pennett. H. T..........| Belvidere ............| MNlinois. 
Thomrson, Thor Jr....| Wadena ..............| Towa. 
Maver, A. J........... Mowell. RR, 7 ........| Michigan. 
Vandercock. R. I....... Tanden. R. 2 ........! Michigan.
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Tomkins, O. Scott......| Ashland, Box 304... | Ashland. 
Chrislaw, A. M.........| Rice Lake, R. F. D. 3 Barron. 
Haus, Enoch,..........] Rice Lake...........,] Barron. 
Heldstab, C. O.........]| Rice Lake............| Barron. 

Nies, Peter............} Greenleaf ...........| Brown. : 
Roeckel. Jos. P........| Lark ................/ Brown. | 
Roffers, John #........| Green Bay, R. 7......| Brown. 

| Bilderbach, W. T’.......| Mondovi ...........,| Buffalo. | 
Muehle:sen, Gottlieb...| Tell ................ | Buffalo. 
Nyre, Lawrence A.....; Mondovi ............| Buffalo. 
Peterson, C. T.........} Grantsburg ........., Burnett. 
Christoph, T. F........| Chilton ............../ Calumet. 

Peik, Edmund.........| Chilton, R. F. D. 4..| Calumet. 
Peterson, Henry N....| New Holstein........, Calumet. 

-Bible, F. O.............| Chippewa Falls......| Chippewa. 
Finstad, Jalmar B.....| Bloomer ............| Chippewa. 
Guptill, L. R...........]/ New Auburn........ Chippewa. | 
Johnson, Albert I......| Bloomer ..........,.| Chippewa. | 
Kramer, Henry F......| Bloomer ............| Chippewa. 
Lebeis, Frank J.......| Bloomer .............; Chippewa. oo 
Lund, Edwin..........; Bloomer ............] Chippewa. 
EKinfeldt, Albert........) Greenwood .......... | Clark. 
Imig, Arthur H........| Neillsville ...........] Clark. 
Lee, HE. W.............| Granton .............;} Clark. * 
Thompson, Theo.......) Curtiss .............. Clark. 

| Zerbel, H............../ Humbird ............) Clark. 
Bllickson. A. C........} Arlington .......... | Columbia. 
Foster, Carl C.........| Fall River........,,.| Columbia. 
Jung, A. H............;| Randolph ..........., Columbia. 
Sharpes, HE. A,........ | Rio, R. F. D. 1..... " Columbia. 

_  Sharpee, J. A..........} Rio Srrrttnrtssses Columbia. | 
Sharpee. P. A..........] Rio .................| Columbia. 
Ames, W. L...........| Oregon ..............| Dane. 
Anthony. David C......| Oregon, R. F. D. 2... | Dane. 
Belda, William F.....| DeForest ............ Dane. 
Benson. Hd. H.........;| Mt. Horeb, R.5.......] Dane. 
Burr, H. R..,,.........| Marshall ............| Dane. 
Chase. J. P...........| Sun Prairie..........| Dane. 

Chatterton. R. W......| Baseo ...............| Dane. 
Chynoweth, H. E.....; Madison, R. F. D....| Dane. 
Dreger, E. Dee Madison, R. 7........! Dane. 

- Wmery, S. L..........;' Fdgerton. R 2.......} Dane. 
Ford, J. F............| Mazomanie, R. F. D..| Dane. 
Gangstad. J. O11... Deerfield ............| Dane. 
Gillette. R. A.........{ Verona -.eee.....-| Dane. 
Hill. Otto C..........| Mt. Horeb ..........] Dane. 
Hillier. H. B..........| Waunakee ...........! Dane. . 

| Kaltenberg, Anthony...| Waunakee ...........| Dane. 
Koltes. Jos. F.........) Dane. R. 87.........,.| ane, 
Maeder. J. W.........| Oreron R. F. D. 3....| Dane, . 
Mever. Jobn...........| Madison. R. F. D. 7..! Dane. 
Mitchell. J. T.....,...| Gottege Grov2....... ; Pane. 
Moen, Herman.,..,.. | Cambridge ......,..,' Dane,
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Norsman, Jerome O....; Madison, R. F. D.... ' Dane. 
Peck, H. M............| Marshall ....,.,,.._'.| Dane. 
Reindahl, A. K........| Madison, R. 2........| Dane. 
Renk, H. J...........) Sun Prairie........,,| Dane. 
Semb, T. A...........| Madison; R, 6........| Dane. 
Stewart J. R..........) Verona ..............| Dane. 

| Thompson, Melvin.....; Mt. Horeb........... ., Dane. 
Thorstad, N. H........| Deerfield .............| Dane. 

. Torgerson, B. S.......| Cottage Grove..... ...| Dane. 
Von Lanyi, Oscar......; Edgerton, R. 2... bees | Dane. 

| Voss, William.........; Mazomanie ..........| Dane. 1 
Wernick, William H...| DeForest ............| Dane. 
Wrabetz, Frank.......| Madison, R.6........ .| Dane. 
Zabel, Edward.........| Deerfield -s+eeee:....| Dane. 
Beule, Elmore A......; Fox Lake............| Dodge. 

; Bohl, Joseph N........| Beaver Dam.......... Dodge. 
Bussewitz, Orla J......| Juneau ..............| Dodge. 
Ehrhardt, Daniel ...... | Knowles ............| Dodge. 
Ellison, Chas. J.......| Rubicon, R. F. D...../| Dodge. 
Goetsch, Albert A.....| Juneau ......... a Dodge. 
Grebe, Fred P........| Fox Lake............| Dodge. 
Howitt, Chas. H.......| Randolph ........... | Dodge. 
Howland, W. L.......| Waupun weeeeeeees...| DOdBE. 
Joice, George E......., Waterloo ............, Dodge. 
Jones, Jchn G.........| Beaver Dam, R. 4.... .| Dodge. 

| Jones, Owen Jr........| Beaver Dam..........' Dodge. , 
Irving, J. W..........| Randolph reseseeeee. Dodge. 
Krueger, Henry E.... Beaver Dam, R. 1....| Dodge. 
Lehmann, Mrs. Eva....| Neosho ............. ' Dodge. . Mahoney. David.......' Juneau ....... .......| Dodge. | 
Schultz, Edwin W.... .| Brownsville ......... Dodge. 
Weston, Jobn.........| Burnett-Jct...........| Dodge. 

_ Roucsein, Frnie F.....| Detroit Harbor.......| Door. 
Roursein, Gus.........| Detroit Harbor.......| Door. 
Buschman, Huen .....| Forestville ...........! Door. 
Firickson. Ole C.......| Detroit Harbor.......| Door. oF 
Hansen, Ole C........ | Detroit Harbor...... | Door. 
Oldenbure. Gustav BH. | Bailey’s Harbor .....| Door. 
Millar, Will...........) Menomonie .........,.| Dunn. 

| | Allen. Chas. L........| Fou Claire ...........| Eau Claire. 
Donaldson, H. A......| Feu Claira, R. 3......| Eau Claire. 
Hine, Geo. S...... 0... Foirchild ............| Eau Claire. 

: Kenz. John. Sr........| Msirehild R. 2........| Eau Claira. 
Russell, A. C..........| Augusta .............| Hau Claire. . 

- Winter, L. H..........| Fau Claire, R. 4......| Hau Otoine : 
ight, Wray C....,.| Hau Claire, Box 195...! Kau Claire. 

Reyer Herman........| Peebles, R. 37........| Fond du Lac. 

| - Bonzelet. J. P.........| Hden ...............,, Pond du Lac. 
Briggs, J. W..........| Pegbles ..............| Fond du Lac. 
Hinz, A. I?...........-| Ripon ..... .........| Fond du Lac. 
Jacky, Gilbert ........| Malone, R. 39........| Fond du Lac. 
Jacky, H. L..........| Malone, R. 59........| #ond du Lac. 

| Kuehn, Charles A.....| Brandon .............! Fond du Lae,
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Meekin, H. Weeseceee Fond du Lac......... Fond du Lac. " 
Michels, Henry ......| Malone, R. 39........ ! Fond du Lac. 
Michels, Math. ........| Malone, R. 39........., Fond du Lac. 
Sheldon, B. F.........; Brandon Lec eeaeeeeaes! Fond du Lac. 

_ Stroup, Fred G........| Fond du Lac ........| Fond du hac. 
Whittaker, Horace ..../ Fond du Lac ........ | Fond du Lac. 
Barron, R. E.........., Platteville ...........| Grant. 

| Bennett, Ora F........| Glen Haven......... | Grant. 
Booth, Guy A..........| Cuba City veeeeeeese| Grant, 
Fruit, Bert L.......... Platteville ...........) Grant. 
Patterson, J. Li....... | Glen Haven ..........| Grant. 
Runde, Martin C.......| Cuba City............/) Grant. 
Rundell, Dale E.......| Livingston ...........| Grant. 
Rundell, Wilbur M... | Livingston ...........| Grant. | 
Stivarius, Geo. A......| Fennimore, R. 4......| Grant. 
Vosberg, H. L........ | Louisberg, R. 2......| Grant. 
Bechtolt, A. B.........| Browntown ..........| Green. 8 Bechtolt, James J....., Monroe ..............| Green 
Biglow L. F............ Brooklyn ............| Green. | 

_ Mau, H. G............) Brodhead, R. 1...... | Green. 
Murdock, C. R.........| Brodhead .......... Green. : : 
Olson, William ........| Browntown ... .ee....| Green. 
Smiley, Jas. B........| Albany ..............| Green. . 
Clark, Clarence .......' Markesan, R. 5.......| Green Lake. 
Miller, Guv E. Jr...... | Markesan ............| Green Lake. 
Aavang, H. O, ........, Barneveld ...........| Iowa. 
Callicut, Harry ......, Mineral Point ......°| Towa. - 

. Gordon. Archie L......| Mineral Point .......| Io~a. 
Grimstad, A. C. ......| Barneveld ...........| Towa. 
Lloyd-Jones, Enos .....; Hillside ..............| Towa. 
Osborne, John F.......| Linden ..............| Iowa. 
Osborne, W. F........| Linden ..............| Iowa. 
Paulson Hilbert ......) Hollandale ..........| Iowa. 
Ruggles, William Guy..| Ridgeway ............| Iowa. 

| Curran, W. F..........| Taylor ......,........| Jackson. | 
Pettinger, Wm. F....../ Hixton ..............| Jackson. . 
Clemit, AdoIph......../ Cambridge ..........| Jefferson. 
Fetts, Hugene.........| Ft. Atkinson ........| Jefferson. 
Krueger, Alexander ...| Watertown. R .2......| Jefferson. 
Main, H. A. :..........| Ft. Atkinson ........| Jefferson. 
Markey, W. E. .... Sullivan .............| Jefferson. 

| Mathews, Milton D....| Pelenville |........,.| Jefferson. 
MeTntvre. Ivan .......| Ft. Atkinson .........| Jefferson. 
Parsons, Wm. A....... |] Ft. Atkinson, R. 2....| Jefferson. 
Ward, W. Rodell.......| Ft. Atkinson, R. 1....! Jefferson. 
Bailey. Earl H. ......|/ Flroy ........ ieee ; Juneau. 

” Hanzlik, David E......) Wonewoc ..........,.! Juneau. : | 
Hanzlik, Otto J........| Wonewoe ............| Juneau. 
Lannon, James H......) Lyndon Sta. ........./ Juneau. | 
 McNown, J. H,........| Mauston ............| Juneau. . 
Wagner, J. M..........| Union Center, R. 1...) Juneau. 
Wick, William F......; Mauston .............| Juneau. a 

Bradley, J. Frank......’ Somers .............-! Kenosha. | Os 

14—E. A, |
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, Brook, J. W...........| Salem, R. 1..........) Kenosha. 

Myrick, M. On Bristol ..............| Kenosha. 
Collin, D. W..........| Juuxemburg ........ | Kewaunee. 
Engel, Philip .........) Luxemburg ......... | Kewaunee. 
Jirthe, Geo. B........ .| Algoma..............) Kewaunee. 
Katel, William ......./ Kewaune ,R. 1...... | Kewaunee. 
Raether,. Louis J......, Algoma.............., Kewaunee. 
Ray. William F......... Kewaunee, R. 1......| Kewaunee. . 
Smithwick, James :....| Kewaunee, R. 6......; Kewaunee 

. Harr, Ernest B........| Bamgor .............. La Crosse. 
Hass, Reinhold A...... | La Crosse, R. 1.......| La Crosse. 
Jewett, Harry ........| Bangor ........ .. ..| La Crosse. 
White, Glenn Serr La Crosse ...........| La Crosse. 
Akins, Clyde...........| Warren. Tll.......... | LaFayette. 
Andrews. Arthur ...... | south Wavne ....... | LaFayette. 
Buss. Will G..........| Mineral Point ........ | LaFayette. 
Glindinning, H. L......;| Shullsburg ...........; LaFayette. 
Jensen, Peter ....... | Argvle ..... cece eee 7 LaFayette. 

" Usher, Earl ........,. | South Wayne ....... | LaFayette. 
Vinger, George ........ Argyle wi... cee eee | LaFayette. 
Vinger, Milo J.........| Argvle ..............| LaFayette. 
Welton, Seth ..........) Woodford ...........| LaFayette. 
Byerly, Fdmund A.....| Antigo ..............| Langlade. 
Bruhn, John T........| Mishicot. R. 3....... .| Manitowoc. 

Weidemann, Otto C....) Kiel. R. 2............ | Manitowoc. 
Heyroth, Louis H...... *Mishicot ............-| Manitowoc. 

Roethel. Herman ......| Kiel Lecce ecceeneses! Manitowoc. 

Schwantes. Ernest E.. Two Rivers .......... | Manitowoc. 

Straka, Edward B..... Kellnersville, R. 2....) Manitowoc. 

- Sullivan, James A.....| Grimms .............| Manitowoc. 

Strowig. William A....| Cleveland. R. i.......| Manitowoc. 

| Wiegand. Otto R.......| Cleveland, R. 2.......| Manitowoc. . 

Wilkowske. R. T.......| Mishicot ............-- Manitowoc. 

Falarsh. Frank ........| Peshtigo .............| Marinette. 

Olson. Otto W.........| Walsh ..............-| Marinette. . 

: Houslet, Neal ........| Packwoukee .........| Marquette. 
Dennison, Nicholas ....| No. Milwaukea, R. 10.| Milwaukee. oe 

Foley, Robert ......... Wauwatosa .......... Milwaukee. . . 

Kurtze, Otto C. .......| West Alis. R.15...... Milwaukee. . 

Neilson. William C....| No. Milwauken, R, 10.) Milwaukee. | 

Pauly. H. J............| Milwankee, 207 14th et Milwaukee. . . 

Pierner Fred ........-) Na”. Milwaukee, R. 11.{ Milwaukee. . 

Schlapman. T. W......| No. Milwaukee. R. 10.| Milwaukee. 

Schmit. Peter ........ | GranviJle ...........-1. Milwaukee. 

Southeott. Fred .......| Wauwatosa ..........| Milwaukee. 

Mbert. Francis E......) Tamah ............--| Monroe. a 

, Harris, Roy T.........; Warrens ............- Monroe. | 

. Warris. Ruthven E.....{ Warrens .............| Monroe. 

Howell, Horace P......| Snarta ...............| Monroe. 

Whitehead, H. W......]| Teon ............... | Monroe. 

Kohne, Henry .........| Tittle Suamico ...... Oconto. | 

Knoke, E. A..........| Shineton me Outagamie. | 

7 Jamison, Robert ....../ Appleton, R, 2......-.-} Outagamie. .
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Main, A. G............ Hortonvillz, R. 21... . Outagamie. Merkel, Henry ....... ' Appleton ,.......... - Outagam.e. \ Mueller, Edward O.... Appleton, R .1........) Outagan..e, Ryan, Malachi ........| South Kaukauna .... | Outagam.e. 
Schmit, A. N. ........ Appleton, R. 2 ......) Outagam’e. 
Schmit, John A....... Hortonville, R. 22 .... Outagamie. 
Siegert, A. .......,..../ Appleton Licence cece Outaganve. 
Sylvester, Walter W... Seymour .............) Outagamie. 
Wussow, Chas. A......| Seymour, R. 35 ...... Outagamie. 
Clausing, Adolph .....| Thiensville ....... .. | Ozaukee, 
Pierner, J. W..........| Thiensville ......... .| Ozaukee. . Fleishater, C. K......) Arkansaw ..... wees, Pepin. 
Hicks, Earl S..........| Pepin veeesceeeeeeee..;) Pepin, 
Scheid, Byron ........, Bay City ee Pierce. 
Christensen, Herman ..| Milltown ........... ..| Polk. 
Nelson, Peter C....... | Milltown ............. Polk. 
Sorenson, Albert E.....| Osceola .......... ... |) Polk. 
Tretsven, Oscar oo] Mil:town See Polk. 
Hanson, N. P. ........, Amherst Jet., R. 1....: Portage. 
Swenson, O. S. ......../ Amherst Jct.. R. 1..... Portage. 
Rasmussen, G. §.......| Franksville, R.9..... Racine. 
Buehler, J. G. ........) Twin Buuffs ........ . Richland. . Martin, H. A.........,, Gotham ............. Richland. 
Post, Harry L........ ; Sextonville .......... Richland. 
Welsh, S. Lew Tavera .............. Richland. Acker, James .........; Milton ..............) Rock. 
Austin, W. Bor Janesville ...........) Rock. 
Benedict, E. L.........| Beloit seeeeeeee see: ROCK. 
Dougan, W. J. pees] Beloit ...............] Rock. 
Fish, Esli ............ Janesville, R. 7 ......} Rock. 
Fisher, Clayton E.... Evansville, R.17......) Rock. 
Fisher, Joseph ........| Evansville. R. 17.... Rock. 
Fisher, J. H. ..........) Janesville seeeeeeess ee Rock. 
Hoague, Charlie .......| Janesville R. 7.......} Rock, 
Marston, Albert ....... Beloit ...............] Rock. f Nelson, Martin ........| Milton see eeeeesceees,| ROCK, 
Newhouse, K. K. ..... Clinton ..............| Rock. 
Pitt, Ernest H een Milton ...............} Rock. | Snyder, R. B..........| Clinton weeeeeeeeeesee.} ROCK. 
Beebe, A. G............| Bruce tee eeeeeceeeee| Rusk, 
Batten, 8S. E...........) Hudson .............. St. Croix. | Bennett, William L....| New Richmond .. ...../ St. Croix. _ Tmholt, B. A.:........' Houlton wseeeeeees...| St. Croix. . Schwandt, Will |... Stanton, Box 10.... .| St. Croix mo _ Accola, J.H....... ../ Prairie du Sac ......| Sauk ° | Clavadatscher, T. .....; Sauk City ............| Sauk. | . Frederickson, Fred ... Spring Green ........| Sauk. | Gallagher, Frank ..... Reedsburg .......... | Sauk. | . Gross, ‘Waldo E......) Merrimac ...... ....-.| Sauk, . Hudson, Dwight ...... Reedsburg ...........| Sauk. | . Lachmund, Robert ....! Sauk City ...........| Sauk. 
Marshall, William S...| Delton ........ ..eeee.| Sauk, | Ochsner, Arthur C..... Plain ,...............} Sauk. .
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Schoephorster, Henry. .| Prairie du Sac........| Sauk. 

Toole, W. A. ........+-), Baraboo vee e een eee! Sauk. | 

Volz, Robert Lene eeeee Ableman ..........---) Sauk. 

Thulin, Edwin ........| Hayward teeceeeveeee) Sawyer. a . 

Hildemann, E. S.......| Belle Plaine...........| Shawano. oo! 

Klovdahl, John J. ... | Wittenberg .........., Shawano. : 

Becker, P. V. ....+-+ + Plymouth ............| Sheboygan. _ 

Blonien, Peter ........| Elkhart ........---- ., Sheboygan. 

Boll, John C..........., Sheboygan Falls, R. 7 7 Sheboygan. 

Dennerlein, Arthur J../ Plymouth, R. 28 ......| Sheboygan. 

- Figcher, Louis H........ Haven, R. 6 .......-- .| Sheboygan. 

- Frauenheim, O. R......) Random Lake ....... | Sheboygan. 

| Garside, Harry R......, Cedar Grove .....---- Sheboygan. 

Hamann, Edgar ...... 7 Sheboygan, R 1....... Sheboygan. | 

Herdrich, S. F......-.-- | Adell R. 19..........- / Sheboygan. ° 

Illian, William L......) Adell R. 19..........-| Sheboygan. 

. Liebzeit, Albert E......| Sheboygan Falls ..... Sheboygan. 

‘Parish, J. O......-0055) Plymouth ............| Sheboygan. mo 

Sharpe, Chas. E.......| Waldo ov veeeeeeeses+} Sheboygan. : 

Thackray, Joseph .....| Glenbeulah, R. 30.... | Sheboygan. 

Chrysler, Harvey .....| OSSEO ...---eee ee eeee 7 Trempealeau. ; 

Dean, Robert ........., Bleva .....-.-e-e eee: Trempealeau. 

; Engleman, John .......) Galesville .........-..| Trempealeau. 

| Hagestad ,Andrew C,..) Wttrick ......--+-+-- .| Trempealeau. 

Markham, Fred C......, Independence ........! Trempealeau. 

Mattison, Thomas ..... Blair .......+-++e+-+:! Trempealeau. 

Moen, Gilbert T..... ' Bleva .........++++-++, Trempealeau. 

Raichle, Will .........-, Galesville ......-----5) Trempealeau. | 

Amott, A. Li..... ee eee) VETOQUA «eee ee ee eee Vernon. 

. Keir, 8. M..........---; Viroqua ...---.-+ee-: Vernon. 

Larsen, L. To. ce eeeee Viroqua .......++++++; Vernon. 

Nelson, Edwin ........| Virogua ...---+++ees Vernon. | 

| Parsch, Gustav A......| Stoddard .......+.---| Vernon. 

Solverson, Oscar ......| Viroqua ......--. ...-; Vernon. . 

Thiege, Hdward G.....| Viroqua .....----++++: Vernon. | 

Thiege, Karl J........| Viroqua ..--..+-+++: Vernon. 

Waener, J. M.......---- Union Center ......--| Vernon. . 

Anderson. Alvin M.....| Whitewater ........-- Walworth. . 

Downey, Urso J.......| Whitewater .......--- Walworth. — 

Dunbar, Harry D...... Elkhorn .........-.--, Walworth. 

4 Harris, Jesse S.......| Delavan .......--++: Walworth. 

Howard. A. Hi... .. ee eee Whitewater .........-| Walworth. 

Kruse, William ......- Whitewater .........-| Walworth. HO 

Lean, R. J....----- eee: Elkhorn .......-.----| Walworth. 

~ ‘Lewis. Hri fa 80 Whitewater ........--| Walworth. 

Lowell, Lloyd S......-| Sharon .......-+---+-| Walworth. : 

Marck, L. G.....---ees Honey Creek ........| Walwortn. 

Peters, Ezra ......---- Sharon .....-.+++++e:| Walworth. | 

Stewart, Howard ..... Delavan, R. 2........| Walworth. 

Thacker, Ed. F.....--- Fonda ....eseeeeee..+| Walworth. : 

West, Mark H.......-- Elkhorn ..........+--| Walworth. SO 

Bast, Paul J......+--- Rockfield .......-----| Washington. ° " 

o’Connell, James ..--.-. Hartford ........-.--| Washington. 

Schottler, Conrad J....| So. Germantown .... | Washington. 

Schroeder, H. F.....--.' West Bend .......-.- Washington. a
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Blood, Ike ........... | Mukwonago ..........| Waukesha. | 
Evans, T. re Wales ...............| Waukesha. | 

. Haass, Otto ...........| Merton ..............| Waukesha. 
Heffron, John A.......| Big Bend ............| Waukesha. 
Jacobson, F. E........ | Oconomowoc .........| Waukesha. : 
Longley, H. Newser: bousman ............| Waukesha. . 
Rosenow Brothers.....; Oconomowoc .,........| Waukesha, | 
Schafer, Chas. H.......' Waukesha, R. 7.......) Waukesha. | 
Spaulding, C. F....... | Oconomowoc .........! Waukesha. 
Swan, L. W............| Mukwonago ..........: Waukesha, 
Swoboda, Frank G..... | Dousman ............. Waukesha. 
Williams, A. R........| Waukesha, R. 8...... Waukesha. 
Williams, David-W....; Geneses. Depot .......' Waukesha. 

| Burnham, D. ¥........, Waupaca, R. 6....... 7 Waupaca. | 
Hanson, Elmer ........| Waupaca, R.1....... -_ Waupaca. 
Kendall, Myron .......| Tola R. 3.............) Waupaca. 

| Kneipp, William ......; Weyauwega ..........| Waupaca. 
Larson, LeRoy ......., Iola cee eeceececeeeeea| Waupaca. 
Fope, N, J.......-+++++/ IOla ...........220++-) Waupaca. | 
Wall, Floyd ..........; Weyauwega weeeeeeeee) Waupaca. - 
Anderson, Thomas E..| Wild Rose ...........' Waushara. 
Heuer, BE. F.........../ Wautoma ............ Waushara. 
Athearn, L. J........+-, Oshkosh............... Winnebago. 
Blakely, Albert J.....| Neenah ..............: Winnebago. 
Blodgett, Gordon veaee! TD Lecce eeeeeeee Winnebago. 

Harrison, Geo........./ Omro ..........-++.++ Winnebago. 
Miller, Henry C......./, Allenville ........... Winnebago. 
Christensen, Peter W..; Marshfield, R. 3......: Wood. | 
Clark, Charles F......./ Babcock ............ ‘ Wood. 

Crane, V. R...........) St. Charles .......... -| Illinois. 
Grimwood, Ivan J.....| Bristol ..............  Wllinois. 
Hitchcock, H. R......., Pecatonica ..........., Iinois. 
Keeney, HE. R.......---| Rockton ............., Tlinois. 
Mathis, Adolph........| Lansing, R. 1........., Iowa. 
Thompson, Thor, Jr. . Wadena .........46. | Iowa. 
Meyer, A. J..........., Howell, R. 7.........., Michigan. 
Smith, J. G............| Farmington .......... Minnesota 
Stienstra, Samuel ..... Swedesborg ........... Missouri. 

a
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Roeckel, Jos. > Lark ................' Brown. 
Houser, W. L.. Lessee! Mondovi ............. Buffalo. 
Jahn, Chas, ..........) Cream ..............\ Buffalo. 
Muehleisen, Gottlieb ..| Tell ..............+. Buffaio. 

_ Christoph, Vheo. F....) Gunton .............. Calumet. 
. Chrisler, Harlay E....| Lodi ................) Columbia. 

Lloyd, Evan B........| Cambria ........... "| Columpb.a. 
Emery, S. L...........| Mdgerton ............) Dane. . 
r.tz, Mark ..........| Belleville ...........) Dane. 
Hopkins, 8. Y........| Basco ................ Dane. : 
Jordalen, Clarence...../ Stoughton ...........) Dane. 
Mitchell, J. T.........| Cottage Grove ..... . Dane. 
Von Lanyi, Oscar ....| Edgerton, K. 4.......!' Dane. 
Bohl, Joseph N........)| Beaver Dam Lecce eed Dodge. 

' Krueger, Henry E....| Beaver Dam, R. 1.... Dodge. 
Allen, Chas. L........) Eau Claire ..........' Eau Claire. 
Donaldson, H. A......| Eau Claire, R. 3......| Eau Claire. 
Russell, A. C.........., Augusta.... beeen ee eeed Eau Claire. 
Meekin, H. W........| Fond du Lac -++e+.-- Fond du Lac. 
Whittaker, Horace ...; Fond du Lac ......../ Fond du Lae. 
Fruit, Bert L......... Platteville .........-) Grant. 
Marty, Matthias teen e| Monticello, R. 1......) Green. 
Farwell, Roy R.......| Ridgeway ........... Iowa. 
Grimstad, A. C.......| Barneveld ...........) Iowa. 
Merrill, W. M.........| Taylor ..............) Jackson. 
Moe, R. J.............) Holmen .............. La Crosse. 
Thieleke, Edwin A.... | Cleveland ...........! Manitowoc. 
Falarsh, Frank ....... | Peshtigo ............| Marinette. | 
Nielson, William C....' No. Milwaukee, R. 10: Milwaukee. 
Ahlers, Walter .......| Grafton .............|/ Ozaukee. 
Gustafson, Theodore ..| Stockholm, R. 1..... | Pierce. 
Tretsven, Oscar ......| Milltown ...........-| Polk. 
Benedict, E. L........| Beloit ...............) Rock. 

| Frederickson, Fred ...| Spring Green.........! Sauk. 

Becker, P. V..........| Plymouth ...........| Sheboygan. 
Fischer, Louis H......| Haven, R. 6..........| Sheboygan. 
Hagestad, Andrew C...| Etttrick .............| Trempealeau. 
Parsch, Gustav A.....| Stoddard ............]/ Vernon. 
Rosenow Bros.........| Oconomowoc ......../ Waukesna. 
Swan, L. W..........-| Mukwonago .........| Waukesha. 
Heinke, Alvin ........| New London ........) Waupaca. 
Holman, R. M.........{/ Waupaca ............] Waupaca. 
Johnson, A. O.........| Weyauwega ..........| Waupaca. 
Johnson, C, G.........] Clintonville, R. 1....| Waupaca. 
Kneinp, Wm...........| Weyauwega ..........; Waupaca. 
Krostue, Julius ......) Sheridan ............| Waupaca. 

. Larson, Elmer J......| Waupaca ............| Waupaca. 
Zwicky, J. D..........| Scandinavia .........| Waupaca. 

- Hasselquist, Wm......| Wild Rose, R. 2......| Waushara. 
Blakely, Albert J......| Neenah .............| Winnebago. 
Boss, &. J.............| Oshkosh, R. 7........| Winnebago. 

| Cross, A. J............| Allenville ...........] Winnebago. 
Walters, Andrew .....+ Oshkosh, R. 1........| Winnebago. 
Lepien, John.......... Marshfield ...........' Wood.
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Cooper, A. A..........| Elizabeth ...........{ Illinois. 
Crane, V. R...........| St. Charles ..........| Illinois. 
Grimwood, Ivan J... | Bristol ..............] Illinois. 
Fiuebsch, L. A.........| Galena ..............{ Illinois. 
Patterson, R. H.......| Durand ......,.....-{ Illinois. 
Kaiser, E. C..........| Garnavillo ..........} Iowa. 

| Thompson, T., Jr.....; Wadena .............| Iowa. ‘ 

Wirkler, A. J..........| Garnavillo ...........| Iowa. 

(Wisconsin No. 7 corn.) 

| | 
Name of grower. Address. ! County. 

| - 

Johnson, Billie........| Strong’s Prairie...... | Adams. 
Walker, Ray C..,.....| Plaintield ............) Adams. 
N.es, Peter............)| Greenleaf eee Brown. 
Roeckel, Jos. P........| Lark ................| Brown. 
Williams, L...........| Green Bay...........| Brown. 
Bilderbach, W. T......| Mondovi ........... / Buffalo. 
Hiouser, W. L........./ Mondovi Preteens Buffalo. | 
Jahn, Chas............/ Cream ..............| Buffalo. 
Joos, Frank B........; Fountain City....... ; Buffalo. 
Kindschy, George.....)| Waumandee ......... | Buffalo. 
Muehleisen, Gottlieb...| Tell .................) Buffalo. 
Spaulding, Leslie......| Mondovi ............;} Buffalo. 
Stamm, G. A........../ Modena ieee eee eee Buffalo. | 
Suhr, Otto A......... | Cochrane ............: Buffalo. 
Zeller, Louis..........| Waumande2 ,........| Buffalo. 
Christoph, T. F......./ Chilton .,............) Calumet. 
Kircher, H. W........| Chilton seeeeeeeeeee-| Calumet. 
Peterson, Henry N....| New Holstein........) Calumet. 
Whitby, Arthur J.....| Chilton, Rk. F. D. 5....| Calumet. 
Bible, F. O...........] Chippewa Falls......; Chippewa. 
Hebert, Louis Paul....; Chippewa Falls..... | Chippewa. 
Brooks, George R.....| Granton, R. F. D. 2. .| Clark. 
Miller, Theodore......); Greenwood ..........) Clark. . 
Capener, Howard H. .| Portage .............| Columbia. 
Chrisler, Elvin........| Lodi, R. F. D. 1..... .! Columbia. 
Chrisler, Harley E....; Lodi ................) Columbia. 
Ellickson, A. C.......) Arlington ...........| Columbia. | 
Foster, Carl C........| Fall River.......... | Columbia. 
Gloeckler. Theo.......| Portage ............ . Columbia. — 
Grove, Christian...... Columbus ........... Columbia.
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Hanson, E. A........ | Pardeeville ......... | Columbia. 
Jones, John R.........| Columbus ........,..| Columbia. 
Lloyd, Evan B........; Cambria ............| Columbia. 
O’Connor, Edward F.,| Lodi, R. F. D. 1......| Columbia. 
Phillips, F. M.........| Wyocena ............| Columbia. | 

| Sharpee, E. A.........| Rio, R. F. D. 1.......| Columbia. 
Sharpee, Johanes A...| Rio .................| Columbia. 

. Sharpee, P. A.........| Rio .................{ Columbia. 
_ Steuber, L. J..........| Lodi ................| Columbia. 

| Stewart, G. L.........| Lodi ................| Columbia. 
Hjelle, Ole K....:...,.| Soldiers Grove.......| Crawford. 
Lam, ‘Sam............| Ferryville ...........| Crawford. 
Lawrence, W. J.......| DeSoto ..............| Crawford. 
Nelson, T. E..........| Ferryville ...........| Crawford. 
Young, Harry.........| Bridgeport ..........| Crawford. 
Bendickson, I. E..,...| Cambridge ..........| Dane. 
Birkrem, Clarence.....| Deerfield ............| Dane. 
Birrenkott, M. J.......| Klevenville ..........| Dane. 

| Brigham, C. I.........| Blue Mounds.........| Dane. 
| Burr, H. R...........| Marshall ............| Dane. 

Chase, J. P..........,| Sun Prairie..........| Dane. 
Chatterton, R. W......| Basco ...............| Dane. 
Christianson, Peter....| Deerfield ............} Dane. 
Chynoweth, H. E......| Madison, R. F. D.....| Dane. 
Coldwell, John........| Mazomanie ..........| Dane... 
Dahle, L, O...........| Deerfield ...........,| Dane. 
Daley, John...........| McFarland ..........| Dane. 
Elver, E. C...,.......| Madison, R. F. D. 3..| Dane. 
Emery, 8S. L...........| Edgerton ............| Dane. 

Fadness, John.........; Deerfield. ............; Dane. 
Wiritz, Mack..........| Belleville ...........| Dane. 
Flom, Martin O.......| Stoughton ..........| Dane. 
Ford, J. F............| Mazomanie ..........| Dane. 
Gangstad, Herman O..| Deerfield ............} Dane., | 
Gillette, Rufus ........| Verona .............| Dane. | 
Harrington, C. E.....| Verona .............} Dane. 
Hill, Otto C..........| Mt. Horeb............| Dane. 
Hillier, H. B..........| Waunakee ...........| Dane. 
Holscher, A. C........| Cottage Grove........] Dane. 
Hopkins, 8S. Y.........| Basco ...............| Dane. 

: Hougan, O. O.........,| Stoughton ...........] Dane. 
Jordalen, Clarence.....| Stoughton ...........} Dane. 
Kaltenberg, Anthony..| Waunakee ...........]| Dane. 
Koltes, Jos. F.........| Dane, R. 37..........| Dane. 
Larson, T. D..........| Cambridge ..........| Dane. 
Lee, Severt A.........| Deerfield ............} Dane. 
Lee, Tollaf............| Klevenville .........] Dane. . 
Maeder, J. W..........| Oregon ..............| Dane. 

| Mielke, J. H..........| Basco ...............| Dane. | : 
Mikkelson, Carl......! Deerfield ............| Dane. 
Nicholls. Henry.......| Stoughton ...........}] Dane. 
Noyce, Elmer. J.......| Oregon .............-| Dane. 
Peck, H. M...........| Marshall ............/ Dane. | |
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Prescott, J. O.........| Deerfield Lede eee eeee Dane. . 
Reindahl, A. K.......) Madison ............) Dame. ; 
Richardson, Leonard C| Oregon .............. Dane. 
Royston, nos.........| Mazomanie ......... 7 Dane. 
Ruste, C. O...........| Blue Mounds ......... Dane. | 

. , Semb, T. A...........| Madison, nm. #'. o. vu...) Dane. 
Sanborn, H. H........| Madison pocectceee | Dane. 
Showers, Hi. W........| Cottage Grove........| Dane. . : 
Stromness, M. A.......| Cambridge ..........| Dane. 
Swaiem, P. O..........| velorest ............| Dane. 
Swenson, Gust.........} Deertield ..........,,/ Dane. 

- ‘veisberg, Samuel H...) »tougnton ..........., Dane. 
Thompson, Meivin.....| wit. moreb ...........| Dane. 
Thorstad, Nels H.....| Ueertield ............| Dame. 

a Trow, E. J............| Uregon ,,............, Dane. 
Wernick, A. C........| Morrisonville ........| Dane. | 
Winegar, A. B........| Madison, K. F. D....,| Dane. 
Wrabetz, Frank.....,.| madison, KH. v0........ | Dane. . 

| Beule, Elmore A......| rox Lake............| Dodge. 
Brooks, Jos...........| Watertown ..........| Dodge. | . 
Bohl, Joseph N........) Seaver vam..,.....,| Dodge. 
Ellison, Chas. J.......| muod.con Pieces eee es] Dodge. 

- Grebe, Fred P.........|/ #ox wake............| Dodge. | 
_ Goetsch, Albert A.....| Juneau ..............}; Dodge. 

Jones, John G.........| Beaver Dam..........| Dodge. 
Jones, Jonn R........| Columbus ...........| Dodge. — 
Jones, Owen Jr....,.,.| Beaver Dam..........| Dodge. 
Krueger, Henry E.....| Keaver Dam..........| Dodge. 
Lehmann; T. A.......| Watertown ..........| Dodge. 
Lehmann, Mrs. Eva...'| Neosho ............. ., Dodge. 
Mahoney, David.......| Juneau .............| Dodge. 
Owens, Herbert O.....) Fox Lake............| Dodge. | 

| Roberts, Thos. J......) Randolph .........,,] Dodge. 
Roberts, William E....| Randolph .........,,| Dodge. 
Schiller, Claude E....| Beaver Dam, R.F.D. 4) Dodge. 
Schultz, Edwin W.....| Brownsville .........| Dodge. | 
Lindberg, Emil........| Itasca Sta..........,} Douglas. a 
Allen, Chas. L.........| Eau Claire .........,| Eau Claire. 
Boernke, Rudolph ....} Fall Creek...........) Hau Claire. 
Coon, Leslie E....... | Osseo ...............| Hau Claire. ° 
Fear, E. F............| Augusta .............| Hau Claire. 
Germann, Henry L....| Brackett ............| Eau Claire. 
Konz, John Sr........| Fairchild ..........,.| Hau Claire. 
Krogstad, Oscar J.....| Hau Claire, R. 4......; Eau Claire. 
Oliver, C. S...........}| Hau Claire.........../ Eau Claire. : 
Ristau, Edward.......| Osseo ...............| Eau Claire. ce 

Winter, L. H.........,| Eau Claire, R. 4......| Eau Claire. : 
Wright, Geo. T........) Eau Claire, Box 195..| Eau Claire. | 
Wright, Wray C.......; Eau Claire, Box 195..| Eau Claire. 
 Bonzelet, J. Py Eden ................| Fond du Lac. 
Briggs, J. W..........| Peebles .............|.Fond du Lac. 
Brunson, Levi E......’ Rosendale ...........} Fond du Lace.
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. | 
Buck, Clarence W....| Eldorado ........... | Fond du Lac. 
Carpenter, Leon A....| Fond du hLac........; Fond du Lac. 
Day, James...........} Gaktfield ............./ Fond du Lac. 
Gibbard, P. J....,.,....| Ripon terre Fond du Lac. 

| Hinz, A. F...........| Ripon ...............| Fond du Lace. 
Krause, Edward H....| Kipon, R. 13........| Fond du Lac. 
Kuehn, Cnares A.....| Brandon ............| Fond du Lac. 
 Maug, Arthur J.......| Ripon .............../ Kond du Lac. 
Meekin, H. W.........| Fond du Lac.........) Kona au Lac, 
Michels, Henry....,...| Malone, R. i9........] trond au Lac, 
Mir.tz, O. ..........| Fond du Lac.........) Hond du Lac, 
Monroe, Royal.........| Fond du Lac, R. 3...) fond au mac. 
Monroe, 8S. Ferris.....| Rosendale, R. 12.....| Hond du Lac. 
Northrup, J. V.......| Waupun ............-; Fond du Lat. 
Oleson, Janes P........| Ripon, R. i8.........] Fond du Law. 
rhillips, Sidney,......| Hidorado...........| Fond du Lac. 
Welles, M. u..........|/ Rosendale .........../ Fond du Lac. 
Whittaker, Horace.....| Fond du lLac,.......| Fond au Lac. 
Bennett, Ora F.......| Glen Haven..........| Grant. 
wes mnastiggy Ue WWeeeeeee-| Hennimore ..........| Grant. 

Bryant, R. J..........| Haze: Green..........}| Grant. 
Carmody, P. J........./ mt. ida .............-| Grant. 
Cuheld, FE. H..........] botosi .............. | Grant. 
Fruit, Bert L..........} Platteville ...........] Grant. 

Geibach, Parke R.....| Lancaster ...........| Grant. 
Kramer, John Sr......| Montfort ............| Grant. 
kKundell, Dale H.......| wiv.ngston ..........} Grant. 
Stivarius, Geo. A......; Fennimore ,,........| Grant. 
Vosberg, Henry L.....| Hazel Green .........! Grant. 
Wayne, Joseph .......| Boscobel ............| Grant. 
Wiseman, Paur .......| Bridgeport ..........' Grant. 
Young, Harry ........| Bridgeport ........../ Grant. 
Bechtolt, A. B........| Browntown ........ 7 Green. 
Bechtolt, James D.....| Monroe .............) Green. 
Biglow, L. F...,....-| Brooklyn ............) Green. 
Murdock, C. R....... | Brodhead ............) Green. 
Marty, Matthias.......| Monticello ...........| Green. 
Mau, H. G............| Brodhead, R. 1.......) Green. 
Aavang, H. O.........| Barneveld ...........) Iowa. 
Baker, Dwight........! Blanchardville .......! Iowa. 
Bennett, J. Harrie.....| Mineral Point........, Iowa. 
Blotz, Elmer.........-| Dodgeville .........-| Iowa. 
Caldwell, John........| Mazomanie, R. F. D..| Iowa. 

| Caygill, Fred M......| Linden ..............| Iowa. 
Farwell, Ray.........-| Ridgeway ...........| Iowa. 
Gordon, J. Roy........, Mineral Point ...... | Towa. 
Grimstad, A. C.......| Barneveld ...........! Towa. 
Kitchen, Jos. H.......)| Edmund .............} Iowa. | 
LeGresley, Morris......| Hillside .............} Iowa. 
Ley, John B...........| Dodgeville ...........| lowa. 
Lloyd-Jones, Chas.....| Hillside ............-| Iowa. 
Osborne, John F......} Linden ..............| Iowa. 
Osborne, W. F........' Linden ..............! [owa,
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Thomas, Rey E...... Dodgeville _,.........] Iowa. 
Dietrich, John J.......] Black River Falis.... Jackson. 
woehier, Wil........./ Hixton .............. Jackson, 
Merrill, Waldo M......; ‘Vaylor .............. JACKSON. 

- Somerviile, Kobert....} Meitrose ............. Jackson. 
Tibbitts, William......| North Bend........ ..| Jackson. 
Kmmert, H. L.........| Johnson Creek, R. 2../ vewerson. , | Graper, Edwin J.......| Helenville, R. 1...... veuwerson, 
Hetts, Engene.........| Ft. Atkinson ....... .| vemerson, 
Hetts, J. D,...........| Ft. Atkinson eeoeeeees| veuterson. 

— Howard, Geo. A......./ Ft. Atkinson ........ J eterson. 
Lehmann, Theo.......; Watertown, R. 1..... veiterson., 
Main, H. A............| Ft. Atkinson ........ Jeiferson. — 
Markey, -Walter.......) su.livan ............ .| Jeiferson. 
McIntyre, Ivan........; Ht. Atkinson ........ Jeiferson. 
Mullen, Timothy ....../ watertown .......... Jefferson. Parsons, William A...| Ft. Atkinson ......... Jefferson. 

. Ward, W. Rodell.......) Ht. Atkinson, K. 1.... Jefferson. 
Lannon, James H.....}| Lyndon Sta... weeeeee! JUNEAU, 
McNown, J. H.........!| Mauston ceeeeseeeyeee) JUNEAU. 
Wagner, J. M........./ Union Center, R. 1....| Juneau. 
Bradley, Frank .......| Somers .............. Kenosha. 
Brook, J. W.......... | Salem, R. 1..........] Kenosha. 
Holloway, John W...../ Union Grove ........! Kenosha. 
Myrick, M, O........ | Bristol .............. Kenosha. _ Peterson, A. J.........| Bristol, K. 31......... Kenosha. 
Thiers, L. M..........; Kenosha ............] Klenosha. 
Cherveny, Wenzel ..../ Kewaunee, R. 2...... Kewaunee.. 
Collin, D. W..........| Luxemburg .......... Kewaunee. . Raether, Louis J......| Algoma ............. Kewaunee. 
Ray, William F........ Kewaunee, R. 6...... Kewaunee. 
Smithwick, Jas........ Kewaunee, R. 6....... Kewaunee. 
Bonsack, Herman M...| LaCrosse ............ LaCrosse. 
Bowden, Chas. B......| West Salem ......... LaCrosse. 
Fulton, Willard A.....} Bangor ..... weeeeeees] LaCrosse. 
Griswold, H. W.......| West Salem ......... LaCrosse. 
Harr, Ernest,.........| Bangor. seeeeseeeseses) LaCrosse. 
Hemker, Fritz H......| West Salem ..... -.-+-!| LaCrosse. 
Hemker, Fritz F......} LaCrosse .......... ..| LaCrosse. 
Herold, Rudolph .....! Stoddard ............ LaCrosse. 
Moe, R. J.............| Holmen ............. LaCrosse. , Muttelman, Fred .....| West Salem ......... LaCrosse. 
Sandman, W. D....... Holmen -...........++| LaCrosse. 

| Streeton, Enos ......../ Bangor .............. LaCrosse. 
Streeton, Jabez .......| Bangor .............. LaCrosse. 
Andrews, Arthur .....| South Wayne ........ LaFayette. 
Jensen, Peter .........| Argyle .............. LaFayette. 
Ruskell, Emmet ......| Belmont ......... ..-.| LaFayette. 
Stewart, J. W.........} Blanchardvilie ... ...| LaFayette. 
Tenney, Horatio A....| Calamine ............ LaFayette. 
Vinger, George ......./ Argyle .............. LaFayette. 
Frelich, Albert .......| Kellnersville ........ Manitowoc. 
Gintner, Joe.......... Reedsville, R. 2......] Manitowoc.
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Heidemann, Otto C... | Kiel, R. 2............| Manitowoc. a 
Klann, Adolph .......| Hayton, R. 1.........)| Manitowoc. o. 
Roethel, Herman Oy Kiel ...............-.| Manitowoc 

- Salzman, Ed..........| Kiel ................-| Manitowoc. 

. _. Straka, Edward H......| Ke:lmersville ........| Manitowoc. | 
. Sullivan, Jas. A.......) Grimms .............| Manitowoc. 
- Thieleke, Ed. A.....,| Cleveland, K. 2.......}| Manitowoc. 

 (hieleke, T. T........) Kiel ...............-.) Manitowoc. . 
_- Haskins, Leon ........) montelio .............| Marquette. 

Dennison, Nicholas....| No. Miiwauxee ......) Milwaukee. | 
Ernst, John A.......,| Milwaukee, 644-(tn st.) Milwaukee. 
Hardy, John..........,| Wauwatosa ..........| Milwaukee. 
Jante, Henry H......| Milwaukee, Sta. A.K.4; Milwaukee. 
Kurtze, Otto C.......,| West Allis, K. lo....) Milwaukee. | 

: Neilson, William C...., No. Milwaukee, R. 10.; Milwaukee. 
Siegert, Joseph .......| Granville ............| Milwaukee. 

. Sievers, George........| No. Milwaukee, R. 9.| Milwaukee. 
Vollmer, Theo. F...... MllWaukee, Sta. V...| Milwaukee. 

| _ Brunson, Hans .......; Meivin ..............| Monroe. | 
EXbert, Francis, E..... 7 yoman .............-| Monroe. | 
Fox, C. L.............; Leon ..............--| Monroe. 

| Freeman, G. A........; Sparta ..............; Monroe. . 

Hanchett, W. H.......| Sparta ............../ Monroe. 
Johnson, George.......| Cataract ............; Monroe. 
Leverich, J. W........) oparta ............../ Monroe. 

Molley,; Martin........; Ontario .............| Monroe. : 
Nathen, Paul R....... 7 Kendall .............| Monroe. 
Whitehead, Henry W,.|; Leon ................| Monroe. 
Wilkinson, Edw.......| Wilton ..............; Monroe. 

Wyatt, Ray L.........| Tomah ..........,....; Monroe. 

. Kohne, Henry.........| Little Suamico.......} Oconto. 

Jamison, Robert.......| Appleton, h. 2........ Outagamie. 

Letts, Edward F......| Appleton ............| Outagamie. 

Mueller, Edw. O.......| Appleton, R. 1.......| Outagamie. 

Ryan, Malachi .......| So. Kaukauna........| Outagamie. 

Schmit, Alois E.......| Hortonville, R. 22....; Outagamie. 

Schmit, A. W..........| Appleton, R. 2.......| Outagamie. 

Schmit, George........| Greenville, R. 16.....| Outagamie. 

Siegert, A.............,| Appleton oe eesee. eet Outagamie. | 

Tesch, Arthur.........| Seymour, R. 36......; Outagamie. 

: Ahlers, Walter .......| Grafton .............| Ozaukee. 

| Kurtz, Chas. J;.......| Saukville ............| Ozaukee. 
| Pattison, Thos. J......| Durand .............! Pepin. 

-Paulson, Gust.........; Clayton ..........-- ’ Polk. - 
; Peterson, August .....| Amery, R. 4.........| Polk. 

-Uhlin, Frank E.......| Clayton .............! Polk. 
Adler, William .......| Amherst Jct., R. 1....| Portage. 

Hanson, N. P.........| Amherst_Jct., R. 1....) Portage. | 
Mjelde, Louis ........| Amherst ............| Portage. 
Peterson, Perry O.....; Amherst, R. 2........}) Portage. 

; Skoglund, Louis.......| Amherst ............| Portage. 
Adland, P. H..........| North Cape .........| Racine. 
Cooney, Martin........' Corliss -.............' Racine.
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. | 

Freeman, Roy F.......) Racine, R. 4.......... | Racine. a 
Klofanda, Reuben.....) Racine ..........,... Racine. 
Peterka, Joseph.......| Racine, R. 7..........) Racine. oo 
Rasmussen, Gordon §S..| Franksville, R. 9..... Racine. | 
Roberts, R. E.........| Corliss .............. Racine. | . 
Wilson, W. C..........| Burlington .......... Racine. 
Buehler, J. G..........| Twin Bluffs........... Richland. | 
Ghastin, Wm. J.......| Twin Bluffs.......... Richland. a 
Jaquish, J. E..........]| Twin Bluffs .........; Richland. 
Monson, Chris.........| Five Points .........., Richland. 
Post, Harry L.........) Sextonville ..........) Richiand. | 
Welsh, S. L...........| Tavera .............-) Richland. 
Acker, J, B...---------| Milton ............... Richland. 
Bleasdale, Joseph B...| Janesville, R. 5......|- Rock. : 
Crandall, W. Truman..; Milton ..............; Rock. | 
Dougan, W. J.........| Beloit ............... Rock. Ce 
Fish, Esli.............| Janesville, R. 7......, Rock. 
Fisher, Clayton E......| Evansville, R. 17.....: Rock. -. = 
Gabrill, E.............| Evansville ...........) Rock. | | 
Hoague. Charles C....| Janesville, R. 7......| Rock. | . 
Howe, Louis H........| Brodhead ............. Rock. © = ° | 
Jacobson, Iven .......| Clinton .............-) Rock. . 
Jacobson. Louis M....| Clinton ..............) Rock. 
Kimble, N. G.........-| Milton Junction......: Rock. | 
Lunde, K. I...........| Edgerton ............) Rock. 
Newhouse, K, K.......| Clinton ..............) Rock. 
Peterson, Theodore A.| Orfordville .........., Rock. ” 
Porter. Joseph K.....| Evansville ..........]| Rock. St 
Porter, W. B.........-| Fvansville ..........] Rock. oy 
Snyder, R. B..........} Clinton ..............] Rock. a 
Christensen, C. W.....| Roberts .............] St. Croix. 
Imholt, B. A...........| Houlton .............] St. Croix. OS 

: Frederickson, Fred....| Snring Green .......-| Sauk. 
Gross, Waldo E.........| Merrimac ...........-| Sauk. . oo 

| Hudson, Dwight ......| Reedsburg ...........) Sauk. 
Lachmund, Robert ....) Sank City .........-/ Sauk. ~ Th 

Marshall, William S..) Delton ............../ Sauk. °° | 

Ochsner. Arthur C.....) Plaine ............¢.1| Sauk. = 3° iS 

Saxe, William wince Baraboo .............| Sauk, = 
Schneller, Geo. L......) Plainn ...............| Sauk. . | ; 
Steidtmann, Edwin....| Prairie du Sac........; Sauk. 2 
Vonder Ohe. William H.| Reedsburg ...........] Sauk. 

| Wichern, Carl W......| Baraboo .............| Sauk, 
Waterstreet. Wm....... Snrine Green....../.:| Sauk. . 
Harriman, Fred E. re Shawano, R. 2.......| Shawano. SO 
Hildemann, BE. S......-| Belle Plaine ........! Shawano. oO 
Tahnke, Herman F.....| Regina ..............| Shawano. | | 

: Garside. Harry R....}, Cedar Grove’........ i Sheboygan. Co 
Tian, William L......| Adell, R. 19..........| Sheboygan, 
Leonard, Mike.........; Plymouth ...........| Sheboygan. ' 
Melvin, R. B..........| GJenbeulah ...........| Sheboygan. 

| Schaefer, Henry G... | Plymouth .......... Sheboygan. | 
| Sharpe, Charles E.... Waldo ...............) Sheboygan. oo,
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Thackray, T. H........| Glenbeulah .......... Sheboygan. 
Hngleman, J. P.......| Galesville ...........| Trempealeau. 

: Hrickson, Christ.......| Ettrick ..............| Trempealeau. 
OO Frase, Henry E.......) Osseo ................| Trempealeau. 

Hagestad, Andrew C..| Ettrick .............. Trempealeau. 
Pederson, Peter ......| Eleva ............... Trempealeau. 
Peterson, O. P.........| Blair ................] Trempealeau. 
aaichle, Will....+.....| Galesville ...........| Trempealeau. | 
Warner, R. C..........| Whitehall ...........| Trempealeau. 
Wold, Oscar...........| Eleva ...............]/ Trempealeau. 
Brye, Lewis O.........) Coon Valley .........| Vernon. : 
Call, H. H............| West Prairie ........| Vernon. | 

a Dahlen, Melvin O.....; Coon Valley .........! Vernon. 
: Haverley, H. L........| Victory ..............] Vernon. | 

Johnson, Thomas......) Westby, R. 4.........] Vernon. 
Lindevig, K. T........| Westby ..............] Vernon. . 

. Olson, G. C...........| Westby ..............] Vernon. | 
Rundahl, J. K........; Coon Valley .........| Vernon. : 
Thiege, Karl J........-| Viroqua .............| Vernon. 
Thiege, M. G..........| Westby ..............} Vernon. 
Anderson, Alvin M....| Whitewater .........] Walworth. 
Benson, Bryant S. Jr..| Genoa Jct............] Walworth. 
Brady, James F.......| Whitewater ..........! Walworth. 
Downey, Stanley A....| Whitewater .........| Walworth. 
Downey, U. J..........| Whitewater ..........| Walworth. 
Meurer, Paul, Jr......| Genoa Junction ......| Walworth: : | 
Peterson, E. C.........| Whitewater, R. 4.....| Walworth. 
Schwartz, Walter W...| Troy Center .........| Walworth. : . 
Tacher, H. Peeveeseony ZAenda ............+..+| Walworth. | 
West, Mark H.........| Elkhorn, R. 1........]| Walworth. | 
Bast, Paul J..........| Rockfield ............]/ Washington. 
Motz, Walter .........| Colgate ..............| Washington. 
Puls, John ............| Hartford ........,... | Washington. | 
Achottler, Conrad J....; So. Germantown ....} Washington. | 
Schroeder, Herbert F..| West Bend ..........| Washington. oO 
Carmichael, Allen ....| Waukesha, R. 2......| Waukesha. | 
Carroll, W. P..........7 Wales ...............| Waukesha. 
Greengo, A. L.........{/ Menomonee Falls ....} Waukesha. 
Haass, Otto ...........| Merton ..............| Waukesha. 
Jenkins, Robert ......| Wales ...............| Waukesha. . . 

- Jens, Otto A...........) Waukesha, R.9.......!| Waukesha. 
Tones, Albert .........) Mousman ............| Waukesha. a 
Longley, H. N.........] 7sousman ............| Waukesha. . 
McRandles, J. ........| Waukesha, R. 5......| Waukesha. | . 

Metweede, Henry......| Waukesha, ...........| Waukesha. 
a Pritchand. John T....| Waukesha ...........| Waukesha. 

Rosenow Bros. ........| Oconomowoc .........{ Waukesha. . 
Rowlands, R. W.......| Wankesha ...........] Waukesha. - : 
Rust. Shirlev .........| Mukwonago .........] Waukesha. . 
Shultis. A. D..........! Waukesha. R.1.......| Waukesha. . 

| Snaulding, C. F......-.| Oconomowoc .........| Waukesha. . 
Snaulding. Willis H...| Oconomowoc .........| Waukesha. 
Swoboda, Frank G....| Dousman ............! Waukesha,
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CO 

Williams, A. R........) Waukesha, R. 8...... Waukesha. 
Williams, John H.....| Waukesha .,..........| Waukesha. 
Williams, Orson P.....| Waukesha ........... Waukesha, 
Bestul, Otto A........) Scandinavia .........| Waupaca. 
flansen, Helmer ......| Scandinavia .........]| "Waupaca. " 
ffeinke, Alvin ........| New London .........| Waupaca. 
Hoffman, John .......} Clintonville .........] Waupaca. 
Holman, Ray M.......| Waupaca ............ Waupaca. 
Kendall, Myron .......| Iola, R. 3.............| Waupaca. | 
Kneipp, William ......| Weyauwega ......... Waupaca. 
Larson, Elmer J......| Waupaca ............| Waupaca. 

| Larson, LeRoy .......| Iola .................| Waupaca. 
Pinkerton, J...........| Waupaca ............| Waupaca. ° 
stratton, J. W........ | Waupaca ............| Waupaca. 
Zeimer, Fred..........| New London ........| Waupaca. 
Barr, Ellsworth ......} Pime River ..........| Waushara. 
Carey. Clinton:........| Redgranite ..........]| Waushara. : 

_ varey, Henry .........| Pine River ..........} Waushara. 
Dopp, Walter H.......} Wild Rose ...........| Waushara. 
Hasselquist, William .}| Wild Rose ...........| Waushara. 

| Heuer, Edw. F........!] Wautoma ............| Waushara. 
Jacklin, Ben, Jr.......} Redgranite ..........| Waushara.- 
Jacklin, Harley .......| Redgranite, R.1..... | Waushara. | 
Tice, Ray ............} Redgranite .......... Waushara. 
Winge, William .......| Wautoma ............] Waushara. ; 
Blakely, Albert J......| Neenah .............. Winnebago. 
Cross, A. J............| Allenvilla ............]| Winnebago. 
Harrison, Geo. ......../ Omro ................ Winnebago. 
Kloehn. Irwin G.......} Pickett .............. Winnebago. 

-Miller, Oren ..........| Pickett .............. Winnebago. . 
Olson, Harry O........| Larsen ..............| Winnebago. 
Kieffer, J. C...........] Auburndale ..........] Wood. | 

Bennett, Herman J....) Belvidere ............| Illinois. 
Bryson. Donald L......| Elizabeth ............] Dinois. 
Cross, Roy H..........}/ Davis ...............] Illinois. 
North, George.........| White Hall ..........| Illinoig, 
Patterson. Roger H....; Durand .............| Wlinoig. 
Pollock. W. H.........} Lake Villa ...........| Illinois. 
Gimrv, Carl H.........| Grovertown, R. 1.....| Indiana. 
Schulte, W. L..........| Garnavillo ...........! Iowa. 
Meyer, A. J...........-| Howell, R. 7 .........] Michigan. 
Vandercook, R. I......| Linden, R. 2..........| Michigan. 
Smith, J. G...........| Farmington ..........|/ Minnesota.
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: Tomkins, O. Scott.....| Ashland, Box 304....., Ashland. | 
Stevenson, J. W......-| Rice Lake............| BRarron. 
Moergeli, Henry.......| Washburn ...........| Bayfield. 
Roeckel, Jos. P........| Lark ................;) Brown. 
Roffers, John A........) Green Bay, R. 7......| Brown. 
Loomis, Geo. E........| Mondovi, R. F. D. 3..| Buffalo. 
Christoph, Theo. ...... Chilton ..............; Calumet. ° 
Johnson, Albert I......| Bloomer ............., Chippewa. | 
Kramer, Henry F......| Bloomer .............) Chippewa. 
Anderson, Milo C......| Greenwood ..........| Clark. 

| Peterson, William......| Curtiss ..............) Clark. 
Schultz, Walter W.....) Neillsville ..........., Clark. ; 

Zerbel, H.............| Humbird ............' Clark. 
Chrisler, Harley H....| Lodi ................ | Columbia. 

Barton, Otto...........| Mt. Horeb ....,......, Dane. 
Fritz, Mark...........| Belleville .............| Dane. 
Gillette, R. A..........| Verona See Dane. 

Howitt, Chas. H.......| Randolph ........... 7 Dodge. . 

Krueger, Henry E.....| Beaver Dam, R. 1...., Dodge. 

Owens, H. C..........| Fox Lake.............; Dodge. 
Birmingham, L. E.....| Sturgeon Bay ....... . Door. 

| Boucsein, Gust ........| Detroit Harbor ......| Door. 
Buschman, Hugo ......' Forestville ...........| Door. 

| Erickson, Ole C....... Detroit Harbor.......| Door. 
Oldenburg, G. H....... Bsiley’s Harbor ......! Door. 
Orell, Leo J...........-] Algoma. R. 4..........) Door. 
Sullivan. J. J..........| Forestville ..........| Door. 

Allen, Chas. L........| Hau Claire ......... | Hau Claire. 
Germann, Henry L....| Brackett ............,) Hau Claire. 
Hine, Geo. S...........| Fairchild ............| Mau Claire. 

Konz, John Sr.........| Fairchild, R.2........) Hau Claire. " 
7 Russell, A. C..........| Augusta ............./ Hau Claire. : 

Winter, L. H..........| Eau Claire, R. 4......| Hau Claire. 

Wright, Geo. T........| Fau Claire, Box 195..; Hau Claire. 
Wright, Wray C......| Hau Claire, Box 195.,; Fau Claire. 

- Bonzelet, J. P..........| Eden ................| Fond du Lae. 
Briges, J. W..........| Peebles Se Fond du Lac. 
Brunson, Levi E. ......| Rosendale ...........| Fond du Jac. : 

Carpenter, L .A........| Mond du Lac, R. 7....| Fond du Lac. 
Will. Chas. L.........-| Posendale ...........) Fond du lace. 
Hinz, A. F............| Pinon ..............., Fond du Lac. 
Jacky, Harvey L. .....| Malone. R..39........) Fond du Lac. . 

| Krause, Edw. H.......| Rinon. R.138........... Fond du Jae. | 

Meekin, H. W........| Fond du Lac.........; Fond du Jac. 
Stroup. Fred G........| Fond du Tac, R. 5...., Fond du Lac. 

| Whittaker. Horace ...| Fond du Lac.........) Fond du Lac. 
Digman, Fred ........| Monroe ........... | Green. 

Clark, Clarence .......) Markesan, R. 5......., Green Lake. . 

Miller, Guy E. Jr.....| Markesan ...........| Green Lake. | 
Lloyd-Jones, Scott ....| Hillside ............ Towa. 
Dettinger, W. F.......: Hixton, R. 1.........' Jackson. : 

Jones, Thos. C........ Watertown, R. 9...... Jefferson. 

Anderson, W. H...... EHlroy .,...........-. Juneau. oe
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. Burgess, H. H.........| Bristol .......eeee02-) Kenosha. 
Jirtie, Geo. B..........] Atgomd ............--| Kewaunee. 

Smitnwick, Jas........] mcwaunee, m. 6......| Kewaunee. 
Brandt, Chas., Jr......}] west sasem ..,,.....| La Crosse. 
Cameron, Duncan A...} ua Crosse ...........| La Crosse. 
Mielder, B. W........| midway .............] La Crosse. 

-  Leverenz, Roy B......| .omanawk ..........! Lincoln. 
Heidemann, Otto C....} mWwiel, nm. Z,.........6.] Manitowoe. 
Hoefner, William ...../ smanuituwoc, K. Z......|. Manitowoc. 

| Straka, Edward H.....} weimersville ........] Manitowoc. 
Sullivan, Jas. A......./ Grimms .............]/ Manitowoc. 
Wiegand, O. R........} Cleveland ...........| Manitowoc. 
Baesemann, Otto ..,,.|/ hidgar, K. 2........... Marathon. 
Falarsh, Frank ......| Pesntigo ............|/ Marinette. 
Olson, Otto W........; Walsh ...7..........] Marinette. 
Basse, William H.....} Milwaukee, Sta. A, R. 4} Milwaukee. 
Jungbluth, William J..| Milwaukee, Sta. A, RK. 5! Milwaukee. 

—  Kurtze, Otto C........] West Allis, k. 15.....] Milwaukee. 
Schlapman, T W.....| No. Milwaukee, R. 10.| Milwaukee. 
Schroeder, Hermann #) Milwaukee, Sta. D, R. 3] Milwaukee. 
Whitnall, H. E........| Milwaukee, .... 2... | Wa oe 

: 573 Lake Drive.| Milwaukee. 
Babcock, H. E........ Sparta ..............| Monroe. 

: Ebert, Edmund D.....| Tomah ..............| Monroe. 
Hubbard, H. S........1 Norwalk ............| Monroe. | 
Leverich, J. W........] Sparta ..............] Monroe. 
Scholze, Theo. A...... Sparta ..............| Monroe. 
Kohne, Henry .,......] Little Suamico ......} Oconto. 
Merkel, Henry .......] Appleton. ............| Outagamie 
Mueller, Edw. O.......]: Appleton, R. 1........} Outagamie 
Ryan, Malachi.........] So. Kaukauna .......| Outagamie | 
Port, Michael ........] Port Washington, R. 2) Ozaukee. 
Wulff Fred ..........] Grafton .............| Ozaukee. 
Sorensen, Albert E....| Osceola ............./ Polk. 
Hanson, N. P.........| Amherst Jct., R. 1....| Portage. 
Klussendorf, Fred E..| Phillips .............| Price. 
Ford, Thos. R.........| Caledonia, R. 12.....|) Racine. 
Furgasen, J. H........| Richland Center .....) Richland. 
Bennett, William .....] New Richmond, R. 6.| St. Croix. 
Imholt, B. A..........] Houlton .............! St, Croix. 
Frederickson, Fred ...) Spring Green ........; Sauk. 
Gross, Waldo B.......| Merrimac ...........| Sauk. . 
Lachmund, Robert ...! Sauk City ...........] Sauk. 

| Schoephorster, Henry J.| Prairie du Sac ......| Sauk. 
Volz, Robert E........| Ablemans ...........| Sauk. | 
Hildemann, E. S......| Belle Plaine ........| Shawano. 
Jahnke, Herman. F....| Regina ........./....{ Shawano. 
Hastman, F. A........| Sheboygan Falls .... Sheboygan. 
Frauenheim, O. R.....; Random Lake ..... .-| Sheboygan. 
Herdrich, 8S. F........| Adell, R. 19..........! Sheboygan. 
Ilian, W. L...........| Adell ..............,.| Sheboygan. 
Sharpe, Chas. E.......’ Waldo ..........0.5. Sheboygan. 

| 15—E. A.
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Erickson, Christ. .....| Ettrick ..............| Trempealeau. 

Cass, Leonard ........) Viroqua .............). Vernon. 
Berry, James G.......| Birchwood ..........| Washburn. 

O’Connell, James .....| Hartfort ............| Washburn. 

Haass, Otto ...........| Merton ..............| Waukesha. 

Hicken, A. B..........| Waukesha, R. 7...... Waukesha. 

- Pirner, John, Jr.......| New London, R. 3....) Waukesha. 

Blakely, Albert J.....; Neenah .............; Winnebago. 

Bussey, W. P.........-| Omro ........-..-+-.-| Winnebago. 

Harrison, Geo. ........| OMTO ......... sees Winnebago. 

Kronholm, Victor B...; Grand Rapids. ....... Wood. 

Potter, Guy ..........| Grand Rapids ....... Wood. 

a 

Toole’s North Star corn (Wisconsin No. 11). 

a 

Name of grower. Address. County. 

Hopkins, S. Y.....00.| Basco ...............| Dane. 

HacKett Cnaries ......| Baraboo .............| Sauk. 

Toole, W. A....-+se++-| Baraboo .....-..-+00- Sauk. 

Carey, Henry ....... Pine River ..........| Waushara. 

a 

Clark’s yellow dent corn (Wisconsin No. 1). 

. 

. Name of grower. ! Address. County. 

Ellickson, A. Cees Arlington ...........; Columbia ..........+- 

Jung, A. E............| Randolph ........-- Columbia ........+66. 

Finsnes, Andrew .....| Stoughton ..........- Dane. . 

Thorstad, N. H.......-| Deerfield ...,......-+| Dane. 

Wernick, William H..| DeForest ............| Dane. 

Irving, J. W.........-| Randolph ..........+- Dodge. 

Howitt, Chas. H......| Randolph ........... Dodge. 

Vosberg, H. L.........| Louisberg, R. 2....... Grant. 

Biglow, L. F........--| Brooklyn .......-es-- Green. 

Smiley, Jas. B........| Albamy ......---eeees Green. - 

McNown, J. H.....+--- Mauston ........eeeee Juneau. 

Post, Harry L........ | Sextonville .........-| Richland. 

Benedict, E. L........| Beloit .........-.--..| Rock. - 

Dunbar, Harry D......|° Elkhorn |..........+- Walworth. + 

Marck, L. G.........--| Honey Creek .......- Walworth. 

| Schwartz, Walter W...| Troy Center ......... Walworth. 

Longley, H. N.........| Dousman .........--- Waukesha. 
alkene
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a 

Name of grower. Address. County. 

Hanson, E. A..........| Pardeeville ........../ Columbia. 
Boss, S. J. Jr..........| Oshkosh, R 7.........| Winnebago. 

Meyer, A. J............| Howell, R. 7.........| Michigan. 

a 

Soy beans. 

CN 

Name of grower. Address. . County. 

Nies,- Peter ...........| Greenleaf ...........; Brown. 

Christoph, T. F........| Chilton .:............| Calumet. 
Hinfeldt, Albert ....../ GreeNWOOd ...cccccce Clark. 

Hansen, E. A.........| Pardeeville ..........| Columbia. : 
Chynoweth, H. B......| Madison, R. F. D.....| Dane. 
Gillette, Rufus .......| VOTOMNR .cccccccccecces Dane. 

Kaltenberg, Anthony ..| Waunakee .......ee.., Dane. 
Norsman, Jerome O...| Madison, R. F, D.....| Dane. 
Peck, H. M............| Marshall ............| Dame. 
Wernick, Wm. H......| DeForest ............| Dane. 
Beule, Elmore A......| Fox Lake ...........| Dodge. 
Bohl, Joseph N.......| Beaver Dam ........| Dodge. 

Krueger Henry B.....| Beaver Dam, R. 1....; Dodge. 
Mahoney, David ......| Juneau .............| Dodge. 
Boucsein, Gust .......| Detroit Harbor ......| Door. 
Erickson, Ole C.......|. Detroit Harbor ......; Door. | | 
Sullivan, J. J..........| Forestville ..........| Door. : 
Winter, L. H..........| Hau Claire, R. 4......; Eau Claire. 
Donaldson, H. A......| Hau Claire, R. 3......| Hau Claire. 

: Brunson, Levi E......| Rosendale .........../ Fond du Lac. 
Gibbard P. J..........| Ripon ...............| Fond du Lac. 
Hinz, A. F............| Ripom ......esee.eeee, Fond du Lac, 

Meekin, H. W.........| Fond du Lac ........| Fond du Lac. 
Whittaker, Horace ....| Fond du Lac ........| Fond du Lac. 
Grimstad, A. C.......,; Barneveld ..........| Iowa. 
Cameron, Duncan A...| La Crosse ..........,.| LaCrosse. 

| Mielder, B. W.........| Midway .............| LaCrosse. 
Andrews, Arthur .....| So. Wayne ..........| LaFayette. 
Leverenz, Roy B......| Tomahawk .........., Lincoln. 
Heidemann, Otto C. ...| Kiel, R. 2............| Manitowoc. 

Sullivan, James A....!) Grimms coeeeeeceeecens Manitowoc. 

Houslet, Neal ........; Packwaukee .........| Marquette. 
Whitehead, Henry W..| Leon ................| Monroe. 
Mueller, Edw. O.......| Appleton, R. 1 ......; Outagamie. 
Siegert, A............-| Appleton ............-| Outagamie. 
Hicks Harl ae Pepin werteeeseenenty Pepin. — 
Tretsven, Oscar ......{ Milltown ............{| Polk.
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Soy beans. 
ee 

Name of grower. Address, County. 

Rasmussen, Gordon §S.| Franksville, R. 9.....| Racine. 
Ghastin, Wm. J.......| Twin Bluffs .........] Richland. | ° 
Post, Harry L.........}| Sextonville ..........| Richland. 
Acker, James .........| Milton ..............] Rock. 

| Hoague, Charlie ......| Janesville, R. 7......] Rock. 
Gross, Waldo -B......| Merrimac ............| Sauk. 

.  QOchsner, Arthur C....| Plain ...............| Sauk. _ 
Frauenheim, O, R.....| Random Lake........|/ Sheboygan. 

: Garside, Harry R.....| Cedar Grove .........| Sheboygan. 
Herdich, S, F..,......]| Adell, R. 19..........] Sheboygan. 
Sharpe, Charles E.....| Waldo ..............| Sheboygan. 
Engleman, J. P........}| Galesville ............| Trempealeau. | 
Anderson, Alvin M....}| Whitewater ..........| Walworth. 
Peterson, E. C........| Whitewater ..........| Walworth. 

| West, Mark H........-| Elkhorn, R, 1........| Walworth. 
Bast, Paul J..........| Rockfield ............| Washington. 
Spaulding, C. F.......| Oconomowoc .........| Waukesha. 

Swoboda, F. G........{| Dousman ............]| Waukesha. , 
Bille, J................| Waupaca, R. 1........| Waupaca. 
Stratton, J. W........| Waupaca ............) Waupaca. 
Anderson, Thos. E....| Wild Rose ..........) Waushara. 

Phillips, Jesse.........| Elizabeth ............] Illinois. 
Thompson, Thor. Jr....| Wadena .............| Iowa. 

. Alfalfa seed. 

. Name of grower. Address. County. 

Becker, P. V..........| Plymouth ,..........,.) Sheboygan. 
: Meurer, Paul........../ Genoa Junction ......} Walworth.
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Clover seed. 
Ce 

Name of grower. Address, County. i 

. Roeckel, Jos. P.......) Lark .:.............. Brown. 
‘Joos, Frank B.........| Fountain City......../ Buffalo. 
Christoph, T. F.......| Chilton .............. Calumet. . 
Peterson, Henry N....| New Holstein »eeeeee} Calumet. 
Zerbel, H.............| Humbird ............ Clark. 
Hopkins, 8. Y.........| Basco ............... Dane. 
Krueger, Henry H.....} Beaver Dam, R. 1.... Dodge. 

: Konz, John Sr.........| Fairchild ..........., Eau Claire. 
Winter, L. H..........| Eau Claire, R. 4......] Pay Claire. , 
Wright, Geo. T......../ Eau Claire, Box 195..| mau Claire. Wright, Wray C.......| Eau Claire, Box 195..| Bau Claire. 
Briggs, J. W..........| Peebles seeeseseeeeeoe| Fond du Lac. 
Jacky, Harvey L....... Malone, R. 39........ Fond du Lac. 
Meekin, H. W.........| Fond du‘Lac......... Fond du Lac. | Miritz, O. F..........:.| Fond du Lac......... Fond du Lac. 
Dettinger, Wm. F..... | Hixton .............. Jackson. 
Merrill, W. M.........) Taylor .............. Jackson. 
McNown, J. H.........| Mauston ............. Juneau. 
Harr, Ernest B......../ Bangor .............. La Crosse. 
Klann, Adolph ........| Hayton ............. -| Manitowoc. 
Thieleke,-Edwin A....| Cleveland ........... Manitowoc. 
Falarsh, Frank........| Peshtigo ............ Marinette. . , 
Dennison, Nicholas....| No. Milwaukee, R. 10) Milwaukee. — 

_  Pierner, J. W.........{| Thiensville .......... Ozaukee. . Newhouse, K. K.......| Clinton ............. Rock. 
Schoephorster,Henry J.| Prairie du Sac.......|: Sauk. 
Hildemann, BH. S....../ Belle Plaine ......... Shawano. . 
Fischer, Louis H......| Haven, R. 6.......... Sheboygan. 
Frauenheim, O. R.... Random Lake........ Sheboygan, 

, Herdrich, 8. F.........) Adell, R. 19.......... Sheboygan. 
Illian, William L......} Adell, R 19.......... Sheboygan. 
Lewis, E. H...,........{ Whitewater .......... Walworth. 
Meurer, Paul Jr.......| Genoa Junction ...... Walworth. 
Bast, Paul J...........| Rockford ............ Washington. 
Puls, John............ Hartford, R. 4........ “Washington. | Kneipp, William.......{ Weyauwega ......... Waupaca. 

_ Carey, Henry........../ Pine River .......... Waushara. 
_ Heuer, Edw. F........| Wautoma ...,........ Wiaushara. 

| Vandercook, R, T......| Linden, R. 2......... Michigan. 
TT
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 

CONSTITUTION. | | 

Article I. This society shall be known as the Wisconsin State Horti- 

cultural Society. | 

Article II.. Its object ghall be the advancement of the art and science 

of horticulture throughout the state. | 

Article IIT. Its members shall consist of annual members paying an a 

annual fee of fifty cents excepting that paid members of local societies . 

. may become members on payment of an annual fee of twenty-five cents, 

of life members paying a fee of five dollars. Wives of such members - 

shall be entitled to the privileges of full membership; of honorary an- | 

nual members who may by vote be invited to participate in the pro- 

ceedings of the society and honorary life members who shall be dis- 

tinguished. for merit in horticulture and kindred sciences or who shall 

| confer any particular benefit upon the society. 

Article IV. Its officers shall consist of a President, Vice-President, 

Secretary, Treasurer, and an Executive Committee, consisting of the 

foregoing officers and additional members, one from each congressional 

district of the state, five of whom shall constitute a quorum at any , 

of its meetings. All above officers, except Secretary, shall be. elected 

by ballot, and shall hold office for one year thereafter, and until their . 

. successors are elected. The Secretary shall be appointed by the Execu- 

tive Committee at the annual meeting, after the election of officers, and 

shall hold office for one year thereafter, or until his successor is ap- 

pointed. ° | 

Article V. The members of the Executive Committee from the sev- 

| eral congressional districts shall be chosen by the delegates of their . 

respective county or local societies. present at the annual meeting of 

this society, or in case of the absence of delegates from such societies | 

or in case of failure to elect, such members shall be chosen from among > 

the members of this society present from such districts. But if any 

district is not represented the vacancy shall be filled by vote of the | 

members of this society present at the annual meeting.



| ConstTITuTIoN AND By-Laws. 1X: | 

Article VI. The term “County and local horticultural societies” 

shall include any organization that shall have for its sole object the 

advancement of the interests of its members in the growing or sale 

of horticultural crops; provided, that such society acts by authority 

of a regularly adopted constitution and makes an annual report to the 

Secretary of the state society. a 

Article VII. The society shall hold its annual.meeting for the elec- 

tion of officers, exhibition of fruits and discussions, in Madison, and 

such other meetings and at such time and place as the Executive Com- 

mittee may direct. 

Article VIJI. The President, Treasurer, and Secretary shall con- 

stitute a Board of Managers which may conduct any business deemed 

. necessary for the society in the absence of the Executive Committee. 

All bills against the society must be audited by the Board of Man- 

agers before being paid. | | 

Article IX. This constitution, with the accompanying by-laws, may 

be amended at any regular meeting by a two-thirds vote of the mem- 

bers present. 

BY-LAWS. | 

I. The President shall preside at meetings, and, with the advice of 

the Secretary, call all meetings of the society, and have general super- 

vision of the affairs of the society, and shall deliver an annual address | 

upon some subject connected with horticulture. 

II. The Vice-President shall act in the absence or disability of the 

President, and perform the duties of the chief officer. | 

Il. The Secretary shall attend to all the correspondence, shall 

record the proceedings of the gociety, preserve all papers belonging to 

the same, and superintend the publication of its reports. He shall 

. also present a detailed report of the affairs of the society at its annual . 

meeting. He shall also endeavor to secure reports from the various. 

committees, and from local societies of the condition and progress of 

horticulture in the various districts of the state, and report the same 

to the society. He shall also be Superintendent of all Trial Orchards. a 

It shall be the duty of the Secretary to make a report to the governor 

of the state o. the transactions of the society, according to the pro- 

visions of the statutes for state reports. : | 

IV. The Superintendent of Trial Orchards shall supervise the plant- 

ing and cultivation of the trial orchards and trial stations and shall 

- exercise general control of the same, subject to the directions of the 

Trial Orchard Committee. | |
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V. The Treasurer shall- keep an account of all moneys belonging 

to the society and disburse the same on the written order of the Presi- 

dent, countersigned by the Secretary, and shall make an annual report 

of the receipts and disbursements, and furnish the Secretary with a 

copy of the same on or before the first day of the annual meeting. 

The Treasurer elect shall, before entering upon the discharge of the | 

duties of his office, give good and sufficient bonds for the faithful per- 

formance of hig duties subject:to the approval of the Executive Com- 

mittee. — | | 

. VI. The Executive Committee may manage all the affairs of the so- 

| ciety and fill all vacancies in the board of officers; meetings of the 

committee may be called by the President, the Secretary or by the 

Secretary on written request of five members. 

Vil. Regular meetings of the Board of Managers shall be held bi- 

monthly to audit accounts and transact other business ; special meet- | 

| ings may be called by any member of the Board. | | 

| VIII. The standing committees of this society shall be as follows: 

ist. Committee on Finance, consisting of three members. 

2d. Committee on Nomenclature and New Fruits, consisting of three | 

members. | 7 

3d. Committee on Trial Orchards and Trial Stations, consisting of , 

three members, and such other committees as may be determined — 

from time to time to be necessary. Said committees to be appointed. 

annually by the President. a 

IX. It shall be the duty of the Finance Committee to settle with | 

the Treasurer and to examine and report upon all bills. or claims 

against the society which may have been presented and referred to . 

| them. oe | | 

| X.. The Trial Orchard Committee shall have general control of the 

locating, planting and care of all trial orchards or trial stations, and 

shall visit collectively each orchard or station once each year or 

oftener if deemed necessary. Meetings of the committee may be 

called at any time by the President of the society or by the Superin- | 

tendent of Trial Orchards. . . | |



LIST OF FRUITS RECOMMENDED FOR 

| : CULTURE IN WISCONSIN. 

- The behavior of varieties of fruits is influenced very largely by en- 

vironment. The conditions of soil, exposure and latitude over such an 

, area as the state of Wisconsin vary greatly and no list can be given 

| that will prove satisfactory in all localities. The following provisional 

| lists were prepared by the Trial Orchard Committee. Hardiness of 

Plant and fruit bud has been the leading thought in the selection of 

| varieties. 

| APPLES (General List). 

: | Alexander, Astrachan (Red), Autumn Strawberry, Dudley, 
Fall Orange, Fameuse (Snow), Golden Russett, Hibernal, so 

Lowland Raspberry, Longfield, Lubsk Queen, Mcintosh, 

_ Malinda, McMahan, Newell, Northwestern Greening, Ol- 

denburg (Duchess), Patten Greening, Perry Russett, Piumb 

Cider, Scott, Tetofski, Talman (Sweet), Utter, Wealthy, 

Westfield (Seek-no-Further), Windsor, Wolf River, Yellow 

| _ Transparent. | Oo 

, APPLES (Lake Shore List). Lo 

In addition to the above many other varieties including the follow- 

| ing may be successfully grown in the extreme southern part of the 

| state and in the counties bordering on Lake Michigan. Baldwin, 

| Eureka, Fallawater, Gano, King, Northern Spy, _— Pe- | 
waukee, Willow Twig, York Imperial, Bellflower. 

| APPLES (Commercial Orchard List). | 

_ Itis generally conceded that a commercial orchard should consist of 

. but few varieties; the following are suggested: Dudley. Fameuse, 

Longfield, McMahan, McIntosh, Northwestern Greening, Ol- 

denburg, Scott, Utter, Wealthy, Yellow Transparent. .
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| APPLES (Five Varieties for Farm Orchard). | 

Northwestern Greening, Oldenburg (Duchess), Talman (Sweet), 

Wealthy, Yellow Transparent. | . 

| APPLES (For Trial) | 

These are all promising varieties but have not been extensively | 

grown in any part of the state. Gem City, Hanko, Lily, Wen — 

dorff, Zettle Bellflower. 

CRABS. | | 

Brier Sweet, Hyslop, Lyman, .Martha, Sweet Russett, : 

Transcendent, ‘Whitney. | , | 

| PLUMS. | 

Of the classes commonly cultivated, viz.: European, Japanese 

and Native or American, — the last named is the most reliable. — 

: NATIVE PLUMS. 

| De Soto, Forest Garden, Hammer, Hawkeye, Ocheeda, 

Quaker, -Rockford, Surprise, W yant. 

. EUROPEAN PLUMS. 

(Not recommended except along Lake Shore). Lombard, Green 

Gage, Moore’s Arctic. | 

JAPANESE PLUMS. — | 

(Not recommended except along Lake Shore). Abundance, Bur- 

bank. | 

CHERRIES. 

Early Richmond, Montmorency. | 

GRAPES. _ — 

Brighton, Campbell’s Early, Concord, Delaware, Diamond, 

Green Mountain, Moore’s Early, Niagara, Worden. 

BLACKBERRIES. 

Briton (Ancient), Eldorado, Snyder. SE
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| | STRAWBERRIES. 

Varieties starred have imperfect flowers and must not be planted . 
| alone. 

Bederwood, *Crescent, Clyde, Dunlap, Enhance, Gandy, 
Glen Mary, *Haverland, Lovett, *Sample, Splendid, *War- 

: field. 7 | 

TWO VARIETIES STRAWBERRIES FOR FARM GARDEN. 

Dunlap, *Warfield. 

RASPBERRIES. ; 
| Black: Conrath, Cumberland, Gregg, Older. 

Red: Cuthbert, Loudon, Marlboro. | | 
Purple: Columbian. 

: CURRANTS. 

| Red: Red Cross, Red Dutch, Long Bunch Holland, Victoria. , 
White: White Grape. 

Black: Lee’s Prolific, Naples. 

GOOSEBERRIES. 
Downing. 

PEARS. -. 

On account of the prevalence of blight and winter killing, pears are 
| not generally récommended for Wisconsin. Good crops are occasion- 

ally produced under favorable conditions, especially in the south- 
eastern part of the state. The following list includes both early and 
late varieties. List prepared by W. J. Moyle. 

Bartlett, Clapp Favoriter Early Bergamont, Flemish Beauty, 
Idaho, Kieffer, Lawson, Seéokel, Shéldon, Vermont Beauty. |



TREES AND SHRUBS RECOMMENDED. 

| EVERGREENS. : 7 

For screens and windbreaks—Norway Spruce, White Spruce, White | 

Pine. | . 

For hedges and screens for shearing—Norway Spruce, American Ar- 

bor Vitae, Red Cedar. : . 

For lawns—Norway Spruce for backgrounds. For groups—American . 

| Arbor Vitae, Red Cedar, White Spruce, Colorado Blue Spruce. 

For small lawns—Arbor Vitae, Savin Juniper, Mugho Pine. 

| DECIDUOUS TREES. | 

. The more derisable ones are starred, and a further selection of five | 

is indicated by double stars. | . 

** American Elm, Box Hilder, Black Cherry, Carolina Poplar, ** Green 

| Ash, *Hackberry, Honey Locust, Larch, **Linden, **Norway Maple, 

*Scarlet Maple, **Silver Maple, *Sugar Maple, Scarlet Oak, *White 

Oak, White Ash. 

DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL TREES. . 

This class includes smaller deciduous trees of more value for orna- 

ment than for shade or defense. | 

Crab (native), also Bechtel’s double flowering crab, Cut-leaved Weep- . 

ing Birch, Tartarian Maple, Ginnala Maple, Kentucky Coffee Tree, | | 

Mountain Ash, Weeping Willow, Russian Mulberry. 

* TIsT OF SHRUBS RECOMMENDED.* 

: Scientific Name. Common Name. _ 

Berberig vulgaris .......eceeeeee cess eeeeeeeeeeees-Common Barberry 

Barberis vulgaris var. atropurpurea........+.-- .Purple-leaved Barberry 

| * From Bulletin 108, Wisconsin Experiment Station, by F. Cranefield. 

Berberis Thunbergii. ..........+ seveerseeceeege Lhunberg’s Barberry |
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Corylus maxima var. purpurea. . vee eee e eee ceeeeeeeeees Purple Filbert 
Diervillg florida Lecce cece cee tee eee eceteserssess Weigela (rose) 
Diervilla candida bebe e ec ce tetas eeetssvecessesees se Weigela (white) 
Diervilla hybrida Pete eee ee eee eee eee eet eeee.. Weigila (Eva Rathke) 
Diervilla hybrida var. Desboisii......................Desbois Weigela 
Eleagnus argenta. ee ee eee ee eee eee eee eee eeeeeeeee pilver Berry 

| Wuonymus Huropaeus. ..............................9trawberry Tree 
Hibiscus Syriacus. Sec ee tee ceesaeeceusencetncreevercescess. Althea 
Hippophae rhamnoides. ...................00ees00+2..88 Buckthorn 

| Hydrangea paniculata gr. .........................Garden Hydranga 
--- Lonicera Ruprechtiana ......................Ruprecht’s Honeysuckle 

Lonicera Tartarica. ...........................Tartarian Honeysuckle 
Morus Alba var. .......... see eeeeeeeeseeeee. Lea’s Weeping Mulberry | 
Philadelphus coronarius Le ceaceccavaceuncaveeeceececes. Mock Orange 
Philadelphus coranarius var. aurea..............@olden Mock Orange 

Philadelphus inodorus ........................ Mock Orange, large fl. 

Pontentilla fruticosa. ........ cece cece ee wees .Shrubby Clinque Foil 
PYUNUS NANA ..... Lee eee eee eee ee ee eee eeeeees ss RUSSian Almond 

. Rhodotypos kerrioideg ....................0000eeee0eee+.. RhOdotypos 

Rhus Cotinus. 2.0... . cee c ec ee ce cece eeeccveeeeesese Smoke Bush 

Ribes aureum,. ..........................Misgouri Flowering Currant 

Robinia hispida .......... ccc cece cece eee eeecseeceeess ROSE Acacia 

ROS&@ TUZOSA, Lo. eee eee eee cece ecewcececereses Japanese Rose 

Sambucus nigra var. aurea......................2++....-Golden Elder 

Shepherdia argentea .......... 0... cece eee eee eeeceess Buffalo Berry 

Spiraea Bumalda. ............ ccc eeeeeeceveeeeees ss Bumalda Spiraea 

Spiraea Bumalda var. ......................Anthony Waterer Spiraea 

: Spiraea Billardii ..............4....00..000000004...Billard’s Spiraea | 

Spiraea Douglassi ...................+.e0ee0.000.-.-D0UgIas’ Spiraea 

Spiraea Japonica. .......... cc cece cece cece eeeeees Japanese Spiraea 

.Spiraea salicifolia. ........................... Meadow Sweet Spiraea 

Spiraea Van Houtte...........................Van Houten’s Spiraea 
Syringa PETSICA. eee eee eee eee e ee eee eee e teres eee Persian Lilac 

Syringa villosa eee ee eee eee eee e eee eee eeeveceeeees Chinese Lilac 

| Syringa vulgaris. ......... 0. cece cece cece eee ecveseeess- Common Lilac 

Tamarix Pallassii Desv. (Tamarix Amurense Hort.)....Amur. Tamarix 

Viburnum Opulus vr. sterile....... 0.0.0... cee eee ee eee ee eee SnOWDAII 

. ROSES. 

Oe Hardy garden—Harrison Yellow, Persian Yellow, Madame Plantier. 

Twelve varieties hybrid perpetual—Paul Neyron, Mrs. J. H. Laing, 

Gen. Jacqueminot, Dinsmore, Marshall P. Wilder, Coquetteg des
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Blanches, Karl of Dufferin, Jules de Margottin, Vick’s Caprice, Magna . 

Charta, Prince Camille de Rohan, General Washington. . | 

Moss roses—Perpetual White, Salet, Paul Fontine, Henry Martin. 

Climbers—Prairie Queen, Russel’s Cottage, Seven Sisters, Gem of 

the Prairies, Crimson Rambler. | 

Five hybrid perpetual roses for the garden: Gen. Jacqueminot, _ 

Magna Charta, Margaret Dixon, Mrs. John Laing, Paul Neyron., | 

COMPARATIVE HEIGHT AT MATURITY OF DIFFERENT SHRUBS. . 

The height at maturity of the different species must be considered 

when planting in groups or borders. This will depend so much upon . 

their environment that it is difficult to give the height in feet that . 

any species may be expected to attain. When different kincs are 

planted under like conditions it may be assumed that relative heights 

will be maintained. The following may serve as a partial guide in 

planting: | - | 

Tall—10 to 15 Feet. 

" Barberry (Common) 

Lilac, Common 

Barberry (Purple-leaved) | 

| Lilac, Japanese | 

Golden Elder | . | | 

Lilac Jossika’s | a 

Honeysuckle, Fly 

Mock Orange 

Honeysuckle, Slender | . 

Sea Buckthorn | | | . 

Honeysuckle, ‘1: artarian | | 

fiberian pea tree (tall) | 

Honeysuckle, Tartarian white | 

oo Medium—6 to 10 Feet. | 

Crandall Currant | , | | 

Silver Berry - 

Honeysuckle, Blue ; | 

Strawberry Tree © | 

Japanese Rose. | | 

Spiraea, Billiards . 

Lilac, Chinese | 

Spiraea, Douglas
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. ‘Purple Filbert 

Spiraea, Three-lobed . 
: Rose Acacia | | | 

Spiraea, Van Houten’s | 
Russian Almond . 

Weeping Mulberry 

Siberian Pea tree (dwarf) 

7 Wiegelas | 

| Dwarf—-2 to 6 Feet. 

Althea | | 
Spiraea, Anthony Waterer . 

. Barberry, Thunberg’s . | 
Spiraea, Ash-leaved (Sorbaria) | . 

Cinque Foil | | 

Spiraea, Bumalda | 
Honeysuckle, Albert’s . 

Spiraea, Japanese’ 

Hydrangea . . 

Spiraea, Meadow Sweet | 

| Rhodotypos | 
Spiraea, Plum-leaved | 

| A LIST OF NATIVE SHRUBS DESIRABLE FOR PLANTING ON 

HOME GROUNDS. 

Scientific Name. Common Name. 
Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi. Pee ee ee eee eee eee eee eee ee eee BEALDEIry 

Ceanothus Americanus ............................New Jersey Tea 
Cephalanthus occidentalis ..............................Button Bush 
Cimaphila umbellata ..................................Prince’s Pine 
Comptonia aspleniflora ........................Round-leaved Dogwood 
Cornus stolinifera Le eeceeecececeesevvrtecesves RE Osier Dogwood 

Dirca palustris ............................. Leatherwood (Wickopy) 
Epigaea, repens See eee eee eee te eee eee eee eeeee ees Trailing Arbutus 

Kuonymus atropurpureus. .......... ccc ccc eceeucccaceccceeee.. Wahoo 

Hypericum pyramidatum,. ..................000+0-244-9t. John’s Wort 

Tlex verticillata Deen eee ce eee cece eee eeeeeeee sees Winterberry (Holly) | 
Juniperus procumbens sect cece e ee eee eee e eee eeeeee Trailing Juniper 

Myrica Gale ....... cc cece cee cece cee teeeceetessesss weet Gale 

Physocarpos opulifolia ........ 0... ccc ce ees cece eceeceeeesNinebark 
Rhamnus catharticug ............. 0... cece eee seeesceese. Buckthorn 
Rhus Typhina .............. cece ccc cee eeeceseeeesess -Staghorn Sumac
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Rhus Glabra ....... ccc cece ee ce ceeeveeeceveerseeeeees omooth Sumac 

Rhus copallina cece eee eeteeeeneevveeeeseeetteseeeeee ss Dwarf Sumac 

Ribes rubrum ..... cee ceceeeeceeeeeeeereceeseeees Wild Rose Currant 

Ribes floridum. ...........eceeeeeeeceeeeeeeees+» Wild Black Currant 

Rosa lucida ...cccecccccccccececccteseseseececes+- Wild Rose (tall) 

Rosa blanda ........ceeececeteccetceeectcceveeees Wild Rose (dwarf) 

Rubus odoratug .........ecceeeeeeeeeeeess- Purple-flowered Raspberry 

Rubus NutkanuS. ...... cc cee eee eee eee _...White-flowered Raspberry 

Sambucus Canadensis ..........ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee ees COMMON Elder 

Sambucus pubens cane een peeeneesecevessesseree carlet Elder 

Shepherdia Canadensis. cece eeevevsvevevevcteeceecseeees Shepherdia | 

Symphoricarpus rAaCEMOSUS. ...... eee e ee eee eee neces .Snowberry 

Symphoricarpus vulgaris ae evcececvcetveveveveeess+se- Coral Berry 

Taxus baccata. cence eeeeeeeeeeeeeceeteeeceee ss Ground Hemlock 

Viburnum lentaO.. sec ccccceccveccevceeeeceeeuceueseneees Sheepberry 

Viburnum dentatum cece ences eeseecetcscsetteceesescess Black Haw 

Viburnum acerifolium. 1.2... .. ccc ee 

Viburnum opulus ite e tee e ett eee teeter eeeeeeee cess Bush Cranberry 

Zantoxylum AMEYVICANUM., «1. cece ee ee eee ee eee eens .Prickly Ash 

SIX SHRUBS FOR HOME GROUNDS. 

The following are all reliably hardy in any part of the State. 

Common Lilac, Tartarian Honeysuckle, Rosa Rugosa, Mock Orange 

or Syringa, Van Houten’s Spiraea, Common Barberry. 

THREE PERENNIAL VINES. 

Ampelopsis or American Ivy, (native in Southern Wisconsin). Wild 

Grape, Trumpet Honeysuckle. |
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A LIST OF SHRUBS ALL OF WHICH HAVE BEEN TESTED ON 
THE GROUNDS OF THE EXPERIMENT STATION AT MADI- 

| SON AND FOUND UNSATISFACTORY. 

Scientific Name. | ° Common Name. — 
Azalea arborescens. ...........0 cc cee eececceececsees..- Rhododendron 

AZAalea ViISCOSA, 6... cee cee cece eee eee eeceeeceesses. RhOdOdendron 

Azalea nudiflora. 20... 0... ccc cc cece eee etectceveccecees, Azalea 

Azalea mollis oo... 0... ccc ccc cece cecceeecvevvcvvcucececccsse.. Azalea 
Calycanthug floridus. ..........................Sweet-scented shrub 
Caryopteris Mastacanthus ......................e..+-.-+-Blue Spiraea 

Chionanthus Virginica ..................0eeceeeeeeeeee White Fringe. 

Clethra alnifolia. ............ 0c... cus cccceeceees Gweet Pepperbush 

Colutea arborescens ........0.cccecsecececeeeeccecess Bladder Senna 

Cornus florida .....................00000000.0-..-Hlowering Dogwood 

Cydonia Japonica .............cc cee ev ecasceceesees Japanese Quince 

Daphne Cneorum. bocce ee eeeeccuceveceeecceevesceeeeceeess Daphne 

Daphne Mezereum ............. ccc cece cece ceecceccecceeeee Daphne 

Deutzia gracilis. 2.0... . cc cece cece sees eee eeeeeeess Slender Deutzia 

Hleagnus longipes ......... 0. cece cece ee eee eee eeeceseeeesss -GOuMI 

Exochorda grandiflora. .......... ccc cece ec eeceeeeeceseee. Pearl Bush 

| Forsythia Suspensa. ..........ccce cece eee ee ev vevesesvesss Golden Bell 

Halesia tetraptera ........... ccc eee e eee eeeeeecees SHOWAUrOp tree 

Itea Virginica 2.0... ... cece cece eee eee eee eeeeecee Virginia Willow 

| Kerria Japonica 1... 0... ccc cece cece cee cece eee ceeeeecseecs KOrig 

Ligustrum vulgare. ec ceeceueceucevcuceceecucsessss Common privet 

| Paulownia imperialis. ......... cece cee eee eee ee esse eee. Paulownia | 

Prunus cerasifera var. (Prunus pissardi Hort).....Purpleleaved Plum 

Prunus JaPONica ........ ce cee eee ee ee eee eee eseees MIOWEering Almond 

Prunus triloba. ...............eeee eee eee MIOWEring plum (double) , 

Spiraca Arguta ......... cc ccc eee e eee eececcceeresss. Arguta Spiraea 

Spiraea Thunbergii .......................+..5+-.Thunbere’s Spiraea 

The plants of certain of the above named varieties made a good 

growth each <ear but have not blossomed unless given thorough winter
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protection. In this class are Bladder Senna, Flowering Almond, Flow- 

ering Plum and Golden Bell. | a 

| The Japanese Quince is hardy of bush but has not borne flowers 

except when given winter protection. The Goumi will only bear fruit 

when protected in winter. The double-flowered Almond wiil biossom 

freely if given thorough winter protection, otherwise it will kill back : 

- geverely. The double-flowered Plum grows well and after a mild win- 

ter will bear flowers in advance of the leaves; unreliable, however, 

four years out of five if unprotected. 

The others of this list have either died outright or else barely sur- | 

vived.



OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES FOR 1908. 

' President, R. J. Coe....... 0... ce eee eee eee eee. Ft, Atkinson 

| Vice-President, D. H. Bingham..........................Sturgeon Bay , 

Treasurer, L. G. Kellogg. .... 0.0.0... 00 ccc cee cece eee eeeeeeee. Ripon 

| Secretary, F. Cranefield. ............ 0.000 cee cee eee sees see Madison 

EXECUTIVE COMM TTEE. : : 

| R. J. Coe, Chairman....... 00.00.00. c cece cece cseeeceeess.. JEX-Officio 

D. BE. Bingham....... 0... 0... cece ee eee eee eee eeee EX-Officig | 

L. G. Kellogg... 0... ccc cece cece cect eee creer eens es. Ex-Officio 

BF. Cranefield...... 0... cece eee eee eee eeeeeeae ss  - EX-Officio 

Ist Dist., A. J. Smith..................5................. Lake Geneva 

2nd Dist., Prof. E. P. Sandsten............................... Madison 

oS 3rd Dist., Wm. Toole........... 0... cece eee eee eee esses cess Baraboo 

| 4th Dist., C. L. Meller...................0..0000..00.2+.... Milwaukee 

. dbth Dist., H. C. Melcher.................................-Oconomowoe 

6th Dist., L. A. Carpenter.....................2..--22-..,.F0nd du Lac 

7th Dist., A. J. PHIiDS. occ ccc ccc ccc ce ceeceecvececcess. West Salem 

Sth Dis., M. E. Henry.......... 00... cee cece cece ececeeeess... Oshkosh - 

Oth Dist., W. S. Hager... 0. eee eet eee eeseeesse es -DEpere 

10th Dist., Irving Smith........... 0... cee eee eee eee ASHIANE 

11th Dist., C. L. Richardson...........................Chippewa Falls + 

FINANCE COMMITTEE. | 

T. E. Loope, Chairman. ......... 60... e eee eee eee ees Hureka, 

: Wim. Longland......... ce cece ec cee eee eee estes eevee ees Lake Geneva 

C. L. Pearson 2... cece cece cece ee ee ee eee ence cae e settee s -BAaLrahnag
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COMMITTEE ON TRIAL ORCHARDS. 

L. G. Kellogg, term CXPITES. 0. eee cece eee eee e BeD., 1911 
D. E. Bingham, term EXPITCS. . ce eee eee ee ee ee ee ee NOD. 1919 

| R. J. Coe., term expires....... ee eee ec eeeee ees eee Feb., 1909 7 

COMMITTEE ON CO-OPERATIVE FRUIT MARKETING. 

W. H. Hanchett, D. EH. Bingham, C. L. Pearson. .



a LOCATION OF TRIAL ORCHARDS. | 

Wausau, Marathon county, 10 acres..................lstablished 1897 

: Medford, Taylor county, 3 acreS......................Hstablished 1903 

Poplar, Douglas county, 10 acres....................HMstablished 1904 

Maple, Douglas county, 3 acres...............s.ee...-bstablished 1906 . 

| Barron, Barron county, 5 acres..............+..-.-..-lustablished 1906 

Manitowoc, Manitowoc county, 5 acres................mstablished 1907 

Gays Mills, Crawford county, 5 acres................Hstablished 1907 

Sturgeon Bay, Door county, 5 acres.................. Established 1908 

Sparta, Monroe county, 1 acre (Grape Station)... i .Established 1908
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| County 
Allis, Frank W... 6.6 ccc cece ence tee cere eters eee ee . DQhe 

Ames, W. Liv... ccc ce cee ec cee eens ee eteeeeeeseeeee. Dane 

Ayer, Ed. Hoo... ee ee eee eee ee ep teeseeveesess Walworth 

Babcock, O. Wie c ccc e eee eect eee e eee eeeeeeeeess Winnebago 

Barnes, A. Do... te tenet eee eeeeeaee. Waupaca 

Barnett Bros. ........ ccc cece cece eevee sete eeeeeeees Chicago, V1. 

BrOWN, F. GG... ee eee eee tte e ee eteeeeeee eee e eee -Ditle 

Buckstaff, D. Co cece cee c eevee ceeeeseeeenesrereses Winnebago 

Buehler, J. Gove ccc cece ccc cee ce eevee lececebevevecse cee... Richland | . 

Bussey, W. PP... ce cece eet ee ence eeeeees. Winnebago 

Carpenter, L. A... ccc cece cece cece cece estes eee ees eeee Bond dui Lac) 

Carver, N. He. cece eee eee eee eee e ete ee ee Bay Geld 

: Cashman, Thos. E..... 6... eee eee eee eee renee eee sess Minnesota 

Chandler, S. S, Jr... ccc ccc cece eee eee eee eeeee es Waupaca 

Chapple, F. H.......c ee eee eee ee ee een eeevessees, ... Dane 

Coe, R. J. t eee eee efeeeeeeee Jefferson | 

Cole, W. Bi... ccc cece eee ee eee eee eee teeteeevereegee ee REnOShA — 

Converse, D. Co... ccc cee tee eect e teeter e eee Jefferson | 

| Dunn Co. School of Agr. & Domestic Economy.............. Menomonie _ 

Baton, B. A... cece ccc cee cece eeecsaeteneenetecvevessses.,. Milwaukee 

Hdwards, F.C... cc eee eee ett eeeeeeeeece see o Offerson 

Fancher, W. EB... . cc cece cc ccccceseeseecersesevsenssesssei., Racine 

Fieldhouse, WM. 1.0.60... cece cece cent eee e eens ete neeeeeeeee ss OWA | 

Fiebing, J. Hei... eee cece cece cece eeeeeeeeeeeeeessees Milwaukee | 
Foley, M. Bow. ccc ccc ce ce ee tee ete ete e ete eee eee AUK 

| France, N. Hi... cc ce ee eee tee tee eet eect sees eee ee Grant 

Freeman, G. Av... cece cece e tte e eee eeeee eee es Monroe | 

Freeman, Roy BF. ..... ccc elec eee eee eee eeeeeeeeerers Racine 

Guilford, W. S... 0... cee cc ee eee eet eee tees ee eeeececeesee DHinoig 

Hager, W. GS... .. ccc ce cee ee eet cece e eee c ee ee eee eeeees es BLOWN | 

Hanchett, W. H..... ccc cece ceo e ete e eee vseeeeeeseeses «MOnroe 

Harris, N. W.... ccc ccc cer m ame reece ccesseceseeeses Walworth :
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Harland, FP. W...... ccc cess cceccccececevuveseeevecveseses Milwaukee 

Harden, F. A... ccc ccc cece eee eee eee eee e eens esse eeevcsse WaUpaca 

Herbst, J. Lew. n teen eect eee eeeseeeee ee Monroe 

- Hudnall, George B. .... eee cee eee ee ee sees)  DOULIAS 

Hutchinson, C. Leo... cc eee eee ee ee ee ee ee eeeesee es Walworth 

Johnson, Chas, ........ eevee eee ccs eeseectesenseeteessee,, +. Waupaca 

Johnson, Franklin ..... 0.0... ce eee eee eee eee eee ee  SAUK 

Jones, John D. 2... ccc eee cee eects eee eeees Grant 

Jones, G. D. occ ccc cc cee ee tee eee ec eceeerecececscsess Marathon 

JOYS, A. Mo... ccc ccc cc ec eee te eee tees tee eeerecesc ees Milwaukee 

'  Kierstead, EB. H. oo. cece ee ee ee eect eevee eeeeeeees DANE 

— Kellogg, M. Si ccc c ccc ccc cece cece eevee eet ee certeeeeveeess ROCK 

Kellogg, Geo. J. wo. cc ce eee cee ee eee eeeveseese oc efferson 

Kellogg, Li. GQ. wo. ccc ccc ce ec ce eee ev ete eeeeceeeeseees Green Lake 

Knight, Wm. 2... . eee cc ce ete etc eee e eee teeeeeese ee Bayfield 

Koehler, JOnn 2.0... ... cece ee eee eee e eee ee eeeeeee es Milwaukee 

Kremers, Prof. HB. .. eee cece ee eect eee tence cece ee s Dane . 

Kreutzer, A. Le oo... cece cece eee e eee seaeeseteveseesee. Marathon 
| Krienetz, Alfred J. oo. ccc cece ee cere eee eee eeeeees. Milwaukee 

| La Follette, Hon. Robt. M....... 0... cee ee eee ee ee ee eee ee ee DANE 

Lathrop, Rev. Stanley E............... cc eeeeeeeeeeeseveess..- Ashland 

: Loope, Dr. T. BE... ... cece cece eee eee ceeeceeveeseseeses Winnebago . 

Loop, A. Li... ccc ec eee eee ee eee ee eececesesseees Pennsylvania . 

Malde, O. G. vi ccccece cece cue e cece tee e test eee teeeteeeeeeseaeee WOO » | 
Manitowoc Seed Co. ....... cee cece eee tenet ects ee eee se «Manitowoc 

Marshall, S. H...... cece eee eee eee eee eee Albemarle Co., Va. 

McGregor, EB. Lic... cc ce ec cece eee t eee eeeeceseee Outagamie 

Naffz, Henry Bo... . ccc cc cee teen ete e cent eee eeee ss SAUK : 

, Oleson, Janes P...... cc. ce cece eee ce ees eeveevseveessees. Green Lake 

| Orr, EB. Do. ce cece eee e eee eee te eevee veee Grant 

Palmer, Ln Hi... ccc cece cece cece eee ett ee eee eee es AUK 

Peck, Chas. Ji... ccc ccc cece cece eee e eee eee eeeeeees hEepoygan 

Plumb, W. H..... eee ce ee et eee eee eee ee eee ee eescees. 2 Dane | ; 

Pollworth, C. Ci... cece cece tee eee e sees ee veeeeee ss Milwaukee 

Raymer, GeO. .. ccc cee eee eee eee tee tee e eee eee eeee es s Dane 

— Rentschler, Foo... eee ce cee cence ee eee eee eeeseeeeces Dane 

Richardson, BE. Aw... cc ee ee eee eee eee ee eceeeseeee - MONO! 

Riordan, D. Bn... ec cee cee eee eee ete eseeeeeeseres ss Ashland 

| Rounds, Wm. ........ cc cece cece ce cece tee e es eeteeeeeeceees Sauk - 

Rosenow, H. Bi... ce cect e eee ete eeesseseeeeeees Waukesha 

Ruste, G. O. oo. cc cece cece cece ee ceeeceeeeucseeeeeeeseveveeeess Dane 

Ryerson, M. A. oo... cc ec cece eet e tence eceeeeceee Walworth . 

| Salter, Walter N. oo... ce cece eee cee eects ee eeeeeeee Laylor 

Saxe, Arthur .........c cece cece cece eee eteceereereeseccess» Walworth |
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SIMON, Hy oo. eee cece eee cece cece cece eee e cere ee tt et eeeeeee cece es  SAUK 

Simonson, AYthur ......... cece cece ccc cece cece e cece esceeees Racine 

Seubert, JONN oi... ccc ce cee ce eee eee ee eave eeeeeees es Minnesota | 

Smith, Irving ....... cc cece cece ce cecevcececusecvsesecveesess Ashland 
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Smith, Silas Sy... . ce cece eee cee e tee caeceecevcsncenseesesee, Forest 
Steele, W. Hu... cee ccc eect cee eee e cece eeeveseceess Waukesha 
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Williams, Norman G. ..... ccc cee cee eee eee ee eee eee eee sees OQutaziamie 

Williams, Daniel ......... ccc cc cee eee cece ee ee eee eveeeceees Waukesha, 

Wright, Arthur ...... 0... ccc ccc eee eee eee estes eeeveeseses. Milwaukee 

| Honorary Life Members. , 

Prof. L. H. Bailey... ...... ccc cece eee cece cece eesseeeeecs Lthaca, N. Y. 

BY. W. Case... .. cc ccc ce cece cee eee eee ceteeseeeseees Chicago, Il. 

M. FB. Hinkley............ceccccecceeeecceeseessesss Mt. Vernon, Iowa 

C. G. Pattem.... ccc cee cere cece eesceeeeee Charles ‘City, Iowa 

| Jonathan Periam ......... ccc ccc cece eect eres sccsereeese Chicago, Il. | 

, FL H. Phoenix... . ccc cece cece cece ceeseeeeeeeeeeesssss Delavan, Wis. 
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Annual Honorary Members. , 
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Charles Hey ....... ccc cece ccc erect tee er eee eceeseeseseee Dixon, Ill,
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Williams, John R. occ eect e eet ete teeeeeeseeereeseceess Waukesha 

> Williamson, W. D. ....c cece cece cece ee eee e et te eee eeeeee es Dane 

Wilsmann, Wm. ccc nce enseeceeeeseecceseeeteseseseses s Manitowoc 

Wilson, B. F. oc ce cece cece eee e eee e eee teeeneeeeeceeeeeeees + Marathon 

Wood, C. L. cee en eteceeee eee teseeeseteeeereeseseeeeeeecees s MODOC 

Wood, S. H. cece ee eeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeteeeeeeteeetereeeeee es DAU 

| Wright, Mrs. A. O. ...c cece seeee cece cree een c ee eeeeeeeeececees Dane . 

Wright, B. He oe ce cece cece eee eee e cece t ee eneeresesececeeees -MONTOC 

Wright, George S. veces cece ceee cece cnet eee eeeeeereresseess Hau Claire 

Young, A. W. .ccceccecceecen ete ceeseeeceeteepeeneeeeeeesss Chippewa 

. \



BUSINESS CARDS OF MEMBERS. 

Barnes, A. D., Waupaca, nursery and fruit farm. 

Bingham, D. E., Sturgeon Bay, nursery and fruit farm. | 
: _ Brown, A. D., Baraboo, nursery and fruit farm. 
| Brown Bros., Watertown, nursery. . 

Buehler, J. G., Twin Bluffs, fruit farm. — 

Bennett, A. E., Grand Rapids, cranberries. 
| Barnett Bros., Chicago, Ill., commission merchants. 
Po Chappel, F. H., Oregon, nursery. 

) Coe, Converse & Edwards, Ft. Atkinson, nursery. . : 
Columbia Co. Nursery Co., Fall River, Wis. 
Downing, M. B., Milton, nursery. | | —_ 

| | Faneher, W. E., Corliss, nursery. 

Ferguson, T. J., Wauwatosa, nursery. : 

Fieldhouse, Wm., Reedsburg, nursery and vineyard. 

Foley, M. F., Baraboo, nursery. | 
Frenth, Frank, Sparta, berry plants. | . 

| Hanchett, Wm., Sparta, small fruits and plants. © | 
Harris, H. H. and Sons, Warrens, strawberry plants. . 

| Hatch, A. L., Sturgeon Bay, nursery and fruit farm. 
Hatch, C. A., Richland Center, fruit farm. | 

f Johnson, Franklin, Baraboo, small fruits. | 

Jeffrey, Geo. J., Milwaukee, small fruits and orchard.’ 
Jewett, A. P., Sparta, nursery. | 

: Kelley, A. N., Mineral Point, fruit farm. | 
Kellogg, L. G., Ripon, nursery and small fruits. . 
Kellogg, Geo. J. & Sons, Janesvile, nursery and fruit farm. 

| Leverich, J. W., Sparta, small fruits and plants. , 
} Loope, T. E., Eureka, nursery and fruit farm. 

_ Mack, S. B. & Co., Monroe, nursery. : 

. Manitowoc Seed Co., Manitowoc, field and garden seeds. 
Marsh, W. H., Antigo, tree fruits. 

McKay Bros., Pardeeville, nursery. ‘ 
Meller, C. L., Milwaukee, landscape gardener. | . 

| Moyle, W. J., Union Grove, nursery. 

Palmer, L. H., Baraboo, small fruits and orchard. 
Pearson, C.'L., Baraboo, small fruits and plants.
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Philips, A. J.. West Salem, nursery and small fruits. - | 

Planta, R. F., Oak Park, Ill, arborist. | . 

Pollworth, GC. C., Milwaukee, wholesale cut flowers. | 

Post, Lewis, Madison, small fruits. | | 

Ramsey, Robt., Baraboo, fruit farm. | 

Ray, Joseph, Madison, small fruits. | 

Reis, John, Ithaca fruit farm and nursery. | 

Richter, W. A., Milwaukee, landscape gardener and fruits. 

Richardson, C. L., Chippewa Falls, small fruits. 

Rentschler, F., Madison, greenhouse. 

Rentschler, Geo., Macison, greenhouse and nursery. 

Salzer Seed Co., La Crosse, field and garden seeds. | 

Sansum, David, Baraboo, market garden. - 

| Shenandoah Nurseries, Shenandoah, lowa. 

Simon, H., Baraboo, fruit farm. , 

. Sperbeck, M. V., Oshkosh, market garden and fruit farm. | 

Spry, John, Ft. Atkinson, small fruits. . 

Tamblingson & Son, Ft. Atkinson, nursery. 

Toole, Wm., Baraboo, pansy specialist. 

Toole Bros., Baraboo, seed corn. : , 

Underwood, J. M., Lake City, Minn., nursery. | 

Utter, Delbert, Caldwell, fruits and vegetables. : 

Vaughn, B. M., Grand Rapids, market garden and small fruits. 

Williamson, W. D., Madison, tree protectors. | 

Williams, Norman G., Shiocton, nursery. / 

| 

/



EXCHANGES. 

| The Society has on file in the office of the secretary many of the 

| leacing horticultural papers, which are received in exchange for our 

reports and bulletins. The exchange list includes also the different 

Experiment Stations in the United States and many similar institu- 

tions in foreign countries. The Society solicits exchange of publica- 

tions. 

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS ON FILE. 

| American Fruits, Rochester, N. Y. 

| Barron County Shield. | : 

Barron County News. 

Better Fruit, Hood River, Oregon. | 

Country Gentleman, Albany, N. Y. 

| Farmers Review, 355 Dearborn St., Chicago, III. | 

- Fruitman, The, Mt. Vernon, Iowa. oS 

_ Farmers Voice, The, Chicago, Il. | | 

Fruit Grower, The, St. Joseph, Mo. 

Green’s Fruit Grower, Rochester, N. Y. 

Northwestern Farmer, Menominee, Mich. : 

; National Nurseryman, The, Rochester, N. Y. . 

Orange Judd Farmer, Marquette Bldg, Chicago, Ill. 

_ Prairie Farmer, Chicago, Ill. 

Rural New Yorker, 409 Pearl St., N. Y. | 
Wisconsin Agriculturist, Racine. 

Wallace’s Farmer, Des Moines, Iowa. 

| Wausau Pilot, Wausau, Wis, | |
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TRANSACTIONS | | 

| OF THE 

| W isconsin State Horticultural Society 

SUMMER MEETING. | - 

The Summer Meeting was held at Shiocton on August 28th, 
1907, President R. J. Coe in the Chair. 

The morning session was opened with prayer by Rev. Mr. 
Jordan. , 

The President then introduced Mr. W. D. Boynton, of Shioc- 

ton, who made the address of welcome. oo 

ADDRESS BY MR. BOYNTON. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:—I presume when this 
meeting was called for Shiocton some of you had to get out your 

map or atlas and look up that little place. If I recollect rightly, it is 
the smallest place that ever had the honor of a State Meeting 
of the Horticultural Society, and I assure you that Shiocton feels 
the honor very keenly. There are perhaps some reasons why it 

was brought here, say some three or four prominent reasons, and 

[ think perhaps the leading one was the fact that Shiocton had 

|
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been taken hold of qu'te severely lately by some Chicago capita- 

lists, or Illinois capitalists, who created a land company here for ~ 

the purpose of developing some four or five thousand acres of 

, our waste lands. President Bridge has been one of the motives 

or powers back of this gather’ng, he has advertised it very freely, 

and he has commenced and performed a very large and unique 
work in the way of drainage and land improvement, and this 

Land Company has brought here a very noted horticulturist, Mr. | 

Crawford, of Ohio, and that is another very strong card that | 

helped to secure th’s meeting for Shiocton. We have appreci- 

ated Mr. Crawford’s presence here very much this summer. Not 
only is he celebrated as a horticulturist, and justly celebrated all 

| over this country and has been in the work through a lifetime, 

| he is known in every state in the Union, but he has written for 

all the leading agricultural and horticultural papers and wherever 

he has worked he has done good work, we may be sure of that. 

* But he has also pleased us personally very much; we have found 

, his kindly presence in the community a very great boon, and we 
cannot say too many. good words for Mr. Crawford who has 
been carrying on the work for the Sh’octon Land Company. 

Perhaps another leading motive for bringing this meeting to - 

Shiocton is the fact that we have here Mr. Eben E. Rexford, 
who has been a resident of th’s town all his life nearly, and who 

is also a writer of national and even international repute, and 

his especial work has been along the floral line, and this is a 

floral meeting. Mr. Rexford is the author of several noted books 

| on floriculture, particularly those of an amateur character for 
the home flower grower, and Mr. Rexford has also attained con- 

siderable fame as a writer of verse and prose, so I think we may 

giver Mr. Rexford quite a bit of the motive of bringing this 

meeting to this place. 

Now the conditions of Shiocton have been peculiar in the | 

past. I want to give just a few words, stating why Shiocton 

should be noted particularly at this time. It is quite a small 

town, there are lots of larger towns in the State, but consider 

the fact that this was a tumble-down lumber town some twenty 

, years ago, and consider the fact that in the late e’ghties and. 

early nineties fires swept over these swamps. Swamps pressed | 

up against Shiocton on both sides, the tamarack pressed into the — 

| village on the east and the same on the west, so that we have
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been between two swamps until those dry years successive fires 
| swept off the timber and succeeding fires completed what the 

first ones started, and from them it was burned clean, a part of 
the muck burned, part of the moss burned and it left it like a 

‘ great prairie. People who owned these lands could plow a mile | 
long furrow and they d’d so in a great many cases. Some of 

, the outside land owners did not improve the opportunity of hold- 
| ing these lands, cleared as they were by the fire, but let them 

grow up to brush again, and so you see patches of brushes and 
very unsightly stretches of land. But these great fires left the : 

| ground coated with ashes and a great many people put grass in , 
and it threw up tremendous crops of grass each year, then it 

| subsided and we found we would have to go into those lands 
) and farm and cultivate with manures like any other land, so the 

vegetable business naturally started in. We had started that be- 
fore the fire in a mild way, but after these fires it opened up these . | 
large areas just adapted to vegetable growing, and C. A. Kerr 
of Chicago started in here and built a very large stone storage 
warehouse, and the farmers around here have been building | 
storage since. Now we have a large storage capacity for vegeta- 
bles; in rank this place stands next to Racine in the production of 

_ vegetables, and there is another point why the State meeting 
should come here. We now stand ahead of Green Bay on the . 

| production of coarse vegetables, and we must stand next to Ra- | 
cine. . ; 

We have found, as I said before, that our land needs fertiliz- | 
_ ing, we have also found that these lands needed drainage, very 

flat, low, level land, and the land was sour from the long succes- 
sion of wet years after the dry ones, and it needed just the work 
that the Shiocton Land Company is putting in to demonstrate the 
value of these lands. They have instituted a large system of 
drainage, they made something like 6 miles of ditches, I think 
their plan called for something like seven or eight miles of canals 

| these are canals twenty feet wide on top and ten to six feet 
deep; the plan is to lead into these drains by means of tile drain- — 
age to get the best results. : | 

| I simply want to say for myself that it is a very great pleasure | 
to meet you here. I used to meet with the State Horticultural | 
Society twice a year and have been in the work for a good many 
years and it is a great pleasure to meet you all here,
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Speaking for Shiocton, I want to say there is nothing too 

good for you in this village. We appreciate the honor of your. 

coming here and we appreciate the disadvantages we labor un- 

der; we have small hotel capacities and we have provided against | 

| that by going to private families and there is not a house that - 

has a spare bed but that will welcome you, and we hope no one 

will go away tonight that wants to attend this meeting because 

they have not any room to stay. Shiocton is wide open to you 

and extends to you a hearty welcome. (Applause. ) 

The President—I am sure all the visiting horticulturists are | 

very grateful for these hearty words of welcome. Horticultur- | 

ists you know are good natured people, the best natured people 

in the world, and so then it is a great pleasure to us to come 

here and meet the horticulturists of Shiocton. We expect to | 

have a good time, and I know we will not be disappointed. When | 

the invitation was first extended to the Horticultural Society to 

meet here for their summer meeting there was a great deal of 
doubt expressed as to whether it would be wise to hold a meet- 
ing in a place of the size of Shiocton, because you know Shioc- 

ton is not the largest city in the state, but I see we have made 
no mistake; we are very much surprised and exceedingly gratified 
at the audience we have here this morning, it seems to me it is 

about the best attendance we have had at any horticultural meet- 
ing in a great many years, and so then we are glad to meet with 

you and we will be sorry to part from you. | | 

BULBS, CORMS AND TUBERS. 

E. G. ARZBERGER, Madison. 

It has been the poets privilege to give expression to his fancies — 
in regard to the beautiful and charming structure, like those 

surrounding you, which issues forth from bulb, corm and even 

from such an odd looking form as the tuber. He has painted for 

us the infloresences in beautiful similes and metaphors, he has 

crowned them with the best of prizes to express his deep felt 

sentiments. Yet little do those parts which possess the vital
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elements, the wonderful life processes, which produce all the 
harmony and beauty which he sees and feels, seem to attract his 

attention. He probably considers this too crude and inartistic 
and has left it for others to describe in a more humble language. 

| This is the theme assigned to me and I shall describe in a simple | 
way the structures and functions of the bulb, corm and the tuber. 

These plant structures must not be confused with the root or 

any of its modified forms as the tubercles; for the morphology 

and functions are utterly different from what is found in the : 
root. In the plant there are usually two distinct parts, which 

can readily be noted, viz: the root and the shoot, the latter being 

made up of the stem and foliage system each of which may be 

highly differentiated. These three parts are distinctly shown in. 

an ordinary living tree where the three parts, roots, stem and 

branches with leaves are quite apparent. In the bulb, corm and 

tuber there are present these structures in some form or other, 

altho they are not so large and distinct. 
The bulb is considered as an erect underground shoot or some- 

times called a leaf bud, the short stem of which is covered with 

7 relatively long and closely packed scale leaves. The internodes | 
are hardiy developed. The scale-leaves arising from the stem 

are usually thickened and form the conspicuous part of the bulb, 
| and usually enclosing the stem. In the vigorously growing bulb, 

the roots originate from the lower part of the stem. 
Bulbs are usually spoken of as scaly bulbs and coated or tuni- 

cated. The scaly bulbs are those in which the leaf bases are . 
very narrow and elongated, lying adjacent to one another like 

the shingles on a roof, e. g. (Lillium martagon and album). The 
tunicated or coated bulbs have scale leaves, the bases of which 

are large, broad and concave and are so arranged on the bulb 
that the inner ones are entirely covered by the outer ones, for 

example, as in the tulip, onion and hyacinth. The structure of 

a bulb can easily be made out in any one of these. When such a 
bulb is cut down thru the middle, it is seen to be made up chiefly 

of swollen bases of last years leaves.. Inside there are young 
_ leaves and the delicate flower bud which will expand with its 

flowers the next season. On the outside there are a few thin 

scale leaves. All these leaves. originate from the fleshy stem at 

the base known as the “button” which gives off the roots from 

the lower part. | |
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‘The scale leaves vary in number. In Gagea there is but one 

scale leaf covering the bud partially; in the tulip and Fritsllaria 

it varies from: two to five, while in the lil'es and hyacinths there 
may be a great many. When fresh the scale leaves of the tuni- 

cated bulb are quite thick, but when old and dry they become. 
thin and papery and peel off quite eas:ly. Again on some forms 

| the scale leaves are united as e. g. in Fritillaria imperalis. 

The function of the scale leaves on bulbs and also on corms oo 
is chiefly as a storage organ. The young shoot, the base of 

which they cover, when it begins to develop, withdraws food ma- 

terial from the scales until the large foliage leaves emerge from 

the ground and are able to.manufacture new organic material — 

‘to be used as food, which is usually in the form of starch or 

| glucose. . | 

Bulbs are protected from drying up by the soil surrounding 

them, but it is also very essential that they be protected from the 
7 attacks of insects and various other enemies. In addition to the | 

poisonous substances for keeping off their attacks further protec- 

| tion 1s offered by the exhausted and dead scale leaves which do 
| not dis ntegrate completely, but remain as a protective covering. 

At times they form a rigid parchmentlike infestment or thick 

reticular and latticed strands remain as a sort of a mask within 

which the, tender buib is: enclosed and protected. Examples of . 

this may be seen in the Crocus, Gladilous, wild onion, leek and 

the tul’p. | | 

In the axil of the fleshy scales young shoots appear as buds : 

which ultimately form the new bulb for the next year. These — 
later buds often remain attached to the stem and produce flower- 

ing choots so that it wou'd appear that the same bulb continues 

to flower for many years, e. g. in the Hyacinth and Tulip. Again | 

in others, the young bulb is detached forming a separate plant. | 

Midway between the bulb and the tuber is a structure known 
as the corm or solid bulb; common examples of this are the Cro- 

| cus, Gladiolus and Indian Turnip. It is often mistaken for a 

bulb but usually because of its shape rather than structure. This: 

is likewise a solid fleshy underground stem being related to both 

bulb and tuber. Tt is related to the bulb. because of its short 

compact fleshy stem which js surrounded by a few thin scale. 

| teaves. In some forms these are entirely absent. Irom the fact 

that it is very short and fleshy, usually more or less rounded or
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the name root-bulb is applied to it. It is in the fleshy rounded 

stem where a great deal of the surplus food is stored. The plant 

possessing such a structure is thus able to flower very early with- 
out waiting for foliage leaves to supply the food; or late in the 

- season when it needs to depend but little on the activity of the | : 

foliage leaves, for example the Crocus and Gladiolus. 
| - The corm usually bears one or more buds, the entire struc- 

ture beng surrounded by a tough tunic of scales. When the 
corm begins to grow, roots are sent forth from the lower end of 

the stem, the leaves and flowers of the buds expand, and the © . 

entire infloresence appears in view. Long after flowering the 

foliage leaves continue their work, preparing food wh ch is sent | 

* down to accumulate in the new bud and stem which becomes 
swollen, forming a new corm for the next year’s flower. When 

this is'done the leaves die down the’r bases becoming the protect- 

ing scales for the new corm. | : 

| : The corm like the bulb is only of one year’s duration, sending 

off buds annually in the form of young corms. In the fall or 
after the foliage begins to die down, the young corm gives rise 
to leaves the lower of which form the ordinary protecting scales 

| around the corm and flower stalk, while the upper leaves remain 

small. In the axil of these uppermost leaves the flowering stem 

develops and produces the flowers the following year. Mean- 
while in the axil of the middle leaves on the corm, a bud, a new | 

corm, is formed which enlarges at the expense of the parent, 

and thus the cycle of life goes on. All these structures are pre- 

pared long beforehand in a reduced form ready for the appropri- 7 

ate time to come when it may issue forth in all its glory as the 

“harbinger of spring.” 

. Probably the structure that is most frequently mistaken for a 

root is the tuber of which the potato is the most typical and 

_ familiar specimen. ‘The number of plants which produce and are 
produced by these structures, however, is not so great as that of 

| the other two types. The tuber again is a form of an under- 

ground stem or shoot, which has become much th’ckened forming " 

a spherical or ovoid structure filled with food material that has 

been manufactured by the leaves in excess of its immediate re- 

qu'rements. The true nature of the tuber is revealed by its buds 

or “eyes” as we commonly call them, which indicate the nodes 

that have been much pushed together and the internodes which
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| have become much swolien. This morphological nature is clearly 

shown by uncovering the underground shoot of the potato plant : 

and it will develop into ordinary foliage shoots. And if the de- 

velopment of tubers is prevented by cutting them off or other 
means, the buds in the axils of leaves above ground will develop. | 

tubers. Thus show:ng clearly that the tuber is a stem, mor- | 

phologically. The buds are spirally arranged, s'milar to the ar- 

rangement of buds on stems on other plants. This may easily 

be shown by inserting pins into the eyes and connecting them by — 
a string. The eyes which we find on the outside of the tuber 

| are actually axillary buds, from which the subsequent year’s 

growth will be produced. ‘The scale leaves as prominent in the 
bulb which represent the subtending leaf of the bud are so very | 

small that they can only be distinguished on very young tubers. _ 
In older tubers they are almost insignificant, appearing as mere 
ridges, scarcely discernible externally. The scale-leaves are 

placed so far apart that a big clear space is left between them 

and they are never placed so close together so that they envelop 

one another as they do in the bulb. Another difference between 
the bulb and tuber can be noted in that the scale leaves are the 

structures wherein food is stored, and at the same time serving | 

as a protection for the young bud; whereas in the tuber the food 
is stored in the distorted stem and the scale leaf has become rudi- 

mentary, having hardly any function at ail. Another difference 
may be noted in that a majority of cases the young bulb arises 
in the axils of the scales and develop subsequently into new bulbs 
which are not removed from the position held by the parent. It 
is evidently an advantageous arrangement when tubers from 

which new plants arise, are formed at the end of long shoots, : 

since the new structures, thus developed, are far from the parent 

plant where the soil has not been exhausted of its nourishment. . 

Most tubers, however, are very perishable structures. All 

those which appear as local thickenings of. an underground 

a shoot, as the potato, grow very rapidly and then have a resting 

period of about a half year. They perish completely after hav- | 
ing developed shoots which unfold their green foliage above 

ground. Generally tubers are found underground, but not in- 
frequently they are found above the so'l in the axils of foliage 
leaves, e.g. in Lesser Celandine (Ranunculus Ficaria) where 

these tubers arise in half axils. Later they become detached as
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the plant withers and in places where they are produced in great 
| quantities they have given rise to a myth known as “Pototo Rain.” 

Thus in these three forms the bulb, corm and tuber, there are 
present many homologous structures some quite s'milar in struc- 
tures and function. All forms are underground stems or shoots 
possessing the power to be used by the young piant in a future 

, time. : 
The significance of bulb and tubers in the life h'story of plants, 

producing them, is to develop new vegetable and floral structures 
with great rapidity. For example a new plant completely equipped 

| for work may be obtained in a very much shorter time than from 
seed. Such a habit if it may be so called enables these plants to 

_ take advantage of short seasons and st'll accomplish their life 
purpose. ‘These plants have two distinct life aspects correspond- 
ing to a greater and lesser physiological activity; or a period of 
rest and one of great activity. One is exemplified in the bulb, 
corm or tuber, the other in bright fresh green foliage crowned 
with a flower displaying its beautiful colors. Nature has thus 
wisely made ample provision so that many of her floral as well ) 
as vegetable decorations of woodland, field and garden may out- 

_ live the many adverse conditions that might befall plant life, so 
| that we may enjoy them in early spring, late in autumn and at | 

all times during the summer. 

| DISCUSSION, 

Mr. Toole: I would like to ask the Professor just what class 
the dahlia belongs in. I suppose we are all correct in calling it 
a tuber, and yet its growth is so different from the potato or 
rutabaga and the different things one can mention that have been 
always considered tubers, and I would like to ask if it is correct 

| to call it a tuber? 
Mr. Arzberger: We have many variet'es that grade between 

the two; we have those -that grade from the corn down to the 
tuber and we have some varieties that are neither, that you can- 
not call either a corm or a tuber, and then again we have so 
many tubers that shade off into structures that are something 

| like that of a root. We have many wild plants that are some-
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times called tubers; stems that are very hard to classify as one | 

or the other. 

Mr. Toole. I suppose that this is of interest to us horticul- 

turists in an econom'c way, both the floriculturist and the gar- 

dencr, because we can put away for their season of rest and 

store up these things, those that have stored up nutriment for 

the future we can store them up for our convenience without 

much care compared with other plants. But we have another 

class that no place is given to like the beet and such, how shall 

we call them? In wild plants you will find some that you cannot 

classify under any of the three classes. How shall we classify 

our beets and others? They are certainly not corms or tubers. 

Mr. Arzberger: They are simply fleshy roots, simply enlarged | 

roots holding food material. | | | 

' Mr. Toole: It seems to me we ought to have a class name 

for them. | 

| Mr. Arzberger: They are classified as fleshy roots. 

Mr. Axley: A gentleman asked if the sweet potato was not 

a tuber; it is a root, there is no bud on the sweet potato. 

Mr. Smith: I wonder if the gentleman has ever planted a 

| sweet potato. He says there is no bud on the sweet potato; you | 

plant one and the stalks come out’all over it, and in large num- 

bers on the sweet potato, | wouder where they come from. 

Mr. Axley: That is right. There are a great many roots that 

— you can plant and they will grow branches ail’over. You can | 

take raspberry and plant a branch, it will form a root, any bud — 

w ll form a root, some roots will form buds when they are put in 

proper condition, just the same as some stemis. will form roots, it : 

eets the root stimulation through the soil just as soon 

as you bring it in contact with the moist soil, and the 

cordition of the soil will stimulate the production ‘ot | 

roots, as the case may be. You take any stem, you can put it 

1 contact with the soil where the moisture is and that is going 

to stimulate production of root, and so under the right condi- 

ton you can stimulate the production of the root plants. In re- 7 

. gard to the sweet potato—now I am not a horticulturist, I have 

not been in that as a business, but all ‘authorities call the sweet 

potato a fascicle root and the dahlia is a fasc’cle root, it is simply 

an enlargement of the root in which food is stored away, the 

proper stiniuation comes by placing them back in the soil. |
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_ Mr. Tiplady. If you cut the eye off a dahlia, do you presume 
for a minute that the ground will stimulate an eye on the blind 

tuber? | | 
Mr. Axley: No, not in the case of the dahlia, but I do mean 

to say that wlten you are cutting the eye off the dahlia you are 

cutting the stem; an eye is a bud and a bud is an undeveloped 

stem, and the base of the bud will develop roots and the other 
parts will develop the part that comes up above the ground. : 

| Mr. Arzberger: I have always considered them as under- | 
: ground stems. | | 

Uhe President: We will go on to the next subject. I will : 

announce the comrhittees at this time: For fruit and vegetables, 
Dr. Loope, for Flowers, Mr. Button, of Lake Geneva. . 

oo THE CANNA. | | 

| | Mr. Burron, Lake Geneva. | 

Canna is a Latin word signifying cane or reed, Canna Indica, 
Indian Shot so called from the fruit which is a capsule contain- - 

ing hard black seeds. Order Scitamineae, a large genus of herb- 
7 aceous perennials, a native of East India has a beautiful tropical 

7 appearance with its large green leaves and upright habit. 
| ~ Canna Edulis is grown extensively in the Sandwich and other 

islands the root being used as a vegetable in place of the Arrow- 

root, also Canna Coccinea is used the same. -.Canna flaccida is a 

| native of southern United States. : | 
| The Canna is very extensively employed in sub-tropical and 

| other methods of summer gardening. They have very graceful — 
, habits and beautiful glossy leaves which gives a beautiful tropi- 

| - cal effect. oe | | 
In Lenist time, 1753, there were three varieties, 1793 there were 

4 varieties, a Frenchman by the name of Bousheau in 1844 marked 

64 varicties. a : a 
_A new section was introduced in 1864 by Mr. Croset of I'rance, 

then Mr. Crozy introduced his new Hybrid Canna Madame Crozy, 7 

, soon after this time they were introduced into the United States
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and by careful skillful hybridizing there have been many - 
beautiful new varieties introduced. The new varieties outstrip 
the old, in fact they combine the gorgeousness of the Gladiolus 

with the beauty of the Dracaena and may be used with beautiful 
effect in the summer gardens as borders or on the lawn in beds 

of all shapes and sizes or as screens or dividers, or border to 

give color when the other plants are not in bloom or mingled 

among shrubs. | 
There are many new varieties introduced yearly to take place 

of the old ones but some of the old varieties live with us for | 

_ many years. There is no more beautiful bed in a large spacious | | 

lawn than the Canna of one or more varieties and color and 
graded heights. The new varieties are gorgeous when used as 
screens or when placed in front of shrubs with their beautiful 
glossy leaves and rich colored bloom against the green foliage of , 
the shrubs and trees. Jew plants are more easily grown than the 
Canna or more quickly propogated and they will grow under 
most any circumstances, but to obtain the best results care must 

be taken to succeed. The canna is propogated from the root or 

by seeds, many of the newer varieties come fairy true from seed. 
When propogated by root the roots should be separated with 

from 1 to 3 eyes as preferred and then started in a bed of sand 

or very sandy soil in a temperature of from 50 to 60, some pre- 

fer a high bottom heat and start late, but to get the best results 

start your bulbs in a bed the latter part of February and then 

whten well rooted pot up in 4 or 5 inch pots and place in a tem- 

perature of 50 degrees and they will make a very strong sturdy 
plant ready to bloom in the spring and continue to bloom all 
summer. They will begin to bloom earlier than if grown with a 
high bottom temperature and obtained a weak rapid growth 

which is effected by transferring to the open ground. : 

If propogated by seeds the seeds may be planted in February 

in a warm place of about 60 degrees. If soaked in warm water 
for twenty-four hours germination will be materially stimulated | 
or file the end of the seed. A light soil is suitable for the seed 
such as sand and leaf mould and when the plants have made two 
green leaves they should be potted off into three inch pots and 

placed in a temperature of 60 degrecs or so during their earlier 

stages and shifted as required until planting out season. By this 
time they should make fine strong plants which will bloom all 

summer. , |
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A good rich soil with*plenty of moisture and drainage is very 

suitable for the Canna. | 
The Canna is also very effective indoors as a pot plant in con-. _ 

servatory or porch decoration. As their growing season is very 

long, for this purpose, they may be grown in from 8 to 12 inch | 
pots and if well cared for will last a long time and be very effec- 
tive. | : 

The old varieties of Canna were grown almost exclusively for 
their foliage, as the flowers were very small and inferior, but 

_ the new varieties are a great improvement in both flower and 
foliage. 

I will not stop to enumerate the old varieties. There is one old | 
variety, La Grande Rouge. It has long narrow pointed leaves | 
of a deep almost purple bronze, very upright habit which foliage | 

has hardly been surpassed in the new varieties. Among the new 
varieties there are many and I will endeavor to point out some © 

of the best and newest varieties for bedding purposes. 
_ Alphonse Bouvier 4 to 5 ft. strong grower and crimson 
flower; Beaute Des Marcher, 5 ft., color, salmon pink; Butter- 

cup, 3 ft., compact, bushy habit, free bloomer, bright yellow in 
color and a fine bedder, one of the best yellow; Chicago, 4 ft., 
one of the best red varieties, a large flower and free bloomer 
coming in early; Crimson Bedder, 3 ft., a fine intense scarlet, 

| very free bloomer. David Harum, 3 ft., dark bronze foliage, 
flower rich vermillion, good grower and bedder; Egandale 4 ft., 
foliage rich dark bronze, strong, compact flower, spikes currant 

red, the finest bedding Canna of its color; Florence Vaughn, 5 ft., 

ereen foliage, one of the best type of the French Cannas, flowers 

a rich golden yellow, thickly dotted with bright ired, it is a fine 

grower and a good bedder, one of the best; Madam Crozy, 8 ft., 

fine dwarf, green foliage, with bright flower, vermillion with 

yellow border, a good durable variety; Martha Washington, 3%4 
ft., green foliage, one of the finest pink Cannas, flowers extra 

large, rose pink, stands the sun very well; Niagara, 3 ft., good 

bedder, crimson flower, green foliage; President McKinley, 3 ft. 

green foliage, medium size flower, color deep crimson, a pro- 

fuse bloomer ; Queen Charlotte, 31% ft., green foliage, rich orange, 

scarlet with gold band, fine strong flower, good bedder and free 

bloomer and stands the sun well; Souvenir D’antoine Crozy, 

4ft., green foliage, flowers scarlet crimson, bordered with yellow ;.
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7 Black Beauty, grown for foliage effect, flowers small, the broad 

tropical foliage is of the deepest crimson bronze, a fine grower, 

5 to 6 ft., the best dark foliage Canna; Comte De Sachs, 4 ft., 

foliage deep bronze, green large flower and very bright and large 
head with a clear bright crimson scarlet, a cont’nuous bloomer 

and a fine bedder; Express, 214 ft., green foliage, flower a bright | 

scarlet crimson, large broad petaled flower, immense compact 

trusses, the finest of all dwarf Cannas, a fine border Canna and 

bedder; l‘rancois Nordy, 3 ft., green foliage, a good red; Papa 

| Nordy, 4 ft.. new French Canna, a strong upright grower and _ 

free bloomer, large round flower of a beautiful purplish crimson, 

. spikes large and numerous and are carried well above the foliage, 

| a magnificent.Canna, a fine bedder and stands the sun well ; 

Louisiana, 6 ft., folage a glossy green, fine grower, fine large 

- flower, scarlet, good bedder; Mont Blanc, 8 ft., large, beautiful 

white, the best white; Mr. Wm. F. Kasting, 31 ft., color crim- 

- son, a good Canna; Allemania, 4 to 5 ft., foliage green, outer 

| petals yellow with inside of bloom scarlet, orchid flowering; | 

America, 41% ft., bronze foliage, the spike very red and the flow- | 

ers-enormous with a yellow throat and petals of glowing red | 

flamed purple, a fine orchid flower; Burbank, 5 ft., green foliage, 

immense flower of the orchid type, color a rich canary yellow, 

| - inner part of petals fine crimson spots, grand flower and bedder ; 

Italia, 414 ft., green foliage, color yellow and red, a fine orchid | 

| variety; Pennsylvania, a fine orchid flowering variety, color — 

7 scarlet and yellow. . | , 
Among the newest varieties are R. Wallace, 4 ft., green foliage, 

| a fine yellow, a good bedder, upright habits; Victor Lemoine, 34 | 

— ft., color brilliant, garnet flower with purple foliage, very free 

flowering, a fine new var-ety, strong grower; New York, a beau- 

tiful new red Canna of enormous size, a promising variety ; 
King Humbert, the finest of all Cannas yet introduced, fol’age of 

the most beautiful bronze, very strong and robust growers, im- 

| mense trusses of orchid flowers, standing high above the foliage, 

color br’'ght orange scarlet. No Canna has ever caused such a 

sensation as this. It is a grand variety in every respect. 
- There are a great many more Cannas but I will not take any 
more time in naming varieties. We should all lend a hand to 

make the Canna even more attractive than it is at the present, 

-and to develop the beauties and the grandeur of the varieties
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~ whch we still grow. There should always be a good place re- 

served for the bright and welcome Canna. Its fine fo‘iage and . 

continuous bloom should always be welcome on every lawn. The 

| more you care for a Canna the better they like you. 

The Canna is not like many other plants that have its flowering 
season and then b'ds farewell for that season, but when it com- | 

mences. blooms until frost comes and destroys it. Now let us 

one and all try to bring the Canna to the front and give it what 

it deserves and welcome it on every lawn and ‘n every park. 

DISCUSSION. | . 

| A Lady: I would like to ask if it makes any difference 

whether the roots are div ded in the fall or in the spring? 
Mr. Button: We usually divide in the spring, store in the | 

fall and divide in the spring for convenience. | 
The President: How do you store them? I want to kuow  — 

how I can store them in my cellar. I have tried but never suc- 
ceeded. | : 

Mr. Button: Store them in any dry place, in dry sand; do | 
nct have it too dry, because the tubers are likely to dry up. In 

a cellar that is heated with a furnace it is hard to keep them, 
| because they get too dry. They want to have a cool place. We 

_ just put them under the benches in a cool greenhouse and they 
| always keep well. | : 

Mr. Smith: I have stored cannas a great many times and al- 
ways come out the same that the president d‘d. Cannot the , | 

| speaker give us some rule that will apply to some thing that we | 
know something about? I think there are very few of us that 
know about keeping cannas. Will they keep along with pota- 
toes, with beets, carrots and cabbages? Cannot you put them 
with apples, or something of that kind? Is there not some rule 

| by which we can know, rather than not keeping them too wet or ) 
too dry. That is too much like a woman’s recipe for a cake,— : 
put in a little of this and a pinch of that and a little of some- 
thing else. 

Mr. Tiplady: I would like to answer Mr. Sm’th in regard to 
keeping the canna. The canna is a tropical plant and it would | 

. be very unwise and very fool’sh and with very small regard to | 

| . | | °
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natural conditions, to try to keep a canna with potatoes. How- | 

ever, if you have a cellar that is neither too warm or too cold, 

that will do for potatoes. For cannas you must have it warm | 

and dry, and you must watch the tubers as they go through the | 

winter. | 

Mr. Smith: What temperature? 

Mr. Tiplady: Temperature of sixty, or temperature of fifty ; 

you can find cannas kept in both under the greenhouse bench ; | 

you will find at a temperature of 60 cannas will go through 

all right, you will find temperatures of 50 where they will also 

go through all right. It must be dry and reasonably warm and 

you must watch your cannas, go to them once and a while and 

see how they are getting along, same as you would with raising 

cats, the canna has life as well as a cat. You must catch that 

canna on the decline, not go to it after it is affected and dead. 

Mr. Smith: I want to know what to do with it. 

Mr. Tiplady: If your canna has dry rotted, it has been too | 

dry for the canna, the chances are that you should have moist- 

ened it; if it is rotted with moisture, the chances are that you 

kept it too wet. If it is too cold it will die. When I say cold 

I mean below forty, that is strictly against the well being of the 

canna. | 
Mr. Smith: If itis too warm, say 70? | 

Mr. Tiplady: They will grow. If you see signs of growth 

you can retard that growth by making it colder. 

Mr. Moore: In regard to keeping cannas—lI do not give this 

as a rule, just telling an experiment the last couple of years in 

keeping cannas; we simply take the roots and throw them in a | 

| bunch into a cellar where the temperature is about 60 degrees, | 

let them lie right there; we take them out and about 75 per 

cent of the roots are growing. We have done that for two years. 

I do not want to give that as a rule, but that is our experience. 

It worked for us. 

Mr. Rieck. I would like to ask if the cellar was light? 

Mr. Moore: No, the cellar was dark. 

Mr. Rieck: Was the atmosphere in the cellar dry or damp? 

| Mr. Moore: I could not say. It was a cellar which was too 

dry for keeping apples, too warm for keeping apples, and also 

_ the same for potatoes. 

Dr. Loope: I wish to say this,—they may talk all they please
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about this, and we have had the talk over and over again in all 

our societies whenever the subject of cannas has come up, but the 
fact remains that the average man cannot keep a canna; now 

that is a fact, a real fact, and I have given up trying. 
~ Mr. Button: I will tell you the way we keep them; let them 

freeze down in the fall, the weather gets pretty cold before we 

_ start to dig, then we dig them right up, shake off the loose dirt, 
place them on the ground that is pretty nearly dry under the 
greenhouse bench and leave them there under the bench at about 

| 50. | 

Dr. Loope: How far down do you let them freeze? _ 
Mr. Button: Oh, say the ground freezes perhaps an inch, : 

hard. I have kept them twenty years and hardly ever lose a 
canna. We never dry them entirely off. If you keep them in 
a dry temperature the chances are they will shrivel up and you 
will lose 50 per cent or more of them, but if you keep the tem- _ 
perature moist at 50, keep them in sand in the cellar, or you can 
keep them laid away in a corner of the cellar where there is a 
temperature of 50 and moist atmosphere, I do not mean wet, not 

so wet but what they will hold their substance, and then they 

, will keep all right. | | 
Mr. Rieck: Do you take all the soil off? 
Mr. Button: Nearly all the soil off; we do not take it all off. 
Mrs. Trevelen: I think there is a difference, in some seasons 

they keep better than others. I will tell you my experience in 

| _ keeping cannas, and I have done so for several seasons. I take 

them out, as this gentleman said, just as the first frost comes— 

of course I do not have them on a large scale—but I put them | 

- into pails, or boxes and I put them right in the cellar, the same 

cellar where I do my washing, and I let them dry out; there is 

a furnace in the cellar and I have kept them successfully through 

| the winter, right in the dirt as I take them out. 

Mr. Uecke: I have experimented somewhat with keeping 

cannas for the last three years. I have tried to keep them in 

dry sand, but I always find they come out minus in the spring, 

blackened and injured. : 

Mr. Henderson: We have found a great deal of trouble 

arises from the time they are dug. If you allow them to get 

frozen down too far, you will undoubtedly lose your cannas. 

Mr. Uecke: Will you please specify the time? 

2—Hort. .
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Mr. Henderson. That I cannot tell you, but I know you must 
not let them freeze down to the ground while the stalk 1s about 

quarter ways from the ground,. because if you let the frost get 
down to the bud or eye, your canna is gone. We go through 
our cannas constantly and any that are getting black put them 

: right inthe bench and start them. That is the only way we can 

: save them. Of course seasons vary, frost comes earlier some 

seasons than others, but our men sit up nights watching the 
cannas. We have found that is about where the trouble is, of 
a great deal of it, anyway. : | ot 

Mr. Smith: What is the nature of the canna root, is it root ) 
or bulb or tuber or corm? | | Oo 

Mr. Arzberger: It is a root-stock. | 

Mr. Toole: I would like to emphasize what has been said in 

regard to raising cannas from seed. I should say, soak them in 

hot water rather than warm water, but still more safely to file 

7 through the coating of each one, after that they germinate rapidly. 

You are not sure of what you will get, but you will get a bloom 

| the same season, a fine, choice lot of cannas that are worth hav- 

ing, so that you are not particular about grouping colors together. a 

The President: It is not always that we have a Congressman 

with us. A’ Congressman I suppose is, or I suppose should be, 

| like an electric light, all you have to do is to touch the button 

and get results. I will call on Mr. Kuesterman to give us a 

talk. | | | 

| _ Mr. Kuesterman: This is rather taking me by surprise. I 

am a splendid listener, and I could have stayed here all day with 

you to listen, but I am somewhat backward in speaking. How- 

ever, as matters are, I will meet the occasion the same way as - 

the young lady who was asked how it was when she re- 

ceived the first kiss from her lover, “Why, she said, I met the 

emergency face to face.” . : 

Now let me say to you, that I am pleased above all to be with 

you, because I like flowers, I have always been greatly interested 

in gardening, and consequently I like those who like flowers. 

They have a proverb in German that says, “If you want to find a 

_ good people, go among those who love music and flowers.” ~ 

That is, one that is charmed with sweet melody, ‘one that is 

charmed with the fragrance of flowers, cannot be bad. 

| About two weeks ago I returned from a trip to Germany,
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and while there, tecollections from younger years came to me, 
| and one of the most pleasant ones was our little garden. Now, 

_ my friends, while I say “Our little garden,” it was not in reality 
|. our little garden, but over there they have very wise city govern- 

| ment and they, knowing there are a great many poor people liv- | | 
ing in the city, my parents among them, they rented out garden 

| lots to these people, say about 50 by 100 feet; oh, and how proud 
| we felt of this, our garden. Why we never allowed any weeds 

to grow there, and in fact sometimes going there we were very 
sorry not to find any weeds, because we wanted to work. It isa 
splendid arrangement, and I wish they would introduce it in 
this country, to give everyone a garden, no matter how small it 
is. Over there they will even see to it that the poor people have 
their little orchards and they do it in this way,—they grow fruit : 

trees along all the highways, everywhere you will find apples, 
pears, cherries, walnuts and all kinds, and before they are fairly 
tipe they say to the people, “We will rent you these trees, sell 
you the fruit for whatever you can afford: to pay.” My father 
went and bought, say, ten of those trees, and what a pleasure . 
it was when the time came to take off the fruit. There was no 
trouble about people stealing the fruit, or boys getting away with 

| a lot of it, because in the first place, they are quite law-abiding, 
and, secondly, they have good overseers to look after them, | 

| and so we always had our fruit, and I think it is an arrangement 
that would also pay in this country. Why not have fruit trees | 
along your highways? It gives you fruit and it helps to bear 
the burden of taxes. Why, over there again and again they told | 

: me the taxes were paid by what they got for the fruit. | 
Now let me tell you about the smallest garden I ever saw in 

. my life, it was one four by six feet, it was in a blind institute 
in Pennsylvania. The president of the state board of control 
and I looked over some institutions and there I found a lot of 
these little gardens for those blind children. One of them took 
me by the hand, a little seven-year old girl, and said, “Oh, I 

: want you to see my garden,” and there it was. And I tell you, : 
it was touching. In the first place she was counting, there were | 
matks she could not see, but she could find her garden, and when 
she came there she said, “Look at that beautiful rose,” she, could : 
not see it, and then again she said, “You see that little tomato 
plant, now is not that growing nicely,” and she felt of it, and in
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bending down she said, “Oh, that nasty weed.” She knew the 

| difference between weed and plant, and so she kept her garden 

in splendid shape. —— 

Now, my friends, it is not my purpose to delay you long, | 

you are all waiting for dinner. However, I may say one 

more thing, that when in Berlin a short time ago I there saw 

a rose farm, twenty, thirty and more acres, all full of roses of 

the greatest and finest varieties. It is kept near Berlin and I 

understand was supplying the garden and the palaces of the, 

emperor. It was certainly a sight to see so many acres of roses. 

Now let me say, I was pleased and I watched with great in- | 

terest the work of your Land Company here today, meeting some | 

of the officers. I tell you they do deserve success, and for their | 

own good and for the good of the town of Shiocton I hope that | 

they will be successful in every way. It will certainly help to 

place Shiocton on the map, if it had not been there before, and 

I wish them success in every way, and I also wish you stccess 

in your proceed:'ngs here and I hope that they will be to the 

benefit of vou all. I thank you. (Applause.) 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

| THE DAHLIA. | 

By Mr. A. P. Lozwe, Milwaukee. | 

| In 1864 a Dutch dealer in bulbs received some Dahlia roots 

from Mexico, the native home of that flower. One of these 

roots produced a plant and flower entirely distinct from any 

| Dahlia known at that tirue. It had a more slender growth, more | 

delicate and graceful foliage than the old forms and an irregu- 

lar, loose double flower, the petals being recurved at the margin 

so as to appear almost pointed. The color was a bright crimson,
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| similar to that of a garden cactus, cereus speciosissimus, which 
it also resembled somewhat in shape, and so it was called the 

Cactus Dahlia, botanically Dahlia Juarezin, in honor of President : 

Juarez of Mexico. It was first pictured in the Gardeners Chron- | 
icle of 1879. The introduction of this new horticultural species 

brought about a great revival and renewed interest in Dahlia cul- 

ture which had been at a standstill if not on the decline for thirty 
odd years. 

The Dahlia had been known in Europe since 1789 when the 

original species, Dahlia variabilis of Linnaeus, was sent from 
Mexico by the great naturalist, Alexander von Humboldt. Of 

all our most important flowers it is, therefore, the last to have 

come into cultivation. Strange to say the flower showed some 

signs of doubling the very year of its introduction, probably a 
| result of the change in climate, but no progress was made along 

this line until 1814. Within the 25 years following this date, 
however, enormous strides were made. By 1840, probably three 

thousand varieties had been catalogued with a range of color : 

| ~ including every shade except sky-blue and the allied hues. The 

ideal sought and developed to the utmost was a very double | 
flower, as round as a ball, on a stiff stem, and the petals perfectly 

regular. When this ideal had been perfected, the possibilities 

of the flower had been exhausted and as the singles and semi- 
doubles were hardly thought worth cultivating, nothing new was 

offered for about 39 years. | 
The introduction of an entirely new form was necessary to 

reawaken interest in the flower. The cactus dahlia filled this 

requirement and furnished unexcelled, almost limitless possibilities 
to the plant breeder, as is shown by the immense number of new | 
varieties which have been and are still annually being brought 
out by seedsmen. 

| The modern Dahlias are, therefore, the descendents of two spe- : 

cies and their hybrids. All Dahlias today may be classified accord- 
ing to Bailey into nine divisions. The oldest and the ones given 

the most attention by the horticultural societies at the shows are 
the Show and Fancy types. These two classes are the old per- 

fectly double and regular, ball shaped flowers, differing only in 

color. A Show Dahlia is self colored or if tinted the edges are 

darker than the ground color. A Fancy Dahlia is always parti- 

colored, the edges always lighter than the ground color. Similar
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to the above but with smaller flowers and greater numbers of 
them, with the plant generally more dwarfed is the Pompon 

type, also known as the Boquet or Lilliputian Dahlia. Then 
there are the Cactus and Cactus Hybrid or decorative classes. | 
The Cactus varieties of which a Pompon form is also current, 

are still practically the same as when introduced except that all 
the colors of the Show and the Fancy type have been extended 
to them also. The Cactus Hybrid or Decorative means practi- — 
cally miscellaneous, for all kinds which do not come under the : 

above classes are placed here, except of course the Singles and 

Tom Thumb kinds. | | | | | 

The Single Dahl'as are generally divided into Standard Single 
and Single Cactus but some go as far as to set apart Show and 
Fancy Single according to the ground color and the edgings. 
A new form which is modified Single is the Collarette Dahlia, 

a single flower with a row of two small flowerets at the base of 

the large petals, sometimes of the same color as these, sometimes 

of a vividly contrasting hue. In the latter case they are very 

beautiful and odd. | | 
The Tom Thumb Dahlias are very dwarf plants with an im- 

mense number of immature Show or Fancy flowers and are used | 

mostly for bedding, though they keep well when cut. , 
The three classes which have recently received the most at- 

tention and have been the most prolific of new varieties are the 

Cactus, the Decorative and the improved Singles, such as the 
Twentieth Century varieties. Especially the Decorative Dahlia 

with their long stems, loose double flowers, and brilliant color, 

~ combined with good keeping qualities when cut, make a most 
desirable subject for both the gardener’s and the florist’s care. | 

They are the Dahlias of the future. : 

_ PROPOGATION. _ 

| The Dahlia is a tender, tuberous rooted perennial, and the 

easiest and most satisfactory method of propogation for amateurs 
is a simple divis‘on of the roots. But there is one difficulty. The 

eyes or buds are not on the tubers but on the stem above them 

and it is necessary to secure at least one eye with each tuber. 

| Therefore they should always be divided in spring and very often 
not until the tubers have been put into a warm place for a short 

time so as to start the buds and leave no doubt as to where they _ 

are located. | :
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| Another method employed chiefly by seedsmen and not practi- 
cable unless a greenhouse or hot bed with bottom heat is available, 
is by cuttings. The old roots are set in a bench in January and 
as the shoots grow they are removed as soon as they have three | 
or four sets-of leaves. They are trimmed and placed in a cutting | 

LO bench with a bottom heat of 65 degrees, rooting there in about 
two weeks. This temperature causing somewhat slower rooting | 
1s preferable to a higher temperature for a-shorter period, as rec- 

. ommended by some growers and gives better and stronger plants. | | 
| When rooted the plants are potted in small pots and as soon as 

the weather permits are planted out of doors. By fall these 
| cuttings will have produced what is known in the trade as field 

_ grown roots. | | 
Dahlias as a rule produce seed quite easily but varieties do not 

come true so that this method of propogation is used only when | 
new varieties are sought. Ordinarily .it takes an experienced 
gardener to produce new varieties of the double kinds : 
worthy of cultivation but it is an easy matter and a pleasant ex- 

| ° perience to raise the single varieties from seed, the variations 
and combination of colors, blotches and stripes seem inexhausti- 
ble though very few are of a sufficient grade of excellence to be | 

-  uaamed. If the seed which generally germinates easily, is sown 
early in doors in boxes or in a hot bed and later set into the open 
ground, flowers may be had the first year, though in the case of | 
prom:'sing kinds, it is advisable to keep them another season to 

, see them at thei: best. , 
In the case of very rare new kinds where a valuable specimen 

has met with an accident, grafting is sometimes employed to per- 
| petuate the variety. That is, a slanting cut is made on the por- 

tion of the stem to be used and’ a similar one on the tuber, | 
the two cut surfaces are placed together and tied with some 
soft pliable material. The graits are then potted sufficiently 
deep to cover the union and put into a close frame: If avail- 
able the term’nal portion of a shoot is taken and trimmed similar - 
to a cutting. oe 

| CULTIVATION, a 

In a general way the Dahlia does best in a sunny, airy loca- 
| _ tion and a sandy loam with good drought resist'ng qualities which 

| must, however, contain a goodly amount of plant food. Being
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a strong, robust grower the plant is not very particular as to the : 

form in which the fertilizer is applied so long as it is ava.lable. _ 

Of course the purpose for which they are set out affects their lo- 

- cation and treatment of the plant. 

Where the dwarfer kinds are planted as bedding plants, for 

mass effects or edging, a thorough deep shading of the soil, — 

working in at the same time a liberal amount of horse or cow | 

manure will generally provide all the plant food necessary. The 

earlier this is done in the spring the more moisture w:ll the loos- , 

ened soil absorb and the better will be its drought resist:ng qual- 

ities. The dwarf kinds may be planted almost anywhere under 

the above conditions if set quite closely and pinched repeatedly = 

to form bushy plants, will give a profusion of small well colored | | 

flowers. | 
With the medium sized or tall varieties especially the heavy, 

large flowering kinds, protection from high winds is exceed- | 

' ingly important. The ground is prepared in a similar manner, 

though generally made richer than for the bedding kinds but 

the ind:vidual plants are given more room, fewer shoots are ) 

allowed to grow and for the finest specimens only a few buds | 

are allowed to remain on the plants. The exact time for plant- 

ing out dahlias is a point of contention among growers and I pre- 

sume there is hardly a dahl’a specialist who has not h’s favorite 

methods of dividing, pruning or p:nching by which he produces 

his best flowers. One way to plant them out is to divide the . 

tubers as soon as the buds are clearly discernable, placing them 

| in the ground so that the crown of the plant is 4 to 5 inches be- | 

low the surface, covering lightly at first and then filling in the 

ground as the shoots grow. Another method is to wa.t until 

later in the season, dividing the tubers early and allowing the 

| shoots to grow two or three inches long and then planting them 

out. | 

The number of shoots which are allowed to remain varies also 

. with different growers. Lawrence A. Peacock in his book, The | 

Dahlia, which is probably the best and latest American treat.se, 
advises the removal of all but the strongest shoot. He says 

“As soon as the shoots appear remove all but the strong- 

est and pinch that off, forcing it to branch at the surface of the 

ground. Thus the entre strength of the root and soil is con- 

centrated in the one shoot, while the pinching causes it to branch
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at the surface, bracing it without stak:ng and preventing all the 

first imperfect short stemmed flowers that appear on some varie- 

ties.” The method does away with the unsightly stakes, though | | 

some of the taller kinds may need a short support if at all ex- 

posed to winds. , 
For nice specimen flowers, a shallow stirring of the soil as | 

soon as it becomes hard or baked is absolutely imperative and it 

is far better than watering. Of course in a severe drought it will —— 

become necessary to water the plants, especially if in bloom, 
but as a regular practice it will not give results as good as a 
ught stirring of the soil. The standard top dressing when the 
flowers begin to appear is pure bone meal and nitrate of soda, 4 

parts bone to one of soda. This fertilizer on a retent've so-l 

with an occasional heavy watering when necessary will produce 

the finest dahl'as and plenty of them. | 
The Dahlia has few insect enemies but those few are hard to 

combat when they appear. Among them are the tarnished plant 

bug, which gets into the stems, the cut worm which eats off the 

young shoots, the black aster beetle and last but not least the 
grasshoppers will work havoc among the flowers if they are at 

all plentiful. | 
- The Dahlia today is one of our most important flowers and is 

continually gaining in favor. It is pre-eminently an amateur’s 
flower, for unlike our other floral beauties, the rose, carnation and 

chrysanthemum it needs no greenhouse, no winter home except 
a frost proof cellar, storage or pit. Once a beg-nning is made, 
with an occasional division the roots will last indefinitely. But 
this beginning is what has puzzled and driven many a would 
be dahlia grower back to bestow his efforts on other floral pets. . 
Dahlias are offered in the trade today in four forms, five count- 
ing seeds. Of plants we have the large clumps, the field roots, 

pot roots and green plants. Every one is familiar with the large 
, clumps of several years’ growth which are sometimes offered. | 

Their very size limits them to a local trade or exchange among 
collectors and specialists. The field clumps are the usual form | 

in. which dahlias are purchased in this country but as the demand 
is increasing steadily, the growers are finding it impossible to 

keep up, and many leading houses in the east have adopted the | | 

European plan of pot roots. When the cuttings as described 

above are removed from the cutting bench and potted they are
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not set out into the open ground when the weather permits but 
are repotted into larger pots and grown thus for the whole sea- 

son. ‘The confinement of the pot causes them to produce two 
or three solid, round tubers 214 inches through. These pot roots 
are cheaper than field roots and are shipped for very much less. 

| | Many prominent growers have endorsed them and think them 

fully equal to field roots, though usually not until the second 

year, but as Peacock says “the roots are easily kept from year to 

year and the main object is to get the best varieties regardless 
of the form in which they are offered.” Green plants are used 
mainly to fill vacancies or a shortage in varieties. 

VARIETIES. | 

Now as to the var:eties. With innumerable catalogs flooding 
the country and the larger houses offering from 200 to 500 vari- | 
eties it seems futile to try to set up a small list to include the best 

kinds. But there are some kinds which stand out prominently 

for their excellence. a a 

Of the Cactus varieties: Of the Decorative: 
Aegir | Black Beauty | 
Strahlen Krone Black Prince . 

J. W. Roach , Countess of Pembroke | | 

Krumhilde Grand Duke Alexis 
Brunhilde Mrs. Vanden Dael 

Niebelungen Mrs. Roosevelt | 
Winsome : Nymphea : 

| Hahenzollern Prof. Mansfield 

Countess Lonsdale | Pearl D’or - 
Mont Blanc : C. W. Bruton 
Thomas Parkin , | _ 

Show: : Fancy: | | , : 

A, Dz Livoni Frank Smith | 
| Burgundy Lottie Eckford 

Pink Dandy Penelope 

_ Storm King Uncerta‘nty 
Willie Garrett | 
Honest John | ) 
Ruby Queen | |
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| Mr. Loewe mentioned two or three methods of propogating | 
- the dahlia, I would like to ask him which he considers the best | 

method. 
| _ Mr. Loewe: That all depends upon the purpose for which 

you want them. For an amateur w:shing only a few plants, the 
division of the roots is certainly the best method. For a seeds- 
man or spec.alist who grows a great many plants, the growing 
of them from cuttings is probably the best, it certainly is the 
quickest way of multiplying, and a great number of cutt!ngs can : 
be secured from a single old plant, and if repeated plantings are 
made, that is to say, if the shoots are broken off if they get two 
or three leaves, a great number can thus be secured, and I think | 
that is the method that is employed by all the big eastern houses. 

Mr. Tiplady: Don’t you believe that that is the best method? 
, _ Mr. Loewe: Well, I have heard .t stated this way: We grow | 

all our other plants, take the rose, carnation, chrysanthemum, we 
grow all of them from cuttings when we want the best flowers: 
why should not ‘we grow the dahlia the same. Now, that is a 

_ good argument. It seems to me a pretty hard thing for an 
amateur to grow dahlia cuttings. | | Co 

Mr. Arzberger:. Mr. Loewe has used the term “tuber” and 
“root” in h's disctission of the dahlia, and I wish to ask him | 
whether he wishes to use the term “tuber” in the scientific form, 
or scientific meaning, as apply:ng to the underground portion 
of the.dahlia. | 

Mr. Lowe: You will find those terms used very loosely, and 
_ I know very well the dahlia is not a tuber, but you will find that 

term used mostly that way by wr'ters on that subject; I suppose. . 
- it is a bit of carelessness, but I use it in the same manner, it cer- 

tainly is not the technical sense that is employed there. . | 
: Mrs. Carpenter: I would like to ask the method of keeping | 

the roots through the winter. 
Mr. Loewe: If you were here this morning and heard the 

d'scuss‘on about cannas ; you probably know how to keep dahlias, | 
because, so far as my personal experience goes, it is very much 
the same thing. Some people can keep dahlias and others can- 
not. We have always stored them in a cellar with other things, 

_ pretty damp cellar, in fact, generally with apples and | 
in the same cellar with our potatoes, and we have 
had fair success, the only trouble we have had is with their dry-
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| ing up, even in a pretty moist cellar they would shrivel up, and 

the buds would not grow when planted. | 
Mr. Smith: We used to have dahlias quite often, and qu-te 

frequently had the same success that we did with cannas. I 
think somebody said, throw them among your potatoes and you 

would not have any bother and after that we never did. Any 
cellar that wll keep potatoes in good shape will keep dahlias, | 

and we immediately applied that and the dahlias always come 
through in reasonably good shape. Of course occasionally there | 
would be one rotted, the same as in potatoes, but ordinar-.ly 

speaking, they came through in good shape. | 
Mrs. Howlett: Is it not reasonable to suppose that the dahlia 

will grow stronger from the tuber than from cuttings? I have 

had experience in both, but it seems to me that the tuber gives 
strength to the plant and grows considerably faster and larger 

than the cutting. If it is trimmed off, not letting too many © 

sprouts grow from the tuber, just one shoot growing from the 
tuber, I think it is better. I have never grown them very ex- 

tensively, but still that has been my experience. 
Mr. Loewe: It seems to me it is a hard thing to compare 

those two methods, because the cutting should be started some 

time in early spring, all the way from January to March and is 
set out when the weather permits a live plant to be set out. I 
know quite a few people who set out their dormant roots two 
or. three weeks before the danger of frost is over. Now, the 

difference in the time of planting, and the length of the time of 
growth the different plants have would make it hard to compare 

| them, it seems to me. |
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THE GLADIOLUS FOR THE PEOPLE. 

| a Mr. M. Crawrorp, Shocton. | 

The. gladiolus is a native of South Africa, western Asia and 

southern Europe. It is at home in all parts of the United States 

: and is here to stay. It is indispensable wherever known. It is 

| easily grown, succeeds on any soil and is not liable to the attacks 

of insect pests or fungus diseases. It may be planted from 
early spring until July, and may be had in bloom in this climate 

from the mddle of July until freezing weather. As far south 

| as the Ohio river it may be planted ten inches deep and left in 
the bed for years—until it gets too close to-the surface. Every 
year the new bulb forms on top of the old one, so it rises about — | 

an inch annually. If a late frost cuts the young sprout to the 
eround it continues to grow just the same, and is not discouraged 

by being cut back repeatedly. If the bulb is planted wrong side 

up it grows about as well; and if it has to stand in water for 

_ days or endure drought for months it will make the best of its 
opportunities, giving an abundance of bloom. When the first 

| few flowers open, the spike may be cut and kept in the house 
as well as on the plant, giving constant bloom for one or two | 

weeks according as the weather is warm or cool. As a flower 
to ship it is unequaled as far as I know. We have sent it from 
Ohio to Montana in good condition. Many tons are shipped to 

the c:ties in the summer and fall where they are purchased by 

rich and poor and used for all purposes. | 

_ Fortunately this meeting is held when the gladiolus is in 
bloom, so I will not attempt to describe it. You can see it for 
yourselves and decide as to its merits. These flowers were | 

7 erown in Shiocton from bulbs shipped from Ohio last spr-ng. 
They were long on the way and were planted very late and in 
soil too wet to work to advantage. Still they bloomed. They 

always do. 
Now a word in regard to the’r culture: The bulbs must not 

freeze at any time. They may be planted early in the spring , 

| and covered six inches. This will prevent their blowing over 
when in bloom. While growing the gladiolus needs the same __ 

care that other crops do. It is not well to plow under rank
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manure, but it may be put on the surface after planting. Other 

things being equal, a bulb is valuable in proportion to its vertical 
diameter. A bulb which has not bloomed is roundish or conical, | 

_ but a thin, watch-shaped bulb has bloomed and possibly ripened 
| seed. <A conical bulb three-fourths of an inch in diameter will 

produce as fine a spike as a larger one and will cost much less. 

Half-inch bulbs usually bloom, but they are not retailed lest the 
: purchaser might think himself cheated. : 

| Cutting off the spike when the first flower opens—without | 
cutting the foliage—relieves the drain on the bulb and allows it 

| to grow larger and thicker. Take up the bulbs in the fall, cut 
or break off the tops and spread where they will dry without 
freezing. Then they may be put in the cellar, not over four , 
inches deep, in boxes, crates or baskets. After two or three 

weeks they may be cleaned—the roots and old bulbs removed. 
7 It is not best to keep them too near the furnace. The bulblets 

may be saved and sown in the spring like peas if one wishes to | 
increase his stock rapidly. | 

: We can not determine the value of a gladiolus by weight, 
measure or chemical analysis. When it appeals to our taste we — 
call it beautiful and admire it although sometimes we can hardly  __ 

— tell why. However, there are certain characteristics that are | 

generally conceded to be desirable, among whi'ch are the follow- 
ing: healthy, vigorous growth, with tough foliage not easily 

broken by the wind. The leaves should be ample so as to build 
up a large bulb, and if they grow upright without drooping so 
much the better. The spike should be tall and straight with 
ample capacity to take up water to sustain a good number of 

open flowers. The flowers should face one way, and be so ar- 
ranged on the spike as to make a broad and compact appearance 
without crowding. The s’ze is not so important, but most people 

| prefer good sized flowers. It is very desirable that the petals 

be thick so as not to wilt easily. 

Color is of great importance. If that be unsatisfactory all 
| other good points that it may possess go for nothing. Whether 

light or dark let it be clear and pure—not muddy nor faded look- 
ing. | , 

When a person becomes interested in the gladiolus he wants 

to obtain a collection of good varieties. The quickest way is to 
buy named sorts, for the presumption is that a name is never
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given to a variety unless it possess merit. One can spend quite a 
| a sum of money in buying named sorts, but if he wants to econo- 

_. mize he can buy seedlings for about a dollar per hundred and | 
| select from them the ones that please him best. Where two or : 

more friends or neighbors are interested they can exchange to : 
the advantage of both. The most satisfactory way, however, is 
to raise seedlings. A thousand may be grown on a Square yard, 
and the second year they may be advanced to bloom:ng size on 
a rod of ground. No two will be exactly alike, and many of 
them will be fine. Sow the seed as you would lettuce, about 
the first of May, and give some shade unt'l the young plants ap- 
pear. : | | 

| DISCUSSION. | 

Mr. Rieck: I would Like to ask what soil he prefers. | 
Mr. Crawford: Soil that will produce any ordinary crop is | 

| all right for growing gladiolus. I have never found any so.l 
that was not suitable. 7 

a Mr. Rieck: If you have a good rich soil, that is, stiff clay, 
would it be preferable to lighten it up with a little sandy loam? 

Mr. Crawford: I would rather have a sandy loam for easy 
‘working, but my varieties in Ohio have grown on clay and 

they grew just as well, although it is a little harder to produce 
them. | | 

Mr. Rieck: Do they prefer a moist soil? : : 
Mr. Crawford: They will endure as much drouth as anything 

I have ever raised. | | | | 
Mr. Boynton. I would like to ask Mr. Crawford if he ever 

saw any soil that equalled the Shiocton soil for the raising of 
gladiolus? 

Mr. Crawford: Never saw any soil that was nicer to work 
than this, but I have seen soil a thousand times that would grow 
just as good bulbs and flowers. The soil here in Shiocton is 
nice soil to work as any I ever saw. 

: Dr. Loope: I would like to ask Mr. Crawford a question. 
Looking at the variety of the gladiolus that he is growing, and 
the beauty of them and their excellence, whether he practices 

| hybridization in the ordinary sense of the term, as used by 
growers. | Be : |
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Mr. Crawford: I let the humming birds do that; I raise the | 

seed and sow it and get hundreds of different kinds, but I do not 

call myself a hybridizer, I have not got that far along yet. As . 

to the fertility of the land, I have always held that a gardener 

should assume that the land is there as a reservoir to hold plant 

food, to furnish anchorage for the plant and for the cultivator 

to furnish that plant food, and my experience :s that when you 

depend upon the soil to furnish the food and the anchorage both, 

without applying any extra plant food, you are liable to be dis- 

—appo'nted. We ought to be content if we have nice soil to work, 

that is moist enough and all right, therefore we ought to be con- 

tent to furnish some plant food. | — 

Dr. Loope: I would Ike to have you tell the people here | | 

your idea of the question of hybridization ; whether it is possible 

to sectire so very greatly superior bulbs and flowers from hand 

_ pollenization, or whatever they do, or whether you would trust 

to natural selection. The question of course :s directed to the 

idea that some growers in the United States place a great deal 

of stress upon hybridization, whether that is better than the na- _ 

tural selection. | 

, Mr. Crawford: It is very natural for some people to insinuate 

in some way or other that it is an advantage to buy their stock ; 

I have seen many a person of that kind, and the thing will sell a 

little better if it is sold as a hybrid than it will if it is sold as a . 

seedling; it is a little more scholarly, somehow, and it looks bet- 

ter, but I remember that Mr. Garland (7) of the Rural New 

Yorker, sa'd that much of the seed sold as hand hybrid’zed seed 

was no better than the seed that another person sold and did 

not claim it was hand fertilized. When Mr. Groff raised his 

frst bedded seed, fourteen ounces the first year, he was unknown 

to the trade and he wanted to know if I wanted to buy .t at 

$1.00 an ounce. Well, of course I did, because I had been of- 

fered seed that w'nter at $26 an ounce, so I bought all of Groff’s 

hand fertilized seed, and I have always said it was a very excel- 

lent lot, but if a humm/ng bird carries the pollen from one plant 

to another and it is perfectly pollenized, it is just as well as if a 

scientist carried it, or if the president of the United States car- 

ried it. 

Mr. Moore: I would Ike to ask Dr. Loope, in his use of the 

term “hybridization” do you really mean hybridization, or cioss 

| pollination ? OB
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| Dr. Loope: It is more cross pollination, of course; I am not . 
a stickler, but the quest’on that I wanted to get at he has an- 

swered perfectly, the idea of the people who advertise pedigree 
plants. 7 : | 

Mr. Moore: That is what I thought he meant and that you 
| meant, cross pollination and not hybridization. — 

Mr. Crawford: I consider that when two species are crossed, 
| then you produce a hybrid, but most of our varieties already have 

the blood of two or three species in them, and it is pretty hard © 
to tell when you have a hybrid or simply a cross and there have 

| been a great many hybrids produced that did not have anything 
that was worth anything, and we have only three or four of the 
species that have entered into the cultivated varieties, and the 
blood of these species that have not done us any good so far, | 
the better off we are, and you can call them hybrids if you want 

to, at $15 a hundred, and you can call them crossed. if you sell : 
| them at $2 a hundred. | | 

Mr. Toole: I wish to ask, if a person wants to keep up a 
long season of bloom of the gladiolus, whether you recommend 

| a succession of planting, or having early and late strains, or can 

| we use both ideas? ) | 
_ Mr. Crawford: Well, we have a long succession of bloom by 
planting different sized bulbs. We plant our smallest stock first, 

and then the larger and then the largest, and the largest bulbs 
| will bloom in 60 or 70 or 80 days, and the smaller bulbs will 

require ten days longer, or twenty, and the half-inch bulb will 

require a month more time to come into bloom, so we have a 

constant succession of bloom of the-same variety by planting a 
| different sized bulbs at the same time, but if you are buy!ng : 

bulbs, it is a good plan to plant some every week right along, 

then you will have a sticcess'on. | 

Mrs. Barnes: I would like to ask how far apart he plants 
his gladiolus in the row, and how far apart the rows? 

7 Mr. Crawford: For convenience in growing large bulbs, we 
_ have the rows three feet apart, so that we can cultivate them | 

with a horse. If the stock is smaller, and we are simply grow- : 
ing bulbs, not flowers, we plant them very close, 100 to the foot. 

| My rule is to plant them as far apart as the diameter of the bulb: 
if they are an inch in diameter, plant them two inches apart, so 
that there will be an inch space. Sometimes in planting little : 

3—Hort, : |
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| bulblets, not larger than small cherries, I have grown them 200 | 

to the foot. When they are two inches in diameter, plant three 
to the foot. | os 

DUTCH BULBS. | 

_ Mr. Henperson, Chicago. 

The subject which has been given me comprises such a large 

list I have decided to confine my remarks more especially to Hya- | 

cinths and Tul'ps, giving to the best of my ability the history, 
method of culture and propagation in Holland and also a few 

: remaks on planting in this country. 

The Hyacinth or Hyacinthus is a genus of bulbous plant which 

comprises about thirty species of which three, are natives of south- 

ern or tropical Africa and the rest of Asia Minor, Syria and 
Persia. The few cultivated species are native of the region east 

of the Mediterranean Sea and among them is Hyacinthus Orien- | 

: talis which has become naturalized in southern Europe and is by 

far the most important. Th's is the variety which was intro- 
duced into Holland probably about the beginning of the 16th 
century; in fact about the beginning of the 18th century it 
stood almost first ‘n popularity among florists’ flowers, and many 
new varieties were produced. Then, as now, Holland, owing 

_ to its favorable climate and soil conditions was the principal 

Hyacinth growing country. . | 

Tulip is a genus of bulbous herbs found wild along the north- 

ern shores of the Mediterranean in the Levant Armenia, Cau- 

casus, Persia, Central Asia and Afghanistan. The Tulip was. 
introduced into Holland probably about the 16th century from 
the Levant by way of Vienna and Venice. There is a legend | 

that an Antwerp merchant to whom bulbs were sent cooked them 
for onions; and to this day the natives of some parts of Persia 

and Afganistan use the bulbs of Tul'p Chrysantha for food. 
During the 17th century the “tulipomania” was at its height 

and fabulous prices were being paid. 
We read of the “Semper Augusta,” which was sold for about
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$4,500 of the “Admiral Enkheuzen,” which with its offsets brought . 
_ $2,500, of the English tourist who had to pay 4,000 florins for an 

_ “Admiral von der Eyck,” which he had thoughtlessly peeled with 
| his pen knife, or of the sailor who ate with his raw herring a 

| bulb worth ten years of his earnings, under the idea that it was 
| an onion, and “a rather poor one at that.” Those days are past. 

It is questionable if many florists would know a “Semper Augus- 
. tus” if they saw it. All the Tulips sold in the Netherlands do 
2 not bring a fourth of the 10,000,000 guilders which a single 

Dutch town in those days cleared by one year’s sale, and a specu- 
. lator would require to make a very close “corner” in bulbs be- 
y fore he could hope to net the 60,000 florins which the Amsterdam 

_ speculator won by his ventures in the course of four months. 
; The Tulip mania died hard. As late as 1800, it is said that 

, 15 guineas were given for a “Don Quevedo,” and as late as : 
_ 1835 a single “Fannie Kemble” brought at a London auction 

pO £75, while a Chelsea nursery man priced another at as high as | 
f #00 guineas, though whether he sold it is not mentioned. To 

c. the florist of today who buys his tulips at from $10.0 to $20.00 
a thousand, the fabulous prices named seem wonderful indeed, | 
although there are some varieties of late flowering Tulips and 

| Narcissus which list in Dutch Cataloues at from 10 shillings to 
a guinea each. . | | 

; Having given a few details as to the origin and history of the 
q bulbs we will now take up the method‘of cultivat‘on. While it 

| is quite possible that these bulbs can be grown successfully in | 
__ other parts of the world, there is no question that Holland js 

c and has always been a most suitable place for their culture both 
in soil, climate and the fact that for generations every man, 

| woman and child in the bulb growing district has been thoroughly 
acquainted with all the different methods of prepar.ng the soil 

a and cultivation. Holland as everyone knows is a flat country 
; | below the level of the sea and is intersected with numerous 
) canals and ditches which in turn are pumped by windmills into 
| the larger or ma‘n canals, these being generally from eight to 

ten feet above the level of the surrounding country. The bulb 
| district does not extend over the whole country but is confined 

to a narrow strip along the seashore, say about one to four miles 
inland, ‘in fact I am reliably informed that the best Hyacinths 

. are raised close up to the dunes. }
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The soil in the district is practically pure sand, and the bulbs 

being gross feeders the ground has to be heavily fertilized and 

well cultivated before an attempt is made to plant. When a 

new patch is being put into shape it is first well trenched with 

the spade (by the way the spade is the only tool used by a Hol- 

lander in bulb cultivation, the plough or cultivator being an un- 

known article) and manure is then applied, the only fertilizer 

used up to the present time, being cow manure and although the | 

price owing to the heavy demand has about doubled in recent 3 

years it will be sometime before any change is made as properly : q 

used it gives the best results. The application consists of about 

| three wheelbarrow loads applied to every twelve square yards; \ 

this is spaded in and the following spring planted with potatoes 

| sometimes with Anemone and.Ranunculus. As soon as this crop 3 

has been harvested the ground is dug again, this time to a depth \ 

of about eighteen inches and the beds are then made for bulbs ; 4 

these beds are always about 414 feet wide, the length being gen- ‘. 

erally determined by the size of the field (these fields range from 4 

1%, to 1 acre in extent and are nearly always surrounded with 3 

| hedges which act as windbreaks). Narrow paths are dug out on q 

each side of the bed which in turn lead into larger and deeper \ 

paths at the ends and down the center of the field. This is for 

convenience in planting, weeding, etc., and more especially for 

drainage the ra‘nfalt over there being something that one l’kes 5 

to talk about better thar experience. | 3 

| This preliminary work is done by special men who are very 

expert and can lay out the ground with mathematical accuracy. | 

The beds now being ready, planting is commenced, the date 

varying according to the season, but generally being about the 7 

| 15th of September, Hyacinths be:ng the first bulbs to be set out. 

They are planted in rows at different distances according to 

size of the bulbs. If first size Hyacinths are wanted (these run 4 

from 19 to 21 centimeters in size) seven bulbs are set out to the i 

row which makes it about eight inches apart each way; if for 5 

second size (17-19 centimeter) about nine bulbs are set to the | 

row and so on. | { 

The depth of planting varies according to the way the land 

lays, if on low land shallow planting is in order and on high land 

the bulbs can be set deeper, the average depth being, however, : | 

about four inches below the surface. The bulb now commences ae
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| to make roots and owing to looseness of the soil, they will often 
go down eight to ten inches. , | | 

As soon as the first frost has hardened the ground, a covering _ 
of reeds is put on about four inches in thickness and the work | 
for the winter is over other than seeing that the water drains off 

. properly. In early spring comes an anxious time for the grower 
as if the weather is mild top growth starts in and part of the 

| | covering of reeds has to be taken off and if a hard freeze then 
sets in there is a Jump in the prices of Hyacinths at once. After 
danger of frost is over the reeds are removed and the bulbs be-. 
gin to make rapid growth, coming into bloom in April. The . 
flowers are allowed to open and show color and are then cut off, 
the beds are being constantly gone over to keep the weeds under | 

oe control and also note any sick bulbs or those that are especially | 
vigorous in growth which can be used for propagating purposes. } 
Harvesting commences about first part of July and is done by . 

7 hand, the bulbs being thrown into the side trenches gathered into 
baskets and carried to the drying sheds there the roots and tops ) 

| are cut off and the bulbs put on racks to dry, the sheds being . 
_ built w.th movable wooden screens which allow a free circula- 

tion of air or can be closed if weather is inclement. - 
As soon as the bulbs are thoroughly dry they are gone over 

again by hand and the outer skin rubbed off, leaving the bulbs in - 
condition which they are usually received in this country. The 
time requ-red for harvesting and curing takes about six to eight 
weeks so that the bulbs are usually ready to ship about the second 

| week of August. After the Hyacinths have been harvested the | 
| _ ground is trenched again but no manure applied and it is then 
: ready for Tul'ps or Narcissus, no ground being used twice in 

succession for the same bulb. - 
The method of culture for Tulips and Narcissus varies little 

| from that used for Hyacinths, the Tulip being more hardy there 
is not so much danger of freezing in spring, the critical time | 
being along in June when the bulbs are ripening, then if it be- | 
comes very hot the foliage is liable to turn yellow and die down 
which makes the bulb ripen prematurely, and affects the blooming — 

| qualities the next season. After the bulbs have been harvested | 
the ground is given another application of manure and planted 
with potatoes again and after they have been harvested it is 

| trenched to a depth of about four feet, the top soil being turned :
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completely under and the subsoil brought to the top. This is 

done to eliminate any disease that may have shown itself and is, 

I am told, an effectual remedy. | 

The propagation of the bulbs is an important and interest-ng | 

subject both for the horticulturist and the botanist; and the his- 

tory of the mode in which these plants are reproduced, is per- 

haps the most delightful phase of their life history. | | 

: They may be multiplied by seed, but this is for the most part a | 

long and ted'ous process, and usually only employed in the case 

of raising hybrids. Too many years elapse before the blub is 

mature enough for flowering, and the patience of the cultivator 

becomes, consequently, exhausted. The Hyacinth, for instance, 

| demands a youthful immature career of some five or six years | 

before it can feel energy and power, and ripeness enough to oo 

throw up a flowering spike, and when considering that th-s bulb, 

. if found worthy to be grown on, requires twelve to fifteen or 

| twenty years of careful artificial propagation before a moderate ) 

stock can be had, it is therefore necessary for some other method 

to be used in inoreasing the stock. . The method of propagating 

the Hyacinth used to consist of making two or three cuts across 

the base of the bulb, after removal from the ground. When 

placed on the shelf to dry, it was not long before numbers of 

tiny young bulbs are formed at the marg:n of each slit. This, 

however, did not give the desired number of offsets and a new 

method has been discerned which is in general use. As soon as_ 

dug, the bulbs are taken and the base scooped out so that a large , 

bowl-like cavity is formed, lined with the transverse surfaces of 

the fleshy scales. The bulbs are then put out in the field and 

covered with sand and left there for fourteen days (this heals 

: the bulb up where it has been cut) after which they are taken 

) into a shed and spread on a rack. After several days it will be 

found that at the surfaces of the scales ‘nside the cavity. have 

formed a large number of young bulbs of very small size, repre- 

senting so many individual plants. These are allowed to remain 

there until the tissues of the parent bulb have all dried out and 

are then detached and sown out in the open ground. It will take | 

six years to grow a full sized Hyacinth from such a bulblet. In | 

following this method of propagation the Dutch have only utilized 

the well-known fact that when a plant or part of a plant is 

wounded in any part of its tissues, it immediately sets to work |
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Narcissus Paper White Grandiflora growing in Scilly Islands for the English cut flower market.
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to heal the wound which has been made; and this is effected by 
renewed growth on the part of the tissues immediately adjoining 

_ the injured part, so as eventually to cover over the wound by a 

protect.ve callus. If an incision be made in a detached leaf of 

a Begonia lying on damp soil or sand, an entire new plant or 

plants will be formed at the margin of the incision. Th.s same 
power is possessed by bulbous plants. In the first named slicing 

method of Hyacinth propagat.on, it is the stem: which is ch.efly - 

affected, hence we see here a case of adventitious budding from 
the stem of the same nature as the phenomenon of multiplication 
by means of cuttings. In the second-named method, however, 
that of “scooping” ‘t is the scales, equivalent to ordinary foliage 

_ leaves, which are affected, and hence we find the same phenome- | 
non of the production of new individuals from the leaf as in the 

begonia, for the tiny bulblets are formed all round the cut edges | 

| on the scales. | 
Tul-ps and Narcissus are propagated from offsets which form 

| at the base of the parent bulb, the strongest bulbs being grown 
on in order to raise these offsets and are called “mother bulbs.” 

These mother bulbs in the case of the Tulip are planted sepa- 
| rate and will produce the following season eight or nine bulbs or 

| bulblets accord’ng to how prolific a variety it is. The mother 
bulb itself disappears as the Tulip is like the Gladiolus inasmuch . 
as the bulb that produces the flower dies and a new bulb forms 

| in its place, all that is left of the old bulb being the dry scales. | 

Bulbs received are here usually in their 3rd year. The Narcissus | 
, is also propagated from offsets but the old bulb does not die as 

in the case of the Tulip altho’ ‘t will sometimes break up into 

offsets altogether and in this way become lost. 
| Outdoor planting of Dutch bulbs in this country is increas:ng 

every year and they certainly deserve to be, more liberally planted 
still. In the early days of spring, as soon as the snow has left 

" us, the first flowers to appear are such as the Snowdrop, the Cro- 
cus and the Scilla. These are followed in succession by Tulips, 

| Hyacinths and Narcissi and remind us that winter has really ended 

and that the season is at hand when we may assist nature in 
beautify:ng our home grounds, parks, cemeteries and public gar- 

dens. | 
Where beds are to be solidly planted with spring flowering 

bulbs, the soil should be well prepared in the first place. A rich, _
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sandy loam is undoubtedly preferable, but perhaps the most es- 

sent.al part of all is that the beds have perfect drainage, so that 
there will be no danger of water standing during the winter, to 

_ rot or weaken many of the bulbs. The soil should, if not natur- 

ally sandy, have a good coating of sand and should be dug to a 
depth of at least fifteen inches. Well rotted cow manure is the | 

best fertilizer that can be used, but a liberal sprinkling of fine 
’ ground bone will also be beneficial. The beds are better if raised 

a few inches higher than the surrounding ground. The depth at 

which bulbs should be planted depends mainly on the variety but | 
a s.mple method is to put the bulbs down at least twice their own 

depth. After the first hard frost and before severe freezing | 

weather sets in a mulching of from six to eight inches of coarse - 
litter or leaves, covered with some fir or pine branches to pre- 
vent scattering by the winter winds, should be put over the beds. 
This will prevent the alternate freezing and thawing of the | 
ground. This mulching should be removed on the appearance 
of spring. It is better to take it partially off at first, thus leav- | 

| ing a light protection until the plants appear above ground. In 

_ the hardy border, and who does not have an old-fashioned hardy | 

border, bulbs may be planted to great advantage in patches 

among the hardy plants. They will not only look well and make | 
| the border look showy from earliest spring, but they have a | 

| thorough chance of ripening the bulbs and need not be disturbed 

from year to year for this purpose. I would recommend espe- 

cially the late flowering class of Tulips such as Gesneriana, Bou- 
ton d’Or and the Darwin class. | 

There is another plan of planting spring flowering bulbs, which, ~ 
to the lover of natural effect, is perhaps the most pleasng. This 

—. is planting in the lawn or semi-wild sod land. In many | 

places no better effect can be gained than from large patches 

of Narcissus above the green sward. In a closely kept lawn 

only stch small and early flowering varieties as Crocuses 
and Scillas may be planted, but what can be more pleasing in a 
sem:-wild place than patches of the different Narcissus and in 

shady places the Crythroniums, Trilliums, etc. When this style 
a of planting is adopted each variety or color should be in large : 

| patches, if space will permit, the larger the better. Nature al- 

ways plants in this way. . 
: For planting outside or in I would always recommend the use 

of named Hyacinths and only single varieties.
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For the best list of named Hyacinths I cannot do better than | give the list published recently in one of the trade papers: | | _ Charles Dickens, beautiful pink, fine formed large spike, one of the finest pink Hyacinths, 
| General Pelissier, brilliant carmine, compact spike, very early. 

Gertrude, rosy pink, compact spike and large bulb. Being of erect habit, it is excellent for bedding. | 
Gigantea, fine blush pink, large compact spike. The name in- d-cates its character, -as it has a giant spike. ‘ | Roi des Belges is one of the finest scarlet Hyacinths ; keeps its | 7 | color longer than any other scarlet. | | | _ Lord Macauley, deep carmine pink: with white eye, the brightest of the dark reds. Extra large and compact sp‘ke, a splendid | ; Hyacinth. | 

| Moreno, extra fine pink, very large spike and bells. , | Baroness Van Thyll, pure white, large compact spike. | British Queen, pure white, grand spike. 
_ Grandeur a Merveille, a fine blush white, very large spike. 

La Grandesse, extra fine snow-white, large spike, and fine | 3 formed bells, grand flower. This is an exhibition var.ety which - has no equal along the single white Hyacinths, : / | Mme. Van der Hoop, pure white, extra large bells. Very fine 2 bedder on account of its erect habit. 
| Baron Van Thyll, dark bright blue, large compact spike. | | Charles Dickens, dark porcelain blue. 

Grand Lilas, extra fine porcelain blue, grand large spike and | bells. One of the finest light blue Hyacinths. 
| Grand Maitre, deep porcelain blue, broad large spike and very 

large bulb, a grand variety. 
King of the Blues, deep glossy blue, large compact spike, the . finest dark blue Hyacinth in cultivation. — 

| Lord Derby, light porcelain blue, one of the finest light blue / Hyacinths, broad spike. 
: ~~ Queen of the Blues, light blue with silvery appearance, extra . fine large spike, splendid flower. | 

The following are among .what I would consider the best 
Early Tulips for bedding,—Artus, scarlet with yellow base; 
Belle Alliance, scarlet; Chrysolora, yellow; Duchess of Parma, | red border with yellow ; Cottage Maid, rose pink shaded on white; | Keizerkroon, red with yellow border; La Reine, white; Joost ;
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Von Vondel, white ; Pottebakker, scarlet, white and yellow; Pro- 

serpine, carm'ne rose; Vermillion Brilliant, scarlet; Thomas 

Moore, orange; Prince of Austria, orange scarlet; Of the doubles 

Crown d’Or, and Imperator Rubrorn, sacrlet ; Tournesol, red and : 

yellow. In addition to the foregoing we must not forget the 

late flowering class which are thought by many to be the finest: 

Tulips of all, they certainly are be.ng more freely planted as 3 

their merits become better known, but there is still room for 

improvement. The following are among the best,—Gesneriana, 

Spatulata, major scarlet with bluish black base; Bouton d’Or, or 

Ida, yellow; Isabella or Shandon Bells, rose; Sweet Nancy, Golden - 

Crown, yellow streaked red; Picotee or Maiden’s Blush, white 

margined rose; Bizards, Bybloems, odd and interesting varieties. 

I must also say an especial word for the Darwins, these I con- 2 

sider the finest of the late flowering class. Their stems are long 

and stiff, often two and one-half feet high in good garden soil, : 

once planted in a favorable location they will come up each year 

for four or five years. Of these the named sorts are still rather | 

expensive but the following can be had at reasonable prices and - 

are certainly worth growing. 

Glow, Gretchen, Salmon King; White Queen, Clara Butt. | 

Parrot Tulips are also to be mentioned in the late flowering 

: class of Tulips and while some objection may be raised on ac- 

count of the stem being too weak to hold the flower erect, still 

their peculiarly toothed petals and brilliant combinations in color- 

ings make a welcome addition to the late spring flowers. _ | 

List of Narcissus for bedding,—Yellow Trumpets—Glory of 

Leyden, Emperor, Henry Irving, Golden Spur, Bicolor Trum- 4 

pets, Victoria, Empress, White Trumpets—Mme. DeGraff. , 

Incomparabilis section—Sir Watkin. Double Orange Phoenix 

did remarkably well with us last season at Western Spr.ngs. : 

Single. Varieties, Poeticus probably the best and most satis- ) 

factory of all Narcissus for outdoor planting. | 

| DISCUSSION. | 

: A Member: I would like to ask if there is anything to pre- 

vent burning the leaves of tulips in June? 

Mr. Henderson: That is something that occurs only in Hol- | 

od
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land, it does not hurt the flowering of the bulbs; the sun is not 
strong enough to hurt them here. | 

Mrs. Treleven: How long do you let a bed stay without tak- 
ing up the bulbs? 

Mr. Henderson: The ordinary early flowering I take up the 
bulbs every year, small bulbs and plant them separate. I know 
where they have been growing from year to year, but I never : 
found where the early flowering did well, but in some soils the 
late flowering class will live ten years. The Darw’n tulips have 

: been known to have been in one place. for ten years. 
Mrs. Barnes: You say “plant them aga’n;” at what time 

would you plant them, as stated in your paper? | 
Mr. Henderson: No, I would plant them at the same time 

that you plant them when you get your bulbs, from October 15 | 
on; ii digging them in the spring, wait till the leaves go down © 
that is, if you can let the bed stand that way. The great trouble 

| is, in order to do that, you keep your bed unsightly right into 
June. That is why most people give up trying to save their 

| bulbs, fortunately for us, otherwise we would not be in busi- 
ness. | 

The President: We have a great exhibit of flowers here, and 
) I presume a great many people are anxious to know about their | 

| prem:ums; I will call upon Secretary Cranefield to read at this 
| time the premium report. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AWARDS. 

Your committees having examined all exhibits report the, fol- 
lowing awards. | . 

| Ist. and, 
Display Branching Asters..........Eben Rexford, Mrs. Barnes 
Display Dwarf Asters........Mrs. D. D. Howlett, John Uecke 

_ Display Asters (all kinds).........Mrs. Barnes, Eben Rexford 
_ Single Dahlias..............Mrs. Barnes, Mrs. D. D. Howlett - 

Double Dahlias...................Eben Rexford, Mrs. Barnes : 
Cactus Dahlias.....................Mrs. Barnes, John Uecke 
Herbaceous Perennials. . . seeeeeeeeees- Mrs, Barnes, ——- ——
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Ist. and. | 

Perennial Phlox..................Eben Rexford, Mrs. Barnes 

~ Gladiolus. ........cccee cise eeeee eee MM, Crawford, John Uecke 

. Pansies... ..seesseeeceeeseeees++.-Mrs, Barnes, W. S. Hager 

Stocks... cc cece cece ee ee eeeeeee ee ees Mrs. Barnes ——- —— 

Sweet Peas. .........+.-eee8.+...+Mrs, Barnes, Eben Rexford | 

Single Petunias.............Mrs. Barnes, Mrs. D. D. Howlett 

Double Petunias.....................+-Mrs. Barnes, ——- ——— . 

| Verbenas...............:...Mrs. Barnes, Mrs. D. D. Howlett 

COSMOS......eeceeceeeeeeese-- Mrs, Howlett, Mrs. H. Asmus | 

Annual Garden Flowers.............Mrs. Barnes, John Uecke 

Boquet Garden Flowers............Mirs. Barnes, Mrs. Howlett 

Potted Plants. 

Rex Begonia...........+...+++..Mrs. H. Williams, ——- —— 

Any other Begonia........Mrs. E. L. Torey, Mrs. E. L. Torey 

Sword Fern................Mrs. Geo. Jones, Mrs. E. L. Torey 

| Any other Fern..............Eben Rexford, Mrs. E. L. Torey 

Asparagus Plumosus..........Mrs. L. H. McCloud, ——-—— | 

Coleus. ....ecseeeeeeeeeeeeeeees- Mrs, E, L. Torey, ——-——- © 

Sweepstakes potted Plants...........Eben Rexford, ——- —— 

| Wild Flowers. | 

Golden Rod............E. S. Hildemann, Mrs. N. A. Durkee 

ASterS. oc cece cece ce eeceevevecese+e- Mrs, Howlett, —— —— 

Ornamental Wild Fruits..............Mrs. Howlett ——- —— 

Boquet Wild Flowers..........Mrs. H. Palmer, Mrs. Howlett 

Native Fungi.........--0e-e+ 0+ Ray Anson, Rex Bauman 

Collection Wild Flowers..............Mrs. Howlett, ——- —— 

| - Sweepstakes on all exhibits............Mrs. Barnes, ——- —— | 

| | Apples. 

Duchess.......ceceeeeeeeeess aW, S, Hager, E. S. Hildeman ~ 

Yellow Transparent............W. S. Hager, E. S. Hildeman 

Whitney . 0... cece eee cece e teeter tee teem = Hager 

Anisim.........eeeeee ee eee eee ees Wim, Laird, W. 5. Hager ,
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| Ast. 2nd. 

Red Astrachan......................John Uecke, Wm. Toole 

McMathan..............000004 ee eeeeee+. Toole, Alex. Laird 
Wolf River..............0.0.0.-2+0+0+4+.Toole, Alex. Laird 

| Lubsk Queen... .. 0.0... eee eee ee ee eee LOOlE, —— —— , 
Wealthy... 0... 0c eee ee ee ee eee ees LOOle, —— —— | 

| Yellow Sweet........................A. D. Brown, —— —— 
_ Lowland Raspberry..................A. D. Brown, —— —— 

| Saxonian............0.0.00.002.20.-A, D. Brown, —— —— | 
Plumb Cider....................00-000004.. Laird, —— —— 

Peerless... 0... cece eee ee eee eee reece Laird, —— — 
: ‘Longfield. 0.0.0.0... ccc eee c eee ee eee ees Laird, —— —— 

Utter Red... ... cc eee eee eee ee Laird, —— —— 

| Fameuse.... 0.0.0.0. c cee eee eee eee eee eee Laird, —— —— 

, Pewaukee..... 00... 0 eee eee eee eee Laird, —— —— 

Towa Beauty....... 0.0... ee ey ee 

ON. W. Greening. ....... 00. e eee eee eee Laird, —— —— 
Switzer... ee ee ee ee eee Hildemann, —— —— 

Barloff....00..00.0...0. eee eee cesses. Hildemann, —— —— 

Snyder... .. cece ee eee eee eee ee eee ss Hildemann, —— —— 7 

Beautiful Arcade......................Hildemann, ——- —— © 

| Honorable Mention. | | 

Specimens Wis. Sandcherry.....................-lrving Smith | 

| Most Excellent Exhibit potted plants not competing. Eben Rexford 
Exhibit Gladiolus not competing.................M. Crawford 

- Exhibit Bermuda Onions..............6...0..... A I. Smith 

| | | Au, HENDERSON, 
: AXEL JOHNSON, _ 

| . — Committee on Flowers. 

—_ Dr. T. E. Loore, 

| Committee on Fruits.
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Dr. Loope: Before you close I would like to say a few , 
words. I have been very much gratified at the attendance; I 
never saw anything like it anywhere in the State, and I think 

we would better come back to Shiocton again next year. (Ap- 

plause.) Now, there was something brought in by some gen- 

tlemen,—I want you to understand that this is not a balloon, 

nor a foot ball, it is not a tulip nor a narcissus, or any of those — 

things, nor a sweet potato, but that it is just a common sort of 

. an onion, that is what it smells like, but what I wish to say par- | 

ticularly, these gentlemen are truthful people, there are two of 
them and they show two kinds of onions, but they are truthful 
men and they come up here and tell me that they can grow 

a thousand bushels of those on an acre and they can sell them | 

for a dollar and a half a bushel,—$1,500. Now you know they 

tell the truth, but what I particularly was anxious to say was that 
in this Shiocton enterprise I believe you had better put in 100 

acres, that would be $150,000. (Laughter) , 

| “BILLS.” | | | 

W. S. HAGEr. 

The Secretary asked me to give a talk on bills. He did not . 

say what kind of b:lls, good bills, or bad bills, bills payable or 
bills receivable, due bills or bank bills, bills of divorce or legis- 
lat.ve bills. But I rather incline toward the theory that he meant 
the latter. At least I think that that kind was strongly impressed 

: on his mind during the session of the legislature. At a meet- 
ing of the Executive Committee last winter it was decided to 

| ask the legislature to increase the annual appropriation of this 
| Society from $4,500 to $8,000 and I was asked to introduce such 

| a bill which I did, February 1st, when it was read and referred 
: to Committee on Agriculture. 

March 2. Committee recommended for passage. | 
Yours truly was a member of that committee, perhaps that 

helped some. 

March 4, ordered engrossed and read third time.
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March 6, engrossed and referred to Committee on Third Read- 
ing’. | 

March 7, reported correct. 

March 12, referred to Committee on Claims where it lay with- 
out a hearing until about June 1st, when we got a short hearing. 

About all they seemed to care to know was “What are you 

going to do w:th the money?” | | 

_ June 7%, reported for passage. 
June 11, ordered engrossed and read third time. 
June 12, reported correct and referred to Committee on Third 

Reading. | 

June 14, laid over until June 18th. June 18th passed the 

Assembly and sent to the Senate next day. 

But why weary you w’th its wanderings in the Senate. Suf- 
fice to say that in due course it also passed the Senate and was 
signed by Governor Davidson, thus making it a law and that 

. hereafter this Society wll annually receive from the treasury of 

the State of Wisconsin the sum of eight thousand dollars, a cer- | : 

tain part of which must be used for experimental work. — 
| _ .I have told you nothing of the hitches, hindrances or tangles 

that we had. to avoid or. get out of as best we could for many | 

were petty and all are now safely passed. But, I want to say 
right here now, that those who have never undertaken to get 
an appropriation through can scarcely appreciate the anxiety 

| that it will give from the time of introduction until it is safely 
| a signed law with the Secretary of State. 

Furthermore, I hardly think we could have gotten it through 
at all if it were not for the efforts put forth by the members | 
of the society in urging its passage upon their members of the 
legislature. | 
We also had another Bill relative to the publishing of our re- | 

ports in monthly installments which ran the ordinary course 
until like Poor Dog Tray it got into bad company and was finally 
decapitated in the Executive office, the reason for which would 

_ take me too long to tell and the telling of which I am afraid with- 
_ out doubt would be uninteresting to you. |
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FORCING BULBS AND BULBS ADAPTED TO HOUSE 
CULTURE. oe | 

Mr. Espen ReExrorp, Shiocton. ° 

The winter forcing of bulbs is a phase of flor-culture rapidly 

on the increase among the lovers of flowers, and I am always 

glad to “speak a good word” for the practice, because the attempt | 
almost always results satisfactorily. If proper care is given 

potted bulbs there need be but few failures. , 

At the head of the list of des'rable bulbs for forcing I would 
place L. Harrisii, sometimes catalogued as Bermuda Lily, but 

most commonly known as the Easter Lily, because it is grown 

so extensively for Easter decoration. This is a most noble | 
| flower when well grown, exquisite in its white purity and de- . 

lightful in its fragrance. If care is taken to secure the best 

quality of bulbs, and they are given the right kind of treat- 

ment, few plants will fail to bloom well in the living-room. The | 
; smaller bulbs may give but one or two flowers, but they will be © 

as perfect as those from larger bulbs. 1 would advise, however, 

the purchase of large-sized bulbs, as a plant having six, or eight, | 
or ten blossoms is always vastly more effective for decorative 

purposes than the smaller ones, and it is no more trouble to grow 

it. Oo . | 

If flowers are wanted for Easter, bulbs should be procured and 

potted in September or October. It takes about six months to 

| bring a plant into bloom under such conditions as ordinarily pre- " 
vail in the average living-room. The ideal soil for this plant 
—and for nearly all bulbous plants, for that matter—is one 
made up of about equal parts garden loam and old, well-rotted 
cow-manure, with a generous amount of coarse sand worked in 

| to insure friability. My method of planting this Lily is this: 7 

I first put into the pot about an inch of broken crockery or some- 
th'ng similar, for drainage. Over this I place a layer of sphag- 
num moss to prevent the soil from washing down and closing 

the crevices in the drainage material. Then I put in about four. 
‘inches of soil. Into this I press the bulbs, using to each pot as 
many as will cover the surface of the soil. This will take about - 

| four of the ordinary size to an eight or nine-inch pot. It does a
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_ not matter if they touch each other. Then I water them well, and | 
_ put the pots away in a cool dark place to remain unt!l the roots 

| are formed. They are left there until top-growth begins, no 
matter how long that may be. As a general thing, however, it | 

- will be in six or seven weeks. When brought to the light, and 
the stalk begins to stretch up, I fill-in about it with soil, and 

7 keep on doing this, as the stalk elongates until the pot is full 
_ to within an inch of its rim. This method of low potting is 

_ practiced because this, like all other Lilies, has two sets of roots, 

one from the base of the bulb, and another from its stalk, im- . 
mediately above the bulb. By putting the bulb low in the pot 

| we provided soil for both sets of roots to develop in, which 
would not be the case if the bulbs were planted near the surface. 

| Next to the Bermuda Lily in desirability as a winter-bloomer 
| I would place the Narcissus, that flower , | 

. “which comes before the swallows dare, 

| : | And takes the winds of March with beauty.” | | 

We have very few flowers, if any, richer in color than such — 
varieties as Trumpet Major, Van Scion, Empress and Horsfeldii, — 

all in cloth of gold, or gold and creamy white, and Poeticus, 
- or Poet’s Narcissus, pure white with crimson bordered cup. 

These, with Paper White, a standard old sort, for forcing, en- 

able us to brighten the windows of our homes jn winter with 
| the bert representatives of a large family of plants which has en- 

toyed almost as much popularity as the Rose. If I were obliged 

to choose but one from the list mentioned, I think I would de-. 

cide on Van Sion, but I would much dislike to go without the 
cthers, for all are royally beaut ful, and each variety has some : 

charming peculiarity which the others do not have. | 
In potting the Narcissus, I make use of seven and eight-inch : 

_ pots, and crowd as many bulbs into the soil as the pot will accom-. 

modate. As a general thing, this will give you eight or nine bulbs 
to a pot. I find that by massing these, as well as all other bulbs, 

a much stronger and more satisfactory show of color is secured. : 
One or two bulbs to a pot are good, as far as they go, but the © 
trouble is, they don’t go far enough. By the mass:ng method 
one economizes space, as well as labor in caring for the plants. 

- There are no bad effects resulting from close planting, for a 

soil prepared as advised above is quite rich enough to fully de- 
| velop all the flowers from as many bulbs as can be crowded intoa 

4—Hort.. |
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pot. As a general thing, the Narcissus will come into bloom in 

about six weeks after being brought from cold storage. It will 

take it from six weeks to two months to form strong roots. 

During this period it should be left in a dark, cool place, to which 

it should be taken immediately after potting. | 

Third on the list of bulbs for winter forcing I would place the 

Hyacinth. The most satisfactory variety, all things considered, 

is the Roman. This for several reason: It is of the easiest 

culture, being almost sure to bloom. Each bulb will send up 

several flowerstalks, while the Holland varieties seldom have 

more than one to a bulb. Its flowers are loosely arranged along 

its stalks, therefore much more graceful in appearance than those 

of the ordinary kind. Because of this it is excellent for cutting. 

To secure the most satisfactory effect with it, I put as many as . 

twelve or fifteen bulbs in earthen pans about six inches deep and 

fourteen inches across. This gives an almost solid mass of ’ 

flowers and foliage. A’ pan of Roman Hyacinths in full bloom | 

is very effective for decoration of the church or. home. One 

does not fully appreciate the possibilities of this plant unt’l he 

. has grown it in the manner described. Florists offer us the Ro- | 

mans in white, blue, pink, and yellow, but the white sorts are the | 

only ones I would recommend, as the colors of the others are | 

| dingy, and have a faded-out look anything but pleasing. | 

Holland Hyacinths are easily forced. I much prefer the single | 

kinds for the reason that their flowers look less prim and formal 

than the double ones, which are so thickly crowded along the 

stalk that all individuality is lost, a spike being just about as orna- 

mental as some of the fearfully and wonderfully made ribbon 

flowers are that we see displayed in the windows of a ladies’ fur- 

nishing store. This, however, is simply a matter of taste. Some- 

body must admire this class more than I do, for the florists force _ 

them in large quantities each season, and seem to find ready sale | 

for them. a | 

I have never been very successful in forcing Tulips. ‘The © 

early single ones bloom fa’rly well, but the double kinds, and 

_ the choicer varieties of the single sorts, seldom develop satisfac- 

torily, buds form but they blight so easily that I have given up 

trying to grow any but the early single varieties, and these in 

only small quantit'es. The amount of care required by them 

yields far better results when bestowed upon any of the bulbs 

of which mention has already been made. -
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| In potting Hyacinths, Narcissus, and Tulips, I simply press the bulbs down into the soil well, leaving the upper portion of them uncovered. It is always advisable to procure bulbs early in the 
. season,-—in September, if possible—and to pot them as soon as | | received. If some are potted at intervals of ten days or two | weeks, a succession may be had which will pretty nearly cover | the ent're winter. Those not potted immediately should be well . wrapped in paper and stored in a dark, cool place until needed. This to prevent the evaporation of the moisture stored in their | scales. A bulb long exposed to light and air soon becomes flabby | and wilted, and not much can be expected of it after this con- | dition sets in. 7 | 

Many persons are under the impression that ‘t is not neces- 7 sary to put potted bulbs away in a place that is dark and cool for a time after potting. But this is one of the -Mportant items to be considered. A bulb so treated will form roots without _ making much, if any growth of top, this latter stage of devel- opment being largely dependent on warmth and light. Unless a bulb has strong roots it Jacks ability to supply the top with ‘sufficient nourishment to bring about proper development. If . we place a potted bulb in the window immediately after potting it, the influence of warmth and light stimulates it to attempt top-growth before roots have formed, or while they are forming, ‘ _ and the result is almost always disastrous. A period of several weeks in a place where the temperature 's low, and from wh'ch all light is excluded, is one of the chief essentials of success. | - Very little water will be required during this period. It is well | _ to examine your bulbs occasionally, however, and give more | water if the soil seems to be getting pretty dry, but on no ac- | count give enough to make, —and keep—the soil wet. - Always leave your bulbs in cold storage until they show that they are ready for active work by beginning to show a growth of leaves. Then take them to the light, but do not encourage rapid devel- opment by subjecting them to too much heat. A’ room where the temperature is 60 or 65° js much better for them than a warmer one. Much heat makes their growth weak, and their flowers will be short-lived. OO | The Amaryllis is a favorite, when gstown successfully, and cer- tainly :t deserves popularity, for choice varieties of it are mag- nificent in form and coloring. But judging from the many com- | plaints which come to me it disappoints the grower oftener than
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it rewards his or her efforts to grow it satisfactorily. I think | 

most failures result from an imperfect knowledge of the habits 

| of the plant. Most persons give it about the same amount of 

water the year round, and thus prevent it from taking the rest- 

ing-spell which it must have between each period of growth in 

: order to do its work well. If you study the plant carefully, you , 

_ will discover that it produces leaves freely for a time, and then 

ceases to grow. By and by there will be another production of 

leaves, followed by another period of inactivity. A continuous | 

' supply of water prevents the plant from becoming fully dormant _ 

between each growing period, and this is just what causes the 

mischief. By withholding water:as soon as new leaves cease ~ 

to appear, and allowing the soil to become almost dry, the plant 

apparently. stands still for a time, but it is really preparing itself 

for the next growing period. Keep it in this seemingly dormant 

condition until new leaves,—or possibly a bud—appears. Some- 

times the first indications of renewed activity will be a flower- 

stalk sent up from one side of the bulb, outside the last leaves a 

produced. Then—and not till then—apply water, and make lib- 

eral use of some good fertilizer. Encourage a strong and vig- 

orous growth by generous treatment, but, ‘as soon as leaf-pro- 

duction ceases again withhold water, and let the plant rest until 

| such a time as it shows a disposition to resume growth. By 

making these alternating periods of rest and growth as complete 

as possible in themselves, we may be reasonably certain of se- 

"curing two or three crops of flowers each year from this ex- _ 

tremely beautiful and interesting plant. Give it the same kind of 

| soil I have advised: for the other bulbs spoken of, arrange for 

perfect drainage, and disturb its roots as little ‘as possible. It 

- is very sensitive to root-disturbance, often refusing to bloom for 

months after repotting. If a good liquid fertilizer is used, it 

will not be necessary to repot oftener than once in two or three 

years. Remove the little bulblets or offsets which form about _ 

the old bulbs as soon as they appear, thus throwing all the 

| strength of the plant into the three or four bulbs which a seven 

| or eight-inch pot will accommodate comfortably. 

Vallotta purpurea, sometimes known as the Scarborough Lily, | 

is a fall-flowering variety of the Amaryllis, which the lover of 

- really fine flowers cannot afford to be without. It increases rap- 

idly, and a pot of it will soon have a dozen or more bulbs of |
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flowering size. In August or September, these bulbs will throw 

_ up flower-stalks about a foot in height, each bearing from three | 

to five flowers of a rich vermillion. They are not as large as | 
those of the hybrid Amaryllis, but they are brighter in color, and 

- quite as perfect in shape, and, because of their greater quan- | 
tity of flowers, they are really more useful for general decorative 

purposes in their season. Unlike the varieties of Amaryllis first 
mentioned,—which do not take kindly to the cellar—this can be | 

: stored there from November to March or April with entire 
safety. . : | | | 

| The Agapanthus, Calla, Imantophyllum, and Tuberose,—all very 
desirable plants for amateur culture,—are generally classed in - 
among the bulbs because their flowers resemble those of the bulb 

: family in many respects, but neither of the four have bulbous | 
| roots. ‘Their roots are of a fleshy, half-tuberous character. The 

Agapanthus has foliage something like that of the Amaryllis, 

though longer and narrower. It sends up a flower-stalk three 

or four feet tall, in summer. Its flowers are lily-shaped, each 

about two inches in length, of a very dainty and rare shade of | 
blue. These flowers are borne in clusters of fifty, sixty or more, 

| all radiating from a common center, so that a plant in full bloom 

seems to bear one great globular flower. The effect is very 
striking, and a strong plant, with several flower-stalks, is always 

sure, to be greatly admired. It is of the easiest culture. Give 
| it a soil of graden loam mixed with rotten manure from the 

cowyard, plenty of water during its growing season—which is 
from April to August—and store it in the cellar in November, | 
leaving it there until: March, and it will ask little else at your 

— . hands. It wll I've on for an indefinite period, increasing in 
oe profusion of flowers with age, and needing only an, occasional | 

| shifting to a larger. pot. For some reason unexplainable we sel- 

dom find it growing in home collections of plants, but it deserves | 

a place there.. : | 

. The Calla is a plant everybody admires, and almost every win- | 
dow garden contains a specimen of it, good,.bad, and ind:fferent - 

n condition, but the complaint is quite general that leaves arc 
more plentiful than flowers. I am inclined to think that in most 
instances this comes about because its owner keeps it grow.ng, 

_ or attempting to grow, the whole year round. We have very 
few plants that will do well under such treatment. They must
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have a resting-spell sometimes during the year. This is in accord 
with the law of nature, and we cannot expect the plants in the 
window to flourish if we ignore it. If the Calla is put out of 
doors in June and left there until September turned down on its 
side, it will lose all its leaves, and one would quite naturally think — 
it must be dead. But an examination of its thick root will soon 
convince you to the contrary. Repot it in a soil composed of 
equal parts of loam, muck, or other soil rich in vegetable mat-_ 
ter, and old manure, give it water liberally, and in a short t'me 
it will send up great healthy leaves such.as you never see on a 
plant kept growing the year round, and it will give you fine | 
flowers at intervals during the season. The Calla is a very ac- 
commodating plant, and often blooms well in winter after hav- 

| ing been kept growing all summer, if liberally supplied with 
_ quid fertilizer. Many persons treat the plant as if it were an 

aquatic, and keep its roots standing in water, but I have never | 
seen good flowers from a plant so treated. Some labor under 
the belief that in order to secure flowers hot water must be ap- 
plied, but so far as my observation goes; the use of hot water 

is not only unnecessary, but positively harmful. 
The Imantophyllum, or Clivia, is a plant seldom found in the 

collections of amateurs, but it has claims to consideration wh’'ch 

many of the plants usually found there do not have. It bears 
a striking resemblance to Vallatta purpurea in every respect ex- 

) cept that of the size and color of its flowers. These are nearly : 
as large as those of the ordinary Amaryllis, and their color is a 

| _ tawny red, or red showing a hint of orange. This plant, 1:ke | 
the Agarpanthus and Vallotta, can be wintered in the cellar, : 

though, if kept up, it often gives a crop of winter flowers. | 

The tuberose would have more friends than it has at present 
if it were hardy enough to withstand early frosts when planted in : 

. the garden. Few persons, comparatively, undertake to grow it 

there, because of its tenderness, therefore its merits are not gener- 

ally understood. But we of the north, where frosts come early, | 

. can effect a compromise with nature in the culture. of this really | 

lovely flower, by growing it in pots. So grown, it will be found one 
of the most useful of fall flowering plants for the decoration of an 
the green house and dwelling. Put two or three roots of it in | 

seven inch pots of rich, sandy soil, in June or July, keep them 

well supplied with water during the summer, giv:ing them the _
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full benefit of a sunny exposure, and along about September 
they will send up flower-stalks which will often reach a he'ght 

of four feet. In October and November two feet of the upper 

. portion of each stalk will be thickly set with a large number of 
white flowers with waxlike petals, resembl ng in texture those _ 

of the Cape Jasmine or Magnolia. The Tuberose has a fra- 
grance as rich and heavy as that of either of these two flow- 

ers. Some persons find it overpowering. Those who have ~ 

never grown this plant for flowering in the home will find it ex- 

cellently well adapted to amateur culture, and a most desirable 

addit’on to the comparatively small list of plants that bloom close 

— to'the edge of winter. | | 

DISCUSSION. | | 

Mrs.- Howlett: Would ‘t be necessary to dry the calla out : 

oe completely to have it bloom well, or would it be better to have ~ 

it grow, take care of itself, sh ft for itself in the garden dur-ng 

the summer months and not dry out completely as if turned on | 

the sod? | ae 
Mr. Rexford: I do not know if ‘t is necessary, but I find it 

saves a great deal of labor and it comes out so strongly if you 

pot it in rich soil, that seems to answer fully the requ'rements of 

the plant. | | | 

LILIES. 

| Joun TripLapy, Lake Geneva. | 

| My subject for our information today is the “Lily,” esteemed 
as Flora’s emblem of purity yet lacking the popularity it r-ghtly : 
deserves, caused probably by the erroneous idea that lilies .are 

: very expens:ve and not entirely hardy in Wisconsin. Or it may 

| be because lilies are largely grown in greenhouses in great quan- 

tities each year that our thoughts have been diverted from the 

| true possibilities of the family collectively as garden flowers. |
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| Lilies as a rule are not expensive, the standard varieties be- 
_ ing within the reach of all who possess a patch of garden or 

shrub plantation and their hardiness cannot be doubted because 

some of the varieties listed in the catalogs such as Superbum a 
(the Turk’s cap), Tigrinum (the tiger lily) Canadense and Phil- | 
adelphicum are native to our northern states. 

That.liles were well known floral subjects to our ancestors for 
hundreds of generations is evidenced by the fact that the bible in 
speaking of their beauty says that “Solomon in all his glory was 

| not arrayed like one of these.” And how long has Solomon been 
| dead? That lilies grew and were admired long before Solo- 

mon’s t.me cannot be denied, consequently they are historic, and 
their origin dates back to the Garden of Eden for all we know. 
Back to remote antiquity to say the least. The particular variety 
mentioned in the bible I am led ‘to believe was L. Candidum - 
(often called “Annunciation or Madonna Lily”) known to have 
been under cultivation in Europe in 1596. This variety seems to - 
be the best adapted to the amateur or new beginner to force in 

| the window or greenhouse about which I will speak later on. : 
For beauty and ease of cultivation our native varieties as pre- | 
viously mentioned are worthly of consideration. Superbum of 
the swamps and Canadense of the fertile meadows “toil not — 

| neither do they spin” yet in their season are subjects of great 
beauty. The varied forms make it possible to select a variety | 
suitable for almost any location as far as height is concerned. - 
They may be graded from L. Concolor, scarcely two feet high, 

_ to the noble Himalayan lily which when estatblished grows from 
10 to 14 feet high bearing long tubular flowers of white streaked 

| inside with purple and whilst all are beautiful anywhere they 
may be made doubly so when planted in masses or colonies 

_ among shrubs or herbaceous perennials. Especially are they 
most effective when planted thinly among Paeonias, the one suc- | 

_ ceeding the other in their blooming period and both seeming to | | 
enjoy the benefits derived from each other. A well prepared | 
bed of this combination would stand undisturbed for years and | 

| would be admired by all who had the good fortune to see it. - 
Whereas we can boast of a few very beautiful varieties indigen- . | 
ous to the northern states, the more highly colored and orna- 

oe mental kinds such as Auratum and Speciosum and their varieties | 

come from Japan. L. Harrisii ( the true Eastern lily) is grown -
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largely in the Bermudas and is exported to us in large quantities | 

for forcing purposes, So universal was this variety grown by 
florists for the Easter trade that the demand exceeded the pos- 

sible supply and its propagation was rushed indiscriminately and : 

to such an extent that disease attacked them and today it is a 
rare treat to see a good specimen of this famous variety. New 

kinds continue to appear, however, the last to my knowledge be- | 
ing L. Philipensis and L. Satchuense. If the following remarks 

as to outdoor culture are closely adhered to there will be little 
chance of failure. : 

| The soil most suited to lilies is a deep garden loam, well pul- : 

| verized and enriched with well rotted manure, should it be 

heavy in texture add sufficient sharp sand to lighten it up and 
- the drainage should compare favorably with good corn land. | 

Nothing. will injure them so readily as water standing about 

them. In planting it is a good plan to place a handful of sand 
| around each bulb to keep it from rotting and as October is the 

best time to plant, now (August) is the time to make your selec- 

tions as to variety and prepare the ground, which should. be Oo 
thoroughly done as the bulbs do best if left undisturbed for five 

or six years after which time they should be lifted and divided 
and transplanted again in beds prepared as before. Fresh or , 
artificial manures should be avoided. Beneficial results may be 

| obtained by mulching during hot dry weather in summer as well _ 
as in winter and the flowers should be picked off as fast as they 

'. begin to fade as the formation of seeds tends to exhaust the bulbs. 
In planting they should be set from 3 to 6 inches deep according 

to size, the larger ones will stand deeper planting and the bulbs 

should not be allowed to lay around out of the ground as drying 7 
greatly weakens them. This is often the first cause of partial. 

: . failure with imported stock, because they become dry in transit 

and most of their vitality is lost. Accept nothing but strong 
healthy bulbs when buying and the chance of failure will be di- 

: minished. For a beginner at out-door culture I would suggest 

the following kinds along with our native Varieties; Auratum, | 

_Candidum, Elegans, Martagon, Speciosum and Tigrinum, After : 

- becoming proficient in the cultivation of these varieties, the fol- | 

Oo lowing kinds may gradually be added to the collection, viz.: Um- 
, bellatum, Croceum, Pardalinum, Tenuifolium, Wallace and Long- 

. iflorum. The last named variety is the one used so extensively
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by florists for forcing and is perhaps the least hardy of the above 
list. However, with ample protection on well drained ground it | 
may be safely carried over winter and in the blooming season 

will amply repay the extra trouble taken. Thousands of cases 

of bulbs of this pure white lily are annually put into cold storage 

to retard their growth and are purchased by florists who keep 
up a success.on of lily blooms nearly every month in the year. | 

With regard to forcing I shall confine my remarks as much as 
| possible to the method most suitable to ameteurs rather than pro- 

fessional florists with an object to the cultivation of the lily in 

| the window or small greenhouse. Upon receipt of the bulbs 

(which is usually about the first week in September) they should 
at once be placed singly in well drained 5 or 6 inch pots con- | 
taining a rich compost of loam and well rotted manure, The tips 
of the bulbs should be just below the surface. Then place the 
pots close together in some shady spot on a foundation of sand — 
or ashes to insure perfect drainage and give them a thorough | 
watering. Sprinkle on top of the pots:a thin coat of sand after 

| which cover the whole with about 4 or 5 inches of light soil and a 
no more attention is required unless very severe weather sets in | 
when an additional covering of leaves or litter completes the job. 

Under the above condit’ons the bulbs should make plenty of roots 
(an essential feature to forcing) and by December Ist, they may 

be transferred to a shady window or under a green house bench. 
As soon as top growth commences, however, they should be . 

given full sunlight. Fumigation w'th tobacco stems or an oc- 

casional syring ng with soapsuds wll keep them clear of green 
aphis and the plants will continue to thrive under ord’nary con- 

| dit‘ons. Six weeks are usually required to bring the plants into 

full bloom from the time the buds are visible which should be ~ 

| about the m‘ddle of March. Bulbs thus forced are of no further | 

value and it is a waste of time and energy to attempt to make | 
: any future use of them. Shiploads of these bulbs are annually _ 

imported from Japan and it is not unusual to hear of a single — | 

- florist establ’shment forcing 40,000 bulbs each season. |
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| | | DISCUSSION. . 

| _ Mrs. Howlett: I would like to ask if any of these gigantic 
Himalayan lilies 12 to 14 feet h'gh are ra’sed in this country? , 

Mr. Tiplady: Yes, the Himalayan Lily, Lilian Giganteum has 

been known to exceed fourteen feet in Rochester, New York. 

Mr. Loewe: I would like to have Mr. Tiplady give us a I'st . 

of bulbs, with special reference to hardiness. | 
Mr. Tiplady: With spec‘al reference to hard:ness, I would 

exempt from my paper Lilian Longiflorum, ‘the variety used to 
: take the place of the L. Harriss:i for Easter; outside of that I | 

believe the varieties mentioned in my paper will stand. | 
Mr. Toole: Among the var‘eties mentioned were L. Auratum 

and its varieties, that is, I understood that. What do you mean 

by its varieties? | 7 
| Mr. T:plady: There are three var.eties of Auratum, all of 

which you may see carried in the leading florists’ papers; it will ' 
pay you to look them up. a | 

Mr. Toole: Can we count on the Cand’dum as be’ng reason- . 

ably hardy, with care? | | 
Mr. Tiplady: Yes, above all others Candidum suffers the 

least. It is a sacred name, has a sacred meaning, and it is per- , 

fectly hardy all over, as far as I know, all over the northern | 
| states of the Un'ted States, L. Cand’dum is specially recom- — 

mended as hardy and satisfactory to the amateur as well as to 
_ the professional, and it is grown by the thousand. Another good | 

thing about L. Candidum is that you may place several varieties 

in a pot and depend upon it that they will all bloom at the same 

time. It is strictly hardy outdoors; you do not even need to 
cover it with ashes. I trust you know the meaning of the word 
hardy. = | 

| “Mrs. Barnes: May.I ask a question about roses. I would 
like to know if the green aph’s on the rose bushes at th’s time | 

| of year injures them, and if so, what will prevent it? 

Mr. Tiplady: There is no doubt about green aphis injuring 

anything, they have never been known to do any good on flowers. 
It is easily eradicated; if you have water power, squirt ‘t, and if 

you have not, use soap suds every washing day. Make a kero- | 

sene emulsion and that will k ll the aphis. There is no use put-
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ting tobacco on an aphis, because he won't eat it; you have got | 
, to put something onto an aphis that will penetrate his body and 

-kill it. Kerosene emulsion will do it. ) - ) 
Mrs. Barnes: Bordeaux m‘xture? | | 
Mr. Tiplady: No, Bordeaux mixture is a fungicide, you have 

to treat the aphis with an insect:cide. 
The President: Ivory soap suds is as good as kerosene emu!- 

sion. - : 

Mr. Moore: I do not want a wrong impression-to go out in 
_ regard to tobacco k‘lling aphis, it will kill aph’s; not by the aphis 

eating the tobacco, but steep some tobacco stems in water and 
then apply the water to the plant, ‘t is a most efficient remedy. | 

‘Another thing, you can buy at almost any florists’ house decoc- 
; tions of tobacco, those can be m’xed at the rate given on the can 

_ and spread on the insect and it is certain death. Tobacco is posi- 

tively the greatest insecticide for aphis that is used in the green- 
house, and it will work just as well out of doors. 7 oo 

Mr. Hager: I want to emphasize what the last gentleman sa‘d 

. about tobacco; when everything else failed I used tobacco; take 
stems and steep them to get a strong solution, and whether they _ : 
eat them or not, they die. You can get the tobacco stems at any 
tobacco dealer, they give them away. =| : 

. | Mr. Rexford: The florists sell extract of nicot!ne. | | 
| Mr. Moore: We use it in our greenhouse, we have the tobacco 

stems but we think the other is quicker and easier; we have a | 
little atomizer that costs us a dollar; we use that for every kind | 

of plant that has aphis-on it. 
Mr. Henderson: In using the nicotine preparation, ordinary 

nicotine preparation that is on the market today contains 40 per | 

_ cent, it only runs 25, but a drop of it on a child’s tongue will 
| kill the child, and when you have used it, put it away carefully. 

Recently on Mr. Washburne’s place a small boy took a bottle and 
tasted it and died, so if it will kill human life, it will certainly 

kill the bugs. 
Mrs. Howlett: Would not kerosene emulsion or soap suds be 

better than the nicotine anyway, on account of its being a ferti- 
lizer to the rose bushes? | | 

Mr. Moore: Unless you know how to make kerosene emul- 
| sion you run a great many. chances of killing the plants. 

: The President: Use the soap suds. | . 

; | 
| . . |
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Mr. Henderson: Ivory soap makes a good solution, and it 

will do the work for an amateur. | | _ } 

The Secretary: The members of the Executive Committee 
will perhaps recall that at the session at Green Bay last evening 
you recommended an amendment to the constitution,—I am speak- 

ing to the members of the State Horticultural Society, that is a 
little matter of business that must come up at this time and be 
disposed of. It was recommended that Article 3 of the Consti- 

| tution be amended to read as follows: 

Article III. Its members shall consist of annual members pay- 

ing an annual fee of fifty cents excepting that paid members of 
local societies may become members on payment of an annual fee — 

of twenty-five cents, of life members paying a fee of five dollars. 
Wives of such members shall be entitled to the privileges of | 
full membership; of honorary annual members who may by vote — 

7 be invited to participate in the proceedings of the society and 
_ honorary life members who shall be distinguished for merit in 

| horticulture and kindred sciences or who shall confer any partic- 

ular benefit upon the society. 

| A motion by Mr. Smith, that the amendment as read be adopted, : 
was carried. | a So 

| EVENING SESSION. _ | 

NATIVE WISCONSIN PLANTS BEARING BULBS AND 

| TUBERS. | | 

| -Pror. R. H. Denniston, University of Wisconsin. - | 

A careful study of the herbaria and lists of Wisconsin native 
plants at our disposal shows a total of fifty-two species which 

| have either bulbs or tuberous roots. Of these over one-half the 
number are found in four plant families; the Liliaceae or Lily’ | 
family comes first in the list with ten species, followed by the
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. Orchidaceae with nine, the Cyperaceae, or sedges, with five, and | 

the Compositeae with four. The remaining twenty-four species 

are distributed in thirteen plant families, with not more than 

three in any one family. | - 
Prabably the Lily family is the one best known to gardeners 

as a producer of bulbs. It is to this family that the tulips and 
hyacinths belong. Of the native plants in this order there are’ 

the Alliums, the leek, wild onion, and garlic, plants of unsavory | 

odor and bad reputation with dairymen; the yellow and white 

adder’s-tongue, or dog-tooth violet, the camassia or wild hya- | 
cinth, and the wild orange and wild yellow lily, plants that give 

~ a touch of bright color to meadow and woodland in mid-summer. 

Nearly related to the Lily family is the Amaryllis family, and 
although this is so well known to horticulturists through the nar- 

~ cissus, amaryllis and tube-rose, I could find but one representa- | 

tive among our native plants, and that, the humble little Hypoxis, | 
or yellow stargrass which grows from a solid bulb or corm. 

The orchids are all of them more or less rare and little known; 
| they are found in low bogs, and seven of the species in this list 

| spring from corms. Among them are two species of Microsty- 
lis commonly known as the white and the green, adders-mouth; 
two species of Liparis or twayblade, the putty-root or Adam-and- 
Eve, and the grass pink. The Atethusa has a bulbous root and 

| the Pogonia, a cluster of tubers. So 
In the Araceae, the Jack-in-the-pulpit is one of our commonest 

_ types, and most of us are familiar with the turnip-shaped corm 
from which it grows. In the same family is the less-known 

_ dragon-root, with clustered corms. — | , | 
The Cyperaceae, or sedges, are plants of the lowlands, and a | 

few of them reproduce by corms or tubers. Cyperus esculentus, 
or yellow nut-grass, often becomes a troublesome weed in cul- 
tivated grounds. | | 

In the Leguminosae or pea family, there are two Wisconsin | 
. plants which have tuberous roots. Psoralea. esculenta, prairie- 

: apple or Indian bread-root, has a tuberous, turnip-shaped root, 
and was formerly used for food by the Indians of the North- 
west. Apios tuberosa, or ground nut, bears edible tubers one 
or two inches in length, on underground shoots. Three tuber- 
bearing plants are found in the Compositae, the Jerusalem arti- 
choke, one of the sun-flowers. Helianthus tuberosus, is often
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cultivated for its edible tuberous roots. Other Composites are 

| the tuberous Indian plantain, Cacalia, tuberosa, and the white 

lettuce, Prenanthes alba, which latter bears a bitter tuberous 

root. . | 

In this list of tuberous and bulbous plants it is rather difficult 

in some cases to decide whether or not a plant shall be included. : 

We find such expressions in the botanies as tuberous root-stalk, 

and rhizmatous tuber, which show that one form merges into the | 

other. I have omitted such doubtful cases. | | 

, The list of plants follows, with scientific and common names, 
classified according to plant families. | 

Ranunculaceae. : | 
Anemone caroliniana—Carolina Anemone—bulb. Anemon- 

ella Thalictroides—Rue Anemone—clustered tubers. , 
| Ranunculus bulbosus—Bulbous buttercup—bulb. 

Fumariaceae. | , | 
Dicentra cucularia—Dutchman’s breeches—bulbs. Dicentra 

Canadensis—Squirrel corn—grain-like tubers.’ . 
Cruciferae. 

| Dentaria laciniata—Cut-leaved toothwort—tuber. Cardamine © 

| rhemboidea—Bulbous cress—tubers. Cardamine purpurea. 
- —Purple cress—tubers. 

Malvaceae. 

Callirrhoe triangulata—Poppy mallow—tuber. 

Geraniaceae. — | : 

Oxalis violacea—Violet wood sorrel—scaly bulb. | 

Leguminosae. 7 | : | 

Psoralea esculenta—Prairie apple—tuber. Apios tuberosa | 
Ground nut—tuber. a 

| Umbelliferae. | 

Eulophus Americana—Eastern eulophus—fascicled tubers : 
| Erigenia bulbosa—Harbinger of spring—tuber. 

_ Compositae. ; 
Helianthus tuberosus—Jerusalem artichoke—tuber. Cacalia 

| _ tuberosa—Tuberous Indian plantain—tuber. Prenanthes 
| _ facemosa—Smooth white lettuce—tuber. Prenanthes alba | 

White lettuce—tuber. | :
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Labiatae. | 

| Lycopus Virginicus—Bugle weed—tuber. Scutellaria par- . 

vula—Small skullcap—tuber. - | 

- Portulaccaceae. | | 

Claytonia Virginica—Spring beauty—tuber. Claytonia Caro- 7 

liniana—Carolina spring beauty—tuber. | 

Amaryllidaceae. | 
a Hypoxis erecta—Star erass—corm. 

Araceae. | | 
Arisaema triphyllum—Jack-in-the-pulpit—corm. | Arisaema . 

Dracontium—Dragon root—clustered corms. 

Alismaceae. | | | 

— Alisma Plantago—Water plantain—corm. Sagittaria varia- | 

| bilis—Broad-leaved arrowhead—tuber. - | 

Orchidaceae. 
: Microstylis monophyllos—White adder’s mouth—corm. Mi- 

crostylis Ophioglossoides—Green adder’s mouth—corm. 
. Liparis lilifolia—Large twayblade—corm. Liparis Loese- | 

lii—Loesel’s twayblade—corm. Calypso borealis—Calypso 

| —corm. Aplectrum hiemale—Adam-and-Eve, or putty © 

: a root—corm. Arethusa bulbosa—Arethusa—bulb. Calop- | 

~ ogon pulchellus—Grass pink—corm. Pogonia pendula— 4 

Nodding pogonia—clustered tubers. 
Liliaceae. | | | : 

| Allium Schoenoprasum—Chives—bulb. Allium cernuum— 

| Nodding wild onion—bulb. Allium Canadense—Meadow 
garlic—bulb. Allium tricoccum—Wild leek—bulb. Ery- 

thronium Americanum—Yellow adder’s tongue—corm | 

| Erythronium albidum—White adder’s tongue—corm. | 
Camassia Fraseri—Wild hyacinth—bulb. Lilium Phila- : 
delphicum—Red lily—bulb. Lilium Canadense—Wild yel- 

low lily—bulb. Zygadenus elegans—Smooth zygadenus 

: —bulb. - | 

Cyperaceae. a, | 

Cyperus Schweinitzii—clustered corm. Cyperus esculentus— 

Yellow nut grass—tubers. Cyperus strigosus—Straw col- 

ored Cyperus—corm. Cyperus rotundus—Nut grass— 

| corm. Cyperus dentatus—Toothed Cyperus—tuber. 

Equisetaceae. | : | | 
_ Equisetum arvense—tuber. | | | | .
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STRAWBERRY REVIEW FOR 1906-7. 

| ( GEO. J. KELLOGG. 

CULTURE, VARIETIES, VARIETIES FOR MARKET, VARIETIES FOR HOME 
USE AND THE OUTLOOK FoR 1908. 

This is an old subject but always new. 

Culture-—To be successful the field or garden spot should 

be prepared two years before hand. A one year clover sod 

should be well manured and grow a magnificient crop of pota- 
toes the year before planting to strawberries. After the potatoes 

: are off the ground should be plowed early in the fall, then. again 

just as it freezes up. Leave it as rough as possible for good 

5—Hort.
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ploughing; don’t do as the sailor did, his oxen would not keep 

the furrow. “Well,” he said “go where you have a mind to, its | 

all got to be ploughed.” The late ploughing is to kill the white 

| erub. If there are many grubs do not plant it to strawberries. 

One year clover stubble is not apt to have the grub. Do not | 

plant strawberries on’ new forest or old pasture until cropped 

two years. Plow again in the spring early to conserve the mois- 

ture. Then the day before planting disk it well and harrrow 

smooth, mark 2 by 4 feet, have your plants ready and a boy to 

open the holes with a spade and a man on his knees with a pan 

of plants in an inch of water. This is the best machine to plant 

strawberries. A tobacco planter may do if the ground, team 

and weather are just right. As soon as planted start the weeder 

or twelve tooth cultivator, go over the whole planting every 

week and after every rain as long as he weeds grow and with 

| the hoe keep out every weed in the row. The last cultivation 

| and hoeing should be done in November just before it freezes 

up. If you have never hoed in November you will be surprised 

to find the many weeds that live over winter. Four sprayings 

with bordeaux, two before bloom and two after fruitage will 

‘insure healthy foliage and freedom from insects. The hedge 

row system will give the largest fancy berries but not as many 

| bushels of fruit as the matted row two feet wide with the plants : 

four inches apart from each other. The first runners are the 

best bearers. | | 

Varieties —If I could have but one kind it might be Aroma, 

Bederwood, Brandywine, Clyde, Glen Mary, Jessie, Klondike, 

Lovett, Marshall, Parson’s Beauty, Splendid or Senator Dunlap; 

either one of these is good money for anybody, they are all per- 

fect in blossom and if only one kind it must be perfect. 

New Varieties—Don’t plant them unless you have money to 

burn. rr 

Varieties for Market.—If only one, Aroma; if two Dunlap and | 

Warfield; for long distatice shipments, Brandywine and Enhance ; 

for fancy trade, Glen Mary, Klondike, Jessie, Marshall and 

Sample. | | ee 

For home use are fourteen I have named; but if I could have 

but one it would be Aroma, Bederwood, Jessie, Marshall or 

Brandywine, but I cannot get along with one. I want one for 

eatly, one for late, one for bushels, one for size and one for
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quality. No one kind has all these good points. Try the new 
ones lightly.* | oo 

_ Crop outlook for 1908—If you do your best for the bed on | 
1907 and they come through the winter without injury and we 
have just the right weather we will have a bumper crop; then if 

| Michigan gets bad frosts and the south get cut off from a crop 
Wisconsin berries will pay big money. But let everybody else 
have a big crop. There it is, the man who has the best ‘fruit 
and knows how to market it is the man that will rake in 
the greenbacks. 

| ‘DISCUSSION. 

Dr. Loope: As to the varieties, just think of that list that he 
read! I never saw one-tenth part of them in my life. I grow 
the Senator Dunlap and the Warfield and I have had other ) 
kinds, but I have not had any particular use for the former, they 
do not give me very many berries, and I have got down to those 

two kinds, and the more Warfield in them the better crop I get, 
: and I find the Warfield cannot stand up with the Senator Dun- 

lap when it comes to running, and if you do not take great care 
| you get them mixed up and get a great many more Dunlap than 

you do Warfield, and you do not get so many berries. 
Mr. E. A. Richardson: I wish to state in addition to what 

Mr. Kellogg said about varieties, that we raised the August 

Luther in Sparta for early. Some use the Bederwood and have 

| very good success with it, but the coming early berry with us 
is the August Luther. It is a very attractive berry and a very 
good bearer and a fairly good shipper. Of course the later ber- — 

| ries get a little small. It is something on the order of the Michel’s 
Early, but a larger berry and a firmer and better shipper. Every 

nurseryman or seedsman is putting out new varieties every year 

and it has been said here before, that unless we have money to 

burn, we ought not to use them all, but I think it is a good | 
plan for us to be trying a few every year. There is nothing | 
that is quite so fascinating in horticulture as the propogation of _ 

*If I had room I would plant this season to try Fendall, Highland, . 
Helen Gould, Oswego, Saratoga, Great Scott, St. Louis, Pine Apple. 
Repeater, Almo, Early Hathaway, Good Luck, Chesapeake, Cardinal and 
Kittie Rice and the big Dutchman, 4 to a quart,
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new plants. I find it so with me, and it is really a joy and a 

very great source of pleasure for me to take the seed of straw- | 

| berries and watch the new plants develop. We are all amateurs 

generally in that line, in Wisconsin, yet I think that every straw- 

kerry grower can find it to his profit to work along those lines. 

I have at present about three acres of a variety that I have tried 

seven years that I raised from the seed, and I thought I had 

something pretty good, but I concluded that it is not what we 

want. It is very late, it comes into bearing about the same 

season as the Enhance, it is a better shaped berry generally than 

the Enhance, with the exception of the first ones. It is also like 
the Enhance in that it has the green tip, but when it is ripe it 

is very black, when it is half ripe it is red clear through, but it 

is pretty late and it is inclined to be rough, so that I think I shall 

discard it. I got last year almost three hundred cases to the 

acre off the plant; that is one feature that made me hang to it 

longer than I should, that was the fact that it would give me 

quite a number of berries in the latter part of September and 

October. Even this year, late as our season was, we had quite 

a few berries on it, and later I should judge almost one quarter 

| of a crop, of an ordinary crop, that would not get ripe at all, 

that was frosted. We had plenty of berries that were the size 

of a good sized hickory nut,and the frost came and destroyed | 

them. The methods of cultivation I think have been pretty well 

set forth by our friend, Mr. Kellogg and I do not think I need. 

to add anything to that. 

STRAWBERRY NOTES FOR 1907. 

C. L. Rrcuarpson, Chippewa Falls. | 

The summer of 1907 was marked by a decrease in the area 
planted to strawberries thrcughout our section. This was due 

partly to the extension of other lines of industry, partly to a 

succession of short crops and partly to causes purely local. Most 

fields formed very slender rows the preceding year. Add to 

this a cold late spring and the reason for the shortage is clearly 

apparent, |
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While our rows were thin, the individual plants therein were 

| larger than usual and produced an abundant crop of large, 
highly colored berries. Southern shipments were light, only 
fair in quality and expensive. As the result prices were higher 

than at any time during the last ten years with the possible ex- 
ception of 1906. Our entire crop netted us $1.31 per case. 

Our first berries were sold June 27, the latest the season has 
ever opened, as against June 18, 1908 and a ten year average of 
June 17. Our season closed July 20 as against July 10, 1906 
and a ten year average of July 11. The, season lasted 23 days 
as against 22 in 1906 and a ten year average of 24 days. 

| Our good crop of berries was largely, I believe, the result of 
a top-dressing of solid well-rotted manure that was applied to 
the new set bed in August, 1906. This was put on at a rate of 
about a ton to sixty rods of row. Then a two horse corn culti- 
vator was run over the field twice and regular cultivation con- 
tinued. : 

Part of this fied was mulched during the fall, part in 
winter and part not until after the blossoms had fallen the fol- 
lowing spring. The winter had not been severe, snow covered 
the ground and no difference due to early or late mulching was 
discernible. The rows unmulched until spring were Warfield 
and Dunlap, the Glen Mary, Kittie Rice and Climax need winter 
mulch. 
When August, 1907 arrived we hired a manure spreader and 

applied old compact stable manure at the rate of 3,000 pounds 
to senventy rods of snow. A spreader is better than hand work; 
it tears the manure into smaller shreds, spreads it more evenly 
and is capable of niore exact regulation. 

Three years ago, we began in a small way to mulch with ma- 
nure. It seemed to produce good results, both in berries and 
weeds, so this year we have mulched about half of our field in 
this manner, most of the remainder with straw and a small 
portion is unmulched. As the first of the winter was snow- 
less and the ground froze and thawed during January we antic- 

| ipate some injury to the unmulched portion. This part we 
| hope to cultivate next spring until after the fruit is set and then 

mulch heavily with straw. The part now mulched with manure 
we shall try to cultivate and then mulch between the rows. 

I believe there is a distinct advantage in top dressing. The 
fertilizer is applicd not long before the time when the crop is
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forming ; it is appled to berry growth rather than plant growth 

‘and it is the berry not the plant that is sold. If the soil be poor | 

and the plants unthrifty a top dressing in July or August is a : 

wonderful stimulant. | ) 

Our plants did not grow well during the latter part of the 

season, due I have since decided to the hardening of the ground 

at a depth of three or four inches below the line of cultivation. 

This is a common occurrence where cultivation is shallow or 

insufficient. A fine tooth cultivator is all right for smoothing 

the surface and retaining the dust mulch, but something heavier 

is needed to tear up and loosen the ground to a greater depth. 

We have not tested any new varieties the past year and have 

now gotten down to the bed rock of fourteen varieties out of | 

perhaps one hundred and fifty that we have tried. These are the 

- _ Dunlap, Warfield, Bederwood, Haverland, Johnson’s Early, Mar- 

shall, Challenge, Sample, Marie, Glen Mary, Lady Garrison, 

Vories, Midnight and Nettie and a seedling of our own that 
proves to be a valuable commercial variety. The Lady Garrison 

and Vories we shall discard. 

It will be observed that there is not an extra early variety in 

the list. We have tried a good many and none are satisfactory. 

They are small in size, soon run down smaller and none are of 

even average productiveness. The old Michel’s Early was about 

as good as any. August, Luther and Camerons Early are the | 

earliest we have ever grown. Excelsior was:the most satisfac- 

tory, but after the second picking the crew dubbed them “the 

buckshot” and complained so vigorously at having to pick them 

that we have discarded this variety also. Johnson’s Early is not 

an early at all, but a midseason variety; a wonderful plantmaker, 

firm and a good pollenizer, but the appearance of the fruit is not 

sufficiently attractive. For early and medium the leaders are 

Warfield, Dunlap, Haverland and Bederwood, while the Sample, 

‘Challenge, Marie and Midnight are very late. The former is a 

shy bearer and pink in color like the Hunn. Midnight is a good 

pollenizer but utterly unreliable. For the commercial grower a 

dozen varieties is none too many and he needs a dozen more in | 

a small way to see if any of the new ones are valuable to him. - 

Experiments are mighty expensive diversions but they are the 

only means of learning certain vital facts. 

The smaller the organism the more susceptible it is to slight 

variations of environment. So for such a small plant as the -
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strawberry it is difficult or impossible outside the ranks of a 

few widely disseminated varieties to name those suited to the 
field or garden of another. The list we now carry is the result 

| of fifteen years of experimentation, though we shall replace the | 

Lyon and perhaps others and take, on a number of experiments. 

It appears that around Chippewa Falls, the acreage in straw- 

berries has been again reduced. Fields as a rule are thin and 

many vacancies appear. along the rows. The spring was too 

late, the summer too cold, the late fall and winter too dry, and 

not enough snow fell. With such a combination of conditions 

plants will be scarce, high priced and of unknown quality, while 

strawberries will be scarce next summer. If the growers will 

market carefully, export intelligently, band together and keep their 

nerve, prices will again be remunerative. | 

C. L. Pearson, Baraboo. | 

| The strawberry acreage at Baraboo is not as large as formerly. 

Those who grow strawberries by the acre may be counted upon 
the fingers of one hand. Some who were in the business are now 

growing cucumbers for Heinz, others are producing sugar beets 
| for the Madison factory and still others will grow sweet corn for 

the local canning company while a few persist in “raising cane,” 

So the berry grower finds less competition and a better local 

market. , : 

We grow big strawberries at Baraboo which may perhaps be 
accounted for by the fact of our near proximity to Ringling Bros. 

| elephant barns from which we secure fertilizer. 

The strawberry crop and the length of the season were both 
7 abbreviated by the ccol wet weather. There was a lively de- 

mand for the fruit in the local market even if it did require more 
sugar than usual. © 

I have, nothing new in methods of culture but will emphasize 

the desirability of the check row system of planting so that these 

; may be cultivated both ways with a-horse, during the forepart 

of the growing season. 
| As to new varieties I hayen’t much to offer except more ex- 

perience, Two years ago I ordered a bunch of the new kinds 

and perhaps because distance lends enchantment I sent to the
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state of Connecticut for them. The p:ants came and were given 
good attention but they did not appear to enjoy their Wisconsin 
environments. They got homesick and wrapped their blankets 
around them and laid down to pleasant dreams. In other words 
they passed in their checks. I had already passed my check to 
Connecticut and now they have the money and I have the ex- 
perience. There was one variety that survived and that is Uncle 
Jim. I have high hopes of him and want to hear from others 
about this new variety. 

If I wanted about fifty of the best varieties for home use or 
| market I take Dunlap, Warfield, B. Wood and Sample or Aroma. 

Take these five and multiply them by ten and you will have 
a better plantation than you would by a multiplicity of names. 

: H. C. MELCHER, Oconomowoc. 

When all conditions are ideal the growing of strawberries is 
a pleasant and profitable occupation and we think we come as 
near the ideal as any place in Wisconsin. 

Ihe four principal factors in a profitable crop of strawberries 
are, a suitable soil, a good market, good transportation facilities, 
and a good man at the other end of the line to do the selling. 
This is a combination that can be realized by but few straw- 
berry growing sections of our state. Our soil is a rather heavy 
clay and after being in the business for twenty-four years have 
yet to see the first crop failure or anything that would be con- | 

_ sidered poorer than a three-quarter crop. When it comes to 
marketing the crop we must really be considered as a suburb of 
Milwaukee, the first strawberry market in the state, for our 

transportation facilities are such that in but little more than one 

hour after leaving us they are in the hands of the commission 
man. The crop of 1907 will always be remembered as one of | 

the most profitable ever raised. In quantity it was not the equal 
of some previous crops, but the price received was exceptionally 

good, starting in at $2.75 per 16 quart crate and never getting 
below $1.50, with the average somewhere around $2.00. 

It costs us about 70c to put a case on the Milwaukee market 
aiter growing them, this leaves $1.30 per case, to the grower for 

raising the crop, which every one must concede is a good thing. 
4 .
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After hearing such a report as this I imagine all of you wouid | 
like to come to Oconomowoc and engage in the strawberry busi- 
ness, but I wan. you that this is the report of but a single 
year, and that if we take the period of the last ten years we 
would have to cut this profit in half and if we went back five 
years further than that we would have to reduce it stil] more, 
for we have had years in which the price received would not 
equal the cost of marketing, to say nothing of the cost of pro- 
ducing the crop. 

We have no shippers’ association or organization of any kind. 
Each grower acts independently and perhaps 95% of the ber- 

ries raised is sold by the much abused commission man and 
strange to say we are perfectly satisfied. 

By the, time we are ready to market our berries Michigan is 
| the only competitor and as we can put our crop on the market 

in so much better condition this competition is little feared. Any 
one who notices the daily quotations of the Milwaukee berry | 
market will see that Oconomowoc and Dousman berries are es- 
pecially quoted and are from 30 to 50c above Michigan berries. 

Nearly all of the standard varieties are grown in our locality 
| but no combination is complete without Warfield and Dunlap. 

Our growers are all progressive enough to try the most promis- 
_ ing of the new kinds and no two would agree on the same list. 

In my own case after having tried over sixty varieties I have 
narrowed down to four for commercial purposes, viz.: War- 
field, Duniap, Brandywine and Gandy, the least reliable of these 
being Brandywine. 
When pistillate varieties are planted if they can be properly 

mated so that they can be picked together I prefer to have each 
alternate row staminate as that will insure fewer imperfect ber- 
ries. 

The matted row system is the only one practiced here. Heavy 
plant makers are planted four feet by two, shy plant makers 
somewhat closer. | | 

Plants have, gone into winter quarters in the best of shape 
and we are looking forward to a good crop for 1908.
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: ' DISCUSSION. - 

Prof. Taft: So far as the prospects in Michigan are con- 

| cerned I will say, everything looks very well so far as the stand 

is concerned, but owing to the loss of the peach orchards there 

was a very large planting of strawberries, and that may and we 

| hope will give us a large crop, at the same time it may tend | 

somewhat to reduce the prices. We are growing much the same 

kinds as have been mentioned, the Dunlap perhaps there being 

most generally successful. ‘there was mention made ot the 

“uncle jim,” but our friend need not have gone clear across 

to the Atlantic shore to get plants. It is a Michigan plant. | 

have been growing and watching it tor ten or twelve years. It 

seems to do well under almost all conditions with us and is re-— 

garded generally as very valuable on our soil. You may find it 

in some catalogues as the “Dornan.” It was sent out originally 

as “Uncle Jim,” but it was shown at our State Society and was 

then named the “Dornan” for the originator, so that we have | 

both names in the catalogues. Another variety that does well is 

the Pride of Michigan. This requires rather better care, than | 

the Dornan, but those who have grown it for the market think 

it is a very profitable sort. The Dornan I might say, while it | 

responds to good care, will do better than most other kinds of | 

its class under partial neglect, and perhaps for the average grower 

and under average conditions it would be better than the Pride 

~ of Michigan. 

Mr. Hey: We are not among the largest growers, but we 

endeavor to grow quality and at present have about two acres 

of strawberries. We practice the double hedge row system. I | 

have heard a great many people talk about the hedge row system, 

but when we saw their patches it was more what we called the 

matted row, but we practice the real hedge row system. We | 

had some killed, however, I do not know what it was, but quite 

a number of our mother plants died for some reason or other 

and the young plants that were set were weak and a great many 

of them died also. Some of the berry growers down there com- 

plain of the root aphis, although that might have been the cause 

of those plants dying, I did not determine what the trouble was. 

It has been our experience with the Dunlap that it always fails 

to make a big crop. We are experimenting with the Little Cham-
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pion, the Pride of Michigan and the New Home, and a few : 
others we have already experimented with, but we do not find 
anything that really can take the place of our old tried sorts, 

| that is, the Bederwood, Warfield and Splendid. The Splendid 
originated in our country down there and we think a great deal | 
of it. We had good prices last year and expect good prices 
this year as a great many have, quit the business. 

Dr. Loope: I would like to ask Prof. Taft about that root 
aphis. 

| Prof. Taft: It has been troublesome in some sections, partic- 
ularly in sandy soils and in dry seasons, but I have seen little 
of it in Michigan. For the last two or three, years. we have had 
quite abundant rains and as a result largely, I think, we have not 
had any serious trouble from that. We have had what has been 
spoken of as the “black root,” and the plants behave about as 
described by the last gentleman. The stand apparently is all 

: right for the first month or two and then the mother plants will 
commence to wilt and gradually die and this takes place perhaps 
before the runners have established themselves, so that we have 
oftentimes a break a number of feet in length, several plants will 
be missing and examining them you will find that the ends of the 
roots have become black and died back. This, I think, is quite 
unlike what they have in the Eastern States where it is of a 

| fungous nature. It was examined by a number of experts and 
they were of the opinion that it was of a fungous or bacterial 
nature. While I could not be positive that it may not be any- : 

. thing in the soil, yet I am not inclined to that opinion. We find 
it is mostly troublesome where we have replanted within. per- 
haps two years and where the soil is not in the best condition, 
where it is perhaps lacking in humus, and we are planning to | 
make use of lime on the soils. before putting out the plants, and 
hope, if the cause is as I have indicated, that we will be able to 
correct the difficulty which has been quite troublesome in some 
places; perhaps from the fact that the plants taken from those 
diseased fields, if I may use the words, and placed on other soils, 
have not shown the disease, I am not inclined to think it is any- 
thing contagious. a 

Mr. Kellogg: Do you not think it is due to winter killing ? 
Prof. Taft: No, because it is quite serious the first year that 

it is put out, we find the plarits in bad shape by August, and if 
the weather remains dry, they get much worse by the time the :
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ground freezes. ‘lwo years ago I saw. a large number of patches 

where the, injury was quite serious, but I took occasion to go to 

other places where the plants were taken from exactly the same 

fields and I could find no sign whatever of the trouble, so I do 

not think it 1s of a contagious nature. 

A Member: What is your theory in regard to putting on 
lime? | 

Prof. Taft: JI am inclined to think there is something in the 
soil which seems to be, counteracted in that way, and I think, 

being of an acid character, the lime will remove the difficulty. 
Mr. Smith: I would like to ask Prof. Taft regarding the use 

of lime, if that same condition may occur in soil which has to all 

| appearances an abundance of lime in it? We have been working 

on soil which is on an old lake, plain soil, when we go down to : 
subsoil, there are thousands of little shells which of course at 

present are nothing but lime, and yet this condition exists. The 

water is hard, as hard as any water can be, which of course 

indicates lime. Will lime do any good on that soil? 
Prof. Taft: I do not attempt to give this as a specific, I only 

said we are trying to see what it would do, hence I can not an- 
swer the question, but my impression is that it would be better 

to have a caustic lime, better than old shells. I do not think it 

| is so much the actual lack of lime in the soil as it is that we want 

something there to counteract this acid which seems to be present. 

Mr. Smith: What is the cause of the acid in the soil, an old 

soil? : 
Prof Taft: Well, I do not know what it is, I do not mean to 

say it is acid, and Iam merely trying this to see if it will counter- 
act the acidity. On the other hand, acidity may be due to the | 

fact that there has been a large amount of green crop turned 
under, that might cause it. Oftentimes we find soils are acid 

where they have been worked for many years and humus taken 

entirely out of it, a soil then becomes acid. I have seen partic- 

ularly in the Eastern States large areas of sandy loams where 

you could not grow clover and other crops and yet by the addi- 

tion of. perhaps half a ton of lime you could grow them to per- 

fection and those soils are much like those I have seen most : 

troubled from this disease. One thing that made me think it 

might be helped by the lime was, I had the pleasure a few days 

ago of listening to a lecture by a gentleman from the Bureau of 

| Soils in ‘Washjngton and he had a large number of specimens |
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and photographs of plants that they had grown, using cultures 
from unproductive soils, and those roots in every case looked 

exactly as these troubled roots I spoke of and he had other photo- | 

graphs and specimens of plants grown where they had used 
lime and they seemed entirely free from this difficulty. Those | 
plants which he had which were affected had the ends of the 

roots blackened as though they had been burned off almost and 
by merely the addition of a thousand pounds or so of lime, per 
acre he had changed things so that they grew a crop in appar- 

ently perfect health. | 

| : Mr. M. S. Kellogg: I would like to ask our. friend from 

Lookout Farm as to whether he considers that the Warfield is a 
better yielder than the Dunlap? I have never seen a variety 

| that will out-yield the Dunlap, with us at least. 

Dr. Loope: We have been growing the Dunlap four or five 

: years and the Warfield alongside of it and the Dunlap raises a 

good, fair berry; it promises, as has been said, very great things 
in the spring, when it is in blossom, but you cannot get the ber- 

ries that you can from the Warfield, not in my section anyway, 
and I believe that in all that section of the country you will find 
the same conditions. It may not be so in Janesville. We have 
a good strong soil, but there are not the berries on it, there is 

no use of talking. 
Mr. Kellogg: I would like to ask the gentleman from IIli- 

nois who spoke about the Dunlap promising so well and failing, 

do you attribute that to any soil conditions, or perhaps to the 
fact that the plants may be too thick? 

| Mr. Hey: We hardly know what to attribute it to. I have 
_ heard it said that even staminates need to be fertilized and there 

was nothing there to help the Dunlap in that case. As far as our | 
plants being too thick is concerned, they were not too thick in 
1907, they were rather too thin, and yet I might say one-half to 

two-thirds of the blossoms failed. While we did have a few 
fine berries, the crop was not one-half up to the Warfield. 

| Mr. M. S. Kellogg: I would like to give a little experience 

of my past season’s crop. I took one of our pickers this past 

season and in thirty minutes’ time he and myself in covering 

probably fifty feet long of two rows of Dunlap that were grown 

on the matted row system, in thirty minutes we picked thirty- 
two quarts and that is easily one-third better than we could have
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done on any other variety that we have had in the past with 
probably twenty-five to thirty sorts. | 

. Mr. Wright: The Dunlap last year was a great deal like, this | 
gentleman said. I found the first two or three pickings were all 

nice, large berries, but they did not last. The Warfield and 

Lovett right alongside lasted ten days after the Dunlap was gone. 
Mr. Pearson: I have found that the pistillates will out-yield 

the staminates, the imperfect will outyield the perfect. I do not 

suppose they have to expend so much energy in producing the 

pollen. 

Mr. Wright: One thing I will say, some of us have fixed it 
so that the pickers will not be discriminating among the rows, 
that is, those that have set with the tobacco planter have planted 
one kind on one side of the machine, planted Warfield plants 

on one side and Senator Dunlap or some other variety that we 

set with on the other side, thus alternating and keeping the plants. 
in the row so that the pickers cannot discriminate against rows, 
and also if one plant at one time is a better plant maker than . 

the other, it has a tendency to fill the row all the way through 
more or less. We like that plan fairly well. 

Mr. Smith: I wish to add here one remark regarding the 
Dunlap. We have had pretty good success with it. It is with 
us, I might say, still in the experimental stage, that means that — 

we have not had it over four or five years, but it has done very 

well, we are very much pleased with it. | 
Mr. Moyle: In regard to this Dunlap matter you have been 

discussing, I think if you will investigate it carefully, the mat- 
ter can be explained. You will find the Dunlap is a great plant 

maker. It has a tendency to make plants and it will throw out 
a little runner, stick it into the ground, the plant will hardly form 
before it throws out another runner and will start another plant 
and keep going and will form dozens of little plants and these 

plants, after the plant has taken root, immediately begin to form | 
flower buds in the crown. The Dunlap is a variety that does 

that, it will go on making more plants and these flower buds are _ 
not as strong as they should be. The result is, when the plant 
blossoms in the spring, you will have a mass of Dunlap plants 
all over the ground and when these blossoms push up, a great | 

many of them are too weak and immature, and that is the reason 

why when the Dunlap blooms, the first blossoms are the most
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. vigorous and they fertilize and set and form berries and the last 

ones are too weak and sickly and are like the lower berries on a 

bunch of currants. I think that explains it. 

Mr. M. S. Kellogg: I will say that for several years past we 
have been sending Dunlap plants into the central and southern 
portion of the state of Illinois, not only in five thousand but 
twenty-five thousand lots to single growers and they are setting 

out these plants in their fields. They are men who have been in 
the business for twenty-five to thirty years, and if the Dunlap | 
did not return them something for their labor, they would try 
something else. 

Mr. Hanchett: I do not like to see the Dunlap trampled up- 

| on, I am glad Mr. Kellogg has stood up so faithfully for ‘it. 
I have my first planting of Dunlap yet. I got my plants from 
Mr. Moyle some years ago and we picked our fourth crop off 

that Dunlap plat last season and we got one hundred cases as 

the crop of a quarter of;an acre. It is the best crop we have 

raised on a quarter of an acre, and that same plat is xin good 

condition for next year. There is oneifeature of the Dunlap, 
| it will produce successive crops more than any other variety. 

| You must be'careful about getting it matted too closely. If you 

have fruited it and you wish to renew it for another year, why, 

go to work and cultivate and you will find it in fine shape next 
year. 

Mr. Davis: I would like to know if anyone has had any ex- | 
perience in raising the Bubach? There are several growers west 
of Oshkosh ‘that are raising it. I think it is one of the best, if : 
not the best, for yield and quality of fruit that we have. There 

ds but one crank that I know of that is raising the Dunlap with 
any sticcess at all. | 

Mr. Roessler: We are down in the, southern part of the state 

and we have raised the Bubach. It is the largest berry we have 
grown, but itis not a good market berry, and we have discarded 
it, and that has been the experience with most of our neighbors. 

Mr. E. A. Richardson: The Bubach is a large, highly colored, 

beautiful berry and it is all right if you are near the market. 
_ The President: We ‘have had very good success with the 
Bubach. Usually it is a heavy yielder and a good market berry. 

Mr. Davis: It is a home berry, 'it will not do to ship. We 
have found it is really the best berry for the home market 'and 

it is easier to take care of than any other berry that we have, Oo
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because the rows are narrow. It does not set as many plants as 

you ‘need, but I think that if you look at it in one way, that it 

saves a great deal of time in thinning out as we have to do in 
the Dunlap and Warfield. 

Mr. Pearson: I have grown Bubach for twenty years and | 

whenever I want to get a box of fancy berries to give away I 
go to the Bubach. It is a fine berry, especially for the home mar- 
ket, it is not a good shipper. 

Mr. Moyle: If you have a good strong soil and can get good 

plants to start with, the Bubach is a berry that will pay and it 

is a berry that will bring a fancy price on the Milwaukee and 
Chicago markets and you can get it in at the top price, but as 
stated, it has a weak plant. There is another berry that will 

take the place of it, that is the Bismark. It resembles the Bu- 

bach in every respect, only the berry is a little better and I think 
if the gentleman will try that, if he has not tested it, he will 

find he has a better berry than the Bubach. 
Mr. Smith: I would like to ask a question regarding the : 

Nick Ohmer. We got one: beautiful crop, the finest crop of 

strawberries I ever saw and that was perhaps fifteen rods of the | 
Nick Ohmer, and then failed, and I have always had a longing 

to get a Nick Ohmer that will do well. 
Mr. M. S. Kellogg: We have tried the Nick Ohmer and we 

passed it up with several varieties that we have tried as not profit- ) 
able as a market variety, and not reliable as a home sort. | 

Mr. Blackman: I have grown the Nick Ohmer, I had two 
years of splendid results from that,. big, nice, fancy berries, and 

| planted it again but I placed it on bottom land, on black soil. 
and it utterly failed there. You have to have the right condi- . 
tions, right weather and it is magnificent 'and it produces a good 

crop in the fall also. I discarded it on account of itsSbeing un- 
reliable. When everything is right, it will do extremely well. 

Mr. Marshall: I have not heard anything about the Lovett. 
T think that'the Lovett is a pretty good berry, one of the best 

fertilizers I have. 
Mr. Davis: Around Oshkosh the Lovett is grown a ‘great 

deal as a perfect flower with the Warfield or with ‘the Bubach. 

It has given very good satisfaction, taken the ‘place. of the old 

Wilson. 
Mr. Richardson: I desire to protest 'in regard to the Bis- 

| marck. J have tried it. It is an absolute, utter failure, it 1s
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absolutely worthless. The plant ‘is there, but when the berry | 
season comes the berries are missing from year to year on a | 
sandy loam. | 

Mr. Roessler: I would like to ask if any one has followed 
. the double, hedge row system ‘spoken of by Mr. Hey, besides | 

Mr. Hey, and what their success has been? : 
Mr. Blackman: I have ‘tried that with the “Uncle Jim,” 

Challenge and the Dunlap. I did not get very good results with 

it. I put it on very'rich ground, but I got some large berries, 
very large, they grow to perfection, but you do not get so many 
berries, and I would prefer the half matted row, that is the way 

I grow mine and get very good results. I tried the hedge row 
two years and I have abandoned ‘it altogether. | 

Mr. G. J. Kellogg: I have tried putting plants one right after 

another in'the row eight or ten inches apart. That is a plan of 
_ my own, that is not a double hedge row, but I do not like that, 

| I do‘not like any other plan than the half matted row, keeping | 
the plants four to six inches apart. In regard to thinning War- 
field or Dunlap in the row'in August and September, if they 
get too thick, take a steel rake and rake out those runners ‘that | 
are just started and pull them ‘off. Nick Ohmer has been a 
failure with me. Bubach was a failure once, in four years. it 

Was a'magnificent berry when it did well. 

Mr. Hanchett: In regard to the double hedge row system, 
I will say I tried it two years. I found the cost of taking care : 

- of the plants was about double of what it cost to keep the matted | 
row system. The first trial on a half acre plot of Dunlap kept 
in the double hedge row system, we got a yield of two hundred 
cases to the half acre and one hundred and sixty-six of the cases 
were graded “Fancy” by our Fruit Growers’ Association, and 
the rest were graded “A.” In comparison with this, that same 

| season we got a yield of about one hundred and fifty cases to 
the acre from the matted row system, and we got no “Fancy” 
from the matted row system from our Association. This would | 
seem to indicate that the double hedge row system was very 

| much superior to the matted row system, but this last year our 
results were quite different. Our hedge row system plants were 

| badly winter killed and yielded very poorly, while our matted 
| row system yielded very well. I did not keep the exact figures 

as to our hedge row system; this past season was. an experiment 

6—Hort.
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with varieties; we planted all the varieties which we had and a 

couple of rows of each variety and we found that most of the 

varieties planted did not respond to the hedge row system. The 

Dunlap and Warfield responded fairly well, but even in the case 

of Warfield and Dunlap this last year, they were badly frozen 

out, and I think that those large plants with many crowns were 

peculiarly susceptible to winter killing in such winters as we | 

nad a year ago. There was a coating of ice that fell early in 

the winter which stayed on all winter and I think that that will 

| prove fatal to those large plants with their multiplicity of crowns 

in most Cases. 

Mr. Paulson: Is it possible to grow a cover crop on straw- 

berry plants for winter protection? 

Mr. Roessler: A neighbor of mine thought that that would 

be a good idea and he sowed oats between the strawberries along 

about in August, and he thought he would let that grow and 

leave it for a cover crop. As far as I could see it was just as 

bad to have a crop of weeds as those oats. I could not see any 

difference. 

Mr. Richardson: We tried oats as a cover crop one year, 

and we were not satisfied with the results. They are a lot of 

trouble, they prevent cultivation late in the fall, they leave the 

vround in such condition that it freezes and heaves more in the 

winter than it does where cultivation is continued until late in 

the fall. It is a better plan to mulch. You can mulch just about 

| as quickly and satisfactorily as you can get the oat crop, and then 

_ you have your berries in far better condition. 

Mr. G. J. Kellogg: This cover crop with oats is a lazy man’s 

process and yet it is very frequently successful. I have known 

neighbors down there in Janesville, that grew acres and acres of 

them year after year, and sowed in their oat crop and protected 

them without any trouble to draw straw. | 

Mr.. Riegel: Here is a question I would like to put in,— 

Wanted—Information regarding the Perfection currant, quality, 

nardiness, crop tendency, compared with the Victoria. 

Prof. Taft: I could not say how it would do in Wisconsin, 

put think if you can succeed with the Wilder, you would like 

tne Perfection. I have been watching it five or six years and 

have had plants for three years. They are very strong growing 

and fully as hardy as anything we have and seem to be very 

productive. The clusters are untisually long and the berries are
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Tully as large or larger than the Fay, and they have a very 
pleasant flavor, what might be called a sub-acid currant, and [ 
think it is a very desirable, kind, either for home use or market. 

Mr. Blackman: I have grown Perfection, it is larger than the 
Fay. I cannot say as to the productiveness, I think it will equal 
any. | 

Mr. Hey: Has any one grown Pomona? 
Mr. M. S. Kellogg: We have grown it in a small way, it is 

not equal to the Wilder in vigor and the size of the berry is a 
trifle under if anything. It is a good currant but it lacks vigor. | 

Mr. Ray: I grew the Pomona until I got the Red Cross. The 
Red Cross is a much better berry. 

The President: Has any one had any experience with black 
currants? 

A Member: Black Champion is the best. | 
Mr. Smith: TI do not like to have it go into our volume with- 

out a word that we are recommending Fay’s currant. Of all 
the fruit that has been spread about the state of Wisconsin J 
think the Fay’s currant has been the most unqualifiedly worthless 
of anything that has ever been put out. (Cries of “Hear, Hear.”) 

Mr. Moyle: You plant the Fay currant on heavy clay soil 
and give it plenty of fertilization and it is equal to any of them, 
and I fail to find anything that will grow as large, except the 
Cherry, as large as the Fay currant. I have the Wilder erowing 
and all these other varieties. They may yield more, but they are 
not as large in berry. It may not do well on Mr. Smith’s nice 
mejlow garden soil at Green Bay, but put it on heavy clay soil 
and give it hard knocks and you will find it stands all right. | 

Mr. Toole: A> neighbor of mine favors the Fay and has 
grown many of them and when his are in the market there is a 
poor show for any other kind.
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

| ‘WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5. 

MAKING MONEY FROM APPLES. 

L. R. Tart, Agricultural College, Mich. 

Twenty years ago the people in other States had little faith | 

, in the possibilities for growing apples successfully in Wisconsin, . 

but the exhibits that have been made at the Chicago, Buffalo | 

and St. Louis Expositions from this State have very effectually 

put an end to any doubts regarding its feasibility. It is now 

recognized that with proper care in the selection of -locations 

and soil, and in choosing varieties adapted to the climate, Wis- 

consin has some advantages over states that are famed for their 

production of apples. | 

As with other States it must be admitted that apples cannot be 

erown in all sections and under all conditions, and particularly 

when it comes to the consideration of growing this crop on a 

commercial scale every precaution should be taken to secure 

: favorable conditions. With a crop whose possibilities per acre 

are so gireat it would be the height of folly to attempt its culture 

until every known requirement had been secured, as the failure 

to provide the needed natural conditions on the one hand, or to 

give the required care in all particulars could, eyen though it 

might seem of little importance, result in complete failure. : 

| TIE SOIL AND LOCATION. ~ | 

It is true that the apple thrives under quite a wide range of 

soil, but all things considered it is well to choose either a mod- 

| erately heavy sandy loam or a light clay loam, — While the trees | 

might grow for a few years upon the lighter sandy soils, they 

would not thrive as well as upon the heavier loams, and in order 

to get abundant crops of large fruit it will be necessary to fur- 

nish the trees with plant food at an annual expense of three 

to five dollars per acre, which might be saved had a heavier soil
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been used. From this it is evident that it will be cheaper to pay 

a good price for land fairly rich in plant food than to buy a | 

poor or worn out soil on account of its cheapness. The selec- 
tion of a heavy clay soil or one that contains an excessive amount : 

of. organic matter, especially if it is of a mucky nature is for 

various reasons inadvisable. 

Of all the requirements for an orchard perhaps the most im- : 
portant of all is that the soil is well drained. Even when it is 

_ possible to remove the surplus water by means of tile drains or 

| open ditches it does not answer as well as. when the nature of 

the soil permits it to soak away naturally. Even though the trees 

. may make a good growth, they are seldom fruitful. | | 
Another important requirement is that the orchard site be | 

: somewhat elevated above the surrounding country. Mere ele- 
vation alone does not suffice as if upon an elevated plateau the | 

conditions might be little if any more favorable than upon level 

land at a lower level. If the land is gently rolling and so situa- 

ted that both the surface water and cold air can be readily — 

drawn off it gives an ideal location for an orchard. In such a 
location, not only does the elevation lessen the injury from frost, 

| but the resulting air currents often prevent serious losses from 

the same cause. It is not uncommon to find dead trees in an 
orchard up to a certain level while in the next row and perhaps 

: only five feet higher little or no injury has been done. And 

then too it is not uncommon to have a crop ruined by frost 
: on trees where the air cannot move freely, while those located 

| in air current suffer little or no loss. Because wet soils 
are low and level may account to some extent for the fact that 

soils that require underdraining are not as well adapted to or- : 
| _ charding as those which are naturally drained. 

There are many points of importance to the, orchardist such as | 
the preparation of the land, age of trees, distance between the 

rows, varieties, heights of heads and depth of planting, but they 
are more or less local in their application and each person must - 

find out what are best adapted to his conditions, and for this 

reason only those that are general in their nature will be con- 

sidered in this paper. :
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PRUNING. 

, If there is any one thing upon which every one seems to have 
pronounced views, but in which the practice shows the greatest 
diversity, it is that of pruning, although it would seem that for 
a given locality what is best for one would be equally suited to | 
others. On the contrary it is not common to find one man who 
thinks it is positively injurious and perhaps dangerous to the life 
of a tree if it is pruned at all, while his neighbor carries the prun- 
ing of his trees so far that as they reach maturity there will be 
only two or three branches with tufts of wity twigs at the ends. 
Most orchardists will admit that these extreme methods are not 
correct, but the trouble is to find the happy medium. 

In starting a young tree it is a good plan to remove all but , 
about six of the larger branches, with the idea’ of cutting away 
two of these after a year or two. These should be headed back 
about one-half. Some persons make it a practice to go over the . 

trees at frequent intervals during the first summer, cutting out 
all surplus shoots that might start and thus not only form the 
head of the tree, into the shape desired, but throw all of the vigor 
into the permanent branches. Experience, however, shows that 
this may be a mistake, as although it may be well to cut off 
any water-sprouts that start below where the head is desired, 
aad perhaps to try to balance the head if it becomes misshapen, ~ 
it is not advisable to remove any of the leaf surface, as this will 
reduce the power of the tree to assimilate food and will not only 
check the growth of the branches, but what is of more importance : 
will hinder the development of the roots and trunk of the tree, 
and its ability to obtain food for future growth. In the case of 
our orchards that have been allowed to grow beyond the reach of 
a spray pump and especially if, as is often the case, the branches 
merely have a few tufts of twigs at the ends of long bare poles, 
it will often result in the renewal of the tree-tops and bring every- 
thing within easy reach if the center branches are headed back. 
Good results can often be secured when they are cut back from | 
one-third to one-half their length and at a point where they are 
six, or even eight, inches in diameter. This, of course, is very 
severe pruning and should not be practiced except where neces- 
sity compels. By leaving the side, branches with but little prun- 
ing the check to the trees will be much less than when all the |
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branches are cut back, as the leaf surfaces will be sufficient to | 

assimilate the plant food and will produce a strong vigorous 
growth of shoots in the center of the tree. These should be al- 

lowed to develop without much thinning out during the first sea- 

son, but the following spring the surplus branches should be re- 
moved. 
When trees are headed back in this way it is generally possible 

to secure an excellent crop of fruit from the lower branches and 

during the third, or perhaps the second, season after pruning, the 

center of the tree will begin to produce fruit. 

If the condition and development of the lower branches makes 
it desirable, they also can be headed back at the end of two years, 

so that within four or five years the trees can be entirely renewed 

and thus not only enable the trees to produce large crops of fine 

fruit for many years to come, but bring the branches nearer the 

ground where they can be readily sprayed and the fruit gathered 

with much less labor. : 

, TILLAGE VS. MULCH . 

Whatever the age of the trees, good results cannot be secured : 
unless they have been able to make a reasonable growth and it is 

only under exceptional conditions that this can be secured when 
the trees are in sod and are receiving no special attention. For 

| young orchards where the location and nature of the soil make 
it possible, it is desirable to keep the land cultivated. Various 

crops can be grown, the production of which will defray to a 

large extent the expenses of growing the orchard. The use of | 

erain and similar sowed crops is not desirable, at least within 

four or five feet of the trees, but almost any of the so-called hoed 
crops which require cultivation from early spring until about the 

first of August can be used to advantage, although care should be 

| taken not to have any of the hills so close to the trees as to ma~ 
terially interfere with their growth by robbing them of plant | 

food and moisture. | | 
If it is not thought best to grow hoed crops between the trees, 

fairly good results can be secured when the trees are young if a 

strip four or five feet wide either side is cultivated. The re- 

mainder of the land can be used for hay crops, although clover, 

alfalfa or some of the legumes will be better.
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| Where the land is stony or rolling so that the cultivation would 
not be practical, fairly good results can be secured if an area 

six feet in diameter about the trees is dug over and hoed occa- 

sionally during the summer. 

After the trees reach a bearing age they will occupy a greater 

part of the ground and it is doubtful if the value of crops 
that can be grown between the rows will equal the increased cost 7 

| of cultivation, considering the fact also that the growth of the 

trees will not be as good as if they have the use of the entire | 

land. Whether the soil should be cultivated or not will depend 

very largely upon its condition and the growth of the trees. Ii 
they are growing rapidly, it often becomes advisable to seed the | 

| land to clover. <A part or all of the crop may be taken off on 

the one hand, or it may be cut and allowed to remain on the land 
| to provide humus and plant food, depending upon the condition 

of the soil. The orchard can be left in clover for two or three 

years if the growth of the trees is satisfactory, but if it becomes 

ecessary, it can be plowed in the spring and after working it 

over every ten days or two weeks up to the first of July, it can be 
again seeded to clover. | | 

In some cases the cultivation is confined to strips on either 

side of the tree rows, or in others where there is danger of winter 
killing of the trees, the strips along the tree rows are left in sod 

| and the cultivating is done in the center between the rows. | 
In some sections mulching is used to take the place of culti- 

vation, or perhaps supplement it in some cases. It is particularly 

| valuable where the orchards are upon steep slopes which might — 

| be badly injured by washing if kept in cultivation, or where, the 

land is too rough and stony to make cultivation desirable. For 

the purpose of mulching the trees, straw, waste, hay or any simi- 

lar vegetable material might be used. This not only acts as a 

mulch to keep down grass and weeds, thus conserving all the 

| moisture and plant food for the use of the trees, but it lessens the | 

injury from deep freezing of the ground in winter and as it de- 

cays furnishes a large amount of humus and plant food for the 

trees. Good results should not be expected unless a sufficient 
amount of mulch is provided to prevent the growth of grass. It 

| should be eight inches deep over a circle the diameter of which is 

at least two or three feet greater than that of the branches. Many | 

of the failures where mulching has been tried have been due 

to the fact that the mulch has been packed about the trunks of
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the trees or spread so thinly that it had little effect upon the 

growth of grass. | 

| _ If the trees do not make a sufficient growth or the size of the 

fruit indicates that plant food is lacking, it is well to use strawy 
manure for a mulch, or to suppleinent the mulch of straw with — 

a proper amount of manure or commercial fertilizer. Handled 

in this way the growth of the trees will generally equal that pro- | 
: duced by cultivation, provided the soil is reasonabiy .moist. 

When mulching is relied upon for the orchard, the ground be- 
| tween the rows can generally be seeded to clover to good advan- 

tage. Especialiy after the trees begin to bear, it will.be well to 

leave the crop on the ground after using what is necessary to . 
keep up the mulch beneath the trees. Of course, if straw can be 

readily obtained for the mulch, and manure for supplying food, 

| it might prove better to take off the clover or grass and feed or 
sell it. : | 

. It is only under exceptional conditions that a true sod mulch 

will give the best results in an orchard. In speaking of a sod : 
mulch it is understood that the grass upon the land alone is used 

as a mulch, but if supplemented by straw or strawy manure 
so as to make it really a mulched orchard, better results can be 
secured, especially for trees that have reached a bearing age. | : 

Under good conditions and supplying the needed amount of | 

plant food, good results can be secured either by cultivation or 
mulching. Although seldom practiced so as to secure the best 

results, where orchards are mulched various advantages over the 
tillage can be secured. First, increased hardiness due to the fact 

that they ripen earlier in the season and because the mulch less- 
ens the depth to which frost penetrates; second, the fruit is gen- , 

erally higher colored and firmer, which gives it superior keeping — 

qualities. On the other hand, although the trees that receive the : 
highest cultivation are more subject to the attack of fungous dis- 

a eases, the mulched orchards suffer more than those cultivated from 
the work of insects, as the mulch forms a harboring place for them 
while if the land is cultivated, those which attempt to pupate in | 
the ground will generally be destroyed. Great .care must also 

be taken in mulching orchards to protect the trees from the at- | 
tack of mice which make their nests in the mulch and feed upon | 

the bark of the trees. This, however, can generally be prevented 
by banking the soil about the trunks or enclosing them in wrap-
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ping or building paper, wooden veneers or wire netting. In some | 

sections orchards also suffer seriously from fire when mulched. 

SPRAYING. | 

Particularly in bearing orchards, if any one operation should 
be thoroughly performed, it should be that of spraying, by which 

is meant the application to the trees, at the proper intervals, of 

remedies for the control of destructive insects and diseases. The 

latter will always be found present and even greater losses are 
inflicted in seasons favorable to their development by various 

fungi which attack either the tree or the fruit. 
Up to within the last twenty years the various blights, mildews 

and rots to which fruit is subject were ascribed to the ettect of 

the weather, or similar causes, but it has been found that in every 
case they are produced by minute fungi which feed upon the 

tissues of the fruit or foliage and destroy them. ‘hese fungi are 
minute plants which develop from spores. ‘These fall upon a leat 

and in the presence of moisture germinate and’ reproduce. Ex- 

periments have shown that the germination of the spores can be 

prevented by a very small amount of copper sulphate upon the 

leaves and upon this is based the modern practice of spraying. 

The fruit grower endeavors to keep the new growth covered with 

a spray of copper sulphate and to repeat the, application sufh- 

ciently often to keep the foliage as it develops protected and. 

also renew it when it has been washed off by rains. 
For various reasons the application is made in what is known 

- as Bordeaux mixture consisting of about equal parts of copper 

. sulphate and lime made into a thin wash. The first application 

should be made just as the blossoms are, ready to open. At this. 

time the flower stalks, the ovary and sepals can be coated, ren- 
dering them immune to the, attack of the scab until after the fruit | 

has set. At this time the small fruits are very delicate and if it _ 
happens that the weather is cold and wet and thus favorable to 

| the development of the scab fungus, a very serious, if not entire | 

loss of the crop may result. This was very noticeable last spring 

in Michigan, where the conditions were such that practically all 

of the fruit dropped off the unsprayed trees, while those that were 

| thoroughly sprayed gave nearly full crops and thus the returns 

: were sometimes equal to twenty times the cost of spraying. 

It is also well to use some form of arsenic with Bordeaux mix- |
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ture for the destruction of leaf eating insects. It often happens 
that the canker worm and others of a similar nature do serious 
harm to the foliage at this time. The plum curcuiio frequently 
appears before the fruit has set and as it feeds upon the leaves, 

| | great numbers of them can be desttoyed by this early application. 
Then, a week after the fruit has set another spraying, using 

_ the came materials, should be made. At this time the apples will 
be erect and the calyx lobes will be open, making it possible to 
have some of the spray reach the inside, of the calyx and thus put 
it where it will surely poison any of the larvae that attempt to 
enter the apple. Spraying at this time will also coat the small 
fruits with a fungicide which will do much to save the crop from 
injury by scab. It will also be well to repeat this application two 
or three weeks later both as a precaution against the scab and to 
help in keeping down the coddling moth, the larvae of which 
will appear at about this time and will feed more or less upon 
the foliage. These three applications will ordinarily suffice for 
the early part of the season unless they are washed off by dashing 
rains, when they can be replaced, but in all sections where the 
scab is troublesome late in the season, and particularly where in- 
jury can be expected from the codling moth, it will be necessary 
to spray the trees about the first of August. One application 
will do much good, but many think it well to repeat the spraying 
at the end of two weeks for winter varieties, | 

For the application made before the tree blossoms and imme- 
diately afterwards, it will be well to use four pounds of copper 
sulphate and six pounds of lime for fifty gallons of water, but 
this may be reduced to three pounds of copper sulphate and five 
pounds of lime for the later applications and many who make 
two sprayings in August reduce, the amount to two pounds of 
copper sulphate and three pounds of lime. For the destruction of 
the leaf eating insects Paris green has most commonly been used 
at the rate of one pound to 100 gallons of water, or 150 gallons, 
according to the size and prevalence, of the insects, but this is 
likely to burn the foliage unless an excess of lime is used and it 
is readily washed off besides being quite expensive at the present 
price. As a substitute arsenite of lime, prepared by boiling one 
pound of arsenic and two pounds of lime in two gallons of water 
for one hour and then diluting to 150 to 200 gallons, is used. 

_ This gives equally good results at one-fifth of the expense. This, . 
however has all the faults of Paris green and, although consider-
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ably more expensive, the increased efficiency of arsenate of lead | 

has induced many to rely upon it. This is applied at the rate of 
two to three pounds in fifty gallons of water although some use it 
at the rate of one pound in fifty gallons supplementing it with 
about five ounces of arsenic prepared as above directed. Arsen-- 
ate of lead has unusual adhesive properties and can be used at 

any strength without danger of burning the foliage, thus mak- © 

' ing it possible to use several times as much arsenic as in either 

of the other forms. Where the cost of arsenate of lead is thought 

to preclude its use it might perhaps be used for the last spray- 

; ings in June and in August. | 

SPRAYING FOR SAN JOSE SCALE. 

This dreaded insect has done much harm in many of the states, 
but from its behavior in Michigan, I judge it is not likely to give 

much concern in Wisconsin except perhaps in the more southern 

counties, but even if it does appear, it can be readily held in check 

by the use of lime and sulphur solution either home made or 
one of the commercial brands. The treatment should be very 

thorough and will be found most effectual just before the buds 
open. While it cannot be regarded as giving as good results as 
Bordeaux mixture against the scab, it will be found an excellent 

fungicide. and will also have a wonderful effect in cleaning the 

trees of rough bark and lichens. | 
While the fruit grower in Wisconsin will have conditions to 

meet which will not apply to the apple grower of many of the 

other states, on the other hand, he will have many advantages 

and if attention is paid to the details when locating and planting 

the trees to give them proper care in the way of cultivating, prun- — 
ing, fertilizing, and spraying, there is no reason why the trees 

cannot be made even more productive and profitable. | , 

| DISCUSSION. | 

Mr. Richardson: I would like to ask Prof. Taft if he has | 
used the dust spray. | | 

Prof. Taft: I have been using various dust sprays for some 

fifteen years. I got an outfit I think it was 1889 or 1890 and 

tested it pretty thoroughly then and some seven or eight years
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| ago, when they commenced to take it up again, I obtained two | 

or three different kinds of dust sprayers and tried all the differ- 

ent formulas that I could get hold of and bought some of the 

commercial mixtures, so that I had some experience with dust | 
sprays, but I have not used them for two years, and that perhaps | 

tells the whole story. I think the dust sprays are valuable against | 

the plum curculio; I had.very good results in keeping them down 
by dusting the trees and where I do not care to spray for the _ 

fungi, I would recommend the dust spray to carry an insecticide, | 

that is, Paris green, for instance. You can put it on with very 

little labor and very rapidly, too, but I have never been able to 
. control any fungous diseases and as I wish to control those and 

hence wish to use, Bordeaux mixture, I merely put in my acetate 

of lead and Paris green with the Bordeaux and it gives me no - 

extra work, whereas, to go over the trees with the dust spray 

would be so much extra work. I know a large number of grow- 
: ers at the time this was brought up six or seven years ago put- 

chased some of these orchard outfits. I do not know of one 
‘that was used more than two years. 

Dr. Loope: I would like to ask whether you consider that 
you can control the curculio with liquid spray. 

Prof. Taft: Yes. 
Dr. Loope: Absolutely? 

’ Prof. Taft: Why, practically so, yes. In case of plums, they 
| are perhaps worse there, the number we can save is a very large | | 

percentage, 90 per cent perhaps, and although you occasionally 

find one that is stung, the percentage is very small. The only 

thing is the thoroughness of the spray, get it on before the trees 

blossom, kill the beetle as it comes from the ground. The num- 
ber that you can kill in larva form is very small of course. I 
think though, from my own experience, that the spray after the 
fruit has set and eggs are laid, if you do a thorough job, enough | 
poison gets into the cup so that you can kill them, but I rely on 

the early spray for this insect. | 
Mr. Kellogg: Does not the curculio get out early enough so 

as to be there before the plum forms. 
| Prof Taft: Yes, that is the very point about spraying at 

that time; you kill the beetles before the plums are formed and — 
of course before the eggs are laid. I think that is the way to do 
it, and the failures, I am sure, have been due to the lack of 

spraying at that time. :
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Mr. Toole: Do you spray more than once to keep clear of 
curculio, or is that one spray sufficient? | 

Prof. Taft: I like to spray all trees about four times, except 
perhaps the peach. I would spray, for instance, all fruit trees 
just before they blossom and just afterwards. With us we had 
a great deal of trouble from the different shot hole fungi, the 
different leaf blights that cause the foliage to drop from: the 
trees in perhaps July or August and where we have sprayed 
those after we have gathered the cherries, or in case of the early 
kinds of plums, after we have picked the plums, we can hold 
that down very largely. In the case of late kinds of plums, those 
that ripen in September, we spray those about the middle of July, 
and can hold the foliage on; for instance, the prunes, which 
are the worst of all that we have in this respect. 

Dr. Loope: Speaking of the plum curculio, is it the same: , 
insect as the apple curculio? | 

| Prof. Taft: The plum curculio works on the apple and often- . 
times does more harm than anything else we have because the 
fruits drop. Of course there are other curculios, but the same 
things holds true, that the spray will destroy them, and while I , 
have seen many unsprayed trees with the ground literally covered 
with fallen apples in which you would find one or a dozen per- 
haps of curculio marks, right along in adjacent orchards where 
the trees have been sprayed you would find very few fallen 
fruits and practically no curculio. If you. spray the trees just 
after blossoming, you can control that insect as well as anything 
else that is on the foliage. 

| Mr. Kellogg: Would not you spray before the buds start? 
Prof. Taft: Well, you will find in my spraying calendar that 

I have that put down as one time for spraying. The point is, I | 
want to spray once before the trees blossom; I think a spray of 
Bordeaux just before they blossom is the best of all, but if there 

is any chance of your not doing that, I would spray with the | 

copper sulphate solution. I rather prefer the copper sulphate, 
for the earlier spray, just as a sort of disinfectant, cleaning up 
the trees, when it comes to lasting effects, when you want to 
cover over the new fruit and new’growth, then you want to use 7 
the Bordeaux. 

Mr. Kellogg: How would you make two pailfuls of Bordeaux 
for a common little garden? 

Prof. Taft: That would be perhaps five gallons. I would
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take one-tenth of four pounds, a little less than one-half pound 
of copper sulphate, and if I had an old wooden pail, I should 
put it in a little sack, let it hang in there over night and dissolve 
it. I would take about the same amount of lime, about one- 
half pound of the slaked lime, slaked with hot water. You would 
not succeed very well with a small amount of lime, unless you 
had hot water. Slake the lime, fill up the pail with water and 
mix the two together. 

Mr. C. L. Richardson: I would like to ask the one requisite 
of a good spraying outfit. 

Prof. Taft: Well, there are of course a number of them. I 

would want in the first place that it should be durable, that it 

| would not wear out the first season and hence would want one 

with the working parts of brass and one that would not require 

too much muscle in working. There is a great difference in 
pumps. The pumps that have a stuffing box work harder than 

the others. There are two or three that are all right that have 

stuffing boxes, as we call them, but my idea would be to take 
any pump where it is down in the barrel. I would say that our 

growers who have from ten acres up are making use of power 7 

outfits and they certainly are getting remarkable results. I think | 
one reason is that they are more thorough. A’ man who is pump- 

ing does not perhaps keep up the pressure and is in a hurry to 

get through and will not stop long at a tree, where if the engine 

is doing the work, that means that we get increased thoroughness | 

and the increased pressure enables the mist to reach all parts of 
the tree. 

Mr. Toole: I would like to ask what the process is in the 
preparation of the arsenate and lime. 

Prof. Taft: There are two or three ways. I commenced 

| making it in a small way by using one pound of white arsenic 
_ and two pounds of lime. - I slaked the lime just as for Bordeaux 

mixture, put this in two gallons of water, one pound of arsenic 

and two pounds of lime and boiled it for about an hour. That 

contains as much arsenate as practically two pounds of Paris 
green. 

| Mr. Toole: Do you make up your arsenate of lead or buy it? 
Prof. Taft: Generally buy it, it is cheaper to buy it. | | 
A Member: I would like to ask Prof. Taft whether he con- 

siders a compressed air sprayer practical for large orchards, 

worked with the sprocket wheel? | |
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Prof. Taft: Some of those work very well. I have known 

them to be used on the largest apple orchards thirty to forty : 

years old. Tor myself I prefer not to rely on the traction out- 

fits, except for medium sized trees, trees ten to fifteen years old. 

Dr. Loope: About what pressure would you use? 

| Prof. Taft: One hundred pounds or thereabouts, 135 is not 

objectionable, but 100 is a good average pressure and with a 

hand pump it is pretty hard work to keep up sixty pounds. | 

Mr. Henry: Are the gasoline, engines easier to use, or are 

they apt to break down? | 7 

, Prof. Taft: The Michigan growers have been using them a 

ereat deal in the last three years and in our larger fruit section 

I think there are ten gas engines to one of every other power 

pressure. They keep getting them, that indicates that they like | 

them. It is becoming more simplified and they have strengthened 

the weak parts so that they are certainly giving good results. I 

know that in Western New York they are relying largely on the 

gasoline outfits. If a man has no taste for machinery, I would 

suggest the use of the gas sprayer from the fact that all you | 

need to do is to turn the cock and go to spraying, no machinery 

whatever, but they cost more than anything else. It costs about 

one-third of a cent for each gallon you put on for the power. 

: A' Member: How much stronger do you have to use arsenate 

of lead for potato bugs than for the codling moth? 

Prof. Taft: Almost double; I use about four pounds for the 

| - bugs and two for the codling moth. oe 

Mr. Henry: Can a power potato sprayer be fixed over for 

a power orchard sprayer for a young orchard in Wisconsin? 

Prof. Sandsten: In regard to potato sprayers used for or- 

chards, most potato sprayers are traction sprayers and they are 

not well adapted for orchard spraying. We found we could not 

set up pressure enough to spray-a tree in an orchard and I | 

hardly see how an ordinary spraying machine used for spraying 

potatoes can ever be used in an orchard. | | 

Mr. Bingham: We have a man here that has used one of | 

those traction power sprayers on trees thirty to forty years old. 

| Mr. Buehler: I used one and had very good results. I would | 

not want anything better, would not exchange it for a gasoline 

outfit to-day. It has not been any expense, no power, for I run 

it with one team, spraying all alone and I have sprayed from 

forty to seventy acres a season. | 7
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Prof. Taft: We have hundreds of them in Michigan and I 

know men that are just as enthusiastic as this man here. I know 
one man that got one five years ago, used it, liked it so well, got 

another next year, and he has trees thirty to forty years old and 
he likes it very much, but I know a great many others who do | 
nat like it for large trees. For trees fifteen to twenty years old 
they are all right. I know a man that had three or four of them 

_ that preferred them to gasoline engines, but the majority do not 
like them for very large trees. | 

Prof. Moore: Talking about spraying for the San Jose scale 
| and about San Jose scale being found in Wisconsin, we had a re- 

port that there was San Jose scale in Outagamie county this 
summer, I took occasion to go there and found that it was. 

oyster-shell bark louse. So far as we know there is no scale in 

the orchards, although we do run across it sometimes in the 

nurseries. | 

: COMMERCIAL ORCHARD SESSION. 

, THE OUTLOOK IN THE EXTREME NORTH. 

Wo. Kwnicut, Bayfield. . 

I wish to say to this convention that I am not an expert fruit 
grower in any sense, and cannot be classed with you skilled and 

oo scientific men in that line, to whom the world owes a larger 
_ debt than they will ever pay. 

I am here from Bayfield Co. representing an unknown land, a —— 
district (except to its citizens) so little known, and its nat- 
ural conditions of soil and climate so different from that non- 

| residents expect we should have, that it is a difficult matter to 
have them take us at all seriously when we explain to them our 
ptospects and possibilities in the fruit line. They have been so 
accustomed to hear of Lake Superior, only in connection with 
cold weather, snow and ice, that they cannot comprehend how 
it is possible to grow fruit so far north, and until you get on the 
ground and see the trees and fruit, you still retain a skeptical 
mind, no matter what others may say. I want to definitely get 
before you the district that I am speaking of. It is a strip of 

7-—Hort.
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7 territory starting about five miles south of the town of Bayfield, | 

reaching back from three to five miles from the lake and extend- 7 

ing west along the coast line about forty miles, also all the Apostle 

| Islands. There are twenty-two of these islands, and each island 

| has from three hundred to five thousand acres, so you see the | 

territory I have set off, comprises a large amount of land, and is 7 

known locally as the Bayfield peninsula and Apostle Islands, | | 

nicknamed the banana belt of Lake Superior. | oo 

This district that I have designated has been pretty well tested 

in growing apples, cherries and all small fruits and berries, for | 

thirty years or more. oo | a 

Now I do not say that this is the only land in Bayfield county - co 

that would produce fruit. The whcle county might be good) no 

fruit lands for all we know, but I say I do not know, and we 

have knowledge and reasons for believing it would not be. Cer- 

tainly these outside lands would not be the success that the Bay- —— 

_ field Peninsula would be. | | 

| | It has been long noticed that our best apple orchards in north- | 

ern latitudes were only made possible from the influence of large oo 

bodies of water, and were it not for the influence of our deep 

, watcr lake we would not be able to grow much fruit. | a 

There are so many things to be reckoned with and woven into 

the fabric pertaining to the commercial orchard that I shall content 

| myself by giving you an outline of the facts and conditions as 

| I see them after thirty-seven years observation of that country | 

and you must judge for yourself whether a commercial orchard 

would be a success. | : | co | 

| The climate would be a revelation to some people, expecially — 

the winters, in the thirty-seven years of my experience, on the — 

| Bayfield peninsula, I never knew the thermometer but once to 

eet as low as thirty-two degrees below zero. In ordinary winters, — 

the temperature will not reach lower than twenty-five degrees oe 

below, more than once or twice during the winter. The greater | 

- portion of winter is vibrating from twenty degrees above to ten 

| kelow. So far as even temperature is concerned, we can beat | 

the southern portion of the state by long odds. In fall when 

we get winter weather, it stays winter until spring. Same way 

with snow, it comes in fall and stays until spring and the ground | 

| never freezes. Occasionally we will have a winter with little — 

snow then the ground freezes some, but not deep, as there is | 

always snow enough to protect the ground some. | 7
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| You might ask what causes this mild even temperature so far 
north and those conditions do not obtain every where on Lake 
Superior. If you will take the map, you will observe that there 
is but one wind that can blow on that peninsula, but must first 

| travel from twenty-five to three hundred miles over water before 
it strikes these lands. | 

| Lake Superior is a deep water lake, and outside of the islands 
never freezes, and tempers every wind that blows except a south 
west wind. Winds off the lake are our warmest winds in the 
winter, and the coolest winds in the summer. So you see our 

| fruit trees are getting the benefit of that lake both winter and 
summer. 

Our winters break suddenly in the spring months, and sum- | 
mer is upon us, and in a few weeks the trees are in leaf and 
everything growing. 

Ordinarily it is not necessary to mulch strawberries as the 
snow protects them sufficiently. In fact, the growers of straw- 

| berries never mulch, and they never have a failure. 
| The soil of the peninsula is mostly sand and clay, mixed with 

gravel and stone. It isa moderately strong soil and a warm one, 
and appears to be the best soil for all kinds of fruits and berries, 
and produces high colored, firm and well flavored fruit. 

_ Our apples lead any district in the state, for firmness, flavor, 
high color and keeping qualities. Yellow transparents will keep 
from two to three weeks. Duchess until the middle of Decem- 

7 . ber, Wealthy until January, and Wolf River until April, all this 
| without cold storage and in an ordinary cellar. 

Cherries are a sure crop, tree does well and bears abundantly. 
To my knowledge we have lost but one cherry crop in fifteen 
years. We have a cherry up in that country that has been grown 
for the last fifty years, how much longer no one knows, possibly | 

. a hundred years. That cherry was introduced on Madeline , 
Island by the Jesuits or the fur traders. A's far as history goes : 
it was allowed to grow and reproduce itself by throwing up 
root sprouts. They were never cultivated and the fruit has 
never deteriorated in color, size or flavor. It has all the appear- 

_ ances of the. Early Richmond, but is two weeks later in ripening, | 
_ and will hang on the tree two weeks after ripe. The tree isa 
~ hardier tree than the Richmond, perhaps this would be a valuable 

tree in some districts, where other cherries fail. | 
Now as to the smaller fruits and berries, such as strawberries
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raspberries, blackberries, currants and gooseberries, we stand 

ready to compete, with any section in the State as to quantity 

and quality. | 

| The first discoveries of these fruit lands in Bayfield County was 

made, about forty years ago by a lighthouse keeper and a real 

estate man. The lighthouse keeper to show his faith established 

a nursery on Michigan Island, fifteen miles from the main land. 

And there is evidence of that Old Nursery yet, apples, pears, 

cherries and plums are struggling away in the brambles, and pro- | 

duce some fruit. The real estate man got busy and got out a 

map showing the Apostle Islands and Bayfield county, and 

headed it in large letters “THE FRUIT FIELDS OF THE 

NORTHWEST.” Both men were progressive men, but they were | 

fifty years ahead of the procession. About that time the lumber- 

man appeared on the scene. Well you all know how a lumber- 

man likes to farm, he reaps but never sows. Of course the 

nursery went to brambles and the land agent took the lumber- 

man’s cue and wiped off the legend from his map, “The fruit | 

fields of the Northwest.” And to the world they have been 

unknown since. Our production of all fruit has been in a small, 

careless hayhazard way, by men that grew for their own con- : 

sumption only. A few of course have a surplus which is sold. 

There trees of all ages up to thirty years old are thrifty and 

bear abundantly and never had any care or attention that a com- 

mercial fruit man would naturally give to his trees. And every 

thing in evidence goes to prove that fruit can be grown success- 

fully on the Bayfield peninsula, in a commercial way. There is 

‘one winning feature of our climate up North. Fruit of any kind ~ 

from the strawberry up to the apple never met with accidents, 

in the spring. Late frosts in the spring never kill fruit blos- 

soms, Thus every year we have a sure crop of all kinds of 

fruit. And they all load up heavily with fruit. | 

Now T have shown that the fruit is a sure thing, You have 

got the fruit and the next thing is to get it into the market. And 

there is where we excel. ) 

We are located well up into a non-producing fruit region and 

have the best and highest priced markets of the whole country 

located conveniently all around us. We can reach by water, 

many large and good markets in five or six hours. And by rail - 

in ten to fifteen hours we can be in every village within a radius 

of four or five hundred miles, and the condition of that mar-
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| ket when we get there, is as clean and hungry as a hound’s 

tooth, and not a coimpectitor in sight, tney have all had their rusn 

together, glutted the market, destroyed prices, and some 

| gone home financially crippled. We step in atter the crash with . 

our high colored, high tlavored fruit when everybody is fruit 

hungry. Ask our own prices, sell everything quickly and go 

home jingling the gold dollars in our pockets happier and wiser | 

men, ‘lhus it is in every hne of fruit we grow. We enter the : 

market when it is naked and bare. 

Our strawberries ripen after ali other sections of the country 

have marketed their crop. So it is with our raspberries, black- 

berries, currants, gooseberries and cherries. 

How is itin the apple line? ‘he summer apple, Yellow Trans- 
parent when it is ready for the market, there is not an eating 
apple on the market. It ripens about the same time as the 

.Duchess in more southern latitudes. Our Duchess goes to mar- 

ket when all other Duchess are done for. That is an apple we 

are especially proud of. It will hang on the tree until it is 

thoroughly ripe and highly colored, very juicy, hard and firm as 
| a Baldwin and will keep two months after being picked. 

Our Wealthy go to market when about all fall apples are gone 

and the winter apples are not in eating condition. 

Now for crab apples, there is no place on earth, especially so 
in the Northwest, where the Transcendent Crabs will be so firm, | 

hard and juicy, clean and even-colored as those we raise up in ~ 
that Northern Country. They go to market in such condition 
they command the highest price and no section can compete in | 

: quality and price. 

So it is with every fruit we grow appears to have a market all 
its own. Now to sum up the faith that is in us for a commer- 

| cial orchard. The prominent essentials are: We, have got the 

climate and soil to produce the fruit. We do produce the fruit 

not one year but every year. Our near markets are unlimited. 

We enter markets when there are no competitors and can de- 

mand a good fair price for our fruit. Our fruit will rank equally 
with any produced anywhere, and in some respects better. With | 

this showing before us, we expect in a few years to show to the 

state, the possibilities of her richest fruit district, and in time — 

we will ask that the old legend be placed back on the map “The | 

Fruit Fields of the Northwest,’ and that the Bayfield penin- | 

sula will no longer be nicknamed the, banana belt, but the golden
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fruit belt of Lake Superior that being indicative of the golden | 
. dollars of the fruit man’s harvest. | 

__ DISCUSSION. 

Prof. W. A. Henry: It has been my pleasure to have something 
to do with the development of Northern Wisconsin. It was I who 

| caused a bill to be introduced into the legislature looking toward 
the publication of a book of 50,000 copies, which describes our 

New North and when that matter was in progress, a good friend | 

of mine, one of the leading citizens of this state, came to me 
and said, “Prof. Henry, are you not making a mistake when you 

say there are agricultural possibilities in the North? Do you | 
realize what you are saying? You are Professor in the Univer- 
sity, you should be careful.” I said, “I have been on the North 
Shore, I have been all over there, have been up to St. Paul and_ 

Duluth and so on, and I have seen the country all along there, 
Now, I realize my position and I am going to stake my reputation 

_ on the agricultural future of Northern Wisconsin.” I published 
the book, settlers poured in, the country is steadily filling up, and , 
a commonwealth developing. Now, I wish to say there is a region 
still undiscovered and the gentleman who has read the paper is | 

: one of those who went up there as a pioneers. The land im- 
mediately adjacent to Lake Superior and that immediately drains 
into it is the country that I wish to consider, that and that only, | 

| [ am speaking particularly of that close to the lake. You must 
remember there is the largest fresh water body in the world 
cnormously deep, cold all the time, warm relatively in winter, 
but cold all the time. Now, I want to say that for apples of | 
certain kinds, for cherries and for some of the small fruits, cur- 
rants, strawberries and raspberries, that there is one of the most 
promising regions in all America today for the enterprising hor- 
ticulturist. I want to say to you who get the pamphlets adver- 
tising stich countries as the Hood River Valley and Wenatchee 
Valley, I have been in most of those places and studied them 
and while you can grow finer fruit in those valleys, while your | 
trees will bear younger and more prolific, you must remember 
the enormous tonnage you will pay he railroad companies, you 

| must remember that only the choicest apples are put in those |
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: boxes, and that they must be hauled over two ranges of moun- . 

- tains and across the desert to find the largest population. Now, . 

that region never can produce apples in quantity and never will, 

but what we want to know is what we can do ourselves individu- | 

ally and you that are looking with longing eyes toward the far _ 

West and to those pamphlets so gorgeously pictured, telling of 

' the trees they can grow there and telling what prices they are 

- getting there, do not be carried too far off your feet. If you © 7 

a want to find a profitable region for your enterprise, you will find | 

it right near the shore of Lake Superior, just as the gentleman oe 

: has described. Now, do not get carried otf your feet by think- 
ing there is something better way off. It is not necessarily true. 

| You may go to the West and do well, you can stay right in 

| ~ Wisconsin and do well. I wish to say that nearly all fruits do 

well and not only fruits, but that legumes flourish in a surprising — | 

degree. The College has branch stations near Lake Superior 
and this year a man threshed eight bushels of alsike clover seed : 

from an acre; that seed was worth about $10 per bushel, so he 

received a return of $80 from one acre of alsike clover seed. We 

aimost duplicated that. The college had a clover huller taken up 
there to help the settlers.. Now the pea canning industry is going : 
to become an enormous one on Lake Superior and I want to go 
on record in the publication of this Society as predicting that in. 

a ‘he near future—it will be a number of years yet, because the 

land will only clear up slowly, but in the not distant future, there 

will be pea canning establishments all along the south shore of 
| Lake Superior that will be putting up the finest peas by the 

millions of cans that will ever be sold in the market, and the a, 

region will be famous for canned peas, clover seed, alsike and 

hemp. Small fruits, apples and cherries will be grown in that ~~ - 

regicn and people will be thanking Lake Superior for its great 

refrigerating powers. The time is not far away when the people 

cf Wisconsin eating their first strawberries, coming from Texas, 
Louisiana and Florida, will eat their last strawberries furnished 

by the carload and train load from the Lake Superior regions. 
Now these are prophecies, and while I may not live to see them, — 

| there are those in this room that will live to see them and I do 
| ~ ne there will be some here that will go up there and help 

| pioneer that country and help develop it and bring about some 

eve things that are sure to come and do not: be carried 7
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away to other regions until you have at least looked into the | 

possibilities of the region that I speak of. 
Mr. Bennett: I would like to add a word and that is that for 

twenty-one years | havé traveled up to Bayfield and along that 

country and I saw the corn green there long after it was frost-bit- 
ten in the southern parts of the state, green as grass, atidI have 
seen the fruit there and Mr. Knight I knew a good many years 

ago, if I recollect right, he was a sawmill man and I sold him 

some oil once. | 
Mr. Knight: I will say to the gentleman that I have been 

one of the pioneer lumbermen of that country for many years, 
| and now I ama pioneer fruit man. Iam settting out an orchard, 

| have thirty acres of apple trees two years old and I am go- , 
ing to put out more, make it forty acres next spring. I am going to 
test the strawberry culture and I have a number of other friends 
up there that have bought land and gone into business there in 

the same way. They are far more skilled than most of us, that 
is, [ do not claim to be skilled in growing fruit, all I claimed to be 
skilled in was in cutting down trees, now I am going to get | 
skilled in growing some. I see my neighbors everywhere with © 
trees, with cherries, with every kind of fruit that I can think 
of, up in that Northern country, growing without any care, with- 
out any attention whatever, and I believe that a man that is 
skilled in the business, who has brains or the scientific knowledge, 
can go up there and beat the world anywhere, I do not care 
where he goes,—in prices I mean. It is just from the fact that | 
I stated, that he has the market where no other man can com- 

| pete with him in everything that he raises, he can ask his own 
price. I know of a man right near town, a laboring man in the 

| sawmills there, who bought a little piece of land from his neigh- 
bor and last year he grubbed and cut down the bushes and 
plowed a little around the stumps and planted one sixth of ar | 
acre of strawberries and last summer he sold $214 worth of | 
strawberries off that one-sixth of an acre. How did he do it? | 
Ile got from 12 to 15 cents for every quart of berries that he 
sold. I presume he did not raise any more strawberries than thc | 
rest of you would raise, but he got a better price for them 
Speaking of vegetables, I do not believe there is any place on 

- carth where you can grow finer vegetables than you can right 
up in that northern district. The peas are the finést in the world, 
the sugar corn is the finest and sweetest in the world.. You will
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Two Wyant plum trees under conditions similar to Whitney crabs shown in preceding figure. A in sod, B cultivated. 
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see Evergreen corn standing there green six feet high, some of 

it, when ott around in this country everything is killed with 
frost. You have an earlier spring than we do, you get the bene- , 
fit of the spring sun much sooner than we do, but in the fall we 
put you all out. We have grass until the snow covers it up 

| that is green and in the spring when the snow melts off in one 
week, that grass is green and growing like a weed. That is the 
kind of country we have. 

ihe Secretary: While I agree fully with all that has been 
said and can certify to a large part of it, I think this point can- 
not be too strongly emphasized, viz., that the region that Mr. 

_ Knight and Prof. Henry have spoken of is comparatively limited 
in area; that we should speak of the Bayfield region, or the Bay- 

| held peninsula and not of Northern Wisconsin. I got into con- 
siderable trouble a few weeks ago in objecting to some statemenrits 
that I feared were about to be put out that Northern Wisconsin 
as a whole was the “banana be't.” Now, I think we need to be 
very careful here in going on record. in that respect, because, as 
you know, though the gentlemen who have spoken here are wholly 
unprejudiced, that it always happens that there are people who aré 

| following in our trail whoare not so unprejudiced and others who 
: are apt to take up their words and change them somewhat, be- | 

cause I believe all of you who are familiar with the conditions 
will agree that there are immense areas in Northern Wisconsin | 
where probably fruit cannot be grown, ever, successfully. I ~ 
have in mind that immense region known as the Lake Superior 
Red Clay region, that great bowl of thousands, probably mil- 
lions of acres with a sticky red clay soil, where the Horticul- 

.tural Society has not up to date succeeded in even starting fruit 
trees, to say nothing about getting fruit from them, and we have 
Leen trying there for four years. A little later on in the pro- 
gram we will hear from other sections in the state which will 
probably emphasize what Prof. Henry has said, that Wisconsin 
is the place where money may be made from growing apples, 
not the far West. I stated four years ago before this Society 

oe that I firmly believed that in the southwestern part of the state 
more money can be made from growing fruit under certain con- 

, ditions than in any other part of the United States, and with three | 
or four years’ further observation, I am willing to repeat that 
statement. It is likely that there are other sections and it is 
possible that the Bayfield region may also be put in the same 

| , Lo | 
| 

|
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class, but I think we should be very careful to emphasize the 

fact that there is but a limited region and it is not all Northern 

Wisconsin where these conditions prevail. . ee : 

, Mr. Delwiche: In regard to that red clay, I worked in that | - 

section and I want to say that you can raise strawberries on that 

| red clay. I know a party living at Superior who has marketed | 

$800 worth of strawberries from one acre’ and has done it three | 

years in succession and there are other people who are doing as 

much. I will not say that all fruits are going to succeed very’ | 

well on the clay belt, but I believe along the lake from Superiot 

eastward, there are many sites where apples can be raised profit- 

~ ably. I am not talking about the Eastern apples, like the Bald- 

wins or any of that description, but I believe that the Duchess 

and even the Wealthy will thrive as far westward as the city _ 

of Superior and so far as the strawberry goes, I can say that 

there are very few localities near here that are as well favored 

as that belt adjoining the city of Superior. I believe that section | 

is better favored in the matter of the strawberry than is Bayfield 

peninsula, not climatically, but because of nearness to market. 

“There is a market there, probably better than any in the, coun- 

try, and you can raise the berries, you can go throughout that 

section and you will find men who are making as much on those | 

patches of land from one-half to one, acre as other people are 

doing on five or six acres in other sections of the state. | 

. The President: In justice to the other sections of the state,.. | 

as interesting and entertaining and profitable as this particular 

topic may be, it seems that we shall have to close this and give , 

some of the others a chance. a | | 

COMMERCIAL ORCHARDS IN THE CHIPPEWA FALLS | 

REGION. | | | . 

C. L. RicHARDSON. a 

While it has cost our section thousands of dollars and our | 

fruit growing pioneers four decades of their lives to realize | 

some of the failures that must inevitably attend certain lines 

of endeavor, while we hope to profit by their experience it 1s I 

| shall assume their successes that are to be presented. |
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Our section in common with the rest of Northern Wisconsin . 
is ancient, much eroded land bearing everywhere the imprint 
of the glacial epoch. At every talls and rapids of the Chippewa 
Kiver outcrops of granite are to be tound indicating apparently | 
che original igneous rock at no great depth. ‘The surtace soil 
is either (1) light sand, (2) sandy loam, or (3) stiff clay. _ 

Our successtul orchards are with a few exceptions located 
within the limits of a parallelogram beginning perhaps ten miles 
southwest of Chippewa Fails and extending northeast for forty 
miles to the junction of the Chippewa and Flambeau rivers. 
Moreover they are all found on one fixed type of soil. Its sur- 
face is broken and hilly, an ascent of one hundred feet from 
base level to hill-top sometimes appearing. These hills frequently 
appear as chains or ridges whose prevailing trend is north and 
south. | | | 

The soil is a heavy clay, red or slightly yellow, very fine, ad- | 
hesive, comparatively impervious and hence retentive of moisture, | 
showing under the microscope some quartz and mica and a large 
amount of feldspar. It is a cold soil, that retards spring growth, 

promotes early hardening of wood, and discourages untimely 
_. fall growth when the weather chances to be unusually warm. 

One orchardist reports a clay loam containing sand, and another 
| a loam surface underlaid by eleven feet of clay. . 

his clay varies in depth from eight to thirty feet; perhaps 
ten to twelve feet is a fair average. In places it is interspersed 

' with stones or boulders, but in the better sites these are absent. 
The clay is underlaid by gravel, sand, and in places, sandstone. | 

The forest which originally covered this land consisted of — | 
red and white oak, basswood, ironwood and birch, interspersed 
with ash or poplar, and occasionally a maple, butternut, or 
blue beech sapling. Hard maple occurs in a few places, while 
the pine is conspicuous by its absence. | 

While it is impossible, to state the extent of the orchards in 
this section, perhaps three hundred acres in commercial orchards 
iS a conservative estimate. By a commercial orchard is meant 

_ one of at least an acre and a half in area, some part of the crop 
of which is sold. Of this three hundred acres two-thirds is 
‘grouped in a single township, the component orchards ranging 

: from five to sixty acres. | . 
An investigation of exposures fails to show any superiority 

in northern or northeastern slopes. The larger orchards extend 

| | | 

: |
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over hili and hollow presenung slopes and exposures in all de. 

rections; the smaller orchards lace any way that happens, and I 

have neither seen nor heard any claim concerning the superiority 

ot a northern slope. On the contray, a few orchardists express | 

a sight preterence for a southern slope. We have orcnards 

on level ground, on hilltops, and in the valleys between, and all 

seem to thrive equally weil so long as they are high enough to. 

secure proper drainage and circulation of ai. ‘Lhe best orchards 

have almost ideal drainage conditions. Water never collects 

upon them, winter nor summer, while the moisture-retaining 

soil is not injuriously affected by the drouth of summer. 

Herein, I believe, lie the, limitations, which have so far, con- 

fined our orchards to the particular type ot soil previously men- 

tioned. ‘he apple tree has seemingly no predilection for clay 

soil, but it does require a strong, deep, fine soil, unaffected by 

drought. ‘These conditions cannot be fulfilled by a sandy loam. 

| hence the constant recurrence in our orchards of the one type 

of soil. | 

Just when the apple industry began it is difficult to learn, but 

as early as 1867 a few trees were planted, mostly Transcendent 

and Whitney. The oldest of our present orchards were appar- 

ently established about 1870 or 1872 and a few of these old 

trees are still in existence. One of them a gnarled old Tran- 

| scendent has a record of 27 bushels of apples. About 1890. 

many more trees were planted and the third period of marked 

expansion began about the year 1900. 
Many trees have been the victims of improper, methods ot 

planting. People attempted to save labor by digging small 

holes, cramping the roots of the young tree and affording it in- 

sufficient root pasturage. Also there is danger that the spade 

or other implement used to dig the holes will leave a “plastered 

wall” about the hole, through which the fine fibrous roots of 

the young tree cannot penetrate. One of our leading orchardists 

uses about one-tenth of a pound of dynamite to open and loosen 

the ground. But it is not well to plant at once. Wait two of 

three days, or if possible until after a rain to allow the gases 

generated by the, explosion time to dissipate. , 

The orchards of this section are planted in rows or squares 

at distances varying from fifteen to thirty-two feet. The direc- 

tion of the rows depends apparently on the conformation of the |
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7 land, although some of our orchardists prefer rows extending 

northeast and southwest as a partial protection from: the sun. 

Apparent:y there are some forty or fifty varieties of apples 

grown in this section, twenty of which are crab apples and hy- 

brids. Among the large apples which are grown the following 

are usually exhibited at the Northern Wisconsin State Fair. 

Alexander, Duchess, Snow, Swaar, Fall Orange, Peerless, | 

‘Pewaukee, Haas, Hibernal, Longfield, McMahan’s, Okabena, 

- Pattens’ Greening, Northwesten Greening, Switzer or Red 
‘Queen, Wisconsin and Perry Russets, Talman Sweet, Totofsky, , | 

| Utter, Wealthy, North Star or Dud'ey, Walbridge, Wolf River, 

Yellow. Transparent, Newell’s Winter. | 

Among the crabs and hybrids the most important are Briar’s 

Sweet, Gideon’s No. 6, Hyslop, Martha, Sweet Russett, Tran- 

scendent and Whitney. | 

Our most valuable apple is the Wealthy. In one sixty-acre 

orchard forty acres are planted to Wealthy. Many of our ot- 

chardists say that if they were to plant a 20-aore orchard it 

would occupy 15 acres. It is a good keeper, one grower report- | 

ing 10 bushels in his cellar Jan. 4th, while last year he kept 

| them until spring. The trees can scarcely be called perfectly 

hardy. Some of them sun-scald in early spring and a few usu- — 

ally freeze out especially if the winter be severe. They are be- 

ing more extensively planted than any other variety. 

Perhaps the Duchess ranks second in importance though it is 

not being as extensively planted as some other varieties, especi- 

‘ally in the larger orchards. It is a great favorite for fall use, and 

the tree is popular on account of its vigor and adaptation to 

-samewhat loamy soils. It is a heavy bearer, begins young and 

lives for a good many years. 

The Northwestern Greening is being extensively planted, prob- 

ably ranking third among our apples. It is not perfectly hardy, 

but will stand four or five ordinary winters and then be killed by 

‘an unusually severe one. This is especially true if the trees have 

borne a heavy crop the previous summer. The young trees, not 

yet in bearing carry over well, even when the bearing trees freeze : 

out. It is our only real winter apple, presents a fine appearance 

and sells well, in other words, it is a good commercial apple. 

One grower reports picking 20 bushels from 100 trees five and 

six years old,—their second crop. 

The Fameuse or Snow is perhaps our best eating apple but
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does not seem to be hardy enough to be generally grown. AIL 
_most every orchard has 2 or 3 trees but none have very many. | 

, Two veteran growers report that they cannot grow it on their 
hillsides but can grow it down in the valley between. The Pe- 
waukee is unpopular, not very hardy and there is no money in | 
it. The Longfield is badly handicapped by its small size, other- 
wise it is a valuable commercal apple, smooth, bright and hand- 

some. The tree grows rapidly, bears young, attains a large size. 
produces a large crop, and lives to a good old age. One grower 
reports the McMahan as not being hardy, but the great weight 
of opinion is that it is unusually so. Personally I am inclined 
to think that the McMahan, in company with the Wolf River, 
Duchess and Hibernal can be grown upon a greater diversity of 
soils than many of the others. I doubt if it is necessary to plant 
them upon the one type of soil so far considered—in fact there 
are a number of small orchards throughout our section upon loam 7 

where trees of three of these varieties have flourished for six 
or seven years past. | 

| “The Wolf River,” said one of our orchardists, “is hardy as 
| an oak,” but its quality compares favorably with cork. On ac- 

| count of its large size and fine appearance it has a ready sale. 

One grower sold twenty bushels this fall at $1.50 per bushel. 
The tree is too slow in coming into bearing. I have seen trees 
ten or eleven years old, fifteen feet high and have not. yet borne. 

_ Nevertheless -it is exceeded in acreage only by the Wealthy, 
Duchess and Northwestern Greening. 

We have two valuable early fall varieties—the Yellow Trans- 
parent and the Tetofsky. The former sold last fall at $1.20 per | 

bushel. It bears early, grows to a large tree, produces a heavy 
crop and is long-lived. We have trees thirty years old in our 

_ vicinity. Unfortunately it blights especially if the soil be rich. 
Totofsky trees seem to be in demand—one grower said he | 

would plent 500 trees if he could get them. One orchardist re- 

ports the Okabena as his best paying apple, and several speak 
in high terms of the vigor aid productiveness of the Hibernal. 

But its quality is, as one of them said, “Even worse than the 
Wolf River.” . 

| lor the present and the near future our commercial apples . 

ere Wealthy, Duchess, Northwestern Greening, Wolf River, Yel- 

low Transparent, Tetofsky and Whitney. The McMahans,’ Hi- |
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| bernal, Longfield and North Star, are on the road but have not 

yet “arrived.” : | - 

| None of our orchards, except that at the State Home, are 

sprayed. So far, our orchardists have not found it necessary tc 
- spray, but the time is fast approaching. The codling moth | 

though not severe, is wide spread in its ravages. Ants have 

: killed more trees than any other enemy. Mice also work con- 

ae siderable injury, especially in orchards that are mulched early 

with hay, straw or coarse manure. One grower reports the, loss 
of one hundred trees during a single winter from this source. 

| They occasion far more injury than rabbits. Limb blight and leaf 

| blight are reported in a few instances, being I imagine local 

| manifestations of the fire blight. In one orchard I have detected 
| : several spots which resembled apple canker. 

| | Up to the present our orchards have been incapable of supply- 

— ing the local demand, consequently there has been no shipping. 

But with the present rapid expansion of orchards, this problem 

. will soon require solution. Meanwhile apples have sold at from a 

a 75 cents to $1.25 per bushel. One orchard of between :six and . 
| seven acres sold a thousand dollars worth of apples this fall; | 

while another of perhaps 12 acres containing many impractical 
_ varieties produced but $500. As yet, commercial orcharding is 

| - scarcely recognized as a visible means of support. : 
I fail to see that Chippewa county possesses any peculiar nat- 

ural advantages over the rest of the world. Our land is as 

good as can be found anywhere and its cost is far below that in 

most other apple sections. Taxes are correspondingly light. 

| Our railroad facilities are unsurpassed, furnishing cheap rapid 

| transportation to the cities which lie north and west of us. We 

| are so near the northern limit of commercial orchards at present . 
| that we will reap whatever advantage there is to be gained from 

| a late appearance upon the market. While our range of varie- 

ties is limited, these varieties we can grow to a perfection of = 

| form, flavor and coloring perhaps not attained elsewhere. 
; We have the men, the market, the varieties and several hun- 

dred square miles of suitable land; no reason is apparent why 

the industry should not grow to a size commensurate with these 
advantages, | |
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| CENTRAL REGION. 

Dr. T. E. Looper. | 

Wisconsin is not an ideal fruit region on account of its severe 

winters and other climatic conditions not thoroughly understood. 

Our people have been engrossed by our more favorable in- 

dustries, lumbering, grain raising, dairy farming and manutfac- 

turing to such an extent that intelligent fruit culture has been 
confined to a few experimenters. I am of the opinion that the | 

main reason for this is the fact that our early settlers being 

largely from the eastern states and finding that varieties grown 

there would not succeed here thought commercial apple growing 

impossible. This idea prevails even now. “They planted trees 

and they died.” They have forgotten that they exercised some — 

common sense in planting and caring for other crops. They 

know that corn and potatoes must be of tested kinds, planted 

properly, cared for with diligence and harvested in due season | 

They understand that their cows must be selected carefully from 

milk and butter breeds, that they must be furnished good pas- ¥ 

turage, kept housed in winter and fed on proper feed and milked 

twice a day if they are to succeed in dairying. Yet you are con: 
tinually met by the statement that they have bought and “planted 

trees and they died.” . 

With the ordinary farmer a tree is glad to die, and die young. 

while it has a chance to go to tree heaven. It has a presentt- 
| ment of dire results when it is stuck in the ground in a hurry 

: to get the job done. It has that “gone feeling” all the first sea- 
son and welcomes to its bosom the borer, the tent caterpillar and _ 

scale for companionship. Tremblingly it puts forth a few feeble 

leaves and its terminals show a stunted growth as if afraid to 
be called bold and aggressive in its growth. Then winter comes 

in and does the rest. If it should perversely show vitality enough — 

to bud the next spring the plowman rakes off a great piece of | 
bark when he drives past and when he harrows the ground he 
varies the program by. running the drag over it. No wonder it 

_ gasps and dies. I have been a sad mourner at many such death- 

beds but my sadness was mingled with a mad rage to brain the 

criminal. | 

“They planted trees and they died.” It seems strange that I
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have been telling facts but the above is no uncommon occurrence. 
In fact I have not told half the truth. If perchance it has lives 
like the fabled cat and grows haltingly until it is old enough to : 

_ bear fruit it has not only the perils just enumerated to encounter | 
but it is smothered by June grass, impoverished by cropping the : 

. ground or gnawed by mice so that if some year it blossoms and | 
bears a crop of scabby apples the remainder of its vitality is | 
sapped and it gives up the ghost. So the end of that thrilling 
life story is murder followed by suicide. 

| Can you wonder at the saying “They planted trees and they | | 
died.” Do people ever imagine that trees have sensations or con- 
sciousness? Does it not bleed when broken or cut? Does it 
not shrink in agony when mortally injured? Does it not feed 
hungrily in health? Is it not reproduction of its kind as much 
an instinct as with animals? Can any wise man say that it has 
no soul? 

As to the commercial possibility of central Wisconsin orchards . 
a it entirely depends on “The man behind the tree.” If that per- 

sonage will be so self confident or ignorant as to plant Baldwin, . 
- Northern Spy, Seek-no-further, King, Pippin or Ben Davis he 

# — will speedily join the hands of those who “planted trees and they — . 
died? 

On the other hand if he plants Wealthy, Duchess, McMahan, . 
| Longfield, N. W. Greening, Patten’s Greening, Hibernal and 

some others of the same class he will ere many years begin to : 
wonder what he is going to do with his enormous crop. 

But the “Man behind the tree” must come. to the front in this 
problem, no skulking is allowed but he must be in the bright sun- 
light of common sense and diligence. He must have an elevated 
location with a soil in which clay has a generous admixture, with 
lime a constituent, with fertility kept at high grade and drainage 
in perfect condition. Given all this the man must plant properly | 
and cultivate wisely. He must prune sparingly but well. He 
must protect from mice, rabbits and the tree assassin. Last and 
most essential he must love his trees and the tree recognizing 
this love and tenderness will reciprocate and unfold its buds and 
blossoms showering on its benefactor its beauty, its fragrance 
and its luscious fruit. The man gets not only the material bene- 

_ fits from its ministrations but the love of nature grows warm 
and sweet in his heart and leads him to reverence that great 

. &—Hort, Le. . . ,
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First Cause that orders all things in such wondrous harmony 

and perfection. 

JT have tried in a general way to give my idea of the possibili- 

ties of central Wisconsin in the matter of commercial apple grow- 

| ing. The way and means, the varieties and methods of culture 

are only general. The detail must be left to individual localities - 

. and conditions. Every man who dares attempt the problem must 

be wise and enthusiastic. He must select varieties and location 

with judgment as to environment and go forward sure of suc- 

cess if he faithfully performs his part. : | 

In closing let me say that one must not plant in low, poorly 

drained land. .He must not plant in sand or on a gravel bed. 

He must not smother the roots with a tough sod nor must he 

plant unhealthy trees or trees not suited to our climate. 

: - Then I say Wisconsin has unlimited possibilities for commer- 

cial apple growing under the restrictions I have named ina 

| general way. It is amply proved by the few commercial or- 

chards in our section of the state grown by “The man behind 

the tree” with his common sense methods and his unbounded - 

enthusiasm for his work. | 

- DISCUSSION. : 

Mr. Hager: I am going to speak from my knowledge ofa 

little different locality than the Doctor has spoken of. I will 

speak briefly of three counties thac I know of, Outagamie, 

Brown and Oconto. Where the soil and everything else has 

been right, it is a little different than it was with the Doctor 

that planted trees, they did not die. While we have very few 

commercial orchards in the usual sense of the term, we have 

hundreds, yes, thousands, of small orchards set out by farmers. 

Where conditions were right, they grew and they are bearing 

fruit, and they are growing a great many different varieties. I 

judged the fruit at the Oconto County Fair one year when one 

grower exhibited fifty-two different varieties of apples. In 

Brown county, divided as it is by the Fox River, in most places 

there is a low, heavy, clay land, it is not the apple country, but 

going back on the west side to a rolling, hardwood timber land, 

orchards do very nicely. I say timber land, of course the tim-
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ber is removed. On the east side you get back into original mixed timber lands on the so-called ledge or rock formation. It extends farther north into Door county, Mr. Bingham will speak of that probably more particularly. I have been more and more impressed as I see the orchards. I call them Farmers’ 
orchards, they are not commercial orchards, inasmuch as they get but very little returns and right there is where something Should be done by this Society or some auxiliary toward the point of getting those men who are producing half an acre to an acre or two acres of apples, raise them in such shape and get them into market so as to get some returns for them. I saw apples last fall sold in the market in Green Bay for twenty-five cents a bushel, and it was more than they were worth, just on account of the way they were handled and the orchard was handled. I just speak of that as work for this Society or some other society to do along that line. In Outagamie county it is | largely rolling boulder clay where the orchards have been sticcess- ful, that is, where the farmers planted orchards usually on those hiilsides or hilltops. In Oconto county the orchard region is mostly on soil that has been affected by the glaciers. A loamy soil with a porous clay subsoil. It makes a soil that drains well, 
gives an opportunity or facility for moisture to work up. On 
a large area of Oconto county where that kind of soil predomi- nates, it was Originally covered with maple, beech and bass- wood timber. It seems as though orchards do well there, no 
matter whether on hilltops or sides or on the level. I am inter- ested in three orchards in that county and they are all doing 
nicely. I want to Say one word in regard to varieties in an or- | chard. I have:an interest still in an orchard in Oconto county planted fifteen years ago, planted with about a dozen varieties which I considered hardy, the Northwestern Greening is the 
only one that has failed to any extent. I think outside of the 
Northwestern Greening not a dozen trees have died and they 
have mostly died from splitting down, breaking to pieces. The 
Anisim this year produced such a large crop that the branches 
bent over and there has not been a tree split or broken. The 
Hibernal of course has succeeded, you could not kill that with a 

| club and though it seemed that people wanted to mix their 
apples, my opinion is that if the varieties could be confined to 7 

| four, that there would be more money in it for every man that 
has anything to do with it. | oo |
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THE PROSPECTS OF COMMERCIAL APPLE 

GROWING IN DOOR COUNTY AND THE 

LAKE SHORE REGION. 

D. E. BINGHAM. | 

In Door county, especially the prospects are very encourag- 

ing. I speak of Door county because I am more familiar with 

the conditions here than along the lake shore. Commercial 

apple growing in Door county is as yet in its early stages of 

development but what we have observed in the last 12 years 

leads us to believe that we have some conditions favorable for 

the production of certain varieties profitably. Our soil being 

of a sandy loam with lime stone underlying, especially in the 

pine belt along the east shore of Green Bay allows us to use 

methods of culture that could not be practiced in some other 

portions of the state without producing results that might be - 

of considerable damage to the trees. Our soil being to some 

extent deficient in nitrogen we are not as apt to produce con- 

_ ditions that will cause blight by thorough culture, and our 

season being considerable later than southern or central Wis- 

consin we escape the late spring frost with much more cer- 

tainty than many portions of the state. The large body of ice 

that forms in Green Bay every winter serves as a check to the 

growth of vegetation until the season is sufficiently advanced 

and no danger of frosts. 

The late Joseph Zettle of Door county said that he had 

never lost a crop of apples by spring frosts during a period of . 

40 years and that in itself is evidence of the influence of the 

waters of Green Bay on the lake. | 

: In the spring of the year we have considerable cloudy 

weather and often I have noticed instances where the ther- 

mometer would reach the freezing point but from the fact that 

the sun being obscured the rise in temperature was so gradual 

that no injury followed. These same conditions prevail in the 

fall. This fall for instance we had no killing frosts till some 

time in October, I think after the 10th. 

The idea that varieties of apples that are not hardy in south- 

ern Wisconsin can be grown in Door county is to some ex- 

tent a mistaken one. We are obliged to use the same list as
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southwestern Wisconsin. It is quite apparent that apples of 
as high color cannot ‘be produced where the per cent of cloudy 

: weather is greater. The keeping qualities of our fruit pro- : 
duced under such conditions are somewhat enhanced. Ripen-. 

ing later when the temperature is not so high it is often pos- 

| sible to keep them in good condition longer. 

The varieties best adapted to Door county and the lake 

shore for commercial apple culture are as difficult to select as 

ever and I only know the-merits of the few I am growing. 

That there are others that could be made as profitable I have 

no doubt. It is not so much the variety in my opinion as it is 

. the thoroughness of the grower to get the variety he is grow- 

ing to do its best. The Longfield if handled intelligently is a 
money maker but if neglected is very inferior to many. The 

Wealthy if allowed to overbear early in life is seriously in- 
| jured. In regard to the McMahan I cannot say that this tree 

is inclined to overbear but still it produces a good crop and 
bears young. The Northwestern Greening is good in many 

respects and for a commercial apple will go until its quality is 

better known. The Snow I can find no fault with only that 
it costs more to produce a barrel of Snow than it does of Mc- 

_ Mahan. The McIntosh promises to be a money maker along 

with the Snow. This is about the list I am growing with the 
exception of Longfield. | . 

Early apples of attractive color can be made profitable in 
Door county. The Lubsk Queen which only takes about 75 

days to mature will always bring good money. 
. In Door county thorough culture is considered the only 

method, especially where the soil is shallow. We need all the 
moisture we can get and cannot retain that moisture without 

| the cultivation. It is true our rain fall is more nloormal than 

many portions of the state owing to the close proximity to the _ 
large body of water, very often getting showers along the Bay 
while several miles inland they do not get any. 

Considering all the advantages and disadvantages of apple 

culture in Door county and the lake shore I think the outlook oe 
| is very good.
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_ COMMERCIAL ORCHARDING IN SAUK COUNTY. 

| WitL1aM Toots, Baraboo, Wis. | 

Not all of Sauk county is adapted to apple growing, but if 
all suitable sites were planted to orchards and well cared for _ 
there might be many hundreds of car loads of apples shipped 
from Sauk county in favorable seasons. 

Experience has led to choice of clay soil well drained, with 
slope of ground to north, northeast or east, but there are or- 
chards doing fairly well with some variations from these as- 
pects. 

Elevation is considered desirable but there are some very 
successful orchards near the bases of the bluff ranges, as those _ 
of J. Palmer, L. H. Palmer, Robert Ramsey and others. 

These have clay-loam soil of the glacial drift and are open 
to the north, and sheltered by the bluffs from southwest winds. 

Extending along the north sides of two ranges of bluffs for 
a number of miles many orchards of this class might be estab-_ 
lished successfully. The most important orchards of this class 
are those owned by the two Palmer brothers who shipped the 
past season together, about equal to six car loads of apples of 
their own growing, one car being sent to Virginia with profit. 
In addition there was a considerable amount of apples dis- 
posed of to farmers and in the local markets. Of course it is 
understood that the apple crop was a light one the past sea- 
son. | 

The bluff ranges mentioned are united at their eastern ter- 
minus near the eastern edge of Sauk county, and extend west- 
ward a distance of between twenty and thirty miles, consti- 
tuting the quartzite ranges of Sauk county. On these elevated — 
ranges, are many moderate sized orchards, which produce 
most of years many barrels of apples, which are bought and 

shipped by those who make a business of shipping apples 

_ from Baraboo, North Freedom, Ableman, Reedsburg and La 

Valle. Among the many orchards on these bluff ranges might | 

be mentioned the Capener, Koepp, and Ringling orchards, | 

near the east end of the south range and the orchards of Bas- 
sett, Bellows, Alwin and Karstetter centrally on the same 

range, Ableman the Terrys and Mash, are some of the or-
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chardists centrally on the north range, while further west on 
the same range are the Foster orchards which were planted 
over forty years ago and are producing well. | 

The Hirschinger orchard might be classed with the quartzite 
range group, being in the same kind of soil although not hav- 
ing the elevation which many of them have. Westward on 
these ranges are many good orchards, beyond the scope of the 
writer's personal knowledge. These bluff orchards would 
average at an altitude of 350 feet above the river in the valley 
between the ranges. | | 

Another class of orchard sites is found on the terminal and 
other moraines of the glacial drift and situated mostly be- 

. tween the two quartzite ranges, and terminating about cen- 
trally of the length of the quartzite basin, along the eastern 

| edge of the driftless area. | | 
The soil is clayey and to some extent calcareous. The | 

various locations are well drained being at a considerable dis- 
tance above the ground water, and about 150 feet above the 
river. All of our leading varieties’ do well on these soils. 
Among those having orchards on the sites of this class and 
situated either north or south of the river are ‘A. Brown, E. 
Baer, Wm. Toole, H. Simons, Wm. Fox, William Rounds, 
Franklin Johnson and the Tuttle estate. : Extending west and 
north from the quartzite ranges and beyond some intervening © 
valleys are rolling bluff lands having many good locations suit- 
able for orchards. The best orchard in this range of territory 
is that of Mr. Thomas Timlin in the town of Dellona, who has 

| about twelve acres of apple trees and sold the past season : 
about fifteen hundred dollars worth of apples. 
Along the western borders of our county there is a consider- 

able stretch of limestone soil in which Lime Ridge Post Office 
is about centrally located. There the young orchards are 
proving what an experienced orhardist might expect, that a 
great quantity of apples might be grown in this section. These 
orchards are tributary to the Reedsburg and La Valle markets 
and I have not been able to secure statistics of quantities of 
fruit grown. a : | Oo | 

Considered from a commercial standpoint Franklin Johnson 
has found that it has paid to grow: the following varieties of 
apples; Duchess, Wealthy, Fameuse, Plumb’s Cider, Fall 
Orange, Willow Twig, Talman Sweet and Longfield. To this
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list Mrs. R, Ramsey would add Lowland Raspberry, Wolf 

River, Patten’s Greening, Pewaukee, McMahan, -Northwestern | 

_ Greening and Scott’s Winter. L. H. Paimer has found the 

Utter a very satisfactory market variety and in buying tor 

| shipping he finds that in some of the old orchards this variety | 

is doing well and bearing good crops every other year. Some , 

trees of Transparent which had blighted badly a tew years ago 

have since recovered and given paying crops. Newell, North- : 

western Greening, McMahan and Lowland Raspberry he" _ 

would add to the Johnson list. 

A. D, Brown champions Longfield and Anisim, but would 

place Patten Greening with Hibernal. Mr, Henry Simon 

speaking from the shipper’s and buyer’s standpoint says that | 

the following varieties take well in the market and are profit- | 

able to grow, Lowland Raspberry, Duchess, Wealthy, Plumb’s a 

Cider, Fameuse, N, W. Greening and McMahon. Utter is a | 

fine market variety and has done well with some, Fail Orange - a 

| gives good fruit which is well sought for in the market, but ; 

| the old trees have not a hearty appearance like those of Plumb’s | 

Cider although they continue to live and bear. Wolf River | 

always sells well and would pay if the yield was sufficient. . 

Pewaukee is not popular in the western market. The buyers 

decidedly object to Longfield and Anisim because they do not | 

hold up well after being placed on the market. Patten’s Green- | 

ing takes well, and Newell has not been on the market in sufh- - 

| cient quantities to earn a reputation. Newell seems to do bet- | 

ter on light soil than on clay. The Russets sell well and are 

reasonably hardy, but are shy bearers. 

Talman Sweet seils well but the demand is limited and a | 

large supply would easily overstock the market. , : 

To summarize we might make out the following list of varie- | 

ties of commercial value for general planting in Sauk County, 

Lowland Raspberry, Duchess, Wealthy, McMahan, Plumb’s — 

Cider, Talman Sweet, Patten’s Greening, North Western 

Greening and Fameuse. Varieties which would probably pay 

| to plant are Wolf River, Fall Orange, Newell, Utter and Scott’s 

| Winter. In the fruit exhibit of this meeting there will prob- 

ably be as usual a good showing of Sauk county apples. 

Study the fruit display, interview the exhibitors, and be con- 

vinced that Sauk county stands in the, front rank of the sec- 

tions of Wisconsin which are favorable for apple growing.
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a COMMERCIAL ORCHARDING IN SOUTHWESTERN 
oe WISCONSIN. | | 

7 J. G. BuEHLer, Twin Bluffs. 

| Commercial orcharding in southwestern Wisconsin is one of 
the most promising occupations the farmer and horticulturist 

| can engage in for health, wealth and comfort, and it is these 
three things we strive most for. In locality and climatic con- : 
ditions southwestern Wisconsin is as highly favored as our sis- | 
ter states, lowa and Minnesota. We have the soil and elevation : 
for drainage that cannot be excelled anywhere. We also have 

os commercial varieties produced in this state that attracted atten- 
tion in the markets and won fame wherever they went for color, 

| quality and size. “A ready market has increased their demand. 
With all these favorable conditions shall we stand still or be 

_ lagging behind our horticultural brethren just across the Miss- 
issippi River scarcely out of sight on bleak and barren prairies 
who are wide awake to the opportunities and possibiiities before . 
them? We can profit by the experience of the past; we, have a 
great experiment station and an efficient state horticultural] society 

_ toassist us, trial orchards to guide us. Forty or fifty years agoa 
man would have been called insane had he been able to fortell 
what has already been accomplished in fruit growing in this 
northern region. Fortunes are awaiting if we would only grasp 

_ them. Duty to our.state and nation and the coming generation 
demands us to be up and doing with a heart for any fate. We 
ought to be loyal to the future generation as the past has left — 
us free in a land of wealth. Let us look over the hills and see 
the forest jfast disappearing, some necessary for the habitation - | 
of man, some just to get it out of the way, leaving the hills bare 
to drought,and the torrents of rain that sweep the hillsides of 

| their fertility, robbing future wealth. Every land owner ought 
to be compelled by law to plant a certain amount of trees best — 
suited to his requirements whether fruit trees or forest trees 
for lumber and fuel. | 

I have for several years during .the winter been heating my 
house with apple wood by thinning out my old orchard and | 
have been ,able to reserve my wood lot. | 

Commercial orcharding in southwestern Wisconson is promis-
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ing for several reasons: first, we, have the soil peculiarly adapted 

to apple growing, a heavy clay soil, mixed with lume stone and 

potash and phosphoric acid lying latent in its soil by centuries of 

leaf mold and ashes that have been left by forest fire, no need 

of commercial fertilizer. 

In my locality commercial apple growing has proven itself 

profitable as a vocation or as a side line and will continue to 

be, so if proper methods are carried out. I would not advise 

a man whose farm consists of rich valley land or low land to 

- plant an orchard. That is the beauty and advantage of the high 

bluffs of southwestern Wisconsin. Diversity of farming makes 

it possible to sell the poorer grades at home for immediate use 

at a fair price. Hundreds of acres of high bluff land in this | 

southwest region could be made profitable if advantageously 

modified by small areas for the reason that insects and fungi 

are easier controlled in small orchards than in large tracts in 

the southern states. We have no need of fear from competi- 

tion in the markets for size, color and quality but the demands 

of the markets must be known by the grower that he may grade 

| and pack his own fruit properly to get the highest market price. 

Nothing is more distastrous to prices than a poorly graded lot 

of fruit especially in years of large crops. 

Wherever a community can grow car load lots some form of 

organization ought to be exercised for the benefit of all con- 

cerned in getting packages and rates. 
It is not necessary to give up the portion of land entirely for 

the orchard. Plant trees wide apart one way to give ample 

room to raise crops between the rows to feed stock and return 

nitrogen and humus. I have for eight years been carrying out 

some experiments in orchard methods in grass culture, meadow 

culture, alternate and continuous culture and pasturing with 

sheep. The last named has proven the most profitable and I 

would recommend it to any man fit for a sheperd for the reason 

that the sheep are the most economical fertilizer distributers and 

codling moth destroyers while the wool on the lambs pay hand- 

some profits without much work. | 

Spraying might be done thoroughly in the fore part of the SO 

season with a liberal amount of bordeaux and high pressure 

machinery decreasing the strength of the bordeaux as the season 

advances.. If we produce first class fruit we can challenge other | 

states which will bring us to notice and our battle will be won.
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The President stated that discussion on these papers would 
be taken up-at the morning’ session. 

| MORNING SESSION—THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6&6. 

- DISCUSSION. 

The President: Yesterday afternoon we had several papers 
on the prospects of commercial orchards in the different sec- | 
tions of the state of Wisconsin. Now, just for a few minutes 
we will open those papers for discussion to any one who has 
anything to say on these locations. | | 

The Secretary: Mr. President, I wanted to say a word or 
two on that Northern Region. Now, I am compelled to believe 

7 all that those gentlemen said yesterday about that country, I do 
not question their word for a moment, they are enthusiastic over 
their conditions there, but I do most emphatically protest against : 
this Society going on record as approving of a section so far north 

| as that and advertising it as a:commercial orchard region when wd 
have other sections in the state that have been exploited and should 
be more, fully exploited. Now, it may be that there are cherry 
trees there that were planted at the time of the Jesuits ; it may 
be that there are apple trees there that bear annual crops of 
fruit and that are apparently hardy, but the stubborn fact re- 
mains, that so far as I know, that not a carload, not a wagon- | 
load, not a bushel of apples has ever been put onto the market 
from that country. It is not a question of what they may be 
able to do, it is a question of what they have done. Now, there 
are a number of gentlemen here from that region and I wish 
to repeat that I do not question their word for a moment, but 
you know as well as I that in the northern part of Wisconsin 
there are immense tracts of land that are on the market and 
must be sold, that there are any number of men who are push- | 
ing the sale of those lands and who advertise to the fullest ex- 
tent the possibilities of that region. I have never questioned 
the immense possibilities and resources of that region from an 

| agricultural standpoint and I shall be one of the first to push 
it to the utmost limit from a horticultural standpoint as soon |
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as it has been shown that fruit can be grown profitably for the 

market in that region. Now, it takes more than one swallow 

to make a spring, and it takes more than one tree to make an © 

orchard, while there may be trees growing in that region that | 

are perfectly hardy, there is a difference between growing one 

| tree in your back yard and between growing one acre or ten 

| acres for the market. Now, until those things have been tully 

demonstrated, 1 protest against the Society going on record as 

indorsing that as a commercial orchard region. ‘lhese men have - 

lived there for forty or fifty years, but 1 speak from a dollars- 

and-cents’ standpoint, before we recommend that country we 

should be able to say that fruit can be grown profitably for the 

market and when I say “fruit,” 1 mean always tree fruits. I 

have no doubt strawberries and other small fruit can be grown 

there profitably for the market. Now, I would repeat again and 

I might repeat a dozen times if it would make it of any value, 

that there are regions in this state where | am absolutely con- 

- vinced that apple growing can be made more profitable than any 

other line of fruit marketing anywhere, in the United States by 

growing summer and fall varieties for the great fruit markets 

: of the Northwest. Such regions lie in the western and south- 

western parts of the state; tnat great range of bluffs extending 

from Chippewa county south, ending at almost the exact north- 

ern boundary of Grant county, which includes’ the famous Kick- 

apoo region where we have established a trial orchard. We 

know that apples can be grown there, not by the peck or bushel, 

but by the carload and have been grown and shipped from Rich- | 

land county by the carload and there is no reason why they 

should not be shipped by the carload and trainload from regions. 

farther west. It is up to us, to use a common phrase, to ex- 

ploit that region from the commercial orchard standpoint. be- 

fore we take up the extreme northern region. There are other 

regions lying in Door county, Manitowoc county and other 

counties along the Lake Michigan shore that are equally adapt- | 

able. Let us develop those and make Wisconsin an apple state. 

Dr. Loope: I have some idea in a general way in regard to 

the region up North. I should differ a little from Prof. Crane- 

| field in this, that if we find that there is a region there which — | 

will grow apples, we might develop that at the same time we | 

are doing the other, because we are all over the state now any-
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way, and we are in that region, but I was with those who 

selected the site at Poplar. We believed that that would be as 
good a site as we could get there. We found certain trees grow- 

| ing and looking well in isolated sections at different places and 
we selected this orchard site for experiment. We know now 
that that experiment is largely a failure in one respect, not a 
failure for the Society. When we are putting our orchards out, 

we do not guarantee that that orchard is going to do well, we 
are only going to find out whether it will do well or not. As I 

| say, it is conclusively proved now, without going further, that 
but very few varieties will ever succeed in the Poplar orchard. | 
We have got to cut them down to a very small number and 
when we have done that we have eliminated all similar locations. 
If you cannot grow the apples that we put out there in the 

Poplar orchard, you cannot grow them in that basin on any 
similar location, that is my idea. Now, we have another loca- 

tion there, there is no doubt in my mind that the other location 
is going to prove a better location and will grow more varieties 

of apples than the one at Poplar, and further than that, in some 
: respects this region that was spoken of yesterday is very similar 

to this region which we are experimenting with, because that 
is upon the border of Lake Superior, it is within easy sight of 

. both of those locations. 
The Secretary: I wish to emphasize what has just been said. 

It was said yesterday that this Bayfield region got the benefit of 

| the lake breezes. Now, the Poplar orchard is but seven miles 

| from Lake Superior and the Maple orchard but eight miles. 
Mr. Kellogg: Describe the soil, give us the difference be- 

tween the soil where you are and where that orchard is. 
Dr. Loope: A's far as I have observed, the soil in that basin 

at Poplar is a very tenacious, stiff clay, and not only that hard 
clay, but the drainage is imperfect. That clay lies in layers, 
you can take it up in layers, and the excessive rainfalls and ex- : 
cessive snows that they have there and everything combines to 
keep the water in that soil. That is one trouble with the Poplar 
orchard, that is the poor drainage. That is the main point al- 
most. Of course the winters are pretty severe and the springs - : 

are very late, which applies also to the other regions. I have 

not been through the Bayfield region, but I am satisfied it can- 
not be different. The same conditions must exist in Bayfield 
that they have in the Superior region. Further emphasizing |
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what has been said, there is no question in my mind that in Cen- 
tral Wisconsin there are plenty of locations that are eminently 
fit for commercial orchards, with the restrictions as detailed yes- 
terday. You have got to have the “man behind the tree” that 
knows where he is going to put it, what kind he is going to 
put in, and also he has to look after it after it is put in. 

Mr. G. J. Kellogg: If the soil very near the lake on this 
territory described yesterday close along Bayfield and on the 
Islands is not better than the Poplar soil, we do not want to 
recommend it, but it is a fact that they are planting apple trees 
now there by the hundreds, by the thousands, in that country 
described yesterday, and it will soon be proven whether it is 
right or not. If our Society has not a trial orchard up there 
on that same soil, we had better put one there. _ 

Mr. Riegel: I know something from hearsay of this Apostle 
Island region and the adjacent peninsula. I have a friend who 
spends about three months during the summer in that region 
and he tells me great stories about the cherries. Now it would 
seem to me if we cannot grow the apple there, that we might 
boom it as a cherry region if there is money in it, and we heard 
something read here yesterday which seems to prove that cher- 
rics can be grown there. This friend of mine is perfectly in love | 
with the region as a summer resort. I would like to know if 
the soil on the Apostle Islands is the same as on the peninsula, 
if it is, then I suppose cherries will flourish there. 

Mr. Patten: I should not rise to claim your attention on this 
subject only from the fact that I have visited that section of Wis-. 
consin and have given it some considerable attention in connec- 
tion with fruit growing, and also that land has been used to some 
extent by men who, as I have had good reason to believe, are 
interested largely in the land question in northern Wisconsin | 
bordering Lake Superior, and for that reason particularly I wish 

| to say a little in reference to that country and for the possible 
information that I may give to those who have not had Op- 
portunity of seeing that country. | 

As Dr. Loope has said, there is in that northern region border- 
ing on the lake, and 1 judge several miles away from the lake, 
that low, flat, cold clay soil, and 1 found also on Madeline Island, 
in the south end of that island there is a great deal of that very 
cold soil, and apple orchards have been tried to some extent on 
such soil, the hardier varieties have been tried there, and my ob-
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servation is this, that I would not plant, nor do I think it would 

be safe to plant any variety of apple on that character of soil 

unless it had most excellent drainage, whereas some of the higher 

portions of the island, small portions of the south end and the 
northern part have a great deal more sand in the soil sit is underlaid 

with the red sandstone characteristic of all that region. And so the 

peninsula. There is a large portion of the peninsula that has 

high rolling land, with a great deal of sand in the soil and with 
most excellent drainage, and I have no question but that the 
hardier varieties of apple will succeed on that character of soil. 
But it must be only the well-tried northern varieties that a man 
could plant there with anything like safety. There is one feat- 

ure that I noticed, and that is that the trees bear remarkably 

young. They seem to go almost immediately to bearing after 

being established; they do not put on that vigor of growth that 

they do in this latitude, or even 100 miles north of this, but they | 

do set fruit buds wonderfully and go immediately into bearing. 

‘I think I examined nearly all the older fruit that was erowing 

on trees in Bayfield, and I found sttch varieties as Tetofsky on 
the hills, looking very well, and the Duchess of Oldenburg were 

also found in an orchard that was twenty odd years old, doing 

very well. Wolf River was growing there and doing pretty 

well. But as I have said, my observation is that it will require 

the hardier varieties of trees in any portion of that country to 

make a success of the orchard. | | 7 : 

As to cherry trees that are planted there, I saw the older 

cherry trees on Madeline Island very close to the border of the 
lake and there are also cherry trees growing in the village of 

Bayfield: that I should jydge were twenty or more years old, | 

| and so far as I could learn they seemed to be generally quite suc- 

cessful there. I think it is quite safe to say that on the soil 

that has considerable presence of sand in it and good drainage 

along the lake shore—no one can tell just how far inland yet, 

because that has not been thoroughly demonstrated how far the 

cherry will succeed, but I have no doubt there is quite a sec- 
tion of the country and a large part of the islands where the 

cherry would be really a success. 

All those things of course must be taken into account, and it | 

is very desirable to grow fruit wherever a farmer settles, but in 

northern Wisconsin generally my advice would be, from long
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experience, to plant only a few of the very hardiest varieties 
until you can learn just what you can do. Bayfield peninsula — 

is different; one can go into orcharding along the shore there | 

I think with considerable safety. | 

Mr. C. L. Richardson: I would like to add to the paper | 

which I read here yesterday and say a word or two in commen- 

dation of Dr. Loope’s remarks on the commercial orchard, that 

| one should have but a few varieties and plant those extensively, | 
and I think that that is being done to a large extent in the Chip- 

pewa Falls region. James W. Melville’s orchard of sixty acres 

contains forty acres of Wealthy; then he has three, four and 

five acres of such varieties as the Wolf River, Northwestern 

Greening and Duchess, and while he has a large number of va- 

rieties in an experimental way, he has a few trees or a few dozen | 

| trees, as the case may be, of those varieties. There is but one 

| test that the fruit growers up there.apply to any variety, and that 

-js,—is there any money in it? They are not handicapped by 

any esthetic interest in an apple tree as such, they have. no fond 

memories, so to speak, twining around the trunk of an unpro- 

ductive apple tree; their question is, “Does it deliver the goods?” | 

and that I think is the true test of a commercial orchard. 

One thing more: I did not yesterday speak of the plum, the | 

pear or the cherry, for the reason that the story of the plum, | 

like the celebrated chapter on snakes in Ireland, is very short. 

There were no snakes in Ireland, and our condition in regard 

to these other fruits is the same. We have cherry trees there, | 

it is true, several of our growers have planted cherry trees many 

years back, we have trees there 12 to 15 feet in height and _ 

there is not a cherry on them and there never has been. We 

do not know the reason, but the fact remains. During the last 

| five years many plum trees have been planted of the, American 

: variety. They are as yet small and of those we cannot speak 

yet in a commercial way; the trees are growing, but we cannot 

as yet apply the test, Is there any money in it, and that is our 

situation there in regard to these various tree fruits which we 

are considering here today. | 

The Secretary: Referring again to the Northern Region I | 

agree with Dr. Loope that perhaps we may be able to develop 

that at the same time we do the other, but I tell you frankly, and, 

as it were, confidentially there is an element of danger in going on
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record at this time as recommending this as a commercial orchard | 
_ wegidn. There. was a time past history when the word of the Wis- 

consin State Horticultural Society did not amount to much. The 
time is now when we are a very influential factor in the state, 

when the word of this Society is worth a great deal to private 
interests, and there are private interests camping on our trail 

today, waiting and watching for that word of approval of North- 

ern Wisconsin, and they say broadly, “Northern Wisconsin ;” 

do not say Bayfield peninsula. Now, I speak whereof I know in 

this matter, and if I could possibly I would make it more empha- 
tic. I will go still further and say, there has been presented to me | 

officially cr semi-officially a list of names, the names of men | 
who are said to be the leading horticulturists in Wisconsin who 

are approving of a plan to push Northern Wisconsin, mark you, 
not the Bayfield peninsula, but Northern Wisconsin as a desir- 

| _ able region in which men could invest their money for growing | | 

tree fruits. In that list there was not a single member of the 
State Horticultural Society, there was not a single man who had 

been identified with the fruit interests for twenty years past. 

I feel it my duty to make these things known, and I say the 
moment it will be: shown that the Bayfield region actually can 

yield fruit on a commercial scale I hope the members and every 

one will get behind and push that region for all it is worth and 
make it the Eldorado, or the Banana Belt or Fruit Belt of the 

Northwest, as Mr. Knight has stated. | 

AFTERNOON SESSION—THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6. 

, THE CANNING INDUSTRY. 

| . | Dr. T. E. Loope. 

Dr. Loope was called upon to give information regarding a 
canning plant for canning the products of a market garden. 

_ Dr. Loope: This question is a little out of my line inasmuch 
that it contemplates a small canning plant such as would meet 

9—Hort. .
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the requiremerits of a small market garden. Now, it is a very 
difficult matter for me to take that up. I understand something 

of the canning business, applied on a commercial scale, some- 

| ‘thing of the requirements, because I have been president of the 

canning company in our town and have seen the ptocesses and 
| I ktiow something about the processes of canning’ beans and 

corn but on so small a scale I could not give anything very defi- 

nite. I suppose this is to be a commercial plant where the prod- 
uct could be sold and not confined to a family. I will first « » 

-- you something of an idea of a canning plant as applied in a com | 
mercial sense. Cort, beans and tomatoes cant be easily handled 
in one plant, and the expense of machinery would not be exces- | 

sive. You would want plenty of power and you would want 

the right kind of machinery and you warit a storehouse to put 
your product in and itt such case I want to say this, that a 

great marty places in the country have canning plants that they 

| would be willing to part with, cheap, and the reason is that 

gotne promoter comes. along and tells the farmers some fairy 

| stories about what can be done, tells about the great profits 

and about how easy it is to get the products put up and every- 

thing of that kind. They omit one thing and that is, you have 

to have capital behind the product and not a little capital, not 

merely capital sufficient to erect the plant and get the necessary 

machinery and building and the like, but you have to have more 

if you are going to be successful. You have to have a surplus 

fund that will enable you each year to buy your product in the 

raw state, to be able to obtain the labor and pay it promptly 

and everything of that kind which you can imagine would come 

with a business of that kind. There is no use of talking, you 

ought never to go in without sufficient capital, and I say, in a 

| small plant, a plant that can put out 20,000 cases of corn and 

10,000 cases of beans and perhaps 5,000 cases of tomatoes, if you 

can grow them, you would want $20,000 to put up the plant 

and to carry it through the first year. No little sum, and I am 

not exaggerating that, I have been in the business and we started 

wrong and I know. | 

In the canning of tomatoes, you need, in the first place, a 

scalder which scalds them to the proper condition, and they go 

then to the peelers and after they are peeled, they go into the 

| filler, which is not an expensive machine, something like $100, and
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from there usually into a steam box, in order to keep them : 
sufficiently to get them so they will cap well, and then to the 
brush machine, and then to the capper. But before being capped 
by the machine, somebody has got to put the caps on. There 

is an automatic capper, but we have never tried that, and he 

merely puts on the caps as they come from the brush machine : 

and then they go into the capper, which never ought to be less 

than a Hopkins capper, costing $700. That capper caps them 

systematically, then they are passed on, inspected. Then after 

being inspected they ate put away. That is in regard to to- 
matoes. 

In corn, you have altogether a different proposition. You 

. have to have corn cutters, in any sized factory you would have 

to have two or more; two corn cutters would probably cost you 
$150.. Those are attended by men or women, sometimes girls 
can attend to the cutters as well as anybody else and sometimes 
better, and from there it goes into the machine that takes out 
the threads and silk, called a “silker.” Then it is deposited in 

a basin below and there it is taken out by hand, in an ordinary 
plant, and is weighed and the syrup put in. That is done by 
one man. It goes of course through the brushes in order to 
clean it off and it is capped as described in the case of tomatoes. 

Then it goes to the inspector who inspects it, places it in a crate 
and that crate then is put into a retort and the corn is cooked 
under a 10-pound pressure at a temperature of 240 degrees for 
65 to 73 minutes, then it is taken out and cooled in cold water 
in cans and then taken away to the warehouse. There is one 
thing that I have forgotten, which is very essential, this is the 
cooker. They call it the cooker where the corn is taken first and 
brined, it is then put into a cooker and mixer and the tempera- 
ture there is 185. That is automatic, and the cans come out 
from below and pass through and are filled at the cooker and 
filler, and that part of it costs quite alittle sum of money, that ma- 

_ chine. That precedes the capping and then it goes around to 
the capper, that is automatic. You can set that cooker and filler 

_ to put out about 45 cans a minute. You can run it up higher, 
but if you do you strain your machine and are liable to get into | 
trouble. You may put it up to 60, and fill a can every second, 
and pass it along. Then it goes to the warehouse where it is 
piled and also inspected immediately to see if there are any leaks — 
that have escaped attention.
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I want to say here that while corn has sometimes been very ~ 

profitable and was a good crop this last year for the canner, yet | 

the year before corn fell‘clear below the producing point. You 

could buy canned corn for about 45 cents a dozen, and you can- 

not produce it for that, it costs more; you cannot can it for that. 

: You have to pay $6.00 a ton for the corn in the first place and 

husk it and go through all those operations that I have told you 

about and it takes considerable help and the whole of it costs 

you more than 45 cents, you cannot do it. You might possibly 

get your money out of it at 45 cents, but there is no use of doing 
business if you cannot make anything on it. | 

A Member: What should it sell for? 

Dr. Loope: You can make a fair profit at 65 cents. We _ 

had an opportunity to sell corn at 70 cents and the others did 

not want to sell. I told them I would not hesitate at all to 

accept the offer of 70 cents. At that price there was a good | 

profit and you can make lots of money oni corn, because you see 

here is the filler and mixer running at the rate of 45 every 

minute, you can imagine what you could do then with a double 

shift. You can figure up very. easily with a double shift run- 

ning day and night that you could put out a large output. 

- Then in regard to beans, I want to say that beans seem to be 

the safest proposition of all, excepting peas, and that requires 

a capital of $75,000 or $160,000, maybe $200,000. With beans, 

| the process is something different. .The beans are picked gen- 

erally by girls and women in the field, and we pay $35 a ton 

in our town. You have to pay the girls 90 cents a hundred for 

picking, and you can raise, if you have a good crop, four tons, 

so you see you will have something for your land and your 

trouble at four tons to the acre. I raised that and more last 

| year. You canhot always do that if you do not take care of 

them, but you can raise four tons to the acre and sometimes 

five if you have the right kind of land and take care of them 

) right. You can make $85 out of that anyway, and that is a 

fair profit. Plant the same as corn, only closer. The beans . 

| come in from the field in sacks, or in any way in which they 

can best be brought. They are placed on the tables at the fac- 

tory and there they are snipped. That has to be done by hand, 

nothing has been: a real success in the way of an automatic or 

mechanical snipper. That has to be done by girls, boys are not
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in it. It is a fact, you cannot get boys to snip, but the women 

: will go there and make a dollar a day snipping. 
. Mrs. Jones: Boys are too slow. 

Dr. Loope: It is not that, they want to do something big; 

they cannot do it, they do not do it anyway and you have to 

have women. Snipping is the taking hold of the little end of | 
the bean and tearing it off. 

| Mr. Plumb: What is the difference between snipping and 

stringing beans? I | 
Dr. Loope: It is the same thing, you do not string them after 

that.. Then they go into a grader, which makes four different 
grades. The little bean an inch or an inch and a half long is the 

No. 1, the No. 2 is nearly twice as long, the No. 3 as long as one’s 

finger,and the No. 4 is still longer , and sometimes another grade 

which is called the No. 5 cut. The little bean sells for $1.40 a 

dozen cans, the second sells for $1.80 or $1.25, the No. 3 sells for 

$1.00 a dozen, No. 4 for about 75 cents. The No. 3 should 

be a long bean, but no seed in it, the No. 4 may have small 

seed. Of course there is a very small difference between No. 4 
and No. 3. They are graded, they have to be sorted by women. 

| Whie the grader does the work perfectly, the machine cannot do | 
the work quite as well as it can be done by hand. Then the big | 

beans, the No. 4, as we have it, are taken to a machine that 

cuts them through. There is an automatice machine that cuts 

the beans. They are then put into what is called the “blancher.” 
It is water almost boiling hot and they are dumped into a crate 

made of wire and left there four or five minutes, then taken 

to the filler which is fitted for one hundred cans. 

Beans are cooked from 18 to 23 minutes under the same pres- 

sure and same temperature as corn. Then they are taken out 

and cooled with cold water in another ‘retort and then taken to 

the warehouse. You see there are details that you have to 

| have on the several things that you could not get in a small can- 

ning business, that is, the steam power and all that. The power 

to run all this machinery and plenty of steam besides because the 

| storage is made under steam heat and in other places there is 
steam required. One has to have steam power and one has to 

have a canning process. I paid $300 to get a secret that is not 

worth ten cents. If you have any common sense you can make 

your own brine. | | | :
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A Member: Do they put any acid in it? 
Dr. Loope: Not a thing, only sugar and salt. Yhat is the 

only thing that goes into that syrup. 

Mrs. Treleven: Do you use anything else with the corn: 
Dr. Loope: Not a thing else. You are not allowed to under 

| the Pure Food Law. You would not be allowed to use any 
salicylic acid or any other thing in it. 

Mr. Palimer: What kind of corn do you use that you get 

| four or five tons to the acre from? | 

Dr. Loope: The Evergreen. We put in the early and the 

late. ea baal 
Mr. Kellogg: The doctor said he gets four or five tons to 

the acre, the average yield that the grower gets is two and one 

half tons or four tons. | 

Dr. Loope: You have a question that is just that of the “man 
behind the tree.” Some men will take care of the corn and | 

some do not. The man that takes care of his corn, has good 

soil and good seed can get five tons to the acre, but everybody 
does not do it, because they are not all alike. | 

Mr. Andrews: Up our way it runs from about one, ton to : 

seven, there is that variation, according to the man that grows 

it. 
Mr. Davis: I would like to ask the Doctor if there is such 

a thing as getting a plant small enough for eight horse power 

gasoline engine to run it, for corn or tomatoes. 
Dr. Loope: You could for tomatoes run that because the : 

greatest power you have to use there is in the filler and capper. 
Mr. Palmer: Do they generally pick all that corn at once? 
Dr. Loope: It is not best to do that, we make two pickings. 

Mr. Hey: Are there several varieties of Evergreen corn and . 

if so, which is the best variety? 

Dr. Loope: There are several varieties. I want to say this 

that if you buy Stowel’s Evergreen from Illinois and bring it | 

up here, it is a pretty late thing. But in two years’ time we 

will get a great deal earlier corp of Evergreen.
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— THE WINDSOR APPLE. | 

jJoun Howte, Waunakee. 

The Windsor (Windsor Chief) was grown from seed planted : 

by the late J. P. W. Hill on his farm on the northern line of 

the town of Burke, joining the town of Windsor and one mile 

| south of the village of Windsor, Dane County, Wisconsin longer 

ago than the, oldest inhabitant remembers, probably in 1847 or 

1848. | | 7 

| He gave the writer a short sketch of its origin saying he 

brought apples from the East, planted the seed and planted the 

trees grown from these seeds into an orchard of about two 

acres, the cultivation of which he took great pride in and was. 

: very jealous of parties who came there for scions fearing they 

would injure his trees. He would not allow me to cut but 

brought me scions from the Leitch, Windsor and another variety 

he wanted to bear his name, which he said was a better apple 

than the Windsor. I have named it Hill’s Seedling. : 

I have been unable to find any other record of the introduc- 
tion. of the Windsor apple from any of Mr. Hill’s neighbors as 
they did not know there was such an apple grown, The late 

Mr. J. C. Plumb of Milton, Wisconsin is entitled to the credit , 

of pr dogating and introducing it as an orchard tree and sold 

| thousands of trees all over Wisconsin and adjoining states ree- 

ommending its merits in the highest terms, 

The original Windsor tree was destroyed about 8 years ago 

while it was vigorous and healthy for a tree of its age as it 

was probably more than fifty years old, 

| At our Annual Meeting in 1879 the report says “J. P, W. Hill 

of Windsor, Dane County, shows some seedling apples called 

Leitch and Hill’s Red Winter, which is believed to be the apple 

named Windsor Chief, of fine size, excellent quality and very 

beautiful which promises well for hardiness.” 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, upright, its only fault being a 

tendency to twig blight but not enough to reduce its vitality. 

| In productiveness it is equal to any other winter apple. Fruit 

is above medium, oblate, slightly conical, light greenish yellow, 

covered with mixed and marbled dull red and russett, fine | 

grained, juicy sub-acid, Season January to June.
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DISCUSSION. : | 

Mr. Buehler: It is five years ago that it was said before the | 

Society that we have not a winter apple in Wisconsin that we 

could place side by side for a money-maker to compare with 

the Duchess, McMahan, and Wealthy. I do not know that — 

I can place the Windsor beside them to-day, but we have 
an apple in that that will keep up until June. The tree is a 

siow grower, however, I believe that is a good fault in this 

| climate. It has borne annually. I have three trees in bearing 

in my orchard and I have picked apples from them every year. 

This last season I picked two barrels and there were scarcely 
any undersized apples, they run very even. 

| _ Mr. Bingham: We have grown it quite largely, the oniy 

fault we have to find with it is, it is rather a poor grower in 

the orchard, that is, it does not attain the size in the same num- 

| ber of years that the Northwestern Greening or McMahan or 

some of those other varieties do. It is an annual bearer, an | 

apple of excellent quality, a good keeper, the apples are uni- . 

form in size. ‘The trees that I have are about eight or nine— 
year old. Under favorable conditions these trees might do much 

better than they have been doing. We had a severe winter five 
or six years ago that killed so much nursery stock and so many 

apple trees in Wisconsin, a dry winter with no snow. The 
Windsor was injured in the roots considerably, standing beside 
the Northwestern and other varieties that showed no injury, 

but I think for southern and southwestern Wisconsin it shows 

: very much more favorably. We have noticed trees right close 

to Richland Center that showed very little blight, not as much 

as the Wealthy, and the trees look vigorous and healthy, and 

it is an early and good bearer. _ | 

| Mrs. Hey: I would like to ask a question in regard to the 
Northwestern Greening. From what I have heard here I should | 

judge that you do approve of the Northwestern Greening here, | 

do you not? 

The President: I think if you would take a vote of all the 
people in the State, they would say yes. . 

Mrs. Hey: We have quite a few planted and so many people 

| in Illinois have been finding fault with it. They say they can- 
| not get perfect apples, that they drop off. :
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It was suggested at one time that the Hanko and the Twenty Ounce Pippin (not 
Twenty Ounce) might be identical. A close examination of the illustrations 
on this page will show that the varieties are distinct. The Hanko is a valu- 

able variety found in western Sauk Co.
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| - The President: I heard J. C. Plumb once say that the North- 

western Greening was pre-eminently a northern apple; when it 

goes south it begins to fail. I do not know how true that may 

be, but I would not be much surprised if that is the fact in the 
case. : 

Mr. M. S. Kellogg: Has it not been demonstrated by apple 

growers that the heavier the soil in which you place the North- 

western Greening the greater the success; the lighter the soil, 
the less the success? , 

_ The President: Has anybody else 4 word to say in regard 
to the Windsor Chief? | , 

| Mr. G, J. Kellogg: I have grown it in the nursery. The 
only objection I had was, it would twig blight more or less | 

- where it was closed in, on open ground there is not much dan- 
| ger. There is not much danger in the orchard. It is not a 

very rapid grower, as Mr. Bingham says it is a good bearer, : 
a good apple, I have known of its being very successful as an 
orchard tree. It is hardy enough to go through I think. 

The President : The oniy fault we have to find with the ap- 
ple is that it does blight in the nursery and it does blight some- 
what in the orchard. It does blight ‘severely in the orchard, so 
that we quit growing it. 

| | Mr. Bingham: I think with heavy cultivation, take it in 
Richland county, if you cultivate it heavily, it will blight. You 
have to use different methods of cultivating in heavy clay soil. 

Mr. Buehler: Those trees have been in sod ever since I 
have known them and they have never blighted.
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FRUIT MARKETING SESSION. 

THE SPARTA FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

Mr. B. H. Wricut, Sparta. | - 

The question of cooperative marketing of fruits, and the 

methods of the Sparta Fruit Growers’ Association, have been 

so thoroughly discussed heretofore, that 1 find it almost impos- 

sible to advance any new ideas. But for the benefit of some, 

perhaps, who. were not here last year, I will give a brief outline 

of our work and its results. 
Previous to the year 1906, our Association amounted to bur 

very little, although it had been doing business for about ten 

years. | 

It had been able to secure refrigerator cars, thus reducing the 

cost of transportation; also to gain recognition as an organized 

company, thus giving material aid to some of its members, who 

were unsuccessful in dealing, individually, with some of the 

commission houses. | | 

On the other hand, each member was allowed to practically 

dispose of his own fruits, either selling directly to buyers on 

the street, or dictating to which market his product should be 

sent. | 

This, may readily be seen, had the effect of over-stocking 

some markets, while others were left unsupplied. | 

About two years ago, a number of our most extensive fruit 

growers decided that some effort must be made to improve the 

conditions of marketing our small fruits, especially strawberries ; 

as the acreage was steadily increasing, and the price was just 

as steadily decreasing. | 

Accordingly, at the next annual meeting, every effort was 

made to get out as many members as possible, and the Associa- 

tion was re-organized upon an entirely new basis, with a capital 

stock of $1,000 and a membership of 140. 

A set of iron-clad rules were adopted, which have been rigidly 

enforced; and after a trial of two seasons, the Association has
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proved a grand success, with very little dissatifaction among 

_ its members. The officers consist of a president, treasurer, and 
six directors, who elect a manager and secretary. The manager, 

| practically, has charge of the entire business. All fruit is turned 
over to him, who places it where he sees fit, always taking care 
of the order trade first. | 

Any member, knowingly violating these rules, is notified by 
the manager that he is no longer considered a member, and his 
membership fee, which consists of one or more shares of stock, 

at two dollars per share, may be had at any time by calling at 
the office, 

Our manager aims to keep in touch with other towns and as- 
sociations, during the berry season; thus avoiding too much 
competition. He receives, daily, quotations from all the lead- 

ing markets, and by a little advertising, has worked up a good 

order business. This branch of trade has increased. largely in 
the last year. A great many strawberries were disposed of in 
this way; while the orders for cane berries were many times 
more than our market could supply. 

Every grower is given a duplicate receipt for alll berries de- 
livered to the association, each day, and their grade. This is 

a great help to the grower, for, by attending carefully to the 
next day’s picking, he may be able to raise the grade of, at 

least, a part of his picking, instead of all being marked a lower 
grade, as before. This grading of our strawberries was one of 
the first, and perhaps the worst, propositions the association 

has had to contend with. Three grades were agreed upon by 

the management, namely “Choice” marked “B,” “Extra Choice” : 
“A” and “Fancy” marked “X.” 

In addition to these, a very few were marked “no grade.” 
These were of the “button variety,” and although not a profit- 
able kind, will occasionally appear in the market. : 

_ For the past two seasons, we have been very fortunate in 

securing for our grader a man who had the three most netes- 
sary qualifications for that position, namely, the utmost confi- 
dence of the members; fairness in all his dealings; and good 
sound judgment of fruits, as he had been educated from a boy 
up, in that branch of horticulture. | 

At the beginning of the strawberry season of 1907, prospects 

‘were not very encouraging to the association.
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The lateness of the season brought the bulk of our crop into 

market the first week in July. 
The brewers had most of the refrigerator cars filed with beer 

for the 4th of July so we were obuged to send two car loads — | 

of strawberries in box cars, to Minneapolis, in one day. 
The house, consigned to, was notified and unloaded early the 

next morning, so they sold fairly well on that market; but coutd 

have made much better returns if refrigerator cars could have 

been used, and sent to different markets. | 

Another source of trouble to our manager,—who, by the way, 

is Mr. E. A. Richardson, doubltless well, known to many oi 

you,—was a shortage in the supply of cases. The association 
had decided to try the plan of furnishing crates for its members. 

: Early in the season, the number of acres of berries and their 

probable yield, had been carefuliy estimated; but the number 

of new members and their acreage could not be accurately deter- 

mined. Consequently, when the crop was all ready for har- 

vesting and cases were called for our supply rapidly dimin- 
ished. By using some blueberry crates and shipping in some 

made-up ones, we were able to save, our crop. | 

The quality of our entire crop was generally good, better than 
the average. One car, containing 720 cases of strawberries sold 

for $1,425, in cash; the most valuable car of berries ever shipped 

from Sparta, I believe. Our association handled during the 

season 30,556 cases of strawberries. at an average price of $1.09. 

per case. | } 
With the coming of the raspberry crop, business had settled 

| down to a normal condition again, and, while the yield per acre 

: was not quite up to expectations the net returns were very sat- 

isfactory to the grower. We shipped 3,480 cases of red rasp- | 

berries at an average of $1.68 per case and 1,628 cases of black 

raspberries averaging $1.64 per case. 
The blackberry yield was light, but quality and price good; 

the association marketing 7,487 cases, at an average, of $1.55 

per case, of 24 pts. each. , 

Besides these, the association handled a few currants, goose- | 

berries, blueberries, and apples making the total receipts for 

the year $54,160.46 while the expense has been but .04 of this, 

or about $2,200. 

After taking into consideration the amount of business done 

during the year; we feel that our losses have been small. |
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One. carload of strawberries, spoiled by delay in transporta- 
tion, about July 4th was paid for, in full, by the R. R. Company ; 
another carload has not been settled for yet; but feel sure of 
getting something from that. Aside from this, a few dollars 
will cover. all other losses. , 

Our association has the advantage of shipping over both the 
Chicago and. Northwestern,” and the “Chicago, Milwaukee and . 
St. Paul’ R. R’s.; the bulk of our business being done over the 
latter, however, on account of better service to Minneapolis. 
We also have a good loading shed on that road, where two cars 
may be conveniently loaded at once. 

The O. and C. Department of the express companies has 
been done away with, as far as the association is concerned. 
Berries shipped by them were very apt to come in competition 
with some of our orders, resulting in spoiling the market at 
that place; hence our orders from there would be cancelled : 
We think the plan of making up our own boxes is a good 

one, as we are getting them made up easier and cheaper this 
year than last. 

Since re-organizing the association has gained 100 new mem- . 
bers and increased about $10,000 in business during the last year. — | 

In conclusion, experience has convinced us that the co-opera- 
tive plan, rightly managed, is the only way of marketing small 
fruits in large quantities at the present time; making it possible | 
for the grower to increase his acreage, and still get better prices 

for his product. | | | : | 

| DISCUSSION. | 

Mr. Parsons: I would like to ask Mr. Wright how many 
acres of small fruits your Association grows to get the amount | 

of small fruit that you grew last year? , 

Mr. E. A. Richardson: We sent out postals last spring to 

the members of our Association and: return reports received from 

_ them covered about 300 acres of strawberries, about 50 acres | 

| of blackberries and about 98 acres of red raspberries,
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THE CRANBERRY GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION. _ 

Mr. A. C. BENNETT, Grand Rapids. | 

In the organization of a sales company, especially in the fruit 

line, it is first necessary to select a few leading individuals in _ 

that line who, having made a success of the business, are fitted 

to lead others. | 

In all organized efforts there are some individuals naturally 

born to lead and others to follow. If good leaders are selected, 

success is well nigh assured. The next most important thing is 

to have something to sell that will be satisfactory to the public 

after being sold. No association can afford to represent or rec- 

ommend an article that does not give perfect satisfaction. | 

In order to establish a good reputation the territory sold over 

should be limited so that the association can supply all its cus- 

tomers who are willing to pay a fair price for a good article. 

When I sold our own cranberries direct to the retail! mer- 

chants, some of them would say: “Bennett, we can buy cran- 

berries of others for $1 a barrel less than you ask for yours.” 

I said, “I know it, and why don’t you do it?” They said, “We . 

have tried it several times and lost money every time by it. 

There is no use talking for our fate keeping berries, we have 

got to have your berries.” Our berries were no better than 

others, but the care taken in picking, sorting and curing them 

(the curing process described by me at your last February meet- 

ing), was what brought us the extra dollar a barrel and held 

the trade. 
When I left the road as salesrnan I selected two agents and 

let my son do the business, these agents working on a fixed 
price per barrel for their services. They soon found lower 

priced berries on the market and asked the privilege of meeting 

competition which was granted; the result was that for several 

years many of our hand picked, hand sorted and well cured 
cranberries were sold at the same price as the poorest, dirtiest 

and meanest raked berries that were offered to our trade but 

we did not lower our grade and our salesmen greatly increased 

their sales. Then we called a halt, refusing to make any price 

in advance of shipping time or to meet such competition, but
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before shipping their order would quote them our prices and if 
not satisfied they could cancel the orders. The result was that 

we sold all our berries at fair prices. 
_ Now with a successful sales compatiy our berries are sold by | 

| the car load to the same jobbers that tried to compete with us 
with poor berries and they are, willing to pay us more by the car 

_ load per barrel, than we used to get by the single barrel and the 

same customers ptefer to pay these prices because they can rely 
on the quality of the berries. A good reputation it pays to keep. 

In forming a sales company or a stock company let fo one 
_ secure more stock than another. Where stock counts for votes 

it is often abused. Not long ago a man held a controlling 

interest in a corporation, his son was a candidate for secretary ; 
| they were trying to decide whether the salary should be $1,200 | 

or $1,500 a year, when the old man arose and said: “My son | 
shall be secretary and his salary shall be $2,500.” Can harmony 

long exist under such conditions? I know of another corpora- 
tion, capitalized at $50,000, working harmoniously for years with- 

out the issuing of a single dollar of stock where the rich and the 
poor have equal privileges. — 

| Avoid too many varieties. A friend of mine in Los Angeles, 

California, showed me his ofchard of apples, peaches, pears, 
oranges, lemons, cherries, olives, dates, pomegranates, persim- 

mons, plutns, néctarines, etc., in which no two trees bore the 
‘ satne variety. What association could afford to handle such a 

. lot? Nothing but a regiment of Italians could do it. Cran- | 

berries are all packed in uniform sized barrels in Wisconsin, 

Massachusetts and New Jersey, containing 100 quarts, dry meas- 
| ure. The law also requires a weight of 16 ounces for a quart, 

32 pounds for a bushel, or if sold by measure, that it shall be 
| struck or a level dry measure, not liquid measure, which gives 

only about 14 ounces to the quart. | 

Grade the fruit. With cranberries we first take out all that 

will pass through a ¥@ inch screen and call them pie berries and 

sell them cheap. They are immature berries and will not keep 
long, but if used when fresh are like young currants or goose- 

berries, very tender and make nice sauce or pies. By removing 

these the balance of the crop keeps much better and is worth 
more mothey. We make several other grades, all of which go 
under different brands which are made as uniform as possible.
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: Anything not up to grade or imperfect is left without brand, 

| and sold on its merits. Every barrel should be hand assorted 

solid packed and uniform throughout. 

Bond every salesman and every officer. Sell the fruit for 

| cash or on some short definite time, never consign it or any 

part of it; to do so ruins your cash customers, whom you should 

protect. Require every saleman to sell the goods on the open — 

market for the best obtainable prices; to sell in accordance with 

‘the laws of the state where sold and of the United States, and 

that they shall not enter into any combination with any other | 

parties in violation of such laws, giving bonds in sufficient pen- 

alty'for your protection. | 

[ was one of the delegates sent by the Wisconsin Cranberry 

Sales Company to New York last year, with full powers to 

compete, if possible, an organization which should include the 

New England Cranberry Sales Company, the New Jersey 

Cranberry Sales Company and the Wisconsin Cranberry Sales 

| Company. These associations united for the purpose, Ist of © 

securing a more uniform distribution of cranberries at less ex- 

pense than could be accomplished by the separate acts of each. 

2. To increase the demand for cranberries by judicious ad- 

vertising by united effort which has heen done to the extent of . 

several thousand dollars. 
3. The “National Fruit Exchange” organized by us in New | 

York, with an office in Chicago, does the selling and collecting 

for us, but they are not permitted to buy any outside berries or | 

to make any offer on them. : 
4. Each of the three companies retain their individual exist- 

ence, distinct and transact their own business. If a member of 
the New Jersey Cranberry Sales Company put in poor berries, 

we of Wisconsin and New England have no control over him, | 
but if a member of the Wisconsin Cranberry Sales Company 

puts in poor berries our Wisconsin inspector and that grower | 
are held responsible and must stand the full amount of the loss. 

The National Fruit Exchange, like the California Fruit Ex- 

change only sell fruit for our members.. We do not buy or 
speculate in cranberries. We have no price fixing committees. | 
The best obtainable price in the open market is where cran- 

berries are in greatest demand and there we sell. There are 

many others selling cranberries, one party alone selling about
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450,000 doiwars worth annually. We have nothing to corner 

the market with but a superior quality of cranberries. In Wis- | 
| consin many of us take out the pie berries, in the east they do 

not. All Wisconsin berries are sold through the Chicago office 
and remittance is -made direct from that office to each in- 

: dividual grower, except a small percentage retained to cover ex- | 
penses, officers’ salaries, advertising, etc. As soon as a car of , 

Wisconsin berries is sold a duplicate of that invoice should be 
forwarded to our local secretary, so that we may know to whom 
it went and where. If complaint of any car is made the party | 

who shipped it should be notified at once also our sales agent 
or general manager and our local secretary, so that an investi-- 
.gation can proceed at once. | | | 

| I hope the time will soon come when our inspectors will be 

_ appointed by the governor of the state or by the Pure Food Com- 

mission, and be regulated by law, so that no one, whether a 

member of our association or any outsider, will be allowed to 
sell wet, mouldy or rotten cranberries. 

| Our general manager and salesman, and bookkeeper,—in fact 

the whole selling force, are men of long years of experience 
in their particular lines and not one of them are growers. They 

were selected for their ability and experience after much inves- 
tigation, regardless of price; the best is the cheapest in the end. 
They make for us the money wherewith we pay them. Some 
foolish growers in Wisconsin had previously started a sales 

company composed entirely of growers, even to the lawyer who 
_ drew up their organization papers. They selected one of their 7 

member growers as salesman. They sold about $8,000 worth of 

berries on which they lost about $4,000, then they went to law 
| to see how the loss should be divided. The suit was carried to 

the supreme court, after five or six years’ litigation, while our 

salesman sold several hundred thousand dollars worth without 
a loss of a single dollar of poor accounts, or a single law suit. 

There are four classes of people that should not belong to 

your selling associations: | 
1. Doctors: If you belong to a successful sales company you 

| will never be sick of it and need no doctor. _ 

| 2. Ministers: If your sales company dies it will be a clear 
.case of suicide and they can give you no consolation. 

3. Lawyers: They live on the troubles of others and make 
| 10—Hort. | | oo |
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| trouble for other lawyers to live on. If you need legal advice 

be free to employ the best talent outside and pay for it. 
4. Nursery men: You will have occasion to discuss the value | 

| of varieties from the sellers’ standpoint as well as the growers’ 
and not from the standpoint of the interested nursery man. 
Avoid them as you would a hornet’s nest. | . 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. | | 

Certain nurserymen advise a severe cutting back of root grafted 

trees at the end of the first year. Is this advisable or advanta- 

geous? | 

Mr. G. J. Kellogg: No. Ail I have to say is no. If you 

want a discussion, go on with it. | oe 

Does it improve the root system of an apple tree to transplant 

it when one year old, and will it pay, on a large scale? 

Mr. Patten: Not in your northern climate. It would pay 

in a southern climate, probably, but not in a northern one, as 

we have all over Wisconsin and Iowa. 

Is it safe or advisable to plant southern grown apple trees 

| (N. Missouri) in Wisconsin, assuming the trees to be cut back | 

| during summer in order to ripen the past season's growth? 

Dr. Loope: I should say yes, if they have not got the San 

Jose scale. | | | 

Mr. Kellogg: Or you cannot get good Wisconsin trees. 

_ Dr. Loope: Southern Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska, Kansas and 

Missouri can grow larger trees than Wisconsin can and can 

grow more perfect trees for a two year old and I do not see any 

reason why we should not plant them. | 

Mr. M.S. Kellogg: While under certain conditions it may be 

true that it may be permissible to set these southern grown trees, | 

| | I believe that a three of four year old Wisconsin grown apple
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tree is better for a Wisconsin planter than a Missouri tree, even 
if you get the Missouri tree at half price. _ 

: Mr. Bingham: I believe an apple or cherry tree grown in 
the southern states is apt to make a success in Wisconsin if 

| the variety is right; if we bought a two-year-old tree in the — 
| south, we are apt to get just as good success in northern Wis- | 

_  consin as we have with a Wisconsin grown tree, other things 
being equal. 

| Mr. Kollock: A few years ago I planted quite a large or- 
chard in Colorado, and I bought the trees from southern nursery | 

ss growers (Tennessee) and the trees were fine and did. well when , 
_ they were set out, and Colorado is not a warm climate. 

| Mr. G. J. Kellogg: Perhaps twenty years ago I bought 100 | 
Yellow Transparent down in Alabama, I was short of that kind, 
and I got some trees to set in the nursery and grow. It took me 

| three years to acclimate them in the nursery row, then they were 
not good for anything, while the Yellow Transparent grown 

| here is all right excepting for blight. While I have been out 
on this orchard question, the last three weeks, I found almost | | 
all the orchards that were set with southern or eastern trees had | 
died out, the Wisconsin grown trees are still alive, some aged 
twenty, thirty to forty years. There are some pointers. The . 
difficulty with the southern grown trees is, they grow them so 
quickly that they grow them soft; they are not hardy, they do 
not bear the winters. If we have a nice winter after they are 
planted they may escape injury, but a Wisconsin tree of half the 
size will double the money. 

Mr. Knight: - I am a layman in this business and seeking all 
the information I can get,.and there is one point I would like 
to bring up. Take a tree grown in the southern climate, is it not. 
likely.to have a more open texture of wood and more susceptible 

to injury from cold weather than a wood that is grown in a 
northern climate, where it will grow slower and will be stronger 

and. stand the climate better than the one that is grown farther : 
south? That is the point I would like to have brought out. 

| Mr. M. S. Kellogg: In regard to the texture of wood, take . 
. a man who is in the habit of making root grafts, and he can tell 

| with his eyes ‘shut and without knowledge of where the tree 
: comes from, whether it is a northern or southern grown tree; 

_ hot only of the scion, but of the seedling also. 
Mr. Bingham: We have planted thousands of cherries, all )
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southern grown trees, and we have excellent success with all 

those trees; dig them in the spring, plant them out, cutting 

them back in the fall, it ripens up in the northern climate and 1s 

just as apt to live the next winter as a Wisconsin grown tree. We — 

get a tree with better root system at two years and we get a tree 

straighter, healthier, of more vigorous growth, and by cutting 

those trees back, in one season we get a tree that is acclimated | 

to our Wisconsin climate, and I have never found any injury 

from winter killing of those trees. ) 
Mr. Patten: In reference to whether a southern grown tree, 

for instance, a Missouri or Kansas grown tree is as good a tree | 

- as a tree grown on the 48rd parallel of latitude in your state 

would,—the reason I think that they are oftentimes not as good 

at two years of age, or at three years of age is simply because 

they are overgrown for this climate. The cell structure of | 

those trees is much coarser than of a tree grown in this latitude . 

which has grown considerably slower. For instance, a tree here 

four years of age would not be as large a tree as a tree grown 

in Kansas at three years of age, and for that very reason, if the : 

winter following should be a very severe one, you would discover 

that the southern grown tree would suffer more than the north- 

ern grown tree. I have demonstrated this, I think, by actual 

experience and observation. I think there is no question on that | 

, point. ' | | 

Mr. Edwards: From what I heard of Mr. Bingham’s re- | 

marks, he confines them to cherry trees. Now, anybody that 

raises cherries in Wisconsin knows that it is a very difficult 

matter to raise cherries in this state; if you do not believe it, : 

try it and you will find out. But in regard to apples, I certainly 

| endorse Mr. Patten’s ideas. We have gone to extremes here 

on both sides. If a man has well grown trees here, grown in 

this latitude, or as far south as Mr. Patten is, they certainly 

are better than southern grown trees. If you do not believe it, 

buy them and you will find out they are coarser in growth 

| and subject to being killed in winter, more so than trees grown 

: in latitudes within three or four hundred miles of here. [ be- | 

lieve that trees that are grown in Wisconsin and in Iowa or Ilh- ‘ 

nois, and well grown, are better than trees grown in Alabama 

or some other state way down south, that are grown perhaps : 

in a year or a year and a half; these are tender and soft; you 

know they are pretty nearly soft enough so you can squeeze
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them with your fingers. You shake your heads, but you know 
| they are not as hard as trees grown at Sturgeon Bay, you cannot 

get around that proposition, Mr. Bingham. 
Mr. Bingham: When we receive them they undoubtedly are 

: of softer texture of wood, but the idea that I had in this discus- 

sion was: Will those trees live in Wisconsin, will they be a suc- 

| cess, and whie I do not advocate trees grown as far south as you 
mention, if we can get varieties that are grown there and grown 

7 well, we can get them into northern Wisconsin and by one. 

season’s growth, planted in the spring, those trees will be ac- 

climated and that tree is ripe enough in the fall, and I found 
we have just as good success as we have with Wisconsin grown 
trees, as far as living is concerned, if the root system is not 
injured by transportation. There is a great deal of difference 
in the transportation of the tree from the far south, being held 
in cold storage three or four months, before the planter gets 

them, and the roots may be injured by the cold storage and 
shipping, but if those trees are grown near large towns and 

shipped in excellent condition and planted out, 1 am of the opin- 

ion that they can be made a success to almost as great a degree, 
or a greater degree than Wisconsin stock of the same variety. 

Mr. Piumb: It is generally conceded at this meeting as I un- 

derstand from the discussion, that southern stock is worthless. 

With us we have had a great deal of trouble in getting satisfactory | 

scions and bud stocks. Would there be any objection to getting , 
them in during the year heeling them in during the winter, using 

| those buds and: those scions for buds and stocks on trees grown 
in our latitude? : 

Mr. Andrews: As scions I think the hardiness would be in 

proportion of the size of the scion, to the size of southern 

trees. | 
Mr. Plumb: I would like to ask whether the same rule ap- | 

| plied and whether it would be advisable to use for scions stock 

| gotten from the extreme north? I am on the 48rd parallel of 
a latitude, 400 miles west of here. Now, if I wanted material 

for grafting or budding, would it be better to buy of a person 
on this latitude or one farther north? 

: _ Mr. Andrews: I should think a person on this latitude would _ 

be all right, I would rather buy from the man farther north 

than from the man farther south. |
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The President: When we want to get a question settled | 

definitely, we always go to the professors. I would like to 
| hear from Prof. Taylor. , 

Mr. W. A. Taylor: I doubt if Professor Taylor is here, I 
| have no claim to that title. But it looks to me, as far as I have 

had opportunity to look into this matter, it is simply a question | 
of risk, do you want to take the risk, or do you want to re- 
duce the risk? . To my mind there is no sound principle in the 
selection of trees for planting, or, I would put it the other way, | 
the safest principle in the selection of trees for planting any- 
where is to get trees grown under conditions just as near the 
conditions that you have as you can get good, sound trees. I 
would not hesitate a moment to go south for a sound tree, if I 
could not get a sound tree grown nearer by, but if I could get 
a sound tree grown nearer by, I should stop there. 

Are bees a necessary adjunct to fruit raising? 

he President: It used to be said that we could not grow 
fruit without bees, now we know better, I think, because there 

| is not a swarm of bees within five miles of us that I know of. 
Mr. Buehler: We have a young man with us who keeps an 

apiary in the orchard, his name is Reis. : | 
Mr. Reis: I think especially for plums and cherries that the 

| bees are of advantage, they fertilize the blossoms. I think it — 
might be just as well applied to apples to fertilize them and | 
then we do not have to depend so much on other insects to carry 
the pollen from one blossom to the other. I notice in plums — 
that at any time during the rainy season when the bees cannot __ 
work on the plum blossoms they do not.set, the same way with 
cherries, also with apples. | 

Mr. Hey: I would like to say a word along that line. I 
have kept bees and watched the. working of them. We all : 
know that the alsike clover will produce more seed than any Co 
other clover we have. We have grown as high as seven bushels 
of alsike clover seed to the acre, for the simple reason I think, so 

- because the common honey bee can work on this alsike clover 
and the red clover produces no seed whatever unless there are 
bumble bees to work it. That has been our experience. I have 
600 plum trees and I am going to put a lot of bees right among 
them this year. We almost always keep a swarm of bees where 

we grow cucumbers. : |
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Mr. Kollock: Ina certain district near Mount Hood, a snow 

capped mountain, bees do not do well, and the consequence is 

there are none kept there, but there are some of the finest or- 

chards and most profitable orchards in full bearing that I ever : 
| saw. There are no bees there so far as I know. Now, there 

are some wild wasps, hornets and insects of that kind. Of | 

| course they may do some work, but we do not depend on bees, | 
| nor consider them essential. 

Mrs. Jones: I would like to make a suggestion,—in the clo- 

ver blossom the pollen is down in the blossom where the wind ~~ 
cannot get at it very well, but in the peach:and pium and apple 
blossom the pollen is exposed and the wind can carry it and | 

that might be an explanation. 

The President: JI know it is possible to grow strawberries, : 

| apples and plums where there are no bees. 
Mr. Ray: I keep a few bees and I find that the bees work 

on plums, cherries and raspberries quite extensively, but on | . 

apples and strawberries I very seldom find bees. Among cu- 

cumbers and melons they work very strongly. : 

Mr. Howie: I keep bees, grow cherries, apples and plums. 
The apples do very well, but the last few years I have been | 

unable to grow cherries or plums. I do not know whether the 

bees did not do their work, or what was the matter. ‘ 

: Mr. Taylor: That is one of those questions that you cannot 

answer either way and have your answer right under all con- 
ditions. It is a question, in the first place, whether there is 

| some other insect in the community that wiil carry such pollen 
as has to be carried. Of course with the plum it is pretty well 

| established that the plum is easily pollinated by wind pollination. 
: In the case, however, of pomaceous fruits, the pear in particular 

| and apple, so far as it has been studied, there is little evidence ; 

of wind pollination, the pollen transfer actually taking place | 

| - through the agency of some insect, and the common bee hav- 

a ing been in certain ‘cases that have been observed the insect 

that did the work. To the question, therefore, whether bees 

Oo are necessary, I should say ‘it depends upon whether there is 

| some other fellow already there whom you do not have to pay | 
who ‘is doing the work. Then there is this other factor that 
comes in, and it was very conspicuous this past season in those | 
districts where the margin between setting of fruits and non- 
setting was narrow. In certain cases in the Ben Davis apple
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belt of Southern ‘Illinois which I had opportunity to observe in 

August when the crop was on the trees, it was very noticeable 
that the Ben Davis apples that were there, there were not many 

of them, but those that there were, were where the Ben Davis 

trees were mingled, where the trees were adjacent to other va- | 
| rieties, such as Jonathan, Aiken, York Imperial, Grimes Golden, | 

: Willow, Rome Beauty and Winesap. Ordinarily Ben Davis is | 
sufficiently productive, they are even in large blocks; this year 

Ben Davis was caught in full bloom by frost the 13th and 14th 

of April and the blossom crop pretty nearly destroyed and it was 
a question of either pulling through a few blossoms or not pull- 

ing through any, and it is in those cases that the importance of —_ 

cross poilination comes out, and let me say right here, that | 
whether ‘bees are necessary, or insects, with the pomaceous 

fruits so far as we know depends entirely upon whether cross 

pollination is necessary. It has been proved in the case of the 
Bartlett pear that cross pollination is an advantage, it has been 

_ proved at the same time that it is not always necessary that 

blocks of 10,000 Bartlett pear trees under certain conditions 

as in California, and quite large blocks in the ‘East under fa- 
: vorable conditions of vigor and favorable conditions at bloom- 

ing time, set crops without cross ‘pollination. Where the con- | 
ditions are adverse, as they were down in the orchard at James- 

town, where the discovery was made by Mr. Wait of the De- 
partment of Agricuiture, Bartlett set nothing without cross | 
pollination, so it is a question the solution of which depends 

on conditions. | | | 

Is a shelter belt a damage to an orchard? | 

Mr. M. S. Kellogg: I do not know that I can give any light, 
| except to tell the practice of one of the residents of our county, 

some eight or nine miles east of Janesville, whom some of you | 
may know, Mr. Robert Milburn, who is quite a breeder of Shet- | 
land ponies and who has set quite an extensive orchard and in 

that orchard ‘he has set evergreens among the apple trees, and Oe 
while I do not know whether they have caused his trees to pro- 

duce any more extensively than they would otherwise, he has a 
| good apple soil, being on a limestone ridge and rather a heavy soil, 

certainly it has produced fine apples and the evergreens have | 

grown so they are now as high and in many instances higher
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than his apple trees and give considerable protection, no question 
- about that, but whether the matter is one of ‘feasibility I would 

not say, I have not had enough orchard experience to advance 
an opinion. 

The President: The question is whether it is any damage 
: or ‘not. 

| Mr. Moyle: One of the oldest shelter belts in the state is in 

_ Racine, Co., planted by Mr. John Rhodes, about fifty years 
ago. It was made up of white cedar, arbor vitae and they grew _ , 

| to be good sized trees. Mr. Rhodes told me a few years before 
| he died it was of no value whatever, in fact it was a damage to 

his orchard. Now, to plant a shelter belt of shade trees on the 
_ west side of your orchard to prctect from heavy winds I think 

_ would be advisable where we have strong winds, but to plant 
evergreens, especially arbor vitae, has been found as a rule - 
conducive to blight, and I think most of you wiil bear me out 
in that. i | 

I have been in Mr. Rhodes’ orchard and observed the effect 
and the trees blighted badly while in neighboring orchards, where 

there were no shelter belts they did not blight at all. 
The President: I have in mind two orchards, one of them 

has no protection from a shelter belt whatever, the other one 

just across the fence had a row of Lombardy poplars planted 
_ four or five feet apart as a shelter belt, that was on the west 

side and north side. In the orchard that had the shelter belt 
I do not think there is a live tree today, the trees have blighted 
to death, and gone to pieces, while the other on the west side 
without any protection whatever is thrifty today. I do not know 
whether it is due to the shelter belt or to some other condition. 

Dr. Loope: I think we are up against the same. proposition 

that confronts us all the time, and that is that you have got to 
select your location first before you can say whether there is 
going to be any damage. In a high location where you have a - 
good circulation of air, the belt might be of some use, but take 

_ it in any location where the circulation of air might be impeded 

too much, you know very well that if you get that condition 

your trees are going to suffer. | | 
Mrs. Treleven: We have had experience both ways. My 

| husband thought years ago he must have a shelter belt for his 
. orchard and he planted one, and I know that the trees did not | 

do as well as those that were planted right out in the open field
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and had no protection at all. The trees were all planted at the 

same time. , | 
Mr. Andrews: We consider a shelter belt on the south good, 

because the south winds have a tendency, being warmer, to dry 

the atmosphere. If the shelter belt is on the north, we consider 

it a damage. A shelter beit on the south will keep the ground 
| more moist and hold more of a layer of snow in the winter if 

there is any snow on the ground. 
‘The Secretary: Prof. King is here, and I would be pleased 

to hear from him on the subject. | 
Prof. King: As the gentleman on my right has just said, | 

this is a complex problem and cannot be answered except you 

know the, conditions of the specific cases. Now, in the case of 
Lombardy poplars where they are used for windbreaks, those of 

_ you who are familiar with the rooting of the tree know that they 

have a habit of sending their roots very long distances, very close 

to the surface so that they sap the ground very badly through a 

distance of perhaps two rows of apple trees and positive injury 
will come from the tree from the standpoint of feeding rather than : 
from the standpoint of its influence as a windbreak. Of course 
the shelter belt has its effect not only on the winter temperature, 

| but its effect on the summer atmospheric conditions as to evapo- 
ration. It seems there is no question but that the shelter belts 
diminish the evaporation, the loss of moisture from the orchard, 

| loss of moisture from the foliage where the winds pass first 
| across the shelter belt. That we know from positive observa- 

tions, that is very effective in the sandy parts of our state in 
preventing the loss of crops early in the season from sand 

_ Storms. They have the effect of drifting the sand, not only the | 
drifting, but they prevent the drying out early in the season for 

quite a long distance away from the shelter itself. 
Mr. Palmer: My orchard is protected on two sides with ) 

| timber. I have been cutting that away on account of the fact 

that I found around that near timber the gougers were pretty sure sO 
to get my apples if I did not clean up the leaves and burn them, 

so I have been cleaning them up for a strip around there and _ 
getting it out of the way. I think such belts would have the | 
same tendency to protect the gouger,—that I think is the worst 

enemy we, have in our country. | | | : 
Mr. Post: I wish to give some of my experience up in the 

sotithwestern part of Dane county. I set out quite an extensive ~ |
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orchard there. The locality was not very favorable, and I thought 
_ it would be necessary to have a windbreak on the north side. The 

land sloped to the northwest, it was not a very favorable loca- 
| tion. The soil was very heavy and the stones among the soil 

were stil heavier, in some places I had to use the pick to dig 
out the stones and fill in with loose ground to set my trees. I 

_ Claim that the windbreak or shelter belt that I put there of maple 

and box elder was a damage. Not only that, but also the oak 

trees and shrubs on the east side across the road even were a 

damage, for the reason that those trees near that shelter belt, 

| as you call it, were not nearly as hardy as those that stood in 

farther. JI had another small orchard that was also planted along 

near the ravine, about fifty trees. That ravine was covered 

, with oak and wild grapes and some wild plums, I thought I would 
- let it stand; I found one row of trees, that is the first row was 

not as good as the second row of trees. | 
Mr. Toole: In the spring of 1864 we had a field across which _ | 

there was something corresponding to a shelter belt, and I was 

quite surprised to find that the corn for several rows not far 

from that shelter belt was cut clear to the ground by frost while 

_ the rest was only nipped and on close observation you will find 

that the shelter belt stops the air drainage. Where there is no | 
ait drainage, you will find the lowest temperature in the winter 

| and such location is more subject to frost than where there is a 

free circuation of air and there is one reason why a shelter belt 

will cause damage where you expect it to be beneficial. 

Can a common birch be successfully grafted with scions of 
cut-leaf weeping birch? : 

Mr. Moyle: As a rule it cannot successfully be done. It 
can be grafted and made to grow, but not successfully. The 

| European birch is used more successfully. The cut-leaf birch | 

is very seldom grafted anyway, it is propagated from the bud. 

Do we need Pyrus Baccata roots for Wisconsin apple trees? 

Wilt any other crab seed do as well as the little Siberian crab 
| for hardy roots? 

| Mr. Moyle: Sometime, ago Prof. Hansen sent me a quantity 

of Pyrus Baccata to experiment with in my nursery work and I
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found that they mildewed very badiy. The leaf is of such a 

nature that on our moist soil in this state it is a failure and I 

| would not advise using it. 

Why do the birds take all our Early Richmond cherries and 

leave the later ones? | | 

Mr. Chappell: Because when the early cherries come there is 

no other small fruit and they are hard up for something to eat 

| and when you have other berries they leave them and so you 

save a part of them. | | 
The President: There is another good reason. Is it not a 

fact that the Early Richmond particularly, if there are any cher- | 
ries on the tree, they are on the outside of the, foliage, while in 

the later cheries, the Montmorency particularly, the Cherries are 

covered up with the foliage more. | 

| Please name the best five hybird roses. | } 

Mr. Moyle: If I were to have my pick I would have Gen- 

eral Jack, Magna Charta, Paul Neyron, Mrs, John Laing and 

Margaret Dixon. That would be one white, two pink and one | 
red. | | 

_ Mr.. Kellogg: I agree on two varieties, General. Jack and 
Magna Charta and add Madame Plantier and Marshall P. Wilder 

| , and Clio. , 

The President: Next is the best three climbing roses. I do | 

not think we will get very far apart on that. | 

a A Member: Crimson Rambler, Dorothy Perkins, Queen of 

the Prairie. | a 
| Mr. Kellogg: My list would be the same, except Baltimore 

Belle, in place of Dorothy Perkins. The Baltimore Belle is a 
better rose, but it is not so.much grown. 

The President: Best four summer apples, one a sweet. 

Mr. L. G. Kellogg: Sweet Russet, Tetofsky, Duchess, Low- 

land Raspberry, Red Astrachan. | 
Mr. M. S. Kellogg: I am not able to decide on a Sweet ap- 

ple for an early apple, but the other three would be Yellow 

; Transparent, Iowa Beauty and Duchess.
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| The best four fall apples, one of them sweet? — 

. Mr. Buehler: I would choose the Fameuse, McMahan and 

Wealthy, I do not know of any sweet. 

Mr. Chappell: I would take Ramsdell’s Sweet for the fall 
sweet apple, a heavy bearer, young bearer and a good apple, 
good size. I would take the Wealthy, McMahan and Fall Or- 

| _ ange. ~ | : | a 

A Member: Wealthy, Longfield, Patten’s Greening and 
Broughton Sweet. 

Mr. Howie: Utter, St. Lawrence, Fall Orange, Bailey’s | 
Sweet. | : 

The President: Now, four winter apples, one of them sweet. . 

Mr. Melcher: I will put in the Talman for the sweet apple 

in the winter class, Northwestern Greening and Newell’s winter, , 
and those are the only two that have given very good satisfac- 

tion with me. I do not want to go outside of my own experience. 
: A Member: Talman’s Sweet, Northwestern Greening, Repka | 

Malenka and Walbridge. | | 

Mr. Kellogg: Malinda, Scott’s Winter, Windsor, Northwest- 
ern Greening. : 

Mr. Chappell: Paradise Winter Sweet for sweet, then for — 
other winter apples for late keeping, for myself, I would take , 
the Gano and the Salome and Malinda. | 

Mr. Palmer: Is this for a commercial orchard? — | 
The President: No, it is for good apples to eat. | | | 
Mr. Palmer: I would take the Northwestern, Newell, Tal- 

| man’s Sweet and Golden Russett. | 

Mr. Richardson: The Northwestern Greening, Walbridge, 
and Newell. : | | 

Mr. Howie: Golden Russet, Windsor, Northern Spy and — 
Talman’s Sweet. | | 

Mr. Bingham: Windsor and Snow. 

Mr. Moyle: J would like to know where Mr. Howie lives, 
in what part of the state. | : 

Mr. Howie: About ten miles from Madison. 

Mr. Moyle: He_,has given us the best list, taking quality into 
consideration every time. Somebody here has recommended 
Scott’s Winter, but it is very sour.
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Mr. Palmer: I think the Repka Malenka is about the poorest 

we have in our part of the country. | 

Mr. Toole: Newell, Westfield. 

_ What is the best method of wintering begoma tubers? — 

Mr. Moyle: Dig them in the fall and put them into a place 

where you can dry them pretty well, or if you have them in. 
pots, leave them standing in pots, let them stand until they be- 

come dry, then if you have a home out on a farm where ,you 
| have no furnace, put them in a closet or some place near thi 

chimney where you can hope to keep the, temperature so it will — 
not run ,below 40, even as high as 60, keep them on an even | 

temperature, keep them dry through the winter in nice shape 
until spring. If you let the temperature get too low or get damp, 

it will spoil them. : , | 
Mr. Elliott: The best way to keep them in the winter is 

the European system of packing them in cocoanut fiber. I be- 
lieve that is not used in this country, it is used very much in a 

Europe for packing, and it leaves them in good shape., ) 

Will the yield be improved (in any given area) if two or more 

herfect flowered varieties of strawberry are planted over the 

planting of perfect andi mperfect flowered kinds on a similar area? 

Prof. Taft: I have carried on ,no definite experiments, but 
_ my belief is that with all plants it is advisable to have several 

varieties to take advantage of the crossing. I hardly know what | 

the question here means. Now, it seems to me that taking the | 

| varieties as a whole, we find the imperfect kinds more produc- 7 
tive and except perhaps in cases where we have some very ,pro- | 

ductive perfect flowering kind, I think it would be better per- 
haps to have one say, good perfect flowering kind planted with 
one or more imperfect flowering kinds. And so far as the 

second part of the question is concerned, if two or more im- _ 
perfect flowering kinds are planted, I cannot see how it would 
affect the result at all to have imperfect flowering kinds placed 

together, so,far as a direct result is concerned. 
| Mr. M. S. Kellogg: I would like to ask the Professor a 

question along the line of perfect, flowering varieties when 
| | planted with the imperfect, do you think that the perfect flower- |
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_ ing variety ,would use some of the pollen that is not needed to 
| fertilize its own blossoms and thus add any productiveness ? 

Prof. Taft: I cannot say that I understand the question, 

but I believe it is necessary to have a large amount of pollen and 
as compared wtih a small amount, I think you will get larger 

and better fruit if you have what you might call,a super-abun- 

dance of pollen, and I should want to take every precaution to 
provide that. We may have seasons when even a small amount 

would give good results, but if we have a season unfavorable , 

for the pollenizing of the flowers, then I would take every pre- : 

caution to have a super-abundance of, pollen present, and I think 
it is the same in this case as in others where they ,have been 

making experiments. They find in tomatoes and other similar 
fruits, if you call them fruits, that by taking extra pains to 
pollenize them they gain largely in yield and the perfection of | 
the fruits. | | 

, WEDNESDAY EVENING SESSION, FEB. 5. 

GARDEN CONTESTS AS A FACTOR IN CIVIC IM- co 

PROVEMENT. | | | 

C. L. MELter. . 

A garden was man’s first abode and the memory of that first . 
perfect garden abides with the race seeking expression wher- 

ever man finds himself. No nation of any importance from the 
remotest antiquity to the present but has had its distinctive type 
of garden. No matter what creed or color the impluse is irre- 

| sistible to express in a tangible form our dream of the past and | 

hope for the futtire. None so proud and none so humble, but 
are as a child in a garden; the king and the peasant are equal 
here. The world’s greatest spirits loved their gardens and 

, found true recreation there; pensive, amidst its busy silent life 

erief’s solace stole upon them unawares. In a garden nature in | 
her happiest moods appeals to man when he is most receptive.
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Be it a busy metropolis or a leisurely village nothing improves | 

the appearance of a community so much as well kept gardens 

| for nothing creates a more perceptible sense of refinement nor 

conveys more firmly the idea of stability and permanency. The 

philosophy of this is simple. A garden cannot be achieved in a 

day nor by spasmodic efforts, it is the result of growth, the 

product of an evolution that is active from the moment that the 

first spear of grass thrust itself above the ground until the gar- 

den is plowed up. A garden is a thing of life where stagnation 

. | is impossible, it is either in progression or retrogression and | 

man’s intuition. gives him to read in each well kept garden the — 

constant unremitting effort necessary to attain the beautiful. 

No civic improvement so potent as that which appeals to the 

individual’s pride in himself, in his possessions and in his town. | 

Pride in his garden will develop pride in his neighborhood, 

which will not be satisfied till his neighborhood conforms to his | 

own ideals. He learns to realize that slovenly surroundings de- 

tract from his own best efforts. He becomes public spirited 7 

and his garden is his most eloquent speech to his neighbors, giv- 

ing substance to his arguments. To begin therefore at the back 

doorstep is to begin at the very foundation of the civic body 

and whatever is achieved here will exert an appreciable influence. 

and will be of a permanent nature. In a metropolis and more 

| so in a village the garden is the unit and its atmosphere per- 

meates the entire community, so that its appearance reflects in 

| a great measure the appearance of the entire city and vice 

versa. Averages only are of import here. A city will not take | 

on the appearance of its best garden, nor yet be as slovenly as | 

the worst, but will impress the stranger even as that stranger | 

would be impressed by the average garden. : 

| The child of today is the voter of tomorrow. -A more enob- 

ling influence could not be exerted upon him than will fall to | 

his lot in a garden. Nature will reach him there, will speak to 

the child in her language of symbols, which though he can not 

repeat yet will he understand. Though at no moment conscious 

that he is learning still the lessons will abide, will grow in mean- : 

ing as the advancing years help him to interpret them more 

clearly, and their influence will increase the farther the years 

remove him from the garden of his childhood. In the garden 

the young mind is brought into direct contact with nature’s mys- oo
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| terious ways, cause and effect are ever active before him. In | 
tangible form the results of procrastination present themselves, 
experience teaches him that seed and harvest time can not be 
interchanged, and that without an effort nature will yield him 
nothing. In a garden yesterday was every yesterday and to- 
morrow will never be today, but now the present alone is the 
golden opportunity. No matter what the ultimate object, noth- 
ing in the garden, no seed, leaf, nor flower offers an excuse for 
its being, but is there by its own inherent right. | 

A body of public spirited citizens can find no better means of 
stimulating civic pride and making their home town more uni- 
formly artistic than by instituting some manner of garden con- 
test. A plan simple enough in its conception but rather more 
difficult in its execution. To announce the contest in spring | 
and distribute the prizes in fall were somewhat like throwing | 

| a cat into a pail of milk so that it may have its fill. Many fac- 
tors must be taken into consideration. If a village or city is | 
actually to improve the worst part of it must be amended first, 
a work wherein the obstacles increase with the size of the com- 

| munity. Much will need to be done in the nature of missionary 
work. Enthusiasm and energy will need to be aroused of suffi- 
cient momentum to carry the contestants through the drudgery 
entailed in the removal of rubbish heaps and the general clean- 

| ing up necessary before garden work can even be thought of. | 
In such neighborhoods where a knowledge of nature can scarce 
be expected, the ignorant will need to be taught and above all , 
a constant source of inspiration must be provided for persistency 

| is not a strong trait in the character of those that dwell in the , 
dirtier sections of cities. But even if nothing more than a clean- 
ing up is accomplished the result will be well worth the endeavor. 

All this accomplished there still remains a vexed question. 
Into the apparently simple matter of awarding the prizes, a phase 
of the work intrudes itself that gives rise to some perplexities. 
In every city there are to be found gardens that are the acme - 
of garden craft, little intimations of that first garden that sprang 
from love, here also the work of love but not unmixed with | 

| years of patient work and hard earned knowledge. They undoubt- 
edly should be crowned with prizes. But to award prizes to those 
whose achievement is the result of years of study and patient 

| work and in itself a great satisfaction to the worker, were hardly 
11—Hort, |
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offering adequate encouragement to the strenuous efforts re- 

quired to convert a rubbish pile into a garden. Of minor con- 

| sideration though none the less a factor to be reckoned with 1s 

to determine who has actually done the work of the garden, | 

| whether the contestant himself or paid heip. To let the result 

alone determine the prize winners would handicap the majority 

at the very outset and it is not human nature to enter a race 

where the outcome is clearly against the. runner. | | 

As the object of our contest is to stimulate an interest in gar- 

dening and to bring some semblance of beauty into those places 

where dirt and: disorder hold sway it is evident that other fac- 

tors than merely appearances must be taken under advisement 

in the final distribution of the prizes. Clearly the contestants 

must be arranged in classes. Nor can it be left to the choice 

of the contestants which class they will enter, but herein they 

must submit to the discretion of the committee as guided by the 

qualifications established for each class. In one class excellence 

of result would determine the winners, while in another class | 

evidence of the amount of work done would fetch the prizes. 

He with the paid gardener belongs in a class apart from all. 

By this arrangement the finished garden will stand as an inspira- 

tion to the beginner and hold up before him a class into which 

he can aspire to enter, yet will that gardener also receive due 

recognition for his years of work, 

| To effectively carry on a contest of this nature it will be nec- 

essary to secure the service of some one having a professional 

knowledge of gardening so that he may the better estimate the 

possibilities of each place and the more accurately gauge the 

work done. He could work conjointly with or individually under 

the instructions of the committee having this matter in charge. 

It would also evolve upon him to help the contestants by every 

‘ means in his power especially throvwgh the medium of some local 

publication. By visiting individual gardens and pointing out to 

all the contestants the merits and defects of each he can be of 

direct service to many beside the owner of the particluar garden 

visited. 

Some means of marking so as to grade the gardens will have | 

to be devised. For this purpose either letters or a percentage 

basis might be used, the latter being better adapted to accuracy 

and to the computing of averages. In that class where perfec-
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tion alone is the aim the gardens need to be visited only for 

final inspection, though greater precision in grading will result 

where the gardens are visited at the height of summer and 
again when fall is at its best. This will be absolutely fair to all. | 
As an illustration let us suppose that three of the gardens visited 

in summer receive a standing respectively of 80, 85, 95, and in 

fall taking them in the same order they receive a mark of 90, 

85, 85. By totals or by averages we find that the garden achiev- 

| ing the highest percentage is not the highest in fall but the one | 

prettiest throughout the summer; likewise a case might be imag- 

ined where a garden in uniform beauty throughout the, season 

attains a higher percentage and yet is not as pretty in the fall | 
as its competitor. Thus where the contestants have been visited 

twice the real merits of the garden can be the better determined. 
It will reduce to a minimum the possibilities of a slight mishap 
or passing defect having too great a bearing upon the ultimate 

result. 
The largest number of gardens wiil be entered in the class 

where evidence of the actual work done during that season is to 
be the deciding factor in the distribution of the prizes. Here a 
thorough inspection in the early spring before any work at all 
has been done and a careful record of the condition of each 

| garden at that time will be abso:utely essential. 

In deciding the contest for this class averages are inadequate, 

for they would not show the improvement achieved, nor in any- 

wise indicate the amount of work bestowed upon the garden, 

which is the paramount issue ‘here. The actual amount of work 

done can best be arrived at by subtracting the garden standing 
| in spring from its standing at the final inspection in fall. An 

inspection in the height of summer will greatly aid the judges 
in ascertaining more definitely the actual amount of work repre- 

sented by the garden, for the fall appearance is hardly a suff- | 

- cient criterion in as much as it may be due in a large measure 
to the spasmodic efforts of the contestant, who after indolent in- 

difference the greater part of the year makes a final desperate | 
attempt. Where contestants tie for honors a summer record 

will also greatly facilitate a more accurate decision, for it is 

evident that the garden showing a uniform improvement through- 

out the season represents the sum total of more work than its 

competitor showing a much greater increase in its fall over its
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summer mark than the difference between its spring and sum- 
mer standing. Nor will the most beautiful garden necessarily 

obtain first place, for it may not give evidence of as much work 
as one somewhat inferior from an artistic standpoint. Where, 

| however the placing of the contestants into their proper class 

has been attended to with care and diligence it will be found 

that the most beautiful garden of each respective class is apt to 

show evidence of the greatest amount of work. This is one. of 

the very aims of providing classes. 

A further object of establishing classes is to give the man of | 

ample means an opportunity to compete without injustice to 

him that has less. This wealthy class presents a distinct prob- 

lem. Here money providing an abundance of labor, plants, and 

knowledege makes every garden more or less a success at the : 
very outset. These gardens need to be inspected but once nor 

can the winners be picked solely on their comparative merits. — 

Individual excellence must be considered. To be ranked among | 
the winners in this class a garden can not be a heterogeneous 

nondescript affair no matter how expensive, but must be an 

artistic unit expressing a definite idea. A garden must not be 

an incongruous attempt to mix the Italian, Japanese, and Eng- 

| lish style of landscape art, as is too often met with. It 

should conform to the limitations or expanse of the ground and 

, above all must harmonize with the architecture of the home. 

Swiss architecture can not have an Italian garden for its set- | 

ting, nor yet can a small Japanese garden be used effectively 

with a large palatial residence. In a word there must be real 

harmony and repose in the picture thus achieved. Furthermore 

the, gardéns to be winners must be adapted to the climate and 

local conditions, seeming to be the natural result thereof and | 

not a laborious achievement. A! grouping of palms and other | 

| tropical vegetation, ever so elaborate can not be considered in 

the distribution of the prizes, because in a northern climate this | 

is but a makeshift and lacks truth. Thus the most influential 

citizen can be drawn into the contest and their example be an 

incentive for others to compete and do their best. 

The financial phase of such an undertaking can not be ig- 

nored. Several solutions present themselves all depending upon 

circumstances. If the contest is conducted by business interests, 

| such as a seed house or a newspaper then the costs will be their
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concern. Where some public spirited organization. proposes to 
conduct a garden contest the ways and means of financing it 

_ may prove, quite a stumbling block. In this case it might per- 
| haps not be too much to expect the municipality to subsidize the 

undertaking in a small way. A popular subscription among the 
business houses of the city, each firm to guarantee but a very 
nominal sum and to be, called upon to pay as much less as the, 
strictest economy will render possible may prove an efficient way 
of meeting expenses. A registration fee might be charged in 
which case it would only be fair to demand a higher fee of 
those competing in the class where paid gardens are permissible. 
A large sum will hardly be needed. Where the money is raised 
by subscription it will avoid: possible insinuations if a strict ac- 
count is kept of every penny handled and the books freely ac- 
cessible to every contributor. : 

In the congested parts of every city young humanity abounds, 
3 ragged and uncouth, though in tendencies neither better nor | 

worse than the average child anywhere. A product of their en- 
vironment, they must be acted upon through this environment 

| and in conformity with it. Rubbish heaps and manure piles are 
not conducive to an appreciation of nature. On the contrary all 
the associations of such a child will tend to instill into his 
youthful mind a disdain for the finer influences of life as some- 
thing unworthy of his ambition and fit only for girls and sissies. 
He will need to be shown the profitable side of gardening. His 

| desire to achieve something big and tangible can be satisfied by 
helping him to raise vegetables so that he may have an oppor- 

tunity to outrival his fellows in the bigness of his products. 
It will arouse his enthusiasm if he be shown how to accomplish 
something out of the ordinary, nothing so very difficult if he be 

| taught to graft a tomato on a potato and thus obtain potatoes 
and tomatoes on one and the same plant. With the boys in- 
terested in the practical side of gardening the girls will of their 
own accord take up the culture of flowers. Let it be born in . 
mind that whatever is accomplished in such a neighborhood will 
have an added value because of the very magnitude of the task. 

In contrast with these pictures let me present to you photo- 
graphs of other neighborhoods where a love of nature is the, out- 
growth of habitual surroundings. These children need no in- 

_centive to atouse their interest in garden work, what they re-
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quire is practical instruction in garden craft. They will profit 

by the lesson for it is their desire to learn. The educational and 

the, discipiinarian value of a backyard is well illustrated in the 
next two pictures. Here is a solution to a problem that per- 

plexes many a pater familias. With the boy’s interest centered 

in his own backyard the, rod will not need to be brought into 
_ requisition to keep him off the street. A garden can become an 

outdoor school for the children where all unwittingly they will _ 

be their own teachers. In this instance the boys built them- | 

selves unaided a little clubhouse and constructed in front of it a 
miniature lake, the farther bank of which they pianted with 

woodland shrubbery. Thus and in many other ways that the - 
youthful mind will itself suggest can the children be instructed 

in their play and be held within bounds without feeling the 
restraint. Let but the average child handle a plant and _ its | 

native. curiosity will prompt it to find out the name. 
A garden contest will tend to educate the individual to a bet- 

ter realization of the opportunities that too often lie unheeded 

at his back doorstep. The possibilities of the garden as a place 

to spend the vacation will become apparent as his labors lead 

| ‘the owner to a better acquaintance with his property. Thus in 

a search for the esthetic a direct saving will result and all the 
worry incidental to a temporary migration into the country will 

be eliminated. The air in a garden is whoiesome. The neces- 

sary manual labor provides as much and as varied exercise as a 

short sojourn in the country can afford. As an exceilent ex- 

ample of this the following pictures deserve attention. Observe 

how cosily and contentedly one can read in a hammock. No 
little exercise can be derived from the daily task of watering the 
flowers. Pushing a lawn mower likewise spells muscular de- 

velopment. Carrying the idea of a vacation at home to its logi- 

cal conclusion it were not an impossible task to convert a city 

lot into a small but attraictive park. The sense of posses- 

_ sion heightens the joy of being there. No place so small, 

but wilf afford a shady nook for a chair, a dream, and a book. 
Here fruit trees would yield a varied pleasure, sweet scented 
flowers in spring, cooling shade in summer, and luscious fruits 

in fall. No better recreation after the day’s toil than to while : 

away the twilight hours in light garden work. The following 

are different views of a garden that is the result of care and at-
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tention bestowed upon it after working hours. The vine cov- 

ered alley entrance, the rustic tea house, whose floor is strewn 

| with pebbles from the lake and the tall trees make a vertitable 

little park of the place. Lake Michigan but a block away watts 

- hither the coolest, freshest air to be had anywhere... An old ap- 

ple tree no matter how unsymmetrical brings with its enarled 

| and twisted branches a distinct atmosphere into the landscape 

obtainable in no other way. 

The advisability of other ways fo procuring the co-operation | 

of trained services to help the contestants individually is well 

exemplified in the next pictures. The gardens here are not 

neglected but opportunities lie unheeded for want of a little 

knowledge. Wooden fences unless very ornamental in them- 

selves should invariably be screened or covered. An abundance 

of material is available for this purpose; all the hardy climbers 

such as Virginia creeper, Boston ivy, hardy grapes, and honey- 

suckles lend themseives readily to this end, and for quick 

temporary effects there are the annual vines of which every- : 

body knows a few. Against a fence the colored berries of the 

bittersweet vine have a pretty decorative effect. Along open 

fences sweet peas fronted by dwarf nasturtiums, or climbing 

uasturtiums alone or mixed with the peas would look well. An 

rregular border of hardy herbaceous perennials running along 

iwo sides of a fence and taking in more or less that entire 

corner of the yard would bring color and beauty into the finished 

garden. | | 

Where a long stretch of fence is to be covered with vines a 
monotonous sky line can be avoided by the judicious use of | 

| trees, which in many instances might as well be fruit trees. : 
| Hardy perennials or an occasional shrub will intersperse well 

among the vines thus used. Covering the chicken enclosure 

with climbers would add to biddy’s comfort, make her less ob- 

trusive, and vastly improve the appearance of many a yard. A 

sense of privacy without closeness can thus be achieved. A 

| walk must never be too prominent and should preferably be laid 

out in curves, provided this can be done without sacrificing di- 

rectness. | 

The positive ugliness of a high board fence is often glaringly 

apparent in an otherwise pretty garden. When it is covered 

with climbing vines the garden will have a background where 

now it has an eyesore. In just such exigencies are climbers
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most opportune, In other respects the grass carpets bordered — 
with flowers is the safest treatment from an artistic standpoint | 

| for a very small yard. The decorative value of the common — 
sunflower is accentuated in the next picture, where however an 
opportunity for the effective use of vines has been. but partially 
recognized. At times an old tree stump will challenge the gar- 
dener’s ingenuity to make it appear less an intrusion and more 
an integral part of the garden. The best way to treat this where 

| to grub it up entails too much work is to regard it as a rockery 
and cover it with ferns, hardy grasses and trailing plants. | 

Asters are well adapted to screen a low fence, affording in 
fall a bank of brilliant color with which to end the seasons 
floral display. Golilen rod is also pretty, but should be used 
with care for yellow is not a color that will harmonize well in 

| random combinations. Where a fence is a necessity the en- 
deavor must be to render it as inconspicuous as possible. This | 
can be done as already stated not only with a great variety of | 

| vines, but also with numerous species of shrubs. A hedge will 
often prove as efficient a protection as a fence for there are 
quite a number of shrubs that will make an almost impenetrable 

| barrier, which could be further strengthened by running wire 
through it. Where a hedge is not wanted or a fence already 
exists an irregular shrubbery group is a good means of afford- | 
ing a background or defining a boundary. 

Wherever possible plant material should be employed in di- 
viding the lawn from the flower or vegetable garden in prefer- 
ence to a stiff and rigid fence. This will avoid bringing a for- 
eign element into the garden. Often a flower border or hardy 
herbaceous perennials of bushy habit planted at regular inter- 

vals along a walk gives a more definite character to a garden. 
_ Where board walks are laid grass should never be allowed to 

. creep in among the cracks, it looks slovenly and unkempt. 
_ A garden to be restful and pleasing must avoid sudden transi- 
tions that create harsh contrasts and grate upon our sense of 

: fitness, as when a lawn comes to an abrupt stop and the bare 
ground of the flower or vegetable garden is all too conspicuous. | 
Sweet peas or any other annual vine trained on a simple trellis 
provides a ready means of overcoming this defect, which can _ 
also be obviated by planting in such places a border of tall 

bushy perennials or an irregular shrubbery group. Bush fruit 
~ would serve a double purpose here combining beauty with
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utility. Advantage should be taken of a wire fence as a con- 
: venient trellis for a riotous profusion of annual vines. | 

| None the less prominent for being accidental the esthetic will 
often be found combined most happily with the useful in many 
back yards. A row of currants affords a pleasing background . 
for a row of nasturtiums in front, at the same, time effectually 

_ hiding the vegetables behind them. Many similar combinations 
| _ of bush fruit and flowers could be made. The useful grape may 

likewise be handled in such a manner as to gratify our sense of a 
| the beautiful. In summer its shade, in fall its pendent clusters 

of fruit will recommend it. Even in a vegetable garden a tight | 
board line fence need not remain an eyesore. Melon and many 
other useful vines can be trained against it. The scarlet runner 
bean with its bright red flowers and tender beans would be es- 
pecially appropriate here. | 

In a garden contest instances may arise where it is exceed- 
| ingly difficult to arrive at a just decision regarding the merits 

of a contestant. In the spring the condition of the garden may 
be such as to place it in the class where evidence of the amount 
of work done is to be the sole consideration. Though the, fall 
appearance may give evidence of a great amount of work the 
perplexing factor may be the condition of the soil, which in this 
particular instance was practically all ash. This in nowise de- 

| tracted from the appearance of the garden in spring and there- 
fore the flabor expended upon the improvement of the soil would 

| _ not show in the difference between the fall and spring standing. 
. Even where an allowance for this and similar factors is to be 

made, it is well nigh impossible for anyone who has not actually 
| done the work to rightly estimate it. Common garden vege- 

tables can often be used so as to add a distinctive charm to the 
garden. Ripening tomatoes reddening in the sun against their 

a fresh green foliage that merges gently into the darker green of | 
- the grass afford almost as much color as flowers. 

Not every contestant will accomplish something. Gardens 
: there will be whose fall appearance turns out even worse than 

their spring condition would warrant. Here is one. A pleas- 
ing prospect for the neighbor, a rubbish pile and the discarded 
odds and ends of household economy strewn promiscuously 

| about. ‘Too many urchins to one yard and a grasping landlord 
| will thwart the efforts of the most persistent. Being obliged to 

move your garden two or three times during the season is not
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conducive to the best results. The most meager achievement is 

here deserving of praise. | | 

Human character involuntarily expresses itself in every phase 

of human activity, to which gardening though the very embodi- 

ment of tranquility is no exception. A garden may be the re- | 

sult of indomitable energy overcoming formidable obstacles. It 

may be a triumph of the will. Imagine the wa‘ls of a house and 

a stone paved alley as the place for a garden. Here is a gar- 

den in just such a location. Wall brackets afford room for pots, 

pans, and boxes wherein garden and house plants thrive and 

possess an added charm in these surroundings. A parrot brings 

animation into the scene. And the gardener? <A little dark ~~ 

haired and dark eyed Italian matron, who values highly the : 

medal she received in recognition of her work here in the con- 

gested part of the city where just such an influence is needed most. | 

Little homely customs can be connected with the various | 

events of the seasons in the garden, the observance of which 

will add a joyous interest to our work. Let me teli you of one. 

Here is a gardener from pastoral England who grows strawber- 

ries on quite a commercial scale and each year the seasons first | 

berries are carefully picked into the best dish and offered as a | 

present to his wife. It happens that the ripening of the first | 

berries genera‘ly coincides with her birthday, giving him an ac- 

curate record with which to compare the ripening time of many 

seasons back. True to English tradition he attempted to train 

a peach tree against the wall of his house with but indifferent | 

success. ( | 

The next two gardens distinctly belong in the class where 

, comparative excellence is to determine the awards, irrespective 

of the amount of work represented. Here is a miniature park 

the result of years of love and patient work. Indeed the owner 

lives to enjoy the shade of the sapling that he planted years 

before. A little pathos too creeps in for two of the cut leaved | 

birch that he set out thirty years ago are dying now. The 

iron dog in the middle, of the lawn, the benches and the lawn 

table, the gravel walks all tend to betray the German nationality 

of the owner. Reading this man’s character as depicted in his 

garden we would expect to find persistency and a love for order 

marked traits of his mental makeup, which indeed is true, as 

borne out in his daily life. He is a successful business man. 

The spring view of the next garden illustrates an odd, some-
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what old fashioned, but withal an appropriate treatment of a 

small! space where a large variety of flowers is desired. The 

individual beds may be encased with boards, bricks, cement or 

other available material. The fall picture further shows the 

possibilities of this treatment. The utility and beauty of a leafy 

| screen is here splendidly brought out. Flower beds as a lawn 

_ decoration in the hands of an amateur are apt to be badly 

placed, ill planted and altogether grotesque. Occasionally one | 

meets with a flower bed that is well located and well planted. 
It is to be regretted that we do not have a spring picture of 

the next garden which was at that time but a sunbaked stretch 

of clay. The judges in last year’s Sentinel contest awarded this | 
garden first prize not on its merits from an artistic standpoint, 

but solely because it represented an amount of work far in ex- 

| cess of all its competitors, the more astonishing when we learn 
that the gardener is a young matron of sixty-five summers. 

| From a professional standpoint the garden has many defects, 
among the most conspicuous of which are the forlorn little 

flower bed in the lawn, the bare fence to the rear and the heter- 

ogeneous planting throughout. These however are due to a lack 

of knowledge and not to indolence. Indeed the gardener’s 
greatest handicap throughout has been her inexperience in orna- 

mental gardening. What she desires are suggestions that will 
help her in the attainment of a more finished garden next sum- 

mer. The next picture is that of a garden which was awarded 

second prize. Though a more finished product artistically, its 
markings did not indicate an equa! amount of, work with its 

more successful competitor. Here the use of morning-glories 

is an especially happy one; ranking luxuriantly, they cover com- 
pletely and grow beyond a wooden fence that would otherwise 

sadly mar the beauty of the garden as a whoe. Adding the 

finishing touches to the garden, they not only suggest an air of | 
completeness but also afford a very desirable privacy. In the 
words of the owner, they make it possible that :—“one, does not 
have to live with his neighbors.” This is a most inoffensive 

| but effectual way of avoiding a gossiping neighbor. The annual 
vines should, however, be rep:aced with perennials, preferably a 
variety so as to bring color and animation into this somewhat 

long stretch of foliage. The fall effects of the Virginia Creeper 

and the Boston Ivy would help to prolong the garden’s beauty 
way into falf. Again there is that objectionable little flower bed
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| lost in the middle of the lawn. A detailed view shows the very 

good use of seeded annuals. 

The third prize was likewise awarded in virtue of the dili- 

gence the garden bore witness to. Its main fault, is the bare 

fence, along the ailey, which in this instance should be screened 

with an irregular group of some of the taller growing shrubs, 
such as lilacs, mock-oranges, high bush cranberries, etc. A’ 

frequent defect in many back yards is the promiscuous planting 
‘of flowers among vegetables. They are not congenial compan- 

ions. No matter how smali' the space they can and should be 
separated. Where vegetables are the main crop, yet a few 

flowers are also desired for cutting purposes, these latter can 

be planted so as to keep the vegetables more or less out of sight. 
Thus the inevitable ragged appearance of the vegetable beds in 

summer wilf be less pronounced or altogether hidden. Where 
the space is very small, it should never be converted into a | 

truck patch, but rather be devoted entirely to flowers, which 
' after all will afford a greater satisfaction. : 

- The fourth prize, a gold medal, was awarded to a garden that 

illustrates the necessity of establishing a class wherein gardens 

that are the product of professional skill can compete, without | 
injustice to less favored competitors. The amount of work that 

entered into this garden can have no weight with the committee, 

because there are sufficient means at command to provide an 

abundance of labor, as weil as of everything else essential to a 
| garden. This garden and every other garden in the same class 

must be judged solely from an artistic standpoint and in as far 
as it conforms to the ideal, for that particular situation, does -1t 

deserve to rank among the winners. Such a planting must con- 
form in character to the architecture of the house, as well as 

provide for the peculiarities of location. 
| Where the space to be planted is small the apparent size of * | 

| a garden can be increased by terracing provided always that all 
other conditions are such as not to make terraces appear labored 

and artificial. To elevate the garden a little above the side | 
walk will often serve the purpose of protection and privacy much 

better than a fence can. It will also avoid the air of aloofness | 

| that a fenced garden is apt to create in the minds of. others. 
The slopes of a terrace are a splendid location for ornamental 

flowerbeds. An opportunity is here provided for the exercise of 

one’s skill in designing intricate and artistic carpet beds, for on
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| such a slope the entire design will present itself to the observer | 
and from any point of view he will become aware of its scheme 

at one glance. Such a bed on a level would not appear well at | 
a distance because the observer sees it at an angle and it is only 
when looking squarely down upon them that such beds have 

meaning. In this respect a flowerbed on a slope bears some- 

: what the same relation to an observer as a picture on a wall. 

Imagine yourself looking at a picture on the floor. Foliage 
_ beds on small’ terrace slopes are altogether out of place. Bushes 

‘that have a trailing or pendent habit such as the matrimony 
vine can often be used to good advantage on the tops of ter- 

| races. The prizes available for such a contest are numerous. 

They. should be commensurate to the probable desires of the 
contestants. In that class where work done is to decide cash 

prizes will prove most appropriate in as much as they will give 

to the winner means wherewith to further embellish their gar- 

~ dens which otherwise a necessary economy might not permit. 

| In the class where excellence alone is to count and the owners 
are at the same time the gardeners, pieces of garden furniture — 

or garden statuary would be acceptable. Nor would cash prizes 

be out of place here. Properly inscribed medals would do for 
this and likewise for that class where paid gardeners are per- 

missible. Cups and other similar trophies are welcome acqutsi- 

tions to the dens of the wealthy gardener. Diplomas of merit 

should be awarded alike in all classes.
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WOMAN’S SESSION, WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEBRU- 

ARY 5TH. 

: A SOUTHERN MESSAGE. a 

Mrs. Leonarp L. KELtocc. 

(Mary A. Moyle Kellogg.) 

When your worthy secretary, Mrs. Smith, heard that I was 

going south on a short trip she asked me to send some greeting 

from the “Sunny South” to this meeting even if I might not ap- 

pear to present it. But I wish the south could greet you her- 
self as she welcomes me this lovely January morning with a 

temperature of 70 degrees, the gentlest of soothing breezes, a 

blue, blue sky, the exultant happy notes of all kinds of birds and 
flowers wherever man has cared to plant them. 

- Anda languor of delicious sense of ease steals over one and 

thus one can partly understand the indolence and slow going | 

habits of the southern people. 

I tried to glean some information that would interest the hor- 

ticulturists of Wisconsin, but on a short trip one doesn’t see 

much and I don’t wish you to take all my staternents as facts, 
for they have been gathered from many sources and we might 

safely apply the old adage. ‘Never believe anything you hear 

and only half that you see,” for the land swarms with “an host | 
of land agents” and they are a class unto themselves. 

Still one can get some reliable knowledge by observation and | 
that is what I will try to give you. 

Leaving Chicago we passed through the broad level, black 

corn-lands of Illinois to St. Louis. Taking a sleeper at St. Louis 

we did not see much of Missouri, but Kansas appears broad and 

level with nothing of special interest at this season. About the 
| - only differences in scenery being an occasional cotton field and 

the plodding mule teams. Reaching Oklahoma and continu- 
ing south through what are the allotment lands the country is 
more broken in places but with little timber except near the 
streams, which timber is mostly oak on which that parasitic _
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erowth, the mistletoe, appears green and bright. The country 

does not appear “enchanting fair” here as the farms are mostly 

run by poor people and negroes and the homes are unlovely in 
aspect, being unpainted shacks with no trees, shrubs or flowers 

to relieve their desolation. | . 
At the thriving town of Muskogee we stopped and visited a 

forty-acre apple and peach orchard, the first of note that we had 

seen. It was in fairly good condition though not properly cared 

for, and the past season had yielded two thousand bushels of 

fruit, mainly Gano apples. | 

The season had been an unusually dry one and peaches and 

corn had failed but in a favorable year they gather peaches 

from May to October. The manager of this orchard showed us 
samples of his two crops of Irish potatoes which we had been 

told could not be grown and kept. They looked well, though 

| small, but it is a fact that the southern grown “Murphys” do 
not taste as good as our home grown product and northern po- 

tatoes command a high price. 

At Muskogee we received the first inkling of a milder climate 
as the day was warm and sunny and the gardener at the hotel 

was setting out bulbs and pansies for speedy blooming. 

The southern part of the territory is partly covered with tim- 

ber as is also northern Texas, oak, some pine and the false holly 

bushes where berries gleam cheerily through the timber. Here 

also as in Illinois and Kansas are seen the osage orange hedges, 

in some places the trees dropping their bitter, yellow fruit. 
The Red River forms the northeast boundry of Texas and 

just across the fines on the M., K. & T. route is Denison, an 

old established city where we laid off and experienced our . 

first acquaintance with a Texas “Norther.” 
: The people of Texas grow tall and stalwart and it needs such 

to keep their feet in the breast of such a gale. The local paper 

of Ft. Worth, 25 miles distant, said that never before in the 

history of the local weather bureau had so many miles of real 
wind passed the station as on that Saturday and Sunday, the 

storm attaining its greatest fury at points in Oklahoma. We en- 

countered high winds afterwards in all parts of Texas except 

the coast districts. They are disagreeable to say the least ana 

a sore point with many of the Texans. 

While at Denison we visited the nurseries of L. V. Munson & | 
Son and the Texas Nursery Co. at Sherman, a nice town, ten
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miles distant, connected by trolley. We found them in the 

midst of their packing season which continues till March 15th. 

Munson is a grape man, especially and his hybrid “post-oak”’ 
varieties are recommended throughout the state. These nur- 

_ series carry apple, pear and peach in addition to the semi-trop- 

ical stock and the evergreen honeysuckle and Magnolias give 

an air of life to the fields that is absent in the stark, bare plants 

of the northern states. Here canna and dahlia roots live over _ 

the winter in the ground, but roses kill back just as in Wiscon- 
sin. There is much more fruit in this section and at Whitebro 
there is a 500 acre apple orchard just coming into bearing. 

We journeyed west from Dallas and Ft. Worth, two of the . 
largest cities of the state, to Abilene, which is on the edge of the 

elevated plateau and in the semi-arid belt, almost located in the 

geographical center of the state. This is a day’s journey 

through a most barren tract of rocks, sand, cacti, sage, bush 

and mesquites. | 
But we emerge from the waste lands about thirty miles from _ 

Abilene and come upon a better looking country while the city 

of Abilene itself is a clean, hustling little place with many beau- | 
 tiful homes. | | 

The State Horticultural Society and Nut Growers Assn. held 

a joint mid-winter meeting there and while the attendance was 
not large, there was much to interest all present and a good ex- 

hibit of nuts, fruit and garden truck. Most of the apples were 

from outside the state, but southern Texas presented some fine 

Japan persimmons, kumquats and oranges. The improved Japan 

_ persimmon is as large as a peach, looks like a plum and to my 

hostile northern palate tastes like raw pumpkin smells, though 

there are others that differ with me. The largest and most in- 

teresting stand was of seedling soft-shelled pecans. They are 

hardly recognizable with the hard-shelled red nuts we buy in 

the north. This nut grows wild along the river bottoms, the 

tree being similar to a hickory, rather more loosely branched, 

growing tall and well shaped if allowed room enough. The 

seedling tree bears at about 15 years, but the propagators top 

| work the trees and they bear in eight or nine. 
The improved nuts are worth 25 cents a pound and about | 

forty pecans make a pound, trees yielding from one to four | 

bushels. They have a shuck just like the hickory nut, but are | 

almost all solid meat. |
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| Much time was taken at the meeting in demonstration of | 
budding and grafting, but to go into details concerning this 
would be tiresome. , 

This section was new and the fruit industry is only at the 
beginning, yet even with their light rainfall apple, pear and 
peach thrive and one five-acre, two-year-old peach orchard we | 

| visited was as fine as could be seen anywhere. This was an 
experimental orchard of the Abilene Nursery Co. - 

Besides this they were experimenting with grapes, plums, | 
shrubs, roses and all kinds of nursery stock in other plats that 
people might see what could be grown to advantage there. The 
president of this nursery company, Mr. Batjer, told us that 
apples and grapes were affected by root fungus in that immed- 
iate-section but the high altitude kept the pear practically free | 
from blight. oe | Ds | : 

_ The people there seem to think that the section has a bright 
future before it in the fruit industry, and the “25,000 Club” was | 
booming Abilene for a little more than it was worth we | 
thought. 

_. Here, as in most other Texan towns, were seen the cotton 

| warehouses and the many bales of cotton strewn around. | 

| _ Continuing south to Galveston we here first-saw the flow- | 

| ers in bloom in abundance, yet they had had a hard frost a few 

days previous which was unusual for them. 7 

The flowers grow to perfection in these coast sections 

_ throughout all but a short period of dry hot summer. The 

plants are never retarded in theit growth and lovers of flow- | 

ers may here revel to their hearts delight. 

A flower of commercial value is the Cape Jessamine. These 

waxy fragrant buds are shipped to all points of the U. S., hav- . 

| ing great lasting qualities. A moderate sized bush bears about 
seventy-five cents worth of buds a season. | 

Between Galveston and Houston lie large tracts of rich low- 

lands which are being developed into the garden plats of 

| Texas. Here will grow most anything the sun smiles upon, 

Satsuma oranges, Magnolia figs and garden truck taking the : 
— lead just now. 

But the farmers have much to contend with in the lack of 
_ drainage. Strawberry growing has proven very profitable, the | 

berries being ready for picking about February 1st in a favor- 
able year. ; | | 

: a 12—Hort. | | :
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Much of interest might be said of the city of Galveston, that 
island city connected with the mainland by one R. R. track 

only, to which all lines converge. When one thinks of the | 

“flood” or the “great storm” as they call it there, one hesitates a 
little, but there are no pessimists in Texas. All are hopeful and 
inordinately proud of their state and well they may be. 

You can find all kinds and conditions of soil in Texas, sand, 

clay, and black muck and also every shade of these three; and 
all kinds of climates from the “Northers” to the tropical atmos- 
phere of the southern coasts; and all kinds of people and no 

one can realize the size of the state till called upon to pay car 

fare. | 

From Galveston to San Antonio is a moderate run and this 

city is well worthy of a visit, being very healthful and delight- 
ful in climate and the most historic spot in the state. Here 

are situated six old Missions and the famed Alamo, the “cra- 

dle of Texas Liberty.” Here were waged many of the conflicts 

for supremacy between Mexico and Texas, and the beautiful : 

San Antonio river winds in and around the city making it very 

picturesque. Here are located hot sulphur wells that are much | 

used by resorters and claimed to be as helpful and beneficial 

as the “Hot Springs” of Arkansas. a 

The live oak tree grows here in little groves and one is re- 

“minded of the sombre lines of Langfellow’s “Evangeline.” | 

“Great oaks bordered the river from which garlands of 

Spanish moss and the mystic mistletoe flaunted.” ) 

A' hundred miles south of San Antonio lies Victoria with an 
altitude of 88 feet, from which place I have indited this mes- 

sage. | 
Victoria is high enough to be away from the baleful influ- 

ences of the very lowlands and yet it receives the invigorating 

gulf breezes. 

Here were seen beautiful roses blooming on bushes like lilacs 

in size, oranges in bearing and lemons, ripe strawberries and 

fertile fields that await only development. 
And the genial manners and generously expressed kindliness 

of all her citizens warm our hearts towards Texas and we join 
heartily with her staunch admirers in saying: | 
“We are proud of Texas—her resources are unlimited—come 

and see.” | — — _ 
And thus endeth the message. | OO
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WOMAN AND HORTICULTURE IN THE FARM HOME - 

Mrs. Jos. TRELEVEN. , 

Webster tells us that a horticulturist is one skilled in the art 
of cultivating gardens and horticulture pertains to a garden, 
he does not specify that it applies to the orchard alone, but to 

the garden, so it must include the vegetable and flower gar- 
den. There is much expressed in the words Farm and Home 
and I ask what is more to the farm home (aside from good | 
parents and good children) than the orchard, veyetable and | 
flower gardens. With Americans the home idea is not want- 
ing and our home associations are very dear to us, the thought 
of giving them up grieves us. The farm home is a place where | 

| loving natures find opportunity for activity and development, 
for rest and comfort, when troubled and weary, and for sym- 
pathy when sorrowing or rejoicing. The place where true 
character has birth and education, the nursery of the best life } 
this earth affords. | 

| Gardening or soil culture in the widest sense of the word 
_ includes a hundred or more pursuits that call for the thought- 

ful brain. There is no employment which demands a closer ob- 
servation nor so fine a sense or more infinite knowledge than 
the life, growth and habits of fruit, flowers and vegetables. 
What can be more interesting than a careful study of there re- 

| vealing to the heart the riches of the vegetable kingdom and 
watching the growth and development of all life in this great 
kingdom. 

Tilling the soil is one of the most honorable, healthy and de- 
sirable pursuits vouchsafed to man. The love of flowers, fruit 
and vegetables is essential to the highest success. Of all places 

| of man’s activity the farm is capable of the most beauty. It is 
a place for toil but is also an opportunity for the display of 
taste. The farm is cultivated primarily for profit, for a living. | 
But man does not live by bread alone, he is not satisfied with 
mere profit, he is an admirer of the beautiful. A farm home is 
not made so by the labor of a day, a month or a year, but by a | 
continuous effort year after year and certainly the wife and 
mother ought to be the co-workers in this honorable labor. At 
the beginning of time man was placed in a beautiful garden and
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woman also to be a helpmeet for man. This was the first in- | 

| stance of woman in horticulture and from that time until the 

present we find women engaged in this work. In these days | 

when year by year woman is demonstrating her equality with 

. man in mental power, executive ability, and business capacity, 

when women are undertaking so many vocations which were 

merely pursued by men only and in fact there is scarcely any 

profession or employment which woman has not attempted 

with more or less success. Why then is not horticulture a suit- 

able occupation for women? A woman’s life began in a garden 

| and history tells us that from the most primitive days of the 

. race, to the present state of civilization, in all lands, woman has 

been found, either for profit or enjoyment in a garden. Con- 

servative ones among us are still prone to think that for a 

| woman to work outdoors is nothing more or less than a crime, © 

but sensible people are fast coming to the conclusion that there ~ | 

is no reason in the world why the delights of growing flowers, 

° fruits and vegetables should be barred from her (providing she | 

has not too much heavy work to do and has some one to assist 

her with the digging). A woman can become as accomplished : 

and oft times a more intelligent gardener than a man; and in 

many countries you will find gardening schools. Americaisfar 

behind Europe in this respect. 

Germany led in this impulse many years ago, and for thirty 

years horticulture has been a part of the public school system — 

in Sweden. In France there are thirty thousand gardens con- 

nected with schools and no teacher is employed who is not _ 

able to teach horticulture. In England gardening has become 

so attractive an occupation to women that some celebrated 

| English horticultural colleges have opened branch schools 

where they are fitting themselves for professional gardeners. 

The average woman is either a bread winner or a home 

| maker, and if horticulture does not appeal to her from a com- 

mercial standpoint then the privilege is hers to use it aS a 

means to elevate her home and to educate her children. House- 

| hold duties should not absorb all the time and strength of the 

wife and mother; but wherever possible she should secure the 

| rest and enjoyment that is obtained from a change of thought 

| and scene. Educating the child from nature, how can it be bet- 

ter done than on a farm, in the orchard and garden, teaching 

| them to think, instilling in their mind a love for the beauties |
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of nature. It is a joy to toil among shrubs and flowers andeven 
in the vegetable garden they are constantly drinking in the | 
health and buoyancy from their surroundings. When they are 
taught to grow their own fruit and flowers they are learning : 
to love nature and it is well known that the early impressions | 
are lasting and many of the older ones will remember instances 

: _ of childhood, easier than those of maturer years. It is said 
that a child character forms from the time he is eight years 
old. It generally develops on the mother to give much of the 
early training and it ought certainly to be in the power of a 
sensible and educated mother, to inspire within that period, 
such taste as shall nearly decide the destiny of the future man - 
or woman. Ina cultivation of a love for the pure and beautiful 
the influence of horticulture cannot be overestimated. The 
birth place of a great many of our best songs and poems was 

| in some farm home. The influence of these live on and to hor- 
ticulture should be given the praise. The birth place of many | 
of our great and noble men and women was the farm home 
and horticluture entered very largely into their early training. 

The beauties of our city parks, country homes and many of | 
our farm homes are due to horticulture. If horticulture en- 

_ tered more largely into the makeup of our farm homes their 
| value and beauty would be much enhanced and more homes 
| would be better and happier. The women ought to be the ones 

deeply interested in this. a 

In local horticultural societies where they flourish it has been 
and is largely due to the work, influence and zeal of the | 
women. In our state society, while women have been in the 

background and have not appeared in a public way, yet much oe 
of the work, influence power and achievements of the so- 

- ciety might be traced directly or indirectly to the wives and 7 
mothers of leading horticulturists. | 

| Let us give all honor to horticulture. To the men in horti- 
culture, to the women in horticulture and to the farm home.
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FRUITS FOR THE GARDEN; AND SOME WAYS OF 

PRESERVING THEM. 

Mrs. M. S. Kettoac, Janesville. 

This subject is one of vital importance not only to the women 

on the farm but to the men also, for as the old saying goes, the > 

way to a man’s heart is through his stomach, and if you fail to 
have that to please the inner man the outer man is apt to get 

crusty and cross. In the limited time to be given to this subject 
I shall give you a few thoughts about the different classes and 7 

| varieties of fruit, and some of the best ways I’ have found to 

prepare them for the winter’s use. My experience has been 
more varied than the average farmer’s wife and the varieties 

mentioned are the ones that have proven the most valuable 

from among the long list of varieties that I have had to experi- 

ment with as the wife of a nurseryman and fruit-grower. 

Everyone should have a fruit garden and in it should be 
found strawberries, raspberries, currants, blackberries, goose- 

berries, cherries, grapes, not to mention apples, crabs and 
plums. Those living in towns and cities will of necessity be 
limited as to size, but the farmer should have a large garden 

and if it is properly planted and carefully tended it will prove 
the most profitable part of the farm. Those who are limited | 

| to small area will find the varieties mentioned here to be the - 
ones best suited for general use from out of a long list of var- 
ieties, some of which are good and come are good for nothing. 

The tired and overwrought housewife from the hot kitchen 

where her time is spent most of the day, a few minutes spent in 

the garden among the berries, keeping down the weeds or gath- 
ering fruit for the evening meal will rest the tired body and put 
the worn nerves back into trim to take up the burdens again 

with renewed vigor and courage. 
The fruit that holds the place of honor, not only in the gar- 

den but in the winter’s preserves, is the Strawberry, the first to 

ripen, the most welcome arrival and the one which causes the 

most regrets when itis gone. From among the more than hun- 

dred varieties I have been privileged to choose, the Dunlap 

stands queen of them all, in size, color, flavor and ease of prep- 

aration for use. Clyde and Warfield stand second, the former 

of size and firmness, the latter for color. 

In canning all fruit do not make the mistake of waiting until
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too late in the season when the fruit is apt to be dry and seedy 
or past its prime. My method for strawberries is as follows: 

| After the berries are hulled add one-half pound of sugar for 
each quart of berries and allow them to stand over night if | 
possible; by this method of treatment the fruit absorbs the 
sugar and retains its shape in the can much better than if | 
cooked immediatey. Six quarts of fruit will neéd to be cooked 
about 30 minutes and larger quantities in proportion. For 

_ strawberry jam use three-quarters of a pound for each quart 
of berries; chopped well and mixed with sugar, put on and 
cook slowly until they are thick. This is not so sickish sweet | 
as when used pound for pound and appears to be better liked. 

Kaspberries. Take the Cumberland black raspberry fresh 
from the boxes and pack them into the glass cans, about a quart = 
and a half of berries to a quart can; then place them in a steam 
cooker if possible, if no steam cooker is at hand use a boiler, 
filling with cold water to about three-quarters of the height of 
the cans. It is best to place a board in the bottom of the boiler 

| to set the glass cans on. While the berries are cooking put on 
one cup of sugar for each can of berries in a kettle with water 
enough to cover it and let dissolve. When the berries are done, 
which can be readily determined by running a straw or a fork 

| through them, take them out, being careful not to expose them 
to a draft, or cool too quickly, fill the cans with the hot syrup 
and seal at once, being careful that all are air tight. Raspber- 
ries prepared in this way will taste the most like fresh berries | 
of all ways I have ever tried. Of the red varieties I prefer the 
Loudon or Cuthbert as they retain their shape well. For red rasp- 
berry jam take any variety of good quality and prepare the 
same as for strawberry jam. 

Blackberries. I use the Ancient Briton, using a cup of sugar 
to each quart of berries, with a little water in the bottom of 
the kettle to prevent them from burning at first ; cook until they 
are easily pierced with a straw, sealing up hot. This same rule 

a applies to cherries, currants and gooseberries. For peaches and 
| pears make a syrup of sugar and water and.cook fruit in this 

syrup until done, filling the cans with the hot syrup. 
| Plums. The easiest and quickest way and saves standing 

over the stove in hot weather, is to wash fresh plums, scald in 
| plenty of hot water until the skin cracks a little and seal while 

| hot. In winter, whenever you wish to use them, turn out in a
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kettle (removing the pits if desired), add a little water and a | 

lump of soda as large as a medium sized hickory nut to each 

quart of fruit, then boil up at once, then add sugar to took like 

preserves. This rule is especially applicable to those varieties | 

strong in astringency. Another favorite method is to prick the 
plums with a silver fork and cook in a syrup made of sugar and : 

| water until done and seal up hot. For this latter method the 
Surprise plum excels all others. If one has a limited number of 

plums and wishes to make them go as far as possible, cook un-  ° 

til they are about half done, strain off the juice, add one pound 

of sugar to each pint of juice and boil down for plum jelly; 

_ then take the plums and put through a sieve, leaving nothing 

but the skin and pit; for each quart of pulp add one and one- - 

half cups of sugar and cook until the sugar is thoroughly dis- 

solved and seal up hot. © | 
Those whose garden is limited as to size will find the Sur- 

prise, Forest Garden and De Soto plums as eminently satisfac- 
tory for all purposes. The Early Richmond cherry, Wilder cur- : 
rant and Downing gooseberry all head the list in their respec- 

| tive classes. If the price of sugar is high, and this is often the - 

case at canning time, currants, gooseberries and cherries may 

be canned without sugar, and the sugar added when fruit is 
used. For pies especially cherries canned without sugar are | 

| much more preferable. | | 
There are as many different ways of canning fruit as there 

: are people and there will be until the end of time; to give them 

all here.is impossible. The receipts here given have proven 

| their reliability by years of use, and I hope what has been said 
will be of benefit to some. | | 

|
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’ A further demonstration of the value of cultivation of orchards over sod culture, Northwestern Greening apples, fair Samples from two orchards, season of 1907. The one on the right from cultivated orchard, the left from sod orchard. 
ine orenatda separated only by a highway. All conditions, except culture, similar.
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| PRESERVING FRUITS. | 

| | A. C. BENNETT. — 

_ About forty-two years ago I took my first lesson in the put- 
ting up of apples so that they would keep far beyond the or- 

. °dinary method. I carefully picked the apples and placed them 

on the top of about ten inches of dry oat straw on the double | 
| barn floor where they were left to dry for several weeks in the 7 

shade, and where no rain could touch them. When I came to 

barrel them I noticed that some of the apples had wrinkles on 

| their skins. I put some of these apples into my cellar and sold | 
. _ the balance at $6.25 per barrel to my brother-in-law who was re- 

, tailing apples in the east. The apples saved for my own use | 

were kept in an ordinary cellar, and showed keeping qualities 

far beyond anything I ever saw before, and my brother-in-law 

| reported in the month of May, that he never handled such good 
keeping apples in all his life, that he had some barrels left that 

were perfectly sound and were never put in cold storage. 

In 1893 at the World’s fair in Chicago, I noticed the large 
columns of lemons that were such an ornament to the Horticul- 

| tural building, and I noticed that they did not rot. I asked the | 
| Californian in charge of them how it is that their lemons do . 

| not rot? Do you coat them over with white wax, or anything, 

| to preserve them? He replied with a smile and said, “No, they 
are the natural lemon just as they grew,” but he said, “Those 
of us who understand our business put them in shallow trays , 
like these and just dry them a little, then they will keep, but 
they don’t all do it, they haven’t all got onto it yet. Before we 

_ did this we used to ship them in iced cars to Chicago and then 
they had to be sold right off and we often suffered heavy losses © - 
on them. Now we save our icing bills, which is quite an item, 

~ and the goods don’t have to be sold till the market price suits 

us.” | : 

When I went to California seven years ago I found at River- 
| side a man by the name of Graceland. who had printed a little 

| book, and he made me a present of it. He is one of the directors 
| in the Southern California Fruit exchange. This book ex- 

plained his method of curing lemons so they would keep a year, 

| and gave as his reason for printing the secret that he had :
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found while he could sell all his cured lemons for more than his 

neighbors, yet his own product was too small to advance the 

general price, and that by giving to all a chance to share in his 

discovery they would all get even better prices than he had been 
getting. He said before the lemons of California were cured 
that Sicily lemons were being sold in San Francisco at much 
higher prices than the California lemons, because they kept | 
better. In Sicily I learn that the lemon is never picked from. , 
the tree until it is cured on the tree by leaving it several days 

when there has been no rain. | 
| Mr. Graceland’s method of curing and keeping lemons was 

to build a square house, with lime plastered walls, inside and 
out, with a single door for entrance. Outside of this is another 

building entirely surrounding it, four feet wide with projecting 
| roof for shade, and thoroughly ventilated. In this space the 

lemons are first placed in shallow trays and thoroughly cured, 

then removed to the inner building where they will keep a year. 
I have a cluster of four oranges on a single stem clipped from 
the tree in California seven years ago, and they are sound to- 
day, they were simply hung up and dried whole. 
We boil down syrup until it is thick and enough to keep. The 

honey bee does not seal over the fresh honey until it has dried 
out. Dr. Clark, of Los Angeles, who has a peach orchard, told 

| me that when they irrigate the peach orchard, that for several 
days after the water has been put on, the peach absorbs so 

much water that it is insipid until the ground is dry again. | 

The thickening of the juices of the fruit by evaporating of the 

water not on.y dries up the stem and retards the entrance of 

air into the fruit, but it retards the circulation of the juice | 
within the pulp of the fruit, which continues to go on circulat- 
ing to perfect the seeds within, and the slower this circulation 

_ the longer the life principle is maintained. Cold, dry air also 
retards this circulation, but if made too cold the circulation 

stops and the fruit is dead, and when warmed up soon goes to 
decay. Tomatoes may be picked too green so that their seeds 

will not germinate if removed. But lay the tomato up in the 

sun and they will soon color up on the outside and mature the. 
seed inside. | 

Pick the fruit for shipment before it is fully ripe, dry the sur- 

plus matter out of it, concentrate the juices to help exclude 

air, and retard their movement within the fruit, for when the
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seeds are matured in most fruits the pulp has served its purpose 
and is ready to go to decay. Keep the fruit alive as long as | 
possible and thereby retain its flavor. 

In the fall of 1901, I sent my daughter a crate of well cured 
Jumbo cranberries. In the fall of 1902 she sent a small box 
of them to me in Florida to show me how well they had kept 
over a year. I had put them in my writing desk in a warm 
room where they remained until the spring of 1903 when I sent 
a few of them to J. A. Gaynor, of Grand Rapids, Wis., to be 
planted on the experiment station, and the balance were sent 
to Cameron, Wis., to be planted on my marsh there and they 

| came up nicely. : 

IN MEMORIAM. 

J. J. MENN. 

Through the death of J. J. Menn the Wisconsin State Horti- 
cultural Society has suffered a loss which is keenly felt by the 
members who became acquainted with him during the years of 

| his active work with the society. His bearing towards his 
brother members was always kindly and cordial and his pleasant oe 
smile, cheerful words and hearty greeting will be sadly missed 
at the meetings of the society. 

He was abe to see and appreciate the best in others and his ° 
presence was promotive of good will and cordiality. 

Mr. Menn was an enthusiastic horticulturist yet always prac- 
tical and his advice and counsel were received as given by one 
of good judgment based on experience. His orchard plantings 
were of considerable extent but I have not learned of the, num- 
ber of acres. Within a few years Mr. Menn brought to the at- | 
tention of our State Horticultural Society a seedling apple of 
more than ordinary promise and it is desirable that our society 
shall see that its merits are not overlooked. 

My first acquaintance with Mr. Menn commenced a number > 
of years ago when he addressed our Sauk County Horticultural
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| Society on the subject of apple culture and the good opinion of | 
| him then formed has been sustained by the years of acquaint- 

| ance which have followed. | 
| Jacob J. Menn was born in the town of Roxbury, Dane 

. county, Wisconsin, October 13th, 1854. A year later he moved 
with his parents to Monroe county and that county has been his 
home, ever since. On November 13th, 1879 he was united in 
marriage to Frederica Dreler. Seven children were born, who 
are all living, Mrs. Klingelhofer who was known to members | 
of this society as Miss Eva Menn, Benjamin and Elmer of 
Virginia, and. Cora, Harvey, Geofge and Myrtle who are at — 
home with the mother in the town of Sheldon. | 

: Mr. Menn was a man of considerable prominence in county : 
and state affairs. For years he was chairman of the town of 
Sheldon and a commissioner of the poor under the old system. — 
He was president of the local co-operative creamery which he 
had helped to establish and was a successful dairyman. He 
was prominent in church work and an active church official. 
He assisted in taking charge of the Wisconsin fruit exhibit at 

— the St. Louis Worlds Fair and for a number of years was a 
member of the executive board of the Wisconsin State Horicul- 

: tural Society. | | 

Mr. Menn returned home sick from the annual meeting of 
the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society last February and 
for some time seemed to be slowly recovering. In a letter 

which I received from him dated April 4th, 1907, he mentioned 
- that he then suffered from rheumatism but was quite hopeful 

for the recovery which seemed to be slowly progressing until 
| Tuesday, May 7th, when he suffered a relapse of his long siege 

| ' of sickness and died Wednesday, May 8th, 1907. : 

| Wo. Tooce. | 

| : | A. P. WiLKIns. 

A. P. Wilkins died May 27, 1907, aged 61 years. He was 
| killed by a stump machine, following behind the team, the clevis 

pin flew out, the sweep knocked him down, and the next time it | 

struck him in the head killing him instantly. a
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He was a man of honorable repute, a highly accomplished 
musician, beloved by all, a worthy member of society; he leaves 

a wife and one daughter. | 

These facts were given by his Pastor, Rev. R. W. Besworth. 
Geo. J. KELLoce. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS. 

a Geo. J. KELLocc, Chairman. 

The following resolutions were reported by the committee and : 

| adopted by vote of the society. | 

| The Wisconsin State Horticultural Society in annual con- 

, vention assembled, realizing what has been done by other state | 

universities in promoting the study of plant diseases and pro- 

viding remedies for the same, would respectfully ask that our | 

: representatives in the next session of the Wisconsin Legislature 

be and are hereby requestd to introduce a bill to establish at the 
Wisconsin University a Chair of Plant Pathology with such 
provisions and duties as may best serve to put our farmers and 

horticulturists in possession of the best methods of combating 

the. diseases and insects to which the ordinary plants of cultiva- 

_ tion are subject. . 
(Endorsed by Executive Committee and adopted by Society.) 

Whereas our esteemed veteran F. K. Phoenix of Delavan, the 

oldest honorary life member in our society, who is feeble, now 

: 83 years of age and unable to meet with us!—Resolved that our | 

secretary send him a letter of congratulation. 

| Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: Now, I would like to read a little 

obituary of a man that is not dead. J believe if we have any- 

thing good to say of a man, to say it before his death. Two , 

_ weeks ago I had the pleasure of visiting F. K. Phoenix of Del- 

avan, in his home. On the 8rd of March he will be eighty- 

three years old. Though he is quite feeble, he is able to walk 

out, and he walked with me eighty rods over to the old nursery
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grounds. It is rather difficult for him to talk, as he has to gasp 
| for breath, but his mind is as clear as it was sixty years ago. I. 

have his signature to go into the volume in connection with the 
resolution. He has spent his life in horticultural work, the 
greater portion of it was spent in Illinois. He came west in 

| | 1837, I think it was, with a half bushel of apple seeds from 
western New York. He planted them, went back east and 
stayed two years in school, came out west and started a nursery. 
He worked at Delavan till 1854; he was discouraged with the 
ravages of the oyster-shell bark louse in the orchards of Wis- 
consin and he went to Illinois where he spent a great many 
years. At one time he had 600 acres of nursery in Illinois and 
he had over 400 men in his employ. He is the oldest of our 

. members, and I will now read the resolution. 
| Motion to adopt resolution carried. | 

Whereas we all know of the valuable work C. G. Patten : 
of Iowa is doing for the northwest:—Resolved that the presi- 
dent of the W. S. H. S. appoint a committee to confer with 

_, Iowa and Minnesota committees to procure some substantial 
aid in furthering this valuable work. (Adopted) 

: Office of the Mississippi Valley Apple Growers Association, 

Quincy, Ill., Feb. 3, 1908. 
To the officers and members of the Wisconsin State Horticul- | 

tural Society. : 
Gentlemen :—A' genuine interest in all departments of horti- 

culture prompts me to send hearty congratulations to your an- 
nual meeting, and earnest wishes for a most harmonious and - 
profitable session. 

| _ One of my chief reasons for presuming to send a communica- 
tion to your worthy organization is to call your attention to the 
fact that resolutions approving of, and heartily sanctioning the 

: movement, of having the third Tuesday of October observed an- 
_ nually and perpetually as National Apple Day have been adopted 

| and spread on the records of nearly all the national and fruit 

dealers societies in the United States, and also nearly every 
| | state in the apple belt. 

The movement was originated, and set in motion three years 

ago, the New York State Fruit Growers Society being the first
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body to give tangible form and shape to the measure by adopting 
resolutions in its favor. In the passing of three brief years, the 
most casual observers have seen the great benefits conferred in | 
pressing the wholesome food in more frequent use upon family 
tables, and in holding the educational features of apple culture 
in the most attractive and useful light before the people. 

Possibly your society has passed a resolution in perfect har- 
mony with expressions of countless kindred organizations in the | 
country. If it has not done so will you kindly take the matter 
into consideration at the present meeting, and pass a simple 
resolution announcing approval and co-operation. . 

I wish also to call your attention to the fact that there has 
been a concerted movement in favor of making choice of the 
apple blossom for our national flower. As you well know, we 
have not at present a national floral emblem. Aside from the 
app'e blossom, the only flowers proposed for the position are 

| the Goldenrod and Columbine. About all that can be said of 
the goldenrod is that it is a poisonous weed, noted for its pecul- 
iar fitness in spreading hay fever; and as for the columbine its 

| ‘suggestion for the place specified seems to have had its source 
| in a sickly sentiment. It should be obvious that in making 

choice for a national flower we should take a blossom producing 
a great American fruit, one which makes its force felt at the 

| opening of every season, as it can be plainly seen that it forecasts 
conditions not only affecting a very important part for farming 
industry, but also reaching with important bearings through | 
many countless commercial circles. 

Hoping that I may be pardoned for this intrusion upon your __ 
_ deliberation, and that you will kindly give expressions that will 

be in perfect accord with the numerous national, state, district 
and county organizations that are now working earnestly for the 
elevation of the apple blossom, I beg to remain with the most 
cordial and kindest regards, : 

| Yours truly, 
Se : James Hann ry, 

| re — Secretary. 

Resolved, That we concur with the Mississippi App'e Growers 
| Association in recommending that the 38rd Tuesday of October 

be observed as apple day and further we recommend every ap- :
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ple grower to supply every member of his family an apple each 

and every day until strawberries are ripe. . 
Resolved, That we agiree with the Mississippi Valley Apple 

| Growers Association in recommending the, apple blossom as our 

national . flower. | | | 

| (In connection with this resolution a motion by Mr. Toole was 

carried that our native crab apple biossom be recommended as 

the state flower.) | 

Resolved, That exhibits of fruit competing for premiums be- 

fore this society shall include only such as have been grown by 

the exhibitor excepting county or other collections of which 

special mention is made in the premium list. (Adopted) | 

| WHEREAS, good roads are necessary for the successful carry- 

ing on and extension of the business of horticulture and general 

) farming in Wisconsin, and 

WHEREAS, good roads in all foreign countries and in the pro- 

' gressive states in this country have only been constructed through 

the aid of the state governments, and 

- ss WWrereas, there is submitted to the people of this state for | 

| their adoption, a constitutional amendment making possible, the 

granting of state money to help pay for county roads. 

. THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Wisconsin State Horticul- 

| tural Society urge upon its members and the people of the state 

as a whole the adoption of this amendment, and believes that its 

| passage would result in bringing about the more rapid construc- 

 , tion of both roads and bridges. (Endorsed by Executive Com- 

- mittee but due to oversight not presented to Society for adop- 

tion.) | | | 

Resolved, That the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society in 

convention assembled, favor the passage of a national law for 

| regulating fruit packing and packages ; oO : 

That it co-operate with the legislative committee of the na- 

tional commission to that end ; 

| | That each member of this Society enlist the aid of his sena- 

| . tors and representatives in Washington for the purpose of se- | 

curing the enactment of such a law and that these representa- 

tives and senators be advised of the passage of this resolution. 

| (Passed at Summer Meeting, Shiocton, Aug. 28th, 1907, ed.)
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REPORTS FROM LOCAL SOCIETIES. : 

REPORT OF MADISON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. — 

| | (Organized in 1847.) 

EK. T. MiscHe. | 

_ The organization of the Madison Horticultural Society ante- 
dates that of our State Society by some years. Thirty to | 
thirty-five years ago Madison was the objective point of a 
notable array of personages drawn hither from the whole 
Mississippi valley to revel in her cool breezes, bask in the ; 
warm sunshine and contemplate its enchanting scenery. 

European royalty then as now, were deeply interested in | 
the pursuits of gardening, it was a delightful privilege rather 
than an onerous task to work in the garden. Subjects no less 
than monarchs themselves indicated a pride in and knowledge 
of gardening truly remarkable. Small wonder then that the 
last generation in this country composed as it so largely was of 
European born and reared element should endeavor to bring 
with them the acquired tastes and habits of their recent homes. 
That was a period when Daniel Webster found pleasure and | 
honor in dividing attention between steering the ship of state 
and broadening and extending the great Massachusetts Horti- | 
cultural Society, when such men as the elder Parsons, George | 
Ellwanger, Patrick Barry, Thomas Meehan and Mr. Prince 

| were founding the prototype of our commercial nurseries of 
today. | | : 

But the country was new, old world ideas required adapta- 
tion, some eliminations and newer ones applied. Most of all 
the general scramble was for existence—a state always pre- 
liminary to advanced horticulture. Hence, the pursuit of horti- | 
culture was largely confined to grandmother’s efforts in tend- . 
ing a door-step garden of old fashioned flowers, -or it was 

purely a commercial enterprise for the rearing of fruits and 7 
vegetables. | 

13—Hort. oO
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| In the past decade or two our nation has experienced a re- | 

. markable prosperity and each year the general populace have 

, means and leisure in greater proportion than heretofore. All 
| this makes for comfort and pleasure and is directly reflected in 

the share of interest held by horticulture. — . 
Madison is quite typical of this general state of affairs. 

After a quiescence of some. 25 years its Horticultural Society 

' was renewed and each year since has its function broadened 
and extended. | 

During the past year the Society’s efforts were directed to- 
ward the extension of aesthetic horticulture. 

With a view to rejuvenating the love of the beautiful, char- 
| acteristic of our forbears, to spread by contagion the whole- 

-some pastime of cultivating a garden and an intelligent appre- 

ciation of the horticultural good things in life—our society 
planned to crystalize into a working force the diffuse ingredi- 
ents that together make up horticulture. 

Believing that every window displaying a geranium in a tin 

can, every yard that has turf or flowers or vegetables is over- 
seen by an influence from whence the stability of horticulture 

| springs. Plans were laid to enlist the codperation of all such 

| to a greater, a combined, and a more telling effort. 

Fortunately there was evident the unmistakable sentiment 
of about a thousand residents who for some fifteen years have 

_ been the main stays of the Park & Pleasure Drive Association, 
| and who by voluntary contributions create an annual fund of 

about $10,000 to carry on the beautification of city and coun- 

try side. Interest in things beautiful is widely and very gener- 
ally evident in Madison’s citizenship. Our society felt that by 

| crystalizing this diffused interest and giving it an opportun- 

ity to express itself in other ways than merely financial con- | 
tributions would be to the benefit of all concerned. Toward 

that end the effort was to find just how general and to what ex- 

tent the general public was interested. 
~ Membership fee in the society was one dollar per year and all 

, members who so desired received a box of annual plants at the 

proper planting season in the spring. ‘These plants comprised 

a collection of one hundred of the showier sorts of flowering 
plants, such as aster, zinnia, etc., also ten gladioli, cannas 

: and one dahlia. A local florist entered into an agreement, to 

germinate, to transplant, box and deliver to the urban residents
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all those contracted for. About one hundred and twenty-five . 
_ boxes were disposed of. So far as the society is informed these 

plants gave general satisfaction. 
A purse of $75.00 was formed as a prize fund to be distributed 

for greater improvements in yards. The first was $25.00, two | 
were $10.00 and six $5.00 each, in addition three received honor- 
ary mention for the inherent beauty of the grounds. One of | 

| the local newspapers espoused the propaganda as its own, con- 
ducted the judges over the routes several times, announced the 
awards and issued a supplement of general interest to the com- 
munity, | 

_ A floral exhibition was held in mid-summer and in artistic 
| arrangement and high quality of material displayed was ex- 

ceptionally good. | 
Throughout, the intent was to avoid spreading an effort 

over too wide a field but instead to feature one or two points 
| and the result has been exceedingly gratifying. 

And what, it may be asked, is to be gained, what is meant by 
| the society and what does it expect to accomplish? In answer 

| it may be stated that it exerts one of those silent yet none the 
_ less sure and direct influences that breed nobility in life. It 

quickens the perceptions and significance of the beauties of na- 
ture; it is a purifier of mind and surroundings, introducing 

. wholesomeness in the accompaniments of everyday life, the 
house, the yard, the street, the city, inside and outside. Itis - 

| the means of sounding the depths of natures laws, in echoing 
melody of poetry in sky, earth, vegetation and man’s handi- 
work—wherever nature plays a part, horticulture has its , 
counterpart if we will but see it. 

To induce a greater, more intelligent, profound and nobler 
desire in the breast of workaday men, to participate in the. 

- pleasures and beneficence of life is assuredly worth while. 
The practical application is directed toward bringing the in- 

terested ones together and by preachment and demonstration, 
disseminating information as to means of development. 

The trend of the society’s efforts are toward a high class de- 
velopment of home estates, general approval of civic authori- 
ties toward a substantial and aesthetic. municipal construction 
and an enlightened, progressive and beautiful city generally, 
be that gained by whatsoever means as within our financial 
capacity, is possible.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LAKE GENEVA GARDEN- 
ERS AND FOREMENS ASSOCIATION. 

HENRY WM. ILLENBERGER. | 

_ Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Wisconsin State 
| Horticultural Society: | - 

In this, our Third Annual Report of the Lake Geneva Gar- 

| deners and Foremens Association, we have much pleasure in of- 
fering to you a synopsis of the results of another year’s work. 

Under the guidance and instruction of such a board of mana- 

| gers, and the co-operation of a large’membership, such as the 
| Lake Geneva Association has, we cannot help but succeed. 

| | The first. thing in producing wealth and success is the raw ~ 
material, which is worked up into the requirements of mankind, | 

| and which is supplied by nature, under the skill of the practical 

gardener. | 
As soon as an obstacle presents itself, it is at once set upon 

by an ingenious and persevering bunch of gardeners, and anni- | 
hilated in its initiative. - 

The officers for the current season include: 

. President—Wm. P. Longland. 

Vice-President—A. Reupke. 7 

| Treasurer—H. Wm. Illenberger. | : 

| Secretary—Alb. Meier. 

with a standing or executive committee of five, on whose 

: shoulders have fallen a very important share of the work. 
Our transactions during the current year have amounted to 

more than $1,000.00, and our treasury at the present time shows 

a balance of $300.00. Oo 
The expenses of the Association are mainly for flower and — 

vegetable exhibitions, horticultural speakers from all parts of _ 
. the country, delegates to other societies, excursions educating 

school children in the art of Floriculture, and all other matters 

| pertaining to the interest and general welfare of the Association. 

_. Since commencing the present season, we have held 18 regular 
meetings, and 5 special, with an average attendance of twenty- 

five. | | 
The purpose. of our meetings are to further the interests of 

gardening in all its branches. Papers are read on Horticultural
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subjects at each meeting, and the discussions which follow are 
usually of more importance than the paper itself, each member 

| contributing his experience in determining the real worth or. 
worthlessness of any particular part of the subject. We, also | : 
have an exhibition schedule encouraging the display of flowers, 
fruits, and vegetables in season at each meeting; also a short | ; 

| talk on seasonable hints. During June we exhibited at the 
_ Lake Forest Horticultural Society’s show and was awarded a 

_ special Certificate of Merit for the flowers and vegetables ex- 
hibited. The Mid-summer Fair held at Lake Geneva during - 

July was a decided success, and well worthy of a visit to all 
lovers of Horticuiture. At this exhibition could be seen rare 

exotic plants showing the extreme skill of the grower, collections 
of flowers and vegetables rarely seen in any other part of this | 
country—each gardener trying to excel his neighbor in the gor- __ 
geousness or value of his dispiay. The next exhibition we took 

| part in, was the Chicago Flower Show held in N ovember, where 
the Lake Geneva Gardeners made a very creditable showing. 
In competition with wholesale growers, our members showed 

| their skiil in taking off some valuable prizes; especially was this 
true in the competition of large chrysanthemum plants and the 
Many types of single, which are now gaining favor with the 
flower loving public. At the school children’s exhibition held | 
at Lake Geneva in October, a decided gain was clearly visible 

| from the preceding one; five hundred plants were furnished the 
children during May, and money prizes amounting to $48.00 was 
awarded to the successful growers. Extreme interest was taken 
by the children, and it was gratifying to the parents and public | 
in general to notice how these little ones developed an inherent 

| love for things that are beautiful. | 
The Chrysanthemum Show held November 15 and 16th was 

. an unqualified success. The support offered by the Honorary 
members was a leading feature. Prizes in money and silver cups 
were offered, and the competition’ was keen in every class. Chrys- 

anthemums, of course, predominated, but a creditable showing | 

was also made in the different classes for winter vegetables and 
_ fruits,—a feature that is gradually but surely gaining favor with 

| the public. Growers from outside contributed to the success of 

the exhibition. Poehlman Bros. of Morton Grove, Ills. exhib- 

ited a splendid collection of Tea Roses, including their new rose 

“Cardinal.” The skill of this concern in growing a high class
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of flowers cannot be disputed. Julius Roehrs & Co. of Ruther- 
| ford, N. J., had on exhibition a wonderful coilection of orchids, 

_ including Odontogle Grande (The baby orchid) ; Vaughan’s Seed 
Store contributed, besides chrysanthemums, their baby roses in 

| both pink and white, grown in baby pots (Carnations from Wm. 
| Meine, Indiana). | 

During the summer, the usual custom of visiting the various 
nurseries and green houses in different parts of.the country was 

— carried out. At least once a year, the Association visits the 
places in charge of the respective gardeners in a body. 

Just recently, we have become incorporated. | 

- During the past year, several of our assistant gardeners have 
been appointed to positions of trust in different parts of the 
country, which is proof enough of our high standing as a body. 

During the past year, prominent horticulturists have visited us 
in their respective capacities, and have always met with a mutual 

. and cordial good-fellowship. We are at all times, in correspond- 

ence with members of our profession in all parts of England, 

| Germany, Austria and France, and always in a position to offer 
any information on any subject pertaining to Horticulture in its 
many branches. — | 

| Horticultural visitors to Lake Geneva are always welcome; | 

a glad hand is always extended to those interested in the profes- 

sion and it is not uncommon to have a nursery drummer knock 
at the door of a Lake Geneva gardener at midnight and tell his 
little tale of woe, being locked or crowded out of the hotel, and 

unable to find a pillow on which to pound his weary head. He 

is at once taken in as one of the family. 
Before closing, I wish to say a few words of commendation 

| of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. The untiring ef- 
| forts of its officers have brought this society to a higher state 

| of perfection than any other State Society, and too much cannot 
be said in praise of these gentlemen. |
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LAKE MILLS LOCAL. 

| Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: Our secretary will make a report for 

the, Lake Mills Society. We had a fine exhibition of strawber- 
oo ries in June or July, and the ladies took hold and we had a very 

fine display of roses. We have had two meetings since our an- 
nual meeting and a little over four weeks ago we had an election 
of officers. Our next meeting will be held a week from next 

Friday night. Our Society comprises about twenty-five mem- 

bers; we are in nice running condition. If it were not for the 

ladies though, we would make a failure. Perhaps I should say 
~a word in behalf of Lake Mills. We are right in a horticuitural 

country there. Fifty and sixty years ago we had half a dozen 7 
: nurseries and they had horticultural meetings that were attended 

by delegates from Whitewater, Milwaukee and different parts of | 

| the state; they had horticultural meetings there that were A No. 
1. Now, it is hard work to keep up a horticultural society. We 
have some of the old members, L. D. Fargo, who ran a nursery 

fifty years ago, and he is one of the most enthusiastic forestry 

| men that we have, he has been practicing what he preaches in 
his own forest for fifty years and when J. C. Plumb was there, 
Isaac Atwood, J. C. Brighton and Stearn of Whitewater, when 

we had those men to talk about horticultural interests, why, it 

was just fun to have horticultural societies. There were some 

orchards of forty acres that produced from three to five thou- 
_ sand barrels of apples a year. Now, there are only a few scat- 

tering trees left on the forty acres. They had at one time up | 

there a lot of seedlings that produced six barrels to the tree. I 

have been looking up the horticultural interests during the last 

few years, the soil is all right, if they had only kept planting 

: them, but they let the orchards go by default. Sometimes the 
canker worm cleaned out an orchard, sometimes the tent cater- 

pillar, but the early history of horticulture was far ahead of what 

it is now and far ahead of what it was in any part of the state.
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REPORTS OF DELEGATES TO OTHER SOCIETIES. 

REPORT OF DELEGATE TO MINNESOTA MEETING. 

; ee W. S. Hacer. : 

| It was my pleasure to meet with the members of the Minnesota 
Society in their 41st annual session. They are as. enthusias- 
tic and genial a lot of fruit and flower cranks as are all Horti- 
culturists. They certainly used me finely. I met many old and 

. made many new friends, I hope. 
In sketching in a small way what I saw and what was done, I 

judge that what the society wants is not a review of the pro- 
gramme, but of such things as seem of most interest to the Horti- 
culturists of Wisconsin. While comparisons may be odious, yet 

| I cannot help having our society in view when writing this. 
| The meetings were usually well attended, but, as with us, some 

: of the members were slow getting around in the mornings. 
Their fruit display certainly was great. There were over 1,000 
plates of apples and 32 pecks; shown mostly for premiums, al- 

| though some enthusiastic growers had some fine exhibits, just 
to help out. One of the finest of these was made by A. D. Brown | 
of Baraboo, and I think if he had been allowed to compete he 

| would have carried off the lion’s share in those varieties shown ~ 
. by him. He had a table by himself and I heard many expressions 

oo of wonder and praise for his fruits, and that by professionals. 
A. J. Phillips had 30 plates of top worked apples. Chas. G. 

Patten had 55 seedlings of his own origination. There were | 
| 18 plates of grapes that were fine for the time of the year, and 

a fine collection of nuts, and specimens of wood from nut bear- : 
ing trees. | | 

As an indication of what they are doing commercially it was 
reported that from nine stations in Fillmore county there was 
shipped last season 78 cars or 12,480 banrels of apples. It seems 
as though they are using the same varieties that are successful 

| in northern Wisconsin, although locality and soil seem to make 

some difference. : |
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To me one of the most interesting papers was that of Mr. | 
Elwin of Richfield who told of his plum orchard of 2,000 trees. 

| Fis conclusions are; plant small trees, prune back heavily, or 
they wiil be torn to pieces by the winds. Varieties—Surprise, - | 

: Hawkeye, DeSoto and Weaver. Of course I liked his conclusions 
as they compare so nicely with mine. He sprays, and has found 
that it pays to mulch for summers. Markets in 16 quart cases 

| and would use no other. | 
Upon starting to their meeting I had in mind to try to see | 

_ Why they have larger meetings and more members than have we 
of Wisconsin. And in sizing up the attendance and where they : 
came from I found that a very large percentage of them came 
from St. Paul and Minneapolis and immediate vicinity. In other 
words it is location. They have those two large cities to draw 

| from. The-same reason that makes the Minnesota State Fair 
larger. | — 

There seems to be a diversity of opinion as to varieties, some 
_ thinking that we ought to propogate the best of what we have 

while others are looking toward selected seedlings for some- 
thing better. | 

I cannot close this brief better than quoting one paragraph 
- from the President’s address: 

“Horticulture is an art of endless possibilities and changes, 
and no person of experience in such matters ever feels that he — | 
knows it all. Its devotees are generally altruisic, enthusiastic 
and optimistic, and have no secrets. They take pleasure in help- 
ing the beginners to get started, even though by so doing they 
increase the competition that they themselves are destined to 
meet. As a business horticulture differs from most others in 
this respect, and yet those who succeed best in it have broaden- 
ing’ qualities in large measure.” | . 

| REPORT OF L. H. PALMER OF THE ILLINOIS HORTI- 
a CULTURAL CONVENTION. 

Champaign and Urbana, two cities in one, the home of the Illi- 
nois University, are very pleasantly located and presents this 
advantage that Illinois can send sons and daughters there with-
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. out having them contaminated with the saloon as there are none 

in either city. 

Oo There was a very good attendance of very enthusiastic horti- 
culturists and everything was done to make your delegate feel 
at home. The continued frosts worked great havoc with their : 

| fruit as well as with us the past season. The Illinois Horticul- 

| tural Society is subdivided into three, divisions, the northern, 
| central and southern. The fruit exhibit was divided in the same 

manner. The papers were fine and to the point. I was partic- ) 

ulariy interested in the talk on spraying as it seems they have 
| more trouble from Bordeaux scald than we do in Wisconsin. 

Mr. Perrine will use but three pounds of copper sulphate to fifty 

gallons of water for the first application and after the blossoms 

_ fall will leave it out entirely. He uses arsenate of lead for a 
poison beieving that it is also a remedy for fungus diseases. 

| The San Jose scale is a great problem with them, but the general 

| opinion was that the lime-sulphur mixture would keep it under 
control if taken in time. | 

Mr. Hartwell in his paper on strawberries thought it better to 

plough up old beds than to take the trouble to spray. 

The show of fruit was fine considering the trouble they had 

oe from frosts the past season. L. 

REPORT OF DELEGATE TO NORTHEASTERN IOWA. 

. J. G. BUEHLER. | 

As I journeyed on my way to Independence I looked in vain 

for orchards but I Zailed to see them along the Mississippi River 

from North McGregor to Dubuque. I saw on either side what 

a I thought would be beautiful orchard sites. When I left Du- 

| buque going west it was moonlight and I was of course unable to 

| discern much of the country. I arrived at Independence at mid- 

| night and was soon at my quarters at the Gettney Hotel. It 

seemed that I was the first one there as I found no one of the 

horticultural type. I retired and I was not crowded for room. |
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the first thing in the morning after a hearty breakfast I went 
in search for the cage of my feathered tribe. I found it near 

the hotel. I walked in and found nobody there. I began to 
_ think perhaps I would be the whole convention and what to do 

with my apples but as I stepped out I met one congenial old gray- 

haired. earth being. He looked wise and asked a few questions. 
I soon found out his great personality, Iowa’s wizard, Luther 

Burbank the II, C. G. Patten. Others began to arrive and the 
arrangement of fruit began. I think there were eight exhibitors, 

one from. Minnesota, one from Wisconsin. Minnesota must 

have eaten his fruit at home for he had nothing to show but a 
few shriveled up wild crabs and a quart jar with a few pebbles 

of lime to show that the lime was slack. Wisconsin surprised | 

and surpassed all other exhibits in point of beauty. | 
An apple without a spot from scale or blemish could hardly 

be found. A large number of seedlings were shown but few | 

desirable market varieties. The Silas Wilson produced by C. G. | | 
a Patten struck me as the most favorable in quality and color but 

lacks size for a commercial seller. The Wealthy, our favorite 
here, seemed to be almost a failure there on account of blight. 

The Northwestern Greening is reported a failure, in some locali- 

ties, Patten Greening seems to be quite a favorite out on the 
prairies. The small fruit growers seemed to be quite in evi- 

- dence and interested. The black currant seems to be a favorite 

with some as worms seem to leave it alone. No doubt the poor 

quality. One enthusiast claimed he could grow the currant and | 

gooseberry bush for shade trees then cut them down for saw 
logs. 

The prairies of Iowa did not strike me as forcibly for orchard- 

ing as the beautiful wooded hills of southwest Wisconsin. As to 
markets they are no better situated than we are in Wisconsin.
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REPORT OF T. E. LOOPE OF THE IOWA HORTICUL- 
TURAL SOCIETY. a Pda 

| By courtesy of officers of the W. S. H. S. I was invited to 
attend the lowa State Horticultural Society as delegate from Wis- 
consin. I should have been glad to skip giving an account of : 
business but the uitimatum was to go without fail, no excuse per- 

mitted. I am accustomed to obey orders from superiors in auth- 
ority and on December 9th, I started, arriving at Des Moines on 

Tuesday morning. I repaired to the State House at 10 A. M. 
| and found the Society very nicely installed in a pleasant and 

_  commodious office on the first floor. They have a large library : 

occupying one side of the room, well stocked with books and re- 
| ports. The secretary, Mr. Green, greeted me pleasantly and told 

me to make myself at home. Later I was made, an honorory 

member on asking permission to make a motion. At the hotel 

| at dinner I found C. G. Patten, C. L. Watrous and Col. Brackett 

of Washington and enjoyed their society very much during the | 

sessions and afterward. | 

| The attendance averaged nearly fifty, being made up largely of 
middle aged men with a few younger men and fewer women. 
Many grey hairs and bald pates were in evidence but they were 

a superior body of people in intelligence and experience. . 

| The numbers on the program were well treated and interesting, 

showing a good knowledge of the subject under discussion. 
At the banquet on Wednesday evening we were treated to an 

elaborate menu and “the band played on.” Civic improvement | 

was ably and fluently handled by Hon. G. H. Van Houton who : 
pleaded not only the beautifying of the cities but also the farms 
and villages of the state. Domestic Science was handled by a lady 

| professer, Edith G. Charlton of Ames; who told the duties ap- 
_ pertaining not only to the women but also laid many obligations 

on the men. She said that it was impossible to elevate the na- 

tural manners of some men and I thought her piercing Hawkeye 

was fastened on me, perhaps because I was a badger and was | 

used to groveling in the dirt but I shrunk down lowly in my 

seat hoping no one else would see, her objective point. - 

The subject of Weeds by Alson Secor came, next and he told 

of many varieties of weeds and their noxious qualities compar- 
ing an illeterate empty headed man with vicious tendencies, as
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having weeds on the brain. I was glad my wife was not present 
| for she would likely tell me that I sometimes had weeds in my 

| _ head instead of calling me an old fool as usual. I’d rather be a 
fool than weedy. : | 

| Prof. Beach told us of apples and related how he used to get —_ 
| up early to pick up apples from the Deacon’s trees that fell over - 

| into their yard. It took him back to boyhood and altho he had “ | 
been in many climes (here he looked up and raised his arms ““~ 

_. showing the kind of “climbs” he probably had made in childhood ) 
still the memory of those apples clung dearest in his heart. 

Flon. Eugene Secor told us why Adam ate the Apple and I° 
concluded from his description of Eve in her beauty and engag- | 
ing charms arrayed in living colors that he could have tumbled 
to the opportunity of eating a beautiful luscious apple or even any 

old fruit and risked getting choked on the core and always weat- 
ing it there for the gracious smile of such a maiden. I almost | 
think I would anyway. : | 

At this point in the program having heard a member say they 
would call me out I read the appropriate lines they printed on 
the program as follows: | 

“And the night shall be filled with music’ 
And the cares that infest the day | 

| Shall fold their tents like the Arabs | : 
And as silently steal away” . | a 

| | As I stole to the depot. | 

REPORT OF L. G. KELLOGG, DELEGATE TO MICHI- 
| GAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

When the fruit growers of Michigan assembled at Battle Creek | 
on the morning of December 8rd, 1907, for their annual meeting - 
I found the state represented by a large attendance of intelli- 
gent, enthusiastic people, including delegates from Ohio, Illinois, 
Connecticut and New York. The veteran fruit grower Mr.. 

| J. H. Hale of Connecticut and famous as a large peach grower 
in Georgia was present during the entire session and ever ready 
to take part in’ the discussions. Mr. Hale is a man who has
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made a life study of nearly all the phases of commercial fruit 

| growing and is possessed of an unlimited fund of knowledge, 

wit and story which will cause this annual meeting one long to 
| be remembered in the history of this society. 

I am scarcely doing justice to the fine program in a short 
report by giving a synopsis of all the topics presented and will 

| _ endeavor only to bring out a few of the most prominent fea- 
tures of the convention. | 

| There was a large and interesting exhibit of apples consisting 
ss mainly of the following varieties: Baldwin, Greening, Spy, 

Steel’s Red, Tolman, Wagner, Johnathan, York Imp., Fameuse 
. and King, also a few plates of fine pears and quinces. The dis- 

_ play made by the Michigan Agricultural College in charge of 
Prof. Fletcher and his assistants was very unique and instruc- 

tive. It was comprised of 45 jars of canned fruit, 60 plates 
of fresh fruit, 60 varieties of potatoes and about 25 specimens of 

limbs, twigs and leaves covered with insect pests and fungus and 

showing the diseases to which the fruit trees are subject. - 
On Wednesday morning an invitation was extended to all of 

the delegates and members to participate in a trip to the Postum 
Cereal Plant, one of the large industries of Battle Creek. A 

large number availed themselves of the opportunity and after 

inspecting the commodious offices were invited in the dining room. 
: where a light lunch was served and the usual courtesies extended. 

The delegation then returned to the convention hall and took up 
the regular work of the program which was designated as a 
business session, reports and -election of officers. The election 

of officers was very harmonious and unanimous only one can- 

_ didate being presented for each office. With one exception all of 
the old officers were re-elected. 

| A unique feature of the convention was a students’ fruit judg- 

ing contest. About a dozen of the students from the graduating 
class of the Horticultural Department of the Agricultural Col- 

- lege were present and participated in the contest. The work 
was done under the supervision of S. W. Fletcher, professor of 

Horticulture. The students were required to work from a score | 

| card, name each variety of apples and score the points in its 

favor. The points consist of form 15, size 25, color 30, free- 

dom from blemish 30. Total 100 points. | 
| Prizes were'awarded in this contest and the young men showed
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| skill and ability, proving conclusively that they had had good 
training in this line of work and no doubt some of them‘ will be - 
called as expert judges at some of our great future expositions. 

On Wednesday evening all of the members were invited to 
participate in a banquet given by Dr. J. H. Kellogg of the 

_ Battle Creek Sanitarium. This banquet was very unique in so 
far as it pertains to the menu, Dr. Kellogg being a strong ad- 

| vocate of a purely fruit and vegetable diet, no meats of any 
kind being served. The entire bill of fare being prepared from 
fruits, nuts and vegetables. | 

_ From the enthusiasm ‘displayed at: this convention the state of 
Michigan certainly has a great future in her possibilities as a 
fruit growing state. a | 

I met with a very cordial reception and all of the courtesies | 
| were extended that possibly could be to a delegate from a neigh- , 

boring state. I shall always have a warm spot in my heart for 
| the members of the Michigan Horticultural Society as'I feel that 

it was here that I met my full conversion and am ready to join 
| the order 'of Knighthood of the Spray Pump. 

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS IN POMOLOGY. 

| Wo. A. Taytor, Pomologist in Charge of Field Investigations, | 
| U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

| The question that naturally arises first in this connection 1s 
“What is Pomology?” The simplest definition, and the one that 
would have been sufficiently comprehensive in earlier times 
would be that pomology is the science of fruits. That was the 

| old definition. In recent years the field has broadened and the 
_ term pomology is interpreted to cover not’ only the science of 

fruits, including their classification and nomenclature, but the 
a whole range of cultural, marketing and transportation problems 

affecting both commercial and amateur fruit erowing. 
You no doubt recall that our American pomology began with 

the description of fruit varieties published by Dr. James Mease, 
of Philadelphia, in the first American edition of Willich’s Do-
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' - mestic Encyclopedia, which was published in Philadelphia in 

1804. That list of varieties consisted largely of sorts that had 
originated in New York, New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania, 
including Newton Pippin, Esopus Spitzenberg, Yellow Bell 

Flower and a number of other varieties that are important at 

| -the present time. Following him, William Cox, in 1817, pub- 

. lished his View of the Cultivation of Fruit Trees, the first book 

in America devoted entirely to fruit varieties and fruit culture. 

- Later the writings of Thacher, Prince, Manning, A..J. Down- | | 
ing, Charles Downing, Thomas, Barry, Elliott, Warder and more 

recent pomologists discussed various phases of fruit growing. | 
Most of these earlier writers emphasized the importance of var- 

ieties rather than of methods of culture, or of utilizing the 

product. | a 

| In recent years the large development of commercial fruit 

| growing in America has made necessary closer attention and 
more systematic investigation of marketing and transportation 

problems. ~ : | - 

The Field Investigations in Pomology of the Bureau of Plant 
Industry: at the present, comprise the following somewhat dis- 

tinct lines of work: | | 

| 1. Fruit marketing, transportation and storage investigations. | 

2. Viticultural investigations. | 
3. Fruit district investigations. 

4. Pecan investigations. | 
. - Under the general head of Fruit Marketing, experimental 

studies of different phases of the question are being made with 
| | regard to their bearing on both domestic and foreign trade in 

American fruits. It is very generally recognized that of many | 
of our fruits the present plantings are likely to produce in favor- | 

able seasons much larger quantities of fruit than have ever been 
produced in the past. If disastrous gluts are to be avoided, 

wider distribution of these products will need to be accomplished, 

| and while it is believed that by far the larger portion of most 

of our fruit and fruit products will always be consumed in the — 
United States, a healthy export demand is considered one of the 
most important factors in preventing an undesirable surplus of 

fresh fruits at times. In connection with this work an investi- 

gation of the possibility of developing trans-Atlantic demand for 

eastern grown Bartlett pears was undertaken a few years ago.
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It will be recalled that at that time there was a rather threaten- 

ing surplus of Bartlett in the Lake Region, particularly in West- 
ern New York in almost every year of a full crop. The leading 

| fruit shippers, including those who were successfully exporting 

| winter apples did not consider the exportation of eastern grown, 

| Bartlett pears practicable, occasional shipments made in barrels | 

having arrived in bad order. A series of experimental ship- 
ments in which barrels, forty-pound boxes and twenty-pound 

| half boxes were tested under identical conditions speedily proved 

that while it was difficult to deliver the Bartlett pear in Great 
Britain in sound condition in so large a package as a barrel, it 

was comparatively easy to make sound delivery in boxes (Fig. 
1) and half boxes. It was also demonstrated that there was 

active demand for this fruit in British markets, and that. it 

yielded a good net return to the shipper. As a result of this a 
pear export business has developed, which at present ranges _ 

from $250,000 to $650,000 in value annually. , | 

A somewhat similar condition as regards future surplus of 

| early apples in the middle Atlantic states and peaches (Fig. 2) | 

in some sections of the country, notably Georgia and Texas exists _ 
at the present time. Work along these lines is therefore being prose- 

cuted. Much work is also being done in connection with the 
determination of the causes of deterioration of the American win- 

ter apple in transit to both domestic and export markets. (Fig. 

3.) The apple is our most important export fruit. Investiga- 

tion of market reports reveals the fact that out of 100,000 bar- 
rels of Baldwin apples from the United States handled by one 

| British House from the ports of New York, Boston and Port- | 
land, Me., for a single year, more than 20% were condemned 

by the inspectors upon arrival at Liverpool as “slack,” “slightly 

wet,” “wet” or worse. As the Baldwin is one of our best shippers 

and probably constitutes about 50% of our entire apple exports 
in most seasons, the importance of reducing this deterioration 

| is evident. ' 
Under present conditions fruit growing has come to be a very 

~ complex proposition. 

FRUIT TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE. | 

| In order to definitely locate the causes of the troubles that be- 
come conspicuous at the market end! of the line, it is necessary. 

- 14—Hort. re re
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to determine the exact history of the fruit from the tree to the | 
salesroom, before the responsibility for any particular decay or 

deterioration can be fixed, and remedies or preventives be de- 
vised. (Fig. 5.) Realization of this view has resulted in the de- 

_ voting of particular attention to the questions involved in the. 

transportation and storage of fruits. In this work, which is 
conducted by Mr. G. Harold Powell, and an able corps.of ex- 

| perts, effort is being made to determine the underlying prin- 
ciples that govern the maturing of fruits, with a view to read- 
justing our harvesting, packing, transporting and storage methods, 

so that they will conform to the actual requirements. Much 
work has been done with the peach, the apple, the pear and the 

| small fruits, but for sometime past, particular attention has been 

paid during about six months of the year to the problems con- _ 
nected with the handling of citrus fruits in California. Work 
has been iconcentrated upon this field not because it was more in 

| need of help than other fields, but because the strong co-opera- . 

: tive organization of the citrus industry in that state, ‘taken in 

connection with the railroad transportation and refrigeration 

service already developed, rendered the conditions very favor- 

able for the systematic working out of principles that are ex- 

pected to be found applicable to fruit handling throughout the 

| country. The work has had very generous support by practic- 

ally all the interests involved and the results obtained and al- | 

ready in view have been gratifying to all connected with the _ 

industry. Some of these results may be briefly summarized as | 

follows: | 
The former general practice of holding oranges in the pack- 

ing house for several days to “cure” before packing and shipping 

has been largely abandoned because of the demonstration through 

these investigations that with the methods of handling that are. 

ordinarily practicable, each day of delay in the packing house 

temperatures results in an appreciable increase in the amount of | 

decay developed in transit regardless of method of shipment. 

The discovery and demonstration of the fact that the funda- | 

mental and most common and important cause of decay in tran- 

sit is mechanical injury to the fruit in harvesting, hauling or 

/ handling it in the packing house through carelessness of em- 

: ployes, use of unsuitable tools, and machinery, especially those 

of complex character which are easily put out of order has re- 

sulted in the reconstruction of a number of cooperative and. in-
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dividual packing houses with a view to better handling of the 
fruit. Simpler devices are being installed and they are being 
run at lower speed, greatly to the advantage of the fruit. The 

| labor cost of the handling is increased somewhat by these more 
careful methods, but the reduction in decay and the increased 
prices obtained for it in the market are yielding handsome profits 
to those cooperative associations and individual shippers who are 

| putting the principles into practice as they are discovered. 
The beneficial influence of quick cooling upon fruit that is to 

be shipped long distances by checking the ripening processes and 
retarding the development of decay both in transit and in stor- 
age, is now generally recognized. It was first thoroughly tested 
and established in this work, and while larger development of 
facilities for the commercial cooling of fruits for shipments has 
occurred in California than elsewhere, the principle involved is 
of general application and is destined to profoundly modify the 
general practice with other fruits and in many regions. Some 
300 carloads of oranges were thus handled in southern Cali- 
fornia in 1907, greatly to the advantage of the shippers who 
were able by this method to hold their fruit in sound condition 
much longer than usual, thus steadying instead of glutting the 
markets at critical times. The loading of the fruit in a cool 
condition made it possible to fill the car much fuller than is 
usual without risk of producing a high temperature in the top 

_ of the car, which is destructive to the upper tiers of fruit. The 
carrying ‘capacity of the cars loaded with precooled fruit was 
increased from 10 to 40 per cent in contrast with ordinary 
method. | 

The strikingly beneficial results have led to the utilization of 
all cold storage facilities in the region and the erection of several 
cooling plants, and according to recent press reports, the prep- 
aration for the erection of large plants by the Southern Pacific 

_ and Santa Fe Railroads at convenient assembling points on their 
respective systems. There is some danger that too great haste , 
may be made, but the policy in this work is to advance through 
experimentation rather than to recommend hasty action in such 
cases. | 

The value of this work to the citrus industry of California | 
during the past year has been estimated by leading growers and 
shippers to be worth at least a million dollars annually.
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| | Individual instances of improvement in results obtained in 

orange shipments may be noted as follows: One of the largest 

orange growing enterprises in southern California, a corpora- 

‘tion owning several hundred acres of groves and packing its 

own fruit, had usually had from 5 to 30 per cent of decay in 

its shipments upon arrival at destination. Inspection of the 

methods practiced in grove and packing house made by the 

Bureau representatives in 1905 showed that the fruit was handled 

with about the average care used in the region at that time. 

Investigation showed that 20 to 25 per’ cent of the oranges 

were cut with the clippers or were stem punctured, andi that the 

| packing house which was equipped with overhead sizer, con- 

tributed to the further injury of the fruit. The company was 

advised to change its method of picking from box rate to day 

labor and did so. In 1906 and 7 it was found that the percent- 

age of clipper cutting and stem puncturing has been reduced | 

| to from 1 to 3 per cent. The packing house has been modified 

the brushing of the oranges has been stopped, the packing and 

loading of the cars has been done with care, with the result 

that shipment under ventilation has been found entirely satis- 

factory for at least two months after most of the shipments | 

from southern California have been forwarded under ice. This 

results in a saving of $65 to $85 per car, according to destina- | 

tion. During this same period the market reputation of this 

pack has steadily risen because the fruit commanded the con- 

fidence of the buyers by arriving in. sound condition day after 

day. Prices received for the fruit have been near the top of the 

market throughout the season of 1907. The additional cost of , 

careful handling is estimated not to have been more than 10c 

per box. a . | : 

Another instance is that of a grower with large acreage whose 

- fruit early in the season of 1907 arrived in New York in bad 

order, some carloads developing as much as 25 per cent of de- 

, cay. Both shipper and receiver ascribed the decay to excessive 

tenderness of the fruit brought on by over-fertilizing .or other 

_ methods in handling the groves. An investigation showed that 

about 20 per cent of the fruit was mechanically injured in hand- | 

ling. As a result of this, the grower radically changed his 

methods, adopting the suggestions of the Bureau representa- | 

tives, with the result that the decay in the commercial shipments 

disappeared almost immediately and did not reappear through
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_ the season. This grower has recently stated that by insisting 

rigidly on the careful handling of the oranges the net increased 

receipts averaged from 50c to $1.50 a box aiter the change in 

methods was adopted. | 

A third illustration is that of a cooperative association which 

in 1905 had the reputation of producing fruit of the poorest 

carrying quality though it was excellent in other respects. Re- 

| ceivers had come to expect excessive decay in the brands of 

this association. It was generally ascribed to mysterious local , 

climatic and soil conditions. Investigation of the groves and | 

the house showed that the groves were badly infested with 

scale and the fruit was badly disfigured by sooty mold, which | 

rendered washing and brushing necessary. The packing house 

was found to be very complicated, the fruit that was washed 

passing through more than a thousand feet of machinery of dif- 

| ferent kinds before it was packed. The fruit often remained . 

| in the house a week or more before it was shipped. Packing : 

house and shipping experiments were carried on in cooperation 

with this association in 1906 and 190%, with the result that the 

members of the association became convinced that their fruit 

was not inherently poor in keeping quality but was being injured 

by the manipulation made necessary by the presence of the scale 

upon the trees. There was general fumigation of the groves 

in the autumn of 1906, so that in 1907 not more than 50 per 

cent of the fruit needed to be washed. The overhead machinery 

in the packing house was eliminated, the picking was done with 

care, part of it by a picking crew controlled by the packing house, _ 
| and the fruit was shipped out much more quickly than previous. 

The average decay shown in the shipping experiments from this ) 

house in 1907 was as follows: oe 

Apparently sound, brushed fruit..............1.8% 

Apparently sound, washed fruit................2.6% 

~ Commercially packed fruit........0.......4.--4.8% 

Mechanically injured fruit..................-26.9% 

This association has not yet reached the limit of practical im- 

-_ provement, but the reputation of its brands of fruit has already 

| been elevated to a higher class, as the fruit has. continued to ar- 

rive in the markets in better condition than formerly. 

As a general result of this work, it may be stated that the en- 

tire practice of handling and forwarding oranges in California
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is in process of quite rapid modification in the direction of more 
: careful harvesting, simpler equipment and prompter shipping 

than formerly. In addition to this, in several places equipment | 
for quick cooling or pre-cooling is being installed. In connec- 
tion with these changes, there has been a gratifying reduction 
in the percentage of decay of the crop as an entirety reported 
by receivers. 

VITICULTURAL INVESTIGATIONS. | | 

The work in viticultural investigations at present is mainly 
concentrated upon problems ‘connected with the determination | 
of the relative adaptability of resistant stocks to typical vineyard _ 
soils on the Pacific Coast and rélative congeniality of the vini- 
fera varieties of these stocks. This work is conducted by Mr. 
George C. Husmann, with several assistants. In this connection 
eleven cooperative experimental vineyards are maintained in 
which several hundred of the leading resistant varieties, direct 
producers and raisin, table and wine grapes are being tested. 
Another important feature of this work is the investigation of 
the rotundifolia grape varieties of the South Atlantic and Gulf 
states of which the scuppernong is the best known sort. In 
cooperation with the North Carolina state agriculture depart- _ 
ment a mother vineyard for this type of grape has been estab- 
lished in which all the important varieties are being tested and 
the methods of trellising, training, pruning, etc., are being 
worked out. 

FRUIT DISTRICT INVESTIGATIONS. | - 

Under this head, effort is being made by Mr. H. P. Gould and 
an assistant to determine more accurately than has been possible 
the approximate cultural range of fruit varieties and their adap- 
tability to growth for different purposes in particular districts. 
Special attention is being paid in this connection to the fruits 
grown in the Blue Ridge and the Allegheny Mountain region 

7 of the east and the Ozark region of the west. In connection — 

with it several hundred cooperative observers are making notes 
of the dates of blossoming, leaf, ripening, etc., of orchard fruits 
from year to year. | /
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PECAN INVESTIGATIONS. | 

7 Under this head effort is being made to determine the adapta- : | 
bility of the recognized choice varieties of this nut to different 
sections of the south to determine their self-fertility, the causes 
of non-filling of kernel, etc., and other points of information in 

connection with this rapidly developing branch of the fruit in- 
dustry. | an | . |
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PROCEEDINGS 

WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION. | 

| Mapison, February 4, 5, 6, 1908. 

| AFTERNOON SESSION—FEBRUARY 4. | 

The, meeting was called to order by President R. J. Coe at 

2P.M. | | 
The president appointed the following committees: 

Credentials—L. G. Kellogg, Wm. Longland, G. W. Reigle. 

Reception—M. E. Henry, C. L. Richardson. | 

Resolutions—Geo. J. Kellogg, W. S. Hager, C. L. Pearson. 

. Revision of premium lists—A. J. Philips, Wm. Toole, D. E. 

Bingham. : 

: PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS. 

Again we have met in annual convention to review the work 

of the past year, to renew old acquaintances and form new 

ones and to plan a campaign for the future. The year has been 

one of varied activities along all horticultural lines, and so far 

as this society is concerned, we feel that we have made very 

: substantial progress and that we are in much better position than 

we have ever been before to carry on the work that has already 

been inaugurated and to take up and carry forward a great deal 

of new work. | 

| The trial orchards have become a prominent feature of our — 

| work and are beginning to demonstrate the wisdom of planting
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| and maintaining them. The one at Wausau, now ten year. 

planted, has fully demcnstrated that, with proper care, a suit- 

able location and the right varieties, apples can be successfully 

grown in Central Wisconsin. It has also shown that cherries 
are a very doubtful proposition in that section. While others 

planted in the northern part of the state are not yet of sufficient 

age to show what can be done in that section.. From our short 

experience at Poplar (which is near Superior) it would seem : . 
| that the varieties that will succeed in that section must be of 

the hardiest, and that but few of the many varieties planted are 

likely to survive the rigors of that climate for any great length 
of time. Undoubtedly there are some localities in that region 

where apples will succeed, but that they will succeed generally 
is extremely doubtful. | 

During the year two new orchards have been located, one at 

Manitowoc in Manitowoc county and one at Gay’s Mills in 

Crawford county not so much to test varieties, for almost any 
variety seems to do well, but to try to demonstrate that a large 

| quantity of a very few varieties well grown will find a ready and 
profitable market, and that in favorable locations this branch 

| of horticulture can be made a very profitable proposition. The 
increasing number of trial orchards calls for an increased out- 
lay to properly care for and keep in good condition, but thanks 

_ to the persistent and efficient efforts of our secretary, aided by 
a great many of our members and our friends in the legislature, 

we now have a largely increased appropriation which will enable 

the society to very greatly extend its work and increase its use- | 
fulness, not only along this line, but in many other lines as 
well. : 

During the year we have lost three of our members by death 
and have,added to the roll —_——_ new members, being a very 
gratifying increase in our membership. This question of mem- 
bership I consider a very important one, not so much for the 
membership fee as for the inflttence of the members themselves. 
Every working member we can enlist into the army of Wiscon- 

. _ sin horticulturists is just one more lever to help pry the other fel- 
| lows out of the rut of hog and hominy and bare surroundings 

style of living on to the higher and better way of having plenty of 
fruit and vegetables and grounds well planted with trees and 
shrubs, with plenty of vines and flowers about the house. Wisconsin
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needs a lot of tree planters. Henry Cuyler Bunner has so 

beautifully expressed what I would like to say in regard to 

tree planting in his “The Heart of the Tree’ that I will give 

~ it in his own words. | | | : 

What does he plant who plants a tree? | 

He plants the friend of sun and sky; 
He plants the flag of breezes free; | 

The shaft of beauty, towering high; 

He plants a home to heaven anigh | | 

For song and mother-croon of bird , 

In hushed and happy twilight heard— | 

The treble of heaven’s harmony— 
These things he plants who plants a tree. : 

What does he plant who plants a tree? | 
He plants cool shade and tender rain, 

And seed and bud of days to me, 
And years that fade and flush again ; ) 
He plants the glory of the plain; : 

He plants the forest’s heritage ; | 

The harvest of a coming age; 
That joy that unborn eyes shall see— | 
These things he plants who plants a tree. | 

What does he plant who plants a tree? 

| | He plants, in sap, and leaf, and wood, 
In love of home and loyalty 

And far-cast thought of civic good— 

His blessings on the neighborhood 
When in the hollow of His hand - 
Holds all the growth of all our land— | 

A nation’s growth from sea to sea, 

| Stirs in his heart who plants a tree. |
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ANNUAL REPORT OF SECRETARY. 

This annual task of presenting a report on the work of the 
society for the past year by your secretary is approached this 

year with an unusual amount of satisfaction for the year has 
been filled with encouragement. Perhaps in no other year in | 
the history of the Society has the field of our activities been | 
so widened, so many big things happened, so much accomplished 

_ that will place our Society in a position to be more helpful to 
_ all the people of the state as in the year 1907. | 

Appropriation. | 

The big thing of course was the very substantial increase in 
our appropriation from $4,400 to $8,000. 

| Bill 314 A, introduced by our fellow member W. S. Hager, 
member of assembly from Brown county, passed through the 
various and devious stages of legislative detail, followed closely _ 

| at all times by assembyman Hager and senator Pearson, finally 
passed both houses without a dissenting vote early in June. In 
reviewing the history of this appropriation bill and seeking the 

causes which led to its success we find three factors prominent: 
First, and foremost, the persistent and untiring efforts of our 

representatives inthe legislature, Mr. Hager and Mr. Pearson. 
Second: The splendid help given by the committee of one 

hundred members which staid by the bill to the finish. This 

committee selected with reference to their location in the state, 

or rather the various assembly and senatorial districts, fur- 

nished splendid assistance by correspondence and personal inter- 

views with members of the legislature. Originally one hundred, 
| the number soon dropped to 90 and later to 78 but the faith- 

ful 78 never faltered unto the end. : 
The third factor leading to success was the work which the 

- society has accomplished in the past. Our record was good and 

our character as an organization above reproach. 
| Stating these points again in the reverse but logical order 

we find first; that as a Society we had “made good” to the 

people of the State, we had been faithful to our stewardship.
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Secondly: Our members were faithful to their trust and 

showed their interest by informing the legislature of these 

facts and thirdly we had efficient members in the legislature who 

' looked after our interests. | 

Altho paradoxical it must be said that the only opposition | 

shown in any quarter to our bill served eventually as a help in 

| that the true nature of the opposition was made known to the 

members of the legislature and served in a reactionary way to 

help our cause. . 

Another bill affecting the Society passed both houses but was 

vetoed by the governor. This bill if it had become a law would | 

have permitted us to issue our report in monthly installments 

| similar to the Minnesota plan. : 

| Trial Orchards. / 

Another cause for congratulation is the rapid extension of 

| our trial orchard work in a new field. This will be given in 

more detail in the report of your secretary as Superintendent of 

Twial Orchards. | 

- Farm Institutes. | 

By action of the Executive, Committee in session at Shiocton | 

August 28th the secretary was authorized to arrange with the 

| Superintendent of Farmers’ Institutes for a special lecturer who 

should devote all of his time to talking horticulture. While 

your secretary believed then and is still of the opinion that the 

| Department of Farm Institutes should assume the entire ex- 

pense of such-a lecturer the best arrangements that could be 

made was an equal division of the salary and expenses with cer- 

tain provisos covering appointment of lecturer, the lines he 
should follow, etc. At the December meeting of the Board of 
Managers the appointment of Mr. D. E. Bingham was an- 

nounced by Pres. Coe and confirmed by the Board. Mr. Bing- 
ham began work on December 10th and has since been doing 

/ most excellent work. | | | 

Change in Membership Fee. 

The society in convention at Shiocton adopted an amendment 

to the constitution reducing the fee for annual membership to
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fifty cents. This with the action of the Society at the 1907 

. annual convention making the fee for members of local socie- 

ties twenty-five cents has served to materially increase the mem- 

bership. The total number of members this date, (Feb. Ist) 

is 702, an increase of 3214 per cent over last year at this time. 

The total number of life members is 98, an increase of 16 

since my last report. 

As stated in previous reports the membership is held on a 

strictly cash basis and those who do not send renewal fee within 

a ‘reasonable time after being notified are dropped from the 

list promptly. The increase has come very largely as a result 

of persistent newspaper advertising and circular letters. 

The older members of the Society are frequently urged to aid 

in increasing the membership roll but results from this source 

are not encouraging. 

When mailing the programs of this convention early in Janu- 

ary a circular letter was enclosed to 370 carefully selected mem- 

bers including the officers and members of the executive com- 

mittee asking them to secure one member each before this con- | 

vention. The following only reported. | | 

(Read List) 

Now for the first time, fellow members during my four years’ 

service as your secretary I register a complaint. I have so far 

| endeavored to excuse the officers of the Society and older mem- 

‘bers when appeals of this sort have failed of results on the 

grounds of lack of time and other reasons but I am now about 

ready to conclude that it is a lack of interest, a lack of “esprit 

| de corps,” a lack of enthusiasm on the part of the majority of 

our members the expression of which places the Minnesota So- | 

| ciety in the lead as far as numbers is concerned. Your secre- 

tary can and should do much in the, way of advertising and so- 

liciting memberships but he cannot do it all, for unless each in- 

dividual member will put his shoulder to the wheel and push a 

little our progress must be slow. The circular letters sent you, 

fellow member, soliciting your aid, imploring, even begging you 

to get new members costs money to send out, and are always 

earnest personal appeals to you and are deserving of a better 

fate than to be laid aside perhaps with a smile and the thou .he 

that “Cranefield likes to talk.” Having thus relieved my mind 

| | I will proceed with the statement of work for the year. |
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os Publications. | 

The Annual Report was distributed to members in May, the 
earliest date on record. The demand for the report has been 
greater than in any previous year. Continuing the plan inaug- 
urated in 1905 several hundred copies were sent to county 
clerks for distribution among town chairmen and a package of 
*4 is forwarded to each Farm Institute where Mr. Bingham 
speaks. A very limited supply remains on hand. But two 
bulletins have been issued during the year, viz. No. 11, Seed- | 
less Apples, 2,000 copies, 11 pages, 4 illustrations. No. 12, The 
Blight Canker of Apple Trees, 2,500 copies, 23 pages, 17 illus- 
trations. The demand for our bulletins does not increase hence 
the number issued has been cut down. . | 

: Local Societies. : 

Oshkosh reports the organization of a local society which 
makes twelve locals affiliated with the State Society. Some of | 
these are towers of strength to the parent society and some are 
but weak props. The societies at Madison and Lake Geneva 
continue to enroll their entire membership in the State Society ; : 
the Sparta and Manitowoc Societies each enroll a fair delegation, 
Oshkosh the youngest has also sent in 6 or 8 but of the others 
we must as usual pass over in silence. The greatest period of _ 
activity of these Societies in their connection with the State So- 
ciety appears to be just preceding our annual convention. 

Summer Meeting. 

The meeting this year was held in Shiocton on invitation of 
| the people of that place and the Shiocton Garden Land Co. 

The attendance was larger than at any other summer meeting in 
recent years and the program followed with much interest by 
all present. 

: | State Fair Exhibit. | | 

Our exhibit occupied the space permanently assigned us and 
consisted mainly of an exhibit of apples in bulk from Wausau 
orchard, twenty-eight bushels being shown.
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| a County Fairs. | 

The increasing number of applications from County and Dis- 
trict Fair Associations in the State prompted your secretary to | 
propose to the Board of Managers a plan by which the judging 
or fruit at these fairs could be placed on a better basis. In pur- | : 
suance of this plan I have written to every Fair association in 

| the state offering suggestions for the revision of their fruit lists 
| and the appointment of judges. The number and nature of the 

responses to date have been extremely gratifying and it is likely 
that a majority of the premium lists for the coming fairs will 

| conform closely with the adopted lists of the Society and the ex- 
hibits be passed on by judges appointed by our Society. 

, os Contract Orchards. 

Inquiries nuiltiply cach succeeding year from members and 
others regarding the different contract orchard firms operating 

in the state and considerable time has been spent in investigat- 

ing the plans pursued by these companies. The “Contract Or- 
chard” has fallen into disrepute of late. Some years ago dif- 
terent reputable and responsible members of the society engaged 

in the practice of selling orchards on contract receiving a por- 
tion of the price in cash and agreeing to take the remainder at the 
end of a term of years or in lieu thereof a portion of the first 
crop. So far as I have learned’ these contracts were faithfully , 
carried out by the seller and to the satisfaction of the buyer. ) 

Within the past five or six years, however, there have ap- 
peared in the state, representatives of firms claiming headquar- 
ters and extensive nurseries in Ohio, Michigan and other states 
selling orchards on contracts of which the following is a fair 
sample. | 

| | Orchard Contract. a : 

between : 

....-...Proprietors : 
ic) | 

| Party of the first part and ...... of ...... County of ...... 
State of Wisconsin of the second part 

_ Witnesseth, That the undersigned have agreed to enter into 
the following contract: | | So | |
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This Company, party of the first part, will furnish to party 

of the second part the following bill of trees etc. for the pur- 

pose of improving my. property. 

112 Apple Quince 

Crab _ Grape | | | 

18 Pear Gooseberry 
42 Plum | Currant : 

| Prune : Blackberry . 

Cherry Raspberry | | 

Peach Strawberry | 

| | Varieties Written on Back Hereof. 

All to be first class stock. At the proper time to plant trees 

above mentioned, the said second party shall have prepared the 

eround and agrees to have same in good state of cultivation, 

and to plant the trees above mentioned according to printed in- 

structions furnished by the company. The party of the first . 

part agrees to trim or prune the trees at the proper time, and to 

replace any trees etc. that may die within five years from the 

date of delivery free of cost, except trees that may be destroyed 

by stock or peeled or girdled by rabbits or mice. 

In consideration of the above mentioned goods furnished and 

services by the party of the first part. the said second party 

agrees to pay to said Company, ninety dollars ( $90.00) cash on 

delivery at —————-, State of Wisconsin in the fall of 1904, 

and ninety dollars ($90.00) in cash on of before the Fall of 

1909, being five years from the date of delivery, all cash pay- 

ments due and payable at the office of the Company at ————— 

of the ———_——, party of the first part will accept one-half of 

the fruit produced the season of 1910 instead of above second | 

cash payment, at the option of the party of the second part, the 

fruit to be delivered to nearest railroad station to purchaser. 

The party of the second part further agrees that should I 

sell or otherwise dispose of the land on which this orchard is 

planted, during the life of this contract the deferred payments 

are due and payable at once. Said second party also agrees to 

cultivate and care for this orchard according to instructions fur- 

nished and to keep the same, free from weeds and grass. Said 

~ second party agrees not to countermand this contract. 

In Testimony Whereof, the ———-—“<-—~=~ Orchard Co. by its
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| agent and said second party have hereunto set their hands and 
seals this ——- day of ————-, 190—. 

. | THe ————— Orcuarp Co., 

| Party of the First Part. 
| By ———————— Agent. | 

Signature of purchaser ——————, 7 
| _ - Party of the Second Part. 

As may be seen from this the owner of the land agrees to | 

pay $180 for 112 apple trees, 18 pear and plum and 42 other 

plants including an assortment of small fruits. JI have been as- 

sured by several reliable nurserymen in-our state that this stock 
may be furnished at a profit, for less than $65. The owner, 

therefore, pays the balance, or $115 for the promise on the part | 

of the company to prune and replace for five years. | | 
| We cannot call such a contract a humbug but when one who 

has studied these different plans and then compared them with 
straight prices offered: by our substantial nurseymen, there can : 

| _ be but little doubt where to buy. | 

| Conclusion, | 

As this report has been extended to undue length the conclu- 
sion should and will be brief. The year has been one of great 

- encouragement. The Society membership has increased. If any 
mistake has been made it has been the assumption on the part of - 

the members as a whole that the Society consists of the officers 
and executive committee when in fact it consists of the mem- 
bers thereof. — , | | 

Let every member during the coming year devote but one hour | 

of his time in securing new members or in preaching the gos- . 
_ pel of horticulture, we may soon be the largest as we are now 

the strongest and most influential Society in the United States. 

- 15—Hort.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SECRETARY. 

| ‘RECEIPTS. a ) 

Refund from H. H. G. Bradt ................0.... $5 25 
Refund from A. N. Kelley’................0..000.. — 100 
Refund from M. S$. Henry ............. 0.000.000 2 00 
Refund from Gimbels .............. 000002 e eee 5 85 | 
Refund from Iowa State Hort. Soc‘ety .......... 19 12 
Fruit sold fo... cece ccc ee eee eee R41 9% 

Vouchers for expenses ......... 0. cece etnies 525 00 
Membership fees and misc. .......... 000-000 ee, 332 50 

| a $1,132 69 . 

CREDITS. , | 

By payments to Treas.......... ee cee cece eee nee $226 75 
By expenses as per accts. audited...............4.. 837 43 a 
Cash on hand 1.1... . eee cece eee eee eee eee 68 51 

| $1,132 69
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~ REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AWARDS. | 

Your committee on awards has examined the fruit on exhibi- , 
tion and make the. following awards. 

Best Collection, D. E. Bingham, Ist; John Reis, 2nd; L. H. | 

. Palmer, 3d. | 

Best 4 Plates, winter, L. H. Palmer, 1st; A. N. Kelley, 2nd. 

Best 3 Plates, winter, Henry Simon, 1st; L. H. Palmer, 2nd. , 

/ Best New Apple, A. J. Phillips, Ist; Mrs. Ramsey, 2nd. 
Best Seedling Apple, A. J. Phillips, Ist; A. N. Kelley, 2nd. 
Best Plate Avista, A. J. Phillips, lst; D. E. Bingham, 2nd. 

Best Plate Baldwin, A. N. Kelley, lst; John Reis, 2nd. — 
Best Plate Ben Davis, John Reis, 1st; John Reis, 2nd. 

. Best Plate Dominion, D. E. Bingham, Ist. 

Best Plate Eureka, A. J. Phillips, 1st. | 

Best Plate, Fameuse, Henry Simon, 1st; Wm. Toole, nd. | 

Best Plate Gano, D. E. Bingham, 1st; John Reis, 2nd. - 

Best Plate Gideon, John Reis, 1st. | | 

Best Plate Golden Russett, L. H. Palmer, 1st; Henry Simon, 2nd. 

Best Plate Longfield, Wm. Toole, 1st; Henry Simon, 2nd. 

Best Plate, Malinda, A. J. Phillips, 1st; A. N. Kelley, 2nd. 
Best Plate McIntosh, D. E. Bingham, 1st; D. E. Bingham, 2nd. 

~ Best Plate McMahan, John Reis, 1st; D. E. Bingham, 2nd. 

~ Best Plate Newell, Henry Simon, 1st; John Reis, 2nd. | 

Best Plate Northern Spy, E. D. Hopson, 1st; E. D. Hopson, 2nd. 
Best Plate N. W. Greening, J. G. Buehler, Ist; H. H. Harris, 

and. . - 

Best Plate Perry Russett, Wm. Toole, Ist; W. A. Toole, 2nd. | 
Best Plate Pewaukee, A. N. Kelley, 1st; L. H. Palmer, 2nd. _ 

Best Plate Plumb Cider, L. H. Palmer, 1st; Henry Simon, 2nd. 

| Best Plate Seek-no-further, Wni. Toole, 1st; E. D. Hopson, 2nd. 

Best Plate Scott Winter, Wm. Toole, Ist; John Reis, 2nd. 

Best Plate Sutton Beauty, D. E. Bingham, 1st; D. E. Bingham, : 

gnd. — | : 
, Best Plate Talman, L- H. Palmer, 1st; John Reis, 2nd. 

Best Plate Twenty Ounce, John Reis, ist; John Reis, 2nd. 
Best Plate Utter, J. G.. Buehler, 1st; Henry Simon, 2nd. 

| Best Plate Walbridge, J. G. Buehler, 1st; L. H. Palmer, 2nd. | 
Best Plate Wealthy, J. G. Buehler, Ist; D. E. Bingham, 2nd.
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Best Plate Windsor, J. G. Buehter, Ist; D. E. Bingham, 2nd. 
Best Plate Wolf River, Frank Ovenden, 1st; Frank Ovenden, 

and. _ | a, 

Best Peck N. W. Greening, John Reis, 1st; Wm. Toole, 2nd. | 

Best Peck Wealthy, D. E. Bingham, 1st; Henry Simon, 2nd. 
We also desire to make honorable mention of a fine exhibit 

by M. C. Clarke of Madison of the following varieties of apples 

| from the Hood River Valley, Oregon; Arkansas Black, Ortley, 

Newton Pippin and Spitzenburg, also commendable. exhibits of | 

grapes by G. W. Reigle and Geo. J. Kellogg. ) , 
L. G. KEtLocc, ~ | 

| Judge. 

REPORT OF SECRETARY AS SUPERINTENDENT OF 

) TRIAL ORCHARDS. | 

| WAUSAU ORCHARD. 
, 

According to the plan adopted by the trial orchard committee 

the Wausau orchard was thoreyghly cultivated in the spring and 

then seeded to clover and timothy.. The trees are now so large 

- that cultivation is no longer practical. 

The orchard was carefully pruned in April especial attention 

being given to the plum orchard. The early or April spraying 

was omitted this year, but extra attention given to the two ap- | 

plications of Bordeaux, the first just following the falling of | 

the petals and the second ten days later. —— 

One of our prominent members who attended the convention 

of the Michigan Society less than a thousand years ago came | 

home overflowing with enthusiasm about spraying. There he 

heard of sprayed orchards with less than 10 per cent of wormy | 

- fruit! Had he read carefully the reports of our own Society 

he would have learned that results no less remarkable have been 

secured every year for four years at Wausau. Last year I re- 

ported that less than one-tenth of one per cent of the apples 

| were wormy and this statement was based on the result of a 

very close observation and examination of many bushels of dif- 

ferent kinds. This year the results were equally remarkable, in |
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fact it was only by diligent search that a wormy apple could be 
found. The fruit was also remarkably free from scab. _ . 

A little neglect in the spraying work last spring resulted in 

one of the most striking demonstrations of the value of Bor- 
deaux I have ever seen. A few of the trees which bore no 
fruit were but lightly treated at the first spraying and passed 
over entirely when spraying the second time. In August and | | 
September these trees could be distinguished readily and with- 
out reference to the crop by the yellowing and falling leaves the 
result of apple scab. It was easy to surmise what the general 

result would have been in respect to scabby apples if no spray- 

| ing had been done. _ 
Crop. The yield of apples was the biggest in the history of 

the orchard, many kinds being loaded to the breaking point. 

The kinds bearing a full (heavy) crop are as follows: Hibernal, 
Longfield, Wealthy, McMahan, Dudley, Peerless, Newell, Repka, 
Okabena, Patten, Dominion, and Malinda. It was the “off” year 

for Duchess and Wolf River; the half dozen or more North- 

western Greening trees remaining of the original planting bore 

a fair crop. While Wealthy is mentioned in the list it must 
be said that the fruit was small and in every respect inferior, 
for Wealthy. This variety has not done well at Wausau. The 

Malinda trees bore their first crop this year and it certainly was 
a full one; the trees could not well have borne more, there would 

have been no room for the fruit. Peerless also made a remark- 

able showing this year in quality of fruit borne. | 
The banner variety in point of yield was the Hibernal, the 38 

trees yielding 375 bushels of apples; five bushels more would 
have given an average yield of 10 bushels per tree, trees 10 years | 

old. The total yield of apples reported by the party who pur- : 
_ chased the crop was 1,600 bushels, free from worm and scab. | 

_ The cherry crop was a failure this year as in past seasons. 
Some varieties of plums bore a fair crop, others nothing. 

: a BARRON. oo 

‘Two acres additional were planted this year making three 
acres in all. But few trees died outright as a result of winter. 
conditions but as the season advanced many more (about 70) 

failed to make a satisfactory growth, and most of these will no 
| doubt succumb before next spring. A large part of the loss |
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may be ascribed to quality of stock received, especially the plum 

stock. We hope for better success in this respect another year. , 

| POPLAR. , 

. The Poplar orchard has suffered severely during the past year. 

While but 33 apples and 12 cherry trees were re-set in the spring 

a large number that appeared alive early in the season have since 

. died. Mr. Peterson’s report dated November, 1907, shows 400 

apple, 10 crab and 15 plum either dead or so far gone that re- 
planting will be necessary. The Trial Orchard Committee has 
given directions that only Huibernal, Wealthy, Duchess, Patten 
Greening and Longfield be used in replacing. This committee 

also decided on a system of tile draining a portion of the or- : 

chard which plan will be executed next summer. 

| MAPLE, | | 

Two of the three acres in the Mapie orchard were planted 

last spring, mostly apples, of the following varieties, Duchess, _ 
Wolf River, Hibernal, Wealthy, N. W. Greening, McIntosh, 

. Fameuse, Scott, Transparent, Longfield, University, Iowa Beauty, 
Tolman, Utter and of plums and cherries the following: Sur- 
prise, Quaker, Rockford, Hammer; De Soto, Early Richmond. — 

| MEDFORD. | 

The Medford orchard is now full, that is, all the -ground | 
covered by our lease has been planted. Less than a dozen trees — 

were re-set last year. | | 

. NEW ORCHARDS. | | - 

| Manitowoc. . | | ; 
| In pursuance of the plan adopted by the executive committee | 

two new orchards were established during the past season and a 

| contract in sight for a third. These orchards are located at | 

Manitowoc and Gays Mills. 
At Manitowoc five- acres have been leased from the trustees 

of the county asylum for the insane about two miles east of 

the city of Manitowoc. oO 
Gays Mulls. | | | . 

Is a thriving village about half way up the Kickapoo 

Valley in Crawford county. The orchard, however, is not
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located in the valley but nearly 300 feet above it and consists of : 

a five acres. In both cases the owner or lessor has agreed to fur- 

nish land rent free and also all labor necessary in planting, cul- 

tivating and spraying the orchard, the Society furnishing only 
the stock and superintendence. The crop to belong to the owner 

of the land. a 
At Manitowoc no farmer could be found who cared to enter | 

into such a contract and it required three visits in the part of 
the committee to find a location when finaily the county of Mani- | 

-towoc took pity on us and leased us a portion of the county | 

: farm. : 
At Gays Mills the situation was entirely different. Here no : 

difficulty whatever was experienced in finding a suitable location. 

_ These newer orchards will be conducted wholly on a com- 
mercial basis and planted wholly to apples. But five kinds are 

to be planted, one acre of each. The following kinds were 
selected by the trial orchard committee: Wealthy, Northwestern 
Greening, McMahon, McIntosh and Newell. 

| Sturgeon Bay. | 

The third site is at Sturgeon Bay where a lease is in prospect 

: for five acres of apple orchard planted ten years and generally 
neglected. The purpose is to cultivate and generally renovate : 

- this orchard so as to make it yield as good a crop as that of 

Mr. Bingham and other neighboring orchards. In this way it 
may prove an excellent object lesson and stimulate tree fruit 

growing. It also marks out an entirely new line of work for 
- the Society. In the northern orchards we are testing the cli- 

mate and the soil conditions. Farher south these have been 

tested and the results are known. The new orchards, theréfore, 

will be merely for the purpose of demonstrating the possibilities 

| in the field of apple growing. | | 
That the planting of apple orchards on a market basis will 

prove profitable no one who is familiar with the conditions can | 

doubt. For the third time in my annual report to this Society 

J will state my opinion that no more favorable conditions exist — 
anywhere in the United States for the raising of apples for mar- 

7 ket than in Crawford county, Wisconsin. There may be other 

counties as good but none, all things considered, excel it. If 
this Society sticceeds in any large measure in developing the re- 
sources of this section in fruit growing we will have fulfilled our 

* obligation to the state in the best possible manner.
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REPORT OF TRIAL ORCHARD COMMITTEE. | 

| Mr. D. E. BINGHAM. | 

As chairman of the Orchard Committee I.wiil make a report 

on the orchards inspected in August. 
Owing to the failure of the Railway Co. to get me to Eau 

Claire on schedule time I did not get to the Barron orchard. | 
Mr. Coe and myself were the only ones of the committee who 

could get away. We were, however, accompanied by our sec- 
retary and our former president, Dr. Loope and Mr. ——— 
from Minnesota, which we appreciated very much. | 

Mr. Coe reported the Barron orchard in good condition, trees 

all growing with very few exceptions. 
Our Poplar orchard shows unfavorabie conditions for orchard. 

The land is too wet and unless tile drained, I do not predict 
any great success there. The Duchess, Wealthy, McMahan, | 

Transcendent, Hyslop, looking the best. Native plums appear to 

be doing very well. The portion of the orchard left in sod has 
already reached the climax of failure and can be devoted to 

: something else soon. The orchard has been ridged some, to 
give drainage but the results are very far from satisfactory as 
the trees were, planted before the ridging and consequently were 

too deep and still in very wet heavy red clay. | 
I would suggest that if this orchard is to be drained that the | 

| Society get a release from all but five acres and drain that and | 

take care of it a little better and show results which will be more 
satisfactory in many ways. 

The Maple orchard appears in good condition for the first 
year. Some poor stock was planted in this orchard but its be- 
ing on a well drained, sandy soil the conditions look favorable | 
for the orchard. . 

| _ The Medford orchard we found looking very good, with the 

exception of a few trees that are planted in the low part or ra- _ 

vine which runs through the orchard. This needs draining and 

a method of culture to get a little more humus in the soil. 

| Our last orchard to visit was the Wausau orchard. Here, we 
found a good crop of fruit on the trees, and with but few excep- 
tions the trees looking very good. Longfield and Wealthy showed
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some poor foliage but not in all instances. Only where the ap- 
ple canker had affected them badly. Some fire blight but not a 
much. The Hibernal, Okabena, McMahan, Duchess appeared to 

be the best commercial varieties in this orchard. The apple can- 

ker appeared to be pretty well under control only a very few 

: trees that we noticed any of the disease in its active state. 
| The plums in this orchard seem very much in need of prun- 

ing and cultivating if anything is to be expected from them. | 

Cherries only partially alive and a failure as far as fruit is 
| concerned. ‘They appeared to be affected with shot hole fungus 

| Or were on too wet soil. 

DISCUSSION. : 

Mr. C.-L. Pearson: May I have a minute’s time? Ever 

since, [ have listened to the seoretary’s report, I have been sen- 

sible of a very glaring defect in that report. Mr. Cranefield and | 
I are not a mutual admiration society, and we are not throwing | 

bouquets at each other, but I know something about how that ap- 
propriation came to go through the legislature. It was through 

the untiring efforts of Secretary Cranefield. (Applause.) I | 
, know that he saw the great need of it and he made other people 

see the need of it and whenever that bill came before the com- 
mittee for a hearing, Mr. Cranefield was there and any opposi- | 

. tion that developed against it he was able to overcome and I 

wish at this time just to set that matter right and not allow 
Mr. Cranefield’s innate modesty to do himself an injustice. 

Mr. Reigle: I move that what has been said be embodied in 
| the proceedings of the meeting. 

The President: Our reporter has been busy all the time. 
Mr. Reigle: I know, but we want to fix it so that it will 

| not be cut out. Motion prevailed. — , 
The secretary read the following letter: | 

| MILWAUKEE, Wis., Feb. 3rd, 1908. 
| To Secretary Cranefield. | 

Dear Sir: Enclosed find fee for membership. I hope that 

you will have a nice time. I am too old to come out in. the 
cold. | Yours truly, 

, Gro, JEFFERY.
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A motion by Mr. Toole that the secretary be instructed to : 

send a word of fraternal greeting from this Society by telegram 

to Mr. Jeffery was carried by rising vote. : 

| EVENING SESSION—FEBRUARY 4. 

a TREASURER’S REPORT. | | | 

7 L. G. Ketioce, T reasurer. | 

| In account with The Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. 

| 1907 | Receipts | Dr. 

Feb. 5 To haiance on hand... . cece ee eee eee 736 17 

Feb. 19 To Loan German Nat. Bank.............. 500 00 

Mch. 9 To Loan German Nat. Bank.............. 500 00 
May 23 To Loan German Nat. Bank.............. 500 00 

July 9 To Annual: Appropriation................ 8,000 00 

| July 9 To Rec'd from State Treas.............-: 111 00 - 

Aug. 18 To Geo. D. Van Dyke L. membership..... 5 00 

Sept. 11 To F. Cranefield Sale of Fruit........... 226 75 

| | $10,578 92 — 

By vouchers returned (Nos. 1 to 217 inclusive).... 6,547 21 

To Balance, on hand. ..... eee cece eee ee eee eee 4,081 71 

| $10,578 92 

(The detailed account of expenditures has been: omitted from | 

| the printed report for economy of space. The complete report, 

| covering several: pages, has been filed with the Governor as re- | 

| quired by law. A duplicate copy will be furnished to any memr 

ber on application to the secretary, F. Cranefield.) 7
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REPORT OF FINANCE COMMITTEE. 

Having examined the books, vouchers and bills of the sec- 
: retary and treasurer of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Soci- 

ety we are pleased to report that we find the same in good form 

and correct. ee - 

| Respectfully submitted, a 
3 IrvinG C. SMITH, | 

| | T. E. Loop, 

| | C. L. RicHARDSON. 

On motion of Dr. Loope the reports were adopted. . 
The election of officers being next in order, Mr. Reigle placed | 

in nomination for president, Mr. R. J. Coe. There being no 

| further nominations, the secretary was instructed to cast the 
unanimous bailot of the Society for Mr. Coe for president, 

which was done accordingly. 
Mr. Hanchett placed in nomination Mr. D. E. Bingham for | 

vice president, and the secretary was instructed to cast the bal- 
lot for Mr. Bingham. 

| Mr. L. G. Kellogg was then in the same manner unanimously : | 
elected to the office of treasurer. | e 

A recess of ten minutes was then taken to allow the delegates 
, from the local societies to nominate members for the executive 

committee. The following nominations were reported: First 
District, A. J. Smith; Second District, E. P. Sandsten; Third 

District, Wiiliam Toole; Fourth District, C. L. Meller; Fifth 

a District, H. C. Melcher; Sixth District, L. A. Carpenter, Sev- 
enth District, A. J. Philips; Eighth District, M. E. Henry; Ninth 
District, W. S. Hager; Tenth District, Irving Smith; Eleventh 

District, C. L. Richardson. a | 

: On motion of Dr. Loope, the secretary was instructed to cast 
| the ballot of the Society for the names selected as members of 

the executive committee. _ "
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WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION, FEBRUARY 5. 

The President: The first thing to take up this morning is the | 
reception of delegates from other states. Is Mr. Kirk here from 
Towa? 

Mr. Kirk (Iowa): The horticultural people of Iowa send 
their greetings to the brethern of Wisconsin by me, one of 
their members and they wish me to say that notwithstanding 
the discouraging year we have just had, that we still think that , 
of all things good, particularly fruit, Iowa can produce the best, 
and we want to say that in the future more than in the past we 

| are to be reckoned with in the markets of the country in the 
fruit line. 1907 was a bad year for Iowa. The south three- 

| quarters of the, state did not raise sufficient fruit for home con- 

sumption, owing to an unusually warm spell in the very early 
spring, followed by extreme cold and freezing at just the time 

when it ought to have warmed up. The northern part of the 
state was somewhat better off, as the warm spell did not prevail 

there quite so long and we had a respectable crop, but northern 
: Iowa has never given the attention to fruit raising which it oo 

deserves or which it has received in the central and southern : 

parts of the state and consequently the crop was quite light. 
We are not discouraged because we had one poor crop. We 

. said a few unpleasant things about the weather and went on, | 
planted our corn and fed our cattle and hogs and had something — 

to live on just the same if we did not have apples and cider | 
to wash it down. Iowa is indebted somewhat to Wisconsin for 
some good things, among which I believe is the Northwestern 
Greening, which if I mistake not, originated in Wisconsin. We 

were also indebted to Wisconsin at our last annual meeting 
in December for the presence of a very genial Doctor, whom you 
sent over there. We enjoyed the Doctor very much. The 
Doctor mentions our having thrown a number of bouquets to 
Mr. C. G. Patten, the Burbank of Iowa, but he failed to mention 

. that concealed in one of these bouquets was a “long green” clear- 

ing house certificate, or its equivalent, to the amount of $1,000, | 

and we gave, that to Mr. Patten. We do not think that that by 
any means cancels our obligations to him. We appreciate Mr. 

Patten in Iowa, and I believe your people do also. -
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Prof. L. R. Taft (Mich.): I am hardly here as a delegate 

and in fact I hope you will have with you before the meeting 
closes a regular delegate from our Society. I know our sec- 

retary has asked one or two to attend, and I was told that one 

of them would: be here, but as he may not come, I am very 

glad to offer the greetings of our Society to you. We have been 
favored in the past years by a number of your members and 
have always enjoyed having them with us and for myself, and 
I know I can speak for the others who have been across the 

_ lake, we have always enjoyed.coming to Wisconsin. When I 
found the meeting would be at Madison, I was particularly 
glad to avail myself of the opportunity to come. We have had 

| all kinds of mishaps in Michigan. I think we owe part of our 
troubles to Wisconsin. I know that in October, 1906, some of 

_ your playful zephyrs must have got away, they jumped over 
the state there and settled down right in the heart of our fruit 

| belt and as a result they killed several millions of our peach | 

trees, and I can only think it must have been the effect of your | 
. cold zephyrs that came over there and killed them, because it 

was the first time we ever had anything of that kind, and I hope 
: it will be the last. But when we consider the northern half of — 

Michigan, I might say we had I think the best season ever 
known. We had very large crops of apples, peaches, cherries 

| and large crops of. quite a number of other fruits. When it 

came to apples, peaches and cherries, it was the largest crop | 
we ever had and the crop being destroyed for the most part 

in southern Michigan, of course we had very good prices, so that | 

the fruit growers in the northern half are well pleased and Iam | 
glad to say the apple growers in southern Michigan had per- 
haps the best crop they ever grew where they took care of the 

trees, but the men who did not give their trees proper care had | 

practically no crop and what they did have is practical’y worth- 
less. That showed very well what care will do for an orchard. 

But we hope for better luck during the coming year. Every- 
thing seems favorable. Let me say that our Society is certainly 

surprising. The last three or four meetings have been the best | 

we have ever had. The best perhaps was at Battle Creek last 
December and we have had calls from all over the state for 

meetings of the Society, and we shall have one week after next | 
in the eastern part of the state, and we hope you will come over
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there. You can see there what Michigan can do in the way of 

apple orchards at least and we hope, to have some of our fruit 

| on exhibition. | . 

The President: We have a. Northern Illinois man with us, 

Mr. Hey. We will be glad to hear from him in place, of their 

regular delegate. , | | 

Mr. Hey: I am glad to be with you; sorry, however, for 

your sake, that our regular delegate could not be here, as I 

know that he can do.better than I can in every respect. We | 

had a very cold, backward spring after a very warm March that 

| brought out the buds so that the pink of the blossom showed 

on the surface, and then twenty-eight nights of freezing early 

in April, that pretty nearly fixed our fruit so that we never got — | 

a taste of a plum nor an apple, or a cherry, or anything of that _ 

kind, in that country, except a few peaches that we managed to ~ 

get through, something that nobody seems to be able to account 

| for. I was lucky enough to have a few peach trees and we had | 

an abundant supply of peaches for our own use and a few which _ 

we sold, which brought as high as seven dollars a bushel, so that | 

| you can see that home grown peaches down there are a luxury, 

| _ being Champion peaches they were very fine. I wish to assure 

you that we feel very much under obligations to the Wisconsin 

Society down there. We have a saying there that the Wiscon- | 

sin Society is a live and up-to-date Society and it is a good cri- 

terion for us to go by. 

Mr. Andrews, delegate from Minnesota spoke briefly. , 

On motion of Dr. Loope, the delegates from other states 

. and members of. other state societies who were present were 

made honorary annual members of the Society. On motion of | 

Mr. Toole, Prof. Taft, Mr. Wm. A. Taylor and Mr. Kollock 

were made honorary annual members of the Society. | 

/
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| CONSTITUTION. | 

Article 1. This Society shall be known as “The Wisconsin State 

Horticultural Society” and its location shall be at the city of Madi- 

son, Dane County, Wisconsin where its principal office shall be main- 

tained. 

Article 2. The object of this Society shall be the advancement of 

the art and science of horticulture throughout the state. 

Article 3. This Society is formed without capital stock. 

Article 4. This Society shall consist of life members, annual mem- 

bers, honorary life members and honorary annual members. Life 

members shall pay a fee of five dollars for such membership. Annual] 

members shall pay an annual fee of 50 cents, except paid members of 

local horticultural societies who shall pay an annual fee of 25 cents 

| for such membership; wives of such members shall be entitled to the 

privileges of full membership. | 

Honorary annual members may, by vote, be elected and invited to 

participate in the proceedings of the Society. Honorary life members | 

shall be elected by vote of the Society, and shall be distinguished for 

special merit in horticulture and kindred sciences, or shall confer 

some particular benefit upon the Society. 

Article 5. The general ofticers of the Society shall be a President, 

Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer and an Executive Committee, con- 

. sisting of the foregoing officers and one additional memper from each 

congressional district; a majority of whom shall constitute a quorum 

at any of its meetings. 

The officers aforesaid, except the Secretary shail be elected, by bal- 

lot, at the annual meeting, and shall hold office for one year there- 

after and until their respective successors are elected. The Secretary 

shall be appointed by the Executive Committee at its annual meeting 

. after the election of officers and shall hold office for one year there- 

after or until his successor is appointed. 

Article 6. The principal duties of the general officers shall be as 

follows :— | 

The President shall preside at all meetings of the Society and of | 

the Executive Committee, shall exercise a general supervision and
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control of the business and affairs of the Society, and shall sign all 

leases, deeds and instruments for the transfer, conveyance or assign- 

| ment of the corporate property, and all contracts, papers and instru- 

ments necessary or convenient in the transaction of the business of 
the Society, and when necessary, acknowledge the same. 

The Vice President shall act as President in case of the absence, 

, _ disability or removal of the President. 

The Secretary shall conduct the general correspondence of the 

Society and keep a record of the business and of the proceedings at 

all meetings of the Society and of the Executive Committee; he ghall 

. keep, safely and systematically all books, records, papers and docu- 

ments belonging or pertaining to the Society or the business thereof; 

he shall countersign all deeds, leases and conveyances, and, when 

necessary, acknowledge the same. 7 

The Treasurer shall receive and safely keep all moneys, notes, securi- 

ties and property of the Society which may come into his hands and | 

shall pay out or dispose of the same only upon such terms and con- 

ditions as the Executive Committee may direct or the by-laws pro- 

vide. He shall keep a correct account of all moneys received and | 

disbursed and shall render such account of the same as shall be re- 

quired by the Executive Committee or prescribed in the by-laws. And 

he shall execute a bond to the Society, in such sum, and with such | 

sureties as the Executive Committee shall approve, conditioned upon 

the faithful performance of his duties, and for the payment and de- 

livery to his successor of all the money and property of the Society | | 

in his hands or under his control; which bond when approved shall . 

be filed with the Secretary. " 

The said officers shall perform such other or additional duties as 

' may be required and any of the duties and powers of said officers 

may be performed or exercised, so far as is lawful, by such other 

officers, persons or committees as the Executive Committee may pro- 

vide. . 

Article 7. The members of the Executive Committee from the 

several congressional districts shall be chosen by the delegates of | 

their respective county or local societies present at the annual meeting 

. of this Society, or in case of the absence of delegates from such 

societies or in case of failure to elect, such members shall be chosen : 

from among the members of this Society present from such districts. 

But if any district is not represented the vacancy shall be filled by 

vote of the members of this Society present at the annual meeting. 

Article 8. The term “county and local horticultural societies” shall 

. include any organization that shall have for its object the advance- 

ment of the interests of its members in the growing or gale of horti-
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cultural crops; provided that such society acts by authority of a regu- 
: larly adopted constitution and makes an annual report to the Secre- 
! tary of the state society. 

_ Article 9. The Society shall hold its annual meeting for the elec- 
tion of officers, exhibition of fruits, and discussions, in the city of 

_ Madison, Wisconsin. Other meetings shall be held at such time and 
| place as the Executive Committee may direct. | 
| Article 10. Only persons holding memberships according to the 
| regulations of the Society shall be members of it. 

a Article 11. This Constitution, with the accompanying by-laws, may 
be amended, at any regular meeting of this Society by a twothirds 

| vote of the members present; provided that such amendment is pre- 
‘sented in writing. . |
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RULES AND BY-LAWS 

Article I1.—Membership. 

Sec. 1. The Secretary shall decide upon all applications for member- 

ship in accordance with the Constitution and By-Laws of the Society. 

Sec. 2. Any member maliciously or intentionally injuring or work- 

ing in opposition to the Society or its purposes in promoting horti- 

| culture may upon return of his membership fee be summarily expelled. 

Article II.—Meetings. 

Sec. 1. The Executive Committee may fix the time and place for 

| holding the annual meeting of ‘the Society, if the last meeting thereof | 

failed to do so and may call such meeting by giving at least thirty 

days notice to each member. Such notice shall be given by the Sec- 

retary, by mailing the same, postage prepaid, to each member at his 

last Known address. . | 

Sec, 2. Notice of a special meeting shall be mailed to each member | 

at his last known address by the Secretary at least six days before 

such meeting is to be held. Such notice shall state the business to be 

transacted and the date, hour and place of meeting, and no business 

other than that stated in the notice shall be considered at such meet- 

ing. 

Article III.—Duties of Officers—The President. 

Sec. 1. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Society 

and of the Executive Committee; he shall, with the advice of the 

Secretary, call all meetings of the Society if the Executive Committee | 

fail so to do; he shall appoint the delegates to the meetings of other 

State Horticultural Societies; he shall have a general supervision of 

the business and affairs of the Society, and he shall deliver an annual 

address upon some subject connected with horticulture. 

Sec, 2. He shall sign and acknowledge all leases, deeds, and in- 

struments for the conveyance or transfer of the Society’s property,
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| : and all other contracts, papers and instruments necessary or conveni- 

ent in transacting its business. | 

! Sec. 3. He shall sign all orders drawn on the Treasurer for the 

_payment of bills, accounts and claims audited by the Board of Maa- 

agers and none other. Oo , 

: sec. 4. In case of the absence from any cause of both the President 

. : and Vice President the members present, if a quorum, shall elect one 

| : cf their number temporary president. 

Article IV—The Secretary. 
| | Sec. 1. The Secretary shall attend to all the correspondence of the 

| Society; he shall keep a correct and complete record of the business 

| and of the proceedings at all meetings of the members and of the 

Executive Committee. 

| | Sec. 2. He skall superintend the publication of the Reports of the 

| Transactions of the Society and publish or cause to be published such 

: special bulletins on timely and appropriate subjects and such special 

. reports of the condition and results of experimental work in the Trial 

| Orchards and Trial Stations as the Beard of Managers may direct. 

| Sec. 38. He shall present a detailed report of the affairs of the 

Society at its annual meeting. He shall endeavor to secure reports 

| 7 from the various committees, and from local societies, of the condi- 

2 tion and progress of horticulture througkout the state and report the 

| same to the Society. It skall be his duty to make a report to the 

| Governor of the State of the transactions of the Society according to 

_ the provisions of the statutes fcr state reports. 

| Sec. 4. He skall te Superintendent of all Trial Orchards and Trial 

'Staticns. In that capacity he shall supervise the planting and culti- 

vation of, and exercise general control over, the same subject to the 

| directions of the Trial Orchard Committee. 

. | Sec. 5. He shall engross in the general record bcok of the Society 

a true copy of the Constituticn Rules and By-Laws, and all amend: 

ments thereto and all resolutions of the Society and of the Executive 

: Committee. 

_ Sec. 6. He shall keep a record book in which shall be entered the 

: names of -all members of the Society from its organization, the place 

of residence, time of acquiring membership and time of cessation of 

| same. 

- See. 7. He skall notify all persons elected to office within ten days 

Oo _ thereafter if such persons were not present at the election. | 

| _ Sec. 8. He shall keep a book in which a correct list of the property 

_ of the Society shall be entered. He shall draw all orders, checks, etc,
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ordered by the Executive Committee or Board of Managers and couil- 

tersign the same when signed by the Presicent. | 

Sec. 9. He shall keep a stub or record of all orders, checks, etc., 

drawn and delivered, showing the date and amount thereof and to | 

whom and for what purpose the same was issued. 

Sec. 10. He shall receive all fees for membership, give proper re- 

ceipts for the same, and, unless otherwise directed by the Executive 

Committee, shall pay the money to the Treasurer taking his receipt 

therefor. 

Article V. The Treasurer. — 

Sec. 1. The Treasurer shall, before entering on the duties of his 

office execute a bond to the Society in such sum and with such sure- 

ties as the Executive Committee may direct conditioned as provided 

in the Constitution. . 

Sec. 2. He shall receive and be responsible for the safe keeping of 

all money, notes, securities, credits, etc, of any and every nature, 

belonging to the Society which shall come to his hands. © 

. Sec. 8. He shall keep proper books of account and a true and com- — 

plete record of all business transacted by him for the Society; he shall 

keep proper vouchers for all money disbursed and shall render such 

- accounts and statements of the moneys received, disbursed and on | 

hand, and generally of all matters pertaining to his office as the lixe- . 

| cutive Committee may require or the By-Laws direct. 

Sec. 4. He shall disburse the mcney of the Society only on the | . 

written order of the President countersigned by the Secretary, and 

shall make an annual report of the receipts and disbursements and fur- " 

nish the Secretary with a copy of the same on or before the first 

day of the Annual meeting. - 

Article VI. The Executive Committee. 

See. 1. The Executive Committee shall have the general care and 

management of the property affairs and business cf the Society, and a 

majority of its members shall constitute a quorum. The President and 

Secretary of the Society shall be President and Secretary of the Exec- 

utive Committee. | | 

Sec. 2. Meetings of the Committee may be called by the President, 

the Secretary, or by the Secretary on the written request of five mem- 

bers. : 

Sec. 3. They shall fix the amount of the Treasurers’ bond, the num- 

ber of his sureties and approve the same. They may require any other 
a
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officer, agent or employee of the Society to execute a bond and pre- 
| scribe the amount and conditions thereof, and approve the same. 

Sec. 4. They may prescribe such salary or compensation for any . 
officer, agent, or employee of the Society as they may deem proper, 
but not for a longer term than until the next annual] meeting of the 
members, nor shall any officer of the Society be entitled to or receive 

. any benefit, salary or compensation for, on account of, or during the 
time that he may be absent beyond the boundaries of the state unless 
such absence was at the request and on behalf of gaid Society. 

Sec. 5. The Executive Committee shall have the power to remove 
any officer for official misconduct or neglect of the duties of his office. 
In case of vacancy in any office, either by resignation, removal or 
otherwise, such vacancy may be filled by appointment by the said Com- 
mittee, but such person shall hold office only for the unexpired por- 
tion of the term. 

Sec. 6. The Executive Committee Shall make such rules and regu- 
lations for the conduct of the business of the Society, not inconsistent 
with law, the Constitution, or the Rules and By-Laws, as they shall 
deem expedient and for the best interests of the Society. . 

Article VII. Committees. , 
Sec. 1. The President, Treasurer and secretary shall constitute a . 

Board of Managers which may conduct any business deemed necessary 
for the Society in the absence of the Executive Committee. All bills 
against the Society must be audited by the Board of Managers before 

"being paid. | oe 
| Sec. 2. Regular meetings of the Board of Managers shall be held 

bi-monthly to audit accounts and transact other business: special 
. meetings may be called by any member of the Board. 

. Sec. 3. The President ghall annually appoint the following standing 
committees— 

° 
Committee on Finance of three members, and one member of 

: the committee on Trial Orchards and Trial Stations, of three mem- 
bers, to be appointed for a term of 3 years, and such other committees 
as may from time to time be necessary. 

Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the Finance Committee to settle 
with the Treasurer and to examine and report upon all bills and 
claims against the Society which may have been presented and re- 
ferred to them, provided, however, that no memter of the Executive 
Committee shall be a member of the Finance Committee aforesaid. 
Sec. 5. The Trial Orchard Committee shall have general control of 

‘the locating, planting and care of all trial orchards and trial sta- 

| b
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tions, and may visit collectively each orchard and station once each 

year or oftener if deemed necessary. Meetings of the Committee may 

be called at any time by the President of the Society or by the Super- 

intendent of Trial Orchards. | 

Article VIII.—Miscellaneous. 

Sec, 1. The foregoing Rules and By-Laws shall take effect and be 

in force from the date of their adoption. 

)
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Young, Miss Ellen ............................-Chippewa Falls, Wis.



| 
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| ANNUAL MEMBERS. | 

Adamson, Mrs. C. Boo ccccececteeeteseceeteeteteereeeeees - Madison 

Alexson, A. cence ete te ee eee ete e eee e tense eee e ees  SPArta 

Allen, JAS. cc ccccccccucueeeeeusetntteeteeeeetetteeeeeee ss Knowlton 

Anderson, J.P. ...sseececeeeeeeee eee essence eee se sees Ashland | 

Aznoe, John i veseneevcettereerees Detroit Harbor 

Allen, J. B. cv erenetteetsteteeeeeeseeeeee es Dallas 

Athearn, Mrs. J. cee c tenets seteteeeteeeeeesteeeeeees Oshkosh 

Abbott, Wm. ....c.ccceeeeeeeeeeeeteetetteteereeseeres Bt, Atkinson 

Ascott, WM. .cccccccuccecctebeceeeeeneeeeeseneteeeeeeer cece Sparta 

Amond, Phillip .....0.0ceeceeeee eee eeereeesee teense esses + Gillette 

Allen, M. To cccccceccecencceeeeeeteeeteeee een eeeneneeeee ss WaUpaca 

Ashby, H. M. .ccec ee ceececeeeeeceeese+s Pullman Sta, Chicago, Ill. 

Anderson, Peder ccc neeeteeeentteesteetteeeeeeeseeee  POysippl . 

Athearn, Le J. cccceeeeeee eter eee ee teens eece se eces ss OSBEOSD 

: Bennett, Wm. PF. ......ccceeeeeeeeeeeseeeeceeeee ee eeess +Chicago, TMI 

Brigham, Chas. L. .ccccccceeseeeeseeveteseeeteeeeeeee++ Blue Mounds 

Brown, A. D. cc n ce beenseevedetteetteeeeseeeeeetereess  Baranoo 

|Brown, A. De cccccccctentetesteestttttttesereeeeeereeeeee es Poplar 

‘Bennett, A. E. cece vevnseeevsceeeeeteeeeeees Grand Rapids 

Briggs, Newton ..ccccccuccecceceeteeeetetceereesereeseess Madison 

Brainerd, C. P. eee e ee eeentsneettetesttteerereeees Boscobel 

Baker, H. J. ..ccceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeseeeeeeeeresesesess Fond du Lae 

| | Bathrick, D. Do cccccccccccctncntte tevtetvetnteeeeeeseeees Chicago 

Brown, C. Le ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteseeteeseseecesess New YOrk, N. YY. . 

‘Button, A. A. occ ccccueeeeveeeneteveesersteceeseeeees Sturgeon Bay 

Bennett, A. Co cecccc cece eeeeeeeeteeeeeteeeeeeeeee es Grand Rapids 

| Baldwin, Herbert ..ccccececcevceeeseveeeeeseeeeeeeeeeee es Mountain 

Bock, J. A. eee e bbb bee eeteettesettteeeeseeeeeeee ses Manito woe 

| Boyles, Co Le ce cecccccceeeevsvtetevteteressreseeeees Lake Geneva 

| Bridge, He We ....ccce cee eeee reser erence eteeeereeees sees: Bhiocton 

Barden, W. F. cece ne btn tenes teteneeeeeseseereeenes Wauwatosa 

. | Barnes, Geo. F. eee eeeetnnteteecetteteteeeseeeeees Milwaukee . 

| Bohn, Bo Li ccccccceccce tee eeeteeeeeeeetetteeeeereeeeeee ss WONEWOC 

Boerner, A. F. vee e eee eeeeneeeseseeeeseeeeeees Cedarpurg 

| Berger, Ole H. Dove cence teense teen eset eset eteeteeeeeeree ss Chetek 

| Barton, W. Eo occ ccc cecccececetveeeseeeeeteeseeeeeeeeeee ees Barron 

| Burg, EE. OF. cee eve nneeeeenseeeeeteveeenereeee Duluth, Minn. —— 

“Bolstad, John .........ceeeeeeeeeee esse eee eeeeeer seers rss Hillsdale 

| Beckwith, Howard W. ....ceeeeeeceteeecseeeeteeestess Lake Geneva 

| Birmingham, AVELY oe ccceceee ence eee eeeeeeeeeeeee ss. Sturgeon Bay 

| 

| 
| ;
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Kiimingham, lugene Pee eee ee eee e eee eee eee eee eee eee LUTZEON bay 

birmingham, Uscar See eee eee eee eee e eee eee eee ee  DLUIZEON bay 

bavcock, Chas. L. bce eee e nescence eee enetereteeese eattlt WiéblLace 

. barnes, Kk. W. Y= GY UE) 

Borum, G. Re cee ec cece cece ett n ee cene cence cece -BEFILOD 

Bagnall, Ro VP. oe. cece ccc cece eee eee / SLUIBEON bay 

Bassett, Arthur Kk. ete c eet eeee eee eeeetneeecernceesee ss Baraveo 

Blumer, Bred oo... cee eee eee ee eee eect eee e eee MONCICELIO 

Block, Albert P.oo. cee cc cece ec cece cece eeeece es. Markegan | 

Beck, Peter C. wo... cece cece cece cece ee teeecececeese Racine 

Borst, JOMN wo... cece cece ee ee seeeeseess. Red Granite — 
| Bingham, R. O. eee eee eee cere eee eee eeeeeeeceseeses Sturgeon Bay 

Beck, Christ 2. 0... .... cece cece cee ee eee ee eececeee. . OShkosh 

Braen, Mithias ......... ccc ccc cece cece eee cece eee ccecseeee. Alma 

Cooper, H. O. co... ccc cee ccc cece cece te eeceececsevesess. Monteilo 
Cantwell, PF. W. ... i... cece ccc cece cece eect ceetcvvevesee.. Madison 

, Cooke, W. D. oo... cece ccc ccc cence ene eeeceeececvees Green Bay 

Curtis, Geo., JT. oo. c ee ceccec cece cece eceuceceveccess... Madigon 

Carpenter, Mary voce cece cece cece eee e eect cae eeeceveea se MAGISON 
Carey, C. He cece ccc ccc cece eee e ects eee eeeserees REdZrAanite 
Crawford, M. See eee ee eee eee eee eee ees Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 

- Crowley, John a YS CT 

Currie, JAMCS oe... eee eee cece eee eectcecececers., Milwaukee 

Crawford, JODN Lecce eee cece ccc e ee eee eee ete ee eee eecess «OCONLO 

_ Christensen, A. H. oo... cc eee cece cece ce ceecceceees... Almond 
Chiristensen, H. C. ... ccc eee cece eee ecceeecevee.... OShkogn 

Coldwell, John Leb ceseececucucuceneetncersererececiss...Mazomanie 

Cheek, A. P. ana 5-15 70010 

Clark, M. C. woe cece ccc ccc cece eet eee eeertrveceess.. Madison 
Carey, J. E. L. Deemer ee eee eee e eee erent ee eeessseseees REedgranite 

Carlson, F. O. .. 0. ccc cc ccc ce cece e ce seceeeeceessess. Hillsdale 

Calkins, Hugh re eee ee eee eee eee ete e eect eee eee Antigo 

Case, Walter ........ cece ccc cee cece cece eens eeseserss es Rice Lake | 
Carey, W. H. ... cece cece cee ee eeeeeevsescveeseees.- Grand Rapids 
Christoffer, Harry J., Jr. oo... ccc cece cece eee ecececeeeceee LONGON 

Carter, Mrs. Eva See eee eee e meee ee eee ee ee teen eee eeeseees Poynette 

Conrad, Albert ....... 0... ccc ce cee eee cccccecceecees.. Waukesha 

Cole, Vi cic c cece cece ce cee tect ec eee encavececeeesecese. Mountain 

Cheeseman, F. W. See eee ee cece eee eeeeeseeeeeseees sturgeon Bay | 

Crossman, P. H. Lobb cee ssaeeeeeeeuneeetanntetsrnvccrieess Baraboo 

Conkle, Byron .......... esc e eee e eee cece eeeeeeeceeees. Arlington | 
Cooley, Th. J. icc cc cece ccc cece cece ceeecvcecveveveceece. Magton
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‘Doty, BH. Plc ccc eee eee ee tenet eee eeeeeeevececes danesville 

‘Delwiche, HQ. coe c eee cee cee cee ceeeecceceescrveneeeeseess Ashland 
Doherty, E. Gece ence cece teen tee eee sees eee ees sMaple 

\Daub, C. He we. eee cee eee cece eee eeeeeeeeees Hau Claire 

‘Dey, SCOLt Soo cece eee eee ee tee eeeeseccesecee WYOCENA 

‘Dunning, HB. HB. wo cece cee cece reece eeevecececess.. Milwaukee 

'‘Deuchart, Geo. Le Lo. cee cee eee ee eee eee eeeeveeee Green Bay 

Davis, Ward oo cee ccc cece cece ceecceneeeeuceeeteveceveesess Oshkosh 

(Dean, H. BL wo... ce cece ete terete tveecesss Whitewater : 

-|Doty, Prank 1... cece eee ee ce eee ete eeeseeeess ge Harbor 

‘Donnelly, JAS, Cece e eee e eee eeeeeseeeseses » Mauston 

‘Dillon, W. EB. o...cceeeeeeee ee eeeeeeeeeeeeess Butternut 

‘Dreier, Herman 2... cece ee eee eee e ence eeceee COdarburg 

|Doerr, Geo. obec tttete teres teestettsteeseeeesss Milwaukee 

‘Detjen, Le Re coc ccc cc ee cet eee ce eee eee eeteeseesccess Algoma 

Davis, Henry R. wi... ccc cece cece eee ceeseeevavesveceseees -Poysippi 

Du Bois, HE. A, oo. ec cee cee eee teers eteeeeeeeees «OSHKOSH 

‘Davis, Jo Al ccc ce cece cceceesecsecectesecevereessereess Hartland 

Dunning, EH. CL Li cee cc ccc cee reece eee eesesceveesss. Milwaukee 

Emery, L. J. oie cece cece c cece eee eeeeseeeeeeessees Marshfield 

Evenson, JOS. To ci ccc ccc cece ccc cece eee eee teteeeeeeeeesee s LOlE 

7 ‘Engsberg, Conrad 2... ce eee e ee ee eee eeeeeeeee Lake Mills 

: ‘Ferguson, Te Do vice cece cece cece cee eeeteeeeceesevesess Wauwatosa 

[Floyd, Mrs. S. Go oe eect e nent tees eee eeeeees Hureka, 

| Fish, L. No ieee cece eee e cent e eee eee eteeeeeeeeeeeeeees Sparta 
Fish, Elbert J. oo... cece ccc eee teeter e eee e sere eee Sparta 

Fitch, W. He Le cc ccc ec ce cece ete tee esse ee eeceeevevees Oranmoor 

Fargo, Mrs. Enoch J. ...... cece cece cceeeeeeeeeseseess. Lake Mills 
Filkins, C. Boo... ccc ccc cece cece eee ee cence s+ BANQZOr 

| Fenton, BL We cece cece cece eee eee ee tees eeeeeeece ss Waukesha 

| ‘Fisher, Aw BL cc ccc cc ce eee eee teste ee neeeesosses » BATAabOO 

Palee, Mrs. LOUIS ........ cece eee ce ee ee eee eee ee eeeeeeee Manitowoc 

Fadner, Paul ..........ceccc cece ceeeceeeteeeeeeeeeeeeseee es Chilton 
Flanagan, os a. = 

Felix, GOO. occ ccc cee eee eects ee eseecsssceceess Prairie du Sac 

Follstad, 7000 0) 6 a: C62 0) 

Feuerstein, Jo ccc ccc ee ccc eee e cece eeeeesesseeeee turgeon Bay 

Fadness, Mrs. Allie .......... eee e eee c eee eeeeeeeeee+ ss DOylestown . 

| Fleming, Jo Ro ce cece cee eee e ee eee eee ec eeeeeee Merrimac 

Falarsh. Frank 2... ccc cc cee eee eee e eect eee cette reeees. PESHtIZO 

Gabriel, H. 22... cece ce eee eee eee eeeeeee ee Blanchardville 

Gilles, Peter . 0... cc ccc eee e cece cece se eeevesesevsseesss Milwaukee
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| Gilley, Albert ....... ccc ec cece cece es eeeeeeseeeeeeeeess Stoughton 

Gonzenbach, Ernest ........ 0... cee ce bce eee ee eee eee ee es sneboygan 

Gentle, Geo. R. oo. ccc eee tee ee eee eeeeeeseeeess Janesville | 

Grape, JODN voc. c ccc cece nett ee ee eee cscs eeseceeces Waukesha 

. Goldfarb, S. PP -10 -1 000) 

Grant, B. H. wei ec ccc eee eee ee ee ee ee eee eee ee eee se MONICO 

Gerbracht, J. H. oo... cece ceceeeeeeceeeeeseesseees Spring Grove, Il. 

Goedjen, HeENry wo... cece cee cee eee eet e ence eee eee css Manito WoC | 

Gaynor, J. A. cece cece enevtevceeevvucecesecesecsesess Grand Rapids , 

Gillen, Dr. F. Chee ee ee ee enters cece ceeeee «Milwaukee 

Goodnow, E. W. ..... cece cece cece cece ee ee eter eeeeeess Lansing, Mich. 

Gilbert, R. W. oo. cece ee cee ee ee eects cee eeeeeeeeseess smturgeon Bay . 

Graase, Frank N. 1... cece cece ee eee eee eee eeseeeeee sturgeon Bay | 

Goff, Moulton 1... cece cee cette eee e eee eteeeeeeee ss Madison 

Gorski, Mike ... cc. cece cece cee eee e eect e ce seeeeeceee es Milwaukee 

Grasselli Chemical Co. ......... ccc e cess ete ee eeeeeeeeeee ss Milwaukee - 

. Gardner, E. J. bebe ecb bbbstnscnnennenecsceaes West Depere 

Griffin, Joseph A. ..... cece eee eee eee eee e eee eeeeeeeeee ss Madison 

Harris, So He occ ccccccccccecesceceeentesteeeeeteseeeeeeeses Medford 

Howie, John Loca baveveneeneeeeesvcuceeteceecereeeecscees Waunakee 

Hatch, C. A. cece cece cece ee eee estes etteeeeeeeeeeees Richland Center | 

Hatch, L. Mic... ...ccccseseeeseserseseteeesseeeeess Big Bay, Mich, 

Hahn, H. Jo vovccccccunceceevcseeeesesrseserereecssee Sturgeon Bay 

| Hodge, W. Al coccccccccecceccseseteeteseeteseeeeeesseees Waunakee 

Harper, C. Li cece cece cece eee e eee eee e tense teeeeeeeeecees «Madison 

. Harris, H. Ho oo... cece ee cette eee e cette eee e ee eens Warrens 

Huntley, Mrs. ..... 0... cece cece eee eee ee ee eee eee) CUPTUM, Idaho | 

Howlett, Mrs. D. D. ...... cece ccc eee e eee eee eee eeee ee eee Oshkosh 

Holmes, Ji Be ccc cccc cc ccc eceeusceeeenteeeevsseeeeesseeees Walworth | 

Hinrichs, Ernest cece nee ects eeneeseeeeeeteeeeeeeeveees REEdSHUTPE | 

Hood BroS. ....ccccccceceteeceveveeeeeeeseeeeeeteerereeees s Baraboo 

Hirsch, B. oo... cece cece cece eect eee eee e ee teeeee cece ee es Washburn 

Hopkins, A. W. oo... cece eee e cece ete eee eee sees eeeee ees Madison 

Harmon, Harry obec cbeevectutnterereresvresesesess Madison 

Haentz, B. oo. ccc cece eee eee e cee e ee eeeeeeeee es HOnd du Lac 

Hegtvedt, E. S. cece een ceed eeeeeeseeeeteeeeeeeeseeeeeeee Chetek 

Heider, H. W. cece eee eee e eect beeen eeeeeteeeeeeeeeeecees Barron 

Hoesley, Henry ....... 0c cece cece ee eect eect teen eee e cece Lurtle Lake 

Howard, J. A. cccccccccccceceveveeceteeeeeereeeeees +s Hammond, Minn. 

Hickok, J. W. oc. cc ccc ccc cece eee eee eee eee eeeecees Cameron 

Houltman, Jno. ..... cece cece eee eee tee eee ee eee eee High Bridge 

: Hale, O. C. cence eee eeenteennvenveeeeeeeveseeesse- Tunnel City 

Hill, Geo. Co cece cere ent tet e ee cree eeeeeeys Rosendale :
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Hield, N. H. nce een neeecceecesseeeteccctsvceecesseceess anesville 

Hatch, M. W. vc. cece cece ee eee eee eens ee eeeereeieeeess Sturgeon Bay 

Hahn, Michael cece eeeevevcvcvcreeveeeeecsseeees. pturgeon Bay 

Hackett, Geo. W. ....-cc cece cece eee e eect teeeeeettereee N, Freedom | 

Hanson, John cece cee evaceeeeeveeeeececeteeeseeseeesmturgeon Bay 

Halverson, Melvin KE. cece enn eeeeetctseeeeesteeeterseseee es Argyle 

Hebron, W. W. ....ec cece tee ete etn eee eee eee eee teeee eee ee Sparta 

Hoerres, Frank .........ccce cece eee eee ete et teeceeeeeees Milwaukee 

Hillier, B. 8S. cence eee en eeeeeeeeeeeeteteeeees essence sparta | 

Huss, Geo. M. oo. eee ce eee e cece cette eee eeeeeeenees ees Minneapolis 

Howe, Jas. Ro occ ccc eee eecceeeesenctveeteeeeeeescess Milwaukee 

Hamlyn, W. OW. . cc ccc ccc ccc eetecseveesseseeeecercseesees West Bend 

Ihrig, J. J. cee enceeneeeeteresseeeeeseeeeseceseeeees Oshkosh : 

Irwin, R. A. vce n eee enteenestetevsseeeeeeeees ++ Lancaster 

Tsaacson, Chas. cece nen eeeeeeeteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeceeeeee es Poplar 

Isom, R. A. cece nce ec neeeeeeeeetesteeteeeserteeceeeeeee Madison 

Jeffrey, Geo. Do ccc cece eeu ceeneeteceeeeeeteceeeeseees Milwaukee 

Jones, Geo. G. cece eeeeeeeesteesettetettetetescsseeeeeess Neenah . 

James, P. Toc. s cece cece eect eee ee eeeeeetteeeeeeees s+ Bloom City 

Jorgenson, Geo. cece eben eens eeeeeeeeeeseeeeeeeeeseeeee  POYSIPDI 

Jordan, Mrs. Bo oc cccccccccceeceteeveneeeeeseeesetteeeeeeeees ANtIZO 

Johnson, Hans J. oc. cece cece eee e eee eee eee teen e eet en sess 1 OSSEO 

Jones, HE. E. Doone crettetteteeettesetetttetestessseeeeess Rockland 

Jones, Mrs. A. Co ccc cece cece eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeceeeee HUreka 

Jackson, C. H. ccc cccsecceceeeeeeeseeeeeeteeeeeneeeesess OCONOMOWOC 

Jacob, Nic. C. IES AA 8 

Jacob, Edward cece eee beeen eset en ee sete teense eeeeeeeees WaWwyer 

. Jones, Geo. H. cee cn eens tentteteeteeesenseereees+s Oshkosh 

Kelly, A. N. ene ceunceantesaveeeveeeeeeceeeees++Mineral Point 

Kieffer, M. coe c bbe testes eneettsteteettteeeesseeeeeeees Fredonia 

Kauffman, H. vc eeeeueeeeucesese Marshfield 

Klosowski, Rev. M. ....ccc scence eect etree eee ete eee e eee e eens Plover | 

Kull, ANdreW .....ccceeseeeeeesessesttessrtsstesseess Lake Geneva 

Kruschke, J. W. wo... cece eee e eee tees eeeeeeeeees Cranberry Center 

Kampen, H. W. cece ce vectnsteevceeteeteeteeresseees Poynette 

Kirwan, Michael cece cece beeen tneecnceceeteeeesseeee Manitowoc 

Kneser, J. cence ee veeetevterseveseetseeeeees ee Barrington, IL. 

Kiloy, Daniel ccc eee ennetenteveeetevceeceeeeereeeeees TWin Bluffs - 

Koschin, Gustav cancun eceeentecesetevessseeeeeceese Milwaukee 

| Knox, James cece eee eeeeteeeeeceeeeeeeeeseeeeee Alpena, 5. D. 

Koepp, W. R. R. cece e cece eens eee teeeenteeeeeeeeceteeneecs « Barron 

Knutson, O. eee cnet ee nets teen eee e ence teen eee ee es MAU Claire 

Kahl, Otto .. ccc cece cece se ceeceeeeseetteeeeesseeeeeees Prairie Farm 

Klann, Wm. EH, occ n cette est eete eens etteeeneeececcesees Milwaukee
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Koegel, Alois Pee eee ee eee eee ee eee eee eee eeceese Ast Milwaukee 
Kraut, Otto cece eee eee ces eeccvececsees.. Milwaukee 
Knutson, BE. Le oe. cece cece eee eevecevcecces...Wautoma 

| Kellogg, W. E. Pee ee ee eee eee ee cece eee ee eeeeseeeees. DOlON Springs 
Kellogg, Karl M. ee eee ee ee ee ee cece reece eeeeseeeeese SOlON Springs 
Leverich, J. W. oo. ee ec cec ccc c eee ee cee ces eeeececesees Sparta 
Loewe, Arthur P. ......... ccc ccc eee eccccuccccecvecss.. Milwaukee 
Larkin, Danford........... 0. cece eee eee eee eeeeeee es. Sturgeon Bay 
Lemon, R. K. Cee eee eee eee eee ee ee eee sees eeee ee Mitchelville, Iowa - 
Laue, A. F. See eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eters eecesesscse... Milwaukee 
Lenicheck, F. J. See eee eee eee e ene eee eee este cess eesessee Milwaukee 
Larson, Martin GY 5 
Lasche, A. Pee ee ee ee ee eee ee etter eee eect ese eeseecseese.. Milwaukee 
Lohberger, Albert ... 0... cee eee eases eeveeees see... Bennett 
Loewe, Ed. C. PO ee eee eee eee eee eet e eee eee eeeeesceecs Milwaukee 
Laird, Alex. 1... eee cece eee eres esses Shiocton | 
Leonard, Wm. ......... ccc cece cece cece eee ceeseeeccccesss. Jefferson 
Lippold, John W., Sr. cece e cece eee ee ce se veceeeesveses.. Milwaukee 
Lillesand, L. Boo... ccc eee eee eesece cesses Cambridge | 

| Lee, Robert G. See eee eee ee eee eee eee eect eesveeeeee DOMAahawk - 
Louther, Mrs. Martha See eee eee eee cece tree ee eee eee eee ee - MUreKa 
Lugg, James Soe ee ee ee eee e ee eee eset esses esvesessse Union Grove 
Lathrop, A. De ec cece cece cece eee cess ccessersces,. Madison 
LaFay, Will Se eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee e cesses veces Stoughton 
Lehmann, Mrs. A. W. See eee eee eee ee eee eee eevee ee eeeee ss WOOKIANA 
Moyle, W. Joe eee cece cece e ccc eeeeeeeveceeesceeess Union Grove 
Muller, Miss BE. T. eee eee e eee eee cease eeteeeeseecee ess Waukesha 
Mueller, Wm. EB. ..... 6. cece eee cece eee ce cesecacaesesss De Forest 
Mason, EH. L. ee ee ee eee eee ce eee tee e eee cece ee eesesece ves Hillgporo 
Mack, S. B. See eee ee wee ee eee eee eee een eee serecesececeee Monroe 
Moore, J. G. Pee eee eee eee eee e eee e cece e ee eeesceesvess «Madison 
Muhlenkamp, Fred eee eee eee eee eee eee e eee e cess Oparta 
Marsh, H. Bo... cece cece c ett e eet eesceeececec ss ANtIZO. 
Mische, E. T. te eee eee ee ee ee cece e eee eeceeeeess. Portland, Oregon 
Marken, OtIS Lo cece cece eee e eee eeeeeccvecsecees.Walders 

- Meller, Co Lecce cece cence tent eeeevceses Fargo, N. D. 
Mallory, N. V. SG. cece cece ee cece cee eecceeeeveesce.  Ghiocton 
Marsh, W. H. TW oh B= 
Melcher, W. Se cee cece cece cece cece cencceeccsecece. Hartford 
Moore, Henry G. ........ cece ccc ccc ccc ccc eceeccceece.... Mauston 
Moore, V. V. 6... cece cece cece eee c ccc eeeececeescceceese... Baraboo : 
Marshall, J. Bee ieee eee e eee eeesevevesssssssPoynette 
Miller, A, AL Loic cee cece cece cece eee c cc neeecerecccecsse.... AShland 
Mulligan, MACK oo. ieee cece cece cece eee peepee eeee pecs gs, Barron
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Moran, Mrs. Jobn........ ccc ccc cc eee cece eee vececceceeees OMIo 

Marshall, W. HE. ........cccccceccccccecccvcvecceseeee. Sturgeon Bay | 
Miles, J. J. coc cc ccc cc cece cece eee ceseeccceeeecees.. Ashland 

Marken, Richard L. ......... cece cece cece eee eceeececceseee. Valders | 
Moffatt, JMO. ... cece cc cece cee cece eee tee eeceeveeceeees -POYSippi 

Mair, Frank P. oo... cece ee eee cee eee ceces sees. Milwaukee 

McKay, W. G. wc. cece ccc cece cece nce cee eeeeceeceeevecses ss Pardeeville 

McLay, Geo. Ri wo... ec ce ccc cece cece sec vecceveces Janesville 

McMahon, W. On cece e cece e cece eee cece eect eect ee eeeeeee. Arkansaw 

McGaffey, Ancil ....... cc cc ec cee eee eee cece eeseeee. «Meadow Valley 

McLeod, J. N. wc. ce ccc ccc ccc ec ee cece ee eevccecceceeree. Platteville 

McCance, WM. J... ccc ccc cece eee cette ee eseeeeeee es Sparta 

McCue, O. Be. wo ccc ccc ccc cee cece cee eeecececeeceves ss Poysippi 

Noyes, J. B. oo. ccc cc cc cee cece tcc ecccceccccesceeee OSHKOSH 

Naud, Geo. Re oo. cece cece eee eee cece eee eeeeeeeeeees -GOrdon 

Nienaber, B. H. 1... cece ccc cece rece cc ceeessccceessse. Manitowoc 

Nelson, Wm. eee eee eee eee ee ee eee cece eteeeeeceeeces OShkosh 

. QOvenden, Frank eee bese eee e tee ete see esseestecsseteneess «Madison 

Oakley, Mary ......... cc cc ccc eee c ee eee ce cceeeceececsee. Madison 

O’Brien, Ellsworth ............. ccc cece cee eee eeeeeece es Auburndale 

Otis, B. BL oo ce ccc eee cee eee ececeecsceeeee Sturgeon Bay 

Oviatt, Dr. C. W. oo... ccc ccc cece eee ee ecceececesess -OShkosh 

Otterhalt, Henry 1.0... ccc cc cc ce cee cee eee sees eeeees Chetek 

Pearson, C. Li oli. cece ccc cece eee cece eee secscececesese s+ Baraboo 

Peterson, P. A, co.cc cece cece cece cee eee eececseeececeses Poplar 

an Paige, Mrs. W. S. 2... ccc cece ee cee eee c cc esccccecesesess. . Madison 

Pfefferle, S. bese ee ee cess eeeeeeseccuceecececeseseseecess + Appleton 

Pederson, C. T. ...... ccc cece cc cece eee ceceecceeesee++Prairie Farm 

Pelton, GOO. .... eee ccc cece cece cece sees eecesecceeess RECdSbUrZ 

Post, LAWYence ...... 0... ec cece cece cece ccesccsceees Mt, Horeb 

Pfaender, Wm., Jr. .......ccececcceccccecececuceces. New Ulm, Minn. 

Powell, A. W. .... ccc cee ce cee cece eee e ec eeeeeescessesses Lead, S. D. 

Pederson, Peter ....... ccc cece cece cece eee ce ce cecesesees  Hleva 

Port, Mike 1.0... 0... ccc cee cee cee cece ccc eeccecceccevceees +. Gratton 

Pelton, M. wo... ccc ccc cece cee cece cece eeessceseceees REedSDUrE 

Plumb, C. M. ... cece cece cece eee eecesseeeevesses -Lesterville, §. D. 
Parks, W. 8S. oo. cece eee ce cece cece cece tcc ee eeeceveeseeee es LHOFP 

Patterson, Chas. ........... cc ccc ceeccecccecceccesecsess- Franksville 

Potter, Henry 'D. 1.0... cc ccc ce cc cece eee ceccececsees Baraboo 

Potter, Geo. Poo... cece cece cece cece cece cccceceeeeevesssess,. Madison 

Pierce, N. BP. cece cece ec ce cece ee ce cece cece ccescsccccess..- Oshkosh 

Phillipson, C. ... cc ccc ec eee eee eee cee cece eee evsseceseees. OSHKOSH 

Reek, Joseph ....... ccc cc cc cee ee eee e cece eccccccccceses. Neenah 

~ Rentschler, Geo. .........cccc cece cece ec ceeeccceccececeess+, Madison
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Reeve, Dr. J. SB. vee cc cece eee eeeeeseeeveess Appleton 

Ramsey, Mrs. Robt. 1.0... 0... ce cece eee eee eee eee + Bal avoo 

Rosenow, Arthur .......... 0.0.0. cece cece cece eee ee eee se OCONOMOWOC 

Ryan, Sam J. wee ce eee eee teen tees etree se Appleton 

Reis, JONN 2... cc cee ee eee cece eee cess ceeeceeae Lthaca 

Reis, Albert Lene e eee cee eee ea ne ceenteteeeveneeeererevees eI thaca 

Rahr, Wm. 2... . ccc ccc ee tee eee eee eeecesteess «Manitowoc 

| Rounds, Mrs. S. A, wo. cece ccc cee ee ee cece ee eeeeeee es Bureka | 

Rogers, A. J., JM. cece ce ee ec ce ee ee ee cent ee eeseesceeses Madison 

Rockmann, N. M. ..... eee cc ee ee ee eee eee ee eees, BALLON 

Rasmussen, N. A. oo... cee ee ete ee ee eee ee eee ee eee ee <OShkosh 

Rhodes, Hd. 22... .. 0c ccc eee ccc ce ee ee ee eee cece ev eeeeeeee  Hortonville 

Rice, Wm. V. oo... ccc cc ee eee tee ee eceeeeeseevees KImwood 

Reinking, A. Plo... cee cc eee ce eee eee esse ees, Baraboo 

: Richmond, Susan ..... ccc cee ee eee eee cece sees sees Madison 

Richter, W. A. ci... eee ee eee eee eee ee eeeeseeae N, Milwaukee 

— Ravn, Le. A. oe ccc ee ec eee cece eect eeseeeceees Barron 

Rasmussenm, Fred ......... 0... cece ee ce eee eee ee eee eee eee es Barron 

_ Rhodes, B. FL... cc ccc ce eee eee eee eee ee eee » Barron 

Roach, Thos. ......... 0c ccc cece cece cee eceueceeeeeee+e+.Fond du Lac 

Rhodes, Thos. Wee eee cece cece tence et eeeeeeeeeeees Waukesha 

Reichard, Ed. 11... 0... cece eee eee eee ee eee eee eeeeees Sturgeon Bay oo 

Richards, M. W......... ccc ccc ee eee eee eee eeeeseeece ss. Madison 

Rice, A. Soc eee e eee eee ete eee s Genoa Junction 

Reupert, Walter....... 0... ccc ce ee ee et eens eee eveseees. Milwaukee 

| Reinhardt, Walter............ cc cece eee cece eee eee eeees Milwaukee 

Riordan, T. Pl ow... cece eee eee ee ee eee ee SUring 

Rouse, Mrs. Nelson ........ 0.0... ccc eee eeeceetecevaeesesss. Oshkosh 

Rundell, A. HW. oo. ee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee ee Livingston . 

Rausher, Mrs. J. C. oo... ccc ccc cece eee eee eceeeeceee Merrill 

Smith, B. Ho woe ccc cee eee eee eee c eee ee ee ee e LEffany 

Spry, JOHN 2... cee ee eee eee eee eeeeseeese Ft, Atkingon 

Sandsten, Prof. E. Pw... ccc eee cece eee e eee eeceeeeeeeees +. Madison 

Sperbeck, M. V. wo... cc cee eee eee eee eee ee teeees ss OShKOSh | 

Skewes, E. B. wo... ce eee cee ee ee veeeeesssse.... Union Grove 

Simonson, L. A. wo... ee eke eee eee ee eee eee Duluth, Minn. 

Smith, Mrs. J. Q. oo... ccc ee ee eee te eeeesees ss... Madison 

Schuck, John B. ww... eee cee ee ee eee se teees ess. Milwaukee 

Sansum, David ..... 0... cece ee eee ee eee eee eeeeteess «Baraboo 

Smith, S. Ll. 2... cece cece cece eens ceeeeeeveseeeveeeses+ Oshkosh 

Stead, Mrs. JOS. oo... ccc cece cece ence e eee c ee eeveeececeese OMTo 

Stevens, H. Ray... .. cee cece eee e ects eeeeeeees. Madison | 

Smith, Howard ......... ccc ee cece eee cee cece neers esas POYSIppi | 

Schneider, A. 2... . ccc ee cet eee cette eeeeeeee... Marshfield
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Stone, A. Le ccccccccectetetteeeteettestestesesssee
eeeeeees ss Madison 

(The) Shenandoah Nurseries cee ceceeeceveevesees Shenandoah, Ia. 

Schultz, J. L. cccccceccecceccsteseseeetetesteteteeeeeeseee LAKE Mills , 

7 Sorenson, P. J. cece nent teen eneeeeeteeeeeeeeeereeeesees HOMES 

Steel, Lillie. oo. ccccececcececetceceteseteecteeeeeseeee
es s+ Milwaukee 

Shuckhart, H. cece eee eeeteneeseeretteessecseseesees  BlOOM City 

Shellenberger, C. F. ce vceveevttetenveeeeeesseees North Freedom 

Sullivan, E. W. cece eeeneseeesseeeeteeteeeeteeeee es Alma, Center 

Stone, A. ..cceeee cesses eeew settee nese eee eeereeeeeces esses Barron 

Swan, Chas. Lecce eect cnet rneeeteneeeceeeeeeseeeecesces Barron . 

| Stirdivant, Geo. dec eeeeeeaveseevesssseertecereres sheboygan Falls 

Spoerl, Jos. occ n evn cen neeneees ence eee ttt eee ence ness AMES 

| Schnitzler, Jno. L. cece eevteteestttttttteereseees Milwaukee 

| Siegel, Tony cen et evtesteteettetscssseserees es + Milwaukee | 

: Smith, John Mills Doe ce tees eteetsetttettteeteeeeeeeeeee ees ASHland 

Spencer, L. EH. cece ee nnnteeeteeseceeteeeeetecessreees s Wausau 

Swan, P. G. ieee cece eee e ence teseeeeeeeeeeerecce ss  StUTZCON Bay 

Simmons, Fred G. ceed eteveeetseeteeeeteeeeseces + Milwaukee 

Stiehl, John D. cee eet eeeeeesteteteeeeeeeeeeenesenee Sparta 

Stephenson, H. S. cence eeenteteeeeeeteseeeeeeeeeees  DLUrgeon Bay | 

Sternberger, Chas. cece eeettsesenetseteeeeseeeeeees Milwaukee 

Stein, Geo. .v.seeeeee cece e cette ete eeees cee eceeeecses. Milwaukee 

Smith, Rev. L. C. eee en neteneevsteveeeeeteeeseecee: Waukesha 

Sheppard, Nelson eee eeneeeeeeteereeeeeceeeeee ss Oshkosh 

Schanezer, Jos. P. ccc ee nteteetnetttteetteeseereceecess Wabeno
 

Smith, A. J. ....e eee ee eee eee e eens neeeeeeeeeeeeeees pawyer 

Telfer, JOC occ ccccccecceeetteteeteeee eet en een e eee e ee BE Atkinson 

Ten Hyck, A. Ac ccccceceeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeeeerseeereeses
ssss Brodhead 

-Timms, C. J. vec c nets eeeeeereeeeteeeeteeeeeeeeee es RIPON 

Trettin, A. H. .....ee seer eee ocean cenveeecetecscess + Milwaukee 

Tenney, H. A., Jr. cece ne eeeeeseseeteeeeseeseereees eee) Madison 

Torgersen, Theo. .....scseeeeeeeeeeeeeeteteeeeetesseeee
 ss Coon Valley 

Tiefenthaler, G. E. een seneeetesteceteereeeeses + Milwaukee 

| Tulledge, Everett G. ...-..eeeeee eee eees cee veseaevececes -Oaktield | 

: Thurston, K. W. een cn teteeseteseeeeteeeeeteeteeeces Sparta 

Tucker, W. O. vce eeeeseteewteeeeeeeeeeeees + Union Grove 

Timan, Mrs. Chas. ..... cece eenseeeeeteeeeeeeeeeeeess  Mureka 

Thatcher, O. M. cence teseenteeteteneeeteeeeececees Weblake 

Toole, E. H. cence eteseteneeteeeeeereeresen ss Baraboo 

Thompson, W. Bo cc cccccccctesee tases eereeteneeeeeeeeecee ees  BOMETS 

Trim, Geo. een eee enttssetteesesenetereeee sss Galesville 

Toogood, V. R. cece eneeeteetersseeeetcersess Lake Mills 

Utter, Delbert cece eneeesettteteteeeeereeeees Lake Beulah 

Umlauft, Rudolph .....-.-.+eeeee eee erent: eee eeeeses. Dorchester
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Unger, Bde eee eee cee ee cee ec seceeecsseees,, Milwaukee 
, Ullsperger, H. W. eee eee eee ee eee cece e ee cee eeees ss Algoma | 

- Van Orden, J. See ee ee ee eee eee e ee eee eect cece se vecevese Baraboo - 
Williamson, W. D. Se ee eee eee eee eee eee e eee eee eee eesee.. Madison 
Wayne, Joseph Pe ee eee eee cece eee cere esses veces ss ee. «BOSCObel . 
Williams, W. D. 0... ieee cece eee ceeeeeeeseeesse ss Sparta 
Wood, C. Li. wo... cece eee cece ec ee ee, Dect eee reece eee e ee Sparta 
Wright, Geo. S. PE eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eeeeeee eee Mau Claire 

| White, W. F. Rv FZ 0 
Wengler, M. By oo... eee cece cece eeceeeceeessseee.. Milwaukee* | 
Wilson, B. Bc eee e cece eee eee ceceeeereres Wausau 
Welke, Sam eee een cent tee tee ceceeteereeeesecee ca. Fall Creek — 
Weber, Frank Pe ee eee eee eee ee ee eee eee ee ee eee eee Mt, Atkinson 
Warner, Ernest PP ee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eeeeeces.. Madison | 
Walker, Geo. .......... PT ee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee s Sawyer 
Wegner, Wm. E. PT eee eee eee eee eee eee sees eee sees. Watertown 
Wolla, Jno. H. he ec eee cee e eee e ee eeeeeeeeeeseeses Cameron | 
Wright, Wallace eee eee eee cece cece tenet eee e ss Antigo 
Worman, M. A. a I Y= YF | 
Weigel, Emil ......... 0... c cece ee ceeeeees ss. .Milwaukee 

| Yahr, Solon PET ee ee ee ee ce eee eee eee eect ee eves ee. West Bend 
Young, A. W. Pee ee ee ee eee ee eee eee eee ee ee sees. Chippewa Falls | 
Zillmer, Wm. C. Stee eee eee eee eee eee eee e sees seeees.. Brooktield 
Zabel, M. A. CT eee eee ee cece e ee eee eee e ees eeeeeeees . Sharon 

BARRON COUNTY LOCAL SOCIETY. - 

. Barron, Wis. |. 

Wm. Bartlett Fred Kraenbuhl 
W. L. Brown Will McKee | | 
F. H. Burdick HK. McKinney | 
L. 8S. Cheney W. L. Morse 
C. T. Dillon Chas. Oleson . 
W. A. Dickenson (Almena) HK. O. Smith © 
J. Ducklow Nelson Stebbins | 
IX. J. Edwards Chris. Swartz 
John Eades _T. L. Van Sickle (Dallas) 
N. 8S. Gordon | Louis Voil | 
Fred W. Hoxie Fred Wickern | |
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| BAYFIELD PENINSULA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Bayfield, Wis. 

Thos. Allen J. Kranzfelder 

Chauncey Andreas Glaspell LaBonte 

Chas. G. Anderson F. N. Lang 

N. Bachand W. Leniack (Cornucopia) 

Ed. Baldwin John Libby 
Wm. Barningham Albert Lodle . 

Currie G. Bell Jas. Long | 

Donald C. Bell . Chas. Lucia (Cornucopia) , 

R. D. Bigelow (Ashland) C. J. McConnell (Superior) 

J. HK. Bissell (La Pointe) G. A. McHenry 

. F. Boutin, Jr. Paul Meitke . 

a H. W. Boutin — EK. A. Miller | 
Ss. L. Boutin Kiner Miller | 

Gaas. Boheme Otis G. Mills 

B. J. Bracken ; A. J. Mussell 

Fred Brauns A. Nelson . 

HK. K. Brigham ' Hugo Nelson 

Josuea R. Brown Tlarvey Nourse 

Ben Carver Laurie Nourse 

L. 8. Carver C. A. Nye (Cornucopia) 

. N. EH. Carver D. W. O’Connell 

i. S. Cooley ' J. P. O’Malley 

Geo. Crawford . Geo. A. Packard 

L. E. Davis A. J. Peterson 

Peter DeBraie ' Jos. Peterson 

W. W. Downs G. A. Pine © 

| Steve Drowns EK. E. Powell . 

Albert Eggler W. S. Powell 

D. K. Emmons . Roy C. Rowley 

John Engblocom F.- J. Ruhlemama (Cornucopia) 

Jos. Feldmier A. B. Sayles 

P. F. Flake Herman Sense 

O. Flanders Oo Louis Shapario 

. W. H. Fleck (Oornucopia) W. H. SinClair | 

John Frege | H. V. Stahl 

Ole Hadland S. N. Strand | 

Jno. Hagberg . Frank Stark . 

Nels Hagman | Emil Swanson 

H. C. Hale J. H. Sykes 

Herman H. Hanchett (La Pointe) Jas. Theobald . 

| H. H. Hannum A. M. Thompson | 
J. F. Hauser G. W. Thompson (Cornucopia)
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Burt P. Hill Aug. Turnquist | 

Otto Hofele (Cornucopia) L. M. Tyler 

Frank Holston — C. Vollenweider 

Peter Howder O. J. Vorous | 

R. Inglis - Henry Wachsmuth 7 , : 

KF. Marion Jewell H. J. Wachsmuth 

C. E. Johnson John Walters , 

Cever Johnson Sam Wasmuth 

Jacob Johnson W. H. Weber 

M. Johnson . G. W. Weidman (Chicago) 

M. B. Johnson Albert Wescott (Cornucepia) 

J. A. Keith " Tom Whalen | 

R. 8. Keith (Des Moines, ia.) T. F. Wieland | 
Wm. Knight A. H. Wilkinson FO 

Alex Koisky (Cornucopia) | Geo. Young (Cornucopia) © 

GAYS MILLS LOCAL. 

| - Gays Mills, Wis. a 

. F. T. Lowe | Geo. T. Atwood | 

Mr. Lewis FE. F. Bell (Readstown) 

J. W. McCullick S.L. Brown 
. M. McGarigle EF. C. Brown 

H. P. Mitchell (Mt. Scerling) EK. G. Briggs . 

Mike Murphy Wm. Dupee | 

O. R. Pomeroy J. A. Hays | 

H. R. Pomeroy W. C. Hays | 

E. B. Purrington (Mt. Sterling) Chas. Johnson. 

Albert Rounds P, K. Kinaer 

C. J. Rounds» ZL. A. Lee _ 

QO. A. Sherwood L. G. Lester 

A. L. Stowell O. A. Lester 

Ed. Wallin (Bell Center) ' oe 

| LAKE GENEVA GARDENER’S & FOREMAN’S ASS'N., 

| Lake Geneva, Wis. . 

John Agern Fred Millar 

Miles Barratt Chris Madison Oo 

C. H. Barry John Moier 
| Geo. Barlow | Jas. Livingston
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Frank Button Axel Nelson | 

C. M. Cobb (Walworth) Raymond Nills . 

H. M. Dickenson Albert Ruepke 

Jacob Dale David H. Seal 

Chas. Elliott (Williams Bay) Joe Scbbe 

Martin Fahay Ed. Sandgren 

. Henry Illenberger A. J. Smith 

Axel Johnson | Geo. Shepard 

| Emil Johnson Benj. Short 

| Wm. Hurry John Tiplady 

Jos. J. Krupa Walter Tiplady. , | 

Frank Kuehne Geo. Trobridge (Beloit) 

Herman Kutz Wm. Towne | 

Hans Larson Wm. Wallstedt 

Julius Kutz Herman Yekes 

Wm. Longland C. Shilipp 

W. H. Lawrence Robt. Sampson 

Alber Meier (Madison) 

MADISON LOCAL SOCIETY. 

| Madison, Wis. 

A. M. Anderson Miss Genevieve Mills 

Dr. F. F. Bowman Mrs. W.. A. P. Morris 

Preston W. Brown O. S. Norsman , 

_ EE. R. Balsley Perry Outhouse 

Miss M. V. Brown | Mrs. Oscar Olson 

F. K. Conover Michael Olbricht | 

A. B. Clayton Lewis Post 

| F. B. Drake Mrs. L. F. Porter | 

Dr. E. Everette , G. W. Reigle | 

H. B. Gregg Browning Reigle 

Miss Jessie Goodenough (Tomah) O.C. Road (Se. Wayne) 

Ralph Goodenough (Tomah) O. L. Robinson 

Miss Blanchard Harper Ed. Sumner 

Mrs. Lucy Hiestand Halle Steensland | 

David Isom Mrs. R. G. Thwaites - 

Miss Emma Ibenthaler Thos. Turville | 

I. P. Ketchum Henry Vasberg (Eagle) | 

Prof. W. G. Kirchoffer Mrs. Geo. H. Wells 

Robt. Lamp . Mrs. A. O. Wright 

Mrs. John Lueders Prof. F. W. Woll
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MANITOWOC LOCAL SOCIETY. 

Manitowoc, Wis. 

J. C. Ahrens (Two Rivers) Willie Kahrs | 
J. S. Anderson Chas. Kornely 
Geo. Barthels Jerome Ledvina (Cleveland) 
W. S. Bedell Wm. Lonsdort 
Anton Berge (Valders) Chas. Meistnest 
Hiarvey Bremer J. P. Nachtvey (Kellnersville) 
Fred Christiansen _ N. O. Nelson | | , Otto Drews J. E. Paulson , 
John Ewen - Eli Peltier 
Dr. L. Falge John Popp 
Fred Freis Carl M. Schmitz 
Henry Goedjen, Sr. W. H. Spencer 
A. J. Griffin Ole Stephenson (Cato) 
F. C. Groelle E. E. Straka (Kellnersville) 
Chas. Hart J. Grant Tyler (Valders) 
Louis Hartung (Two Rivers) Jos. Voboril (Hika) 
H. P. Hamilton (Two Rivers) Miss Flora Waldo 
Herman Heydrich Chas. Wigen (Quarry) 
H. F. Hubbard Otto Wiegand (Cleveland ) 
F. A. Huebner Hugo Wilkowsky (Mishicot) 
John Jarr Wm. Willsmann (Two Rivers) 

, |
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OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES FOR 1909 

| a 

President, Wm. Toole...........cc cece ccccceccecevcccecceece Baraboo 

Vice-President, A. J. Smith...............................Lake Geneva 

Treasurer, L. G. Kellogg. ...... 0... cece cece ee ee ee ceeseeeees Ripon 

Secretary, F. Cranefield ........... cc ccc cece ee cee ccecceceeeee. Madison 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

Wm. Toole, Chairman.......... ccc ccc cece cece cece cc cecc ce eX NAiCio 

A. J. Smith... cc cc ce cece eee c ec ec cece cccccesae eHX-Officio 

L. G. Kellogg 2... ccc ccc cece cee cece eee cece cecscceeces  BX-0fficio 

BY. Cranefield ....... cece eee ccc cece eee e eect eee eeeeeeece s DX-OffiCi0 

ist Dist., Jas. Livingston ...................ececeeeeee. Lake Geneva 

2nd Dist., Prof. E. P. Sandsten ....................eee00.+2- Madison 

3rd Dist., L. H. Palmer ......... 0. ccc cc ce ee cece eee ee Baraboo 

4th Dist., FP. W. Harland .................ccececceceeeee. Milwaukee 

5th Dist., H. C. Melcher............... 0. ccc wee cece ee es OCONOMOWOC ; 

, 6th Dist., L. A. Carpenter ..............ccecececeeeeeee LOnd du Lac 

7th Dist., W. H. Hanchett.......... ccc c eee cc cece eee ee eee ee Sparta 

8th Dist., Dr. T. E. Loope ........... ccc eee cee eee ceecee Bureka 

9th Dist., D. E. Bingham.............................. Sturgeon Bay 

: 10th Dist., Irving Smith ...........................000000...- AShland 

lith Dist., C. L. Richardson.......................... Chippewa Falls 

FINANCE COMMITTEE. 

Franklin Johnson, Chairman............ceceeceeceeceessevtses..Baraboo 

OW. SS. Hager... cc ccc ccc cece cee cece cece ccctcscaecess. West De Pere 

W. P. BUSSEY... cc cece cece ce eect eee rete eee rere eeccepeee ys OMIrQ 
| ¢ | |
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. COMMITTEE ON TRIAL ORCHARDS. 

R. J. Coe, term OXPIVCS. oo ccc cece ccc cceeccveeeeteveveeveerensees A912 

L. G. Kellogg, term expireS....... 0... cee ec ce eee eee eee eee A LITT 

D. EB. Bingham, term expireS.......... ccc cece eee eee eee eee e eee LILO 

LOCATION OF TRIAL ORCHARDS. 

Wausau, Marathon county, 10 acres................-.- Established 1897 | 

Medford, Taylor county, 3 ACTOS... .. cece eee eee eee Established 1903 

Poplar, Douglas county, 7 acres......................Hstablished 1904 : 

Maple, Douglas county, 3 acreS.............-0ee 0002. Ustablished 1905 | 

Barron, Barron county, 5 acres............eee ee eee Lstablished 1906 

Manitowoc, Manitowoc county, 5 acres.................Hstablished 1907 | 

Gays Mills, Crawford county, 5 acres ................. Hstablished 1907 

Sturgeon Bay, Door county, 5 acres ....../............ Wstablished 1908 

Whitehall, Trempealeau county, 5 acres.............Established 1908 

Lake Geneva, Walworth county, 5 acres.........,....Established 1908 

Sparta, Monroe county, 1 acre (Grape station)........Ustablished 1908



AA . 

LISTS OF FRUITS RECOMMENDED FOR 

CULTURE IN WISCONSIN : 

The behavior of varieties of fruits is influenced very largely by en- 

vironment. The conditions of soil, exposure and latitude over such an 

area as the state of Wisconsin vary greatly and no list can be given 

that will prove satisfactory in all localities. The following provisional 

lists were prepared by the Trial Orchard Committee. Hardiness of 

| plant and fruit bud has been the leading thought in the selection of 

varieties. 

APPLES (General List). 

Alexander, Astrachan (Red), Autumn Strawberry, Dudley, | 

Fall Orange. Fameuse (Snow), Golden Russett, Hibernal, 

Lowland Raspberry, | Longfield, Lubsk Queen, McIntosh, 

| Malinda, McMahan, Newell, Northwestern Greening, Ol- ; 

| denburg (Duchess), Patten Greening, Perry Russett, Plumb 

Cider, Scott, Tetofski, Talman (Sweet), Utter, Wealthy, 

Westfield (Seek-no-Further), Windsor, - Wolf River, Yellow 

Transparent. | | 

| - APPLES (Lake Shore List). 

- Tn addition to the above many other varieties including the follow- 

ng may me successfully grown in the extreme southern part of the . 

state and in the counties bordering on Lake Michigan. Baldwin, 

Eureka, Fallawater, Gano, King, Northern Spy, Pe-| 

| waukee, Willow Twig, York Imperial, Bellflower. 

APPLES (Commercial Orchard Lists. 

- Jt is generally conceded that a commercial orchard should consist of 

but few varieties; the following are suggested: Dudley, Fameuse, 

Longfield, McMahan, McIntosh, Northwestern Greening, Ol- 

denburg, Scott, Utter, Wealthy, Yellow Transparent,
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| APPLES (Five Varieties for Farm Orchard). 

Northwestern Greening, Oldenburg (Duchess), Talman (Sweet), 
Wealthy. Yellow Transparent. 

APPLES (For Trial). | 

These are all promising varieties but have not been extensively 
srown in any part of the state. Gem City, | Hanko, Lily, Wen- 
dorff, Zettle Bellflower. 

| CRABS. 

Brier Sweet, Hyslop, Lyman, Martha, Sweet Russett, 
Transcendent, Whitney. 

PLUMS. | 

Of the classes commonly cultivated, viz.: European, Japanese 
and Native or American, the last named is the most reliable. 

NATIVE PLUMS. 

De Soto, Forest Garden, Hammer, Hawkeye, Ocheeda, 
luaker, Rockford, Surprise, W yant. | 

| EUROPEAN PLUMS. 

(Not recommended except along Lake Shore). Lombard, Green 
wage, Moore’s Arctic. 

JAPANESE PLUMS. 

(Not recommended except along Lake Shore). Abundance, Bur- 
pank. 

| CHERRIES. 

Early Richmond. Montmorency. , 

GRAPES. : 

| Brighton, Campbell’s Early, Concord, Delaware, Diamond, 
Green Mountain, Moore’s Early, Niagara, Worden,
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| BLACKBERRIRES. | 
| Briton (Ancient), Eldorado, Snyder. , 

STRAWBERRIES. 

Varieties starred have imperféct flowers and must not- be planted 
alone. 

Bederwood, “Crescent, Clyde, Dunlap, Enhance, Gandy, 
Glen Mary, *Haverland, Lovett, *Sample, Splendid, *War- 
field. 

TWO VARIETIES STRAWBERRIES FOR FARM GARDEN. 

Dunlap, *Warfield. : . 

—— | RASPBERRIES. 

Black: Conrath, Cumberland, Gregg, Older. 
Red: Cuthbert, Loudon, Marlboro. 
Purple: Columbian. — 

CURRANTS. 

Red: Red Cross, Red Dutch, Long Bunch Holland, Victoria. 
White: White Grape. 7 
Black: Lee’s Prolific, Naples. | 

GOOSEBERRIES. 

| Downing. 

PEARS. 

On account of the prevalence of blight and winter killing, pears are 
not generally recommended for Wisconsin. Good crops are occasion- 
ally produced under favorable conditions, especially in the south- 
eastern part of the state. The following list includes both early and 
late varieties. 

Anjou, Bartlett, Clairgeau, © Clapp Favorite, Early Berga- 
mot, Flemish Beauty, _ Idaho, Kieffer, Laurence, Louise, 
Seckel, Sheldon, Vermont Beauty.
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TREES AND SHRUBS RECOMMENDED 

EVERGREENS. 

Por screens and windbreaks—Norway Spruce, White Spruce, White 

| Pine, Austrian Pine, Scotch Pine. 

Vor hedges and screens for shearing—Norway Spruce, American Ar- 

bor Vitae, Red Cedar. 

For lawns—Norway Spruce for backgrounds. Tor groups—Ameri- 

ean Arbor Vitae, Red Cedar, White Spruce, Colorado Blue Spruce, 

Austrian Pine, Scotch Pine. 

Vor small lawns—Avrbor Vitae, Savin Juniper, Mugho Pine. 

DECIDUOUS TREES. 

The more desirable ones are starred, and a further selection of five 

is indicated by double stars. 

** American Elm, Box Elder, Black Cherry, Carolina Poplar, **Green 

Ash, *Hackberry, Honey Locust, Larch, **Tinden, **¥ Norway .Maple, . 

*Searlet Maple, **Silver Maple, *Sugar Maple, Searlet Oak, *White 

Oak, White Ash. 

DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL TREES. OS 

: . | | 

This class includes smaller deciduous trees of more value for orna- 

ment than for shade or defense. 
: 

Crab (native), also Bechtel’s double flowering crab, Cut-leaved Weep- 

. . _ . - ~ | 

ine Bireh, Tartarian Maple, Ginnala Maple, Kentucky Coffee Tree, 

Mountain Ash, Weeping Willow, Russian Mulberry. 

LIST OF SHRUBS RECOMMENDED.* 

Scientific Name. Common Name. 

Berberis Thunbergii ..... eee e eee eee ene ees ~Thunberg’s Barberry 

BerberiS VUIGALIS 2... cece eee ee cece eee eee eee eeees Common Barberry 

Barberis vulgaris var. atropurpurea.......eees .Purpie-leaved Barberry | 

* From Bulletin 108, Wisconsin Experiment Station, by I, Craneficld. |
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Corylus maxima var. purpurea.... ete eee eeeeeeeeeeees+Purple Filbert 

Diervilla florida eee eee eee eee e eens eect essteeeeees Weigela (rose) | 

Diervilla Candida oo... ccc cece cece eeeeeeesveees Weigela (White) 

Diervilla hybrida .............................Weigela (Eva Rathke) 
Diervilla hybrida var. Desboisii.......................Desbois Weigela 

. Hleagnus argenta ..... ccc cc cece ce cece te cece ececcevevevee  SVEL Berry 

Huonymus HuropaeusS ....... ccc cece cee ce cence cence Strawberry Tree 

Hibiscus Syriacus 0.0... 0. cece cece cece cece cence ceccccecevvver. Althen 

Hippophae rhamnoides ............... ec ccc ee eeeeveeees eR Buckthorn 

Hydrangea paniculata gr..........................Garden Hydrangea | 

Lonicera Ruprechtiana .......................-ltuprecht’s Honeysuckle 

Lonicera Tartarica See cece eee e eee cece eee eee eee Latarian Honeysuckle 

| Morus Alba VAL. cee cece eee eee eee eee eee ee LOUS Weeping Mulberry 

Philadelphus coronarius .............00eeceeeseeeeeceeees- Mock Orange 
Philadelphus COrANATIUS var. aUTON..........000. .Golden Mock Orange 

Philadelphus inodorus........................... Mock Orange, large fi. 

Pontentilla fruticosa .......... 0... cee eee eee eee) SLPUDDY Clingue Foil o 

PYUDUS NANA ..... eee eee cece ee eee ee eeeeeceeeeee RUSsian Almond 

Rhodotypos kerrioideS ...... 0... cece eee eect eee eeeeceeeee RNHOMOtYPOS 

Rhus Cotinus Lene c cece eeeeeeeettetesentvserevtnreecese es. Smoke Bush 

Ribes aureum ............ cece eee eee eee ee Missouri Flowering Currant | 

Robinia hispida oo... cee cece ce ee cece eee eee eveeeeee ROSE ACACIA 

ROSA TUQOSA 2... ee cece eee eee eect e ee eeeeeeeseees apanese Rose 

Sambucus nigra var. AULCA.... eee eee cece cece e ee eueees .Golden Elder 

Shepherdia argentea ......... 0. cee eee cece ee eee eee eee Buffalo Berry 

Spiraea Bumalda ....... cee cece cee eee eee eee eee eee BuMalda Spiraea 

Spiraea Bumalda var. .............. eceeaes -Anthony Waterer Spiraea 

Spiraea Billardii .............. cc eee eee ee eee ee eee ees Billard’s Spiraea 

Spiraea Douglassi ........ ccc eee ee ee ee ee ee eee eeee ss DOuGIAS’ Spiraea 

Spiraea Japonica ..... ccc cece eee cece eee e eee eeeees Japanese Spiraea . 

a Spiraea salicifolia ................0..2.000+-24.. Meadow Sweet Spiraea | 

- Spiraea Van Houtte .................00.+.005.6.. Van Houten’s Spiraea 

Syringa Persica ..... cece cece eee eee eee e ev eeeceees Persian Lilac 

| Syringa villoSa .... cc. cece eee ee eee eee eeeeceseeees Ohinese Lilae 

Syringa vulgaris ... cc. cece eee ee eee ee eee cece ev eeese COMMON TLilae 

Tamarix Pallassii Desv. (Tamarix Amurense Hort.)... Amur. Tamarix 

Viburnum Opulus vr. sterile... .... eee ec cee ee ee ee ee ee ee SNOW Dall 

. : | ROSES. 

| Hardy garden—Harrison Yellow, Persian Yellow, Madame Plantier. 

Twelve varieties hybrid perpetual—Paul Neyron, Mrs. J. H. Laing, 

| Gen. Jacqueminot, Dinsmore, Marshall P. Wilder, Coquettes des
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Blanches, Ear] of Dufferin, Jules de Margottin, V ick’s Caprice, Magna 

Charta, Prince Camille de Rohan, General Washington. 

Moss roses—Perpetual White, Salet, Paul Fontine, Henry Martin. | 

Climbers—Prairie Queen, Russel’s Cottage, Seven Sisters, Gem of 

the Prairies, Crimson Rambler. 

ive hybrid perpetual roses for the garden: Gen. Jacqueminot. 

Magna Charta, Margaret Dixon, Mrs. John Laing, Paul Neyron. 

COMPARATIVE HEIGHT AT MATURITY OF DIFFERENT 

SHRUBS. / 

The height at maturity of the different species must be considered 

when planting in groups or borders. This will depend so much upon 

their environment that it is difficult to give the height in feet that 

any species may be expected to attain. When different kinds are 

planted under like conditions it may be assumed that relative heights 

will be maintained. The following may serve as a partial guide in 

planting: 

: Tall—10 to 15 Feet. 

Barberry (Common) 

Lilac, Common . 

Lilac, Japanese | | 

Golden Elder | 

Lilac Jossika’s 

Honeysuckle, Fly 

Mock Orange 

Honeysuckle, Slender . 

Sea Buckthorn | 

Honeysuckle, Tartarian 

Siberian pea tree (tall) 

Honeysuckle, Tartarian white 

Medium—6 to 10 Feet. 

Barberry, purple | 

Crandall Currant | 

Silver Berry | 

Honeysuckle, Blue | 

) Strawberry Tree 

Japanese Rose . | 

Spiraea, Billard’s 

Lilac, Chinese 

Spiraea, Douglas . 

Purple Filbert 

Spiraea, Three-lobed |
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Rose Acacia 

Spiraea, Van Houten’s — 

Russian Almond | 

Weeping Mulberry 

Siberian Pea tree (dwarf) 

Wiegelas | 

Dwarf—2 to 6 Feet. 

| Althea | 
| Spiraea, Anthony Waterer 

| Barberry, Thunbere’s | . . 

Spiraea, Ash-leaved (Sorbaria) 

Cinque Foil | 
Spiraea, Bumalda 

Honeysuckle, Albert’s 

Spiraea, Japanese . 

Hydrangea , 

Spiraea, Meadow Sweet 

Rhodotypos 

- Spiraea, Plum-leaved 

: A LIST OF NATIVE SHRUBS DESIRABLE FOR PLANTING ON 

HOME GROUNDS. | | 

Scientific Name. | Common Name. 

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi ..........cccececeeeeeeeeeeeseeecs  Bearberry 
Ceanothus Americanus ........... cece cece ec eeeeceecse NOW Jersey Tea 

Cephalanthus occidentalis ................eccceeceeseeeses- Button Bush 

Cimaphila umbellata ........... ccc cee ee eee eee eee eeeeee Prince’s Pine 

. Comptonia aspleniflora .......... cc ccc cee eee eee -Round-leaved Dogwood 

Cornus stolinifera ............ cee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee REM Osier Dogwood © 
Dirca palustris .............. eee eee eee ee eee Leatherwood (Wickopy) 

EXPigaea TEPENS ...... cc cece ee eee eee eee ee ee eee eee Tailing Arbutus 

Huonymus atropurpureus .......... cc cece ccc ceccecevecceceecees Wahoo 

Hypericum pyramidatum .................000ee0e20eee.9t. John’s Wort 

Tlex verticillata ......... ccc cece eee eee ee eee eee ee Winterberry (Holly) 

Juniperus ProcuMbens ............ ce cece eee eee ee ee ee Drailing Juniper 

My7ica Gale 2... . ccc ccc cece cece cee reece tec esececsscesese weet Gale 

Physocarpos opulifolia ....... 0... ccc eee cece ee cece eeeeeees Ninebark 

Rhamnus catharticus .......... 2c. cece eee eee eee ceceeseeees Buckthorn 

Rhus Typhina .......... ccc cece cece eee cece eseceeeeee taghorn Sumac 

RhuS GlAdra ..... ccc ccc cece cece eee e ee eee ceseecseeecses MmOO0th Sumac 

Rbus copallina ..... ccc ccc eee eee e cece eeeteesecces Dwarf Sumac 

RibeS rubrum ....... ccc cece eee ceecceeccesceesess Wild Rose Currant
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Ribes floridum ....... 0... cece eee eee eee eee cece eceees Wild Black Currant 

Rosa Lucida ... ccc ccc ccc eee eee ee eee eeeeeeeeces Wid Rose (tall) 

Rosa bDlanda 2... cc ccc cw ce ec ee ee eee eee eee eeecees Wild Rose (dwarf) 

Rubus Odoratus ......c cece cece e cease eeees .Purple-flowered Raspberry 

Rubus Nutkanus ....... . cece eeececcesees» White-flowered Raspberry 

Sambucus Canadensis ......... cece cee eee eee eee eee eeees COMMON Hider | 

Sambucus pubens doce ce eceeeennteveecteeseeseesceeerees  Sarlet Wder 

Shepherdia Canadensis ............0e. eee eee Lee ceeseuueees .Shepherdia 

Symphoricarpus racemosus cee cuveeuscevenessrecenceeseees SHOWDerry 

. . Symphoricarpus vulgaris ...........ccccee eee e sees essences Coral Berry | 

Taxus bac@ata ... cc. ccc ect eee eee eee esse eeeeeees Ground Hemlock 

Viburnum lentago oo... cece cece ce eee eet eee eee ee ee LLCO VELLY 

Viburnum dentatum cece ebeneseeeeeebaeevttsetereeeesees Black Haw 

Viburnum acerifOlum 22... cc | 

Viburnum opulus ....... 0... ccc eee eee eee ee eee eee Bush Cranberry 

Aantoxylum AMEVICANUM ...... cece cece ee cece e eee ee eee ee bP LICK VY Ash 

SIX SHRUBS FOR HOME GROUNDS. 

The following are all reliably hardy in any part of the Stute: 

Common Lilac, Tartarian Honeysuckle, Rosa Rugosa, Mock Orange | 

or Syringa, Van Houten’s Spiraea, Common Barberry. 

THREE HARDY PERENNIAL VINHES. 

. | Ampelopsis or American Ivy (native in southern Wisconsin). Wild oo 

Grape, Trumpet Honeysuckle. |
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BLACK LIST 

A LIST OF SHRUBS ABL OF WHICH HAVE BEEN TESTED ON 

THE GROUNDS OF THE EXPERIMENT STATION AT MADI- 

SON AND FOUND UNSATISFACTORY. 

scientific Name. Colmon Name. 

Azalea AYDOPESCENS 2... . cee cece ec ce eee eee sees eeeecees RHOdOdendron 

Azalea ViSCOSA .....ececececccecececececececeseceseceees Rhododendron 

AMACA NUGIMOLA ... ec eccccc ce eee eee eee tee eee eee eee NATE 

| Azalea MOllis ... ccc cee cece eee cece cece etc e eee e ete e eect eee ees AACR 

| Calyeanthus floridus .......... cc eee eee ee ee eee eee epweet-secented shrub 

Caryopteris Mastacanthus .........-... esse eee eee eee eee Blue Spirnea 

Chionanthus Virginicd ......... 0... cece eee ee eee eee eee ees White Fringe 

Clethra alnifolia ......... cc cc cece eee ee ee eee eee epweet Pepperbush 

Colutea arboreSCens ....... ccc c cece ee eee eee ee eeeeeeeeees Bladder Senna 

Cornus florida Lec cececceececceceeveeeeevveeeeseee Howering Dogwood 

Cydorja Japonica ..... cece ce cee eee eevee eee cee ec soapanese Quince 

—- Daphne CneoruMm ....... cece cee ee ee te eee eee eeeet ee teeeee ee DAphne 

Daphne Mezereum ..... ccc cc ec ce ee ce cece eet ete e eee eee eee es Daphne 

— Deutzia gracilis 2.0... cece ce eee eee eee eee eee ee eee s lender Deutzia 

: Bleagnus longipes ......cccececccceccccuccccucececeececevceceees Goumi 

Bxochorda grandiflora ....... 0. cece eee eee eee cee eceeeeees Pearl Bush 

Horsythia suspensa Lb c cece eeenteeusnenseteseeerveesees Golden Bell 

Halesia tetraptera oo... ccc ec eee eee ee ee eee eee eee SHOW ALOP tree 

Ttea Virginica 2... cece ee eee eee eee eee eevee ee eee WiPginin Willow 

Kerria Japonica oo... ccc ccc ccc cece ee cece cece cee enc eeeeeev eee WEP 

Ligustrum Vulgare 2... . ccc ec ee ee ee eee eee eee ees CONMNOL PLivet 

Paulownia imperialis 2... eee eee eee eee eee eee PAO Ww Hin 

| Prunus cerasifera var. (Prunus pissardi Hort).....Purple-leaved Plum 

Prunus Japonica ......... eee eee Leceeeeeeuaunneeees Mlowering Almond 

Prunus triloba .......... Le ceeuucueeeueueuens -Flowering plum (double) 

Spiraea Arguta Sa cececeeeeeeeeceateceeeeneesereensec es APOUtA Spiraea 

. Spiraea Thunbergii ........... cee cece eee ee ee ee ee ee LhUNDEerE’S Spiraen 

The plants of certain of the above named varieties made a good 

| growth each year but have not blossomed unless given thorough winter
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protection. In this class are Bladder Senna, Flowering Almond, Flow- 

ering Plum and Golden Bell. | | ) 

The Japanese Quince is hardy of bush but has not borne flowers | 

except when given winter protection. The Goumi will only bear fruit 

when protected in winter. The double-flowered Almond will blossom 

freely if given thorough winter protection, otherwise it will kill back 

severely. The double-flowered Plum grows well and after a mild win- 

ter will bear flowers in advance of the leaves; unreliable, however, 

four years out of five if unprotected. - 

The others of this list have either died outright or else barely sur- 

vived.
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| W 1scons1n State Horticultural Society 

| ~ SUMMER MEETING. 

— | “STURGEON Bay, Wis., AucusT 26, 1908. 

MORNING SESSION. | 

| The meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. R. J. 

Coe, at 11 o'clock. _ ) | | 
| After the invocation by Rev. Sam. Groenfeldt, the President 

introduced Mr. Henry Graas, of Sturgeon Bay, who delivered an | 
address of welcome. | | 

7 _ ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

Mr. Henry Graas, of Sturgeon Bay. | - 

| “Who comes to Para is glad to stay, 
Who drinks Assai goes never away.” / 

So sang a celebrated guest of that famous South American, 
Brazilian seaport city. . |
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And what is true of Para is true of Sturgeon Bay. I have 

yet to hear of a visitor who sojourns with us for any length 

of time; who roams our fields and forests, sails, bathes and 

fishes in our waters and breathes the pure air and basks in our 

bright sunshine; while, if they do not stay, they come back to 

tis year after year for their rest, pleasure and recreation. And 

I trust many of our visitors will imbibe very freely in these 

gifts of nature and long to be one of us. | 

To the Agriculturist and Horticulturist this is indeed God’s 

chosen country. While gardening and the raising of small 

fruits and flowering plants are still in their infancy in this 

county, I am sure you visitors with us today will agree with me, 

as you visit our gardens and orchards, that a bright future 

awaits this county in this respect. 

Situated as we are, between two bodies of water, they temper 

the sun’s rays, give us heat in the cool night, furnish moisture as 

refreshing as summer showers and protect us from sudden 

frosts, all of which goes to make a climate suitable for your line 

of pursuit. | 

In behalf of the citizens of this city and county, I extend a 

hearty welcome to our worthy visitors; a welcome to a city | 

whose cleanliness is marked at once by every stranger; whose 

modern buildings bring forth words of praise, and we are proud 

of them, because most of them are built of Door county stone. 

We welcome you to a city where hard times are never felt. 

While other cities are now complaining of financial and business 

stringency and hard times, with an army of unemployed, here 

there is being erected a $20,000 electric light plant, a $50,000 

schoolhouse, a $20,000 sheriff’s residence and jail. 

We welcome you to a city whose quarries are the best in the 

state, and as extensive as any, and are working night and day to 

fulfill contracts. While we have no gigantic factories of which 

we can boast, we have that which is far better—a rich agricul- 

tural district about us. Factories burn, shut down and have 

strikes and lockouts, but our farms and farmers give us a 

| stability that no commercial enterprise can give us. : 

'  T congratulate you on the work in which you are engaged; it 

must be a pleasurable vocation. It is due to your Society that 

Door County today occupies the position that it does in horticul- 

ture, for we have with us one of the foremost of your Society,
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Mr. Hatch, and if I were to tell you what he has done for Door 
County, it would take me an hour, but suffice it to say that we 

are glad to have him. © : 
I am sure that many of our people who are agriculturally and 

horticulturally inclined will receive vast benefit from your ses- 
| sion, and may the great State of Wisconsin and all her people 

aid you in this magnificent work in which you are engaged. 

. - . RESPONSE. 

a President R. J. Con. 

Personally, it has long been my desire to visit the Sturgeon 

Bay country. I have heard of it ever since Mr. Hatch first 
| came here. I have heard of it from others besides Mr. Hatch, 

and I am sure that every member of the State Horticultural | 

Society has had that same desire, and now we are here with you 
today and a part of tomorrow, and I assure you, Mr. Speaker, 

that we accept your very hearty welcome and I an: sure we wili 

enjoy ourselves, and we will try to leave Sturgeon Bay feeling 
that the State Horticultural Society is of some value to the 

State; that the State Horticultural Society does carry an in- 
fluence with it wherever it is known and wherever we go. With | 

these few words I again thank you for the very cordial and 

hearty welcome you have given us. 

We will now proceed with the regular morning’s program, 
which is given up mainly to flowers, as you will see.
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, ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL FLOWERING PLANTS; 

| THEIR VALUE IN GARDENING AND HOME 
DECORATION. | 

I 

| Rosert Sampson, Delegate Lake Geneva Society. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: The subject. of my 

) paper is “Three favorite flowers, asters, sweet peas and pansies.” | 

| Aster Cuina (Callistephus Chinensts). 

This favorite annual is a native of China. It was first intro- 

duced into Europe about 1731 by R. P. D’Incarville, a Jesuit | 

Missionary in China. At that time, it was a single flower. © 

Phillip Miller, the famous gardener and botanist of Chelsea, 

Ingland, received seed of the single white and red in 1731, evi- 

: dently from France, single blue in 1736. In 1752, he obtained 

seeds of the double red and blue, and in 1753, of the double 

white. : 
The species were well known to American gardeners at the | 

opening of the 19th Century. | , 
The first great evolution in Asters was made in Germany, 

where a good deal of the seed comes from. 

The present range of color, and types in China Asters, 1s 
: large and to classify them all is quite a task, but the following 

| types are good for all practical purposes— 

Comet, Ostrich Plume, Paeony Flowered, Quilled, Chrysan- 

themum Flowered, Crown, Hohenzollern, Victoria, Branching, 

Washington and Queen of the Market. By growing this list 

you can have a succession of bloom from June until frost. 

All colors can be had in these varieties except a good yellow, 

| which I have not seen up to the present writing. | 
The seed of early varieties should be sown under glass in one | 

form or other in Miarch or April. Seedlings should. be trans- . 

planted two inches apart each way, in shallow boxes. Plant out 
of doors as soon as soil and weather permits; seed should also ~ 

be sown out of doors and then transplanted. 

) Asters will grow on almost any soil, but for best results, the
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| ground should be well manured and dug deep. They should be 
kept well hoed through the growing season and kept free from 

all weeds. | | | | 

| Sweet Pras, (Lathyrus Odoratus). 

The sweet pea has been traced back to 1650. The origin of 
the sweet pea is divided principally between Sicily and Ceylon, 

the original purple variety being native to the former Island and 

Sardinia. Sicily was also the native habitat of the white va- 
riety. Testimony also points to Ceylon as the home of the 

. original pink and white variety, known as the Painted Lady; 

the original red also came from Ceylon. | 
| Father Franciscus Cupani, an Italian monk and botanist, is . 

credited with being the first cultivator of this flower at Panormus 

in Sicily, in 1699 ‘and the seed of the purple variety was sent by 
| him to England and elsewhere. —— 

_ The seed of sweet pea became an article of commerce as early 
as 1730. In 1793, a London seed catalogue listed four varieties, 

_ Black, Purple, White and Painted Lady. About 1876, Henry 
Fickford of Shropshire, England, took up the sweet pea. He 
began with six or seven common sorts and up to 1898, put out ; 

_ about 75 varieties. Then his work of 22 years began to be ap- 
preciated, and a number of other good workers came into the 

field. | oe 
J. C. Schmidt of Germany, and Laxton of England did good | 

- work in originating new varieties. 
| When it was found that they could raise good sweet pea seed 

in California, it brought this State as the producer of sweet 
pea seed for the whole world. Think of a single field with four 

| _ hundred acres of sweet peas in bloom at one time. In 1893, 
the first dwarf sweet pea was found in California, color white. 
Now it comes in all colors. A good many of strong American 
varieties have come out, also the Spencer type of Orchid flower- 

| ing. , | | 
I will name a few of the varieties that do well with us in this 

locality. 7 
For White—White Wonder, Dorothy Eckford, Nora Unwin. 
For Pink—Countess Spencer, Gladys Unwin, Mrs. Alfred 

Watkins, Royal Rose. ) |
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For Lavender—Dorothy Tennant, Lady Grisel Hamilton. , 

For Yellow—Hon. Mrs. FE. Kenyon, | : 
lor Scarle-—King Edward VIL. 
For Crimson—Salopian. | | 
For Blue—Navy Blue, Countess of Cadogan. | | 
For Purple—Duke of Westminster. | 
Pink and White—Blanch Ferry (extra early). | 

— Pink and White, (Karliest of all). 

Rich Orange Salmon, Evelyn Byatt. 

Cultivation: The sweet pea likes a rich, rather heavy soil 

| to get the best results—for early peas the ground should be 

prepared in the Fall, the soil should be dug up deep, and good 

rotten manure spaded in. This should be put on as heavy as 
possible, so that it is under the ground, as early in the Spring as 

possible. Open up a trench about 3 inches deep, sow the seed, 

and then cover up with soil which has been kept under cover for | 

that purpose, one inch deep. Then in the month of June, fill | 

up trench; all sweet peas will do better if they are brushed, ~ 

than if you use wire for a trellis. Late sowings are never as 

satisfactory as early sowings—the first part of April being late 
enough. | 

: PANSIES, (Vtola Tricolor). 

Pansy: The old name Heartsease, which means Remem- 
brance. | 

Parkinson first speaks of the pansy in 1629. The pansy is 

generally considered to have originated from Viola Tricolor, a  — 

small perrenial violet native to the cooler parts of Europe. | 

Gerard gives a description of pansies in 1587, Heartsease or 

Viola tricolor, | | 

Pansies were first improved from the original type in Great : 
Britain, and new varieties were gradually brought out with 

larger flowers and varied colors. | 
England and Scotland held the honors for good pansies until 

about 1778, when three French Specialists, Bugnot of St. Brieuc, 

Cassier and Trimardeau of Paris made immense strides in de- | 

veloping the pansy. Trimardeau created a new race with im- 

mense flowers and a very hardy constitution. His strain 
crossed with Cassier and Bugnot easily superseded the English 

strains.
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The Pansy, though a perennial, is generally treated in this 

country as an annual. 

tor early spring tiowering, the seed is generally sown in the _ 

| latter part of July, and transpianted about 8 inches to one foot 

apart to the place where they are to flower, the following spring, 

and protected through the winter with a covering o1 leaves, 

coarse manure or slough hay. _ 

Pansies do best in a clayey soil well enriched with rotten 

os manure—trequent sprinklings to keep the ground and _ foliage | 
moist will be of great benettt to them. | 

For summer flowering, pansies can be sown any time from 
February until June anu will give a succession of bloom until 
frost. 

ce ca dt a 
As to varieties, they are very numerous as to size and color. 

| It is best to get pansy seed from some one who makes a spe- 
cialty of growing same, as it needs a good deal of judgment . 
and work to keep the strains up to the standard. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mrs, Barnes: I would like to know the cause of and the 
remedy for Branching Asters blighting. (Showing a blighted 
plant.) | 

Mr. Sampson: It is a hard question to answer. I think it 
comes from the condition of the soil that it is planted in, the 

| soil not being rich enough. 

Mrs. Barnes: The soil that that grew on is very rich. 
Mr. Sampson: I could not give you a satisfactory answer to 

that. I have some like that, but there are so many causes, that 
a I really could not give you one. 

| Lhe President: Is there anyone here that can give a cause for 

this. It seems to be a blight. : 

Mrs. Howlett: A great many of our flowers are in that con- 
dition. In the early part of the season it was very wet and in 
the latter part of the season it has been very dry, and I lay it to 

the state of the weather that caused the asters to blight, as they 

have a very poor root growth, and even the weeds have a poor 

root growth. ‘They did not take hold of the soil; one can pull
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| the plants and weeds out easily. When it was so very wet the 
plants did not make a good growth in the early part of the sea- 

| son, in the latter part of the season it was so dry that many dried 

tip unless one carried water, and even carrying water does not do | 

much good when there 1s stich a stunted growth. 

Mr. Sampson: Asters will not do well two or three years in | 

succession on the same ground. We have found that very often 

to be the case. | 

Mr. Longland: It may come from watering the surface of the * i 

soll. | | 

Mr. Tiplady: It has been my observation in connection with 

asters that the Comets are most susceptible to that disease. At 

present at Lake Geneva an entire patch of Comets was entirely 

eaten up with that fungous disease, I believe it is, whereas the 

Victorias were not affected. Of couse that is a weakness there, 

and I believe it is as Mrs. Howlett says, that that extreme mois- 

ture in the spring would naturally cause a weak development of 

the root, and when the hot weather came, it would leave the plant 

in a condition to be attacked by the fungus, which is very com- 

mon in asters. | | 

Mrs. Howlett: This variety is the Violet King, and I find I 

have as many of the Branching varieties as I have of the Comet | 

| that are in this condition. | 7 

The President: We will take up the discussion on Sweet Peas. | 

“Any question or remarks on this branch of the subject? 

Mrs. Barnes: I would like to ask why Sweet Peas get yel- 

~ low half way up the vine? 

Mr. Sampson: That is a fungous disease, and very often late | 

plantings will have that more than the early plantings. 

Mr. Toole: I would like to ask what can be done against the 

aphis on Sweet Peas. | 

| Mr. Sampson: The best remedy I have found is a compound 

called “Excel All;” it is a mixture made from nicotine, spraying 

Sweet Peas with that will kill every aphis that there is on them. 

I have sprayed mine twice. Just one spraying will fix the aphis. | 

That is the best stuff I have ever found. 

A Member: Is there a preparation of nicotine and oil? 

_ Mr. Sampson: I do not know if there is any oil in it; it is an 

English preparation. 

Mrs. Barnes: Is there any remedy for this fungus? . |
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Russian Olive. 

The soft drab or gray of the Russian olive adds a touch of beauty to any 
landscape. 
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: Clematis recta. 

A dwarf, free-blooming clematis. Herbaceous in character.
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Mr. Sampson: Yes, the Bordeaux mixture is good for fun- 

| gus, even on Sweet Peas, if they are sprayed soon enough. | 

Mrs. Barnes: Do you ever spray them before you see it ap- 

pear? | . . | 
Mr. Sampson: Yes, very often; the spraying has come to be 

of just as much importance as planting; you must spray to keep 

these diseases away. 

Mrs. Barnes: How about the Aster? Do you think spraying 
| with Bordeaux mixture would help the Aster ? : 

“Mr. Sampson: Well, I would not know what to say; I would 
have to leave it to some one better posted than myself. We had. 

| a meeting of scientific men and one man told us he had lost four 

thousand and we could not get at any direct cause, but this man 

thought it was caused by his land not being rich enough. They 
were planted in a border where he had them for several years. 
Then he had several thousand in his vegetable garden and he said 

they were all right. He therefore thought it was caused by his | 
land being poor. | 

Mrs. Barnes: How long can you raise pansies in the same bed 

without changing and have them good? 

| _ Mr. Sampson: I think if the bed is prepared well in the fall, 

you can grow them a number of years. | 
Mr. Long: I would like to know how we can get pansies to 

bloom for Decoration Day? 

Mr. Tiplady: Pansy seed sown in July, protected over winter, 

will be in fine shape for Decoration Day. 
The President: Mr. Sampson endorses that. 

Mr. Hatch: May I illuminate this subject with another 

thought that came within my experience. I love pansies; I love 

« them because they come so early in the season, love them for their | 

intrinsic beauty. I had failed for several years to winter the 

| plants over ; I did just as the last speaker said, but I failed utterly. 

Last winter I placed some stakes that I had in my wood-hauling 

rack along my pansies and put slats across them; that supported | 

my litter and did not smash the life out of the pansies, and I suc- | 

ceeded very well. Another thing you can do with pansies that I : 

have not heard mentioned; you can stimulate them with land 

plaster, common gypsum; it will stimulate them just as it will a 

' clover plant. If you have never used it on pansies you will be 

delighted ; a little dusting will give wonderful results.
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Mrs. Barnes: I would like to ask when you dust the pansies? 

Mr. Hatch: Whenever you have anything to grow or encour- 

age, feed with it. | 

Mrs. Barnes: After the pansies are in blossom, would you use 

eypsum? | 

Mr. Hatch: No, no, if you are going to keep your pansies in 

bloom, you must cut them before they go to seed, and there is this 

about the pansy, the more you cut, the better your plants will 

thrive, and anybody that is stingy with flowers will not have any 

flowers; so cut them off freely and do not allow them to go to 

seed. As far as land plaster is concerned, just as soon as you 

have a plant started, encourage it. 1 have never found in culti- 

vating a plant any time that is so valuable or critical or useful as 

to encourage it when it is small. You want to take your baby 

plants and nurse them, as you do chickens, then is the time.to do 

it. - 

OLD TIME FAVORITES SUCH AS BALSAM, HOGLLY- 

| HOCKS, ETC. | . 

: Mr. Witiram Toote. 

Old times were the days of long ago when grand-parents of 

the present day were young, and before. We had beautiful 

flowers in those days, fifty or sixty years ago, and we loved them 

for their beauty and individuality. 

Something was done in the way of carpet bedding and massing 

for color effect, but we loved variety in our gardens; and, the _ 

| lawns not being so much in evidence in the foreground as since 

the introduction of the lawn-mower, we had our flowers in front 

of the house on each side of the walk, with an overflow supply 

in the vegetable garden and the back yard. When evening 

shadows gathered around us or when dew-drops sparkled in the 

morning sunlight, we had fragrance of flowers such as we seldom 

enjoy in these days. | . 

We would not do without our lawns, and are ready to concede 

that it is not in good taste to cut them up with many flower beds, 

but there has been a time in later years when we missed the old 

time favorites, because there seemed to be no place for them. |
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The back yard is giving a home to our old time favorites, for 
_ which blessed be the names of those who are spreading the gospel 

of back yard improvment. Again as of old we may have warted | 
_ to us on the evening breeze the fragrance of Mignonette, Sweet- 

rocket, Pinks, and Gilliflower. Again, if we wish, we may have 

a bouquet such as was given to your grandmother when she was a 
girl. 

Lhe beauty of bouquets in those days was often valued by the 

number of varieties of flowers grouped together, and it required 

good judgment and taste to arrange the various colors in har- 

mony. ‘Then as now there were some odd expressions of fashion 

and taste in floral arrangement. Well do I remember a lady 

visitor at our school when I was a boy in the city of Providence, 
Rhode Island, who carried a bouquet of Dahlias backed with a 
green flat surface of Arbor Vitae. At a later date the fashion- 

able bouquet was round or pyramidal in form, with a surfacing of | 
| flowers as smooth as a football,—each flower having been 

stemmed with a bit of broom-straw and all sustained with a sup- 

porting of moss around a central handle. Now-a-days in fash- - 
| ionable arrangements bouquets and plants are often dressed out 

and overloaded with ribbons. | 

Yes we had beautiful flowers in those days,—the best the world 

had to offer, and if much has been added to this store we of the 

old days could not miss what we did not know of. To list and | 
describe all the varieties which we then grew in our gardens 
would make a paper all too long, so I will only mention some of 

| the common favorite kinds: Catchfly, Bouncing Bet, Bee Lark- 

spur and other Delphiniums including the annual varieties, 
Bachelor’s-buttons, Monkshood, Blackberry Lily, Sword Lily, 

Mourning-bride, Morning-glory, Sweet-rocket, Satin-flower, 

Sweet Mignonette, Sweet William, Love-lies-bleeding, Joseph’s 
coat, Princess-feather, Cockscomb, Devil-in-a-bush or Love-in-a- 

mist, Four-o’clock, Youth and Old Age, Sun Dial, Venus’ paint 

brush, Pot Marigold and other Marigolds, Balsam or Touch-me- 
not, Verbenas, Petunias, Hollyhocks, and many others. 

Very interesting were the little Johnny-Jump-Ups, or None-so- 

pretty as they were called in my old New England home. We 

loved to study the faces which fancy discovered in the flowers. 

There were but few of the improved pansy within my knowledge 

sixty years ago, and they did not compare with the present day 

pansies in size and variety; but that time was only about thirty- |
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five years later than when the English growers first began to 

improve the Viola tricolor. There have been wonderful changes 

in others of our old time flowers, as: Youth and Old Age or 

Zinnia, Petunia, Dahlia, Sword Lily or. Gladiolus, Geraniums, 

Hollyhocks, Sweet Peas, China Pinks and others. | 

Our program calls for methods of culture and mention of best 
varieties of some of the old time favorites such as Balsam, Holly- 
hock, Snapdragon, Verbena, and others. 

Having the garden.in which to grow our flowers, we must have 
the plants, which may be raised from seed or bought from the — 

florist ready for planting-out. The best method of starting seeds 

depends upon various circumstances; the larger seeds like Four- | 

o’clock, Balsam, Morning-glory, Helianthus, etc., may generally | 

| be safely planted in the open ground with ordinary weather. In 

early spring we usually have weather sufficiently moist to make it 
safe to sow seeds of Larkspur, Aster, Poppies, Pansies, the differ- 

ent Dianthus, and in fact any of the kinds which incline to come 

up with self-sowing, do best with early planting. Poppies do not 

_ transplant well and by all means should be planted early in spring = 

or late in the fall where they are to stay, thinning out instead of | 
transplanting. Some things like Cockscomb, the Amaranthus in | 
variety, Portulaca, Balsam, and others are warm weather plants 
and do not thrive with early planting. Too often the weather is 

not as we wish, and choice flower seeds are expensive, so to in-— 

sure success it is necessary to have a special seed bed in which to 

start and nurse the young plants until they are large enough to be 

- transplanted to the garden. The soil of the seed bed should be 

rich, mellow, and free from weed seeds. Good drainage is neces- 

sary, and the bed should be enclosed with sides and ends to sup- | 

port cloth covered frames which are needed to keep the surface 

: moist when the soil exposed to wind and sunshine would bake 

hard and prevent seeds coming up. We stir the soil of our seed 

beeds with a pronged hoe, then rake smooth and tramp firmly. 

This process is repeated and then the surface is made very smooth 

and even, ready for the seeds. A thin coating of wood’s earth 

is desirable as it keeps the surface mellow and less liable to pack 

hard. | 

As it is very important that fine seeds shall not be covered too 

deeply, the rule of covering to only twice the diameter of the 

seeds is a good one. The seeds should be sown in rows, of 

course, and a board is needed to stand on and to serve as a |
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straight edge. Varieties which germinate in about the same 
length of time should be sown near each other; because after 

plants come up they need airing and exposure to full sunshine, 

so if we must give extended shading to some kinds it is well to. 
have them together. All of the cruciferae, like stocks, come up 

quickly after sowing, as do also Asters, most of the Dianthi, and 

many others. © | 

Sometimes it is desirable to transplant into another nursery 
bed before putting the plants in the garden. It is very necessary 

to shift plants from the seed bed before thy become drawn and 
slender. If too much crowded when young they never give as 

good satisfaction as when grown stout and bushy. The protec- 

~ tion which plants receive in such a bed brings them along much 

faster than in the open ground, so it 1s important not to try to 

start tender things too early. If Poppies, Mignonette, and other 

things which are impatient of transplanting, are started in the 
open ground they may be assisted in a dry time by covering with 
paper. It is well to sow very small seeds, like those of Petunias 

and Portulacas, in small boxes, that special care may be given 

them if needed. 

In the meantime the garden should be prepared for the plants, 

that the soil may be moist even though dusty on the surface. 

~ Plants of a kind should be massed together rather than in- 

discriminately mixed. Some thought should be given to the rela- 

| tive height of plants when planning the garden. If there ts no | 

room elsewhere, make room for them in the kitchen garden. 
Be generous in giving away the flowers and you will have more, 

as this will prevent seeding which checks the growth of the plants. 
: Most flowering plants do best in a rich soil and all are better if 

the soil is kept cultivated around them. | 

Balsams have not been changed much by plant-breeders in 7 

many years. The two classes of rose and camelia flowered in- 

| clude a great variety of shades and markings. Where there is an 

abundance the stems may be cut for vases, and the flowers can be 

used in designs. They are easily grown between the time of | 

spring and autumn frosts. The Snap-dragon, of late years, has 

been taken up as a florists flower and is-now grown in the green- 

houses for winter blooming. For the garden we have the three 
classes, dwarf, half-dwarf, and tall, and many shades and com- 

- binations of red, yellow, purple, and white. For cut-flowers the 

tall are the most desirable. Although the seeds are small they
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germinate readily and are easily transplanted. Very rich soil is 

not necessary for them, but they should have cultivation. They 

are quite hardy and may be started early, while if not permitted to 

bear seed they keep up a succession of blossoms until the hard 

frosts of autumn. Some times the plants live over winter. Ver- 

benas are very desirab!e for masses of color and are usefut in 
bedding or to border large beds of other plants. The seeds are 

slow to germinate, and it is desirable to have the plants started 

early to prolong the flowering season. The flowers drop too 

readily to be of use as cut flowers. Many of them are very pleas- — 

antly fragrant. There has not been much change in varieties of 
_Verbenas for many years. ‘Those with white centers are gener- 

ally preferred. The so-called giant class is somewhat stronger 
in growth than the others. Verbenas are now more generally 
propagated from seeds than from cuttings. 

Hollyhocks, like Sweet Williams, Sweet Rocket, and some other 

plants that are classified as perennials, do best if treated as bien- 
nials, sowing seeds each year for the next year’s blooming. They 

are to be had in a great variety of shades in white, pink, crim- 

son, salmon, dark purple, and almost black. They are divided 

into several different classes or strains. Of the smooth edged 
| full double class, perhaps Chater’s, an English strain, is as good 

as any. An American class, the Allegheny, has large fringed 

flowers and is a general favorite. A new class of Hollyhocks 
which bloom the first year from seeds, and can be treated as an- 

| nuals, has been introduced by a German grower, but I have had 
no experience with them. The singles also make a fine showing. 

The Hollyhock is a showy, stately plant and appears to good ad- 

vantage with a background such as a building, tall fence, vine 

draped trellis, shrubbery, or evergreens. The seeds need not be 

planted early,—June is soon enough,—as it is for most perennials 

and biennials. It is well to start them in a nursery bed and in 

September, plant where they are to stay. To winter over they 

must have good drainage, for if wetness surrounds them and ice | 

covers them in winter and spring the crowns will decay. For oe 

protection the covering should be light, for if heavy, dampness | 

holds and decay follows. This rule holds with all plants which 

do not shed their leaves, such as Sweet William, and other pinks, 

For-get-me-not, etc. Plants which lose all of their leaves and 

start from dormant buds near the roots; like Peonias, Phloxes, _ 

Delphiniums, Aqulilegias, and the like, will bear such heavy cov-
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ering as coarse manure. Sometimes we may have a Hollyhock 

of such rare shade or other desirable quality that the owner may 

desire to continue its growth. With careful nursing young plants 
may be started from side shoots, and if the stalks are cut down 
as soon as they have done flowering, and before ripening seeds, 

there is a good chance that old plants will winter over, but it is 

less trouble to raise young plants from seed. | 

| DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Tiplady: That paper is so descriptive that questions are 

hardly necessary. 

The President: Mr. Toole has covered the ground thorougly. 

| Mrs. Barnes: I would like to ask if there is a perennial Snap- 

dragon? Lae 
. Mr. Toole: The Snapdragon is naturally’ perennial. Of 

course, there are many things we grow as annuals; Snapdragon, | 

Pansies and others, and, as I mentioned in that paper, the Snap- 

dragon occasionally winters very well—not often, but perhaps 

four or five times in twenty years. 

Mrs. Barnes: Then you would not classify it as a perennial? 

Mr. Toole: No, we classify it as an annual. : 

Mrs. Howlett: I think Henderson and Vick both classify 

the Snapdragon as a perennial. I have kept it frequently without 

any protection; they will winter easily without any care. 

~ CAMPANULAS, FOXGLOVES, AND -OTHER  BIEN- 
NIALS; CLASSIFICATION AND CULTURE. 

Henry W. InLenprrcer, Del. Lake Geneva Gardener’s & Fore- 

men’s Assn. 

It is my pleasure to talk to you this morning on Campanulas, 
or (Canterbury Bells), Foxgloves, and other biennials. 
Commencing with the Campanulas, or (Canterbury Bells) it 

may be said that there are only a few biennial varieties and that 
is Campanula, Calycanthena and its types being rose, blue,
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striped, white in single and also the same types in double flower- 

ing varieties. These types which I have mentioned belong to | 

the Bell flower family (Campanulaceae). | 

: These mentioned varieties of the Campanula family should | 

be sown during the first part of July, ina mixture of one-third 

| clay, one-third leaf mould, and one-third sand. The planted | 

seed should be kept covered for a few days with a wet bur- 

lap until it has germinated. It is then advisable to keep the 

: young seedlings shaded on hot sunny days, until they develop 

two leaves. It is also advisable not to disturb the young plants 

till the middle of August, for by that time you, should have beds 

for the biennials ready for renewing the same. It is the best 

time to transplant these young plants in the place where you in- 

tend to have them bloom. | | | 

The location for the campanula beds should be selected on 

the side partially protected from the north-east, with protection 

through the winter and early spring from moisture. As soon as | 

the frost is about one-half inch in. the ground, it will be neces- 

cary to cover the beds, if possible, with spruce branches, and oe 

leave them protected by these branches until the frost. leaves 

the ground in the Spring. I would advise the gradual removal 

of the covering so as not to take the risk of a too sudden change | 

for the plants. It is advisable, until they show new life in 

spring, to give them a good mixture of natural fertilizer. My 

experience with the Campanula variety has shown me, that by 

following this treatment, I have derived full satisfaction. 

The next variety of the biennials, of which I am to speak, 

| is Digitalis Purpurea or (Foxgloves) belonging to the Scrophu- 

lariaceae, or (Figwort) family, very commonly known as old 

fashioned plants. This variety is of European origin, but hav- 

ing sparingly escaped from cultivation, it may also be found in 

a wild state. | 

The culture of this variety may be said to be easier than the 

biennial previously discussed. Sown early in July, in sandy 

loam in open ground partly shaded, transplanting after six 

weeks to the selected ground for blooming. The location should 

| be on an open hillside, with not too rich a soil. In this climate, 

foxgloves require a light winter protection consisting of a thin | 

| covering of slough hay or cat-tail reeds. It is very advisable 

| to keep a protection against a heavy moisture. Therefore a hill-
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Thunberg’s barberry, berberis Thunbergii. 

The brilliant autumn coloring and profuse fruiting of this species recommend 
it for planting, either singly or in masses. Low-growing, 

3 to 4 ft., and graceful in outline.. 
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Compass Cherry. 

While it is doubtful if the Compass cherry will ever be extensively planted in 
Wisconsin for its fruit, its early blooming habit recommends 

it for ornamental planting.
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| side is the most desirable place for planting, to ward off too. 

much moisture and snow. 

This variety does not require any artificial fertilizer, for by 

supplying a fertilizer, the plant would naturally develop more 

into growth of foliage than of flower. 

The Campanulas and Foxgloves are greatly admired by all 

flower-loving people and are worthy of a place in any garden as | 

specimens of showy and attractive flowers which are fully de- 

| veloped in June and July. 

Regarding other biennials, I will mention Rudbeckia Triloba, 

Subtomentosa, Hirta, Brittonii with especial attention to the | 

Rudbecka Triloba, which is not yet known as a very common 

variety of the Thistle family, (Compositae) under cultivation. 

I have cultivated this variety for cut flower purposes and | 

think there is nothing prettier than this miniature of the sun- 

flower. This plant grows to a bushy height of four to five feet 

with about 800 to 1,000 fully developed blossoms at one time, 

| through the month of August. The culture does not require 

very much attention, being sown during May in open, common 

garden soil and developing into strong, hardy plants ’til the fol- 

lowing Spring, when they should be transplanted to their places 

of permanent growth. This plant is adaptable to any condition 

of the soil, whether wet or dry. 

I have briefly discussed and have, I trust, produced a concep- 

. tion of the value of biennials to the horticulturist, not only from 

a practical point of view, but from a floral one also. 

- . DISCUSSION. | , 

Mrs. Howlett: Are there any varieties of the Campanula 

that are perennials? | 

Mr. Illenberger: Yes, I consider most campanulas . are 

perennial, except one variety, the medium varieties, that are an- 

nual or biennial; all the rest are perennial. , 
Mrs. Barnes: I would like to have explained what an 

herbaceous perennial is, so that we will understand what is meant 

by that. | : : 

2—Hort. |
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The President: The understanding I have of herbaceous 
perennials is that they die down to the ground in the winter and 

come up again in the spring. | | 

| Mr. Ilenberger: JT*rom the same stem and same root; the old 

tops die and the roots send up a new growth. | 
The Secretary: Perennial Phlox is an herbaceous perennial. 
Mrs. Barnes: But does the perennial Phlox die? 

The Secretary: The top dies. a 
Mr. Illenberger: Young growth. from the old plants; new 

crowns. , : —— 
Mrs. Howlett: New crowns, but not new roots. | | 

Mrs. Barnes: I would like to ask why the pansy is not an 

herbaceous perennial, if the roots live in the ground over winter. 
Mr. [llenberger: They grow from the same stem. It never 

would die in case the climate would be suitable for it, they 
never would lose a leaf at all. | | 7 

Mr. Toole: There are many plants that we grow annually, 
losing sight of the facts that they are perennial, for instance, 

the petunia. I suppose what brings this thought to mind now | - 

is the question of how to classify the exhibits. But those. that 

are positively known and grown as annuals, we class them as 
annuals, even though technically they might be arranged other- 
wise. - - 

7 Prof. -Sandsten: I was going to remark on the question of | 

definition, I am afraid if we get pinned down to a definition we 
will get stuck. I think we had better leave it alone. 

Mr. Toole: I disagree with the Professor on that, because I 

remember once a member of our Society was reading a paper | 
on perennials, etc. and he made use of the term “herbaceous 

shrubs.” I called his attention to that and he was satisfied that 
he was correct. It was referred to Prof, Goff and he said there 

was no such thing as herbaceous shrub, a shrub is not herbaceous, 

and I think we can settle in our minds what is meant by | 
herbaceous perennials. The roots and crown live through the | 

winter but the tops die down, because they are herbaceous, like 

| the annuals. There are many things that are hard to place, but — 

_ there are very few on the border line, we do not need to ask 

about them. Anything that has a herbaceous top that dies down 

and the root lives, that is a herbaceous perennial. | | 

Mr, Smith: Are not many of our common plants which |
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are perennials when we go a little farther south, annuals up: 
; here, simply from the fact that our winters are too severe? 

Like the castor bean, for instance; down in the T ropics it is, 
you might almost say, a tree, here it is an annual. 

The Secretary: The tomato is perennial in some climates. | 

On AFTERNOON SESSION, a | 

ft SOWING SEEDS OF ANNUALS. | 

Mr. Avzert Meter, Madison, Wis. 

: Under this term may be included all knowledge respecting the 
propagation of plants by means of seeds or spores. In general 

| _ literature and common speech a seed is that part of a plant 
_ which is the outcome of flowering and which is used for propagat- 

ing the species. In the technical or the botanical sense, how- | 
| ever, the seed is the ripened ovule. The seed contains an 

7 embryo which is a miniature plant. The embryo has one or 
_ more leaves (cotyledons), a bud or growing point (plumule) and 

a short descending axis (caulicle). From the caulicle or stemlet 
the radical or root develops. This embryo is a miniature 
dormant plant. Each embryo is the result of a distinct process 
of fertilization in which the pollen of the same or another flower | 

| has taken part. | 
The ovule is contained in the ovary. The ovary is the seed 

| case or pericarp. The pericarp with the parts that are amalga- 
| mated with it is known technically as the fruit. In many in- 

_ Stances there is only one seed in the fruit and the seed’and its 
case may adhere and form practically one body. 

Germination is the unfolding and the growing of the dormant 
or embryo plant. The first visible stage in germination is the 
swelling of the seed. The seed case will burst by the pressure 
of a tiny white shoot from beneath. We say that the seeds have 
sprouted or have commenced to germinate, and have taken the
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first visible step toward developing into a plantlet. At a suitable 
temperature the living cells of a certain part of the seed begin 

: to increase in size and to divide, causing the tiny shoot to burst 

through the seed case. Germination is completed when the 

: young plantlet is sufficiently developed to live without further 

aid from the seed. | 

7 CONDITIONS REQUISITE FOR GERMINATION. | 

In order that seed shall germinate they must be supplied with 

moisture and be given a definite temperature. The requisite | 

temperature and moisture vary with the different kinds of seed. 

The seeds may be planted in any medium which supplies the | 

requisite conditions. Although seeds are ordinarily planted in 

soil such practice is not necessary to germination. However, the 

ground may supply the necessaries for germination and it also 

supplies plant food for the young plantlet when it begins to 

shift for itself, and furthermore the plants are in the positions | 

~ which they are desired to grow. | 

As a rule the sooner a seed germinates after it is planted the 

better for it is generally in danger of being destroyed by in- 

sects or fungi and the plantlet probably loses vigor by too slow 

development. Weeds may also be gaining a start if germina- 

tion is delayed. We should, therefore, treat both the seed and 

the soil in a way that favors prompt germination. 

Compacting the soil about the planted seeds hastens germina- 

tion. When the soil is becoming drier day by day, as it often is 

in spring, compacting the soil about planted seeds materially 

hastens their germination and often secures germination that 

without the compacting might be indefinitely postponed. ‘The 

hoe, the foot, a board or the hand may be used to compact the 

soil over planted sced. : 

Planting should be deferred until the soil becomes warm. 

Seeds cannot germinate promptly until the temperature of the 

soil in which they are planted approaches the optimum for their 

germination. | 

Excess of water in the soil retards germination by restricting - 

the supply of oxygen and sometimes keeping the soil cold. 

Seeds should not be planted in soil wet enough to puddle about 

them, nor should the soil in which seeds are planted be so freely
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watered that the seeds remain surrounded with liquid water, 
thus shutting out the normal supply of oxygen. SO 

| Germination may be hastened by soaking seeds before plant- 

ing. Soaking is most important with seeds having seed cases 

that do not readily transmit water at growing temperatures, 

| such as the Canna. Germination may also be hastened by 

| cracking or cutting away part of the seed case. | 
Seeds may fail to germinate from a variety of causes even | 

_ when exposed to the proper degree of warmth, moisture and 

oxygen. They may be too old, they may not have been suf- 

ficiently matured when gathered, they may have been too dry 

or they may have been stored while damp and thus subject to 
undue heating, or may have been destroyed by insect or fungl, 

| either before or after maturity. Defects of these kinds are not | 
always visible. | | 

DETAILS OF SOWING SEEDS OF ANNUALS BOTH IN-DOORS AND IN 

| | THE OPEN. 

Seeds of arnuals may be sown under glass or in doors from 

the first of March until the first of May, or even later. Sow 

| in pans or trays two inches deep. Fill the pans or trays about 
— even full of light soil which should be loam and leaf mold half 

| and half, press down with a piece of board or block which will 

carry the soil one-half inch below the top of the tray, give the 

soil in the tray a good watering, sufficient to wet the soil through 

| to the bottom. In half hour sow the seed. We wait to give 
| the soil time to dry on the surface so that the seed can be lightly 

pressed into the soil with the board without sticking to it. After 

we press the seed down we sift on the covering of soil. The 
| question is often asked—‘‘How deep should seeds be covered?” 

As a rule the covering may be about the thickness of the seed; 
oO many seeds that are sown out doors are covered about six times 

their depth. With annuals in doors we sift the compost on 

until the seeds are out of sight and that is sufficient. Another 

pressing down of the covering and the least amount of water- 

ing will do as you now have only the thin covering to wet. 

The thickness of the seed in pans or trays must be entirely a 
matter of judgment; it is poor economy to sow very thickly to 

save space; it is better to be on the safe side and sow thinly for 

if crowded at the start it is a poor beginning for the little plant.
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Seeds when first sown should be kept at an even degree of - 
moisture with no extremes. The trays should be. kept in a 

shady place until the seedlings are above the ground when they 

should get the full light and not be allowed to draw up for want 

of light and ventilation. A temperature of 55 to 60 degrees : 

brings the seeds nicely and keeps the young plants growing until © 

time to transplant. There are quite a few Annuals that can be | 
sown out doors or in the open, such as Candytuft, Mignonette, 

Zinnias, Miarigolds, Nasturtiums, Verbenas, Phlox, etc. They 

should be sown as soon as possible after the ground is dry : 

enough to work. The ground should be spaded and all lumps 

_ broken, well raked, the surface made fine and level, the seed 

sown thick in patches or drills, and the corner of the rake will : 
make the drills half to one inch deep. Out doors the seeds are | 

| planted deeper than in doors in order to keep a uniform supply 

of moisture, a depth of three or four times the seed is necessary. 

The finer and moister the soil the’ shallower the seeds may 

be planted. After covering the seed with soil press down the 

soil with a board or rake and cover with some boards to pre- 

vent the seeds from being washed away by heavy rains and also | 
prevent the soil from drying until the seeds have sprouted. If 

the soil bakes as it sometimes does a little sprinkling of sand 

on top will be a great help to keep the soil loose. | oS 

For early flowers better results in germination are obtained — 

when the seeds are sown in a specially prepared seed bed or | 

frame. The conditions may be better, you are able to protect 

the young plants from cold and insects, and in transplanting 

you may select the strongest and best seedlings. The seed bed 

or frame should be in a sheltered place where it can be visited | | 

frequently and where water may be supplied when needed. 

In handling seedlings in a seed bed or frame one must be _ 

careful that the seeds are not too thick and they do not suffer 

| from lack of light or else the seedling will become spindly and _ 

weak. | a a 

DISCUSSION. | 

| Mr. Smith: I would like to ask with what you cover the 

seeds? | | . 

Mr. Meier: Light soil; sand will do. Take a newspaper, or
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‘ piece of glass, anything. If you put glass on it you will have 

E -. to put something over to shade it, for if you have the sun on it 

y it will dry it out. 
f. Mr. Smith: Does this description apply to seeds planted in 

: the greenhouse? oo | 

| Mr. Meier: Well, in the house, or greenhouse, same thing, 

: or in frame seed beds, or frame outdoors. Of course, planting 

in the open, you must plant them deeper. | 
} Mr. Smith: The object of covering, then, is to keep the 

| moisture in? 

| Mr. Meier: Yes. | | 

A Member: In sowing in boxes you want to have a little 

space between the top of the soil and top of the box, so that 

- you can put it outdoors and still have room at the top to cover 

| the box. | . 
Mrs. Howlett: Would it be better to sow the seed broadcast, 

for in little drills in boxes? 
f ~ - Mr. Meier: It makes no difference which way you sow the | 

: seeds. , | 

Mrs. Howlett: When you have them in drills you can keep | 

the soil loosened with a fork or some cther instrument, and I 

| think they grow better with the soil kept loosened. | | 

| Mr. Meier: In trays we sow them broadcast; outdoors they 

7 are mostly sown in drills. | 

— Mr. Smith: Where you are planting quite a number of dif- 

| ferent varieties, do you plant side by side, just as it happens, or 

do you plant certain varieties, one after the other? . 

, Mr. Meier: We sow but one variety in a box, but it does” 

- not make any difference how many you sow, the seed will all 

| come up; but large seeds ought to be planted together and finer , 

| seeds should be planted together, you can handle them better. 

— Mr. Smith: In flower seeds particularly, some kinds will : 

- ‘come up in a few days, while other will take perhaps a couple of 

weeks. Now, if we follow the instructions of Mr. Meier and 

cover your seeds, say, you have planted marigolds, which come 

: up in about four days under favorable conditions, while there 

- are others with smaller seeds that will take two weeks, or if 

: you have a lot of marigolds in between, some of them come up | 

in two weeks, it is not the easiest thing in the world to keep the 
, kind that are slow in coming up covered while the others are | 

| | up and an inch high as they will be. Whereas, if you assort the
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seeds, plant the quick germinating varieties side by side and then. 4 

those that are slower germinating by themselves, we can cover 4 
or uncover as occasion requires, the various kinds, which will . 

make it much more convenient. : 
Prof. Moore: We find most seeds do very well in a cigar 

box, the flat, narrow boxes. Wide shallow boxes should not be 1 
used, because they dry out too quickly. Take the cigar boxes , 
and after sowing, tamp down, put a common newspaper over | | 
the top, and, having punched a few holes in it, then we water 
right on top, soaking it, and letting it go down through the hole } 
until it fairly saturates the soil. In that way we have very little 3 
difficulty in respect to the seeds being washed out of the soil. 

| With the ordinary sprinkling can you wash out a great many 
seeds, and we find the newspaper plan is a very convenient : 
method of watering. If covered, as M-. Meier suggests, with : 
glass, so as to retain the moisture, it will not be necessary to 4 
water frequently. | q 

Mrs. Howlett: I find a good way to water is to set the box — 4 
or tray into a basin of water, so that the moisture soaks up from 4 
beneath, | a | 

oe RATIONAL ORCHARD MANAGEMENT. | 

Pror. E. P. SANDSTEN. 

The planning and planting of a new orchard is only the first 
step in.the successful production of fruit. The subsequent care 

: of the orchard is more important though it is generally neglected 3 
not only by the farmer, but also by the average fruit erower. | 
Most of us have gotten into the habit of considering our work 3 
done when the trees have been planted and then expect nature to | 

| produce the harvest. Few people realize that success in fruit 7 
growing as in any other agricultural pursuit requires constant 

_ ¢are and study. T*urther we seem to have forgotten that fruit j 
| trees are as susceptible to culture and care as any crop that can be | 

raised on the farm. 

While no dogmatic rule or rules can be laid down for the proper , 
management of a given orchard, there are nevertheless a few
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‘principles in orchard management that have universal - applica- 
tions. We will consider these principles under. their appropriate 
heads. - : 

Cultwation.—As a general rule all orchards should be cultivated 
whether in bearing or not. The cultivation should start early in 
the spring as scon as the ground is in a satisfactory condition for | 
tilling, and continue until about the midd’e of July when a cover 

| crop of some kind should be sown. It is preferable to piow the 
orchard early in the spring and plow it as deep as possible, but | 

: ' not so as to interfere with the roots of the trees. Considerable 
difficulty is encountered in old orchards that have not been pre- 
viously cultivated, and care must be taken so as not to injure the 
roots by plowing. FT ollowing the plowing should come the disk | 
harrowing. The object of disking the land is to get it in a per- 
fect tilth. With the disk harrow one can get as near to the trees 
as advisable without injuring them. Following the disk harrow | 

| should come the light smoothing harrow. This tool should be 
used throughout the season, and there is no need for deep cultiva- _ 
tion. The orchard should be dragged after each rain or at inter- 

. vals of two weeks so as to keep the top soil loose and to kill 
weeds. Thorough cultivation will prevent the soil from drying 

| out and will protect the orchards during the dry spells. It will 
| also permit the air to ‘penetrate deeply into the soil making the 

same more hospitable to the plant roots. Cultivation also materi- 
ally aids and stimulates the wood growth which is essential to the 
trees. The importance of cultivation can hardly be over esti- 
mated in the production of fruits. 

There are many orchards so located that clean cultivation is 
not advisable. Orchards situated on steep hillsides cannot be 

successiuily kept in clean culture, and it is therefore necessary to 
_ put the orchard in sod in order to prevent the washing of the land. 

: In such orchards, the mulch system should be practiced as nearly 
as possible. ‘That is, sow down the orchard to clover or grass : 
and cut the same and leave it under the trees. However, even in 
steep hillside orchards it is advisable to cultivate strips between 

the rows or to keep the orchard in cultivation for a year or two 
| and afterwards seed it down. If the hillside orchard is plowed in 

strips, the plowing will soon terrace the hillside, and when this is 
~ accomplished, the orchard can be put under clean culture. It is 

sometimes necessary to put the orchard in sod if the tree growth 
is too rapid and rank in order to check this tendency, but it should |
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not be kept in sod any longer than is necessary, or until this de- | 

fect is remedied. The great objection to sod orchard is that the | 
root system becomes shallow; that the orchard suffers from : 

drought and that the sod or mulch provides an excellent place for 
insects and diseases to hibernate in. Clean culture reduces the 

spraying operations in the orchard and insures better fruit. 

Cover crops+—It is not advisable in this climate to leave the 
| ground bare in the orchard during the winter. For this reason 

cover crops should be sown about the middle of July, so that the 

cover crop may cover the ground completely before the winter sets | 

in. The cover crop abstracts considerable moisture from the soil 

and checks the wood growth, thus hastens the maturing of the 
wood in the fall. Further it protects the soil during the winter 
in holding the snow and prevents deep freezing of the soil 

Again, the plowing under of the cover crop in the spring adds | 

| humus to the soil and puts it in better tilth. | . | 

The kind of cover crop to use depends on the character of the | 

— soil. On ordinary orchard soil that is reasonably fertile an oats — 

~ cover crop is the best. Being an annual crop it will not survive 

: the winter and start to grow in the spring, but it serves the pur- | 

_ pose for which it was intended. If the land is poor in nitrogen 
some leguminous crop should be raised, preferably hairy vetch or 

clover. Hairy vetch being best adapted as it grows late in the 

fall and early in the spring and provides a heavy mat of green 

herbage which can be plowed under in the spring. It is difficult | 

—— to get a reasonable stand and growth of clover in the fall and a 

hence this crop is best adapted to orchards that are intended to be’ 

put down in grass or clover for a year or two. Crimson clover is 

not hardy in Wisconsin and cannot be recommended. : 

| Pruning —Pruning should be looked upon as an annual duty | 

and of as much importance in the orchard management as culti- 

vation. By pruning annually only small branches need to be re- ae 

moved, and the trees will suffer very little from the operation. | 

Further if the pruning is done systematically, very little is re- 

quired each year especially after the trees come into bearing when 

it is only necessary to cut out interlacing branches and water 

sprouts. This is especially true of cherries which shouid be 

pruned as little as possib'e, due to the fact that the wounds.do . 

not heal over rapidly and the wounds furnish starting points for - 

wood-destroying fungi. If large branches are to be cut off they 

| should be painted immediately after cutting so as to protect the
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wound. The cutting of branches should be done as closely as 
| possible to the stem or main branch. Stubs left on the trees 

are frequently the cause of black heart and decay. 
| Spraying.—While much has been said and written on this sub- 

ject it is one that is more important than almost any other opera- | 
tion in the orchard. It is an insurance against the depredation : 
of insects and fungus diseases, and no intelligent fruit grower | 
can afford to neglect this work. The first spraying whether it be 
apples, cherries, or plum trees should be done in the spring be- 
fore the buds are open, and at a time when they are swelling. | 
For the first spraying 3 pounds copper sulfate to 50 gallons of 
water should be used. It is advisable to add 3 or 4 pounds of 

| lime as an indicator so that the operator can see what portions of 
: the trees have been sprayed. The second application should be 

given after the petals have fallen using the Bordeaux mixture, — | 
standard solution, to which should be added either one-fourth 

_ pound of Paris green or three pounds of arsenate of lead. The 
Paris green and arsenate of lead are used to kill the curculio and 
the worm of the codling moth. It is very important that these 
two insects be attended to at this time, especially that of the worm 
of the codling moth as it is the first brood and if it is permitted to 
live, the second brood will be large and do considerable damage. 
The third application should be given about 10 days later, using 
the Bordeaux mixture and the poison. The object of this appli- 

| cation is to catch any of the remaining worms of the codling 
moths and the curculio. Ordinarily three sprayings are sufficient, 
though there are times when a fourth and even fifth should be 

| given. | : 7 
_ As has been said, the importance of these operations in an or- 
chard can hardly be over estimated and no fruit grower or farmer 
for that matter can afford to neglect them. The time and money 
required for the work is relatively small when compared with the 

| results obtained. | 

__DISCUSSION. | 

: Mr. Toole: I would like to ask in regard to spraying, whether | 
it can be overdone This year I have seen some apple trees on 
which the apples looked perhaps more rusty than we thought those | 
varieties should show, and we were told that spraying was the 
cause of it, and yet I am a little doubtful, myself. I would like
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to know more about that. Is spraying likely, 1f you keep it up, to 
do about as much harm as good, not in regard to the insect, but 

in regard to the fungous diseases? 

Prof. Sandsten: I will say first, that I would rather eat an 

apple that is rusty than I would one that is wormy. Now, the 

fact of it is that spraying has received a black eye with many 

growers because of such results as Mr. Toole has spoken of. It 

may be due to the Bordeaux mixture and it may not be due to. it. 
Now, there are conditions in the spring that favor russeting of 
apples when no Bordeaux has been used, but there are also cases | 

where Bordeaux will produce a russeting effect. Now, if Bor- 
| deaux is properly made and applied, it should not russet the fruit, 

but the trouble is, as I said before, that three-fourths of our fruit 

growers do not know how, or they do not, at least, prepare the 

| Bordeaux mixture properly. I think all of us know how to do it 

if we follow directions; we have the directions, but the trouble 1s, 

we do not take the pains to do it. That is where the trouble lies ; 

we know better, but we do not do it right. . 

| A Member: What do you call a low-headed tree? 

Prof. Sandsten: Personally, J should like to see an apple tree 

as low to the ground as you can get it, that 1s to say, head it from 
a foot up to three feet; I should prefer a foot, right close to the a 

eround. They are less apt to be affected by the wind. 1! know oe 

nurserymen do not like it. | 
The President: We do not like to have them down to.a foot; | 

that is pretty low. | a | 
Prof. Sandsten: I know, we cannot grow as many apple trees 

to the acre; they are harder to grow and they are worth more, 

and that was the point I was trying to bring out. Pay half a 

dollar anyway for each tree and get them low headed. - 

Mr. Smith: I would like to ask if the appte trees that are 

headed one to two feet from the ground are not more liable to 

have those sections or branches, if we may call them that, twisted 

off by heavy winds, than if headed out, say three feet, where the 

3 tree as a whole, gets a little spring from the trunk, and does not 

have to bear the full force of the wind in the section in connec- 

tion with the crotch? : 

Prof. Sandsten: That sounds logical enough, but what do you 

do, Mr. Smith, when you are out in a storm; don’t you le down 

flat on your stomach and try to avoid it? | ) 

Mr. Smith: I never was out in such a storm. |
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Prof. Sandsten: Turther, it is a question of pruning. If you . 
prune a tree low while it is young you will get the branches tight 
to the trunk; if you do not, you will get a forked tree. It is a 
fact, the lower the tree is headed the more secure it is against the 
wind. — 

Mr. Birmingham: If you do not head cherry trees more than 
a foot from the ground, how are you going to cultivate them? 
You cannot get within eight feet of them. | | 

Prof. Sandsten: O, yes, you can get as close as you want to 
with a disk harrow. <A cherry tree does not go down very far; 
it also goes up in a vase-like shape, and you can cultivate a cherry 
tree if you head them a foot high, Iam sure. You cannot get in 
there with a one-horse plow, but you can get under very easily 
with a disk harrow. . | 

" Mr. Henry: I wou'd like to ask in regard to the time of prun- 
ing. I find in our locality a good many of the people prune 
whenever they find they have a sharp saw and a little ambition, 
and I would like to know if there is any time that it ought to be 

| done or ought not to be done. 
Prof. Sandsten: Judging from the pruning that is done, I 

| should say the ambition must be very periodic indeed, but the 
fact is that ordinary pruning—cutting off a branch—can be done 
at any time. Ordinarily the best fruit grower, the one that has | 
a good, sharp pruning knife or shears, whenever he sees a branch 
that should be cut out, he cuts it out regardless of the season. 
Heavy pruning should be done while the tree is dormant: it 
affects the general life of the tree least at that time, but little 
twigs can be cut off at any time of the year. 

Mr. Toole: Ought you not be more particular as to the time | 
| of the year? 

Prof. Sandsten: I said, heavy pruning should be done while 
the tree is dormant; we prefer to do our pruning early in the 
spring. 

Mr. Loewe: Prof. Sandsten refers to the curculio; is there 
| any way in which you can spray to prevent the curculio? 

Prof. Sandsten: Yes; they have to eat, like the rest of us, 
and you can poison them by using arsenate of lead at the rate of 
214 to 3 pounds to 50 gallons of water, and about the time when 
they begin to get around, simply spray plum trees with that mix- 
ture and you will get them, as a rule, but I still stick to my 
proposition, that you will not have very many curculio if you
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| practice clean culture from the very fact that they hibernate in 

the ground, but you may have the trouble that many have, you 

may have a “buggy” neighbor, who does not take care of his own 7 

orchard and they get from his field into yours. 

Mr. Kanute: I would like to know what causes cherry trees 

to die in some localities while in others they seem to be nice and 

green and fresh? 

Prof. Sandsten: They die from many reasons. It is very 

difficult to answer that question, because the killing or dying 

may be due to a number of causes, that it is very difficult to say 

exactly why, even if a person were on the place, and it is doubly ; 

difficult to tell why a tree dies without knowing anything about | a 

the conditions. There may be simply a spot on a piece of ground 

where cherry trees die; we have cases in our own orchards where a 

we cannot tell what the trouble is. : 

Mrs. Howlett: I would like to know what it is that injures | 

the cherry trees where there is a perforation in the bark and a. : 

eum exudes from it and the branch diés from the point where 

the bark is perforated? | 

Prof. Sandsten: That is quite a common occurrence in many 

sections of the state, especially in a section where the moisture 

is atmospheric. You will have less trouble on the peninstla here 

than in the rest of the state, but we have that occurring in many 

sections of the state on higher land, when the ground is unt- 

formly drier, the bark seems to shrivel up and from the crotches | 

and trunk itself a gummy substance exudes. | 

Mrs. Howlett: It seems as if the bark were perforated by 

some insect. 

Prof. Sandsten: Well, generally a woodpecker will pick 

those holes looking for the insects. | | 

Mrs. Howlett: They are very small. 

Prof. Sandsten: ‘There is a bark disease that causes the first 

trouble and there may be insects getting into the bark afterwards. 

, Mr. Toole: If we have to pay from to to 15 cents a pound 

for arsenate of lead, ought we not to make our own preparation? — 

Prof. Sandsten: No, you can get arsenate of lead much 

| cheaper; you can get it now for II cents a pound and it is just 

as cheap as Paris green, if not cheaper, and it is safer to use; | 

it will not hurt the foliage. . 

Mr. Birmingham: On the younger apple trees I notice little 

green flies; will the Bordeaux mixture protect against those?
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| Prof. Sandsten: No; Bordeaux mixture is for fungous dis- 
eases; it iS not an insecticide. You should use kerosene emul- 

sion or tobacco juice.. They are what are called apple aphis. | 

| | DOES SPRAYING PAY? | So 

| Mr. J. G. Buener, Twin Bluffs, Wis. Sa 

From my own experience of ten years I would say that spray- 
| ing pays but that it only pays when it is done thoroughly, with 

proper material and at the right time, for fungus diseases and 
insects that you wish to subdue. From a scientific or chemical 

standpoint I can give you nothing new in spraying formulas, 
only what is recommended in horticultural literature. Every | 

| one who provides for a family and has the opportunity to grow 
fruit for family or commercial uses should have some knowledge 
of combating insects and diseases as these are always present in 

: a greater or less degree from one end cf the continent to the 
| other, especially in the older fruit growing localities. It is a | 

well known fact that spraying does pay, and while the results 
are not always immediately in evidence, we often reap the bene- | 
fit in later crops. It often means the difference between a good 

_ crop and no crop or at least inferior fruit. Right here I can 
speak from a personal experience, as a year ago I bought the | 
fruit from three orchards; the first orchard I sprayed once as 
soon as the petals had fallen but that was the only spraying the 
orchard received and I did it at my own expense. From this _ 
orchard I gathered nearly 80% of No. 1 fruit, 10% of No. 2 

| and only about 10% that was not marketable. I felt well repaid : 
for my expense in spraying and there is a fair crop in that . 

| orchard again this year. | | 
In the case of the second orchard I bought, the owner thought 

he could not afford to spray with Bordeaux but would spray 
with Paris green alone and wanted to hire me to do the spray- 
ing for him but as I could not find time and did not care to 

| spray with Paris green alone, the orchard was not sprayed at 
| all. The resuft was about 80% of scabby apples that hardly 

passed for No. 2 grade and 20% not marketable and no fruit
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this year. Had he sprayed with Bordeaux and Paris green it 

would have paid him 500% on the investment and he might 

have had apples again this year. This orchard is one-half 

mile from the first named. | | - 

The third orchard was well sprayed as the owner was careful 

in his work and followed advice closely. The orchard is just | 

coming into good bearing, most of the trees nine years old. I | 

contracted for the crop early in the season. at $1.00 per barrel for | 

McMahan and Wealthy and $1.25 for Northwestern Greening | 

on the tree. I sold the entire crop for $3.50 per barrel, doing 

the picking, packing and hauling myself. This orchard yielded 

about 98% of marketable apples and many who saw the orchard 

before I commenced harvesting the crop, said it was the finest 

crop they had ever seen. | 

I consider that there are three essential points in fruit grow- | 

' ing; first is pruning, the second spraying and the third cultiva- 

tion and fertilization and each without the others is incomplete. | 

To spray without pruning would be a waste of material on dead | 

branches and superfluous wood. This extra wood also hinders 

the development of the fruit by shutting out the sun-light and 

air, which are essential; also rendering the trees more liable to 

insect and fungus attacks, for when once fungus gets a strong 

foot-hold in an orchard it will get into the older wood and also | 

affect the fruit spurs for the following crop and this point ac- 

counts largely for crop failures. | 

Spraying must be considered a very important feature of fruit | 

erowing but it must be thoroughly and immediately done for a 

number of years. Its universal practice will tend to revolu- 

 tionize fruit growing and as an element of success cannot be 

over-estimated. | 

I feel like criticizing some of the statements made that Wis- 

consin is not a fruit state. Like every other state in the Union 

it has favorable and unfavorable localities but I believe the time | | 

is neat when Wisconsin will be trecognized as a fruit state. 

Last year considerable money was lost by the apple dealers but 

not on Wisconsin apples because these were too good.
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| . DISCUSSION. | | 

The President: This brings wp the question of spraying 
: again and questions may be asked Mr. Buehler upon the subject 

of spraying. | | 
| Mr. Bingham: I would like to ask how many applications he 

would advise? 

Mr. Buehler: ‘Vhree applications; the first to be made before 
the blossoms came out, or just as soon as the fruit buds show: 
then again just as soon as the petals have fallen, and ten days 
later another application. 

A Member: Will spraying kill the bark louse? 
Mr. Buehler: No, not with the Bordeaux, the Bordeaux does 

not kill the bark louse; you must use the kerosene emulsion for 
that, and watch your time. There is only a certain time that 

| you can kill them, and that is along about the middle of June 
I think, the middle or latter part of June. | 

Mr. Hatch: I would like to ask Prof. Sandsten what to do 
for the bark louse; whether you could use lime, sulphur and 
salt ? 

‘Prof. Sandsten: The bark louse can be killed in the winter 
by using the lime, salt and sulphur wash. | 

Mr. Hatch: Have you ever done it? 

Prof. Sandsten: I have not done it, but some people have 
| done it in our orchard. | 

Mr. Hatch: Is salt essential to the mixture? 

Prof. Sandsten: No, not necessarily; you can eliminate the 
salt. | | 

A Member: I would like to ask Mr. Bingham what they 
| do in Michigan? | | | 

Mr. Bingham: Use sulphur and lime, do not need to use the 
salt. 

Mr. Bingham: What would be the result of an application 
of pure kerosene? | 

Prof. Sandsten: If you spray with kerosene you may not 
| have any bark lice and also you may not have any trees. Or- 

_dinarily kerosene is very injurious to trees; but if you can get 
what you call crude petroleum, that is, the natural oil, without 
being clarified, having a certain specific gravity, you can kill 

3—Hort. | .
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the bark louse with crude petroleum. You will kill the louse | 

with kerosene, but you will also kill the tree. | 

Mr. Bingham: We used that on our orchard; we did not 

notice any bad effect except on the Japanese plum, and we killed 

| a ereat many lice. a 

| Prof, Sandsten: Oh, you will kill the lice all right. I have 

no doubt it can be done, but I do not advise it. 

The President: They are not all as careful as Mr. Bingham. 

Mr. Bingham: We had trees of some sort that did not do 

very well; bark lice were very thick, crusted the bark all over; 

we gave them a good application. Of course I would not . 
recommend it to a man unless he is very careful in using it. 

Prof. Sandsten: It is better not to recommend it at all. 

The President: We are very glad to have this experience of 

| Mr. Bingham, but, as Prof. Sandsten says, we want to be very 

careful about it. 

| A Member: Tow is lime and sulphur applied, by a spray 

pump? | | | 

Mr. Buchler: Yes, it can be applied with a spray pump. 

COVER CROPS—THEIR USE IN ORCHARD MANAGE- 
| — MENT. | | 

| J. G. Moorn, Asst. Prof. of Horticulture, Univ. of Wis. | 

A discussion of the subject of cover crops presupposes that 

clean culture is followed as opposed to cither the sod, or grass 

mulch system in handling the orchard. We will not attempt to 
discuss here the relative merits of these, but merely consider | 

the part played by the cover crop in the clean culture system. 

Almost every I{xperiment Station in the country has done more 

or less work in an endeavor to determine the proper methods | 

of handling the cover crop, and the various results which are 

brougth about by its use. The different phases studied by these 

experimenters extend from the ameliorating effects upon the | 
| brought about by its use. The different phases studied by these a 

soil to the likes and dislikes of various orchard crops for the 

cereal used in producing the cover, |
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| It has been found that clean culture practiced throughout the | 
entire growing period, does not result in the best conditions for 

a the production of fruit, and for that reason, the cover crop has 
been employed to counteract unfavorable conditions. 

| In the use of cover crops there are always one or more chicf 
reasons why the crop is employed; these we may term “objects” 
for their use. Ordinarily they may be classified under the fol- 
lowing heads: | 

| To hasten the ripening of late wood growth, and, in a measure, 
- prevent top-killing. , 

To prevent deep freezing of the ground, and thus avoid root- , 
killing of the trees. | 

_ To prevent washing of the soil by heavy fall and spring rains. 
_ To lessen evaporation in winter when there is no snow on the | 
ground, | 7 

To hold soluble plant food in the soil, and to increase the 
- amount already there. a , 

a To add vegetable matter to the soil so as to increase its water- 
holding capacity, and give it better tilth. | 

While all of these “objects” are of more or less importance | 
each year, someone or two stand out more strongly than the | 
rest. | : 

| These will vary from year to year, and in various localities, | | 
which makes it impossible to give any hard and fast rule con- 
cerning the practices to be followed with cover crops. It there- 
fore becomes necessary for each fruit grower to study his own 
conditions, and having acquainted himself with the results which 

_ may be expected in following out a certain procedure, he must 
| employ those methods which, in his judgment, will be most 

likely to give the desired result. 
The ripening of wood and the prevention of late summer _ 

growth as a means of preventing winter top-killing is one of 
the most important phases of orchard cultivation with which 
the Wisconsin fruit grower has to deal. If we were to con- 

- tinue the cultivation of our orchards throughout the entire 
growing season, there would be a tendency for the trees to 
produce a late growth which would not ripen before the advent 
of killing frosts. The result would be that a large proportion | 

| of this growth would be killed back which is not at all desirable 
in the growing of well-formed fruit trees. A cover crop first 
acts as an absorbent of moisture, reduces the moisture content of |
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the soil, checks the growth of the tree, and hastens the ripening | 

of the wood, thus enabling the trees to go into winter quarters 

in much better condition than it would otherwise. 

The prevention of deep freezing of the ground to avoid root- 

killing is also very important in this state. The dying of trees 

soon after growth starts in the spring may very often be at- | 

tributed to root-killing. If our orchards are to be left barren | 

of any vegetation during the winter months, there will be 

nothing to hold the snow upon the surface. The strong winds 

will drive all that falls there into drifts along the fences, and the 

- soil will be subjected to deep freezing. On the other hand, if a 

good cover crop be grown, a large proportion of the snow which : 

falls will be held upon the ground, thus furnishing a blanket, 

which in conjunction with that afforded by the cover crop it- 

self, will, in most cases at least, reduce the depth of freezing 

one half, and in some cases, even a much greater reduction has 

been experienced. | 

Used as a blanket, the cover crop also exerts other influences, 

which indirectly affects winter-killing. It reduces to a large | 

extent the evaporation of moisture from the soil during the | 

winter months, especially when we have little or no snowfall. 

It is a well known fact that a great deal of winter-killing of 

trees in dry climates which have low temperatures during the 

winter, is due not so much to the low degree of temperature 

alone, as to the drying. out process which is occasioned by the 

strong dry winds. Experimentation has proved that there is 

always more or less sap-movement in the trees during the 

winter. If the ground be so dry that the roots are unable to 

supply the tops with sufficient moisture to prevent the cambium 

being dried out, there will be noticed the next spring a large 

amount of killing back which was primarily due to the dried- 

out condition. When the cambium has become thoroughly dried 

: it is impossible for it to resume growth in the spring, and as a 

result we have dead twigs, which are not only useless to the 

tree, but also prove a menace in trying to preserve the equilibrium _ 

between the food-gathering and leaf-bearing areas. Such a con- 

dition makes the problem of pruning much more difficult. As 

previously stated, the cover crop is a large factor in preventing 

this condition and no orchard should be allowed to pass the 

winter without some form of vegetation on the ground,
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Cover crops exert a great influence upon the supply of plant 
food in the soil, its retention and the addition of vegetable mat- 
ter. I think we are safe in saying, however, that the addition 
of vegetable matter is probably of greater importance than the 

_ retention of plant food. Productive soils must contain a large 
amount of vegetable matter. Orcharding is a system of crop- 
ping which does not naturally return much vegetable matter to 

the soil. If clean culture, without the cover crop, is practiced, 

we soon find that the soil is depleted of vegetable matter and un- | 

| less a large amount of barnyard manure be applied, the pro- 

| ductiveness of the orchard soon reaches a very low percentage of © 

what it should be under ordinary conditions. Taking into con- 
sideration the other benefits derived from the use of a cover 

‘ crop, the addition of vegetable matter by this method is probably 

the cheapest which can be employed. | 
We have already spoken of the use of the cover crop as a 

, food supplier. Personally, I would place this under the sec- 

ondary benefits of the cover crop rather than among its more 
important phases. There is no question but that the cover crop 
may be made to supply a very large amount of plant food. In 
its use for this purpose, however, a great deal of precaution 

must be exercised or the evil effects will outweigh the benefits. 
The plant food most largely supplied by cover crops is nitrogen, 

and while nitrogen is an essential plant food and very necessary 

to a vigorous, healthy growth, an over supply in the soil is a 

drawback to fruit production. Nitrogen favors a large vegetative | 
growth. The activity of the tree cannot be turned strongly in 

two directions at the same time, and if the supply of nitrogen 
| is sufficient to cause the tendency of the tree towards a large 

wood growth, then we can expect that the production of fruit 

will be materially reduced. Then too, an over supply of nitrogen | 
would have a tendency to induce late summer growth which 

would be very apt to suffer during the winter. It is not wise to 

grow nitrogen-gathering crops as covers continually. Such a 

procedure would, on ordinary soils, soon give an over supply 

| of nitrogen in the soil; and result in the conditions given above. 
_ While cover crops do increase the amount of plant food in the | 

a soil they should never be considered as fully supplying the needs. 
of the orchard, or because they are used the application of barn- 

yard manures and other fertilizers be abandoned. .
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In Wisconsin where lands are more or less hilly or at least 

rolling, a great deal of difficulty is experienced in preventing | 
washing by heavy fall and spring rains. In fact, even in sum- — 
mer, how to prevent the washing of soil and the gullying out 

between trees, becomes a very serious question in clean culture | 

orchards in which the site has considerable slope. Considering | 

the washing which takes place during the summer, it is all the 
| more necessary to guard against the same condition during the 

winter and early spring. The use of cover crops therefore, 

becomes practically essential on such lands if clean culture is to 
be practiced during the summer. | 

j a 

- HANDLING OF COVER CROPS. - | 4 

One of the questions most often asked concerning cover crops | 

| is “When should the crop be sown?” As with all other phases 
of orcharding, this depends upon conditions and not infre- | 

quently upon conditions which are largely conjecture. The one 
: factor which will most largely influence the time when a cover 

crop should be sown for any particular kind of fruit is the a 

proper amount of soil moisture during the late summer and 
fall months. One of the chief reasons for sowing the cover 
crop is the regulation of soil moisture during the latter part of | 
the summer in an attempt to control the wood growth of the 

season. If the season be especially moist, and the indications | 

are that it will so continue then the cover crop needs to be sown 

early so that the increased growth which the cover makes will 

draw upon the surplus moisture of the soil, and give the de- 
sired result as to wood-ripening. On the other hand, if the sea- 

son has been particularly dry and the trees have practically , 

ceased to grow, the cover crop need not be sown early, the chief 
concern being to have it on the ground in sufficient time to 

: prevent any post-season growth caused by late summer or early | 

fall rains. In a wet season, the tenth of July is none too early 

to sow the cover crop. Where there has been a long drought, 

as during the present summer, cultivation may continue as late 

as the middle of August, but as soon as sufficient rain has fallen 

to induce growth, the cover crop should be started. In ordinary 
seasons July 15th to August Ist, makes the best time for the 

cessation of orchard cultivation. | | |
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a | | CROPS. 

. - ‘ . > 

There is almost an endless amount of discussion as to the 

crops best suited for a cover for the orchard. It 1s almost im- 

possible to get any two orcnardists to agree upon this subject, | 

- and it is sale to say that no one crop is best under all condi- _ 

tions. very crop has its particular advantages which may be 

those ot season, amount.ot growth produced, resistance to trost, 

and other factors. tor convenience, we divide the crops used 
7 as a cover into two chiet ciasses, based upon whether or not 

iney add any considerable quantity of food. We term legumi- 

nous crops, food-supphers, and tne others, non-leguminous or | 

- non-food-supplying. ‘Lhese classes are again divided according 

to ability to survive through the winter, and are called respectively | 

hardy and tender crops. tn the food-supplying hardy group, we | 

have hairy vetch and crimson clover, the latter ot which can 

only be considered as half hardy in Wisconsin. Of the tender 

: tood-suppliers, we have field peas, cow peas and soy beans. Of 

| the haruy non-tood-supplying class, the most important is rye, 

| but wheat is occasionally used. The increased cost of the seed, 

and the fact that the character ot the growth is much the same 

as rye, makes the latter more in favor. Oz the non-food-sup- 

plying tender. crops, oats, millet, turnips and rutabagas are the — 

| most used. The two latter might be placed in a class by them- 

selves, due to the fact that they have tender tops which kill back 

with the frost, but roots which live over; and produce -growth 

the following season. It is not necessary that each crop be 

grown alone, frequently two or more are grown in combina- 

tion. Probably the most used combination is that of oats and | 

| Canada field peas. | | | 
Some of the chief advantages and disadvantages of the various 

plants mentioned above, in their use as cover crops are: | 

| Hairy vetch, especially hardy; makes a rapid growth in 

spring; is slow to catch in a dry season; makes slow growth in . 

fall; is low and does not hold snow as well as some of the 

| other crops. _ oo . 

Crimson clover, can only be recommended in certain localities 

owing to the fact that it winter kills; where hardy, makes a very 
| good cover if a catch can be secured. , ae 

oo . Field peas, one of the best food-supplying crops; makes a
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heavy growth; is especially valuable when mixed with some 
other crop which provides support. 

Cow peas and soy beans. There is relatively little difference 

between these two crops; both are more tender than field peas, 
but stand up somewhat better after frost. . 

Rye, the best non-food-supplying hardy cover; does not make 

as much growth as oats in the fall, but stands up somewhat bet- | 
ter during the winter, 

Oats, probably the most used of all covers; comes quickly 

when sown; makes a good growth; stands up fairly well during 

the winter. | | 
Millet, similar to oats, but less hardy and does not stand up | 

as well. : | 

Turnips and rutabagas add a considerable amount, of humus. 
but lack the essential qualities necessary for holding snow; es 
pecially valuable on account of the phosphoric acid they add. 

AMOUNT OF SEED. 

The amount of seed to be sown for the various crops is 

practically the same as that in ordinary field culture. We prefer 

to err on the side of having the cover too thick rather than too 
_ thin. There is little danger on the side of the former, save 

in the expense of seed, as the more dense the growth, the better 
| it stands up, and therefore the better it holds snow. - | 

Lhe following amounts may be considered as indicating the 
quantity of seed to be used per acre: | 

Hairy vetch, 1 bushel; crimson clover, Io pounds; field peas, 
2 bushels; cow peas, 4 to 5 pecks; soy beans, 3 to 4 pecks; rye, 
1 to 14% bushels; oats, 114 to 21% bushels; millet, 6 pecks ; 
turnips and rutabagas, 4 pounds. | 

It is well to harrow the ground just before sowing, and to 
put in the crop exactly the same as for the field conditions. 
Once in the ground, the crop needs no further attention until 
time for cultivation the next spring, when it is to be plowed 
under and the system of clean culture again taken up. 

The benefits derived from the use of a cover crop will depend 
very largely upon the good judgment exercised by the orchardist, 
and while mistakes may be made owing to inability to tell just 
what the future conditions will be, the cover crop will in the
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: long run vindicate itself as a companion to clean culture in a 
rational system of orchard management. Occasionally an or- 
chardist stops cultivating at the proper time, and allows Nature 
to provide him with a cover crop in the form of weeds. It 
would hardly seem necessary to advance any argument against 

| such a procedure. The growing of weeds as a cover crop 
simply means that the labor expended in eradicating them will 
in time, more than offset the cost of using a legitimate cover. 
Some may say that the season of growth will be too short for 

: the weeds to ripen seed. If this be true, it will only be a short 
| time until those weeds which produce the cover are those which 

| have a short season and ripen their seeds early, for unless this 
be so, the weed cover crop, must in a short time lose its source 
of seeding, and become a thing of the past. At the very best, 
a cover crop of weeds is an uncertain thing, and one which we 
believe should not be practiced by anyone who wishes to keep 
his orchard in the best condition at a minimum expenditure of 

: time and money. | 

The President: Are there any questions you would like to 
ask Prof. Moore? : 

Mr. Toole: I would like to ask to what extent the danger 
| from mice is enhanced by the use of a cover crop? I remember 

a number of years ago Mr. Barnes used oats and barley and the 
next year, speaking of his experience, he said that the straw had 

harbored mice and the mice girdled the trees. He attributed this 
injury to the cover crop. | 

Prof. Moore: The fact is, in most cases we expect very little 
| trouble from mice on a field orchard that has had clean culture; 

_ might be a little on the edges, but that is very readily overcome 
by the fact that the mice work under the cover of the snow and 
all you have to do is to turn the snow slightly away under the 
tree. oo 

Mrs. Howlett: I understood Prof. Sandsten to say that they 
would not use oats as a cover crop, and this gentleman, I under- 
stand recommends oats as a cover crop. | 

Mr. Moore: [I hardly think Prof. Sandsten made that state- 
ment. 

Mr. Bingham: I would like to ask Mr. Moore what we are 
going to do with the period between the time that he recom-
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mends cultivating should cease, and the time to sow oats. We 
would not want to sow oats at that period; what are you going: 

to do with that ground up to the time you sow oats; it will fur- | 
nish you a cover crop of weeds before it is time to sow oats. 

Prof. Moore: The question of sowing cover crop is quite a | 

little different from the one IJ treated in the discussion; the differ- | 

ence lies in the fact that we stop cultivating much earlier. If I 

stopped cultivating at that time, I would sow oats; I do not know a 

: what your objections may be to sowing oats, or the cover crop, 

not necessarily oats. I see no particular disadvantage in sowing 

at that time. . 
Mr. Bingham: Does. the wheat that we are growing in the 

orchard furnish as much humus as oats? 

Prof. Moore: I would say that depends entirely on how good 

a stand of wheat you have. I would say, that what I saw in 

your orchard this morning would furnish as much humus as oats. 
‘This year we sowed our oats crop very late, about the middle of 

August; we got oats about 114 to 2 feet high, sometimes higher 

than that, depending on conditions. Of course, that is not close 
to the trees, but out away from the trees, and those oats stand 

up along pretty well into the winter. They kill back some, but 
they stand the frost much better than you would expect; in fact, 

I have been very much surprised at the way they stood up. 

Mr. Bingham: In orchards say where cherries had been care- | 

fully planted twelve to fourteen years ago and twenty feet apart, 

what would your method be of handling an orchard like that, I 

mean as to cover crop? | 

Prof. Moore: I would try to get what cover I could, simply 

for the addition of the humus. You understand you cannot get | 

a cover crop in an orchard where the limbs of the trees come 

close together, you cannot get it to grow under the trees, but you 

| can get a little growth, and in that case I would use those crops 

which seem to make the best growth in the shade. 

Mr. Bingham: Would you recommend something in the line 

of turnips in an orchard of that size, from the fact that they 

would be better to get into the ground next spring? Or, in other 

words, how would you recommend getting in a heavy crop of 

oats, what tools would you use in working them in? 

Prof. Moore: I would use the disk harrow. I ,think you | 

| would find, by the time it is ready for spring cultivation, that | 

with a disk harrow you can work the oats in pretty well. 7
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Mr. Bingham: You would have considerable difficulty in 
ridging the orchard. oo, 

Prof. Moore: Not necessarily; with the disk, of course, you 
have to work the orchard in two directions, and in that way keep 
from ridging it. I have seen a disk harrow this summer in an | 

: orchard which had been neglected, with a crop of weeds up to | 
here (indicating) ; I saw the man who has chargé of that, one of 
our students; he has a disk harrow in there and he is working 
those weeds into the soil; mowed them off first, put the disk har- 
row on them and is working them into the soil, and that orchard 
was at first so rough that he could hardly go through with the 

| spraying machine without breaking down, yet he is working 
those weeds in and he is getting that orchard into shape. 

Mr. Bingham: What kind of disk harrow would you use, the 
cut-away, or the other kind? , | 

. Prof. Moore: The cut-away harrow seems to be better for 
the work which I mentioned. He had a cut-away harrow. 

Mr. Bingham: Does it not cut off some roots? 
7 Prof. Moore: No, not if you have given your orchard proper 

cultivation from the start. Of course, if you have not cultivated 
it, and left the roots at the surface, you would cut off the roots, 
just as if you would cultivate your corn later in the season, you 

, would injure the roots. 
Mr. Toole: I would like to ask in what way rutabagas would 

add phosphorus to the soil ? | | 
Prof. Moore: I did not mean to add phosphorus. You 

| understand the plant foods are in two conditions, either avail- 
able or not available. There is a great deal of phosphorus in the 
soil which the fruit tree cannot use directly, but when that is 
taken up by the turnip or rutabaga and stored in the roots, when 
it is taken up and transferred, then you plow that down into the | 
soil, work it into the soil, then your phosphorus is in the condi- 

| tion that the trees use it. | . 
Mr. Richardson: Did you ever put a cover crop on straw- 

berries? 

| Prof. Moore: No, we put.a mulch on strawberries late in the 
| season, but not a cover crop. We like to cultivate the straw- 

berries and keep them growing quite late in the season. 

Mr. Richardson: Are there not certain seasons when a cover _ 

| crop would be helpful, when it is very wet in the fall and has 
been dry in the summer, when you get a late fall strawberry
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growth that you are afraid they will not go through the winter? | 

Prof. Moore: In that case, for instance this season, you put | 

| on a cover crop at present for checking the growth; at the same 

time the great trouble of putting it on at this time of the year is_ 

that you will be unable to get it under in the spring, unless you 

get a mulch and bury it. | , | | : 

Mr. Richardson: Suppose you put on a cover crop. 

Prof Moore: Take for instance sugar beets, sow them along 

about this season and then put on your mulch and then work 

them under next season, is that what you mean? | 

Mr. Richardson: Would you work them down in the spring? 

- Prof. Moore: No, work them in after your crop is harvested ; 

that would add available nitrogen. That would have a tendency _ 

to give you a good growth. Only it might do this; it might 

force your plants into growth so early that it would lessen the © 

crop next year. Not lessen it in the way of setting fruits, but 

from the fact that a great many strawberry plants throw out 

runners at the time of fruiting if they have lots of nitrogen; the 

tendency would be to throw them into vegetative growth and 

make the berry smaller. There would be the difficulty. 

| | 7 

BEST VARIETIES OF APPLES FOR COMMERCIAL 

ORCHARDS. 

The President: I see the speakers are to be selected by the 

presiding officer. I will call on Mr. Hatch to give us a list of 

| the best varieties for commercial orcharding. 

Mr. Hatch: .I could not do it. I have talked a great deal of 

orcharding all my life, and now I will say I do not know what I 

would plant; it just depends on circumstances. There are a 

| great many things I can make money out of; I do not know that 

there are any three that I prefer to plant in preference to any 

other three, it would depend on what I wanted to accomplish 

when I planted, for what kind of a market. I refuse to name 

three varieties for anybody, because they might suit them and. 

might not. - 

The President: It is not confined to three. 

Mr. Hatch: Ifa man likes the Snow apple, he can take it and
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make money out of it, if he knows how to treat it. He can take 

the McMahon, Lubsk Queen, or it might be half a dozen other 

varieties, it depends on the man. Nine-tenths of any orchard is 

the man, and the other tenth is what he has to do with. Every 

man is a problem to himself, individually, and the whole situation. - 

I do not like to say anything further in regard to that matter. 

Mr. Riegel: May I ask Mr. Hatch what he has planted? 

Mr. Hatch: I have very litt'e orchard here myself; I have 

only about two hundred trees; I do not care for the orchard, Mr. 

Bingham attends to that, he is a younger man. When I came : 

here I did not care to go into the fruit business; he can tell you 

more about it, because he is doing these things. I have planted 

a number of varieties; I might or might not plant them again, 

| according to circumstances. 
The President: Mr. Bingham. 

Mr. Bingham: I think a great deal as Mr. Hatch does, it is 

a hard matter to name varieties for any one to make money out 

of, it all depends on what purpose he has got. If he handles it 

right, there are a number of varieties that do very well. TI will 

say, in my own orchard we are growing largely Northwestrn 

Greening, McMahon, Wealthy and Snow. We have others, but 

those are our principal crop, and by handling them right we get 

good apples every year, and we use the system of cultivating the 

entire season, that is, up to the first of July, and those four 

varieties are good for me, knowing how to handle them and being 

familiar with them for a number of years. : 

Mr. Buehler: I think it depends a great deal on the locality 

in which you live. For instance, I would not recommend a per- 

son to grow the same apples that grow down in Illinois, or the 

| northern part of the state, perhaps, where they would not do as 

well as with me, and perhaps the market conditions would have 

something to do with it. I think it is best for each one to choose 

the commercial apples that are paying best wherever he lives. 

Mr. Riegel: Mr. Buchler is not definite enough. We know 

where he lives, but what varieties does he plant? 

Mr. Buehler: McMahon, Wealthy and Snow are my best 

paying varieties. ' | 

Mr. Hilderman: I would like to ask if any one knows any- 

thing about the Peerless apple? | 

| The Secretary: We have the Peerless apple in the Wausau 

trial orchard; twelve trees have been planted for eleven years;
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they fruited for the first time last fall, gave us a good crop of 
fruit, the trees were quite well loaded with fairly good apples; 
no fruit this year. It is an apple of about the season of the | 
Wealthy, not as good in quality, not as good in appearance, and 

| judging from the Peerless trees in the Wausau orchard, I can | 
see no place for it in our orchards. It is not as good as the 

Wealthy. | | ) 
Mr. Bingham: I think the fact that the trees in the Wausatt 

. orchard have borne but one crop in twelve years should condemn 
| the variety right away. I think a variety that does not produce 

more fruit than that should not be planted in a commercial or- 
chard. . | 7 | 

Mr. Hilderman: How is the Milwaukee? 
_ The President: The Milwaukee has a little local reputation, 
that is all. It never has been propagated very much; never has | 
been found worthy. 

Mr. Hatch: It is a Duchess seedling. 
The President: Yes, and it is not hardy outside of its own 

| neighborhood. 
Mr. Toole: In Sauk county a great many apples have been 

raised and shipped and money made by raising and selling them, 
and there are several varieties that pay well there. The Duchess ~ 
perhaps brought more money and paid better because it has been , 
yielding good crops for a great length of time. I think at pres- 
ent we would set the Wealthy ahead of any other variety, but I 

| notice the Duchess pay and continue to pay. And following 
them, the Northwestern Greening is promising, although it is 
somewhat uncertain, I do not know whether it will always con- | 

tinue in favor, but the Northwestern Greening has been paying | 
and promises to for some time, and the Newell has paid well 
with us, and Plumb’s Cider has paid well, and there are some 

people who think Patten’s Greening will be standard on the list 
of paying varieties, although we may quarrel with the quality. 

One of the Palmer Brothers said he has made a great deal of - 

imoney in the past from the Golden Russett, but still, we do not 
. generally plant it much although it has made money. I think | 

that list can be extended with us for paying varieties. _ | 

Mr. Buehler: I think in planting commercial orchards we ) 
should plant large, red apples. A white apple never takes the | ; 

market as the red app'e does. J would not plant Talman’s Sweet 
or Patten’s Greening. |
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| Mr. Toole: I have heard different people say’ that the 

| McMahon was a poor apple, yet people will buy it on sight. 

The President: That is not a red apple, either. I told him 

: he would have a fight on his hands. 

: The Secretary: I want to ask the fruit men of the state if it 
| is not a fact that we should plant exclusively fall apples in our 

commercial orchards, exclusively summer and fall apples? It 

: so appears to me from my limited observation. In the first place, . 

we have few, if any, good winter apples. I think the best one 

we can set up is the Northwestern Greening, and the East or 

South can grow a dozen or fifteen that are as good, if not better 

than the Northwestern Greening. But there is no section in the 

United States that I know of that can produce fall apples of the 

quality of the Wealthy and the McMahon and others of that 
class, the Snow apple, and do it as well as we can do it in Wis- 

consin. It has seemed to me for years that the opportunity for 

. the orchardist in Wisconsin is to grow summer and fall apples. 

~ The eastern and southern regions are not growing these and will 

not grow them when they can grow Baldwins and Ben Davis, 
perhaps, and other late keeping apples. There is no tendency on 

the part of the orchardists in the large orchard sections of the | 

United States to plant the fall apples, and it appears to me that 
it is our golden opportunity to raise apples that can be marketed . 

in October and November; get our beautiful Wealthy apples on 

to the market before the wormy Baldwins come from Michigan 
and before the winter pack comes from the eastern states. Just 

| at that time the markets are bare in Chicago, and the northwest, 

in Minneapolis and Omaha, and we have the demand and we 

have the men, why not plant the Wealthy apple? Why not plant 

| the Mc Mahon, why not plant the Fameuse and others of that 

class, and why not plant liberally of Duchess? Just the moment 

when somebody will come forward and give us cheap and ra- 
tional storage for the Duchess, by which we can hold it three 

weeks or a month after picking, then we will add the Duchess to 
that list, and even now as it is, without storage, there is just as 

much, if not more money made out of the Duchess apple grown 

in Wisconsin than any other apple that we grow, acre for acre. 

I shall continue to say until I am well convinced to the contrary, 

that I believe the opening, the opportunity, for apple culture in 

Wisconsin lies along growing summer and fall apples exclu- 

sively, because there is the market for them, |
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Mr. Richardson: I would like to ask our secretary if he | 

would add the Yellow Transparent and Tetofsky to that list as 
available? | | 

| The Secretary: Why, yes; those are summer apples; I would 

class the Duchess and Wealthy and McMahon as fall apples, 

there is always a market for the Transparent; we all know its 

reputation as a blighter, but there are sections where the Trans- 
parent does not blight. 

Mrs. Treleaven: J would like to ask the secretary if he thinks 
it pays to grow Duchess apples and take the choice apples to the 

market and sell them for 25 cents a bushel? | 

The Secretary: There are two things to be considered, 
whether it is in producing apples or any other crop, for that . 

matter. One is in growing it, the other is in selling it. Now, 
we have to combine those two things, no matter how many apples 

you raise, if you cannot sell them, if you have not the skill in | 

| marketing them, your efforts will be in vain. I know how it is | 
about the Duchess in the local market, I know how it is in Wau- 

sau, which is perhaps a case similar to the one mentioned. There 
are a great many Duchess trees in small lots in the vicinity of | 

Wausau and as soon as the apples ripen they will bring them in 

and peddle them around. As a consequence, the price goes down 
to twenty-five cents a bushel. That is not the way I would have 

- you raise Duchess apples. I would want you to have a thousand 

trees and pack them in barrels and ship to the markets that are 

waiting for them. There are two kinds of orchards, the farmer’s 

orchard and the commercial orchard. We cannot very well com- 
bine the two. With the farmer’s orchard, we may have to de- 

pend exclusively on the local market and that, I admit, is almost | 
always giutted, but when you grow them in large enough quan- | 

tities so that you can barrel them or a buyer buy them on the 

tree and give you a fair price for them on the tree, then there 1s 

as much money to be made as in growing winter apples. Mr. 
Toole can give van idea in regard to marketing the Duchess 

apple, I think he can tell you that they are growing and selling 
them around Baraboo for a better price than twenty-five cents a | 

bushel. | 
Mr. Toole: I would like to say that I think the Duchess is a 

very important apple to this state and to the northwest gener- 

ally, and I believe in our section of the country a great mistake 

is made in picking it too quickly. The same with the Wealthy,
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and it would pay to take at least two pickings, in preference to 
clearing the tree all at once. Make one picking, then what is 
left on the tree will increase in size and beauty. In regard to the 

7 Duchess and these early app'es, we find now that they can. be 
raised anywhere, that is, with suitable selection of site. In re- 
gard to the Transparent, it blights so badly with us that we have 
to leave it to the northern part of the state, where it seems not SO 

' subject to blight as with us. , a 
A Lady: I wish to ask why Wisconsin does not box its apples 

| as they do in Washington ?> 
: The Secretary: It costs too much. 

| Prof. Moore: Owing to the fact that it costs more for the 
Washington fruit grower to produce his crop and to place it on 
the more distant markets, his fruit has to make a better appear- 

" ance in order to bring remunerative prices, therefore he has to 
use the utmost care in packing. The Wisconsin grower must 

_take less for his product and therefore cannot expend so much in 
placing it on the market. There may be a small quantity of | 
fruit which it might pay the grower to pack as the Washington 
grower packs his, but the greater portion of fruit packing by this 
method would be a loss to the extent in which the expense would 
exceed the ordinary method now used. 

A Lady: I understand Washington apples pass by Wisconsin 7 
into the eastern markets and are considered much better, if not 
in quality, yet in appearance, and appearance sells a great many 

/ apples. I do not think they taste any better. If Wisconsin 
apples were done up in paper the same as oranges, they would 
look nicer and I think would sell better. 

The President: The fact is, in order to put apples in boxes | 
and get topnotch prices, they must be extra fine apples. 

Mr. Buehler: JI tried to put Tetofskys in bushel boxes this | 
| year and part of them in barrels. I received $1.05 per box and 

$3.50 for the barrels and it was much more work to pack in boxes 
than into barrels and more expensive. 

: a BEDDING PLANTS—THEIR USE AND ABUSE. 

Wm. G. MacLean, Foreman of Parks, Madison. | 

_ Alhough nearly every one knows what is meant by the term, 
bedding plants, it may be well to mention, all the spring flower- 

4—Hort.
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ing bulbs, geraniums, coleus, pansies, etc., as some of the more 

| common. Bedding plants are very appropriately used in connec- 

tion with buildings, formal drives and parks. 

| In connection with statuary there seems to be nothing else so 

| well suited as bedding plants, because they add color to a scenic 

that would otherwise seem dull. | 

Those plants afford opportunity for beautiful effects in formal 

eardening, but this is apt to be carried to extremes and thus ex- 

cite the disgust which it merits. oe 

There is one place where bedding p!ants are most inappropri- 

ate, and that is in naturalistic landscape compositions of all sorts. 

| We see nothing so formal in nature pictures. The lines and , 

| - colors in an agreeable landscape should be harmonious, this 

harmony and blending is generally lost where bedding plants arc | 

employed. | CO Lo 

Another abuse of bedding plants is, the fantastic and eccentric 

shapes, such as carpet beds, butterflies, gates ajar, etc. Why use 

stich precious things as flowers to make, at best, but a poor imi- OO 

tation of something? In designing the beds, let us be governed - 

by simplicity, the simpler the forms, the better, and let the 

flowers attest their own merits. | : 

Let us not overlook the importance of harmony in color. We 

have all seen beds, so mixed in color, that the general effect was 

more like a crazy quilt, than anything else. Remember that 

colors that would look bad in a carpet, a rug, a wall paper or a © 

painting, are usually bad when combined in plants. Colors are _ 

usually stronger in plants, and this is allowable. When I see a 

building surrounded by spacious grounds, and what would other- 

wise be a beautiful lawn, but unfortunately dotted all over with 

little beds of every shape and color, it reminds me of the defini- | 

tion I once heard of the word weed. 

- The old gardener, (after acknowledging that a weed was an | 

undesirable plant) illustrated still farther by saying, that if a_ | 

lettuce plant were to come up in the lawn, the lettuce would be 

the weed, and that if the Kentucky blue grass were to become es- 

tablished in the lettuce bed, the blue grass would be the weed. 

Perhaps it isn’t right to call these plants, in these out-of-place 

beds, weeds, but one thing is sure, they are very undesirable. _ 

The growing, setting out, and maintenance of bedding plants, 

make them expensive, and then one must take into consideration | 

the short time which they last. In Wisconsin, tender bedding
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plants cannot be planted out until the 10th of June, and in Sep- | 
tember they are often stripped of their beauty by carly frosts. 

Before planting we should have a definite objct in view. If | 
there is no reason for planting, then do not plant, Bedding 
plants are usually employed to add color to the scene. Color en- 

| hances the beauty of formal design, and so we will always ap- 
preciate the merits of bedding plants, properly used, because they . 
add permanent color and pleasing design, to scenes that would 
otherwise seem dull and unattractive. | . 

HORTICULTURE IN TEXAS AND WISCONSIN. 

By A. C. Hatcu, Sturgeon Bay. | 

What I say of Texas horticulture I wish to limit to the so- 
called “Gulf Coast” country. Texas is so vast a state and has so 
many different conditions within its border that what is true of 
one region may not apply to any other. This “Gulf Coast” re- 

_ gion is being exploited for winter gardening and semi-tropic 
fruits. It lies in the extreme southern part of Texas, from Cor- | 
pus Christi to Mexico. Hundreds’ of artesian wells with fine 
pure soft water with a temperature of 85 to 95 degrees are now | 
in use for irrigation over a large share of this country. The soil 
is made up of the silt washed down and deposited by the streams : 
flowing from the higher country to the northward, through un- 
told ages. These soils vary with the character of material | 

| washed down from the higher regions, and may be sand, marl, 
| / gummy black soil or more porous alluvial, much of which seems | 

to be very fertile and ideal for gardening, and when properly se- 
lected, finely adapted for fruits. | 

rom the standpoint of a northern man this country is very in- 
teresting, very alluring and very puzzling. Throbbing and thrill- 
ing with energy from the north it is being improved and devel- 
oped along a multitude of lines that is a source of wonder and as- - 

| tonishment. JI will pass this feature by with the observation that 
much of this development is based upon hope and however prom- 
ising the future may seem a large share of the natives owning | 

| property were ready to sell. .
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Perhaps some of the strangest features of this region is its 
marked contrasts in climate that cannot be judged correctly from 
northern experiences. That drought should be the cause of ero- 

sions or washouts along the banks of streams, that it should be 
the cause of ponds of water and great ditches through the land 

as well, is very puzzling indeed, while another peculiarity is the | 

fact that its frosts are all imported with north winds. It may 

have a year’s drought or a flood along the Rio Grande that may 

cover 20 to 50 per cent of the country. It may have fine winter | 

weather when tender vegetation is not killed or it may smite with | 

a frost to destroy all garden vegetation and kill all fruit trees to 

the ground. While this is called a semi-arid country it may have 

sufficient rain to grow cotton and sugar cane. On Christmas day 

you may pick fine roses in great variety from the open ground, 

you may see climbing vines and hot house plants in the parks, 

lawns and gardens, yet, if you go into a florist’s shop you may 

learn the astonishing fact that the roses and carnations he sells 

are grown in Chicago. You may see beautiful fields of Bermuda 

onions grown on irrigated and perfectly cultivated land des- 

troyed with an almost invisible insect foe. You may see beau- 

tiful fields of corn fully grown with corn retailing at 70c a bushel 

and yet never harvested. You may see wonderful growths on 

trees and plants, figs particularly bearing abundantly the first 

year. | 

Laying as it does between southern California and Florida this | 

country is trying to rival them both in the production of citrus 

and semi-tropic fruits. For its soil and climate, it will need prob- 

ably varieties and methods not entirely similar. In Florida, for 

instance, oranges are cultivated in the winter only, while Calt- 

fornia cultivates them in the summer only. In California the 

government maintains about a dozen exerimental vineyards to 

help solve some of the difficulties grape growers have to contend 

with. Perhaps one of the greatest difficulties is to secure dor- 

mancy during winter. When grown from cuttings upon their , 

own roots the vines of what we know as California grapes are li- 

able to grow considerably during the winter months when a light 

- freeze is apt to prove very hurtful. To secure this dormant con- | 

dition various kinds of southern grapes are used as stocks upon 

which to graft rasin and other grapes. The Texans have a na- 

tive variety that does not grow in the winter that it is expected 

will accomplish this purpose. It has been found that besides this
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| dormant condition it is necessary to have roots that will resist 
| the attacks of the gall louse and also thrive on lime soils. Then 

when these have been overcome it is just as essential to protect 
from insects and fungus diseases as it is here. A: very interest- 
ing method of propagation is practiced. A single bud-of the de- 
sired kind is doweled with a bit of wire upon a cutting. of wild _ 

| vine and the cutting thus grafted is planted. 

In citrus fruits it is hoped to secure this winter rest by budding | 
the Tangarine and Mandarin type of orange upon a common 

| sour orange called trifoliata that is itself dormant during winter. 
| in peaches it is hoped to secure what is adapted to the country 

from the south Chinese peaches of which the Elberta is a hybrid 
| or cross, for it has been found that Persian peaches that thrive 

further north are not adapted to that climate. 

That the strawberry can be profitably grown had not been 
demonstrated. Plants set in December bore some fruit the first _ 
of March just as plants set here in April might bear in July. A 

fair set of plants might be secured possibly from plants set in 

September but that such plants would stand summer heat is an- 

other question. It seems that it is the practice to plant wind- : 

breaks of castor beans, tamarisk, encaluptus and other things to 
| protect orange and other trees and it is likely if strawberries are 

| _ carried successfully through the windy season of spring and the | 

-heat of summer they would need to be protected with a shade and 

wind break of sorghum or something of that sort. With the re- 

tail price from 25 to 40c per quart we of Wisconsin would think 

| there would be money in strawberry growing unless the diffi- 

culties of production are too great as they may be. | 

Perhaps it will help to realize some of these difficulties if we 
consider insect life there. While much of it is dormant during 

winter a few sorts were very active, notably two kinds of ants. 

One, a little chap about an eighth of an inch long that seemed to 
be everywhere present and very hungry for meat, butter, grease, 

and food generally, so that it was necessary to place the legs of 
| dining tables, cupboards, etc., in dishes of water or kerosene to 

| prevent them from taking possession. If the table happens to 

touch the wall or even a corner of the table cloth touched a chair 

it would make sufficient bridge for the little mites to get into the 
food much to the wrath of the cook. When you attempt to get. 

them off you'll think they bite but they don’t, they sting just as a 
bee does. I learned of a larger kind that stings much more se-
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verely than a bee or wasp does. The kind of ant that is of more 7 
interest to fruit growers is the cut ant—a good sized chap that | 

_ has a big black head. His business seemed to be to cut pieces 
out of the leaves of peaches, oleanders, etc. and carry them into 

holes in the ground. So numerous and industrious are these lit- 
ile fellows that they will often entirely defoliate a tree and carry 

the leaves into the ground perhaps thirty feet away, making a 

very distinct trail all the way. Another insect abundant in the | 
whole country where trees and brush grow is a species of weevil 
or snout beetle. As most of the trees and shrubs bear beans 

- quite profusely they seem to have plenty of food for their depre- 

dation, and they are ready to infest all grain, etc., the country 

| may produce. That they would infest fruits is not certain but I 
should not like them for bed fellows at any rate. 

In all this region I saw very few plants of any kind that I ever 

| saw before. Where the same species exists that we have in the 

north it usually is a different variety and while very interesting 

and some of it exceedingly beautiful much to be seen is not at all 

pleasing. Indeed, much of the vegetation is extremely ugly. 

‘Trees, shrubs and plants loaded with thorns, spines, briers, ana 

prickers, or dwarfed, stunted, dying or dead with parasites, gray > 
and ashen in co‘or are certainly not the most cheerful things to 

. | put ina landscape. Even in the parks of the larger cities one of 

the chief attractions is the great quantities of Spanish moss fes- 

tooned in profusion from the branches of its giant live oaks and 
pecan trees. 

One more feature of this sunny south I wish to note, and that 

is the absence of grass as we have it in the north. When lawns 

are attempted the grass is planted and not grown from seed. | 

There is what appears to be grass, probably is grass, but we don’t _ 

call it grass in Wisconsin. In wandering around one day I found 
a nice field of it and being weary I sat down to rest but got up 

very quickly as I found I needed half-soles on my pants, as the 

| stuff was good old-fashioned sand burs. They have a sort of. | 

erass that is similar to quack grass but the roots are from 14 to 

Y% of an inch in diameter as I saw it growing. Oklahoma has 
outlawed this grass although it is grown some in Texas for hay 
just as they grow sorghum and kafir corn, one acre of which will 
easily feed a cow as several crops can be cut from one planting. 

| Perhaps one of the greatest contrasts that fruit growers of the 

north can appreciate is the keeping properties of fruits and vege-
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tables. During summer and nearly all winter everything soon 
gets stale or over ripe. In the culinary line not much can be done 

: in saving food supplies and new supplies are secured from day to 

- day so that the people literally live from “hand to mouth.” 

| While it is possible to grow a large variety of fruit in the south 
much of it lacks quality to make it so extremely valuable and af- 

| ter all with our longer seasons for some fruits and its keeping 
qualities considered we of Wisconsin can get just as much and 

| more comfort out of our products than they can in the “sunny 
south.” While we complain of our severe cold winters they 

really are a source of blessing to us that gives us dormancy and 
rest for our trees, plants and vines, and a reasonable assurance of 
crops every season. 

For beauty of landscape as affected by vegetation, in grace and 

splendor of forms, in richness of coloring of foliage, especially in 
autumn over the hills of southern Wisconsin I have seen nothing _ 

| in all the south so pleasing and satisfactory. I may go still fur- 7 
ther and say that in the beds of shrubbery growing upon the 

_ campus of our own State University at Madison and along its 
_ driveways I have seen more inspiring loveliness of form, foliage, | 

fruit, and color than J ever saw elsewhere. And when I learned 

that during fifteen years about a thousand citizens of Madison 
had been planting more than 40,000 trees and shrubs along the 

driveways and in the parks and making improvements worth 

thousands of dollars by voluntary contributions I felt proud that 
such public spirit exists in our own state. 

When we read of fruit farms in the south or far west selling at | 
such fabulous sums we may feel as though Wisconsin is not in it | 
at all. As far as I know, however, especially in the south they 

have the same difficulties to contend with that we do here and 

often more difficulties and greatly intensified at that. When done © 
with faith and good sense and energy we need not despair of 

good returns, and indeed we need not blush in making compari- 
sons. When land right here in Sturgeon Bay is earning a net 

stim per acre and has been doing it for several years to pay the | 

interest on more than $2,000.00 at 7%, surely we need not com- | 

plain. If these facts are appreciated at their full value and acted . 

upon there will be no more occasion to go to other lands to secure 

the blessings of life in fullest measure.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AWARDS. 

, Summer Meeting. | 

Branching Asters: 1st Mrs. A. L,. Hatch; 2nd Mrs. J.. W. Barnes. 
Dwarf Asters: ist Mrs. D. D. Howlett; 2nd Kilian Simon. 
Single Dahlias: 1st Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. D. D. Howlett. | 
Double or Show Dahlias: ist Mrs. lL. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. D. D. 

Howlett. . 

Blazing Star Liatris: ist E. S. Hildemann. 
Perennial Phlox: 1st Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. D. D Howlett. 
Gladioli: 1st Mallory & Bridge; 2nd Mrs. L. W. Barnes. . 
Pansies: ist Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. A. L. Hatch. 
Stocks: 1st Mrs. L. W. Barnes. | 
Sweet Peas: ist Mrs. A. L. Hatch; 2nd Mrs. L. W. Barnes. 

Single Petunias: 1st Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 
Double Petunias: ist Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 

Verbenas: ist Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 

Cosmos: ist Mrs. D. D. Howlett; 2nd Mrs. L. W. Barnes. 

Display Annual Garden Flowers: ist Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. 

D. D. Howlett. 

Best Bouquet Garden Flowers: ist Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. D. D. 

Howlett. 

Golden Glow: ist Mrs. L. W. Barnes; 2nd Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 

Marigold: 1st J. Fuerestein. | 

Achillea: 1st Mrs. D. D. Howlett; 2nd Mrs. L. W. Barnes. 

Shasta Daisy: -1lst Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 

Daisy: 1st Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 

Dianthus: ist Mrs. D. D. Howlett; 2nd Mrs. T.. W. Barnes. : 

Larkspur: 1st Mrs. L. W. Barnes. | | 

Platycodon: 2nd Mrs. L. W. Barnes. : 
Perennial Pinks: 2nd Mrs. L. W. Barnes. 

Rudbeckia Barbaria: 1st Mrs. lL. W. Barnes. | 

Tiger Lily: 1st E. S. Hildemann. | | : | 

| POTTED PLANTS. | 

Fuchsia: 1st R. T. Bagnall. | 

Begonia: ist J. Fuerestein. ° . 

Sword Fern: ist J. Fuerestein. | _ 

Asparagus Plumosus: ist Miss Pauline Johnson. . 7
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WILD FLOWERS. . 

Golden Rod: ist H. Stephenson; 2nd Mrs. D. D. Howlett. | 
Asters (native): 1st E. §. Hildemann; 2nd Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 
Boquet Wild Flowers: ist Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 
Ornamental wiid fruits: Mrs. D. D. Howlett. . 
Col. wild flowers: Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 
Sweepstakes awarded to’ exhibitor receiving largest number of Ist 

premiums on flowers and potted plants: Mrs. L. W. Barnes: 
Greenhouse Flowers and Plants: 

: 
. Ferns, (evergreen): Swan & Son. oo 

Palms: Swan & Son. 

Greenhouse plants other than palms and ferns: Swan & Son. | 
_ Floral Design: Swan & Son. 

Roses and Carnations: Swan & Son. 

| FRUITS. | . 

Yellow Transparent: ist W. I. Lawrence; 2nd E. S. Hildemann. ; 
Sops of Wine: G. W. Reigle. 

Duchess of Oldenburg: ist li. S. Hildemann; 2nd B, F. Otis. 

Barloff: ist E. S. Hildemann; 2nd D. E. Bingham. 

Beautiful Arcade: ist E. 8S. Hildemann; 2nd F. W. Cheeseman. | 
Switzer: 1st John Hanson; 2nd E. S. Hildemann. 

Wolf River: 1st J..G. Buehler; 2nd John Hanson. ; | 

Wealthy: ist J. G. Buehler; 2nd W. I. Lawrence. 

. McMahan: ist J. G. Buehler; 2nd F. W. Cheeseman. 

_ Fameuse: ist W. I. Lawrence; 2nd J. G. Buehler. 

N. W. Greening: 1st D. E. Bingham; 2nd W. I. Lawrence. 

Iowa Beauty: ist W. I. Lawrence; 2nd D. E. Bingham. : 

Newell: ist D. E. Bingham; 2nd J. G. Buehler. 

Lubsk Queen: ist D. E. Bingham; 2nd J. G. Buehler. 

Red Astrachan: 1st W. E. Marshall; 2nd W. I. Lawrence. 

Alexander: 1st J. G. Buehler; 2nd W. I. Lawrence. 

McIntosh, Red: 1st W. I. Lawrence. 

Maiden Blush: ist W. I. Lawrence. | 

Talman Sweet: ist W. I. Lawrence; 2nd John Hanson. 

Price’s Sweet: 1st Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 

| Gideon: 1st J. G. Buehler; 2nd Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 

Haas: ist J. G. Buehler. 

Utter Red: ist J. G. Buehler. 
American Codling: ist J. G. Buehler. 

Tetofsky: 1st W. E. Marshall. | 

Okabena: ist J. G. Buehler. | : | 
7 Windsor Chief: ist J. G. Buehler. | |
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Hawkeye: ist Wm. Toole. | . 

Baraboo: list Wm. Toole. _ 

Beatty: 1st Wm. Toole. 

Wolf: 1st Wm. Toole: | | | . 

Dame Aubert: 1st Wm. Toole. 

Karly Red: ist Wm. Toole. | 

French Damson: 1st Wm. Toole. | - 

Willard: 1st W. I. Lawrence. ; 

| Red June: ist W. I. Lawrence. — . 

De Soto: ist J. G. Buehler. | | | 

Wyant: Ist J. G. Buehler. | ° 

Weaver: Ist J. G. Buehler. _ 

. 7 CHERRIES. 

Red (sour): ist Mrs. A. L. Hatch; 2nd W. I. Lawrence. | 

| Red Raspberries: ist Nick Jacob. 

. Blackberries: 1st Nick Jacob; 2nd A. Birmingham. 

Exhibit Forest tree and shrub ‘seeds of commercial value: F. M. 

Graase. 

Exhibit Honey: Klon Beyer. | | 

PEARS. —_ 

Bartlett: 1st W. I. Lawrence. . 

Besnianka: ist J. G. Buehler.



Transactions of the Winter Meeting | 

Annual Convention, Madison, January 12, 13, and 14, 1909. 

Tuesday Afternoon,—January 12. 

The. meeting was called to order by President R. J. Coe at 
2pm | 

| Prayer by Mr. Irving Smith. 

| PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS. | 

R. J. Cor. | 

| Again we have met in annual convention to review the work of 
the past year, to tell of our successes and failures, to get and to 
give information, to gain inspiration for our work, and above all, 

| to get a new and larger stock of enthusiasm, for after all is said 
and done, enthusiasm is the one thing above all others that ac- 
complishes things, it is enthusiasm that spurs us on to undertake 
and carry through every-great work. In fact, it is enthusiasm 
that does the world’s work, and without it no man ever has or 
ever will make very much of a success of any business in which 
he may be engaged. : 

Whatever we have done during the past year, whether of suc- 
cess or failure, is now a matter of history and can only be re- 
corder, not changed. 

We have all seen, and probably most of us have helped, (when 
- there was a fall of damp snow) to roll a snowball and have seen 

that at first it was very small, grew very slowly and did not take 
lp much snow, but as it was rolled over and over, it took up more 

a. and more with each revolution, until at last a single revolution did | 
more than the first hundred. The growth and influence of our
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society may very well be compared to this snowball. It strug- 

oled along for a number of years without making very much of a 

stir in the world and its circle of influence was not very great, but 
it has been growing and growing, until now it 1s gaining as much | 

in influence and usefulness in a single year as it did in ten or 
twenty during the early years of its life. — - 

The question may be asked, “What is the Wisconsin Horti- 

cultural Society doing to earn the reputation it 1s getting as being 
one of the foremost, if not the very foremost, of state societies?” 

It is doing just the things that the people need. It has estab- 

lished and is maintaining at the present time nine trial orchards 

and two more located well distributed over the state, each one for . 

a definite purpose; those in the north largely experimental as to 

varieties to demonstrate what varieties of tree fruits, if any, can 

be successfully grown. Those farther south, with a few varieties 
to try to show that commercial orcharding can be made a profit- 

able business venture. At Sparta, that great small fruit center, 
an acre of grapes has been planted for trial and it is hoped that 

this will prove a success and I can see no reason why it should 
not. If so, it will extend the length of the fruit season and add 

very materially to the incomes of the fruit growers of that sec- 

| tion. | 

I believe the time has now come when we should broaden our 

field of labor and do something along the line of ornamental 

| planting, something that will show us what to plant and how to 
arrange the planting for best effect. The time was when the 

home was confined to the four sides of the house, but that time 

has gone, never to return. 

As the people are living more and more out of doors, the 

erounds surrounding the house are as much a part of the home as | 
is the house itself. The decoration of the home grounds is anart | 
of itself, not well understood by the most of us, and if we can 

have a goodly number of object lessons of this kind scattered 

throughout the state, it would be a wonderful help to all in those 

sections in the planting of and beautifying the home grounds. [© 
believe flowers and plants have a refining influence on our lives, 

and if we can have plenty of them, our homes will be better and 

happier for the having. 
IT want my own home (and I know you all feel the same way 

about your own homes) to be such that when the children come
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to leave it, they may look back to the old home as the dearest, 
sweetest spot on earth. 

I think our secretary has in mind some plans for providing 

these object lessons, and if he has, let us give him all the encour- 
agement and help we possibly can. 

I think it is entirely within the province of this society to en- 

courage the planting of trees other than fruit trees. Wisconsin 
has urgent need of an army of tree planters. It is probably safe 

to say that a thousand large trees are cut for every small one that 

is planted. It only needs a little mathematics to show us where 
we will land in the near future if the present rate of destruction 
is kept up without some provision being made to keep up the sup- 

ply. Then, too, the bulletins that have been issued at frequent 
intervals have been the means of disSeminating a vast deal of val- 

| uable information. Take, for instance, the seedless apple fakirs 
that would now be taking thousands of dollars from our state if 

they had not been so thoroughly shown up in our reports and by 

a special bulletin. They found Wisconsin too warm a state to 
live comfortably in and have moved on. 

And there is the man who claims to be sent out by this society 

to teach the farmers how to prune their orchards, and then in or- 
der to pay expenses had to sell a bill of nursery stock, “from 

Ohio.” He also found the Wisconsin climate a little too warm 3 
for his health; see bulletin No. 14. “ 
- The contract orchard men have also received a share of our at- 

tention, and if they have not already departed from our inhospit- 

able shores, will undoubtedly soon do so. 

Of course it is our secretary who has borne the brunt of the 
battle and done all the work, but he has had the horticultural so- 
ciety to stand back of him and. to hold up his hands in the good 

fight, and with this moral support he has been enabled to accom- 

plish vastly more than he could single handed. You see we are 

perfectly willing to let our secretary do the fighting and we take 

| the credit. a 

SMALL FRUIT SESSION. 

The President: A horticultural meeting would hardly be a 
true horticultural meeting unless we had some strawberries mixed
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in, and I see our secretary has recognized this fact by placing the | 
subject on our program for the first session, and the first paper is 

to be by Mr. George J. Kellogg. | : | 

a STRAWBERRIES FOR 1908. : : 

| | By Geo. J. KELtLocc, Lake Mills. 

Notes on New Varieties. 

“Outlander” 4 oz. for one berry reported to me when I was in | 

Washington D. C., by Col. Brackett, weighed by him so there can | 

be no mistake of its size; but the question is how was it grown— 
probably one berry to a plant? This would only do for the ama- | 
teur. : | 

Then the Pride of Michigan reported from Milwaukee at our 

last winter’s meeting, “four to a quart,’ this we doubted and | 

wrote to the grower and found it was “five to a pint.’ Well this 
was pretty good but they were grown by one who its an expert 

and by the free use of commercial fertilizers. We have it in just 
good garden culture and will know how it does alongside other 

known varieties. | 
What we want is a berry that needs to be quartered, as good as 

the wild berry, that will stand any abuse, fight the insects, beat 
the blight, scab and. fungus diseases, winter without mulch, not | 

affected by dry rot or winter root killing or frost and bear at the 
rate of 800 bushels to the acre. This is only five bushels to the 

square rod and that is what the old Wilson did in Janesville. | 
Who knows but the “Norwood” will do it, or the “Fendall,” 

the “Highland” or the “Bountiful,” Highland, the best of 146 

: Varieties, Ohio Station.” : | 

When I visited Prof. Van Deman in Virginia, he said “Pan- 

America” was the only ever-bearing variety that he thought 

worthy propagating. I planted that the 30th of last April and 

with it “Autumn.”’ I bought them to test their productiveness, 
let them go right at it; they commenced to bear as soon as they 

got started to grow and every layer bore until the latter part of 

the season. The Pan-America put out but few runners. The 

Autumn gave a goodly number, the old plants and the early lay- 

| ers bore from June till December. Sept. 22nd I dug a layer of 

Autumn that had 118 berries, buds and blossoms, which I potted
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| and showed at Jefferson county fair and Sept. 29th I dug another 

: from the’same row and took to Beaver Dam that had 58 berries, 

| buds and blossoms ; the fruit of both kinds is fair size considering 

sO the great quantities it bore, good quality and firm, I measured 

fruit three inches in circumference; they both went under winter 
mulch full of fruit, except the late set runners. How they will 

winter I can’t say. I hardly look for a pick of ripe berries when 

I take off the mulch. What I fear is that neither of them will 
grow plants fast enough; they certainly will not if allowed to : 

fruit. . fe 
Now we want to know what any of you have learned the past 

| season that 1s of real benefit; have you solved the root rot, the 

. drouth and ice winter killing? By last winter’s report you can 

prove, black 1s white and white is black. I believe a dry fall and 

an open winter does the killing. A friend of mine in [Illinois who 

_ has acres in fruit, is troubled with white grub on new plantings 

| where the ground has been well cultivated for years. Friend 

Richardson, I believe, can plant on June sod and have no trouble. 
How many are spraying for blight, scab and insects? Has any 

one a better variety than Dunlap? Has any one an early berry 

that is satisfactory and what is the best late variety? 

The President: This paper is now open for discussion. 

A Member: How will the increased size probably affect the | 
quality of the fruit? | : 

| Mr. Kellogg: The larger berries are of good quality, but I do 

not think any of our big berries are as good as the wild berry, 

Mr. C. L. Richardson: ‘Tell us in some way, comparing with 

standard varieties, the running propensities of the Autumn and 

Pan-American, so that we can get some idea as to how they com- 
| pare with well known varieties. a 

| Mr. Kellogg: The Autumn I should think gave about ten 

plants to one plant set in the spring, while the Pan-American 

did not give three plants. I let it go right to fruit, I wanted to 
| see the fruit. If I had kept off the blossoms, as we should do 

from new plantings, the Autumn would have made a fair planta- 
tion of new plants, while the Pan-American would have made 
but very few. 

Mr. M. 3S. Kellogg: I can give a little information as to 

those two varieties. I set out a few varieties at Janesville; these
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were not allowed to bear, and the Pan-American plants made 

little, if any, increase above the plants set; we have perhaps twice 

or three times as many plants now as when set; the Autumn has 

probably given us about fifteen times as many plants as we set 
| out. | 

A Member: I would like to ask Mr. Kellogg the best yielding | 

and best late variety. | | : 

Mr. Kellogg: I do not know of any better, if you come right 

down to one, than the Dunlap. 

The Member—Do you call that a late variety? 
Mr. Kellogg: Well, I think the Brandywine is the best late 

one | have among eighty kinds. 

| Mr. Richardson: I should like to recommend the Nettie, but 

the Nettie is a pistillate. If we plant with some late staminate, 
it is the most satisfactory of anything we have found up to the 

present time. There is no doubt that the Crescent and the Mid- 

| night and Uncle Jim are very good late staminates to plant with 

it. | 

Mr. Riehl: Inasmuch as I have charge of an Experiment 

Station down in Illinois, it might be interesting for me to mention 

some of the varieties that do well with us. The best early varie- 

ties we have of the newer ones is Oakes’ Early and Redbird, our 

very best recent introductions. They are very prolific. Red- | 

bird, however, is too soft for shipment, it would be all right for 

| home market and home use. Oakes’ Early is firm, dry, medium 

size. Both are very satisfactory. A good medium variety is 

Abingdon, that has given splendid results for the last three years. 

In the way of late varieties, the one just mentioned, the Nettie, 
has been satisfactory for years, excepting that it must be pol- — 

lenized with other varieties. That, however, is easily done, the 

Dunlap will pollenize it very nicely. The Dunlap I regard as one 
of the best pollenizing varieties on the entire list. It blooms 
carly enough to pollenize the early ones and it blooms long | 

cnough to catch the late ones. In the way of late, the Sample | 

almost leads everything. It begins to ripen about mid season and — 

continues very late, perfecting all its fruit when well pollenized. 
The Hunn is an older variety that does well almost every year. 

That is also a pistillate and needs to pollenized. However, we 
: have one recent introduction called the Peter, which is strongly 

staminate and a good pollenizer. That I can highly recommend, 

it is productive, strong, a vigorous grower, firm and of the very
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largest size. It combines all of the very best market points. I 

could name over twenty-five or more varieties that I have tested 

and some of them very good. 

Mr. Kellogg: What do you know of the Howland? 
Mr. Riehl: The Howland does fairly well with us, but not 

well enough that we feel like retaining it in our fruiting beds. 
This shows how local some varieties are in their habits. In | 

recommending varieties, we should always try to recommend 

something that is not confined to one locality, but that does well 
all over the country. For this reason the Dunlap almost stands 

at the head of the entire list of strawberries, as the Concord 

does with the grape. 

Mr. M. S. Kellogg: Do you find the Sample ripens evenly 

with you, without green tips? 

Mr. Riehl: Splendidly, even when it is right down among the 

litter. 

. Mr. Hager: The terms “early and late” are relative terms. 
Before we proceed any further, I should like to have them de- 
fined. How much earlier these early varieties, and how much 

| later these late varieties are than some standard sorts. | | 

Mr. Geo, J. Kellogg: 1 never found any early ones that there 
was any more than five to fifteen minutes difference, but the late 

: ones will come two weeks later than the main crop. 

_ Mr. Hey: How about the Stevens from Champaign? 
Mr. Riehl: We have fruited it and it is a fairly good late 

variety, but we have other better ones and have dropped it from 

our list. | 

Mr. Smith: What do you know of the Miller? 
Mr. Riehl: The Miller is a right good berry; it is firm, mak- 

ing it a splendid shipper, having a bright glossy appearance as 
if it had been varnished, making it stand up well. It is a good 

| yielder. 
Mr. C. L. Richardson: Also, if the season at the time of 

. blooming is at all unfavorable, it runs so badly to buttons that it 
is almost worthless. If the season is all right, it is all right, but 
after two or three years’ experience I gave it up, it ran to but- 

tons so completely. | 

A’ Member: TI should like to ask if others have had the same 
trouble that we have had with the Dunlap. We think we are 
going to have an enormous crop, but all at once the Dunlap has 
stopped and we had to look to other varieties for berries. 

5—Hort. | |
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Mr. Hey: We have had the same experience. It seems as 

if there are lots of blossoms of the Dunlap, but either they are 

not fertilized, or they do not fertilize themselves, or there is 

something wrong somewheres; we think we are going to have a | 

first class crop, then we find the berries are all gone. Another . 

berry we had several years ago we thought a great deal of, we | 

lost the plant, we called the “Staples,” a dark round berry. 

Mr. Riehl: The Staples was introduced some twenty years 

ago. It is a roundish berry of high quality and it did right well 

at that time, but we considered others better, the Warfield and | 

Dunlap and those other varieties came in and we dropped it 

‘ from the list. | | 

Mr. C. L. Richardson: We had the Staples for a long time. 

We discarded it. I think it is a relative in some way of the 

Warfield; it is subject to the same difficulties as the Warfield. 

The roots are too short. You get it in a light or sandy soil and 

it cannot withstand the drought and it absolutely renders the 

berry worthless. We were obliged to discard it on that account 

and also it is stich a very dark color that if it gets a little bit old, 

if you cannot keep it picked up promptly, it has a dark, unpleas- 

ant appearance in the crate and your customers will not take it. 

| Now, in regard to the Dunlap, we have had that same difficulty 

that the gentleman from Illinois spoke cf, but if you get your 

Dunlap spread out thin enough it will help, at least that has been 

our experience. That is the only thing I can suggest. [ know 

I have never had trouble with the Dunlap where I had .them | 

spread out thin enough, but if they overcrowd, then the lowest 

blossoms fail and the crop ceases in the middle of the season. 

Get them out so they are four or five inches apart, do not be 

afraid that they are going to be too thin. If you get vigorous, 

: well rooted plants, they will be all right. - 

| Mr. Sperbeck: I think the Dunlap is one of the best I have 

planted, but I think they will get too thick if you allow them 

to run, and I think the soil has a great deal to do with it. The 

soil that we have is clay or lighter soil, and the Brandywine is 

one of the best berries with us for a late bearer after the Dunlap | 

are gone. | 

Mr. Culbertson: TI know that a farmer that had quite a large 

patch of berries had some little insect cut the little stem that 

| supports the blossom and nearly every plant was lost. Is there 

a remedy? 7 :
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The President: I take it, it must be some sort of cut worm? 
Mr. Culbertson: No, it is the strawberry weevil, the insect 

looks like curculio on plums or apples, an insect with a long pro- 
. boscis and it cut the little stem that holds the blossom, no worm. 

a Mr. Richardson: Burn over your bed, plow up the ground and | 
set clean plants distant from the old plants. That will help. 

Mr. Smith: Every year we try an experiment which I can 
recommend to you as being of interest in the manner of show- 
ing what a great diversity of taste there is. We take a dozen or 
more of common strawberry boxes and number them, then we 

bring them in and set them on a table and have a key to these | 
_ numbers and invite different ones to sample those berries, and then. | 

at the same time remark on the quality, on the quality alone. 
Then we average the remarks and from that we decide which is 
the best quality of berry for that year. Two years ago the Jes- | 
sie. was considered the finest: quality berry. It is a luscious 

berry, but it is rather a shy bearer, so it cannot be generally 
| recommended. Last year the Ridgeway was decided upon as : 

| _ being the finest berry, it does well with us. Then we meet and 

talk over the different qualities, the prolificness, color and size, 
| and in that way we get a dozen of our fine berries which may do 

well in our locality, but we find when it is scattered through 
the State there are other varieties mentioned that do not always | 

_. do well. Now, in general, all around quality we find the Senator 
Dunlap, the Lovett and the Miller are three of the best berries | 
with us. | | | 

_ Mr. M.S. Kellogg: Has anybody found a better berry for 
_ general market than the Dunlap planted over a wide range of 

country? It seems to me, with the experience we have had with | 
it that there is none better. The question was brought up 
whether a perfect variety planted alone would yield as well as a 
pistillate variety when fertilized. We had a block of Dunlap 

from which we had the finest berries I ever saw, without any 

exception, the berries were unusually large, fine quality and 

yielded probably one third better than our other plantings which 
had the same care and culture. Of course our*crop this year was 
not a full crop on account of too much moisture at the beginning 
of the season, the blossoms blighted on some varieties and those 
that were not strong in pollen did not mature their crop fully, 

— but from our standpoint I should say the Dunlap is fully 20 per 
cent ahead of anything else we have for a general market crop,
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Mr. Hey: How much do you get per square rod? | 

- Mr. Kellogg: This block of Dunlap that we had contained 

about an acre and a third, and I think, if I am correct in my 

memory, that we had four pickings from that piece, averaging 

every other day about 100 to 125 cases, so that they gave con- 

siderably over 400 cases to the acre throughout the season. 

Mr, Hey: We have heavy clay soil and strawberries usually 

do well there, but the Dunlap is no comparison with the Warfield ; 

with us, the Warfield is the better of the two. | | 
Mr. Hager: I want to emphasize the fact that was brought 

| | out here, and that is, be careful not to let the Dunlap get too 

thick. I think that is a mistake we all make. I go in with a hoe 

and cut them out. 
Mr. Hey: We practice the double hedge row system and 

they were rather thin, too thin to suit me. 

Mr. Daub: Has any one had experience with the Belle? 

Mr. Richardson: I have them; I have not had them long 

enough to make any satisfactory report, though I doubt if they 

: are going to be as late as reported, not as late as Midnight, Nettie 

or Uncle Jim. 

| A Member: Does anybody know anything about the Cardinal? 

Mr. Riehl: The Cardinal is one of the nicest looking berries 

you can imagine, it is attractive, firm, in every way one of the 

nicest berries you can wish to grow, but when it blooms the blos- 

soms-are set out on long thick stems and when it sends them out 

and a frost comes, it is more likely to be caught and for this 

reason we are unable to get a satisfactory crop. I cannot recom- 

mend it. In every other way, it is splendid. | 

Mr. Richardson: Get it out in Wisconsin in the open field and - 

it does not seem to do very well. They cannot hold their own | 

with the Dunlap, Warfield, Bederwood and Haverland. | 

Mr. L.. G. Kellogg: We have with us Mr. C. B. Cook as a 

delegate from the Michigan State Horticultural Society. I take 

pleasure in moving that Mr. Cook be made ’an honorary annual 

member of the Society and invited to participate in the discus- 

sions of the meeting. 
Motion put to vote and carried. 

The President: We are glad to welcome Mr. Cook to our a 

Society, and you who have the program will notice that Mr. 

Cook is on the program for a paper on “Fertilizers for Small 

Fruits,”
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| FERTILIZERS FOR SMALL FRUITS. . 7 

| C. B. Coox, Owosso, Mich. 

The best methods of soil building are uppermost in the minds 

of every student farmer. No one subject that we can consider 
is more vital to the lives and success of every American Citizen. 
Productive lands, well maintained and carefully presided over 

by intelligent and skillful caretakers become the greatest asset 
: of a commonwealth. 

In the north central states the subject of soil building has never 

become paramount; for the soil is naturaily enduring and. produc- 

tive and our problem—as we have seen it—has been to maintain 
rather than to build a better foundation for farm life.  Inci- 

dentally chemical research in our section, through the short . 

| sightedness of many of our better farmers has helped to postpone 

general activity in this line. From the fact that most of our 
soils by analysis show plant food content sufficient to last for a 

thousand years of continual cropping has helped us to arrive at 

| an erroneous conclusion—namely that the best soil management 

- was a remote problem and well enough left to generations yet 

| to come. We have too often lost sight of the fact that this 

great store of soil fertility has been mostly locked up in insoluble 

forms by a master hand and so preserved in reasonable propor- 

tions for countless generations yet to come, and hence the man 
who resolves to overdraw his deposit at the cost of others that 

| come after him soon comes up against a divine law that says most 

emphatically “Thus far shalt thou go and no farther.” While 

misuse and reckless cropping result in a rapid degeneration of 

any normal soil, the reverse method, we are happy to say, when 

| thoroughly and timely applied is also followed by most en- 

couraging results. | 

: Soil management for the fruit crop requires greater care and 

closer oversight than do other farm crops. Small fruits and 
especially those of a viney nature are easily thrown out of bal- , 

ance by improper fertilizing. 
| The possibilities of the small fruit area under ideal conditions 

is almost limitless. No one element has any more to do with the 

success of this venture than does a thoroughly congenial soil.
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‘The elements that go to make a given soil thoroughly adapted to — 

| the best use of the fruit area are manifold. In this connection 

- we can eliminate all but those forces that directly effect the con- 

geniality of a given soil for the fruit crop and those food ele- 

ments that must be included. Considerable experience in this . 

line under greatly varied conditions leads me to emphasize the 

| local phase of this subject. We can get many suggestions by 

studying other successful fruit plant feeders but after all in the | 

final we must work everything over and suit our own peculiar | 

conditions. Even on the small farm a variety of soils makes 

| experimental work in several places vitally essential if we would 

get the best out of the small fruit area. 

That system of soil building is only most profitable when it is 

so conducted as to give us the greatest amount of net value from 

a given area. We are just waking up to the possibilities in this 

line, and only by the occasional masterful results secured by _ 

some close student of his own conditions can we get an adequate 

idea of the limitations of this subject. 
In a general way we must have a soil provided with enough 

humus or vegetable matter to make its mechanical condition per- 
fect but not overdone in this line. The last state is often worse 

than the first. . Closely connected with this vital supply of vege- 
table elements is a sufficient amount of nitrogen to run the fruit 

plants to their highest degree of fruiting excellence. ‘To do this 
requires close observations in all lines to guard against an over- 

growth of vines at the expense Of fruit buds. Too much nitro- 

gen is likely to throw the fruit plant out of balance and so pro- 
duce an excessive amount of spindling foliage with a correspond- 

ing decrease of fruiting impetus, usually made evident by imper- 

fect crowns, poorly developed fruit stems, and often few and 

unsatisfactory blossoms. , 

On most farms where a short rotation is employed with clover 

as a leader, and considerable humus and nitrogen furnished by 

| the product of the stable, sufficient nitrogen and vegetable matter 

can be supplied on the farm for the best results. 
Thus we have supplied at nominal expense the most expensive 

element needed in fruit growing. The other vital elements may 
still be lacking in sufficient amount.to give the fruits enough 

mineral matter to thoroughly balance and supplement the ele- 
| ments mentioned. In the fruit field we must consider clover and 

stable manure as a one-sided element of fertility likely to fur- |
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nish too much vine producing food with comparatively little 
phosphoric acid and potash. in the case of the soil not having 

— liberal quantities of the latter mentioned elements naturally sup- 

plied a iiberal dressing ot stable manure may be worse than no 

 tertilizing at all. In order to determine the amount of available 

phosphoric acid in the soil it is well to experiment in a small way 

with those foods to prove the soils. Over a greater part of the 

| clays of the north central states phosphoric acid can be profitably 

applied in greater or less quantities depending on the personal : 

equation ot the soil in hand. Occasionally heavy application of 

this element bring returns greatly out of proportion to its cost. 

On the lighter sands and gravels often potash also, will be 

needed to bring out the full benefit of the other elements present 

and keep the plants in balance. | 

| To use these elements separately and in combination in ex- 

perimental ways on small plats with ample space left for checks 

where no minerals are used, every fruit grower can soon de- 

termine for himself, just the limitations of these elements on the | 

| _ different kinds of soil on his farm. A few experiments that this 

| scheme naturally suggests can be developed and carried out by 

each fruit grower for a series of years to the marked benefit of 

the operator. A ready mixed fertilizer unless it has a formula 
especially compounded to reach ones local conditions must be re- 

garded as unsuited for this kind of work. A little acid phosphate 

and potash in some form quite free from the other elements, used 

in connection with stable manure in carrying proportions will 

give us definite results either for or against increased expend- 

itures in this line. 

Another element that vitally affects soil building. and crop | 
_ feeding is the character of the season. With the delicate struct- 

| ure of small fruits it is quite easy to over fertilize in wet seasons ; 

and consequently under feed in dry seasons, hence in any system 

of experimental fertilizing the character of the season must be 

taken into consideration. Under intensive methods experience . 

often demonstrates the desirability of making two or more appli- 

cations of concentrates in a growing season thus fitting more 
| closely the formula used to the season as well as the soil and 

crop requirements. Again in a cold backward spring a very light 
application of a thoroughly soluble fertilizer may help the start- 

ing vines forward to an unexpected degree by simply furnishing 

| a bit of available fertility at a period when owing to unfavorable
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climatic conditions the plants make very slow progress for the 

want of available plant food at a critical time when but little 
natural food is in condition to be extracted from the soil. | 

In experimental fertilizing and especially in the small fruit 
plant results obtained are often apparently contradictory and 

must be noted by the operator with all of the local conditions both 

past and present thoroughly in mind. Hence the danger of the 

average fruit man to become side tracked on some simple con- 

dition quite overlooked and so plunge into a‘course of procedure 
| entailing loss for many years in consequence. 

| In the subject of soil building we have a subject but partly 
understood. It is touched by infinity and only bring results as 

. we incidentally or skillfully hit vital combination highly essential 

to the best development of the crop in hand. | 

DISCUSSION. | 

Mr. Hanchett: I should like to ask if he tried experiments 

with the raw phosphate rock. " 

Mr. Cook: Yes, we are very much interested in that subject 

of raw phosphate rock. It was but a few years ago that I bought 

a carload. of phosphate rock from Tennessee and so we were 

watching it, not only on the strawberry, but on every other crop 

that we were growing on the farm. I take it that you all are 

aware that we need to decompose phosphate rock with either 

material that we take out of the horse stable manure or the acids 
of fresh manure in connection with it, in order to make it more | | 
available; even if we put it on clover sod we will find it becomes 
available somewhat, so while we have gotten marked results in 

, the use of raw phosphate, and we are getting a great deal more 

in the use of rock phosphate than we do in acid phosphate, yet 
I am sure if we want to get the most we can out of a good rock . 
phosphate for one or two years, the best we can do is to buy | 
aciduous phosphate, because while the acid rock costs about $15 
a ton more, and you can buy the raw rock, in carload lots for | 

something like $8.00 or less, we must consider the acid rock 
content—it analyzes 26 per cent phosphoric acid, while the raw 
rock runs down to about 14. | 

Mr. Hanchett: Is there not danger of getting the soil acid by | 
using the acid phosphate?
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Mr. Cook: If you get some good practical chemists and take 
| the chemical reaction of the acid phosphate, they will tell you 

that the hue and cry about ‘using acid phosphate is pretty much 

all wind. Ido not think we need have any fears whatever about 
_ acid phosphate ever making the land sour. 

| Mr. Spurbeck: Have you tried wood ashes? 

Mr. Cook: Yes, a few years ago, while I was growing fruit 
in New York State I conducted experiments for three years at 

Cornell University with various kinds of fertilizers, and that was 

one of the things that we attempted to determine, to show the 

value of hardwood ashes in the fruit line and after watching it 
carefully for three years and using from a few hundred pounds 

to a ton to an acre, we were never able to perceive any results 

that we got from ashes on this Cornell sand and clay soil. I 

want to emphasize that, our soils were mixed, they were largely 
made up of clay soils and gravels in varying proportions. — 

Mr. Hanchett: Have you tried any experiments with lime in 

the soil? 

. Mr. Cook: We have to some extent. We found where the 
soil was extremely hard and impervious to anything that came in 
contact with it, a light application of lime would tend much to . 

| loosen the hard soil. We never found the lime any better than 
acid phosphate. Acid phosphate is largely lime and we get a 
great deal of lime in that way. Unless we have those conditions 
that I mentioned, I do not think that lime is really necessary. 

Mr. Hey: How do you apply salt? | 
Mr. Cook: Just as we apply the fertilizer where we have a | 

| bed growing like this bed of which I showed the photograph, we 
| go between the rows in that narrow space and just scatter it over 

| the vines. | | 
The President: In New York they are using ground lime- 

stone. Have you experimented with that? 
Mr. Cook: No, we have not. : 
Mr. Hager: JI want to ask you if you have conducted any ex- 

periments, or if anybody would know what fertilizer to use on 
strawberry beds where you are almost continuously growing 
strawberries, if there is any commercial fertilizer that would fil 
in there, or, in other words elements that the strawberry has taken 
from the ground that the ordinary stable manure will not replace. | 
My area is limited and I have to use the same land for straw- 
berries repeatedly.
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Mr. Cook: The strawberries that we grow are pretty much all , 
water, except five per cent, and very littie is taken from the soil 

except nitrogen and phosphoric acid and stable manure ought to | 

replace these. In Michigan we have what I have called for want | 

of a better name the “black root.” I know it is over most all the 

states in the union, and under those conditions I would not under | 

any circumstances go back to the same soil for a number of years 

and hope to have a clean crop of strawberries. J] know it is one 

of the most fatal things that we can meet in a strawberry field; it 

is as fatal as the peach yellows is to the peach and it is hard to 

fight, and the only thing we can do is to get away from it, and 

you people have been buying plants from other states and I know 

Michigan has been subject to it for a great many years, and Ohio ~ 

| and Mary!and, and IJ could mention several others and I do not 

see how it is possible that you have escaped it. | 

Mr. Hager: 1 have raised three successive crops in the last 

six years on the same plot of ground, and I wondered if I could 

continue to do that? . 

Mr. Cook: There is one thing to bé borne in mind, and that 1s, | 

| in small fruits like in everything else, nothing succeeds like suc- ~ 

| cess. If you are successful in raising crops, I congratulate you, 

but in Michigan, where we go back to the same soil we feel sure 

of a failure, so if you have scored a success | congratulate you on 

your success, but I would go ahead with a great deal of caution. 

A Member: lHow is bone meal? 

Mr. Cook: We found bone meal in proportion to the amount 

| of phosphoric acid it supplies, costs a great deal more than acid 

rock and when it comes to results, it really is no more valuable; a | 

certain per cent of phosphate in the acid rock is just as satisfact- 

ory and a plant will do just as well as it will on bone meal and the 

last few ycars we have not used bone meal at all. 

Mr. Kellogg: Has Mr. Cook had any experience with this | 

black root rot on the ground where he grows plants? | | 

a Mr. Cook: Indeed, we are up against that proposition. We 

are growing plants every year and we have had experience with 

it under all conditions and everywhere, and | find this one thing | 

about the disease, that if in the fall of the year we dig plants to 

ship to some special customer, or dig to heel in ourselves, to carry 

them over to set first thing in the spring, when we dig up the © | 

plants in the fall they will look pretty good and in the spring they 

are all rotten with that miserable disease, so all I can say Is to be
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exceedingly careful and calculate when we come to plotting our 

blocks, that we do not get this monster on our hands. 

Mr. Richardson: You speak of that as a disease—that is my 

impression, but on what ground do you base that statement that it 

is a disease, what fact backs that statement, that it is a disease 

and not weather conditions, as so many claim? 
Mr.Cook: Three years ago Prof. Taft of the State Agricul- 

tural College held to that point, that 1t was a condition and not a | 

disease, and that year we had been doing quite a little experiment- 

ing with the black rot, and so while it-seems to me that perhaps as 

the gentleman puts the question, that he who affirms must prove, 

still I think the man that affirms that it is not a disease is the man | 

| that must prove it. Let me tell you, it has all the symptoms of a 

| disease, it persists and when it gets into the soil you cannot get 
| rid of it until you rotate that piece of land. When we have a wet 

year and humid conditions it hurts the plants worse, and it cuts . 
the crop off more. J was able four or five years ago to find one - 

man in the state of Michigan that had perfectly clean roots, he 

had plants to sell, I got 3,000 Aromas from him, as nice as I could 

expect, washing every bit of dirt off, I could not find a trace of 

that black rot; I took those home and put them right by the side 
| of plants that I knew were affected, and in the course of that year 

the plants I knew were looking ali right, as far as my investiga- 

: tion disclosed, made just four times the growth and showed four | 

times the vigor right along that the other plants did, and while | 

they were affected the following fall, yet the roots were in better 

shape than the others, and next spring, when I came to take them 

out and set them out in a new bed, very much to my chagrin, the 

roots were just as much diseased from those plants that came : 

- home seemingly well as from those that I knew were badly 

| affected. That forced me to the conclusion that it must be a dis- 
ease. Until we can locate the germ and until we can work out a 

| life history of it-I suppose no one can answer it absolutely, but, as | 

I said, four years ago the Michigan Agricultural College took up 

the question and a year ago Dr. Herschel told me he thought he | 
| had the germ isolated and that they would have a life history to 

work out soon. Cornell University has been working at it twelve 

years, and while they admit it is a disease, they do not now know 
any more about it than they did. I was not surprised a couple of 

| years ago to run across Dr. Herschel—I asked him how that dis- 
| ease was getting along, and he said, “We are thrown off the track,
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we do not know anything about it at all.’ JI have told you about 
as much as I know about it, so I think the safest way for us as 
strawberry growers is to assume that it is a disease and to assume 

that it is a very dangerous disease that will strike right at the very 

foundation of successful strawberry growing and take that 

method that will help us to steer around it, if possible. 

Mr. Richardson: Concerning the question of fertilizer and 

mulch, how is coarse stable manure for mulch? 

Mr. Cook: That is a question that will have to be determined 

locally, I am sure; it would depend on what the soil contains and 
| how the soil has been treated and how the plants are growing, 

too. We have used on poorer lands, where we thought there was 

not enough nitrogen and perhaps not enough vegetable matter, 

we have used horse manure with plenty of straw and under those oO 

conditions we got more berries. On the contrary, if we have soil 
fitted primarily for a strawberry crop and we have the fertility, 
as nearly as we can ascertain, I think we make a great mistake to . 
put anything with much manure on a fruiting strawberry bed. 
In watching the black root, you will have noticed under a heavy 
mulch this disease is much more active than in an open soil. Dig- 

ging that ground up thoroughly in the spring for the express pur- 
pose of getting the sun into the soil will do away with the con- 
tinual effects that mulch provides for this disease, or this some- 

| thing that does us a lot of harm. | 

Mr. Hanchett: I did not find a strawberry in the region of 

Benton. Harbor that had a bit of mulch, except weeds. 

Mr. Cook: For a great many years they have been growing 

peaches, raspberries and blackberries, and they did not have 

enough farmers to furnish sufficient mulch, and actually the 

mulching of strawberries was absolutely out of the question, and 

if we had just thrown up the strawberry business and not been — 
growing them, it would have been much better, but to think that a 

those fellows fell back on the lazy man’s method and gave straw- 

berries a black eye is what I do not like. ——
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-_ GRAPE CULTURE. © | a 

Epwin H. Ries, Alton, Ill. 

Next to the apple the grape is undoubtedly the most valuable 
fruit that grows on American soil, and in parts of the country, is 

_ regarded as King of all fruits. Surely it is the most accommo- 
dating fruit we cultivate, succeeding as it does in every clime and 
soil, north, east, south and west when varieties are selected to suit 

the different sections. While the grape is partial to certain soils 

and other conditions, it is possible to grow it even under adverse 
_conditions in any part of the country. 

Bears early and yields more abundantly considering the amount 
of ground it occupies than any other fruit. Our long list of va- 
rieties gives us a greater choice of quality than we have in any 

other fruit and gives us a longer succession, from early July until | 
after frost; lives longest and is the easiest to propagate. Can be 

grown to perfection on steep hillsides, where nothing else could 

be grown profitably. | 

| : May be preserved and put to more and more healthful uses 

than other fruits. Surely, then, we are justified in calling it the 
most useful and accommodating plant. 

Exposure and Soil—Select the most open sunny expostire, pre- 

ferably sloping slightly to the south or east. Such an exposure 
has a tendency to guard off mildew and rot to which many of our 

best varieties are subject. 

A deep, loamy, limestone soil, dry and deeply worked is the 

ideal soil for the cultivated grape. This does not mean where | 
these conditions can not be had, the grapes can not be grown, for, 
as stated before, by proper selection of varieties it can be grown 

under the most adverse conditions, though naturally not to the 
| point of perfection, as where conditions are most favorable. 

Varieties—Although we have an endless list of varieties that 

may be grown in the east and middle west with more or less suc- 
cess, I will only mention a few that are most hardy, vigorous, pro- 

ductive and of good quality. The old reliable Concord should, 

perhaps, have first consideration, for it has been said repeatedly, 

“when in doubt plant Concord.” Worden, a seedling of Con- 
cord, is an improvement on the parent in size and quality, and
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with a little extra care in the way of pollinating and pruning, it 
deserves a place in the family garden. Its skin is too thin and 
tender for a market grape. ) | 

| Along this line we have the Mc Pike, a seedling of the latter, 
almost a duplicate of its parent, excepting that it is larger. A 
very interesting variety, being the largest, and at the same time, 

the best in quality of any black grape known. ‘Too tender for 

shipping. ae 
King is a most excellent variety of this class, supposed to bea 

sport from Concord. Almost as large as Mc Pike, not quite so 

good in quality, but ripens evenly, and with the skin of the Con- 

cord, is a good market sort. | 
Moore’s Early is one of. the best early, hardy, large, black 

grapes. | 7 | 
Eclipse is regarded by all who have tested it to be the best, 

early, black grape on the market. This variety originated at the 
writer’s home and was introduced two years ago. 

Niagara is the best white grape ever introduced, but is a little» | 
| inclined to be tender, and at the north should be well protected. 

Moore’s Diamond and Green Mountain would be good white 
grapes for the north as they are very hardy; both are of fine | 

quality. | So 

Lutie is the best red grape for the north, because of its earli- 

ness and extreme hardiness. Very vigorous and a sure bearer. 

Woodruff is another good, hardy, red grape. Could mention 

many other sorts that we grow successfully in Illinois, but as this © 7 

paper is written chiefly for northern growers, the above list of | 
the hardiest varieties will probably be ample for their needs. It | 

. | would be a waste of time for any one in the east or central west 

to attempt the growing of California or foreign varieties or the | 
Scuppernong of the south. They succeed admirably where they 
belong but are out of place here. | 
-Cultivation—The grape for best results should have good culti- 

vation and liberal feeding. In Illinois we get good results by a 
cultivating two or three times in spring and then sowing cow- 
peas. The peas, keep down weeds, enrich the soil and serve as 

a cover crop in winter. In early spring these are plowed under, 

and if possible an application of good stable manure is given 

and later plowed under. Frequent stirrings of the soil are con- 

tinued the rest of the season and the next year cowpeas are used 

as before, Oo
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There are two reasons why the old single stake method is to | 

be preferred to a trellis or arbor. One is, that where ground is 

not too sloping, it admits of cultivation both ways with a horse, 

thus saving the slow and tedious work with the hoe, and further- 

more the cultivator does better work. The other is, that by the 

_ stake system, the amateur is not so liable to injure his vines by 

leaving too much fruiting wood, thus allowing the vines to over- 

bear. | 
There is very much less danger of injuring a vine by pruning 

too severely, than by leaving too much bearing wood. The 
amateur with trellis or arbor, attempts to cover every slat or 

wire with dormant wood, thinking that in this way he will get 

an abundance of both shade and fruit. | 

The fact is that an arbor can not be made a success if both are 
| expected. Vines should be cut back severely each season and 

: the arbor covered with the new gtowth, and the less fruit pro- 

duced the better will be the shade. The trellis is all right for the 

: experienced vineyardist who knows just how much bearing wood 
should be left.on the different varieties he grows, because if put 
up right it is permanent, and gives space for supporting the young 

growth. Not all varieties can be pruned alike, each vine must be 
pruned according to its vigor; and just how to do this properly 
can only be learned by experience and a careful study of the . 

habits of different varieties. What is called the renewal system, 

is the best method of pruning most varieties. To describe this 
| briefly each crop is produced on a new cane of the previous 

year’s growth and while this cane is fruiting another is being 

grown to produce a crop the next season. 

- Some varieties like Norton’s Virginia and Cynthiana do bet- 

ter by allowing the original cane to remain for several years and 

_ the fruit produced on laterals sent out from spurs of the main 

| vine. | | | 

The stronger sheets produced during the growing season shewild | 
be tied up frequently as they advance in growth and the weaker _ 
ones rubbed off soon after they start. 

When the fruit bearing laterals have made three leaves beyond 
| the last bunch, the end of this lateral should be pinched off with 

thumb and finger. Do not pinch closer than this or like some, al- 
low a longer growth, and then prune with a knife when wood 

is hard. Remember that foliage means health and vigor to the 

vine, which is essential if a crop is expected, |
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Propagation—As mentioned in the first part of this paper the 

grape is very easy to propagate. Excepting McPike all the 

varieties mentioned are easily grown from cuttings in the open 

ground; the latter being a little more difficult to root in this way. 

There is a class of grapes, to which Norton’s Virginia belongs, 

that is difficult to grow in this way, and must be grown from 

layers or grafting. There are however, favorable localities and 

soil where even this hardwood class can be grown successfully | 

| from cuttings. | 
The art of grafting is frequently of much value to the vine- 

yardist. At my home there were at times hundreds of vines in 

our vineyards that were not profitable, brought about by testing 
new varieties as they were introduced and planting too largely 

of some newcomer that was boomed and praised to such an ex- 

tent that we could not resist planting largely, instead of but a 
few vines for testing. : | | 

Upon learning that varieties were of little or no value to us, — 

they were promptly changed to other sorts we knew would give 

us good results. By grafting we take advantage of the strong 

established root and lose but one year’s crop of fruit. It is also 

a means of getting a. good supply of propagating wood quickly 

of new sorts that we know are of real value. 

Insects and other Pests—The grape has several insect pests 

which however strange to say, are not permanent; for instance 

the leaf-hopper, which is unknown in our section, has been 

known to defoliate entirely large vineyards in the southern | 

states, and they only appear there once in several years. As a 

remedy I would suggest that as soon as noticed, the best bunches 

be bagged; the rest pulled off and the vines thoroughly sprayed | 

with Paris Green or Arsenate of Lead. 
The grape vine flea-beetle is some seascns, very destructive in 

our vineyards by eating the buds just as they begin to swell in 

spring. These can only be held in check by hand picking. 

Mildew and Anthracnose are diseases of the grape which prey 

on varieties having weak foliage, such as hybrids with too much 
foreign blood in them. It is not troublesome to the varieties 

recommended in this article. These pests are best held in check 

by close pruning and liberal feeding. _ | 
, Black Rot is a fungus pest, which in some parts of the country 

is destructive to the extent of destroying crops entirely. Is
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most prevalent in warm, rainy seasons. All but the hard wood 

varieties are subject to the rot, which, however, is easily pre- 

vented by spraying several times during the growing season with , 
| Bordeaux mixture. | 

Birds—Among our many fruit loving birds there are but two 

that we must deny what they consider their share of the grape | 

crop. . | 
The Oriole, the prettiest bird that flies in our section and a 

sweet singer is so destructive that one bird in a vineyard of 
fancy fruit will destroy $10.00 worth of fruit in one day. Just 

) imagine then the result of too of these birds in a small vine- 

yard. This bird, unlike others, does not eat a few berries and 

, go on about the better work of catching insects, but is what 
might be called a grape-juice sucker. Flies from one vine to 

| another, picks out the fines bunches and punctures enough ber- 

ries on each bunch he selects to spoil it for market. The only 

| successful way of combatting this pest is to spray piercingly | 

| with No. 1o shot. | : | 

The despised English Sparrow is very troublesome to: small 

_ berried varieties. They swallow the whole berries and in a 
short time will strip vines completely. They seldom molest large 

berried sorts. Would recommend same treatment as for the 
Oriole. 

Winter Protection—-An important point possessed by this 

fruit is that it is the easiest of all to protect in winter, which 

makes it of special value at the north where many other fruits 
- can not be grown. 

About the time severe winter is expected the vines should be 

pruned, bent to the ground and securely covered with earth. In 

eatly spring uncover and tie neatly to their support. 

Bagging the Grape—Those having but a few vines or a small 

vineyard, will find bagging the hest means of preserving and 

protecting the fruit on the vine. This is done by slipping strong 

paper bags over the good bunches and securing them with small 
twine, wire or pins. Small bunches should be pulled off. Nim- 

ble fingers can do this work rapidly and it secures the fruit from 

rot and birds and preserves that rich bloom on the berries which 
is very effective when grapes are to be used for exhibition or 
fancy market. 

| Gathering and Marketing—We like the plan of packing right 

6—Hort.
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from the vine with but one handling and that, where possible, | 

only by the stem. This to be sure is for fancy fruit and we 

| should strive to have our crop represent, as large a per cent of | : 

that grade as possible. There is no danger of our markets ever 
becoming overstocked with strictly fancy fruit yet right here is 

another point in favor of the grape; no matter in what condition : 

the market may be, there is always a place for the lower grades, — 

which, in the case of other fruits, would be a loss. 

The small and loose clusters may be easily turned into first 

class products in the form of Jelly, Jam, Grape-Juice, Wine, _ 

etc. Nothing in the way of dried fruits is quite so wholesome a 

and valuable as the raisin. 

We pack much of our best fruit in the till or tomato baskets, 

four of these to a crate. The climax basket is also used ex- 

tensively. It is needless to say much more about packing, than 

to refer to the advisability of having the quality uniform from | 

| top to bottom of package. | | 
It is also a good plan to put a neat label on each package, 

bearing the grower’s name, and have one reliable dealer to 
handle your entire crop. In this way we may quickly gain a 

reputation that other growers will envy. 

The grape ranks high as a market fruit. Millions of dollars 

worth of the fruit is turned into wine alone, annually. Some 

will say “What a pity to put this luscious fruit into a despised 

fermented form.” To this I will answer, if people must and 

| will have it, why not give it to them in this most pure, healthy, 

wholesome form, thereby displacing much of the vile, poisonous 

stuff that would otherwise be used in its stead. | 
The apple may justly hold the honor as King of all fruit, but 

surely the grape has no peer when it comes to a fruit for the 

masses. | - ae 

| | DISCUSSION. oe 

Mr. Toole: I thought I heard you speak of the Worden, 

‘if carefully pruned and pollenized,” is that what you said? 

Mr. Riehl: You refer to the fact that the Worden does not 

pollenize perfectly? | : 

Mr. Toole: That is what IT thought you would have us in-
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fer. Do you plant some other variety near by, or do you artifi- 
| cially pollenize? 

Mr. Riehl: When you have a variety like that, it is well to 
| plant it in a mixed vineyard, having several other varieties near 

| by. The Worden has that fault of not pollenizing perfectly al- 
ways. Some seasons it does right well even by. itself, other 
seasons it does not. That may be accounted for perhaps that 
some seasons the insects and hees can fly during blooming time 
and other years it may be cloudy and cold, so that insects and 
bees do not get around to do the pollenizing for us. 

Mr. Sperbeck: Did you mention the Delaware? — 
Mr. Riehl: Yes, as I stated before, there are a number of 

varieties down there that we would be safe in planting, but that 
perhaps would be a little tender here. The Delaware, for in- 
stance, is a splendid grape when it succeeds, but it is not gen- 

erally reliable in large sections. It is a little weak in foliage. 
It is all right for the expert vineyardist who studies its require- 

| ments and prunes it back severely and gives it plenty of food. 
The same is true of the Catawba. The old Catawba was intro- | 
duced before 1866; also the Isabella, they are still good too. 

Mr. Spurbeck: Do you grow the Rogers’ 15? | 
Mr. Riehl: We have tried all the Rogers, some of them are 

most excellent. All are fine black grapes and you could scarcely 
| wish anything better in the hands of the expert, but it would. 

not do to recommend them to the amateur, because they must 
he watched closely and pruned closely. " 

‘ Tes 
CORRE et 

CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES. | 

I. EF. Dunninc, Milwaukee. oe 
| | mo | egg 

_ here are two kinds of Horticulturists, one makes his money 
on the farm, and spends it in the city, the other earns his money : 
in the city and spends it in the country. We come under the 
head of the latter and with this understanding you will not ex- 
pect to hear much you do not know. 
We are just like a sponge ready to be squeezed of what 

knowledge we have absorbed in order to take up a greater
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knowledge from others here with more experience. It was only 

with this thought that I consented to present this paper giving 

mostly our short history of small fruit culture in Milwaukee 

County, especially currants and gooscbefries, 

| We have noticed that the papers and discussions of this so- 

ciety for the past few years have been almost entirely confined 

to. strawberries in way of small fruit and apples for tree fruit 

and have asked ourselves why more was not brought out regard- 

ing raspberries, blackberries, currants and gooseberries, and also 

cherries as our experience thus far teach us that these fruits 

are a feasible Wisconsin product and quite as profitable in a 

series of years as the strawberry and apple provided you have 

the facilities for heavy mulching and getting pickers in suffi- 

cient numbers at the proper time to harvest the crop. | 

The currant and gooseberry is something that will not freeze 

out in our coldest winters, which is not absolutely certain with 

other fruit, although we have raised Eldorado blackberries for 

the past five years without the loss of a bush. 

You are certain to raise practically every bush you plant and 

once started they continue to bear from year to year with proper | 

cultivation, mulching, etc. | 

We have been told by at least three neighboring farmers that 

they plowed up their currants on account of the currant worin. 

Any one who would do this provided he knew how easy it was 

to get rid of them would allow grass and weeds to choke out his 

strawberries, and his apple trees to become almost useless for — 

want of spraying, pruning, etc., and in the business world would | 

soon have the sheriff’s signature on his door. 

We take it that each member of this society understands that 

there is no great success in any branch of Horticulture except 

along the lines of constant work and attention during the season, 

doing the right thing at the right time. With the currant and 

gooseberry it is this and nothing more. So far we must say we 

see no discouragements in growing this frtit in Wisconsin com- 

mercially in proper locations, especially tributary to our larger 

cities: whatever losses we have met with have been lack of 

| knowledge and not of opportunity and such mistakes simply 

pave the way to ultimate success. 

Now regarding our experience, I say “Our” as I am in bust- 

ness in the city and my partner, Mrs. Dunning, is the real over- 

| seer of the little fruit farm and greenhouse. :
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Five years ago last spring we planted about 50 each of apple, 
plum, pear and cherry trees, 500 Loudon raspberry and 500 

Eldorado blackberry bushes and the following spring 1,000 
strawberry plants. We mention these in order to show you that 

we have had experience with these fruits, and with the excep- 
tion of increasing the cherry trees up to 400 and the Eldotado 

blackberries to about 2 acres, our increase has and will be the 
| currant, the strongest possible evidence of our faith in them. | 

Four years ago last spring we planted 500 Fay currant and 

500 Downing gooseberry bushes, the following spring, that is to | 

say three years ago last spring, we planted 500 more Fay cur- 

rant and 500 more Downing gooseberry bushes, in July of that 
year we marketed about $70.00 worth of fruit from the original 

1,000 little currant and gooseberry bushes, from less than 14 an 
acre of ground. Two years ago we planted 2,000 more Fay 

and too Pomona currant bushes. The two previous years 

planting yielded about the same comparatively as the year be- 
fore, od Si! | wy aq gt 44 

One year ago last spring we did not plant currants or goose- 

berries but we increased our Eldorado blackberry patch mater- 

lally. 

In July of that year the 500 original Downing gooseberry 
bushes yielded just an even $130.00 from less than %4 of an acre 

of ground. The 500 original Fay currant bushes only about 

$70.00. Right here we find a characteristic of the Fay currant. 
The year before this I succeeded in getting a man on the place 

who could not find time and energy to draw fertilizer from the 

city as we had done previously and since, and that explains the 

comparatively small yield of the Fays, the next year they were 

mulched heavily and last July the yield was enormous. I am 

| sorry to say a misjudgment on my part makes it impossible to 

tell what the yield would have been in quantity of fruitage or 

| money returns, all 3,000 Fay currant bushes were equally heavily 

| loaded compared to age and size, it did not seem possible to get 

| many: more clusters on the wood than grew there. I did not 

realize what we had, and started to pick one wagon load of 

| crates a day and was leaving the older and larger bushes for the 
last, they over-ripened and one extremely hot day came just at 
this time and literally cooked them on the bushes, in this way we 
lost many bushels, but a 16 quart crate from two of the older
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bushes was not at all unusual. The gooseberries got cooked in 
the same way. | | , 

We would advise, however, to go slow on the Fay currant, our 
land is heavy clay loam and we use at least 25 loads of mulching | 
to the acre every year. It is our opinion that on lighter soil or 

with less fertilizing they would not prove profitable. While this | 

last year the 100 Pomona bushes did not yield any more than 100 

average I'ays of the same age, they show more vigorous growth 

of wood and were also heavily loaded and we think would prove 
far more certain in a series of years or under less favorable cir- | 

cumstances. Last spring we planted 1,300 more Pomona and 

2,000 Red Cross currant bushes and have arranged for 1,000 

more of each of these two varieties for this next spring. This 

will give us over 8,000 currant bushes in all. Our Red Cross 

show vigorous growth and we expect greater results from those. 

We spray the currants and gooseberries at least once a year 

with Bordeaux as the leaves open, and just as soon as the worms 

| appear, with Hellebore, if they get thick before noticed would 

try Paris green, 1 pound to 200 gallons of water, but would hesi- © . 

tate to use this too close to picking. We should watch close for 

the worms and not let them get the start of us, we find they gen- 

erally come after a heavy rain. We keep the bushes cultivated 

and as free from grass or weeds as possible, pruned and mulched 

as above mentioned. If there is more to do we know not what. 

| We bought our little farm and have put money into it to mature 
the fruit and greenhouse in order to provide against any pos- 

sible reverses in business and we think so far as the future in 

this world is concerned we can say we know in what we have 

trusted and it will be able to keep us against that day. 

DISCUSSION. | , 

Mr. Hey: Have you ever tried the Perfection currant? 7 

Mr. Dunning: JI am not able to inform you very generally in 

regard to those things. J have practically given you all my ex- 

perience in the paper. I have investigated the Perfection, I have 

not tried it personally, but I have investigated it somewhat and I 

believe it 1s a splendid currant. It may possibly be the best cur- 

rant that is grown, but of course it is somewhat new yet and I~ 

| think that one trouble is that where the currant is so very large, | 

that it is not apt to yield as heavily per acre. We raise the Fay,
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_ our rows are six feet apart, yet the bushes actually came together 
| in the middle, but I have never seen anybody’s else do it. Our 

land is enormously rich. I raised corn on this same land before _ 
planting to currants that made stalks which were simply: wonder- : 
ful, then put twenty-five loads, big, heavy loads, of manure from | 

_ the city for each acre and we are going to have pretty good re- : 
sults. I do not think anything short of that will do for a Fay 
currant; I would not advise anybody to plant that currant. 

| Mr. M. S. Kellogg: Do you get a growth of the Fay bush 
that holds the fruit out of the mud? 

Mr. Dunning: No, the Fay is a rather slender bush; the tend- 
| ency is to bend over, the tendency is to grow down and where 

they are heavily loaded, as ours were this year, they do not hold 
up the fruit. Of course the fruit is not all on the ground, but 
much of it. . | 

| _ Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: Our friend Stickney of Wauwatosa was 
heavily in the currant business. After planting several thou- 
sand ays he dug them all up, discarded them entirely, and | 

| pianted other varieties, because of this low spreading tendency. 
Mr. Riehl: In regard to the Perfection currant, we have | 

tested it thoroughly in the Stations down there and, I would say 
that seems to be well named, as it would indicate the finest cur- 

| rant that could possibly be imagined, in size of berry, size of 
bunch, productiveness, upright growth, vigor and in every respect 

we have never yet been able to find a single thing in which it 

could be improved. : | : 
Mr. M. S. Kellogg: as it yielded as heavily as the Pomona? 

| Mr. Riehl: Yes, it could not yie'd heavier. The berries cov- 

ered so heavily that you could not see the wood growth and yet 

strong enough to ripen up the fruit perfectly. Mildew is ‘one 

thing that we ‘must seriously consider in growing gooseberries. 

We must not attempt any of those foreign varieties, because the 

- mildew will get them every time. We must resort to such varie- 
ties as the Downing, Pearl and those that are freest from that 

pest. 

Mr. Dunning: I should like to ask one question. As I told | 

you, we had not grown any of those Red Cross, except the ones 

we planted this spring. What I came here for is to get a little 

more information, if possible. Is there anybody here that has 

grown Red Cross currant bushes, say five years with the Pomona 

andthe Fay? Ido not care so much about the Fay, because I am
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satisfied a person would have to live very near a city, where they 

could get all they could possibly want of the food they like. 

What I want to get is the comparative value between the Pomona 

: and the Red Cross? | | 

Mr. Spurbeck: The Red Cross with us is doing nicely. We 
think very much of it, and, as has been said here about the Fay, 
it will not stand up, it Hes in the dirt too much. 

Mr. Riehl: The Red Cress has a little of that tendency to 

| droop as does the Fay, but not so much. In that way it is an im- 

provement, and it approaches the Fay very closely in size and is 

also the same sweet quality. 

Mr. M.S. Ke'logg: We have grown the Red Cross for a few 

seasons, not sufficiently to determine exactly its market value, | 

but with us we have been led to rely more on the Pomona and 

Wilder than we have on these newer kinds. - . 
Mr. Melcher: J have grown Red Cross currants in a small 

way for ten years, and have grown it alongside the Pomona; we 

think more of it than of the Pomona, both as to quality and pro- 

ductiveness. | 

EVENING SESSION.—TUESDAY, JANUARY 12. | 

FARM BETTERMENT FOR THE WISCONSIN FARMER. | 

Danie D. CLARKE, Cambridge, Mass. | 

At the present time there is a widespread movement for a bet- 

_ terment of the conditions of life in all its aspects. All sections 
of the country, as well as all classes of its citizens, are repre- 

sented in this hopeful struggle for more wholesome conditions 

of life and more attractive surroundings. Cities are endeavoring 

to provide parks, pleasure grounds and recreation areas for the 

present, and to ensure them for the future. Towns and villages 

are considering the better ordering of their streets, the treat- 

ment of open public spaces, and the providing of playgrounds. 

Countless individuals in all stations of life are zealous in their
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_ . endeavors to so adjust their grounds and buildings that they 
may serve their real ends in as attractive a manner as possible. 

_ hey not only arrange and plant, but they are untiring in their 
efforts to maintain and to preserve. In this class the farmer has 
many representatives. Sometimes he is particularly successful. 
Yet most frequently he fails to secure much of the pleasure 
which is to be derived from country life. Is this not a pity? 

_ For who is more deserving than the farmer? He ought to share 
bounteously in all the things of life that are worth while. In his | 
surroundings there is an absence of many of the limitations and 
hindrances which beset the dweller in the city, or even in the vil- 
lage. The natural beauty of land, sky and vegetation are about 
him. He is free from the vexing sounds, unsightly scenes and 
limited spaces which are a part of the present city life. His own 
acres are many, and often his neighbor’s lands contribute quite 

| as much to his pleasure as do his own. Ought not the farmer to 
be very thankful for the many natural advantages which may be 
made to contribute so generously to his joy and to that of his 
household? : | , 

Yet why concern ourselves with this matter of farm better- 
ment? Why disturb the placid, sluggish, unresponsive tenor of 
our ways? What is the value of such improvements? Our sur- 

| roundings will be more wholesome and sanitary. There will be 
_ greater convenience. Conditions of work will be more com- 

fortable. There will be a real increase in the valuation of the 
farm. Then is there not a distinct joy in beautiful surroundings ? 

| Every successful attempt to make the country home more attrac- 
tive, makes happier the lives of those who dwell within. Our 
natures respond to harmonious scenes. Manifest order and 
beauty delight the eye. Disorder and ugliness displease the eye, 
dwarf the nature of the individual and contribute to a grossness 
of life. On the other hand, beautiful surroundings tend to uplift 
life. ‘They he’p their creators and observers to live more useful, 
happier and nobler lives. Then there is a value in setting a good 
example of right doing. Many a man by the proper ordering 

| of his own grounds has done much to arouse and regenerate 
whole communities. | 

- What are the means by which we as farmers can make our 
| surroundings more pleasant? First we must free ourselves from | 

| the error that this pleasure depends solely upon the planting of 
trees and shrubs about our buildings and on our grounds. AI- 

a
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though judicious planting is essential and does contribute very | 

| largely to beauty, there are other factors more fundamental. If — 

we are so fortunate as to be in the act of planning our farm, we 

will want to consider the kind of buildings best adapted to our 

| particular purposes, the best sites for them, and their proper 

erouping; the location of the house and the orientation of its 

various parts; the disposition of the different divisions of the | 

| grounds and finally the connection of our buildings with one 

another and with the highway by drives and walks. When we 

have carefully thought out all of these problems it is time for us : 

to: discover where we shall plant our trees and shrubs and what 

shall be their character. | 

a ‘SELECTION OF SITES. | 

- What are the principles that should govern us in the selection 

of our sites? - There are the questions relating to health, to con- 

| venience, and to attractiveness. Health may be ill-affected by a 

contaminated supply of water, by the existence of unsanitary con- 

| ditions, by a natura! dampness of the site, and, to some extent, | 

by a lack of protection from the elements. Therefore, to ensure 

good health our water supply should be reasonably secure from 

sources of contamination. It should not receive the surface flow 

from the barnyard nor seepage from place of sewage disposal. 

The area itself should be somewhat elevated and its drainage | 

should be good. While advantage should be taken of natural 

shelter whether of land formation or of vegetation. | 

For convenience there should be first of all a near and abundant 

supply of water. Then the spot should be easily reached. ‘There 

should be no obstacles requiring a devious way of approach, 

, either from the highway or from the fields. Nor should the 

grades be uncomfortably steep. To save energy and time the 

farm buildings should be most convenient to the areas under cul- | 

tivation. However, this location is not necessarily the center of 

the whole area, but the center of gravity as it were of the present 

and future farming operations. In general it is well to be near | 

the most important highway. For not only is the maintenance 

of an unnecessary length of private way an unwarranted expense, 

but there is a corresponding loss of time and energy. | | 

For attractiveness it is desirable to secure shelter from prevail- 

ing winds and storms. If there are no natural features adapted
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_ to our purpose, we can at least do our best to select a site where 
some degree of artificial protection may be provided with the 

| greatest advantage. Then it is desirable to enjoy as much sun- 
light as possible throughout the year. Even in the heat of sum- 
mer it is very welcome for a part of the day at least. Another 
factor immediately involved in our happiness is the character of | 
our views. We may not be able to secure noble views, yet we 
can always strive to avoid unsightly scenes. As to beauty, it is 

_ our obligation to select as attractive a spot as possible, or, in the 
absence of such a natural feature, to choose such a one as we can 
best make beautiful. 

Aiter we have selected our general site we will want to insure | 
the advantages to be derived from the good grouping of the farm 

_ buildings. They should be grouped. There should be a logical | 
relationship between them. Thus there will be greater compact- 

_ ness with a marked increase in the sum of convenience. There 
will be economy of construction, better protection and greater at- 

| tractiveness. Not only will the structures themselves be better 
but they will enclose and provide for the concealment of un- ° | 
sightly features. Coming to the most important member of this 
group, the farm house, we cannot urge too earnestly the neces- 

| sity for its cooperate planning with the home grounds, for there 
is a vital re!ationship existing between these two. The arrange- 
ment of the rooms is influenced by the possibilities of the grounds 

_ while in turn the arrangement of the grounds is influenced by the 
disposition of the rooms. The principal aspect of the house 
should be as nearly as possible south. In the ideal case the living 
room would be on the south, so that it might secure a maximum 
amount of light and sun. The dining room would be on the east 

- so as to receive the early morning sunlight. The kitchen should | 
beso placed as to have one side on the east, to share as much as 
possible of the morning light, while the library or den would be 

| on the west as requiring but little early light. Likewise the hall 

- would be entered from the west. However, it may be neces- 

sary to depart from this ideal, it should be the object to place the 

living room where it gets the sun’s early warmth and a pleasant 

outlook over the home grounds. 

Taken together we may make three divisions of the house and 

its grounds,—the service, the entrance, and the living. The serv- 

ice portion of the grounds which includes the service walk and 

drives and the clothes yard, ought to have convenient relationship
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with the kitchen. They should also be completely screened from 
the living grounds and from the living portions of the house. 
The approach on the farm is usually simple. It should never | 

intrude upon the family life; neither should the entrance drive 
or walks cut up the lawn of the living grounds. The entrance 

_ itse'f should be attractive and hospitable. The living grounds _ 

should surround at least two sides of the house. It should be so 

placed as to attain the best relationship to the points of the com- 

pass, to procure the best breezes and to include the best views. | 

The lawns should be agreeably situated with regard to the living 

portion of the house. So should the flower gardens and borders 
be pleasantly related. The living grounds should be screened 

_ from the service, and from the approach and street and from all 

outside. There ought to be the feeling of privacy, security and , 
comfort. : 

On our farms walks and drives are necessary to connect the ~ 

buildings with one another, with the highway, and with the farm 

lands. It is essential that they should be included in the com- 

' prehensive farm plan. They should be studied in relation to the 

sites and to the grounds. If they are located independently un- 

fortunate results may follow. [or instance, the plot best adapted 

to the location of the house might not be accessible on easy 

: grades, or there might be intervening obstacles. Then the house 
might be so placed that the drive must of necessity cut through 

the living lawn not only destroying the unity of the composition, 

but interfering with the privacy of the grounds. What are the 
requisites of good walks and drives? First of all the location 

should be logical. They are for use. They should be placed 

where they are needed. They should be direct. They should © | 

have no unnecessary meanderings or meaningless curves. In the 

main they should follow the topography. The grades should -be 

, easy and comfortable. Tor the approach drive it is best not to 
have the rise greater than five feet in a distance of one hundred | 

feet, and it is well if the rise is not greater than two or three feet. | 

With entrance walk the grade may be heavier, though in this case 

the rise should never be so steep as to cause discomfort. With 

regard to alignment, there are many determining factors. If the 

srounds are small and the land almost flat it is usually best to, 
have straight walks and drives. l*or in such cases straight lines 
are most economical of space, most agreeable to use, and most. 

satisfying to the eye. On larger places where the house is situ- 

| 

.
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ated at some little distance from the road and the ground is more 
or less irregular, curving drives are usually best. Yet here there 
must be some reason for a curve. This justification may be a 
matter of grades, a projecting ledge or hillock, the necessity for 
preserving the integrity of the living lawn, but never a mere 

flower bed or a group of shrubs. There must be a real obstacle 

to onward progress. The curve itself should always be free, 

flowing and graceful. In all this matter the topography should 

be our guide. We should follow it, adjusting our lines so that . 
they may be as graceful as possible while conforming to the facts 
of grades. Never should a walk of drive exist that is not really 

needed. Nor should the length and width be greater than utility 

| requires. [or a walk or a drive which has an unnecessary length 

, or width exacts a waste of time and energy in passage and re- 

quires an uncalled for expense in construction and maintenance. 

Wath regard’ to construction, local conditions play a considerable | 
part. If there is good native road material at hand it is desirable 
to use it. Tor it will usua'ly be most economical as well as most 

harmonious with our grounds. There should be a compact mass, 

good drainage, and a uniform surface. Then there should be : 

| careful maintenance. The surface should be free from stones, 

» the ruts should be filled and good drainage maintained. The line 

‘of demarcation between grass and gravel should be sharp. Grass 

| and weeds should be kept out of the gravel itself. These definite 
edges and grass free surfaces do more to give snap and distinc- 

tion to the grounds than almost any feature. 

Now it is time for us to discover where we shall plant our trees 

and shrubs and what shall be their character. Tor successful re- 

sults planting must always be done with a definite object in view. 

If there is no reason for it then it should not be done. The prin- 
cipal purposes of planting are as follows: to secure protection 

from sun, wind and storm; to screen unsightly features; to unite 

: a building with its site; to enframe the lawn or grounds; and 
finally to secure the fulfillment of those pleasures which plants 

so abundantly bestow. This matter of protection is pretty well 

understood. There are formal rows of trees, tall hedges or 

irregular masses of trees and shrubs to shield from wind and 
storm. The house should have some shelter from the sun’s rays 

in summer. The trees should not be too close to the house nor 

should the shade be too dense. Nor should they be so planted
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as to shut out an undue amount of the sun’s warmth and cheer or 
to hide pleasant views. | 

The concealing of objectionable features by means of planting 
is not so well understood nor so commonly practiced. In spite 

_ of our very best efforts, irritating or ugly scenes sometimes per- | 

sist. Even if we have been successful in obliterating our own 

we imay still have with us those of our neighbors. Our own ill- 

kept back yard with its clothes lines, its ash barrels, its swill tubs, 

our barnyard, at best temporarily, if not permanently in some- 

| what disorder, obtruding piggeries or henyards, the unsightly 

grounds of our neighbors, these are the objects that we should 
blot out from our view with planting. 

For the most perfect marriage of the house with its site the 7 

building should have the appearance of being out of place any- 

where else in the world. Most certainly should this union be 

taken into consideration when the site is selected and the house 

designed. Even when the very best is done in this respect a | 

more complete harmony may always be effected by planting of : 

some character. There may be a background of trees, there may 
| be shrubs massed against the foundation, or there may be vines 

growing on the very house itself. At times one of these expedi- _ 

ents will suffice, at another time all may be used with propriety - 

to produce that harmony between the ground and the house which 

is so desirable of attainment. | : 
Then the lawns or grounds shou'd be enframed. This char- 

acter of planting gives unity to the scene, enclosing it in much 

the way that an appropriate frame does a good picture. Then it , 

secures a certain privacy and seclusion and gives the feeling of 

security and repose. Thus the value of the enframing planting - 

is very real and very great. | | 

Then plants may be used for the intrinsic pleasure which they 

afford. There is a charm of form, of texture and of color. Yet 

we must not permit these more obvious appeals to interfere with 

the realization of that greater, higher and more fundamental | 

pleasure of good composition. There is a pleasure to be derived 
from the fitting arrangement of plants. a 

This logically leads to an examination of the principles govern- 

ing good planting. These may be assembled under the heads of 

simplicity, breadth and harmony. Ass to simplicity, it ought to 

characterize our attempts. When we have determined our needs | 

- we must meet them in as straightforward a manner as possible.
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_ Keep in view the fitness of the attempt. Avoid over-elaborate- 
ness. Likewise observe simplicity in the number of plants used. 

| Do not crowd. Beware of an over use, particularly of trees and 

shrubs. Then choose comparatively few varieties. 

As for breadth, what is it? It may be said to be the making of 
| one feature principal and the keeping of subordinate features 

from obscuring or belittling it. The meaning may be clear when 

viewed in relation to some definite feature, as the lawn. This 1s 

the foreground of our scene and should be principal. It should 

have a fringe of shrubs or of trees and shrubs about its borders. 

| Never should it be spotted with flower. beds or cluttered and 

crowded with individual shrubs or groups of shrubs. Further- | 

- more, if breadth is to be secured, this fringe of shrubs must be | 

. composed essentially of masses, not of single plants or of groups 

—,_ of two or three. 

| Harmony should prevail thoughout. The plants used on our 

° grounds should be in perfect accord with our native vegetation. 

| In fact it is well to let our own trees and shrubs form the frame- 

work of our plantation. To these we may add such worthy 

exotic plants as please us with the charm of their form, of their 

flowers, or of their fruit. Likewise there should be harmony be- | 

tween the trees and shrubs and their surroundings. They should 

not be too small nor too large.. For instance the shrubs marking 

- the foundation should not be so tall as to dwarf the house. This 

size-harmony should exist between the plants themselves. 

| Usually a tall shrub and a low shrub should not be placed side by 

. side. In the mass there should be a gradual graduation in height. 

. There should be a nice transition from the grass to the tallest 

| shrubs. Likewise harmony should prevail in the texture of the 

. foliage. There should be a careful transition between shrubs 

with diverse textures of foliage. Then, particularly in the case 

7 of vines, there should be harmony between the foliage and the 

| house or other structure, to which it is related. It should not be 

| too large and coarse nor should it be in discord with the material 

of the building. Then the foliage of our trees and shrubs should 

harmonize in color as well as in texture. For our safety let us 

| shun shrubs with so-called golden foliage and with variegated or 

| blotched leaves, and use only sparingly and then with discretion 

} trees or shrubs with reddish coloring. 

: Now that we have seen what we ought to do let us renew our 

} determination to better our surroundings, for what greater influ- |
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ence can affect our lives than their character? If our surround- 
ings be mean, so will our lives be mean. If they be sweet and 

beautiful, our lives will mirror their very goodness. Nor is this 

matter of influence mere speculation. Everywhere examples of | 

| evil and of good attest its truth. Great men of all times have 

proclaimed its power. If we have not already done so, let us ) 

take this season to study our problems, to determine our needs, | 

and to formulate our scheme. It does not matter if it cannot be : 

carried out at once or in its completeness. The real need is fora _ 

carefully thought-out and a fully preconceived p'an. With us 
. farmers it 1s to be expected that its execution will be gradual. 

Our incomes are neither constant nor large. There are other - | 

things to be done. There are unexpected items of expense to be . 

met. Nor is this on the whole a disadvantage. This gradual and 
healthy working out of a scheme makes possible the avoidance of | 

certain mistakes, permits of nicer adjustments, affords greater 1 
pleasure, and arouses a livelier interest. Thus we must say to | 

| ourselves what we would do to arrange our grounds and build- | 
ings to secure the greatest degree of comfort, contentment and 

joy, take on an abundant measure of courage, and do what we 

have to do steadfastly to the end. Yet we cannot stop here; for . | 

the most complete measure of farm betterment there must be an 

improvement in certain vital elements of rural life. There must 

be a corresponding betterment of our schools, of our churches, 7 

of our highways and of our villages. : | 

‘IMPROVEMENT OF SCHOOL GROUNDS. | | 

——- Pror, J. W. Livineston, Platteville Normal School. 

That the school grounds should be made the most attractive 

place possible has long been incorporated as one of the essential 
articles of my pedagogical creed. To every man that asketh a 

reason for this faith that is in me I gladly give answer. Man’s 

taste and character are in part fashioned by his surroundings. , 

The better tendencies of head and heart draw new life from en- 
vironments marked by purity, taste and refinement. Beautiful , 

surroundings render the school itself more attractive and serve q 

as a silent reminder, that the ‘schoolroom should be kept neat !
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Grounds of Dodgeville high school. Evidently there are no “Keep-off-the-Grass” signs here
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| and attractive. To enlist the aid of boys and girls in improving 
and ornamenting the school-grounds means to cultivate esprit 

| de corps which makes them more loyal to the school and its 

, interests. The joy coming from helping make things go in 

their little republic, will lead to future loyalty in the broader 

. citizenship of community, state, and ,nation. To the children 

whose parents have neither time nor mieans to provide their | 

| homes with things of beauty, an attractive school-yard becomes 

a joy forever, and no matter how humble the home, it gladly | 

| greets every effort to cheer and brighten the life of the children. 

A beautiful school-yard in a village or town means improved 
home yards and bettér kept lawns; and such a yard always 

means added interest and readier aid-on the part of the patrons. 
Many years’ of patient, persistent effort to improve school- 

grounds have produced some results and some experience that 

| may prove suggestive. I am sure you will pardon the personal : 

reference in bringing before you for practical illustration the - 

| story of two particular school-grounds. I take them simply 

because they are the ones best known to me and the ones for — . 

whose improvement I gladly lent a helping hand. The loyal 
work of the young people in Dodgeville made their school- 

grounds the pride of the town. Many an enjoyable trip was 

taken to the woods to find there hardy trees of attractive form, 

to take them up with care, and then to set them again in the 

earth where they would give delight to troops of happy children. 

_ The favorites of all were the elm, the hard maple, and the 

linden, for each has naturally a handsome form as well as 

beautiful foliage. Hedges of arbor vitae were planted to screen 

| the backyard. A’ good lawn was secured, and each spring a 

thin coating of land plaster and ashes many times repaid its 
cost by the increased richness of coloring and rapidity of growth 

quickly seen in the velvety carpet. Clematis, climbing rose, and 
Virginia creeper planted around the building gave to the bare © 

walls the grace and comeliness of their green drapery. Bright 
flower beds with vases and rustic baskets gave added color and 

. beauty to the scene. | 

In Sparta the outlook for an attractive yard was rather dis- 

couraging. The high school was situated on a knoll of sand that 

was bare and uninviting. However, there were some hand- 

some elms and oaks; and the natural slope from the building was 
(Hort. | |
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well suited for a lawn—if the grass could only be coaxed to 

grow. | 
The matter was quietly agitated among the boys and girls, . 

and they were soon enthusiastically in favor of improving the 
grounds. The boys of the graduating class took a twenty-five 

dollar job and turned the proceeds into the decorating fund. 

Pupils and teachers soon gave all the money needed. A citizen 

who was excavating a large cellar donated fifty loads of loam. 

Sand holes were filled; the grade in front of the building was 
improved; a large surface was neatly sodded. The rest of the 

yard was treated to a liberal coating of a good fertilizer, and 
the grass seed was sown and raked in with care. Several large 
iron vases were purchased and some rustic baskets made. Basket 

and bedding plants were secured from the greenhouses. On 

Saturday there were plenty of willing hands to sift the soil, to 

7 help make flower beds; to set up rustic baskets; to rake up and 
wheel away any refuse rubbish; to dig-up plantains and dande- 
lions. Soon the yard presented an improved appearance and | 

attracted the attention of passersby. The chronic croaker leaned 

on the fence long enough to watch the work and to encourage 
with the assurance that the plants would soon be stolen or de- 

stroyed, that our labor would be wasted, and that the bare sand- 

bank would again come to the surface. The croaker’s words 

were soon forgotten in the enjoyment of the smoothly shaven 

lawn, neatly trimmed trees, handsome flower mounds, and erace- 

ful vase or basket. 

The following summer the students decided to work for an 

artesian well on the grounds. Fifty dollars were earned as a 

nucleus toward sinking the well, but the district meeting gave us 
money to secure a good flowing well, and our money added a 

neat fountain and a couple of drinking places. Each year 

brought some new feature to improve the yard. One of the 
things most interesting to the little people was a rustic bird 

house. This became the summer home of bluebirds and martins, | 

to which they received cordial welcome every spring. 

Later came the plans for a new high school. While the hand- 
some new building was going up, fire destroyed the old home. 

| This necessitated another new building. In the subsequent ex- 

cavating and regrading not a square foot of our sod was left. 

The sand was again at the top and matters looked rather hope- 
less at first, but the clear grit of the young Spartans conquered
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again the great sand bank and transformed it into a smooth 
lawn dotted here and there with clumps of shrubbery, bright 
flower bed or attractive vase. 

Two hundred fifty loads of good soil were soon dumped out- 
side our borders. Companies were formed to provide wheel- 

barrows, carts, shovels, spades and rakes. A merry crowd of 

more than two hundred were soon at work wheeling in the soil, 
leveling the surface, breaking lumps, carting away debris, or 
smoothly raking the added soil. Students and teachers kept at 
the task night after night until the entire yard was neat and 
trim. Then men were hired to sod the boulevard outside the 

walks. Grass seed was secured and sown. Shrubs and young 
| trees were purchased and several Saturdays were celebrated as 

Arbor days. Next a tight high board fence was built to cut off 
the back yard, and immediately in front of this fence were 

. planted vines and a long border of perennials to form an at- 
tractive background. The city fathers by request donated us 
city water to keep our grass and plants well watered during the 
hot summer months. 

Some new rustic baskets were made and additional iron 
vases purchased. The fountain was repainted and reset. Beds 
of choice pansies graced the sheltered nooks. A fernery and a 
garden of wild flowers were started. Beds of brilliant verbenas 
and geraniums brightened the lawn, and the well filled vases and 
baskets added grace and beauty. Every student gave his mite 
to help on the good work and most of them gave muscle too. 
So each child became a loyal protector of that in which he had 
invested some capital and labor. | 

“But all this costs labor, time and money.” ‘Yes, all these, 
but the investment pays large dividends. To note the educative 
influence on the children, to observe the effect on the home 
yards, to find that the very roughest boy will carefully protect 
the flowers from injury, to see how proud the patrons become 
of “our school yard;” to enjoy the wondering surprise of the 
stranger when told that no plant is ever maliciously injured or 
stolen, to realize that such a yard may prove an effective object 
lesson to some fellow workers—these are some of the returns. 

_ The frame surrounding a picture should harmonize with and 
enhance the beauty of the picture itself. A setting of pure gold 
seems none too good for a painting of great merit. On the 
other hand, to place around an inferior picture a pretentious
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. frame means poor taste on the part of its owner. Such a misfit 

emphasizes the defects and the gaudy frame brings out in strong 

contrast the poverty of the picture. So while I appeal tonight 

for improvement of school grounds my ‘dominant note must be 

: a call for improvement of the schools themselves. 

A’ few years ago it was my privilege to spend one week with | 

each superintendent of fifteen different counties of the state, to | 

visit the country schools by day and to speak to the people each 

night on the betterment of their schools. Let me give youa . 

| bird’s-eye view of the conditions that surround the country schools 

of Wisconsin. . 

In some northern counties we travel all day long through the 

great silent forest to find the lowly log cabin where a handful 

of children gather from the hardwood clearing wherein their 

sturdy fathers are toiling to make farm and homestead. Late 

of an afternoon we follow the iced logging-road under the | 

shadow of the hemlock forest to a humble frame building for 

the children of lumber camp and sawmill settlement. Another 

week finds us in the hilly country discovering a rural school | 

nestling in a nook by the steep roadway. Every boy at recess 

here catches up his skis, and tugs up the hillside to disappear 

from view. Six minutes later he comes sweeping down like | 

a flash of light, with sparkling eyes, cheeks aglow, his flaxen 

hair streaming in the wind. These children are descendants of 

folk from the Norseland. Test the twenty-eight and not a. child 

can hold up his thumb and say “I think this is a very thick 

thumb.” Your sentence comes back from each one, “I tink dis 

is a werry tick tumb.” | 

A week later under another leader we ride across the level 

marshes to stop at a cranberry settlement on a sort of island 

in the marshland where four families each furnish a quartet to 

make up the little school of sixteen. In still another section of 

our state the traveler drops into the deepest valleys and travels 

between the highest hills found in Wisconsin to stop at a 

weather-beaten schoolhouse by the roadside. To this building 

flows daily from each convergent coolie a stream of youthful | 

life coming from the humble homes that dot the steep and un- 

productive hillsides. Later we emerge from this deep valley to 

enter the rich prairies where the great tobacco sheds tell of 

the dominant industry of that section, and the school registers 

tell of the many abserices caused by the labor of planting, culti-
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vating, cutting and curing this product of the soil. Another 
week brings a trip through the dairying section where cheese- 

factories and creameries dot the landscape more thickly than do 

the district schools. One week was spent in what the genial 
_ superintendent called the most rural of all Wisconsin counties. 

At that time this county was without a mile of railroad, had. no 

saloon or jail, and within its borders there was not a single 
four-year high school. Here long rides across broad sandy 
stretches of scruboak and Jack pine led at length to the oases) ~ 

where we found a farmer settlement with its neat little school. 

The visitor who thus travels through our state finds as wide 

| diversity in the nativity of the children as in their varied sur- 

roundings. In one district every child is of Polish parentage, 

| in another all speak Belgian, while in one not far away all are 

Bohemian. Scarcely a land or language of Southern and West- 

ern Europe fails to find its true representative settlement in 

some section of Wisconsin. Cosmopolitan indeed is this state of : 
ours and great the problem of amalgamating these people of 

varied language, diverse customs, and divergent ideals. The 
public school must givé the bond of a common language, in- 

— culcate new ideas and ideals, and bind together all these chil- 

dren by loyalty and love for our own state and nation. | 
There is a striking diversity in the size of these rural schools. 

A: score enroll fewer than five children, while hundreds of them 
| have an average attendance of fewer than ten. In two different 

schools I have found an enrollment of but three children, while 

in another there were registered ninety-seven. , 

The most deplorable discovery made was the fact that in 

many of the richest sections of the state there are whole town- 

ships in which not a single boy of twelve is enrolled in the public 
school. This was especially true in the region peopled almost 

entirely by foreigners. The speaker urged one boy of twelve to 
attend his little district school, but was met by the lad’s declara- 

tion, “I did go, but I was the only big boy left, and so there 
wasn't enough to play even two old cat; and I quit.” To this 

typical Badger boy had come the sense of utter isolation and 

lonliness that has driven thousands of Wisconsin farmer boys | 
from these small and unattractive country schools. — 

In spite of all the educational progress our state is making, 
it brings a blush of shame to learn that two thousand country 
teachers of Wisconsin are today getting lower wages than is
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paid to the kitchen girl in the cities of our state. Many a 
merchant or mechanic pays éach year more to the maid who 

cooks his children’s food than do all the farmer fathers of an 
entire district pay the young woman who is supposed to feed 

the intellectual and moral life of all the children of that com- 
munity. Is it any wonder that such district schools can com- | 

mand the services of only untrained and inexperienced teachers 

with barely education enough to win a third grade certificate? 

A DREARY PICTURE. 

In the composite picture of more than two hundred schools | 

_ yisited there comes a touch of pathos. The rude box-car struc- 

ture, frequently unpainted, stands by the roadside on its barren | 

grounds devoid of bush or tree or vine to hide the utter naked- 

ness. The two unsightly outbuildings standing in all their vulgar 

ugliness are often so filthy and so polluted with marks of pro- 

fanity and obscenity that every fibre of manhood longs for 

match or torch to destroy utterly that which must taint the very 

fountains of purity. Inside are the dingy bare walls and cur- 

tainless windows. The absence of pictures, the dearth of equip- - 
ment, the want of good teaching, the destitution and lack of up- 

lift bring a feeling of chagrin that such conditions are possible | 

in the proud state whose motto is “Forward.” 

Surely it should become a matter of state concern that the 

schools containing nearly one-half of our Wisconsin children 

should cease to have the poorest buildings, the most barren sur- | 
roundings, the most meager equipment and the most poorly 

prepared teachers. Surely you, my friends, will willingly turn 

a little while tonight from thought of garden and orchard to 

consider the problem that touches most vitally the welfare of 

every farm home within the state. | 
In the solution of this great problem neighboring states are 

leaving Wisconsin far in the rear by establishing consolidated 
country schools and providing for transportation of the chil- 

dren. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and a score of other progressive 

states are thus taking out to their farm homes graded schools 
and high schools as creditable as those found in the more enter- 

prising towns. Surely no adequate solution can come for this 

vital problem that does not give farmer boys and girls a chance
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to measure up fairly well in education, power, and training with 

their city cousins. 

OTHER STATES DO BETTER. — 

Wisconsin has already a few creditable township high 

schools. Let there be united and aggressive effort to increase 

their number, and to establish strong consolidated country schools 

wherever transportation seems most feasible. Let the buildings 
erected be attractive in architecture, modern in plan and equip- 

ment, flooded with pure air and abundant sunlight. Let there 

be provision made for teaching manual training and domestic 

science. Let the course of study touch more closely the art of 

agriculture and the life upon the farm. Give opportunity for 

the boys and girls in these schools to return each night to the 

farm roof to enjoy the sweet influences of home life and live 

under the watchful, sympathetic care of father and mother dur- 

ing those formative years when habits are being fixed and 

character is formed. 

Let us provide for these attractive school homes appropriate 

and ample grounds. Let there be provision for a _ well-kept 

grassy lawn in front dotted with clumps of shrubbery and 
brightened with the color of a few flower mounds. Tor the | 

background of the picture let there be fine shade trees and a | 

graceful border of shrubbery. Let climbing rose and clinging 

vine give grace, to the symmetry of the building. Let both 

| picture and setting be a source of satisfaction and pride on the 

part of every boy and girl fortunate enough to share the beauty 

and the benefits of this school home. | 
Let there be abundant room for school garden and grounds 

for agricultural experiments. Let there be grown here the best 

‘varieties of grains and Indian corn. Plan-out and cultivate a | 

model farm garden wherein are grown the finest sorts of vege- 

tables and small fruits. Let this school be kept in living touch 

with experiment stations of state and nation and with the agri- 
cultural schools of county and commonwealth. Let these gar- 

dens of the school and all its activities touch with living con- 
tact the varied interests of the farm life and the comforts of the 
farm home. Let the great underlying principles of botany, 

physics, chemistry, and physiography here be taught so clearly,
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so simply, and so practically that they shall illuminate all future — 

life and work of the farm home. Let this school become a dis- 
tributing center for the best current literature that comes to 

uplift and improve rural life. | | | 
Let there be on this school campus abundant room for a play- 

ground where all the youth of the entire township may engage . 

in strenuous games of football, baseball, basketball and all the 

vigorous sports that make for improved physical manhood. ‘The 

country youth must be made to feel that country life means 

something more than long days and hard toil. Let him learn the . 

| games that give lithe limbs and supple bodies and bring the 

buoyancy and joy of living. Think what such mingling of all 

the young men of an entire township would mean in the en- 

larged social life and the fostering of broad public spirit. Con- : 

trast the stirring emulation and comradeship fostered here with 

the isolation and loneliness of the poor little country schooi 

where the boy declares, “There war't enough boys left to play 

even two old cat.” | 

Let there be held in these central rural schools contests in 
declamation, oratory, and in debate with other schools of the 

state. Let there be given musical and literary entertainments. 

and a course of lectures by the best attainable talent. In other 

words, let this central. rural school. prove the intellectual, the 

social, and the spiritual center that shall uplift and unify the 

people, and create even in the children a consciousness that | 

country life may be made ideal life for old and young alike. | 
The poverty and the weakness of the average country school is | 

the factor that is doing most to drive to the city: the best and 

most enterprising young people found in the farm homes. ‘The 

modern model consolidated country school will lead the farmer 

boys and girls to love country life and to find in their father’s 

vocation one that means strength of body, peace of mind, inde- | 

pendence, competence, comfort and joy of life. | 

Irom such environment and training the intelligent young 

farmer learns that he may here wisely invest the best of knowl- 

edge, training and skill. The daily toil has ceased to be a grind, 

for he has come to regard himself as a productive factor in the 

ereat economy of the world. He finds new beauty in flower and 

bush and tree. Earth and air and sky speak a language full of 
meaning for him. The sprouting seed, the growing plant, the
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forming flower, the fertilizing po'len, the ripening fruit are for 
him miracles full of meaning. Around his own fireside the good 

| and great of all time gather at his call to converse with him and , 
with his children. In the enjoyment of home and farm and gar- 
den this farmer finds the peace and contentment of a new Eden. 
This education has made the farmer a more intelligent worker, a 
clearer thinker, a broader, better citizen, and a worthier man. 

Our versatile president recently appointed an able commission 
_ to investigate the conditions of country life and to suggest a solu- 

tion for some of the farmer’s most serious problems. In a ses- 
| sion of this commission recently held at Madison, the farmer folk 

of Wisconsin gave testimony that the problem of good country 
schools is the vital one that needs solution. Many a farmer is 
leaving the old home to seek in town or city some other means of 
livelihood while he there educates his children. Thousands of 

| farmer fathers and mothers are now sending away from home 
the boy and girl of fourteen that they may win in the city the 
high school education denied them at home. Today I came 
through a town having a population of twenty-five hundred where 
two thousand dollars in annual tuition is taken from farmer boys | 
and girls attending that one high school... Thousands of country 
boys and girls ambitious to win such a high school education can- 
not be spared from the farm and a still-greater number are de- 
prived of this privilege because their parents cannot afford the 
cost for four years of sending their children to the city high 
school. 

| Brainy men in every part of our land are organizing in intelli- 
gent effort to solve the problem of the rural school. Brains are’ 

bettering country roads, are harnessing Nature’s forces to farm 
machinery, and carrying modern comforts to the farm home. 
The brain and heart of the nation made possible daily mail deliv- _ 
ery for every post office box found now on the farm yard gate of 
the most remote country places. The wealth expended in this | 
rural free delivery counts for naught against the added comfort 
it brings and the increased intelligence it fosters. Aerial naviga- 

| tion has been made possible by American invention. Surely the 

~ combined intelligence of the nation will find a way or make one 

to give a square deal to the young people growing up on the farm. 

Whether the solution be consolidation or some newer plan, it must | 

bring to all equal opportunity to win a diploma from the college 

of the common people. . Surely our state will not let increased
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cost count against giving as a birthright to every Badger boy and 
girl the opportunity of a high schol education. Education all 

the way from the kindergarten up to and through the great state 

- university should be for every Wisconsin youth as free as the 
water he drinks, the air he breathes and the sunshine he enjoys. 

Let the State Horticultural Society lend its energy and wield its 
influence for the attainment of this ideal. or these consolidated 
country schools it will prove a delight to furnish free plans for 

ample grounds with grassy lawns and green shade trees, with 

school gardens and experimental grounds, with roomy play- 
grounds, and with all the environment of beauty and culture that 

shall bring joy to the hearts of all country boys and girls now 

hungering for the higher and better things. 7 

AFTERNOON SESSION—WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13. 

Mr. Toole, the newly elected President, took the chair. 
The President: Dr. Loope is here and has something to 

bring before you which I think you will be pleased to consider. 

Dr. Loope: I often wish that I were eloquent, that I could 

make a speech that would thrill you, but the only way | have to 

talk is just in a common sort of way. We have in our s0- 

ciety a man whose whole life has been devoted to horticultural 

subjects, very largely, almost exclusively, who has studied the 

subject exhaustively, who has made a friend of horticultural 

knowledge in the State of Wisconsin, you might say; who has 

been connected with this Society for many years, from its in- 

ception, and is today one of our oldest and most. respected nem- 

bers, a man whom you all know and you could not he:p re- 

spect if you ever saw him, and if you did not know him, why, 

he would impress himself on you so that you would remember 

him. It has always been so, and I want to move you now that 

in consequence of the many, many horticultural truths he has 

brought forth and his horticultural knowledge, and the fact that 

he has been a power in the Society, I want to nominate Mr. 

George J. Kellogg for an honorary life member of this Society 

as a mark of particularly distinguished merit. | 

Mr. Richardson: Mr. President, on behalf of the younger 

members of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, as a
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recognition on our part of his upright character and, sterling 

integrity and of the benefits conferred upon our Society, and, 
broader than that, for the benefits that this man hag conferred 
upon the horticultural interests of Wisconsin and of the North- 
west, I rise here today to second the nomination of George J. 
Keilogg for honorary life membership in our Society, believ- 
ing that in so doing we are conferring upon the staunch old 

| veteran of many summers the highest honor that lies in the 
| power of this Society to present. As I said, on behalf of the 

younger members of this Society I second that nomination. 
Mr. Smith: In behalf of the Gardeners’ and Foremen’s As- 

sociation of Lake Geneva, I wish to further second that nomi- 
nation. | : 

The President: The most honorary within the gift of this 
Society. We desire to make it as cordial and emphatic as 
possible, and therefore I ask you to sustain it with rising vote. 

Motion unanimous.y carried by a rising vote. 
The President: We will be pleased if Mr. Kellogg will a 

jeast rise, if he does not feel like speaking. 
Mr. Kellogg: This has taken me by surprise. They put on 

a little too much taffy. I might object that it did not come 
years ago; I do not know that I was entitled to it, but I thank 
you very kindly for the expression, and the unanimous expres- | 
sion. I have not been a'l these years working for the Society ; 
I have been working for myself, but I have done what I could, 
I thought I did at least and when I quit the nursery work and 
went to Lake Mills to quit work, I quit it by setting out 80 | 
varieties of strawberries, and I have been quitting it ever since, 
and I have got so that in the summer time I work on the eight- 
hour system, eight in the forenoon and eight in the afternoon. 
I have a quarter of an acre of ground that has 70 fruit. trees | 

_ growing and many of them bearing; I have probab!y over 190 
varieties of apples growing on those top-grafted trees; one tree 
has 40 varieties; another 12 and another 15, and I have three | 

pear trees this year that had to be propped up. — .
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POSSIBILITIES FOR COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROW- 
, | ING IN WISCONSIN. | 

EK. P. Sandsten. 

In the past. I lave been somewhat scepticai as te the outlook 
for commercial fruit growing in Wisconsin. ‘This early im- | 

pression I gained not onty from the discussions in this Soci- 

ety, but from actual observations in the state. <A great deal of 
emphasis, | might even say too much emphasis has been placcd 
upon the all-absorbing question of hardiness. In fact, this 
nightmare has so overshadowed al other factors in fruit grow- . 
ing that many of us have been unable to properly appreciate 
many of the advantages that Wisconsin really offers along many | 
tines of commercial orcharding. - | 
Why did the early pioneer fruit growers in the state fail, 

and why are we reminded in and out of season of their fail- , 
— ures? <A little reflection I think will clear up this subject 

aud forever banish this nightmare of failures which has hung 

over us so long. First, we should bear in mind that these early 
fruit growers like all the ear:y pioneers, settled on the prairie 
or open land where there was no original tree growth. ‘This - 
very fact is a sufficient cause for failure. Trees accustomed 
to more or less sheltered conditions, or at least to a broken or 
rolling country will not sueceed on the open prairie. ‘Take 
the mountain ash for example. This tree is a native of North- 

ern Wisconsin and is found wild on the shores of Lake Su- 
perior, yet it will not do wel, if it lives at all, on the prairie , 
of Southeastern Wisconsin. Hence it should occasion no sur- 
prise if many of the Eastern varieties of fruit trees should die 

under the same conditions. Even our native crab apple is not 
| hardy on the open prairie, nor does the wild plum dug up from 

the wood ‘and planted on the open prairie prove hardy. Fur- | 
ther, even in the most favorable apple growing states there are 
locations where apples cannot be grown profitably. Why then 

| should Wisconsin be an exception and why should we base the 

whole future of fruit growing upon the past experience of the 
pioneer prairie settlers. Their experience and accumulated 
wisdom, ‘are valuable and good for prairie conditions and for
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such conditions they have rendered priceless service. But even 
on the prairie land, the original condit‘ons are being changed. 
With the sett’ement there bas come the planting of shade and 
forest trees. Buildings of various kinds have been erected and 

| the old windswept conditions are gradually disappearing and 
with them a new era in fruit growing will develop. : 

Perhaps this question of hardiness has done some good in 

| preventing a promiscuous planting of eastern varieties which, 
as we all know, will not live in many sections of the state, while 
on the other hand, it has led to exeessive experimenting with 

worthless kinds ‘and a great mixture of varieties. 
| In spite of the wholesale condemnation of eastern varieties, | 

there are localities where many of these so-called “tender” vari- 
eties can be grown with success and profit. Our failures have 
in many cases been due to lack of good managernent, to proper 
methods of cultivation, pruning and spraying, together with 

- poor judgment in the se!ection of varieties of trees and to 

site and soil. I ara convinced not only from our own ex- 

perience at the Experiment Station, but from actual observa- 
tions all over the state, that commercial orcharding can be 
made as profitable and safe an occupation in Wisconsin as any- 
where in the United States. I make this statement with the — 
full knowledge of the marvelous results and profits obtamed in 

other apple-producing states. These statements are backed by 
facts and not by fancy. Every year, many car loads of suminer 

and fall apples are shipped into Wisconsin, especially into 

northern Wisconsin from the east and from the west, and sell 

| at prices that are considerably higher than obtained anywhere 

else. I have a record of one of. sx ear lots of crab apples 
| shipped into Superior and Duluth from Montana, and selling 

at wholesa'e for, $1.25 and $1.50 a bushel. Think of it! What 

a gold mine this would be for our own growers! The extra 
profit received from the difference in rates from Montana to 

these points would make a large item. Further, large quanti- 

ties of Michigan fruit ‘s yearly shipped into the northern halt 

| of the state at good profits. Now, no one can deny but what 
crab apples and summer and fal apples can be grown in Wis- 
consin, and be grown with success. As for winter apples, we | 
can well afford to let them a'one for the present, but even in _ 3 
this, we can be dangerous competitors with other states. When _ 

we can grow apples like the Wea'thy we can also provide for
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the cold storage so that these can be marketed during the months _ 

of December and January, and thus compete with the eastern 
apples that are shipped into the state. *urther, it is recog- 
nized among eastern fruit growers that the Wealthy app-e 1s 
equal and in many cases, superior to the standard winter apples 
of the east. In fact, the Wealthy is now planted extensive:y 
in the east, and is recognized to be the leading fall variety. 
J'urther, large quantities are held in cold storage for the winter 

, market, selling at prices equal to the best. One single grower 
in northern Maryland has 100 acres in Wealthys. If we could 
confine ourselves to a few standard sorts, and build up a repu- | 

| tation with these sorts, we would make a great advance as a 
fruit growing state. 

After travelling over this state for a number of years, I 
have become convinced that we have several sections that are 
admirably adapted for fruit growing. These sections are in 
many cases not continuous, but are isolated and are the re- — 
sults of topography and geographical location. One would nat- 
urally suppose that the best fruit sections would be found along 
the border of Lake Michigan, and this is true, providing the 

| elevation is sufficient and the character of the soil suitable. — 

There is no question but what apples, plums, and cherries in 

great varieties can be grown in this section, providing as I have 
said, that the elevation is sufficient and the character of the 
soil favorab'e. further, there are local conditions in practi- 
cally every county in the state where large fruits can be grown 

with profit, possibly exc’uding those counties and sections of 
~ swamps and low sandy lands, and possibly excluding the most 

northern portions excepting the Bayfie'd peninsula, but even 
in these sections a few varieties can be grown. Apart from 

these there are marked fruit regions, for example the section in 
and about Baraboo including what is known as the Baraboo 
Range, and westward into the counties of Richland, Vernon 

and Crawford. This section is perhaps one of the best fruit 
regions in the state, and it is only a question of time before 

commercial orchards will be dotted all over. From my own ob- 
servations, I am convinced that even the despised Ben Davis 
apple can be grown successfully in this region. In fact, some 
of the best specimens of the Ben Davis apples and apple trees 
JT ‘have ever seen were grown around Baraboo. Further, we 

have to the southwest of Madison a large territory composed
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of a broken country that has numerous fine sites and locations : 
for commercial orchards. In fact, these lands are better adap- 

ted for fruit growing than those farther south, especially in 
view of the fact that the southeasern counties are more of a 
prairie nature and trees panted on such lands are subject to 
winter killing from the effects of the dry winter weather, while 
those on a higher elevation and in a broken country are not so | 

exposed. | 
Perhaps we are more interested in pointing out in where 

we fail in commercial fruit growing in Wisconsin, though this 
subject has been discussed scores of times, sti!l like all good 

things, needs repeating. | 
First I would say that our failures, apart from the lack of 

proper orchard management, selection of soil, have been due 
to indiscriminate planting of varieties. The truth of this state- 
ment can be verified in practically every orchard in the state, 
large and small. Take a'most. any of our large growers in the 
state, and ‘hardly one of them can fill a reasonably large order 
of one variety of apples. This fact prevents the grower from 
getting into the big markets, and thus he is unable to make it 
worth while for the buyer to take ho'd of his crop. No com- 
mercial orchard can be a success when it is composed of a score 
of varieties. To be sure, many of these orchards were planted 
as an experiment, but is it not time for experimentation to ond | 
so far ag the grower himself is concerned? I think it is. The 
Horticultural Society and the Experiment Station can tell very 

accurately what varieties are adapted to the state, and they 
can also tell what varietics are the most profitable to grow. 
Further, the average farmer and fruit grower is no experi- 
menter, nor can he in most cases afford to plant an experimental ) 

orchard, as experimental orchards as we all know are not money 

| producers. Further the expense of handl'ng a mixed orchard 

is considerably greater than one of few sorts, not only in spray- 
ing and caring for the orchard, but also in picking and packing. 

Another important cause of failure is the universal practice 

of setting the trees too close together. There are very few or- 
chards in the state where the trees are set sufficiently far apart 
to permit of easy cultivation, and to provide a normal and 
full development of the trees. Trees set too closely are not only 
more difficult to cultivate. but are more subject to the attack 

of insects and fungus diseases. It is more difficult to spray
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the orchard, and when the trees are growing close together, they 
produce too much shade to properly co!or up and develop the 
fruit. Further, the fruit grown is small and inferior. There 
is not enough circulation in the orchard, and fungus diseases 

thrive under just such conditions. The proper distances to 
plant app'e trees in Wisconsin is from 24 to 380 feet apart. 7 
Many growers argue that this is a waste of space, but few of 
our varietics will stand cioser planting if the trees are going 
to produce a maximum crop of first-c'ass fruit. Again, our 
farmers and fruit growers do net plant the right type of trees 
and the nurserymen are to blame for this. The tree that is. 
the most economical for the nurserymen to grow is not always 

the kind of tree that the grower ought to buy. The nurseryman | 
ainis at size rather than at form. In fact, our fruit trees are | 
sold by the calibre or size regardless of the shape of the trees. 

By this method, the nurserymen can grow a larger number of 
trees on a given area than he cou'd if he grew ideal fruit trees 

which require about twice the amount of space. Again, the 
fruit grower is to blame for buying these poor trees. He is | 
also to blame for endeavoring to obtain fruit trees at the lowest 

possible price. This is a wrong idea. It is not the original , 
cost of the tree that makes it a valuable or poor tree. When . 

, a farmer pays ten or twelve cents for a tree he gets a tree 
worth that amount, but such trees will never make an ideal and 
profitable fruit tree. It would be momey in the grower’s 
pockets 1f he would pay twenty-five or even fifty cents for trees — 

that have the desired form and size, for the first cost of the 
trees 1s very small when we compare it with the results that 
we are to obtain from the trees during their whole life time. 
It is vitally important that the grower should bear in mind 
that when he pays a low price for trees ke gets cheap trees that | 
are really not worth planting. Nursery agents and advertisers 
of cheap nursery stock are doing more harm to the develop- 
inent of profitable fruit growing in Wisconsin than almost any | 
other factor. There are grades of fruit trees as well as there 
are grades in every commercial product, and if we do not start 
aright in orcharding, failure will be written over the future 
orchard. What we need in Wisconsin today is an application 
of the fundamental horticultural truths, rather than conduct- 
ing experiments and discussions of subjects that have only a
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secondary bearing upon horticulture and horticultural prac- 
tices. We have accumulated facts and experiments enough to 
enable any intelligent person to start ‘in commercial fruit 
growing or fruit growing for home consumption in the state. 
What we need today is an application of what we really know 

_ rather than branching out for other things. 

' | . . 

| | | DISCUSSION. | 

Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: I am glad the Professor is converted | 
partly, I hope he will be converted more and I wish he would 

 — deseribe that model tree that is worth fifty cents. | | 
Prof. Sandsten: TI said a fruit tree or a plant is as much 

| an individual as an animal, and because you can buy one cow | 
for $15 is no reason for saying that a cow is worth $500, but 
those people that buy a cow for $500, make more money than 

| the person that buys one for $15. That is true of apples. Tf 
you cannot get a good apple tree, do not plant any, and if you 

| get a good apple tree, the right size, right shape and right 
growth, it is worth fifty cents, if it is worth anything. 

Mr. Hager: These reports of ours go broadeast, and I 
would like to get something more definite. Thousands of our 

a reports go out to people who anticipate planting and are plant- 
_ing trees, and IT am afraid they are going to get the idea from 
this that they ought to pay fifty cents for a tree. TI wanted to 

| bring out something a little more definite. He has not speci- 
: fied what kind of trees we. ought to have. Maybe when he tells 

: us that, what kind of tree we ought to plant, we will agree, and 
the planter will agree that he ought to pay fifty cents. 

| Prof. Sandsten: I had pictures with me and expected to. 
, _ throw them on the screen and show you an ideal apple tree, a 

_ tree that is worth fifty cents. I do not mean to say that trees 
. sold under present conditions—and bear in mind, I do not 

blame a nurseryman for selling trees at fifteen to twenty-five 
cents, that has nothing to do with it, because the nurseryman a 
will sell what he has to sell and what a farmer is willing to 

8—Hort.
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stand for, but I mean to say that a good, ideal tree, such as I 

| would have shown you if I had the lantern, 1s worth fifty cents 

if you have to pay that for it, but if you can get it for less, so 
much the better, but in proportion to paying ten cents for a 

poor tree, a good, ideal tree is worth fifty cents. 

Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: I wish to call on Mr. Palmer to 

specify what kind of trees he has been planting. 

Mr. Palmer: I do not believe that it makes any particular 

difference whether we pay 50 cents or 15 cents for the tree, 

it is the tree we want. I have bought trees for considerably | 

less than 20 cents that in my judgment were a great deal better | 

: than the trees that I have seen sold in my neighborhood for 35, 

40 or 50 ecnts. The tree is what we are after, and not the 

price. I would not hesitate to pay almost any price to get the 

tree that I wanted, but usually, as far as my judgment goes, 

the trees that are sold for the highest price are really the. poorest 

trees. In our section we can buy trees, if we know what we 

want, for a reasonable price, while the ordinary agent that 

comes through our country selling trees for 35 to 50 cents is 

| just selling the usual trash. 

Mr. Tippin: We have been through this very trouble in 

Missouri that you find yoursclves coming up against in Wis- 

consin, and I am afraid from some remarks that are being made 

that the wrong impression may go out. I speak from an ex- 

perience of twenty years as a propagator. I discovered a 

creat many years ago that statements made by horticulturists 

and horticultural societies were taken advantage of by the tree 

sharks, and I dare say if there should happen to be any here 

now, that by next spring you will have among your tree sharks 

those that have got a specially propagated, patented, tradc- 

marked tree that has all the elements in it that you want, and 

it is worth fifty cents and you pay for it. This Horticultural 

Society, in my judgment, cannot do a better service than to 

educate its members as to what a No. 1 tree is, and also to il- 

lustrate how first class or No. 1 trees can be propagated, the im- 

portance of following up the better strains of the different varie- 

ties, and if it will not take too much of your time, I will give 

you my idea of a No. 1 tree, and understand, that it is not
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based upon the theory that it has got. to be grafted on some 
foreign stock, grafted in some peculiar way, or brought about 

_ under some peculiar mystery. A No. 1 tree is a tree thrifty 
grown, with well balanced roots and with a well balanced head. 

_ In my country, a No. 1 two-year old tree should be five to six — 
fect in height according to variety, some higher; it would be 
of a caliper of 5-8 to one inch, according to the variety; it 
should be equally balanced, and, above all things, see that your 
tree when you buy it has a well balanced root system, not: all 

| the roots thrown out upon one side or the other, or out of shape. 
The greatest trouble comes from propagation, but in defense of 
your nurserymen who are trying to do what is right, I want. to 
say this and then I shall sit down. I undertake to say, Judg- 

‘ing from my own experience, that the most conscientious oe 
nurseryman that you have in Wisconsin could send his men out 
ten, fifteen to twenty miles from his home to the trace, the 
custom, and honestly represent his stuff, and nine out of ten of 
you will say to him, “Well, I am thinking about buying trees in 
the spring, but I am close to the nursery and when the time 
comes, I will go and get them.” He may not be out of sight 
of the farm when some fellow comes from Missouri or Michi- 
gan or New York or from the West or somewhere else, he has 
got something, some choice thing that your neighbor nursery- 
man has not got, it is propagated in a different way, it has some . 
special merit in it, some special hardiness, and he is only pas- 
sing, and before your neighbor knows it, he has signed his 
ame to twenty-five or thirty or fifty dollars worth of trash, and 
in defense of the local nurserymen, T will say that his life is 
the hardest of any man on earth. I am out of the business now. 

Prof. Sandsten: I did not say an apple tree was worth 
fifty cents if you can get it for less, but I will say it is better 

| to pay 50 cents for an apple tree that is good, than to pay 10 
7 cents for a bad one. | 

Prof. Sandsten then illustrated by means of the stereopticon 
the type of tree that he would recommend planting.
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PLANTING ABOUT RURAL SCHOOLHOUSES. | 

me Daniev A. CLARKE, | | 

- This is the subject that has been assigned to me for a brief 

consideration. Now I should feel that I was doing a real harm 

to school ground betterment, if I omitted to speak of certain 

other matters relating to the schools. So permit me to call 

your attention very briefly to certain fundamental factors of 

good school grounds. First, the ground should be broad and 

large. There should be breadth of space for play, for instruc- 

, tion, and for all the features needed by the progressive school 

: of the present. The house should be so placed as to secure the 

highest utilization of this ample area. ‘The exact position will 

be determined by the peculiarities of each particular case. Yet 

we may safely say that it should not be located right on the 

highway nor in the very back of the lot. Some intermediate 

point will permit of nicer adjustment to the lawn, to the play- 

grounds, and the school gardens. Then the boundaries of the 

grounds should be marked. The space should be surrounded | 

and framed. ‘This enclosing feature, whether a fence, a wall, 

or a hedge, should be simple and dignified. Then the service 

and sanitary arrangements should be considered. Provision 

should be made to care for waste matters, such as, ashes, papers, 

and the like. There really ought to be no detached woodsheds | 

or outbuildings. These ought to be provided for in connection 

with the house itsclf. If this is impossible, all such features | , 

should be earefully sereened from view by planting. Where 

the space is sufficiently large, there should be a lawn. Though 

_ this should never be attempted at a risk of curtailing the ground 

to be used for the children’s play. To playgrounds the greatest 

| part of the whole area of the lot should be given. The size 

should be such as to provide adequately for the children’s games. 

Tho surface of the playgrounds should preferably be of gravel 

and should be frec from stones or rocks. Then the drainage 

should be good so that the grounds can be used for as much of
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- the year as possible. Every school ought to possess something 

in the nature of a school garden. Such gardens interest and 

educate the children, and if well planted and cared for, lend 

attractiveness to the surroundings. 

| Now let us discuss our subject proper, that of really planting | 

about the school house and its grounds. ‘The first question that 

confronts us 18, where shall we'plant? Usually the boundaries 

will need attention There may be a call for protection against 

| winds and storms, there may be need for screening unsightly — 

features, and there is always the desirability of enframing the 

erounds. In the case of a given school, one or all of these rea- 

sons may hold good. These needs may be met in several ways. | 

There may be a wind break composed of trees, there may be a : 

, hedge or there may be a mixed plantation of trees and shrubs. 

Then about the house itself, there should be planting. Just 

‘as in the case of the dwelling, the schoolhouse should be con 

nected with its site. There should be a harmony between 

the building and the ground immediately about it. This may 

| be accomplished by massing shrubs against the foundation, ox 

| by training vines on the very building itself. Shrubs may be 

massed in the angles, around the corners, about protruding 

bays, and by the steps. The mass itself should be irregular yet 

| eraceful. Here the shrubs should come forward, there recede, 

' here the lines should be continuous, there interrupted, while 

everywhere there should be a nice transition from the ground to | 

| the building itself. | | 

There may be other occasions for planting aside from along 

the boundaries and about the building. This will depend upon _ 

the size and character of each particular school ground. It 

may be desirable to have shade trees, though care should be | 

taken not to have too many of them nor to have them too near 

| the building. These should skirt the grounds and be rather | 

| widely spaced. If there is a lawn, as there ought to be, in 

front of the house, we will want to plant shrubs and flowers 

about its borders. We should not spot it with flower beds nor 

clutter it with specimen shrubs. It should be free and open. 

If there is a school garden, this will have to be planted. There
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should be spring bulbs and other hardy flowers, late annuals and 
autumnal perennials. Then of course there will be the grains | 
and the vegetables. In all this matter of rural school gardens 
it 18 well to bear in mind that they should have a character of 
their own distinet from the city or the village school. 

Now there remains the question of what trees, shrubs, and 
| flowers we shall select. There are several possibilities. We 

may choose from the native plants, from those foreign or exotic 
plants which have proved themselves hardy and desirable, or, 
we may mingle varieties from both of these groups. This lat: 

__ ter course’ would seem to be preferable under ordinary cireum- 
stances. So we will let our native trees and shrubs form the 
framework of our plantations, and place against this back 
ground the very best of the exotics. The native plants are 
comparatively inexpensive, are hardy and vigorous, harmonize 
with their surroundings and possess a decided educational value. 
Lhe exotic should be used because they are showy, afford variety 
and make unusual appeals to us. In selecting varieties from _ : 
these two groups, attention should be given to hardiness, to 
shape, to the period of bloom, and to the general attractiveness. 
It hardly needs to be said that for the school yard.a shrub must 
be hardy and unusually vigorous. Then as far as possible, those 
shrubs should be selected which bloom during the school season. 

Even with all these problems solved and the selection of — 
plants made, to insure good results there must be a planting 
plan of some character. The real need is for a carefully 
thought out scheme of planting, no matter how simply it may | 
be expressed on paper. Even if it cannot be executed in its | 
completeness, there should be a comprehensive planting de 
sien. Yet even with this plan success is still uncertain. It 
must be carefully and intelligently carried out. The plants | 
must be grouped on the ground in the same spirit with which 
they have been indicated on the plan. There must be a com- 
phiance with all those cultural facts which are essential to plant 
growth and prosperity. Then, after the plants have been set 
they must. not be left to care for themselves. There must be : 
a careful and constant, maintenance of all the plantations.
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DISCUSSION. 

A Member: What trees would you suggest ? 

| Mr. Clarke: American elm, sugar maple, varieties of oak, 

cut-leaf maple; but I think you want rather few trees and good 

trees, you do not want too many. 

A Member: For smaller shrubbery, what would you intro- 

| duce there, spiraea? - 

Mr. Clarke: Yes, spiraea Van Houettei, spiraca callosa, the 

- Japanese rose, the lilac, but mostly the native shrubs. 

A Member: . Supposing you want to introduce a few flowers, 

. where would you put them ? 

Mr. Clarke: I would put the flower beds against the borders. 

A Member: What would you introduce for flowers in the 

| schoolyard ¢ 

Mr. Clarke: Well, I would use some of the carly varieties, 

plants like the Tulip, Crocus and Narcissus, those for the rea- 

son that they come early while school is in session, and then 

we might get some hardy perennials like the Iris. 

APPLES IN MONROE COUNTY. 

Mr. Frep MunienKamp. | 

We often hear the remarks of farmers that they are not 

going to have any apples at all this year, it is an off year. I 

think with the exception of a killing frost during blossoming 

time, or shortly after, the year, as a general thing, has nothing 

| to do with it. What then, is it that causes the so-called off- 

years? It is over-bearing with some. varieties, neglect, poor | 

eare, you might call it starvation with others. 

Thirty years ago last spring I planted the first one hundred 

trees of an orchard of 1,000 trees; sixteen years ago I planted 

several hundred trees of which twenty were Longfield that
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_ were planted in good soil, taken good care of and it was not - 
long before they came into bearing and they bore every yea, 
in tact they were overloaded. I said to my boys, “We will 

: have to do something to those trees, fertilize them pretty heavily ; 
| if we should happen to get a cold winter it would weaken them 

so they would die.” So we did, and twenty of these trees | 
have not missed a crop; they were actually overloaded every 
year. Of course they told us we should thin them out, piek : 

| them out. I thought it was quite a task for the stingy cook 
to count’ the peas to put into the pot, but I think it is a great 

| deal more jof a job to thin the apples on the top of a tree twenty 
| | to thirty feet high, so when these trees were overloaded every 

year I asked myself, cannot there something be done to kill 
some of those blossoms during blossoming time? Three years 
ago last spring, seeing the killing effect of salt brine on vegeta- 
tion, I says to myself, why not try to kill some of those blos- } 

| soms during blossoming time, so I mixed one gallon of salt | 
with eight gallons of water, went to work and ‘sprayed a couple 
of these trees in full blossom and T tell you I made some hard | 
looking trees. It killed the blossoms, we had an off year that 
year; it killed the leaves also, but they outgrew it again, six 
weeks afterwards you would not know the difference. ‘L'wo 
years ago I took one gallon of salt to fifteen of water and 

| found that a little too strong. Last year I took one gallon to 
twenty and found that about right. Tt destroyed the blooms and 

_ it did not hurt the leaves any. Now, some of you might think 
what is the use of spending that time talking on the Longfield, | 
it is not a first. class commercial apple, at the same time, take | 
a Lonugtield, a barrel of good sized, well colored Longfields, and 
you have something nice, something to make sore eyes well to. | 
look at, and. they will sell in our markets pretty close to the 
Wealthy, and ‘they can be grown easier in Monroe County, any 
locality, than peaches, even easier than peaches. T have often 
called it the lazy man’s tree, because there is no other variety 
known that will produce that much fruit with poor care, only 
the main fault is their overbearing. Of course it is not the 
Longfield alone that-is troubled with overbearing; there are
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. lots of other varieties. If I were to-set out an orchard again 

of a thousand trees, I should plant all Hibernal, and I will say 

now that I think there are but very few in the hall that will 

agree with me—and top-graft these Hibernal with a late and 

an early variety. I have got trees bearing whichi have been 

that way for years and I find them way ahead of all my other 
trees. When I first started to top-graft, a neighbor of mine 
coming from Ohio was interested in raising fruit, and he said 

| “Don’t you top-graft an early variety on a late. It will not do, 
| it will kill the tree.” But it is not so. The Tetofsky will grow 

~ with the Melinda on the same tree all right, but of course then 
it would take more tending to an orchard. . As a general thing, 

| the nearer we come to a winter apple, the better care the tree | 
needs. It is no trick in our locality to grow summer apples, 

| such as Duchess, Transparent and even the Longfield, but when 
you come to winter varieties, they have to have particular care, 
especially the old Walbridge and several others; by setting out 
an orchard and giving them about all the same care, there are 
lots of varieties that do not show up what they will do under | 
good care. I find the Newell one of the most profitable apples 

| _ I have got out of about thirty-five to forty varieties, but it takes 
high culture. If there are any questions in regard to this, I 

| will try to answer them. | 
| _ A Member: Define high culture as you understand it. 

| Mr. Muhlenkamp: I plow the ground, fertilize them pretty 
heavy every three years, sow it into clover again, as soon as 
the clover runs out into June grass, I plow it again. 

A Member: What do you fertilize with? — | 
| Mr. Muhlenkamp: Barnyard manure. —— 

Mr. Kellogg: Have you Patten’s Greening ? : 
Mr. Muhlenkamp: Yes, | 
Mr. Kellogg: How does that do? 
Mr. Muhlenkamp: Pretty good, just the same as North- 

western Greening, does about the same in my orchard. 
A Member: Have you the Windsor Chief? | 
Mr. Muhlenkamp: Only small trees. 
A Member: Did you ever top-work a Hibernal with a 

Wealthy? | | |
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Mr. Muhlenkamp: Yes. I tell you why there is an ad- 

vantage in top-grafting that way, you have all noticed by tak- | 

ing apples off the tree, by picking the early variety off that 

those left on the tree will grow very fast after part of them are 

picked off. | 

A Member: We grafted the Wealthy on the Hibernal and 

did not find the stock congenial. They all blighted. We tried 
it two years in succession and gave it up. 

Myr. Muhlenkamp: I invite you gentlemen to come to my 

place next year and you can find the Wealthy on the Hibernal 

and all these winter varieties, trees large enough to grow six 

to ten bushels of apples and have been growing just as nice a 

tree as any in the State of Wisconsin. 

Mr. Hager: How many varieties would you put in a com- 

mercial orchard if you were not going to top-work ¢ 

Mr. Muhlenkamp: Not very many. I should put in the 

Melinda, because the Melinda does not need top-working; I 

should put in the Northwestern Greening, but I would not grow | 

it on its own root. It does not do very well in our locality on 

its own roots, it does very well top-worked, and the Newell, that 

_ is three, Salome is four, and the Wealthy. I think that is all 

IT would plant. | 

Mr. Hey: I should like to know whether it is advisable to | 

graft Grimes Golden on Northwestern Greening. Northwest- 

ern Greening does not seem to be an apple that is suited to our 

| part of the country and we want to top-work them to something 

else. 

Mr. Muhlenkamp: No, I would not. First, in that part. 

| of the State the Northwestern Greening dies on the roots; I. 

spent two days traveling over that county this fall and looked | 

over a good many Northwestern Greening that I had sold six or 

seven years ago and everyone I found was killed from the roots, 7 

and another thing, when they stand up high the Northwestern 

Greening has pretty brittle wood, the wind may blow the limbs 

off before there is ever an apple on it. I have two rows along : 

the road that are up high and the wind has blown off a good 

many limbs before they ever came to bearing. By grafting
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| them onto the Hibernal, that is stopped, because no limb would 
come off the Hibernal; a cyclone might take the whole tree, but 

| it never would blow a limb off. 

| Mr. Palmer: Then you let the top form on the Hibernal 
and then graft ? | : 

Mr. Muhlenkamp: No, I would graft them right off the 
: first year after planting. You do not want to let the top grow : 

first, you would lose at least two years. 

, MATHEMATICS IN HORTICULTURE. | 

| DE. Bryeram. 

_ Mathematics is that Science or class of sciences that treats of | 
— quantities or magnitudes. Horticulture is the art of growing 

and cultivating fruits and flowers, ete. And some may won- 
der why mathematics has any business mixing in Horticulture 
but I will mix it with the art of growing fruit only as a means | 
of proving what can be accomplished. 

It was my privilege this summer to visit the trial orchard ]o- 
cated in Crawford Co. at Gays Mills. After looking over this 
orchard planted, in the spring of 1908, and finding only two 
trees had died out of 375 planted, and also noting the character 
of the soil and growth of the trees it occurred to me why not 
hundreds or thousands of acres of fruit on these fine ridges of 
Crawford County. 7 

Our worthy Sec., Mr. Toole, and myself, while waiting for 
the train, were talking over matters pertaining to apple culture 
and we seemed to be all of one opinion, that we needed en- 
thusiasm, faith, business fore-sight, energy, conviction and 
courage to carry out our convictions. It was then I said I 
could show by figures what an orchard could be made to pay. 

Our Secretary concluded that I could build the largest air 
castles of any Horticulturist he had ever met so asked me to 
show for the benefit of the meeting how 100 acres of orchard 

| could be made to pay. .
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Now I-will take 100 acres of cleared land and 40 acres more | 

on which to produce feed and pasture for the stock necessary to 

. | carry on this farm. It 1s a poor farmer who cannot make a 

| living on 140 acres, so we will leave cost of labor out of the 

question. | | 

The land can be purchased at forty or fitty dollars an acre, 

making the investment $6,000.00 or $7,000.00. | | 

Add to this 10,000 fruit trees, planting at a cost of $1,500.00, 

and teams and machinery for $1,500.00 more, and we have a 

farm of 140 acres with 100 acres of ‘apples at a cost of $10,- a 

000.00. a | 
I will plant 100 trees to the acre using the Wealthy for sake 

of argument, other varieties may do as well, and cultivate this 

orchard for 5 years without counting any income from the trees, 

though of course, there will be sufficient to buy spray materliat 

after 3 years. . 

| -- We now have a debt of $10,000.00, our farm in good shape 

and our trees at the bearing age. — 7 

All who have had any experience with the Wealthy know 

that it may produce 1 bushel of apples the sixth year after 

planting and counting one half the trees are bearing, the aggre- 

eate will be 5,000 bushels. ‘These ought to sell, if well grown, 

from 7T5e to $1.00 per bushel net, making the sixth year sale 

from the orchard from $4,000.00 to $5,000.00. | 

Now perhaps many are saying that is too large and it may be 

so, And as we have 4 years before the orchard is 10 years old 

let us strike an average of $4,000.00 per year for 5 years mak- 

ing $20,000.00. | | 
: We had $10,000.00 cost on this farm, now we can pay that 

and take the other $10,000.00 and pay for our buildings, re- 

pairs, labor, ete., making the farm independent at 10 years and | 

ready to yield an income to the owner that could not be realized 

: in any other line of farming and the farm more valuable than — 

| one devoted to agricultural crops. | 

In Door County, my home county, 15 years ago fruit land or 

that land now used for fruit could be purchased for $10.00 to 

$90.00 per acre. But now after 14 years of demonstration the |
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price has gone up to $100, $150 to $200 per acre. And why? : 

Because the problem has been worked out and. proven. 

| The gross receipts from 8 acres of cherries for 6 years be- 

ginning the 4th year after planting was $10,700.00 or an aver- 

age of $1,783.00 per year for the fruiting period of the or- | 

chard or $1,075.00 per year for 10 years, the whole time since 

the orchard was planted. | | 

This was cherries, however, and as apples are under con- : 

sideration I will confine my statements to apples. | . 

+ -Jn 1908 I had in orchard 1,300 trees from 10 to 12 years 

and they averaged about $1.10 worth of fruit per tree. | 

| Jn 1907, the. year before, 1,000 trees averaged $1.25 per oe 

tree. | : 

But to obtain these results every year there are numerous | 

| problems to solve. There is the problem of distance apart to | 

plant, of cultivation, of spraying, and of marketing. 

Oo The distance of planting whether to be 20 or 80 ft. must be | 

determined. Here in Wisconsin where the winters are severe 

close planting has many advantages. You are doubling the | 

income without very materially increasing the expense, a few 

more dollars invested in trees and a little more spraying—but 

--very small items when compared with results. Wealthy apple 

trees will grow 20 ft. apart for 15 years without crowding. 

Then by careful pruning one can keep them from getting too 

close. : | | 

Cultivation also has a very important bearing on the profits. 

The manner of cultivation and expense involved. If there 

are tools that accomplish, by the aid of one man and team, the 

work of three men and team, better invest in the new implement 

and thereby accomplish the work in the shortest possible time. 

For often time is money on the fruit farm. 

Now the problem of Spraying—How is a man to determine | 

| the profits of the spray. Perhaps the best way would be to 

| take notes on an orchard not sprayed and compare it with an 

orchard where spraying has been thoroughly done and be care- 

ful not to form conclusions from careless or indifferent work.
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For if the work is well done the results will be plain and the 
profits of the spray easily figured out. 

| The problem of marketing will solve itself if the fruit is 
well grown and carefully handled. | 

It is only by careful and thorough study and shrewd eal- 
| culations that any business pays its profits and I can see nu 

reason why thousands of acres of fruit land in Wisconsin can’t 
be made to yield large profits to the owner. — | 

| DISCUSSION. 
| ee | 

Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: Would you confine yourself to 
Wealthy on that 10,000 apples? 

Mr. Bingham: No, I would not, but I just took the 
- Wealthy for the sake of argument. There are other varieties 

_ I think would prove fully as profitable in the orchard. The 
Northwestern Greening with me proves fully as profitable as 
the Wealthy. | | 

Mr. Kellogg: That is the best thing I have heard of the 
Northwestern Greening this winter. | 

Mr. M. 8S. Kellogg: How many varieties would you limit 
yourself to, setting out a commercial orchard of upwards of 
1,000 trees ? | | | 

Mr. Bingham: That depends a great deal on my location. 
If I were to plant 10,000 fruit trees in Door County, I would 
plant largely the Snow, or McIntosh, apples of good quality, 
because I feel they are as much at home in Door County as the 
cherry, and we can grow them by careful work absolutely free 
from scab, and I see no reason why we cannot get a fancy 
price. | 

Mr. Bussey: You speak about the difference in appearance 
and cost of apples after spraying, can you get the full return of 
spraying by one season’s work ? 

Mr. Bingham: I will give you one illustration. Two years 
ago this next spring I had occasion to buy a power sprayer, 
my orchard got too large for hand machines, investing $150; | 
J invested $175 more in spray material and after those two in- 
vestments I grew and harvested about $1,400 worth of fancy 
fruit. There are orchards in our locality where there are 

| trees twenty-five years old to thirty, the average is twenty-five
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| years for the whole orchard, and there would be a large crop 

of, fruit, but it would be impossible to get a No. 1 barrel of 

apples and the whole crop would be sold on the twenty-five or 

thirty acres for less than I would get from a fifteen acre 

orchard which was sprayed and taken care of, and the differ- 

enec in the age of the tree is to be considered besides, our 

trees are about ten years old. | 

| A Member: ‘You had sprayed them right along, every year ! 

7 Mr. Bingham: Yes, we spray every year. Scab and other 

b conditions can be-controlled in one year without any previous 

B.. work but the second and third year you would get better re- 

_ sults than the first. : 
-_ Mr. Muhlenkamp: Have you used arsenate of lead? 

| Mr. Bingham: Yes, I used last year about 800 pounds 

arsenate of lead and I think it is the best poison we can get. 

: Mr. Muhlenkamp: Do you like it better than Paris green ? | 

: Mr. Bingham: Yes, I would not use Paris Green again if 

I could get arsenate of lead. 

} The President: JI should like to ask Mr. Palmer to repeat | 

his statement made sometime ago in regard to the profit on 

. some varieties. 
; Mr. Palmer: Do you refer to the spraying I did for my 

, neighbor this year? There was a neighbor who had I think | 

; six apple trees, I was going by there with a spray pump one 

| day and he came out and wanted to know if T would not spray 
| his trees, T said, yes, if we could get it in his garden I would. 

He said, “I have never had an apple on those trees vet,” he | 
F had been there about twenty-six years, and T sprayed the trees 

. for him and then when it came time to nick the apples, he 
, wanted me to handle the anvles for him and he had from those — - 

: trees an enormous crop of No. 1 apples, just for the one spray- 

. ing just after they were blossoming. 
: : Ne) 

THE NEWELL APPLE, ORIGIN AND HISTORY. 

| | | Wm. Toor. 

To be brief, the Newell apple which was formerly known 

fot some time in this Society as the Orange Winter, originated 

from seeds planted by Orange Newell in the town of Fair-
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field, about four miles north of the city of Baraboo. The seed | 
was planted about sixty years ago, and I find, as is apt to be 
the case, that the younger members of the family have not | 
paid much attention to these things, so they cannot tell much 
of the history. Remnants of the old tree are still in existence. 
Several years ago some part of the tree wags blown off, it made 
new growth from the trunk; woodpeckers built nests in the 
trunk, and the branches have sprung up from that and have 

| born several crops of fruit sinee the main part was blown off. . 
The first time that IT can learn when it was brought to the at- 4 
tention of the public, Orange Newell brought the fruit to the  & 
Sauk County Fair. That would be somewhere in the 60s, * 

; probably some forty odd years ago. Anyway, when the fruit 7" 
_ was first shown in public it attracted so much attention that a 

| number of different persons were interested. Charles Hirsch- 
: inger was one, and T will say our old veteran in horticulture | | 

who is gone, Mr. Tuttle, was much opposed to it, as much as } 
to the Northwestern Greening and others, as it was not one he ’ 
brought out. ‘ 

| Gen. Sholes was much interested and was perhaps the first j 
one to get scions and plant trees in Baraboo and help dis- 4 

| seminate it. Also some men in Richland County, but Mr. : 
Hirschinger tells me it was not much disseminated in that 1 
country. A time came when it seemed desirable to make a 

| change from the old name of Orange Winter to’ Newell, be- 
cause of the confusion likely to result as between this and Fall 

| Orange, and it was brought before this Society about fifteen — 
| , vears ago. I think that is all T can tell you in regard to the - 

history: others ean tell you of the quality. | | 
Dr. Loops: T do not know very much about the Newell, © | 

althongh T have it. The only question with me in regard to. 
- the Newell or any other apple is, is it a success, commercially ) 

speaking? So far as mv exnerience ‘goers, I have never seen 4 
any evidence that the Newell was a success commercially, I oe 
mean that it is not prolific enough. , 

| The President (Mr. Toole): The next point under con- 
_ sideration is “Tts Value in Commercial and in Home Orchards.” |
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SO THE NEWELL APPLE. | 

J. S. Parmer. 

The Newell Apple seems to be at its best on rather light 
soil well fertilized. The tree must be well pruned and top 
well thinned to get best results. Tt is always a shy bearer | 
with a tendency to bear a medium crop cach year. 

The tree is very liable to crotch and split down with wind. 
_ The apple is of good size, rather uneven and liable to crack 

and deform. | 
It is a fairly good keeper and stands shipping well. It -has 

no pace as a dessert-apple but for cooking purposes it has few 
equals among our Wisconsin apples. 

Its season brings it in the market about Thanksgiving time | 
when there is usually a good demand for this class of apples. 
With me it has proved a very satisfactory market apple. 

THE NEWELL APPLE-—ITS VALUE IN THE COM- 
| MERCTAL ORCHARD. 

| | A. J. Putnrirs. 

In my opinion the Newell apple has no value in commercial 
orchards. Mr. A. G. Tuttle told me so before T set it twenty 
years ago on soil similar to his. Reports from the farm where 
it originated are more favorable. It had quite a run for a 
few years after Prof. Goff said at a meeting in Washington 
that it was the best all-around seedling yet produced in Wis. - 
consin. Some years before Prof. Goff’s death with him I 
visited C. A. Hatch’s orchard near Ithaca and he showed us 
a bearing orchard largely of McMahan and Newell and Mr. 

_ Hatch said “Had I planted all McMahan instead of part 
Newell my returns in. money today would have been four 
times as much.” TI have planted it on its own roots and have 
it bearing top-grafted but so far I never had a paying crop. 

9—Hort. — :
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The best specimens of the apple I have seen were exhibited at 
Minnesota in 1907 by A. D. Brown of Baraboo. The Newell 

is a failure at Wausau and in my travels I have never seen it 
in an orchard where it was a pronounced success as a commer- | 

cial apple. | . | | 

OTHER OPINIONS REGARDING THE NEWELL. | 

| | Mr. Bingham: The Newell, as I have observed it, for the 
last seventeen years is an apple that has no -place in the com- 
mercial orchards of Wisconsin. The tree is the poorest of any 
of the varieties that are growing in the State with but very 

few exceptions. I have only grown it in a limited way. Of 

the trees I have, there is perhaps but one tree that is not 
broken down from the effects of winds or a moderate crop. As 
Mr. Palmer says, it is inclined to be an annual bearer, needs 
a great deal of pruning and the way it branches is so poor that 

a man has to be an experienced orchardist in order to keep the 

trees in shape so that a moderate crop will not break them 
| down. It is not a good commercial apple, that is, on the 

market, it is not the right form, it is an ugly shape, inclined to 
crack and to be one sided, and the tree is a failure and the 
apple is of poor quality. The only good quality I know of is 
that, it is a fair cooking apple, but it is a poor apple fresh and 
T think it has no place in a commercial orchard in Wisconsin. 

| Mr. Chapple: I want to say a word or two, as I have been 

an orchardist and nurservman for a good many years, and have 
| | had quite a little experience with the Newell. It is true in 

erowing a nursery we should be very careful not to let it 
crotch, keep the branches thinned in the young tree while grow- 

| ing and we can shape it so that there is no danger of its split- 
ting down with wind, and it is an apple that sells’ well, if you 

keep it thinned enough. Mr. Tuttle said that the Newell was 

a seedling of the Perry russet, and I have always understood | 
so. Now, this is my experience, and I think if it is properly ~ 

| grown in the nursery, that it is a very good tree. 
Mr. L. H. Palmer: TI have grown the voung trees and I | 

have had splendid success with the tree, it has grown well and 

I have got good apples, but as the trees get older thev seem to 
be shy bearing. At first they bore heavily, but in our local 

market there is no apple that I raise that is in such demand
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as the Newell Winter; people call for it and want it. Itis a 
shy bearer as it gets older with me. 

| Mr. Muhlenkamp: I find it the most profitable apple I am 
growing. I have not missed a crop since they commenced 
bearing. It is inclined to split anyway, otherwise with good 
culture I find it by a good deal the most profitable apple I am 
erowing. | | 

: Prof. Sandsten: Dr. Loope has just said to me, “it is a 
case of the old story, one loves the widow, another loves the 
daughter.” So it is with an apple, one man likes it and an- 
other does not. Jf a man likes it, it does well; and with an- 
other it does not. 

The President: To some extent it is the ease also that with 
/ those who think well of a thing it is apt to do better for them. 

The Newell apple has the fault of the Perry russet and others, 
that it will wilt in high temperature, but there are many 
people lke myself who think very well of it and like the pe- 
culiar flavor of the Newell, and like it as a dessert apple and 
it holds its condition a long time in the winter time if properly — 
cared for. : 

The Secretary: Inasmuch as this disenssion of the Newell 
apple must go on record, I think some explanation is due from 
members of previous trial orchard committees to explain why 

: they selected it as one of five to plant in the Southern trial 
oe orchards. Oo | 

Mr. Bingham: Tf that apple is on the list of trial orchards 
in Southern Wisconsin, it must be that the committee out , 
voted me. | 

Mr. Coe: If my memory serves me rightly, the Newell ap- 
ple was planted, not in all the trial orchards, but in the Gay’s 
Mill orchard, because it seemed to do particularly well in that 
section of the State. People who had known it and grown it | 
in that particular section thought that it ought to go into the 
trial orchard there and that is one of the reasons it was put _ 

| there, but in the trial orchards, as a whole, you will not find 
- many Newell apple trees. 

The Secretary: That. is the explanation I was looking for, 
that clears up the situation. The Newell is not planted to any 
extent in any other orchard than the Gay’s Mill orchard, which 
is in Crawford county, adjoining Richland county, where we
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understood the apple originated and where it appears to do 

very well, in fact, it seems to be one of the best apples in that 

section of the state, in spite of all that has been said against it 

to-day and we placed it there as that was its original home. 

Mr. Bingham: My first experience with the Newell apple 

was in Richland county, on the high ridges east of Richland | 

Centre, and there in some localities the Newell apple did 

pretty well. C. A. Hatch had a good word to speak for the | 

Newell, because he could grow it in certain locations, they 

were of fairly good form and the trees kept their shape and did 

not break down. Mr. A. L. Hatch whose farm was almost ad- 

joining, had nothing good to say for the apple and he was 

always disgusted when he came around to that batch to har- 

vest the crop, because he got a low percentage of No. 1s, the 

percentage I think would be about 25 to 40 per cent No. 1s, 

and the rest culls. That is my experience, and I have seen it 7 

in orchards where it has been grown for a number of years. 

Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: I do not know much about the Newell 

for bearing, in the orchard it is apt to blight unless it is on 

high ground and free cireulation of air, and it would bother 

us in the nursery a great deal. Tt needs an extra amount of 

‘pruning in the nursery to put it in shape for a twenty-five to 

fifty-cent tree. Now, in regard to the keeping qualities of the 

apple, I bought two barrels of Mr. Hatch when he was in Rich- 

land county, I thought it was a nice winter apple and it kept 

until the first. of November. | 

Mr. E. A. Smith: The Minnesota Horticultural Society at 

their meeting in December recommended this for trial in or- 

chards in Minnesota. Our own experience, having tried it 

several years ago, was that it was not very satisfactory and we 

discarded it, but now that the Newell seems to be getting more 

or less in favor, we shall endeavor to give it another test. 

The President: J will now call on our neighbor, Mr. 

George Tippin, Secretary of the Missouri State Horticultural 

Society. 

Mr. Tinvin: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, if it | 

is permissible to digress before taking un my paper, I will en- 

deavor to impress won you two facts in connection with the 

last two subiects discussed. The first thing to determine in 

the matter of pruning is what you are pruning for, whether
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wood growth or to thin out your tree for sunlight and air or to 

induce production of fruit buds. ‘This last discussion has 

forcibly brought out this valuable point in the growing of ap- 
ples—know your soil. The Newell apple that you have been 

discussing may do well on a good soil and within one mile from 

| that place may not do well at all. What is true of that apple 

_ is true of many others and many other varieties of fruits. As 

an introduction to my paper, Mr. Chairman, I believe I had 

better make a few statements. ‘The paper is short and I am 

not going to say it is an important paper, but it is upon an 
_ important subject and I found it would be too lengthy to go 

into details, so I have undertaken to set out as forcibly as I 
could some of the most important reasons why co-operation in 
the marketing of our fruit crops is necessary, leaving the mat- 

ter of detail to be worked out by local associations or societies 

and through discussion. . 

CO-OPERATION IN MARKETING FRUITS. 

Gro. T. Trpprn, Springfield, Mo. : 

The subject of marketing covers a wide .range and many 

details and points of interest enter into its final successful 

consummation. The question of marketing is a most important | 

| one with the fruit grower. We are confronted with a condi- 
tion and not a theory and one that must be solved if there is to 
be any profit in growing fruits, especially apples, and at the 

same time not forcing prices too high for the consumer by in- 
tervening expenses. How to do this is the question involved in 
my subject. There are obstacles in the way that must be over- 

come in the solution of the problem and conditions that must 
be improved. In discussing the subject of marketing, it is 
vitally important that the responsibility of all the parties in- 
terested be pointed out including the growing, the packing, the 
transporting, the distributing, the marketing. To start right, 
we as growers must not: shirk our responsibility. We must 
grow good fruit before we can pack good fruit. We must pack 

good fruit in an honest way so that the marks and grades put
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upon the package represents the contents, before we can be- 
come strongly entrenched in defence of our rights in considera- 
tion of all the elements and interest that must necessarily en- 

| ter into the final analysis of the question of marketing. I can. 
not take time here, nor would it be proper to discuss how to 
grow and pack, but as these two are initiative points of great 
importance in the subject of marketing, they deserve the close : 
observation and study of every fruit grower who expects to suc 

| cessfully market his fruit. In discussing the question of trans- 
portation and its relation to the question of marketing, I do 
not desire to create the impression that I believe all the rates 
are too high, or that as a whole, the railroads are charging too 

| much, but that the fruit growers of the country are paying a. 
. rate out of proportion to other commodity charges. There is 

no reason why a shipper of apples should be charged double 
the rate that is charged on other commodities that are more ) 
perishable than apples and the average value per car more 
than double that of apples and yet this is done, and because of 
the perishable nature of our apples, which is plead by the 
railroad companies as a basis of excessive rates, we often- 
times have to ship in disabled stock cars and box cars with no 
doors and leaky roofs. In adjusting the question of rates, the 
most formidable obstacle to overcome is the power of injunc: 

| tion exercised by the Federal Courts to prévent State Officers 
from enforcing just rates within the States—I am aware of | 

, the awe with which the average man looks upon a criticism of 
the action of a Court, but it is not beyond the memory of men a 
of my age, much less many of you who are older, when court _ 

| decisions were rendered in the interest of a Bond System and 
extension of Bond territory, when the Bond was black and in 
the form of flesh and blood. Such decisions in favor of special 
interests proved the last straw. Today the Bond is white and 
written upon paper representing over capitalization of the great | 
arteries of trade to the alarming’ extent that when a State, by 
any act of Legislature and an order of its Railroad and Ware- 
house Commissioners fixes a rate on fruit within the State, 
although more than double the maximum on rate commodities 
no more perishable and less risk, they are enjoined by the 
Federal Court on the ground that it is confiseatory and unrea- 
sonable. In dissenting from decisions of the Federal Courts, —
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we do so: without criticism of the Court as an institution ap- 

preciating the far reaching necessity of this co-ordinate branch | 

of our Government, but recognizing the inevitable truth that 

all men are only human and that a man, though sitting upon | 

the bench, is subject to environment and associations with 

which he is surrounded and of which he becomes a part by 

| contact. Such has been the history of the world. In that 

memorable debate between the Immortal Lincoln and Stephen 

A. Douglas, only fifty years ago, a supreme court decision 

was the main contention between these two great men, Douglas 

taking the position that a man had a right to his opinion and 

to defend the same before the courts but that when the court 

| rendered its decision the individual or community should have 

no further rights in the matter. Mr. Lincoln said that the | 

citizen or community’s rights did not stop with the court’s de- 

cision, if such decision was against the spirit of the constitu- 

_- tion which guarantees to every man equal rights under the law | 

and protection in the profits of his labor. Lincoln was a pro- 

— gressive, Douglas was a “Stand Patter.” A real “Stand Pat- : 

ter,” is the fellow who is looking after the interests of those 

who are unjust beneficiaries of unrighteous policies, conse- 

quently when the Missouri Apple Growers protested against 

paying the Railroad Companies 85¢ per barrel for hauling it 
300 miles while the grower only got 60c per barrel for the ap- 

| ples picked and put on the table the Federal Court enjoins the 

state government from even reducing the rates so the grower | 

would get as much as the transportation people. Some may 

argue that this does not come within the scope of the discus- 

sion of the subject of markets, but let us see. That there ex- 

ists today an expense between the producer and consumer 

| which must either force down the price to the producer to cost 

of production or below, or force up prices so high to the con- 

sumer that consumption is destroyed, no one will deny. 

If the problem of how to reach across the span between the | 

producer and consumer was solved as far as getting our prod-. 

uets to a given section of the great consumptive body is con- 

cerned, and the price made to the consumer is beyond the reach | 

of the masses, we have accomplished nothing in our own be- 

half, for the market is destroyed, but kave contributed to the 

- intervening unreasonable profits which are an estoppel to con-
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sumption and thwart the very object we seek to obtain. So 
long as excessive rates on fruit products form a large per cent 
of the expense that make the reach between the producer and 
consumer unsurmountable and so long as we are charged 30% 
more on car lot shipments for a distance of 250 miles in the 
direction of our natural markets than we are for 1 5000 miles 
in the direction our markets do not lay, I must contend that the 
question of rates and court injunctions enter materially into 
the discussion of this subject. Other obstacles are‘to be over- 
come 1f we are to reach the unsupplied markets or are to create 
uarkets by facilitating a demand among which are the unrea- 
sonable profits insisted upon by those who handle our products, | - 
especially our retailer, [ am also aware that in discussing this — 
phase of my subject that some one will differ with me if on 
no other grounds than the claim, we are antagonizing one busi- : 
ness interest in trying to protect another, which claim is liable to 
be supported by the newspapers of the cities because the re- 
tailers are good advertising patrons of the press, but remember 
we are justifiable in pursuing any honorable policy to establish 
one bus.ness upon such basis and upon such relation to the trade 
as will insure a reasonable profit to us and at the same time 
place our products within the reach of the consumer at a price 
that is not prohibitive. If in working out our plans to reach 

| the unsupplied markets and creating markets we are forced to 
run counter to some other interests, we do not do go out of a 
spirit of antagonism, but for self protection by applying the 

| same rules of trade that are practiced by other large productive 7 
or manufacturing interests. We are only manufactures, and 
if we cannot manufacture our goods and put them upon the 
market at a price that will insure consumption, then we must 

| quit. If we are not succeeding in doing this, shall we make the 
effort? Let me assure you that we have nothing to lose in | 
the effort, for the masses whom we desire to reach will not be 
prejudiced against us in our efforts to get to them with our 
products upon a basis that will guarantee to us a profit so we 
can continue in the business of producing healthful fruits for 
their homes, at the same time allowing a reasonable profit for 
handling and not putting the price beyond their reach as con- 
sumers. 

There exists today, between the grower and consumer of
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apples, an expense that is prohibitive to consumption even when 
the price to the grower is only one dollar or less per barrel for 

the fruit. In August, 1906 the jobbing price of apples on 

the market was $2.25 per barrel in St. Louis. The retailer 

7 was charging 40c per peck or $4.80 per barrel, a profit of $2.00 
per barrel after allowing 55c per barrel for shrinkage which is 

| 25% of the cost price and a liberal allowance. In December, 
the same year, 1 made inquiry in another city of railroad 

men, of what their families were paying for apples. ‘They 

said 40c per peck. At that time in that city the jobbing 
- price was $2.25 per barrel. At 40c per peck, apples are a 

luxury to the masses. At 25¢ per peck, they are an available 

healthful food product and consumption would be increased 
ten fold. We cite another case in proof of this contention. 
During last winter at a certain town in lowa, three retail 

| stores were handling apples, retailing them at 50c per peck 
and did not sell an average of one barrel per day for each 

store, and that in a town of 1,200 people. A dealer decided | 
to ship a car load of apples into this town. He got busy with | 

the ‘phone not only with the town people, but the farmers 

in the country, told the people that on a certain day he would | 
have a car load of apples and would sell them at $3.00 per | 
barrel. The car arrived and he sold 100 barrels in one day. 
Soon sold the car out and ordered several more cars. In my 
home town, Springfield, retailers charged that winter, 50 to 

| 75e per peck for apples that cost them $3.00 to $4.00 per bar- 
rel and not one-fourth the apples was consumed that would 

have been if they had been retailed at 35 to 50c per peck, 

which price would have yielded a profit of $1.00 to $2.00 per 

barrel to the retailer and for which he should be satisfied. In 
justice to the retailer and in order to have his hearty co-opera- 

tion in working out this problem, I again call to your atten- 
tion the question of packing. The growers must put up 

: straight honest packages. What ever grade of apples the bar- 
rel or box is marked it must be that, so the retailer will know 

that if he undertakes to handle apples on a reasonable profit 
that his profits will not be wiped out by shrinkage on account 

of poor packing. It might be well to add here too, that the 
retailer’s shrinkage is often due to his keeping apples too long 

on hand by reason of his asking too great a profit. The people
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of this country will consume as large a crop of apples as has 
been produced when properly distributed and at a price that 
will pay a reasonable profit to the handler, and $1.00 per bar- 
rel to the grower for the fruit on the packing table, and with 
short crops at better prices, the same with all other fruits. 
The greatest commercial achievements in this country for : 
many years have been through organized efforts. In recent 
years the most suceessful fruit and truck growing and market- | 
ing has been in those sections of the country where organiza- 
tion 1s most complete. The old proverb “In union there is 

strength” apples with more force to no industry than it does 
to agricultural and kindred pursuits. The first essential in 

successful fruit growing is a proper knowledge of varieties and ) 
kinds adapted to the locality, and of the care and cultivation 
best to the soil to be planted. Second, a knowledge of the best 
methods of treatment to insure a perfect product. Third, a 

correct knowledge of the proper time and the proper way to 

gather and pack. fourth, of the best methods of marketing, | 

which in my opinion is most important of all. We may suc- 
cessfully grow, gather and pack and yet sacrifice all by not 

| understanding how, or not being in position to profitably market 
our crops or products whatever they may be. By organization 
through which a community have all learned to grow and pack 
the same grade of fruit or to produce and put up the same 
class of goods, a greater inducement is offered to buyers and 
better prices can be obtained as a rule than by operating in- 
dividually. I. would be glad to see the fruit growers in every 
section of the country organized into local societies. The local — 

organization could then be made the unit from which a more | 
extended co-operative and concerted movement could be formed 
having for its sole object the proper distribution of our large 
crops. This, in my opinion, will: be especially desirable and 

necessary whenever we have a general apple crop throughout 
the United States. I do not mean the formation of an or- 

ganization to take charge of and sell the apple or other fruit 

crops of the country but that through a co-operative effort a 

plan may be involved that will be an instrument through and : 

by which each association or individual can market their ap- 
ples and receive the same benefits and at the same time have 
full charge of the sales of their products whether it be on the
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track or in the market to which they have shipped. By or- 
eanization-and co-operative efforts the expenses of marketing 
could be minimized so that shipments of thousands of ears 
could be made to unsupplied markets direct, and be distributed 
direct to the people of the smaller towns and the agricultural 
mining and lumber districts, thereby cutting out the expense 

of at least one local shipment, also one or two profits. By or- 

ganization and co-operative effort, this condition can be brought 

about, in my humble opinion. Through organization a power 
could be delegated to authorized representatives who would 

: formulate plans to this end. I believe if it was put up to the 

jobbing trade in our large cities in a business like way, and 
they were made to realize that the producers must have some 

relief in this direction, their co-operation could be secured in | 

regulating the matter of prices to the consumer. I would not 

want to antagonize the jobber or the retailer, and would recom- 
mend that an effort be made by co-operating with them to 

regulate prices on a reasonable profit basis. Failing in this, 

the only thing left to do will be for the apple growers of the 
country to establish apple depots or market houses in the large 

cities where the consumer can buy direct from the producer. 
Through organization, the producer of apples and other | 

fruits can incorporate into his business the same commercial 
methods that form the larger part of the success of most suc- | 

cessful commercial industries of the country, and much can be 

accomplished both in reaching the unsupplied markets and 
creating markets to be supplied. Manufacturers fix the price . 

of their products which they are enabled to do because they are 

well organized. The fruit growers should organize as far as 
they can. The strawberry growers are pretty well organized 
in the large berry growing districts. The peach growers of 

the South are making rapid progress in this direction. Cal- 
ifornia and the North West is perhaps the best organized of 
any other section including the apple growers of the North | 

. West. Every county in the apple growing sections of tlie 
| U. 8S. should have its local organization through which the 

matter of packing and fixing grades, the buying of packages 

and other necessary materials, the matter of rates, ete., could 

be looked after and by which you can command a greater at- 
_ tention of the buyer and in case you are not able to sell at satis-
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factory F. O. B. prices collectively, you can send a man to the 

markets where individually you could not afford to do so. 
Just in proportion as strength is added influence increased and 

expense minimized by co-operation through a local association 
does it increase with its extension. The question of proper 
distribution which is a most important one in marketing our 

| fruits when we have large crops can only be worked out through 
co-operation. If New York, Ohio and New England states 

were formed into a group, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin and 
Michigan, a group, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Kan- | 
sas and Nebraska, a group, and the North West or Mountain 

states a group, these several groups could be represented in an 
executive board authorized to perform the service for which 

such board is created. ‘The compiling accurate crop reports, 
distribution and securing proper adjustment of rates would be 
a special part of their work. In case of short apple crops as | 
in the past two years, this extended co-operation that I have | 
pointed out would not be so necessary, but when we have gen- 
eral apple crops in this country, the value of its service would 

be inestimable. 

Oe | DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Hey: We are living in a town of about 10,000 inhab- 
| itants, with no fruit organization, and it is difficult many 

times for us to market our fruit, although the fruit grown there 
is in such small quantities that we do not know how to get an | 

association started, and I am looking for information. 
Mr. Tippin: It is very easy to organize your local people 

into an association. I had laid aside a copy of the by-laws of 

one of the first associations in our sections to bring with me, 
at the request of your Secretary, and forgot it at the last 
moment, for which I am very sorry, but I can give you in brief | 

detail perhaps the most essential points in the question of your 

local organization, by stating the objects of it. In the first | 
place, fruit growers organize into co-operative societies or as- 

sociations for the purpose of facilitating markets and market- 
ing their stuff. Now, take my home town, for instance, at :
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Springfield, we can market a great many berries in that town 

in our home market, but we found years ago that we were 

erowing a surplus and we found when we marketed all our 

berries there, we got no profit out of it, so we organized a 

: shipping organization, elected our board of managers and our | 

secretary and our treasurer and when we have supplied our 

home market, we load the surplus in the cars, and by putting 

these all together, we could make up carloads and ship to the | 

distant markets, thereby protecting the home market. Now, | 

when we commenced, the manifests of the cars were made up 

and each man’s berries were sold on the merits of the fruit in 

the home market and returns made to him direct, because we 

were not experienced in packing, and had not learned what we 

were able to learn through co-operation, but after we had been 

organized a short time, or a few seasons, we adopted our rules 

for picking, rules for packing, grading, everything is set out 

plain so that each one can understand, and the result is that 

we were soon all packing the same grade of stuff; the car load 
is made up and simply manifested as fifty crates, or 100 crates, 

as the case may be, and the car shipped and sold and the pro 
rata sales made back according to the number of crates they 

have, because on that point is is impossible for a commission 

house to sell a ear load of berries made up of perhaps 150 
shippers which has got to be sold from five to seven o’clock in 

the morning and-keep an exact account of each individual lot. 
They do it the best they can, many of them, but they cannot 

do it perfectly, so you see the necessity of learning to pack 
your stuff at the time right, that is why I make the point in 

that paper, that one of the fundamental principles of solving 
the problem lies with us and we must not seek to shirk our 
own responsibility and lay it upon others. I remember I have 

nacked apples in Southern Missouri in the fall when it was a 
little warm and apples were not first class apples, that I would 

have made an affidavit ten days later that I never saw those 

apples. That is the principal object of your local organiza- 

| tion. One other noint is of special interest that I simply al- 
luded to, that is a matter of markets. For instance, that vou 
have not an opportunity to sell your stuff on-the track and you : 

have got to consign it. Well, of you are working in a co- 

operative capacity, and you are not well established in the
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markets and have not got your connections formed that you | 

can put the confidence in that you would like to, it does not 

cost much to send a man up there where you are shipping it to 

to look after it. We know there are some as honest men in 

the commission business as in any other business, and also , 
some of the biggest rascals in the world that are in the com- | 

mission business. But that is not their fault, it is our business 
to look after our own business. The fruit grower must learn, 

that he must look after and attend to his own business. We 
are the most careless people in the world. There is not an 

| industry in the United States representing such a vast amount 
of business and wealth as ours that is handled on such a slip- 
shod basis as is our business and we are victims of every 
scheme that comes along. Now, the quetion of selling on the 
track, which I simply referred to in the paper, encourages all 
men to grow and put up the same kind of stuff, put up the 
same grade of apples. Take-a section in Wisconsin where you 
ship by the car load, if you growers stick together, buy your — 
packages together, your fertilizers, everything else, you may 
make quite a saving in that. You do that and require every 
man to pack to a certain grade. You know a buyer who 
comes into your community will pay more for your apples on 
the track than I could afford to pay Smith and Brown and 

| Jones or anybody else that does not know how to pack, or does 
not pack by any system, and these advantages multiply as you 
get ito the subject and you will find it that way whenever 
you undertake it. I think I am justified in saying that in all 

_ the apple growing or berry sections, co-operation is the most 
important thing we can do. T really believe down in the south- 
western part of Missouri some of our associations sell all their 
strawberries on the track, | | 

There is this question involved in the handling of straw- 
berries that is not involved in the handling of apples, because , 

| apples are not so perishable and that is why we have differences _ 
of opinion in the great strawberry growing sections as to the 
best way of marketing the stuff; some are in favor of track | 
sales, they say they will sell on the track at some price, others 
will not sell anything on the track. I just refer to the point 
that causes this difference of opinion. If berries are always 
in good shape, the weather is dry and favorable for harvesting
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at picking time and they show good carrying qualities, it is 
not much trouble to sell in car lots f. 0. b., because there is | 
not too great a risk to be taken by the buyer, but if the weather a 

is unsettled and we have too much ‘rain, they are watersoaked 

| and there is danger in their carrying qualities, the buyers will , 

not buy them unless they can buy them way down below the 
point of risk. Now, the Association that insists upon selling 
to the trade during the good season, are at a disadvantage to 

| the Association that consigns all the time—remember, human 

nature is alike everywhere. We have a commission firm, say 

in St. Paul, that has an account down there, an association ship- 

ping 100 cars of berries a year, this association comes with 

their berries straight along, they have a business contract, they 
expect their supplies to come from that association all the time, 
they start in the beginning of the season and they give that : 
house its berries regularly, every day, regardless of conditions 

' and price, as a result of giving the house the account while it is 
* worth something to handle, when the deluge comes, the flood, 

and the berries are tender and soft, that house, if it is human 
at all, feels under obligation to put forth every effort possible 

to take care of those people under those conditions, and they 
do it. While, on the other hand, the association who has forced 
that market to buy when conditions were so they could do it, - 
and the storm comes and then they are forced to consign wher- 
ever they can, they are simply put upon the market for what 
they will bring, they will turn them loose and get what they 
can out of them. I know of one firm in Neosha county last | 
year, there came a wet spell, they at their own expense hired 
girls to re-sort every grade and help pack them in order to get 
enough out of them to pay expenses, if possible. They would 
not have done that if these berries had been consigned to them 
by an association that would not ship to them unless they had_ 

| to, or shipned to them stuff of no account. That is a matter 
of detail for you to work out. JT will say this,—if you will 7 
organize in your berry districts and in your apple districts 
along the lines T have suggested, it makes but little difference 
whether vou sell on the track, or whether vou establish your 
connection with responsible, reliable firms in the market and 
stay with them and make your grades and marks stand for what 
they represent, and you will succeed. T have no patience with
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the idea of over-production and all that kind of stuff; the time | 

will never come in this country when good fruit, properly 

packed, will not bring a profitable price. . 
A Member: The gentleman that just spoke seems to me 

made a wrong impression, if I got the right understanding; he 

said something about the retailers in selling apples, that in a 

great many places they get too large a profit and I believe he 

said in some instances that was something like $2.00 a barrel. | 
Now, he spoke of getting apples by the carload and selling them 
out by the peck. Now, of course every one will understand | 

that it costs more to sell those apples or that fruit by the peck 
than by the barrel. Now, the question is, is that generally 
the case that there is that much of a profit made in retailing 

apples throughout the country, are not those very rare cases ? 
| Mr. Tippin: No, sir, that is generally the case, that is 

general all over this country. 

Mr. ————: Well, I am in the business myself, J am in- 
terested in this. Now, what is the best thing for a merchant _ 

to do? Is he to buy from the grower to get his apples at the 
right price so that he can retail them at the price you name, 
or can he do it just as well through the commission house? 

Mr. Tippin: That is the point I will say we are going to | 

work out. It is simply this, if the jobbers, that is, the whole- 
sale men, are willing to co-operate with us, and I am satisfied 
they are, because I have carried this investigation to some ex- 

tent, they will go to the retailers, and say to them that this 
expense between the grower and the consumer has got to be — 

reduced, and it is un to us to do it, now, if you are willing to 

take this stuff and handle it at a reasonable market price, we 
can continue to handle this stuff in a wholesale way, but if you 

are not going to do it, the growers will get together and shut us 
both out. | | 

Mr. ——————:: Then somebody else must be making the 

profit, as far as my own experience is concerned. I am not so 

situated that we get anples from Missouri, most: of our apples 

come from the East, from New York, but supposing the basis 

is $2.25 in New York, or $2.75, if we pay 75 or 80 cents 
freight at New York and lay the apples down at $3.10 and we 

ask $38.40 or some such thing, that would not be unreasonable. 
Mr. Tippin: Oh, no. |
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| Mr. ————: Evidently somebody is making a profit out- 
side of the retailers. I believe it is the man before you get to | 

the retailer that you want to get after. | 
Mr. Tippin: Take one case that I cited in Springfield, Mo., 

- that was a year ago, in 1907, apples were very high, in the fall 

they started out at $3.50 a barrel f. 0. b., the retail price was 
fixed at 50 to 75 cents a peck in the city and when apples went 

down in February and March, so that they could buy the same 

| apples at $3.00 a barrel, they kept the retail price the same as 
before, and the result was that the market was destroyed and : 

apples perished by thousands of barrels just because they de- 
manded that unreasonable profit. As a general proposition, 

this condition prevails throughout the United States, and we : 

: as growers have got to take hold of the question ourselves, it | 

has got to be solved. | 
| A Member: That las been the case in our part of the 

State; we have looked into the matter quite often ourselves and 
we have always thought that the commission man is making too 

much of a profit. 

| Mr. Tippin: I will say this, and I have been in the trade 
ten years, the average profit per barrel for ten years for apples 
handled in the United States has been less than 50 cents a 

barrel. | 
Mr. ——-—-: Well, of course, I want to inquire for infor- 

mation and if it is better to deal with the growers straight, 

why, that is the one we want to deal with. 

: Mr. Tippin: You misunderstood me, I did not intend to 

convey the idea anywhere, if you please, that the grower was 

to sell his stuff out by the peck to the consumer. 
Mr. ————: You stated, though, that in fixing the price, 

to set it at 40 cents a peck and more people would buy apples 
at 40 cents a peck. | . | 

Mr. Tippin: If the jobber and retailer are not willing to 

meet us half way in this proposition in any way to get it in 

proper shape, we will get it to the consumer so he will buy 

| bushel boxes and barrels instead of buying at 40 cents a peck, 

| so that he can give his children apples. | 
: The Secretary: Mr. Tippin, I want to ask a question or 

_ two. First, if you can tell us roughly what the price of apples 
: 10—Hort. . 

|
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may be now in the wholesale market, Greenings and Baldwins, 

standard varieties, at what price they may be furnished to the 

dealers ? 
Mr. Tippin: St. Louis prices now are running from $3.75 

to $3.50, good apples, according to the varieties, up to $5.00 a 
barrel, at St. Louis and Kansas City. | 

The Secretary: With all due respect to the grocers of Madi- 
son, I know most of them, and I am quite certain that they are 

honest men and not intending to cheat us, but the retail price 
of apples in Madison now is 60 cents a peck. | 

Mr. Hanchett: I have been very much interested in Mr. 

Tippin’s paper and his talk. As President of the Sparta Fruit 
Growers’ Association J want to say ““Amen” to every word he 

has said, and I want to say that we have arrived at the point 

in our business experience where we feel that it 1s necessary 

for the different fruit growing sections to join hands on this 
proposition of transportation, also of getting the raw product 

to the consumer at the least possible expense. We have felt 

that with the city of Madison right near us, where we could 
not get the retailer to give us a price for our product which left 
any profit to us whatever, the consumer was paying for straw- 

berries from 15 to 20 cents a quart throughout the season— 

that it was going to be necessary for us to put in a retail fruit 

stand in the city of Madison to handle Sparta fruit. We 
might not make it succeed, I have no doubt the retailers would 

jump on us, drive us out, but we would certainly be able to 

learn a little something about getting our product to the con- 

sumer, and J think that the method of taking it up with the 

jobber and through him with the retailer would be the more 
practical method, but as fruit growers, we must give the deal- 

ers to understand that we will not furnish them with fruit un- 

less there is a profit in it for us, and that we want the fruit to 

be placed before the consumer at a price which will encourage 
consumption. : 

Mr. Burnham: TI had a little experience in marketing ap- 

ples this last fall with early apples, Yellow Transparent. I 

could not get an offer for them, our whole market was over- | 

stocked with windfalls, ete., selling at 25 cents a bushel. T 

packed Yellow Transparent that weighed about 42 pounds to 
the bushel and shipped them to Milwaukee, and they sold for
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75 cents. That fall, when the Duchess came in, a man came 
over and wanted to buy, he said he would pay 80 cents a hun- 
dred for Duchess. This man wanted to buy Duchess and ~ 
ship them to Minneapolis, in car-load lots, in bulk, to save bar- 
rels, he was paying 80 cents a hundred at that time. I would 

not sell mine and I packed them in small boxes, about forty 
| pounds to the box, and shipped them to Minneapolis, and they | 

.sold for a dollar a box, readily, freight was rather high, about 
41 cents, and the commission was ten cents a bushel. New- 

hall Brothers bought these apples from local dealers at 25 

cents a bushel and I got at least 75 cents for mine by shipping 
to Minneapolis. | 

Mr. Tippin: Just one word on that point. Now, that 
meant to do something that every one of you would do if you 
were going out to buy anything, corn, wheat, cattle and hogs, 
he would buy it just as cheap as he could. Was it that man’s 

| fault? No, it was the grower’s fault, because he was not 

posted. Now, if you will organize, and let me tell you, the 
best apple statistics gathered throughout the United States have 
been gathered through organization of the growers. It is bet- 
ter than the government report. I want to say to you that TI, 

_as a buyer, if I were buying, would rather employ the means 
T have at my command, than to take the government report of 
apple statistics. Through these organizations you have the 
means of knowing what the apple crop is and what the price 

should be, so when a man comes along and offers you 25 cents 

when the price ought to be 50, you ought to tell him that you 
are not ready to sell. 

Mr. Burnham: Mr. Hatch, who had an orchard over on the 
Kast Ridge, in connection with Mr. Ries, sold his anples to a 
Madison man, J think he was a peddler, selling his apples 
from the orchard for $2.40 a barrel for No. 1s, and 25 cents a 

bushel for windfalls. They had some little trouble, they did 
not take the anvles as fast as Mr. Hatch wanted to deliver 

them, so Mr. Hatch had to ston shipping any more, and he - 
went to see how they came to Madison. Now, Mr. Hatch’s 
was an old orchard and bore verv heavily, these trees that bore 

: at all], and there were piles of windfalls; he learned that when 
they came up here to Madison they were re-packed and the 
windfalls packed in with the others and sold in Madison for
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$3 a barrel. This same man came to me, who had been get- 

ting Mr. Hatch’s apples and wanted to know what I had. [ 
had about 50 barrels of Wealthies and McMahan in the cellar ; 

| he said he would pay $2.25 a barrel. I would not sell them, 

because they were much better than Mr. Hatch’s; mine was a 
young orchard and the apples averaged about one-half larger. | 

I said, “How can you buy Mr. Hatch’s apples at $2.40 and only 

| pay me $2.25 for better apples?” “Well,” he said, “I do not 

make my money out of the $2.40 apples; I make my money out 

of the windfalls.” I afterwards sold those apples for $2.85 

a barrel, and just as soon as they were gone the local dealers 
had to ship in apples right along. | | _ 

The Secretary: I am glad that Mr. Burnham made that : 
statement. I do not want to accuse the grocers of Madison of 
overcharging us; I am not sure that they do. I know nearly 
all of them and many of them are my friends; I know that | 
none of them are getting very rich, I know every once in a 

while one of them fails in business; but I know on the other 

hand the growers of Wisconsin have gotten in the neighbor- 

hood of fifty cents a bushel for their apples, and we in Madi- 

son have to pay fifty cents a peck. There has been no time 
in Madison since September when apples have sold for less 

than 50 ‘cents a peck and up to 70 cents a peck, and I know: 

there are hundreds of. people in Madison well-to-do, not poor 

- people, but people fairly well-to-do, who cannot get all the ap- 
ples they want. A man said to me the other day, “I suppose 

I am considered in fair circumstances, yet I cannot buy all the 

apples that I want to buy.” JI simply say there is something — 
wrong somewhere; times are out of joint when those things | 

prevatl. | 
Mr. Pelton: TI ecaleulate we had better get out and hunt a 

market ourselves: that is what I have been doing the past. 

thirteen years. JI went and hunted my own market, showed 
my fruit and I sold my Duchess and summer varieties so they 

have netted me about 80 cents a bushel. I can get. $1.05 a 
bushel for them at retail. 

Mr. Tippin: I beg pardon for getting un again, because all 

this discussion is leading up to bring out the fact to manifest | 

to you the necessity of co-operation on the part of fruit grow- 

ers, and to take care of this gentleman, or two gentlemen who
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are isolated so that there are only one or two in a county,— 

| if in some section of any county there are two or three people, 

or over the county line there are three or four good growers 

that cannot have an association, whenever you have pertected 

your plans of co-operation in marketing, you can take care ot 

those fellows, you can keep in touch with them by correspond- 

ence, tell them whom they can ship to in the market it they 

: want to ship direct, or you can find a way to take care of them. 

: One point on those ditferent prices that this gentleman had on 

those apples. Speaking from ten years’ experience in almost 
every fruit state and section in this country, I believe I will 
be justifiable in making the statement that he was caught on 
the hook of a high market quotation. It is lamentably true 

that the average man who has not gone through these exper- 

iences himself will be caught by a high market quotation and 

he ships his stuff and he gets nothing out of it, and he turns a 
at once to the oldest old rule, you have got to blame somebody 

else for your own mistake, that is the whole thing in a nut- 

shell. I will venture to say that nine out of ten of the grow- 
ers of the country who have not gone through this experience | 

that you have been talking about to-day will ship to a man who 

quotes a high market, whether he knows anything about it or 

not and when he gets his returns he brings himself to believe 
| that he absolutely has done his duty, the other fellow is to 

blame entirely. That shipment to Milwaukee, no doubt that 

| sale was a fraud. Now, it is to overcome those very things 

that we are talking about co-operation, those very things ex- 
actly. If you are organized and conditions arise that you 
have got to go into new markets and new territory through 

your collective organization you are able to send men there to 

look after your shipments if you have got to consign. At- | 

tend to your own business, like every other business interest ; 
of course, gentlemen, we will find that these objections will 

come up, but things at last resolve themselves down to this, let 

us apply to our business the same business principles that every 
large commercial and manufacturing interest of the country do 

and we will succeed. We are going to run counter to some- 
body, we cannot help it, but that is not the question. Self 
preservation is the first law of nature and I contend that it 

there is any man on earth that is entitled to the profit of his
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labor it is the man that applies his brain and brawn to the | 
Calth and brings torth that healthtul xrruit that blesses the 
Nation and makes heaitu possible. | 

| My, Smith: Which do you recommend, the bushel or the 
| barrel package ¢ . | 

Mr, ‘Lippin: ‘hat depends on the fruit. My opinion is 
that the bushel box is coming to stay and will grow nore 
popular every year, and we will succeed better by packing our 
strictly No. 4 and taney fruit in bushel boxes. Let me ik | 
lustrate that, this is an important question. 1 cannot see any 
use in spending our time in learning how to plant, cultivate 
and grow all those things and then sacritice all tne profit when 
it comes to market. ‘l'o-day the best apples on the market are 
bringing around $5.00 a barrel, that is what you call fancy 

| apples, while taney box stutf is bringing $2.50 a box, whole- 
sale, that is $7.50 a barrel, therefore it resolves itself into this, 
the three boxes will not cost you more than perhaps two or 
three cents more. The question is, whether we will take $5.00 
to illustrate, for a barrel of fancy apples, or get $7.50 at 
wholesale when packed in bushel boxes, that is simply an il- 
lustration, those prices will not always prevail, but the cor- 
responding difference does prevail as a rule. Another thing, 
the disposition of the consumers is more and more to buy what 
they consume in the original package.. This is manifested by 
the fact that almost everything that we use now from the 
grocery store is put up in packages that we take right from the 
shelf and take it home and that idea is gaining with 
the consumer of apples. There are lots of people who will 
buy a bushel of apples in preference to taking half a bushel 
or a peck out of a barrel that has been handled over and part 
of it left and thus encouraging the original package, and I 
think that is a good idea to keep in mind, to get the stuff to 
the consumer in the original package as much as possible. But 
it. will depend on the quality, it will never pay to take what 
you will call orchard run straight, pack No. 2 in boxes, be- 
cause the labor cost is too great. 

Mr. L. H. Palmer: My brother and I have had consider- 
able experience along this line. We have shipped from five 
to ten cars a year of apples; we make it a point to find a 
market; perhaps we will find three or four markets. We aim
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to find the best one, we calculate to post ourselves as to 

whether that market is all right. We have been let down a 

little bit once or twice, but as a general thing we have suc- 

ceeded in marketing our apples at the market price at least. 

It has gone that way, we have never found a place where we 

could not get rid of our car-load of apples yet. oo 

THE ORCHARDS OF WESTERN NEW YORK. | 

Pror. W. J. Hamittron, Two Rivers, Wis. 

in a discussion of so broad and so well known a subject as 

the one assigned to me, it 1s impossible Tor one to give mucn | 

in the way of new or startling intormation along the ever 

| broadening lines of Horticulture. Jor this reason it is my | 

purpose to merely mention a Iew of the features of tree Cul- 

, ture common in the state of New York where 1 spent my boy- 

hood and where as a tarmer’s son 1 learned many of the in- 

teresting facts of practical horticulture. | 

, 1 am believing it is always a wise plan to make a compari- 

~~ gon of methods along all lines. It is a well known fact that 

| no one head nor collection of heads however wise can know -— * 

and control all the wise and practical things especially in the 

| applied arts and practical sciences. ‘The nation and the in- 

, dividual who will learn from others with whom contact 1s macle, 

is the progressive factor in our civilization. Hence I am hop- 

| ing it may be wise for us to spend this short time in the com- 

parison of eastern and western methods. 

Unfortunately it is a common thing for people of the east 

| to look upon the neighbors of the west as a certain unstable 

quantity while we of the west return the compliment by ton- 

sidering the farmer of the east as belonging to an ancient 

phase of civilization, scorning all things which make for prog. ~ 

| ress. As a young man coming to Wisconsin I had great hopes 

of seeing the wild and restless Indians and had in mind the 

encounters with the timber wolves of which I had often read. 

And so. today I find people in Wisconsin who look ‘upon the
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people of New England and New York as belonging to a class : 

selaom, if ever, seen off the stage. A class of farmers and hill | 
people who believe the earth to be flat and who are afraid of the | 

cars. ‘This is of course somewhat overdrawn but what I am 
trying to bring out is the fact that we as a people can gain 

much one from the other were we not to believe that our own | 

methods and our own conditions are superior to those of our 

neighbors. ‘The east can learn of the west when it comes to | 

fruit growing as well as the west learning from the east. 1] 

would not presuine for one moment however that it is.a wise 
plan to adopt the plans and methods of eastern fruit growers 

to the western fields as every practical man knows that what oO 

nay prove a great benefit in one section of the country may be 

a gross mistake in another section. ‘The wise plan is to study 

methods and then adapt those most satisfactory from careful _ 
experimentation. | 

As to the fruit growing industry in New York, we are all 

aware of the fact that it 1s extensive and has been a major - 

enterprise for a number of years. All temperate fruits grow 

there. Apples are undoubtedly the most important being about _ 
50% of the product; pears and peaches following next with | 

about 20% ; plums and prunes 7% and quinces about 5% of the 
- . entire acreage. At the same time New York ranks next to Cali- 

fornia and Ohio as a wine producing state. As to California 
| it is interesting to note nearly 14 of the fruit grown in the , 

United States comes fromthe orchards of this state while New 

York stands next with nearly one half of the total output: of 

California. On the other hand New York leads in. the pro- 

duction of apples followed by Pennsylvania and Ohio. This 
as I have said is interesting to note as we can readily see that 

| the orchards of York state have played and do play an im- 
portant part in the fruit industry of the nation. | 

However it is not so much the extent of the fruit growing 

industries in the several states that should occupy our atten- 

tion at this time, so much as the methods and factors con- 

cerned in successful fruit farming. By this I also mean fruit 

farming for profit as well as for the pleasure we may find in 

the ever interesting employment. 
I have often heard the remark that the opportunities for
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fruit growing in Wisconsin were curtailed by the extremely 
severe climatic conditions. This is in part true but we must 

bear in mind that the climate of New York is also severe al- 
though there may not be the extremes in temperature so often , 
met in our own state. The New York Orchardman has over- 

come to a great extent the disadvantages of the climate by a 

careful study of the vitality of certain kinds of trees and the . 
most advantageous placing of orchard plots. In Wisconsin I 
find that often the matter of placing the orchard is never given 
a thought. ‘Lhe trees are selected too often upon the recom- 

mendations of, nursery agents or others not well qualitied. | | 

And the surprising thing to me is that this should be so in 

spite of the most excellent work that is being done by the 

Wisconsin State Horticultural society in advising and helping 

those interested in fruit culture. 

In New York it is generally conceded that orchards are 

most successful when planted near large bodies of water; in 

the protected lands of valleys; upon elevated rolling land or at 
least in locations where good drainage is secured. It is also 

observed that orchards planted on the north slope of hills under 

the conditions which retard the blossoming in the spring and , 

avoiding the late frosts which often ruin the entire crop. | 
As to the care of orchards after planting, I am believing. 

that more attention is given to this matter in the east than in | 
the west. The orchard is looked upon.as a source of income 

of no small importance by the New York farmer and for this 

reason its cultivations is as important as is the cultivation of 

the corn or tobacco crop in the mind of the Wisconsin farmer. 
| For a number of years there have been different ideas ag 

_ to the proper means of cultivation and all positions have been 

stoutly defended by men of judgment, ability and experiencé. | 
As a boy I well remember the long line of argumentation in | 

horticultural meetings upon the efficacy of various forms of 

mulching. In New York both the sod and dust mulches are 

used and some advocate the grass mulch. Undoubtedly marked 

| success has been obtained by all methods as varying conditions 

demand varying methods of cultivation. Generally it is con- 

ceded that the sod fruit is of better color and has strong keep- 

ing qualities. On the other hand it has been found that the 
cultivated trees are more constant in bearing, they grow better
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aud are seemingly better able to withstand the winters, in 

uy lome County (Wenlesee) the Open Cultivation was conunued 

ultlL July ahu OTteh Ito AUgUsi AL a receht meeting ou 

one Of vur county hortucultural associations, a marked ovjec 

tlok Was made against the open cultivation of orchards on ac 

count of tue wasning of soll during heavy rains. tn the east 

this igs obviated in the use of cover crops usually rye, oats, 

clover or legumes. We were in favor ot the clover trom ex- 

| perience in the home orchards. Not only does the cover crop 

prevent the washing of the soil but it tends to hold moisture 

during the dry season and at the same time will hasten tue 

drying in the spring. © oe , : | 

‘he New York tarmer is also considerate in the proper prun- 

ing of his trees. Among those who have given the matter | 

considerable thought it is reported that the winter pruning 

increases the wood production while summer pruning tends to : 

produce fruit. ‘To one who has given the matter of proper 

- pruning any consideration we cannot but regret to see so many 

young orchards in our own state of Wisconsin, failing to meet 

the expectations of their owners, simply through the fact that 

| the young trees are strangled in their development through 

carelessness in or the entire lack of pruning. 

The eastern orchardman differs from his western brother in 

another respect. He takes time for his trees to grow and ma 

ture before producing fruit. In this way he lengthens the 

life of the tree and secures a better quality of fruit. I realize 

that in Wisconsin the life of an apple tree is much shorter than 

it is in New York, yet I am not fully convinced that it is the 

| best policy to force young trees in their production. In the 

east great care in transplanting is taken which is a matter of 

vital importance as you well know. | 

Various devices are resorted to in securing \pdrfect and 

sound fruit. Spraying fruit trees has been a common practice 

in New York for many years and when carefully and scientif- 

ically done practically insures the fruit crop. We sometimes 

resorted to a method which I have not seen in the west, that 

| is the use of the so-called smudge pots. This consisted in 

placing an iron or metal vessel in the lower part of the tree 

or on a tripod under the tree and placing within the same
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coals and on the live coals corn cobs which had been dipped in 
pine tar. by allowing this to burn slowly forming a smudge 
which lited through the tree practically the same effect ag 
spraying was produced. In describing this at the Manitowog 
County meeting, 1 was interested to learn from a gentleman 
present that he knew of the same method being used success: 
fully by farmers in treating oats which were to be used for 
seed. ‘Lhe seed oats being suspended in burlap sacks in the 
farm store house for a short period and thus being thoroughly 
fumigated. 

' As to varieties of apples, when one takes into consideration | 
the fact that there are about 1,500 different varieties of ap: 
ples in cultivation it is useless to attempt to mention any in 
particular. Varieties which have been successful in New York 
will not always be the apple to plant or grow in Wisconsin 
and our own State Society has done much in determining the 

, best. varieties for the Wisconsin orchards. 
I am believing that the older ‘and standard varieties are the | 

best and many of the newer varieties are more to be consid- 
ered as novelties than anything of practical value. Those of 
us who were boys in Western New York can never forget the 

| Red Astrachan, Golden Sweet, Yellow Transparent and Snow 
Apples among the earlier varieties while the Magnum Bonum, 
Northern Spy, Greening, Pippin, Russet, Spitzenberg, Bald- 
win, Winesap, ete, are the old time favorites among the later 
sorts. a 

PEAR ORCHARDS. 

The pear orchards of New York rank fourth in importance. 
The trees commonly grown are commonly known as the Stand- 
ard and the Dwarf. The latter is produced through grafting 
on quince roots. In planting the Standard, trees were planted 
from 18 to 22 feet apart while the Dwarf were set 12 to 16 
feet. Some growers considered it a wise plan to run every 

_ fourth row in another variety to insure pollination. 
In cultivation the pear orchards were handled in much the 

same manner as the apple orchards excepting that the nitrog- 
enous cover crops are to be avoided on account of the tendency 
to woody growth and the prevalence of blight, the great enemy
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of the pear tree. In all cases the trees must be carefully | 

pruned and are expected to bear with profit from five to seven | 

years after planting. In marketing pears much care must be 

taken to see that the fruit is picked firm, usually about two 

weeks before becoming ripe. If the fruit is left to ripen the 

well known grit cells are usually formed. In Genesee county 

| the Bartlett and Seckle were favorite varieties. — | 

QUINCE ORCILARDS. : 

In some parts of Wisconsin the quince tree and even the 
fruit ig an unknown quantity. ‘This is due in part to the 
fact that very few people have learned to properly prepare the | 
sweet apple and quince preserves which were so well known 
and appreciated by every boy so fortunate as to have grown up 
among the quince orchards of the east. : : 

The quince trees seem to grow under the same conditions as | 
the apples but thrive best in the heavy, rich and somewhat 
moist soil. Two varieties were grown on our farm, the _ 
Champion and the Orange. The trees stood about 12 to 15 

- feet apart and were cultivated the same as the other fruit. 

The fruit always found a ready market and is a profitable one 
for the eastern fruit grower. | | 

In conclusion permit me to say that I am believing the op- 
portunities in Ilorticulture are just beginning to be realized : 
in Wisconsin. Our farms are larger than many in the east 

| and other agricultural pursuits conducted upon a large scale 
| have occupied the attention of the Wisconsin farmer during the 

past. In the future as many of the farms of one hundred 
sixty acres are divided into smaller farms of eighty and even 
forty acres, fruit growing will be found more profitable than 
grain or general farming and while Wisconsin may never be- 
come known in the markets of the world as a fruit growing | 

- state as is New York or California, there are undoubtedly 
splendid opportunities especially in the production of the small 
fruits. In any event too much importance cannot be placed 
upon the careful and scientific study of the best methods in 

order to secure the best results under varying conditions. ‘This 
I realize is being done right here in Wisconsin in the splendid 
work of our Agricultural College and the State Horticultural 
Society. The only thing that seems to block the way to early
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realization of the plans of the College and State Society, is 
the unexplainable reluctance shown by some farmers in profit- 
ing from and by the experimentation which is being carried 
on in their interests. And this will be overcome some day and 
that they will mean the highest achievement of the Wisconsin — 

| State Horticultural Society. : 

DISCUSSION. | 

Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: JT wish to correct the impression that — 
| the Professor reports for all New York; it is no doubt a re- 

port from Genesee County all right. I know of a good many 
| orchards in Chautauqua County where they use the grass : 

mulch and mix in Canada thistles and burdock and they 
grow well. There is one orchard to which I sent down to 

. last fall to get a barrel of apples, the man has about five acres 
-of orchard, he could not send me a single barrel but what he 
was ashamed to send; the trees had not been pruned for thirty . 
years and they do not spray at all, and spraying and cultiva- 
tion is neglected all over the State more or less. : 

| ~ ARSENATE OF LEAD. | 

An informal talk by Mr. H. M. Asusy of Chicago. | 

The manufacture of arsenate of lead and the other insecti- | 

icides is very complicated and very much involved, so that 1t 

| will be very difficult to go into it here in a way that would . 

be interesting, and as I am not a practical horticulturist, it 1s 

impossible for me to go into the spraying side of it with any 

advantage to you. Perhaps the reason that arsenate of lead 

was first used was the fact that Paris green, while it did the 

insect killing, settled so badly that it lost a great deal of its 

: value in big spraying work. For a man using insecticides in 

a small way Paris green was very satisfactory, but when he 

began to use it in a big tank and big spraying outfit, it was . 

troublesome, so the chemist and horticulturist looked around for 

7 some other poison, which would spray better, which would 

stand suspension better, and still kill, and among other things
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they hit on arsenate of lead. They ran over the other various 
arsenate compounds and finally the consensus of opinion de- 
eided that arsenate of lead was the safest and most effective. : 
To my mind you can make a comparison between arsenate of 
lead and Paris green in this way: Paris green when exam- 
ined under a microscope appears like a hailstone, and arsenate 
of lead when examined in the same way looks like a snowflake; 
there you have the relative settling qualities of the hailstone 
and the snowflake, and if you examine Paris green under the 
microscope it is a perfectly round green sphere, a round ball; 
arsenate of lead has a soft, irregular, what we call amorphous 
condition, just like a piece of newly fallen snow, and for that 
reason it was very much better in our spraying mixtures; it 
settles very slowly. You stir up arsenate of lead and it takes 

| about ten times longer to settle down into the same density, 
the same space as Paris green will and when it is settled - 
down, it is very much easier to stir up, it never settles hard. 

. Now, when you come to the making of it, there are a great 
‘many points which have to be observed. It is made from 
some form of lead, some soluble form of lead, either sugar of. 
lead, which is lead acetate, or nitrate of lead, and arsenate of : 
soda. Now, these two things are very simple at. first sight, it 

; seems very simple to dissolve these and mix them together, | 
but a great deal of care has to be taken to get the mixture just 
right. All of you who have used Bordeaux mixture well 
know that for instance on the 4—4—50 formula you can 
slake your lime and then mix it with water, five gallons, and 
blue vitriol, five gallons, and you have a heavy precipitate that 
settles down quickly. Take the same mixture, dilute your : 
lime to 25 gallons, and dilute your blue vitriol to 25 gallons, 
and pour them together, and you have a mixture that settles in 
suspension very much sooner than arsenate of lead when it is 
made. If arsenate of lead is precipitated from dilute solu- 
tions, 1t will never settle and never press into a small space 
as if thrown down and it will never make the solutions too | 
strong. 

Another advantage in the use of arsenate of lead over Paris _ 
' green is the fact that it is safer to use; you can use it in very 

much larger quantities than you can Paris green or any other 
insecticide that is known. Suppose you want to use a very 
radical amount of any other of these insecticides, you have
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run into serious trouble in burning foliage. That applies to 
Paris green or any of them, but arsenate of lead you can use 
under ordinary conditions in almost unlimited strength and 

-you do not risk the burning of the foliage. That is another 
- great advantage of this material. The company for whom I 
work make both arsenate of lead and Paris green, and we 
have a big Paris green business, but we have found that the 
general tendency among all our users is toward the arsenate 
of lead. I do not want to “knock” Paris green, because we 
make and sell a lot of it, but the arsenate of lead has a definite 
field which has to be worked out, and every manufacturer 
who is looking for horticultural business is working closely 
with the State and National authorities, because they all be- 
lieve that that is the coming insecticide for big work, either 
orchards or any big areas. One of the early objections that 
we found to the use of this prepared arsenate of lead was that 
in the effort to give the consumer as much value for his money 
as was possible, it was pressed too stiffly and any man that has 
tried to work this heavy stiff paste into proper consistency has 

| found it difficult and almost impossible to do so, and the 
tendency to-day is to prepare a very much softer paste with 
more water in it and let it go out on the distinct understanding 

| that it is sold on the basis of actugl arsenical compound. ‘The 
idea is to buy it in the best condition to use, and then figure 

. into the cost so much dry material which was actually present. 
In regard to the use of this material, in combination with 
other spray mixtures or fungicides, arsenate of lead can be 
mixed readily with Bordeaux mixture, but cannot be mixed 

| with lime sulphur. The vse of arsenate of lead with lime 
sulphur spray almost always results in a black precipitate, 
wherein the virtue of both the sulphur and arsenate of lead | 
are lost, chemical reaction takes place which makes an in- 
jurious mixture, but the combination of arsenate of lead with 
Bordeaux mixture is very satisfactory. The Bordeaux is 
made up in the usual way, say the common 4—4—50 formula, 

and then use about two to three pounds of arsenate of lead, 
| putting the arsenate of lead with the lime, there is no chemical 

action takes place between the lead and the lime, and when 
the mixture is completed with the blue vitriol, no action takes 

| place, but if the arsenate of lead is mixed with the blue vitriol, 
then there is likely to be trouble; it is not very definite trouble,
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but there is likely to be a little of it, but made up in the 
proper way, arsenate of lead gives splendid results with the 

| Bordeaux mixture. I do not know that I have very much 

else to say except in regard to that bill; I have been present. 
at the meetings; we are in accord with that bill and all the 
reputable manufacturers are very heartily in favor of that 
bill; they are very anxious to see a very rigid standard put 
up on these insecticides, because we all realize that more 

harm is done to our interests by harmful and injurious sprays 
| which are sold under the names of good brands than anything 

| else that can possibly be done. We know that we cannot put 
these insecticides out without giving good value for the money 
ani if one manufacturer puts out an inferior grade, that | 
hurts all manufacturers, so that the manufacturers would like 
to see a very strong endorsement by all State and National 
socicties of this regulation and are thoroughly in favor of it. 
That new bill. requires that arsenate of lead shall have 50 
per cent dry arsenate of lead and less than three quarters of one | 
per cent of soluble acid and in Paris green it requires that there 
shall be the usual amount of arsenate, I think it is either 50 or 
55 per cent that it requires and less than 314 per cent soluble 
acid. If there are any questions on this preparation of ar- | 
senate of lead, I shall be very glad to answer them. 

Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: J understand there is no danger of 

mixing it with the Bordeaux mixture when it is made. 

Mr. Ashby: It must not be mixed with the blue vitriol, it 
needs the lime to protect it before it comes in contact with the 
blue vitriol. | , 

Mr. M.S. Kellogg: I understand there is an injurious ef- 
fect by using arsenate of lead before the union of blue vitriol 
and lime. Ts there any injurious effect after the Bordeaux is 
eomnpletely mixed ? | | 

Mr. Ashby: I am not positive about that, but the chemistry 
of the thing would indicate that it was better to have the lime 
in combination or combined with the arsenate of lead; in case 

| there is a little excess the other way it would be better to put | 

| the arsenate of lead with the lime than it would to put it in 
after the Bordeaux mixture was completed. 

A Member: Does it take three pounds of arsenate of lead to 

a barre] ? | |
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| Mr. Ashby: That is the approximate amount, the propor- 
tions vary, I have seen it used as low as a pound and a half. 

Mr. Irving Smith: What is the relative cost of doing the 
same amount of work with arsenate of lead or Paris green to 
spray over an acre of potatoes or an acre orchard ? 

| Mr. Ashby: That can probably be answered better by some- 
_ body other than myself, but from what I have seen of the thing 

and what information we have been able to dig out, the first 
cost is higher, but the final est is lower. Arsenate of lead 
sticks better and there is not quite so much danger of its wash- 
ing off and while the cost of the first material is higher, yet at 
the end of the year the final cost of the material is lower and 
the cost of labor is quite a little lower. That is the impres- 
sion [ have got from general conversation. : 

Mr. Palmer: JT would like to ask if you could give us the 
relative strength of a pound of Paris green and a pound of 
arsenate of lead ? 

Mr. Ashby: The general comparison is 214 to 3 pounds of 
arsenate of lead to one pound of Paris green. 

Mr. Palmer: Which contains the more arsenical poison ? 
Mr. Ashby: It is difficult to say offhand, because in Paris 

green arsenic is present as an arsenite, three atoms of oxygen 
to two atoms of arsenic, whereas in the arsenate of lead it is 
present in the form of arsenate, five atoms of oxygen to two 
of arsenate, so I could not answer that offhand, [ would have 
to figure it out. 

Mr. Bingham: What per cent of arsenate? | 
Mr. Ashby: Arsenate of lead contains about 15 per cent 

arsenic acid and Paris green contains 56 to 58 per cent 
arsenious acid. 

Mr. Bingham: Then in using 3 pounds of arsenate of lead 
to 50 gallons, that would be equal to about a pound of Paris 
green ? 

Mr. Ashby: Yes, about 244 pounds is about the accepted 

amount, I believe. 

11—Hort.
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| BEST METHODS OF MANAGEMENT FOR WISCON- 
SIN ORCHARDS FOR THE FIRST FIVE YEARS. |. 

Mr. Bingham: The subject of orchard management has 7 

come up all through the meeting in different ways; we have had 
different discussions on the subject. Now, in regard to the 
management of an orchard for the first five years, of a commer- | 

: cial orchard, I can do no better than to give you the methods 
we are following in our own orchard. Locations differ and the | 
different methods of cultivation have to be studied out with re- 

gard to your location, as Prof. Sandsten this morning said to | 

you. If you are on hilly land, where the possibilities are of 
considerable washing, I would not advise cultivation as I would 
on level land. | | 

| In the first place, I would like to start the management of 
my orchard about one year before planting, getting the ground 
in good condition, planting a crop so that it is well prepared, 
putting on a good crop of clover and getting the land so as to 
have the trees growing from the start. I like to plant as early 
as possible in the spring and then give good cultivation. Now, 
the general opinion in Wisconsin is that we cannot afford to 
cultivate this orchard without any cropping and so we practice . 
erowing crops in the orchards. We rotate as much as we can 
and grow as many of the legumes as we can, we crop for ten 
years, but as this is for the first five years, I will say we grow 

a crop of beans. Now, if we are on land where the trees make 

a good growth, and we wish in our trees to make a good growth, =| 

we must crop accordingly. If we see our trees are growing too— 
rapidly, we can put in into clover crop one year; as soon as a 

| crop is cut, turn under and put in a second crop of clover. A 

crop of potatoes is a good crop for the orchard, beans and peas, 
rotating as much as we can to get a proper rotation, keeping the 

soil full of humus. Tf I can turn under the second crop of 

clover, then plant potatoes, take those off in time enough to 

eet a cover crop of oats or peas—if they are taken off by the 

first of September we often get a very good crop of peas, that 

is about the plan I would follow for the first five years. There 

is another thing in regard to cultivation, if we do wish to cul- . 

tivate the orchard without any crop, I would cultivate early :
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| in the spring, giving the trees an early start, and the wood 
will be in shape to ripen up by the middle of July. Cherries 

| especially will ripen after the first of July. For cover crops 
we use oats and peas. Now, it is necessary to prune annually 
and spray annually. If you have no crop of fruit, it is not 
any reason why that orchard should not be sprayed as thor- 

| oughly as though we had a fruit crop to protect the foliage; per- 
haps it would not be necessary to use as many sprays, but to 
spray in order to protect. all the foliage we have, because there 
is the life of the tree, in a good healthy foliage. I think that 
would cover the ground for the first five years, that is the 
method of cultivation as we practice it. 

Mr. Hey: You spoke of the cover crops of peas and oats, 
at. what. time do you sow that? , 

Mr. Bingham: Well, if I were sowing oats. a great deal : 
would depend on the season. JI would not want to sow them 
so they would get too rank a growth in the fall, and with the — 

| peas, they should be sowed a little earlier than oats, and if we 
| are not growing any crops in the orchard, cultivate till the 

first of July, then sow peas and get a good stand. T like to | 
sow a cover crop that dies down of itself in the winter, not. rye; 
rye usually causes more work in the spring to get that cultivated 
in, but the cover cron of oats dies down, then you can put on | 
your disk harrow and cultivate the ground thoroughly. In re- 
gard to the cultivation, we plow very shallow. I use a little 
ganenlow, plow just enough to turn under this cover crop so 
that it does not clog the springtooth harrow, using that rather 
than the disk. The disk will not take hold and we oftentimes 
rtm over the orchard two or three times to get the results that 

| we want. Now, by turning this over an inch or two deep, 

just enough to keen the plow in the ground, there is only a 

: small square around the tree that is not touched and it gives a 
| complete cultivation. That is one way we can keep the Canada 

thistles under control. Those tools are very convenient for that 
work. | | 

| Mr. Frving Smith: T should like to ask Mr. Bingham if 
corn 1s a good crop to plant where a young orchard is first set 
out? T remember seeing one where the trees were set, each 
tree taking the place of one hill of corn. 

| | Mr. Bingham: TJ had six acres of that kind of orchard this : 

year and I find that is not. very successful. That was in cher-
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ries, cherry trees planted in the corn field and there was some 

trouble with mildew on the cherry leaves by not having good 

air circulation, and a heavy crop of corn I do not think is a 

good thing for an orchard. JI would prefer some of the lower 

| grain crops. 
A Member: What is the object of his cover crop if he al- 

lows it to be killed by the frost and does not turn it under 

when it is green ? ) | 

Mr. Bingham: The object is just the same, we get the re- 

| sults from the cover crop, the benefit is not derived from the 

ereenness, it is the protection given to the ground. If you do 

not have any snow, you will have less freezing and thawing of 

| the ground than you would if it was perfectly bare, and the 

cover crop furnishes all necessary requirements and in its dead 

state acts as a mulch. , 

A Member: Does it fertilize the soil as much as if turned 

over green % | 

Mr. Bingham: I think everything is there that would be 

there in the green state. 

A Member: You can sow crimson clover in the fall and 

plow it under in the spring, it would be better than oats. 

| Mr. Bingham: From my experience with crimson clover, 

T find it takes too much of the summer season to get crimson 

elover up to make much of a showing on the ground. - 

Prof. Sandsten: I hesitate recommending crimson clover 

for Wisconsin, because it often winter kills. 

A Member: What does Mr. Bingham consider the most 

desirable crop for a young orchard ¢ 

Mr. Bingham: Well, if the soil is well adapted to the grow- | 

ing of potatoes, potatoes is a good orchard crop. It takes con- 

siderable fertility from the soil, but following that you can. put 

in some beans or peas. Beans is a good crop in an orchard. 

Mr. M. 8. Kellogg: Is not there objection to trying to use 

crimson clover from the fact that it is rather hard to get a 

eood catch and the cost of the seed, compared with the seed for 

an oats cover crop, is so high as to make the oats crop more 

valuable for the man growing commercially, and to cover the 

-eost involved ? | 

Prof. Sandsten: I think the oats is by all odds the best 

cover crop that you can use in this State. There are localities | 

where we can use clover or peas, but as a crop for, the average |
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commercial orchard, it is undoubtedly the best cover crop we | 
can use. | . 

Mr. Bingham: ‘That is my opinion, because it is pretty ex- 
| pensive for the man to get the seed supply of peas, it will take 

three bushels to the acre in order to get a good stand, and of 
course if peas are worth a dollar and a half -per bushel, there 

is quite an investment for each acre of land, while with oats two 
| and a half bushels will be sufficient. 

ORCHARD MANAGEMENT FOR THE SECOND FIVE 
YEARS. 

| J. S. Patmer. 

This orchard having received very good cultivation so far 
has made a vigorous growth. Now it should be large enough 
to begin business. ‘The four cardinal principles of good or- 
chard management are pruning, spraying, cultivation and fer- 
tilizing. Late in March or early April go over the orchard and 
remove all sap sprouts and unshapely branches, always holding 
the balance of the tree a little to the southwest. It is usually 
better to endure an unsightly or mis-shapen.branch if large than : 
to remove it, as great injury to the tree may result by very 
severe pruning, in fact most severe pruning should be done 
before the fifth year. Always cover all large wounds with 

- wax or paint. When pruning wherever large limbs form 
, crotches liable to split, the danger may be obviated in great © 

measure by intertwining two twigs, thus forming a living brace. 
If this important matter were more often attended to in time 
many valuable trees might be saved that otherwise split down 

| with the load of apples when fruiting really begins. 
| Spray just as green leaves begin to show with Bordeaux mixt- , 

ure 5-5-50, with 3 lbs. arsenate of lead added to each 50 
gal. of mixture, then after the blossoms fall, spray again, using 
same quantity of arsenate of lead with Bordeaux 3-38-50 and 
again about ten days later with the same. 

Plow and cultivate thoroughly in early spring and continue 
cultivation until June when oats may be sowed about 114 bus. 

- per acre with six quarts medium clover seed. Care should be
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exercised in plowing to cause as little injury to the trees as 
possible. Use a slow steady team with low hame harness and 
short whifle trees and do not plow too deep near the trees. In 
fact surface cultivation is all that is required. The spring 
tooth harrow is one of the best implements for orchard use and 
most cultivation can be done with it. When the oats are about, 
ready to head, mow, allowing the crop to remain for a mulch, 
thus insuring a good growth of clover. This will complete 
the cultivation for this season. ‘This treatment will check the 
growth and start the development of fruit buds. The next 
season spraying should be attended to as before and no culti- 
vation will be necessary. When the clover is beginning to blos- 
som it should be cut and if abundance of barnyard manure is 
at hand to maintain the fertility there may be no objection to 
removing this crop for hay, but otherwise it should remain on 
the ground. <A second cutting will be necessary just before 
time to pick the apples, which may also remain. 

The next season plow and cultivate in spring. When the | 
oats and clover treatment may be repeated as before. In our 
climate subject to excessive heat and drouth in late summer and : 
fall we should conserve moisture as much as possible through : 
this season and I know of no better way than to keep the ground 
well covered with clover. : | 

Heavy manuring may be done at any time except perhaps in 
September when such treatment may cause a late growth of _ 

| wood which failing to ripen would be liable to injury by win- | 
ter killing. Plowing late in October or November may some- 
times be beneficial in destroying the larvae of the apple gouger 
and many other insects and seldom causes injury by freezing. 
Soine of our best orchard ground is so hilly as to make con- 

| tinual plowing impracticable. Where this is the case mulching 
may be resorted to and very good results have been obtained 
by continued mulching. But if possible plow even if only a 
narrow strip between the rows, reseeding to clover as often as 

necessary to keep out June grass, timothy and other undesir- 

able growth. Keep all stock out of the orchard with the pos- : 

sible exception of sheep which may be allowed at certain times 

to clean up all waste after picking and also in June to destroy 

the small apples and incidentally the young worms therein. 

Poultry are beneficial in the orchard at all times and a 

great aid in keeping insects in check.
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The time has passed when we could set a few apple trees in 
an out of the way place, let nature take its course and get | 

, apples. Apple growing at, present is a thorough going business | 

proposition and like every other crop grown from the soil we 
cannot get a satisfactory results without intelligent. effort on 
our part. : | | . | 

~ The President: Now, we will call on Mr. L. G. Kellogg. 
— Mr. L. G. Kellogg: It seems to me that the evidence in this 
matter should be produced by some one who has actual and 
practical experience. While I must admit that we have quite 

a large orchard, it is a great deal like Topsy, it has “just 
growed,” and I will also admit that we have not given it that | 

thought and care that we should to produce a commercial crop 

of fruit. I do not know that I can add anything that will be 

ef value to what Mr. Palmer has already recommended. The | 

second five years I think the orchard ought to receive clean cul- 
tivation with a cover crop up to the age of seven years of 
the trees and then I think that it onght to be seeded to clover 

to bring the orchard into bearing. 
| The President: It is now in order for questions to be asked 

or experiences given. There are probably others in the au- 

| dience who might add something. . 

- Mr. Bingham: I have one remark to make in regard to 

what Mr. Kellogg said, that the seventh year he likes to seed : 

| down the orchard to get it into bearing. We do the reverse. 

~ We like to cultivate our orchards to make them bear; we find 

an orchard in sod will not produce apples, but we give those 

orchards a little cultivation, and the first year after we start cul- 

tivation we notice our results, we notice a difference in the 

foliage, a difference in the growth of the tree, the health of the 

tree, it is so complete a change from a tree with little small 

foliage to one of vigorous healthy foliage, that the man that 

gees those things never would allow an orchard in our section of 

the country to go back into sod. That was demonstrated very | 

forcibly in the Society trial orchard of five acres. The largest | 

apple that I could get in that orchard under the sod system was : 

six ounces, this year, with but one year’s cultivation—that 

orchard was plowed last fall, a year ago, and cultivated this | 

summer, clean culture, a crop of oats, a cover crop, and this
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year, the same trees produced apples of eighteen ounces. The 
truit buds were weak and small, and the foliage was very small, 
this year the foliage on the Northwestern was almost as large 
as your hand, perfectly green and healthy. — 

Lhe President: I should like to ask if the reseeding, advo- 
cated by Mr. Palmer would meet with your approval ? | 

Mr. Bingham: Not in my section of the country where we 
lave the limestone soil. I think you would get better results 

_by continued cultivation and only use cover crops as a method 
ot getting humus into the soil, so that our soil does not get too 
hard and firm, and shallow cultivation. I think it is under- 
stood that most of the roots of a tree are within ten inches of 
the top of the soil. Now if we put a springtooth harrow in, 

_ or plow deep, we injure the roots, necessitating that tree put- | 
ting out a new root system and that is the reason why, if we 
plow in the fall, we should plow shallow. | 

Mr. Riehl: One point might be spoken of here and that is 
that the modern orchard with us is very apt to become infested 
with mice, or what we call gophers, and I have seen entire or- 

: chards destroyed where they would get in under the mulch and 
girdle the trees right at the surface, or a little below. It is , 
possible, however, that these pests are not known as far north 
as this, but with us it is a serious thing, and if we allow a 
mulch in the orchard, it is best to rake around the trees and 
draw. some earth around the trunk of the tree, then there is 
little danger of there being any injury. 

Mr. Pomeroy: ‘This question of cultivation is entirely a 
matter of location and soil; I think in the region where Mr. 
Bingham lives, the practice he speaks of is the proper practice 
to pursue, while down in Houston County, Minnesota, where I 
have lived for fifteen years, as well as over in La Crosse and — 
‘Trempealeau counties, among the high hills along the Missis- 
sippi river, where they have a whitish yellow clay with rock | 

foundation, you would not dare to cultivate every year; you can 
there put a Duchess and Wealthy orchard into clover sod and 
raise large and fine colored apples, while if you plow it and 
cultivate it every year, you would get an excessive wood growth 
and, get the trees to blight very heavily, and go to pieces by the 

time they are ten to fifteen years old. My brother has bought 
a place, and we have got 2,500 Wealthy trees on that place com-
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ing into bearing and Mr. Harris, our neighbor, probably many 
of you have known Mr. Harris of Minnesota, has had an or- 

chard there for thirty-five years, and it has been everybody’s 
experience that it absolutely will not do to cultivate year after 

| year. | 

Mr. Kellogg: I would not advocate sowing an orchard to 
timothy and clover, but to clover alone, but the second year I 
would cut that clover, utilizing it entirely to mulch the trees, 
the second year I would plow this orchard again and by culti- 
vating in this way add humus to the soil. Upon most of our | 
clay soils it is necessary to do something of that kind. 

Mr. Hey: I would like to speak about one thing, if I un- 
| derstood Mr. Palmer, he says that a 5-5 mixture for spray is 

the proper thing, is that right? | 
Mr. Palmer: That is for the first spraying in the spring be- 

fore the leaves are out, before there is foliage on the trees. The 

second spraying at 3-3-50. | 
Mr. Hey: In the Southern part of the State they advocate 

having as low sometimes as one pound of copper sulphate and 
two is common. ‘They say the 4-4 spray is injurious and they 

cannot use it. a . 
| Mr. Palmer: There is great difference in varieties in spray- 

ing. We have some varieties that even a 3-3 mixture will in- | 
jure. I have frequently injured Snow apples by spraying with 
3-3 mixture, while other varieties of course will stand a stronger 
mixture, but I would never recommend stronger than 38-38-50 

after there are apples on the trees. - 
, Mr. Bingham: I think the great trouble with the 3-3, 4-4 : 

and 5-5 is simply in the lime. I think we can make Bordeaux 
mixture, no matter what strength, and we will have injury if 
we do not have enough lime. We all know the lime in Wis- 
consin, is very poor. I use the 6-4 and I could use 8-6 and 
never injure the foliage, because the entire amount of blue 

| vitriol is neutralized by the lime and you can put in any amount 
of blue vitriol if you use enough lime to neutralize it. We 
spray all varieties the same and we get no injury at all if we 

use the 8-3, but with the 4-4 we get injury. © 
Mr. Palmer: Can you spray Longfield without russeting 4 

Mr. Bingham: TI do not believe in that russeting with Bor- 

deaux mixture. We spray the Longfield thoroughly and we
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find apples, some of them rusty and some that are perfectly 
smooth on the exposed sides of the tree where we have had lots 
of Bordeaux, and we have tried to soak trees with extra heavy 
spray, and we find our trees are free from rust. I think that 
it is a weather condition, I do not believe Bordeaux mixture 
russets apples. ‘his year I used the 4-6 formula when the 
apples were two thirds grown. One of the last sprays we put 
on was a thorough spraying along about the middle of August 
aud we saw some of it on the trees when we harvested in the 

fall and not any russeted apples. On the Northwestern Green- 
ing, especially, back of my barn where I was experimenting, 

giving them a thorough spraying late in the season to see what | 
the result was on the late brood of codling moth, I found the | 

apples free of worms, we would hardly find a wormy apple on 
the tree. In other sections of the orchard, where we did not 
give them the extra spraying, we found more wormy apples. | 
Dig out that little red spot on the apple and you would find the 
codling moth in a small state, the egg was laid on the apple and 

| they were eating in, you would not notice them at first, but as 
late as October when we were picking winter apples, we would 
find the red spots and by digging in we would find the little 

~ eodling moth. Those go into the barrel and you wonder where 
those worms came from in the barrel, because you were certain | 

you did not put any wormy apples in. | 

AFTER THE TENTH YEAR, - 

The President: We have now brought our orchard up to 
the tenth year and Prof. Sandsten will take charge of it from 

- now on. | Ct fa | 

Prof. Sandsten: It seems to me when you get an apple _ 

orchard up to the age of ten years and in good bearing, that 

| you have the whole problem solved and there is no use for me 

to dilate upon what has already been said. 
The best thing, if the orchard is alive, when it is ten years 

old, which it sometimes is, is pruning, and when the pruning 1s 

done, I advise you not to use a hatchet or a crosseut saw. I | 

prefer to prune before the sap flows, although a little after the 

sap has started is all right. I would spray every year, regard- 

less of the crop prospect. I would make the first spraying be-
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fore the buds begin to swell, or about the time the buds begin to 
swell. I would use about two to three pounds of copper sul- | 
phate and the same amount of lime to the 50 gallons of water. 

We do not. believe in using more than 3 pounds of copper sul- 
_ phate, because we have found that 3 pounds of copper sulphate 

is suthcient to prevent the fungous diseases from getting a 
start. Now, the apple scab spores light on the buds and if we 
do not spray, these spores will start to develop as soon as the 

| buds expand, so you want to cover the buds with the spray to 

prevent the spores from germinating. Bear in mind that the 
spore 1s Just the same as the seed. Then when the buds are 

about to open, we give the second application, and we use the 
same mixture. The third application we apply when the petals 
of the blossoms have fallen. We use the same mixture but to 
it we add from two to three pounds of arsenate of lead; this is 
to get the first brood of the codling moth. Now, the only 
reason for putting the lime in for the first two sprayings is to | 
indicate where you have been spraying. We spray at least once 
more, using the same mixture of 3-3, together with arsenate of 

lead, or we use the 4 and 6 formula (4 of copper sulphate and 
6 of lime.) I do not believe in the 5-5 formula, because, as 

My. Bingham has said, our lime is not pure lime, and for that — 
reason 5 pounds of our lime will hardly ever neutralize 5 ° 

| pounds of copper sulphate and an injury is done to the foliage 
and fruit. : 

| After the spraying is done comes the question of cultivation. 
I would lay down as a general rule that an orchard should be 
cultivated and then we will modify this rule to meet the con- 
ditions of the individual grower and that is the only rule you 
can lay down. We have a portion of our orchard at the Ex- 
periment Station that has been in sod for a number of years. 
Of course it is rather steep, but let me tell you that anyone can 

- go into that orchard at fruiting time and see the difference, not 

only in the vigor and health of the trees, but in the amount and — 

quality of the fruit on the trees, and I de not care what the ad- 

voeates of sod orchards may say or do I will stick to thorough 

 eultivation and I think every progressive, up-to-date, success- 

ful fruit grower will do the same. (Applause.) I know 

a 900-acre apple orchard down East on a hillside, steeper than - 

I have seen in Wisconsin, on which apple trees have been planted
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that is cultivated in strips, and in a few years that whole hill- 
side, or mountain side, will be terraced and it can be cultivated 

| thoroughly. Further, I do not believe in sheep. They are all 

right, but I do not want them in the orchard. Give me the 
pig or hog of the right kind. He can get more grubs and in- 

sects than any other animal I know of, and he will do no 
damage, and then you have something to eat later on. Do not 
let him do all the cultivation. 

The cover crops I would plant about the middle of July, and | 
I sow oats. Clover is all right, but you want to look out, as 
otherwise you may get too much wood growth. You do not 
want to grow too much wood, you want to have fruit and as_ 

| long as you have too much nitrogen in your soil, you will have 
fine looking trees, good growers, but you will be minus the 
fruit. I do not believe in raising crops of clover, and turning 
them under; the average soil, on which we grow apples in this , 
State, has enough nitrogen in it, what we generally need is 

| _ phosphoric acid and that you can apply according to directions 
that were given here yesterday. I should not keep on culti- 
vating, if I found that the orchard was growing too rapidly, is 
producing too much wood, but should be inclined to seed 1t down 

| for a year or two, only until the wood growth declines. I 

will tell you the reason for it. You know the tree has to get 
food supply in order to grow and if you have a covering on the 
ground of sod,—generally blue grass as I find in most orchards 
in Wisconsin—the air and sun is shut out, there is no decompo- 

sition of the materials in the soil, because the air cannot act 

upon it, the soil is stagnant, not aerated, and in such condition 

is not a fit home for the roots to live in, they have to have air 

like everything else that is alive. Further, sod orchards are — 

more subject to droughts; an orchard in cultivation will stand 

twice as much drought that a orchard sod will, and that means 

a great deal in this state where we are subject to summer 

drought, and the droughts generally come in the season when 

our fruit is growing, and so the fruit needs a large amount of 

moisture in order to develop the proper size. I do not know 

that I can enlarge upon this any more; I think the subject has 

been gone over quite fully from the infancy of the orchard up 

to old age. | 

Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: There is one question I want to ask
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_ in regard to the spraying, would not you catch enough ecurculio 

to pay for putting in the arsenate of lead for the first two spray- 

ings ¢ | 

Prof. Sandsten: As a rule, yes. Now, let me tell you, 

that comes right in the line of cultivation, and a cultivated 

orchard is half as easy to take care of so far as disease and in- 

sects go as one in sod, because it is only halt as subject to these 

things. Of course, if you have a “buggy” neighbor you are 

apt to get some of his animals, but in your own orchard if you ° 

cultivate and spray, the insect and fungous problem is so much 

less than it would be if you did not spray. Also in fighting in- 

sects and diseases, it is the first application, the timely applica- 

tion that counts. If we kill the first brood of the codling moth, 

the second brood will be very small and will not trouble us, but 

| as it is in this State, the first brood is relatively small, but what 

a crop we lave when the second. one comes around, simply be- 

cause we have not killed the first brood and if we only would 

have sprayed thoroughly the first time, we would kill out the 

parents of this numerous offspring that appear the second time. 

Mr. Kellogg: Now, the varieties for a commercial orchard ? 

Prof. Sandsten: Let somebody else, whose hair has silvered 

‘n the service of horticulture in the State of Wisconsin answer 

that question. Mr. Kellogg is more capable and knows more 

about varieties than I do. If I should plant a commercial or- | 

chard in this State, I should not plant over—well I will say six 

varieties for summer, for fall and winter varieties I would not 

go to a list of forty or fifty, because if you do, you will not have 

| a commercial orchard, except for nurserymen who want to grow 

scions it is all right, but for a commercial orchard I would not, 

and as to varieties, I will let Mr. Kellogg answer the question. 

Mr. Kellogg: I am not a commercial grower. When I 

first set my orchard in 1854, I put out fifty varieties, and I 

will call on Mr. Palmer to give us his experience at Baraboo on 

commercial varieties. 

Mr. Palmer: As far as my- commercial orchard is con- 

cerned, it consists of about fifty varieties. Out of the fifty 

varieties I could pick out seven or eight that would include all 

the profitable varieties that I have ever grown in the orchard. 

Of course there is an occasional profit perhaps out of some of 

: the others, but not worth considering in a commercial way. 

Grow enough of one kind so that you can have sufficient quan-
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tity to place in the market to make it an object. If possible, 
grow the kinds together, grow one kind in a block, so that in 
picking and packing you do not have to travel all over the or- 
chard. That is a great point. I, perhaps stick to some of the 
old kinds that I would hardly dare to recommend here, or 
recommend for all over the State. The Wealthy, McMahan 
and Northwestern probably are in the lead of anything we have © 
now up there. . 

Mr. Kellogg: Only three varieties ? | 
Mr. Palmer: I say those are probably in the lead, I would 

| plant Golden Russets, Tolman Sweet, Fameuse, Utter, Plumb’s 
Cider, these have been as successful with me as any I have 

planted. - | | 
, Prof. Sandsten: . It simply emphasizes the point that we 

are planting too many varieties, and if we only planted a few 
| varieties, and if we had an orchard of any size, it would pay 

the commission man or fruit dealer to go into the orchard and 
buy a crop, but no dealer is going to buy an orchard of fruit 
when you have fifty to sixty varieties, he cannot handle them 

| profitably. | 
Mr. Pomeroy: In New York, where a farmer has a great 

many varieties, the buyers call it the “succotash” orchard, and- | 
pass it by. At the Minnesota meeting the question came up, 

“What would you plant if you planted a thousand trees?” Mr. 
Edgar got up and said 999 Wealthys and then another Wealthy. 
T think that except for the Duchess, Wealthy and Northwestern 
Greening there is not very much of commercial value for 
planting. | —_ 

Prof. Sandsten: I would not put it as strong as that, I | 
think we have some very good varieties that we could plant 
and some varieties I would plant in preference to Northwestern 
Greening. What I mean to say is, select-a few varieties and 
stick to those, but be sure you have the right variety for your 
own locality, and not because one man one hundred miles 
away from you is growing a variety successfully, do not plant 
the same. | 

Mr. Kellogg: I have been asked several times to name | 

varieties for localities and I always say, “Look about and see : 
what is doing the best on soil like your own and locations like — | 
your own and go for those varieties.” J would not plant more
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than three or four or five kinds. Newell was put on the list 
of five at the State Fair, we began to “use up” the Newell this 

| forenoon, I don’t know but perhaps we might “use up” every- — 
thing else but the Duchess. Stickney used to say 99 Duchess 
and one more Duchess in a hundred. Duchess is all right and . 

| Wealthy is all right, I think McMahan is all right and Patten’s 
Greening, but wherever these are a success, plant them, that 
is the rule. | 

: Mr. L. H. Palmer: I want to say one word to Prof. Sand- 
sten about the hogs. We put hogs in our orchard and the 
trees make a nice place for them to seratch against, they wear | 
the bark off. Not only that, I have seen them gnaw the trees, 
pull them down. We keep them out, they kill a tree in two or 
three years. ; | 

Prof. Sandsten: I can only say there are hogs and hogs. 
[ presume there are individuals of that type that would help 
themselves to some bark and who would feel inclined to relieve 
their feelings by leaning against a tree, but as a rule I found 
that even in a young orchard they are not harmful, but bene- 
ficial in picking up the wormy apples. I would put a piece of 
wire in their noses so that they would not be too obnoxious in 
getting down into the ground. ~ | 

SHRUBS AND ORNAMENTALS. 

| KE. A. Smiru, Lake City, Minn. 

What kind of a picture shall the home and its surroundings 
present? First impressions are lasting and they should be 
pleasant ones. 

| _The frontispiece and foundation work will be the velvety 
grass upon the lawn. The perspective and coloring will be 
represented in the arrangement of trees, shrubs and _ flowers. 
Here is a great opportunity for individuality to assert itself. 
No two landszape architects or individuals would equally ap- 
prove of the same design. While tastes vary and different de- 

. signs possess equal merit there are some designs which would 
be bad, just as there are some pictures which are bad, as colors | 
and effects may be made to literally swear at one another,
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In designing a lawn, the picture must be taken as a whole. 
| Piece work cannot be made artistic. The pepper and salt ar- 

rangement of shrubs has had its day. ‘The effective massing 
of shrubs and flowers idea, has come to stay. It is not the 
purpose of this paper to be arbitrary, nor to give detailed or | 
botanical descriptions of various plants which may be sug- 
gested. These can be found in good catalogs, encyclopedias 

or in books pertaining to horticulture. | 

. - HARDINESS. , 

Without question, however, the one important thing to be 
taken into consideration in this Northwestern country, 1s 
hardiness, for no one cares to spend time and money in plant- 
ing those things which will not stand the climatic test. We 
are, therefore, somewhat circumscribed in our choice; but 
there are many things which are both hardy and _ beautiful. 
By hardiness, we mean the ability of plants to resist freezing, 

thawing, drought, blight, sun-scald and fungus diseases. 
There is probably not a tree or shrub growing but what 1s . 
susceptible to some of these weaknesses or defects; but there 
are many which possess only’ one or more of them to a limited 

degree, and subject to control. 7 

“DESIGNS. | 

Whether one wishes a lawn design, formal or natural is the 
first question to be considered. In the North, especially, the | 
natural design would seem most appropriate. Nature has sug- 
gested many things and ways in which the planting may be 
made to appear natural, yet nature is careless, prodigal, and 
even wasteful in her resources, so that even she may be im- 

| proved upon by judicious pruning here and there. . 
When you plant a tree or shrub, remember that it is planted 

with the expectation that it will remain for years and perhaps | 
for generations, so the right place should be decided upon at 

| the beginning, or transplanting will be necessary, making it 
expensive, perhaps even causing a loss of the plant itself. 
The modern spirit of landscape planting is to have it approach | 
as nearly as possible, natural effects. Years ago, landscape 
designs were conducted upon a different principle. Then, |
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everything was formal. Even the hedge was sheared in fan- 
tastic shapes. Now, the desire is to make shrubs appear 

graceful, not over-crowding, nor yet too scanty in the plant- 
ing. Beautiful vistas and avenues of approach should not be 
obscured but openings should be left here and there which will 

- enharce the view. Even foliage and color of the bark is to 

be taken into consideration in producing harmonious results. 
A design that is appropriate for the bungalow or the sum- 

mer cottage by the lake, would scarcely be appropriate for the 

average city home. 

| | TREES AND SHRUBS. 

| Fortunately, there are shrubs and trees equally appropriate 
for settings of every kind. The stately Elm will remain one 
of the standards for boulevards. The majestic Oak, were it | 
not for its slow growth and difficulty in transplanting, would 

take a prominent place. In many parts of the Northwest the 
Green Ash is most desirable. It is clean, hardy and thrifty. | 

Among the hardy ornamental trees for interior lawn plant- 
ing, may be included such as the Cut Leaf Birch, one of the 
most beautiful of all the ornamental trees. Second, is the | 
Mountain Ash. What a fine contrast these two trees present 
to each other, the latter with its red berries which are often 

- earried into winter. Its dark, almost green bark being in di- 
-_-yeet, contrast to the white of the Weeping Birch. The Ameri- 

can and European Lindens may also be planted on boulevard 

. or lawn. Though inclined to sun-seald, these trees when 

young, together with the Mountain Ash, should be wrapped 

with strips of burlap cut about six inches wide, tied with soft 
| twine at the surface of the ground and wound spirally to the 

branches; this will remedy the difficulty. 
The Golden Willow is very handsome as a young tree, but as 

it gets older the bark loses its handsome color and effectiveness, | 
and becomes a dull gray. The Niobe Weeping Willow, which 
originally came from Siberia, introduced by Prof. Hansen of 
the Brookings, 8S. D. Exnerimental Station, we consider an 

improvement upon the Golden Willow. The beautiful, droop- 
ing habit of the long, slender branches is interesting. Best of 

all, the tree has proven hardy. | 
12—Hort. . : .
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| , 
A northern grown variety of the Hackberry is desirable, 

but the southern grown or that from seed procured as far 
south as Kansas, will freeze back when planted as far north 

as central Wisconsin. , 
The Kentucky Coffee Tree, which is a native of some parts 

of Wisconsin, is a valuable addition to our northern trees. Its © 
merits are not sufficiently known or it would be planted more 
generally. Its foliage resembles somewhat the Locust. tree, 
but it is more shapely as a tree. | : 

| The Catalpas we class among the semi-hardy trees, the 
Speciosa being the best of the varieties. Among the semi-hardy 
Horse Chestnuts, the Buckeye variety is generally considered 
best for the Northwest. : 

Among the high growing shrubs and low growing trees, the | 
Russian Olive with its light, silvery foliage presents a good ef- 
fect and when it is in blossom the fragrance is delightful. The : 

_ Buffalo Berry resembles somewhat the Russian Olive. It 1s 
sometimes used for a low growing hedge, but does not stand | 
shearing well. Both of these trees are hardy: and well adapted 

to exposed positions on the prairie. 
Many of you know of the Compass cherry plum prized chiefly 

for its fruit for canning purpeses; but it is a beautiful orna- 
mental tree. It never grows so large that it is obtrusive, and 

with its umbrella-shaped top, beautiful green and closely com- _ 

pact form of growing, in the spring of the year when it is in 

bloom, is one of the handsomest of the flowering trees, and may 
well be substituted for Bechtel’s Flowering Crab, which, in the . 

Northwest, is semi-hardy exeent in protected localities. 
The Caragana and Buckthorn, each of which attains a 

height of some 15 ft. if allowed to grow, may also be sheared 
making: excellent low growing hedges. The shearing of hedges | 

for formal effects may be desirable, and where high growing a 

shrubs are used, it is necessary that they be sheared. Indi- . 
vidual tastes are to be taken into consideration, but when | 

sheared, the hedge losses much of its gracefulness and natural 

beanty. | ' 
| 7 The Tbhota Privet we have found hardv; it makes a very fine 

hedge, also the Amoor Privet; but the California Privet is not 

hardy in the Northwest and should not. be planted. 

There is almost a limitless number of Spireas, Dogweods, and
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Lilacs, from which selections may be made to advantage. We | 
cannot here specify regarding the different varieties. Grafted 

| | lilaes are especially desirable as they do not sucker. 

EVERGREENS.  __ | 

: Many are partial to evergreens—others regard them as heavy 
and depressing, especially if planted near the house. The Colo: 

| — trado Blue Spruce, Pyramid Arbor Vitae and Dwarf Mountain 
Pine are among the most desirable of the ornamental ever- 
greens for lawn planting. The standard varicties of evergreens 
are familiar to everyone. | 

ITERBACEOUS., — 

The list of herbaceous plants, however, should not be over- 
a looked, es there are many varieties which are not only beautiful 

but they may he so arranged that there will be continual bloom | 
: from early spring until late fall. They must be taken into con- 

sideration in connection with the grouping and massing of 
shrubs for flowering effects, as the plants in the herbaceous tribe 
may be used for borders. The Peony, of which there are some | 
2,000 named varieties, presents a great field for effective con- 
trast. The Phlox, tall and low growing, pure colors and mixed 
colors, may be so arranged as to have bloom for at least four 
months in the year. The Gaillardia, with its brown and yel- | 
low coloring and long continued bloom, is very desirable. The 
Platyeodon or Chinese Bell Flower, in colors blue and white, is | 
also most satisfactory on account of its long blooming period. 
The Yucca with its stately snikes of creamy flowers deserves a 
place on every lawn. The Bractetum Poppy, large and deep 

oe red, 1s gorgeous in its effect. The Bleeding Heart is known 
. evervwhere, and the old fashioned Larkspur is again in popu- 

lar favor, while the prim and stately Hollyhock has been re- 
| stored to its rightful place. : 

| VINES. | 

7 The Vine also plays an important part in lawn decoration. 
For the covering of rookeries, old fences, decoration of brick or 

| stone walls, or chimneys and other odd effects, the vine is in- 
_ dispensable. In those localities where the Boston Ivy or Am-
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pelopsis Veitchii can be grown, for climbing or clinging to stone 

or brick walls, there is nothing better. The next. best Ivy for 

| buildings is the Ivy Englemanni, which resembles somewhat | 

the American Ivy; the foliage is a little finer. This also clings 

to brick or stone and is perfectly hardy. . 

| The Dutchman’s Pipe or Aristolochia Sipho, with its broad 

erecn leaves is massive and hardy. This vine does better when } 

planted on the North side of buildings or even in a shady place. . 

A beautiful effect upon our grounds at Lake City was ob- 

tained as follows: An Oak tree some 2 ft. in diameter died, 

and around the base was planted a half dozen Englemanni Ivy 

vines. Jn a few years these overrun the top of the tree with a 

, mass of vines. The effect was odd, and in the fall when the 

leaves had been touched with the frost, the foliage was sur- | 

passingly brilliant. The tree was situated in a place, where if : 

cut down, it would have looked bare and empty. 

| SEMI HARDY. — 

We have experimented with 36 different varieties which were 

all recommended to be hardy by eastern and southern planters. 

Tn the vicinity of New York State, these things may be hardy, 

but in the same latitude in the West they are not. Out of these 

36, we will mention only those which are perhaps most familiar, : 

they being either semi-hardy or tender. They should, there- 

fore, be planted with care in protected locations, if planted at 

all: , | 

Calycanthus Floridus. | | . | 

Qlethra Alnifolia (Sw. Pepper Bush). | 

Cydonia Japonica (Japan Quince). | 
Deutzia Gracilis, Crenata, and Pride of Rochester. 

Diervilla (Weigelia) are all tender except Rosea and Eva 

Rathke which will do well. | 

Forsythia Fortunia & Varidissimo. 

Hibiscus Syriacus (Althea) and its varieties. | | 

New Hydrangea (Alba Grandiflora). | 

Ligustrum (California Privet). | 
Lonicera Fragrantissimo. | oe 

Prunus Pissardi. | | 

Ribes Sanguineum (Crimson Fl. Currant). 

Spirea Prunifolta. Oo |
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| Spirea Reevesii. 
Spirea Rotundifolia. 

| Tamarix Africana. 
Viburnum Plicatum (Japan Snowball). 
Kalmia Lalifolia (Mountain Laurel). a 

: Wistaria (Chinese Section). 
Teconea Radicum (Trumpet Flower). a 

| Lonicera Halleana (Hall’s Jap. Honeysuckle). : 

The Tartarian Honeysuckle, Grandiflora variety is hardy, 

but the Splendens, which has been recommended as being per- 

fectly hardy, is not. It will freeze down three winters out of 

| five. The blossom is larger and more profuse than that of the 

Grandiflora, but in the Northwest, it should be discarded where 

permanency is desired. 
A few years ago the Hydrangea Sterilis Arborescens appeared 

and was and is recommended without stint as being hardy and 

| desirable for all parts of the Northwest. This is really a 

beautiful plant. Acting upon the recommends of those re- 

garded as authority, we began to propagate this variety and 

acquired a large stock. We find, however, it freezes back every 

winter. 

UNRELIABLE. 

Your attention is called to the fact that you cannot be safely 

| guided in your Northwestern planting, by catalogs or magazines 

published in the South or East. You will find in this htera- 

ture, various shrubs and flowers which are recommended as per- , 

| fectly hardy for all points of the Northwest, but the articles | 

are evidently written by parties who are not familiar with the 

conditions in the Northwest. | 

SUMMARY. 

| Plant intelligently northern grown stock that is known to be 

hardy and you will have no occasion to regret it.
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OUR DUTY TO THE LANDSCAPE. 

MM. O. Netson, Minneapolis, Minn. | 

Doubtless the majority of the people to whom I am talking 
were born and brought up chin deep in the landscape, with | 
landscape to dig out, chop up, burn up and some to throw at the 
dog. Landscape stood as a bar between us and a crop of po- | 
tatoes, Landscape held a first mortgage on everything in sight. 
he man who had spent his time mussing up the landscape 
sold his place as an “improved” farm and so drew dividends 
for his vandalism. In those days if a farmer wished to build 
his pigpen between his door and the public highway it was none 
of the public’s business. .If the public didn’t like it the pub- 
lic could turn its eye and nose the other way, whip up the 
horse and go about its own business. If the farmer’s wife 
chose to fling her slop water and potato parings plump into the 
middle of the landscape, nobody ventured to say her nay, for 
almost everybody was doing the same thing. But these were — 
in the days of long distances between settlements; in the days — 
of raw and unhampered individualism. In the days too, when 
we had inherited but little from our fathers in the way of re- | 
spect tor landscape, or in the form of landscape improved. | 

The times of this ignorance God winked at, I suppose, though 
| even that did not save us from most miserable loss of God-given _ 

| landscape, spoiled by the hand of dull-witted and thick-skinned 
men. ‘Today if we were but awake enough to know it, land- 
scape is property—public property—that is, your property and 
mine. We have rights in the landscape beyond our line fence, 
because, for one thing, the appearance of the landscape beyond 

_ our line fence has to do with the market value of our property. — 
This is putting it in its crudest and most material form, be- 
cause in that form the fact is most generally appreciated. To 

_ put a finer and more valuable point upon it, you have rights | 
in the landscape because it has a hand in shaping your soul and 
in measuring your happiness in life.
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That landscape is a tangible, taxable, marketable asset I _ 
know at first hand. I know it is taxable for when I planted a 

. good looking shrubbery and flower garden about my home the 
Oo assessor slapped an extra $750 assessment upon it for taxation 

purposes. That landscape’ is marketable I can prove because 
when the Park Commission of Minneapolis began dredging 
the Lake of the Isles, making a scenic lake out of an old marsh, 
the adjoining residence property values jumped skyward, in 

| many cases three hundred per cent. 7 
We are learning now with reasonable speed, that it is a loss 

to the pocketbook to mar the landscape, and a few of us know 
: that it is a loss to the soul. ‘This feeling is growing in village 

and country, though there the old fierce desire for individual , 

liberty that drove our most valuable ancestors over seas, 1s yet - 
in the blood. Co-operation and its corollary, giving up a part 

| of our individual rights, have not yet taken hold of people who 
live at long arm’s length from each other. Where men rub 
elbows, and sharp elbows dig sensitive ribs, where people are 

. packed into brick pigeon holes and are forced to breathe each 
other’s breath, they learn to yield personal liberty for the pub- 
lic good. In such congested spots the value of landscape is first 

appreciated. It is there that the idea grows that landscape is | 

worth money. It was conditions like these that first brought 

| forth Park Commissions and levied park taxes. 
It is an end earnestly to be prayed for, that the rural and | 

: village population of our country will not have to pass through 
| this stage of unwholesome congestion before they learn the | 

value. of landscape. Not all of them will, as we know by ob- 
servation. Cleanliness, beauty and good morals are contagious , : 

just as are disease and vice. When as a lad I used to haul 
wheat to town from the backwoods, fifteen long, slow miles, 
T noted that I was nearing town when I began to pass painted | 
houses and barns. Regard for the landscape will radiate from 
the city in the ratio that it exists there. And it will radiate 

| from your own home wherever you live, in like ratio. Your 

| good example may be a long time catching, and beauty in your 

neighborhood a long time coming. But so is the millenium. 
That is not to say that both are not worth working and hoping 
for. Because our neighbors will not co-operate, because they 

| will neutralize much of our beauty with their ugliness is no 

reason why we should not beautify. It is so much the more
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up to us to hold up our torch. “So shines a good deed in a 
naughty world.” We may find much beauty in any Wisconsin 

landscape. I have seen this state from the beautiful oak open- ' 

ings of the south to the muskeg swamps of the north and IL 
have not yet within these state lines traveled beyond the border 
of Wisconsin beauty. If the Almighty has done so much 
inrough the centuries to make this state pleasant to look upon, 
ordinary gratitude would suggest that we refrain from spoiling 

his bounty, and that we do a little to add to it. For in this | 
line of endeavor we are honored in greater measure than in 
anything else in the material world, by being made ‘“‘workers 
together with God.” We can make or mar landscape; and in | 
the course of a lifetime we can do large work for good or evil 

in God’s great panorama. : 
I would not speak of our duty to the landscape as the greatest 

force that constrains us to plant and prune, water and weed | 
according to art. I prefer to present this as a privilege. 
Once you have experienced years of this fascinating work you 

lake in more pleasure throtigh the eye from form, color, hght, 
shadow and composition in one minute than, uneducated, you 
took in in a month. This is living larger, broader. Making | 

| landscape also adds to length of days while it adds to their 

breadth. | | 

| To be a fit model for others to copy, to be an inspiration to 
| other people to improve their lives, is one of the rare joys of 

| earthly life. I dare to believe it is one of the joys of heaven. 

MORNING SESSTON—-WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13. , 

ANNUAL BUSINESS SESSION. 

" TREASURER S REPORT. 

Mr. L. G. Kellogg: As many of you are aware, the fiscal 
year closes the 30th of June, and our appropriations are avail- 
able on the ist day of July. The Board of Managers has 
recommended that we make a report from the last annual meet- 
ing of 1908 until the 1st day of July, and thereafter for the | 
full year, from July 1st to July 1st, otherwise our annual re- 

port will show what might be termed a fictitious balance.
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Balance on hand February 4, 1908, $4,031.71. Paid out 
upon vouchers properly signed by the President: and Secretary, 

$4,021.18; leaving a balance on the 1st day of July, 1908, of 

$10.58. All of which is respectfully submitted. 

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE TRIAL OR- 
CHARD COMMITTEE FOR THE SEASON OF 1908 | 

: Witi1am Toor, Chairman. 

Your committee inspected the trial orchard at Barron on 
Tuesday August 11, having driven from Cameron Junction 

with team, because better connections could be made in that 

way to continue our travel to the next trial orchard. The | 
orchard is situated about three quarters of a mile from the 
railway depot—a little east of north. The location is on one 

of the leading thoroughfares and plainly to be seen by all who 
pass.. A large sign with posts ready for. placing was on the 

| grounds, which will tell all who care to read that this is one 

of the trial orchards of the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- 7 
ciety. Heavy wire netting was provided for fencing, and soon 

all the trial orchards of the society will be neatly fenced. It 
is the desire of the officers of the society and the trial orchard 

comimittee to have the trial orchards cf the society a credit | 
to the state of Wisconsin. | 

The situation is sufficiently elevated to give fairly good sur- 

face drainage, except that a small portion suffered from the 

excessive rains of last spring. ‘The soil is clayey, and contains 

sufficient humus to insure good growth with a continuance of 

| the care which it has already received. 
The planting has been mostly of apple trees, and has been 

confined chiefly to such standard kinds as might be reasonably 

expected to succeed in that locality. The orchard had been 
recently seeded with oats for a cover crop, following-the cultiva- 

tion that had been done during the early part of the season by 
_ Mr. J. R. Ducklow, the owner of the property. Mr. Ducklow 

has shown such intelligent interest and willingness in carrying :
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out instructions in caring for the orchard that the society is 
fortunate in having the orchard under his care. 

The trees of the first year’s planting of one acre in 1906 © 
have made a good growth the present season, with a few miss- 
ing ones from causes which we could not ascertain, as the miss- 
ing trees were of several varieties, and the trouble was not a | 
question of hardiness. The planting of 1907, consisting of 
two acres, did not look as well as those of 1906 or 1908. It. 

seemed that, the difference in the quality of the nursery stock 
had caused the contrast. The trees planted in the spring of 
1908 made a very good showing. Plum and cherry trees 
looked fairly well, except that. there is some need for replant- 

ing. 

| THE POPLAR ORCHARD. a 

| The next trial orchard visited by your committee was the 
one at Poplar in Douglas County. The party reached there 
the forenoon of Wednesday, August 12, by way of Superior. 
The orchard is on the south side of the railroad with the 

principal wagon road between, and it is in full view of all 

who pass. We learned later when at. Bayfield and Ashland 
that the trial orchard at Poplar is one of the points of interest 
that travelers on the railroad look for. 

_ Your committee was most agreeably surprised at the general 
good appearance of. the orchard. The trees which were doing 
well ineluded a considerable portion of the first five acres 
planted. They have made a good stocky growth and look very 
promising. The plantings of the first five acres were done | 
in the years 1904, 1905, and 1906. There were a number of 

| Duchess trees bearing more than a bushel of apples each; 
Hibernal and Patten made an equally good showing. ‘There 
were some fine Okabena apples on thrifty, healthy trees, and 

the Longfield trees in fruit looked very promising. <A few 
Wealthy apple trees were fruiting and looked well, but in the | 
average this variety made a poor showing. The North West- 
ern Greening trees have not a healthy appearance. T'ranscend- 
ent and Hyslop Crabs were fruiting and presenting a good ap- 
pearance. | 

| The fruit of that part of the state is decidedly later in matur- : 
ing than is the case with the same varieties in the south-central
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part, and could through later maturing and better keeping | 
qualities extend the season of some varieties several weeks. A 
tree of Yellow Transparent in the yard of Mr. P. A. Peterson, 
the owner of the trial orchard grounds, held fruit which was 

. scarcely ready for picking. The tree, which was probably 
~ eight or ten years old, showed no signs of blight and was fine | 

in appearance. <A portion of the orchard showed poorly for 

several reasons—the principal one being need of underdrain- 
age in portions of it. This drainage was being done while the 

| committee was there. The tenacious character of the red clay 
of this orchard has been described in previous reports. Poor 
stock received in different years and from different parties has : 
caused disappointment. | 

| The original plan of the orchard was for fifteen acres, but 
the committee of 1906 decided that it would be well to give up 
a portion of the land and establish an additional orchard at | 
some other point. A release of three acres was secured, and a 
trial orchard was established at Maple, a station on the same 
line of railway about four miles east of Poplar. by the time 
this report is presented to the society an additional five acres 
will have been released, leaving seven acres to be continued as 
the trial orchard at Poplar. The schedule of trains neces- 

sitated a drive to the trial orchard at Maple. 

| | THE MAPLE ORCHARD. | | 

The Maple trial orchard is on land owned by E. G. Doherty, 
and is but a short distance from the depot northward. It is 

situated on the dividing ridge between the red clay basin | | 
7 bordering Lake Superior and the rest of the state of Wisconsin. | 

The location is-said to be one hundred seventy feet higher 
than the orchard at Poplar. The orchard ground slopes gently 

| to the north. The soil is a gravelly loam, the clayey part of | 
which is the red clay which is prevalent lower down. ‘Two 
acres were planted in 1907 and one in 1908. ‘The trees have 
been well cared for, and the ground had been seeded to a cover 
crop, shortly before the visit of the committee. Here again 
were noted examples of the relative values of different lots of 

| nursery stock. | | 
—— These two orchards are located on representative soils com- 

~ mon to thousands of acres situated south of Lake Superior, , | 
| 

| 

; |
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_ and so the lessons to be learned from them will be of great 
value to future settlers of this region. The present settlements 
are few and far apart, over a considerable stretch of country 
in this northern part of the state. The present outlook for 
‘fruit culture is encouraging; at Maple we found Yellow Trans- 
parent trees fruiting and doing well with no sign of blight. 

BAYFIELD. 

The continuance of our trip carried us to Ashland so it 
seemed best for your committee to visit the lands near Bay- 
field, because the paper by Mr. Knight has caused many people 
to look to our State Horticultural Society for information in 
regard to the fruit-growing possibilities of this part of the 
state. We reached Bayfield about midnight of Wednesday, 
and were ready to interview the place and people early next 
morning. A member of our party having the acquaintance of 
Mr. Robt. Inglis, the local express agent, our party was taken 
by him to see some of the fruit in the gardens of the town. 
The remnants of the season’s picking showed that they can 
raise some very fine cherries in this region. Currants were 
very fine. | 

Secretary Cranefield and Mr. Inglis soon had a bunch of 
Horticulturists together, so our party, with Mr. Knight, Mr. 
Carver, and another gentleman as escorts, made a trip out 
into the country to see the orchards. The orchard of Mr. 
Turnquist has been fruiting several years, and is doing very 
well considering that a portion of the orchard has been in 
grass sod for several years. There was need of spraying here, 
yet there was a nice showing of fruit of several varieties. 
After dinner we visited one of the orchards of Mr. Knight, 
planted in the chopped-over lands and kept mulched with the 

| mowings between the trees. This young orchard makes a very 
good showing, but in parts it was suffering from a visitation 
of grasshoppers. As soon as the wildness can be subdued the 
orchard will be thoroughly cultivated. Mr. Knight has an- 
other orchard of twenty acres on cultivated land, but the com- 
mittee did not have time to visit it. 

From all that we could learn it seems that the climate is 
modified by the lake influence to an extent favorable to the 

wintering of trees. The soil and altitude of this region are
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| variable, and so some discrimination needs be used in the se- 
lection of orchard sites. These chopped over lands need much 
labor to prepare them for cultivation. The conditions which 
we were able to examine made a showing favorable for fruit ~ | 
erowing, but the different members of the committee know 

by experience that it takes time to prove all things. The 
abundance and luxuriant growth of wild strawberry plants 

over a considerable extent of this northern part of the state. 
‘was very noticeable. These wild lands have been kept out ot 
the market in the past by the lumber companies, but they are : 
now offered for settlement. | | 

| | MEDFORD. | 

We traveled toward Medford on Thursday night and next 
morning visited the fruit package factory of Edwards and 
Company. Here we found work going on in extent and va- 
riety much more extensive than we had expected to see. | 

Tn due time we drove out to the Medford trial orchard which 
is situated on the land of Mr. 8S. F. Harris. This orchard is 

on good soil with a favorable asnect, except that a portion needs 

some surface drainage to fit it for such seasons as the spring 

of 1908. The orchard consists of three acres planted in 1903, 

1904, and 1905. Most of the trees are looking very well, 

although but few were in bearing this year. Good care is now 

being taken of this orchard, so that it will soon begin to prove 

up like the Wausau orchard is now doing. Judging from the 

veneral appearance of the country about Medford it seems as 

if orchards will do well in this section. 

a WAUSAU ORCHARD. 

In the afternoon we reached Wausau and at once drove out 

to the trial orchard, which is on the land owned by Mr. Ed. 

- Gensman. Our driver informed us that a great many apple 

trees had been planted in that section last spring, because of 

what has been demonstrated with the trial orchard. This or- 

chard has been well described in previous reports. The loca- 

tion has been well chosen, and the site is conspicuous as well 

| as accessible to those who wish to visit it. The orchard was 

~ geeded to clover last year, and the present season it was mowed
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several times—the cutting being allowed to remain as a mulch. | 
In an orchard of this size, so long planted, and containing so | 
many varieties, all parts are not looking equally well, as might 

| be expected. In some portions of the orchard North Western 
makes a good showing and in others not. Wealthy generally 
is not doing well. Thirty-eight Hibernal trees are very fine, . 

_ but they are not fruiting this year. The same may be said 

_ of McMahon. Avista and Longfield, topworked on Virginia, 
| made a good showing of trees and fruit. Newell trees are | 

not doing very well; Repka shows up well in tree as also does 
Wolf River; Malinda topworked on Virginia made a good 
showing of fruit; Dominion Winter in fruit is doing fairly 
well; and Patten’s Greening in fruit made a fine show. Oka- 
bena showed good trees; and Dudley, in three trees loaded with 
fruit, seemed to be a very desirable variety. The Lou apple 
and the Reitzburg, from Prof. Goff, made a finé showing in 
fruit. The Duchess trees had a healthy appearance and were 
loaded with fruit. The committee estimated that there were 
about two hundred bushels of this variety in sight. 

| If this orchard is held by our society a few years longer, and 
| 1s as well cared for as now, it will be of great value as an ob- 

ject lesson to the people of this part of the state. Mr. G. F. 
Rich, who met with Secretary Cranefield and the committee 
to consider purchasing the fruit, said that, last spring, Mr. 
K. F. Wilson planted three hundred apple trees and Mr. Leven-_ 

- hagen one hundred fifty trees, making selection of varicties 

| from observations of the trial orchard. 7 
| Ea ko Wg BE ee BS 

MANITOWOC ORCHARD. So | 

A night’s travel brought us, early Saturday morning, to | 
Manitowoc where is located a trial orchard of five acres, 

| planted in the spring of 1908 on the grounds of the county- 
farm. Here there was evident need of tile drainage, but Supt. . 
Goedjen promised to have tile laid in the fall where indicated 
by the committee. The orchard had suffered some from ex- 

tremes of wet and dry weather. | 
Through some misunderstanding the young trees had not 

received the necessary cutting back as Secretary Cranefield 
had directed. This lot of trees. particularly needed judicious = 
pruning, and for lack of it with unfavorable weather condi-
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tions a number of trees made but a feeble attempt to leaf out. 
Immediately on our return from the orchard Mr. H. F. Hub- 

bard took the committee in hand to show them a seedling’ ap- 
ple tree growing in a city backyard. The tree was indeed a. 

surprise with its thrifty growth, luxuriant foliage, and fine 
show of fruit. The apples are of very large size and late fall | 
in season. Mr. Hubbard says that it has many characteristics 

| of the Duchess, but it is of much larger size and a much 
longer keeper.’ 

| STURGEON BAY ORCHARD. I 

| Our next orchard inspection was at Sturgeon Bay in con- | 
| nection with the summer meeting of the State Horticultural 

Society, which was held at that place August 26th and 27th. 
This was notably one of the best of the summer meetings | 

which have been held by the society. While it is not in place 
here to mention in detail all about the meeting, it seems well 

| to say that the people of Sturgeon Bay, under the direction of : 
dD. E. Bingham and A. lL. Hatch, entertained their visitors in 

a most praiseworthy manner. The second day was devoted 
to sight-seeing for the visiting friends. In good time after | 

breakfast teams were on hand to carry the party to various | 
fruit farms in the vicinity. - 

Apples, plums of the Japanese and Domestic classes, and — 

cherries all seemed to do finely here. Apple trees seem to 
come to bearing early. Plums were heavily laden with fruit, . 
and cherry trees gave evidence of having borne an abundant | 
crop. The accounts of yields of cherries were very interest- - 
ing—the past season’s produce of one acre of cherries planted 
three years ago by D. E. Bingham sold for $85.00. One hun- 
dred cherry trees planted by Mr. Templeton three years be- 

fore produced sixty cases of sixteen quarts each. The cherry 
crop of an eight acre orchard in 1907 gave A. LL. Hatch | 
$3,600.00. Well cared for orchards showed paying results, 
but here as elsewhere are to be seen all grades of care and 

neglect in orchard practice. | —— 

The trial orchard of our State Horticultural Society was 

included among those visited, and was thoroughly looked over 

by your inspection committee. This orchard was_ planted 

| twelve years ago, and it had heen in grass sod eight years 

| : 
|
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previous to the present season. The orchard consists of five 
acres which have been leased for five years at an annual rental 
of five dollars per acre. | 

The varieties planted are, North Western Greening and some 
Wealthy and Switzer. The sod was broken and subdued dur- 
ing the past summer. The orchard is in fairly good condi- 

tion considering past treatment, but of course if will not com- | 
pare with those that have been under continued good manage- | 
ment. The output of this orchard will more than pay ex- 
renses before the term of lease has expired. It has been 
proved that fruit will succeed in. this part of the state, but it 
is desirable here, as elsewhere, to show what can be done by 
rational orchard management. The object of taking charge oe 
of this orchard is to demonstrate that it pays to take care of 
orchards. The observations of your committee in different 
parts of the state leads to the conclusion that people as much 
need to know how to take care of an orchard as what to plant, 
and it would be well if ovr society could take charge of two or 

three other orchards in different parts of the state. The times | 

| of work in orchard management, under the direction of the 

secretary, may become field days when people, after published 

notice, ean visit the orchard at the proper times to witness the 
hest methods of pruning, spraying, cultural operations, and 
whatever pertains to correct. orchard practice. | 

: LAKE GENEVA ORCHARD. | 

The next visit of the committee was to Lake Geneva, via 
Zenda, on September 16th. The object of this visit was to 
establish an orchard in this old settled part of the state to 
prove that apples can be profitably raised in this section, Our 

party was met at Zenda by Messrs. Longland, Smith, and 
Dickenson, because the sites to be considered were situated be- 

tween Zenda and Lake Geneva. 
One site offered was fairly satisfactory, and was the only | 

one, of those offered for our selection, which the committee 

| thought available. As we were riding along the attention of | 

| our party was called by L. G. Kellogg to another desirable lo- 

cation, arid all were agreed that here was an ideal place for a 

trial orchard. Our party returned by the way. of Springfield, — 

and in viewing a considerable stretch of excellent farming
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- country we noticed remnants of old orchards, which seemed to 
indicate that apple growing could have been successful here 

a if efforts had been continued with the same perseverance that 
has been shown in other parts of the state. As plans could | 
not be completed at that time, Secretary Cranefield was in- 

structed to continue negotiations and report progress at the 
winter meeting. | 

| The acting committee of the foregoing mentioned inspec. _ 
tions consisted of R. J. Coe, L. G. Kellogg, William Toole, and 
Secretary Cranefield. | 
At Sparta a vineyard has been established with planting 

, done in the spring of 1908, but it was not thought necessary 
for the committee to visit it this past scason. 

: | GAYS MILLS ORCHARD. : 

| October 18th and 14th was the time chosen for inspection 
| of the Gays Mills orchard, and the visiting party, consisting 

of Secretary Cranefield, D. E. Bingham, and William Toole, 
left Madison the forenoon of the 13th arriving at Gays Mills 
in the afternoon. The party was met at the station by Mr. 

| J. A, Hays who owns the land on which the trial orchard is . 
situated, and we proceeded at once to climb the hill on. which 
it 1s located. We were informed that the orchard is about 

three hundred feet above the Kickapoo valley. The soil is : 
| _ calcareous clay loam, and the location was well chosen. The ~ | 

orchard consists of five acres, planted in the spring of 1908 to 
the following. varieties: Northwestern Greening, Wealthy, 
Newell, McIntosh. | 

A part of the land was in brush and was broken for the 
first time in the spring of 1908. The trees make a very good 
showing, and there is scarcely a tree missing from the or- 
chard. Mr. Hays is giving the orchard the best of care. He | 
proposes, next spring, to plant a considerable orchard on his _ 
own account. This is an old settled region, and orchards here 
and there prove that apples can be successfully grown in this | 
section, but there is not an orchard in this region which’ has | 
been well cared for, and this trial orchard is intended to 
prove that apple growing in Crawford County: can be made 

a good source of profit. Judging from the quality of the soil 
18—Hort. . 

oo : :
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and the topography of the country it seems as if commercial 

orcharding would pay well here. Mr. Hays said that a con- 

siderable amount of land as suitable for orcharding as that on 

which the trial orchard is located can be purchased in that 

section of the country for twenty dollars an acre. Here seems 

to be a good country for investment. 

Those who have kept a continued interest in the trial or- 

chards will have noticed that they may be divided into three | 

classes: First, those which were established to make a gen- | 

eral test of the climate in the several sections of the state, and 

to ascertain the relative adaptation of different varieties to 

those localities. Of this class are the orchards at Wauasu, 7 

Medford, Poplar, and Maple. Next are those which have 

been planted where apples are expected to do well, to prove 

that it pavs to give continuous good care to orchards from the 

| start. Of these should be mentioned the orchards at Manito- | 

woe and Gays Mills and the one proposed for near Lake 

Geneva. Of still another class is the one at Sturgeon Bay 

which will prove that it will pay to rescue from neglect es- 

tablished orchards. | | | | 

These orchards must be cared for, and it is the intention of 

the present management that nothing shall be neglected. All 

| overations will thus become demonstrations of the best or- 

- ghard practice. So much has been done in the past and is 

being done at present to carry to the people the gospel of good 

| orchard management that we realize that our society has been 

a pioneer in conducting what in other lines of education is” 

now called Extension Work. | a 
The President: In Mr. Toole’s report he mentioned a seed- 

ling apple, the tree of which is growing in the city of Man1- 
towoe and Mr. Hubbard is here, and I think he has a few of 

those apples with him and he might like this opportunity right 
now to show the anvles from that seedling to you. 

Mr. Hubbard: Gentlemen, I would like to say a few words 
regarding this grand anple. I have been an apple grower 
since I was a child and I discovered near my home in the 

city of Manitowoc, I think it was 1900, I discovered a tree 
growing and iust beginning to bear fruit. Jt was a remark- 
able tree, I had never seen anything like it; I never have 
seen a tree the size of that that hore so much and such large
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| fruit that was salable, and I am here simply because I be- 

lieve that this apple is worth the attention of fruit growers in 

the State of Wisconsin. J am not here for any money scheme. 

| I invited our Secretary, who happened to be there along in 

the early summer, to come up and look at the tree, and he said 

he would be very glad to do that, but he hadn’t time and some 

. other time he would go up there and see it. I listened to him, 

he was very courteous and very kind; he said he supposed it 

was just as I said, but he was not aware of the fact that I am 

a mind reader and I saw, looking at his face, that he thought 
I was one of these seedless apple men, or that I had found 

something that I hadn’t found, and I took it a little to heart, 

but he was so kind about it that I could not say to him, “Now, 

| you think I am telling you a falsehood,” but I went for him 

| some time afterward. These gentlemen who have been speak- , 

ing here, Mr. Coe and Mr. Toole and Mr. Kellogg and Mr. 
Cranefield were in our city and I invited them to drive up, a 
fifteen minutes’ ride, and look at the tree, and they went up 
there with me and looked the tree all over and they said that 
they had never seen anything like it before. That is saying a 

| great deal; these men have been growing fruit all their lives, 
) so have I, and when you find a tree that you say you have 7 

never seen anything that compares to that you must have dis- 
covered something that is pretty good. The first apple I saw 
from that tree was in 1900. I cut the first apple in two and © | 
laid it on a piece of paper and drew my pencil around it. 

| There is the pencil sketch, it is four and a quarter inches in 
diameter and that apple weighed just a pound. That was not 

the only apple that was on the tree. The next year following 
| I got some scions from on that tree and I grafted a tree out | 

| in the country a little ways that did not seem to be worth any- 
thing, a tree about ten years old, it was a healthy strong-grow- 
ing tree, and I grafted a new top and there is a picture I took 
about four years after I grafted. This apple for the last six 

| years I have used in my family; it will keep in an ordinary 
cellar until the middle of February or March. Last year, my 
wife told me before I left home, that she had cooked the last 
apple on the 16th day of March. This year, the load being so. 

heavy on the tree and the drought being so extreme, the ap- 
ples all at once all fell to the ground, Some of them broke
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right open as they fell. There is one of the apples. That is 
the ordinary size of the apple and there is one of the marks 
that would indicate that it is a seedling from the Duchess. T 
assert that it is a seedling of the Duchess. The tree is now 
seventeen years old this year, approximately, it bore eighteen 
bushels of apples; two years ago it bore by measure sixteen . 
bushels of apples and two years before that it bore fifteen 
bushels of apples, by measure, of this sort and kind. Now, | 
this apple I am not recommending as an eating apple, but it - 
is said by our people in the vicinity that it is one of the best 
kitchen apples that they have ever known. To my taste it is 
too tart, I would not care to say that it is a fine hand-eating 
apple. I am very glad to have been able to show this to these | 
fruit men and I think they will confirm what I say and they a 

| will confirm the fact that it is a remarkable tree. The 
foliage is immense, the leaves are nearly twice as large as those 
of the Duchess, somewhat of the same appearance, same 

| terminal limbs and all its features are similar to the Duchess, 
except larger, stronger. That tree seventecn years: old will 
bear cighteen bushels of apples like that without breaking | 
down. The one that I have photographed here is a smaller | 
tree; one or two limbs have broken off, that is a graft from this 
tree that bore this fruit. I would like to ask that this Society 
should name this apple and put it on the list of Wisconsin 
fruits. That is what I am asking and I should be glad to have 
this done. | | : 

The Sceretary: I want to emphasize all Mr. Hubbard , 
said in regard to that seedling apple. He is indeed a mind 
reader. J thought he was a seedling apple crank. You know 
the type of man that has a seedling apple, and thinks it is 
the only thing on earth. I did not go up to see it, because I 

| had things that I thought were more important. If I had 
known what the apple was, I should have considered that the | 
most important thing. I believe it is one of the most remark- | 

| able seedlings, that has ever come to the attention of fruit men 
in Wisconsin. This really is about the size of the apples as 
they were on the trees last fall when we viewed it and you see 

it is a late keeping apple. JI have no doubt these apples will 
keep well until February and March, and the size and the | 

vigor of the tree and the luxuriant foliage and everything 
combined mark it as a very remarkable seedling. As to
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| whether or not we can give that a name as it is presented for 
a, the first time, I am not prepared to say, but I will say this, | 

that I hope under no circumstances will it ever be named any- 
thing else but the Hubbard when it is named. ~ 

Mr. Hubbard: I think you had better call it the Wiscon- 
| sin or the Manitowoc or something of that sort. I have quite 

a number of children that will bear my name down to posterity. | 
Mr. Kellogg: I move that this be called the Hubbard. 
Motion seconded by Mr. Cranefield and carried. 

- ANNUAL REPORT OF SECRETARY FREDERIC | 
CRANEFTELD. 

In compliance with Art. III of the By Laws I submit here 
. with a report of the affairs of the Society for the past year. 

The year 1908 has been beyond doubt the most profitable in : 
the history of our Society. 

financial: Beginning with July ist our increased ap- 
propriation became fully available giving new strength and as- | 

, surance to the officers and executive committee in widening | 
our field of operations. While the law increasing our ap- 
propriation became operative carly in 1907 a debt of $1,500.00 
which had accumulated during 1905-6 was paid, leaving us 
but little better off in 1907 than in previous years. 

To know just how our funds are expended, should be, and 
| no doubt is, a matter of interest to every member. The re- 

port of our Treasurer compiled to comply with the State law 
_ shows in detail how every dollar and every cent is expended. 

In addition there is submitted herewith a summary of a dif- 
_ ferent kind showing by funds the ways in which the money is 

a expended. Following our new plan of accounting this report 
like that of the Treasurer covers the period from J uly 1st, 
1907 to July 1st, 1908. | 

_ During that time there was expended on account of Trial 
-Orchards ...... 0.0.0... eee eee eee eee $1,630 838 
Bulletins, circulars and advertising matter, print- | 

| ING eee cece cece eee eececeecsses ~~ 4BL BO 
Postage 6.6... .. lee eee eee cee cece cence neces 319 32 

| Summer meeting Aug. 1907 including premiums 291 738
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Annual convention Ieb. 1908 including premiums Y88 82 
Salary dSecretary Lecce eee ceseeceeseeceess 1,200 00 
Kxpenses Ottice Secretary ....... ee eee eee ee ee = 1,447 12 | 
Oinee fULNitULe of. eee cee ce eee ee eee eee 121 39 

State Fair KMxhibit ..........02c ee eee eee eeee ~~ = = 150 00 

Farm Institutes 2.2... . cece eee eee 3816 96 
Premium Books (now abandoned) ...-.......-. 43 30 
Misc. ine. salary of Pres. and Treas........... 239 60 

It should be kept in mind that these are lump sums only 
and that it is often ditlicult to assign an expenditure to a par- _ 
ticular fund. As before remarked the detailed list of expen- 

diture is shown by the ‘lreasurer’s report. 
Following naturally an account of the expenditure of money 

comes an account of the progress of work, and in this. we may 

all find justification for pride. a 
Trial Orchards: ‘The Trial Orchard work is developing 

rapidly, there being now eleven orchards or stations in ten dit- | 

ferent counties. 
Seven of these are in truth “trial” orchards or stations de- 

signed wholly for the purpose of testing the climate of central 

and northern Wisconsin. 
The remaining ones at Sturgeon Bay, Manitowoc, Gays Mills | 

and Lake Geneva are located in sections where the testing of 
varieties for hardiness and adaptability has already been done 

by private planters and in sections where there are good rea- 
sons to believe that large orchards properly cared for will prove 

profitable. | 
- These then should properly be called “Model” or ‘“Demon- 
stration’’ orchards. James J. Hill, railroad president, states- 
man and far-seeing economist in a recent address before the 
National Farmers Congress predicting a shortage of the food 

supply of the nation and advising plans to overcome it recom- _ 
mended the establishment of a model farm in every county of 
every grain-producing state. The fact that our Society has 
been engaged in this identical line of work in connection with 

the fruit industry should prove a sincere cause for gratification 
on the part of every member and when we consider further 

that the extent and value of this particular line of work ex- 

ceeds that being done by any other horticultural society or ex- 
periment station in the United States we may perhaps be ex- |
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cused if we “point with pride” to our ‘‘trial” and “model” or- 

chards. 
Membership: While the increase in membership under the 

reduced tees has not been as great as mignt reasonably have 

been expected, the number of both annual and lite members 1s 

greater than last year. We now have 875 (date ot Jan. 5, 1909) 

annual members all fully paid up to date and many one and 

two years in advance, and 120 lite members, total 996. ‘This 

is an increase of 173 annual and 22 lite members over last 

year. ‘Lhe loss through failure to renew has been larger the 

past year than in any previous year since 1903, amounting to 

about 50. ‘Lhe membership is kept on a strictly cash-in-ad- 

vance basis and no tavors are shown; a member ot the Execu- — 

tive Committee or even an otticer is liable to be dropped it the 

fees are not promptly paid. ‘Lhe adoption of the lite member- 

ship emblem has resulted in securing several new lite members. 

Aside from a continuous active campaign by the Secretary 

there are two other factors both of whicn might be powerful 

aids in increasing our membership: first and foremost an earn- 

est effort on the part of every member to secure at least one 

new member annually and, second: the co-operation of all of 

_ the local societies. 

Local Societies: Four of the locals viz., Lake Geneva, Madi- 

| son, Manitowoc and Baraboo now enroll their entire member- 

| ship, the Sparta Association furnishes a fair percentage of its 

members while the remaining locals, Rushford, Omro, Algoma, 

Waupaca, Eau Claire and Lake Mills furnish but one or two 

per cent of their number as members of the State Society. In 

no other way could these local societies be so helpful to the 

state Society as in enrolling their entire membership each 

year through action of the local society and thus relieving your 

secretary of the necessity of everlasting appeal for members. 

| _ Since writing the above two new local societies have reported, 

viz: Poysippi with 30 members and the Bayfield Peninsula 

- Society with 114 members, the latter ali enrolled in the State 

Oo Society. 
. Farmers’ Institutes: In co-operation with the Farm Insti- 

tute department of the University this society maintained a 

lecturer who devoted his entire time to horticultural work at- 

tending 386 institutes, one-half of the expense being borne by 

| 

| ;
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our society. Similar arrangements have been concluded for 
the present season and Mr. Bingham who served as our repre- . 
sentative last year has been re-appointed and in addition Mr. C. 
I, Richardson will do special work. 

Publications: As the demand for our bulletins has not in- 
creased but two have been issued, No. 18, April, 1908, Spray- 
ing, 381 pages, 16 illustrations, 2,000 copies. 

No. 14, Nov. 1908.. Buying Nursery Stock, 24 pages, no 
illustrations, 10,000 copies. | 

Lhe Summer Meeting: The meeting at Sturgeon Bay 
proved exceedingly valuable from several points of view. The 
attendance of members from different points in the state was 
Jurger than common, drawn no doubt by the fame of this re- | 
gion for the production of good fruit. The exhibits of both 
fruit and flowers greatly exceeded that of any previous sum- 
iner meeting for several years. - 

Ihe attendance and interest on the part of the Door County . 
people was most excellent and in this respect the Summer Meet- 

: ing of 1908 must for the present stand as the banner meeting 
of recent years. Oo 

Nor could the splendid welcome extended to all visitors by 
the Sturgeon Bay people be excelled. While the burden of de- 

| tails was assumed largely by Mr. Bingham and Mr. Hatch 
every resident of Sturgeon Bay seemed to act as a committee of 
one to make our stay pleasant and profitable. | 

On the second day the visiting members were wholly in the 
| hands of the citizens of Sturgeon Bay. Said citizens took the 

delegates in hand early in the day and allowing them only a 
slight intermission for lunch, kept them agoing until after dark. — 
Soon after breakfast a long string of carriages was in waiting = 
and we were whirled over most of Door County—at least so it 
seemed. We were shown hundreds of acres of apple, plum and 

_ cherry trees bearing thousands of bushels of fruit. While. the | 
cherries for which Sturgeon Bay is famous were all gone, the | 
trees were there thrifty, vigorous and glistening with Bordeaux 
mixture. In pruning, spraying and cultivating the growers 
here are right to the front. Shothole fungus, apple scab and 
codling moth are on hand here as elsewhere, but the growers _ 
give these pests no chance to gain a foothold. Thorough eulti- | 
vation and spraying are both universally practiced with the re-
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sult that Sturgeon Bay is becoming to be known as the place 
| where the best fruit.is grown in Wisconsin. 

In the afternoon.a boat trip to Sawyer Harbor, the light- | 
_ house, and ending at Idlewild, where a bountiful supper was 

served, ended a full and satisfying day. | 
| , State Law Haxhibit: This exhibit has now become a | 

_ permanent feature and serves as an admirable means of. ad- 
vertising our work as well as being of considerable educational 

| value. ‘The two principal features of the 1908 exhibit were 
the exhibits in large quantities of fruits best adapted for gen- | 
eral culture and the exhibit of fruits of Wisconsin origin, the 
latter attracting more attention than any other exhibit in the 
horticultural building. | 

County Fats: Following the plan outlined in the last an- 
nual report arrangements were made with 24 county and dis- | 
trict fairs in the state for the appointment of judges of horti- 
cultural products. 

The Fair associations paid $10.00 each to apply on expenses 
of the judge and the Society paid a reasonable per diem to— : 
judges. Reports submitted by the judges and voluntary com- 
mendations from many fair managers show that this is a very 

| excellent line of work for our Society. To be satisfied that 
there was a field for trained judges one need only listen tq 

| some of the experiences related by the judges who were em- 
ployed the past year. For instance when it is learned that in 
one place the Yellow Transparent has been entered for years as 
Snow and given 1st premium, we can see the need of a little | 
missionary work. The work has proven so satisfactory that it 
will no doubt include all of the County Fairs next year. Fol- 

. lowing is a list of the judges and the fairs visited by each: 
_ Dr. T. E. Loope—Chippewa F alls, Amherst. | 

BF. W. Harland—Plymouth, Elkhorn, Jefferson. 
Albert Reis—Lancaster, Manitowoc, Marshfield, Gays Mills, 

Monroe. . - 
L. G. Kellogg—Baraboo, Fond du Lac, Chilton, Beaver Dam. : 
D, E. Bingham—Richland Center, Wausau, Menomonie, 

Viroqua. | | | 
Irving Smith—Stevens Point. 
W. A. Toole—Westfield. 
F’. Cranefield—Madison. ne -
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Fakes and Humbugs: The work outlined above covers 

fairly well the regular work of the Society. In addition your 

Secretary has spent considerable time and money in an at- 
tempt to round up and put out of business certain firms and 

~ individuals who have been engaged in humbugging the farm- 

ers of the state. 
Another way of stating this would be to say that efforts 

have been put forth to protect people from their own cupidity 

and ignorance. 
Contract Orchard Fakir: The first example of this kind 

which came to my notice was the operation in Barron County 
of the solicitors for a firm which succeeded in securing orders 
for over 30,000 fruit trees, enough to plant 400 acres (largely 

apple) within a radius of a few miles of Barron City. This 
seemed like pretty good business for one firm with less than 
1,000 salable trees on hand. A little investigation showed 
that the sales were made on the “Contract Orchard’ plan, | 
one-half down and one-half at some future time, good bank- 
able notes accepted for the deferred payment. As an interest- 
ing variation of the plan in this case it was found that the 
buyers were told, and made to believe, that apple trees should 

be planted 12x12 ft. apart or 302 trees to the acre! So while 
the sales were nominally for a given number of acres in each 

| ~ ease the contracts said nothing about acres only trees. | 
While it cannot be said that there was anything of a down- 

right fraudulent nature in this, an investigation of the agents’ 
methods showed a deliberative attempt to deceive. When this 
enormous stock of trees was delivered Mr. Bingham and your 

secretary were called in to pass on the quality of it. Without 
going into detail it may be said in general that the stock was 
exceedingly poor in every respect and labeled without any ap- 
parent effort to “truth and veracity.” It resembled on the | 

whole nothing so much as the spring clean-up of cull stock 

from a big nursery. : 
| Through négotiations instituted by the representatives of 

this Society a compromise was effected covering the deferred 
payments and revocation of many of the large orders sufficient 
to effect a saving of several thousands of dollars to Barron ~ 

County residents. | 
The whole Contract Orchard scheme under whatever guise
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is more or less of a swindle and the swindlers practicing the 

game should it possible be put out of business. Members are 

referred to Bulletin No. 14. 

Obtaining Money (Orders for Trees) Under False Pre- 

fences: While the Contract Orchard fakir is always abroad 

in our land and now excites no especial interest there appeared | 

on the scene.in Walworth and Kacine Counties last summer 

an entirely new brand of ‘nature fakir’ namely an agent, or 

perhaps a nest of them, who represented to prospective buyers 

_ that he was employed by the State Horticultural Society to 

give people instruction in the pruning and care of orchards, 

etc., ete. : 

Incidentally at the close of his “lesson” an order was solic- 

ited “to help pay expenses” etc. In the language of the street 

he was certainly a “smooth proposition’ and did a thriving. 

business until arrested at the instigation of your secretary. 

While the offense charged against this agent was punishable 

by a term in Waupun the District Attorney of Walworth 

County on advice from this office permitted him to enter a 

_ plea of “nolo contendre” and further proceedings were sus- 

pended on payment of fine and costs amounting to about | 

$75.00. It was reported that several other agents of the same 

firm were operating in the vicinity of Racine but as nothing 
further has since been heard from them it may be presumed 

. that they have incidentally heard the report of the Circuit 

Court of Walworth County. 

The agent arrested was D. W. Wood representing the 

Farmers’ Nursery Co., of Tippecanoe City, Ohio. | 

In the pursuit of these and similar swindlers this Society 

can prove of inestimable benefit to the people of the state. , 

This covers in a general way the work done during the past 

year. | : 

New Work: In addition to pursuing diligently the things 

already under way there has been outlined for the coming year 

at least two new tasks. | 

(1) Public Demonstrations of Pruning and Spraying. 
| (2) The Improvement of Rural Schcol Grounds. 

a The first named may probably be carried on largely in con- 

nection with our Trial and Model Orchards with occasional 

incursions into new territory. —
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The embellishment of school grounds certainly offers an 
immense field for work and one that eventually may grow far — 
beyond the resources of our Society. | | 

Lhe work has already been started but for one or two years 
| it must be largely experimental, carefully feeling our way. 

When finally we have determined on some feasible plan 
| founded on sound principles we can undertake the improve- 

| ment of the 7,000 country schools of Wisconsin. Then if we 
_ tind the expense too great to be borne by our society we can 

either ask for more funds or turn the work over to some other 
department. | 

| In addition to these two new features there must be steady 
encouragement given to every branch of horticultural industry 

| with special encouragement to the Co-operative marketing of 
So fruits. | - a 

While we should not in any way abandon the idea of help 
to the amateur we should now devote the major part of our 
energies and funds to the development of commercial horticul- | 
ture in this state. : | 

We must aim to give the taxpayers of the state some return | 
for their investment of $8,000.00 a year in our society. - 

The small fruit industry will continue to develop steadily 
in sections best adapted to it. The communities like Sparta — 

| where Co-operation in marketing ig practiced will be marked 
as the successful ones. _ oe 

It is in the planting of fall apples that the future success 
| lies in the tree fruit business in Wisconsin. In this we have 

practically the entire northwest for a market and_ several 
thousands of acres of fall apples might be planted within the 
next ten years with no fear of overstocking the markets, 

7 That Wisconsin is destined to rank as a fruit state there can 
be no doubt. If there are doubters let them look over the 
Sturgeon Bay district, the Richland, Sauk, Winnebago and 
Waupaca County and Sparta regions varefully before making 
positive statements. “From these points there were shipped last 
year 104,150 bushels of apples. From these points there was 
shipped last year 58,000 bushels of strawberries and other 
small fruits. | | 

_ These figures do not compare with the fruit production of 
Illinois, Michigan and other states but considering the steady |
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development of our orchard and small fruit work in recent 
years and our opportunities, it is significant. 
_ There is fully as much money to be made by raising fruit 
in Wisconsin as in any other state in the Union. That is to 
say by raising the right kind of fruit and placing it on the 
market in the right way. There is no money for anybody in 
raising scabby and wormy Wealthy or Duchess apples, bring- 
ing them to glutted local markets in wagon boxes and selling 
for 25¢ a bushel but clean fall apples honestly packed in bar- 

| rels will always find a ready sale at profitable prices. 
Neither is there any cause to become excited nor alarmed 

over the wonderful stories coming to us from the far west. 
Occasionally we learn the real facts about these wonderful 

stories. We have listened, in this Convention hall, to reports 
| of 1,000 and 1,500 dollars being made annually from an acre 

of apples in Oregon and other reports nearly as large. It | 
seems that the railroads carrying these wonderful crops heard 
of the fabulous profits and concluded te share in the general 
prosperity of the region by raising their freight rates, when 
Behold! we find the Secretary. of the Oregon State Board of 
Horticulture coming out with a flat denial of the big reports! | 
He says that exaggeration has-been the rule and not the ex- | 
ception; that instead of 1,000 boxes of fancy fruit per acre, 
the average grower really can find but 200 boxes while the re- 
mainder of the crop finds an outlet only through overstocked 
local markets or that of the Middle West; that the final average 
per acre instead of 1,000 dollars is from 150 to 300 dollars per 
acre. Such confessions as these must of necessity be good for 

| the souls of the Hood River people and are besides a matter 
| of encouragement to Wisconsin fruit men. 

Your Secretary can find for you at least five Wisconsin fruit 
erowers who actually sold more than $300.00 worth of fruit 
from an acre last year and the field is wide open for 500 more 

who can do the same thing. 
Believe! and you are saved. [Believe in Wisconsin as a 

fruit state and you will win. Believe in our Society as a 
- factor in making Wisconsin the fruit state it deserves to be | 

. and all will be well, | | 

| ; 

|
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FRUIT PRODUCED FOR MARKET 1908. 

An estimate of bushels of fruit shipped from six different 
points in Wisconsin in 1908. In this estimate no account is 

taken of the fruit sold in local markets. 

| . Straw- | Black- | Rasp- | . | | 
Avotes| berries.| berries. | berries. |Cherries.) Plums. 

bu. bu. Du. bu. bu. bu. 

Baraboo ........eceecceceeecce 7,500 oe 
OMYLO..... cee cee cece c cee eee 2,000 | 1,500 [occ cee cele e ce ccc lowe cee cccslecececeece 
Eau Claire............ ccc ccecleeecceeces! 5,000 2,000 Looe pec c ee cc leceecceee 
WAUDACA.... eeepc cece ee cece! 25,000 [ocr cece elec cece ccccleccccccccclevccccccccleccccecce. 
Sparta... ccc ccc cece ec enc cease 6, 000 30, 000 5, 000 4,000 j.......... fee... eee 
Door county ...........ecccene 3,550 10,000 j..........] oe ee eee 3,500 650 

Richland county .............] 10,100 [iccicccccelecececccccleccevcvccclevcvccvce levceceeces 
Winnebago county...........| 50,000 |... ec ce lec cece wees leccccccccslevcccvcccclecccceeuce 

Total.............2....2...] 104,150 | 46,500 | 7,500 | 4,000 | 3,500 650 
a 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 

The following Local Societics have forwarded reports from 
which the following data has been compiled. 

SR RR eS 

I oT 

| ols eis |, 
Le, O a a © o | 2. &)/ 2) «¢e le 18. 

he oy 2 Sp a 3 Sg 7 v not} 2 a o = @ S Name of Society. |e | BE g 3 8 = |b./'3 ; ) ac; 2 | & | es | 2] ea] 8 | easy) EF |e] | & | 28] 2¢ Set at o aH 3 Shs oom ae ° a +o } 4 ° HO | O85 
° oO. 2 } > 3 > ot ES 

Z| c % | «| wz | a | | 

Raraboo Society........,.....eesceee.| 23 14 50c 3 20 |......1......1...... 
Manitowoc County Society..........| 54 12 50c 5 20 2 40 |...... 
Oshkosh Society.....,.........c0c000001 41 6 $1.00 10 20 1 j......1 $400 
Algoma Society ..............00e0000.| 32 8 25c | 12 40 fesse ec eee lee eeee 
Omro Societv......... cee ee ee cece eee | 33 5 a0c 9 D0 |.....e dee. hoe 
Eau Claire Fruit Growers Associa- 

THOM eee cece cece cece cence] TD 4 2.00 12 40 |... lle... 
Rushford Society................00.61 27 D 25¢ o JO |......]......])...... 
Madison Society....................2.1 34 34 1.00 4 10 j.....e dee... le. eee 
Lake Mills Society...................] 20 4 25¢ 4 30 Loj.... dea... 
Lake Geneva Society................| 43 43 5.00 26 25 2 | 700 300 
Waupaca Society.....................| 25 2 25¢ 4 20 [ee eeeeliceccclev cece 
Sparta Fruit Growers Association. .| 259 30 Stock 13 05) 0 re er 

0. : 
, Bayfield Peninsula Society*.........| 114 | 114 9 0 Gl a ce 

Poysippi Society*....................] BO [occ fic cece eee eelecceceleceeceleccecctoe le. 

Total. .c.cccccseccsecceecceveceses | 810 38 | 

Fg Se p= voSSan OSS SSGESISNSUNPIFURISETUSI=IVVUNNOINONISU 

*Organized December, 1908.
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REPORT OF SECRETARY AS SUPERINTENDENT 

| OF FIELD WORK. 

| This report will be confined to the bricfest possible state- 

ments of facts and policies as the report of the chairman of 

the visiting committee covers in detail the general conditions 

of the orchards. 7 

: WAUSAU. | | 

Orchard now in sod; grass cut three times during season and 

left on ground; crop fair for “off year;” varieties fruiting— 

- Duchess, N. W. Greening, Longfield, McMahan, Patten, 

Wealthy, Dudley, Okabena, Hoadley, Dominion—in addition 

to many in the experimental plot. 

| Yield of apples estimated at 350 bushels. Cherries 406 qts. , 

Plums fair crop. | : 

~ Canker almost entirely subdued although an occasional case 

is discovered. 12 Duchess planted to fill vacancies next to 

highway. 

| . 

| MEDFORD. 

Orchard in good condition, losses of trees very slight; a few 

trees bore for first time; orchard enclosed with woven wire 

fence and turned posts. | 

BARRON. 

In the three acres set, (one acre 1906, two acres 1907,) 95 

trees died during 1907 as follows: 

One McMahan, 1 Wolf River, 7 N. W. Greening, 5 Long- 

field, 2 Tolman Sweet, 5 Fameuse, 3 Wealthy, 3 Gem City, 

4 Karly Richmond, 1 Iowa Beauty, 10 Utter, 10 McIntosh, 

4 Scott Winter, 10 Patten Greening, 4 Rockford, 4 Hawkeye, 

14 Montmorency. 
The high percentage of loss of native plum, Patten Greening, 

McIntosh and Utter may be attributed to poor stock set 1907.
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T'wo acres were set May 16th to 20th, 1908 as follows: 50 
Duchess, 50 Hibernal, 60 Patten, 60 Wealthy, all from C. G. . 
Patten & Son. : 

Stock excellent, ground rather dry but followed by good 
rains. | / en cares 

In addition several trees of South Dakota Hybrid plums. | 
| were planted. These were sent by Prof. N. E. Hansen, Brook- 

ings, S. D. | | 

MAPLE. 

| In the 2 acres set spring of 1907. 80 trees were found to be | 
dead and were reset. | 

Three Wealthy, 1 Fameuse, 1 Iowa Beauty, 1 Dudley, 3 : 
Utter, 9 Hammer, 5 Surprise, 5 DeSoto, 2 Ey. Richmond. 

One acre was planted as follows: 25 Patten Greening, 
15 Hibernal, 20 Wealthy, 18 Duchess, all from Geo. J. Kel- 
loge & Sons. | | | 

Trees set 20 by 22 ft. | | 
Weather good, soil in excellent condition. | 
Date of planting May 21-29. | 

POPLAR. : . 

: : Planted 300 trees as follows: | | 
One hundred Hibernal, 100 Duchess, 50 Patten, 50 Long- 7 

| field, all from C. G. Patten & Son. | 
The total number of trees which died during 1907—426. : 
Of the following varieties all or nearly all of the trees have 

died. _ a | 
Gem City, McMahan, Golden Russett, Tolman, Plumb Cider, | 

Red Astrachan, Ben Davis, Pewaukee, Fall Orange, Scek-No- 
Further, Utter, Scott, McIntosh, Willow Twig, Lily, Ray 
Seedling, N. W. Greening, Wolf River, Pound Sweet, Windsor. | 
All Cherries, | | | | 

Of the above nearly all were 3 or 4 years planted. The 
heaviest and most surprising loss was in the case of the N. W. 
Greening and McMahan. These were extra large trees when 
planted and grew fairly well for a year or two but all died out- | 
right last year. This taken with the loss of the N, W, Green-
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ing at Maple and Barron would seem to place it in the unde 
sirable list for northern latitudes. | 

Of the following 40 to 50 per cent have died each year: 
Fameuse, Haas, Malinda, Newell, Yellow Transparent and 
Martha Crab. : 

The following may be placed in the first order of hardiness: 
Duchess, Hibernal, Longfield, Okabena, Patten, Wealthy, with 
these crabs, Hyslop, Brier Sweet, Sweet Russett, Transcendent. 

During the past year five additional acres have been’ ree 
leased, leaving but seven acres in the Poplar Orchard. 

Following instructions of the Trial Orchard Committee all 
. but the upper part of this seven acres was tile drained. Jn all | 

§,807 ft. or 584 rods or 1 2-3 miles of tile were laid consisting 
of one 6 inch main 586 ft. in length laid at a depth of 5 ft. 

| _ and 16 laterals, averaging 517 ft. in length of 3 inch tile. Of 
these one-half, alternate rows, are 2 ft. deep and the others 3 

' ft. The cost of tile and freight was $175.00; cost of labor 
_ and superintendence $387.19. The cost per rod including un- 

loading and distributing, tiling and covering was a trifle éver 
73c. In this work we were aided very materially by the de- 
partment of soil physics of the Agricultural College. The 

_ thanks of the Society is due to Prof. A. R. Whitson and his 
assistant Mr. Delwiche for assistance which was freely given at 
all times. It is to be noted that no charge was made by them 
even for expenses incurred. : 

| The general condition of the Ponlar orchard is now most 
excellent and the outlook is decidedly encouraging. Many of 

/ the Duchess, Wealthy and Hibernal trees bore for the first 
time this year, some 6f them carrying fully a bushel of fruit. 
For trees planted but four years and within the sight of the 

_ North Pole this in the language of the day is “going some.” | 

| | STURGEON BAY. 

The work of renovation was pursued diligently this season | 
under the direction of Mr. Bingham. The trees were care- 
fully pruned, sprayed es needed and the orchard thoroughly 
tilled. All this should serve to insure a profitable erop next 
year. | | oo 

New Work: Two new orchards and one grape station were 
. 14—Hort. :
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planted in the spring of 1908, viz., at Gays Mills, Manitowoc 
and Sparta. In addition two other orchard sites have been se- 
lected by the Trial Orchard Committec to be planted in the 

: spring of 1909. One of these is on the County Farm ot 
Trempealeau Co. at Whitehall and the other 1144 miles from 

Lake Geneva. | | 

| GAYS MILLIS. | | 

This orchard is located on the farm of J..A. Hays about 300 
ft. above the Kickapoo river. | | 

Three hunilred seventy-five trees, 24 by 24 ft. Seventy-five 
each of Wealthy, N. W. Greening, McMahan, Newell and 
MeIntosh. | 

Wealthy, N. W. G. & McMahan from C. G. Patten & Son, 
Charles City, Ia. Newell from Geo. J. Kellogg & Sons, Janes- 

vile. McIntosh from EK. 8. Welch, Shenandoah, Iowa. 

Stock all first class except McIntosh which was very light 
and poorly rooted. | 

Soil clay loam with little gravel, part entirely new land just 
cleared, remainder in good condition following corn. 

Trees planed May 5, 6, 7, 1908. Weather cool. Ground _ 
moist. Good rains followed. | 

This the first year of the Gays Mills orchard was marked 
. by success in every particular. But two trees were lost and | 

one of these made a good start being killed late in the season by 
fire blight. 

MANITOWOC. | | | 

Five acres. Three hundred seventy-five trees. One hun- 
| dred fifty Wealthy, and 75 each of N. W. G., McMahan, and 

Fameuse. | . 
Wealthy, N. W. G. and McMahan from Patten. Fameuse 

| from Stark Bros. 

Trees 24 by 24 ft. | 
Weather very wet, trees planted in mud. | | 
Planting done by G. W. Riegle. | | | 
Stock all reported good, especially Fameuse. 
Owing to bad weather and very wet soil at planting time the
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further fact that the tops were not sufficiently pruned about 50 
trees failed to start. The extremely wet spring followed by an 
unusual draught was especially hard on this orchard. Owing 
probably to the unpruned tops a large part of the trees started 
but feebly until late in the fall. The outcome is problemati- 

| cal but with a favorable season next year the orchard may re- 
cover. 7 | 

SPARTA. 

One acre of grapes planted as follows: Four hundred 
Moore’s Early, 200 Worden, 20 Moore’s Diamond, 20 Dela- 
ware, 20 Campbell’s Early, 20 Agawam. 

All but 200 Moore’s Early from E. S. Welch, Shenandoah, . 
Towa, these from T. 8. Hubbard Co., Fredonia, N. Y. 

Planting done by G. W. Reigle. 
Welch stock reported very poor. Hubbard stock reported 

very good. 
| For some reason the growth of the vines was less than it 

should have been and the losses greater. The vineyard was 
well cultivated and next year should be well on the way to 
success. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Ques.: (1) Will a heavy mulch of stable manure put over 
the roots of apple trees before the frost goes out have a tend- 
cney to hold the bloom back ? 

A Member: It will not. 
Mr. Muhlenkamp: TI think it will not. I have tried it 

four or five times and find it does not amount to anything. 
Mr. Melcher: If it is put on the ground after it is frozen | 

hard, I think it will. 
Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: I do not think it will. Tf you put it 

on where the influence of the sun comes up, the sun will bring 
the tree to blossom while the frost is on the ground. 

Prof. Sandsten: JI think Mr. Kelloge is entirely right. A 
number of experiments have been performed to test this ques- 
tion. It has been found uniformly that mulching will not re- 

| tard blossoming in the spring. and if all food material for the 
leaves is already in the tree above ground, it is simply a ques- 
tion of sunshine and warmth to start the tree growing.
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Mr. Geo. J. Kellogg: The pruning in June should be 
done after the sap thickens, just about the 15th or 20th of June; | 
i better time to prune for the producing of extra fruit buds 
is in March. That covers the ground, I guess. 

Question (8): Is an old orchard just as well in grass as 

in cultivation ? | 

| Mr. Muhlenkamp: I do not think it is. I think an old or- | 

chard ought to be plowed anyway every three years. I have 

plowed my orchard now for the last twenty years regularly | 

about every three years, seeded it in clover and it will naturally 

| run into Jwne grass in tio years again and I always plow in 

the fall; generally do a great deal of pruning in November 

just before I plow. TI like to plow in the fall, because the bark 

is tight to the tree, vou can hardly rub it off with a whiffletree 

| and T find the wounds will heal quicker if pruned in the fall . 

than in the spring. J have pruned in June and after that I | 

have done all my pruning in the fall. 

Mr. Spurbeck: What depth do you plow? : = 

Mr. Muhlenkamp: Well, I plow about four to five inches, 

have to plow deep enough so as to hold the plow solid to the. . 

eround. Years ago I planted my orchard too close, T have to . 

, cut out a good many trees now on account of that, and I 

plowed again last November and the ground was perfectly 

eray, vou might say with roots that keep growing all the time 

and I kept cutting the roots, but T had plowed that way before 

| and it did not seem to injure the trees at all. 

The President: Would you prefer late fall pruning or late 

winter pruning ? | | 

Mr. Muhlenkamp: I think T prefer fall pruning, I prune 

| in November, paint them over prettv heavy and the limbs made — 

a bigeer growth, covered the wound more than any other time 

of the year. If you have to prune in the summer, if a limb 

breaks off, vou have got to cut that smooth with a saw, but I : 

find thev make the biggest-growth by pruning in November. 

Mr. Bingham: J think all who have had any kind of ex- 

perience in pruning orchards realize that fall pruning, if done 

late, is considerably injurious to the tree, causing them to win- 

ter-kill where we have severe winters, where, if pruned in late. 

winter we avoid all that trouble. You will find any nursery- .
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man that prunes late in the fall and does not leave a stub on 
that limb to protect from the body of the tree, that the tree 
will be injured in the body, causing considerable injury to the 
tree, and I think it would not be safe for us in Wisconsin to 
advocate late fall pruning, or summer pruning. Summer prun- 

| ing has the disadvantage of taking considerable foliage off the 
tree and we know that is injurious. I think that there is only 
one proper time to prune for our commercial orchards and 
that is in the late winter, say March or April, before the sap 

begins to flow. 
Mr. Hey: I am new in the business as an orchardist. I 

; have a young orchard which I cultivate constantly with the disk | 
| harrow and other tools in the fore part of the season. They . 

talk about running an orchard to grass or clover, how long 
ought I to continue to cultivate that orchard before putting it 

| into grass or clover $ | 
Mr. E. A. Smith: We have several thousand trees, and our 

- experience may be of some worth to you. We plow very early 
| in the spring, then we use a disk harrow and it is the very best 

means of cultivation; you can set it one side or the other if the 
trees are headed low, you can get under the trecs all that 1s 
necessary and growing apples in a young orchard or an old 
orchard without cultivation is folly. One object of cultivation 
isto conserve the moisture, shallow cultivation will not do this, 
and a large tree needs all the moisture it can possibly get im 
this climate, and unless it is cultivated it will dry out quicker. | 
We have one large orchard on a side hil! so steep that we can- 

not cultivate; we dig around it some six feet in diameter, that 
is forked after every shower so that we save all the rain and 
the trees did fine and the fruits makes well, but in orchards 
that we did not cultivate, we have experimented extensively, 

they are comparatively a failure, because the fruit is very 

small and sour. | 
Prof. Sandsten: The question of cultivation is an indi- 

vidual question after all; it is a question of location of your 
- orchard, a question of your soil. Young trees should be culti- 

vated, but there are times when you cannot cultivate older 
orchards, especially if they are located on a hillside. The 
question of cultivation or no cultivation is certainly a ques- 
tion of individual orchards, yet as a practice on good, level 
land, cultivation of course is the ideal method of growing.
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HOW I CAN MY GARDEN PRODUCE FOR WINTER 
| USE. 

Miss Brancrarp Harrer Madison, Wis. 

Mr, Cranefield has asked me to tell you how I can my garden 
produce for winter use, and I am willing to do so in’ order 
that the pleasure the results of my efforts have given to me 

_ and my friends may also be yours. I need not say pleasure | 
only but should lay some stress on the profit also as may be 
shown in the one fact that Mrs. Geo. N. Knapp whose husband 
was formerly a professor in the College of Agriculture, made 
eighty dollars the first year she accepted any orders and the 
second year refused further orders when those received 
amounted to three hundred dollars. I have more than once 
been offered four dollars per dozen pints of canned peas, and 
cost of cans extra. | 

Any one who has had peas, corn, string beans, etc., canned 
at home will not willingly go back to factory goods. The 
flavor is exactly that of the fresh vegetable, and there is abso- 
lute certainty of purity. | 

Please bear in mind that I in no way claim to be the or- | 
iginator of the following recipes. Some of them are taken 
directly from Mrs. Rorer’s New Cook Book and the ones for 
the corn were worked out by my friend, Mrs. G. N. Knapp, 
now of Stanton, Minn. In some eases I have changed or | 
adapted a recipe, but in all cases, I shall as far as possible 
credit the originator. 

| Before giving the recipes, it will be necessary to consider a 
_ few preliminary preparations and to mention several caution- 

ary “don'ts” to the unwary housekeeper. The preliminary 
care for canning vegetables must begin in the picking and 
handling in the garden, and the necessary directions will be 
given with the recipes—but the preparations in the kitchen 
are the same for all and can be given here. 

| This kind of canning is merely sterilizing food stored in 
sealed jars, and once the contents has been thoroughly sterilized 
there is no likelihood of spoiling for several years if the seal- 
ing is intact, except under one condition and that condition is
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so important, so underrated, so generally ignored that I can 

hardly place too great a stress upon it—and that is clean gars, 

chemically clean jars. How many times do women canning use 

a jar stained by previous contents, or a mason jar cover rough- 

_ ened and whitened and corroded inside, by the fruit acids of last | 

year’s canning, how: many stop to consider the possible chemi- _ 

: cal combinations and deposits made by the action of fruit 

, juices on the metal under that innocent looking opal dise in the 

cover of the Mason jars. A woman will do every stage of 

the process carefully and well, then after all her efforts put 

‘on a contaminated and corroded cover, ignoring the fact that 

in so doing she is merely adding unknown lead and zine salts * 
| to her fruits, then wonders why they taste queer. On that 

account I prefer to use glass topped jars. There are a number 

of different makes on the market, as nearly every manufacturer 

of mason jars also makes the glass topped. The first cost of 

the latter is more than Masons but when balanced by corroded | 

covers which must be renewed and spoiled cans, it comes out 

even about the second year. Never use a jar or cover that is 

stained. If hot soap suds does not remove the stain, soak the 

jar for 24 hours in strong solution of washing soda, if that 
~ fails use commercial hydrochloric acid one part water, two 

— parts (can be used over and over again) or try sapolio, bon 

. ami or dutch cleanser—and if all these fail use the jar for 

pickles or throw it away. _ 
Never use a rubber ring a second time. Buy the best you | 

can get. They should be soft, flexible, not too thick, and 
should not stretch in the boiling. | 

Never touch or handle the cover or rubber on a sealed Jar. 

The steamed juices in cooling form a delicate cement between 

- the cover and rubber, and this, if broken by turning or 
handling is liable to start a leak and admit air. Always lift a 
jar by the jar itself, never by the cover. Keep your jars in a 

cool, dry, dark place after canning. 
Provide the following ‘utensils: (1) A boiler or kettle 

with flat bottom and with a close cover. The kettle should be 
deep enough to take pin’ or quart jars and yet leave an inch 

of space above them. An ordinary tin wash boiler such as is 
| used for clothes is the best when a number of jars are to be 

done—but when I have only one or two I use a soup kettle.
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(2) Provide a piece of expanded metal lath, or galvanized 
- wire netting having 14 or 1 inch mesh cut to fit the bottom of 

_ the boiler. Or have a wooden rack made to fit the boiler. 
Hither should lie flat. The object is to lift the jars from the 
bottom of the boiler to prevent them from bumping when the 

— water boils hard. | | 
(3) Plenty of new good rubbers. a 
(4) One or two extra jars for emergencies. : 
(5) Boil one or two gallons of water for ten or fifteen 

minutes after it comes to a boil. Cover it while cooling and 7 
keep it covered until used as shown later. The objects in 
boiling the water are threefold: (1) To sterilize; (2) To | 
expel the air absorbed in it; (8) To throw down the lime if 
the water is hard. | | . 

With clean jars, rubbers, covers, and the above utensils one | 
is ready to try the first vegetable. | | 

PEAS, : 

As the variety of peas. grown makes a great difference in the 
| result, I will state that my friend Mrs. Knapp tried canning 

“Telephone” peas and found them so unsatisfactory that she 
said “One would not know them for the same vegetable as | 
yours.” I always use the following varieties: Little Gem, 
Premium Gem and Advancer. Nott’s Excelsior were not bad. 
Gradus I did not care for. | : 

It is labor lost to can old peas. Peas for canning are better 
picked when best for the table but betteer too small than too ; 

| large. | 
As peas ripen the development of starch makes them diffi- | 

cult to keep when canned. Canning also emphasizes any 
tendency they may havé to a mealy flavor. Peas should be : 

| picked in the early morning, when they are cool. If the pods — os 
are dirty or the pickers of questionable cleanliness, wash the 
pods before shelling. 

Fill a pint jar half full of the sterilized water, Gif the water 
is put in first air is not imprisoned in the space between the 

| peas, to cause trouble in boiling). With clean hands shell the | 
7 peas directly into the jar until it is full. Add 14 teaspoon of | | 

salt. Lay on carefully washed rubber ring, then the cover
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loosely fastened. When all jars are ready place them in the 
- boiler on the wire or wooden rack. Now pour in cold water | 

a until it comes to two-thirds the height of the jars, cover and 
put the boiler on the stove and boil two. and a half hours from | 
the time the water boils. Quarts should boil three hours. As 

soon as the period is up turn the fire out and without delay as 
quickly as possible lift the jars out one at a time and tighten 

the cover before hfting another to tighten. One bushel of peas 
makes 10-12 pint jars. an 

| Never, never, never, lift a cover off the jar, as that would 
| admit infection of moulds and ferments. Let me repeat again 

. do not delay in tightening or sealing covers as soon as the water 
ceases to boil; if you do you can in a few minutes hear fresh 
unsterilized air carrying all sorts of germs of moulds and 
ferments sucking into your jar to ruin your work. I con- 
sider this and the question of clean jars and covers and good 
rings the crucial points of the whole process. Iverything de- 

pends on them. Adapted from Mrs. Rorer. 

. ASPARAGUS. 

I have never myself canned asparagus, but give herewith 
Mrs. Rorer’s recipe for those who care to try. | 

. Wash and trim the asparagus. Cover it with boiling water, 
boil fifteen minutes, drain, cool, and arrange it neatly, heads 

: up, in wide mouthed jars; adjust the rubbers, fill the jars to 
overflowing with water that has been boiled and cooled; add 
a half teaspoonful of salt. and lay on the tops loosely. Cook 

oo the ‘jars in the boiler one and one-half hours as directed for 

peas and finish in the same way. | 
| 

| BEANS. 

a String beans should be picked before the dew falls in the © 
evening or after it is dry in the morning, and kept in a cool 
place covered with a cloth or wet paper to keep them crisp. 

| Mrs. Knapp and I have used the Stringless Green Pod, and the | 
1000-—1 Refugee with the best satisfaction. I tried some wax 
beans one year but found them flavorless and unsatisfactory. 

| String and cut the beans as for the table, throwing them into
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cold water as they are cut, drain them and throw them into | 
boiling water to cook until they can be pierced by a silver fork 
without breaking and they must cook no longer. If they are 
cooked too long at tliis stage they become soft and mushy in 

the cans. Jemove from fire, drain immediately and pour cold 
water through them in a colander until they are cool and: firm. 

) If one has not a faucet or pump, three or four changes of water 
will be sufficient. Use plenty of water. This cooling is called 
blanching by some writers. - 

Half fill the jars with the sterilized water, then put in the 
beans which have been thoroughly drained and pack them in 
as firmly as one can without crushing, add one-half teaspoon 
of salt. Finish as directed for peas cooking one and a half 

| hours 

Young and tender beans require little more than scalding 
in the preliminary or first cooking, but old beans require some- 

| times fifteen or twenty minutes according to toughness and 
quantity. It is advisable on this account not to cook more 
than four or six quarts at a time for the preliminary cooking. 
Shelled Lima beans are done in the same way. Adapted from 
various sources. 

BEETS. 7 

Young beets may be canned either whole or sliced, and with 
or without vinegar. | * 

Mrs. Rorer’s Recrpr. 

“Select young fresh beets; wash, put them into boiling water | 
| and boil carefully for thirty minutes; then remove the skins, | 

and pack the beets into quart jars. Adda half pint of vinegar 
to a quart of water that has been boiled and cooled; fill the 
jars with this mixture. Finish as dirceted for peas, cooking 

forty-five minutes.” | 
After cooking the beets thirty or more minutes, I rub off the 

skins, slice the beets, run cold water through them, then half 
fill the jars with sterilized water, then put in the chilled beets 
and finish as directed after adding half a teaspoon of salt. , 
They should boil an hour in the boiler. I have also canned 
young carrots and spinach in this way. The carrots were suc- 
cessful but as carrots can be so easily stored in the cellar in |
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sand, it is not necessary to can them. One can out of several 
that I did of spinach was successful. J am inclined to think 
that the others would also have been had I canned them in the 
orthodox way, but I tried cooking them in the hay box instead 
of the boiler and so failed. | 

CORN. : 

Many years ago Mrs. Knapp saw a paragraph in the 
Breeders’ Gazette telling some woman’s experience in canning 
corn. On that foundation she has since worked up the process 
hereafter given. 

: The paragraph mentioned particularly the fact that the 
corn must be gathered at such an hour of the day that there 
should be no moisture upon the husks from rain or dew, that 
after gathering the corn must be spread out separately to avoid 
all danger of heating or sweating by piling in heaps. 

The other details of manipulation are Mrs. Knapp’s. 
As said before the corn must be dry when gathered, the 

weather must not be damp, rainy or cloudy. Mrs. Knapp 

would sometimes gather her corn when a thunder show threat- 
ened, but never after. The canning must be done only on 

clear pleasant days—never on a rainy day—why we do not 
know, but corn canned on a rainy day is more liable to spoil. | 

After gathering the corn should either be used immediately 
or spread out on the floor of porch, shed, or cellar. It should 

) be husked and the silk brushed off with such a brush as is 
usually used to wash vegetables. After brushing the corn is 
cut from the cob with a sharp knife, not too close, and then the 
cob scraped down to get out the milk and pulp still adhering. 
As soon as enough corn is cut to fill a pint jar it should be 
immediately put in the jar and packed down firmly with a 
spoon or better still a stick just wide enough to go through the 
mouth of the jar easily and shaped something like a potato 
masher. | 

The jar should not be filled above the shoulder to allow for 
expansion by heat of cooking. Mrs. Knapp adds no salt. I 
use 14 teaspoonful to each pint. As fast as filled each jar 

_ should be loosely covered and set in cold water to keep cool 
until all are ready for the boiler. 

Do not put on any rubbers at this stage. | —
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When all the jars are ready put the grating or rack in the 
boiler, fill with cold water to two-thirds the height of the jar 
and boil for two hours after it begins to boil. .If during the 
boiling any of the jars boil over they must now be wiped clean. 
The rubbers are now adjusted making sure that no particle of : 
corn be between them and the glass or the cover, and the cover 
must be fastened tight. The jars are then replaced in the 
boiler and enough hot water added to completely cover them. 
They must boil for one and a half hours longer after coming 
to a boil, The jars must not be taken out until thoroughly 
cool. Wipe jars clean immediately as the scum is difficult to 
remove when once dried. The expansion of the corn in cooking 
varies greatly in the different varieties of corn and also the age. 
And this expansion is to be guarded against because it some 
times blows the covers off. No water must be allowed to enter _ 

| the jars. By tight or firm packing and so excluding the air 
| from between the kernels, the expansion seems to be lessened; __ 

but an even more important factor seems to be the prevention of 
fermentation previous to cooking by working quickly and 
without interruption from the husking until the corn is in the 
jars and then keeping the jars standing in cold water. | 

. there is another way of doing corn when it is to be used 
for cream soup, fritters and pudding, to score each row of 
kernels and then scrape out the pulp with a knife leaving the . 
hulls on the cob; or this may be done more rapidly by a corn- 
scorer, which can be purchased for fifteen cents. — 

This pulp should be handled even more rapidly than the cut 
corn. he jars, owing to the great expansion which takes place 
in cooking, should) be only half filled. It is impossible to , 
cook it and have a jar more than half full when finished; 
hence it is more economical, cleaner and less aggravating to 
start with a jar half filled and get it all. It is cooked exactly 
as in the first recipe. Corn put up according to these recipes 
is delicious and well worth the effort. 

Frequently in cooking the jars I myself do not follow Mrs. | 
Knapp’s method of tightening the covers and adding hot water 
to cover at the end of two hours; I cook the jars two hours, 

| wipe them clean, adjust the rubbers, lay on the covers loosely, 
and cook for the additional hour and a half, then close at the — 
end of the time. But I must admit that my way is not as
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safe and sure as Mrs. Knapp’s although I have never failed 

| in it. | 
Mrs. Knapp and I have tried the following varieties: Early 

Crosby, Melrose, Portland, Stowell’s Evergreen, Ziz Zag Ever- 
| green and Country Gentleman. They are all delicious—but 

the Early Crosby and the Zig Zag Evergreen seem to stand | | 
the canning better. Corn for canning should be picked when 
best for the table. Old corn like old peas is difficult to keep. 

As a rule from 5 to 7 cars are. required for a pint of cut 
| corn, although we have used sometimes as many as ten and as 

few as four. It all depends on the corn. | 
There is another method of canning corn, which my friends 

_ have tried, and which is much more expeditious—keeps per- 
fectly but the corn lacks the delicacy and flavor of Mrs. Knapp’s 

receipe. 

| TOMATOES. 

Tomatoes form an important element of modern cookery, 

taking their place as vegetable, salad, soups, purées and sauces 

for meats, macaroni, ete. 

The method of cooking I use in putting them up belongs to 

Mrs. Rorer’s recipes, but the flavoring and many other de- 

tails is mv own. “Adapted partly from Mrs. Rorer’ I think : 

should be the label on the following recipes. Use only good, 

solid, fleshy tomatoes. : | 

a |. STEWED TOMATOES. | 

Select tomatoes carefully, scald by dipping for a minute or 

twoin boiling water to loosen skin, skin, and divide the tomatoes 

if very large. Put them in a porcelain lined kettle, and add . 

, enough onion juice or chopped onion to taste. I use one small 

onion to two gallons of tomates, and a half teaspoon of celery 

seed, cight or ten peppercorns and a tablespoon of salt. Boil 

until the tomatoes are as thick as are usually served on the - | 

table, then pour them into clean jars, put on the rings and cover 

loosely. Set the jars in the boiler, and fill to two thirds height 

of jars with water about the temperature of the jars of tomatoes, . 

| warm if they are warm, cold if they are not. Bring to a boil | 

and boil ten minutes. Remove at once from boiler and tighten 

covers. So 8 a | :
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| . TOMATO PUREE FOR SOUPS AND SAUCES. 

Cut up sound tomatoes and boil in an enamel or porcelain 
kettle until thoroughly soft. Strain and wash through a 
colander, then through a fine sieve. Return to the kettle and 
add for two gallons of tomatoes the following: 1 tablespoon 
salt, 12 peppercorns, 14 teaspoon celery seed, 1 small onion 
chopped, 2 bay leaves, 6 cloves, 6 allspice, 1 bunch parsley. | 
Cook slowly until tomatoes are thick, then turn into jars and 
finish as in preceding recipe. | 

To use these tomatoes: | 
For soup: Add an equal quantity of soup stock, butter and | 

flour to thicken and a few drops, if one likes it, of kitchen 
bouquet. . 

For tomato bisque: Add a salt soup of soda to the tomato : 
heated, then an equal quantity of hot milk, thickened with but- 
ter and flour and serve immediately. 

For a sauce for chops, cutlets, fish, ete.: Merely heat 
tomatoes and thicken with browned flour and butter. A little 
left over gravy or soup stock may also be added with ad- 
vantage. 

‘TOMATOES WHOLE FOR SALAD. | 

Carefully select tomatoes of globular shape which will Just 
slip through the mouth of the jar. Scald and skin them as 
directed for stewed tomatoes, take out the stem and core and 
slip the tomatoes gently into jar. Mrs. Rorer adds merely 
the sterilized water and a little salt but I add the following 
liquid. | oo 

The day before I stew a small quantity of tomatoes until 
| soft and then set the kettle aside to cool and settle. The 

folowing morning I carefully pour off all the clear liquid 
floating on the top, strain it through a jelly bag, and boil it 

| for a few minutes with onion, bay leaves, celery seed, pepper- 
corns and parsley, then cool it and use it to fill the jars of 
whole tomatoes. - 

The jars are covered with rubbers adjusted and placed in 
the boiler with cold water. Bring to a boil and boil ten to 
twelve minutes only. Remove immediately from the boiler. 
When wanted to serve, drain off the juice, thicken with gelatine — 
and use it to imbed the tomatoes either single or together.
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pe | | NOTES. a, " ) 

A pint can packed as directed furnishes enough for six per- 

sons for one meal. | : 
All my canning is done on a kerosene stove at a very. | 

slight cost for fuel. | 
The boiling of the jars must not be checked or interrupted. 

If the water around tlie jars boils away it must be replaced by 
boiling, not cold water. The water around the jars should be 
replenished if much boils away. Cold water if added cracks 

| the jars. 
My experience leads me to think that after one year canned 

vegetables commence to loose flavor decidedly. I have cans 
which after three years show no sign of spoiling, but never | 
the less while perfectly sound would be found flat and flavor- 
less. Every jar in which sterilized water is used should be 

filled to overflowing with the water before closing. Gummed | 

labels will adhere more securely if applied before jars cool. 

oe QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. I 

| Preceding the Convention forty-five questions were received 

| by the Seeretary and printed in the program, but owing to the 
limited time remaining after the completion of the regular 

program but few of these questions were discussed at the Con- : 
vention. . | | 

These discussions are given below and also answers solicited 
by the Secretary from different members, following the Con- 
vention. | 

Question (2): Is it best to prune in last of May or first 
of June when in bloom and full flow of sap? Will wounds | 

| heal better ? | | 
Ans. No. ,Prune apple trees last part of March on a dry 

sunny day.—A. [D). Barnes. 
Ans. Wounds heal better with me in April than any other 

month.—A. J. Phillips. | . 
Q. (8) Is an old orchard just as well in grass as in cultiva- 

tion ? 

Ans, As a rule all orchards whether old or young should be- 

a | |
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. cultivated. Grass orchards will not prove profitable. There | 
are conditions where it is necessary to keep the orchard in | 
sod especially when the land is too steep for cultivation or 
where there is danger of washing away of land, but only 
under these conditions should the orchard be left in sod.—Prof. 
KE. P. Sandsten. | | | 

Q. (4) Is it a fact that a tree will live longer if grafted on 
the whole root as it comes from the seed ? 

Ans. No. An apple tree will not live as long on a whole 
seedling root as it will on a piece root-graft if short root and 
long scion are used.—A. D. Barnes. . 

Ans. If the seed is planted where the orchard tree is to stand 
and top grafted or grafted at the collar and never dug, it is 
more favorable for a healthy long lived tree; there is no whole 
root system if the tree is ever pulled or dug.—Geo. J. Kellogg, 
Lake Mills, Wis. 

Q). (5) Who has tried irrigating strawberrics in this state 
and with what success ? : | | 

Ans. Wells Bros., of Milton also parties at Sparta, Wis., 
with varying suecess. Generally the supply of water has not 
been sufficient. Irving Smith has used city water for irrigat- 
ing when gardening at Green Bav.—Geo. J. Kellogg. | | 

—  Q. (6) Which is the most suitable package for marketing 
apples in Wisconsin, the basket, barrel or box ? | 

Ans. I prefer baskets to anyother package. Purchaser can 
sce goods.—A. I). Barnes. | a | 

Ans. The basket for choice carly apple. The box for extra 
choice apples that command a fancy price. The barrel for | 
No. 1 good marketable stock for long shipments.—Geo. J. 

| Kellogg. | a 
Ans. In barrels, (new).—A. J. Phillips. | 
Q. (7) Would it pay to grow grapes for market in Central 

Wisconsin on favorable sites ?. Oo . 
Ans. Yes. If you confine the varicties to extra early sorts | 

but it will not pay to compete with:the Lakeshore, with Con- 
cords unless they can be ripened early and sold before the 

| eastern crop comes on the market.—Geo. J. Kellogg. 
Ans. In my opinion it will—W. H. Hanchett. - 
Q. (8) Which is the best paying crop for a series of years; 

strawberries, raspberries or blackberries? _
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Ans. Strawberries bring the quickest returns, but you need 
Raspberries and Blackberries to prolong the season and hold 
the pickers. For short answer I would say—all three are 
best.—Geo. J. Kellogg. 

Ans. In my experience the blackberry has paid best but 

this is a matter of location and the small fruit grower should 
grow them all—W. H. Hanchett. 

Q. (9) Tell exactly how pines and arbor vitaes may be grown 

about our homes in eity or country ? 
Ans. Evergreens should be planted in spring as soon as soil 

Is in proper condition for general planting. The roots should 
not. be permitted to become in the least dry between the time 

of taking up and replanting. This precaution against root 
drying 1s even more necessary with evergreens than with othe. | 
trees and shrubs. When planting, the soil to be placed about 
the roots must not be dry nor yet muddy. There must be no 
open places among the soil about the roots. Jf the trees when 
established are inclined to make too open growth the leader 

, and overgrowing side branches should be shortened. Mulch-.- 
| ing is desirable for evergreens and if the young trees are small 

when planted out, a temporary shading.. Be very careful not 
to plant evergreens too near walks, drives, other trees or build- 

ings and never between the house and a desirable view for it | 
is not well to remove lower branches from evergreens.—Wm. | 
Toole. 

Q. (10) What is the best variety of tomatoes to grow for 
| the canning market? 

Ans. New Stone, Matchless and Beauty in order as named.— 
M. V. Sperbeck. — 

Ans. We are not packing tomatoes at any of our Wisconsin 

plants and therefore are not in a position to give you informa- 
tion as to the seed best adapted to this climate. We are how- 
ever operating a tomato plant in Indiana where our experience 
leads us to believe that the Livingston is the best tomato for | . 

the main crop. We use a small amount of the Perfection in 
certain cases.—Waukesha Canning Co. | | 

@. (11) What are the best varieties of sweet corn, early, 
late, and medium, to grow for market? 

Ans. Early, Thrig’s Nordheim; Medium, Perry’s Hybrid; 
Late, Stowell’s Evergreen.—M. V. Sperbeck. 

| 15—Hort.
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Q. (12) What is the best fertilizer outside of barnyard 

fertilizer for cucumbers? Is land plaster a benefit to eueum- | 
bers | 

Ans. Cucumbers need a complete fertilizer as a gencral rule. 
There are conditions of soil where a complete fertilizer will a 

not be required, but generally speaking it is best to apply a 

fertilizer composed of. nitrogen, potash and phosphorous. <A 
good mixture would be the following per acre: 150 pounds 
nitrate of soda, 200 pounds sulfate of potash, and 300 pounds _ 
of dessicated bones. If simall quantities are needed, a table- 
spocnful of nitrate of soda, two of potash, and three of bone 
mical may be added to each hill, but it is better to mix these 

| with some soil before they are applied, and be careful not to 

put these too close to the stem of the plant.—Pyrof. E. P. 

Sandsten. | | 

Ans. Would say land plaster is a benefit and hard wood 

ashes well mixed with the soil is good.—M. V. Sperbeck. 
Q. (13) What is the best remedy for the little striped bugs 

on cucumbers ¢ 

Ans. A mixture of land plaster and Paris green, 100 Ibs. | 
| plaster, 1 Ib. Paris green or that proportion sifted on the | | 

vines is the best remedy I know of. Use a common flour 
crank sieve. Dust during bug season.—M. V. Sperbeck. 

Ans. A little striped cucumber beetle can be kept in control 

by the use of arsenate of lead at the rate of 3 Ibs. to 50 gal 
lons of water. For small quantities, the same proportion of 

poison may be used. We advocate the use of arsenate of lead 
because it will adhere and is not easily washed off by rains. 
The application must be made quite frequently in order to be 
effective.—Prof. EK. P. Sandsten. | 

Q. (15) Are dry powder sprayers a success ? 

Ans. No.—Prof. E. P. Sandsten. | 
— Q. (16) Please state the best remedy. for shot hole fungus, 

especially on cherry trees, when and how applied in order to 
retain healthy foliage till frost time? | | | 

Ans. The shot hole fungus on cherries can be controlled by 
spraying with Bordeaux. The first application should be made 
when the buds are open and the second when the leaves are 

nearly full grown. This is the most critical time as the fungus 

gets its work in about the time the leaves are full grown, It.
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may be necessary to make three applications, but ordinarily 

two are effective against this disease.—Prof. E. P. Sandsten. 
@. (17) Does our state inspection law meet the require- 

ments of the planter of nursery stock, or the nurserymen, and 
| if not, what are its defects ¢ 

, Ans. No. Imported goods—not home grown goods—need | 

: inspection. Better leave out Inspection and compe! spraying | | 

and destroying of blighted trees and varieties subject to | 
blight—A. D. Barnes. 

Ans. The inspection law fails in that it does not guard against 
introduction of injurious insects and diseases from other states | 
to the grounds of amateurs.—Win. Toole. - | : 
~Q. (18) Does the state law requiring the nurserymen or 

dealer in tree or plant life, to state where everything is fully 
grown, serve the purchasers’ welfare or punish those who will- 
fully disobey its command ? | 

Ans. The state law requiring statement of where stock is 
grown 1s unnecessary and punishes honest nurserymen.—W. | 

~ Toole. | 
Q. (19) Does it pay t6 apply sodium-nitrate to strawber- 

ries Just as the berries are starting to riper, or a little before, 
when you have barn-yard manure which was applied in the 
spring quite heavily? | | 

Ans. It does not pay to apply nitrate of soda to strawberry | 
| beds if the beds have been fertilized with barn-yard manure in 

the spring. Still, good results have been obtained by the use 
of nitrate of soda when the berries are one-half grown. Tt 
wi! do little good unless the weather is sufficiently moist to get, 
the nitrate into solution. Tf the strawberry bed has been 
heavily manured with barn-yard manure, the application of 

_ nitrate cf soda is not. profitable or advisable.—Prof. E. P. 
Sandsten. | | | : | 

Ans. If heavily manured don’t apply sodium nitrate at all; 
if it is needed anplv in early spring.—Geo. J. Kellogg. | 

Q. (20) When is the proper time to spray for apple tree : 
aphis ? | | 

Ans. The best time to sprav against tree apbis is when the — 
Jeaves are from one-half to two-thirds grown. The voung lice — , 
have just hatched and are very soft and easy to kill_—Prof, 
EK. P. Sandsten. |
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Q. (21) What can be done to exterminate the contract or- 

chard schemer? The man who collects more than a fair price 
on delivery and either one-half the fruit the fifth year or from 
17 cents to 35 cents per tree : 

Ans. In my town and in Norwalk they charged about 371e 
per tree on delivery and then took notes for as much more in 
5 years without interest when by inquiring of men who were ° 

posted they could have bought good trees for 25¢ each. A cer- 
tain class want to be humbugged and its no use to try and 
help them.—A. J. Phillips. | 

Ans. Sustain the work of the State Horticultural Society in 

that line and keep the secretary informed. Induce people to 

, become members of the society and promote the diffusion of 
| more horticultural knowledge.—Wm. Toole. | ; 

Q. (22) Cranberry vines when left exposed through the 
winter, suffer from what is known as winter killing about the 
same as strawberry vines, blackberry and raspberry bushes and 
peach trees, and sometimes apple trees. What is the cause of 
this, the low temperature, or the continued dry winter winds? 

What are the conditions that favor winter killing and what can 

the grower do to prevent it? | | 
Ans. In reply to the 22nd question I would say that in the 

case of the winter killing of cranberry vines, it has been quite 

conclusively proven at the Cranberry Experiment Station dur- 
ing the past year that the chief cause of injury to vines is lack 
of proper protection, or, in other words, exposure to severe 
weather. At the Experiment Station portions of the ground 
had been growing vigorous vines for seven or eight years with- 

out any additional sand in which the vines could set root, 
consequently leaving somewhat of a mat on the surface. A 
number of the same plots had been sanded in March, 1905, the 
depth of sand applied being from one to two inches. During 
February, 1908, the winter flood, which is the customary | 

winter protection for the cranberry, was by some means al- 

lowed to get away from the Station, and no further protection . 

could be applied until after the spring rains. Consequently 

portions of the Station were exposed during very severe 
- weather the latter part of February, and the result was a great 

deal of winter killing on vines which had had no sand applied 
during the last seven years. On the plots which had been
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sanded, although suffering slight injury, the demarkation was 
so clear that it was very conclusive evidence that the winter 

| killing had chiefly been due to exposure to severe weather dur- 
ing February, and this undoubtedly can also be considered due 

to some extent to the very dry, cold winters of the Central sec- 
tion of the state, causing very rapid evaporation, while the sap 
flow undoubtedly was unable to supply the vines fast enough to 

. make up for the evaporation, with results as above stated. 
The only remedy in the case of the cranberry would be to in- 

sure an ample winter protection by means of good floods and 
water supply at hand that will enable the application of any 
extra water when the flood has disappeared by seepage.—O. G. 

Malde. 
Q. (23) Would it not pay to maintain at the Agricultural , 

Department of our University a Plant Pathologist who would 
| be free to work outside the University in teaching our farmers 

and horticulturists the best methods for combating the dis- 

eases of cultivated plants? If so, should not a bill for that 
purpose be introduced at this session of our legislature ¢ | 

Ans. There should be a chair of Plant Pathology connected 
with our Agricultural College. Also an Entomologist and it is 
our duty to see that our legislators make proper provision for 

| their establishment and maintenance.-—Wm. Toole. 
Q. (24) What are the best six varieties for a commercial 

apple orchard in Wisconsin ¢ | 
Ans. Duchess, Wealthy, N. W. Greening, Malinda, Mce- 

Mahan and Hibernal in the far north. Southern part 
T’ameuse.—A. J. Phillips. | 

| Ans. Duchess, Wealthy, McMahan, Lowland Raspberry, N. 

W. Greening, Okabena.—-A. D. Barnes. 
Ans. Duchess, Wealthy, N. W. Greening, McMahan, Snow, 

Dudley. ‘There are others perhaps as good. The Dudley is 
not propagated extensively yet but promises to become a com- 
mercial variety of considerable value—D. EK. Bingham. | 

Ans. Lowland Raspberry, Duchess, Wealthy, Plumb Cider, 

McMahan & N. W. Greening. | | 

Q. (25) What is the best commercial fertilizer for general 
use in a garden, both vegetable and fruits and what quantity 

| should be used ¢ 
Ans. The use of commercial fertilizers in connection with
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gardening in Wisconsin is not profitable nor ordinarily ad- 

vised. What our garden soil needs is humus or vegetable mat- 
ter and. commercial fertilizers will not supply this substanee. 

" Phosphorous is generally the chief element lacking and for 

this reason the treatment with dessicated bones is more beneti- | 
cial than the appheation of any other fertilizer.—Prof. K. P. 
sandsten. | | 

Ans. So much depends on the needs of the particular soil in’ 

question that I would not care to advise. The chances are that | 
some brand containing all of the three most necessary elements 
would in most cases give best results—W. H. Hanchett. 

| Ans. Potato Phosphate for fruits is best we know. 500 Ibs. 

per acre. No one can tell without trial on your own ground 

and that very judiciously. Pres. Cook of Michigan said Acid — 
phosphate at the rate of 500 lbs. per acre. Ashes are good only © 

| on light soils. There is no fertilizer equal to stable manure 

which has been kept under cover and the liquid preserved with 
the solids. Keep it covered unless applied fresh. Geo. J. 

| Kellogg. 
Q. (26) After top«working young hardy apple trees, by 

“budding” how many of the small twigs below bud on limb 

should be removed the first year, or should they all be left on? 
Ans. In top grafting, work only one third of the tree each 

year and watch the suckers. Don’t let them rob the scions. I | 
don’t push the grafts too rapid so as to produce a_ tender. 
growth.—Geo. J. Kellogg, 

Ans. About half and balance the 2nd year.—A. J. Phillips. 
Q. (27) Will stripping the leaves from young apple trees, 

of rather tender varieties, early in the Fall, prevent Winter 
killing of the tips of limbs to any extent ? | 

Ans. Yes. Most assuredly if done at right stage of ma- 
turity.—A. D. Barnes. | 

Ans. Yes. Taking off the leaves will ripen up the wood.— 
Geo. J. Kellogg. 

Ans. The removing of leaves of a tree is an injury and will : 
. cause winter killing rather than prevent it—D. EK. Bingham. | 

(). (29) What culture is necessary for horseradish to ob- 
tain large roots? What soil? What size roots to plant? Tow | 
long from time of planting to time of digging? 

Ans. Plant on very rich land.—<A. J. Phillips.
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Ans. The culture of horseradish should be thorough. The 
soil should be a very rich, sandy loam. Medium sized roots 6 | 

inches long should be planted in spring and dug the next fall._— 

M. VY. Sperbeck. 
Q. (30) Can we dig up strawberry plants and immediately - 

reset the ground and secure a good stand of plants 4 | 
| Ans. No. The ground should be worked two years at least 

| with hoed crops.—Geo. J. Kellogg. 

| Ans. It can be done but is not advisable-—W. H. Hanchett. _ : 

Q. (31) Can a pedigree be established for a strawberry 

| plant with named parentage ¢ 
Ans. Yes if the parentage is known beyond doubt and an 

, association of some kind is organized to decide on and record 

| this parentage. It appeals to me as a useless proceeding how- 

- ever.—W. -H. Hanchett. | 
Ans. This is a mooted question. JI have never found any- 

thing in favor of Pedigree Plants from Kellogg of Michigan | 

though I have given them careful trial twice; plants should be 

~ earefully grown from new settings and never taken from bear- 

ing beds.—Geo. J. Kellogg. | | | | 

Ans. A pedigree can be established for a strawberry or any 

other plant if its ancestry is known and recorded but to call 

the continued increase of the same variety the establishment 

| of a pedigree is an erroneous application of terms.—Wm. 

Toole. | | 
| Q. (82) If not can a firm truthfully list all plants as 

thoroughbred pedigree plants 4 | 

~ Ans. A.firm advertising all plants as pedigreed plants as that : | 

term is generally understood is using deception, but where 

| the firm explains in its advertisement what they wish the pub- 

lie to understand as their application of the term, there is no 

deception provided their plants are selected according to- their 

interpretation of the term.—W. H. Hanchett. 
Ans. No.—Geo. J. Kellogg. | 
Ans. The answer to No. 31 answers this question also.— Wm. 

Toole. : : a 

Q. (83) Who knows anything about the so-called Wiscon- 

sin Spy apple? — | | 

Ans. The Wisconsin Spy was originated by Henry Johnson 

of the Town of Eden, Fond du Lac Co., Wis. Was dug up by
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Johnson and planted in orchard. Was propagated by Clarke 
Hewitt of Waupun, Wis., quite extensively for a few years. 
Now discarded and not given in lists of Wisconsin varieties.— 
A. D. Barnes. | | 

Ans. I have fruited it for 15 years on trees bought of 
Hewitt at Waupun near where it originated. Have fruited 
it top worked for 8 years and never had but one satisfactory 
crop. Iruit is, when matured, good in quality and is at- 
tractive in barrel.—A. J. Phillips. | 

Ans. Mr. A. D. Appletree Barnes. 
(). (84) Where are the thousands of trees of this variety, 

which are sold in Wisconsin by eastern nurseries, propagated ? 
| Ans. I don’t think there are any trees propagated. Believe 

they are put out under a fictitious name or by mistake.—A. D. 
Barnes. 

Ans. God only knows and I do not think he troubles himself 
much about it—A. J. Phillips. 

Ans. Don’t know.—D. E. Bingham. : 
Q). (85) Is there a fall bearing strawberry that can be 

| recommended ? 
Ans. Yes. Pan America and Autumn.—Geo. J. Kelloge. 
Q. (386) Is the Haymaker raspberry hardy in Wisconsin 

and is it superior to the Columbian % 
Ans. In my experience the Haymaker raspberry is about | 

the same as Columbian as regards hardiness but not its equal | 
for quality.—W. H. Hanchett. | 

Ans. I don’t think Haymaker is as hardy as Columbian or 
any better. It is not grown much in the west. Columbian 
needs protection in hard winters but if killed back to within 1 

| foot of the ground it will often give a paying crop.—Geo. J. 
Kellogg. | . | 

, Q. (38) Do electrical storms injure the foliage of fruit 
trees ? | 

Ans. No.—Prof. FE. P. Sandsten. 
Ans. Of course if the electricity comes in contact with the 

foliage or close enough to burn the leaves.—A. D. Barnes. 
Q. (39) Should fruit trees from southern nurseries be 

planted in Wisconsin? Will they do as well as northern 
grown trees ? | 

Ans. No, not in my experience.—A. J. Phillips.
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Ans. Trees from southern nurseries if true to name and not 
overgrown are all right for Wisconsin if properly handled from 

and to digging and planting. Jf carefully handled the’ trees 
| grown nearby have the advantage of less exposure. Our home 

| grown trees are seldom over grown, often not well grown. If 

the buyer is a judge of well grown nursery stock he may safely 

| aecept good stock which has been grown outside of the state-— 

Win. Toole. | : 
Q. (40) Is it profitable to thin the fruit on trees that over- 

bear? If so, when and how % 

Ans. Yes. The thinning should be done when the apples are 
about the size of a small crab apple or immediately following 

what is known as the June dropping.—Prof. E. P. Sandsten. — 
Ans. Yes. It will pay to thin fruit. Start thinning as soon 

as it can be determined what is going to develop, picking off 
small imperfect fruit spacing to about 2 to 3 inches. Use lad- 

der and keep at it. It will pay.—D. E. Bingham. 
~Q. (42) How about the Wragg cherry? Is it hardy in the — 

southeastern part of our state? Is it a large black cherry? 
Is there a better late black cherry for this section of our state 

Ans. I am disgusted with the Wragg cherry. Not hardy 
for our county. Neither do I know of a black cherry that is 
hardy or productive in Wisconsin. -——A. D. Barnes. oe 

(). (48) What is the best spraying outfit for a farmer’s 
orchard ¢ | 

| _ Ans. The best spraying outfit is a barrel spray pump and 
— will cost anywhere from $12.00 to $24.00.—Prof. KE. P. 

Sandsten. | 
(). (44) Is the brandywine raspberry a good variety for the 

. farmer’s garden ? en 
Ans. Yes. Brandywine is choice. Midseason and pro- 

ductive. ‘Turner, Miller, Ruby and King are earlier and in 
some points better. Loudon and Cuthbert are later and better 
near market.—Geo. J. Kellogg. 

Q. (45) Of the two varieties, which is best, the Miller or 
Turner raspberry; first, as to yield; second, quality ? 

| Ans. Miller is better quality and yield about like Turner. 
It is the manner of growth that makes the yield, the man be- 

| hind the cultivator and the man that applies the manure.— 
Geo. J. Kellogg. |
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| GEO. J. KELLOGG. 

THE ONLY LIVING CIFARTER MEMBER OF THIS SOCIETY.  TITE 
FOLLOWING IS AN EXTRACT FROM A LOCAL PAPER : 

| OF MARCH 21s 1908. , 

Extract from Janesville Gazette: Yesterday, March 20th, 
- (1908) was the 80th birthday of George J. Kellogg, who has 

lived in Janesville since 1852. The story of Mr. Kelloge’s life 
recalis the times when this part of the country was new and 
mostly unsettled, and when Indian raids in the West were an | 
ever present danger and the prairie schooner was the usual 
method of transportation across the Great Plains. He crossed / 
the Great Plains in ’49 driving five yoke of oxen, dug gold in 
California and returned to Wisconsin by way of the Isthmus of — - 
Panama. Appended is a letter from Mr. Kelloge. | 

Janesville, Wis., March 20, 1908. 
Editors Gazette: I am rejoicing in a shower of four-score 

birthday letters. I was born in Cicero, N. Y., and received | 
iny first education in Fulton, N. Y.; emigrated to the Indian 

land of Wisconsin, Aug. 2, 1835; graduated under the tutor- 
ship of our lamented Gov. Harvey at Kenosha, Wis.; spent 2 
years in Wisconsin pinerics; taught school two winters; drove 
five yoke of oxen across the plains to California in 1849; dug 
gold in California three years, took out about $15,000; returned | 
home by the isthmus in 1852; located in Janesville and went 

| into the nursery business “indoor” and out; have made some- 
thing of a suecess of horticulture; turned over my nursery and 

business to my tio boys, L. L. and M. 8. Kellogg, in 1899, who © ; 
are just making things hum. I moved to Lake Mills, quit _ 
work, set cut a quarter of an acre to 70 fruit trees (grafted-one : 
older tree to 40 kinds of apples), 30 grape vines, 80 varicties of 
strawberrries, $200 worth of ginseng, lots of other fruits, took 
35 first prizes at Jefferson county fair 1907, and am hale and 

| hearty, with not an ache or a pain. 
Read allt my Ietters today without glasses as I am writing © 

this. 

GEO. J. KELLOGG.
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J. Mills Smith. 

(The oldest young member.) Geo. L. Kellogg, Lake Mills, Wis. 

Born at Green Bay, Wis., April 23d, 1901. Photo Feb., Our youngest old member. 
1909. Son of Irving Smith and grandson of * 

the late J. M. Smith of Green Bay.
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— $§TATISTICS OF FRUIT, SPARTA REGION 1908-9. 

The number of aeres of strawberrics to pick during the sea- 

son of 1909 wiil be about 350. 

The number of acres of red and black raspberries will be 

about seventy-five, Blackberries about 90. 
The number of acres of grapes set out during the season of 

) 1908, about 10 aeres. This acreage due largely to the estab- 

lishing of the trial vineyard here by the Wis. State Hort. So- 

| elety. : a 

The number of carloads of berries shipped during the season 

of 1908 was one hundred and sixteen, of all kinds of berries 

and fruits. The ameunt received for fruit shipped through 

the Association, net to Growers, F. O. B., Sparta was | 

$79,694.25, | 

REPORT OF DELEGATE TO MINNESOTA. 

C. L. Rrenarpson. | 

. The 42nd annual meeting of the Minnesota State Horticul- 

tural Society occurred in Minneapolis Dee. Yh4, 1908. I , 

: counted 268 people in their places Wednesday afternoon. 

The membership was reported as 2812. More women are | 

present than at the Wisconsin meetings. The large attendance 

is due to the place cf mecting, which draws from St. Paul and 

Minnearolis, but still more to the enthusiasm and pertinacity 

of the country members, who gather from all parts of the state 

for the annual Reunion: , 

The apple display looked natural to a northern Wisconsinite. 

| While the Wealthy is the leading apple, the main topic of dis- 

eussion, the new scedlings, cte., were this year ‘directed to the 
Malinda. Its keeping qualities were highly praised. Top- 
worked upon Duchess, it showed a 1-3 inerease In size, its : 

- produetiveness was far beyond that usually shown, while there 
was'no loss in color or keeping quality. Apples of 8 oz. were 
produced. Cions were hardier; and grafted trees began to bear
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at three years, instead of at nine or ten years of age. Malinda | 
topworked upon Hibernal produced somewhat similar results | 
but the increase in size and productiveness was not as marked _ | 
as iu the former instance. The Gould and Alaska crabs seem 
to be popular for grafting purposes. The Russian varieties a 
are more in evidence than at Wisconsin. | 

Hight hundred seventy-eight plates of apples were shown. 
Owing to the extremely bad season the display was disappoint- 
ing. The apples upon the single plates were small, a large 
percentage were wormy, curculio marks and limb bruises were | 
abundant and moth-patches were common. Among’ the apples 
entered in peck and bushel lots, it was only occasionally that a 
perfect specimen could be found. A fine array of top-worked : 
varieties were presented, also a number of Malinda seedlings. 
One, a seedling of Malinda and Wealthy is as large as the : 
latter, solid and heavy, Wealthy in color, Malinda in keeping 
quality and shows its mixed parentage in shape. Quality — 
hardly equal to Wealthy, it promises to be of great value. 

The Plant Breeders Auxiliary, three years old, is doing 
good work. Apparently any one can belong who is erowing 
seedlings; 226 members are enrolled, 17 of whom are doing 
hand-pollination ; 112 members reported 10,763 seedlings, 3,000 
of these are owned by one South Dakota member; 3,078 seed- 
lings are entered for the $1,000 prize offered by the society for 
a seedling apple tree “as hardy and prolific as the Duchess” — 
with fruit “equal to the Wealthy in size, quality and appear- ~ | 
ance” and “that will keep as well as the Malinda.” <A list of 
desirable crosses is being prepared so that members can take 
up whatever work appeals to their taste or environment. Not 
content with this Minnesota has started on the hunt for a 
hardy pear tree. , : | 

Mr. Patten of Iowa reported over 9,000 seedlings, and has 
crossed the black and English walnuts. The Excelsior Ex- | 

| ' periment Station has 325 pots of strawberries under glass for 
cross-pollination next year, 1,650 strawberry seedlings, 11,000 
apple seedlings, 82,300 seedlings of all kinds besides 36,750 
Gould erabs for grafting stock. If there be any reward for 
intelligent, sustained effort, Minnesota ought to evolve many 
things of value. | | 

A demonstration was given of the physical and chemical | 
analysis of soils. Special attention was called to the importance
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. to the soil of its medium-sized particles or silt. The Iowa 
Delegate spoke of the value of southern-grown seeds, on ac- 
count of their lateness. Minnesota is opposed to “free seed- 
distribution’? and urges a concerted effort to abolish the prac- | 
tice. The Secretary was instructed to draw up a bill to go 
before Congress establishing a standard quart box and other. 

fruit packages. 
The Minnesota State Bee-Keepers Society held their annual 

meeting Wednesday and discussed “The Fascination of 
Amateur Bee-Keeping,” “Foul Brood” and kindred entomologi- 
cal topics. | 

Various phases of Improvement work were considered by the 
| Womans’ Avxiliary—a branch of the Horticultural Society 

consisting of 1'72 Woman’s clubs throughout the state with a 
membership of nearly 8,000. Last year the Auxiliary dis- 
tributed some 6,000 apple-trees to school children as an ac- 

| cessory to Arbor Day. They believe that bare school grounds 
| and ursightly alleys only educate a child for the penitentiary, 

and that the surest way to interest the parents is to enlist the 

children. 
That portion of the program devoted to flowers was held 

-tnder the auspices of the Minnesota Rose Society. Outdoor 
Roses, Blubs, Dahlias, Perennials and many other flowers were 

included. <A practical garden dress complete, from laced tan 
shoes to wide brimed straw hat was worn by one bright ener- 
getic little woman as a practical demonstration. 

- Uniaue among the papers was an appreciation of John Chap- 
man (Pennsylvania 1787) better known as Johnnie Appleseed 
the pioneer who spent his life throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio 
and Indiana planting apple seeds in that then untravelled 

| waste. | . 

The three lantern talks were unusually good. “Minnesota 
Forests and Gardens,” ‘Possibilities of Cranberry Culture” 

| and “Our Duty Toward the Landscape.” There are thousands 
of bog-holes in Northern Wisconsin ranging from a few square | 

rods to several acres in extent which might be utilized for the 
intensive culture of cranberries. | 

The strawberry session was brief, being confined to “Small 
Fruit Culture in the Pine Regions of Minnesota,” a valuable 
exercise on “Strawberries” by Geo. J. Kellogg and a few “Sug- 
gestions” by your Wisconsin delegate. :
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— Wednesday evening ceeurred the Annual Banquet, similar 
in general plan to our own. Perhaps 200 people were present. 
The hall was elegant, the menu exeellent and the toasts unduly 

long. 

In consequence of its proximity to the great treeless plain, — 
Minnesota has early been. compelled to face the problem ot 
forcst. preservation and extension. The program presented by. 
the Minnesota State Forestry Association, was terse, interest- 
ing and full of facts. While 700 square miles of the Cass 
Lake Reserve were burned over, intelligent forestry has prac- 
tically climiiated the danger to life and standing timber. In 
the areas where logging was done, all tops, limbs and refuse 

was burned. The cost was but 12¢ to 25¢ per thousand feet. | 
The average cost of inspection and protection was $115.20 per 

township containing on the average 36 million feet valued at 
, $80,000. The cost of protection can be reduced to $100 per 

year per township—which is remarkably cheap insurance. 
While the forest areca is inereasing, the burned area and the 
amount of loss are rapidly deereasing. ‘The loss in 1907 was 
but $31,000. | : | | 

Four short talks were given by young men from the State 
School of Forestry, ineluding work at Itasca Park, Among the 

Sand Hills of Nebraska, In a Montana Lumber Camp and 

In the National Forests of Montana. The work includes pac- 
ing, mapping, chaining, ‘use of compass, surveying, estimating, 

strip valuation, location of corners, ete., thinning, germination, 

protection of seeds, seed beds and some botany and entomology. 
| For the arid western areas these trees were recommended: 

Yellow pine, bull pine, white spruce, Colorado blue spruce, 
Seoteh pine, white fir and arbor vitae. For the general good 
15 to 20 per cent of the land area should be covered by for- 
ests. It was suggested that the U. S. forestry service take up 
the problem of supply of good forest seeds. : 

There would seem to be here a legitimate, and as yet un- 
" entered, field for the work of our Society. Your delegate re- 

spectfully submits that our Society might serve as an official 
eenter about which the interests of forest conservation might 
gather in Wisconsin. | 

“More fruit and less wood” was a plea for enlightened 
inethods of tree-culture. Our present modes of fertilizing, 

spraying and cultivation tend to become mere nitrogen-creating :
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| or freeing processes. Henee the wood and fruit buds produced , 

| are soft, crass and unripened. Irregular nutrition leads to 

: irregular crops. We must feed a balanced ration to secure a 

| balanced product. The ration must be balanced in avatlable 

| plant food. Many plant foods are so nearly insolubie, or m : 

such chemical form as to be available only after the lapse of 

| 50 or 100 years. We have all studied the gospel of the hn | 

. soluble—but it belongs in the Apocrypha. The surest way to 

| know the correct ration is to experiment with two out of the 

three—nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash—in varying com- 

binations until a satisfactory result is attained. 

One veteran orchardist, after half a century of experience, 

= laid down the rule that while clay is a valuable adjunct to 

|  oreharding, any location that will raise wheat will raise ap- 

ples. Fe | 

: | It was proposed to organize a Shippers Protective Associa: 

tion and prosecute all just claims against consignees and cat. 

i ‘viers to the end. It was also suggested that all growers and ~ 

; dealers in nursery stock be registered, licensed and bonded for 

an amount sufficient to cover all loss due to their carelessness 

or faise representations. 

The outlook for plums in Minnesota is not regarded as 

: promising. The American varieties are all unsatisfactory and 

the opinion was expressed that ultimate success must be at- 

tained, if at all, by crossing with the European and Japanese 

- plums. In answer to a question as to the best varictics the 

oe plum expert said “none of the varicties are the best. I ean not 

recommend any of them.” The enemies of the plum have only 

. recently become active in Minnesota and their restriction or 

extirpation is still in the experimental stage. 

| Pruning was taken up at considerable length, ineluding 

Pruning the Orchard, Pruning for Fruitfulness by A. D. 

Brown of Wisconsin and the pruning of small fruits, shrub- 

oO bery, shade and ornamental trees. As unpruned trees incline 

: toward the northeast the eutting back must occur on that side. | | 

) Winter apples such as Newell and Northwestern Greening . 

which are shy bearers can be persuaded to yield by girdhng 

: the limbs—but not the trunk—perhaps three-fourths of the 

L way around. By pruning June 15-July 15, fruit buds can —— 

be developed for the following year. There is danger of canker 

y vetting a foothold at the places where girdling occurs,
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Pruning of shade and ornamental trees is cither to make the ! 
tree conform to the available space, to permit aeeess of sun and 
air, to remove dead and discased wood, to redress storm in- 
jury, to stop the ravages of age and neglect or to prepare and 
balance the tree for change of location, and its nature and | 

| amount must depend on the object. desired. 
The final session was devoted to spraying and topworking, , 

including a demonstration of the preparation of bordeaux mix- 
ture. ‘Ten years experience in its use, Two years spraying at 
Experimental Station; Arsenate of Soda as an Insecticide, A 
Ten Years Experiment in Top-working and notes from the long } 
experience of the Wisconsin vetcran, A. J. Phillips. | 

| A convenient way to prepare bordeaux is to make stock or | 
_ saturated solutions of lime and copper sulphate. One gallon | 

of water will dissolve 3 Ibs. of copper sulphate or 2 lbs. of lime. : 
Knowing this rule the desired amount can be measured out at 
any time. Hither solution will keep all summer. Never mix ‘ 
the stock solutions’..n concentrated form; they settle too rapidly. ; 
Dilute one or both before mixing. It is best to dilute the cop- 
per sulphate solution-to its normal strength then add the lime , 
solution about 2-8 diluted, then add more water. In other 4 
words pour the partially diluted lime into the fully diluted 
copper sulphate solution. The resulting solution inay be tested 
by adding a solution of potassium-ferro-eyanide. If a dark red- 
dish-brown precipitate is formed add lime until no change oc- 
curs. Then the solution is complete or neutralized. The fol- , 
lowing strengths were recommended. 

| lime lbs. copper sulphate lbs. water gals. _ | Japanese plums ........ 3 3 50 
Raspberries and straw- ! berries .............. 5 5 D0 ° Apples .............04. 4 4 50 : Potatoes .............. 6 6 50 

For Potatoes arsenate of lead was recommended, 3 Ibs. to 
50 gals. water. Pour the copper sulphate solution in the bar- | 
rel, mix the lead and lime solutions and pour in the barrel. d 

| Any good test for iron will detect the sulphate or iron if the Gj 
sulphate of copper be adulterated with it. ‘Very good results | 

, have been obtained where one man owns a spraying outfit and 
does the spraying for the entire neighborhood. The dust | 

| spray has been tried. It has proved to be an unmitigated fail = sg
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ure. Some spray as buds open and a second time when petals 

| fall. Some also spray ten days later. 
Paris: green is losing favor. Arsenate of Soda is recom- 

| mended. To one pound white arsenic add four pounds of sal- 

soda erystals and boil until dissolved in two gallons of water. 

This is equal to two pounds of Paris Green. One pound of 

arsenate of lead to 40 gals. water was said to be an efficient | 

poison. When once dried upon the plants arsenate of lead will 

withstand considerable rain. Its presence was detected last | 

summer six weeks after application. Arsenate of soda is 

| cheaper and can be used half-and-half with arsenate of lead 

very satisfactorily. The Vermoul nozzle is a favorite, others 

may be better but they clog oftener. In spraying, a pressure 

of 60 to 120 pounds is necessary. a 

San Jose scale, it was claimed, does not exist in Minnesota. 

It has been imported several times but does not endure the 

winters. 

| Plum orchards are being sprayed with good results. Trees . 

5-10 years old, sprayed 1907 and 1908 with copper sulphate 

3 Ibs. lime 4 Ibs. arsenate of lead 3 lbs. water 50 gals. resulted 

as follows: . 
Unsprayed, 53% fruit marketable, 
Sprayed 2 times, 62% fruit marketable. 
Sprayed 3 times, 77% fruit marketable. 

| Another Test. 

Unsprayed, 40% fruit marketable. 
Sprayed 2 times, 62% fruit marketable. 

| Sprayed 2 and 8 times, 74% fruit marketable. | 
_ Sprayed 3 times, 86% fruit marketable. 

Cost of spraying 10c to 1'5e per tree. Thus it is cheaper 
than jarring the trees. Hogs, chickens or geese will destroy 

the windfalls—this is very important. Where sprayed no 
adult curculios were formed. Bordeaux reduces plum rot and 

plum pocket. 
It was a great meeting, the only trouble was—there was too 

much of it. | 

16—Hort.
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REPORT OF THE MADISON HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY, 1909. | : 

G. W. ReEIeLez. | | 

It is a well known fact that the Madison society enjoys the | 
enviable reputation for being the oldest horticultural society in 

the state; for being located in the most beautiful city of the 
west, a city noted for its enterprise, its culture, its wealth and 

its hospitality. | 
With the idea that such environment would afford a fertile 

field for horticultural activities, the president and secretary of 
our society secured in about one hundred minutes, one hun- 
dred dollars which were to be awarded in premiums for the 
best vegetable gardens made during the summer. | 

Limitations governing the size of the gardens were imposed, 
thus affording an opportunity for the children of the public 
schools to enter the contest without being handicapped by their 
elders. Forty-two cash prizes were offered varying in amount 
from one dollar up to fifteen dollars. 

Early in the season, a campaign of education was decided 
upon, which should embrace first, the lecture second, the 
demonstration and third, a round-table conversation of ques: 
tion and answer. The above was supplemented by the distri- 

| bution of nearly five hundred government bulletins, treating , 
on amateur gardening in general and also bulletins treating on | 

‘individual fruits and vegetables. os 7 
What do you think of our plan? At the time we considered 

that we had something quite original; we knew it to be logical © 
and said it was perfect. Result. The gardens reported for 
competition were more difficult to find than the unknown 
quantities in simultaneous equations «© © = + .*. 

- There were distributed to members one hundred and fifty 
hardy shrubs, viz., hydrangea grandiflora, spireas von Houteii, 

Berberis thunbergia, crimson rambler and rosa rugosa. __ 
Perhaps the most important action of the society for the year 

was the purchase of fifty standard books on gardening, floricul- 
ture and horticulture. These volumes are new and up to date — 
and will supply literature not usually found in city libraries. 

A list of the books may be of interest to the readers of our 
reports. : BO : |
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Garden Making. | : | 

Gardening for Profit. — : 

Gardening for Pleasure. 
Gardening for Young and Old. 

How to make the Garden Pay. _ 

| Market Gardening & Farm Notes. 

: Principles of Vegetable Gardening. 
| Plums and Plum Culture. 

Home Floriculture. | | 

How to Plan the Home Grounds. 

Garden of a Commuter’s Wife. 
The Country Home. 

The Home Acre. | | | 

A Woman’s Hardy Garden. 
— Vegetable Gardening. 

The Seasons in a Flower Garden. | 

Four Seasons in the Garden. 

Biggle Berry Book. | 

The Spraying of Plants.. 

| | The Principles of Fruit Growing. 
Field Book of American Wild Flowers. _ 
Art Out of Doors. | 

Landscape Gardening. 
Mary’s Garden and How it Grew. | 

The Fat of the Land. | 

Three Acres and Liberty. 
The Book of Vegetables. | 

Co - The Farmers Garden. , : 

Farming by Inches. | 

My Ten-rod Farm. | | 

Flower Garden. , 

How to Make School Gardens. | 
$2,000 a Year on Fruit and Flowers. 
The Practical Garden Book. 

Gray’s Field, Forest and Garden Botany. 

| We have about $300 in our treasury today and about $150 
available funds should we decide to re-open our contests in- _ 

- augurated last year. “And he said unto them, The harvest 
is plenteous but the laborers are few; pray ye therefore the 

Lord of the harvest that he send forth laborers unto his har- 

vest.” : :
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AWARDS. 

Winter Meeting, Jan. 12-13-14, 1909. | 

Your committee on awards has examined the fruit on exhibition and 

make the following awards: 

Best Collection: ist John Reis; 2nd D. BD. Bingham. | 

. Best 4 Plates, winter: ist John Reis; 2nd O. J. Burnham. 

Best 3 Plates, winter: 1st John Reis. | 

Best New Apple: ist John Reis; 2nd John Reis. 

Best Seeding Apple: ist J. W. Roe; 2nd EB. S. Hildemann; 3rd J. W. 

Roe. . | 

Best Plate Avista: ist D. E. Bingham. : 

Best Plate Baldwin: 2nd Geo. J. Kellogg. 

Best Plate Ben Davis: 1st Geo. J. Kellogg; 2nd John Reis; 8rd D. E. 

Bingham. 

Best Plate Fameuse: ist John Reis; 2nd O. J. Burnham; 3rd Geo. J. 

Kellogg. | 

Best Plate Gano: 2nd John Reis. 

Best Plate Gem City: 2nd Mrs! Robt. Ramsey; 3rd A. D. Brown. | 

Best Plate Golden Russett: 1st John Reis; 2nd Geo. J. Kellogg. 

Best Plate Hibernal: 1st John Reis. : 

Best Plate Longfield: ist John Reis; 2nd D. E. Bingham; 3rd A. D. 

Brown. | 

Best Plate Malinda: 2nd Mrs. Robt. Ramsey. 

Best Plate Mann: ist John Reis; 2nd H. C. Melcher. 

Best Plate McIntosh: 1st John Reis; 2nd D. E. Bingham: 38rd E. S. 

Hildemann. 

Best Plate McMahan: ist John Reis; and D. H. Bingham; 3rd E. 8. 

Hildemann. : | | 

Best Plate Milwaukee: ist H. C. Melcher. | 

Best Plate Newell: 1st John Reis; 2nd D. E. Bingham. 

Best Plate N. W. Greening: 1st O. J. Burnham; 2nd D. E. Bingham; | 

3rd Mrs. Robt. Ramsey. 

Best Plate Pewaukee: ist O. J. Burnham; 2nd Geo. J. Kellogg. 

Best Plate Scott Winter: ist O. J. Burnham; 2nd A. D. Brown; 3rd 

John Reis. 

Best Plate Sutton Beauty: ist D. E. Bingham. 

Best Plate Tolman: ist D. HE. Bingham; 2nd John Reis; 3rd O. J. 

Burnham. . 

Best Plate Utter: 2nd John Reis. : 

Best Plate Walbridge: 1st John Reis; 2nd Mrs. Robt. Ramsey.
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Best Plate Wealthy: ist D. E. Bingham; 2nd John Reis; 3rd E. S. | 

| Hildemann. 
Best Plate Windsor: ist O. J. Burnham; 2nd John Reis; 3rd J. S. 

Palmer. | 

Best Plate Wolf River: ist John Reis; 2nd D. E. Bingham. 

Best Peck Fameuse: ist John Reis. 

Best Peck McIntosh: ist John Reis. 

Best Peck McMahan: ist John Reis; 2nd D. E. Bingham. 

Best Peck Newell: ist D. BH. Bingham; 2nd A. D. Brown. 

Best Peck N. W. Greening: ist D. E. Bingham. 

Best Peck Wealthy: ist D. E..Bingham. 

Best Exhibit Pears: 2nd Geo. J. Kellogg. 

Best Exhibit Grapes: ist John Reis.
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| THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT 

. OF THE 

WISCONSIN 

Dairymen’s Association 

HELD AT 

Tomah, Wis., February 20, 21 and 22, 1907. 

REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS, ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE 

PRESIDENT, AND INTERESTING ESSAYS AND DISCUS- 

SION RELATING TO THE DAIRY INTERESTS. 

| - COMPILED BY | 

GEO. W. BURCHARD, Secretary. . 

MRS. A. Ir. KELLY, Stenographic Reporter. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. ) | 

Wisconsin DAIRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION, | 

: : | | Secretary’s Office, | 

oe | ‘Fort Atkinson, May 20, 1907. | : 

To His Excellency, JaMus Q. DAvIDSoNn, 

| Governor of the State of ‘Wisconsin. Oo 

I have the honor to submit for publication, as provided by 

. law, the thirty-fifth Annual Report of the Wisconsin Dairy- 

men’s Association showing the Receipts and Disbursements the 

| past year, also papers relating to. the dairy interests read and 

| discussions had at the annual convention held at Tomah. 

| - — | _ Very respectfully, 

| | ae : : Guo. W. BURCHARD, __ 

| - : - . | / - Secretary. |
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, | 

| (Adopted February 15, 1872.) ; 

ARTICLE I. The name of this or | held each year, at such place as the ganization shall be, the Wisconsir | executive board shall designate. Dairymen’s Association. ARTICLE VIT. Any person may 
ARTICLE II. The officers of this | become a member of this association association Shall consist of a presi | 2nd be entitled to all its benefits, by dent, secretary and treasurer. the annual payment of one dollar. 

ARTICLE III. The vice presidents , Articin VIII. The executive | of the association shall consist of all oard shall have power to call Spe- past presidents, _ | cial meetings whenever and at such : places as in their judgment its in- ARTICLE IV. The president, vice | terests so demand. 
chal Conatitn nt and een ARTICLE IX. The officers of the S “oh eonstitute tae executive board |. ociation shall perform such other | _ of the association. duties as usually devolve upon the 

ARTICLE V. The officers of the as- officers of like associations. 
sociation shall be elected at the an- Artictr X. The treasurer shall nual meeting and shall retain their have the custody of all moneys’ be- offices until their successors are longing to the association, and au- . 
chosen. thority to pay out the same when- 

ARTICLE VI. The regular annual | ever an order is presented, signed by 
meeting of the association shall be] the president and secretary.
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| TRANSACTIONS 

| WITH 

ACCOMPANYING PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS 

a, OF THE 

e e e 9 e e 

- W isconsin Dairymen s Association 

| : | AT THEIR 

THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION | 

Held in Tomah, February 20, 21, 22, 1907. 

| The Convention was called to order by Secretary George W. 
: Burchard. . 

Sec’y Burchard: We never expect a very full attendance 
at the opening session of our conventions; this session is de- 
voted largely to preparing the way for the business which fol- 
lows. _ 

I, in a way, very much regret that the President of our As- 
sociation is unable to attend. He is that sort of a man that | 
we are glad to show you, to advertise, but matters at his home 
in connection with dairying, which I will not now explain, are . 

: in such shape that it is not prudent for him to leave. I will 
call on one of his neighbors, and a Vice-President of the Asso- : 
ciation, to occupy the chair in his absence. 

Vice-President Charles L. Hull called to the chair. 

The Chairman: Ladies and Gentlemen, I assure you that 
my neighbor Gillett very much regrets that he is unable to be 
with you at this annual meeting of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s | 

| Association. Mr. Burchard did not feel free to tell you what
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| kept him at home, because the matter in a way is a secret, but 
Mr. Gillett said he was willing you should know how impor- 
tant it is for him to be home. He is a breeder of Holstein- 
Friesian cattle, and he has under test at this time a Holstein- 
Friesian cow who has already pessed the two weeks record, 
the month’s record and before this week is up will pass the 
sixty days’ record for butter fat. He felt that it was impor- 
tant to the dairy interests of Wisconsin and of the country at | 
large that he should be at home taking care of that cow. We 
are glad toknow that we have a man who ig well enough known | 
throughout the dairy circles of this State to be President. of 
our Association here and who has been for two terms President 
of the American Holstein-Freisian Breeders’ Association and 

| is still milkng the cow and, indeed, is so closely tied up to that 
cow’s tail that he feels that it would not be wise for him to 
come here to preside at this meeting. Mr. Gillett is milking 
the cow four times a day and has not missed a single milking 
in sixty days with the exception of one morning, when he was 
at the bedside of his mother, who was dying. | 

Mr. Gillett sent by me the very kindest regards and best 
wishes for this Association and for this meeting at this time 
and I presume he will be thinking of us at this hour. 

We have with us the Mayor of the City of Tomah, who will 
at this time give us his address of welcome. | 

Mr. Chairman: I am beginning to think that Tomah is — 
quite a Convention City, although, having served as Mayor 
but a short tine, I have already been called upon to welcome 
the delegates to three different. conventions. | 

Now, while I am averse to public speaking, I am always 
ready and willing to extend the official hand of welcome. 

I believe it was Walton who said—“That doubtless God 
might have made a better berry than a strawberry, but doubt- 
less he never did”——and I suppose I speak the sentiment of 
those present, when I say—God might have made a more use- 
ful animal than the cow, but doubtless he never did. 

If I understand aright, the purpose of this Convention is 
to increase the usefulness of the cow, and as that self same ani- 
mal turned last year through the channels of the local cream-
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ery over one hundred thousand dollars into the pockets of the 

Tomah traders, I am sure we all appreciate her worth. 

Gentlemen, it is with genuine pleasure we welcome you to . 

our city. May your stay be both. pleasant and profitable, 
and may you carry away pleasant recollections of Tomah and | 
and of the 35th annual meeting of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s 

Association. : 
If at some future convention the question should arise as to 

where your next meeting place should be, I shall expect to 
hear the words, “Tomah, Tomah, Tomah.” | | 

‘RESPONSES TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

: C. P. Goodrich, Ft. Atkinson. 

Mr. President’? Ladies and Gentlemen: ‘This looks to me 

as though they had got me into a little bit of a box, being called a 
on suddenly to respond to such a fine address of welcome in 

Taylor’s absence. | | 
I want to say to you that this is not my first visit to Tomah; 

' my first visit in this part of the country was fifty-one years 

ago and I don’t think there was any Tomah here then, at least 
I didn’t discover any. ‘There was not a railroad in Wiscon- 
sin. I made my way on foot, looking for a location, a place 
where I could buy government land to make a farm out of, 
and I found some land, I can’t tell you exactly where, but only 
a few miles from here that suited me very well. I started to 
go to the land office at La Crosse, and I ran across the stage 

| somewhere along through here that ran from Mauston. to La 
Crosse. The stage was pretty well loaded down, the roads 
were muddy and I was in a hurry to get the land, so I went 
on foot, and I beat the stage into La Crosse, but the next morn- 
ing when I went to the land office as soon as I could get there, | 
I was informed that the land had been entered the day before, 
and that must be the reason why I am not now gq citizen of this 
part of the country. Even then I was welcome to the few set- — 
tlers that were here. We considered it then a vast, unbroken,
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almost trackless wilderness; the few tracks that were here, 
some of them I made. | | 

| So I knew we would be welcome here now. At that time I 
doubt if the average would have been more than a cow to five 
hundred acres. Now there are a great many. 

You see I am talking along in a rambling sort of a way. I 
have known of gentlemen who could talk without thinking, their 
thinking machines stop entirely and their tongues run on, but 
mine won’t work that way. 

The Dairymen’s Asociation was formed some thirty-five years 
ago and it has done wonders in pushing the cow industry in 
the State of Wisconsin. It has built up the southern part of 

this State, made the lands very valuable because it has made 
them rich and the cow has filled the pockets of the farmers with 
money and is beginning to do that somewhat in the further | 
north. We can see that it is already doing it in this part of 
the country, and in the course of time, with the encouragement 

| of the Dairymen’s Association, the dairy industry is going to 
redeem the whole State of Wisconsin and make it the greatest 
dairy state in the Union, if not in the whole civilized world. 

I know that we are welcome here and I thank the Mayor for 
| his kind words. : 

My thinking machine is stopped and I will not let my tongue 
run on any longer. | | 

C. H. Everett of Racine being called for, spoke as follows: . 
| Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: I am glad to be at 

Tomah this morning and to meet the dairy farmers of this vi- 
| cinity, and I am glad to say a few words and hope to offer a 

| little encouragement to them. | 
I have been an exponent of the dairy cow for a good many 

years, and have been engaged in the work of milking cows my- 
self; most of my life I have spent as a dairyman. I have al- 
ways been anxious and am still so to do something to help the 
dairy farmers of Wisconsin ; to help them secure better results, 
to help them to see more clearly, to enlarge their vision and to 
raise them up so they may see how to help themselves. 

Dairying is a matter of education very largely; it is a mat- 
ter of good heart, common sense and thought. Our state is 
burdened with poor cows, and that more than anything else is 
what holds back the Wisconsin dairyman to-day,—the poor 
cows that he has on his farm. Our dairy farmers are too easy,
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too éareless, too slow in regard to the individual ability of their 
| cows: They are brodd in other ways, broader than other farm- 

érs in this state or atty other state, and they are broader than 
the dairy farmers of other states, but not nearly as broad as 

they should be and as they can be. 
Every farmer knows better than to sell a fat steer worth sev- 

én cents a pound for four cents, or a good fat hog worth six 
: cents a pound for three cents. He knows a cord of hickory 

wood is worth more than a cord of poplar wood, but still a 
large majority of them seem to be content to. put expensive 
feed into different cows and do not seem to think that-it is 
important to know what kind of cows they have upon the 
farm; in other words, to test the cows and get their value, their 

ability to turn feed into money. 
Now, a dollar’s worth of feed put into a cow may render 

two dollars worth to the owner of that cow, and a cow in the 
same herd may not pay him back but one dollar. That has 
been demonstrated time and time again by Mr. Goodrich and 

. many others in taking a cow census. | 
It seems to me it is a matter of common sense, a matter of 

pride, for a man to know which one of those two kinds of 

cows he has upon his farm. 
Life is short at the longest, and many of you farmers, as I 

see you in front of me, are past middle age, you are going 
down hill; like myself, you are on a decline and a few more 
years will put us out of usefulness, and it seems to me it is too | 
bad to spend the little valuable time we have, fooling it away 
on these indifferent cows,—at least, not to know something 

| about our business, not to test these cows, to apply the Babcock 
test to them and find out what they are worth, and whether 
they pay for the feed that we give them; in other words, 
whether they pay for their board. I bought a Babeock milk 
test fifteen years ago or more, and it didn’t take me long to 

: find out that I had a lot of poor cows, cows that ate more feed — 
than they paid for, and I got rid of them, kept the better ones, : 

- purchased a pure bred Guernsey sire and began to breed up, 
to improve my cows, until I got a herd that began to pay a 
profit. | | 

It is simply a matter of business and a little energy, that is 
all there is about it. a | 

| _ [ want to urge upon your farmers attendance at this con-
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vention and to seriously consider what is going to be said to 
| you here. It will come from men of experience,like Mr. Good- 

rich, men’ who have owned good cows and have become inde- | 
pendent, some of them, and they have done it by having good 
cows and doing a little clear thinking, that is all, ‘applying 
good business methods to their business. : 

This convention is for the milk producers of the state, the 
county and this vicinity, and you cannot afford to miss a single 

. Session of it, and we want you to take part, too. Tell us what 
you are doing, give us your experiences and if any of us can 
Kelp you, we will be glad. to do so. 

| 

_ PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS. | 

President W. J. Gillett, Rosendale. a 

(Read by the Secretary. ) | 

Members of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Asociation, Ladies 
and Gentlemen: It is with pleasure that I extend to you 
greetings at the opening of this meeting. 

One year ago you took advantage of my absence from your 
convention, and in electing me as your president, conferred an 
honor, the highest within the gift of the members of this Asso- 
ciation. This is the first opportunity, gentlemen, offered me 
for publicly extending to you an expression of the grateful ap- 

| preciation which I deeply and sincerely feel for the honor thus | 
conferred. 

With this meeting the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association 
reaches the thirty-fifth mile-stone in the history of its exis- 
tence, and the good work accomplished by this organization 
during these years can not be easily estimated. Indeed, it 
has woven a mighty fabric which has spread over every dairy 

| precinct of the state of Wisconsin and its far reaching influence 
has directly or indirectly. benefitted every dairyman in the 

_ state, and so thirty-five years ago, when a small body of ‘ener- _ 
| getic, enthusiastic dairymen met at Watertown and affected |
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the permanent organizaion of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Asso- | 

clation they “builded better than they knew.” 
We meet here at this time for the purpose of an exchange of 

ideas and to discuss questions which are of interest and im- | 
portance to the dairy husbandman, and the program which is 
to follow is such that I believe no one can go home from this | 
convention without taking with him some ideas—some know- ° 

: ledge that will be new and valuable to him. | 
We have every reason for taking a just pride in Wisconsin. 

| A pride because of her high standing among the leading agri- 

cultural states of this nation; pride because of her rapid ad- | 
vancement in agricultural pursuits; pride because of the ex- : 

| cellent character and wide reputation of her herds and flocks, 
and pride because of her public institutions for mental train- 
ing and learning. | | 

Wisconsin is looked upon as authority on dairy topics. The 
attention of the world is attracted to Madison; her young men 
and women have gone cut into the world and hold many posi- 
tions of responsibility and honor; representatives from her 
dairy herds will be found in every state from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific; at the World’s Columbian Exposition and at St. 

| Louis, in open competition with the world’s fittest, no contes- 
tants were found “‘worthy of her steel,’ while later develop- 
ments in the dairy performance of some of her animals, have 
challenged the most phenomenal vields of the world. Thus 
the high character of cur purebred herds makes the avenues for 

improvement in the dairy cattle of the state more easy of ac- 
cess, and a practice of grading up can not be too strongly urged | 
or too highly recommended. : 

Surely the pure bred sire is the salvation for all live stock 
| improvement, and the fact that dairymen from the Pacific 

Coast, the Atlantic and Gulf states, Canada, and Mexico can 
afford to come to Wisconsin and pay high transportation rates 
upon sires selected to improve their herds, should serve as an 

| eye opener to some of our own dairymen, who have heretofore 

failed to appreciate the influence and value of the improved 
siro Surely a sum of money thus invested is a most paying 
investment, and quality will endure and live on long after the 

purchase price is forgotten. 
During the past few years the prevailing pricés of dairy 

products have been very encouraging for profitable dairying
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and there is positive proof of a general awakening of interest 
in the dairy industry. | 

The dairy cattle markets of the United States are continual- 
ly clamoring for a higher grade of dairy products and cattle 
and more of them. On every hand dairy ability commands a 
price commensurate with the quality, and there is certainly 

little danger of over-loading the market for same years to come. 
These facts, aside from the advantages to be derived in his 
own dairy should encourage every dairy farmer in the matter 

of breeding and reaching out for animals of a higher stand- _ | 
: ard of excellence. | | 

During the past year this Ascejation has entered into work | 
Which has for sometime been carried on in other states and in 

Canada. : | | | 
Contemplating the good that might be derived from a prac- 

tice of weighing and testing the milk of the dairy herds 
through-out the state, for the entire perwod of lactation, and to 
encourage the adoption of such a plan by every dairyman of 
the state, as well as to encourage the formation of Test Asso- 
ciations in different dairy precincts, this Association has two 
men in the field but since one of these representatives is on our | 
program, I will say nothing as to what the results of this work 
have been further than to mention, that within my knowledge, | 

_ there have been two herds sent to the shambles because of un- _ 
favorable disclosures this system of weighing and testing has 

| revealed to the owners who by it found their cows were a bill | 

of expense rather than a source of profit. Such conditions, | 
which certainly prevail in many instances, leads to the thought, 
that a man to be a successful cow keeper, should learn his bus- 

_* iness, and for this purpose and as an educator the value of the 

scales and fat test cannot be ignored or their constant use neg-— 
lected. | | | | 

Know your herd, investigate the best methods of breeding, 
feeding, and care taking, and study the prevailing conditions | 
that surround you, for our equipment will grow better with the 

application of a higher intelligence and a clearer understanding 
of our subject. a | ; 

| When the roar of cannon and the shriek of shell proclaimed | 

the. victory of Dewey at Manila Bay; when Admiral Schley 
vanquished Cervera’s squadron off Santiago harbor; and when 

Admiral Togo met and destroyed the magnificent Russian fleet
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in the sea of Japan, the laurels of victory came not alone — | 

| through the equipment but through “the men behind the guns.” 

Although we take great pride in Wisconsin as one, of the 

| leading states in dairy husbandry, we have fallen far below 

the limit of our possibilities and our progress and advance 

ment during the past two decades bespeak something of what 

- the future holds in waiting for us. | 

It is sad, but nevertheless true, that the incentive that 

: prompts the average man to action is the love of gain, his in- | 

| terest increasing or decreasing according to the size of the are 

described in the swing of the pendulum of prosperity, but it | 

is a pleasant thought that life holds out to us things dearer 

_ than wealth—a public benefactor—and help to our fellow men 

—an honor and a pillar of strength to the business in which 

| We are engaged. | 

During the past year it hath pleased Almighty Ged to re- | | 

move from our midst three of our most distinguished and hon- 

ored members. BO 

Stephen Favill, one of the ex-presidents of this Association, 

Congressman H. C. Adams, ex-dairy and food commissioner 

of the state of Wisconsin and a former president of this As- 

sociation and Mr. Fred Rietbrock. | 

| Mr. Favill’s. life ripened into a good old age. He was al- 

ways a lover of agricultural pursuits, a thorough dairyman, en- 

thusiastic, energetic, aggressive and ever ready to espouse the 

| cause of dairying and assist in the advancement of the dairy 

interests in Wisconsin. | | 
Mr. Adams’ life was much given up to the cause of agri- | 

culture. He was a born leader of men, easy of approach, 
kind of heart, genial and beloved by all who knew him. His 

- work in the different capacities in which he served reflect the 
high character and marked ability of the man. His services 

in the capacity of president of this Association, in the State 
Dairy and Food Commission and in Congress speak of that | 

leadership and untiring energy characteristic of his life, and 

leaves behind a record that will be ever cherished by an ap-  _ 

preciative constituency. - | | | 

Mr. Rietbrock was an enthusiastic admirer of the dairy an- 
imal, a devout lover of agriculture, a noted breeder and a man 
whose influence we could little afford to lose. oo 

In the passing of these three gentlemen, the voices that were
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| so often heard in the councils of this Association and for the | 
advancement of the dairy interests, are forever hushed and it | 

| is with a mingled fecling of joy and sadness that we recall 
them in memory—joy because of the great good the efforts of 
their lives accomplished—and sadness because of their depart- 
vive. It can well be said that the world has been made better | 
by them; we cherish their memory and revere their names. 

Lhe Chairman: I feel sure that there are in that paper 
many things that we will wish brought to our, attention, and 
[ will appoint a committee for that purpose, consisting of Mr. | 
A, D. DeLand, Mr. Is. F. Wyatt, Mr. M. L. Wells. I want 
to speak of one or two things I noticed in Mr. Gillett’s paper. 
Ile speaks cf the “man behind the gun,” and he ought to be 
competent to do so, because he is at present the “man behind — | 
the cow,” and to secure such records as his cow is making’ at 
the present time, very much depends upon a man’s personal 
attention. ‘The other records made by: Wisconsin dairy cows 

_ that he speaks of are now the talk of the whole world. Three 
years ago “Loretta D” brought to Wisconsin the laurels that 
she gained at the so-called “St. Louis Dairy Cow Demonstra- 
tion.” Two years ago “Yeksa Sunbeam” established a | 
world’s standard of fat record; making 857 pounds fat, equiv- 
alent to a thousand pounds of butter, and now my neighbor 
Gullett’s cow has reached the magnificent yield of milk, last 
Sunday, of 106 pounds. She has given 28.4 pounds fat in a 
weex, which with the one sixth added to the butter fat, would | 
make close to thirty-three pounds of butter, and in thirty days 
she has given 110.13 pounds, being just slightly ahead of the | 
previous Holstein-Friesian record. But she will probably yet | 

_ add something to that record, for she is now doing better than 
she was thirty days ago, and the sixty days’ record will be ) 
clesed’ Saturday night. 

It is these records that. bring the attention of the whole 
| world and the whole dairy universe to the State of Wisconsin. 

| A Member: Do you know how she is being fed ? 
The Chairman: Yes, I do know a little about it. Mr. Gil- 

| Iet says she is having twenty-three pounds of grain a day. 
Mr. Wells was there yesterday and may be able to correct me. 
I think she is eating in addition to that, thirty pounds of sil- 
age and thirty-five pounds of sugar beets, and hay without re- | 
gard to weight, practically. As we have a little time this
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morning, I think it will be valuable for ug to know a little bit 
about how that cow is handled. She is kept carefully in the 

barn, watered and fed there; she is kept in a box stall and 

blanketed all the time. Mr. Wells said he was there yester- 

day afternoon when Mr. Gillett milked the cow and it was 
marvelous to see the pains he took to get the last drop of milk 

that She had. You may say, that has not any bearing upon 
vour life as dairymen, but I say it has. We think a cow is 
doing pretty well that makes a pound of butter fat a day, and 
yet that is only one quarter of what a cow has been known to 
do. But let me tell you, this cow is not an accident, she is 

| a result of a long line of breeding that Mr. Gillett and his 
father have been paying attention to ever since I can remem- 
ber. In 1881 they bought the great-grandmother of this cow, 
and in 1887 they bought the grandmother on the other side 
and have been mingling these two strains since that time. 
Not only does she show her breeding, but the calf that was 

| dropped by her this year is said to be a marvel of excellence 
by those who have seen it. These records are turning the 
eyes of the dairy universe all toward Wisconsin, and Wiscon- 
sin is destined to become, not only the leading state in dairy- 

ing, but it is also going to be the leader in the production of 
the best dairy bred cows and I think that this Wisconsin 

- Dairymen’s Association can take to its eredit the work of | 
bringing the mest advanced dairy ideas into practice in Wis- 
consin down through all these thirty-five years that now result 
in the great and general dairy prosperity of the state. 

Mr. Wyatt: How is this contest conducted ¢ 

| ~ The Chairman: It is an official test. There has been a 
representative from the Experiment Station at Mr. Gillett’s 
place, who hes watehed every detail and been in control for 
sixty days. There is no opportunity for graft or deception. 
Take this case, Mr. Gillett will probably sell that cow for 
$10,000 when he gets ready to sell her, and you may be sure ~ 

the Experiment Station does not want to vouch for that work 
unless it is all right, so every care has been taken. They have : 
changed the man in charge, Prof. Woll, or his assistant, has 
come up from Madison and stayed there for a while, and then 
the man has been changed, so that there can be no possible 
question about this test. The man takes a sample of the milk 

oo 2—D.
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as soon as it is milked and puts it under lock and key until he 
tests it. The man who is in charge is compelled to report 
every day to Madison just what she is doing, so that they may 

more closely keep track of the work. | | 
More than all that, the Holstein-Friesian Association are 

watching it as closely, although of course we might say they | | 
are an interested party, but the Station cannot be called in 
any way an interested party, and there is no reason in the 

| world to question any fact contained in this record in the 
least. | 

- I might go on and talk a good while of the benefit that ac- | 
crues to the dairy industry through these official tests, but you 

will hear more of them. 
I want to speak of one more thing. It was my privilege, | 

last week and the week before to be in attendance upon the 
Farmers’ Course at Madison—not all the time the first. week | 

_ nor the last week—six hundred farmers were there in attend- 

anee upon that ten days’ course of study, and a more enthus- | 
iastic, earnest lot of men I never have seen. | 

What impressed me more than any other one thing was that | 
there was not what I call a “critic”? in the bunch. There 
wasn’t a man that came down there endeavoring to tell a uni- 

: versitiy professor what he knew, there wasn’t one single critic- 
ism at any session that I was able to attend of the work of 
anv man. ‘They were all there to learn, and four-fifths of 
these men, if not more, were men who are particularly inter- | 
ested in the dairy industry and a large portion of them were 
using pure bred dairy sires on their farms and had silos and 

| farm separators and many other evidences that they were of 
the advanced class of dairymen. They were going back from 

that ten days’ course of study inspired for better work upon 
their farms, not only to make more dollars, but to be better 

| farmers in the larger sense of the word. | 
I asked one of the pioneer members of this Association this 

morning what constituted a successful farmer, and the answer 
was, that he should not only make money, be successful in a 
financial way, but also keep his farm in such condition as 

to soil and the stock kept and the buildings, fences, ete., that 
his example would make his fellow farmers better farmers 
for his influence in the community. 

I want to call your attention to our program, and partic
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ularly to the milk and cream exhibit. I believe we will have 
a good exhibit of milk and cream that will be scored by gentle- 
men from the Dairy and Food Commissioner’s office at Madi- 
son, and prizes will be awarded upon its cleanlines and purity, 
ete. oo | | 

a We have a fine program ag you see, and we want you to help 
us to make it a success that we may be inspired to be better 
dairymen and in a larger sensé more successful farmers. 

Secy. Burchard: I want to call your attention particular- 
| ly to the second paper this afternoon, “Why the Silo?” This 

paper will be read by Mr. Hill, who has had a silo now some : 
twelve years, is it? | , 

The Chairman: Nineteen. | | | 
| Secy. Burchard: I doubt not there are a good many peo- | 

ple in this vicinity who have some question as to whether it 
_ really pays to have a silo, and they will bring up all manner 

of objections to the silo; it costs too much to build one; it costs 
too much to get the corn into it, and all that sort of thing; it 
makes sour feed anyway. But Mr. Hill has tried it, he says 
for nineteen years—he doesn’t look it, does he? Well he had : 

| a father before him who brought him up in the way he should | 
| go, and we will go back to cover the nineteen years. Mr. Hill 

will give you figures which will be of considerable importance. 
Upon this progrom we will find many other interesting 
papers. 

! 
Adjourned to 1:30 P. M. | 

Convention met at 1:30 P. M. | | | sO Vice President Hill in the-chair. 
The Chairman: I do not need to tell you that Mr. Wyatt’s 

farm produced the milk that took the gold medal at the Nat- 
ional Dairy Show, at Chicago. It was this show that partic- 
ularly gave us the idea of having a milk show at this meeting 
of the Association, and very likely it helped to interest Mr. 
Wyatt and his neighbors to ask the Wisconsin State Dairy- 
men’s Association to meet here this vear, 

For several years past, at the meetings of this Association, 
| we have had some one, prior to the convention, take a so-called 

“cow census,” going among the farmers, the factorymen and ,
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patrons of one particularly creamery or cheese factory or two | 

or three factories, and finding out, first, perhaps the man’s 
own estimate of his cows, and his idea of the cost of keeping 
them, ete., and then going over the figures with him and deter- 
mining, as nearly as possible, what it did cost him to keep 
those cows and how much they have produced for him, and 

these have always brought out some of the most valuable dis- 
cussions and knowledge that we have obtained in these meet- | 

ings. | | 

A LOCAL COW CENSUS. 

E. E. Wyatt, Tomah. : 

I wish to present here today a few facts I have been study- 
ing, concerning the cows that were being kept to bring a rev-. | 
enue of some $112,000 during the year Dec. 1, 1905 to Nov.. 

30, 1906. I have visited 52 farmers during the past two 
months, to find what it has cost them to feed their cows dur- 

ing the year named. | 
None of these farmers had an exact account of what they 

had fed their cows, but by using judgment and studying their 
methods and ideas of amount fed, I would find the number of 

tons of coarse feed and its kind, together with grain and kinds 
used, amount of soiling and roots. | 

: I realized that some fed much more than others, especially 

coarse feeds, as these feeds were very cheap that year, while 

others fed still more closely, even not allowing enough to car- 
ry the cows through in good condition. But in all, while I 

| do not expect my estimates are exact, I think they are very 

close and all concurred in the opinion that they were very 
fair estimates and as close as possible to secure. 

Now having found the amount of the several feeds used, I | 

charged the cows in every herd the same price for the same 
articles and as follows: Timothy hay per ton, $7.00; mixed 
hay, $6.00; clover hay, $5.00; corn stover, $2.00, shredded, 

| $3.00; corn fodder, $3.00; straw, $1. soiling crops, $2.00; 
| | 

|
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roots, $4.00; oats, 29 cents per bushel; barley 40 cents; corn 
40 cents; rye, 45 cents; bran, $17.00 per ton; standard mid- 
dlings, $18.00; oilmeal, $1.50 per ewt.; pasture, $5.00 per 
cow. 

Next, I went to the books of the creamery at Tomah, as all 
these were patrons of the same creamery, and the entire pro- 
duct, except for calf feed and family use, had been sent there. 
I found the number of pounds of fat and cash returns for the 
same for each half month; computing these, I found the ex- 

act amount of fat and cash for each herd, and then reduced 
all to the basis of one cow or an average cow for the herd. 

This, with the cost of feed per cow, I have arranged in tab- 
ular form, and will place it so it may be examined by all dur- 

: ing the convention. It has each herd designated by number, 

then the number of cows in herd, and kind of cows, the cost 
of feed in dollars and cents per cow, cash creamery returns 

| per cow, and number of pounds butterfat per cow. You will 
| notice this is butterfat not butter, as this creamery does not 

| _ compute butter at all, the unit being butterfat. Next, the 
owner’s estimate of butter per cow of his herd. Take notice 

| of the variation, but consider one is butter and the other but- - 

terfat. The average price per pound of butterfat follonws, 
and next the cost of the same pound of butterfat. The value 
$1.00 worth of feed brought, and the profit or loss per cow 
per year. Those in red show a loss between feed and cream- 
‘ery returns. | 

Now, to a casual observer, this table might not show any : 
more than so much wall paper. But let us study it and make 
some comparisons. | 

Take No. 1. His feed per cow was hay, a little stover and 
straw to amount to $12.94; grain, barley and oats, $10.16; 
this with pasture makes a total of $28.10. Out of this hig 
cows produced 166.5 lbs. butterfat at 16 cents per pound which 
sold for 23.9 cents per pound amounting to $39.44, a return 

of $1.42 for every $1.00 worth of feed. This man estimated 
that his cows were producing 250 lbs. butter against a cream- 
ery yield of about 200 Ibs.



COST OF FEED AND INCOME IN 52 HERDS BELONGING TO PATRONS OF THE CREAMERY AT TOMAH IN bo 

MONROE COUNTY FOR THE 12 MONTHS ENDING NOVEMBER 380, 1907. 

Ce 

. - | Cost of | Cash | Pounds On ner’s | Average | Average |Value of| Profit | Butter 
Herl No. of f ed OT | from lof butter|e-timate} price of | cost of | batter | (+ or ; mado 
No. cow. Kin 1 of cow. ced peU ig-eame’y! fat per jof butter} butter butter | fat for | loss (—) for 

cow. joer cow.! cow. jper cow.) fat. fat. St of feed|per cow.| home. 

1 15 Common Durham stoek ooo... ee eee | $23 10 $39 94 166.5 250 23.9 16.7 $1 42 $11 84 No. = 
- 2 22 Grade Jerse, 7, grade Durhamd. ...........! 263) |. 40 99 161.5 275 25.4 16.3 1 55 1! 64 S* 

3 10 Grade Durham 2, grade Holsteiu 1, grade Jer-| of 
“sey 8.grade Red Polld... 0.0 5 eet 4b 47 72 183 1 210 25.3 21.8 | 116 ' 657 | No. —~ 

4 9 Grade Jersey... 0... eee cece ences vee 50 47 53 69 | 200.8 225 26.7 25.1 105 | 2 | No. ss 
D 16 Commoa stock ............ be eee eee 22 65 “|; 29 2; 116 8 | 175 29.0 19.3 | 1 29 658 | Yes. “> 
6 4 Red Poll 1, grade Je sey 1, grade Durham,| | | | | =. 

common 1.... eck nec tees eee eet eeee 38°18 ¢ D2 &4 210.2 250 25.2 16 2 | 1 55 1446 | Yes. = 
7 15 Common Durham stock.... 00.2... 06.0 cee eee 28 50 36 8) 148.0 |... . 24.9 19.2 1 29 8 8) | Yes. Po 
8 ) Grade Durham .... ............... veceseee | 80 OF BJ 4b § 1198 22) | 259 o4.y | 1 10 3 87 | Yes. = 
9 7 (grade Jer-ey ........... be news .. 34 10 43 0! 170.5 225 25.2 :0.0 1 23 899 | No, 

10 6 Grade Jer-ey 5, grede Durham] ............. 29 34 40.5 | 162 2 225 21.9 | 18.2 1 37 12.8t | Yes. = : 
. 11 11 Red Poll 3, grade Jersey 2, grade Guerusey 1,! : . 3 

COMMON D2... cece seee cece ccerseeecseveeseceeet 2007 |. 2819 | 114.8 175 4.5 ° 176 1 39 811 | Yes. ~ 
12 11 ©} Common stock. .. .... . 5 ka eee ses] 33 22 479. 130.1 = [.... . 26.7 | 25.5 1 Ot 157 No. by: 
13 16 Grade fersey 6, grade Durham Il..... ....... :1 79 2103 , v8.4 150 24.4 32.3 0 75 - 7 7H & 
14 10 | Grade Shorthorns. 2 00... cece. cee wee ee | 25 97 | 2342 [ WET |... 25 4 17.9 | 149 | 1445 | Yes. nS 
15 14 Grade Jersey 8, Durham6 ... ° ......... 02. 26 a9 28 72 118.3 _ 150 24.3 22.7 | 1 07 1838 | No S 
16 10 =~=©Grade Jersey. 5, grade D .rhamd .............] © 248 35 62 1357.4 159 24.2 16.2 1 49 11 6) | Yes. 3: 
17 4 Grade UUrhAM .... 0... cece cece cee ees wee) | 80 68 42 18 163.8 | .... ..., 26.0 18.7 1 40 1215 | Yes. ~ ~ 
18 7 Common stock ..... 0.2. cee cece cee cee tees 23 49. 38 U0 152.5 Ji... .. w. |. 24.9 157 1 16 14 01 ° 
19 7 Commou stock..... 0... 000.0000 cee eee ceeeeee | 2735 | 240 19 71 J... 0... -] 25.5 17.4. 1 47 12 74 | Yes. —h- | 
20 10 Common stock, oo... ccc ce cee ce cece en ceee 22 3L- 41 47 161.3 25) 2) 8 13 8 1 87 19 46 No. th 
21 12 Grade Jerseys 00... cece ce eee cee cece eee | 24 96 60 84 210.7 “10 25.3 10.4 2 43 35 88 | No. = 
22 20 Common stock 2... Lee ce eee eee ce cece | 26 76 40 23 169.3 250 25.1 16.7 1 50 13 47 | Ne, 
23 16 Grade Durham .... Lace eeewee cues sees 25 87 36 St 144.5 173 25.2 17.4 1 45 10 67 Ves 
24 9 Red Polis 3, grade Red Polls 6 eee ne ce caee 29 OL 44 25 178.9 225 24.7 15.7 1 41 1b 84 fF Yeas. 
20 14 Common Durham stock. .... 06. eee ee ee ee +5 35 29 47 122.4 140 24 3 29.2 | 0 83 —3.81 | Nu, 
26 30 {Grade Shorthorn 25, grade Jerseys 5 ........| 20 96 26 Y¥3 107.3 275 24.9 19.4 1 28 + 99 
27 20 =--| (4rade Holstein 14, common stock 6.......... 23 15 39 79 B71 fi... oe. 25.3 | 14.7 - 1 76 16 64 Yes. 
28 9 Grade Durham... 2 oo... le eee eee ees 33 03 51 53 208.9 250 24.6 | 15.8 1 55 18 48 | No» 
29 18 Shorthorn 3, grade shorthorn 15 .............. 26 94 32 73 135.0 200 24.2 19.9 1 21 379 | No. 
30 10 grade Durhams. 22.0... ce ccc ce cee eee ewes 39 .60 41 51 168.0 120 2.7 23.5 1 05 191 | Ye-. 
31 12 Gammon stock. 2. eee c cee cence] 22 7 35 91 148.9 | . 150 2h1 |. 152 , 159 | 13 20 | Xo 
32 15 Grade Durham 14, angusl1 ....... ........... 18 57 26 11 109.6 |.. ....... 2.8 | 16.9 | 1 40 75£ | No.



53 10 Grade JerseyS ......... cece cece cece co teee sees 27 02 57 94 226.7 259 23.3 11.9 214 1 3092 | No. 
34 19 Mixed stock .........0. ccc eee cece cee ce ee tees 30 06 20 82 83.4 250 24 9 | 35.0 69 —) 2h Yes. 

35 12 Grade Durham 8, grade Jersey 4.............. 27 76 41 69 167.5 |.... 0 2... 24.9 16 + 0 13 93 No. 
36 COC 10 | Grade Durham 8, grade Jersey 2.............. 26 32 33 39 134.5 175 24.0 19.6 7 | 698 | No. 

. 37 9 Common stock .... 0 .....ccccees ce cece cee ceee 16 81 26 92 112.6 15) 23.9 14.9 0 10 11 No. - 
38 23 Grade Durham ....... 2... cee cece cee cee tees 27 5L 36 95 143.4 225 25.4 19.8 3 | 941 | No 
39 5 Grade Durham 3, grade Jersey 2 ...........+. 22 22 39 19 156.2 225 25.0 14.2 76 16 97 No. 
40 10 Grade Durham 7, grade Jersey 3 .............- 24 22 41 57 162.8 | 250 25.5 14.8 71 17 25 «(| No. 
4t 19 Grade Durham 15, grade Jersey 3, grade | 

Holstein 1 oo. 2... ck cee cece cece cece eee tees 28 88 26 50 108.2 160 24.5 26.7 0 84 —2 383 | Yes. 
| 42 14 | Grade Durhams ..0.. IT} 2495 | 9947 | 181 | 150 243) 2t1 | 118 | 452 | Yes. — 

43 10 Grade Jersey 8, grade Durham .............-.| 1906 { 38 34 152.2 300 25.0 12.4 201 ; 19 28 | Yes. = 
44 | 14 Grade Jersey 8, grade (Guernsey 3, grade Se 

Shorthorns 8. .......0 6. cece cee cee twee 24 OL 43 32 174.1 209 24.8 13.8 1 79 19 31 No. oS 
45 16 Grade Holstein 11, grade Durham 5......... 30 00 52 56 213.8 wees eee 24.8 14.0 1 75 22 56 | No. ° 
46 12 | Common stock 1... cc. cee cee eee cece eee tees 23 29 45 54 187.6 |.... 0 -... 24.2 12.4 1 95 22 25 Yes, = 
AT j1 Geade Darhrm .........--- sere eeeeeeeeee ee eeee 28 86 48 22 189 0 225 25.4 15.2 167 ; 1936 | Yes. S.. 
48 10 | Grade Shorthorns. ....... eee cece cere cee 24 85 44 36 178.7 | 200 24.8 13.9 | 1 71 19 31 No. = . 
49 1 | Mixed stock ........-20ee00eeee oo teeeeeeeeeee | ITT 34 05 144.7 150 23.5 12.3 1 90 16 28 | No. a 
50 - 15 Grade Durham ... .... 2... cee cee eee eee 26 53 31 88 123.7 175 24 2 20.6 1 17 5 & | Yes. S 
51 10 =: Grade Jersey 4, grade Durham 4, grade Hol 

stein 1, grade Red Poll 1............ ....... 30 15 37 08 144.0 175 23.7 29.9 1 23 6 93 No. 37 
52 1€ Mixed stock... ......0 cece eee cece cece eecceeee| = D4 87 21 79 88.2 275 24.7 | 16.8 1 47 | 6 92 | No. S 
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No. 28 fed hay, stover and a little straw to the amount of 
$11.87; bran, oats, rye, $9.00 worth, with pasture making. 
$25.87 which was made into 144.5 lbs. butterfat at 17.4 cents | 
per pound. This sold ‘for 25.2 cents per pound making 

$36.54, a gain of $10.67 over cost. One dollar’s worth of | | 

teed brought $1.45, | | 

Here are another two herds fed heavier. No. 8 has 9 
cows, large Durhams; he fed hay, stover, roots and_ soiling 
$22.33; bran, middlings, corn and oats, $8.71, this with pas-. 
ture amounts to $36.04. This, you will see, is a very heavy © 
teed of roughage, but it seemed all around to be a very con- | 
scrvative estimate. This feed made 149.8 Ibs. fat at 24 cents 
per pound sold for 25.9 cent per pound, total $39.91. One 
dollar's worth of feed brought $1.10 in butter, a profit of 
$3.87 per cow per year. | 

Then No. 20 has 10 cows, part Durham; fed hay, stover, 
roots $22.20; bran, oats, corn, barley and a little odd feed 
$12.40, making a total of $39.60, including the pasture. 
This produced 168 lbs. butterfat at a cost of 23.5 cents per 

_ pound sold at 24.7 cents, or $1.05 for $1.00 in feed. Each 
cow produced $1.91 worth of butter in excess of cost of feed. 

Now compare those with these two who fed a better allow- 
ance of grain and less roughage. No..44, fed 14 cows of 
dairy form, at a rate of hay, stover, soiling $9.85 per cow; 
bran, corn, oilmeal and oats $9.15, with pasturage amounts to 

. $24.01. This produced 174 lbs. butter fat at a cost of 13.8 
cents per pound which sold at 24.8 cents per pound, or $43.32 

per cow, or $1 worth of feed sold for $1.79, a profit above cost 
of $19.31. | 

No. 45 has a herd of 16 dairy built cows. Hay, stover and 
soiling, $9.28; bran, oats, corn oilmeal, $14.46, with pasture, ee 
$30.00 was fed to each cow and they produced 213.8 Ibs. but- 
terfat at a cost cf 14 cents per pound which sold for 24.8 cents 

: per pound, or $30 worth of feed produced $52.56, a profit of 
$22.56 per cow. One dollar’s worth of feed sold for $1.75. 

We might go a little farther. Take No. 11 who fed very 
cheaply. Tay, stover and straw, $18.18; oats, $1.89, togeth- | 

| er with pasture a total of $20.07. But see, this only pro- 

duced 114.8 lbs. fat costing 17.6 cents per pound, when de- 
livered sold for 24.5 cents, or $28.19, a profit of $8.12. 

Another who fed similarly is No. 52, only cost $14.87, get-
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ting the cost of feed pretty near rock bottom. This consisted 

_ of hay, straw and stover, $4 worth, oats, barley, $5.87, plus 

pasture make. $14.87. After being manufactured into but- 
terfat it made the paltry sum of 88.2 lbs. per cow per year, 
but it only cost 16.8 cents and sold for 24.7 cents per pound, 
making a profit of $6.92 per cow. 

Through doing as well as some others who fed at greater ex- 

pense, still it is below the average of the 52 herds. Satisfied 
to be compared with a neighbor instead of looking to the top 
and raising a standard of business and getting upon a paying 

foundation. : 
| Ifow does this compare with a fat yield of 226.7 pounds 

butterfat per cow? ut this must cost more. Yes, grossly, 
but per pound this cost 11.9 cents while No. 52 paid 16.8 

| cents per pound and the same amount. of labor both ways. 
Let us investigate this both: ways a little farther. No. 33 

kept 10 cows; fed hay, stover, $11.50 per cow; bran, corn, 
barley $10.52, which with pasture made $27.02 per cow; pro- 

ducing 226.7. pounds fat for 11.9 cents per pound and sold 
for 25.5 cents; a clear profit of $30.92 per cow and $1 worth 
of feed brought $2.14. Don’t you think this man has a cor- . 
ner on the feed market? Sells $1 worth for $2.14. 

Let me compare No. 21, after which I will tell you a little 
how he cornered this market when perhaps you may be able 
to spy the ladder. and climb up but you cannot crowd him off, | 

as there is lots of room up there. | : 
: No. 21 had 12 cows; fed hay, stover, $11.83; supplement- 

ed with bran, middlings, corn and oilmeal to $7.79; with soil- | | 
ing and pasture, it cost him $24.96 to feed his cow one year 
and was credited with 240.7 pounds fat at a cost of 10.4 cents 
per pound sold at 25.8 cents leaving a profit of $35.88 per 
cow. How is his corner on the feed market? Well, one dol- 
lar’s worth of feed at the.ordinary market prices soid for $2.- 
43 on his corner. A gocd comfortable margin to do business 

upon. 
Now, shall we run these men into court for creating such 

cnormous profits, ineite the public against them, summon them 
before a grand jury and have them indicted for manipulation 
of prices and suppression of competition? Or shall we make a 
quite investigation, lft:the lid, and spy their business meth- 

ods. They will need no summons or subpoenas. When I
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made my inquiries they were very free and willing to talk and 
among other things gave me the key to their success, and this _ 
unlocks several compartments before reaching the goal. 

First, they were dairymen, well caring for their cows, and _ 
studying their business and cows, and then applied their | 
knowledge. oO 

Second, their cows were built according to that dairy form 
| and temperament and had been reared for dairy cows and 

were dairy cows and could not be any other form. — 
Third, they may made a business of their dairy work and 

were not mixing it up with everything else and then not at- 
tend to the cows. | 

Now, think for a moment! These men were not planning 
on what these cows would be worth, when old or worn out, to 
sell for butcher stock; neither were they raising any steers for | 

_ the market to sell at 2c after costing 3c or more to produce. 
It was not in their business, but left that for the man who 

| keeps a different cow, operates a different business and sells 
a different class of beef. | 

What would a $35 per year profit amount to beside No. 8 
. Who keeps those large, beefy cows and has a $3.87 profit? 

Let each keep his cows for eight years, then let us figure up 
and see. No. 8 would have a total profit of $30.96 and a | 
cow to sell for say, $26.00, or $56.96 as a grand total of 8 
years of the cow’s life. | 

No. 21, $287.04 profit, and we say this cow must sell for 
only $10.00, a smaller price than probtble, then this makes 

: _ $297.04. Can you see a difference ? a 
Now, where is the man who dares to jeer at the necessity 

of selling that cow so cheap and spoiling our beef markets 
with their calves. Let us have dairy cows for dairy work and 
beef cows for beef. | | 

In making my inquiries I questioned each one as to what | 
agricultural papers they read, with the following results: | 
Those who studied and endeavored to follow the teachings of 
papers and investigations along the line of dairy work, spec- 
lally, were making a. profit of $20.66 per cow. The average 
herd produced a profit of $11.16 while the ones who did not 
read dairy literature received but $9.88 or a difference of 
$10.78 per herd for évery cow, or $134.75 per average herd 
was made by doing a little reading. |
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As a summary, we have 52 herds, the smallest was 4 and - 
largest 80 cows, in all, 655 cows, the average herd from 12 a 
to 13 cows. The largest yield 240.07 lbs. fat; smallest, 88.2 

average per cow, 153.5 lbs. Highest cost of keep per cow, 
$50.47; lowest, $14.87; an average of $26.49. Highest cost 
of a pound of fat was 36c; lowest, 10.4c. | 

A few averages: It would take 6 of the average cows to 
make an equal profit of the highest, or 4 of the non-readers 
to equal one like No. 21. Our creamery received 427,128 

lbs. butterfat, or the product of 2,782 cows like the average | 
would be required to produce this amount of butter, while | 
1780 cows of the capacity of No. 21 would do the same work, 
while it would require 4,842 like No. 52. Or, in other | 
words, 214 times as many barns, 244 times as many milkers 
and 21% times as many separators would be required to care 
for the latter kind of cows to produce the same amount of but- 
ter. Or, were the 2,782 cows producing an amount of butter 
epual to No. 21, the revenues of our creamery would be $174,- 

- 000 instead of $112,000, a difference of only $62,000. Let 

us make a grab for it. | | 

| DISCUSSION, | : 

| Secy. Burchard: JI wish you could explain how it comes 
‘that one patron received 23.1 cents and another 25.1 cents 

per pound of fat, when they were both patrons of the same 
creamery ? | | | | 

Mr. Wyatt: They are patrons of the same factory, but we 
| all know that the price of butter was something like 20 cents . 

. through the summer, while it is something like 33 at present. 
To get that, I took the number of pounds of butter fat that 
each man brought to the creamery, and the number of dollars, 
and divided that finding the number of cents per pound that . 
he got. This is caused to vary by one man bringing more in 
the summer time when butter was cheap and the other bring- 

a ing more in the winter when butter was high. 
The Chairman: I feel quite sure that the audience is inter- 

ested and pleased with this paper. Now, it is yours for discus- 
sion. He has told you a whole lot of of things, but there are
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a whole lot more things you want to know about the way these 
cows were cared for. You are at liberty to fire as many ques- 

| tions as you like at him. | 
Mr. Freeman: How many of these herds of cows were kept | 

in a barn that has a system of ventilation ? 

Mr. Wyatt: I think I found four with a fairly good sys- 
tem of ventilation. One or two systems that pretended to be 

| systems, but there were only four that you could call systems 
of ventilation. | | 

Mr. Goodrich: I would like to ask Mr. Wyatt what pro- 
portion of the farmers that you interviewed knew what the cost 
of keeping was, or whether they were making any money or : 
losing money. Did you find many that did know? 

(Mr. Wyatt: No, sir, as I said, none of them had exact ac- 
counts. . 

The Chairman: How many of them had an idea that turned 
cut to be pretty accurate when you asked them for their esti- 
mation ¢ | 

, Mr. Wyatt: I have not figured that over, but I know from 
_ casual observation that most of them were a great way off. One 

of them made 88.2 pounds.of butter fat, and his estimate was 
about 275 pounds of butter. How much did he know about 
that ? | - | 

Mr. Goodrich: So it was the men that knew the least about 
; their business that succeeded the poorest ? 

Mr. Wyatt: I must go back to No. 21, who had the largest 
profit, his cows at the creamery returned 240.7 pounds of fat. 
Now, if that was reduced to butter, at the usual rate, it would 
make practically 800 pounds of butter. He estimated that his 
herd was giving 310 pounds. There was another that had a 

| very close record of his cows; he could tell me just how many 
pounds of butter his cows made per year. He had his cows 
tested and the milk weighed each day of the month and totals 
made. His average, according to his statement, was 286 pounds | : 

| of butter per year. While the creamery returns were not so 
much, that would be accounted for from the fact that the milk 
and cream that the family used and for feeding a few calves 
was taken out of his estimate, so that his estimate was within 
ten or fifteen pounds of the correct estimate. | | 

Mr. Newsome: What time were these estimates made for, 
between what periods ?
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Mr. Wyatt: They were made for the year beginning Dec- | 

ember 1, 1905, and ending November 20, 1906. 
Mr. Newsome: What I wanted to know is this; in making 

my estimates I estimate from January 1, 1906, to January 1, 

1907, including just an exact year. Did they all make that 

same estimate on just exactly a year ? 
Mr. Wyatt: - It is made for exactly a year. Whether we 

began on the first day of January, or November, it wouldn’t 
make any difference in the term. | 

Mr. Newsome: Now then, I want to know how those men 
that figure that it only cost them from $6 to $9 a cow for 
rough feed, I want to know how they figured. I don’t believe 

it can be done. 
I don’t believe a cow ean be fed a year for a cent less than 

$80 if he does justice to his cow, and it ought to be $40. 

| Mr. Wyatt: The one that was fed for $14.87, I haven’t 
| the notes here of the different kinds of feed, but each kind 

- was figured at so much. MHere’s about eight tons of hay, two 
tons of stover and twelve tons of straw. There would be about 

a hundred bushels of barley and about a hundred and eighty 
| bushels of oats, and that would be the total grain. The pasture 

was allowed at five dollars a cow. You can get straw at one 
dollar a ton, the hay you can’t figure less than ten dollars a 
ton. . 

Mr. Newsome: When a man comes down and visits a farm- 
er at his barn, the farmer doessn’t have time to come at an ac- 
curate statement. For instance, the State Dairy Inspector came 
to my place and asked if I knew what I had fed. I told him 
by looking over my books, I could tell him to a penny, but we 
hadn’t time to do that, so he went without ascertaining just 
what I had done. I presume that is the way with every farm- 
er, they wouldn’t have time to make a thorough statement. 

The Chairman: How many of these farmers fed silage ? 
“Mr. Wyatt: None of them. None of them were in a posi- 

~ tion to have silos. 

| Mr. Goodrich: There is something suggested to me by 
what Mr. Newsome has said about the difficulties of getting 
accurate information of the farmers. Now, I, in quite a num- 
ber of instances, have taken a cow census and I was bound to 
get, as accurate information as possible. If I went to a man 
and he said he was busy, as Mr. Newsome says, I went to see
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, his wife, and perhaps she could tell me something. If she 
couldn’t I went to see his daughter, and she could tell me some- 
thing, and I went to see the boys and I looked at the measures 
that they fed the grain in and stuck to the business until I did 
find out. | | 

| The Chairman: Did you ever have to interview the hired - 
gir] ? 

. Mr. Goodrich: I suppose that is what you were thinking | 
about all the time. But I could get the informaton some way. 
I don’t suppose it was accurate every time, but I am going to. _ 
tell some of the difficulties that came up. | 

| I tell you, you just go along and say, “How many cows did 
you keep last year?” and half of the men won’t tell you right. 
They will try to, but it is guesswork, and it is simply foolish- 
ness to ask the average dairyman what it costs to keep his 
cows. They will answer,“I don’t know, I give them all thev 
want to eat.” “But I want to find out, I want to know whether: | 
you are making anything.” “Why, you can’t make any more 
out of them by figuring.” Well, I simply followed it up. Once 

I was taknig a cow census around Fort Atkinson. I would 
ask a man, ‘““How many cows did you keep last year, the aver- | 
age number?’ “O, we calculate to keep about twenty.” “Did — 
you keep twenty?” “Yes, I guess about twenty.” “Was it _ 
just twenty that you kept? Were they the same cows you kept — 
right through?’ “Why, no.” ‘Well, now how many cows 
did you have a year ago the first of December? I want to | 
know just how many you had then.” ‘Oh, I had twenty-five 

| then. Some of them were dry, you know.” “Well, they were 
eating all the time, I suppose.” “Yes.” “I want to know 
just the number of cows.” ‘Well, I had twenty-five then, but 
I sold off some.” ‘When did you sell them off, figure to see 
how many months?” He would have twenty-five cows, whether 
he was milking them or not, it is all the same. “Didn’t you 
have some heifers that came in fresh?’ “Yes.” And you © 
would finally figure it out of him that he had twenty-five, when 
in fact, he guessed he only had twenty, and he did it honestly 
enough. | 

Then, about feed. It is wonderful how they do miscaleculate 
the feed and the cost of it. But you know if you stick to 
them you will find out. For instance, I met a man near Fort 
Atkinson, a man I knew well, a man that meant to be straight
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and square, and was a pretty good farmer. He was going to _ 

Fort Atkinson with a load of corn and oats, to be ground. I | 

said to him, “I was just going out to your place, Mr. Sherman. 
How many cows do you keep?” He told me how many cows, 
and I found he was a little bit off when I got out to his place, 
but I said, “How do you feed them, what grain?’ He says, 

| “Corn and oats.” “How many pounds a day do you feed to 
a cow ?” and he says, “Twenty.” I says, “Are you sure of that, : 

_ that you feed twenty pounds a day to each cow?’ “Yes,” he 
says, “I feed heavy.” Well, I said to him, “How much have 
you got on this load?’ He says, “I pay for it by the hun- 

| dred and it is about so much,” and he told me how much each 
load was. “How often do you take a load to mill?’ “Oh, 
once in about two weeks.” I says, “Is it just once in two | 
weeks,” And he says, “Come to think of it it is every other 
Monday right through.” Then I figured it up, calculating the 
the number of cows he had and he had only fed ten pounds a 
day and he fed high then. As Mr. Newsome says, you can’t 
just go and ask a farmer what he s feeding, or how many cows 
he has, because if you do you won’t find it out. It is an ac- | 

| tual fact that the average farmer knows less about his business 
than a man engaged in any other occupation on earth. He . 

don’t know what a pound of butter hag cost him; he don’t 
know what a bushel of barley or a bushel of wheat has cost 
him. Very few farmers do. How could anybody carry on 

‘any other business and not know what it costs? Don’t you 
suppose your merchants know what their goods cost? If they 
didn’t, they wouldn’t be doing business a great while. Don’t 

you suppose a manufacturer knows what the goods he manu- | 
factures cost? Of course he does; he has got to know, and it 
seems to me that farming is the best business on earth, or 
men could not survive and do such slack work as they do. 
Dairying is the best. branch of farming and the farmers know 
the least about it. That is, the least about their cows and the 

expense and the profits of it. Now, this is pretty hard to say. 

about farmers, but I have been right to the farms of a great 
_ many of them in this state and I know it is so. | | 

The object of this cow census is to seti men to thinking so 
that they will know something about their business. - | 

Mr. Newsome: Don’t you think, Mr. Goodrich, that it is 
| a paying business to feed your cows liberally ? | |
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Mr. Goodrich: Of course I do. . 
Mr. Newsome: Don’t you think it would pay to feed them 

| in the summer as well as in the winter ? | 
Mr. Gocdrich: I don’t know. Did any of these men feed 

grain in the summer time, Mr. Wyatt? 

Mr. Wyatt: Not many. | | 
| Mr. Goodrich: I found that it paid me to feed my cows a 

small grain ration during the summer. I think they did bet- | 
ter, not. only kept up their flow as we went along, but the cows 

came into winter quarters in better condition and did not dry 
up so quick, and went out the next spring able to do more 
work; that was the idea that I had. Of course that would de- 

pend somehing on ‘he cows and the feed. 
The Chairman: Another question enters into that still 

farther. What about the benefit to the pastures? - | 
Mr. Goodrich: Yes, of course, it doesn’t take quite as 

much pasture and it makes the manure richer for the pasture. 
Mr. Newsome: It makes better milk and more of it. 

Se’ecy Burchard: Have you practiced feeding your cows 7 

dry hay in the summer ? 
Mr. Gocdrich: I have. For as much as twenty years be- 

fore I went off my farm, my cows had dry hay before them 
every time they were put in to be milked, which was twice a 

day, and the pasture never was so good but what those cows 
would eat some of the dry hay. | 

The Chairman: What was the benefit of giving them dry’ | 
hay ? 

Mr. Goodrich: Why, they wanted it and I wanted to 
please them. They like a variety and I think they did better 
for having it. Of course I couldn’t figure that out, just how 
much better they did. | | 

The Chairman: Wouldn’t it have been better to feed them 
straw if you could have gotten straw for a dollar a ton? You 

could have kept them cheaper that way. 
Mr: Goodrich: I don’t know whether it would be cheaper | 

or not. They have got to be pretty hungry to eat straw in the 
summer time. | | 

Scey, Burchard: Did you ever drive a lead of straw 
through your pasture in the summer time ¢ 

Mr. Goodrich: I don’t go around with straw in my pas- 

tures. I have seen them take a mouthful of straw in the sum-
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mer time, but they don’t eat much of it. But anyway I know 
hay is better than straw and the old cow knows it, too. 

Mr. Newsome: They like to be in the stable in fly time, 
too. 

Secy. Burchard: I think this question of feeding grain or 
hay in the summer time is a very important question and one 
that is too often—I may say, almost universally—overlooked. 
Just what is the effect of feeding grain or feeding hay or 
whether there is any distinction between them is an open ques- 
tion. Prof. Sanborn, of New Hampshire, some years ago, — 

_ tried the epxeriment and he found that one pound of hay was 
equivalent to one pound of grain for feeding his cows in the 
summer on fresh pasture. The Rev. Mr. Dietrich, the man 
most famous of all men in the world for making a profit per 
acre on a little farm not a great ways from Philadelphia, car- 
ries his cows through the summer time with soiling and sil- 
age; he has no pasture whatever. I don’t know that there is 
anybody here, unless it be Mr. Goodrich and myself, who no- 
ticed it, but Hiram Smith, whom we all looked up to as a man 
of men to be patterned after in Wisconsin, used to say that 
the most slovenly way of feeding a cow was to let her go to 

| pasture; that she destroyed more than she would eat, and if a 
man is using very much fine pasture, especially on high priced 
land, he ig using it to great disadvantage. He could better af- 
ford to grow a crop and feed it to the cow so there should be 
no waste. Mr. Dietrich found it important with silage and 
soiling crops to feed some dry hay as well as grain through the 
summer for the effect that it had on the digestive tract. We 
all know that in fresh pastures the bowels of the cow are made 
very loose, and if you feed silage also, there must be some- 
thing to correct that effect, and dry hay or dry grain will have 

| that effect. I question whether it is so much a question of 
nourishment to the cow as a question of the dietetic effect. It 
certainly pays to feed something in dry forage, dry grain, dry 
feed of some kind when the cows are on pasture. | 7 

Mr. Goodrich: If you remember, down at the meeting of 
the Dairyman’s Association at Watertown I had a chart show- . 
ing what my cows produced each year, and one year they 

_ jumped up 50 pounds. Now, that was the year that I com- 
tuenced feeding grain in the summer time and dry hay every 

: 3—D,
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time they were going to be milked. The way I came to do it, 
I had a lot of feed, ground up corn and oats mixed with bran, 
that I was feeding the cows, and after I had turned them out 

to grass—the grass came a little sooner than I expected, and 

the feed was good and I had some left, and I thought I would 
feed it to the cows, and I noticed that the cows liked it and 
I noticed another thing, that the more corn meal there was in 
it, the better they liked it in the summer time. They didn’t | 
like the bran, I suppose because they had protein enough. 
They did not increase very much at the time, but I thought 
they would do better in the next winter and the next year, and 
I fed that hay and corn meal and oats, and they produced that | 
next year 50 pounds of butter more. Now, I don’t think it 
was all owing to that difference in the feed. I was improving 
my cows all the time. 

I used to keep account of what each cow was doing, I 
weighed the milk every. day and every milking for more than 
fifteen years, so that I knew just how much milk each cow 
produced and every two weeks I tested it with the Babcock 

test. I made a composite test of four consecutive milkings so — 
I knew how much butterfat each cow was producing during | 
the year and of course when I had any cows to sell, I sold | 
those that produced the least, and the joke was, I didn’t know 
until I. did test them which were the best cows and which were 

the poorest cows. | 
| Mr. Woodward: Were these fall or spring. cows ? 

Mr..Goodrich: The cows that I fed in the summer time? 
I commenced with those that were fresh in the spring, or in 
the winter or giving a good flow of milk. When they were 
dry, I fed them very little grain, just a little, and those that 
were giving a good flow of milk I fed about half what I would 
in the winter time, say, four or five pounds a day. | 

Mr. Woodward: Would you advise feeding cows that were 

fresh in the fall and going out dry in the summer time? 
Mr. Goodrich: They should have good pasture and if dry 

in the summer time I would not think it would pay to feed | 
erain. | a 

Mr. Woodward: I mean those that are fresh again in the 

fall. | 
Mr. Goodrich: The last part of the summer I didn’t think | 

that it paid to feed grain, | | |
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Mr. Zimmerman: Were you ever bothered with your cows 
bloating when they had hay ? , 
Mr. Goodrich: No, I found dry hay was a preventive of 

clover bloat every time, and when they are turned out into the 
| field of fresh clover, which is liable to make them bloat, they 

_ will rush with all their might to get some dry hay to eat to 
counteract the effect. of the green feed. | , 

Mr. Burdick: How did you find ensilage compared with 
hay or grass ? . 

| Mr. Goodrich: I haven’t had much experience myself in 
feeding silage on grass, because they generally got it pretty 
nearly eaten up before spring, but I know of a good many that 
do feed in the summer time. One of my sons feeds silage 

| every day in the year. They will prefer silage to fresh cut | 
corn, I know that, it is the experience of those that have fed 

| silage in the summer time, that when cows come up to the 
barn after they have been out on pasture, they will eat the sil- 

| age and eat about half as much as they will in the winter time. 
That is about all I know about feeding silage in the summer. 

| Secy. Burchard: Talking about that son, what sort of pas- 
ture do his cows have early in the summer? 

Mr. Goodrich: His cows have very little pasture. He is 
keeping as many cows as he has acres of land, and he raises 
alfalfa and corn and feeds them silage. 

Secy. Burchard: Perhaps it is hardly a fair question, but . 
if he had fine pasture early, May and J une, do you think he 
would feed silage ? | OO | 

Mr. Goodrich: Yes, he did last summer. Last summer, _ | 
when I was there there was a little while that he pastured them ; 
he had a small pasture where he kept his young cattle and the 

| grass grew up so big that he turned hig cows in and they ate 
silage there. | 7 

Mr. Kelley: Did he have more than one silo? 
| Mr. Goodrich: He only has one silo. ee 

Mr. Burdick: My ensilage ran out before ‘the grass came, 
| so I wanted to know what the results were. 

Mr. Goodrich: There is a Mr. Clinton owt in Waukesha ~ 
county; I was out there one time and he was feeding his cows 
silage that he said was four years old and the pasture was very 

- good, and they ate the silage with good relish. 
Secy. Burchard: Do I understand you to say, Mr. Wyatt, .
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that the average yield of butter fat for all these cows in these 

fifty-two herds was 153.5 pounds? 
‘Mr. Wyatt: Yes. | 

Secy. Burchard: I would like to have Mr. Goodrich 

state how that average compares with the averages of censuses | 

that he has taken, and with the average in Jefferson county, 

for instance. ‘That reduced to butter would be about 180 

pounds of butter. | 

Mr. Goodrich: Now, I may not be able to remember just 

- yight, but I think that Gen. Burchard can help me a little. | 

You remember, General, one time, when you wrote letters to 

every creamery man to give their reports, and if they gave 

their reports correctly, it would appear that they had aver- 

aged 240 pounds of butter per cow in Jefferson county. Gen. 

Burchard and myself both thought that that must be entirely : 

wrong. So I took a census of one hundred herds right around 

in the vicinity of Fort Atkinson, and my recollection is that 

they averaged 244 pounds. That confirmed us in the belief 

that 240 pounds for all the dairy cows in Jefferson county | 

could not be a great way out of the way. It was all figured 

in butter instead of butter fat. 

Now, the census that I took in Dunn county up in the vi- 

cinity of Monomonie, I think was 220 pounds.. Now, what 

was it in Waukesha last year ? | | 

Secy. Burchard: The average pounds of butter per cow 

was 202.1. 
Mr. Goodrich: I thought it was about 200. 

| Mr. Wyatt: What do you consider the essential feature in 

that variation ? 

Mr. Goodrich: In the first place there is a great difference , 

in the cow, and in the next place there is a great difference in 

the care of the cow and the feed of the cow. Cows have to be 

fed right and handled right before you can count on a good re- 

turn. You will have to.divide it into those three parts, the 

cow, the feed and the care. | | | 

Mr. Griges: I would like to ask what percent of the herds 

included in these censuses taken in Jefferson and. Dunn coun- 

ties and other places had been bred up to the dairy standard 

and what per cent Mr. Wyatt found were just common farm 

orades. 

Mr. Goodrich: Jn Jefferson county, almost all the cows
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: have some dairy blood in them. I didn’t know of but one or 
| two herds that were anything else; that is, they had some dairy 

. blood in them, some whole Jersey and Holstein, a good many 
of them Guernseys and other breeds. In all of Jefferson coun- 
ty there is only one herd of thoroughbred Shorthorns and that 
herd.the man has been breeding for dairy purposes for a great 

. many years, but he hasn’t a herd that are very big producers 
| yet. | 

The Chairman: Did you notice that feature in your cen- 
sus ¢ 

Mr. Wyatt: Yes. I have not the figures or the general 
average. 

The Chairman: I noticed on the chart quite a small pro- 
portion of them were dairy breeds. _ 

| Mr. Wyatt: I found a great many of them had been 
_ erossed backwards and forwards and were worse out of the 

| way than when they started. : 
The Chairman: What did they have? 
Mr. Wyatt: I don’t know—nothing, or worse than nothing. 

_ Ihe Chairman: Perhaps some of you are wondering why 
| the average was lower at this creamery than at some other 

creamery when you ‘have 180 pounds of butter per cow aver- 
age. The man who kept down that average certainly wag not 
the man whose cows produced nearly 300 pounds of butter, but | 
it is more likely to be the man who produced 88 pounds of 
butter fat and thought all the time that his cow was making 
275 pounds. 

| Mr. Everett: I wonder if he is here at this convention. 
The Chairman: I don’t think you can get him out. 
Mr. Wyatt: I have another line of thought I want to bring 

| | out. ‘There is a very common question we find where we ask 
about why they don’t keep dairy cows. They say, “I can get 
a little bit out of the steers and out of the calf, and with 
dairy cows I can’t get anything. Is there any way we can 

| do it so we can get something out of dairy calves?” I think 
there are some who would like to hear that question discussed. 

The Chairman: Mr. Goodrich, what answer would Mr. 
Wyatt or any one else give to a neighbor who says that he 
wants to increase the profit of his farm a little by raising steers 
and that you cannot get anything out of a grade Guernsey or 
J ersey. heifer calf ? | |
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Mr. Goodrich: His paper showed what profit there was 
in a good dairy cow, how much more she made than one that 

just perhaps paid for her feed. 7 | 
Mr. Wyatt: What are they doing down in Jefferson coun- 

ty about this ? 
Mr. Goodrich: They are selling their dairy heifers, that 

is the stock they have sold—the male calves, unless they are 
thoroughbreds, are sold when they are—I don’t know—tfrom 

a week up. We have seen loads of them every day loaded 
on the cars and shipped away, because they can’t afford to give 

good milk nor good feed to be made into meat with such stock | 

as that. They would rather give the feed to the animal that 
will pay a great deal bigger price, and that is the cow that 
turns the feed into milk. That is what they do down there ~ 
and that is what I did for a good many years. I never, for — 

a great many years, tried to sell any meat. I would sell young 
calves for $2.00 or $2.50, or whatever they were a mind to 
give for them. The calf buyer would come along every week 
and took what I had. The heifer calves, from the best cows, 
of course, I raised. J sold all of the others, I couldn’t afford | 
to feed steers, I couldn’t afford to feed worn out dairy cows. 
I always sold them for just what they were a mind to give, | 

just what they would bring. I sold some for $15 apiece. I 
- yamemiber once that I had a cow and I figured that she had 

averaged me $25 a year for twelve years and that would make 
$300 profit that I got, and I was willing to sell her for $15 _ | 
when I got through milking her. I had another cow that 
‘never paid me one cent above the feed that she cost, and I 
sold her after several years for $75. Which did I make the 
most out of? The one that I made a clear profit of $300 on, 

or the one that I kept on several years and she just paid for 
her feed and I got $75 for her in the end? Give me the 
little cow that made the profit, the highest priced cow. I want | 

~ to get all I can for the products of my farm. I want to sell 
my hay and my grain and my corn and my pasture at the high- | 

est price. Everybody is crazy to get a higher price. Men all | 
over the state are almost crazy to get a higher price and yet 
they are feeding cows for years when it doesn’t pay as well as 
if they killed them. Why not study and learn to feed a cow 
that will pay you $2.40 for $1.00 worth of feed? Thatisa 
pretty good price to sell that feed for. | a,
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See’y Burchard: That was the average of your whole herd, | 
| was it? | | 

| Mr. Goodrich: Yes, $2.40 for each dollar’s worth of feed, 
and I tell you that is a big interest. If you can double your 
money you will get rich pretty fast—if you don’t spend it 
faster than you get it. 

. See’y Burchard: You have struck now the keynote, only 
you haven’t said just the one word, and that is you should 
look at the cow as a market, a market to which you are going 
to sell your produce. A man brings in a load of oats, or a load 
of corn, or a load of calves, in the autumn to sell, and one man 

| offers him twenty cents for his oats and another offers him | 
thirty, which will he patronize? If he sold those oats for | 
twenty cents when he can get thirty, what would you think of 
him? The question is, what will the cow give him for his oats 

| this cow, that cow, this kind of a cow, that kind of a cow? 
Think of the cow as a market, a purchaser of your produce. 

Mr. Freeman: It has been up to me several times to know, 
to decide, what I should do in these cases of disposing of these 

| male calves, and I have figured this way; I figured from the | 
standpoint of what the cow had been producing and what she 
would produce and whether or no it would pay me to keep that 
caif until it was three or four weeks old, and let it have what 
the cow will give and take what I could get for the calf at the 
end of that time. I would come out a little bit ahead as I | 
find, if I killed the calf and fed it to the pigs, and I get as 

: much out of the butter fat that I save during that time as I 
would have gotten for the calf at the full time and then I have 

| the skim milk left for my pigs and besides that. have not been 
bothering with that calf three or four weeks. I think, as a 

. rule, I come out ahead by disposing of my calves early. Al- 
. though this year I was advised by a friend to try another plan. 

He said he fattened his calves on skim milk. I was afraid 1 
would kill them, but he said, “No, don’t worry.” I told my 
hired man, I says, “It is an experiment. We might ag well | 
have our knowledge cheap and the cows are not worth very 
much.” So we tried that. When the calves were about three 
or four’ days old, we put them on skim milk. We found it 
rather a slow process, and I think it is preferable to feed the 
calf all new milk and then take all you can get for the ltt: 

féllow. a .
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Mr. Goodrich: On this idea of finding out what a thing 
costs, I wanted to find out what it costs to make veal out of a 
calf. At that time I had grade Shorthorns,—that is a good 
while ago—I could get five cents a pound for veal calves, I 

could sell a calf when it was a day old for a dollar. Now, the 
| question arose, shall I make it into veal, and I wanted to know 

how much milk it took to make a pound of gain. There is the 
foundation, you want to know that, and I found it out. Of | 
course. the calf does best to help himself to the milk, suck the 
cow, and it was just fine fun for the boys to just step on the 
scales with a calf and see how much the boy and the calf weigh- 
ed. before the calf had its dinner, and then let him get his meal | 
and weigh again. We did that, and I found the first week it 
took seven pounds of milk to make a pound of gain. Now, 
the milk was worth a cent a pound to me, so it cost seven cents 
to put on a pound that I could get five cents for. That was 
the first week. The secorid week it took eight pounds of milk 

| to make a pound of gain, and the third week, it took nine 
pounds. That is the law of nature in the growth of animals, 
the older they are the more it takes to put on a given weight. 
Now, you see, if I could in two weeks get that calf up so it 
would sell instead of a cent a pound, for five cents a pound 
I would make something. If it took three weeks, I made’ very 
little. If I kept it four weeks, I was running behind. So 
that unless it was a very thrifty calf, one that would make a 
good growth, I had better let it go right off when it was young. 

That is the way the situation was with me at that time, and — 
I think I would be out at the end. Why, a calf took 21 pounds 
of milk a day and gained three pounds. You see that was a 
good calf that would do that; and then, I could not keep any 
such calf until it was four weeks old without losing money. I 
had one that I knocked in the head to start with. 

: The Chairman: The question Mr. Wyatt asked is not quite 
answered yet. I know he was down to Madison last week 
where there as a good deal of talk about this very proposition, 
and I think he would like to have that question answered. The 
question was what you might say to your neighbors who said 
that they wanted to get something more than just what they 
would get out of the milk of the cow. They perhaps wanted 
io raise some young stock on the farm and what could they 
raise in place of the dairy steer that they had to sell for two
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or three cents a pound? The fact is, the cow buyers are com- 
ing in from Mexico and Central America and Cuba and other 
places, and they are after grade cows, and they don’t care what 

they cost. Now, a farmer that will continue breeding with a 
pure bred sire may feel confident that after a while, at least, 
he can dispose of his heifer calves at a very fine price. Up to 
the time a heifer calf is two years old, he could raise her cheap- 
er than he could a steer that will bring less money. A heifer 
in Southern Wisconsin at two years old today is worth at least 
$40 and you would have to put into a steer that you ex- 

pected to get that much money from, a good deal more than - 
you would the heifer. | | : 

Mr. Newsome: Is there anybody here that knows a gen- 
uine good remedy for bloat in cattle ? 

The Chairman: Mr. Goodrich gave a good remedy and 
that is feeding hay on grass or silage. Or if they have access 
to a straw stack, it would help them. If it becomes necessary, 
use the trocar and save the cow’s life. We haven’t any more 
time for this subject, and I am going to ask Mr. Everett to 

- gum up the truth that we ought to get from this census. 
Mr. Everett: J was not here to hear about the census, but 

- I want to say that $2.40 return per cow for one dollar’s worth 
of feed is pretty profitable farming, and the farmers should 
not lose sight of the fact that the cow hag paid the market price. _ 
She returns the dollar spent for the feed and she returns $1.40 
besides, so that, for instance, if oats are worth thirty cents in 

| the market fed to that kind of cow, she will bring back about 
seventy cents a bushel for the oats. _ 

The Chairman: And that is not all; she has left the fer- 

tility on the farm which you would have sold off at so much a | 
bushel if you had sold your oats. Mr. Everett says he did 
not hear the census paper. General Burchard did. We will 
let him sum up. | 

Sec’y Burchard: I don’t think it is necessary to say any- 
thing in addition to what has been said here, except to suggest 
that if there is this difference between herds, there is very like- 
ly to be a similar difference among the several cows in the same __ 
herd, and that, Providence permitting, the closing subject on 

this program alludes to that very thing, namely, “Robber Cows, : 

a Detective’s Report.” This Association has had two inspec- 
tors in the field, one devoting all his time since about the mid-
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dle of May, the other only a portion of the time since J uly or 
August, in trying to find out and show to dairymen just which | 
of their cows belong in this class that yields $2.40 for this 
dollar’s worth of feed and which ones pay less and which ones 
do not pay for their feed at all. Now, the important thing’ 1s 
not to know what the average of the herd is, but to know what 
each individual cow can do, and I feel like saying that I think 
Mr. Wyatt has done himself proud in taking this census and 
in reporting it. If he wasn’t here, I would say that I felt 
just a little bit nervous about trusting this important work to 

| such young hands, but I am satisfied that I made no mistake | 
in asking him to take this census. 

Mr. Wyatt: I would like to say just another word. | 
. Remember, this was taken on a very cheap feed. Running © 

over them again, taking this one herd, No. 21, making a rough 
estimate on the figures as to the feed and the prices, for in- 

| stance mixed hay is put in at six dollars. Put it in at $12 
which it should be this year, and then find out how his profit 
stands. I find that the difference in the price of feed would 
reduce that about $8 and still leave him a profit of over $27 a 
cow and so on down through. | 

Mr. Everett called to the chair. - | 
, The Chairman: I want to comment on what friend Bur- 

enard said in just these words, the individuality of the cows 
| of the herd. Now, I know that as dairymen we are very | 

likely to consider the herd as a herd and not as individuals, 
and there is where we make a serious mistake, not doing bus- 
iness with each cow in the herd, but with the herd as a whole. 

As editor of an agricultural paper, The Wisconsin Agricul- 
turist, I receive a great. many letters, they come faster and 
faster every week, asking for information in regard to build- 
ing and filing the silo. I really am astonished at the awaken- 
ing of the people on the question of this silo business in this | 
state. Our farmers have come to understand that it is really 
a necessity in profitable dairying. The other day I received | 
a letter from a farmer over in Crawford county, who wanted 
to know how to build a silo and he wound up by asking me if | 
he would need to wear rubber boots when.he took his silage out 

| of the silo, but let the farmers know a little more about silage 
and they will know better than that. Mr. Hill is a veteran 
on this suject and he will now tell you practically all that there 
is in it.
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a : WHY THE SILO. 

| Charles L. Hill, Rosendale. | 

_ This ought to be one of the most important subjects to be | 
discussed at this convention. I have been much interested in 
the way Mr. Wyatt’s report has been discussed, and all I ask — 
of you is to listen to my paper and discuss the question, not 

from a critical standpoint, but as learners. 

The aim of every manufacturer is to produce each year a 
little better grade of goods than he did the year before, and at | 
the same time produce them at a lower cost. | 
As dairymen we are manufacturers, striving each year to 

increase our production of milk, and its products, and also to 

cheapen their cost. | a 
_ For this reason first of all we need the silo, for in no other . 
way can we so economically produce the rough feed for our 

cows. | oo 
I find that on my own farm I can cut an acre of corn yield- 

ing 13 to 14 tons and put it in the silo for $7.00, or about 50c | 
per ton. | no . 

_ The same acre of corn would have 150 bushels of ears that 
would cost me $6.00 for husking alone, which with the cost of 
cutting, shocking, shredding and grinding, costs me double 
what it does to put the same crop into the silo. © | 

It is usually estimated that it costs 70c to $1.00 per ton to 
put corn in the silo, but I know that myself and neighbors put 

it in for $.50 to $.60 per ton. - 

_ My silos this year were filled very full holding 22 acres, . 
and close to, or quite, 300 tons, and the total expense, fig- | : 
uring men ac $1.75 per day would be $150, exclusive of the 
board for the men. | 

. In what other way can you handle a crop of corn so cheaply 
and have it ready to feed, not only prepared for feeding, but 
right where you want it. = 

Not only is silage the most economical of rough feeds, which | 
I think is the greatest claim that can be made in its favor, but a 
it is also greatly relished by almost all kinds of stock, and is ab- | 

solutely necessary for the production of maximum yields of 
milk in the winter time. _ a - | |
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It is an easy matter to tell by the condition of a cow’s coat 
in the winter time whether she is getting silage, for its suecu- 
lence has the same effect on a cow’s system that pasture erass 
has, and it keeps her thrifty and in the best of condition for 
her everyday work. 

How would you like it if your good wife compelled you to 
live on only dried foods in the winter time ? 

You could not have the potatoes, apples, cabbage, celery, 
and hosts of other things that you relish, but would have to 
live on bread or other flour products, dried vegetables and 
fruits, and even these latter the housewife would soak up en- 
deavoring to make them seem more like the fresh. 

If any of you have been denied the privilege of standing 
before a long string of cows when the semi-daily feed of silage 
appears, and watch the eagerness with which they await it, you 
have indeed been denied one of the delights of dairyman’s life. 

They will leave everything else ecxept the best of alfalfa hav 
to eat silage. 

Silage is also more digestible and nutritious than the same 
amount of food value the chemist would say was in dry feed. 

Another point in its favor is its convenience. 
With silage ready for feeding every day in the year, much 

less help is required to care for the herd, than will be needed 
where it ig necessary to cut or shred fodder in the winter time 

when it is cold, and possibly snowing. 
Ten to twenty minutes per day will be all the time required 

to get out the silage and feed the herd. 
Nearly all the talk about silage for feeding is concerning its 

use for winter feeding, but I insist it ig almost as necessary 1n 

the summer as in the winter. , 
If we could be sure we would have plenty of rain, and re- 

sulting good pasture all summer, silage would not be so neces- 
sary, but almost every summer brings us a dry period when the 
pasture gets poor, and the cows shrink so in their milk unless 

we feed them that it is impossible even if later we do have good 
pastures, to get the cows back to their normal milk flow. 

If you have no silo this want can be supplied by the use of 
soiling crops, but it takes considerable time in the busy season, 
each day, to hitch onto a wagon drive to the field, hitch onto 

the mower, rake, and wagon again and draw in the green feed. 
Feed handled as silage is handled much more cheaply.
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Nearly all of the best dairymen like to feed some feed to 
their cows even when on the best of pasture, not only for its 

food value to the cows, but also for its manurial value to the 
_ pastures, and nothing is more convenient for this purpose than 

silage. | rot 

Probably I have said enough about the need of a silo and 

will add a few suggestions for those who contemplate build- 
ing one. - | 

The smaller the farm in proportion to the number of cows 
kept the more necessary the silo becomes, and any farmer with 
ten cows who wishes to reach the maximum production from 
his cows should have a silo. 

I have in mind a farmer in Sheboygan Co., who kept ten 
cows and had a small silo in the corner of his barn, filled by 
himself and daughter with whole corn, that furnished perfect 
silage and made his cows pay for his farm. 

I know of another farmer near me with 40 acres of land who 
with a silo made his ten or twelve cows earn him $72.50 each 

the past year at the creamery, arid he does all his own work 
except at silo filling time. 

In planning to build remember the best is really the cheap- 
est, and if you build a silo that will last you a lifetime, you 
need to figure its cost to you as only 6% on the amount in- 
vested as it will be worth as much at the end as when you built 
it. | | 

— If you built a silo for $500 its real cost to you would be but 
$30.00 per year and if you will think of it this way, can you 
afford to be without one ? 

If you cannot possibly build the best, build the best you can 
but build anyway. 

Build it deep and of small diameter, as this will insure you 
better silage especially in warm weather. 

No matter how large the herd up to 100 cows I would not 
build over 18 feet in diameter, and 14 or 16 is better for 
smaller herds. 

The best silos are certainly the round ones built of brick or 
cement with dead air spaces. This provision would not be <«°: 
necessary in a winter like this but sometimes in severe weather 
solid wall silos will allow the silage to freeze, which while ° 
Injures it but little it bothers about feeding, and frozen silage 
Is not good feed.
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Stone or wood silos, brick lined will also make splendid silos, 
and the only ones really expensive are the wooden ones. 

Tlowever I used two rectangular wood silos for 18 years, 
and in the days when those were built and good common lum- 
ber only $12 per M even these were cheap silos. Many built 
of wood at the same time have been gone for years. 

When silos were first built of wood some of them did not 
_ cost over $1.00 per ton capacity, but the best ones as built to- 

| day will cost $2.00 to $3.50 per ton capacity but will be good 
when the cheaper ones are gone. 

| In building your silo locate it as conveniently as possible to 
your stable, as the difference of a few feet in distance will in 

. “he year’s feeding make a difference of many miles of travel. 
The popularity of the silo is ever on the increase, and its 

users are its warmest friends. 
The men who condemn the silo, are the men who have not 

used it. : | 
Of the 600 farmers who attended the Farmers’ Course at 

Madison last week 113 reported they were feeding silage, and 
about half of the remainder said they would build silos this 
year. | | 

| | _ Wisconsin is destined to be the leading dairy state of the 
| Union and one of the things that will contribute largely to 

this end will be the increasing use of the silo. 
I often think that after feeding silage 19 years I would 

want to quit dairying if I could not have the silo. | 
I hope and believe that many of you have silos who live in. 

this vicinity, but I also hope that the discussion of this paper 
will cause many of you to determine to have a silo before 
another corn crop is ripe. 
Again, build just as good a silo as you can, but build one 

anyway. | | | : 

, _ DISCUSSION, 

Mr. Freeman: What size silo would you recommend for 
ten or twelve cows ? | | 

Mr. Hill: We all swear by Hoard’s Dairyman; if you will 
look on page 60, you will find figures of the cost of building a
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cement silo. I was at this man’s place when he was getting 
| ready to build; he lives some five or six miles from where I do 

| and he keeps a small herd of cows, I don’t think over eight or 
ten. He has built a silo 31 feet deep and 10 feet in diameter 
and I think for that sized herd, it would be an ideal size. 

They can be built much smaller of cement than of stone or 
wood. | 

Mr. Newsome: How deep below the ground would you go % 
Mr. Hill: Just as far as possible and not get over six: or 

seven feet below the feeding floor of the stable. J know one 
place where a man has a silo where he can practically pour 
the silage into it. If you are not situated so you can. put the 
silo on the upper side of the barn, then go six feet into the 
ground. Of course there are some places where you can not 
go six feet into the ground on account of the water, but where 
the water doesn’t bother you, the only objection to going deep | 

into the ground is the trouble of getting it out, and it is easier 

to get it out of five feet below the ground than up higher. 
Sec’y Burchard: That is not the only objection to going | 

further into the ground. I wouldn’t like to have the death of 
a child or a grown person charged up against this Dairymen’s 
Association. It is not very probable, but it is quite possible, 

| if the lower opening of the silo is much below a man’s chin, | | 
| that sometimes he may be overcome by carbonic acid gas in the 

same way that the same gas gathers in deep wells, so that 1t is _ | 
| not safe, in my judgment, to make them too deep. Many silos 

are built that way and no accidents have happened, but it is 
not safe really to have a silo more than six feet below the low- 
est opening: out of the silo. | 

| Mr. Hill: There is one silo in this state, at the Marathon 

County Asylum, where four deaths resulted from carbonic | 
acid gas. That did not come from going deep below the ground 
but from the fact that they put the doors all in and climbed 

in from the top. When the silo is empty, the gas would not 
be there. It is not worth discussing, because you wouldn’t 
care to go more than six feet below on account of the trouble 
in getting the silage out. | 

Mr. Freeman: If you could get good stone within half a 7 
mile from where you were building, would you build with , 

| stone, or would you get cement ? 

Mr. Hill: I would certainly build it of stone. An ideal :
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silo would be to face it inside with brick and have a three or 

four-inch dead air space, building a foundation on which to 
set this brick. But the fact remains, that very many all 
stone silos, without any dead air space, are used in Wisconsin 

and those who have them like them. If you build a solid 
stone silo, ten or twelve feet in diameter, it is pretty sure to 

freeze. | | 

A Member: -It is necessary to have a dead air space below 
the ground ? 

Mr. Hill: No, it won’t bother you, freezing down there. 
A Member: How about ventilation on top? 
Mr. Hill: There ought to be some ventilation at the top. 

If you have a. circular silo and you put on a cupola in the mid- 
dle, that is all right, but there should be arrangement for ven- 
tilation on top for the preservation of the roof. | 

The Chairman: How about stave silos? 

Mr. Hill: I think that in the East the silos put up are 
largely stave silos. They don’t have there the objection as . 

to freezing that we have in Wisconsin. Of course a stave silo | 
will allow the silage to freeze, though not as badly as in a stone 

silo. In case of a small silo, it would freeze more than you 
| can afford to have it. They cost two or three times as much, 

(that is, the best of them,) as the best silo built of cement or 
stone, and they are not as durable as a silo of brick or cement 

or stone. A farmer must be very careful in taking care of 
them. I have seen them where they have gone to ruin. I 
was at a farm last year in New York State where they had 
put up a silo, a new one. The contractor had put it up and 
gone away and fastened it temporarily to the corner of a 

building and another contractor supposed it was fastened and 
somehow it was cut loose and over it went and it was nothing 

but a mass of kindling wood. JI think we can build better 
| silos than stave silos in Wisconsin, although they are very 

much better than a wooden silo built any other way, and ever 
so much )etter than no silo at all. | 

Mr. Lee: In that stave silo, were there any tongues and 
grooves ¢ | 

Mr. Hill: Yes, not very deep. It was one of the best 
silos built in the east. | 

Mr. Goodrich: If you tighten up the lugs in the spring 
and the next year they will swell and shrink again, what wil]
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happen to your silo in the course of years? I know what hap- 
- pened to one, two or three or four miles from Fort Atkinson. 

They had to build another wall under it to keep it from drop- 
ping down. | 

Mr. Hill: I have not had experience with stave silos. I 
have visited a number of farms in the East where they used 
from one to eight or ten stave silos and they speak very highly 

of them. They are, most of them, set on a cement foundation. 
The Chairman: General Burchard has a stave silo that I 

_ think is in good shape yet. | 
: Secy. Burchard: Yes. Pine makes good silos and hem- 

lock makes good silos. The stave’ silo is a good silo. | | 
The Chairman: They are making a number of stave silos 

‘that are good; some are made of cypress and some of pine. 

Every farmer who wants to build a silo cannot afford to put 
up a stone or cement silo. ~ 

Mr. Wyatt: Would you recommend the King system silo ? 
Mr. Hill: That was a wooden round silo. I don’t believe 

, that at present prices of lumber, except in the case of the 
stave silo, that it would pay to build a wooden silo. Lumber 
is getting higher and poorer every year. The King silo is all 
right, but it is not durable enough with the present prices of 
lumber. | | 

A Member: How thick should the wall of the stone silo 

be ? : 

Mr. Hill: They should be build 18 inches thick. Some 
are thicker at the bottom, two feet. Some are using cement 
blocks, but I think the better way is to build your frames and : 
build of cement. | 

Secy. Burchard: Tell us somthing about roofs on silo. 
Mr. Hill: I know less about roofs on silos than anything 

about them. I have a number of silos and I roofed them 

‘with long V-shaped roofing, because it happened to be the most 
convenient. , 

Mr. Goodrich: All the silo needs a roof for is to keep the 
| snow out; the rain won’t hurt the contents, 

The Secretary: Four or five years ago I built a silo, the 
mechanics were all busy and I had trouble to get it finished in 

| time enough. I was in a hurry to put the corn in and IJ fin- 
ally got men who promised to go out and help me put on the 

4D,
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- voof, a certain man promised to come and do it in a short time, . , 
finish it up. So I put the corn in. He didn’t come, and 
that was a very wet fall, it rained and rained, and it was’nt 
very long before some of my neighbors began to talk to me 
about it. They said that silo didn’t speak very well for its 
owner and the silage would all be spoiled, of course. I said I - 
knew it, but I did the best I could under the circumstances. | 

Then finally, a long time after Thankegiving, the man came 
and we put the roof on and very soon after that we commenc- 
ed to feed the silage to our dairy cows, and I was surprised to 
find there was but very little waste, three or four inches of 
mouldy silage on top, which was thrown off of course. The 

water did it good. Mr. Gurler, down at DeKalb, Ils, has | 
some silos out in his field and no roofs on them at all, and as 
Mr. Goodrich has said, so far as experience has gone, you 
don’t need any roof on a silo, except for the purpose of exclud- 
ing the snow in the winter so you can get at the silage to feed 
it. You may put on some loose boards and keep the snow out, 
or cover it with straw to keep the snow out, and you will have | 
first class silage. It won’t be so nice looking as if you have a 
fine looking building and a cupola on top, but it will keep the — 

silage all right. 
Mr. Goodrich: I went down into the State of Indiana to 

take a cow census, and of course I traveled around amongst | 

the dairymen. A good many of them had stave silos from 14 
to 16 feet in diameter that had absolutely no roofs on them, 
only they had a cover that was just flat and a place where you 

could roll it off out the way and when it came winter and the 
snow began to fall, they could slide that cover on to keep out 
the snow, and they all claimed that the silage. kept all the bet- 

ter for the rain coming onto it. 
Secy. Burchard: If a man doesn’t feel able to go to the ex- 

pense of putting a roof on, he needn’t do it this year or next 
year, or until he gets ready to do it. 

Mr. Sweden: In constructing a silo with a brick lining, 
do you advise building it with stone or some lighter material 

Mr. Hill: I would recommend some light material. My | 
neighbor, Mr. Scribner, has one lined with brick and wood on 
the outside with a dead air space. I think if I was going to 
de: this that I would go to the further expense of covering it 

with galvanized iron, Wood sprung around a, silo, especially |
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_ if it is a round silo, has an inclination to split off a piece 
around the side. I have not seen a silo fixed that way, but I 
have heard two or three who say they are going to cover the : 
outside of their silos to preserve the wood. If you are going _ 
to cover with iron, you can put on much cheaper lumber. All 
the lumber is for is to act as a hoop to support the brick. You 
set up the perpendicular studding and sheath it around out- 
side. If you have a stave, you can use:a good deal poorer 
stave if you are going to cover it on the outside with some- 
thing else. 

| Mr, Freeman: Is there any one who can give us an approx- 
imate estimate of what the cost of this brick lining would be? 

The Chairman: What is the price of brick with you? 
Mr. Freeman: Eleven dollars. 

_ The Chairman: You ought to be able to buy brick cheaper 
| than that, around $8.50, and in Southern Wisconsin for 87, 

or even less than that. | 
Secy. Burchard: If you want to be economical, you can 

| set the brick up on edge and they are just exactly as good. 
You don’t have to lay your brick down flat, they are just as 
good set on edge. Of course you will have to have a heading 
course every little way. If you are going to have a two-inch 
dead air space, your brick will go to the side against your lin- 

oo ing. If you want a four-inch dead air space, the brick may , 
go on in this style, or you put it this way, and that will make 
a six-inch dead air space. A two-inch air space is just as 
good as anything. 

A. Member: How thick will the inside cement wall need . 
to be to stand? | | | 

Mr. Hill: They re-enforce that inside wall with wire 
which is laid in the cement. When you contemplate building 
a silo, by all means send to the Wisconsin Experiment Station 
and get the Bulletin on Silos. It is a book in itself that will 
tell you practically all you wish to know about building silos. 
It does not deal quite so fully with cement silos as the others, 
because in the last two or three years cement silos are being __ 
built more and more. | 

Mr. Sweden: If a solid cement wall is built, is it not more 
apt to freeze ? 

Mr. Hill: If I were building at all with cement, I would 
build with a dead air space and with frames.
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Secy. Burchard: In this brick lining, it is a little better to | 
set the brick on end than sideways, it turns the circle a little . 

_ better, although if a silo is going to be as big as 14 to 16 feet, 
it won’t make any difference. The inside of the brick work 
is cemented anyway, so it is made perfectly smooth. 

A Member: Are bricks cheaper than cement at $8.50 a 
thousand ? | . 

The Chairman: I don’t think so; I think the cement would 
be the cheaper. Cement does not vary much over the State, 
but the nearness to gravel or broken stone, all those things can 

be figured out when you get at it. | 
A Member: If you have good, coarse sand, do you have to 

have gravel ¢ | | | | | 

Mr. Hill: It will be cheaper to get some coarse material 
rather than to use the extra cement necessary. It will be 
necesary to have one to three of sand to make it strong enough, » 

and vou can add three or four or even more parts. crushed 
stone to that and make it really better than it 1s without. 

A Member: Do you know how much your brick silos cost 

you % | | 7 | 
Mr. Hill: Yes, I do know what they cost, but I hate to 

say for fear I might discourage someone, though I feel that 
they were cheap silos for me to build. In the first place, they 
were a patented silo and something was asked for the patent. 
They are 15-10 inside and 35 feet deep, and they cost between | 
$550 and $600 apiece, exclusive of the excavation. They are . 
the very best I could build, and I believe they are cheaper than 
anything else I could build in my neighborhood. The first | 
silo we built was 14 by 21 feet and 22 feet deep and the ma- 
terial cost about $74 on the cars, so that the whole cost of the 
silo was only a little over $100, and that silo was used eighteen 
years, but the same lumber would cost three times that now 
and be poorer in quality than that was. | 

I wanted to say something when the question of summer 
feeding with silage was up. I feel that it is almost as im- | 

| portant to have silage for summer feeding as it is for winter 
feeding. I know I sleep a whole lot better nights now from 
knowing that I can’t possibly feed out the silage in my silos 
if I feed 360 days, and I tell you it is a pleasant feeling when 
we have a dry year. I have a number «i years fed silage 

every day in the year and have had silage to spread out on the
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bottom to start to fill in again, but I am sorry to say a num- 
ber of years I have been left without any. | 

A Member: How many acres did you cut last year to fill : 
| your silos ¢ | 

Mr. Hill: Twenty-two acres and it was a little better than 
an average yield. We talk about getting twenty tons to the 
acre, but when some expert comes around and wants your corn, 
your yield isn’t as big as you thought it was. It is like the 
man’s cows that yielded 88 pounds when he thought they were 
yieldizz 275. | | 
“A Member: How much stock will that amount feed 2 
Mr. Hill: The roughage ration is thirty pounds a day. | 

| If you feed a cow 300 days, it will take five tons for her, and 
three hundred tons will feed sixty cows the major part of their 

| roughage ration. —- 
Mr. Newsome: Do you feed any ground feed with it? 
Mr. Hill: Yes, I feed the cows according to the amount of | 

milk they are giving at the time, varying from four to eight 
| pounds a day. I think some cows have had some years eleven 

or eleven and a half, but that is the maximum. There is con- 
siderable corn in the silage. | 

Mr. Newsome: What is your ration ? : 
Mr. Hill: The usual ration is bran and gluten feed in 

about the proportion of 4 to 1 or 3 to 1. I think if you have 
clover hay or alfalfa hay, you can substitute something for the 
bran. Bran at $20 a ton is pretty expensive feed; if you had 
clover hay you could substitute ground barley or corn. 

The Chairman: What would a cow do on ensilage and al- 
falfa without any grain ? : 

Mr. Hill: If you had good silage and alfalfa hay, it would 
| cost less than what it cost that man to feed his cows that got. 

the 88 pounds and you would have a good deal more than 88 
pounds, of butter. | 

Mr. Newsome: Have you ever experienced taking the 
grain away from your cows and feeding more ensilage ? 

. Mr. Hill: No, I have not. | | 
Mr. Searles: What does that silage eost you per ton to 

raise and put in? : 

Mr. Hill: I have kept accurate account of what it cost me 
some years. Of course the yield of the corn and the price of
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labor would enter into that, but I am sure that year after 
year I can grow corn and put it in the silo for a dollar a ton. 

Mr. Newsome: That. is the labor ? 
Mr. Hill: No, that will cover everything, the rent of the _ 

| land and everything. Perhaps I would have to revise that by 
| saying I could not do it with the present prices of labor, but 

| the years I did keep track of it it would run a little less than 

a dollar a ton. It may cost now $1.10 or $1.15 a ton, but 
certainly not over that, when I could put it in for fifty cents, 
as I know I can. 

Mr. Goodrich: When I took my census in your neighbor- | 
hood, I figured silage $2.50 a ton, and the way I got at it | 
was by figuring what an acre of corn was worth and the num- | 
ber of tons it would make, and I think that is the proper way 
to figure the value of silage, and of the material that is put 

into it. . | , 
Mr. Hill: +I disagree with you for this reason—partially 

disagree—because I have put in a crop of corn that was 150 | 
baskets, say 75 bushels of shelled corn per acre for 40 cents a 
bushel and 80 cents. But the fact is it costs me eight, yes, 
ten cents for husking, in an average year it cost me ten cents 

out of that forty cents a bushel to husk it alone. 
Mr. Goodrich:. It is all right to figure it that way. The 

| way I figured it was that an acre of corn was worth, that is, 
by selling it, husked and all, you would get 25 cents, then sell 
the fodder, and it would make ten cents difference. That 
made the silage worth $2.50 a pound. , 

Secy. Burchard: You are talking from two different stand- 
points. What did it cost to raise that acre of corn that you 
talk about? Mr. Hill is showing not what he could sell an . 
acre of corn for, but what it cost to raise it. 

Mr. Hill: If I have a couple of friends who are looking 
for feed and I am going to sell it to them, then I call it worth 

$2.00 or $2.50 a ton. | 

Mr. Goodrich: When I was up there, there was a question 

I propounded to several intelligent men, including Mr. Hill 
and his father, what should I charge for silage fed to cows and 
some put it down to a dollar and some up to four or five dollars 
They said: ‘Timothy is worth $12 a ton and silage is worth 
one third as much, it has one third as much dry matter in it 

and that makes the silage worth four dollars a ton. I don’t
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figure it that way, I figured to take an acre of corn as it was 

- grown and stood there. Now, then what is it worth to harvesi 

it and to sell the forage 

Mr. Hill: I charge my cows with it at $2.00 a ton and 

when anybody asks me what it costs to keep a cow—lI am just : 

| hog enough to make two hundred per cent on it. If Tam go . 

ing to get 80 cents a bushel for wheat I wouldn’t like to raise 

it for a dollar. I charge my cows with silage at $2.00 a ton. 

Mr. Goodrich: We have been talking about selling things 

in the market. Now, then, you could sell that corn and sell 

| that fodder and get 25 cents out of it. Now, will you sell it 

to your cows and only charge them a dollar a ton? 

Mr. Hill: I beg your pardon, I could not sell it for 25 

cents. I couldn’t afford to, because it would cost me so much | 

- more to get it ready to sell. | 

Secy. Burchard: What do you estimate the relative feed- 

| ing value between silage and good timothy hay? Two and a 

half tons of silage has the same amount of nutriment in it that 

a ton of timothy hay has. . 

Mr. Hill: I should have said 1 to 3. 
Secy. Burchard: That is what Mr. Goodrich says, but I 

think it is only two and a half. 

Mr. Hill: I would rather have two and a half tons of sil- 

age to feed my cows. 

Secy. Burchard: But then silage at $2.00 a ton is cheaper 

than timothy at the usual prices. 

Mr. Hill: Yes, it certainly is. If you could buy silage 

| for $2.50 a ton, you couldn’t afford to pay over $6.00 a ton 

for timothy hay to feed cows. 
Mr. Newsome: How do you harvest your corn ? 
“Mr. Hill: We harvest it with a binder, and I might say 

that I am fixed so as to know pretty near what is costs, be- 

cause I hire all the work done. I say, when I can hire some- : 

body to come with a horse and cut my corn I can’t afford to | 

do the work myself, I have too much other work. I grow just 

as much corn as I can possibly grow to the acre and have it 

mature. If I can have the cured corn I want the heaviest 

yield I can get per acre. JI use Dent corn and it is heavily 

| eared. We want to grow for silage the biggest corn that will 

mature with us. | 

A Member: How do you plant it? | |
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Mr. Hill: In checks, three feet each way or three feet 
three inches each way. We don’t drill it. 

Mr. Newsome: Don’t you think it would be preferable to 
drill it ? 

Mr. Hill: For some reasons I do, but I confess I am un- 
able to keep corn as clean as I am bound to have it and raise 
drilled corn. I can be sure of keeping it clean in the hills. I 
know it doesn’t cut quite so nice for the binder and theoreti- 
cally, you say you ought to grow more corn to the acre grow- 
ing it in drills, but, experimentally, there isn’t as much dif- 

| ference as you would think there is. 
A Member: Do you let your corn get ripe? 
Mr. Hill: Yes, it is practically in condition to cut for 

the grain, perhaps not quite ripe. When the lower leaves first _ 
begin to turn yellow or the husks are turning yellow then it is _ | 
rushed into the silo. Three of us have a large self-feeding 
cutter and run it with an engine and we fill the 150-ton silo 
in about two days, rush it in as fast as we can. 

The Chairman: The sooner the better. | 
Mr. Hill: There is no danger of filling it too fast, only if | 

you fill it more slowly you can get in more. You can fix that 
all right if you wait a few days between. I don’t care wheth- 

. er it 18 wet or not, except when it is so wet that you cannot 
ask the men to handle it. I would like to know how many men 
there are in this audience who have silos. Twelve, including 
-myself. : | 

A Member: Do you use a blower? ~ 
Mr. Hill: No, we use a carrier. I bought a big carrier 

4 before the days of blowers and it is all right yet. 
A Member: Do you use steam or gasoline? | | 
Mr. Hill: Steam. I hire a steam engine for $4.00 or 

$4.25 a day and a man to run it. They will run a gasoline 
| engine for $6 a day and furnish their own fuel. | 

A Member: What did your carrier cost? 
Mr. Hill: I don’t know that I can answer that. I think 

it cost $250. Three of us own it in company and we have it 
mounted on a low platform wagon on trucks. I think you can 

| buy them cheaper than that now. | 7 
A Member: Did you ever see any ensilage put in with a 

corn cutter % | :
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- Mr. Hill: No, I haven’t seen any, though I know some do 
put it in that way and Iike it very much. 

A Member: I saw some this winter that Warren & Com- | 
pany put in with a cutter and it was fine. Have you seen 
any put in whole? . : 

Mr. Hill: Yes, I have seen it put in whole. it will be 
sweeter a good deal. There is a sample of silage here. I 

| should say it was nice, but a little bit too much acid. Whole 
silage will be a good deal darker color and very much sweeter 
It is more trouble to get it in and to take it out. People who 
have not tried it will contradict that, but those who have tried 

it will want to cut it. | 
Mr. Freeman: There is 40 per cent waste when you take 

it out and feed it. 
Mr. Hill: ‘You mean the cattle would not eat it up clean ? 
Mr. Freeman. I saw one silo in Waukesha county, the 

man was a strong advocate of whole silage, and I was in his 
barnyard in the spring of the year and saw stalks piled up | 
there, and I asked him if he had fed any dry stalks. He said 
no, that was what came from the silo. They had wasted as 
much as they would have wasted if the corn had been husked 

and they had fed the husks dry. | 
Mr. Hill: I think that criticism would be true if it was 

large corn. | ' 

Adjourned to 7:30. 

Convention met at 7:30 same day. 
' . Music by the Indian School Orchestra. | | 

| Exercises in charge of Rev. Mr. Atkinson. 

a Prayer by Rev. Smith. 
Mr. Atkinson: J am sure I voice the sentiments of the 

citizens of this city when I say that you are welcome in our 
| . midst and we rejoice exceedingly that there is the interest that 

is exhibited in this convention. During the twenty years I 

| have been in Wisconsin, I have observed those who are inter- 
ested in such assemblies, and I know that they mean education 
and helpfulness and the largest good of the dairy interests and 
the farming interests of this community and this state; that 
these conventions constitute some of the most helpful things
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that have been in operation in our state, and I trust that the 
| result of this convention will be more intelligence, a higher ap- 

preciation and realization of the possibilities within our reach. © 

Music by the High School Glee Club. BS 

THE RELATION OF SCHOOLS TO AGRICULTURE. 

W. McNeel, Principal High School, Tomah, Wis. 

Outside of religion there is no theme of more universal in- 
: terest than education. It has a bearing: more or less direct up- 

on every activity of life. But the purpose underlying educa- | 
tive effort has gradually undergone a change. Up tothe pres- « 
ent time the thought was to train the mind and that alone. But 

the influences of this industrial age have crept in to alter, not 
only the purpose, but more particularly the methods. Very 
seldom do.we now hear the expression of that antique idea,— 
‘My boy needs no education, he is going to be a farmer or 
carpenter as I am, and education is not necessary for that.” 
Perhaps many of you have seen the day when conditions gave 

to that expression a great deal of truth, but these conditions 
have undergone a radical change. The farm is no longer 
fenced in by a couple of dogs; everything is no longer left to 
the blessed trinity of chance, accident and mistake ;the boy ac- 

quainted with the three “R’s” reading, ’riting and ’rithmetic, 
no longer thinks he has more education than ought to be wasted 
in raising potatoes, corn and cattle; the world no longer asks 
the single question, ‘‘What does he know”, but the double ques- 
tion, ““What does he know and how can he apply that know- 
ledge?’ In other words, time has so altered conditions that : 
education is essential to every holder of most any occupation. 
Not the edeation that makes of your brain a junk house, but 

| the reservoir of thoughts which may be applied to the molding 

| or construction of something that stands for something.
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The principal producer to-day is the farmer. We can safe- 
ly say that he is directly responsible for this great and complex 
industrial fabric that exists today, for without the hogs to 
ship, the corn to grind and the cattle to slaughter, where would 
lie the incentive to better the facilities along the lines of trans- 

portation and distribution? Manifestly this great development | 

would not be possible without a corresponding development of 
that upon which it depends, namely, agriculture; and agricul- 
ture has enjoyed this corresponding development, through im- 

provements resulting in more intense cultivation and by the | 
cpening up of new land resulting in an extension of agricul- 
ture.’ 

But statistics show that the individual farmer does not re - 
| ceive and never has received as large a return on hig invest- | 

ment as does the manufacturer and transporter. To a very 
| large extent his profits are kept low by monopolies among the 

interests that handle his product, but the trouble lies more 
with the farmer than with the distributor of his product. He 
is not so well trained in the principles of his art as is his de- 
pendent, the transporter and manufacturer, and, consequently, 
‘1s not living up to his possibilities. The typical farmer of 
today is not as good a business man and manager as is his 
neighbor who conducts a store or shop with an equal capital. 
He has not awakened to the needs of an education for himself 
and children as fully as has his city neighbor. Realization 
of this fact has brought about a great movement on the part of 
the government, both State and National, through rural school | 

education, through research work and experimentation and by 
the circulation of literature which treats of the problems with 
which the farmer must contend. 

Wisconsin was the first state in the Union to encourage the 
| establishment of schools for the teaching of agriculture to the 
| rural classes. The Legislature of seven years ago realized the 

need of the country boy and girl and appropriated $5,000 an- 
nually to provide one half the support of two public schools 
whose purpose shuld be to train young men and women for 
hfe on the farm. ! 

‘The work carried on at these schools is intensely practical 
and the students “learn to do by doing.” The first to be es- 
tablished is at Menomonie, Wis., and that city has become 

widely known for its industrial work done in its public schools
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The other is situated at Wausau, but is not as largely attended | 
and not so widely known. | , : | 

But the state government did not stop here, however, but 
passed an act which has had a greater effect toward the uplift 

of agriculture in our state. The Legislature of 1905 provided 
that the curriculum of all common schools throughout the state 
should be so extended as to include the elements of agriculture 

as a required study. | | 
In the graded school below the High school the study must | 

| be pursued for at least one half year, and graduates from Dis- 
trict schools receive their diplomas only after they have com- 
pleted a satisfactory course in agriculture. The purpose of 
requiring this course is not that farming be taught from the 

| | book, but it is hoped that a study of the reasons and princi- 
ples underlying agriculture will serve to create an interest 
in farm life and prevent a dislike for agricultural pursuits. 
Its aim is threefold: | = | 

1. To instruct the pupil in some of the fundamental prin- . 

ciples of agriculture; : a 
2 To create an interest in farm life and farm work. — 

3. ‘To enable the pupil to read agricultural literature with 
greater intelligence. oo 7 

Instruction in what is commonly designated nature study 
is taught in the grades. This is a course of agriculture in 

| its simplest form. In the high school we have no course in 
agriculture in the truest sense of the word. You know if 
there is a man who must be a Jack-of-all-trades and yet a mas- 
ter of one it is the farmer. He must have plant knowledge 
or botany; animal knowledge or zoology; soil knowledge o1 
geology; knowledge of mechanics or the application of the : 

| laws of physics; arithmetic or computation by means of num- . 
, bers; economies or his relation to society and a knowledge of 

_ the laws of supply and demand. All these we give to our | 
_ students in the high school not under the name of agriculture, 

. but under the name designated and they cannot. help but make 

| of the boy a better farmer; if not in the application of the 
knowledge derived from the study, it will by adding more in- 
terest and zest to his life. | _ | 

_. And after all, the purpose of an elementary education. is 
not to educate a person into a profession or occupation, but it 

is to prepare him for good citizenship by instructing him in
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| the general principles of the things that immediately sur- 
~ round -him, and teaching him how to apply those principles. 

This will make of him a more useful citizen. It is to endow , 
him with the principles of right living by impressing him 
that gold and silver are not the most precious things that ex- 
ist, but that the sweat of the brow, good deeds and good 
thoughts are far more precious and are not subject to deprecia- 

~ tion. | 
You have undoubtedly heard the story of the two frogs. I 

use it so often to illustrate various points that my pupils can . 

| cell it as well as I ean. It is an old and worm-eaten chest- 
nut, but very appropriate for a dairymen’s convention. 

A dairyman was going to town to distribute his milk among 
his patrons and on his way he stopped at a spring to water his 

| horses and, incidentally, to water his milk cans. While he 
was dipping the water from the spring into the cans two frogs 
by chance got into the bucket and shared the same fate as the 
water, and, the dairyman closed the can and started toward — 
town. Now, the two frogs immediately started investigations 
as to how they were going to make their escape. One frog 
more anxious than the other made many excursions around the 

) inside of the can and made many trips up the slippery sides 
only to fall back discouraged. It went to the other frog and 
said, “There is no use in trying to get out of here. I have 
investigated every square inch of the surface and can find no : 
means of escape. We may as well give up first as last, for 

we are doomed to die in this place of confinement anyway.” 
That frog sank to the bottom and became a dead frog. But | 
the other frog took a brighter view of the situation and it kicked 
and jerked and worked; and it worked and jerked and kicked, 
until finally it had churned a lump of.butter. When the man 

- opened the can he found this frog sitting upon this lump of 
butter and floating around the inside of the can, singing, | 

| “A life on the ocean wave, . 7 
- A home. on the boundless sea.” | 
Now, that frog was endowed with the principles we try to | 

| instill into our pupils, namely, the principle of optimism or , 
the taking a bright view of any situation, no matter how 
eloomy it may look. This will give him a cheerful and merry 

disposition and his task can be completed with one half the ef- 

| fort and in one half the time, and the other principle is that
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of persisteney or sticking to a task until it has been completed. 
If endowed with these principles our graduates will make bet- 
ter citizens. They will make of him a better farmer if he is 
to be a farmer; a better lawyer if he is to be a lawyer, or a 
better doctor if he is to be a doctor. . 

‘Music by the orchestra. sy / 
Recitation, Mrs. Joseph Grossman. , | 
Music by the Glee Club. : 

So Oo ADDRESS. So | 

W. D. Hoard, Ft. Atkinson. ‘f 

_ Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: Before entering 
upon the subject matter of my talk before you this evening, I 
wish to dwell for a moment upon the question presented to 
you so clearly by the principal of your high school, the ques- 

. tion of Agricultural Education. The question touching the 
elements of agriculture in the common school is interesting, 
net only to educators and to communities, but is beginning to | 
interest farmers. 

In Hoard’s Dairyman, when we established the Department 
| of Inquiries and Answers, we were obliged to use certain terms 

| that are found in the agricultural industry; for instance, we 
were obliged, when we meant protein to say protein, when we 
meant carbohydrates to say carbohydrates, because there were : 

| no other words in the language that were equivalent, by which 
to convey the meaning, and we got hundreds of letters from 
farmers, good men, but men whose state and whose government 
and whose fathers had neglected in their youth to put them in 
their school, the farm school,—the only school the farmer has, 
the only school that ninety-five out of every hundred farmers 
in Wisconsin ever have any schooling in,—had neglected to 
put before those children, now full grown men—any informa-
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tion concerning these questions that related to their life, and so 
they wrote us and asked, ‘“What do you mean by protein? 

: What do you mean by carbohydrates? What do you mean by | 

nutritive ratio? What do you mean by ether extract?” 

| Now then, there isn’t a farmer in Wisconsin that don’t 
know the meaning of “telegraph.” Yet it is a Greek word. 

There is not one that does not know the meaning of the word 
“telephone,” another Greek word, and so today, if the farmers 

of Wisconsin had a clear understanding of the meaning of 
terms then their reading would have a very much wider and 
stronger meaning to them. And I plead with the farmers of 
this portion of the state that they make their influence felt 
in their own farm schools and with their County Superinen- 
dents, and everywhere, that they make that influence felt for 
the promotion of teaching of the elements of agriculture in 
the common schools, so that the boy of today, the farmer that 

is to be, shall have some clear equipment of knowledge, that 
when he strikes these words and terms in the literature of his 
business that he shall know what they mean. I say to you 
that the farmers have not half realized the importance of such 
knowledge. | . 

Now, knowledge goes from one man to another by virtue of 
: language, and if man is deficient in his knowledge of language 

he cannot receive from another man that which he should re- 
| ceive. And so I say that the common school of today, the 

high school, which is included in the common school, ought to 

be made a splendid engine for the promotion of agricultural 
| knowledge. | : 

I am to say something to you tonight upon a question not 
so closely and practically connected with dairying ag it 1s with 
the construction of the man who is milking the cow. 

| The title of this talk is The Making of a Man, and when I 

am. through with that I want to speak to you a few moments 
on another topic, for I may not have a chance to give my 
thought on this matter. | 

‘It is on the Evolution of the Dairy Farm. It is very fairly 
well known to the people of this state that for nearly thirty- 
seven years I have been working steadily for the promotion of 
dairy intelligence, in Wisconsin, and other states so far as I 
could, and slowly, good friends, as this convention testifies, do 

we see this sentiment springing up where, only a few yearg
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ago, there was scarcely a thought or a deed that was in conso- 
nance with it.. | 

(That portion of Mr. Hoard’s address which was “not so closely 
and practicaly connected with dairying” is omitted at his request.) | 

THE EVOLUTION OF A DAIRY FARM. © 

_~W. D. Hoard, Fort Atkinson. . 

The progression of events towards a completed purpose 
is called Evolution. There may be evolution up, or evolution 

down; towards construction and perfection of purpose, or | 
towards destruction and final collapse. Which way evolution 
takes will depend on the mind, the brain, the thought of the 

man at the helm. | : 
There is no finer sight than a complete dairy farm, worked 

out to as perfect adaptation of means to ends as it is possi- 
ble to make, and no finer ambition can take possession of any | 
man than to construct such a farm. We instantly know it 
when we see it. We know that it is the result of a splendid 
ambition, a fine constructive mind, the logical sequence of a 
thinker, a student, a worker, a master among men. What a | 

marvellous change would be wrought in agriculture if such an 
ambition could take possession quite generally of the minds 
of farmers. Suppose a young man should set out in life with 
this thought and purpose: 

“TI propose to be the owner of as perfect a dairy farm as I 
can make, whether it be of 40 acres or 500. Just as soon as 
I have paid for my land, and maybe sooner, I will start the 
work of building up a first class dairy herd. 

Every dollar above the payment of indebtedness and current | 

expenses is going into the construction of the right kind of 
barns, stables, outbuildings, yards, paddocks, ete., for the life 
of a dairy cow, and the proper handling of her product. 

I will carry as large a herd as it is possible to keep in per- | 

fect health and the land will support, for this will giveme more |
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_ ‘manure and this give me constantly increasing fertility in | 
my land. | , 

, As my revenue increases I will devote it to the building up 
of this farm factory plant, whereby still larger and better re- 
sults may come. , : 

_ I will try and make money, but it will not be for the pur- 
pose of investing it in notes, mortgages, stocks or bonds, until ° 
I have this Dairy Farm in as perfect shape as I can possibly 
make it. | | 

I will spend no money for foolish display or vanity, but I 

will fearlessly spend it as fast as I can get it, to the purpose of 
| doing first class money making work on this farm. 

To this end I will try and take good care of my mind, know- | 
ing that it is the extent of my knowledge as a farmer, and my 
energy in carrying it out, that will tell the final story for me.” a 

Think what splendid results would be now seen in every 
| state, if the majority of dairy farms were guided and managed 

with an ambition like that? Many fanmers think that such a 

, course would be wasteful of money and not a profit making . 
venture in the end. Right there is where they make their 

| greatest mistake. The trouble with dairy farming to-day, all 
over the United States, is that the farmers engaged in it are 
doing their work without clear, definite, ideas of what dairy- 
ing means and without an uplifting ambition to excel as dairy 

| farmers. A large number would spend more money to be : 
elected to some county office than they would for a pure bred 
sire or the building of a first class dairy barn and stable. Their 
ideas of making money are on too low a plane. 

We well remember once when a kind hearted German farm- 
er, a neighbor, took us to task for paying several hundred dol- | 
lars for a-Guernsey bull calf. ‘You might as well throw your 
money in the river” said he. He thought a scrub grade sire 

was good enough for him. He sees things differently now 
since we showed him where we had sold nearly $3,000 worth 
of stock from that sire, with more coming on and the sire still 

in his prime. His last remark to us was: “If I had commenced 
where you did I would be worth ten dollars where now I am 
worth one.” ) 

It is this idea of gathering good forces together, making a 
_ complete whole of a dairy farm, with a definite ambition and 

o—D.,
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purpose that in the end blossoms out in the perfect flower; the 
Evolution of a Dairy Farm, the education and making of one 
of the noblest products of his age, a first class dairy farmer. 

There is money in it; there is splendid citizenship and 
patriotism in it; there is a grand upbuilding of your state in 
and of it. 1 : | 

Music by the orchestra. — | 

Adjourned to Thursday, February 21, 1907, 9:30 A. M. 

Convention met at at 9:30 A. M., Thursday morning, Feb- 
ruary 21st 1907. Charles L. Hill presiding. 

‘Report of the Secretary. | 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

To the President and Members of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s 
- Association: I have the honor to submit the following report, 

covering the period from the adjournment of our convention 
| in Waukesha last winter to the present time. : 

I have drawn orders on the treasurer to the amount of 
$3,445.58 for the current expenses of the association. The 
treasurer’s report will show in detail in whose favor the sev- 
eral orders were issued, but as has been my custom in previous 

years, I give a brief summary of the purposes for which the 

expenditures were made as follows: | 

Convention expenses of 1906. ................ $420 79 

Convention premiums paid...i...cissseeseen. 125 24 

| $546 03
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Dairy Inspector H. C. Searles .............. $1,336 51 
Dairy Inspector H. K. Loomis .............. 420 10 

Cornish, Curtis & Green M’f’g. Co., Outfits and 

supplies . oe. eee eee cee eee ees 52 29 
Blanks for reports ........ 00.0 c cece cece ees — 18 50 

: $1,872 40 

Expenses of members attending meeting of the Ex- 
ecutive Board ........... cece ee ccecceces $15 86 

SWISS CHEESE PURPOSES. 

Instructor Peter Zumkehr ................4. $924 00 | 
John Luchsinger, legal services ............05. 50 00 
Printing report ..... 6... eee ce lene eee ences 63 75 
Milk for experimental purposes .............. 18 54 

| 7 $1,056 29 

‘ : | $3,445 58 

There still remains to be paid as part of the legitimate ex- 
penses of the year, the salary of the secretary, $250, the ex- | 

penses of his office. $94.10, a printing bill, for stationery, pro- 
grams, etc., $25.40, and several outstanding accounts for trav- 
eling expenses of several officers while serving the association. 

When these several acounts are presented and paid, the expen- 
ditures for the year will fall but little, if any, short of $4,000, 

: which is the amount of our annual appropriation. - 

As noted in the program prepared for this convention, the 
: Executive Board, after mature consideration, considered it in- | 

expedient to continue premiums on butter and cheese and 
adopted the following resolution March 22, 1906: 

Resolved, That premiums on factory butter and cheese be dis- 
continued and that premiums be offered for milk and cream 
for market, cheese factory, and creamery purposes, including 
all essential points except the per cent of fat and solids-not-fat. 

| Mr. Charles L. Hill with the president and secretary was 
constituted a committee to formulate satisfactory rules for the 
milk and cream exhibit. It has been found difficult, not to
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| say impossible, to formulate satisfactory rules for this pur- 
pose, for the reason that there were neither precedents nor ex- 
perience for guidance but with the co-operation of the State 
Dairy and Food Commissioner and some of his expert assist- 
ants, we have arranged for such an exhibit and for judging 
and awarding premiums. It is confidentially expected that 
our experience this year will enable us to overcome in the fu- | 
ture many of the difficulties and discouragements that have 

been met with in the past. | 
The Executive Board at its meeting last March also adopted 

. the following: 
. Resolved, That the asociation discontinue the present sys- — 

tem of instruction to creameries and cheese factories and in | 
lieu thereof establish a system which shall deal more directly. 

with the milk producer. | 
Pursuant to this instruction it was determined to make some 

initial experiments in establishing test associations. Several 
applications were received but none of them seemed to offer 
sufficient dairies or cows to occupy the full time of an inspector 
in one locality, but after some effort and delay by combining 
the applications from territory northeast of Fond du Lac with . 
others from. the neighborhood of Rosendale, west of Fond du 

| Lae, a circuit was established and Mr. H. C. Searles was start- 
ed in the work about the middle of May. It is expected that 
he will be present and report concerning the progress made. 
The monthly reports he has sent in show only too plainly the 

| imperative need of such work and letters from dairymen whose 
herds he has visited from month to month speak very encourag- 
ingly of the benefits already accomplished. | 

Later in the season, Mr. H. K. Loomis was persuaded to | 
take up a similar line of work, but on a much more restricted 
scale in Sheboygan county. 

These inspections, to be of full value, should cover q full | 
year. Doubtless from experience gained, these inspectors will 
have valuable suggestions to offer concerning methods for the 

: future. | 

| Respectfully submitted, 
| ~ Gro. W. Burcuarp, ~ 

, Secretary. 

Secy. Burchard: Gov. Hoard suggests that I very briefly
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explain this method of inspection to which I have referred in 
my report. 

| The inspector goes once a month to each herd; he there sees 
a _ to the milking morning and night or night and morning, gets 

one day’s milk. He takes samples of that milk and tests them 
and he assumes that for practical purposes this may be a sam- 
ple of the entire product, of each cow for the month. If any- 

| thing really abnormal occurs, he can check it up with his test 
| _ for the month preceding and the month following. He makes 

| a record of this and reports to me as secretary of the Associa- 
tion once a month. 

I have looked over those reports with some care and it is 
astonishing as well as instructive to note how much different 
cows vary, cows in the.same herd. Some hold out well and 
others drop off almost at once. Some start in magnificently, 
but they soon fall out of the race. 

These inspectors also report briefly about conditions on the 
farm, how the man feeds. and what care he gives his cows, etc., 
and it is instructive to note that there is oftentimes quite a re- 

| lation between the faling off of the milk in the herd and the 
_ lack of proper care given to them. : 

_ I don’t want to trespass too much upon this line of thought 
as will be developed by Mr. Searles, who has been in the work 

. and has a paper which he will present tomorrow morning, go- 
ing more into details I expect, but I am glad to call your spe- 
cial attention to this matter. | | 

The Chairman: At this time I am going to appoint the fol- 
lowing committees: | | 
Resolutions—C. H. Everett, A. D. DeLand, M. B. Lee. | 

| Nominations—J. Q. Emery, Prof. W. A. Henry, Mrs. A. 
| L. Kelly. | | 

| Auditing—H. ©. Taylor, C. P. Goodrich, H. D. Griswold. 
| | Milk Exhibits—W. D. Hoard, U. S. Baer, Secy. Burchard. 

At this morning session, Gov. Hoard is to occupy the chair. — 
Ex-Gov. Hoard: The hall seems to be pretty cold. Way 

back in my boyhood days, when we took sleighrides and it was 
chilly, we used to say, “Lay the brands close if you want a 

- good fire,” and I have always noticed that it is a good deal so 
with an audience. If you have a warm room and a good au- 

_ dience, well packed in together, somehow or other the action — 
: and reaction of the moment is more prolific. You know how 

|
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it is, you don’t enjoy your meals if you sit down in a cold | 
room and eat alone. : | 

For a number of years it has been my fortune to know of 
the character of work which has been performed by one of the oe 
younger members of the faculty of the College of Agriculture 
in Wisconsin JI have happened in the course of my life to 

: meet a good many men who did good work. 
Now, we have before us this morning a very important topic, 

. wonderfully important to the comprehension of the practical 
farmer if he can be brought to see it, and I think as a rule 
that almost every farmer is willing to see if he possibly can 

have an opportunity to see. 

The relationship of alfalfa and corn to dairy farming in 

Wisconsin is remarkably close. One little word may help us 
by way of illustration. Here is a circle, it is complete, we | 
will say, almost closed at the top. I find in my practical 
work on my farm that corn ensilage and alfalfa hay close- the 
circle pretty nearly and all it lacks is the keystone of a little 

more grain. 
Now, the relationship of corn and alfalfa is remarkably in- 

timate. Wisconsin is a good corn state, raises corn when a 
study is made of it and raises it successfully, and it is very 
fortunate fbr us this morning that we have one of the most — 
devoted students and teachers in the College of agriculture with 
us to discuss this question, and it gives me exceeding good 
pleasure to introduce to you Prof. R. A. Moore, who will dis- 
cuss this question as I know in a very enlightened manner. 

Prof. R. A. Moore: Mr.Chairman, worthy Secretary, | 
Ladies and Gentlemen: It is certainly a great pleasure for 
me to be with you. It is my first opportunity of meeting 
with the dairymen of the State of Wisconsin, with this particu- 
lar Association which has done so much good to our state. It 
carries me back to my younger days in old Kewaunee county, | 

when, through the efforts of this organization such men as ex- 
Gov. Hoard, Dean Henry and Hiram Smith came to our 
county and told us we had been soil robbers. (We were grow- 
ing wheat in Kewaunee county in the same way that it was 
being grown all over the fair state of Wisconsin, but we didn’t 
know that we were robbers until we were told it by these men 

who warned us we should turn before it was too late. 
There was not a single creamery or cheese factory in the 7
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county of Kewaunee at that time, but we did turn; in a few 
years we stopped growing wheat upon our farms, we turned 
our attention to dairying and when I left the county eleven 

years ago to take up my work in the College of Agriculture, 
we had at that time 68 cheese factories and creamerieg in the 
county, and we are pulling the mortgages off our farms that 
has been placed there by continuous wheat growing. 

| That same thing took place throughout our entire state, and - 
today the state of Wisconsin is largely indebted to what this 
Association has done, with the co-operation of the collage of 
Agriculture, for her present condition. 

The state of Wisconsin had a population who were willing 
to learn and when they saw that it wag for their interests to 
take up the dairy business in preference to growing wheat 
upon their farms, they did so, and today we have in the neigh- 
borhood of 2,995 cheese factories and creameries in the state 
of Wisconsin and its dairy products bring to our farmers some | 
$40,000,000 or $50,000,000 annually, and it is right upon | 
that subject in particular that I wish to speak. 

It has been suggested that in order to get the discussion 
properly before the members of this Association and_ their 
friends, that I give a couple of short papers upon the topics 

. assigned me. Then these can be discussed and before taking 
up the discussion, it will be well to present both these papers. 

THE WISCONSIN CORN CROP. 

Breeding, Growing and Dissemination. | 

R. A. Moore. 

For many years Wisconsin has been handicapped in corn . 
growing. Our southern neighbors have told us that we were 
out of the “Corn Belt,” and unless we could come over into 
the corn belt there was little use of. growing anything except _ 
fiint corn in Wisconsin. 

A careful survey of the climatic and other conditions seem- 
ed to show that Wisconsin was not out of the corn belt, but
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was very much inside and underneath the belt proper. Ait 

that seemed necessary was to stop purchasing seed corn in ac- 
cordance with the scoop shovel method and stop trying to 
adapt ‘southern grown corn for our ‘conditions. The worn 
needed was Wisconsin corn belt corn, bred and acclimated es- 
pecially for different localities of the state. The Wisconsin 
Experiment Station undertook the task of developing the varie- 
ties of corn and with the aid of the Experiment Association | 
within five years have established Wisconsin corn, “true Bad- 
ger corn’ in every county of the state. | 

Five years ago Wisconsin produced 28.2 bushels of shelled 
corn per acre. Secretary Wilson sends forth in the U. BS. 
Crop Reporter the remarkable yield for Wisconsin of 41.2 . 

| bushels per acre for the year 1906. Wisconsin’s yield per 
acre 1s only surpassed by. the state of Ohio, which has a yield | 
of 42.6 bushels per acre. | : : 

Parties who have not understood what has been going on in 
the state of Wisconsin in regard to corn breeding, can hardly | 
realize what is meant by the figures I have given you. What 
that menas is this, that Wisconsin this year has grown twenty — 
million bushels more corn on approximately the same acreage 
than she did in 1902. | 

‘The breeding, acclimating and dissemination of corn for 
various sections of the state has been an important factor in 
bringing about this increased yield. Like ithe Dairymen’s 

oe Association now jin session, which sprung into existence at a 
time to prevent the farmers from depleting their soils through 
constant wheat cropping, the Wisconsin Experiment Associa- 
tion has come to the rescue for better corn production. By 
the establishment of several thousand corn centers, the im- 
proved varieties have been grown and acclimated in all sec- 
tions of the state and farmers now have within easy reach good 

seed corn, which they can purchase fire dried in the ear that 
has been grown under their own local conditions. 

It is surprising what an association of 1200 young farmers | 
can accomplish when all proceed in a systematic way along 
one line of effort. - 

During the five years work with corn at the Experiment 
Station a few things have been learned that are of vital inter- 
est to the Wisconsin corn breeder and will be herewith given 
with the hope that some farmer will be benefited thereby.
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, For improvement of yield we should observe careful selec- 
tion of seed ears when stalk study is permissible. ‘The ears 

| should not be taken from the stalks until well matured. Seed 
- - gorn should not be dumped on a floor, but hung in a well ven- 

tilated room or top of corn crib to dry. A well ventilated fur- 

| nace room is an admirable place to cure corn. Small outside 
building, well ventilated, with corn racks arranged and shield- 
ed, stove in center of room is preferable for drying large 

| amounts of seed corn. After seed corn is well dried, it will 
stand cold weather without serious results. SO 

. The ear we desire should be cylindrical and true to type, | 
: tapering ears are objectionable as they do not carry uniform > 

) kernels. Kernels should be of medium depth and of practi- . 
| cally the same width from butt to tip of ear with edges fitting | 

closely from crown to cob. :Kars having sixteen to twenty 
rows are preferable for our latitude, as-by carrying that num- — 
ber of rows, they dry out. more readily than if carrying more. 

A slightly roughened seed coat is desirable and the corn should 
come well down around the shank, which should be of medium 
size. The tips of the ears should be fairly well filled, but do 
not discard the ear if a few tip kernels are missing when 
other good characteristics are present. ; 

Ears should be of uniform size, 8 to 10 inches in length, 
and 6 to 7 inches in circumference. Uniformity in size of 
ear usually carries with it uniformity in size of kernels. 

The secret of good crops is largely in the seed. Only the 
best should be planted. No uniformity of stand can be se- 
cured unless seed has good germinating power. All corn of 

doubtful character should be tested. General test should 
. first be made by taking at least two kernels from each of fifty - 

ears and making test in simple plate tester. If test is from 
| 98 to 100 strong and vigorous, and corn was cured under simi- 

lar conditions, the farmer can be reasonably certain the corn 
is all right. Resort to the ear test if general test is low, or 
if any doubt exists, as it will amply repay for time and | 
trouble. | . 

| Before testing make general selection of ears that have ker- 
nels of about the same size. Use planter plate that will plant 
by check row system three or four kernels to a hill. Stay by a 

planter until it will drop four kernels eighty out of a possi- 
ble one hundred times. .
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Shelled corn should not be purchased for seed. Every corn 
grower should insist on having seed corn shipped in the ear 
so that he can test the same before planting and discard it if 
of no value. There is no good reason why any honest corn 
dealer should refuse to sell corn in the ear. | 

Bear in mind that in order to lock the vitality of seed corn , 
in the kernel until time of planting, the corn should be fire 
dried and then stored in a safe place. | | 

Chairman: Please speak further in regard to curing corn 
in basements of buildings. | : 

Prof. Moore: Farmers having furnaces in the basement of 
dwellings for heating purposes can use the furnace room for 
kiln drying corn. The corn can be strung on wires or slats 
or the ears tied so as to be suspended from the ceiling. The 
windows should be opened so as to have free circulation of 
air and the furnace run as to have the heat retained as far as 

| possible in the basement. |Where a corn grower hasn’t this 
| convenience and where the desire is to cure a very large quan- 

tity we advise a regular corn curing building. : 

Chairman: Do you furnish plans for these curing rooms? 
Prof. Moore: We give general directions, we have not any 

| elaborate system. We have told a great: many of our members 
of the Experiment Association to go ahead and take any of 
their old outstanding buildings and put little corn racks in 
them and put in a shielded stove in the center of the room, and 

. before going to work in the morning, run in and start a fire 
and keep the corn in there for a couple of weeks. Do not fire 

; too heavily at first, but have a slow heat the first day or two, : 

and windows well open, be very careful that there is good cir- 

culation of air in the room, otherwise the corn will be bathed 
in moisture that is driven off the corn. | | 

Chairman What do you mean by “ear” test? 

Prof. Moore: JI mean to go to your corn racks, wherever 
they are, and select your ears of corn and lay them-on a table 
in rooms having them all numbered. Take out from four to 
six kernels, usually four are sufficient. One hundred ears 
would be sufficient to plant at least eight acres of corn. It 
doesn’t take very long to select out one hundred ears that are 
uniform. Number them and take out four kernels from dif-
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ferent parts of the ear. We have a little board box and we 
put sawdust in the bottom and nail a cloth, which has squares 

drawn upon it that are numbered. This cloth is drawn over 
- the sawdust and tacked to the sides of the box. ‘Then the ker- 

nels from ear No. 1 go into square No. 1 and so on down. 
Then we have a little sack that we fill with sawdust and mois- 
ten that goes on top of the corn in the tester. After the corn 

has been in the tester three days we look at it and most of the 
kernels will have germinated at that time, but we cannot tell | 
the character of the germination so well until about five days 
have elapsed. Then we go to the box and here we will say is 
square No. 10 with four kernels in it, and two of them 

have failed to germinate and the other two weak. We cast 
ear No. 10 out as we know that something has occurred to in- 

| jure the vitality. We figure that a thousand plants would be 
produced from this ear if the kernels were all good, but some- 
thing has happened to this ear that has made it a poor ear, 
and the only way of telling whether it is good or poor is to put 
it to the ear test. No man will make money so fast as he will 
while testing corn. Now, then, we will go to square No. 25, 

and find something is the, matter with the germination. We 
will see that the vitality has been injured to a certain extent 
and we throw out the ear to be put into the feed box. You 
may find there will be five or ten ears out of a hundred that 
something is the matter with the germinating power, and they 
should be discarded. Only keep those ears of corn to plant 
that give a vigorous germinating test. 

For Wisconsin conditions the only true method of curing 
corn is to fire dry it. When we harvest corn, even though it 
looks to be well matured, it has from 25 to 30 per cent of 
moisture in it, nearly one third moisture. Even though we 
have considerable good weather after harvesting the corn, the 
moisture content will not be reduced more than five or ten per 
cent, so when freezing weather comes the corn having eighteen 
or twenty per cent or moisture in it, is injured or rendered 
entirely unfit for seed. The water freezes within the corn. 
and the germ is destroyed and even though some of the ker- 
nels germinate, the vitality is knocked out of the corn. We 
wish to have the vitality and the energy, locked into the seed 

corn so that it will come forth after planting and produce a 
- good stalk and at the same time produce a good ear. ,
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By going through a field of corn you will find a great many 
barren stalks, the seed producing these stalks had just suff- 
cient vitality to produce the stalk and perhaps put out a lit- | 
tle nubbin. If your seed corn is fire dried and you secure the 
vigorous ears by testing, you will find in your field annually | 

| a less number of these barren stalks, and a less number of 
_ stalks that will produce nubbins. | 

We have bred, at the Station, a variety of corn that will 
produce merely one ear to the stalk. You will find it char 
acteristic of this Wisconsin No. 7 to produce one good ear to 
the stalk. You might say, “Wouldn’t it be better to produce 
two or three ears of that same corn?’ You would thereby 
have a lower grade of corn. The high grade seed corn you 
can sell at $3.00 a bushel. So we wish to breed a corn that 

. will give as many bushels as possible of this $3.00 corn. If 
we have more ears to the stalk, we are going to have a great 
deal of the other kind of corn, the twenty and fifty cent corn. 
When we started working with corn, we thought five ears out 

| of a hundred that we would not be ashamed to send out for _— 
seed was pretty good. We have gradually been working up, 
so that this year we got about twenty per cent of ears thai | 
would go into the seed corn lot. We made three divisions of - 
the corn, namely, the seed ears, the feeding ears and the nub- 
bins. We are striving to reduce the lower grade of corn and 

| raise the higher grade, and this we are accomplishing through 
our single row tests. a 

Mr. Taylor: Is it delivered to the purchaser in the ear ? 
Prof. Moore: Yes, we do not believe in the scoop-shovel 

| method of selling corn. 

| | ALFALFA IN WISCONSIN. pe 

R. A. Moore. a 

Wisconsin is a great dairy state and her dairy products | 
brings to her farmers some fifty million dollars annually, but 
a considerable sum of this money is spent by the farmer for
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high protein feeds. Oil meal, oil cake, cotton seed meal and 

bran are purchased by Our dairymen for the protein these 

feeds contain. ‘These feeds are high priced and often farmers | 

living at a distance are obliged to spend much valuable time 
on the road bringing home these feeds after they have been | 
purchased at a good round sum. It seems to me that the Wis- | 

consin farmer has reached that stage in development, when we 

can solve this trying problem, and grow his protein feeds on 
his own farm. We know he can, as many of our best dairy- | 
men are already doing it, and keeping their protein money at | 

home, instead of sending it out of the state annually. | : 
The alfalfa plant has come to help us out and as soon as we 

learn to grow and care for this great plant, the problem of pro- 
7 tein mixtures for our carbonaceous feeds is solved. The man 

who may have tried the growing of ‘alfalfa without success, : 

should not feel discouraged, and should remember we are | 

- working with a wonderfully mysterious plant. A plant that 
can build in its tissue 18 per cent of protein matter and se- | 
cure the larger portion of it from the air, and much of tlie 
other feeding elements from many feet below the surface, of 
the ground, is worthy of our best judgment in the establish- | 

ment of the same upon our farms. No better inheritance can 

we leave to our offspring on the farm, than good established 
fields of alfalfa and a knowledge of how to grow the same. 

An organization that has come to the dairymen in times 

of need is now in session, and may we not spread broadcast 

throughout our state some information that will enable the 
farmer to sclve forever the question of high protein feeds. 

During the past eight years at the Experiment Station, we 
| have successfully grown alfalfa, and no less than eight hun- 

dred members of the Experiment Association are growing al- ’ 

falfa as object lessons in all the older sections of the state. We 

hope to be able to present to you a few facts bearing upon the 
growing and handling of this coming forage plant. 

Test the Seed. Seed should be tested before purchasing. 

Use the simple plate tester. Farmers should ‘write seedmen 
for sample or seed and test the same; if the seed does not test 
90 per cent or above, do not purchase, but try another firm. 
The character of the germination should be considered, as well | 

as the fact that the seeds germinate. 
Reasons for Failure to Procure Good Stand. Seed of low
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vitality has been the principle reason for numerous failures | 
in the past. Sow the seed on well-drained land, south slope 
preferable. Do not sow on low, moist, or heavy red clay soils. | 
Use twenty pounds of seed per acre, and if the land is weedy, — 
use one bushel of barley or oats as a nurse crop. If the nurse 
crop does not lodge, let it mature and harvest in the usual | 
way. Under very favorable conditions, a cutting of alfalfa 
can be secured the same season of sowing. Do not cut alfalfa 
after September 10th. | 

Sou Inoculation. In many portions of Wisconsin, alfalfa 
plants readily develop the proper nodules on the roots without 
artificial inoculation of the soil. To insure a good stand it is 

+ safest to seatter bacteria laden soil on the surface of the ground, 
just previous to sowing the alfalfa seed. Soil taken from an old 
alfalfa field or where sweet clover (Melilotus alba) grows,  - 
contains the germs that act in a beneficial way on the alfalfa 
plant. | 

A good plan to get the proper bacteria into the soil is to put 
. some alfalfa seed with our clover mixture we desire to sow. 

a few scattering alfalfa plants will become established in our 
clover field, and act as bacteria distributors, until whole fields 
will become properly infected with the essential germs for the 
proper development of the alfalfa plant. 

| When to Cut. Alfalfa should be cut when coming into 
blossom, and not too close to the ground. Hay caps to cover 
alfalfa and protect it from dew, rain and sunshine, are desir- 
able. One-half the value of alfalfa hay may. be lost if it is 
not properly protected. 

Feeding Value. Alfalfa hay has nearly the same feeding 
constituents as bran and should be regarded on a par with 

4 grain feed by weight for dairy cattle. 
Do not pasture your alfalfa fields which you desire to eur. 

for hay, as alfalfa is readily killed by close pasturage. A 
top dressing of well rotted manure aids materially in produc- 
ing a gocd crop. 

Fields which you desire to sow to alfalfa should be fertile, 
well drained and well manured in order to get a good stand 
from the start. In old hog pastures or cattle yards, there seems | 
to be very little difficutly in getting alfalfa established at first 
seeding. | 

I have here a sample of alfalfa seed grown in Wisconsin,
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true Badger seed, which gave a yield of four bushels per acre. 

We have already made germinating tests of this seed at the 

Station and found it to be 95 per cent. The price of alfalta 

seed at the present time is 1514 cents a pound, about $9.50 

per bushel. So you see at four bushels to the acre, a man can 

get $38.00 for the seed from an acre of land after getting one 

good cutting of alfalfa hay. It will be a blessing to our state _ 

when more members of our Association grow this seed; they a 

will find a ready market for all the Wisconsin grown seed 

they can raise. | | 
The young man who grew this seed, took first prize at the 

Annual Meeting of the Association. | 

| Four years ago when the Experiment Association received 

its first annual appropriation of one thousand dollars from the 

state, we used the larger portion of the money to buy alfalfa 
' geed. We were very careful to get good seed, consequently 

made many germinating tests of seed from different seed , 
firms before placing our order. We were surprised to find 

some of the germinating tests run as low as twenty percent. 

Any farmer who sows 20 per cent seed is doomed to failure 

from the beginning.. We got other seed that tested 98 to 100 

and that is the kind we purchased, you may be sure. Fields 

today that were put in from this seed are giving annually 

| three crops a year, and have established the fact in many coun- 
ties where they were not growing alfalfa at that time, that we 

could grow and develop this great forage plant. 

Be careful before purchasing alfalfa seed that you make the 

| test. Send it down to the Station, if you have any doubt, and 
we will make the test for you, and report on the purity as well 

as the germinating quality of the seed. | 
| Chairman: Do you as a rule get a cutting of alfalfa the | 

same year of seeding ? 
Prof. Moore: It is only occacionally we get a cutting of 

alfalfa the same season of seeding. We have done it at the 

Station farm. We got two and a half tons to the acre. the 

first year, and the next year we took four crops from the same 

field, but it is safer not to cut the first season and never cut 

after September 10th. | 
_ We have a plant commonly known as sweet clover growing 

along our roadsides, that is performing very important mis- 

sion in spreading the germs necessary for the growth of alfal-
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fa. We passed laws putting sweet clover: among noxious 
weeds, we started out with the determination to cut it down | 
and exterminate it, but the plant is quietly performing its great 
mission in life by paving the way for alfalfa. When we realize 
the great mission this plant is accomplishing, we will be will- 

| ing to let it grow alongside of the road unmolested. 
_ he reason in many parts of Wisconsin that we can get a 
good stand of alfalfa today is because this same sweet. clover 
is growing by the roadsides. The sweet clover germs which 
are beneficial to growing alfalfa are washed onto the adjoining — 
fields and the ground filled with the bacteria which are neces- 
sary for the growth and development of alfalfa. 

Chairman: You spoke of getting the land inoculated by 
sowing a mixture of alfalfa and clover seed, please explain 
further. 
Prot. Moore: In sowing alfalfa with clover, the few plants 

._ that become established among the clover plants, if but one 
plant in fifty the germs seem to act on it and that plant will 
look vigorous. Nodules develop on the-roots of these plants 
which release sufficient bacteria so that whenever the clover 
sod is turned up and we sow alfalfa upon the field, we are 

: pretty sure to get a good catch of alfalfa and practically all 
plants will develop the nodules when we follow the above prac- 
tice on high well drained soils. 

, DISCUSSION, 

- A Member: Ilow would it be for the farmer who was not 
selling seed to shell it and put it in a bag after having’ fire- , 
dried it, and put it away ? 

| Prot. Moore: In some respects that might be all right. 
Of course there may something have happened to the corn that 
he is not aware of and he would not be able to test it. to ad- 
vantage 1f at has shelled from the ear. Now, if this corn was 
going into a breed test I would not advise that at all. If 
it was just going into a general field, it probably would be all 
right and be safe for him to make a general test, but if it was 
going to a breed test, I would fix it so I could test these ears 
before putting them into the test, |
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. I did not speak of our system of breeding. It is practiced 
by the members of the Association, nothing hard about it. 
We go to work and select 50 ears and finally we select the 
smallest ear, the one which has the least number of kernels, 
and we reject the tip and butt kernels so as to get uniform ker- 
nels and we will plant_this ear in a row, putting in three or 

. four kernels to the hill, whichever we decided on, three feet 
"eight inches and four feet apart. Plant it as far as it will 

£0. | | 
Then take this next ear and so on down through until we | 

get the 50; we usually run 50 ear tests. Now, when it comes 

to looking over this corn and the selection, we begin at a time 
before the corn has fully ripened; for instance, if we wish to 
fix early characteristics and wish them to be prominent in 
some of this corn, we -will go through when some of the early 
ears begin.to ripen up and we will mark these stalks on which 
these early ears grow. At the same time, we wish to have this 
corn selected with reference to the stalk, we want to consider 

the characteristics of the stalk, there is a great variance, for 
instance, in the leaf development of the stalk. . Wisconsin 
farmers use a great deal of corn for forage purposes or for 

the silo. Consequently, we save ears of the leafy corn. This 

No. 7 corn is the most beautiful corn in that respect that I have 
ever seen grown. You select a very leafy stalk. : 

Corn is one of the most beautiful plants to deal with you 
ever saw, because you can breed any of the characteristics you 
desire into the corn plant, and we have developed a variety 
of corn which has an excellent stalk, nice and leafy. Of 
course this corn that you are selecting must be left, it must | 

| not be picked. A great many farmers make the mistake and 
go in when the first husks of the corn begin to turn yellow and 
they pick those ears off and put them in a bag and take them 
home thinking they are going to get early corn. Well, they 
are going to develop that characteristic in the corn to a cer- 
tain extent, but at the same time, they have lost a most essen- 
tial thing in corn; that is, they have lost the vitality, the en- 

ergy, which goes into the corn just during the last few days of 
the ripening period, and that 1s what we want in corn, if it 
is going to have sufficient energy and vitality locked up in it 

to put forth a stalk and good ear it must be left to get tie 
6—D.
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benefit of those last few days, because that is what they lose 
by selecting in the way it is so often done. But, mark the 

stalk, and after it is well ripened up, go in and gather your 
selected ears and you have got those qualities you are after. 

The Chairman: Do you make any study of the character 

of the stalk, as well as the character of the ear, I mean the 
vigor of the growth of the stalk ? 

Prof. Moore: Yes, we study that. We size the corn stalk — 
up just as you would if you wished to select an important man 

to put in an important_position. Make a general selection. 
The Chairman: Your idea is that the vigor and appear- 

ance of the stalk itself is of importance as well as the appear- 
ance of the ear? . 

Prof. Moore: Yes, very important indeed. Now, for in- 
stance, each ear has its identity just as closely as the identity 
of aman. For instance, we find in the human race we have 
a class of men that is always behind, never get up, it seems as 
if they are born two or three hours late in the world and never 
catch up. Then we have another class of people who are able 
to hold their own and keep up with the world’s progress and 
not only to hold their own, but to go beyond the general aver- 
age, and so it is with corn. We have some corn that is going 
to drop back just as some dairy cows are a detriment to the 
herd, they will never catch up. So it is with corn; while, on 
the other hand, we have come to where we can produce three 
times as much good corn under the same conditions, the land 

plowed in the same way, cultivated in the same way and seem- 
ingly the same kind of corn at the beginning. But to come 

to our seed corn again. The next year we plant from our 
high yielding row and our whole yield is going to be high and 
that is how the yield rises, and that is the reason that we are 

getting from 75 to 100 bushels of corn to the acre, because we | 
have thrown brains into the work; we have a thousand young 
men doing that, throwing brains into their work of breeding 
corn and that is one reason why we are able to give you the 
results that we have. | 

A. Member: Would you advise shelling another year ? 
Prof. Moore: No, for two reasons. We reject the tips 

and butts for two reasons, one is because they are tardy in 
the germination, about three or four behind in the germina- 
tion, so if they are planted with the other kernels these tip and
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butt kernels come on about four days late and are shaded dur- 

ing the whole growth and they never have sufficient vitality 
to produce a good year. Another reason is that they are not 

_ the same size and will not plant in the same way, the planter 
will drop six or seven kernels down into the hill where you 
only want four. 

The Chairman: Do you go through a field of corn and 
cut out the barren: stalks? 

Prof. Moore: No, sir, we haven’t done that to a very great 
extent. There is a great doubt upon that particular subject 
as to whether or not this is a breed characteristic. A great 
many of the best corn breeders think that it is and while I 
may be convinced otherwise, I think that it is not a breed char- . 
acteristic. I think that barren stalks are largely the result of 
corn that is planted that has not had vitality and energy locked 
up init. | 

Mr. Goodrich: They are sometimes large stalks, are they 
not ¢ 

‘Porf. Moore: Yes, occasionally the corn has sufficient vi- 
tality to put thrift into the stalk, but, as a rule, it is not so. 

A Member: In your selection of seed corn, when you go 
through the field and mark certain stalks, how would you mark 

| it 2 

Prof. Moore: I would either use a little string or one of 
these clasp clothes pins. 
The Member: How would you know that it is the proper 

kind of an ear? Would you rip off the husks ? | 
Prof. Moore: No, I would just select about three times as 

many ears as I thought I would need. You ean go through 
and mark enough stalks to make two or three hundred ears in 
a very short time. I mark about three times as many as I 
need and about from fourteen to sixteen ears of corn like this 
that I have here would plant an acre. _ 

The Member: iAnd the corn that is marked should be cut 
at the proper time for fodder, should it? 

| Prof. Moore: Oh, no. After the corn is all ripened up 
and it is all right, the leaves have stopped performing their 
functions of putting energy and vitality into the corn. We 
like to leave the seed corn until it is all ripened. 

Mr. Everett: What the gentleman wants to know is, if
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you cut that ear of corn at the time when you are cutting corn 

for the best feeding value for fodder. | 
Prof. Moore: You ought to leave it there in order to get 

more vigor. a | 

Secy. Burchard: How do you harvest this seed corn % | 
Prof. Moore: We wish to cut our fodder corn a little ear- 

lier than the seed corn. Our desire is to leave the seed to re- 
ceive as much vitality in the ear as possible, while in the fod- 
der corn we want the vitality scattered through the whole 
stalk, consequently where we are growing for seed, we let the 

corn ripen up at the expense of the fodder. 
: A Member: You might select your seed in one strip. 

Prof. Moore: Yes. | 
The Chairman: It is a good thing to plant the corn you | 

intend for seed by itself. | 
Prof. Moore: I wish to state here that we have here three 

or four of the varieties of corn that we have developed in 
Wisconsin. Here in Wisconsin No. 8; this was developed 
for the lake shore counties. We grow it up to within twelve 
miles of Lake Superior and forty-seven bushels of shelled 
corn have been harvested. The people up there were very 
much surprised. They thought they could not use flint corn up 
there. So we are looking forward to the time when we can 
push this corn belt way up to Lake Superior. | 

‘Here is another very nice yellow corn that was rather late. | 
It is a nice corn, known as the “North Star,” but it is later 

than the other. In order to get a medium variety, we crossed 
these two and we produced a cross-bred corn which is called 
“Golden Glow” and we have been carrying on special tests to 
know whether the characteristics in that corn are sufficiently 
settled so that we will be able in a couple of years to establish 
that corn. 

Here is another, ‘“Clark’s Yellow Dent” that. was grown by . | 
a farmer by the name of Clark and we got a nice yellow corn. 
However, that No. 7 is the highest yielder we have in the | 
state. | 

The Chairman: This is a very important discussion, and 
I wish we had time to continue it, but we must go on with our 
program. Our next topic is “The Relation of Feeds to Prof- 
itable Dairy Farming.” For a number of years it has been’ 

my fortune to do lecture work in the state of New Jersey and
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in many other state, and I have come to regard with very great 

respect and. confidence the work of one man in that state, 
which is in many particulars like that of Prof. Henry’s in | 

‘Wisconsin and is revolutionizing the farm judgment of New 

Jersey. He bears the same relation to Néw Jersey that — 
Prof. Henry bears to Wisconsin—God bless him, we are to 
lose him; Prof. Henry for ill health must retire, and sadness 
fills the hearts of all the true good farmers of this state. 

. I know. that Prof. Voorhees has held the same relation, 
very i.carly, to his state. Last May I visited him on the 

"state farm at Princeton, and I was powerfully impressed with 
the quality of his thought and his work ag it was seen there 
by demonstration, and I take exceeding pleasure in introduc 
ing to you for a discussion of this, a very important, subject, a 
man who has made his mark all over the United States and 
largely so in Canada and elsewhere, Prof. Edward Voorhees, 
Dean of the Agricultural Experiment Station of New Jersey. 

| Prof. Voorhees: My. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
It is certainly a very great pleasure to me to come into Wis- 
consin. We have been looking toward Wisconsin from the 
East for a great many years and we have received a great deal 
of the inspiration that we have in dairy farming, from Wis- 

| eonsin men. _ | 
I like to look a body of farmers in the face. I like to 

speak face to face on these and other matters that are so prac- 
tical, so important to every one of us. In my experience in 
New Jersey I have always felt that it is not so much the new 
thing that we take to the farmer, as it is to Impress upon him 
the value of the old things; the value of the underlying prin- 

ciples; so that in coming to you here today I do not propose 
to bring to you something very new or very remarkable, but to 
present in a simple way some of those very important under- 
lying principles which have to do with the development, not 
only of the man, but the development of the man’s farm and 
ultimately increase his financial profit. | 

We of the East are farming on soils that are poor, many of | 
them poor originally, many of them poor because they have 
been exhausted of their fertility; so that our work for a long 
time has been to get the farmers to understand this whole 
question of fertility, how to maintain it, how to build it up. 

We have been working along the line of fertilizers a great
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deal, but recently we have been working more particularly 
along the line which shows the farmer how he may prevent, 
or how he may escape, the necessity of the purchasing of so 
much fertility. 

FEEDS IN RELATION TO FERTILITY AND PROF- 

ITABLE DATRYING. 

Professor E. B. Voorhees, New Jersey. 

It is very much like “carrying coals to Newcastle,” to have 

an Eastern man attempt to assist Western dairymen in the de- 
velopment of their business. The farmer of the East, who 
from his exhausted acres is trying to maintain his dairy, looks 

toward the West, with its boundless wealth of fertility, for in- 
formation concerning this great industry. Moreover, a state 
like Wisconsin, whose, dairy products have increased at the 
rate of $1,400,000 per year for the last 35 years, should, it 
seems to me, be able to give the Eastern farmer much valuable 
information concerning the proper management of the dairy 
business, and I am glad to say that the progress that we have 
made is largely due to the inspiration given us by a Wisconsin 
man. ‘The Eastern dairymen are largely engaged in studying 
how to build up their exhausted soils in such a way as to en- 
able them to raise food for their cattle. That they have sue- 
ceeded, in a degree, does not make them any more capable of 
giving assistance except in so far as the dairy business has a re- 
lation to that important, and I may say vital, question of fer- 
tility. The subject of my address, therefore, is a fortunate 
one, because it permits me to digress when there is any ap- 

_ proach to deep water in the matter of technical dairy prob- 
lems as you have them in the West. 

From the earliest times, the methods of farmers have been 
such as to make it seem to be a far cry from feed to fertility. 
In all countries until quite recently, and our own country. is no 
exception to the rule, people have been so intent upon the ac- 
complishment of some one thing, and so absorbed in but one
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phase of a question, that they have not taken the time to study 
the relation of the work which they are doing to that which 

_ other people are doing, and thus pursue irrational and waste- 
ful methods; this is quite as true of the farmer as of any 
other class of citizens. We are unable to appreciate the rela- 

tion of one part or branch of farming to all the other parts. 
For example, farmers when they are making up rations for 
dairy cattle, think principally of the effect of the ration upon 

- the milk flow, and not of the relation of the preparation and 
use of that ration to soil fertility in its various phases, and | 
its influence upon the present and future dairying of the 

country, though these, as a matter of fat, may be quite as, or 
even more, important in the long run, than the effect upon 
milk flow. In this country, we have been particularly dere- 
lict in our study of fertility, and it has not been confined to 
the farmer, but is true of all classes of citizens—of our states- 
men, even, who are presumed to have a patriotic interest in 
the future prosperity of the country. At present, there is a 
feeling upon the part of businessmen, in lines which have no 
direct connection with farming, that questions concerning the 
soil have been neglected too long; they are beginning to in- | 

| quire what of the future? They now realize that all true 
progress is based upon soil fertility, and the relative rapidity 
with which soils become so far exhausted as to prevent the 
growing of profitable crops under old methods, raises the ques- 
tion with them as to how much further this can go without 
such a reaction as to cause serious changes in our commercial 

| relations. 

Sort Frerriirry. | : 

In order, therefore, that we may have a basis for our discus- 
sion, we will look at this question of fertility briefly. What 
is it? What are the essential principles of it? How can it 
be conserved, rather than wasted? In the strict sense, the 

potential fertility of our soils, that is, the possible crop-produc- 
lng power, is finally measured by the content in them of cer- 

| tain constituent elements that exist in soils in very small 
amounts relative to the others, namely, nitrogen, phosphoric 
acid and potash. That is, the power of the soil to produce 
plants would end were any of these three constituents abso- 
lutely removed, even though all of the other required elements
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were present in abundance. ‘This is, of course, only theoret- 
ically true, as the chances are that even when soils are regard- 
ed as exhausted, they still contain a very considerable quanti- 
ty of one or more of these constituents. Furthermore, active 
fertility, or that which is possible for the plants to obtain, is 
influenced by other conditions, as, for example, climate, sea- 
son, location, presence of vegetable matter and a number of 
other factors, which enter in to make it possible for us to grow oe 
plants, but were all of these factors present, and the others | 
absent, plant production would be impossible. The soils in 

| our country were originally so rich in these fertility elements 
and the climatic conditions have been so favorable that the ap- 

parent necessity, not the actual, for the study of this question | 
has not appealed to us as it should. Farmers have gone on 
their (way year after year, {planting their seed, cultivating 

their crops, and selling their grain, until the crops now raised 
show that something has been removed that was there former- | 
ly, they find that they connot now secure crops large enough | 
to make the business pay. This has been the experience 
from the earliest times; other countries than ours have been 
subject to the same methods, and when the conditions have be- 

come so bad that profitable crops could not be secured, they 
have not attempted to improve, but have moved elsewhere, and 
to this country, and when the soils in the East have become 
partially exhausted, they have gradually moved westward un- 
til even the rich soils here do not possess their former power 
of crop production, and they are now seeking the virgin fields 
of Canada and other countries. The system practiced has re- 
sulted not only in the removal of the essential fertility con- 

, stituents, but has changed the character and composition of 
the soil in such a way as to make it impossible for the plant a 
to readily obtain the plant-food still present. Take the ques- | 
tion of the sale of crops alone: . 

Nitrogen, Phosphoric, “ Potash, 
| lbs. lbs. lbs. 

Every ton of corn that is sold from the ; 

wheat moves Fromif cere f | o 
RYO... eee cece eae ee ee ee cette es 35 16 | re 

Gate SENSI) 6 | B 
Plagcoed 0 IIIEEEE | 0 Be 23 20 
Cottonseed ....... cc ce ce ce ce ee ee eee eee 62 25 24
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: That is, by this continuous sale of crops there has been a 

rapid removal of the basic elements of fertility which sooner 

or later will reduce the amounts below the point where prof- 

| itable yields may be obtained. One other point of very great 

importance is also clearly shown by this tabulation, namely, 

that of the three constituent elements, nitrogen exists in the 

greatest proportion. Experiments conducted in this country 

and elsewhere show, furthermore, that it is not a question of 

the simple removal of these constituents, but that the character 

of the farming determines whether the soil shall lose nitrogen 

in addition to that carried away in the crop. Prof. Snyder, 

of the Experiment Station in your neighboring state of Min- 

- nesota, has shown the effect of continuous cropping upon the 

fertility of soils, having reference both to the loss of the con- 

stituent elements mentioned, and to the changes which take 

place and unfavorably affect the physical character of the soil. 

| - He shows that a virgin soil, which contined 47.64 per cent 

of insoluble matter at the beginning of a ten years’: period of 

exclusive wheat farming, contained 55.12 per cent insoluble 

matter at the end of the period; an increase of 7.48 per cent. 

At the beginning of the experiment, it contained 15.55 per | 

| cent of volatile, or organic, matter, and but 5.58 per cent at 

the end; a loss of 9.97 per cent. jIt contained 5.34 per cent 

of humus at the beginning, and 3.12 per cent at the end; a 

loss of nearly one-half. Because of this loss, its capacity tu 

absorb water, which at the beginning was 75 per cent, was at 

the end but 58 per cent. In other words, the continuous cul- 

tivation of wheat for but ten years increased in a marked de- 
eree the perccniage of imsoluble matter, and decreased the 

water-abgorbing power. In reference to the constituent. ele- 
ments, it was shown that in the beginning it contained .38 per 

| cent of nitrogen, and at the end .24 per cent; it contained .38 

| per cent of phosphoric acid, at the beginning, and .31 per cent 

| at the end. It contained potash at the beginning amounting 

to .54 per cent and at the end .50 per cent, or a very consid- 
erable decrease in the nitrogen and mineral content of the soil 

The relation of method of cropping and management to fertil- 

ity, is more clearly shown in another experiment, in which a 
comparison was made of continuous wheat growing, and of 

| crop rotation. The soil contained in the beginning of the ex- 

periment. .221 per cent nitrogen, and at the close of the ex-
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periment, with continuous cropping, .0193 per cent; an an- 
nual loss of nitrogen of 24.5 lbs., due to crop removed, and of 
146.5 pounds, in addition to that removed in the crop. Ina 
rotation of wheat, clover, wheat corn and the manure used, the 
nitrogen in the beginning of the experiment was 0.221 per 
cent, and at the close of the experiment 0.231 per cent, or | 
with the removal of 44 pounds of nitrogen in crop, there was | 
an annual gain of nitrogen of 61 pounds. The wheat yield, 
with the continuous wheat raising was 12 bushels per acre, and 
with the rotation of crops 17 bushels per acre. I cite these 
experiments to show that the method of cropping has a very 
important influence upon the question of loss or gain of nitro- 
gen, and upon the decrease or increase of the crop-producing 
power of the soil. This matter of nitrogen is of the greatest 
importance, because it is not only required by plants in rela: 
tively large amounts, but because the system of farming de- 
termines whether it shall be gained or lost. He also discusses 
another very important phase of the question which is apropes 
in this connection, namely, the influence of stock growing, 
which includes dairying, upon the question of" fertility. Tak- 
ing as a unit a quarter section, and raising flax, oats, wheat 
and barley, he shows that in average crops grown there would 
be sold from the farm, in one year, under the old system of 
practice of grain selling: | 

6950 pounds nitrogen, 
38080 pounds phosphoric acid. 
5670 pounds potash. 
Where butter, young cattle, steers, flax, rye and other crops 

were sold and where clover, timothy, corn, mangels, potatoes, 
barley and oats are raised and consumed on the farm, there 
was removed from the farm, under this system, but: 

781 pounds nitrogen, 
259 pounds phosphoric acid, 
149 pounds potash. | 
Or, in other words, the sale of grain results in increasing 

the sale of fertility by nearly ten times over the system of 
mixed farming, including dairying. While, as pointed out | 
in the other statement, the soil had not lost in its physical pro- 
perties but had rather gained, because of the added manure, 
and the rotation of crops. | 

This question of nitrogen is, also, important from another |
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standpoint, because it is the one element which, under certain 
conditions, is not so readily available as the other constituents. 
For example, it has been found in older settled countries, and 
even in our eastern states that have been growing crops for a 
long time, that the nitrogen that is contained in these soils 1s 

less available than in the virgin soils. This fact is so appar- 
ent that it has been said by an eminent German experimenter, 
that. water and nitrogen govern the yield, and the net profit, 
in farming. Another eminent experimenter, Dr. Paul .Wag- 
ner, asks: “Is this view correct? May it be accepted, as a 
rule, that where there has been a poor crop, deficiency of mois- 
ture, or hunger for nitrogen, or both, are the principal causes ? 
May it be accepted as a rule that when a field needs manuring, 
it requires, in the first place, nitrogen, and only in the second 

' place phosphorie¢ acid and potash, in order to secure maximum 
: yields?” With these questions before him to answer, he has 

conducted a large series of experiments on the soils of Ger- 
many, which had been wastefully farmed for a long time; a 

| system, however, less wasteful than that practiced in this 
country, and he finds it to be a fact that nitrogen is required 
before everything, and that only in the second place is phos- 
phoric acid and potash required. These results being obtained 
by pot culture, the experiments were then duplicated im the 
field, for a series of years, to obtain average results, and on a 
wide variety of soils, ranging from light and sandy to heavy 
clays, and confirmed the pot experiments—all soils were found 
to be essentially poor in available nitrogen. That is, if either 
phosphoric acid or potash were omitted from a complete 
dressing, the yield fell regularly, but if nitrogen was ommitted, 
the yield fell in a very striking manner. 

In order to avoid any possibility of accident, further experi- 
ments were made upon the soils showing a composition of .13 
per cent phosphoric acid, .12 per cent of potash and .14 per 
cent of nitrogen, and on the mean of three years’ experiments, | 
he found that only 2.6 per cent of the nitrogen in the soil was 

available to the plants. The nitrogen in these soils, though 
contained in average amounts, was shown to be of difficult. sol- 
ubility. The soil bacteria that have to do the business work 
slowly. It is clear, therefore, that even when a chemical an- 
alysis of a soil shows much nitrogen, the soil may remain poor 
in nitrogen, so far as the plants are concerned. ,
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These experiments, as already pointed out, were carried out 
upon soils that have been farmed for a long time, under waste- 
ful methods, and my object in bringing the matter before you 

| now, is to show that if we are to avoid this condition in this 

country, we must have a definite knowledge of the relation of 
feeds to the fertility of our soils and the important role en- — 
acted by nitrogen, not only in the preparation of rations, but 
in improving our soils. We must more clearly realize the fact 
that a judicious rotation, coupled with a rational live stock 
industry, is the only method by which we may prevent losses 

| in our soils, and thus ultimately require purchased fertility, 
and this fact applies quite as well to Wisconsin as to the states 
further east. Years ago, when the soils of the New England 
and Middle States began to show the effect of the continuous 
sale of grain, by a reduction in the crop-producing power, many — 
of our farmers migrated to Ohio and Illinois, where it was | 
claimed that the fertility was so great that no attention need 
be given to the question of soil exhaustion, but a continuation | 
of the original method of practice for sixty to seventy-five 
years in Ohio, has revealed the fact that now the soils are 
showing the results of improvident methods. The sale of wheat | 
oats, corn and hay has so reduced the quantity of the available | 
fertility elements, and has so changed the physical character 
of the soils as to make it necessary now to apply commercial 
fertilizers, or to increase the production of manures, if they are 
to realize from them a profitable return in crops. 

Dr, Thorne, of the Ohio Experiment Station, has wisely 
taken up this question, and his experiments, planned to in- 
clude a wide series of crops and cover a long series of years, 
are liable to become quite as classic in their way as those of 
Rothamsted, England. His study of the use of fertilizers, 

| and particul@rly of the value of caring for and utilizing to the 
fullest extent the yard manures, is of the greatest importance 
in the Kast and will be to those in other states, which have car- 
ried on farming in a similar manner, and which I am quite 
sure includes some parts of Wisconsin and of other of the 
northwestern states. These northwestern states have been en- 
gaged very largely in the growing and selling of wheat, barley 
and flax, without direct return to the soil of the constituents 
removed thereby. Wheat goes either as a whole grain to for- | 
eign countries, or is manufactured into flour, and the refuse
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products, bran and middlings, are shipped in large part to 
foreign countries, a little being dribbled out here and in th> 
New England and middle states. The “beer that makes Mil- 
waukee famous” is derived partly from the barley grown in 
Wisconsin, and the refuse products, brewers’ grains and malt 
sprouts, which remain are not retained to improve your ra- 

tions, and to save your soils from exhaustion. The oil in the 
flax-seed, which contains only the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen | 

derived from the air, is extracted and retained in part, but the 
linseed meal, that most excellent feed, and rich in fertility, is 

: shipped to Europe, and in such great quantities that the EKuro- 
pean markets fix the prices that the farmers here have to pay 
for it. The gluten feeds derived from our corn, so excellent 
as a source of protein, are also largely exported; they contain 
the fertility elements, while the starch or sugar remaining con- 

tains only the sunshine, which is free to all. 
_ This kind of farming can be continued possibly for some 
time to come, but those following you, will find, as has been 
‘found in Europe and in the Eastern and Middle States, that the 
point will soon be reached when, unless this relation of feed to 
fertility is understcod and practiced, the farming industry 

here will have been materially changed, and the question of 
imvorting fertility be brought home to you in a very practical 
1uanner. There is no real objection to the selling of grain; 
the objection comes in not utilizing the refuse upon the farm, 
and thus limiting the rapidity with which the soil is exhausted, 
particularly of its most important constituent, nitrogen. The 
question, hwever, is not only a question of manure, but one of 
quality as well. The various products used for feeds vary in ~ 

their digestibility. This also, has a direct relation to imme- 
diate or available fertility. If we feed only the roughage of | 
the farm, mainly mixed grasses, corn fodder, or silage, we 
have less of valuable manure than if with these are added the 

clovers, and the fine feeds, containing high percentages of pro-. 
tein, because these show a higher rate of digestibility. The 
point here is, that the digestibility of the ration measures to 
some extent the quality of the nitrogen that will be contained 
in the manure. _ , | |
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THE IMPORTANCE OF NITROGEN IN RATION MAKING. 

| I am sure that by this time you are wondering when I am 
going to touch the question of the relation of feeds to fertility, 
and profitable dairying, as I seem to have been discussing fertil- 
ity in an abstract and impractical way, particularly in refer- 
ence to nitrogen, a matter which you may readily admit is of 
the greatest importance in the East, but is probably of no par- | 
ticular interest to you; what you are looking for is something 
practical, which will help you improve your everyday business. 
Let us, therefore, look at the ration side of the question. The 
investigations that have been made in reference to the prepara- 

tion of rations for farm stock show one thing to be paramount 
above all others, namely, that cattle foods must be so propor- 
tioned as to give to the animals that amount and proportion of 
the various classes of substances as shall best meet the demand 
of the animal for the particular kind of work that it is to do, 
and further, if the farmer is to get the best results from his 

feed, either in milk, or flesh, or work, he must see to it that 
there is at least two pounds of digestible protein in the daily . 
ration for a 1,000 pounds of live-weight of animal. This per- 
centage will, of course, vary slightly according to the object 

_ of feeding, location, the season, climate, prices of feeds, con- 
ditions under which the animal is fed, ete., but it is a fair as- 
sumption that two pounds should be present, if we are to give 

| _ the animal a sufficient amount of this substance, and thus 
most economically obtain these various objects. 

Protein is, however, only another name for nitrogenous 
substance. In other words, nitrogen is the base of protein, 
and if we are to secure at least two pounds of digestible pro- 
tein in a ration, we will find that it requires at least 214 
pounds of total protein. This is based upon the average di- 
gestibility of the various products used in making up rations. 
For example, on the average, in corn fodder and silage 55 per 
cent ot the protein is digestible; corn stover, 45 per cent; 
hay and grass, including clover hay, 60 per cent; alfalfa hay, | 
70 per cent; of the fine feeds, the average will be much higher. 
The gluten, brewery and distillery products will average 85 
per cent of digestible; wheat refuse products, 77 per 
cent; and linseed and cottonseed meal, 87 per cent, Tnasmuch
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as the finer feeds constitute a smaller proportion of the ration 
the average would not be found to be above 80 per cent. 
Hence, we have then to provide this 214 pounds of total pro- 
tein in our rations, which is equivalent to .4 of a pound of ni- 
trogen in the daily feed of a full grown dairy cow. In refer- 

| ence to the other elements of fertility, the question of amount 
is not so important, as we shall see later, because if we are 
able to secure the necessary protein the feeds are quite sufti- 

| ciently supplied with the others to furnish the needed elements 
under average conditions. : 

Further experiments have shown that in the making of milk, 

from 17 to 25 per cent of the total amount of protein in the 
ration fed, is found in the milk produced or in the flesh of 
your animals. Hence, we have as a refuse product in the 
manufacture of milk and of meat at least 75 per cent of the 
nitrogen originally contained in the ration, .3 of a pound per 
day, or 110 pounds per year, and since it has been shown that 

| solubility of the nitrogen is in proportion to the digestibility 
of the protein, that is, all digested nitrogen is found in the  - 
manure in the liquid or soluble form, it makes it imperative 
if we are to obtain the largest return from the total nitrogen 
in the inanure made, that they be so cared for as to prevent | 
losses of the soluble constituents. , 

It has been shown by investigations at a number of Experi- : 
- ment Stations, that when manures are exposed during warm 

weather that at least one-half of the nitrogen and potash con- 
tained in them will be carried away in the water that passes 
through, and furthermore that the nitrogen which has passed 
through is much more valuable than that which remains be- | 

hind. In experiments to test this point, that have been con- 
ducted at the New Jersey Station for the past ten years, and | 

| including grain and hay crops, it was shown that the availi- 

bility of the nitrogen contained in the total excrement, the solid 
and liquid combined, was 62 per cent; using nitrate as the 

| basis of comparison, whereas the availability of the nitrogen 
in the manure, which has been allowed to lie in the open air, 

and exposed to the rains that fell for half the year or less, the 
availibility of the nitrogen was but 41 per cent. In other 

_ words, in addition to the losses that may occur by the direct 

removal of the nitrogen from the manure, there is a further 

loss of 50 per cent in the availibility of the nitrogen remain-
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ing. Using as a basis for the calculation the figures already 

obtained, as the amount of nitrogen in the manure of a cow, | 
we find the total for a year to be 110 pounds, which, if 62 per 
cent available, would be sufficient to provide nitrogen for near- 
ly two tons of wheat, barley, oats or corn, and three tons of 
timothy hay. If allowed to leach, we have but 55 pounds, 
which, with an availibility of 41 per cent, leaves but 22.5 

| | pounds, or but enough to provide for one ton of timothy hay, 
and less than two-thirds of a ton each of the grains. These 
principles, applied to the vast amount of manure made in the 

| country, shew how possible it is for us to unwittingly permit 
a very great loss of very available materials, nut only, but to 
reduce the effectiveness of the manures that are saved. | | 

The practical questions then, are how shall the farmer man- 
age, in order that he may, in the first place, increase the use- 
fulness of his ration, and, in the second place, increase rather 
than diminish the fertility of his soil, particularly in refer- 
ence to the question of nitrogen. It is possible to increase the _ 
value of the ration by two methods, first, the purchase of fine 
feeds, or the exchange of home-grown products for them, which 
will result in adding to the supply of protein; and second, by 

) growing those crops which enable him to build up his ration 
in these elements, without recourse to purchased feeds. In the 

first instance, it would seem a most desirable practice to ex- 
change, as far as may be practicable,—which must be deter- 
mined by the prices of both classes of products,—those feeds 

: which are not rich in protein for those by-products, like wheat 
bran and middlings, dried brewers’ grains, malt sprouts, glu- 
ten feed, linseed meal, etc., which add to the content of pro- 
tein, and increase the rate of digestibility. One very impor- 

| tant point in this connection, is, too, that as a rule, these con- 
centrated fine feeds are sold on the basis of food values alone, 
and without regard to their fertility value, whereas in most 
of them the fertility value is a very important consideration, 
and in a few nearly equal to their food value. In the case of 
wheat bran, for example, if the Eastern farmer paid ruling 
prices for the fertility constitutents contained in it, the cost 
without regard to food value would be $12, and, on the same 
basis, linseed meal would cost $21. That is, the farmer who 
buys these products on the basis of their food value, and brings 
them to the farm, brings valuable fertility elements, also, and
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for which no charge is made, but which would cost the sums 

mentioned, if he bought them as fertilizers, and which, as has 

already been pointed out, has so important a bearing upon the 

subject of soil improvements. . 

The Chairman: You mean to state that the farmer could 

afford to pay $12 a ton for wheat bran and $21 a ton for oil 

| meal as a fertilizer, measured by the cost of fertilizers in the 

market ? 

. Prof. Voorhees: Yes, in the East he can afford to pay 

those prices without regard to the feed value. 
The Chairman: You mean that he would have to pay that 

price, $12 a ton, for the same amount of fertilizer if he bought 

oo it in the fertilizer market? a 

Prof. Voorhees: Yes. and the chances are that he would 

get better fertility in the bran. | 

The Chairman: Men won’t see it that way; that when they 

buy these products they are buying something to go back on 

the land, which, if they bought it in the fertilizer market, 

world eeost them so many dollars a ton. | 
Prof. Voorhees: Yes, that is, farmers who buy these pro- 

ducts on the basis of their feeding value and bring those pro- | 

ducts to their farms, bring elements of fertility also for which 

no charge is made, but which would cost them the sum men- 

tioned if they brought them as fertilizers. 
In many instances, farmers have an excess of corn, or of 

barley, or of oats; that is, if he uses them exclusively, he will 

waste a portion of his carbohydrates. If he sells these, and 

purchases the others, which will reduce this waste not only, 
but increase his milk flow, the exchange always results in giv- 

‘ing him an advantage in the way of fertility. For example, | 

a ton of corn meal would contain fertility that would cost, if 
purchased, $5.50, oats, $8.00, and barley $6.00. By exchang- 
ing ‘these feeds for bran or lirgeed meal, therefore, there 

- would be, on the money basis, and which we must regard it in 
the East, a very considerable addition to the fertility of the 
soil, and, in my judgment, it would be a wise method for the 

Western farmers to practice, at least in part. 
Stated concisely, the principles involved are as follows: 

_ 1. Home-grown products are, as a rule, rich in carbohy- 
drates and poor in protein and fat, — .
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2. By-product feeds are, as a rule, rich in protein and fat, 
and poor in carbohydrates. , 

3. Feeds rich in protein contain more nitrogen, and, as a 
rule, more phesphorie acid and potash than whole grains or 
hays. . 

4. The results of the exchange of home-grown foods for by- 
product feeds are: | 

a. A more rational feeding of animals, because of a more 
economical use of nutrients. — | ) 

b. A gain on the farm of fertility. | 
For example, the sale of 4 tons of timothy hay, at $16 per 

ton, 3 tons of oats, at $30, and 3 tons of corn, at $20, would 
bring $214. | 

The purchase of 4 tons of wheat bran at $20 per ton, 
4 tons of dried brewers’ grains, at $19, and 2 tons of cotton- 
seed meal, at $29, would cost $214. | | 

| The exchange cf home grown products for the purchased 
products would result in a gain to the farm of :— 

Food Nutriants: Digestible protein ........ 2,470.0 Ibs. 
Digestible fat ........6..0....0....... 45:6.0 Ibs. | 

__Digestible carbohydrates .............. 3,496.0 Ibs. 

Plont Nutrients: Nitrogen ................ 441.9 Ths. 
Phosphoric acid ..............0000000.. 295.2 Ibs. 
Potash 2.6... . eee eee eee eee ee ease. BV6 Ibs. 

The protein gained is equivalent to nearly twice that sold 
im the 10 tons of home-grown products, or enough to provide 

| the entire amount of protein needed for a herd of 40 cows for 
one month, and fertility constituents equivalent to those con-— 
tained in 2,757 pounds of nitrate of soda, 2,108 pounds of 14 
per cent superphosphate, and to 75 pounds of muriate of pot- 
ash, fertilizer supplies that are expensive, but which farmers 
on exhausted soils have to buy. | 

This gain of digestible food would enable a larger produc- 
tion of milk, and at a reduced cost, or profitably increase the 
dairy products and provide a material increase in the fertility 
elements, which would cost, if bought in the open market in 
the East, $85, and I belivev that, in the long run, these fer- 
tility elements, if properly cared for, would be quite as useful 
in maintaining and increasing fertility as if bought in the
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"more concentrated forms. Many of you, I know, are follow- 

| ing this practice, or it would not have been possible for you 

to develop your dairy industry as rapidly as you have. There 

are others, as everywhere, who may regard these figures as 
| theoretical, and only of service in enabling a public speaker 

to provide himself with something to say. I wish to state, 
however, that this is an entirely practicable matter; that is, it 
is purely a business proposition, and means dollars and cents 

-- to a man who takes advantage of the situation, for not only 

have such results in reference to the influence of proper prep- 

aration of rations upon nutritive values and fertility been 

demonstrated in experiments, but in actual practice. Many 

Experiment Stations have been studying this problem, and 
. they are a unit in recommending the improvement of the ra- | 

tion by the addition of more highly concentrated nitrogenous 
feeds than it is possible to secure under average farm practice. | 

In an experiment conducted at our own Station, with a 
wide series of rations, ranging in their nutritive ratio from | 
one part of protein to four parts of carbohydrates and fat to 
1:14, it was clearly shown that whenever the protein increased 

to the point which I have already pointed out as practically 
the best, 1:6 or 1:6.5, there was invariably an increase in the 
flow of milk, and a decrease in jts cost per quart. For exam- 
ple, when the animals were changed from a ration containing : 
a nutritive ratio of 1:6.5, to one showing a nutritive ratio of 
1:14, made up wholly of home-grown products, there was a 
decrease in the milk flow cf 33 per cent, or one-third. Now, 
while it is possible to secure an increase in milk flow without 
decreasing the cost per pound of milk, this was always accom- 
panied by such a decrease. It has been possible by the use cf 
this method in the East, when accompanied by a judicious 
seeding of other forage. crops to provide all the roughage and 
part of the feed necesary to maintain at least one cow per acre 
per year, while at the same time to materially add to the fer- : 
tility of the soil; that is, the soil’s crop-producing power, in- 
stead of being reduced, has been increased in the course of 

. ten years, by 40 per cent. This result, already hinted at as 
possible, has not been altogether accomplished by the purchase 
and use of the concentrated feeds alone, but rather by their 
use in connection with a larger cropping with leguminous | 
plants, and this is the second method referred to, by which we 

‘ \
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may constantly increase the fertility of our soil, while at the | os 

| same time increasing the possibilities of keeping cattle on 

well balanced rations. Co 

a a Tur ReLarion or Lecumes:-ro FERTILITY. |. 

| Farmers from time immemorial have known that crops dif- 
fered in respect to the effect of their growth and removal from 

the soil upon fertility. They know that when they plant. . 
corn or wheat after clover, they get a better crop than if they 
plant the same chop on raw ground, or after a crop of grass. 

For a long time scientific men attempted to explain this phen- 
omenon, by saying that the reason was that the clover crops 
were able, because of their root system, to gather large quanti- | 

ties of nitrogen and of the mineral elements from the lower 
: layers of soil, and store them.in their bulbous roots near’ the 

surface, and that this additional fertility was the cause of the 
increase in the following crop. This explanation, however, 
did not account for the fact that notwithstanding the larger | 
crops that were grown because of the introduction of clover in 
the rotation, that soils, instead of becoming poorer in nitrogen, 
maintain their content, or even became richer in it, hence it 
was not until it was shown that the increased fertility was not 
the gathering of food from lower layers, and in storing it near 
the surface, but rather to the fact that the plants themselves 
were able to gather food not. accessible to other plants. This 
point is of wonderful impcrtance, and has a direct bearing 
upon the question of ration making and soil improvement. In 
the first place, because of ‘the growing and use of these plants, © 
rations may be made from home-grown products that will con- 

tain the proper proportions and amounts of protein; and in 
the second place, the soils became richer rather than poorer by | 
the introduction of these crops, bscause of the power which they 

. possess of gathering nitrogen from the air. Hence, the prac- 
tical question arises: How far may. farmers use these crops 
in their rations, or whether it is possible to make up rations, 
without the use of a large auantity of purchased feeds, which 
are richer in the protein substance than ordinary home grown 
product ? oe 

Experiments have been conducted along this line, which 
show very clearly that all the various leguminous plants, .
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alfalfa, as hay, possesses such characteristics as to enable it . 
to very largely substitute such fine feeds as bran, middlings 

| and linseed meal, that is, alfalfa, because of its palatability, | 
because of its content of protein, and because of its propor- 
tion of digestible nutrients may be.used to substitute in large 
part those feeds which possess the same general characteris- 
tics. ‘Bran, middlings, linseed meal, cottonseed meal, gluten, | 
alfalfa, and all of the other feeds that are recommended, are 

not recommended because they are bran, middlings, ete, but 
because they do contain these nutritive substances in such 
from as to satisfy the needs of the animal in respect to pro- | 
tein, and which are not always economically satisfied when | 
only the ordinary farm feeds are used. Ground alfalfa has 

| been shown to be more completely adapted to substitute bran 
than the hay, because a part of the work that the animals — 
would have to do has been done by a machine; whether it will 

| pay to grind the alfalfa depends upon the cost of grinding. 

Where the cost is such as to make the cost of the alfalfa meal 
no greater than the cost of bran, then it is a good form in | 
which to purchase the material. The experiments referred to 

' showed that it was possible to make up rations from alfalfa 
| hay and silage alone, which would satisfy all the needs of the 

animals, and secure a flow of milk practically equal to that 
_ which was obtained when finer feeds were used, but because of 

the disproportionate amount of bulk it is not possible to make a 
ration of this sort quite as effective per unit of digestible mat- 

ter as in the case of the feed rations. The experiments con- 
| ducted at our Station with fine quality alfalfa hay, showed 

that 30 pounds of silage and 13 pounds of alfalfa hay pro- 
duced within 4 per cent as much milk and butter as a ration 
made up of the same amount of silage and the following feeds: 

Mixed hay wo... ee eee eee ee 5 pounds, 
_ Wheat bran ..............0 ..........6 pounds 

| ‘Dried brewers’ grains ................5 pounds 

Besides, the alfalfa hay ration reduced the cost of 100 
pounds of milk from 83.9 cents to 55.9 cents, and the cost of 
a pound of butter from 16.7 cents to 11.1 cents, when the al- 

| falfa hay was valued at $14 per ton, and regular prices paid 
for bran and dried brewers’ grains, namely, $23. and $20. 

per ton, respectively. In other words, the feed ration increas-
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ed the cost of milk and butter over the alfalfa ration by 50 
per cent. 

In another experiment, where the rations were made up of: 
385 pounds silage, | 
i1 alfalfa hay, | 

6 pounds mixed hay, | 
2 pounds cottonseed meal, 

on the one hand, and: | 
: 385 pounds silage, | | 

6 pounds mixed hay, | | 
4 pounds wheat bran, - 
2 pounds dried brewers’ grains, 

_ 2 pounds cottonseed meal. 

the alfalfa hay ration produced within 4.5 per cent as much 
milk as the purchased feed ration, with a corresponding reduc- 
tion in the cost of milk. These experiments are sufficient to 
show the practical usefulness of alfalfa as a substitute for fine 

feeds, in part at least. — | 
- In still another experiment, where the hay was not of so | 
good a quality, it was shown that the amount of milk pro- ~ 
duced was much less than where the feeds were added, though 

_ the cost of milk and butter was very materially reduced. Ex- 
periments recently reported by the Pennsylvania Experiment : 
Station, show that when it is assumed that alfalfa meal costs 
no mere than bran, namely, $20. per ton, the former seems to 
produce milk at the lower grain cost per hundred pounds, name- 

. ly, 44 cents against 45.3 cents for bran; in comparison, if 
wheat bran is worth $20 per ton, alfalfa meal is worth $21.28 
per ton, striking evidence of the practicability of the substitu- 
tion of home-grown protein crops for the more expensive mill 
feeds. It has, also, been shown that hay from red _ clover, 
erlmson clover, cow peas, soy beans and vetch, also possess 
the same characteristics, though not in the same degree, be- 
cause they do not contain so high a content of digestible pro- 
tein as the alfalfa, and their relative advantages are less, be- 
cause these are annual or biennial crops, and not perennial, as 
is alfalfa. 

With this point established, the next question is: Is it 
practicable to raise these crops, and thus make the farm in a 

~ way self-supporting, so far as the making of balanced rations
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and maintaining fertility are concerned? I may say that in 
the East it has been abundantly demonstrated that all of these 
crops can be successfully grown, and many of them, as sum- 
mer and fall catch crops which do not interfere with the reg- 
plar rotations of corn, potatoes, wheat and grass, thus adding 
to the possibilities of an acre of land for crop production, . 
though alfalfa, because of the valuable characteristics which 

_ it possesses in being a permanent crop, is one of the most 
important on the whole. At our own Station, for example, it 
has been shown that a seeding of alfalfa made in 1898, is still 
cutting profitable crops, and that the average cost per ton of 
hay hag been about $6.50, including the cost for labor, fertil- 
izers, manures and all other expenses connected therewith. In | 
my judgment, there is no one phase of the question under dis- 

| cussion which is so important, both in reference to the- matter 
of feed and fertility, as the introduction and use of these var- 
lous plants, because it enables the farmer to supply nearly all 
the needed demands in the way of protein, without extra cost, 

, while at the same time helping to build up his soils in this 
_ Most useful constituent, nitrogen. In one year on the New 

Jersey College Farm, there was harvested 7.5 tons of alfalfa 
hay per acre; each ton of hay contained, on the average, 330 
pounds of protein, or a total for one year of 2476 pounds, sufh- . 
cient to supply the total protein needed by 2.71 cows for one 
year, or each ton of this hay contained, on the average 52.8:> 
pounds of nitrogen, or a total in the hay removed of 396 pounds 
of nitrogen. This nitrogen would cost, if purchased in organic 

: forms, $67.32. If used in the dairy, and only 75 per cent. 
, of the total retained in the manure, there would be 277 

_ pounds, or sufficient to supply the needed nitrogen for nearly 
| 10 tons of corn. It is assumed, of course, in this statement, 

that all of the nitrogen contained in the crop was derived 
from the air, and that this is a well based assumption in this 
case is proven by the fact that the soil upon which other crops 
of alfalfa had been grown, and which were afterward used 
for cereal crops, showed that the soil was certainly no poorer 
in fertility, and was better for some reason or other, and nat- 
urally to the added nitrogen and organic matter accumulated 
in the roots and stubble, than before the alfalfa was grown. 
his method, therefore, enables the farmer to provide the 
needed protein in his ration, by inexpressive methods, while —
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at the same time obtaining, without cost, a very large amount 

of nitrogen, not needed in order to grow this crop, but quite 

as suitable for the growth of corn, or other crops useful in 

making rations , as that which can be purchased in commercial 

| forms. | | a | 

I have emphasized more particularly the alfalfa crop than 

red clover, alsike clover, the vetches, ete., because it is the one 

| above all others which will, if successfully grown, permit the 

carrying out of the principles pointed out, though I do not 

wish to be understood as saying that the alfalfa should be 

grown to the exclusion of the others. Red clover in its way, 

and because it can be generally grown, should be as largely 

cultivated as is possible, and will, though not in the same de- 

gree, assist both in increasing the possiblities of making home | 

. grown rations and in soil building. Neither do I desire to be 

understood as saying that alfalfa can be grown on all soils | 

without other effort than proper seeding. The nitrogen de- 

| rived from the air is not the only element of plant-food requir- | 

ed; there must be in the soil, either originally or supplied, 

: the other element of plant food, phosphoris acid, potash and — 

lime. : | 

The Chairman: You think, do you, Professor, that lime 

and potash are very important constituents in growing al- 

falfa ? oo ee | 

Prof. Voorhees: Yes, particularly lime. a 

The Chairman: I would like to know how many men in 

this audience have ever applied lime to their soil? 

Mr. Taylor: I have a limestone soil. — - 

, The Chairman: But have you ever applied lime? There 

: are three men in this audience only that have ever considered 

the question of applying lime to their soil. | 

‘Prof. Emery: Did not the report of our Agricultural Sta- 
tion speak adversely of that some years ago? 

The Chairman: I don’t know about that. I know it as- 

sists of the growth of alfalfa wonderfully. 

Prof. Voorhees: We find that to be so in our state, that 

lime is almost universally required if we expect to get a big 

crop of alfalfa. | 

Prof. Emery: Suppose we have limestone six to eight feet 

. under our surface, is it necessary then ?
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Prof. Voorhees: Very often, because the center soil may 

be acid, and it is deficient in the form of lime you require. 

Prof. Emery: Is clay soil apt to be deficient in lime ? 

Prof, Voorhees: ‘Yes. Sandy soils,—clay soils are per- 

haps not deficient in the amount of lime required by the | 

plant itself, but deficient in that it does not give the plant the 

, proper physical character of soil. The lime opens it up and : 

makes it less hard. , . 
The absorption of nitrogen from the air is possible only in 

proportion as these are available, and in many instances fail- 

ure to grow alfalfa’ is due to neglect in supplying these miner- 

al forms of plant-food. The same is true of the other legum- 

inous crops that may be grown here; the availability of the | 

minerals measures the power of the plant to acquire nitrogen, 

other conditions being favorable. We should take advantage 

of all-of these opportunities, if we are to reduce the cost of 

our dairy products, and at the same time prevent the loss of 

our fertility, for it must be remembered that, after all is said | 

and done, the soil is the source of the Nation’s wealth, and that 

we, as individuals, will get our share just in proportion as we 

understand the laws of Nature, and direct. them in our prac- . 

tice. These laws are immutable, and apply to all, the rich 

as well as the poor; the learned as well as the unlearned; the 

farmer as well as the manufacturer—all are subject to the 

law. | 

DISCUSSION, | | 

The Chairman: Now, I want you to show that a Wiscon- 

sin audience has brains enough to ask a New Jersey Professor | 

some questions. , 

A Member: Have you ever tried cow peas as a fertilizer ¢ a 

_ Prof. Voorhees: Yes, we are using them very largely im 

our state and with very excellent results. If you are sure that 

you have phosphoric acid and potash you can sow cow peas on 

very light soils; on practically barren soils you can put 200 

pounds of phosphoric acid and 200 pounds of potash and sow 

: a crop of peas about the first of June and ordinarily get avery 

good crop. | 

Prof. Emery: What about the soil for your alfalfa?
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| Prof. Voorhees: Our recommendation is to try to raise 
alfalfa only on ground that will grow potatoes and corn. If 

, we can we put in a crop of cow peas or soy beans the year be- 
fore in order to procure the humus, or if we have an abun- 
dance of manure that we are quite sure is free from weed 
seed, we plow that in the year before or in the spring, then 
cultivate it during the spring and precede with a crop of oats 
and peas. That is an excellent crop to precede alfalfa. We 
remove them about the first of July, we do not plow it again, 
sumply cultivate and seed with alfalfa in the latter part of 
August. That has given us the best results of any method | 
we have tried. | 

The Chairman: Now, you are in a different climate, _ 
Professor, so that you can get your alfalfa to grow large 
enough so it will go through the winter. We find it danger- 
ous in this climate to seed as late as that. It is hard to get 
alfalfa to make sufficient growth to go through the winter 
after that. 

Prof. Voorhees: We can get sometimes a foot—knee high. 
by sowing in August. We don’t like the spring seeding so 
well, because we frequently have an early drought. After the 
alfalfa is seeded in April, we get a drought in June and it 
will continue long enough to practically destroy the plants— 
although many of our best alfalfa patches were seeded in the 
spring. . 

| Prof. Moore: In Wisconsin we have carried on experl- 
ments during nine years and invariably we have found the 

| early spring seeding to be the best. We have seeded all 
through the summer, practically every month, and I have not 
as yet been able tc carry a crop through that was seeded later 
than the fourth of July, although it looked exceptionally fine 
in the fall. . | 

| Prof. Emery: ‘How early is the best seeding time ? | 
Prof. Moore: When you sow barley, from April 15th to 

April 30th, according to the season. In the Southern part. of 
the state you sow barley as early as the ground will work well, | 
when it is in good tilth. | | 

Prof. Emery: That is, barley is sown with the alfalfa, 
you mean. What is the object of sowing barley with it? 

, Prof. Moore: Most of the lands of Wisconsin are inclined 
to be weedy, on account of the high fertility, and the Experi-
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ment Association that is carrying on several hundred tests, 
found it was profitable to sow with a light nurse crop, not 

_ thinking that the nurse crop would help, except to keep down 
weeds. iIf they had land that was free from weeds, it would 
be an advantage to seed the alfalfa alone, but most of our 

land is quite weedy and consequently we put in that nurse | 
crop. Three pecks of barley are sufficient and the barley can 
be left to ripen. If you sow oats, I think it would be well to 

cut the oats for hay, we cut the oats usually when they are 
headed. . 

Mr. Will: I want to ask the Professor a question that per- 
haps will appear to be too technical for this audience, but 
sometime it is going to be important, | am sure. You remem- 
ber that in his figures he said that the fertiltiy in a ton of 
bran was worth $12 and in a ton of feeds with higher protein 
contents, such as oil meal, it was worth $21. Now, isn’t it | 
true, Professor, that we are going to be able to supply our 
lands with protein through clover and alfalfa and that bran, 
in proportion to the other, is worth more on account of being 
particularly high in phosphoric acid and potash in proportion 
to alfalfa ? 

Prof. Voorhees: Yes. Bran is rich in phosphoric acid 
and potash. While we place a value on those constituents and 
we need these, we have to buy them in our very light soils, 
in the East, but in your state where you have such an abun- 
dance of minerals as you have here, it seems to me that you 

' ¢an draw on those for a very long time, without danger of 
coming to the end of them. Now, your added nitrogen is not 
the only advantage you get in your alfalfa. You get a mech- 

anical advantage, it imnroves your soil and enables the plants 

to get at the phosphoric acid and potash. It seems to me that 
so long as we can get such large crops of alfalfa and other 
leguminous plants which take out this potash and phosphate, 
that it is wise farming and I would not buy bran to do the 
same thing. , 

Mr. Goodrich: Doesn’t alfalfa yimprove the ¢mechanical : 

condition of the soil ? 
: Prof. Voorhees: Certainly, all these crops do. We had 

a crop of-alfalfa growing and it was a new thing in the neigh- 
borhood and farmers came to see it, intelligent, educated men, 
all sorts of men came to look at this alfalfa, and I wag look-
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ing at it every fifteen minutes when I was home and was de- 
lighted to see it was making such grand growth. It was 
green, it looked so rich, you couldn’t help but smile when you _ 
looked at it. A man came out there one day and he says, 
“That is a big crop, but I would be scared for that kind of a 
crop, it must be hard on the land.” I said, “What in Sain 
Hill are we growing crops for? We are just trying to get 

| them to take up the phosphoric acid and potash that goes 
back in the manure. _ 

Prof. Emery: Then we have got to learn to feed, not only 
our animals, but our soils. | | | | 

Prof. Voorhees: That is right. We have got to learn to 
_ feed our soils, not only in enabling the plant to get the thing 

in the soil that it wants, but to produce things that the plants , 
want and you haven’t got. You can buy those things very | 

| much cheaper than you can nitrogen. ‘In the East we ‘pay | 
$4.50 for phosphoric acid, $4.50 for potash and the farmcr : 

pays from $15 to $80 a ton for nitrogen. The phosphoric 
acid and potash remain in his soil until the plant takes them 
out, and the nitrogen, you don’t know whether you are going 
to get it out or not, so that the nitrogen question is far away 
above all other questions, so far as fertility is concerned. 

Secy. Burchard: Some are beginning to think in Wiscon- | 
sin, especially in the dairy sections of our state, that we do 
not need to buy any nitrogen; that by growing these leguminous 
crops for our cows, we can get our nitrogen in the cheapest 
way possible from Dame Nature, from the atmosphere. 

Prof. Voorhees: I think you are dead right. | 
Mr. Fargo: How many times do you cut alfalfa during 

the season? And what is the best way of curing it? 
‘Prof. Voorhees: Well, we cut, I suppose, on an average 

about three times; although we have cut four and five. Let 
me finish answering this other question. In making alfalfa 
hay we cut it in the morning, if it is a dry, clear day, and 
rake it up in the afternoon, or if the weather isn’t as clear as | 
we like, we cut it in the morning, let it remain there, and put 
it up in windrows, stack it up. 

Mr. Fargo: Do you use hay caps? | 
Prof. Voorhees: We do to some extent and find them very 

| desirable. \ 
Mr. Fargo: And how long do you leave it lie? on
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| - Prof. Voorhees: That depends entirely on the weather. 
- We can put it up in small cocks the same day. In bright, | 

dry weather it is possible to do it, and then open it up the next 
day. | h | 

Mr. Howe: When should the lime be applied to the alfal- 
fa field ? | : | | 

Prof. Voorhees: The lime should be spread broadcast pre- 
vious to seeding. You plow your land in the spring. as soon 

as it is plowed I would apply the lime. Then when you cult:- , 
vate and harrow it, get it in shape, you get that thoroughly 

mixed with the soil. | 

The Chairman: Did you ever use air slaked lime? | 

. Prof. Voorhees: We have both kinds, but we prefer to 

buy the burned lime and slake it ourselves. ~ | | 

| The Chairman:. With water? : 

Prof. Voorhees: Yes. — 
~The Chairman: That is what you call hydrated lime ? 
‘Prof. Voorhees: Yes. You take ground burned lime and : 

it is better, but it is more costly. The cheapest lime with 

| us is the ordinary unburned lime, because you get more lime > 
to the bushel. | 

| A Member: Why do you take the trouble to slake it? 

— Prof. Voorhees: Because it is in lumps and it can’t be 

applied evenly. ; wo 
A Member: How much do you use to the acre? 

Prof. Voorhees: About twenty bushels on heavy clay, and 

from that up to fifty. | | 
. Mr. Glover: What ‘objection: (would there be to adding 

your slaked lime to the manure ? | | 
_ Prof. Voorhees: The slaked lime would set free your ain- 

. monia. If your lime has been burned, it has a caustic effect 

upon organic matter and you will lcse that nitrogen. Carbon- 

ate of lime, ground limestone, will not hurt your manure 

pile; in fact, it will help it. Your burned lime, unslaked 

and slaked, are both caustic if you apply them to your man- 

ure, and there is great loss of nitrogen. 

‘Prof. Moore: At the Experiment Station we put on from 

| twenty to thirty bushels of lime. We slake it everywhere 

else, except where we put on our oats. The soil has been ana- 
lyzed and it has been found that there is abundance of lime in 

— the soil, and consequently we did not receive any beneficial ef-
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fects, we did not see where it was helpful at all. We applied —— - 
it in connection with alfalfa and also with sugar beets. | 

| Seo’y Burchard: Would you apply the lime on the surface 
of the alfalfa field where the alfalfa is now growing? | 

Prof. Voorhees: Yes, I would if I had not applied it be- | 
fore; no harm would come to the alfalfa, and in fact, if you 
get your alfalfa seeded well, so that it will continue I would 
advocate the application, say, of twenty bushels of lime, every 
four years on the surface. : 

Prof. Moore: Isn’t there some way by which the average | 
farmer could determine readily whether or not his land needed 
lime? | 

Prof. Voorhees: I think sc. It seems to me if you had | 
abundance of lime present, you could get a reaction with acid. 

The Chairman: Could you use litmus paper? 
Prof. Voorhees: It would hardly be sufficient, I think. It 

would not determine whether you had it within that soil or 
not. 

Sec’y Burchard: But it would determine whether the land 
was sour? - | | 

Prof. Voorhees: It might be done if you had a small par- 
ticle of lime in your soil, and would get an effervesence. 

The Chairman: I have known men who have been bothered 
raising clover who have taken a small piece of ground and put 
on lime and they suceeded better. Alfalfa seems to be gover-— 
ened by the same law. | . 

A member: How do you sow alfalfa? 
Prof. Voorhees: Shallow, as a rule. I prefer to have _ 

Prof. Moore answer that question for Wisconsin. 
Prof. Moore: We sow alfalfa with a seed attachment to - 

the grain drill or with the seeder we are using for the corn crop, ~~ 
or sow by hand, then we cover quite shallow, running a slant 
tooth harrow over once. Alfalfa seed and the corn crop can 
be sown by the one operation. | 

The Chairman: I buy every year all the wood ashes that 
Fort Atkinson can let me have and pay ten cents a bushel for : 
them to put cn my alfalfa sod. I buy about five or six hund- | 
red bushels a year. That simply gives a combination of potash 
and lime and it is the finest thing I can get hold of. ‘We have | 
not yet in Wisconsin confronted squarely these questions of | 
fertility, you know we have been with our back turned to that
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question. Now, these Eastern farmers, after having gone 
through this experience of seeing all their farms go down, they : 

| have had to face it and face it squarely, and think of it, gentle- 
men, we are paying the United States over fifty millions a 
year for commercial fertilizers. | 

| - Speaking of phosphates, I got a carload from Tennessee 
last fall of ground phosphate rock. It eost me about $10.50 

-a ton in 100-pound bags. I stacked it up in my shed. I had 
more than I needed myself, and bought it with the hope that 
some of my neighbors would want to take it with me. But, 
no, they don’t want it, and I den’t know as they would pay 50 
cents for a dollar bill, I doubt it very much. But I keep 

| pounding at them and I hope for better things all the time. | 
Reeess to 1:30, - . 

The Convention met at 1:30 P. M., February 21, 1907. 
| _ Myr. H C. Taylor in the chair. : 

: INTENSIVE DAIRY FARMING. 

H. D. Griswold, West Salem, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: What does “Inten- 
sive Farming” mean? It means more profitable farming, as 
I understand it. It means business methods applied to farm- 
ing and to dairying. | 

Now, you have heard these dairy questions discussed, and I 
don’t know that I can tell you anythine new, but I can simply 
tell you that I have applied some of these methcds that have 
been advocated for years and I have been fairly successful. 

In the first place, to start a profitable dairy, you must have 
a good dairy sire. I have had a full blood dairy sire at the 
head of my herd for sixteen or seventeen years. I have weigh- 
ed the milk and tested it from each cow for nearly that whole 
time. “I know today what every cow in my barn has done 
last year and the year before and every year of her life, |
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When I got the full blood sire, I had a mixed bunch of cows 

probably like too many of yours. Some were good cows and 

some were poor cows and I didn’t know which was which with- | 

out I weighed the milk and tested it, then I could pick out the 

poor ones. | 

If you get a full blood sire into your herd, you want to keep 

the heifer calves, of course, and if you have a cow that does 

not pay, and you are going to keep the heifer calves, you are 

not likely to keep the heifer calves from the cows that don’t : 

pay; it is more likely that you will sell those heifer calves, be- 

cause you don’t want them, you want to get rid of them the | 

first thing, the longer you keep them the worse you are off. 

Now, I saved all of my heifer calves for a good many years; 

| I didn’t sell any of them. I kept picking out the best from | 

time to time and every year I picked out the best and kept them 

for myself, and got rid of the poorer ones, and every year I 

could sce a little improvement. You mustn’t expect too much 

‘on the start, because if you have a poor lot of cows, you must. | 

not expect to get a first class lot of cows with the first cross. | 

| You -may get some good ones, but you can’t get rid of all of | 

the poor blood by one cross. 

| : Ancther thing I did was to pick up from time to time any- 

thing that I could buy that I thought was better than what I 

had, usually a heifer calf. Sometimes a man in town has a 

very nice family cow, and perhaps he doesn’t want the calf 

and vou can get it at a reasonable price; if you think it is bet- 

ter than what you have, buy it, and you have something good 

to cross up on. | | . 
Now. as to the full blood sire, I know a good many hesi- 

tate and sav. “I can’t buy one, they cost too much.” Now, 
the cost of keeping isn’t any more, the care isn’t anv more, all 

that costs more is that first cost, and after you have bought one 

vou can usually make an exchange with somebody for another 

| one when you want to change, or you can sell it and get your 

money back and buy another, and in the long run you are not | 

much cut. Or if he has a small herd, perhaps a man can buy | 

one in company with his neighbor,—if they can agree, and the 

same one will answer for the two; that is done many times. . 

There are a great many things in the dairy business, little 

things that come up from day to day that you can’t tell a man 

about. A man has got to have some judgment and some sense
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of his own. |He ought to know when a cow needs taking care 
of and he ought to have sense to know somewhere near what 

| she wants done for her. He ought to have sense enough to 
keep her in when it is cold, and to keep her where it is warm, 
and he ought to have sense enough to feed her the right kind | 
of feed. . | | 

‘Now, as to feed fora dairy cow—take a calf from the time 
that it is born, I like to feed it good all the time. A caif 
raised at the strawstack doesn’t amount to much, it wants good 
feed all the way through, and my experience has been that I 
never have been able to feed a cow very well, or do much with 
her, that was brought up without good feed for the first two 
years, | : | 

I feed a little calf some food just as soon as it is old enough 
to take it, and I keep them growing, not fattening food, not | 
corn meal, but I feed them such feeds as bran and oats, a lit- 
tle bit of oil meal, a little ensilage, a little clover hay, and you , 

| will be surprised how soefi they will eat it. We feed them 
new milk at first, the first two or three weeks and then grad- 
ually work off into skim milk, putting a little skim milk with 
the new milk, and then some more until finally we feed all 
skim milk and keep that up until they are six or eight months | 
old, about six pounds at a feed, and if they are hungry, they 
get to eating something else so much the quicker. : 

Then we feed our yearlings each of them a little eround 
feed every day, and we always tie them so that each one gets 
its own feed, never bunch them up in the stall so the big one: 
get all.they want and the little ones what they can. We al- 
ways feed them so that each one gets his share of the feed. 

_ Then we keep account of every cow’s milk by having a scale | 
and weighing the milk and setting it down every milking. We 
keep ‘account of everything. We know when the cow is due to | 
come in, and so we allow time enough for her to go drv, say, 
about five weeks. We think that is long enough, we don’t 
want to go without the milk any longer than we have to, but 
we want to have her have a little rest and we think about five 
weeks is long enough and we take that time to dry her up and 
do it gradually, and at the same time we take away all the 
heavy feed and give her a little light feed. We don‘t want 
her to lay on any flesh_while she is dry, that is, any fat. 

Then when she comes in, she is in good shape. When she | 
| 8—D | ry Po i
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has her calf, we see that she has a good warm place, well bed- 
ded and dry, and soon after the calf is born we give her a pail 
of warm water, milk her out partly and then leave the calt 
with her and let her alone as much as we can. We don’t stay 
around there and keep her disturbed, but we leave her alonc, 
she will take care of herself. We don’t give her a big mess 
of feed right away, but we come up very gradually on that 
feed, and in three or four days, if she is well and healthy and 
has a good appetite, we will have her up to about full feed. 

We haven’t had a case of milk fever in six or eight years. 
I know you can cure milk fever in these days, but I think it 
is better for you not to have milk fever in your herd. We have 
our stable warm and it is light and we keep the cows in in cold : 

| weather. There are windows on each side, the stable is white 
washed and it is ventilated by the King system so that there 
is no smell in the stable. The floors are cement and the man- 

| gers are cement. We water the cows in the manger and we 
don’t have to turn them out. We seep the manger out evely | 
day; let in water at one end, it runs along the whole length 
and each cow drinks as it reaches her and there is an outlet at 
ihe other end to let the water out, what is left. The tanks 

| are in the stable, the water is forced in with a windmill and 
with a hose we can run the water into the manger and water 

| them right there. My cattle have not been out of the stable 
since last September. I have a cow in there thirteen years 
‘ld that has never been out a winter in her life. Jf you turn 
a cow out in cold weather, what does she do? She simply 
goes cut and she finds the warmest place in the yard and she 

| waits there until she can get back in the stable. She doesn’t | 

vo off and walk a mile for exercise, and if the water is cold, 
sneé drinks « little and then she begins to go this way (shiver 
ing) and she doesn’t drink nearly the amount she would if 

| she was warm and the water was warm. In the stable, she 
drinks her fill and lies down; she is contented, because it 1s 
warm. Another thing, if you turn her out in cold weather, 

| the stable grows cold pretty fast; you take a day like today, 
for instance, the stable grows cold, the cow comes in after hav- 
ing drunk some cold water, and that makes her colder yet, and 

when she comes back in the stable, it takes a lone time before 
she is as warm as she was before, while if she stays there she 

is warm all the time. |
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I haven’t got any expensive stable. I built it with my own 
hands, I made the cement floor with my own hands. It is 
simply double boarded with paper between, and anybody can 
do it. ' 

Now, we feed our cows what we think they need; we do not 
feed any two cows just alike, hardly, but we study every indi- 

| vidual cow and give her what she likes best and what we think 
she needs and all that she will take to advantage. The owner 
Studies every cow in the barn, he knows when she came in, and 
he knows when she is due to come in again. He feeds her 
according to his judgment; he watches her milk sheet and there 
is the weight of the milk set down, and if there is a falling off 
there he sees it immediately and wants to know what the 
trouble is. If you are. not keeping any account of yonr cow 
she may fall off half a pound a day and you won’t notice it, 

| but you will wake up some day to the fact that your cow is 
half dry; but with that milk sheet, if you are attending to your 
business you will notice it right away and will see that “Mary” 

s is off today or “Pet” is off today. What is the matter? May- © 
be you will change your feed a little and watch the result, give 

: her something different, or perhaps there is something the mat- 
| ter with her, maybe she needs a little physic or something to 

start her up. So you see that milk sheet gives you a chance — 
| to watch every cow and see what she is doing. Now, you say, 

“That is lots of bother to stop your work for that, I could not do 
that.” I say, “You couldn’t do anything else that would pay 
you any better.” | 

I got one of my neighbors to take Hoard’s Dairyman one 
year, and I asked him the next year if he was going to take 
it again, and he says, “No, the fact is I have so much to do I 
don’t have time to read it.” Now, what did he do that paid him , 
better than to have read that? This neighbor lost three cows 
with milk fever and the fourth one came down with milk fever, 
and he said, “T have got another cow down with milk fever.’ 

| I said, “Well, haven’t you tried the air treatment?” “No, I 
| don’t know anything about the air treatment.” “Well, if vou 

had spent that dollar for Hoard’s Dairyman you might have | 
known that and saved all those cows.” He did use it for that 
last one and saved her and he might as well have saved the | 

, others. : 
Now, I have been working on these lines, keeping a full:
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| blood sire, keeping the record of every cow, watching for her 
comfort, secing that she has what she wants to eat and all she 

wants to eat all the year through. — | 
You know in the summer time that a pasture often gets 

short and you don’t like to. feed very well. You have lots to 

do and you let them run along, although you can see they are 

falling off a little on the milk. but they are getting their liv- | 

ing out of that pasture, and that is easier for you than it 1s 
to feed them, and it won’t make very much difference—mavbe | 
if will rain and the pasture will start up again, and. the first 

. thing vou know your cows are half dried up. When a cow 

| drops off vou never can bring her back till she comes in again ; 

the tendency of that cow is to drov off all the time, and vou | 
have got to do vour best to keep her up. So when the pas 

. ture begins to dron off and your milk sheet shows that the | 
milk is dropping off. then vou should sunplement with some- 
thine. T have been feedine ensilawe the last. few vears in the 

summer time and J find that ensilave, with erass, is verv sat: 

isfactorv. Before that J fed evound feed that I had to buy. | 
Now T can feed ensilage and that IT can raise, so I get along 

lots cheaper that way. | | | 

Now, von see those fievrtes on the board over there. J got | 

mv first full blood sire in 1889. but vou see it takes two vears 

before von set some heifers and vou. can’t exvect a great deal | 

nf those heifers the first year or so. so it takes quite a little 

while to get a good start. | | 
Jn 1891, T had eight cows and thev broucht me $388. In 

1892. T had ten eaws, and thev broveht me 8609. In 1897. J _ 

had fifteen, end thev breveht me $798. You must bear m 
| mind that all this time T was carrvine quite a number of 

heifers and those were alwavs eounted the same as full eows, 

though, 9s T sav. a large majoritv were heifers with their firsi 
ealves. -In 1900. eighteen cows broneht me $1.147. In 1901, 
T built a silo: before that I had not had anv. and vou will see 

that after using that silo two vears I was keeping twenty-three 

cows and had practically doubled the amount of money receiv- 

ed in three years, $2,243 it comes to. 
| Mr. Hill told von yesterdav about the value of the silo; 

thet sneaks for itself. . | 
: Tn 1906, last year, I received $2,091. Now, vou will sav, | 

“You haven’t made any gain, you have rather fallen off in
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the last three years.” Well, we have had some trouble in 
the last threes years. You know that things never run along 
Just so smoothly for any great length of time and there has 
been trouble in herds all over the country with abortion. When | 
that first appeared in my herd, I must confess I was discour- 
aged because my neighbors told me I would lose éne-half my — | 
herd, but we did the best we could and you sée we didn’t lose 
one-half, we held our own pretty well and we think now that | 
we are about through with it, we hope so, anyway. So that 
if these things ‘come, don’t think that you must throw up the 
business and quit. Stick to it, because others have to stick 
to it and make a success in spite of it, and they do it, too. — 

So that, in the last five years, with an average of about twenty- | 
five cows, I have averaged over $2,000 a year for my cream 

- money; that is, I have taken in over $10,000 in five years for’ 
my cream. ee rs a 

Yesterday I heard‘ quite a ‘little talk about dairy calves. It 
was said that they weren’t good for anything. When I com- 
menced ‘I gave away some calves; then as they graded up and 
got batter I didn’t have to give them away, I got something for 
them and I kept getting more for them. When you have’ , 
something that is good, there is always somebody that is will- 
ing to buy them, and today my calves are spoken for a year in 
advance. I'can’t supply the demand. | | | | 

In 1891, for the increase of my herd I got about $50 in the © 
year. Last year, I had over $1,000 for the increase’ of my 
herd besides the cream money. There’ is now a strong de- | ‘ 
mand for good grades and just before I left home I sold two 
grade cows to go out to South Dakota ‘at $125 apiece. 

| DISCUSSION. : 

| The Chairman: Fellow dairymen, this subject comes closer. 
_ to you and me than any other subject we have had. This gen- 

tleman has not a large farm, he chose to pursue dairying in a 
very close and intensive way. 

I want you to note, first, that he told you he selected a sire 
| to place at the head of his herd from one of the dairy breeds; | 

that is the first step. Second, he continued to keep the cows
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he had already, and so far he has done nothing more than any 
dairyman in this state can do. Third, he went and moused 
about for good cows and splendid heifer calves and put them 

on his farm and took good care of them from the time he got 
them until they became cows. | | 

* Now, you will see all the way through here that he render- 
ed unto these cows, not only what he knew ought to be render- 
ed, but he tried to perform all his duty by them just when it 
was needed to be performed; he did not wait for the next day 
—he did it at that one time; he kept his heifer calves, in- 
creased his herd from year to year, both in numbers and in 
productiveness. Besides that, he kept his ecws in a good 
barn with a cement flcor, mangers cleaned every day, just the 
same as you have your own kitchens cleaned up every day. He 

| watered them there, bedded them, they made their whole toilet 
in the barn; he did not turn them out from fall to spring. | 

” ‘He fed the cow that was about to freshen lightly after she | 
was dry until she became fresh again, then he gave her a 

hight ration which was gradually inereased until she came to 
her full flow of milk. Is there anything in that that we can- 
not any cf us do? Is there a man here that does by his cow 

as well as he knows how to do? 
Now, the subject is yours and I venture to say the gentle- 

man will answer any question you put to him, because he 
knows what he is talking about. | 

‘A Member: What breed did you have? | 

Mr. Griswold: Guernseys. | 
SO Mr. Goodrich: TIow many acres of land have you? | 

Mr. Griswold: Sixty acres. 
Mr. Goodrich: You spoke of feeding silage to calves. 

Did they get that while they were on milk ? | 
~ Mr. Griswold: Yes, I give them a little handful when 
they are not more than two weeks old. | | 

Mr. Goodrich: Do you feed ground feed while the cow is 
dry ? ) 

Mr. Griswold: Yes, I feed bran or oats or something like 
that, but never corn meal. ) 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: That is for sustaining the coming calf. 

Mr. Griswold:,Yes, some protein feed, but not a fattening | 
feed. :
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A Member :,How much grain do you feed after she is thor- . 
oughly dry? | } 

Mr. Griswold: Not more than two or three pounds a day. 
Of course, if it is a strictly dairy type of cow she won’t lay 
on flesh any way, and you can. give her a little more, but if 

: ' she is inclined to freshen up I keep her pretty short. 
_ Mr, Aderhold: I hear dairymen frequently make the re 
mark that they save their heifer cows-from their best cows, 
and I happen to know that they never weigh or test the milk 
from any cow in their herd. Do you think. that they know 

which are their best cows ? , 
- Mr. Griswold: No, sir; they think they know, but many 
aman gets fooled in this way, because a certain cow will come 
in and give a big mess of milk and you think she is the best 
cow you have and maybe after six months she is practically 
dry while another cow gives a small mess, but she will give 
nearly the same amount for eleven months and she will figure 
up in the long run a good deal more than the other one did. 

A Member: Do you raise all you feed on sixty acres for 
twenty-four cows ? oo | 

Mr. Griswold: No, sir; I buy some of the feeds that I 
use. I sell some of my corn and oats and then I buy some- 
thing else to go with what I have left. We are using dried 
brewers’ grains and a little screenings. 

Mr. Goodrich: Do you pasture in the summer time ? 
Mr, Griswold: Yes. I have hardly pasture enough and 

I rent a small pasture in the summer time. | 
Mr. Goodrich: What do you pay for this brewers grain by 

the ton ? | . | 
| Mr. Griswold: It is a little less than bran usually, and 

it has a larger per cent of protein than bran. : 

A Member: At about what age do you have your heifers 
drop their first calf ? | : 

| Mr. Griswold: Two years old. 
A Member: What do you do for abortion ? 

Mr. Griswold: We think one of the best things to do is to 
secure cleanliness. :We have fed carbolic acid to the cows. 

The Chairman: Absolutely thorough cleaning up after it | 
is In the herd is very important, with the use of disinfectants. 
-Ex-Gov. Hoard: Do you whitewash your stables ? 
Mr. Griswold: Yes, I try to do it every year.
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Ex-Gov. Hoard: And do you isolate those cows that go 
wrong ? | 

: Mr Griswold: We can’t very well, we have only one stable 
so we disinfect thoroughly. If I had another stable, I would 

certainly put them away. , . 
A Member: ‘Do you disinfect the whole herd or simple 

the cow that is infected 2 | 
Mr. Griswold: We disinfect the one cow and the two cows 

each way from her and the stall, and wood work or anything 

that is bare. : 7 
Ex-Gov. Hoard: Do you think that a man can produce 

first class grade cows from a grade sire with any degree ot 
certainty 4 : 

Mr. Griswold: No, I don’t think so. I would not recom- 
| mend a grade sire. | | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: But a very large proportion of the farm- 
ers of Wisconsin do not believe that it 1s Important to use a 
registered sire. You have been through this, had considerable 
experience, and I want to know how you feel; if it would be 
profitable to you? | | 

Mr. Griswold: I would not use a grade sire under any 
considerations. But I have sold my grades for breeding pur- 

: poses, because there are men who are bound to have a grade. | 
They will not buy a full blood anyway, and sometimes after 
they have used a grade two or three years they will come and 

| buy a full blood when they would not have bought one to start 

with. | 
Ex-Gov. Hoard: They have to take it gently. 
Mr. Girswold: There are some men, you know, that you 

have to handle that way. _ | | 

* Ex-Gov. Hoard: What'do you do with the male calves? 
Mr. Griswold: The first part of the time I gave them 

away to anybody to get rid of them, but for the past few years 
they are spoken for a year in advanee. I usually get ten or 
twelve dollars apiece for them. : 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Do you inbreed any ? 
Mr. Griswold: No, I don’t. I have tried it, but I never 

have got anything good. | | 
Prof. Emery: Would you use a sire on his granddaugh- 

ters ? | | 
Mr. Griswold: I don’t knew that I have tried that.
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A Member: Do’ you have your cows fresh in the fall or 

in the spring ? . 
Mr. Griswold: Part in the fall and part in the spring. 
The Member: What is the advantage of dividing it up % 

: Mr. Griswold: I would rather have nearer an even flow 

_ through the year, or perhaps more in the winter, but I find 
that it is a harder thing to get cows to come in in the fall» 

than in the spring. | 
) Ex-Gov. Hoard: Is it so when you start with the heifer 

first ? 
Mr. Griswold: It seems to be a more natural thing for 

- them to come in in the spring. | 
a A Member: What does your milk test? | 

Mr. Griswold: About five per cent butter fat. 
Secy. Burchard: What is your market? : 
Mr. Griswold: I ship creain to La Crosse mostly, but this 

| year I wouldn’t hardly get any margin above the creamery. 
A Member: How many pounds of butter cught a cow to 

make each year ? | 
Mr. Griswold: ‘This last year five cows made over 500 

pounds of butter each, and eighteen cows made over 2006: 
pounds of butter each, and if a cow won’t make 800 pounds 

under ordinary conditions, then I don’t want her at all. 
| The Chairman: “Go thou and do likewise.” We _ wiil 

| have to cut this off. | | 

THE PATRON’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE QUAL- 

ITY OF FACTORY PRODUCTS. 

J. Q. Emery, Dairy and Focd Commissioner, Madison. 

| By factory products, I understand butter and cheese to be 
meant. - | | | 

The score card for cheese recognizes the following qualities: 

Flavor, texture, eclor, finish. In a total of 100 for a perfect 
product, flavor is given 45; texture, 30; color, 15; finish, 10. 

oe The score card for butter recognizes the following qualities: | 
flavor, grain, color, salt, packing. In a total of 100 for a
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perfect product, flavor is given 45; grain, 25; color, 15; salt, ° 
10; packing, 5. | | 

It is to be observed that in both butter and cheese, flavor is 
by far the most conspicuous quality and when perfect receives 
45 out of a total of 100 points. The flavor, therefore, of the 
factory product more than any other one quality and almost 
equaling all other qualities combined, determines the markct 
price. In cheese, those conditions of milk that impart to it — 

flavor, affect aiso its texture. For the flavor of butter or 
cheese, the patron is chiefly responsible. I do not say whol- 
ly responsible, but cheifly. If the patron delivers milk or | 
cream of poor or bad flavor, it is absolutely fatal to a per- 
iect or high class product. 

The standard dictionary defines flavor as follows: The 
quality, especially a specific or delicate quality, of a thing as 
atiecting the sense of taste or the senses of taste and smell; 
rarely, a quality affecting smell alone; the peculiar taste of a _ 
thing, especially if it be pleasant. : 

The presence or absence of this delicate quality in butter 
and cheese, determines more than anything else the market 
price of those products. Unless this quality is present in the 

: milk or cream furnished by the patron, the maker can no more 
produce a product of high quality than could the Isrealites 
produce bricks without straw for their Egyptian task makers. 
If the patron destroys that delicate quality in his milk or 

-eream, like the passing moment, it is gone, never to return. 
This leads to a brief consideration of the source of those 

odors in milk or cream that destroy the much coveted flavor : 
which is characteristic of butter and cheese of the best qual- 
ity. The clearest, most exhaustive and authoritative presenta- 
tion of how cdors and flavors find their way into milk that 1 
have ever seen, is given by Prof. King in his Physics of Ag- 
riculture. He says: “The substances producing these qual- 
ities in milk make their entrance there in three different 
ways: (1) from the blood at the time the milk is secreted ; 
(2) from the outside after the milk is drawn; and (3) they 

are produced within the milk after it has been secreted be- 
fore and after it is drawn.” | 

The better to understand this subject, let us briefly recur to 

some of the fundamental principles as to the composition ot 
matter. ‘The molecule is the smallest part of a substance that
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can exist separately and still retain its composition and spe- 

cific properties. The molecular theory of the composition of 
matter teaches that ordinarily these molecules do not touch 
each other, that however compact a body may be there is in it 

space not occupied by. the matter composing it; and that the 

molecules are constantly in motion. ‘‘As the worlds in space 

are clustered in mighty systems, the members of each revolv- 
: ing about one another in inconceivably vast orbits, so each 

body is a miniature system, its molecules moving in incon- | 

ceivably minute paths,” 
As molecular motion increases, the molecules are forced far- 

ther apart, with rise of temperature. When the motion dc- 

creases, the molecules come closer together with decrease of 
temperature. In other words, at a higher temperature of a _ 

body, its molecules are in more rapid motion than when at a 

lower temperature. 
To feel fully his responsibility for the quality of factory 

products, the patron needs to bear in mind the infinitesimal 

size of the particles to which a body is capable of being di- 
' vided. Let me briefly illustrate: Strychnine is _ bitter. 

Place a grain of strychnine in 1,750,000 grains of water. In 
each grain of the water, there will be 1-1,750,000 of a grain : 
of strynchnine and can be distinctly tasted. These bottles con- . 

tain the results of this experiment. | 
: Dissolve 1 gram of 5. B. Methyl Violet in alcohol and distri- 

bute it through 1,000 cubic inches of water in a large flask. 
Pour out one-half of the colored water and fill to 1,000 eubiec in 
ches again. Repeat this operation until the eye can with cer- — 
tainty detect the color in this water. As many as ten divis- 
ions may be made. In the last 1,000 cubie inches of water 

there will be only a trifle less than 1-1000 af a gram of 5.b.- 

Methyl Violet, yet the color is apparent to the eye. That is, 
in each cubic inch of the water there is only 1-1,000,000 of a 

gram of 5. B. Methyl Violet. The results of this experiment 

are here exhibited. 

. Our knowledge or recognition of odors and flavors is due 
to the sensation caused by the infinitesimally small molecules 

moving through the air and striking our nerves of smell and 
taste. Instance the fragance of the rose, the flavor of the ap- 

ple, strawberry or other fruit. ‘King mentions a blind lady 

who took the glove of a stranger and, walking up and down
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the aisles of a large audience room filled with people, handed 
the glove to the owner, made known to her only by the likeness 
of the odor from the glove to that escaping from the stranger, 
produced by an inconceivably small particle of the volatile 
principle striking the nerve of smell. 

It is by the extremely minute molecules of the volatile sub- 
stances escaping from the foot.of the master, through his shoe, 
remaining in his path for hours, and finally striking the nerve | | 
of smell in the dog that he tracks his master. _ 

I have dwelt at this length on the subject of the nature and 
divisibility of matter and the way we acquire a knowledge of — 
flavors and odors to produce the conviction that small partic- 
les of dust, dung, urine or of any other filth, entering milk 
may separate into infinitesimal particles, disseminate themsel- 
ves through the whole volume of milk and work havoe to the 
entire mass, by imparting to it their odors and flavors. Thus, 
cne careless, slovenly patron may irreparably undo the neat, —— 
careful and painstaking work of his neighbor and thus foist | 
upon the consuming public an inferior and unsatisfactory  , 
product. | _ | 

| Tt is the butter fat in the milk that chiefly absorbs and re 
| tains the odors, agreeable or otherwise. The method of gath- 

ering the fragrance of various flowers for the manufacture of 
perfumery has a wonderfully suggestive lesson to dairymen. 
Plates containing fats are placed in chambers with the flowers. 
These fats absorb the fragence from the flowers and retain that 
fragrance a long time. They are sold as pomades and are 
used in the manufacture of the finer perfumes. Think for a _ 
moment of the perfumery the butter fat of milk must gather 
and retain from an unclean and unventilated barn or from an 
agitated barnyard heap. Certainly it requires no small amount 

_ of skill and art to so feed and handle a herd of cows as to im- 
part to the product the finest flavor. ' | | 

“Any volatile principle,” says King, “which may chance — 
to be present in the blood of the animal at the time the milk — 

| is being drawn will find its way into the milk and will im- 
part a quality to it, the intensity of the flavor or odor depend- 
ing upon the amount of the volatile principle present and the 
readiness with which it evaporates.” | 

It is easy to understand how these volatile substances may 
be present in the blood from the feed furnished the cow, such
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, as onions, cabbage, rape, turnips; or by forcing the cow to re- 

main in and breathe an atmosphere that is filled with foul 
odors, due to lack of ventilation and cleanliness. Such odors 
being taken into the lungs in the air breathed by,ythe cow must — 
enter the blood through the membranes of the lungs and im- 
pregnate it, which in turn imparts the flavor to the milk. It 
is to be recognized that just the reverse of this follows when 

- the cows are kept in clean, well-ventilated barns and furnish- | 

ed with feeds of befitting fragance. 
| Damaging odors and flavors may be imparted to the milk 

| from the outside after it is drawn, “If,” says King, “the . 
odors of manure, of urine, of ammonia, or any of those asso- 
ciated with the decay of organic matter are in the air above 
the milk, the rapid meticn cf these molecules will cause some 
of then tc plunge into the milk and accumulate there until 
they beeome so numerous that just as many tend to eseane per. 
minute as tend to enter. The milk is then saturated with the 

odor in question. The warmer the air surrounding the milk 

and the warmer the milk, the more quickly will the condition | 
| of saturation be reached. simply because the rapidity of mole- — 

cular motion increases with temperature, for when the mole- 

cules of foul odor are once inside the warm milk, thev travel | 
or diffuse downward more rapidlv because it is warm.” : 

If the milking is dene in a stable that is unclean and unven- 
tilated. filthy. and filled with foul odors, it is readilv under-— 

stood how the streams of milk nassing from the udder to the 
pail will force the contaminated air into the pail and impart 
to the milk its foul odors. The use of the separator under 

similar conditions must produce similar results. | 
Odors and flavors are also produced in the milk after it has 

been drawn, by the introduction into it of undesirable germs 
in the dust from the stable end the cow and from lack of _ 

—eleanliness of vessels used in handling it. 

_ Jf the milk is allowed to remain at body temperature and 

| cool slowly, the gas-forming bacteria. whose habitat is filth, 

rapidly develop. producing undesirable odors, but if quickly 
. after being drawn the milk is cooled to a temperature as near 

40 degress F. as possible. the growth of these undesirable bac- 
teria in the milk will thereby be checked and reduced to a 

minimum. | 
_ From the preceding statements, it plainly follows that the
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patron who keeps healthy cows, in clean, well-ventilated and 
| well-lighted stables, feeds them sound, wholesome food, causes 

them to be milked in a cleanly manner, and the milk handled 
at all stages in clean vessels and quickly cooled as soon as 
possible to a temperature ranging from 60 degrees to 40 degrees 
F., and delivers it to the factory free from chemical preserva- 
tives and with such frequency, that when delivered, it is in 
prime condition, meets his responsibility for the quality of 
factory products. | 

DISCUSSION, | 

See’y Burchard: In pursuing this subject, which I con- 
ceive to be one of the most important that can be presented in 
a dairymen’s convention this year, and in its relation to the 
dairy industry in Wisconsin, it had been deemed fairly good 
policy to have an examination made by the Dairy and Food 
Commissioner’s staff of some of the cream as delivered to your | 
local creamery here with a view of ascertaining to what extent 
the farmers who were patronizing that creamery were follow- 
ing the practices that have been set forth in this paper or fol- 

| lowing the evil practices. Mr. Corneliuson, who was once 
employed by the Dairymen’s Association, is now transferred 

, to the Dairy and Food Commission, and he has prepared a 
very brief paper on the conditions as he found them here, | 
which he will now read. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: During the last 
few days it has been my privilege to acquaint myself with the 
practices and conditions under which dairy products are pro- 
duced in the vicinity of Tomah and with that end in view I 
have visited the creamery here and 72 dairy farms. | | 

_ In judging anything it is necessary to have some “standard 
of perfection” in mind by which the conditions can be com- 

| pared or measured. In criticising the barns of this commun- 
ity I have taken as a standard, a barn that is clean and pro- 
vided with a sound and impervious floor, well ventilated and
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well lighted. By the term “well ventilated” is meant proper 
| provisions for keeping the air pure, without causing draft or 

undue cold in the stable. By the term “well lighted” is 
meant enough windows to admit an abundant flow of light to 
every corner, and every foot cf floor space of the stable. 

After consultation with those most interested in this matter 
| it has been deemed best for the purposes of this report, to re- 

fer in general terms to conditions observed, rather than to | 
particularize. 

Contrasting the conditions of the barns visited, some were 
found with ceilings, walls, windows and floors relatively clean. 
The fioors were free from litter by refuse, or the droppings of 
the herd. Others were observed with ceilings and walls cover- 
ed with cobwebs, dust and chaff from the fodder. In some 

of the worst, even the walls were befouled with dung. . 
Some were without floors, other than those nature provided. 

In other instances floors were defective in that the planks 
| were more or less loose, allowing liquids to pass through form- 

ing filth below as a source for the emanation of foul odors. 
Some were observed to be unswept and were littered with feed, - 
refuse and dung. | 

For ventilation, reliances were placed in most instanees, on 
the hay chute; in some instances an effort had been made for 

| better methods, but with misdirected effort, as to the appli- 
cation of the principles of ventilation, and gave imperfect re- 
sults. A ventilating flue about 6 inches by 8 inches was ob- 
served in one barn with a herd of 13 cows several head of 
young steck and 3 or 4 horses. and thus fell far short of the 
four square feet of ventilating flue required according to King 

| for that number of animals. 
| The lighting of the barns visited was in general better than 

, the ventilation, some barns, however. had no windows. A 
goodly number of the barns met. approximately. the require- 
ments of the standard, »s given in this paper. The entrance | 
of light through some windows was obstructed by the accumn- 
lation of dust and cobwebs. | 

Tn some of the herds, the conditions of the cows, as to clean- 
liness, was above reasonable criticism, in. others a reasonable 
standard of cleanliness was fairly met, while others were be- 
fouled by their own droppings. : | 

The separators were located either in the barns or in the
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house. Of those located in the barns, some were just behind | 

the trench, come in the feed alley, while others were in a 
_ room partitioned off for this purpose. Of those located jn the | 

house, some were in the kitchen, others in the cellar and a 
few in the woodshed. | 

Some were thoroughly washed each time after using—a 
practice that should be followed by all. Others were washed | | 

: only once a day, and a few were not washed even that often. 
| By some, the cream was cooled by turning from can to can, 

or by setting it outside for a while to cool, with frequent stir- | 

rings. By others the cream was placed in a cool room and | 
left there until delivered. By others, it was kept in the kit- 
chen until delivered. ‘A few kept it in the cellar. A very | 
few considered a cool parlor none too good for keeping the 

| cream. | | 

Last Tuesday Messrs. McAdam, VanDuser and myself in- 
| spected the cream as received at the creamery. Some lots of 

a poor quality were particularly noted, and some samples were 
saved and afterwards tested by a fermentation test, the results 
of which bore out the defects as observed at the weigh can. 

This investigation was also followed up, in some instances by 
an inspection of the premises, where such eream had been pro- 
duced. For instance, one sample had a. strong potato flavor | 
at the weigh can; the fermentation test showed mustv cellar 

: flavor; the inspection of the premises brought ont the fact 
| that the barn had no ventilaicn, was insufficiently lighted, the 

separator emploved was a so-called water separator kept in the 
cellar having a large amount of potatoes stored there and per- 
meated with a musty odor. ‘Another one showed a verv bad 
flavor, at the weigh can the fermentation test gave “rank wn- 
clean flavor,” the inspection of the premises proved that both 
ventilaticn and light in the barn were very poor, general eor- 

ditions very bad. the cows were very unclean, a water separa- 
| tor was used which was washed once a day, the cream was not 

cooled and was kept in the pantry. Another sample showed 

unclean and tainted flavot at the weigh can. and also by fer- 
mentation test. On the premises the barn had neither light 
nor ventilation, the cows were noti clean, the separator placed 
in the kitchen and washed once daily. | 

At the creamery the utensils and the surroundings were 

fond in good conditions and everything indicating that. the
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work done, as well as the management, is above criticism. An 

improvement, however, could be made by installing a pasteur- 

izer and a starter can, and pure or commercial starters em- 

ployed in the ripening of the cream. 

DISCUSSION. 

Secy. Burchard: I don’t know that any more can be said 

about this matter than to quote from my report. It has been 

observed that in our previous conventions, by reason of the 

fact that the butter makers and the cheese makers have formed 

themselves into conventions by themselves, that our exhibits 

| of butter and cheese were extremely limited, and but very 

little interest was taken in them from the fact that the great 

majority of the farmers who attended the convention were 

only concerned in producing milk or cream which was sent to 

the factory or creamery. In view of these conditions the exe- 

cutive committee of the Association, at its meeting last March, 

passed a resolution which is, in substance, that premiums on 

butter and cheese should be discontinued, and in lien thereof 

~ premiums should be offered for milk and cream. 

It became a matter of some importance to know just how 

milk and cream could be judged and there was a good deal of 

reluctance on the part of those whom I thought were quite 

competent to pass judgment on this matter—to undertake it. 

But I persisted and told them that it was useless in my judg- 

- ment for us to harangue about delivering good milk and cream 

unless there was some way devised by which the butter maker 

or the cheesemaker could form some sort of an approximately 

correct judgment as to the quality of the milk or cream when it 

came to his intake, and that I thought. it was the province of this 

- -‘Dairymen’s Association, in some way, as best it could, to block 

out a plan. They received these suggestions of mine very kind- 

ly and made some experiments and came to the conclusion that 

by the use of the Wisconsin Curd Test and the Fermentation 

Test and the trained nose, they could tell very accurately the 

 eondition of milk, and so we have invited the people to send 

in samples of milk and cream here to contest for premiums to 

be judged, as I understand it, by Mr. Baer, who has had very 

9-D
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considerable experience in this line and who will now explain 
what has been done. 

You will observe that in order to make this a fair contest 
the per cent of fat must be ignored—for instance, if one 
kind of separator gives a 40 per cent cream and another kind. 
of separator gives only 30 per cent cream, it would be unfair 
to the 80 per cent man for it to be held that the 40 per cent 
cream was better. 1 

The real questions to be considered are the flavor, cleanli- 
ness and—I don’t know what else. You see this has to be 
done with great judgment, because it would be unfair, for in- 
stance, for a man who milked a herd of what we might call 
common cows whose test would run perhaps 4 per cent or less, 
to have his milk compare with milk from a J ersey or Guern- 

_ sey herd, which gives 5 or 6 per cent milk and to say that the 
milk of those cows contained more fat than the milk of his cows | 
and that therefore it is better milk. You cannot entirely de- 
pend on the test for fat in judging a cow. If a cow gives 
enough milk at a low per cent test to bring up the total amount 
cf fat in her milk, that is all right, regardless of whether it — 
is a low test or a high test. In other words, you must con- - 
sider the quality of the cow and we know we cannot determine 
anything about the real quality of milk by simply putting it 
through the Babcock test and saying it contains 5 or 6 or 4 
per cent of fat. CO 

Mr. Baer: Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen of the Association, 
Ladies and Gentlemen: I will state right here that butter fat 
tests were made of all these cream and milk samples. We, as 
inspectors, would naturally do that: we want to know whether 
they complied with the state law and I am glad to report. that 
they did, they ran far beyond the state law. | 

I wish to state that you gentlemen put up a very hard pro- | 
position in fixing this duty upon your judges. These milks 
and creams are exceptionally fine, far above the average and 
we worked very earnestly and very hard in order to determine | 
who was to get these awards. We had Mr. Kundert, one of 
the state chemists, with us, and he subjected all these samples 
of cream and milk to his tests for formaldehyde and for borax, 
finding no traces of either, as he anticipated, |
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| Now, Mr. Moore and Mr. Cannon and myself did the judg- 
ing. After considerable experimental ‘work anid discussion 

| and trying of samples backward and forward, we decided on 
a sort of a score card and we divided this score card for milk 
into two general subdivisions. Under the first, which we | 

, named “Flavor,” we placed taste and smell at 25 points out of 
: a possible 100 each. Under the head “Condition,” we placed 

| the curd, the fermentation test applied to milk, at 25; cleanli- 
ness 15, and acidity, 10, and we determined the acidity by 

| means of the well known acid tests that creameries use in 
their creameries and cheese factory work. 
- Now, on that basis we did our work and I will read you 
scores of those who submiitted milk samples to us after which 

I will read you the prize winners in the milk class. ~ 
We prepared a similar score card for judging cream, put- 

ting “Flavor” as the first department, subdividing that into 
two divisions, “Taste” and ‘‘Smell,” giving each 30 points 
out of a 100. . 

Milk and Cream Exhibits. 

There were twelve entries in each class. ‘These were all 
tested for fat and the presence of preservatives and were 
found to comply with the laws of Wisconsin. That is, every 
sample was free from preservatives; all the milk tested above 

| | three per cent fat, and cream above eighteen per cent. 
The scale for judging both milk and cream embraced the 

two essential items of Flavor and Condition. Flavor was sub- 
divided into Taste and Smell, and for milk 25 points and for : 

| cream 80 points were assigned to each. In the class for milk, 
. Condition was subdivided into results of Curd test, 25 points; 

| cleanliness, 15 points; Acidity, 10 points. It being imprac- 
ticable to apply the curd test to cream, Condition was deter- 
mined from Cleanliness, 20 points; Acidity, 20 points. 

oe The prize winning exhibits received the following scores:
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Milk. 

. Flavor. Condition. 

a Name of exhibitor. s a S aZl| os 
wm fay onal 

q 6 q S a o 
w e mM OQ O <q . & | 
S —]—|—-|——|—-| 4 
3 ~ — 

S 2) 25 | 2 | 15 1 | 2 

10 | Edgewood Farm, Pewaukee, Wis.............., 25 | 25 | 23 | 15 | 9 | 99 
5} F. W. North, Norwalk, Wis....................] 2444] 24 24 15 9 964 — 

2 | R. B. Robertson, Tomah, Wis.............. ...| 24 24 24 15 8 95 

8 | Henry W. Schneider, Tomah, Wis........ .. 24 24 24 13 8 93 

9 | J. G. Hickcox, Whitefish Bay, Wis........ | 54 | 24 | 214] 141 6%] 92% 

Cream. 
SR 

| Flavor. Condition. 

| —_ dg 
& Name of exhibitor. s a | ag S 
= . _ 8 i 2s} oe 
o & MN oO <q . 

“a 
oe fe | = 

S | | | 3 
S | 30 | 30 | 20 | 20 | 8 

2 | R. B. Robertson, Tomah................... 020-0 ee eeee| 80 29 20 | 20 99 

6 | Wm. Brennan, Tomah ........ cee eee eee eee ee eee lt 80 29%, 20 | 18 I71lg 

5 | F. W. North, Norwalk... 0... ce ee eee ce eee cena f 29° | > 28 20 20 97 

1) C.C. Hill, Tomah ..........ccc cece cece ceecveceaceveee| 3) | 2846} 20 | 18 | 96% 

12 | Elmer Hill, Tomah.......0...00 ccc. cece cececeeeeeecees 204 29%) 20 | 17 | 96. 
ea SS 7s SSS SS SS SSS SSS CSS : 

DISCUSSION. 

Eix-Gov. Hoard: I want to ask Mr. Corneliusson whether 

in this inspection around here (Tomah) you found any of the 
barns using the King system of ventilation ¢ 

Mr. Corneliuson: No, sir. | 
‘Ex-Gov. Hoard: Did you find any of the farmers knowing 

anything about. it? | 
Mr. Corneliuson: No, that I was aware of. There was _ 

one man who had a small flue. I presume that that man
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knows something about the King system, but. he did not under- : 
stand the proper principles, he has got too small a flue in. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Had he his intakes right, letting in the 
air from below outside and up even with the sill on the inside? 

Mr. Corneliuson: I don’t recollect whether he had that or 

not. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: This is one of the most important propo- 

sitions connected with the health of our herds. 

Mr. Corneliuson: ‘This man made the mistake, not alone — | 

in making the flue too small, but it was not: air tight. The 
air flue should be air tight or practically so, in order to draw 

well, and his was open in the joints. 
Mr Aderhold: Now, we are on this stable question, I 

would like to introduce a resolution that bears on this ques- 

tion. | 

The Chairman: -There is no objection. 

Wnhernas a large portion of our milk producers are using 
stable fixtures that fail to keep cows clean, and are housing 

their cows in poorly ventilated stables; and 
Wuereas, on account of our dairy laws and the inspection 

of stables, a big movement is on foot for the improvement of 
stable conditions; and | 

Wuereas, the majority of our dairymen lack knowledge 
in stable matters, and complete instructions along that line 
are not readily available, therefore 

- Resolved, That we request Ex-Governor Hoard as chairman 

of a committee on Agriculture of the Board of Regents of the 
University of Wisconsin to use his influence with the man- 
agement of the Agricultural College in persuading it to issue 

a buletin illustrating and describing in detail a few of the bet- 
ter class of cow stalls, the King System of Ventilation, and 
such things as make for sanitation in dairy stables. 

Mr. Aderhold moved the adoption of the resolution as read. 

| Said motion being duly seconded, it was put to the house and 
unanimously carried. | 

Mr. J. G. Moore: Mir. Corneliuson spoke in his paper 
7 about some improvements that might be put in the local cream- 

ery here. He spoke of the pasteurizing and starter can. I 

would like to ask Mr. Corneliuson whether the cream comes in
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rich enough in fat to allow the use of the starter can and the 
starter. 

Mr. Corneliuson: The cream received at the creamery here 
tests about 24 per cent on the average. It is rather low for 
the employment of the pasteurizer or a commercal starter 
and that is an important question for every creamery patron 
to consider, the richness of the cream. ‘A great many people 

' think that when they have a large number of pounds of cream 

that they get more money,but that is a mistake;they lose the 
skim milk and the loss in the buttermilk is greater. The thin- 
ner the cream is the higher the churning temperature which 
must be employed, and that increases the loss of fat. 

| The Chairman: It is to the patron’s interest then to pro- 
duce heavy cream rather than light cream ? 

a Mr. Corneliuson: Yes, every farmer should make it a prac- 
tice to produce cream not less than 30 per cent, and up to 35. 

A Member: I would like to have Mr. Corneliuson give . 
some of the losses in such factories when they have gathered 
cream. | | 

Mr. Corneliuson: I remember one instance of a creamery 
that I visited some time ago. They labored under great diff- 
culties along this line, their cream was unusually thin; the 
average fat throughout the year was, if I remember correctly, 
22 per cent and they lost a large amount of money through 

that one cause. The total loss sustained by that factory on 
account of this practice was estimated to be over $2,000 a year. 
This amount of money could have been saved and been dis- 
tributed through that locality to the various patrons if they 
had understood the matter. That was their yearly loss and 
they could hawe saved that money without the expenditure of 

' a single cent, simply by a little attention to details. That is. | 
a very important question to be considered in every gathered _ 
cream factory, that of the richness of the cream, as well as the 
quality of it; in fact, the quality of it largely depends upon the 
richness of it, because the thinner the cream the easier it goes 

off flavor.
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oo, REPORT OF AUDITING COMMITTEE 

The Auditing Committee have examined books and vouchers 

| of the Secretary and Treasurer and find the same correct as 

reported by the Secretary. 
H. C. Tavyzor, 

| | C. P. Goopricu, 

: H. D. Griswo tp, , 

Auditing Committee. 

The Chairman: We have with us this afternoon Prof. 

Haecker of the Minnesota Expcriment Station, formerly of 

| Wisconsin. He has for many years carried on many original. 
and close experiments along dairy lines. It appears that he 

has experienced some changes in his sentiments as well as in 
his experimenting in regard to dairy cows. : 

It gives me great pleasure to introduce Prof. Haecker of 

Minnesota. | 
Prof. Haecker: It always affords me special pleasure to | 

, meet a Wisconsin audience, for I always find in it quite a 
number of old personal friends, and I always like to come to 

| Wisconsin because I feel under many obligations to the State 

that has probably done more to develop dairying during the last 

quarter of a century through its influence than all other states 

in the Union combined. We owe the State a debt that we 

will never be able to repay. |
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THE CHANGE IN SENTIMENT IN MINNESOTA 
TOWARD THE DAIRY COW. 

| _ Pref. T. L. Iaecker. Oo 

The subject assigned me is an unpleasant and difficult one 
to discuss because it brings to mind many incidents which if 

breught out in detail would lead to personalities which I have 
always aimed to avoid, and difficult because of a lack of au- 
thentic data in regard to the performance of the so-called dual | 
purpose cattle. 

When young and inexperienced in handling cattle, and when 
a cow was a cow, I settled on a farm in the town of Cottage 
Grove, east of Madison. Two cows were purchased, one a fine 
twe year old Short horn heifer, fresh in milk, and the other 
some five years old. The heifer I considered a nice animal. 
She was deep red, compact and smooth, and being fresh made 

a good appearance. The cow was a roan, raw-boned, pot-bel- 
hed, and her general appearance indicated to me that. she must 
be what was then termed a hard keeper. In a couple of years 
the perversity of the heifer brought her to the shambles, for she 
would persist in converting her feed into meat—-when it was 
milk that I wanted. After this time I had an opportunity to | 
take on shares two twin Jersey heifers; one was noted for her 

beauty—symunetrical and nicely rounded out, while the other 
was considered homely, for she was always poor, angular aud 

pot-bellied. But being twins from a famous cow, and by a 
registered sire of approved lineage, the assumption was that 
both would prove to become good cows. Certainly the smooth 
and handsome one would for she won the first premium both as 

a yearling and a two-year old. During several succeeding years, 
during which they received good care, the beauty failed to 
make good either as a breeder or milker, while the other was 
prolific and far exceeded our expectations at the pail. | 

During the summer of 1882 I was commissioned by the re- 
vents of the University of Wisconsin to visit some noted dairy 
herds in New England, and brought back a carload, with the 
understanding that I should have the privilege of selecting | 
one first, and they were then to select what they wanted and
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I was to take the rest. There were some so-called beauties 
among them. I selected one, and then theirs were selected, 

| and I took the remainder—among which there were no beau- 
| ties. Notwithstanding the experience that I had had, I felt 

ati first that I had the worst of the bargain. Records were kept : 
in both places and time showed that my first choice proved the 
best in the lot, and those that had been left for me made re- oe 
cords that I was proud of. Later I bought two more carloads 
trom New England upon my own responsibility. One was 
composed of Jerseys and the other of Guernseys, and among 
them was Sunbeam, the dam of the famous Yeksa Sunbeam. | 
With every individual in these two carloads time showed that 
there was a clearly defined relation between form and ability | 
to perform at the pail, though the details of the dairy form 
were not clear to my mind and the same was true in regard to 

| the relation of form and the nervous or what might be called 
the dairy temperament, first observed by Governor Hoard. But 
enough had been learned by close observation to fix in my 
mind the importance of dairy heredity combined with a cer- 
tain type. So, when unexpected circumstances resulted in a 
call for me to go to Minnesota, and to bring a load of COWS, 

| the lessons learned were not ignored, and such cows as Houston, 
Sweet Brier, Tricksey and others of equal dairy capacity were 

| added to the station herd. 
The first winter I had little to do with dairy stock, giving 

all my time to the manufacture of dairy products, for it was | 
the general conception then that instruction in dairying had 

_ strictly, if not solely, to do with making butter and cheese. 
Soon after the close of the school of agriculture it was sug- 

gested that my services be dispensed with during the summer, 
| but the regents did not give their consent and I was directed 

to spend the summer in visiting all the creameries and cheese 
factories and all the breeders of dairy stock, and generally fain- 
iliarize myself with the status of the dairy industry and its 
future prospects. In the southern part of the state I found 
many breeding herds of dairy cattle. Along the southern tier 
of counties some half dozen herds were found in some counties, 
and many farmers who made no pretensions of breeding stock 
for sale kept at the head of their herds full blood dairy sires, 
and there was almost. a universal trend towards breeding to | 
sires bred especially for milk production. In all my travels
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I found only two instances where men were interested in | 

breeding stock that is now called dual-purpose; one a business 
man living on a small farm adjoining a town, and another a = 

- farmer who had a small herd of Swiss cattle. Even in the 
Red River Valley in the vicinity of Crookston and Moorhead, 
I found a number of fine herds of full-blood Jerseys. There 

, appeared a universal sentiment among patrons of creameries 
| and cheese factories that it was desirable to breed to dairy | 

sires, since milk production was proving so remunerative and 
butter making was so rapidly restoring the fertility of the soil 
which had been impoverished by constant wheat raising. Dur- | 
ing some half dozen years there was a constant demand for ~ 

| dairy sires, and breeders within the state found ready sale for 
all their surplus breeding stock and many were brought from 
other states to make good the shortage in the state. 

After bulletin No. 85 was issued the breeding and buying 
of dairy stock was greatly stimulated. This infusion of dairy 
blood into Minnesota herds had a marked effect in increasing 
our dairy products and cancelling the mortgages on our farms. 
But unfortunately the marks of dairy breeding were as evident 
among the steers that were shipped to market as it was among 
the heifers that were kept on our farms for milk cows. The | 

meat combine took note of the change and resolved that some- | 
thing must be done to check the farmers in breeding to dairy 
sires. The edict came from the packers that all steers show- 
ing dairy markings must be cut in price. This order became 

effective at once, as practically all steers under the meat com- 

bine arrangement had to be shipped to the packers for slaughter. 
Through some ‘mysterious influence some of our teachers in , 

| the departments of animal husbandry in our agricultural ed- 
ucational institutions suddenly discovered that steers from 
dairy bred stock were no good, that the meat was of poor qual- 

ity and there was greater percentage of fat on the internal | 
organs; that they carried a lower percentage of valuable cuts, 
and that so much more feed was required to a given weight 
that they were unprofitable. Some even went so far as to ad- 

vise farmers to kill all dairy grade male calves. For several 
| years there was a systematic campaign urged against breeding 

: to dairy sires. At the stock yards, steers carrying any color | 
markings betraying an infusion of dairy blood, were marked 

for a sharp cut in price, no matter how smooth, well rounded
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and finished they may have been. Farmers were advised by 
the teachers to breed their milch cows to dual purpose sires, 

_ preferably to Shorthorns of a milking strain, well knowing that 
this strain had practically become extinct because Scotch Short- : 
horns had been the fad for a decade. Considerable headway | 
was also made in the introduction of Red Polled blood into i. 
the state, and some ten or twelve breeding herds were started 
in the state. The vigor with which this war on the dairy 
sire was carried on by some of the teachers made it appear that 

| there was some pecuniary interest at stake, though this is not | 
herein affirmed. At all events the attack on the dairy sire was 
effective. I am in a position where I can measure from my 
correspondence the trend of public sentiment very closely. Dur- | 
ing the agitation there was a gradual decrease in the number 
of inquiries for dairy sires, and inquiries began to come for | 
sires from milking Shorthorns and Red Polls. Finally there 
was rarely any inquiries for dairy sires and every one seemed 
to want something that was good for both meat and milk. This 
state of affairs continued for several years. Then an occasion- 
al letter was received asking for dairy bred sires. These could 
readily be secured at very reasonable prices. But as time 
passed, the demand for dairy stock rapidly increased, and as 

_ Many of our dairy breeding herds had become so depleted, only 
a few sires and scarcely no females could be secured. During 
the years when the demands for dual purpose stock were so | 
great, our dairy herds, especially the Guernseys, were nearly 
all taken by Wisconsin breeders. In Freeborn county there 
were two herds of Guernsey cattle deep in the blood of the 
noted Yeksa family that were picked up by two Wisconsin 
breeders, at prices that good grades should bring. Two years 
ago there was not a locality where a carload of grade or full © 
blood dairy cows could be secured. While four years ago our 
dairy stock was carried into Wisconsin by the carloads, at | 7 
merely nominal prices, during the past two years they have 
been coming into the state in carload lots at double the prices. 
During the past year I have received more letters asking’ where | 
dairy stock could be secured than I have received in any one 
year since I have been in Minnesota, and among them all 
there has been only one that called for a dual purpose sire. | 
In many of them it was stated that they had been led to breed 
beef or dual purpose sires and that it resulted in disappoint-
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ment and great pecuniary loss. The dual purpose fad has 
cost our people many millions of dollars, and this is clearly 

shown by statistics. | 

| The number of milch cows in Wisconsin is given in the last 

Year Book of the Department of Agriculture as 1,183,5e1, 

| and the value of the dairy products is given in: bulletin No, 1-10 | 

of the Wisconsin Experiment Station in round numbers as 
$46,000,000, being approximately a gross receipt per cow of 
$39. The Year Book gives the number of milch cows in Min- _ 
nesota as 903,796. \The best data we have on the gross re- 
ceipts from dairy products is $26,100,000, being $29 per cow. 
From this it appears that the receipts per cow are $10 more | 

in Wisconsin than in Minnesota; that if the cows in Minne- 

| sota earned as much as they do in Wisconsin, our receipts 

would be $35,137,960, and that for some reasons we are an- 
nually losing $9,037,960. I believe the chief cause of this 
enormous loss is the fact, that in Wisconsin there are large dis- 
tricts that are employing dairy bred cows, while in Minnesota 
the almost universal practice is the use of the so-called dual 
purpose cow. (While there is now a great demand for dairy 
bred sires, but few are available, and it will take a decade to 
get back to the position which we formerly occupied, and in 

| the meantime our losses will aggregate not less than $75,000,000. 
| This costly experience teaches that it doesn’t pay to make a 

| retrograde movement in an industry of such vast magnitude. 

DISCUSSION, 

Prof. Emery: I want to make a statement or two with 
reference to this Bulletin 140. In that estimate of $46,000,- 
000 gross income of Wisconsin, no account was taken of tho 
by-products of the factories. When next year, the report of 
the Dairy and Food Commission is published, it will show 
that an estimate of $10 a cow is made for the by-products of 
creameries and cheese factories and by adding that. the total 

annual income of Wisconsin dairy cows is upwards of $47,- 

000,000 annually. : 

But I want to say further that the statistics given in the 
forthcoming report and also in Bulletin 140 were taken from
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the recent census taken by the state; that I have given par- 
ticular attention to it in connection with the secretary of state 
and know that a great effort has been made to secure as greet 

a degree of accuracy as possible, facts that are as reliable as 
_ can be, and while we know that there are errors I believe they | | 

are approximately correct, and it seems to me from knowledge 
I have gained that they have been taken with as much care as 

were the statistics of the United States officers. | 
Prot. Haecker: I was going to say that I am quite sure 

that the estimate appearing in Bulletin 140 is correct, because 

a little over a year ago, figuring on our yield of cheese and 
butter in finding what I did, that the annual receipts were 
$26,100,000, I applied the figures to what data I could get 
from Wisconsin and found that their receipts were $46,- 
000,000. ; 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Prof. Haecker has given you in a sort of | 
a rapid glance some idea cf the very serious character of the 
results of a mistake, upon the fortunes of that. state. 

Hoard’s Dairyman has been battling this heresy and hum- | 
bug policy of the dual purpese cow for a dairyman for years, 
and has never turned its back to the propositicn for one mo- 
ment. It believed vears ago—thirty vears ago—that the way 
for the dairyman was straight and narrow and that there was 
no double purpose proposition in that. way. | 

There is a little point I want to make right here. The 
other day I went out to Iowa. Iowa is getting in the same 
way; Iowa farmers are coming to the men who have been 
teaching them and saying to them, “You have been telling us 

to breed to dual-purpose, and we have got no milk. What 
good is it for us to breed in this way and get no milk?’ And 
then these people have been saying, “Well, now, we, you know 
in Iowa, have a large surplus of very desirable feed and we 

need to use a dual-purpose animal to eat up this feed.” And 
then the farmer turns around practically and says, “Why 
can’t we use up the feed on a good cow as well as on a poor 
cow? Why should we breed for a cow in order to use up a 
lot of feed?’ “Oh, that is for the fun of it,’ Prof. Haecker 

— says. Well, you know this practice of getting down to the 
sharp edge of a proposition is good. The Professcr has not 
given you all; he spoke of the by-products and I want to il- ) 
lustrate one point more.
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, The eyes of the whole country are turning upon Wisconsin 
as a source of good blood to go out and enrich the lines of 

cattle in other states. Not only $47,000,000 has come from | 
the cows of Wisconsin, but he has not said anything to you at 
all as to the amount of money that has come into Wisconsin : 

for this very character of good blood. 
Some of our Wisconsin dairymen have been fooled into be- 

lieving in this dual purpose. They were like the boy was 
who went out hunting and the old man told him to be care- 

| ful and not shoot any cattle down in the woods. “Well,” he 
says, “Dad, I have loaded the gun so that I can’t do that. I 

have loaded it so as to hit it if it is a deer and miss it if it 
is a calf.” That is dual purpose. Another fellow, a dual | 
purpose man, went to be examined in the old fashioned way 

| by the school committee to teach school, and they asked him if 

a he believed the earth was round or flat. ‘‘Well”, he says when 

asked that question, “I teaches ’em both ways, just as they 
want it.” | | 

Now, this idea of “hitting it if it is a deer and missing it 
| if it is a calf,’ or “teaching them both ways, just as they 

want it,”’ has been a delusion and thousands and thousands of 
farmers have wanted that same delusion and wanted it baa. 
Not unreasonably so, but because they hoped that there was , 
some way by which they could get just as much milk and be- 

sides that, sell a good beef product. | 
| . You ask that same farmer if it is consistent that a man 

should expect to breed for the race track and at the same 

time get a draft horse? Why, no. Ask him if it is consistent 
for a man to breed for a bull dog and get a fox hound. Why, 
no, of course not. But it is consistent for a man to breed for 
beef and get butter. The days of humbug and Barnum are 
still with us. | | 7 : 

The Chairman: If you have been engaged in breeding 
pure bred dairy cows for twenty-five or thirty years and have 
come up against these fellows who are endeavoring in every 
part of the country to lead the dairyman to believe that the | 
dual purpose cow is the only salvation in dairying, you have 

| been obliged to sit still and listen to a false gospel and keep 
your mouth shut a long, long time. As we talk today it seems 
to me from this standpoint that we are kicking a fellow when
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he is down, that we are hitting the enemy when he is already 
_ prostrate before you. | 

The time was never so ripe for teaching these things as it 
is today, the eyes of the brighest of the dairymen in this state, 
in Minnesota and in Iowa are raised and they say, “What 
good thing have you to tell us? Come over into Macedonia 
and ‘teach us the things that we want to know.” Down at 
Madison, at the Experiment Station, we had some of these 
teachers that were trained in the schools of the dual purpose 
cow, and they were there holding an official position, and with 
the human equation producing preconceived notions which 
have been demonstrated to the dairy fraternity of Wisconsin, 
the same false doctrine that we are meeting with today and it © 
is prostrate before us. I have visited hundreds of farms 
where there was a grade bull at the head of a herd and cn | 
the table in the house were pamphlets and bulletins from Min- 
nesota and Iowa and Wisconsin, all teaching these things and 
my heart sank within me and my tongue become still, because | 
I knew what these fellows were coming to. It is no time ¢o 
stand on our feet and say, “I told you so.” | 

Gov. Hoard and I have talked this matter over many times 
and we have stood up and will stand up to show these fellows 
the foolishness of their mistake. The great pendulum of the 
true gospel is swinging back to us. Let us not make fools 
of ourselves; let us not think we are going to get rid all at 
ence of these things, but let us continue to work to place dairy 
sires at the head of our herds in Wisconsin and the call will 
be long continued and all the time for the surplus dairy bred 
stock at renumerative prices. | 
Secy. Burchard: You haven’t said what you started to | 

| say I am sure. 
The Chairman: I don’t want to do too much talking. I 

want to say this, however: we have down there at Madison a 
conscientious, clear-thinking dairyman that. is bringing this 
dual purpose cow out of the dairy barn on the Experiment 
Station. The Red Polled cow is gone from there, the Short- | 
horn dual purpose cow has come out of the barn and the right 
kind of attention is being given to the dairy breeds, the Hol- : 
stein, the Jersey, the Guernsey and the Ayrshire and cther - 
‘splendid cows, also some Brown Swiss and some that we are 
going to experiment with in Wisconsin. You will find that
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it will be the simplest and easiest thing in the world for Wis- 

consin dairymen to take up with this kind of true gospel. 

They are ready to receive it now and we are going to lend 

them all the assistance we can to help our brothers in the 

dairy business in the state of Wisconsin through the Agricul- 

tural Station. Anything further on this subject? 

Secy. Burchard: In the current annual report of the 

Wisconsin Experiment Station you will find in the conelud- 

ing sentence words to this effect: “From our records, kept 

from 1898 to the present time, it has become apparent that 

the dual purpose cow has no place whatever on the dairy farm 

and that no dairy farmer can afford to breed to the dual pur- 

pose idea.” | 

Now, quite closely related to this question 1s that matter of 

constitution, ete. I would like to have you hear a word on 

that question from Mr. Glover, whether it is true or false 

that the dairy cow has an inferior constitution to the beef 

cow; whether, in other words, what we hear so much about, 

breadth of chest, chest girth ete., have anything to do with the 

heart and lungs capacity or anything of that kind 4 

Mr. Glover: Mr. President, Ladies, and Gentlemen: Be- 

fore I start to tell what General Burchard has in. mind, I 

want to say just a word further on this subject of the dual 

purpose cow. It has been pretty hard for me to keep still as — 

much as I have since I have been here, but i the presence 

of my two associates I have thought it best to keep still and 

| let them do the talking, for if I made any mistake they would 

-poth get after me, and I would be between two millstones. 

Looking over my mail the other day, I found a letter from 

a man writing from Minnesota or from Jowa, and saying that 7 

a few years ago he wanted one of the Professors in the Lowa 

Station to pick him cut thirty cows, and they did so and sent 

them to him as ideal dual purpose animals. He writes me: 

“After five years I have got rid of nearly all of them, I am 

through with that kind cf breeding. It has been very expen- 

sive to me.” 

That is one of the. many letters that are coming to us at 

the Dairyman’s office constantly. _ 

_ The other day, in looking through a Bulletin from the Iowa. 

Experiment Station, I found they had four dairy steers and 

weighed the hearts and lungs and also four beef steers and —
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weighed the hearts and lungs. It has always been claimed 
and taught by many of our teachers than an animal’s consti- 

tution depended upon the depth and width of the chest, the 
measurement around it; that is, if an animal was broad be- , 
tween the legs and deep, it showed an animal with a great 
constitution. That has been the guiding thought, I think, lots 

| of times in the human race as well as in the bovine, but to 
my surprise when I came to compare the weights of the hearts 

and lungs of the dairy bred steers and the beef bred, I found 
that the dairy bred animals were 5414 per cent larger per 
thousand pounds live weight. Now, it would seem that ex- 

| ternal measurements and observation were not true indices of | 
the size of the lungs and it brought up this question to us, 
Does the heart girth bear any relation to the constitution ? 

Mr. Everett: What was the difference in the size of the 

hearts ? : 
Mr. Glover: The hearts in the dairy steers were a trifle 

larger. There were four beef animals and four dairy ani- 
mals, and I will say to you that Prof. Voss has done some 
very interesting work along this line. 

| Prof. Haeker: This is in harmony with the data that we 
| have at the Minnesota Experiment Station and have had for 

several years, but there has not been a disposition to publish 
it. When Sweet Brier was dissected, it was found that they 
had never found as large a pair of lungs as Sweet Brier. had; , 
in fact, all of those dairy cows, where any post mortem has 
been held and their lungs and hearts examined, have shown 
that those organs were very large for the size of the animal. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: I think it is something like fifteen years 
| ago that I followed. certain cows to the butcher block in Fort 

7 Atkinson and examined the size of their lungs and hearts and 
also followed certain beef bred cows, and I found the same 
thing to be true, and I early saw. that the popular idea on 
that subject was a fallacy. 

But I want to give you a little pointer, and that is this. 
_A race horse sometimes looks as though both his fore legs 
came out of the same hole, doesn’t he? You have heard men 

say that. A thoroughbred race horse will run a mile, say in 
1.40. That horse has to use more heart action and lung ac- 

tion in running a mile in 1.40, than a draft horse would use 

in a week of hard pulling and yet, they tell you that the shape 
10—D
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. of the race horse indicates that he does not have large lungs, 

does not have large heart action. : 
A dairy cow has to use her heart and her lungs tremendous- 

| ly to evolve forty pounds of milk a day. The milk must come 
from the blood, the blood must come through this circulation, — 
—look at the great milk veins on the belly of a fine cow. 
You don’t find that on the belly of the beef cow. No, those 
veins are the veins that take the blood back from the udder to 

| the heart, and that shows you that here is provision made for 

: tremendous circulation of blood from the udder to the heart 
and going around the other way back, constantly pumping 
blood to make forty pounds of milk a day. Could a small, 
weak, poor heart do that? Nature never fails you nor herself 
and consequently the dairy cow has a _ large heart and big 

lungs, and yet people, have fooled themselves with these false 
judgments of conformation for all these years. So it is for , 
the horse; so it is with dogs. Notice the big bull dog with 
his legs spread way out, he looks as though he had lungs for 
everybody. Turn to the pointer or the setter, turn to the 
greyhound, the foxhound. Don’t these things indicate to you 
and me that we ought to judge things from the standpoint of 
nature and judge things from the standpoint of true principle 4 

Now I throw cut these ideas that every farmer ought to be- 

come an independent thinker, an independent reader, a stu- 
dent of dairy cattle. 

Sec’y Burchard: This bulletin that Mr. Glover referred 
to, telling about the four dairy steers and four beef steers 
that were killed in Iowa, contains information along another 
line that may be of interest here. It is claimed that the dairy 
steer, when fattened, does not bring as much in the market as 

a beef steer, and that is true, but there are some other consid- | 
erations to be taken in-connection with that and I think Mr. 
Glover can give us some of the figures and we will be glad to 

hear them I am sure. 
_ Mr. Glover: To make it short and get at the subject quick- 
ly, I will say this, that those four dairy steers were fed along- 
side of four beef steers. We will not enter into the particulars, 
but it was simply four special beef steers against four special 
dairy steers. The dairy steers made just as good use of their 
grain as the beef steers did, perhaps a trifle better in a live 

weight gain. That is, it took so many pounds of grain and
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hay to produce a pound of beef and it took about the same 
amount to produce it in the dairy steers. These steers were | 
killed and sold; the dairy steers averaged in market price $42 
apiece, the beef steers $60 apiece, there is $18 difference be- 
tween the special beef animal and the special dairy animal in 
the price placed in the market. 

Now, when these animals were cut up and sold, the dairy 
animals sold within $13 of as much as did the special beef 
steers, within $18 each, making a market discrimination of $5 
per head in favor of the beef animal. 

) Now, I will say this, this experiment was carried on entirely 
by beef men and one of Kansas City’s best judges placed the 
price on the respective cuts of both breeds. oe 

Now, those steers were in round numbers two years old and 
taking it upon a sale price of $60 and $42, which the steers 

| average, it makes a difference, as I said before, of $18 in fa- 
vor of the beef, and you see that the beef steer was two years 
old, so you see that he returned $9 more per year for the feed 
consumed than the dairy steer, for all the feed that he ate. 

Now, to come back to the dual purpose argument for a mo- 
ment, let us see what there is in it. Suppose you are a dairy- 

| man and you are breeding cows that average you 350 pounds 
of butter per year, and you ought to have that kind, because 
it is posstble to get them without injury or without any great 
exertion on your part. With just good dairy intelligence you 
can produce animals that will average 350 pounds of butter 
per year. Suppose that the average price of butter was 20 
cents a pound; there is $70 for the butter from that special 
dairy cow that produces 350 pounds in the year. 

_ Now, supposing that the dual purpose man produced a cow 
that would yield him 300 pounds of butter in a year, and that 
Is very close, within 50 pounds of the other, and at 20 cents, 
that makes $60. Now, your dairy cow has returned you $10 
a year more for the food consumed than the beef cow. 

Now, granting the dual purpose cow will prduce a calf and 
your dairy cow will produce a calf, she still will return you $10 
more for the butter than your dual purpose cow and the special 
beef cow only returns you $9 more in beef and the difference 
between $9 and $10 jis exactly one dollar. Do I make it clear 2 

The Chairman: There is only one thing wrong with that 
hypothesis that you have given us, and that is you have credit-
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ed the dual purpose cow with about 100 pounds more butter 

than she will produce. | 

Mr. Glover: I have given the dual purpose animal the 

very best chance as to the production of butter, and I have | 

eiven the dairy cow as good a calf as the special beef animal ~ 

has, and still the special dairy cow will beat the other. | 

I presented that argument a while ago to a dual purpose | 

breeder, and he tried to avoid it and he wanted to avoid it by 

saying that the dual purpose cow would produce 250 pounds 

of butter, but he had to admit that they can’t prove any such | 

thing as that. : : | 

| There are plenty of dairy herds that will average 400 

| pounds and the dual purpose cows I feel sure will not average 

more than about 160 pounds of butter. — 

The Chairman: OC. P. Goodrich is spoiling to say some 

thing. | 

Mr. Goodrich: Yes, I haven’t said anything for a long 

time. Down in Jefferson county, in the country right down 

around Hoard’s Dairyman, they have got pretty good dairy 

| cows. I took a cow census of 100 herds down there and the 

average product was 244 pounds per cow for all the herds, 

eood, bad and indifferent. There is just one herd of registered 

Shorthorns in Jefferson county, and the owner of that herd 

has been breeding for milk production till he has spoiled them 

for beef and they are not very good for butter yet; his herd | 

produced 184 pounds per cow and that is all. 

, The Chairman: Do you want to continue this any longer 4 

Mr. Emery has something he wants to present. 

Mr. Emery: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: You 

have heard of many subjects of great importance relating to 

the dairy interests of the state and I have one here that JT am | 

sure is as important as any, and it will take me but a short 

time to present it and I wish to present it because it concerns 

every dairyman, it concerns every patron of every creamery in 

the state of Wisconsin. In my judgment, never in the history 

of this state has the local creamery industry been so menaced 

as at the present time. If our local creamery interests in Wis- 

 eonsin, this magnificent dairy state with a total annual income 

from her dairy products of more than $57,000,000 is to con- 

tintie and advance that industry, there are certain conditions 

that are absolutely indispensable. | |
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First and foremost is cleanliness in dairy products, from 

cow to consumer. Second, in our creamery work the testing 
for butter fat of the patron’s eream or milk must be done with 
intelligence, skill, painstaking care and absolute honesty. | 

I am not going to argue this question here, but that is an_ 
exceedingly important point for this reason, that any set of 
men or any man who deals with the public must so deal with 
that public as to establish and maintain confidence. The 
breaking down of confidence is the ruination of business and 

to mai:tain the confidence of patrons, the managers of cream- | 

eries must see to it that the testing is done with absolute accu- a 
racy and absolute honesty. The patron who takes milk or 
cream to a creamery has a right to just what he takes there, 
every ounce of butter fat. What difference does it make to- 

day, when my cream is in the hands of the creamery and to- 
morrow when the cash for it is in the hands of the cashier of 
the bank? That cashier must handle every cent, account for 
every cent, and so, too, that creamery manager must account 

for every ounce of fat if the testing is done as it should be done. 

Third, there must be no discrimination in railroad transpor- 

tation by the railways between the various classes of producers 

of these dairy products. Now, we know that some of the 

greatest monopolies, some of the greatest outrages that have . 

been practiced upon the American public have come about be- | 

cause of discrimination in railrcad transportation. I want to 
_ give on this point a few statements. It is a serious proposi- | 

tion, and there is no body of men so called upon to deal with 

this proposition as the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association and 

the Wisconsin Creamery and Buttermaker’s Associations. 7 
A local creamery—I am not going to say just where it is 

and I am not saying that every local creamery does this—I 
give thig as an instance of the condition that is beginning to 

creep into Wsconsin. It is firmly fixed in Kansas and lowa 

and some other states, and this octopus is reaching out its 
tentacles to cover Wisconsin. A local creamery is charged one 
dollar per hundred weight to ship its butter to Chicago by ex- 
press. Now, keep that in mind. jAt the same time, from | 

| the same place, the same railroad takes one hundred pounds of 

: cream to Chicago for 25 cents as baggage. The cream is 40 

per cent butter fat. It amounts to this, that the Chicago cen- | 

 tralizers get their butter for 52 cents per 100 weight, for trans-
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portation charges, while the Wisconsin local creamery must 
pay a dollar per 100 weight to get its butter to Chicago on the 
same train. I made this statement at the Buttermaker’s mect- 
ing, and somebody said, “That Mr. Emery knows, or ought to 
know, that the creamery people do not get their butter to Chi- | 
cago at that rate by express.” Of course Mr. Emery knows 
that, but why shouldn’t they? Why shouldn’t the creamery | 
man get his butter to Chicago going on the same train that the 

_ eream goes there, under the same rates? That is a fair pro- 
position. | : 

Now, gentlemen, this is not a square deal. In addition to 
this, the railway return cream cans free of charge; they do 
this by shipping as baggage. Thus it will be seen that by this 
action of the railways the Wisconsin local creamery is placed 
In a position of peculiar hardship. Neither the Chicago cen- 
tralizers nor any other centralizers can get out of a farmer’s 
cream any more, honestly, than the local co-operative cream- 
ery can get out of it; therefore, it is to the interest of every 
Wisconsin farmer to stand back of the Wisconsin local eream- 
ery. ‘That is a thing we want to keep in mind. We want to 
remember how the beef trust of this country has driven out 
the local interests and then reached out its tentacles and got 
the American people under its control and destroyed the lceal 
butcher in the majority of cases, and destroyed, as Prof. Haeck- 
er has so well told us this afternoon, the dairy breeds. So I 
say again, it is to the interest of every Wisconsin farmer to 
stand back of the local Wisconsin creamery. I mean that. 
Tt is the business of the weakest local creamery to deal fairly 
with the Wisconsin farmers and of the farmers to deal fairly | 
with those creameries. It is to the mutual benefit of all those 
parties, and they are standing in each other’s light if they fai} 
to do these things. The farmer gets all there is in his creain 
when he takes it to the local ereamery—overrun and all. . 

| The dairy sentiment of the state, the Railway Commission 
and all the forces of our state should stand like a solid wall 
in defense of our dairy industry as a part. of Wisconsin; not 
only should they stand as a stone wall, but they should be as 
aggresive as a mighty army, seeking to gain what is right and , 
just in these transportation matters. The Wisconsin Dairy- | 
men’s Association and the Wisconsin Creamery Buttermaker's 
Association can do much to bring this matter to a right turn.
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Ex-Gov. Hoard: I want to say a word on this. The other 
day two farmers came to my office and said they were stock- 

holders in the South Koshkonong Co-operative Creamery, they : 
came in and chuckled to me, because they said they were ship- 
ping their cream as baggage to Chicago and they were getting 

the Elgin price for butier for their butter fat. They looked. 
as jubilant as though they were facing a thaw in winter—I 
didn’t say what thaw. I said to them, “Now, boys, it is so 
easy to fool one’s self.” My observation of smart men is this, 
keen men, shrewd men, they never fool other people, they don’t 
need to, the other people will fool themselves. But I said to 
these boys, “You are badly fooled.” “Well, how? We are 
getting Elgin for our butter fat.” I said, “You not only 
ought to get Elgin, but you ought to get 16 per cent more.” 
“Why, how is that?’ “Why, at your local creamery you will 
get everything that there is in it less the cost of making and 
that is $3 a hundred pounds of butter, three cents a pound. | 

_ You have got everything in it and you will get 16 pounds of 

butter in every hundred pounds; you get not only your hundred 
pounds of butter, but you get 116 pounds, and here you only 

* get your hundred pounds of butter fat and you think you have 
_ got the railroad by the tail, don’t you? 

The Chairman: And that 16 pounds is worth 80 cents a 
‘ pound, $4.80. . 

A Member: They are getting it made for 2 cents a pound 
at that creamery. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Well, those farmers stood ‘and looked at 
me in amazement, their eyes began to get wide open when I 

talked about the overrun, and they said to me, “What is this 
overrun?” TI said, “Boys, you live in my own town; my God, 
how long does it take a man to keep stupid? You don’t know 
anything about the overrun?” (Well, they had heard it talked 
about a little, but they didn’t know whether it belonged to the 
butter or the buttermilk or what. , 

Now, that is an illustration of the way people do; there was | 
a set of men sending their cream away and thinking they were 
doing God’s service, stoning Stephen, and they were stoning 
nobody but themselves. There is where a great lot of farmers | 
in Wisconsin are going to be humbugged about this shipping of 
cream to the city, Milwaukee, for instance, to men to make it
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up into butter there. When it comes to the question of ship- 
ping cream for direct ecnsumption as cream, I have nothing to 

say, provided they can get all the value that it will have locally 
in the butter market; but one thing I do want to say concerning 

| the creamery, and that is this, there is no centralizer im Chica- 

vo that can get any more out of the butter fat than the local 
creamery can, none. Not only that, but they get less. Now, 

how do they make it up? 
The Chairman: Do they sell it as cream down there or 

make it into butter? | , 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: ‘Why, these customers down there make it 
into butter and they would pick out some of the finest cream 

| and get a cream price for it, but as a rule the centralizer in 
Chicago gets less for his butter, because he gets the worst kind 
of cream and then it makes several different grades of butter 
and between it all they don’t begin to get as much as a good, 

clean, wholesome Wisconsin creamery for their butter. 
Now, this is what is done in Kansas and Nebraska: The | | 

centralizers drove the local -creamery to the wall, and the farm- 
ers turned traitors to their own interests and shipped in to the 

centralizers until they have almest killed out every creamery in : 
Nebraska and Kansas, and then when they had the local cream- 
ery cleaned out by competition, they went to playing hob with 

the farmer himself and today the farmers there are selling their 
cows and quitting the dairy business, because they can’t get 
justice, where they could have had justice if they had stayed | 
by their own local ‘creamery. | | 

Oh, it is well for us to be wise as serpents about these things. 
Mr. Moore: The Governor didn’t say anything about the 

way the Chicago centralizers try to fix this thing, and the farm- 
ers don’t know anything about it. They don’t give the local 
farmer the entire weight that he is entitled to, or the entire 
amount of fat that he is entitled to’in the test. | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: My nephew, who was testing for one of 
these institutions in Chicago, wrote me a letter. He was com- 
petent, thoroughly educated, a fine creamery operator, and he 
went there and tested for that institution and he tested as he 
knew was fair to the farmers who shipped them the cream in 
there, and they said to him, “You must read that test lower.” 
He says, “I can’t do it and do it honestly.” “Well, you will do 
it if you stay here.” And they turned him out and he sent me |
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| the full particulars of that matter. When you put your in- 

terests two or three hundred miles away you can’t help your- 

self much. Can’t any farmer be better served where he can 

. step over and look after his own interests, watch the test him- 

- self? I want to see the local creamery maintained in Wiscon- 

sin; I want to see the farmers looking after their own business; 

to see them able to do it, to know enough to look after it. I 

want to see them educate themselves to read more, become more 

| intelligent, and then I want to see them the peers of any set of 

- men on God’s green earth. 

Mr. Corneliuson: I think there is one more point that 

would be well to consider in regard to this work. Men gener- 

ally think they have a big price when they get Elgin for butter 

fat. Now, if that creamery was well managed they would get , 

at least 16 per cent overrun. We will be conservative and say 

. they are getting one-sixth; at the present price for butter, which 

is 83 cents Elgin, there would be about 514 cents in the over- 

run, that is, what the overrun would amount to, one-sixth of the 

price of a pound of butter, which is just about 51 cents. 

Now, then, it will cost them three cents to make the butter 

they are still 214 cents ahead and suppose you sold the butter 

on contract, you are just two cents to the good. | 

The Chairman: I will ask the Dairy and Food Commis- : 

- sioner, Mr. Emery, to formulate the ideas presented by him 

here, covering the transportation of creamery products, into a 

resolution to the Railroad Commission of the State and pre _ 

sent it to this meeting tomorrow. | 

Adjourned to 9:30 A. M., Friday, February 22, 1907. | 

The Convention met at 9:30 Friday morning, Iebruary 

22nd. | 
Mr. C. P. Goodrich in the chair. , 

. 

The Chairman: The first business of the morning will 
be the report of the committee on nominations, which will be 

made by Prof. Emery.
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Prof. Emery tendered the report of the committee on nomi- 
nations, recommending as officers of the Association for the | 
ensuing year the following named gentlemen: For President, 
W. J. Gillett, Rosendale; for Secretary, George W. Burchard, 
Fort Atkinson; for Treasurer, H. K. Loomis, Sheboygan 
Falls. } 

Prof. Emery: I move that Mr. Hill be instructed to cast 
the ballot of the Association for the officers named. 

Motion seconded and the ballot so cast by Mr. Hill for 
said nominees, who were declared to be the duly elected officers 
to the respective offices for the ensuing year. 

The report of the committee on exhibits being called for, 
Secretary Burchard reported as follows: | 

Secy. Burchard: I want, not as a member of that commit- 
tee but as the secretary of the Association and charged by the 
Executive Board in the way of general looking after the de- 
tails of the convention, to say that I made no effort this year | 
to secure a large line of exhibits of machinery. We are very 
glad, however, to see the things that are here; they are the 
things that pertain more particularly to the dairy farmer, to 
the milk producer. The big things, the vats and the big 
churns and the pasteurizers and all that sort of thing belong 
how in the factories, but we have here and I am very glad to 
have noticed that they have attracted a very great deal of at- 
tentoin, these hand separators,—farm separators, as I like to : 
have them called. They have come to stay. The three lead- 
ing makes of farm separators are here and I do not think 
anybody who contemplates buying a separator, will make any 
mistake in buying any of these; in parting with his money he 

_ will get his money’s worth back again, | am sure. — | 
I notice Mr. Corneliuson mentions some of the farmers us- 

ing the water separator, sometimes called the “dilution” sep- 
arator and he said in a sort of an aside that perhaps the 
more proper way to pronounce it would be the “delusion” sep- 
arator. I would advise those people, if they are here, to put a 

| Babcock test over that “delusion” separator and see if they can 
longer afford to use it. You never can know for a certainty 
whether they do.good work until you: put the Babcock test 
over them and see what it says about the residue after the 
separator has taken off the cream. | 

There is here also an exhibit of a stall, which has attracted
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a very great deal of attention. I am not here to say anything | 
about the merits of that stall one way or the other, further than 
this, that you have heard here from time to time a great deal 

about the necessity of providing such arrangements in the 
stable as shall conduce to the comfort of the cow. If you are 

| satisfied that this stall or any other arrangement for securing 
the cows in your stable will give your cows greater comfort 
than the manner you now have of fastening them, I beg to as- 
sure you that you cannot make a better investment than in pro- 

| viding something to add to the comfort of your cows in their 
stable. If this stall or any other arrangement that you may 
have for confining your cows contributes also to the cleanli- 
ness of the cow and of the stable, you make no mistake in in- 
vesting in that direction. 

Hence I say, these exhibits, while they are not numerous in | 
number or elaborate in quality, yet they serve as samples and 
ought to be educative to this community. 

WHAT THE PURE BRED SIRE HAS DONE FOR THE 
DAIRY INTERESTS OF JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

| Frank B. Fargo, Lake Mills. | 

Mr. President, and Gentlemen of the Convention, I appear 
here today in response to an invitation from your Secretary, 

. to read a paper or speak on an important subject, certainly not 
because I am a public speaker or writer of papers, for he knows | 
full well I cannot claim a reputation for either, but probably 
because I have something of a reputation as a breeder of full 

7 blood dairy cattle, and have decided views as to the best. methods | 
for the improvement of dairy stock. 

What have full blood sires done for the dairy interests of 
Jefferson county is the subject assigned me, and if I repeat in 
this paper much of thet which I read last week at Madison, I | 
hope I may be excused, and, if I express my preference of 
breeds let it not be understood that I desire to belittle any of 
the choice breeds which have participated in making Jefferson 
county famous, or underrate the judgment of those whose pre- 
ferences differ from my own. |
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The world’s four great dairy breeds are well represented in . 
Jefferson county, all have their admirers, and all have contri- 
buted to the reputation of our county. The Jerseys, the Guer- | 
nseys, the Ayrshires, and the Holsteins, in the hands of those 
whose aim is, and has been, to reach high quality, by pure 
breeding, have brought about great results, and it is only need- 
ful to consult any of these breeders to learn that the use cf full 
blood sires, chosen from ancestry of high quality in both of | 
their families, have been the source of a large share of the suc- 
cess which has been reached, and is the only safe method of 
breeding. | 

Not having had personal experience with but one of these 
dairy breeds, I can better show my knowledge of what full 
blood sires have done for us, by taking that breed as a eri : 
terion by which to show the value of full blood sires, whether 
in pure or in grade breeding, and if by this course this paper 
sounds rather loudly of Holsteins, vou wil pardon me. | 

Without doubt it is the desire of every dairyman to have a 
herd of cows which will secure for him the largest net income | 
and give him the greatest amount of satisfaction in their hand- 
ling. To this end, enterprising men have given attention, de- 
voted their labor and money, with varying results; in the sec- 
tion where I have had my experience, the conclusion has been 
reached not in haste, but after years of careful trial tests as to 
butter producing qualities, and the other features which go to 
make up a really profitable dairy breed, that the Holstein Frie- 
sian class of dairy animals are superior to all others. Some 
years ago a very few of this breed were brought to Lake Mills. 
Later, Mr. August Wegemann bought of importers in the east, ° 
a number of choice selected registered Holstein Friesians and | 
stocked his farm at what was considered by his neighbors fab- 

| ulous prices; but his venture proved a grand success and 
created a desire in others to follow him in his undertaking. 
Probably Mr. Faville and Mr. Leonard were pioneers, but it 
fell to the lot of Mr. Wegemann to exemplify his courage by 
venturing upon the secure ground of pure breeding regardless 
of cost, and to him is largely due the credit of setting the ball 
rolling which has made Lake Mills the greatest Holstein cen- 
ter in the west. Full blocd sires have been secured by farmers 

| who possessed herds of other breeds, and the raising of grade | 
Holsteins has become a large business, covering a radius of
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some seven miles, including probably two thirds of the farmers 

in that section; and so extensive has it become, and so wide the 

reputation of Lake Mills as a Holstein center, that buyers from 

Maine to California, from Canada to the Gulf and from the 

Republic of Mexico, Cuba, and the Isle of Pines, are purchas- 

| ers in our markets, at high prices both for full bloods and 

grades, until the demand has exceeded the supply, in spite of 

the hundreds that are being raised every year. It is safe to 

say that a hundred thousand dollars worth of these cattle have 

| been shipped from our station annually for the. past three or 

four years, which money has been left with the farmers who 

have been wise enough to engage in the business. | 

, Some eight years ago I commenced looking into the quality 

| of this breed, studying its history back to its mother country, 

Holland, and found that the ancestry ‘of these cattle may be 

traced unalloyed for more than two thousand years, and that 

they have been carefully bred there, treated with the utmost 

kindness, until their natures had become imbued with that 

same kindness, and gentleness of spirit, and they are famous 

| for their docility. Their ability to give their owners a fab- 

ulous quantity of milk which has given Holland an almost 

: | world wide reputation as a butter and cheese-producing country, 

makes them eagerly sought after in the best European markets 

at the highest prices. And I also found that the breeders of 

pure stock in this country, and the Holstein dairymen east and 

west were constantly accumulating evidence of the high qual- 

ities of this breed, corroborating the reputation it had at home ; 

and after tracing up the pedigrees of different herds, I stocked 

my farm with full blood Holstein Friesians, built a barn of a 

size to accommodate over two hundred head, with all conven- 

iences for feed, light and ventilation, a silo capable of holding 

1,200 tons of silage. Soon my barn room was full of such 

‘stock as would bear inspection both as producers, and in breed- 

ing, and I was able to make advantageous sales and ati prices 

which corresponded with the care I had taken in building up 

my herd and the quality of my stock. With others T have helped 

supply the farmers with choice young full blood registered sires 

and from these united efforts have come the remarkable re- 

| sults before spoken of in the breeding of both pure blood and 

erade Holsteins which has made Lake Mills, J efferson county, 

the great center of this breed in the state and in the west, lifting
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the mortgages from many farms, and brought to the commun- 
ity thousands and thousands of dollars to make happy the earn- 
est, honest sons of toil with which our community is favored. 
Tt has been brought about by the persistent work of a few, but 

| with a tardy response from those who could be most benefited. 
Still the results have been good, not so good, however, as they 
would have been, had the farmers more readily accepted the 

_ fact that nothing but full blood sires should ever be used, to 
| convince them of which has been a hard task and still is some- 

what in the way of reaching highest success. 
Here permit me to say to the farmers present if vou wish 

to better your herd, whatever may be your choice of breeds, | 
use nothing but a full blood registered sire from a family of 
butter producers with a reputation on both their sire’s and : 
dam’s side as such; have no trifling in this matter, better far 

. pay a high price for the right one, than to have the wrong one 
as a gift; of this I speak both from observation and experience. 
In raising grades you are much more apt to get a producing 
herd in this way; and as the demand is greater than you can 
supply, your income is a certainty. You cannot be too care- 

| ful in this, and especially so in starting a full blood herd, asI 
find that mest new breeders buy anything in shape of a full blood | 
if registered, paying no attention to what their ancestors have 
done. It is the high prices and lack of understanding of their | 
necessity that brings this about. When stock is selected with 
records only on one side, they have to peddle out their stock 
for some time at low prices which discourages many and drives 
them out of the business; when, if they had started right, . 
they would be in a position to ask prices and get them. In- : 
stead, they practically give them away, receiving probably $25 
apiece for calves. 

You will readily see from this that the demand for your 
cheaper bred stock is from your neighboring farmers for grade 
breeders to those who do not look ahead for results, and for 
vour full blood advanced registered stock from breeders who 
have given it thought and are willing to pay the prices. 

Giving calves away, reminds me of a story I heard the other 
day. . 

“A negro woman on'a train in trying to get her baby to 
nurse used the following convincing argument. ‘Take youah 
dinnah, Gawge Washinton Jackson; now Gawge Washinton
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| Jackson, you bettah take youah dinnah! If you don’t take 
youah dinnah, Gawge Washinton Jackson, I’se a gwine to give 

it to the Conductoh !’” , 
You know by this time my choice of dairy breeds is the Hol- 

stein Friesian, and of course you want me to tell you why. 
| To begin with, as I said before, this breed has been con- 

stantly bred in Holland for two thousand years and so hand- 
led that. it has such prepotency that not only color, but other 
characteristics have been transferred to the progeny in nine 
cases out of ten, where full blood sires are used, regardless of 
what they are crossed with. They are the largest dairy breed 
in the world, have the greatest vitality of any, which they uni- 
versally hand down to their progeny, together with their docile 
character, and the good disposition of the calves is shown that 
they will drink from the pail almost from the start; they are 

| large at birth, almost always strong and healthy, growing fast 
and fattening easily, making their veal exceptional. The great 
size of the adults makes them superior as beef cattle if it be- | 
comes desirable to thus dispose of any, and they fatten rapidly. | 
As milkers they surpass other breeds in the quantity thev yield, 
and though the milk may not be quite as rich in fat as that of 

| other dairy breeds, the greater quantity fully makes up for the 
| difference, leaving a much larger amount of skim milk for the | 

use of the owner. Further than this, their milk partakes of 
the great vitality of the breed, and by scientists it is declared 
to be the safest milk for food, both for adults and children of 
any product. | 

. Allow me to quote from J. Allen Gilbert, an eminent scien- | 
tist, as follows:—“All in all, if one were choosing a human 
wet nurse he would look for just the characteristics in her that | 

| tution, quiet, easy going temperament, wnifluenced by external 
we find presented in a Holstein cow, namely, vigorous consti- 
disturbances, good glandular development, abundance of good 
milk, freedom from disease cr tendency to disease, a good 

healthy child of her own, and a good family history.” | 

As to the skim milk, it has a larger nercentage of food quai- 
ities than that’ of any other dairy breed, which taken together 
with the greater quantity, is a very important consideration to 

_ "the owner. The fat lobules in the Holstein milk are much 
smaller in size than in the milk of Jerseys, Guernsevs or Avr- 
shires; hence will not float or rise so rapidly, which is an im-
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portant consideration in shipping milk as it can be sent fur- 
ther without creaming and .after cream has to some extent 
risen, the milk will bear mixing by stirring that other milk 
will not, and when thus stirred it resumes its normal condition 
without damage, which enables milkmen to serve their custom- 
ers with milk nearly or quite uniform in richness, the bottom of 
the can being as good as the top. It must not. be understood 
that the milk of the Holstein is deficient in butter fat, for such | 

| conclusions would be entirely erroneous; they stand at the head 
as being the greatest butter producers of the world, and placea 

| side by side with other herds they will hold their own, herd for | 
herd in butter yield and give a much larger and better bypre- 
duct than any of their competitors. Among the great records 
in America today the Holsteins both in number and in quan- | 
tity of product hold rank with the best. 

The great vitality of this breed has proved a safeguard against 
disease, as their resisting qualities are so great as to make them | 
largely immune from tuberculosis and other dangerous disea- — 
ses, and more simple ailments. This also enables them to bear 
their young when properly cared for almost entirely without _ 
loss or failure or danger of milk fever or exhaustion. 

I have thus briefly and crudely drawn a vivid picture of the 
Holsteins as it appears to my mental vision after breeding 

them for years, handling and testing them in every way and 
observing the results in the community where I live; and the 
work and the results of other breeders, and the further my re 
research goes the more firmly am I convinced that the Hol- 
steins are the greatest dairy cattle in the world, and so firm is 
that conviction that nothing could induce me to change to any 
ther breed. | | 

DISCUSSION. 

The Chairman: It is the mission of the Dairymen’s Asso- 
ciation to help the dairymen all that it can; to help them to 
improve their stock and to encourage them to keep the best 

_ dairy cows. But it is not the purpose of the Dairymen’s As- - 
sociation to help build up any one particular breed of cows. 
We know that there are many—as Mr. Fargo has said—tnhere
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are several different good dairy breeds, and we want every one 

: free to use the breed which suits him the best and then he will | 

do better by them every day and they will do better by him, 

| than if he took a breed that he didn’t take a fancy to. 

What has been said about the pure bred sire is just right, 

, it is just what we all have to do, and what I have to say about 

Mr. Fargo’s paper is, if he had, every time he spoke of a Hol- 

stein, said “a good dairy cow” instead, it would have just 

suited me. : 

Now, this question is open for discussion, but I want to say 

on the start that I think it is better to rule out a discussion of 

the merits of the special breeds. J have seen such a discus- 

sion take possession of a meeting and there was nothing but 

war from that on all the way through. I think it would be 

well to discuss the effecet of using pure bred sires, just as the 

title of the paper suggests, but I do not think it best to cham- — | 

pion any particular breed. The dairy cow, that is what we 

want. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Chairman, in the discussion of dairying 

| we want to make the dairv cow the center of our thought, that 

is, the dairyman and the dairy cow. 

Now, the time has gone by for us to discuss anything but 

the dairy cow and the dairy man. 1 think that everything the 

gentleman has said in his advice regarding pure bred sires, is 

eood. Iam notin sympathy with any person breeding a pure 

bred dairy animal, standing before. an audience and praising 

| his own breed as standing above all others. - 

There are four main dairy breeds of cattle in the mind of a 

dairyman. who likes dairv cattle, and the breed that he likes 

best he will do better with than any other, the breed that receives 

his sympathy and his best. effort. I think it is safe advice to 

advise the dairy men of Wisconsin to use a dairy bred sire of 

the breed he likes the best, the breed that receives his love, his 

his prejudices and his favor. I am in favor of that always. 7 

How do you suppose a Jersey cow would fare in the hands of 

a Holstein breeder, a man who likes Holstein cattle, or how 

do you think a Holstein cow would get along in a Jersey herd ? 

See’y Burchard: Down at your place, for instance. 
Mr. Taylor: Down at my place. Don’t you think she would 

be a little like a sinner in Heaven? MWonestly, don’t you think | 

W—-D
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she would be all out of place just as much as a sinner in Heav- | 

en % | | 
Now, fellow dairymen, you are receiving the advice of men 

who want to do you good, that want to help you, and we think 
that we have got you switched off from the dual-purpose cow 
onto the line of the special dairy cow and we are perfectly will- | 
ing that you should sail under your banner, under the flag 
that you have raised yourself. I wouldn’t breed Holstein cat- 

| tle if I liked Jersey cattle, simply because my neighbor does, 
and I wouldn’t expect my neighbor to breed Jersey cattle be- 
cause I do; no more than I would ask my Baptist friend to 
come over and join my church because there are more in my 
chureh than there are in his. | 

LE am saying to you that you had better take a breed of cattle 
that you like best and then do the very best you can with them. 
There are seven thousand things that a good dairy cow is en- 
titled to as a dairyman. You have a right to dailv demand 
that the cows that you have put in your dairy shall be dairy 
bred cows. She has a right to demand that her offspring, the 
calf that is to take her place, shall be from a thoroughbred dairy 
sire. | | | 

But now, my fellow dairymen,-I want you to understand | 
that it is not all a matter of the breeding. There are a hun- 
dred thousand things that the cow has a right to demand of 
vou as a cow owner, and best of all she has a right to demand . 
a good home with a dairy man that likes that kind of a cow, 
and you have no right to put a cow in any other kind of a home. 
She has a right to demand of you that from start to finish of. 
her hving with you that you render unto her proper attention | 
at the proper time that she may do her best work in the dairy. | 

This is a subject thet is very close to my heart and life and 
| I want to give to you what help I can in your dairy work. I 

don’t want to becloud your vision, I want to encourage you to 
build up better herds, give them better attention, better barns, 

: care for them at the proper time when they need attention, do 
as well as you can and I know that your financial interests wili | 
be advanced. | | SO 

Mr. Glover: Mr. Chairman, I would like to supplement 
what Mr. Tayior has said by speaking a little further in re- 
gard to the selection of a sire. | 

Jt is not enough to choose a sire from the breed that you like
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best, but it is also necessary to look into the ancestry of that 
animal that you are to buy. Because an animal is pure bred 
doesn’t necessarily make him a good sire. 

Mr. Taylor: It is better than a grade or scrub. | 
Mr. Glover: May be not. I have seen some grade sires 

that have been chosen for years and years for dairy purposes 
| that I would rather have than some pure breds. 

Mr. Everett: That is dangerous doctrine. 7 
Sec’y Burchard: No, it is not. 

| _ Mr. Glover: I want to tell you, I have tested pure bred — 
dairy cows for three years that didn’t average 200 pounds of | 
butter per cow. | 

| Mr. Taylor: Did you test the dairy man? 
Mr. Glover: Yes, I tested the dairy man. We not only 

_ Want to like that particular breed, but we want to look back to : 
their ancestry. It is time we raised ourselves above these 

| notions and asked what kind of a mother did this sire have and 
her mother, his grandmother, as far back as you can reach. 

I want every farmer to use a pure bred sire, but I want him, 
when he goes into a herd, to ask the man, “How much did his 
mother produce and her mother and her grandmother?” and so 

| on back into the pedigree, through the record. When farmers 
begin to study a sire from that point they are not going to be 

: very far wrong. 
You take some of the animals that have been exhibited and 

won prizes at our shows. A few years ago a man sitting before 
| me now was exhibiting a very fine cow from Wisconsin at the 

State Fair. There was a very practical judge passing upon it; | 
the audience stood by the show ring and they saw that this | 

_ beautiful cow did not receive any place at all, but that a ra- 
ther inferior looking cow was put at the head. The same judge 
was passing through the barn that night and the owner of this 
cow was milking her, and the judge said to him, “Mr. Jones, 
is that the best cow you have on your place?’ “No,” he says, 
“that is my poorest cow, but she is a mighty good show cow.” 
Those two men are here, the man who did the judging and the 

_ man that owned the cow. We want to do away with these 
things in our breeding up, we should be guided largely by the | 

Oo records,—just how much by the breed characteristics I am not 
_ able to say. | 

There is another thing of great importance, and that is the
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power of producing young. In the work in Illinois these things 

came before me. Here are a hundred points we give to an 

animal on the score card. Well, we take into consideration 

her breed characteristics, her dairy conformation as it conforms 

to the standard outlined by some associations. | 

The question has been running over and over in my mind 
how much should we give to breed characteristics and how 
much to the power of the animal to produce butter and milk 
which is the ultimate end of all breeding, to get an animal of 

| as high a power as possible to turn oats and bran into milk. 

Because she hag a high, curved, pelvic arch you will not get . | 
milk for that. We do not keep cows to satisfy our fancy. «A | 
few rich people do but the rank and file of Wisconsin are keep- 
ing them for what butter fat they will produce. | - 

Now, how much shall we give to the breed characteristics 
and how much to production and how much to the power ot 
producing calves annually? We are placing too much em- 
phasis upon breed characteristics, upon fancy points, but. I am 
vlad to see the breeders are facing right about, and thev are 
making records; they are talking figures with records back of 
them, and the day is here when we are going to have, not only 
for a week, sixty days, but. yearly records, and I offer these sug- 
gestions to the farmers that have not bought a pure bred sire 
and are going to do so. Go to the farmer who can show you 
the yearly record of his cows and pick your sires from his herd. 
I had rather have a sire out of a cow that I was sure would 
produce 300 pounds of fat in the vear, than one out of a cow 
that would take first prize at our state fairs. oe 

Prof. Emery: Mr. Glover, which gives the greater promise 
of certainly transmitting these dairy qualities, the pure bred 
sire or the grade sire? | 

| Mr. Glover: Well, you of course are asking a very hard 
question. . | | 

Prof. Haecker: Other things being equal, the pure brea 
sire. 

Mr. Glover: Yes, other things being equal, the pure bred 
sire.’ We should stick for the pure bred, don’t go for the grade 
When I said I would rather have a grade than some pure breds, 
I meant just what I have seen by traveling about six years — 
among breeders of all kinds of dairy animals and making re- | | 
cords of what they are doing. I took a pure bred herd of
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dairy cows and in three years’ time, raised them from 225 
: pounds of butter up to 306; by culling them out, and there 

was one pure bred cow in that record thati never raised herselt 
. above 158 pounds of butter. Do you want a sire out of thai 

. mother? Or would you take it out from a mother that woula 
make you four or five hundred pounds of butter ? 

; Mr. Everett: You don’t advise farmers to use grade sires ¢ 
Mr. Glover: No, I don’t. . 
Mr. Everett: Particularly at this time when pure bred 

sires are so abundant. 
Mr. Glover: No, I don’t at all. | 
Mr. Taylor: You mean to say that some pure bred sires 

~ are not fit to breed to? 
Mr. Glver: JI say there don’t enough of them go to the 

block and there are a few grades that are good ones. 
Mr. Phillips: How are we going to find out whether they 

should be sent to the block? ~ 
: Mr. Glover: If you found out that he had an inferior mo- 

ther, a cow that produced, say, 150 pounds of butter, she was 

not a fit cow to use a sire from. | | 
Prof.Emery: Then you would send that calf to the block ? 
Mr. Glover: Yes, I would if I were a breeder, for the ada- 

vancement of the breed. | 
Sec’y Burchard: There is nothing that has so militatea 

against the breeders of pure bred dairy cattle as the fact that 
they have sent out from their herds just that kind of stock, and 
when the common dairy farmer has got a bull from a pure 
bred sire and the dam actually only makes 150 pounds of but- 
ter and the farmer is using that sire on his common stock and 
finds that the calves produced are inferior to their mothers, as 
they are almost sure to be, he then very naturally becomes dis- 

-gusted. ‘Breeders of pure bred dairy cattle can do themselves 
and their stock no better service than to condemn mercilessly 

to the calf buyer every bull calf that does not come from 4 
good producing cow. 

: A Member: I want to stand up and serenade what this 
-- young man said. | 

Mr. Hill: I want to serenade what Gen. Burchard said. 
This is a mutual admiration society, I guess; at any rate I 
want. to emphasize a little further what Gen. Burchard said. 

There is no question but what with many of the breeds,
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their popularity for a time has been built up upon some fad 
| of color or form or something else that has appealed to peopie | 

: rather than what ought to have appealed to them in dairy pro- 
duction. 

_° Remember, we are talking about dairy cattle, that is, we 
- have ruled out beef and the dual-purpose calf. There isn’t | 

anybody here to defend them, and I think we can congratu- | 
late ourselves on that more than anything else this afternoon. | 

Then, having ruled them out we ought to consider nothing 
else but how much butter fat a cow will produce in a year. A 
year ago, perhaps it would not have seemed wise for me to 
say that, but now all four dairy breeds are doing efficient work 
and you can go into any breed in Wisconsin and pick out a 
dairy sire from a breed that has been officially tested by the 
Wisconsin Experiment Station. 

Another thing. Because some one breed may to-day be | 
more popular than another breed—I can say this because the : 
breed in which I am interested happens to be popular at this 
time and I think it works with other breeds, but as I was say- 
ing, because almost any—say, Guernsey bull—can be sold at 
this time at a good price, no doubt Guernsey bulls will be sold 
that ought to have their throats cut. Don’t you go and buy a 
bull of a breed that is popular just because he is of that | 
breed, when you can get a better bull of one of the other 
breeds for less money. Keep it in mind that it is a ques- 

_ tion of the production of butter fat, never let that get away 
from you when you go to buy a bull, no matter what the breed | 
is, | : 

Prof. Haecker: I have been greatly interested in this dis- 
cussion and I want to heartily endorse what hag been said 
here by those who have taken this advanced position in regard 
to the sires that are the offspring of cows only that do good 
work, sires from cows that have made records, and I think 
that we are today in a better position than we have ever been 
before; that the conscience of the breeder has been awakened 
as well as the conscience of the politician and that from now 
on there will be probably less unworthy male calves offered for 
sale, simply because they happen to have belonged to a certain . 
breed and to be eligible to register. _ . 

It is rather a difficult matter for a breeder to kill a calf : 
that he could turn off at a pretty good price, and sometimes I
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think that there are some justifications in selling a calf that | 
| is really not up to the standard to a man who has very poor 

cows. Of course I wouldn’t want to sell a bull calf—I wouldn’t 
want to keep a thoroughbred cow that might not perform : 
any better than the one Prof. Glover has referred to, but some- 

times there are bulls that are not up to the standard, that we 
don’t think are fit to sell for the use of a full blood herd, 
that yet would do a great deal of good in a scrub herd. 

| If I may diverge a little from the subject under discussion 

I want to say that I have a wholesome respect for a state : : 

that has held its own so remarkably well during a _ period 
when the trend seems to have been all in another direction in 

| the surrounding states. You people who reside here in Wis-— 
consin can have no idea of the strong current that was flowing 

from 1896-7 or along there, toward the use of the dual-pur- 
pose sire and the powerful forces that have been backing up 
that sort of doctrine. In fact, all the other states surround- 

ing you have been swept over with this dual-purpose craze. 
I remember one of my colleagues writing an.article in one 

| of our agricultural papers and he boasted that the dual-pur- 

pose band wagon was sweeping over the great Mississippi from 

Winnepeg to the Gulf of Mexico, and I am sorry to say there 
was a good deal of truth in that, but when they came down 
here near Wisconsin, they found an established sentiment 

against this theory which had caused in Minnesota and Iowa | 
and other places a great deal of destruction of dairy breeding 
and progress in dairy lines. 

Now, that means a great deal to this state; it means mil- 
| lions of dollars per year that you have retained your dairy 

| sires, that you have retained the idea of dairying with a 7 
_ dairy animal, and I want to locate the source of the powerful- 

| ly potent forces that have been enabled to stem this tide in 
this state, and I say it finds its foundation in the influence of 
the Old Guard that first established this Association, and that 
influence has spoken through this Association and through 

Hoard’s Dairyman and I might say through the dairy schooi, 

| but I will have to omit that, but through other organizations 

: that have been in public service in this state. ‘The state of 
| - Wisconsin will never be able to give the due share of credit to | 

those forces that have accomplished so much when the tide | 
was running against the dairy cow.
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The Chairman: We will have to close this discussion and 

go on with another subject. 
Now, the summing up of this whole talk is this: Get a 

good, pure bred dairy sire, but be sure to get one that has 
vood producing female ancestors. We will now hear the re- 
port of the committee on resolutions. | 

The following resolutions were read by Mr. Everett: 

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE WISCONSIN 

DAIRYMEN’S CONVENTION. 

Mr. C. H. Everett, chairman of the Committee on Resolu- 
tions, submitted the following report which was approved by 

| a rising vote: — 
Resolved, That we have been well received and entertained 

by the people of Tomah and vicinity; that the local committees 
have been diligent and painstaking in preparing for this con- 
vention; that’ we have had a splendid meeting and a good 
time; that we duly appreciate the many courtesies and kindly 
acts extended to us and express sincere thanks for the same. 
The banquet was splendid; the hospitality of the citizens of 

Tomah unsurpassed; we appreciate everything. 
Resolved, That it is the sense of this convention that the . 

Wisconin Dairymen’s Association is warranted in using a 
large portion of its annual appropriation for the purpose of 
organizing self-supporting cow tests associations. The work 
of an extended test of the performance of individual cows 
wherever carried on has proved of immense value in weeding 
out inferior cows and educating cow owners. 

- Wuereas, Under the present railroad rates in portions of 

this state, a local creamery paying a dollar a hundred to ship 
its butter to Chicago by express is competing at the same 
time with Chicago centralizers that secure rates on 40 per cent 
cream shipped as baggage at 26 cents per 100 lbs., cans return- 
turned free, thus enabling Chicago centralizer to obtain a a 
transportation rate of 52 cents a hundred on their butter, while | 

| the local Wisconsin creamery must. pay $1 per hundred to get 
its butter to Chicago by express, therefore be it 
Resolved, That such discrimination in transportation char- 

ges by the railroad is not a square deal to Wisconsin local’ 
creameries, railroad companies and their patrons.
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Resolved, That this discrimination in charges is a serious 
menace to the local creamery and the dairy industry of the 
state, and the officers of this association are hereby requested 
to urge this matter upon the Wisconsin Railroad Commis- 
sion and the National Inter-state Commerce Commission for 
the purpose of securing justice in transportation to the Wis- 
consin local creameries and their patrons and that they secure 
the co-operation of the dairy and daily press in arousing and 
reporting the dairy sentiment of this state in the securing of 

equitable rates. | | | | 
Resolved, That we fully appreciate the splendid work being 

done by Dairy and Food Commissioner Emery and his able 
corps of assistants in enforcing the laws strictly to the letter. | 

Resolved, That we deeply regret the loss of health to Pro- 
fessor W. A. Henry, which compels him to tender his resigna- 
tion as Dean cf the Wisconsin College of Agriculture, and Di- 
rector of the Experiment Station. 

Professor Henry has done a grand work for the farmers 
- and dairymen of this state. He has been a man of great en- 
durance and of fine executive ability, but has done too much, 
worked too hard and must now retire for a time to regain his 
strength. He is an ex-president of this Association and a 
member of its Executive Board. He has always been found 
with his shoulder to the wheel, pushing with all his might to 
elevate the standard of dairying and to bring more prosperity 
more ecmfort, more knowledge and more independence to the 
individual dairyman. He has always been a wise and safe 
counselor and we are pleased to know that he is not to retire 
permanently from his chosen field of work, and that we may 
have his advice and counsel for many years to come. The 
members of this Association, who have worked with Professor 
Henry for these many years, appreciate his worth to the agri- 
culture of Wisconsin and regret that duty compels him to 

_. place the reins in other hands, 
Resolved, That we have met with severe loss in the death of 

two distinguished and greatly beloved members and ex-presi- 
dents of this association, who have gone on before us into the 
sunshine of the future, since our last meeting. | 
No man can say too many good things about H. C. (“Cul- 

ly”) Adams and Stephen Favill. Mr. Adams was a remark- 
able man in many ways. He ‘was far \dbove ‘the average
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man in intellect, in debate, in judgment, in frankness, im 
kindness, in sympathy and in loyalty to his fellowman and to : 
right principles. He was never known to do a mean thing | 
or to commit a dishonorable act. His soul was large. He had 

| a great big heart, full of tenderness for everyone. He was a 
big, broad man with a mental vision of great power. - We all 
know of the splendid work he has done for this state and for 

| the agriculture of the United States. We also know what he 
accomplished for the good of mankind during his short stay in 
Congress and in what esteem he was held by _ both 

| houses of our national legislature and by President 
Roosevelt. He was a leader, so recognized by the brightest 

' minds of our country, and lacked only physical strength to have 
made him one of the foremost men of the nation. ‘There is 
not another “‘Cully” Adams, and there never can be, to the old 
members of this association. We loved him because of his 
honesty, his wisdom, his loyalty, his manliness, and his sweet, 
simple personality. We miss him at this meeting and we shall 
miss him greatly in the Executive Board, of which he was an 

| honored and ever useful member. The place made vacant in 
this association and in our hearts by his untimely demise can 
not be filled now, nor do we want it to be. It is “Cully’s” place 

| and we shall keep it vacant until we meet him again. 
Be it Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent Mr. 7 

Adams’ family. | | | | | 

What can we say of that sweet old soul, Uncle Stephen Fa- 
vill, who, though past 80 years of age and nearly blind when 

he died, was patient with all, still hopefully cheerful, 
and anxious for the welfare of Wisconsin dairymen? No man | 
ever lived with a sweeter, more kindly disposition then he pos- 
sessed. We have often seen him opposed in debate, but never 
saw him ruffled nor out of patience. He was always most 
charitable toward others and while he entertained most de- 
cided opinions, was ever ready to give way when satisfied that 
he was wrong. Although Mr. Favill was almost double the 
age of many members of this body, he was one of the boys 
just the same. He was so close to us, so entwined in our af- 
fections that we often called him Steve. He was always more 
like a young man than an old one. He was the oldest mem- 
ber of this association and one of its first presidents. His 
splendid work in building up the dairy industry of Wisconsin
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will live on long after him and will stand as a monument to 
his skill, integrity and perseverance. His long active career 
has come to an end and he has passed on from this world of 

| tribulations into a calm peaceful future. All we can say 18 

“Good-bye, Uncle Steve, we will join you later.” 

- Prof. Emery: I move that the resolutions relating to Mr. 
Adams and Mr. Favill be adopted by a rising vote. 

Motion seconded and carried. | . 
“aid resolutions adopted by unanimous rising vote. 
The rest of the report of the committee also adopted. | 

~ STABLE CONSTRUCTION AND SANITATION, 

| By E. L. Aderhold, : 

Dairy and Food Commission. : 

, It would be an easy matter to demonstrate that the question 
of stable construction and sanitation has been badly ignored : 
and in some respects, entirely misunderstood by the masses of 

| milk producers. 
In case we were to inspect a promiscuous lot of several doz- 

en stables we might find a few that have fair ventilation, 
| plenty of light, whitewashed walls and ceilings, sanitary floors, 

an absence of objectionable odors, and where clean cows are 
kept. | | 

In most stables, however, we would find the ventilation very 
faulty, not enough light, cobwebs and dust overhead, in some | 
we would find leaky, rotten floors, putrid soil underneath, 
strong odors and cows plastered with dung. 

Milk produced under such conditions does not belong in the 
same class with milk which comes from clean cows in a sani- 

| tary, healthful stable. 7 : 
The man who works in a tannery becomes so accustomed to 

the odor connected therewith that he fails to mind it. In a
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like manner, he who daily works in a filthy stable may not 
appreciate the odors that prevail there. 

The law requires that the stable shall be well lighted, well 
ventilated, not filthy, and the cows shall not be filthy. A 
penalty of $25.00 to $100.00 for each offense is provided for 
a violation of this law. Stable inspection will be in progress 
hereafter, so it behooves every dairyman to post himself on 
this question. | 

In discussing the subject assigned me I have no wish to 
: go into details but merely to touch upon those features which 

insure to the cows comfort and cleanliness and which are con- . 

ducive to healthfulness and productiveness. 

- CONTAMINATION OF STABLE AIR, 

According to a certain experiment the weight was kept of 
the food and water consumed by a steer weighing 1600 
pounds, also the weight of the solid and liquid manure voided 
and the gain in weight of the animal. 

The weight of said voidings, plus the gain in weight, proved 
to be 49 pounds less in 24 hours than the weight of food and 
water consumed. 

It was given out that this 49 pounds of food and water 
was discharged mostly from the lungs in the form of moisture 
and carbonic acid gas, nearly half of it being converted into 

- earbonic acid gas. 
When one animal will discharge so large an amount of im- 

purities we must conclude that with a stable full of live stock — 
the constant discharge of impurities amounts to considerable. 
To this must be added the odor arising from the dung. 

. Upon reflection it becomes at once apparent that if the 
stable air is to be kept comparatively pure it must be kept | 
rapidly changing. ) 

Carbonic acid gas is poisonous, 1s heavier than air, and set- 
tles to the floor. The coldest air also settles. In the upper 
\ayer we find the heat and purer air than at the floor. 

= | VENTILATION, | 

The system of ventilation in use in many stables is an 
Oo opening in the ceiling, with everything else closed during cold :
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weather. That system does not remove the foulest, coldest 

air; it does not provide good circulation at the floor where the 

| cows breathe and throw their breath; it does remove the best 

air and the heat, and it demonstrates the ignorance of the 
masses on stable ventilation. : 

We should aim to have the air changing as rapidly as pos- 

sible consistent with a sufficiently high temperature. Cows 

will not yield milk profitably if they are obliged to suffer 

from cold. . 
| This picture illustrates the King system of ventilation, the 

principal features of which are that it removes the lower laye 

| of air but does not permit the warm air to escape. In a well 
constructed stable this insures a rapid change of air withoul 

, unduly lowering the temperature. 
, Outlet flues are built, usually of lumber, beginning eight or 

ten inches. from the floor and extending higher than the ridge 

of the roof to insure a good draft at all times. When made 
of metal, ice is liable to form on the inner walls. One such 
flue is sufficient for a small or medium-sized stable, while a 
very large one would probably be better served with two flues 
some distance apart. | : | | 

The proper capacity of the cutlet flues is determined by the 
total weight of live stock in the stable, figuring one square 
foot of cross section inside fcr each 5000 pounds of live stock. 

For instance, if the stock weighs about 20,000 pounds four 
square feet would be required, which cculd be furnished by 
one flue two feet square, or by two flues 12 by 24 inches each. 
Each flue should be provided with a damper for regulating the 
flow of air when a strong wind prevails. The lower layer of 
air at every part of the stable should have an opportunity to 
flow along the flocr to an outlet flue. These flues may be 

_ placed where least in the way. If one happens to be placed 

close beside a cow she should be protected from draft by a 
partition several feet high and as long as the cow is. | 

| INLET FLUES. 

Fresh air is admitted through the small flues at the walls, 
which compels the air to travel upward about four feet where it 
is discharged at the ceiling where it meets the heat and be- 
comes warmed. This arrangement prevents the warm air
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from flowing out, inasmuch as it will not travel downward 
against the colder, heavier air outside. These inlet flues are 
usually four to five inches in diameter and are distributed on 

| two or more sides of the building, say one every 10 to 15 feet. 
Where cows are facing away from the walls I think some of 
these flues should be extended along the ceiling so that they 
will discharge the fresh air directly over their heads. — | 

At present I don’t know how important the inlet flues are 
as I have seen apparently satisfactory results where only the 
outlet flues were used and I would urge every dairyman to in- 
stall the latter and follow directions closely. 

. | HEAT. | 

Heat in a stable represents food, so during the winter we 
can’t afford to waste it. It should be utilized to the fullest 
extent in warming fresh air. It should not be permitted to 
flow, leak or be conducted out. That implies a tight ceiling, 
tight walls, perferably with one or more dead air spaces or 
some other good insulation. | 8 | 

LIGHT AND DISINFECTION, | 

Sunlight doesn’t cost anything so we should not deny it to | 
| cows. The amount of window space recommended by thi | 

United States Department of Agriculture is six square feet 
| per cow. Windows should be long, placed vertically, most of 

them perfectly on the south and east sides where they are pro- 
tected from the coldest. winds. . 

Whitewash is a most, effective, inexpensive agent of sanita- _ 
tion and should be used about twice a year on ceiling walls 
and fixtures. It can best be applied with a spray pump. A | 
little common salt added to the whitewash renders it less lia- 
ble to rub off. oo : | 

FLOOR. 

The plank floor is now quite expensive, not durable and, as 
commonly laid, permits liquids to leak through into the soil, 
which becomes foul and from which gases rise upward into 
the stable. As a rule it is a decidedly unsanitary floor. 
Whenever a new floor is to be laid cement concrete should he
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used by all means. Then there will be no leaking and no de 
cay. | 

The stall floors may be overlaid with boards or plank. The 
pitch, of the stall floor should not exceed half an inch from 

7 inanger to gutter. The size of the gutter, according to some 
of our most progressive dairymen, should be eight inches deep 

_ by twenty inches wide. Others maintain that it is not neces- 
sary to have it so big. The passage back of the gutter should 
slope but slightly toward the gutter. It should have a rough 
surface to prevent slipperiness. The tnner surface of the 

_ manger should be very, smooth to facilitate cleaning. | 
Common decency, as well as the law, requires that cows be 

kept clean. It is not expected or necessary that farmers _ 
spend much time in cleaning them. The sensible thing is to | 
provide stalls wherein cows cannct become filthy, and on this 
point scme farmers will be obliged to do some studying other- 
wise they may get into trouble, 

It should be made next to impossible for a cow to soil her 
bed. This result can be cbtained by using such stalls as the 
“Thorp,” “Wowie,” or the “Model” stall, and several others. 

| The above named stalls, I understand, are not patented. ‘The 
_ rigid stanchion should net be used because it is non-adiustable, | 

and punishes the cow: An adjustable swing stanchion is now 
_ on the market and is considered worthy of attention and, by 

the way, I would suggest that almost any swing stanchion can 
be made adjustable by using an eight or ten inch plank flat- 
wise at the bottom and one likewise at‘the top to fasten the 

_ ends of the stanchion on. With such an arrangement the 
stanchions need not be fastened in a line. They can be fas- 
tened long or short, according to the length of the respective 
cows, , 

It would seem advisable to have stalls of various lengths, 
rather than do all the adjusting at the front, especially where _ | 
the manger is not movable. The mangers or gutter may be 

| on the bias. Let the stall at one end of the row be four fect long 
and at the other end cf the row, five feet long. The cows may 
thus be placed in stalls that nearly fit them. The fit can be made 

| perfect by a little adjusting of the fasteners. Where stalls 
are separated by partitions the cow cannot step. on and injure 
her neighbors udder. A box stall should be available at time 
of freshening. | : |
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: The sprinkling of land plaster behind cows daily, as prac- 

tieed by some of the most successful dairymen, tends to hold 

the ammcnia in the manure, thereby preserving fertility and 

lessening ecntamination of the stable air. 

Where. horses and calves are kept in the same building with 

cows it is an advantage to have them partitioned of. 

Where manure is kept in the barnyard it should, if possible, 

be piled up some distance away from the stable, so that cows | 

, don’t need to wade through it. 
Having provided sanitary, healthful, comfortable quarters | 

such as every cow owner ought to have, the cows should not be 

left long outside on winter days. The stable keeps the cows 

warm provided the cows keep the stable warm. They can’t 

do it if left cutside too long. 

: | DISCUSSION. SO 

A Member: Would you make that outtake flue as large as 
® by 8 fect if the barn required it, rather than to make two 
flues ¢ | | | 

Mr. Aderhold: Mr. Hoard has his outlet flue 3 by 3 feet ~ 

and it certainly does good work. You will find some stable; _ 
where they have high mangers or partitions which are high 
clear across and you can’t expect that heavy, lower air to Jump 
over that partition, and you have to have more than cne in that 

case. | 
A Member: Would you take the air all from one place? _ 
Mr. Aderhold: Run it clear down to the floor, just as vou 

would a chimney. 7 
Mr. Linse: Isn’t it a fact that the outlet can be too large ? 
Mr. Aderhold: No; the trouble is’ that most of them are 

too small. | | 

A Member: Would you advise having the cows face each 

other or otherwise ¢ 
Mr. Aderhoid: I don’t know that I want to give an opin- 

ion on that. The only criticism I have ever heard is that when 
they are facing the walls they face the light. Of course the 
question as to which is the most convenient for doing the work 

comes in. IT am not particular about. that, ; |
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_ A Member: I have those ventilating flues and I put them 
in the wall 6 inches by 10, I have four of them. They were 
intended to be 10 by 12, but they ran to the purlein and then | 
had to be made smaller. Is that enough capacity, do you think ?2 

Mr. Aderhold: T would rather run them full size, clear 
down. | | 

A Member: How much stock would you ealeulate for that 
size? I have about thirty head. 

Mr, Aderhold: Well, you have just about half enough ven 
| tilation. 

A Member: They are twenty-eight feet apart on this side | 
and I am calculating to put in an extra flue over the top there 
and carry it down in front of the mangers so there will be the 
same capacity below. 

Mr. Aderhold: You are putting ina lot of lumber for the 
effect you are getting, I will tell you that. T think with less 
lambrr and hoger flues you would have a great deal better 
effect. . 

The Membr: The question with me is, how can I im 
prove on it, having it the way I have, or had J better tear it 
out altogether ? | 

Mr. Aderhold: Talk to me privately about that, and I 
will give’ you advice. I never would advise a man to follow 
the line of roof. Tf they come out at the purlein plate or the 

| hip you can let them stick straight up sufficiently so that they 
clear the ridge of the roof rather than to follow the line. i 
1s a good deal better and saves the expense of making those 
crooks. | 

A Member: Why is it necessary for the light to shine in 
the cows’ faces ? : 

Mr. Aderhold: It isn’t for the light alone, but the fresh 
air comes in at the walls, and if some of those flues discharged 
right near, it might be some injury to the cows. 

A Member: If you didn’t care about having an alley wide 
enough to drive through, but simply to be able to clean out 

| how wide would you make that alley 2 
Mr. Aderhold: I can’t tell you that. My lecture has been 

| along lines of sanitation, but of course you are supposed te 
have room enough to pass behind the cows easily. 

| Prof. Emery: ‘This system, what we call the King system, . 
for the ventilation of barns is very familiar to the teachers of 

12—D
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Wisconsin, particularly where they have had the old so-called 
Ruttan system of ventilation in the school hcuses, and I do 
hope that the encouraging of good ventilation in your barns 
will result finally in bringing about better ventilation in our 

school houses. By this system of ventilation, if you get that 
point you can adjust your means to the end, and the point I 
refer to is to ventilate by means of frequent change of air with- 
out creating cold currents upon the cows. I suppose the dis- 
cussion will go on for a long time yet as to where the vilest 
air is ina barn. The vile air diffuses itself by what is called 
the principle cf the diffusion of gases. The gas doesn’t come | 
and stay anywhere in one place, but when the gases come to- 
gether they tend to diffuse, so that a heavy gas in the lower 
porticn of a room does not remain there, but by a law that 1s | 
well recognized diffuses itself throughout the room. You must 

consider gases somewhat different from liquids, but this, in one 
sense, is Just like a pail of water reversed; this is the portion 
that is holding the gas down, and by the expansive force of 
the air due to heat is governed the pressure which causes this 
air to rise here: hence, you will see that you must have close 
walls and vou must not have cpen windows, and in any svstem of | 
ventilation we must recognize the necessity of having the walls 
thoroughly tight, except the opening where the air is admitted. 

Now, if von keep in mind these few fundamental principles 
that animals, (to which class we belong,) God has made them 
with lungs for a certain purpese and the purpose of those lungs 
is to take in the oxvgen in the air, and in these lungs the air 
comes in contact with the blocd that is circulating through the 
body. The air passes through these membranes of the lungs | 
into the blood, and the oxveen combining with the various im- 
purities in the blood, purifies the blood. ‘We ean’t help our- 
selves, we are made that way, and to husband life and health 

; we need to do this and if we breathe an impure air, this 
carbonic acid gas that we exhale, if we breathe that for a 
short time we die; all animals must have good air. When vou 
put your animals into a barn that is extremely close you put | 
them into this vile air that is all the time tending to destroy 
the life. | 

This is a wonderfully interesting subject in so manv of its 
phases, because the hope is that when we come to understand 
that it is worth dollars and cents to us in this way, we will |
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realize the necessity of ventilating our schoolhouses for our 
children. | 

: There is one point that might help some people, and that 
is with reference to building erooked chutes. We know tha: 
the more elbows a stovepipe has, the harder it is to get the 
stove to draw; so it is with this ventilating flue, the more 
crooks and ‘turns it has the less ventilation it provides and the 
straighter the flue is from top to bottom, the more ventilation 
you will get, because there is less friction. | 

ROBBER COWS—A DETECTIVE’S REPORT? | 

Inspector H. C. Searles, Fond du Lae. | 
! _ 

| Do Away With Robber Cows. 

The establishing of Test Associations in Wisconsin will. en. | 
| able the dairymen to eliminate the unprofitable cows from 

| their herds and help them to get better cows and make half 
the number do the same or even better work than the whole 
number of our average cows in Wisconsin are doing at the 
present time. 

This fact may seem an absurd one to many, but this seems 
to be the case as it stands. 

The milk seale and Babcock test must of necessity come in- 
to use. Every farmer should have a milk scale hanging in 
his barn where it will be handy to weigh each cow’s milk and 
by the side of this a milk sheet with names or numbers of 
cows, enabling him to keen a daily record of the performance | 

| of each cow in his herd. There js not more than one in twenty 
farmers that, know the amcunt of milk end butter fat each eow | 
in their herd is producing per vear. However, now is a good 
time for every dairyman to begin a more economical produce: 
tion of milk. It costs but a: very little more to keep a cow 
that will produce 400 pounds fat per year than one producing 
100 or less. 

The most extravagant thing a dairvman can do is to head 
his herd with a scrub sire; this is a step back and a continua!
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slide as long as he continues such methods. There surely will 

| be no advancement or grading up unless you have secured the 

: best bred, most prepotent sire at the head of the herd that 1s 

obtainable. Improvement comes only through the superior 

qualities of the male used. Great damage is done breeders of 

high class dairy cattle by poor dairymen buying stock expect- | 

ing to get something that will return a very large profit without 

much feed or care, and bad results are sure to follow. The 
poor dairyman says thoroughbred stock is too tender. Exper- 

ience in my work shows that cows kept at a good profit to 

their owner are not allowed out of barn in winter more than 

one half to one hour per day in fine weather and are kept in | 

warm, well lighted and well ventilated stables. They are 
watered in stable cold days and fed food of a succulent nature, 

such as ensilage or mangles, with all the alfalfa or clover hay 
they will consume without waste, and a balanced grain ration 
of not less than one pound to every three pounds of milk given. 

| Herd No. 1. | 

The following tables will convince the average dairyman 
. that it pavs to breed up and feed up their herds of dairy cows. 

Herd No. 1 consists of eight grade Dur. and native cows. | 

No. Ibs. of fat produced by herd in 9 monthes.... 84°7.6 Ibs. 
Average amount of fat per cow. .........+---. 106 Ibs. | 
Average amount of fat per month per cow ...... 12.11 Ibs. 
Best cow in herd produced in 9 months 181 Ibs. fat. 

Four cows in herd range from 27.7 Ibs. to 75.8 Ibs. 
Average test. of herd 4.11. oe a : 

Cows fresh from first of April to 1st. of May, test began in 
May. Cows showed lack of care in winter, having heavy coats 
of hair standing in all directions. They were milked at ir- 
regular periods, mornings from six to eight, and any time at 
night. They were turned in the yard after milked mornings - 
and fed corn in the bundle, and the remainder of the day, ate 
at the straw. stack, had free access to ice water and plenty of 
exercise, which the manager thought they needed in winter as | 

well as in summer. |
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| ‘Herd 2. 

: Herd No. 2 consists of 20 grade Durham and native cows. 

Fresh in March and April. CO 
Total number lbs. fat produced by herd for the period | 

of nine months ...........0eee eee eee 2264.9 Ibs. 

Average amount fat produecd by each cow .... 113.24 lbs. 

Average amount per month per cow .......- 12.58 Ibs. 

Best cow in herd produced 171.1 Ibs. in nine months. Six cows 

: in herd range 23 to 70 lbs in the same period of time. 

Average test of herd .........0.0 eee eeee 3.97 lbs. 

Herd in fair condition but not a dairy type. The manager 

| called my attenticn to one cow saying, “That is my best cow in 
the barn, but she does not give as much milk as usual. I think 

| her milk must be very rich, and will make up in fat what she 
loses in milk.” He was very anxious to know the results of 
the test, and found to his disappointment that she tested 2.4. 
This cow produced 83.5 Ibs. fat in nine months, and I think 

is in Chicago now, as she was sold to the stock buyer. Cows 
in yard a large portion of the day; fed corn in bundle, timothy 

hay and a small allowance of ground feed. 

| | Herd No. 3. 

Herd No. 3 consists of 15 natives said to be a little of every 
breed. This herd has a scrub sire at the head same as herds 

No. 1l'and No, 2. 
Total number lbs. fat produced by herd in 9 mos. 2246.9 

Average amount of fat per cow ............ 149.7 lbs. 
Average amount of fat per month per cow .... 16.6 lbs. » 
Average of fat made by best ecw in 9 mos, .... 217 Ibs. | 
Amount of fat made by poorest cow .......... 80.8 Ibs. 
Average test of herd ....-...-.----+eeeeee 3.94 lbs. 

Cows allowed one half day in yard or field for exercise. This 

dairyman has concluded he is on the wrong cow path, and wilt 

| stick to one breed hereafter. He will secure for his use a 
thoroughbred sire and has made up his mind it does not pay 

a to let his cows roam in the cold for exercise. |
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Herd No. 4. 

ITerd No. 4: consists of nine grade Jersies, Guernsies and two 
natives. Fresh in March and April; herd well wintered. Total 

. munber Ibs. fat preduced in $ mo, 2377.2 Ibs. 
Average amount of fat per cow ............ © 264.13 Ibs. 
Average amount cf fat per mo. per cow ....... . 29.84 Ibs. 
Amount of fat made by best cow in 9 mos. .... 345.1 Ibs. 
Amount cf fat made by poorest cow ........ 169.2 Ibs. | 

The poorest cow being a native. Average test of herd 4.98. | 
Cows not allowed to shrink in milk when pasture became 

short in the fall, but were fed a forage crop at this period which 
is very essential, carrying them into winter quarters with a 
good flow of milk. . | 

Cows watered twice a day and not allowed to stand cut more 
than one half hour each time, and cold days they were watered 
in the barn. ‘There is a thoroughbred sire at the head of this 
herd. ‘There is silage and elover hay fed winters for roughage, 
with a liberal feed cf gluten and bran. This herd of nine cows 
made 112.3 lbs. more fat than herd No. 2 consisting of 20 cows, 

Herd No, 5. 

ITerd No. 5 ecnsists of 19 grade Durham and native cows; 
fresh from March to May; cows in fair condition.  ° 
Votal amt. of fat produced by herd in 9 mos... 1633.2 Ibs. 
Average amt of fat per cow in 9 mos. ...... 102.07 Ibs. 
Average amount per month per cow ........ 11.84 Ibs. 
Average fat preduced by best eow in 9 mos. .... 169.1 Ibs. 
Amount cf fat produeed by poorest cow ........ 91.6 Ibs. 
Eight ecavs in this herd range from 65.8 Ibs. to 91.6 Ibs. : 
Average teseh oe... cece eee ees 3.48 Ibs. 

This herd of 19 eows predueced 744 Ibs. less fat than herd 
No. 4 containing 9 cows. | 

Care of this herd: Cows well cared for, watered twice a 
day, fed silage, clover hay, oats and wheat ground, and bran | 
equal parts by weight, but feeds the same ration to each cow 
regardless of the amount of milk given by same. Not a dairy 
type of cow. | 

, | 

|
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I wish to speak of one patron that quit the work of having a 
yearly record kept of his herd. When I went to his home in 

| the month of August he said “I have made up my mind to 
quit the test.” I said, “Are you dissatisfied with my work ?’ 
“No,” he said, “You are conducting your work all right, but 4 
find I will have to cull out part of my cows, and I made up iny 
mind if I continued I would have to cull them all out.” 

: i Herd No. 6. 

Herd No. 6 consists of 17 cows, grade Guernsies. 
Total amount of milk prcduced in one year ... 112,282 Ibs. 
Total amount of fat produced i: one year .... 5205.64 Ibs. 
Average amount milk per cow ............... 6722 Ibs. : 

| Average amount of fat per cow ........... 306.03. Ibs. 
Cash receipts per COW ....... ee eee eee ee. $76.85 
Average WOSt eee ee ee eee eee 4.62 

A thoroughbred sire at th 1ead of this herd. TJIerd well 
cared for. All winter milkers, not allowed out to drink over 
one half hour; fed silage and alfalfa hay; all they will eat up 
clean, also gluten and bran fed in proportion to amount of milk 

| given. | 

/ | Herd No. 7. 

Consists of 12 cows—grade Jersies and Guernsies; fresh- 
ening in Oct. and Nov. 1905 for year 1906 Produced. 
Milk 2... ccc cee ee ee eee eee eee == 17,227 Ibs. 
Fat ccc ccc cece cee eee eee tee eeeeeeeee 8852 Ibs. 
Cash ... 0. cc cee ee eee wee eee eee eee wees $869.45 

Average milk per COW .........00055 eeeeeees 6460 Ibs. 
| Average amount of fat .............0..0.. 279.38 lbs. 

Receipts per COW .... eee eee cee tenet e tees $72.45 

A thorcughbred sire at the head of this herd.
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DISCUSSION. | , 

~ The Chairman: This paper shows up the great difference 
between cows, and it shows up the robber cows pretty well. 
Was this work done in this vicinity, Mr. Searles? | 

Mr. Searles: It was in Fond du Lac county. 
The Chairman: So that the farmers who own these robber 

cows are not, many of them in the audience, probably becauss 
_ they are not the kind that will go clear across the state to go to 

a Dairymen’s Association meeting. | 
Mr. Glover: Before a discussion of this subject, I want 

to confirm what Mr. Searles has said. In my work with the 
Experiment Station cf the University of Illinois I found many, 
many, just such examples as he has cited this morning. It 

| is almost beyond comprehension, the lack of intelligence regard- 
ing such conditicns that exist. I have gone into many herds 
and had a man try to pick out his best cow, he has done go and 
at the end of the year I have shown him that his estimate must 
be reversed. He could see for himself that hig best cow or 
what he thought was his best cow, was the poorest. The chair- 
man is right in saying that the owners of these cows do not 

| come out to conventions. I have in mind one man who split. the 
end of his cow’s tail and put a chunk of pork in to cure her | 
when something was the matter with her. He was the kind 
of man that cut his hay only after it was ripe. I said to him, 
“Don’t you know that you are locking up the nutriment in that | 
hay in such a way that the cows will never be able to get it 
out, although it may be there?’ But I kept after him and after 
I had tested his herd for two years, he came to me and he says 

“When you started coming to my place I had no faith in you, 
but your work has been a great revelation to me, and I have re- 
received a lot of knowledge and I want to get some more,” and | 
he kept on asking me about this, that and the other thing. I 
found just such conditions as Mr. Searles has given. | 

A Member: It is the general impression among average 
farmers that it is too much work to keep account of the produc- 
tion of each cow. How did you find that, Mr. Searles? Does 
it take too much time and trouble, according to the people you 
meet? | | 

| Mr. Scarles: Where the milk seale is handy and the milk 
sheet right there in place where they are passing with their
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milk pails anyway, they can hang their pails on the scales and 
jot it down in a moment. At the end of the month they run 

| up these figures, or I ran them up for them, and they have the 
satisfaction of knowing exactly what each cow is doing, ana » 
that satisfaction more than pays for the trouble. _ | 

- Sec’y Burchard: And how many extra minutes to a cow 

| does this extra labor require ? | | | 
Mr. Searles: It wouldn’t take over one-eighth of a minute. 

| Mr. Goodrich: I have kept time on my boys—I had a great 
deal rather hold the watch on some one else when they work 
than work myself, I was always that way,—and they didn’t 
know that I was timing them, you know. It took one fifth | 
of a minute to put down the record, it averaged 12 seconds. IL 

SO have known men to send their boys to college and spend thous- 
| and of dollars to get them through, and when they got through 

| they didn’t know so much as a boy that would spend twelve 
seconds a day to weigh the milk of the old brindle cow. It has . 
waked him up, giving him something to think about. 

Mr. Searles: Out of the twenty-six herds that I visited, : 
two thirds of the owners are weighing and keeping daily re- 
cords of their herds today, and I have not urged them much 
either. Indeed, I have asked a number of them, “Would you 
go back to the old way?” and they said, “No, I want to know | 
what my cows are doing.” OO | 

| Sec’y Burchard: I think perhaps a little corporation glori- 
fication ought to come in here. Mr. Searles has been in the 
employ of the Dairy Association doing this work under in- 
struction from the Executive Board, and you can see that the 
Association is trying to do something besides coming up to | 
Tomah and having a good time. | - 

Mr. Aderhold: It is really remarkable how few dairymen 
are keeping records of individual cows and know what they | 
are earning, to say nothing about the cost of feeding them.Sev- 
eral years ago, during one season I held something like forty to : 
sixty cheese factory meetings. I was talking a little along this | 
line and had a chart, and I always asked the audience how 
many there were there that knew what each cow in their herd 
earned. fcr the’year. I would ask them to raise their hands, and 
there was only one out of all those audiences that I got the 
raise of one hand from. I asked him “How many cows have | 
vou ” and he said, “Only one.” | | :
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Mr. Hill: I think there ought to be a still further compar- 
ison of those figures,—one hundred and two pounds of butter 
fat in nine months for a herd of twenty cows and on the other 
hand a herd that prceduced just six times that. Taking these 
figures with those that Mr. Wyatt has brought up for the pro- 
duction of the herds here, I am wondering if there are some of 
these farmers in this audience whose herds average 102 poinds 
of butter per year and if there are such I hope that somebody 
is going to get enough inspiration, after having come perhaps | 
six or eight miles to our association and having heard what 
other cows are doing, that he will at least find out what kind 
of cows he is keeping by weighing and testing his milk, and 
before long that he will quit breeding such cows, and like some 
others that we have heard of here, he may find that after two 
years of hard work and dairy thinking he can receive some- | 
thing like seventy dollars per cow instead of boarding her for 
next to nothing. Mr. Searles found some cows that were mak- | 
ing 33 pounds of butter in nine months. I had occasion to 
talk with a man in our,vicinity the other day and he told me . 

| that he had come to the point where he had coneluded to get 
rid of several of his cows and buy a few grade heifers and 
start anew. 

Oo Prof. Emery: There was one phase of the subject under 
discussion this mcrning that ought not to go completely by de- 
fault. It was stated very emphatically that a breeder of pure 
bred cattle should not send out sires that are unworthy. I 
think that is a very wholesome doctrine, but this is a fact 
that [ would like to have come out in connection with that; 
that the breeder of pure bred dairy cattle cannot live entirely 
upon the basis of being a philanthropist, and he cannot kill off 
in his herd that inferior stock and then sell his superior ani- 
mals at the prices of serub cr grade. Every breeder knows 
that he is beset with customers asking for pure bred sires at 
a price that no good breeder can possibly make a living at, 
and if dairymen are to have good dairy sires they must ex- 
pect to pay a reascnable price for such an animal. 

A. Member: I think it is the experience of all breeders | 
that the average farmer will pick the cheaper animal every 

time. | 
Mr. Hill: On the cther hand; the best dairymen will buy 

the best, regardless of the price. 

Report of Treasurer H. K. Loomis received and filed.
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TREASURER’S REPORT FOR 1906. 

Mr, President and Members of the Association: The foi- 

| lowing itemized report is made showing the source from which 
all moneys paid into the Treasurer’s hands were received and 
the disbursements paid on orders from the Secretary which L 

: hold as vouchers. 

Receipts. 

Feb. 6. Amount in hands of treasurer........... $345 44 . 

MembershipS............ccece sce ceeeees 27 00 

Memberships.... 1... ...- sees cece cece 166 54 

From sale Keilismeier cheese............ 3 82 

May 5. From state treasurer..................-- 1,000 00 

Aug. 4. From state treasurer. ................. 2,000 00 

1907. 

Feb. 20. From membership.............. 0-20 eee 6 00 
——_——-— $3,848 80 

Disbursements. 

Feb. 6. H. K. Loomis as per Sect. order........ $201 50 | | 

C. P. Goodrich, taking cow census..... 75 00 

H. K. Loomis and assistant, expenses to 

a Convention ............c sees seen eseeee 14 49 , 

| 7. Fred Rietbrock, premium on butter..... 15 00 

John KE. Baltchne:, premium on butter.. 14 16 

W. F. Hyne, premium on butter........ 11 80 

Louis G. Heimer], premium on butter... 15 00 

A.G. Puerner, premium on butter...... 9 44 

W.F. Krohn, premium on butter...... 9 44 

C. A. Paddock, premium on butter..... 14 16 

Murphy Bros., premium on butter...... 4 72 

C. H. Wild, premium on butter......... 4 72 

Otto Keilismeier, premium on cheese.... 15 00 : 

Axel Bruhn, premium on cheese........ 11 80 

March9. H. C. Searles, inspector................ 121 86 

Pro. H. L. Russell, expenses Waukesha 

CONVENTION ...... ccc cee eee eee teens 3 90 

C. P. Goodrich, expenses Waukesha | 

CONVENTION .... Lo. ee ccc eee ee eee 2 30 

24. H. K. Loomis, expenses attending ex- 

| ~ ecutive committee meeting............ 7 98
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Mar. 27. John Widmann, expenses Waukesha con- 

vention............. cece ecceeeeesseees  $L 96 

Apr. 7. H.C. Searles, inspector................ 136 60 

May 29 H.C. Searles, inspector............ 2... 127 80 

© ~O#H. Everett, expenses attending ex. - : 
| : com. meeting, March 22nd............ 7 88 , 

16.- Peter Zumkehr, inspector.............. 125 00 | 

26. W.A. Henry, expenses attending Wau- | 
kesha convention......... 2.2.0... 006. 4 50 

Mrs. A. L. Kelly, reporter............... 106 00 

June 7. H.C. Searles, inspector................ 123 00 
Peter Zumkehr, inspector.............. 140 00° 

Cornish, Curtis & Green, milk tester.... 4119 1,369 20 

July 5. Jobn Luchsinger, legal services and ex- 
PENSES 2... eee ccc eee eee ee eens 50 00 

Peter Zumkehr, inspector ...........06- 137 00 os 

Fond du Lac Blank Book Co., printing 

blankS .... cee cee ce eects 9 00 

H. C. Searles, inspector..............4. 103 15 

| Aug. 10. Cornish, Curtis & Green, supplies....... 11 10 

H.C. Searles, inspector ................ 101 90 

H. C. Loomis, inspector ................ 72 96 

Peter Zumkehr, inspector.............. 130 00. 

Sept.10. Peter Zumkehr, inspector .............. 135 00 

. H.C. Searles, inspector............... . 102 90 

H. K..Loomis, inspector................ 60 94 

Oct. 12. H.K. Loomis, inspector................ 69 69: 

H. C. Searles, inspector ................ 101 00 : 

Peter Zumkehr, inspector.............. | 12000 - 

Noy. 18. Peter Zumkehr, inspector.............. 137 00 . 

H.. K. Loomis, inspector.... .........6. 55 00 

H..C. Searles, inspector.............06. 104 35 

Dec. 12. H. C. S3arles, inspector................ . 102 35 

Fond du Lac Blank Book Co ............ 9 50 

20. H. K. Loomis, inspector........ ........ » 55 00 . 

| 31. Henry Elmer, printing report, premiums, 

C6 82 29 | 

1907. | | 
Jan. 14. H.C. Searles, inspector ................ 104 25 

: H. K. Loomis, inspector.............665 56 51 a 

. Chas. Linge, expenses Waukesha cons .. 11 14 

8. H. K. Loomis, inspector................ 50 CO 

H. C. Searles, inspector................ 104 35
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Mar. 26. W.D. Hoard Co., printing............. $25 40 

, Geo. W. Burchard, salary and expenses. 344 10 . . 

Mar. 6. H.K. Loomis, postage for three years .. 4 638 

Chas. L. Hill, expenses, 1906.......... 20 97 . | 

Balance in hands treasurer ...........-. 8 12 
| ——_———-- $3,848 80 

Chairman Goodrich: The time has come for us to close 

_ this convention. We have had a good time, but all good times 

have to come to an end: I have been several times to Tomah. | 
and each time I come here I like it better than I did the pre- 

_ vious time. When I came here fifty-one years ago, there were 
not more than one or two farmers in this part of the country, 
but I was greeted heartily and urged to stay. The next time 
I came, I attended a Farmers’ Institute and I was used still 

better, and this time is the best of all. 
Now, I will call on General Burchard to give the benedic- 

| tion. 
Sec’y Burchard: My opinion is we don’t need any benc- | 

diction here. The truth of the matter is, of course, that the 
Secretary, being a sort of executive officer of the board, has a 
good’ deal to do in arranging the program and getting ready, 

and I wish to express my very great satisfaction with the work 

of my hands on this occasion. It has turned out quite as well 
~ ag I had any reason to expect that it would. I want to say 

further, however, that that is not due to me, nor is it due alto- 
gether to the men who have been on the program, but a very 
great proportion of the merit is due to the audience that we | 
have had. Those of us who sometimes try to speak in public 
know very well that there are two kinds of audiences, one is a 
cold audience and the other is a warm audience; one is a re- 

sponsive audience, the other a non-responsive audience,—you 

speak your words and they seems to come back to you and that 
doesn’t give a man very much energy, it doesn’t prompt. him to 
say his best things. The other kind of audience seems to 

_ draw your thoughts and your words out of you, and it is a 
pleasure to speak to them, and that is what makes a good con- 
vention, and I beg to say that I think the success of this con- 
vention, if it has been a success, is due quite as much, if not |
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more, to the audience than to the Secretary who arranged the 
program, or to the gentlemen who have read papers, and ans- 
wered your questions. 

I do not think it remains with me to say anything more. I 
believe you know that we are greatly obliged to you and if we 
leave with you, those of us who are strangers, as good a flavor 
of ourselves as we carry away with us of you—flavor is a dis- 
tinetive thing in dairying, you know—I think we will all be 
satisfied. | | 

The Chairman: This convention is adjourned until the next | 
time, |
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. — 

| | _ Wisconsty Darrymen’s Assoctrarron, 

| _ Secretary’s Office, 

| Forr Arkrnson, June 80, 1908. 

To His Exeellency, Jamns O. Davipson, 

| Governor of the State of Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir—I have the honor to submit for publication, as — | 

provided by law, the Thirty-Sixth Annual Report of the Wiscon- 

sin Dairymen’s Association, showing the receipts and disburse- 

ments during the past year, also papers relating to the dairy | 

interests read and discussions had at the annual convention held 

| | at. Monroe. . . | 

Ho — Very respeetfully, 

A, J, Grover, 

| | | | Secretary.
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TRANSACTIONS | 

| | WITLI 

ACCOMPANYING PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS 

| | | 7 OF THE . 

Wisconsin Dairymens Association 

7 | AT THEIR 

THIRTY-SIXTH ANNUAL CONVENTION 

Held in Monroe, March 11, 12, and 13, 1908. 

President W. J. Gillett in the chair. | . 

The Chairman: In the absence of the mayor of this city, Mr. 

| Phineas W. Clawsen will present a few remarks at this time. 

| ADDRESS OF WELCOME. | 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: I never was more 

surprised than I was a few minutes ago when T was requested 

| to fill the place of the mayor, but it would be strange if we 

could not bid you a hearty welcome to this little city of Monroe, 

anybody could do that. Indeed, you are more than welcome. 

| Gentlemen, you are engaged in a great work, the dairy in- 

, terests of this state. I was deeply interested in that business at
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an early period of my life, but in proper time I was weaned and 
lost my interest temporarily, at least. | 

We have in this county as you are well aware, very large 
dairy interests which have been a source of great revenue. I 
presume that no sixteen mile square in the state of Wisconsin 

| can show as many cows and as large dairy interests as we can 7 
in Green county, largely in the hands of the Swiss-Americans. 

Gentlemen, there are only a few of you here, but where there 
are a few earnest men engaged in a good cause, there is nothing 
to fear. I trust your sessicns will be profitable and result in a 
great good to this community, and I trust that the community | 
will show its appreciation by its attendance. I trust your ecx- 
creises will be satisfactory and agreeable, and again giving you 
the most hearty welcome on behalf of the city and speaking for 
the mayor who is out of the city, I bid you welcome. If I knew 
where the keys of the city are, I would present them to you ; 
I do not know where they are, but I think Governor Hoard will 
find than if anybody can. 

| RESPONSE. 

Cuaries L. Hinx, Rosendale. 

Mr. President, Mr. Clawsen, speaking on behalf of the city 
of Monroe and Green county, and Gentlemen: It gives me 
ereat pleasure to respond to th's address of welcome given by __ 

_ Mr. Clawsen of this ctiy. It is indeed a great pleasure to me 
personally, and I am sure it is to those who have been previously 
interested in this Dairymen’s Association to once a year gather 
in this annual meeting. | | 

We come! to Green county realizing that we are in one of the 
pioncer dairy sections of this state. Driven perhaps to dairy- 
ing, the citizens of this part of the state, because of the rather 
rough character of the land as compared with some of the parts 
of the state, it proved to be their salvation. | 

I note on the back of this program that the banks of the city
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of Monroe have upon depos:t, $1,800,000 of farmers’ money, 

probably pretty nearly all derived from milking the old cow, 

and that in other banks of Green county there are deposited a 

million and a half dollars of these same farmers’ money. 

In some other section of the state, older sections than this, 

where the land was more nearly level, they proceeded at once to 

raise grain and they did it’ because they could easier gain a 

| livel.hood upon that kind of land, but later on it became neces- 

| sary in those sections of the state and of other states to do some- 

thing to bring back the fertility of the soil which had been sold 

out by the bushel to feed the inhabitants of Europe with white 

flour. They were wise enough to turn to the cow, and nobly 

did she respond, and if the cow has responded to the demands of 

_ Green county, as we know she has, she stands ready to respond 

for every other one of the counties of the state. | 

| Wisconsin, I believe, stands second only to New York in the 

value of its dairy products, and of all the states of the Union, 

if she stands second now, she must stand first some day because | 

of the large amount of undeveloped territory that is in the north- 

ern part of the state, to say nothing of the year by year increase 

of the dairy business in these southern counties. 

It was my pleasure to spend nearly all the month of January 

in New York state, and comparing that state with our own, I see 

that the dairy sections of that state were first driven into dairy- 

ing as was this section of this state, because of the rough char- 

acter of the land, but that we have the advantage of them in 
this race for supremacy in the dairy industry, because of the 

fact that we have yet so much undeveloped territory that is 

bound to be some of the very best of the dairy sections of the 

: state. We have with us at this time, I am glad to see, some 
farmers who have come from the far northwestern part of the 

state in the hope that they will gain for that section of the state 

the next. meeting of this Association, and I must say, from re- 

cent. visits in that part of the state, that my sympathies are with 

them, and I hope that they will be given the next year’s meeting 

of this Association there. 

| There are also with us dairymen from IJllinois on the south 

and Minnesota on the north—we ordinarily speak of Minnesota
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on the west, but in this case the men who come here to enjoy 

| these sessions with us are from the northernmost part of Mitine- 

| sota, and they too are interested in the development of the dairy 

industry in the northern part of Minnesota, and doubtless, 

when they go from this state to their own state, they will tcll 

their people, as I am telling you, that Wisconsin won’t be in it 

when Minnesota has developed her dairy industry. — | 

But perhaps I am wandering from the subject. I want to 

thank Myr. Clawsen for his welcome to us here. I am sure we 

all come here not as instructors, but as learners. If any person | 

is so well posted on any business that he cannot go into a meet- | 

) ing and learn something that he did not know before, he isin a _ 

hopless condition, and.the more a man knows to begin with, the 

more readily he learns from his fellow man, and I hope we are 

going to learn much from the men who will later on be here. 

These dairymen of Green county, who have built these fine 

houses and great, large, red barns, could undoubtedly tell us 

very much of the things that tend to the prosperity of the people. 

It has impressed me this year as never before, because in the 

fall I took a daylight ride across the state of Missouri, from 
Kansas City to St. Louis, without practically seeing any build- 

ings that would be considered buildings in Green county, until 7 

you get within a few miles of St. Louis where you will see some 

fine big barns and some good alfalfa. 

| Now, without taking more time, I will repeat the thanks of 

this Asscciation to Mr. Clawsen and the city of Monroe for this 
welcome. — 

C. H. Everrrr, Racine. 

Mr. President: It is a pretty hard matter for me to talk to 

anything but an audience of farmers, and these gentlemen here 

are nearly all professional farmers, and this is a pretty hard 
place to put an old hayseed who can’t talk anything but cows, 

silage, ete. 

I have been to Green county a good many times in Farmers’ 

Institutes and other kindred meetings, and have always met with
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a warm reception, especially in the eity of Monroe, and we all 

_ like to come here; you have a lot of good people in this county , 

and in this city, warm-hearted, hospitable entertainers. 

’ I like to meet and hope to meet at this mecting the dairy 

farmers of this vieinity. 

This is a milk producers’ convention; it is not a checsemakers’ 

~ convention or a buttermakers’ convention, properly speaking, 

_ but a mecting for the dairy farmer, for the milk producer; he ts 

the man we want to get at and that we hope will be here before 

the final adjournment of this meeting. We want to talk to him 
, about the kind of cows he is keeping; we want to ask him how : 

much he is getting for the feed that he is selling to those cows; 

we want to make him understand, if possible, the value of 

thought, the value of thinking, and that is the trouble with the — 

Wisconsin dairyman, he doesn’t think, he doesn’t seem to reason 

| and think out the problems that are capable of being solved. 

Unele Theodore Lewis was known to some of you who are 

present, the heg breeder of Dunn county, a plain German farmer, 

| but a man who was wiser than his generation. I once heard him 

say at a Farmers’ Institute in Minnesota that the higher we 

climb, the more extended the horizon, and the more we study | 

_ the more we come to understand something about our ignorance. : 

So the problem for the farmer is to think more, is to come to 

know the truth about a dairy cow, and about the proper feed for 

her, how to feed her so as to get highest priee for the prod- 

uets grown upon the farm. JI am reminded of a. little story 

which is a true one. This happened in the Wisconsin legisla- | 

ture last winter at Madison and I happen to know of the facts. | 

In that legislature was a man by the name of Reynolds, from 

Door county, a hard headed Seotch farmer, a man without edu- 

cation only as he had educated himself, by reading and think- 

ing, but a man who was always seeking truth and who had been : 

~ gsuecessful in finding it in his business as a farmer. 

There was a bill introduced in the legislature by a member 

from Pepin county who had the floor in advocacy of this meas- 

ure. Something in the bill didn’t suit our friend Reynolds, and 

he objected to the bill, w:nding up his little speech by saying, 

: “T gm agin the bill’ Our friend from Pepin county took of-
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tense and twitted the old Scotch farmer with being an unedu- 

cated, and illiterate man. Mr. Reynolds immediately rose to his 

feet and said, “The gentleman thinks that I am uneducated. 

Well, now I am going to tell you how I got my education. I 

went into Door county a good many years ago, took my axe and 

went into the woods and commenced to chop out a home and 

when I got tired, I would sit down on a log and read. I al- 

_ ways had a book with me and I would read until I got rested, 
and then I would chop again, and then I would sit down and 

read and then I would think, and that is more than my friend 

from Pepin has done.” 

It is thinking that brings a man success. 

The President of this Association is the owner of a cow—a 

lot of cows, but one cow in particular. She has just completed 

a year’s test. The name of th's cow is Colantha 4th’s Johanna. 

She is a Holstein. She produced in one year 998.26 pounds of 

butter fat, or the equivalent of about 1,164 pounds of butter, 

she produced in that year over 27,000 pounds of milk. 

If you look at the President of this Association, you don’t | 

see anyth:ng remarkable about him, he isn’t as good looking as 

either Burchard or I, but he must have applied some thought to 

that cow and her product. Mr. Gillett is a man who thinks and 

reasons and studies. | 

We have got another cow, a three and a half-year-old Guernsey 

up in Marathon county and she produced 603 pounds of butter 

fat, over 700 pounds of butter as a three and a half-year-old, and 

is quite evident to all of us that the owner of that heifer was a 

man who thought, a man who studied the proposition of dairy- 

ing all along down the line. 

That to me seems to be the only way to solve the problem of 

dairying. | | 
, You all know about these things, but I am sorry to say it is 

the farmer who is not here and who is not willing to get ahold 

of these facts that needs this kind of a meeting. He is not 

willing to apply himself. 

A Racine county dairyman came into my office the other day ; 

he thought he was not getting as good results as he should from 

his cows, and he didn’t know how to do better. I said to him,
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“You are in the right frame of mind, I am glad you came in.” | 

~ T asked if he had tested his cows and he said, “No, I hadn’t 

thought of that,” and he hadn’t thought of a thousand and one 

things that every man ought to think of to try to help himself 

as a dairyman. 

Mr. Clawsen: A thought has occurred to me. ‘'wenty-seven 

thousand pounds is a good deal of milk for one cow, and I 

simply want to suggest that we have a very fine Ananias Club 

here in the city of Monroe and I am president of it, self-elected, 

and I would be glad to be of service to any of you gentlemen 

who want to get into our club. 

| Secretary Burchard: I have no doubt our friend is well 

qualified to preside over such a club. 

| ANNUAL ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT. 

W. J. Gituert, Rosendale, Wis. 

Members of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, Ladies 

and Gentlemen: Again we are reminded that another year has 

been added to the life of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, 

and I take pleasure today in greeting you at the opening of this, 

our thirty-sixth annual convention. 

The past year has been one of continued prosperity on the 

part of the dairy husbandman of Wisconsin and elsewhere. The 

| industrial condition of this great commonwealth has been such 

as to stimulate the demand for dairy products, and this demand 

has stimulated prices to the extent that it has made a good mar- 

gin of profit for the producer possible. : 

Whether the recent financial disturbance will continue to de- 

press the business affairs of this country, is a matter for serious 

consideration and I can not suppress the thought that we have 

for a time at least, reached the top and that it behooves our dairy 

farmers to guard well the avenue through which leakage is most 

liable to occur. | 

In any event, the time was never known in this country, when
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a herd of good cows, properly fed and j udiciously managed, did 
not compensate its owner well for the feed, time and labor ex- 
pended, and it is safe to say that we have passed through contin- 
geneies that are not liable to be repeated in the near future. | 

According to statistics for the year 1905, fifty-seven million 
dollars represent the annual revenue for dairy products supplied 
by 944,000 Wisconsin cows. From this we can form some con- 

| ception of the importance of our dairy industry to the resources | 
of the state. | 

Wisconsin today ranks first among the states of this Union in 
the total aggregate for butter; second only to the great state of 
New York in the total aggregate for cheese; and second only to : 
the Empire state in the total aggregate of all dairy products 
and by-products. Such is the evidence for determining the rank 
of our dairy industry among the states of this nation. . 

According to statistics for the year 1906, nearly three hundred a 
and forty-nine thousand Wisconsin cows supplied milk to cheese 
factor:es, for which the owners received, not considering the 
value of by-products, $13,907,600, or an average of about $39 
per cow per annum. More than five hundred and sixty-four 
thousand Wisconsin eows supplied milk for creameries, from | 
which was made 101,059,394 ponnds butter, bringing a cash 
return, noi counting the value of by-products, of $22,058,346, 
thus showing an average yearly production of 179 pounds butter 
per cow and an average gross return of about $39 per cow per 

year. | | 
I cannot refrain from calling attention to the average carn- 

ing capacity of our cows under prevailing Wisconsin conditions. 
A large number of herds within our borders are showing a 
yearly average of 800 to 400 pounds of butter per cow per year, 
in fact, many are even surpassing these figures, which would 
indicate an average carning capacity of $100 or more per cow 
in many instances. What then, must be the conditions under 
which many of the cowkeepers of the state are laboring, that the 
average 1s reduced to 179 pounds butter per cow, or to an aver- 
age carning of $39 per year? To the owner, what must be the 
loss oceasioned by many animals that are allowed to live in the 
guise of the profitable dairy eow ? SO
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Tt would seem that prevailing conditions in many herds, 

and the animals used for dairy purposes, are but burlesques to 

_ the dairy business. | | | 

: While the state of Wisconsin ranks high among the dairy 

states of this nation, and while the average producing capacity 

of her animals maintained for dairy purposes is second to those 

of no state in the Union, still there is much room for improve- 

ment, and a broad field for our missionaries among the cowkeep- 

ers of the state. | 

For the purpose of comparison, and as an illustration of the 

possibilities in breeding, development, care and feeding of the | 

| dairy cows, you will pardon me for mentioning the performance 

of a cow in our state, that recently completed an authenticated 

yearly record of 27,432 pounds of milk, containing 998 pounds 

of butterfat or the equivalent of 1,164 pounds marketable but- 

tor, The actual return from the milk of this cow delivered to a 

cheese factory, aside from the value of the by-product, was a 

| $399.13, or more than eight times the annual earning of the 

average Wisconsin cow, while the quantity of butter which could 

have been made from the fat she produced, was more than six 

times the amount produced by the average cow, onitting the 

proportionate increase in the value of her by-product. 

The results that are possible for one man to accomplish, are 

always possible and within reach of his ne‘ghbor under the right 

conditions. 

Of course, we never expect to sec many cows produce 1,000 

pounds of butterfat per year, but it would seem that, by better 

breeding, better feeding and caretaking, deeper thought, and a 

| wider observation of cause and effect, we might reasonably ex- 

pect to double the producing capacity of the average Wisconsin 

cow. — | | 

Tn this great race of life, it is a lamentable fact, but neverthe- 

) less true, that the accumulation of money or the greed of gain, 

is the underlying force that prompts the average man to action, 

and there is perhaps no argument that will appeal to him 

quicker than one convincing him of the drainage by which his 

finances are being sapped. | 

There are many cowkcepers who are, to a greater or less ex-
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tent, blind to their own financial upbuilding, resulting from a 
lack of knowledge and a keener appree’ation of the principles 
that lead to progression. Many are overworked by manual excr- 
tion and neglect the more important part of allowing the brain to 
solve problems that would lighten the burden of the weary 
hands. Our most successful dairymen and our best breeders 

| are those whose minds as well as muscles have been engaged in 
the execution of their business engagements. 

There is little hope for him who settles down in his own 
shadow, content with his own accomplishments; for it is discon- 
tent that prompts us to try to climb higher. He who does well 
will aspire to do better, and he who does better is sure to try 
for further improvement. 

Some were born to lead, while others never advance under _ 
any conditions. Some were born to succeed, while others never 
rise above a certain level. We can not all lead, but we can all 
follow and we can all succeed. 

The spirit of aggression often leads to progression, and there 
is always hope for him who is willing and anxious to be taught. 

| What we need in our rural districts and for a further uplitt- 
ing of our dairy husbandman is more education, more heht, and 
a deeper, broader and keener knowledge of the forces that stim- 
ulate improvement and progress. 

| The subject of profitable dairying and its emoluments is 
broader and deeper than some of us realize, and the science of 
breeding, the art of fecding, and a favorable environment, are | 

| among the more important factors that contribute to suecess and 
enter into this great cow race. 

The dairy cow is no financial support to the ignorant, shiftless 
man, who is indifferent to her individual characteristics and ma- 
ternal instincts. | 

The solution of this great proposition lies in a wiser selection 
of our breeding animals, better caretaking and more liberal and 
intelligent use of feeds. 

It is no speculation or experimentation, but as sure as the laws 
of gravitation, and by him who realizes these things and acts ac- 
cordingly, we may expect the standard of excellence to be con-
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tinually improved, and by him who is negligent of and indif- 

ferent to them, the average will never be raised. 

| In the approved pure bred sire lies the foundation for up- — 

building and the salvation for future live stock improvement, 

and the sooner our dairy farmers appreciate this fact, the sooner 

will there arise, through a medium of a better class of animals, 

the spirit for successful advancement and the temptation for 

better management; hence, the adoption of wiser methods that 

will materially affect prevailing conditions, and tend to raise the 

standard of excellence of the Wisconsin cow, which will continue 
to contribute, and more liberally, to the great resources of the 

state. 

The present prevailing prices of feed stuffs have been such as 
to make our dairy rations very expensive, without any propor- 

tionate advance in the price of dairy products. Such conditions 

of course cut down the margin of profit for the producer, and 

yet it seems advisable to recommend the liberal use of proper 

rations, in the hope that present conditicns will not long con- 

tinue, and that our herds may be kept in condition to respond at 

_ any future time. 

I am pleased to report that the agents of this Association in 

the field have been doing work which I am sure will prove of 

lasting benefit to those with whom they have been associated 

and to those who have manifested an interest in the'r own ad- 

vancement. Several test associations have been organized in 

different sections of the state, many of which now stand and 

flourish upon foundations of their own, and which can but serve 
as educators to those who have become identified with them for 

the purpose of a better acquaintance with their own conditions 

and the existing relation between feed and cost or economy of 

production. | 

Our Dairymen’s Association stands as an exponent of the 

dairy cow of Wisconsin and our dairy interests. Its member- 

ship is made up of our most thrifty and influential dairy farm- , 

ers; men who love the farm and the animals that have contrib- 

uted to their happiness, and made farm life congenial and profit- 

able; men who have distinguished themselves as practical 
| farmers, practical breeders, practical feeders, and practical 

2—D.
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dairymen, and to whom Wisconsin owes a lasting debt of grati- 

* tude tor the energy and skill they have exercised in their own _ 

business operations, thus making of themselves living examples 

| for the uplifting of Wisconsin’s dairy industry. . 

The future enterprise of our state lies with the young men of ~ 

| today, and it is an inspiration to note that our average young _ 

man on the farm, is starting out in his business career with a 
deeper appreciation of better breeding, a wider knowledge of 

feeds and feeding, and a better understanding of caretaking and 

favorable environment. Our past is at least secure; our present 

reflects much eredit upon us as a dairy state; and, by our young 

men on the farm, let us hope that, in the not far distant future, _ 

the average producing capacity of the Wisconsin dairy cow may 

be doubled. | 

In closing, permit me to extend to the dairymen of the state, 

most hearty congratulations upon achievements already secure, | 

as well as upon the most auspicious outlook. | 

To the members of this Association and others, I wish to ex- 

press my despest sense of appreciation and gratitude for the 

courtesy and kindly consideration that has been invariably ex- 

tended to me during my terms as your president. 

I have done but little for you and regret that I have been un- 

able to do more, but on the transfer to my successor of the Asso- 

eiation’s official gavel I shall willingly and gladly surrender to 

him the honor and authority which for the past two years has | 

been reposed in me as chief magistrate of this Association. 

Governor Hoard: If a few remarks from me are in order, I 

| wish to thank President Gillett not only for the excellent address. 

to which we have listened, but also for the fact that he is both 

a good cow breeder and a cow manager—and there is no better 

: place for genius in this world than to be able to understand a — 

cow, for the inside of a cow is the darkest place on earth and I 

know of no product of God that contains more of His mysteries 

| today than a mother. | 

Thinking the other day of the human mother and going back
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to Hippocrates and Aristotle, I thought of the fact that the 
| finest intellects of this earth, from the days of the Greek, 

to the present time, have been steadily devoted to an effort to 
understand the mystery of human motherhood. All over Europe 
do we find schools devoted to her study. All over the United 
States are medical colleges devoted to her study. Do they un- 
derstand her yet? No. And why? Because great is the mys- 
tery of life, and only a little way into this mystery has human in- 
tellect penetrated. And the mystery of motherhood is as ereat 
with the bovine mother as with the human mother. 

When men stop to consider what life means, or attempt to un- 
| derstand what it means, they are smitten with wonder that there | 

is not a larger comprehension on that question among the men 
: who deal with it. 

We have a small audicnce here, but we can go back to the 
thought that the Christian Church saw a time when there were 

| but twelve men advocating the doctrines they stood for, and 
| Christ had nothing under the sun left to Him but a choice of 

sinners when He selected those twelve apostles. There is an 
almighty sight in this world in a choice of sinners. There 
are some saints that I would rather not associate with than some 
sinners and we are all “poor critters,” as Widow Bedott Says, 

| and yet out of that humble beginning only 1900 years ago, we 
see this wonderful spread, this wonderful massing of effort and 
of enthusiasm. 

Now, we have, as I said, a small audience here today, though 
in 1872 there were but seven men came together to form this As- 

| sociation, the seed of this great industry, and we must not 
measure the proposition of the dairy interest of Wisconsin by 
any of its conventions. , | 

| That was a splendid thought that President Gillett uttered 
when he said that the only man that strives to do better is the 
man. that is doing well. 

Sometimes I get a little discouraged. I was at the baptism 
of this little Association, there at the borning of the infant, and 
I have sometimes felt as though the average farmer of Wisconsin 
had no care nor no thought nor nothing by which I could lay 
hold of him, and yet I know better. I have only to look at the
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great material progress of this industry to see that I am a very 

, poor diagnoser of the s‘tuation. It is bigger than I am; it is 

bigger than the Association, and there are thousands of men 

thinking about it and they are saying but little. And yet I 

often think that utterance of Christ on the cross is exceedingly 

applicable to the situation, “Father, forgive them, for they know 

not what they do.” They know not what they do. And yet 

somehow or other, a wonderful work is being done, and when 

President Gillett spoke of Wisconsin’s duty and her compara- 

tive product with the whole United States, standing only second, 

I thought to myself, “ and only about one-third of the state is 

under the hand of the husbandman.” What may not Wisconsin | 

do when the whole of the state in this arca is under the hand 

of an intelligent dairy farmer? What may not yet be done with 

that vast territory of the state in the north that is yet to be 

brought under his hand? Not so long ago we knew very little 

about that vast wilderness. TI rode on the Wisconsin Central 

many, many miles a few months after that road was opened. 

I went along studying the cuts to see what the soil was. Since | 

that time it has been coming gradually into the hands of the 

man who tills the soil. It is as yet a great unsolved problem 

and the portion of the state that is doing th's dairy work is but 

a small part of the state, and yet $57,000,000 were rolled up | 

_ jast year as the earnings of these men. | 

) That is not all; the cow has contributed to the substance of 

every farmer’s family. Isn’t that. so? She is a wonderful crea- 

ture, and do you wonder that the old Hindu ealled her the 

“Foster mother of the race?” Do you wonder that the old 

Hindu established her as a “titular divinity”’— and that isn’t 

a very bad word to use, is it, I don’t know that I ever really saw 

the significance of it before. 

Now, this county of Green is a very interesting problem and 

| a problem I want some of you gentlemen from abroad to study 

and think about. Here is a little colony of Swiss people working 

up in a quiet, simple way, some of the most interesting problems 

connected with the history of dairying in this United States, 

and it shows what plain, simple, steadfast industry can do, the 

most wonderful solvent anywhere. |
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They came here, comparatively speaking, only about forty | 

years ago, and commenced this industry, and we are told today 

that over three million dollars are deposited in the banks ot 

| this county as the surplus of their earnings, and I will guar- | 

antee to you that those old Sw:ss people have not placed a tithe 

of what they have got in the banks. The old German people 

are a peculiar people about money, they seem to distrust banks. 

| I know in Jefferson’county that Mr. Grimm told me when he 

started his bank that he could have had $250,000 from out of 

the stocking legs of the old German farmers. When you con- 

sider this distrust of the banks and then the amount in the banks , 

of Green county, you may safely reckon that that is not nearly 

all they have. They have taken care of the cow and worked 

out this problem in the matter of Swiss checse. 

| They suffer by their isolation. A few years ago they were 

in a very bad state; they had never identificd themselves with 

_ the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association; they stood aloof. I used 

to regret it very'much. I used to talk to some of their represent- 

ative men about it, but we never could get. them to identify 

themselves with us. The time came a few years ago when they 

| found themselves up against a very bad problem; their cheese 

was getting into disfavor and becoming somehow or other in a 

bad condition and they didn’t know what to make of it, and they 

finally appealed to the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association andit 

sent one of its men down here and he went to inspecting and 

fcund that they were innocently and ignorantly pursuing a meth- 

od of practice that was destroying the flavor and quality of their | 

cheese, and that inspection aroused them and from that time 

since they have identified themsclves with our dairy school and 

more with our Dairy Association. They have been doing better 

| work and they have lcarned that no set of men on earth can live 

- to themselves alone, and I believe that the future of Green 
county and the profitable carrying on of Swiss cheese making 

is but on the very threshold of what it is to be. 

I do not want to inflict any further remarks upon you, but 

I want to say to you that for an old man who has watched this 

industry for a good many years, particularly in Wiscunsin and 

who has seen the marvelous development of it, he feels a good |
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deal sometimes as though he could say with him of old, “Now let: 
thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes have beheld Thy 
Tay 2? . glory. | | 
Recess till 1:30. ) | | 

The convention met at 1:30 P. M., March 11, 1908. 

COWS vs. COWS.* | | 

By Witzer J. Fraser, Chicf in Dairy Husbandry, - (linois 
| Experiment Station, Urbana. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: After ten years’ study 
of the subject from the ceonomical standpoint, I do not hesitate 
to express it as my settled conviction that the weakest spot in 
the dairy business is the poor cow. 

The actual relation of the efficiency of the individual cow to 
| the real profits in dairy farming is a matter little realized by 

the people depending upon this occupation for a living. The 
profits on the average dairy farm today can be easily doubled. 

THE COW IS TILE MARKET. - | 

A dairyman cons'ders his market to be the place where he 
disposes of his milk, cream and butter, and in one sense this is — 
true, but the place where he markets such of the products of his 
farm, as grain, hay and silage, is the dairy cow. The cfficicney . 
of the cow consuming these must therefore bear a vital rclation | 
to the dairyman’s profits. If in a town having two grain eleva-_ 
tors, one paid one-half cent a bushel more for grain than the 
other, no farmer would be foolish enough to sell his grain tothe. 
one paying the lower price. Yet dairymen will persist in keep- 
ing cows year after year that are paying them only twenty-five 
cents a bushel for grain, while others in the same herd, or that | 
~ * This title is used advisedly. There is a constant tug. of war between the _ profitable and unprofitable cows in nearly every dairy herd.
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can easly be obtained at a reasonable price, will pay fifty cents 

a bushel or even more for the grain they consume. The differ- 

- ence in price which individual cows are paying for their grain , 
is not so apparent as the difference at the elevators, but it is 

none the less actual and affects the pocket-book just as surely in 
the end. 

As an illustration of the great difference in individual cows, 

| notice the records of some of the cows in the dairy herd at the 

University of Illinois. 

PRdDUCrION OF Rose For 12 Years, AND QUEEN For 8 YEARS: 

ConTRAST IN EFFICtENCY OF Cows. 

a 

Tose. Queen, 

Lactation a Lactation . | period, Mo. Lb., milk.| Lb., fat. period, Mo. Lb., milk.| Ub., fat. 

*21 14, 462 704 101% 3,471 | 126 
L l 

al 14,536 762 916 4,078 156 
24 1 

12 10, 27 D07 13 3, 838 134 
11 3 

15 12,689 637 11 5,474 194 
Lye vee : 

13 6,018 291l | 14 6,726 | 196 
3% 144 . 

4 10, 412 Bll 1213 6,526 200 
1 , 2h6 

| 23 11,009 5o6 13 6,803 219 

9 7,688 ; . 300 3 1,201 38 

Total 12 yr. | 87,102 | 4.318 | Total 8 yr. | 37,117 | 1,263 
Ave. 7, 258 : 360 Ave, | 4,639 158 

* The larger firures show the length of time the cows gave milk and the sma'ler oues 
the time dry. 

| ROSE HAD 57 WEEKS OF ADVANCED REGISTRY RECORD. 

Twelve pounds of butter fat for a single week is the produc- 

tion required for admission .to the Holstein-Fricsian Advanced 

Register. Twenty different weeks in her third lactation period, 

Rose made more than 12 pounds pcr week. Three times in this 

period she made 17 2-3 pounds of butter fat per week. For
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five successive weeks, six months after calving, her average was 

13 pounds of butter fat per week. In her fourth lactation 

period, there were 16 weeks during each of which Rose made 

more than 12 pounds of butter fat; and in her fifth lactation 

period, 21 weeks. | 

Rose’s average production for 12 years including time dry, 

| was 7,258 pounds milk and 360 pounds fat. H«r largest year 

was 11,146 pounds milk and 581 pounds fat. 

Butter for 12 years, 4,318.86 pounds, worth at present prices 

(25 cents per pound), $1,079.59. 
| Skimmilk for 12 years, 72,585 pounds, worth at 15 cents per 

100 pounds, $108.88. 

Total receipts for 12 years, $1,188.47, or $99.04 per year. 

Just think what the receipts of a dairyman would be whose 

herd consisted of 25 cows of this kind—$2500 per year, exclu- 

sive of calves and manure. | 
Itcse was bought for $50 when 4 years old. She has had only 

ordinary treatment, no better than she would receive ona good 

dairy farm. She has not been pampered or fed to producz the 

atmost she was capable of making. . 

Remarkable as in the performance of this grade cow, she is 

| not heralded as standing apart in unapproachable splendor, but 

| as a great leader of the thousands of money-making cows In ol 

dairy herds. : 

| In striking contrast to Rose, and the class of cows she repre- 

sents, is Queen. With cqually good feed and care, Queen’s aver- 

| age production for eight years was only 4,639 pounds of milk 

nnd 158 pounds of butter fat. Her production is but two-fifths 

that of Rose and she barely pays for her board. | 

BEST AND POOREST COWS IN SEVERAL ILERDS. 

Two cows, known as No. 1 and No. 3, were purchased from a 

larg> herd and taken to the University. They were fed and 

cared for in the same manner and their average production for | 

three years was as follows: No. 1, 11,390 pounds milk and 404 

pounds fat; No. 8, 3,830 pounds milk and 138 pounds fat.
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QUEEN AVERAGED VOR BIGHT YEARS 158 LB. FAT 

LACKING 50 CENTS OF PAYING FOR HER BOARD.
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_ Reduced to a like feed basis, the four cows produced for an 
entire year in the following ratios: Queen, 100; No. 3, 121; 

. Rose, 804; No. 1, 812. The best two produced practica'ly thre 
| times as much as the poorest two cows. . 

A little over a year ago, the Department of Dairy Husbandry 
| purchased the best and poorest cows from six different herds. 

These were shipped to the University and a careful record kept : 
of all feed consumed and milk and fat produecd. The record 
for an exact year of ten of theso cows from five of the herds is 
given below; showing the cost of milk and fat produced by the 
different cows at market price for feed, 

Besr anp Poorrst Cows in Five lexrps, | 

| ; | Cost per 100 ost per 1 Ib No. Cow. Lb., miik. Lb., fat. lb., milk. fat. , 

g3 | «11,791 382.4 $ 61 $ .19 84 8,157 324 07 21 

8) 9,092 406.3 J19 18 36 3,093 119.2 1,56 .40 

| 93 9,473 | 353.6 16 20 94 7, 846 232.1 87 | 21 
a fee 

95 14,841 | ~ 469 56 | 18 96 7,636 b24.1 80 22 

OT 8,503 291 | 78 23 98 L4ll 52.8 , 2°77 14 
SSE een NOESUEAORSISE—-sesPRSUTSS—- caiaanteieae nanan aa none - RR RTT OPO loop asippmnrme 

sietennememedaenmanneiee tanner aa eee 

| The records separated by the lines are of cows from the same 
herd. ° : oe Fie id 

Compare the amounts of milk, fat, and cost of same. This 
shows in a striking manner the difference in earning capacity of 
the different cows. The best cow of all produced over ten times 
as much milk as the poorest cow, and produced it at 56 cents per 
100 pounds in marked contrast to the $2.77 required by the 
poorest cow to produce the same amount.
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: . THIS DIFFERENCE GENERAL. 

Irom the testing of over 1,000 cows in the dairy herds of Illi- 

nois, it has been proved that this great difference in cows extends | 

| to practically every herd in the state. . | 

Included in the dairy investigations of this Station, are the 

| individual records for a full year of 554 cows in thirty-six : 

. Illinois herds. To make a large and fair comparison, take the 

lowest one-fourth and the high<st one-fourth of all these cows— 

278 head or half of the entire number. The lowest 139 cows 

(one-fourth of all) yielded an average of 18314 pounds of but- 

ter fat during the year, and the highest 139 cows produced an , 

average of 301 pounds of butter fat. . 

The Elgin price of butter the past five years averages 23 cents 

-per pound, and th's is the usual price the dairyman gets for the 

butter fat in his milk, it costing the overrun to make the butter. | 

At 23 cents per pound for butter fat, the poor cows make an av- 

erage return of $30.77. At the low estimate of $30 per year 

| for feed, this would leave 77 ecnts per cow for the whole year’s 

profit. But the best 189 cows make an average income of 

| $69.32. Allowing these better cows $38 per year for feed ($8 

better than the poor producers) the clear profit is $31.82 peor 

cow. These calculations allow the skimmilk, calf and manure, 

to pay for the labor and interest on the investment. | 

1389 cows MAKE $100; anormER 1389, $4,000. 

The profit from the whole 139 poor cows is only $107, but the 

clear money from the best 189 cows amounts to more than 

$4,000. Every one of these good cows averages as much clear 

profit as forty-one cows of the poorer kind. Herds of these two 
kinds would have to be kept in the following comparative num- | 

bers ta produce exactly the same profit for the owner. 

GOOD COWS POOR COWS 

- 1 cow equals 40 2-3 cows 

, | 15 cows equal 612 cows | 

| 25 cows equal 1021 cows oo
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Twenty - fiv: cows, each producing 3o1 Ib. butter fat per year, 
return a profit of $783. | 

| ae Dee ' thet is the average Production e 139 cows comprising the best 

Vast ee SD ha? The iowest fourth (139 cows) “of the same 36 herds averaged 

ke 8 fa Flac? «1334 1d. butter fat per year, 

Ww Wath 

The picture below shows exactly how many cows of the poor kind, 
(1,021) it takes to return identically the same profit ($783) as the above . 

25 good cows. 

EE D> KP TL OP Hath > Pathe AP Tastee IT 
OP hate > b Plath o> he lath SS he? late hi Wate? > 
Pata o> he? Fata So hi ath 2 a? a SD he ata TS he? 
eS he atl She? late > i “lath > he? “lala Sa i lat» 
© bo late Sm ke late 8 ha? Fata SD bn lath SD i? actla* 
ES be? FE SD ba A SD bal A SD WP A te he A 
GP Plath Sa he late SS bP Flatie’ > hP lathe tt hi Glathert> 

hate > he lata o> hit Wate to ht lati Sp he lati > hi 
Feo he lath So he lat i la? > he lathe So he? lat 
Dy be A ca DD PAGED A ta ha athe a i “Alacth® 
CEE SD ba RSD ba Fal a ata ba atl ba A 
GP Pate SD bP late SD ba? lath SD fe Flaca i he Flactie* f> 
Pata So he ata? 8 ha? ata? 8 ha? ate SD fa ate SD ha 
Ref her lath i hi lath 25 ba act ha > fe athe 8 ie lat 
SD ba Fath SD he? atlea SD ba? atlas SD bP FLEE SD he? Plaka? | 
eth o> iP ae So PAE SD fe ED fe AED he : 
bP Fata Sm be? ata’ 8 iP Plata? 8 bP “Fata 8 bP atta &> 

atl SS fa Aaa SD AGRA SD a Fate SD ha atl 8 ha? 
RS he? lathe o> he ct SD fa Ata 8D be? “lal 2D ie la 
> be Hatley a> ba? Fate SD i FD he athe SD Plath? 
tle S> GP AEE SD be FE > PA So at te A 

Oa? lata to bP lath S> bP Plata 8 GP Fata Sp bP lather > 
ate > GP ata SD ha RG SD ba SARE SD ha FIA ED he? 
RS i lack 8 far Vila 8 fe lat i lala ta hi lacs . 
> fa? tla Sa bP Fea ED be? Filla SD fa GER SD be? actle? 
ate 8 al EG 8D fa? IGE SD PAIGE DD PIG ID PA 
bo lathe ta bi Flatha i PAGERS DD OP AIRF DH AiatheS — 
late £> he AR SD far VIBE ED KP FIBA ED fF Fl atia* in iP 
eS he atl o> bP lat 8 he cate SD bP aI SD he “lat 
BD he tla a A cle SD GAIA fel GAP ED fe lala 
cote S bet athe tt AP Flat ta PAG > BP lat PA 
GP Fath ta bP lathe? > GP Flatla 8 GP Plata 8 bP late > 

| ate 2 bat Fatal 8 ba FRG ED bal ata SS PARIS ED ha 
Fe 8 ba lant? £> fat atlas > ba lad a o> a lata Sm fe? “lac 
> be Wi atke Se be? Wath 8 FP Vata 6 hi? ate th hi? Vlate? 
cote ba EY 8D ba? FAG SD ba? FI SD fa AE SD OP 
bP lathe SD he Aladin? §p bP Flathal & GP Flaca tt hi? lathe t> 
ata t> ab Fatah o> fa lata Sp hat Flat Sp ha? Flatin* i i 
G8 be lathe £> be “lathe > fe? “lack Sp hi lait i Ala 
S> fe ate SD hk Wath i> hn lata SD in “che a IP ase 
Gate SD be at SD i lath So ie? ate he lat
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THE PICTURE AND THE PROFIT. 

These figures sound big, but in their abstract form they are 
too weak to tell the full story. The accompanying pictures show 
the exact relative sizes of two herds made up respectively of 
these two kinds of cows, that would yield the same profit for the 
owner. The one contains twenty-five cows and the other, 1,021 
cows. They are all present to represent their value. In four 

_and a half days each cow in the large herd earns one cent profit. 
The whole 1,021 make less profit per day than one carpenter. 
Thirty of them would produce the value of one acre of corn— 
if the ground isn’t too rich and the price doesn’t exceed 50 cents 
per bushel. rs ee 

_ Twenty-five cows of the better kind would return the dairy- : 
man a clear profit of $783 per year. They could be kept on an | 
80-acre farm; they would require a barn only 32x45 feet and a 

- 100-ton silo, and the cows themselves at $70 per head would 
cost only $1,750—a very good little business, 

_ But a dairyman could make just as much money (and no 
more) from the 1,021 cows of the other kind. However, the in- 

vestment would b> somewhat different, and no dairyman in his 

right mind, would attempt to handle this herd, yet this is just 

what, in effect, many I]linois dairymen are now doing with at 

Jeast a portion of their herd. | 

The only diffcrence from the above picture is that the worth- 

less quarter mill‘on cows of Illinois instead of being grouped in 

herds of 1,000 are scattered and mixed in many herds—some in 

almost every herd in the state. This enormous waste of the 

dairyman’s investment, and time and effort has extended into 

almost every cow-lot in the dairy regions. Is it any more bus- 

inesslike or any more profitable per cow, to keep five, ten or 

twenty-five such cows than to keep 1,021 of them ? 

HOW TO SOLVE THE LABOR PROBLEM. 

We hear much in these days about the drudgery of the dairy 

business. And certainly it is drudgery to milk the number and 

kind of cows that many deirymen are attempting to do business |
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with, but what is the remedy? For answer look at the following 

table, which shows the year’s production of each cow in a herd 

of thirty-four in northern Illinois. | 

Less Cows More Moxey. 

Te 

| : | Value fat Profit per | 
Cow No. | Lb., fat. | @ — cow @ 

: | 23c per lb, - $35 for teed. 

I 
. 1 | 102 | $23 46 $-11 54 

2 r 107 | 24 61 -10 39 . 
| 3 ! 110 ! 25 30 -~9 70 

4 : 121 | 27 83 -717 
5 | 123 | 28 29 -671 

6 | 124 | 9852 ~ 647 
7 | 124 | 28 75 ~6 47 
8 : 125 | 29 44 ~ 6% 
J 128 i 30 36 ~ 5 £6 

10 132 | - 4 64 : 

11 133 — 30 59 -~ 4 41 
12 Wt 30 82 - 418 
13 145 | 33 35 - 1 65 
14 149 b+ 27 | - TB - 
15 151 84 7B ~ 7 

16 157 86 11 1 il 
17 153 36 34 1 34 

— «18 158 36 34 1 34 
19 J61 37 03 2 03 
20 168 38 64 3 64 
21 170 39 10 | 4 10 

| 29 | 175 40 25 ; 5 25 
23 181 41 63 6 63 
24 182 41 86 | 6 86 
25 184 | 42 32 7 32 

26 95 44.850 9 85 
27 196 45 08 | 10) 08 
28 | 200 46 00 11 00 
29 | 211 46 23 | LL 23 
30 213 46 69 1169 

31 218 47 84 12 84 
32 221 50 83 15 88 
33 227 52 21 | 17 21 
34 254 58 42 | 23 49 | | 

— — : : 

Profit from whole herd = $ 76 63. 
Profit from last L9 cows = 162.77.
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Here is a herd of cows that made for the owner $76.63 above 

market price for his feed and labor. If he had disposed of the 

poorest 15 cows (the first 15 in the table), each of which lost 

him money, he would have made $162.77. In other words, he 

| might have been relieved of milking 15 cows and increased his : 

| actual profit by $86.14. 

| This same condition exists to a greater or less degree in prac- 

tically all the herds tested. To remove the drudgery from dairy- 

ing and give the dairyman the profit he should receive for his 

labor and money invested, these charity boarders must be found 
out, and sent to the butcher. 

Tied to the Wrong Cow. re 

ayy, a ee i ol - A 

| eee, te i _. JL eo “A Vll!soole suTTeR 
gg a atte. ne eth oan Ce T peaeigeees ae PETA ey NB 

. [Reree ff “eee eee aie *. 

{eesn ca J SF 2) SZ - be “t a tm lly 2 

ped & SS LENT EF | GEC ZAPMGTN, 1, . eh mw ie 
2 OM far ob laa fm,, apes I “qs ui KEY TO THE ee pe - fois 

ot aN J vf Ese | ay | py) SITUATION wo ters THE USE OF THE SCALE 
RA Mees oo, BN \ [te iA ; A wSREACH OND TEST INEVITABLY LEAD 

toe Sal. VSr ned Oe Xu I a TO THE SELECTION OF HIGH 
ne on Ws I rer \s ud i lf f PRODUCING COWS - BETTER 
4 i 1 rr i : Awe ha HOUSES, EDUCATION, MORE 

iS Mb gtd JY COMFORTS 

he Melt a J SN Wiel | ds fe be Pa B* ve fir U . ss, ‘ DAN yp . sos san ananoe 

Welly seh = y ke QO *. hie: ievtaun v uine ® 

| THE PROFITLESS COW 

: Americans don’t take kindly to the idea of chains and slavery, 

but many a dairyman has unconsciously drifted into the condi- 

tion of the man in the picture. 

He doesn’t know where he is going; he simply follows the cow. 

| The dairymen has blindly followed without figuring; he has 
worked hard with his hands but little with his lead pencil, and 

the dollars have come his way very reluctantly. But the hands 

: of science and the most successful dairy experience have pro- 

vided him a key to the situation, and if he avails himself of its. 

| help there will be a reformation in that dairy. He will soon : 

hand over his end of the chain to the butcher. 

But do not mistake this cow for a rare specimen of an almost 
| |
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extinct family. On the contrary, she is very common in all our 

dairies. The dairyman, who says that dairying doesn’t pay, | 

is “ten to one” boarding several cows of this kind in his herd. 

That chain is heavy and tight, but he has carried it so long that 

he thinks burdens belong with dairying, or he lays the blame to - 

ill luck or a poor price for milk. 7 

The faults and failings of the worthless cow have cancelled or 

concealed the profits of the good cow, just as human idlers are 

a tax upon their fellows. The good cow has to do the work for 

both. Not knowing the production of either, the dairyman has 

overestimated the poor and underestimated the good. 

os THE PARTING OF TITE WAYS. 

Tllinois has a million dairy cows. Like men, they do not all 

travel the same path nor reach the same destination. Whither 

are they going, and how far, in their service for the dairyman ? 

Who has stopped to ask, much less to answer, the question ? 

What difference is there in their efficicncy? In the profits they 

leave in the owner’s pocket at the clos2 of the year? The dairy- 

. man has been in the dark as to the paths his cows take. But 

under the are light of the scales and the Babcock test the parting 

of the ways is made plain. Talf of all the cows in Mlinois take 

: the one or the other of the above paths. Extensive investigations 

by the Illinois Experiment Station indicate that a fourth of all 

the cows in this state follow the left-hand path. | 

But the highest fourth of the 554 cows produce 301 pounds 

butter fat, and they are the cows taking the right-hand path 

above. These are certainly the right cows, and the path they 

take leads right on to the right things for the dairyman—profit, 

progress, plenty, an attractive home, wider usefulness, higher 

education for his children, and real enjoyment of country life _ 

| for all the family. And the right dairyman will take great 

pains to add this kind of cows to his herd.
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As seen above, the poor cows naturally find their way to a 

poor barn, a poor home, a poorly kept farm and a poor dairy- 

man-—and in the end, the dairyman will do well, after slaving 

hard for years, if he doesn’t find his way “over the hills to the 

| poor-house.” Tf all these things are not met with on that cow 

path, it will be no fault of the great bovine proe-ssion traveling 

that way. 

SAME DIFFERENCE EXTENDS TO HERDS. 

Not only individual cows but large portions of herds, and 

even whole herds, take the wrong path at the parting of the 

| ways. Of these 36 herds, all the cows of the poorest three herds 

averaged a profit of but $1.74 per cow per year. The average 

cow of the best herd is worth more than 24 cows of the kind that 

forms the poorest three herds. The writer shows three other 

dairy herds, the milk returns of which show a profit of 62 cents 

per cow for the year. While in the same neighborhood are 

three herds the milk of which average a profit of $60.94 per 

cow. One cow of this kind equals 96 cows of the other three 

herds. And in another locality the same kind of a contrast 

was found. SO 

A little pondering of these divergent cow paths may help the 

dairyman to make a good turn for himself—turn on the light of 

the seales and test—turn off the poor cows to the butcher—and 

. turn all his attention to the high-producing cows that make a 

: specialty of turning feed into milk and money. Ii all depends 

on which path the cows take—and which cows the dairyman | 

takes. 

WEIGH AND TEST THE MILK INSTEAD OF GUESSING. 

The profitless cow is a real and living issue and a large one 

in dairying for bread and butter. One of the greatest and 

easicst steps of improvement in the dairy business today is to ~ 

discover and weed out these poor cows. Isn’t it time to stop 

guessing at these vital elements in the profit of the dairy busi- 

ness and to find out for sure—by weighing and testing the milk 

—what each individual is earning for the owner ?
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We all know there is a difference in dairy herds as well as in 

individual cows. But do we clearly understand that some herds 

do not pay for the feed given them? That other herds pay too 

small a margin of profit to justify the investment in money and : 

labor? And that still other herds are making their owners big 

money? When we realize this, it is easy to see how the profit 

can be doubled. Do dairymen in general know that these dif- 

ferences rest on plain causes and that. may be readily understood, 

_ and that a change from the poor herd to the highly profitable 

herd is a comparatively easy matter, within the reach of any | 

farmer who is able to keep cows at all? 

Ten years of observation of Illinois dairy herds and the in- 

dividual testing of more than 1,000 cows in fifty herds, has given 

the writer positive evidence of the practical worthlessness of 

about one-fourth the cows in these herds, and the exceedingly 

great efficiency and value of the best one-fourth. Both these 

classes of cows are common in every community, and as a rulé .— 

there are some of each in every herd. | 

NO ACCOUNTS KEPT. Oo : 

It is equally surprising that these poor cows are not known 

. to the owner; their demand on his charity is not suspected. It is 

very hard to find a dairyman who employs any means whatever 

of knowing the exact returns from each cow in his herd. The or- 

dinary dairyman has no idea of how much milk, butter fat or 

_ butter cach animal produces in a year, or how much it costs to 

feed her. The natural result with the majority of our dairy 

farmers is large investment of money and labor for too small 

returns. 

HAVE A PROFITABLE STANDARD. — 

Few, if any, herds tested by this Department but contained 
cows of the lowest fourth that produce only 133 pounds fat. 

Nearly every herd also has some good cows producing over 

300 pounds fat. The dairyman should have a profitable stand- 

ard and raise this each year, selling all cows that fall below
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this standard. This is easily done and it requires much less 

encrgy to weed out the poor cows than it does to continue to 

mitk them. Gencrally speaking, no dairyman can afford to keep 

. a cow that will not average 220 pounds fat per year. 

WILOLE ERD BROUGHT UP TO 307 POUNDS BUTTER FAT 

PER COW BY TESTING AND WEEDING OUT | 

| POOR COWS. a 

To illustrate how the production and profit of a dairy herd 

may be increased by testing the individual cows, disposng of 

the poor produecrs, and putting better methods into practice, I 

desire to call your attention to the record of the herd of Mr. 

Charles Foss, which was tested by this Station. The detailed 

record appears below: 

1904, | 1905. 1906: 
_ op 

No. a | | | 
ofeow. | with, | Fats] gat, |) milk, | Fat | rat, |) Mik. | F@ | Fat, 

Ib | Per | db, Ib. | Be Ib. Ib. } © Ib. 
cent. cent. . cent. 

| 1 5,970) 4.55 | 272 |)... |. wae| aes : vente tebeeee cee feeee 
2 8579 | 3.19 | 27h |; 8,062) 8.2 | 262 || 10,208] 8.55 | 363 
; 4818 | 427 | 206 Po fee fee ee fe eee fee few ce 
4 3,212 | 4.7 1st || &663| 3.9 | 258 |] 6,895 | 8.88 | 269 
5 6276) | 3.72 | 937 || 6196} 3.5 f 2B bee 
6 9'g02 | 3.91 | 3% | 8,607] 3.9 | 339 || 7,674] 4.83 | 37l 
7 41701 | BL67 | 176 [ccc eccefecee cece [esse cree [ cece cece | cores eleeeenees | 
8 692) Bay | 289 Up 

: 9 4,408 | 3.79 | 167 || 6,442] 3.4 |" 220) 9,-67 | 8 6 338 
10 5368 4.05 | 218 || 6,63f| 3.6 | 236 |) 8,313] 3.55 | 296 
It 4498 ( 4.35 | 996 |] 7819] 4.0 | 316. | 51943 | 4.22 | 251 
12 6/323 | 3.71 | 234 1] 5isat| 42 | 244 |! 8,202} 3.83 | B14 
13 3,773 | 4.47 | 167 || 4,856} 4.2 | 182 | . Lfecee ee 
14 5,890! 3.26 12 {| 7,731 3.1 238 || 8,211 | 3.21 264 
15 cas) clieec[eceeeee | 7,263] 41 (0 298 |) 7498 | 47 (BIB 
16 CU IID TE |UD: g630 F328 | 8t7 |] 22999 | 3°80 | 439 
17 CT UI objec eee] oeeee]f 7,589 | 3 83 | 808 : 
18 cocecees| seetsec|secececc[fecee see[ cae cefeeeeeee ff 6,660 | 4.05 277 
19 CIDE IIIS ILD 8.6.1 | 331 | 295 
20 SDE LIDS SII |] gi | 4.8 | #209 

Total...... B19 |) 3,185 || 85,267 |... ....] 8,128 | 112,80 | ......] 4,802 | 

Ay. per cow.. | 15,809 | 3.86 224 7,105 3.66 | 260 ° | 8,057 3.81 307 
} nes 

*For 11 months.
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THE HERD THAT AVERAGED 8,057 POUNDS OF MILK AND 307 POUNDS OF BUTTER FAT PER COW.
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GAIN OF 83 POUNDS BUTTER FAT PER COW IN TWO YEARS, 

These figures furnish a very interesting study. It is seen 
: that the 14 cows the first year averaged, 5,800 pounds of milk 

containing 224 pounds of butter fat; that the 12 cows the second 
year averaged 7,105 pounds of milk with 260 pounds of butter 
fat; and that the 14 cows the third year (1906) averaged 8,057 
pounds of milk and 307 pounds of butter fat per cow. 

i Vs 
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POUR HIGH GRADES THAT PRODUCED AN AVERAGE OF 10,060 POUNDS 
OF MILK AND 878 POUNDS OF BUTTER FAT PER COW LAST YAR. 

The greatest fact apparent at first sight is an average gain 

of 36 pounds of butter fat per cow the second year, and another 

gain of 47 pounds of butter fat per cow the third year—a total 
gain of 83 pounds per cow for the two years. This means a gain 

of 97 pounds of butter per cow in the year’s production; which 

at the average price he has received amounts to about $24.25. 

This gain is much more than the whole profit from the average 

dairy cow in Illinois. The above increase is known from an ac- 

curate record ofthe weight and test of the milk for a week at a 

time every nine weeks throughout the year. 

SACRIFICE OF DAIRY HEIFERS. ‘ 

Many Illinois dairymen are not raising their heifer calves; 

instead the herd is replenished by buying cows. Your profes-
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sional cow buyers sold about 7,000 cows in the viemity of Elgin 

alone last year; besides this many cows were shipped in by 

dairymen themselves. On many dairy farms the heifer calves, 

good, bad and indifferent, go for veal. Where this is done it 

means there is no provision for perpetuating the dairy herd or 

the best cows in it. | 

The dairyman from whom the Illinois Station bought csw 

No. 1 (whose story is told in this papa) with a three years’ 

record of 405 pounds of butter fat per year, was making no ef- 

fort to perpetuate her superior qualitics but was selling her 

calves at $2.50 each. This is certainly a ruinous practice to 

the dairy business. | | 

TENDENCY IS TOWARD POOR COWS, 

Tha cow buyer cannot get enough really good cows to supply 

his purchasers, as but few of the best cows are for sale. The 

dairyman himself must raise the heifer calves of his best cows, 

and not depend on anybody’s offerings to replenish his herd. He 

has the breeding stock, the feed—-cheap feed—and the equip- | 

ment. Calf-raising is a natural part ‘of h's business. It is ab- 

surd to suppose that as a rule he can buy as good cows as he can 

raise. The reasons are very plain. He neds to retain but few 

calves cach year and can sell the less-promising oncs. He knows 

the parentage of the calves and need save none but those from 

high-producing mothers. It is far easier to sell inferior stock 

(to the butcher) than to buy cows that are excellent producers. 

A prominent dairyman of the state says of his grade herd, 

“The heifers we raise from our best cows are better milk pro- 

ducers with their first calves than are the average mature cows 

we can buy.” Several of our most progressive dairymen have 

said practically the same thing. 

The three accompanying illustrations taken upon Northern 

Illino‘s dairy farms, well illustrate the right way to kcep up the _ 

herd. One picture shows a boy’s gathering of sacrificed calves 

that give promise of developing into a good herd for him.
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A SHREWD YOUNG FINANCIER'S CLUVER DEAL IN PICKING UP THESE 
SACRIFICED HEIFERS AT FROM $2 TO $3 APIECE. 
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PERPETUATING THE GOOD QUALITIES OF TH TESTED MOTHURS, 
MAKING A HERD MUCH BUTTER THAN YOU CAN BUY.
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THESE TWELVE CALVES ARE HALF AND THREE-QUARTER BLOOD 
GUERNSEYS. THY OWNER REFUSHD $50 APIECE FOR 

THEM WHEN 15 MONTHS OLD. 

A MISTAKEN IDEA, 5 

Yet in the face of all this, hundreds of dairymen make no ef- 

fort to save their best heifer calvcs, and they think they have a 

reason. They say that it takes too much milk. This question 

was carefully investigated with forty-eight calves by the Illinois 

Experiment Station. Twelve calves at a time were tested at 

four different times. It was found they could be successively 

raised on 150 pounds of whole milk and 400 pounds of skim- f 

milk. ‘Ths milk was fed at the rate of ton pounds per day_ 
until the calves were fifty days old, when it was gradually less- 

ened one pound per day for ten days and then no more was fed. 

No substitutes for milk were used. Only ordinary grains which 

the farmer produces, and a good quality of leeume hay were fed, 

show'ng that the dairyman can raise a calf in this way with al- 

most no extra trouble. Several of these calves are now cows in 
milk and good producers, indicating that they were not injured 

by this method of raising. 

The sale value of the milk fed these calves was as follows: 
150 lb. whole milk @ $1.00 per 100 ....... $1.50 
400 lb. skim milk @ $.80 per 100......... 1.20 ; 

ARG balce OPee Gee RUee ennui eae se OMT)
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And these prices of milk are liberal, especially as they are 
paid at the farm, and no money or labor is expended in hauling 

the milk to market. It is not so expensive to raise a calf as the 
dairymen have thought. The grain and hay consumed by the 

heifers of high quality will give much better returns than the 

same feed fed to cows. , 

| CHEAPER AND BETTER THAN YOU CAN BUY, 

A promincnt and successful dairyman of the state says that 
he can raise a heifer to the age of two years at a cost of $20, in- 
cluding the value of the calf at birth, and he has been offered 

| $50 for some of his heifers at that. age. 

Oo Another dairyman who has successfully managed a large herd 
of cows for several years, estimates that it costs about $18 a 

year to raise the average calf. | 

But even allowing $40 to raise a heifer to the age when she 

begins to give milk, she will then be the equal of cows that could 
be bought for $60. Here is a elear advantage of $20 per cow in 

- raising over buying, but the actual added profit in the life of the : 
home raised and well-raised cow is more apt to be two or three 

| times this amount. Isn’t this a good business proposition ? 
Ancther great advantage in raising the heifers is that the 

owncr may feed his calves in the correct manner to develop them 
| to the’r greatest capacity. Cows that have been properly raised 

are much more efficient, and therefore worth more than if they 
had not been so raised. | , 

Somebody somewhcre must raise the dairy cows, and that 
| somebody must be a dairyman if the calves are to be of high 

— quality. Such calves cannot be raised on the range like feeder 

calves, horses and sheep, because they must be raised from 

tested dams. oO 
/ If breeding means anything anywhere, it means that the 

quality of large milk production is likely to.be transmitted to the 
daughters. This has been so thoroughly established by thous- 

ands of tests that it admits of no argument. There is no other 

animal from which such an absolute and complete record of per- — 

formance can be secured as from the dairy cow. Shall the value
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| of these records to her progeny be thrown away by not saving 

the good heifer calves ¢ 

Nobody else has so many natural advantages as the dairyman 

for raising good heifers, and nobody else has the dairyman’s in- 

terest in or is likely to succeed so well at it. That it is not now 

more generally done in Illinois is one of the vital defects in our | 

dairying, and one largely responsible for the poor or very ordi- 

nary results too often obtained on our dairy farms. 

) PECULIAR VALUE OF A GOOD DAIRY SIRE. | 

| Raising the heifer calves of good high-producing cows, is a 

oreat fundamental requisite for the best and easiest improve- 

ment of the dairy herd. But those calves will take their qualli- 

ties from both parents, and it is equally important that the calf 

shall have good parentage on the male side. . 

An inspection of dairy herds will show that many times com- 

paratively little attention is paid to the quality of the sire. In a 

recent visit to the dairy region of Northern Illinois, the writer 

noted six herds in which the heifer calves were raised for future 

cows, but in which the sires used were miscrable little scrubs, 

veritable runts and weaklings, obtained by simply saving a grade 

calf from a poor herd. Of many other sires fairly good as indi- 

viduals, nothing is known of the actual milk production of their 

female ancestors. | 

THE SIRE EQUALS HALF OF THE HERD, _ 

With a herd of 40 cows, as here illustrated, each cow repre- 

sents 1-80 of the future herd each year, and the whole number of 

40 cows represent 40-80 of the herd, and the good well-bred 
sire represents 1-2 or 40-80 of all the quality and qualities, char- 

acter and characteristics, the capacity for milk production, and | 

everything else, transmitted to the calves which are to constitute 

the succeeding herd. | |
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A fine dairy sire can be bought for $150.00, and with 40 
grade cows at $60.00 per head, the herd comes to $2,400.00. 
The bull costs only 1-17 of the investment, yet he will improve 
the future herd as much as the other 16-17. The extra $100.00 
put into a good sire is the best investment in the herd. 

Forty-one animals are purchased; one animal will influence 
the future herd as much as the other forty. It is worth while, 
then, to give much extra time and study to the selection of that 
one, the sire. 

From generation to generation the succession of well-selected 
sires goes on increasing and intensifying the improvement of the 
herd. In this way the sire becomes three-fourths, seven-eighths, 
fifteen-sixteenths, etc., of the herd. In fact in a few years the 
sire is practically “the whole thing.” 

So the sire may be much more than half the herd whether 
Judged by the quant'ty, strength, quality, or accumulated effect 
of the characteristics he transmits. It is literally true that the 
sire may thus, within a few years, at slight expense, completely 

‘ transform a dairy herd and more than double its profit. 
' Every man who has had any extended experience or observa- 
tion in the use of a good pure-bred sire from high-producing 
dams at the head of a dairy herd, will agree that this sire was 
of peculiar value and great economy in building up the herd.
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The records of dairy breeding have proved it conclusively a | 

| thousand times over. No man who studies the facts can doubt 

it. The evidence is to be scen in the heifers of every such sire, 

and in their contrast with heifers lacking such parentage. 

COST VS. VALUE OF A GOOD DAIRY SIRE. | 

As previously shown, improvement in the dairy herd must 

| come largely from the sire side. A few poor females may do lit- 

| tle permanent harm to the herd but a poor sire will do untold 

damage. The pure-bred sire is almost to be more prepotent than * 

| the grade cows. No more economical investment can be made 

by a dairyman than to spend t:me and money in obtaining the 

best sire possible. Frequently dairymen hold the penny so . 

close to the eye it is impossible to see the dollar a little farther 

off, and this is just what a man is doing who has a dairy herd 

and thinks he is economizing by buying a poor or even common 

sire. ! . 

| ARITHMETIC APPLIED TO TITE QUESTION. 

If, for example, the good pure-bred sire improves the milking 

capacity of his daughters by only one and one-half pounds of 

milk at a milking, above the production of their dams, this 

would mean an increase of 900 pounds of milk for the ten 

months or 800 days during which ordinary cows should give 

milk; they would also bs much more persistent milkers; that is, 

| would give milk for a longer time in the year, and would re- 

gain their flow of milk better after an unavoidable shortage of | 

feed as in summer drought. Such daughters may certainly 

be eredited on the average with 1,000 pounds more milk per 

year than their dams produced. At the low estimate of $1 per 

100 pounds, this extra amount of milk would be worth $10 per 

year. The average cow is a good producer for at least six years, 

7 or until she is eight years old. Each daughter having a pure- 

bred sire will therefore earn $60 more money in her lifetime be- 

cause of the good qualities of her sire. It will on the average 

be four years after purchasing the sire before his first daughters
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will have finished their first lactation period and brought in the 

first extra $10. Eight dollars and twenty-three cents kept at 

compound interest for these four years at five per cent, will | 

equal $10, so a daughter’s improvement or increase of income 

the first year is worth $8.32 at the time her sire is purchased. 

The cash value of the daughter’s improvement (inherited from 

the sire) figured in the same way for each of the six years she | 

gives milk is shown in the following table: 

RESULTS FROM A GOOD SIRE. 

| One daughter’s improvement first year.............2-.. $8.23 
One daughter’s improvement second year.............. 7.83 
One daughter’s improvement third year................ 7.46 
One daughter’s improvement fourth year.............. 7.11 
One daughter’s improvement fifth year................ 6.77 
One daughter’s improvement sixth year................ 6.45 

One daughter’s improvement for six years............9$43.85 

The total increased income for the lifetime of a common grade 
cow over her dam because of having a good sire is $60. The 

above table shows the cash value of this $60 as $43.85 at the 

time the sire was purchased. 

In an ordinary dairy herd of 40 cows, an average of 18 heifers 

per year should be obtained, and 12 of these should be worth 

raising, making it easily possible for a bull to earn 12 times _ 

$43.85, or $526 per year. This would amount to $1,578 in the | 

three years that a bull is ordinarily kept in service. 

Cost oF PrRovipING Every HEIreR ONE Goop PARENT. . 

Pure-bred. Scrub. | 

Cost of Sire ... ee. eee ee eee ee eee eee ee) $150.00 $30.00 
Interest, 3 yrs., 5 per cent................. 22.50 4.50 
Cost of keeping, 38 yrs................-.-+- 100.00 100.00 
Risk, 3 YrS... cece cece cece ee eee eeeeeceee 50.00 10.00 

Total expense, 3 yrs................- $322.50 $144.50 
Value at end of 3 yrs................ 100.00 30.00 

$222.50 $114.50 
| 114.50 

Extra cost good sire, 3 yrS............000. $108.00 | 
Extra cost good sire, 1 yr................ 36.00 | 
Extra cost good sire, 1 daughter...,...... 3.00
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Considering the male calves as worth no more than if sired | 

by a serub, it would then cost $36 to provide one good pure-bred 

parent for the 12 heifer calves which are raised each year, or 

$3 per heifer. Where else can such an investment be found % 

Three dollars expended bring in an average return of over $7 

per year for six years, or $43.85 in all. This makes a clear ad- 

dition of $43.85 to the income of each daughter or a net profit 

of $40.85—and of $1,470 for 36 daughters in the three years. 

Here is nearly 1,000 per cent profit on the investment. The © . 

criginal cost of the good sire looks very small beside the $1,470. | 

It really pays, as nothing else on the farm pays, to put $150 into 

" the right kind of a dairy sire that will return practically ten 

times $150 within three years. 

An examination of details will show these estimates to be con- 

servative. There is plenty of margin left for failures and unfav- 

orable conditions. One thousand pounds of milk per year 1s a , 

conservative estimate of the improvement of the daughter’s pro- 

duction to eredit to a good sire, but the details of figuring it 

may be varicd to suit conditions in different herds and different 

localities. One hundred fifty dollars igs certainly a liberal al- 

lowance for the purchase of a pure-bred sire, and results here 

named are based upon having a first class animal at the head of 

a herd. <A herd of only 35 or 40 cows is taken for illustration, 

- while a vigorous sire properly fed and exercised is sufficient for 

a herd of 45 or 50 cows provided he is not allowed to run with 

them. There is another distinct improvement of the good sire’s 

daughter besides her milk production; it is the improvement of | 

her blood or breeding, as the result of which her daughters will 

be better milk producers. This blood improvement of all the 

daughters accumulated through a series of years means a re- 

markeble increase in the efficiency of the herd. 

COMMON EXPERIENCE. 

Tt is the common experience of all datrymen who have used 

a really good improved dairy sire that the investment has 

made them royal returns. The $150 cost price looks “too big” 

only to the narrow vision that cannot see the natural improve-
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inent of the herd certain to follow. Many a dairyman might 
have reason to say that he cannot afford to pay a big price for . 

a fine cow, but the same argument docs not apply to the purchase 
| of an improved bull, beeause the sire’s influence spreads so much 

farther and faster than that of the cow. 

It the heifer calves are to be raised for dairy cows, there is - 
absolutely no business or reason on earth for keeping a serub | 

bull. The dairymen who think there is, pay a heavy price an- , 

| nually for maintaining that tradition. The serub bull is the 
nest expensive and extravagant piece of cattle flesh on any farm. | 
Ife does not stop at being merely worthless but will lose the a 

| farmer the price of two or three good bulls every year he is kept. | 

The dairyman could not afford to keep a scrub bull if the animal 

were given to him, if he were paid for boarding the beast and 
eiven a premium of $100 per year for using him. The prescnee 
of the serub sire in so many Illinois herds—many times without 

| a single qualification except that he is a male—is an offense and 

disgrace to the dairy business and a plain advertisement of the 

dairyman’s thoughtless bid for failure. 

FACTS FROM ACTUAL RECORDS. | | 

Tn the herds tested by this Station in one portion of the state, 

the average annual production per cow where grading has been 

practiced is 268 pounds of butter fat, and in the herds where 

evading has not been practiced, the average annual production | 

7 was only 178 pounds, making a differenee in favor of grading 

of 85 pounds butter fat per cow, which is worth at 25 conts per 

pound, $20.25. This improvement by actual test in the dairy 

herds of ‘the state, is over twice that attributed to the good sire 

in the estimates above. For further facets on the benefit of a 
pure-bred sire, look at the illustrations. :
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Starting with common red cows, the above herd is the outeome ; 
of 14 years’ continuous use of pure-bred Holstein-Friesian sires, 
The result is that every animal in the herd looks like a pure- 
bred, and the herd tested by this Station last year averaged 
6,850 pounds milk which is largo considering that a goodly 
number were heifers. 

The owner has paid only $212 for pure-bred sires during this 
time, and has sold $2,300 worth of fine cows to other dairymen. 
Hine as this record is, the owner would have done far better 
still had he paid more attention to getting sires with better in- 
dividuality, and whose female ancestors for several generations 
had been large producers, and when possible, selected tried sires 
that had “proved their worth by daughters that were large pro- i 
dueers. 

I close as T began. The actual relation of the efficiency of the 
mdividual cow to the real profits derived from dairy farming 
as little realized by the people depending upon this occupation 
for a living. The profits on the average dairy farm today can 
easily be doubled. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Goodrich: Speaking of discarding unprofitable cows, I 
was one time urging a man to discard his poor cows so as to 

4—D. :
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. make a profit on the rest and he says, “I wouldn’t do that. Tf T 
did, what would I do for cows?” Te had to have cows. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Another man said to me when I was talk- 
ing to him the same way, “What will I have to cat up my feed ?” 

Mr, Goodrich: TI figured out in my herd it was worth $12.50 
| to feed and milk a cow for a year, just for the labor. 

Prof. Fraser: It is taken for granted that the calf and the 
| skim milk will pay for the labor and the interest on the invest- 

ment and the depreciation on the cow. Any cow that is worth 
keeping at all ought to give at least 220 pounds of butter fat. 

Secy. Burchard: In your figures you have only given the 
increase in the value of milk production. You have said noth- 
ing about the extra value of this heifer in producing other cows 
so that there shall be several scries of gradings up. There is 
another thing you have left out, the extra value of this heifer, 
if you want to sell her. Ifa man wants to dispose of his cow, 
how much more would he get for the product of the pure bred 
sire over the product of the serub sire? | 

Prof. Fraser: Te would certainly get more. | | 
A Member: You have shown us this picture of these calves 

that sold for $50 apices. What would good stocker steers be 
worth at eighteen months? | 

Prof. Fraser: J don’t know, I am not very well posted. Cer- 
tainly not as much as $50, and you must keep a cow a year in 
order to raise them. 

" Secy. Burchard: At our convention at Waukesha two years 
ago Ex-Gov. Hoard had that question under consideration, the 
relative value of raising grade heifers for the market and for 

_ their sale value, as compared with raising steers for their sale 
value. With us these grade heifers are worth at eighteen months 
old $50 apiece. I guess every one will agree that beef steers 

_ not finished for the market but costing the same to raise, and in 
_ the same condition as the heifers, would not be worth as much. 

| A Member: They would be worth about $25. 
Secy. Burchard: Now a question that is often put to us, 

especially by our dual purpose friends, is to this effect, half the 
calves of these cows will be steers, and we want to raise the 
steers to get money out of them. Why don’t these people think
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a little bit and raise the heifer calves and sell them for twice 
| as much money at eighteen months old? 

_ Prof. Fraser: These calves were not sold for that. The 
man was offered that and refused it. He said he had been buy- 
ing cows and he didn’t know where he could replace those 
heifers for that amount of money. | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: In your travels around through the dairy 
districts, Elgin, for instance, you have spoken of, what is the 

| number of men who are grading up their cows? 
Prof. Fraser: The number is greater, Governor, of those 

who are not grading up their cows. 

_Ex-Gov. Hoard: What percentage of these farmers in II- 

linois who are keeping cows for profit, keep a pure bred 

sire, In your experience? 

Prof. Fraser: I don’t know, I wouldn’t want to answer that 

without giving it some more thought than I have, it is exceed- 

ingly few; I would say not over one-fifth, — 

-Ex-Gov. Hoard: And that is in the old dairy districts, 

- among farmers who are supposed to possess at least a thimbleful 

of brains. 

Prof, Fraser: Yes, at least that much. | 

| E:x-Gov. Hoard: Oh, they are a hard lot. 

The Chairman: Isn’t it a fact that dairymen around in the : 
Elgin district are not breeding to any great extent ? | 

Prof. Fraser: It has been true around Elgin, but out in the 

Marengo district it has not been true so much. Around Marengo 

they are raising calves every year on pretty nearly very farm. 
| I know of only one case where the man has used a pure bred sire 

on common red cows for fourteen years. He has a herd that you 

can hardly distinguish from pure breds in color. He has paid 

: in that fourteen years $212 for his sires and he hasn’t done as 

well as he could. He has not paid any attention to the selection 

of the dam of the bull. He has sold $2300 worth of cows to his 

brother dairymen and has a herd of 57 head left and they are | 

pretty good looking cattle. I have a picture here of a place where 

a man who started in twenty years before this picture was taken 

and he said that at that time he would have been glad to have 
stepped out of the farm, which he owned, with his clothes on his .
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back and his debts all paid. He went to town determined to get 

| rid of it and he talked to the lawyer and he advised him against 

that course and in twenty years from that time that man was 

worth $66,000 and there was not much of that due to the in- 

crease of the value of his real estate either. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: I want to give a little bit of personal ex- 

- perience in regard to the value of the sire. oo : 
I have in my herd to-day a sire six years old. I have any _ 

number of old German farmer neighbors, good men, too, who 

come into my barn and talk to me about how they can’t afford to 

buy a good bull. Now, Fritz and Chris and Hans and Carl all | 

pretty nearly agree, and they say to me, “You throw your money 

away.” But I bought this calf and I paid a long price for it. 

One old German said, “You tink I put all that money in one 

— ealf’s hide? Not much, no, it vas humbug. J know not a man | 

all my life who is so easy for humbug as a Yankee.” I said, 

“You wait, I will show you whether it is humbug or not.” I 

bought him because T knew he had splendid blood in him and he | 

was a good individual. Now, up to to-day, I have sold and am 

keeping at a moderate valuation over $6,000 worth of stock | 

from that bull. Now, eut it right in two and give the mothers 

credit for half, and he stands with $3,000 to his credit for the | 

price I paid for him. But then Chris says, “Oh, well, you may 

do that, but I couldn’t do it. You got some reputations. I got 

none, I be only farmer back here in the country.” Old John 

Zeigler actually said that to me, but I answered, “I didn’t get | 

it, John, by saying ‘I eouldn’t do it.’ » “No, that is so.” Now, 

as I said, give the cows one-half credit and there will stand _ 

$3000 to the credit of that bull and I am offering him for sale 

today, as I think I must dispose of him, and I will get a good | 

fair price for him; I will get pretty nearly half what I paid; _ 

there are plenty of men who stand ready to take him. Now, | 

Prof. Fraser has just touched on the shore of this question. 

Another little thought. I sold to a man by the name of Miner 

ten little Guernsey grade heifers and ten thoroughbred heifers; 

the twenty were raised together in one bunch and fed just alike 

| and I got $250 for the grades and $1,500 for the pure breds 

and they were all seven months old. I could sell a thousand
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such grade calves today for $25 apiece if I could find them, at 
six and seven months old. I will guarantee to find a market for 
a hundred times the number and. they can’t be had, and why ? 
Because the man back on the farm don’t see it.. He don’t sce 

_ the value of good blood, he don’t see the market. A farmer 

came into my office one day and he was lamenting that for the 

Guernsey bull that he paid $80 for as a calf he could get today | 
for him only $40, down at the stock yards. I said, “‘Tleaven 

bless your soul, what are you taking a pure bred animal down to 
| the stock yards for? You wouldn’t think of taking goose feathers 

_ toa pig iron market, would you?” “There’s no goose feathers 

about this business,” he says. “Well,” I says, “what are you 

taking him there for?’ “Well, that is all the farmers around 

are giving.” “But they are not the market.” ‘Where the devil 

is the market?’ “Why,” I says, “it is in the men who want this 

stock and they are scattered all over the country. Stick a little 

| advertisement in the Dairyman, just say that you have this bull, 

| his age, and give reference as to who you are.” Now, there is 

a little bit of commercial wisdom and a little wit in this thing. 

I said, “Say in your ad that the first man that sends you $70 

for that bull can have him.” Tom stopped and he says, “What 

| will it cost?’ “It will cost you $5.00.” “Danged if Pll pay 

it.” “No, I know you won’t, Tom, you belong to that class of 

| men that wouldn’t give 50 cents for a dollar bill; I know plenty 

of them.” “You try me, and sce whether I would or not.” But 

there he stood, you know, holding $5.00 so close to his eyes he | 

| couldn’t see the $70 behind it. Well, I coaxed him; it was like 
teaching a baby to walk, but I finally got him to do it. In about 

a week he came in and he says, “Well, my gorry, where does 

your danged old paper go to?” “What now, Tom?’ “Well, I 

| can’t be answering all the letters that come to me. There’s as 

a much as a hundred men writing to me. I didn’t suppose there 

was that many men in the world that wanted a Guernsey bull.” . 

| “Why don’t you think a little bit? Can’t you go down to the 

post. office and buy a hundred post cards and pay a dollar for 

them and sit down and answer these people? You don’t know 

_ where your customer is. Answer them, answer them, have some 

* common sense.” Away he goes and in about a week he comes in,
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“Well, well, well, for the love of the Lord, what will I do now? 
A man out west says for me to take my bull down to Whitewater, 

and here is your money! I wouldn’t think any man would be 
sending me money like that.” ‘Well, now, that’s all right, Tom, 
do you see.” The next week he came in, and in a worse flutter | 
than ever. “What is the matter now? ‘Well, for the love of 
God,” he says, “do you mind. Here are four drafts, $280, and 
I haven’t a horn or a hoof for it. I have got to send that money 
back, and it just breaks my heart.” “Yes, Tom, no living man 
on earth can afford to be dishonest. You send the money back, 
but now will you learn your lesson, which is this, that there are 

| men all over the country looking for that kind of good stock — 
wherever they can find it, and if they had any kind of chance 
to exercise the common confidence there is in human nature they 
would be glad.” Why, don’t you know, my good neighbors and 
friends, the greatest luxury in the world is to be able to trust 
men, the greatest luxury on earth is to be able to trust your 
fellows. J am glad Professor Fraser has brought out this idea 
to us at this time, and I only wish we had more of Green county 
here and its farmers. We have Germans over in Jefferson county 
too. ‘This thing has been pounded and pounded and threshed 
and talked into thoss men and more thoroughbred bulls are kept 
in Jefferson county today in proportion to the number of farm- _ 
ers, I believe, than any county in the west and the money pours 
in for stock until those men hardly realize what they are making; 

and yet we have men right there with those things going on 
| right before their eyes who had rather keep a scrub bull today 

than to keep a thoroughbred sire, and you cannot teach them. 

The country has no hope of these men except a funeral. Many 

| times boys have come to me with tears in their eyes and have | 
said, ‘Father won’t let us do a thing. Father won’t let us go to 

the Short Course. Father won’t let us have a book. Father 

won’t let us read.’” I tell you what, it stirs my old heart | 
when I hear those boys talk. , 

The Chairman: They will be the fathers of the next genera- 
tion. | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: That is the only hope the country has.
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- Thank God, that is true. Those men are so completely settled 

down in the muck and mire that they can’t see over the rut. 

| But, I tell you, good people of Green county and all of Wis- 

cons:n, we can take heart; all the indications show that. Up : 
in Barron county they have three associations among the farm- 

' ers, they have a Holstein Association, a Jersey Association and 

| a Guernsey Association. Why, those farmers up in Barron 

| county are a thousand times as enterprising, alive and keen to- 

day to what they are about, as the farmers in the southern part 

of the state; they have not got rutted down, and you wiill sce 

the whole country going up into Barron county in a few years 

| after good cattle. 

JUDGING THE DAIRY COW, 

Eix-Gov. W. D. Hoarp, Fort Atkinson. : 

Mr. President and Ladies and Gentlemen: What I say to 

you today will be in an extempore manner. 

It is a number of years since I began lecturing on this topie, 

but it is only yesterday or mcre properly today since [I quit 

thinking about it. J have given this talk in one form or another 

in almost every state in this Union and in all the provinces of 

Canada, from Manitoba to Nova Scotia; in one case for in- 

stance, talking on dairy temperament in cattle, in another talk- 

ing upon the dairy outlines of cattle and so on. 

Now, I want to start in by saying that there are two great 

ruling temperaments in cattle; one is a flesh-making temper- 

ament, and the other is the milk-making temperament; that 

: all cattle, even those of the flesh-making temperament, have the 

power to give milk to a certain extent. They must do this for 

| the sustenance of their young and after these two temperaments 

travel along the road up to a certain point, they begin to diverge. 

Now, you start at the pinnacle of a pyramid and the widening 

| of the two lines is very slight at the starting point, but when 

you get to the base of the pyramid they aro far apart. So,
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with cattle of the flesh-forming temperament, their inheritance 
is along the line of making flesh. If cattle have the dairy 
temperament, the milk-making temperament, their inheritance | 
is along the line of making milk. | | 

The point with the dairy farmer is this: Can T afford to a 
spond my time, use my labor, preparing fced and taking care , 

| of cows, taking their product to the factory and all the expense 
that comes to the farmer, can I afford to do that with anything 
but a deeidedly milk-making eow ? | 

You heard today what Prof, Fraser told you how down in 
: Illinois there are a great lot of farmers who are keeping cows 

and kceping them at scarcely any profit. If you could go back | 
and look into the mind of the farmer that owns those cows, you 7 

— would see they are hazy, they are in an indistinet state of mind. 
You would find that man, just a3 likely as not, saying to h'm- 
self, “the kind of cow I want is a cow that will make steers,” 
Whils all the time he is subjecting himself to a dairyinan’s ex- 
pense. | rely 

What is that expense? It is the feed of the cow, the stabling 
of the cow, the care of the cow, the milk'ng of the cow, taking 
her milk to the factory, and all of that amounts to a large sun. 
Now, then, I believe, and I think my belief has been borne out, | 
that we need to divide right here and that men who keep cows 
need to have a clear, sharp judgment as to the character of the 
cow. Now, comes the question: I can’t go out and buy cows 
and test them all, but I must have a sharp j udgment.and I must 
have some knowledge in me, some way of judging a cow. 

I have been trying to tutor myself to that end for over fifty 
years. I started with a father who was a good judge of a cow. 
I had to leave the little district school when I was sixteen years | 
old and go to work on a farm by the month, and it was fortunate : 
for ine that I was taken by a man by the name of Simonds, who | 

| owned fifty cows, and was the best dairyman I ever saw in those 
days. He said to me, “Come and work for ma and I willtcach 
you to make butter and cheese, and I will try to show you what 
there is to be known about the cow.” And he knew more about 
a cow than any man I had ever seen. I worked for him until
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I was twenty-one years of age, when I left and came to Wiscon- 

sin, fifty years ago. 

Now, way back there that man Simonds had clearly in his 
mind the dairy development in cows, and he tutored me and the | 
last two years that I worked for him I carried on his farm, | 
handled h's herd, made his butter and cheese. So you see when | 
I approach you J do not come to you and have not come to any | 

| set of men, a mere newspaper talker. I have tried to study this | 
thing out, and on my farin to-day I am working out this prob- | 
lem, just as every man can work it out. 

| What is this question of temperament in cattle? It is hard | 

| to define. About 1886, when I tried to put this thing into 
shape I could get no word that would satisfy me, and I used that 

word “temperament.” As I studied the biology and the physi- 

| _ ology of cows, I found that one cow had a specific heredity for 

cne thing and another cow another. Where does it come from ? 

I dowt know. Nobody knows, but all through history, heredity 

has been a powerful thing. | | 

Now, then, we have been preaching the wisdom of selecting 

thoreughbred stock for breeding purposes, and why? Because 

it has been kept true to one purpose fer hundreds of years. Go 

to-day to the Island of Guernsey and Jersey, and you will find 

_ that they have not allowed cther cattle to come upon those 

islands for a hundred years, and go they have kept that breed 

— pure. Go into Holland and you will find that those old Ifol- 

landers have been careful to keep their blood pure. | 

What does this temperament, which is the bottom thing in 

the cow, way down in the foundation, what docs it do? It 

creates function. What is function? The power to do in a 

certain direction. For instance, the beef cow has the function 

of making flesh. _ She gives it to her calf; she is bred to a sire 

that has the same function and so the beef-making function and 

the beef-making temperament is established, goes on and on 

down. - | 7 
Another cow has the function of making milk. Tempera- 

ment has decided that. | 
| Now then, what will function do? It creates form. To make
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that thing clear to you, let me stand up two machines here, a 
sewing machine and a mowing machine. — | 

A. writer in the Breeder’s Gazette the other day, Mr. Miller 
of Ohio, ridiculed the idea of the dairy form. I thought to my- 
self when I read his article, how little that man knew what he 
was talking about. | | 

We have a mowing machine and a sewing machine. What is 
the function of the sewing machine? Sewing cloth. What is 
the function of the mowing machine? To mow grass. Are 
they the same form? Could you take your sewing machine out | 
in the field and mow grass with it, or could you take your mow- 
ing machine into the house and sew cloth with it? No. Fune- 
tion decides form in every piece of machinery on earth; there- 
fore whatever the thing is made to do it has a corresponding 
shape in the majority of instances; every machine has a form 
and a shape in accordance with the function that it is called on 

to perform, and so you see function creates form. | 
Now then, you come to the last step in the matter, you and I 

stand here in the field, or in the barnyard, and look at this cow 

and try to decide from her form what her character and function 

are. I will try to show you to-day some of the things that dis- 

tinguish a dairy cow in her form and according to her function. 

On this chart is the Holstein cow Tritom‘a; defective some- | 

what in outline. This slope of the rump is caused by the extra 

height of the backbone at the pelvie arch, giving a slope to the 

tail head, but she was a great cow. I first saw her at the Minne- 

sota State Fair when I was a judge of Holsteins. They got in- 

to a fight among themselves, the Holstein breeders, and they 

| asked me to come and judge their cattle, and they had 347 Hol- 

steins, and I did the judging, and they had forty-eight aged 

cows in this class. This cow and a number of other Holstein 

cows, and Jerseys, all of them, were going through a three-days’ 

test. When I came to look this cow over, I was struck with her 

at once, and the more I studied her, the more I was impressed 

with her power, and finally I gave her the blue ribbon. At once 

a great howl rose up from those Holstein men; they said I did 

not know the first principles of a Holstein cow. There was a 

cow owned. by the same man, Mr. Ames, named “Mink,” and |
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she was a beautiful cow, and those men:said, “Why, that cow is 
worth a dozen of the other,” and they stormed at me tremen- 

dously. I held my temper, kept still until I got them quiet, | 
and then I said, “Gentlemen, I am going to do a dangerous 

thing. This cow, along with a lot of other cows, is in the test, 

| and it is within a day and a half of being declared and I will 

risk every bit of reputation I have got on earth that this cow 

will justify my judgment when she comes out of the test. Now, 
shut your mouths and wait and see what this cow will do, and 
if she does not justify me, I will never open my head again 

: on the cow question.” So they said they would wait. When 

this cow caine out of that test, she had beaten the whole of them, 

Jerseys and Holsteins and everything else, the whole bunch. 

Then these Holstein breeders came around me, and asked me 

to tell what I saw in the cow. | 

_ Now, there was the trouble; all the Holstein men looking at 

cows from the Holstein standpoint, and not from the cow stand- 

point. All the Jersey men looked at their cows from the Jer- 

sey standpoint and not from the cow standpoint, and there is | 

the difficulty in this whole cow question; men are not looking at 

these cows from the mother standpoint. 

Let us study this cow for a few minutes. You see over the 

whole cow a strong feminine look, don’t you? You don’t see 

anything of a steer character in this cow, nothing masculine, she | 

is feminine; you see it in a minute, and that is at the bottom of 

things. Nature constructed her for her work as a mother. 

Let us look first at the head, and let me tell you, gentlemen, 

that here is a tremendous great battery at work here, carrying 

clear through the whole machinery of this cow down to this ud- 

der, the nerve supply, the force that will enable her to do her 

work. Here is a cow long from the poll to the eye; a great full | 

eye, sticking right out of her head. What does that indicate? It | 

‘indicates abundance of nerve supply. What has nerve supply to 

do with it? The brain must support the spinal marrow, the 

channel through which all the nerve energy must flow through 

the body. The cow must have a large brain; the dairy cow needs 
more brain, a great deal, than the beef cow, because she has to 
supply an enormous amount of nerve force to this great organ
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here, the udder. What is it and how is it conducted through 
her ? | | ee 7 . 

Now, see, a man judging this cow, looking at. this question of 
the brain and the back always, he should study closely the struc- 
ture of the cow’s back for these processes set like my knuckles, | 
and each one of these knuckles indicates somewhat the character. 
of the backbone, and in studying the character of the. 

| backbone in the dairy cow, we see that it needs to be rugged, 
strong, large and full, and it. indicates, somewhat, as much as 
you can indicate from the external, the power of the spinal mar- 
row in this particular. The cow needs to give you evidence right _ 
here of a large, active brain. | 

Another thing, the cow should have a great nostril, a wide 
nostril. Why? Because the cow vitalizes the blood from the | 

| air; sho must have great breathing apparatus, she must take in 
lots of air, and nine farmers out of ten to-day, being sinners be- 

| fore God and the cow, don’t know that this question of air is of | 
wonderful importance to the cow; she must have lots of pure 
air, beeause she must secrete the milk from her blood and she: | 
must vitalize her blood from the air she breathes, and if she 
can’t have plenty of oxygen, if she is shut up in a badly venti- 
lated, filthy stable, she cannot give that blood the vitalizing 
power that is necessary. a 

An old German said when I built my barn and put in the 
King system of ventilation, “How much did that cost you, 
Hoard?’ “Tt cost me $850 extra.” “Oh, mine Gott in Him- 
mel, you can’t afford $350 for air ; you have it all around you.” 
“But I haven’t it here. I must keep the cows warm and if I 

Oo shut up the cows tight to keep them warm, you know yourself 
that the air must be pure or else something is wrong.” I went 
on to show him, I asked him, “What does the cow live on?” 
“She live on what she eat and what she drink.” “And one thing 
more, what she breathes. If you take away her breath, she will 
dic quicker than if you take away her feed or her drink, won’t 
she?’ “Yes,” he says. “Well, the cow must have pure air, | 
pure feed and pure water.” | 

I wish I could show you how this circulation of blood goes to 

the udder. You would see a great big artery run-
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ning inside from the heart and branching down from | 

_ other arteries and veins on down to this udder. The milk 

is secreted from the blood and it takes an enormous amount of 

blood, and if you want to know something about it, look at 

_ these great veins here upon the belly. We call them milk veins, 

but they are not; they are the veins that take the blood back to a 
the heart. Do you know of any such veins on a steer? No. Do 

you know of any such great big veins on a beef cow? No. Then 

why has Nature made those great veins? Because she sends 

an enormous amount of blood here to the udder and it must be 

sent back to the heart, and then to the lungs. How does it look 

when it comes from the udder to the heart? Dark in its color, 
it has taken up all the vile things in the body. How —_ 
look when it comes out of the lungs and goes on again to the ud- 

der? Bright red. Now, what has happened ? Oxygen has been im- | 

parted to it, it has been vitalized, been strengthened by the 

lungs. The lungs throw out this vile product that we call carbon : 

dioxide and throw out other humors. Now, what becomes of 

them? What do they do? They vitiate the air. And what 

do we do? We shut the cow up, tight in the barn and refuse 

to give her any pure air, and then we stick our thumbs in our 

vests and say, “Behold, oh Lord, what smart men Thou hast 

made.” | | | 

Go through the dairy districts of Wisconsin today and see 

how the farmers are shutting up their barns and not giving their 

cows pure air, and tuberculosis is going over the country and : 

we are killing our cows and doing nothing to prevent it and 

calling ourselves intelligent men. : 
So I come back to the proposition that the cow must have a 

great big, wide nostril, because she must use up lots of air. : 

Look at the race horse. The old adage is that a race horse 

must have a nostril that you. can put your fist into. And why? 

| Because nature calls on that race horse to use an enormous 

amount of air and if the horse has to use a great deal of air, 

Nature provides him with a big nostril, and-it is so with a | 

| good cow. If she has a small nostril, she is shut down in sup- 

ply and just in that proportion is the cow injured. 

She must have a strong, wide muzzle. That indicates that she
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has large digestive organs. She must have a good, clean head, 
with a strong jaw. I do sometimes see good cows with a heavy 
neck, but a man is going to get left in this world if he takes 
exceptions for his rule; you must take what in the majority of 
cases is true, as your rule, and in the maj ority of cases a good 
cow shows a feminine neck. 

The cow needs to be lean in the make-up of the shoulder and 
| the brisket, a dairy cow should not be wide between the legs. 

I hear men talking about cows showing large lung and heart 
room by being wide between the legs, that is not true. I have 
followed hundreds of dairy cows to the butcher’s block and~ 
weighed the heart and the lungs, and I did not know till I tried 

it, but it is true that a good dairy cow’s heart and lungs will 
weigh more than the biggest beef cow’s you ever saw, and why ? 
Because Nature makes her use blood and lungs both more than | 
the beef cow does. | | 

Now then, a dairy cow needs a lean shoulder; I like to see 
cows with a pretty middling sharp shoulder, but I have seen fine 
cows that had not a sharp shoulder. So in all these things, the 
great broad proposition must be taken. | 

Then I want to see a cow with the ribs wide and spaced wide 
between. All these things indicate that a cow is of the milk 
temperament and not the beef temperament. If we had a 
picture of a beef cow here, I could show you that the beef cow’s 
ribs spring out like this (indicating) so that Nature can lay a 
large loin, a fine lot of meat right next to the backbone, a big, 
heavy, fleshy loin. 

Now, how is it with the dairy cow? Her ribs spring more | 
like that (indicating) and the ribs are wider, the cow is built 
more open and relaxed. 

Now, you come back here toward this great business end of 
the cow. When you come back here to the pelvic arch, right 
there, gentlemen, are the great processes of motherhood. Here 
lies the womb, where life is generated, and here the udder and 
tying this womb and this udder together is a great network of 
nerves called the sympathetic plexus, a wonderful set of nerves, 
and these two organs are connected indissolubly together. Dis- 
turb one and you disturb the other. They go to the spinal mar-
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row, and connect with this great battery of the brain, and here 
comes the nerve supply down into the womb and into the udder. 
It is a wonderful piece of machinery. 

I want the udder well constructed, I want this cow with wide 
hips; I want to see her with this in-eurved thigh, cut out in 
here. Why, if she was a beef mother, she would be of thick | 
blocky shape. I want to see the cow thin in her ham inside 
so there is a lot of room for this great milk-making udder. 

Then I want this backbone rising high and strong and so con- 

tinued clear to the tail head. 

| Another thing I prefer is a well formed tail, for the tail is 

a continuation of the backbone and is strong just as the back- 

bone is strong, and consists of a series of joints in the same way 

and so the bony portion of the tail is an important feature. 

We are going to have at the College of Agriculture at Mad- 

ison some day a great. department for the study of the domestic 

animals on the line of structure, as relating to function, and we 

are about commencing to see if we cannot establish it. I be- 
lieve that, when you dissect this cow—and I would like to have 

obtained her skeleton,I_ believe that you would have found 

that the spinal marrow that went through those processes of the 

backbone was unusually large in that cow, and I believe you 

will: find that in every great. cow in the world, that the hole 

through which passes the spinal marrow is large, indicating a 

| great spinal marrow, a great channel. 

When you come to the constitution of the cow, a lot of men 

tell me to see what her heart room is, her lung room. That does 

_ not indicate it; if it did, the great big width between the legs | 

of the beefy cow would mean more than the little Jersey cow 

shows. I wish you would go to the block and find out what 

_ these cows show. If you take a big, beef cow, weighing 1,600 — 

pounds, you will think, of course, you have got larger lungs and 

larger heart than you will find in a little dairy cow weighing 

nine hundred pounds, but the dairy cow has the largest lungs 

| and the largest heart, for she has to use her blood and her 

breath a great deal more than the big beef cow. 

Where should you look for constitution in the structure? In 

the abdomen. Constitution is the power to endure under the
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funetion that the animal has. Take the race horse; his func- 

tion is to run a mile or two miles on the race course. Is that 

: raco horse wide between the legs, is he wide-chested? No, and 

| yet he uses more lung power and more heart power in running a - | 

mile than a draft horse would use in a week. Therefore some 

| of these things that have been said to us are misleading. 

What is the function of the greyhound? Speed. What is 

the function of the bulldog? Is it speed? No, and he isn’t 

built that way, is he? No. Whatever the function is, you have | 

a certain build. Now then, that won’t tell you all the story, 

and no man can by the words of his mouth tell it to you; 

you have to have a judgment that words do not indicate. | 

There is a way of judging constitution, and I will tell you 

) how I first learned it. I was a soldier, and I was ordered 
to go with an English surgeon to examine men for the draft. 

IIc found out that I had read medicine for a couple of years and 

| he had me detailed to go along with him. I found out that he 

had a peculiar judgment of men in examin’ng them. Themen | 

| were stripped. I remember one splendid, six-foot chap, fine 

shouldered, loin, and limbs, and he rejected him. I asked him 

why, and he said, ““No constituiton.” “Why he looks to me as 

though he had the best constitution in the world.” “Yes, you | 

| judge him by his build. You think strength of build is con- 

stitution. It is not. Constitution is something else. You 

and I have seen horses that could kill other horses. Very hkely, | 

if vou look at them you can’t see what it is.” But the doctor 

said to me, “You will notice that among soldiers, some ofi very 

slight build will tire the big, strong men in the march. Now, I 

will show you where the seeret is.” And he brought me around 

and said, “Look at that abdomen.””? The moment I looked at 

the man’s abdomen I saw something was wrong, though I : 

couldn’t tell what. He asked the man, “Don’t you tire very 

quickly ?’ and the man said, “Yes, I can’t work much. Some of | 

my neighbors call me lazy.” That was because he was a husky, 

strong looking fellow, but he had to be exceedingly careful, the 

doctor told him, because he had no vitality. The doctor ex- 

plained the thing this way: “Constitution means vitality, ability 

to resist discase, to stand up and do your work, and that 1s some-
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thing that is given by the mother and the mother supports the 

foetus through the umbilical cord. Any physician that has ever 

taken note will have seen that when a babe is born with an um- 

bilical cord that is thin and weak and spindling it is almost 

impossible to raise that child. On the contrary, if the umbili- 

cal cord is strong and thick, there has been a full strong channel 

between the mother and the fcetus, the child comes into the 

world husky and strong, ready for all the world has to give it. 

So he said the structure of the abdomen was an indication of 

what the umbilical cord was, and when you examine a cow or a 

horse or anything else, if you are looking for constitution, put 

your hand down under like that, and with the end of your finger | 

press up against the abdomen all around the navel and clear out 

from the navel and note whether the abdominal walls are 

strong, thick, heavy, and it. is almost impossible to make any in- 

| dentation into them. If you find that that is done easily, the 

walls are thin, look out for that man or that animal. 

I used to be a breeder of foxhounds. A man brought me a 

pair of foxhounds, brother and sister, and asked me what I 
thought of them. I said, “I think the dog has a very keen 

nose but I don’t think he will run an hour on the track, but I 

think the bitch will run all day and you can’t pull her off at 

night.” He laughed, and asked me how I judged, and I said, " 

“By their abdomens. This dog’s abdomen is thin, weak, like 

paper, while the bitch has an abdomen that is heavy, full; 
_ strong, muscular walls.” | 

| - Now, this is my guide in judging constitution. I look at the 

structure of the abdomen and then I know that that is not an | 

indication of capacity, but an indication of endurance. The 

cow that is giving forty pounds of milk a day is drawing on her 

constitution more than a horse that is plowing all day, and yet 

many men forget that the work of motherhood is severely ex- 

haustive and that they ought to know something about mother- 

hood, and if they do not they are unfit to have wives or cows. 

T do not class the two together, except in the one great generic 

proposition that both are mothers and both are drawn upon se- 

verely for the functions of motherhood, and I say that men in 

judging cows ought to study them from the standpoint of tem- 
5-—D.
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perament and then function, and finally form, and when you 

| undertake to find what temperament, and function are, go back 

from form to function and from function to temperament. 

There are some things I cannot tell you that I know; I can- 

not put them into words. Let me illustrate to you. My hand, _ 

as I feel of a cow, conveys to me a wonderful sight. Let me 

icll you how I proved it in one case: Professor Haecker, of the 

Minnesota Experiment Station, had been carrying on an exper- | 

iment with fourteen cows for a year, with a wide ration and a 

narrow one, cne ration 5 to 1, another up as high as 8 or 9 to 

1. He wanted to see whether the wide or narrow ration was 7 

the best thing, and so he worked on these cows for a year. He 

then asked our Professor Henry to come up and. look them 

over and also asked me to come up. He asked me to tell from 

my judgment which of those cows had the wide ration and 

which had the narrow. JI said to him, “Why, Professor, I 

can’t judge this; I have nothing to go by, I don’t know how I 

can do it.” He says, “There ought to be some difference in 

their appearance and in their condition and you ought to be 

able to tell.” ‘Why, how can I tell?’ “Well, go out and see, 

see how close you can get to it.” Then I bethought me of my 

old trick of fecling of the hide; it used to tell me so much 

toward whether the cow was just the right temperament or not. 

So I went over the two lots. They brought out one of each 

. kind, and I saw there was a decided difference in the feel, but | 

I couldn’t tell which way the thing pointed. Finally I made 

a stab at it, and said, “Well, I think that one is the one fed 

on the wide ration, and the other on the narrow.” He said, 

“You are wrong, it is just the other way.” “All right,” IT 

| said,. “now, bring on your cattle.” He brought on the cattle 

and from that time I didn’t make a miss; I told him which one 

had the wide ration and which one had the narrow, by the 

feel. He was thoroughly puzzled, said he couldn’t understand =~ 

it, and there were others present, and they said to me, “Tell us 

how you get at it, describe that ‘feel’.”” Why bless your heart : 

and body, whoever heard of a man describing a “feel”? Who 

ever heard of a man describing a “smell” ¢ Whoever heard of
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a man putting taste into words, except to say that it tastes sour, 
sweet, or bitter ? | | | , 

_ We need to go into our stables and study these cows, and 
study them from the standpoint of all that we can find out about 

them, and if a man studies he begins to find that the “feel” of 

his cattle will bring light to his mind, but he can’t put it in 

words. , 

Now, gentlemen, I have given you a hasty little talk about 
some of the foundations of judgment in cattle. J want to say 

| to you that if you go into the development of the cow toward 
making her a specific dairy cow, she takes on more and more the 

dairy shape; if you go on developing the cow into more of a beef — | 

temperament, she takes on more and more the beef shape, and so 

this form is an indication whether this cow belongs in the ecate- 

gory and class of dairy cattie or not. | 

She may have a perfect frame and be an imperfect animal. 

_ I have a cow in my herd to-day, the daughter of the poorest 

_ Guernsey cow I ever owned, and that cow is one of the finest in 

my herd. Sarah of Jefferson was a well bred cow, but for 

some reason or other she couldn’t-make over 225 pounds of : 

butter, no matter what I did.. I bred her to a sire by the name 

of Espanore II., and it brought me this beautiful heifer Bern- 

hardt. I was advised not to keep her, but I said, “She has great 

power.” When she came to her two-year-old form, she gave mc 

not quite 800 pounds, and then she gave me over 400 pounds of 

butter fat the next year. Now, from whence did she get her | 

power? She got it from her father largely, because sons take | 

from their mothers and daughters from their fathers; that is an 

old principle in breeding. | 

And there are many farmers who lose cut on the proposition 

that the mother will convey her good qualities to the coming 

~ daughter. | . 

Gentlemen, I might talk all night and you wouldn’t be any : 

wiser nor I either, so I better stop. |
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DISCUSSION. : 

Mr. Everett: Can’t you make it a little more clear as to 

why a cow cannot be highly profitable in both directions? Ex- 

plain a little, why the two functions are at war and they cannot 

both predominate in one cow. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Sure. There is a great fallacy existing 

among our farmers, and a certain class of breeders that are 

very anxious to have it exist. We have a class of men today 

that are breeding beef cattle and are telling you that they belong 

to the milk strain. Do you think a man would bring you a draft 

horse and tell you he belonged to the speed ‘strain, and if he 

did, what it would it be worth to you? I don’t think you would 

buy him to make a race horse out of him. Suppose a man 

brought you a bulldog and told you that he belonged to the | 

greyhound strain. Oh, the world is full of inconsistencies. 

Now, the beef temperament is just as distinctively by itself, 

as it can be and the milk temperament is just as distinctive. 

‘You undertake to unite them and they begin to war with one | 

another. Now, that doesn’t say that Nature, once in a while, 

. doesn’t make a sport. Once in a while you will see a beefy 

cow that is giving an abundant amount of milk, but take them 

through, by and large, see what you can get out of a thousand 

or five thousand cows, and you will find that the beefy bred cow 

| is a disappointment and a snare when it comes to doing dairy 

work, 

Mr. Goodrich: I want to tell you about Rose. She was a 

pure bred Shorthorn, and had been bred for thirty years in 

one line. Her owner selected those that were the biggest 

milkers; the grandmother of Rose, the woman that owned her 

said they used to call “Old Bones,” because she never would 

grow any flesh. 

Now, I want to say something on this question of judging 

cows, because it is a very important question. There are a 

whole lot of us that want to buy cows and we want to know by 

the looks of the cow whether she would be a profitable dairy cow _ 

or not. Governor Hoard has told us a lot of things, but IT want
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to ask him, is there a difference in the bony structure between the 

dairy form and the beef form, or is it just in the covering that 

is over the bones ¢ | | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Well, I am very strongly of the opinion 

that there is a difference in the shape and form of the structure 

7 of the bones. 
Mr. Goodrich: If that were not true, see what would hap- 

pen; all we would have to do to make a dairy form out of a beef 

animal would be to feed it poor enough and reduce its flesh to 

simply covering of the frame. Isn’t that so? A great many 

years ago, when I was young, I was called on to judge dairy 

stock at different fairs. Five years ago, I went to Michigan in 

| the Farmers’ Institute work and when I reached Lansing, Pro- 

fessor Smith telephoned me in the morning before I got up 

to come down to the Agricultural College. When I arrived at 

the college he said, “Come right along,” and he led me into a | 

room there that had three cows in it and there were a lot of — 

students, some of them owned farms and some had been in the 

dairy business a good while. He said to me, “I waut you to 

talk to these boys about these cows and judge them, put each in 

its proper class.” Well, I did the best I could and then they 

- began to shoot questions at me, and I tell you they were sharp, 

and they shot this same question at me: Is there a difference in 

| the bony structure of animals or is it all in the covering? Prof. 
Smith and Prof. Shaw were both teachers there of those dairy 

students, and I noticed that every one seemed to hold his breath 

| while I was considering just what to say. I said, “Yes, I think 

there is.’ And such a shout went up, it really frightened me, 

I didn’t know what the matter was. Prof. Smith said, “Don’t 

be scared, they won’t hurt you.” But it came out that Prof. 
Smith had told them it was all in the covering, that nobody 

, could tell by the bones of the animal whether it was a beef an- 

imal or a dairy animal, while Prof. Shaw had talked differ- 

ently, so [ was on Prof. Shaw’s side. 
Prof. Smith told us then, “We are going to know about this.” 

And he told us that Bell Sarcastic had been a magnificent dairy 

cow, she was tuberculous, and they were going to slaughter 

her, and a beef cow, and they were going to find out. I asked
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: him when they did that to write to me and tell me if there is 
any difference. He hasn’t written me anything about it yet. 
Now, I suppose you want to know, as those boys did, what is 
the difference. It is one of the things the Governor spoke of ; 
it is the spring of the ribs just as true as you live. <A beef 
animal’s ribs come out in this way, (indicating with his hands) 
and it leaves a broad place to pile on meat, while a dairy cow’s 
ribs come down in this shape more, come sloping down. Well, 
these boys pressed me, they asked me what should make that. 

| Well, it is hard to tell sometimes what causes it but I have a 
theory, and I give it to you for what it is‘worth. The work 

that an animal does, does affect that animal’s form. The work 

that a man does affects his form; the work that I did when I. 

was a young man has affected my form and I know it. The 

work that a cow does affects her form; the cow that is a good 

milker is of course a very heavy eater. She carries a large 

amount of feed, besides the young. Well, somebody says, “But 

the beef cow does the same thing, doesn’t she?’ Yes, but the 

oo beef animal has a lot of muscle right along here that acts as a 

| brace to hold those ribs) The dairy cow is without those 

muscles, at least so large, to hold up that weight, and the tug- 

ging down year after year and generation after generation has 

modified the form. 

Then here is another place where you can see the difference 

between the beef and the dairy animal, this backbone here. 

You can see the bend of the ribs here on this cow and how high 

it is between. With a good Shorthorn cow you can lay your , 
stick from one hip across to the other and it will barely touch 

the backbone and sometimes it doesn’t. 

The Chairman: We will find out more about these things | 

at the University pretty soon. | 

Iix-Gov. Hoard: We hear a great deal about “nicking.” 
Suppose that you have a sire of strong, decided dairy tempera- 

ment, like a Holstein or Guernsey, and you have a female of 

strong, decided beef temperament. In mating them, what are | 

you doing? You have warring elements there, a “nick” that 

is in constant warfare, one of these elements with the other, - 

- and that is not right breeding. What is the average farmer in
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Wisconsin doing? He will start first by breeding his native 

cow to a Shorthorn, because he wants size. Then after a few 

, years he will breed to a Holstein, in order to get quantity of 

milk; then he will breed to a Jersey to get richness; then he 
will breed to a Guernsey to get color and after fifteen or twenty | 

years, what kind of cattle will he have? 

A Member: Hash. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Yes, that’s it, and I have found thousands 

of farmers doing that very thing. 
There is a certain vigor that comes from crossing; for in- 

stance, I never have seen any such pigs as I have been breeding 
for the last three years, thoroughbred Berkshire sire for two 

years and then they were bred to Poland-China for two years . 

more. But of course they are allied breeds, there is no war be- 

| tween them, and I have had wonderfully strong pigs. . 

But in the dairy we are breeding for one specific product 

which is milk, and our farmers must breed in straight lines. 

I have been taking cow censuses for twelve years, I have spent 

over $4,000 in trying to get at this judgment from the broad 

| standpoint and there are altogether too many farmers in this 

~ eountry who pay no attention whatever to the dairy heredity of 

their cattle. | , 

: ‘Mr. Everett: Gov. Hoard spoke of the circulation of the 

blood. The wise men who breed beef animals, know that itis 

| expensive to develop certain qualities in them. She has a small 

udder, because she has no use for a large one; the dairy cow 

hasn’t a broad back, it would cost money to keep all that warm. 

| The dairy cow must be protected; the beef cow stands out in 

the blizzard and don’t care very much about it. She doesn’t . 

require the same big circulation that the dairy cow does. A 

| cow cannot give thirty or forty pounds of milk a day and put 

beef upon her back at the same time, the two functions are at 

war, but men cannot see it. I got a letter the other day from 

| one of our subscribers who took me to task severely, because I 

advocated better cows and the growing of larger crops. I said | 

that I had made more money farming by growing larger crops 

and by making more milk from my cows, but he said I was all 

wrong; he didn’t want to work his family to death growing _
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bigger crops. What he wanted was not bigger crops but more 

money for what he grows. 

Mr. Luchsinger: There is one indication of a good dairy 

cow that dairymen pay a good deal of attention to, and that 

Gov. Hoard did not touch on, and that is the so-called large 

vein on each side of the body. 

iix-Gov. Hoard: They are called milk veins, but they are 

not milk veins. | a 

Mr. Luchsinger: I understand that, but do not those veins 
really indicate something ? 

| Ex-Gov. Hoard: They indicate a very large circulation of 

blood in the udder, and the milk being secreted from the blood 

you get your judgment secondarily. The large milk veins in- 

dicate very large circulatory action of the system toward the | 

udder, because milk is secreted from the blood and these veins | 

earry the blood from the udder, not to the udder. I shall pub- 
lish in a few weeks cuts illustrating this whole circulatory sys- 

tem of the cow. A great big artery starts from the left ven- 

tricle of the heart and runs along up here and branches out, 

and then from that again a great many veins run to the udder. 

Of course the blood that is carried to the heart must be taken 

back, There is more circulation to that udder than to any other 

portion of the cow’s body, proportionately, except to the heart 

and lungs. 

Mr. Goodrich: You notice a cow that has never given milk 

and these veins are not prominent. But what do you think of 

the milk wells, the openings through which the veins pass back 

into the chest? Doesn’t that indicate that Nature has provided 

for a large circulation there ? | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Sure; Nature has built the frame to suit 

the form. She has large holes there where the veins are large 

and she has made small holes where the veins are small. In 

all these things, Nature builds in proportion as she calls on the 

animal for a function to perform. Nature has wonderful con- 

structive power when you give her a decided function to work 

upon, but go and mix up her functions and see what she will 

do. | 

Mr. Ellsworth: I come from a locality where we must of
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necessity depend upon the sire we can get, but 1 want to ask 

what class of cows, presuming we use pure bred sires, will pro- 

duce the best results? I have heard men say that their mares 
were an excellent breed of mares, because they produced colts 
like the sire, and that always satisfied me that the mares were 

| scrubs. Many of our men think they are raising the best dairy 
cows by using pure bred dairy sires and crossing upon such an- 

imals ag our friend here calls “hash.” I would like to have 
some light on that proposition. | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: You are up in that community in Barron 

county. You have to use what the farmers have. My observa- : 

tion is that a native cow, a mixed sort of a cow but pretty fairly 

~ good milker, coupled with a pure bred dairy sire, will produce a 

great improvement on the mother, because she has not an oppos- 

- ing prepotence in her tendencies; consequently she 1s more re- 

ceptive. Here comes in this strong, prepotent tendency in the 

sire and takes possession of her blood, and gives to you a much : 

better result than if you took for the mother one that had a 

strong prepotent tendency toward beef. That stands to reason, 

because then the two prepotencies would be warring all the time. 

You would not get so large a proportion of improvement in the 

subsequent crossing as you did in the first. You take a 

first cross, and you see a wider distance between the mother 

and the daughter. Then breed the same daughter again 

right along in line with the same line of blood, and then 

| weed out, and you have a well graded up herd. With all 

strong heifers I would inbreed once with grade cattle, then 

you get a three quarters in-bred. Then, that mother would be 

almost as responsive to the sire’s blood as though she was a thor- 

oughbred. She could not be registered, but she would be won- : 

derfully responsive; there would be no warring tendency be- 

| tween the mother and the father. The real science of breeding 

is to harmonize and put like with like. Now, you take an ass 

and a horse and you get'a mule. But what does Nature do in 

| this case? Stops right there, she denies any further procrea- 

tion. In breeding, men should stay right by one breed, all the 

time breeding with a prepotent sire, and do not stop for a few
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dollars, stay right there. Don’t go and mix them up. Mr. 

Goodrich started with Jerseys, weren’t they, Mr. Goodrich ? 
Mr. Goodrich: They were grade Shorthorns, most of them, 

but my best grade cows came from an Ayrshire. | 
-Ex-Gov. Hoard: Ayrshire mixes finely with pure bred 

Jersey or Guernsey. What was your average production, Mr. 
Goodrich ¢ 

Mr. Goodrich: The first year I kept account there were 150 

: pounds of butter per cow. I went on till I got 366, and one- 
third of the herd was two and three-year-old heifers and finally 

I reached a production of 400 pounds or over. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: And that came from grading and weeding 
: out. | 

A Member: What would be the matter with changing sires 
from one breed to another, say, Guernseys and Jerseys? 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: The Guernsey and the Jersey are what 

might be called kindred cattle, but the Holsteins are so widely 
away—suppose 1 am going to have a Holstein grade mother 

and I take a Guernsey or Jersey father, so as to get the quan- 

tity there is in the Holstein and the richness there is in the 

Jersey. That is a very fine thing to hope for, but they are 

rarely produced. The result bas been by those who observed 

it, that the resulting progeny are no where, because there is no 

: harmony between the prepotency of the mother and the prepo- 

tency of the father. Between the Guernseys and Jerseys there 

is much more harmony, both having been bred for butter, but 1 _ 

would not. advocate mixing them as a rule. 

A Member: What about the Berkshire and the Poland 

China ¢ i doe iw 
— Ex-Gov. Hoard: You know the Poland China came from 

Berkshire, and the Chester White; the or:ginal Poland China 

goes back to Berkshire blood, and so they harmonize very well | 

when you bring them together. Now, the Berkshire has an ex- 

eeedingly great vigor, he has the strongest bone, he is very mus- 

cular. The Poland China has a tendency toward excessive fat 

and besides that the Poland China sow is apt to be too refined. 

I only breed to turn them over, you know. I was not breeding ~ |
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for purity of blood at all. I knew that with hogs you must be 
careful about inbreeding, at least I thought so, and so I said I 
will buy a Poland China sire, use him for two years, then a 

| Berkshire for another two years; and I have got a very fine lot 

of pigs in that way, but I think it is partially due to the fact 
that every single one of the mothers, from the time she was bred 

until she farrowed, was kept on alfalfa hay, nothing else. By 

crossing, I have helped the vigor of my pigs. When I first 

started: in I kept my nine brood sows on alfalfa hay until they 

farrowed, nothing but that and their drink. My foreman said 
- they would starve, but they went through the winter in fine 

shape and brought me seventy-eight pigs, and I fattened and 

sold seventy-five. | | 

| Mr. Luchsinger: How does the Governor explain the fact . 

that in Green county the Holstein dairy breed is the favorite, 

| or becoming so, while in Jefferson county it is Holstein or 

Jersey ¢ 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Now, Mr. Luchsinger, can you tell ine why 

a large part of the farmers in Green county married Swiss 
women ? . 

Mr. Luchsinger: They were looking for wives and married 

Swiss girls. | | 

— Ex-Gov. Hoard: Isn’t that a very good answer as far as it 

~~ eoncerns Green county? In Jefferson county you won’t find | 

‘men marrying Swiss girls, they marry Germans. When it _ 

| comes to the question of the taste men will exercise, their taste 

in women anyway, all the talk in the world won’t stop them, and 

in cattle it is the same thing, when it comes down to the 

proposition of choice, it is a matter of taste. It is a matter | oe 

of taste with me; I like the Guernsey from the standpoint of 

my taste, but I believe the Holstein cow is one of the finest cows 

on earth; I am bound to believe that, because she proves it. I 

| know that my wife is one of the finest women that ever bore 

children to a husband, and I have three handsome boys to prove 

it by, too—they look like their mother. I haven’ t had a chance 

to show what my daughters could have done.
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The following gentlemen were named by the chair to serve on the various committees: | 
Committee on Nominations: OQ. P. Goodrich, OC. L. Hill, 

S. J. Stauffacher. 
Committee on Resolutions: J. Q. Emery, OC. H. Everett 

and W. W. Chadwick. 
Auditing Committee: . TI, Mill, J. T. Atwater and U. 8. 

Baer. | 

Convention to meet at 7:30 P. M. 

EVENING SESSION. 

At the evening session, which was in charge of S. J. Stauf- — 
facher, after a few words of welcome by that gentleman and , prayer by the Rev. W. Auser, the following program was 
enjoyed: . 

Music by the orchestra, in charge of Mrs. Nettie Booth Wege. | 
Voeal solo by Miss Gardner. 
Recitation by Col. C. S. Y oung. | . 
Milk-Maid Chorus by the high school girls in charge of Miss 

Gardner. | 

DAIRY MAIDS’ SONG. 

We have come to you tonight, | 
With our shining milk pails bright. | 

U Rah Wisconsin! 
| To sing your praise and fame, | | 

And the glory and the gain 
To every farmer in Wisconsin. 

And if the grand advice you’ve heard 
Yow’ll write on Memory’s slate. _ 

U Rah Wisconsin! | ! |
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’T will double up your business 

And will glorify the state. | | 

| You bet your life it will. | | oe 

| We come to you tonight 
With songs and with music bright. : 

| Good times, bright times 

Follow in the wake of milk and cheese. 

| For Hoard has come to tell us 

The things we ought to know, | 
To profit by his counsel wise 

You surely won’t be slow. | 

O’er the milky way he’s traveled 

Years thirty-six or more. 

And every farmer in the land. 

| Has gained in wealth and store. 

The future gleams bright and true, 

May it bring luck to you. 

Honor and praise is due 

The man that brought the cow. 

| Ring, ring, ye cow-bells, ring, 

Sing, sing, ye milkmaids, sing, 

We'll raise our chorus loud and strong | 

For gallant Tom. 

| You must be nice, you must be neat, 

Keep your shining milk-pails sweet, 

Clean the rubbish off the ground 

When Marty marches round. : 

Ring, ring, ye cow-bells, ring, 

Sing, sing, ye milkmaids, sing, 

And raise our chorus to the breeze 

, - For milk and cheese.
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| ADDRESS. | | 

Hon. W. D. Hoarp, Fort Atkinson. | poo | 

Ladies and Gentlemen: I am no more fit to make an ad- | 
dress than I would be to court all those beautiful milk-maids. 
Their inspiring presence, their dainty ways, their beautiful 
music has put all sober enunciation out of my head, and I am a 
boy again, after the girls. JI did not suppose, Gen. Bur- 
chard, that there was so much of the old time inspiration left 
in the sober and prosaic dairy business, as we have listened to 

tonight. | 

| I have attended every mecting of this Association but onc | 
since 1 was organized, thirty-six years ago, and in all that 

experience,—the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association hag never 

had presented to it as graceful and pretty a compliment as we 

| have received tonight. I am surprised. I was not prepared 

to believe that in this little city of Monroe there was as much . 

genius and sentiment as I have seen and listened to to- 

tonight, and the idea of asking an old fellow like me, full of _ 

recollections of his youth, to make a speech,—why, I simply 

7 can’t do it. I have a good notion to cut loose and tell a story, 

and if. I do, I want you to understand there will be neither 

: rhyme nor reason in what I say. oe 

(After delighting the audience in his inimitable way, with a 
number of “‘stories’, the Governor continued. ) 

I want to say one sober thing before I close. I wish that 

the good people of Monroe could see in one clear, straight 

presentation what the meaning of this convention here is. I 

wish the good people of Monroe could understand what part 

this great dairy interest plays in the destiny of the state of 

Wisconsin. Last year we passed through a great panic, one 

which has not been equalled since 1857 in some particulars, 
and yet let me say to you that the great agricultural interests - 

of the state of Wisconsin do not know it to-day. The dairy 

industry of the state did not know it in 1893 when the manu- 

| | 

| |
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facturing and the commercial interest of the county were suf- 

fering severely; all of those sections which had been devoted 

to the cow sailed as calmly and as serenely through the storm 

as though they had been an argosy freighted with flowers. Not | 

a single tremor passed through the districts devoted to dairying. 

| Again in 1907 came a great paralysis all over the body pol- | 

| itic, profoundly affecting all the industries of the country, but . 

every dairy district of Wisconsin has stood like a rock; the 

| commercial interests of Monroe, of Fort Atkinson, of Sheboy- 

gan, every district in the state, where there was a strong cow 

population, sailed along steadily as they are doing to-day. 

What does this mean to the schools? -What does it mean to 

the social conditions? What does it mean to those things we 

call the civilization of our day, and which are built solidly and 

serenely as upon a rock? That is the reason why we come to- 

gether year after year and have been doing so for thirty-six 

years, and struggle for the dissemination of. knowledge, striving 

the best we know how to get the farmer to understand the mean- _ 

ing of his own salvation, and to-day Wisconsin assumes a proud 

: place. The ladies who sang to us tonight about Wisconsin had 

in their utterances, almost, I might say, the gift of prophecy. - 

Her College of Agriculture stands to-day without a peer in all : 

of the United States; no such work is being performed any- 

where in promoting agricultural culture as is being performed 

in Wisconsin by the College of Agriculture. 

Last winter I had the pleasure of standing in Madison and | 

addressing six or seven hundred young men belonging to 

the Experiment Station ; young men who have graduated from | 

the Short and Long Courses of the College. The other day I 

| asked Dr. Russell to come before the Board of Regents, because 

- I wanted him to present a graphic picture of what the college 

was doing, and he brought in a map dotted in such a way as to — 

show where every young man is located who 1s engaged in the 

| experimental work on barley, alfalfa and corn. That map 

showed that there are to-day over 1,000 young men in Wiscon- 

sin engaged in experimental farming under the leadership of 

the college, and each one of them is a culture center in his own | 

locality, disseminating by example and by precept and in all |
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manner of ways the knowledge he has gained at the College. 
Think what that must mean to the agriculture of Wisconsin. 

Then again Wisconsin is becoming a wonderful stock-breed- 
ing state; my own little county of Jefferson twenty-four miles — 
square, last year sold over a half million dollars worth of dairy 

cattle besides two million dollars worth of dairy products. 

Let me take you, in imagination down to the old township 

where I was reared in New York and where I saw farms once 

sell for $100 an acre. I can buy them today for $30 and $40 

an acre. <A farm of 358 acres, with $50,000 worth of build- 
ings on it, was offered to me by the Bank of Syracuse for the 

face of the mortgage, $10,000. : 

: Now, what makes the difference? Why is Wisconsin to-day 
with a constant appreciation in the value of her farm lands, and 

what is the matter down in New York and New England where 

such farms are abandoned? It has been stated on good authority 

that the state of New York in the past thirty years has lost | 

over $130,000,000 in the decline of the value of her farm lands, 

while Wisconsin has been constantly appreciating. The Yan- 

kee farmer has been truthfully said to be a destroyer of forests 

and fertility. From the time he started on the Atlantic Coast 

until he reached the Rocky Mountains, the Yankee farmer has 

| been constantly going west to destroy another country, but for- 

tunately for the nation the German, the Scandinavian, the 

Swiss or the Bohemian farmer has come in and taken his place, 

and wherever those men have settled you'see at once a growing 

appreciation of the price of farm lands. And do you know the 

reason? Let me tell you; go back ‘to the homes of these men, 

back to Switzerland, to Scandinavia, to Germany, go where you 

will on the continent in Europe and you will there find every 

government teaching its little boys the elements of agriculture —. 

in the common school. 

| Tt was not taught to me, no, nor to my father; those founda- 

tion things have been forgotten, overlooked, and New York has | 

suffered in consequence to the extent of $130,000,000, and sol 

preach to you tonight, the people of Wisconsin, that this is one 

of the things we must do. It is written in the destiny of our 
state that we must take hold of the school in the country, the
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| school in the city, in the village, the high school, everywhere we 

must begin to teach these people the elements of agriculture. 

In my little paper, we have a department of inquiries and 

answers. We there construct rations, give advice and answer 

questions concerning the life of the people to whom the paper 

goes. We have to use scientific terms sometimes; for instance, 

| there is no equivalent for the word “protein,” and so we must 

uso that word, and the same with “carbohydrates,” and we. 

found that if we were going to use these terms in making up 

| rations, that some of our readers would not understand them, and 

we had to go to work and construct a little dictionary, called a 

“Glossary,” putting these terms into as simple words as possi- 

ble. Now, if the state of Wisconsin had done rightly by these 

people and had taught the meaning of these things in the 

schools, that would not have been necessary. | 

We need to change our methods and give our people, our 

children, a practical education, so that. men will be enabled to — 

understand the literature of their business. The trouble with 

our schools is we are trying to give a fifteen cent education to 

$1,500 boys and girls; too many of them have crammed into 

them, things they can never make use of, while they are sadly 

lacking in things they need every day of their lives. Knowl- 

edge that no man can use is without justification, either by 

faith or works, and so I say tonight that we must take hold of 

this proposition and begin to teach the elements of agriculture 

in our common schools. 

Selection by the Harmony Club. : - 

6—D. . |
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THE RELATION OF THE FARMER TO THE PUBLIC 
| SCHOOLS. | | 

| A. I. Rorz, Monroe, Wis. 

What I have to say upon this question this evening will be 
but a few words strictly from the standpoint of the school 
teacher. : oe 

The farming community of this country comprises consider- 
ably over half of our population and is an exceedingly sub- 
stantial body of people and certainly the form of public school 

education that they have, should be thoroughly up-to-date and 

equal to that which we find in existence in our cities. 

The public school system that we have today is quite largely | 

- an American institution, especially that feature of it hy which 

it derives its support by means of general taxation. It started 

in the eastern part of this country, and I think Horace Mann, 

| who has been given the greater part of the credit for originating 

the idea, his idea was to provide by general taxation for the 

general education of the young people of the city in which he 

lived. That city was accordingly divided into districts and a 

common school course of study was inaugurated, which is very 

much like our present district school system. That has spread 

as the people have immigrated from the eastern states until it 

has covered all the northern part and a great deal of the south- 

ern part of this nation. 
At the same time the higher education that was given in the 

towns was partly through a system of schools called academies, 

and as these people moved west and spread over this country 

and new cities grew up, towns and villages, they immediately 

provided that education for their children, but they had no way 

of providing for higher education, and consequently after a 

time there rose the high school, as we have it. 

Now, the growth of the high school system in this country — 

has been phenomenal, and taken together with the rest of our 
public school system, gives us one of the most perfect systems 

any country can have.
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There have been several changes which have taken place in | 
_ comparatively recent years, and they are of two kinds, the first, 

as the cause of the second. The course of study followed in 
_ the old academies was a good deal such as to give general cul- 

ture and prepare a man to become a minister or a lawyer or 
physician, but the high school academy, as it passed into the . 
high school, passed under the control of the public altogether, 
changed its course of study, and turned it into a more practical 
trend. In the first place they became more scientific. I can 
remember when the elements of science were first taught, and 
now they are teaching various kinds of practical knowledge. 

| The State Universities grew up likewise, giving us a com- 
plete system of schools. | | 

The State University, when I attended it, was largely a col- 
lege; the scientific side of it has grown enormously, expanded 
in a great many ways, and it also carried just two lines, on the 
one side that which is purely theoretical, and on the other, 
putting theory into application, and subsequently along with 
the instruction of sciences has developed the practical work, the : 
machine shops and laboratories. 

That idea has come down into the high schools, and the high 
school courses have been modified accordingly, and in the last 
fifteen or twenty years you will find all over this country, all | 
the high schools nearly have been replaced and new buildings 
built to meet the new demands of the new courses of instruction. 

One of the most remarkable changes in the university has 
been the expansion in the courses of agriculture. When I at- 
tended there, there was one lone student in agriculture, and he 
was the butt of a good many jokes. | 

The point of what I am trying to say is this, that the cities, 
aggregations of people, have been able to carry out this common | 
school which has taken the place of the Eastern Academy, and 

they have comparatively little trouble in raising the necessary 
funds. The farmers, in the country, scattered as they are, have 
nothing but the district school, and I can’t see how they can get 

anything else unless they lay aside the district school system. 

There has been a great deal of thought expended upon this 

subject by very capable persons, and the legislature, at its last
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sossion I believe, passed some laws looking to the betterment of 

the rural schools. | | 
Now, one of the methods to which a great deal of attention 

has been turned of late is the idea of consolidating them and — 

providing teams to carry pupils to and from school, those who | 

* live more remote. The idea 1s to bring enough districts together 

and furnish property and teachers enough so that you may 

have a school which is adequate to the needs of those children 

| and one adapted to the teaching of agriculture. 

Agriculture has a great many departments, and I am not 

going into that this evening. The farmer is so related to this 

public school question that if he wants to get higher education 

than the three “R’s” for his children, he must either send them 

to some city school and pay their board, and T don’t think that | 

is altogether the best thing for a child that is not old enough 

to turn away from home for four consecutive years, or else he 

must put a tenant on his farm and move to town himself if he | 

wants to give them the advantages of.a more liberal, a higher 

education; or they must consolidate their districts and build 

a joint high school and provide the means. The latter, a great 

| many think, is the most feasible. This idea is taking hold in 

| other states, and it is the burden of what I have to say this 

evening on the relation of the farmer to the public school, IO 

might say that in Ohio, where my brother lives, this question 

came up. A certain gentleman had acquired a competency and 

| he came back to this town where he was a boy and built a 

$95,000 high school building and equipped it with the proper 

machinery, etc., so that there was taught there, cooking, sewing, 

manual training and all other branches that they have in high 

schools. The children are transported quite considerable dis- 

‘tances to this school and it doesn’t cost much more than it cost 

| the government to run a couple of mail wagons. When this 

question was first brought up, a great many people scouted the 

idea of hauling the children to school, but it is being done, just 

: as the mails are being hauled by the government, and it has 

been found to be a practical, good thing. :
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Musical selection by the High School Glee Club. | 

| Music, the orchestra. | 

Adjourned to Thursday morning, at 9 A. M. . 

Convention at 9 o’clock, Thursday morning. | 

President Gillett in the chair. | 7 | 

Report of Secretary was offered as follows, and adopted : 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

To the President and Members of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s 

Association: I have the honor to submit the following report, 

covering the period from the adjournment of our convention 

in Tomah last winter to the present time. 

The report of the Treasurer, as published on p. 189 of the 

convention proceedings for 1907, shows a balance of $8.12 im 

| his hands. He has since been charged with $5,000.00 received 

| from the State Treasurer and $202.00 received for member- | 

ships, making a total to be accounted for of $5,210.12. I have 

: drawn orders against this sum to the amount of $4,066.25, 

which leaves a balance of $1,143.87 in his hands according to | 

the books of the Secretary. | | | 

A summary of the purposes for which the expenditures were 

made follows: - | | | 

Convention expenses of 1907........ $554.63 | 7 

Convention premiums paid.......... 48.00. 
—_————_ $602.68 

Dairy Inspector, H. C. Searles, 354 

| days, organizing cow testing associa- 

tlONS vee cee cece eee eee eee ees $1,062.00 

| EXXpenseS 0... e cee cece eee eee ee ees 818.84 | | 

| | —______— $1,880.84 ) 
Dairy Inspector, H. K. Loomis, 49 

dayS cee eee cece eee teeter eee ee $245.00 

Supplies .... ec eee e eee eee eee eens 1.63 

ae $246.63 |
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Expenses of the members attending | 
mecting of the Executive Board... $31.40 

SWISS CHEESE PURPOSES. | 

| Tnstruetor Peter Zamkchr, 245 days. . $1,225.00 
Printing report ..............0000. 75.00 
Supplics . 2... cece cece eee ee eee 4.75 | 

————— $1,304.75 

Total 2... cece eee cece cece eee sees $4,066.95 | 

There still remains to be paid as a part of the legitimate ex- 
| penses of the year, the salary of the secretary, $250.00, the ex- 

penses of his office $65.80, W. D. Hoard Co. for stationery, 
programs, etc. $30.80, and several outstanding accounts for , 
traveling expenses of several officers while serving the Associa- 
tion. When these several accounts are presented and paid, the 
expenditures for the year will be in the neighborhood of 
$4,500.00. | | 

There remains with the State Treasurer to the credit of the 
Association $5,000.00. Of this sum $1,797.23 is held in trust 
to be expended under the direction of the Southern Wisconsin 

Cheesemakers’ Association for the benefit of the Swiss cheese 
industry. 

As it is expected that Dairy Inspector, Mr. Searles, will sub- 
mit a report covering his work for the year in organizing cow 
testing associations I forbear to enter into the details of that — 
subject. | 

I am satisfied, however, that Mr. Searles has been doing a 

very valuable work, more perhaps in the way of sowing good 
seed than in reaping the harvest. It has been my effort to have 

him visit as many different localities in different portions of 
| the state as possible, and the reports which I have received 

from various sources show that he has been very earnest in his 

work, has aroused a good deal of enthusiasm in the matter of 

organizing cow testing associations and recent demands for his 

services have been more than could receive attention. It is my
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| opinion that this work should be carried on and if possible en- 

larged. Other states are taking up the work and Wisconsin cer- 

tainly does not wish to be left in the rear in anything that will 

tend to the development and improvement of our dairy indus- 

try. | . 

_ IT am persuaded that my duties to myself and my family, 

and to other imperative engagements, compel me to tender my 

resignation as your Secretary; or, perhaps more properly, to | 

say, that I do not wish nor can I consent to be re-elected Secre- 

tary for another year. ‘There are others who can devote more 

time to the office and the infusion of a little new blood and am-_— 

bition will, I am persuaded, make for the wider influence of 

the Association. My heart is full of gratitude to all the mem- 

bers of the Association with whom I have been associated and 

especially to the members of the Executive Board. 

Respectfully submitted, 

| : Gro. W. Burcuarp, 

: Secretary. 

TREASURER’S REPORT AND REPORT OF AUDIT- 

| ING COMMITTEE. | 

Mownnor, W1s., March 12th, 1908. 

To the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association. 
Gentlemen: The Auditing committee appointed by your 

body to audit the accounts of the Treasurer of your Association, | 

begs leave to report that we have examined the accounts of the 

| Treasurer, comparing the vouchers with the book, and find same 

correct. | 

| Cuarutes L. Hitt, 

J.T. ATWATER, 

| | U.S. Bazr. 

(Adopted. ) : |
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MILK FROM THE PRODUCER’S STANDPOINT. 

Josnua Ktrassy, Monroe, Wis. a 

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Convention: My theme 
_ on which I am to speak to you today is the subject of milk from 

the view cf a producer. It is not necessary for me to say that I 
| am no speaker, and not used to addressing meetings of this kind, 

for you will all find that out long before I am through; but a 
producer of milk, I may truly say, I have been all my life. As 
tar back as I can remember, I was taught to handle the teats | 
of the cow, and as I am getting near the danger line of age, I 
may say I have scen and done my share of it. | 

Now, I am no theorist, although I will admit that theory is 
| a very good foundation for practice to build on, but I have al- 

ways been what is called a practical dairy farmer, Ag far back | 

as forty years ago we used to milk cows and derive more or less _ 

benefit from them, usually less than more, for with butter at six 

to ten cents, it was not a very paying business, and at that time - 

we did not care so much whether a cow gave a large amount of 
milk which was thin, or a smaller amount containing more but- | 
ter fat; in the end it amounted to the same thing anyway. 
But very soon cheese factories sprang up about us, milk became 

of some value, it was something that was marketable, although 

far from the point that it is now at, but when we commenced — 

to realize two hundred and fifty to three hundred dollars an- : 

nually from our dairy, from which we derived hardly a hundred 

dollars before, we thought we had struck a bonanza, and, as is | 

generally the case, decided to make the most of it. Now the | 

question became a vital one, we commenced to figure that a cow 

yielding four to six gallons of milk a day was a more valuable 

animal than one that only yielded a gallon or two, and such | 

were relegated to the rear and reserved for beef, and from the 

| mother cow, that was a good milker, we would save all the | | 

calves we could, while the others died untried. More and more 

the dairy continued to give the farmer good returns, more cows
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. were kept, larger compost heaps were accumulated to be hauled 

out and spread on the land, to return to it some of that which 

was taken from it, and very soon we began to realize that the Oe 

dairy business not only gave us larger returns in dollars and 

cents every year, but our land became more productive and 

hence more valuable as the years rolled by, so that our hard 

hilly farms became as valuable as our bottom lands. | 

Now, the question came very naturally, how to keep and in- | 

crease this business, which we found to be so profitable, sixty 

and sixty-five cents per hundred pounds of milk worked wonders 

with us, and we strove hard to increase our product from our 

cows, and also were able because of the better condition of our 

land, to increase the size of our herd. We commenced practical 

researches, as how it was best to keep our pastures in such shape 

| that our cows could have fresh grass during the season as long 

as possible, and when the frost set an end to that, we helped _ - 

out nature with what she generously provides us with, if we took 

| care of the opportunity she offered, and late planted corn-fodder, 

either green or already in shocks, were fed to our cows to keep 

up the flow of the milk. In those days about six months was the 

cheese factory season, commencing with the first of May, sel- 

dom earlier, and lasting until November, and if the weather was 

favorable, we would continue for a while until the flow of the 

milk was so much reduced that the delivery did not pay any 

more. Not so much attention was paid to hay and other feed, 

as we naturally do now, under changed conditions, for I deliver 

my milk now to the condensing factory, and as the factory pays 

the highest prices in winter, it is to our best interest to keep up 

| the flow of milk during that time, as well as in summer, and as. . 

, pasture is wanting, and the cows have to be stall and barn fed, 

other conditions had to be met, and we have to see to it that 

| something else is added to the dry hay to increase the flow of 

milk. Of course, I am very careful in the selection of my hay | 

for the milk cows, as I have a large amount of hay to cut; the 

first cut is very young and tender, and when well dried and 

| cured is an excellent feed for milch cows. Then, again, the | 

: second crop if taken before the frost takes it, is the finest thing 

that can be had in the shape of hay. And that is all set apart
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in the barn to feed my milk cows. If that does not suffice, or 
if we do not have enough of that kind of hay, we feed a little 
grain, oats and corn, or bran mash, and find that it pays very 
well. In the summer time we are as careful as ever to change 
our pastures as often as possible, never letting the grass grow 
too long and rank in any one, before we drive our herd into it, 

_ for when cattle have eaten over a pasture for a few days as 
cattle will roam over the entire area at once, it is better to have 
smaller and more pastures, and the oftener it is changed, the 
better it is for the flow of the milk, for the pastures and the 
cattle. One great consideration is very often lost sight of by 
the farmers, cows should have free access to fresh, clean, pure 
water, not too cold and neither too warm. Stagnant pools where 
the water in the hot sun gets warm and forms green scum and | 
turns black from stagnation are to be avoided. Not only does 
it injure the natural flow of milk, but it injures the milk and 
also the cow, and more milk is and more cattle are spoiled and 
ruined through scanty or poor water than through poor feeding 
and lean pastures. . 
Another great consideration is to keep your cows warm, 

but not too warm, with plenty of good air. A cow which is 
compelled to breathe the cold, chilly, untempered northwind, or 
the foul air of an unventilated warm barn, cannot thrive, nor 
can she give her natural quota of sound, pure, healthy milk, 
and hence these nuisances should be disused and abolished. 

Above all, whether you send your milk to cheese factory or 
condensing plant, the utmost cleanliness should prevail. The con- 
densing plant has established certain rules for its patrons, who 
at first thought they were too rigid, severe and unnecessary, 
which should be enforced everywhere among the dairy men, for 
this is the greatest consideration of them all. You cannot pro- 
duce good, healthy, clean milk, unless you keep your barns, your 
cows, your milking apparatus, including the persons who attend 
to the milking, conspicuously clean. 

| As far as the kind of a cow to keep, which will give the | 
largest yield, and is the most profitable, the opinions are as 
variable as the persons themselves. Some of our dairy farmers : 
think that the Holstein-Freisian is the best, and others prefer
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the Jersey, the Ayrshire, and some like myself the Brown Swiss. 
This may be more or less a fad with us Swiss people, out of 

pure love and affection for the country of our birth, so that we | 

have something to remind us of it. Although I was a boy of 

tender years when I came to America, I still preserve a sort 

of loyal remembrance of my birth place, Switzerland. And it 

may be one of the reasons that my herd consists largely of Swiss 

cattle, and grades, although I still have some of the old Dur- 

ham stock among them, and I may say that I am satisfied with 

the yield they give me. Now, my herd being so large, I cannot 

give my especial attention to each cow, and have to depend a 

great deal on my employes, but still from time to time I make 

a personal inspection of each animal to see to it that they are 

properly cared for, and above all, properly milked, for this is 

a source of great evil, for hasty and not sufficiently thorough 
milking has spoiled many a good cow, for if a cow is not milked 

clean, that is, that the udder and teats are not entirely evacu- _ 

ated, the milk remaining can never be brought out again, and 

the flow will become less and less with the same process of milk- 
ing, and the milk spoiled in the udder. : 

. There is no question whatever that good care and judgment 

should be used in the selection of a proper breeding animal, or 

| in case of a large herd, several. Where farmers are situated 

as I am, that is, are patrons of the condensing plant, where milk 

| is needed all the year through, and not only through the sum- 

mer months, it becomes necessary that your cows should come 

in all through the year, and great care has to be exercised in 

that particular. There are a number of dairy farmers, patrons 

of the condensing factory, who simply turn off a cow for which 

they have paid from fifty to sixty dollars when she begins to 

run behind in her flow of milk, for thirty or thirty-five dollars 

as the case may be, and buys another fresh cow at the former _ 

figure of fifty or sixty dollars. It is easy to conceive that a loss | 

occurs and I believe this loss is not accounted for in the cow 

census when they show what their income is from twenty-five or 

thirty cows, which they may have; their yield or income will 

naturally be larger, and the income greater, but if they also 

bring in the losses of trade as it happens in this change of cows
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amounting to two or three hundred dollars, their average yield 
and income will be much smaller. But every one to his own | 
notion. I would rather raise my own cows, and then I know 
what I have, than go and buy at every farm and cow sale, 
strange cows. Some may see profit in it, I do not. All I ean | 
say 1s that by proper care, and such judgment as I possess, I 
have made a fair ‘success of the dairy business, and although I | 
bought my land at a high price at the time I bought it, it was 

a paying investment, and I believe, if I wished to sell it, I 
could double the price on it, but I do not care to do so at pres- 

| ent, and these conditions were all brought on by the dairy in- 
dustry and due attention to the same. | 

I thank you for your attention. os 

DISCUSSION. | 

E:x-Gov. Hoard: Do you keep a record of your cows so that | 
-you know what they do individually ? 

Mr. Klassy: No, I don’t. | 
Ex-Gov. Hoard: We would like to know about your Swiss 

cows. Do you know of any one who has kept a comparative 
record so as to know what their merits are? | 

, Mr. Klassy: No, I don’t keep any record. They give good, 
rich milk. I understand from all these talks and papers that 

there are not so large a number of them in this country as of — 
others. , 

‘Secy. Burchard: . It is worth stating, perhaps, that the | 
Brown Swiss Association of America has definitely determined 
that they will class their cattle as dairy animals and not as dual 
purpose animals, and that they will from this time on cultivate 
the dairy temperament in that breed of cattle, 7 

Mr. Kiassy: Yes, they came to that conclusion, I guess | 
about a year ago or so. | 

Secy. Burchard: And everybody is delighted to know that 
they have taken that stand; that is, every dairyman is. 

Mr. Goodrich: Mr. Klassy, you spoke about giving your |
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cows a good supply of water in the pasture. How many times 

| a day do you water them in winter ¢ | 

Mr. Klassy: In the winter time I water my milking cows . 

twice a day, in the morning, about eight o’clock and in the after- 

noon about four. 

Mr. Goodrich: Are they watered before they are fed or 

after ? oS 

Mr. Klassy: They are fed before watering and fed right 

after, or, when it is very nice, they are watered and fed at the . 

same time; that is, I feed in the barn some, and then turn them 

out, and if it is nice, feed them some shock corn. 

Mr. Goodrich: I-never knew till I got to be an old man just ~ 

when a cow ought to have her water, and I will tell you how 

I found it out. My son put in his stable, where he had seventy- 

six head, the Buckley watering device, where a cow could drink 

whenever she wanted to, and I think the cow knows when she _ 

ought to drink better than anybody else does. We found that 

invariably they wanted to drink immediately after eating. If 

they were fed three times a day, they would eat their feed and 

then drink afterwards. I believe that we should follow nature. 

I do know those cows did better than they did before we put in 

those watering devices. | 

Mr. Klassy: Yes, and you want to arrange it so that they 

do not have to stand and wait, a cow wants to get to her water 

| right after she has finished eating. | , 

| ~ Mr. Luchsinger: I have known Mr. Klassy ever since he 

was achild. He is the largest dairyman, at least furnishes the | 

ereatest amount of milk to the milk condensing factory in this 

country, and what he says about feeding and watering and milk- 

ing is absolutely of his own practical experience; he has been 

the most successful dairyman that I know of. Now, referring 

to the Brown Swiss cattle, it may be that there is a good deal 

of love for the Fatherland that -causes him to have all of his , 

cattle Brown Swiss, but I take it he 1s a practical man, he knows 

how to figure, and he knows at the end of the year that his re- 

ceipts are fully as large, if not larger than those of his fellow 

patrons who have cattle of other breeds. _ | 

I have kept Brown Swiss cattle myself, and I want to say
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that if there is such a thing as a dual purpose breed of cattle, 
which I am not sure about, those are the cattle. We have speak- 
ers here who say that there cannot be any such thing. In Switz- 
erland they have been breeding those cattle for centuries right 
along, both as to color, as to form, and as to milking qualities. 
They are bred for dairy purposes mainly, but Switzerland being 
a country which produces little or no grain, nothing which you 
can feed cattle except grass and as the people do need some beef, , 
they have used this breed of cattle, both for beef and for milk- 
producing qualities. It may be that when they are brought to 
this country and are fed the amount of grain that a great many 
dairy farmers feed, that that beef quality that has been bred 
in them predominates, and perhaps makes the milk-producing 

. quality somewhat less; I think that is a fact, at least that has 
been my experience, and I think it has been Mr. Klassy’s, that 
they respond very readily to feeding grain, and the steers of | 
that breed make very good beef; they are a good form for beef, 
the hind quarters are large and they put good meat on them. 
But they are a hardy race of cattle and well adapted to this 
climate. The grades are also very valuable animals. We have 
bred them upon so-called common cattle of this country and the 
product is very valuable, both as to constitution and as to milk- 
giving qualities. Their milk is not so rich as the Jerseys or 
the Guernseys, but it is good, rich milk, and I think will cer- 
tainly average higher than the Holstein. I would like to ask Mr. 
Klassy, knowing that he hauls milk every day in the year, Sun- 
days included, to the milk condensing plant, if he has any 
record of what his cows average per year. 

Mr. Klassy: Yes, I have for several years back, and of | 
course it varies quite a little. You may have a dry summer and 
if you have you will run quite a little behind a summer that is 
wet. My cows, since I have been hauling to the condensing 

| factory, are averaging me from $60 to $70 and $75, and I keep 
on an average about a hundred cows, all my own breeding. 

Mr. Luchsinger: I notice you speak about feeding corn and 
oats. : po 

Mr. Klassy: Yes, but I don’t feed very much of it. These
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: last few years I have been feeding what they call ground wheat 

screenings. 

Mr. Luchsinger: J was figuring up the other day in our 

town—after talking to some of the farmers coming in, hauling 

| in their grain, and I said to them, “How can you feed oats?” 

They said, ‘““‘Why, they are the cheapest feed we can get, because 

we grow them ourselves.” I couldn’t help but smile. 

Mr. Klassy: J can’t understand that. I am selling what 
oats I have to spare. I can sell them for seventy-five cents a ) 

bushel, and I have to get cheaper feed than that. | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: I should say so. At present prices a man 

would be feeding at the rate of over $30 a ton, and yet some of 

our farmers seem to be bewitched with the idea that if they 

raise the stuff that it must be a great deal cheaper than what 

they buy. I bought cotton seed meal the other day in Milwav- 

kee for $30 a ton, and cotton seed meal contains the largest 

amount of protein of any feed we have. Sometimes I wonder 

if we are doing as much thinking about the economy of dif- 

| ferent kinds of feed as we ought to do. | 

| Mr. Goodrich: The milk condensing factories do not allow 

their patrons to feed cotton seed meal, do they ? : 

Mr. Klassy: I think they do. 

A Member: I have one of Borden’s contracts and that is 

permitted amongst other things. 

Mr. Klassy: I have read the contract over, but I am not 

sure whether it states that or not. I remember that it pro- 
hibits slops, silage, turnips, cabbage and a lot of other stuff, 

but cotton seed meal has slipped my mind if I have read it. 

Mr. Hill: In lieu of silage do you feed your cows any roots ? 

Mr. Klassy: No, sir; there are no roots in this part of the 

country to speak of. 
Ex-Gov. Hoard: Do the condensing people forbid the feed- 

ing of roots? | | : 

Mr. Klassy: I don’t think they do. How is that, Mr. 

Church ? 
Mr. Church: No, they don’t, nor cotton seed meal. | 
Mr. Everett: Why do they forbid the feeding of silage ? 

Mr. Church: Well, they find that they can’t use milk made
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| from it and make a product that will keep. They have tried 

it and have not had good success. : 
Prof. Henry: I think the records will show that about 

twenty-five years ago the Borden people in the eastern factory 

had some objections to the milk produced from silage fed cows. 

As near as I ean find out they are living on that tradition and 

| : all the factories in the country are following that old time action 

and rule. | | 

Mr. Goodrich: In Michigan they don’t. 
Prof. Henry: The Michigan condenser at Lansing had its | 

experience. They were very short of milk, they couldn’t get 

what they needed and make it profitable. They had one pa- 

tron that drew a bigger load of milk than anybody else and 
they had several times praised him for his milk, and they talked 

about putting up silos, praised the milk from a man that was 

producing milk from silage fed cows and they have advocated 

the use of the silo in that milk condenser. TI have sent a letter 

within a week to that company, asking if they are keeping that 

up. 
Ex-Gov. Hoard: That milk that Mr. Gurler sent to Paris, 

that went all the way from Illinois to Paris and was good for a 

week after it got there, was produced from silage. It 1s 

| hard to square some of these things and get the condensing 

people’s view point, and our view point and all these view 

points together. a | 

Prof. Henry: I drank some of that milk in the city of 

Paris that was produced on H. B. Gurler’s farm in De Kalb, 

Tlls. It was sweet milk and it had nothing but refrigeration to 

| keep it sweet. It was properly drawn and then kept cold all 

the way to Paris, and I tasted that milk myself. When they put 

experts on that milk—those gentlmen with black coats and silk 

hats, about seventeen of them, when they came around, these 

learned gentlmen, and this milk was shown them—they said, 

| “That is very nice milk.” But when Major Alvord said to 

them, “That milk has never been treated in any way whatever, 

it is just as it was brought from the cow,” they said, “You can’t 

fool us, Major Alvord. ” He said, “All right, put your chemist 

on it. If it has been cooked or treated in any way, the chemist _
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will find it out.” But even that didn’t satisfy them; they 

simply declared that milk couldn’t keep that long. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Milk from Mr. Barton’s farm, went to 

Japan and back again. | 

Secy. Burchard: And that was Swiss milk. 

Mr. Church: They claim they don’t care to buy milk made | 

from silage, from the average farmey, the way he takes care of 

it; can’t take the chances, Any one who has had experience 

with silage, knows that it makes a good deal of difference how 

it is put up, how it is handled. Because our company had the 

experience that Prof. Henry spoke of in the east, and we con- 

cluded it was best not to take any until the farmers have 

learned how to handle their silage better. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: You prescribe certain rules for these farm- 

ers, don’t you? Oo 

Mr. Church: Yes, sir. 

Eix-Gov. Hoard: Why can’t you prescribe some rules re | 

garding silage and regulate it? 

Mr. Church: We could. Of course if your silage is not 
right and a man is depending upon that particular herd, you 

—  ean’t get away from it if the silage isn’t right. Too much of 

the silage in this country spoils. We even have trouble where 

men are feeding shredded corn. They are apt to shred too 

much of it and leave it piled in a heap and it spoils, and that 

is not proper feed, but the farmer wants to use it. We have 

trouble enough with careless feeding of that kind. | 

Ex-Goy. Hoard: The farmer is debarred by your action 

from a very valuable and a very cheap feed, a feed that will help 

~ him produces milk at a wonderful reduction, because you make 

| him produee his milk in the most expensive manner possible ; 

you take away his profit. Now, it is a. question with me 

whether there couldn’t be some way of coming together on this 

eommon ground. I approve most heartily of the. rules that the 

- condensers establish among the farmers for the care of their 

stables and their milk; I think the condensers have done more 

to put sanitary notions into the farmers’ heads than any other 

| factor in the country, but it seems to me on that question that 

they could take the initiative and say to the farmers, “We want 

7—D. :
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you to build silos about a eertain size’-—in proportion to the 

character and size of the herd—and you could do a lot of im- 

mensely helpful work in that way and benefit the farmers. 

Mr. Church: Where it is produced properly, we have no 

cbyeetion to taking silage milk. 

Mr. Marty: What are the possibilities of uniform quality 

of silage under general conditions? Doesn’t it vary largely 

from one year to another ? | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: I speak mainly from my own experience 

and say this, so far as my experience is concerned, that with 

| ny silos they have run wonderfully close, year after year, more 

so than any other form of feed that I have prepared. Hay is 

cften damaged greatly by the weather, but your corn comes along : 

at just such a period, and you can proceed to put it into your 

silo, and you put it in and it goes through a process of preserva- 

tion, it is held there and nothing injures it, and it comes out 

even in its grain and its quality as feed, more so than any other 

feed, comparatively speaking. I think Mr. Church is correct 

in saying that they would have some difficulty with shredded 

. corn. It is too often that farmers go ahead and prepare a lot 

of fodder and pile it into a big bin, or up into heaps, and it is 

damaged; it molds. Now, good silage does not mold; it may 

, heat and to a certain extent ferments, ‘but the heat itself kills 

: the germ of fermentation finally and it is preserved. Good 

silage, I submit to be one of the sweetest, most wholesome foods 

that a man can feed a cow, and my observation is that it greatly _ 

- helps the condition of the cattle, their health, their thriftiness 

and the amount of milk they give. Why, I can make milk with 

ten pounds of alfalfa hay and thirty pounds of corn ensilage, the 7 

cheapest of anything I ever saw. It almost closes the circle, is - | 

almost a complete ration. All I have to do is to drop in as . 

keystone up there in the top, about fifty per cent of the amount | 

of grain that I usually have to feed, and I have closed up the 

circle, and my cows are at their maximum flow. 

Mr. Marty: There has been considerable said about silage — 

| fecd. There is no question in my belicf that silage is a great 

feed for cows producing milk, it reduces the cost per cow; but 

why is it, if it is as claimed the milk from silage is absolutely
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pure, sweet as grass feed, that we cannot usc silage milk in the 
| - manufacture of Swiss cheese? That has been demonstrated | 

| right out here with heavy loss to an individual not nine miles 

from here, a man with thoroughbred Holstein cows. He had 

to switch over from the manufacture of cheese to the manu- 

facture of butter, and if, as it is claimed, the casein is higher 

| in Holstein milk, it seems to me very poor policy for a man to 

turn over in that way when the price of cheese is such as it is. 

, He is a man who keeps records and he found out trom actual 

experience. - | ) 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Did you have more than that one man’s 

experience ? 

Mr. Marty: The best experiment that was carried out was 

by that one man, because the records were kept there. He is a 

sraduate of the Agricultural School; he learned to feed silage 

and he was determined to carry that through, and he finally 

gave it up because he had a loss. 7 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: There may be something in the making of 

- Swiss cheese that interferes with silage milk. Does anybody | 
| know what it is? 

Mr. Marty: No. I wish to say further that when I was 

going to the University Dairy School at Madison, we carried 

on experiments along that line, I worked for my own satisfac- 

- tion. We took milk where we knew silage had been fed, and 

with the very worst results in every case. There is a fermen- 

tation there which will go on in that cheese. It is hard enough | 

to bring about the right kind of fermentation. What we are 

after is a very slow fermentation, and it does not come for | 

about two or two and a half weeks, and if something else gets 

| ahead of it, that cheese is spoiled. 

. Mr. Everett: Before we close this subject, I want to cite an 

illustration on this feeding of ensilage to cows, the milk of 

which goes to the condenser. JI presume that those of you who 

are conversant with the products manufactured at Horlick’s 

malted milk factory at Racine know there is no finer product 

made in this world. There is no milk manufacturing concern 

in the world as large as that institution or making as much 

money. The barns and herds are inspected regularly by Dr,
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Evans, and they are very particular about the cleanliness, the 

health of the cows, cte., but they allow their patrons to feed 

ensilage. That is pretty strong evidence to me that this mat- 

ter of not feeding it to produce condensed milk is a sort of ghost - 

in the closet. | 

THE POSSIBILITY OF INCREASING THE PRODUC- 

TION OF OUR COMMON COWS BY GOOD FEED 

AND CARE. : 

Prof. D. H. Orrs, Madison. | 

A man engaged in the dry goods, grocery, or manufacturing _ 

business always stops to consider the cost. He figures on pay- 

ing a certain amount for rent, for stock, and for machinery. 

THis success in the business will depend largely upon his loca- 

tion, the’ quality and quantity of the goods he handles, the 

efficiency of his. machinery, and upon intelligent management. 

He must exercise executive ability in order to secure his raw 

material in the lowest market, consistent with quality, and pur-_ 

chase them at such points and in such quantities as to reduce 

the transportation charges to the lowest notch. 

In a similar manner successful dairying must be considered as 

a business proposition. Money invested in the cow should bear 

a fair rate of interest. The cow is looked upon as an animated 

machine, which has for her purpose the conversion of feed into 

dairy products. We know that in the manufacturing world, 

machines vary greatly in their efficiency and the cow is no ex- 

ception to the rule. The quality and especially the quantity 

of the foods the cow handles will have much to do with the 

size of the profits. The raw material (feed) for this cow ma- 

chine must be procured in the cheapest market and at the lowest 

cost for transportation. This is usually found on the farm. 

The cow machine, like any other machine, will turn out the 

largest profit when taxed to its optimum, if not to its maximum 

capacity. In any machine a certain amount of energy 1s needed
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to run it before any product can be turned out. With the cow | 

this is estimated to be about 60 per cent of the energy contained 

in the food she can eat and this brings us to our first proposi- 

| tion. | 

THE COST OF KEEPING A Cow. 

During the year ending June 30, 1907, the average feed con- 

sumed per cow of the dairy herd of the Wisconsin Experiment 

Station was hay, 1,110 pounds; silage, 7,329 pounds; soiling 

crops, 1,148 pounds; bran, 545.2 pounds; oats, 464.4 pounds; 

— corn, 259 pounds; oil meal, 81 pounds; molasses beet pulp, 

180 pounds; gluten feed, 64.7 pounds; cotton seed meal, 38.3 

pounds; distillers’ grains, 382.8 pounds; brewers’ grains, 29.8 

pounds; total, 2,044.7 pounds. | | 

The cost of this ration was $36.65. Investigations among 

creamery patrons in Wisconsin and New York showed the cost , 

to be approximately $35.00. The average cost of feed for 

_ 1,062 cows in the Iowa Cow Census, 1906, as given by Hoard’s 

Dawryman, was $28.23. A number of tests conducted at vari- 

ous experiment stations shows the cost of feed to range from 

$30.00 to $35.00 per cow. 

In addition to the feed cost, other items must be considered. 

The Ohio Experiment Station has summed this up as follows: 

Interest and taxes to apply on cow........ $3.50 
Depreciation in the value of cow......... 8.00. 

Interest and taxes on dairy buildings..... 3.50 

Labor 2... cece ee eee eee eee eee ee es = 12.00 

Total ...... cece ee ee eee eee ewes = $27.00 . 

| Less value of manure...........0eeeeee 6.00 

| Net wo. ccc eee eee eee ee eee veveese $21.00 

In these figures the cow is valued at $60.00 and it is esti- 

mated that her period of usefulness is six years and at the end 

of that time she will be worth at least $12.00 for the butcher. 

This leaves a depreciation of $8.00 per year. Putting these |
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various items of cost together we find that the cow must produce | 

$50.00 to $55.00 worth of dairy products in order to pay for 

the cost of keep. 

We should credit the cow with the value of the calf at birth. 

This may run all the way from $1.00 up to $50.00 or even 

| more. We will assume that the average price is approximately 

: $5.00. Assuming the feed cost to be $30.00, and other items 

of expenses $20.00, and the value of the calf $5.00, the cow 

must produce at least $45.00 worth of dairy products before 

we can expect her to turn out any profit. With 3 per cent milk 

and 20 cent butter fat, this would be 7,500 pounds of milk. 

With 4 per cent milk and 20 cent butter fat, 5,625 pounds _ 

| of milk; with 3 per cent milk and 25 cent butter fat, 6,000 

pounds of milk; with 4 per cent milk and 25 cent butter . 

fat, 4,500 pounds of milk. If it were possible to reduce the 

cost of keep to $30.00, the amount of milk that she must pro- 

duce to cover the cost of keep with 8 per cent milk and 20 

cent butter fat, would be 5,000 pounds. With 4 per cent milk — 

and 20 cent butter fat it would be 8,750 pounds. With 

8 per cent milk and 25 cent butter fat, 4,000 pounds; with 

4. per cent milk and 25 cent butter fat, 3,000 pounds. We 

assume that the skim milk will pay the cost of separating and. 

hauling the cream or milk to market. These figures will give 

us an idea of how much a cow must produce before it will be : 

possible to milk her and convert her products into butter or 

cheese. | ft 

Of course, the cost of keeping a cow varies in different lo- 

calitics and in different years in the same locality, but any 

farmer can take the above calculation and adapt it to his own 

' eonditions at any given time of calculation. 

} | 
WHAT OUR COWS ARE PRODUCING. - 

Mr. C. B. Lane, of the Dairy Division of the United States 

Department of Agriculture, reports that the average cow in the 

United States is producing approxitnately 3,646 pounds of milk 

and 155 pounds of butter. In the last year book (1906) pub- 

| lished by the United States Department of Agriculture, the
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statement is made that a large percentage of the cows in the 

north central states are yielding only a trifle more than 100 

pounds of butter per annum. The Illinois Station, from ree- 

ords of a large number of creamery patrons, which are probably 

above the average of the state, reports that the average cow 

among these patrons is producing 4,721 pounds of milk and 

173 pounds of butter fat, equivalent to 202 pounds of butter. : 

| Wallace’s Farmer, in discussing the subject of dairy:ng in Iowa, 

estimates that one-third of the cows are cating their heads off, 

another third are barely paying for their feed, leaving only onc- 

| third producing dairy products at a profit and these, like Pha- i 

raoh’s fat kine, are being consumed by the poor kine. 

These average statements, while they are eye openers, do not 

begin to tell the whole story. It is indeed interesting to note | 

the differences between net income and profits realized by -vari- 

) ous creamery patrons. ‘These results are forcibly brought out 

in the following table: 

— Comparison of the herds of creamery patrons. 

| seoeorl «fe reese - 
Number M.1|k pro- Returns) Cnet inc-ud- 

Leon" pa Gow. [pee cow. creamery] yey est 
pe 

Wiscon-in: (100 herds. ) | Lbs. | Lbs . 

Best five herds.. ............. 15-35 6,657 313 | $58.32 | $3120 i. 
Poorest five herds............ _ 140 8.472 we | sae7 jk 80 cients | 

Difference..........0-ee-feeee ceee{ 3,185 152 | $2303 | $640 0... 
lyansas: (82 herds.) | 

Best five herds................; 8-20 | 5,476 253 | $33 74 jAb’t $20 $45 13 

Poorest five herds............ 3-2, 1,644 Tt 944 | °° 123.59 

Difference... 2. .... .6-. 2 3,832 | 179 | $2430 [Abc $5 $21 a4 

: A study of these figures for the Wisconsin herds shows the ~ | 

milk, butter and cash returns per cow are nearly twice as much 

for the best five herds as for the poorest five herds, while the 

eost of feed is less than a third more for the best ecws. The 

investment of $6.40 in feed produced an increased income of | 

$28.05 or 438 per cent intercst on the investment. After de-
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ducting the cost of feed the profits for the best five herds amount 
to $27.12 per cow and for the poorest five herds, $5.47 per cow. 
In other words, as far as dairy produets are concerned, one cow 
from the best five herds is worth as much as five cows from ¢he 
poorest five herds plus the saving in labor and stable room. 
Comparing the profits above cost of feed of the best herd with 
next to the poorest herd (the poorest herd was fed at a loss ) 
we find there are $31.41 for the former and only $5.88 for ) 
the latter, making the products of one cow from the best herd 
worth nearly six cows from the other herd. | 

The differences with the Kansas herds are in some respcets 
more striking. The average cow in the poorest five herds pro- 
dueed only 74 pounds of butter for the year. The figures show 
a difference of $5.00 in the feed bill as contrasted with $24.30, 
difference in profits above cost of feed. After crediting the 
cows with the value of the calf and skim milk, the best five | 
herds brought an incoine of $45.13 per cow and the poorest five 
herds, $23.59 per cow, or a difference in favor of the best herds 
of $21.54 per cow. After deducting the cost of feed, the best 

| five herds have a profit of $25.13 per cow and the poorest five. 
herds, $8.59. In other words, one cow from the best five herds 
is worth as much to a man as three cows from the poorest five 
herds, including the value of the calf and skim milk. Com- 
paring the best herd with the poorest herd, we find that one 
cow from the former is worth as much as eleven cows from the 
latter, including the value of the calf and skim milk. 

If there is such a difference in the herds, how about the dif- 
ferenees between individuals in the herds? The Illinois Ex- 
periment Station has eollected some interesting and instruetive 
figures along this line. They have found the best cow from the 
records they have obtained to produce 619.9 pounds of butter 

fat, equivalent to 723 pounds of butter, and the poorest cow pro- 

duced 78.5 pounds of butter fat, equivalent to 91 pounds of 

butter. Of 478 yearly records of individual cows, comprised : 

largely of common and grade stock, they found 59, or 12 per 

cent, that produced less than 150 pounds of butter fat; 208, or 

~ 43 per eent, that produced from 150 to 250 pounds; 158, or 3838 

per cent, that produced from 250 to 350 pounds; 48, or 9 per
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cent, that produced 3850 to 450 pounds, and 15, or 8 per cent, 

that produced over 450 pounds of butter fat per cow per annum. 

To show what can be done with our common or native cows, | | 

two of our experiment stations, namely, Kansas and Michigan, | 

have purchased herds representing approximately the average 

cows of their respective states. These cows were well cared 

for and fed liberally on well balanced rations, and all had an 

equal opportunity to show results. The record of the 28 

Kansas cows is summarized in the following table: 

Best and poorest cows compared. 

| PRODUCTS. 

KANSAS EXPERIMENT STATION, nn 
. | Milk. | Average Butter test. 

tbs. | Rercent. | Lbs, : 
Averages of the best five cows .. ..... 0... ween. | 8,255 4 24. 390.1 

Averages of the poorest five cows ........... eae] 3,043 3.92 119.5 

Differences .......0 0... cee ce eee nee veel BQIZ becca 930.6 

© Bost COW..s.sieeseeecateteeesesttstseeeecsseeee nef 9,116 4.21 383.7 
Poorest COW 2... .... cee cece cece cece cece cece veee ss 2,463 3.54 | 87.2 , 

Ditfferencas., 1.0... ccc. cee eee eee eee ear 

| The best five cows, which produced an average of 350 pounds 

of butter fat per head, show some encouraging possibilitics even 

with common cows. That ‘the poorest five cows, with equal 

opportunities, produced only 120 pounds of butter fat per head 

shows just as conclusively that there are some cows, in this in- | 

stanee over 25 per cent, that have not the capacity to convert 

feed into milk at a profit, no matter what the quantity or qual- 

ity of the feed. 

~The Michigan Experiment Station purchased a herd of grade 

cows in 190. A summary of the results obtained is shown as 

| follows: |
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Best and poorest cows comp rred. 

| Paopvucts. 

MICHIGAN. a 

Muk. Averags - | Batter-fat. 

_ Lbs. Per cent. Lbs. 

Average of best five COWS ........ 0... eee ec eae 7,393 4.3. 321.2 

Average of p orest five Cows ....-. 0.22.0 cee vee 4,400 4.1 180.8 

" Difference ...... 0... cc e cee cee cee eee nee 2,993 mo) eT 

Best COW ... 0... eee eee ee, Lecce ae vane eae e 7,607 | 4.8 358.1 

| Poorest COW .. 2.0. ccc cece eee cevevecesseeseeceeee| 1,205 5 Bd 41.1 
Ditferon00 esse ses esvns sw ssewief G90 [oan RO 

The difference in the annual production between the best five 

cows and the poorest five cows is marked, though not so great 

as with the Kansas herd. The difference between the best and - 

poorest cow is greater than in the Kansas herd. | | 

The retarding in fluence of one poor cow. | 

| Provucts. 

| Vow. | | Average | Butter 
Milk. tests. | fat. 

RKansite— | oe ! | Lbs. Per cent. : Lbs. 

No. 20 (bost COW) ..2...00eeeee cette OIG 4.21 | 383.7 

No. 7 (next bast)........ 0 2... Stree eect eee 6,956 4.8 | 334.5 

_ No. 61 (poorest COW) eee ceeeceeeceeceeecnesenee, 24468 35h | 87.2. 

" Average of the three soccccccccsceeceveceeeecees| 6,182 Lees | 268 5 

Average of the herd  - oo... ee eee cee eee eee 6,288 3.99 251.2 

Michigan-— * . | | 
No. 17 (bost COW) .... 66. ceeeee cere eee eee {7,607 | 4.84 | 3711 : 

No. 13 (next best)......-. nen g8.113 | 4.45 | 331.7 

AV@LAZE coc cece cece ee ce eee secretes] T8000 [eet 366.4 

No. 16 (poorest COW) wo... cece ce cece cece eee 1,205 3.43 41.1 

Average of the three... 6... eee ee ee eee i 0, 642 veeeccee coast 258.0 

Average of the Lord ee ceeeseeesee cee ceee eel 6,25) 4.08 255.6 |
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| This table shows some remarkable results. With both the 

Kansas and Michigan herds the poorest cow when compared and 

averaged with the two best cows in the herd will lower the 

: average of the three to the average of the entire herd. In 

other words, the one pocr cow lowers the average production of 

the two best cows practically 100 pounds of butter fat per head. 

Is it any wonder that with many of our dairymen the profits 

are scarcely visible to the naked eye ? | 

The figures of the different herds show the great variation 

that takes place between herds. The figures of the individuals 

in the herd show the great variation that takes place among in- 

| dividual cows of the herd. Together, they show the possibilt- 

ties of greatly increasing the average annual income per cow. 

That the need of such work is imperative is shown by the fact _ : 

that Wisconsin cows, 1,365,000 in number on January 1, 1907 , 

(according to the last year book published by the Department 
of Agriculture), had a value of $31.00 per head. 

In Hoard’s Dairyman for August 25, 1905, we find the rec- 

ord of a herd of twenty-eight cows that ran its owner in debt 

for $127.00 for the year. Another herd of seven cows brought 

the owner a profit of $245.00 or $35.00 per cow. The latter 

herd not only showed the profit but required less labor and less 

feed. | 
Another ‘contrast in cows and cow owners is recorded by Buff 

Jersey in a visit made to a dairy district near St. Louis. He 

found one herd of fifty-seven cows (cared for by four men) 

whose average daily production was four gallons of milk per | 

head. On the same railroad, at the same time, there was being | 
shipped to St. Louis the products of 250 cows which were cared 

for by twenty-two men, but the production of these 250 cows 

was less than one-half of the daily production of the 57 head 

mentioned. At the Kansas Station it was found with a test of 

- gommon cows that it was possible to secure an average of 270 | 

pounds of butter as the result of good feed and care. The aver- | 

age of the state at the same time is said to have been only about 

: 72 pounds and the average of the cighty-two patrons in one of | 

the best dairy districts of the state was only 123 pounds. In 

spite of these good returns from common cows, which only cost
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$30.00 apiece, it was found that five of the best out of twenty- 
eight produced dairy products worth $28.89 above the cost of 
feed and that another five with equal opportunities produced 
$6.35 above the cost of feed, or a difference of $22.54 per cow, 

which figured in another way amounts to 455 per cent. better 
income for the best five cows. With this herd it was found 
that 14 per cent were running the Station in debt for their 
feed, to say nothing about their care. Had this 14 per cent 
been eliminated from the nerd at the start, it would have in- 

| ercased the average production of the herd 411 pounds of milk 
and 17 pounds of butter fat, or the income per cow would have 

been increased 28 per cent. 

A study of the causes of these variations in herds and indi- 
| vidual cows reveals some interesting facts. First, there ig a 

difference in men. There are men milking cows today who | 

have no business ability along dairy lines. No matter what ~ 

kind of cows or what kind of feeds they have, they will not 

make a success of the dairy business. Second, there are cows 

which are being used for dairy purposes that never ought to be 
milked. Many of these cows cannot and will not convert feed — 
into milk at a profit. They lack the dairy temperament. | 

On the other hand, there are many cows which, given the 

proper feed and care, would return their owners better, if not 

handsome, profits. A large majority of these belong to what 

we call common or grade cows. While it is desirable that dairy 

farmers get into pure bred cattle as rapidly as possible, it must 

be admitted that for a long time to come the common cows will 

be with us. At the present time we are absolutely dependent 

upon them as the production of the pure bred animals furnish 

only a small fraction af the dairy products demanded by our 

increasing population. The question which confronts us today 

along with the question of grading up our herds, is how to get 

the utmost out of these common or grade cows. | 

The best results must come through good care and feed. The 

dairy cow is a sensitive animal. With her thin coat of hair, 

her thin hide, and comparatively little fat beneath her skin to 

keep her warm, she feels the cold blasts of winter much more 

than the beef steer with his thick coat of hair, thick hide, and
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an abundance of fat beneath the skin. Our dairy cow must be 

well sheltered. She must have plenty of fresh air and water 

~ from which the chill has been removed, which is as much a part 

of her food as the grain and hay. 

Results with the grade herds at Michigan and Kansas, as | 

well as reports from. various papers of the country show con- 

clusively that many of these common cows fail to yield their 

owners a large or as large a profit as they should because of the 

lack of sufficient food. A good dairy cow should be fed, first 

of all, liberally. Investigations carried on in Canada show 

that the herds which bring in from 5,000 to 6,000 or 8,000 

pounds of milk per annum, contrasted with those that bring in 

from 2,000 to 2,300 pounds per cow per annum are fed gen- | 

erously, while the others are being fed barely enough or very 

little more than to keep them alive. 

A few years ago Cornell University made a test to determine 

the effect of feed on increasing the per cent of butter fat. 

Among the herds visited, they found one man who was willing 

to let the representative of the Station stay at the farm and | 

make records of the feed given and the dairy products produced. | 

The results obtained showed that the cost of feed was $28.00 . 

per head and the cows produced dairy products worth $24.50 | 

per head, or a loss of $3.50 per cow. The owner, being con- 

fronted with these figures, was induced to sell the herd to the 

College. At the end of the second year each cow in the herd 

had produced dairy products worth $38.00 per head. The cost 

of feed amounted to $33.00 per head, leaving a profit of $5.00. 

It will be noticed that the increase of $5.00 in feed made a dif- 

ference of $18.50 in favor of each cow. 

Another experience illustrating the value not only of liberal 

feeding but of judicious feeding is given by Mr. J. H. Grisdale _ 

of Canada. He took a herd of twenty-five cows and fed them 

all they would consume for one year, with the result that the 

herd averaged 5,400 pounds of milk per head. The next year 

he weeded out two of the poorest animals and started in to feed 

| not a more generous ration but a more suitable one, figured out 

according to our best knowledge along feeding lines. This 

| year he realized 6,500 pounds of milk per cow or an increase
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of 1,100 pounds for each animal in the herd. At the same 

time the cost of food was reduced $2.00 per head. This illus- | 

trates that it is possible to feed an animal liberally and yet not 

judiciously. Some cows will eat from 15 to 20 pounds of meal 

| and give no better results than when fed 8 or 9. The writer 

had an experience in over-feeding cows on alfalfa hay at the 

Kansas Experiment Station. The boys doing the milking were | 

| competing with cach other as to how much milk they would get 

from the cows, and in feeding them they kept increasing the 

amount of alfalfa hay until they were feeding 43 pounds of hay 

daily per cow. This amount was reduced to 33 pounds and later | 

to less than 80 with no difference whatever in the yield. Ordi- | 

narily we can give a cow all the roughage she will eat, and with 

the possible exeeption of alfalfa and clover, there ig no danger 
of her eating too much. | : | 

In order to realize the largest profits we must raise all the 

roughage and as much of the grain as possible on the farm. I 

assume that we realize what the cow needs in the way of di- 

gestible nutrients to produce the best results. The question 

which then confronts us is what feeds will give us the largest __ 

amount of nutrients per acre? Of all the nutrients needed by | 

the cow, protein is by far the most important. Our carbohy- 

drates and ether extract are supplied in the ordinary feeds 

grown on the farm, but the greatest concern to the dairyman, 

in order to properly balance his rations, is to get more protein. 

The value of some of our different crops from the protein stand- 

point is shown in the following table: | 

: Y.eld of digestible protein. | 

Roughage. | 7 

| - Digestible Protein. 

rot ite, | eben 
| Per ton. Per acre. 

Timothy .... cc ccee eee test tees cette ene nees 1.5 56 81 | 
Mixed hay ccc cccccececseeveeeseeevene ene ce 1.5 118 aT 
Corn silage 2. week. eee ce ce cee ce cece ence ees 10.0 18 ~ 180 

Red clover ie... .ccccee cece ce sete cece ceeeuene eee, 2.0 136 22 
Alfalfa. oo. .ccc eee ceee cece sec ceee sete ceee venevees 4.0 220 | 880
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| | . Grains. 

oo | Digestible Protein. 

Peed, cS te ee 
| Per ton. | Per acre. 

oe re “| fe 
COM cece cee ce cece eee cee teen te ete e ee eee ne ee! 33 198 146 

Barley .c..0 cecccce sees cece caee eee ceen cee sens ! 29, | 174. 121 

Oats... cece cee ce eee eee eee een eee teen eee 35 184 103 

Soy baans. co. .cce cee cece cece cee eee een eeee ee 15 592 266 

Bran... we. sees eee oo lbecbee vtec tueccetevees luneteene an 44 sees ener trees | 

Linseed meal .... 2.) eee eee eee eee ee eee ees ocsuteeceee 386 beeen cee nes 

C .ttonseed meal .......00 eee eee eee ee oo Lene The | cece cece ce eee 
ee ————— ee 

From this table it will be noticed that timothy hay yields 

only 56 pounds of protein per ton and only 84 pounds per acre, 

the lowest of any of the feeds mentioned. Corn silage, which 

is eonsidcred more ag a earbchydrate and succulent feed than a 

) pretein feed, y:elds only 18 pounds of digestible protein per | 

ten, but on account of the larger yield shows more digestible 

protein per acre than mixed hay. Red clover yields nearly 100 

pounds more digestible protein per acre than mixed hay or corn 

silage, which accounts for the high regard in which this rough- 

age ig held by progressive dairymen. | 

| Alfalfa is a eomparatively new crop for Wisconsin, but 

thanks to the persistent efforts of Governor Hoard, the farmers 

of this state are beginning to grow this valuable forage. It 

will b2 noticed that this crop yields 220 pounds per ton, or 880 

: pounds per acre of digestible protein, making it practically | 

eqnal to bran pound for pound. Feeding experiments demon- 

strate that it can, in a large measure though not completely, 

| take the place of grain in the ration of the dairy cow. _ 
Tn comparing the grain feeds it will be noticed that corn is 

a carbonaccous feed, containing only 158 pounds of digestible 

pretein per ton, while bran contains 244, linseed meal 586, cot- 

tonsecd meal 744 and soy beans 592 pounds per ton. When 

| the feeder is short on protein, it is well for him to consider if 

he cannot economically supply this lack by raising soy beans 

or purchasing some highly nitrogenous feed as linseed meal,
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cottonseed meal, Ajax Flakes, ete. When the dairy farmer 
grows an abundance of nitrogenous roughage, like clover and : 
alfalfa, he will need to buy very little of these high priced ni- 
trogenous concentrates. | 

To make the most of our common cows, it is necessary, first 
of all, to weed out those cows that do not have the capacity or 
temperament to produce milk at a profit for feed consumed. 

This should be followed as soon as possible with the elimination 

of those that can produce only a small profit. The remainder 

should be fed first Hberally and such feeds and combination of 

| feeds that will enable the cow to produce the maximum yield 

with the least expenditure of encrgy and the least waste of fecd 

nutricnts. i, | 

Kiven though good results are obtained with common cows, 

every da ryman should realize that they are simply the means 

to an end, In other werds, they are the erutches that enable 

us to live and move until we ean get better stock. The herd of _ 

common dairy cows, no matter what their record, should be — 

headed by a good pure bred dairy sire that will enable the dairy- 

man not only to maintain but to materially inercase the average 

production of his herd. No dairy farmer who has good judg- 

ment in the seleetion and improvement ef h’s eows and in the 

growing of well balanced fecds for their use need be without a 

good sized check regularly every month that will make him 

happy, contented and prosperous. | 

DISCUSSION. 

Hix-Gov. Hoard: I want to know if, in your judgment, you : 

think the Wisconsin cows are 146 pounds of milk below the 

average of the United States ? 

Prof. Otis: No; in Wisconsin we have simply taken a total 

production and the total number of cows and tried to figure out 

the average production. In the ease of Illinois cows they have 

taken simply that cow census and they themselves say that they 

have in some of the better herds in that state which is probably
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considerably above the average; so I do not want any one to 

think that these are to be compared with each other. All I pre- 

sent these for, is to show that even though they take the best of 

them, and assume that Wisconsin runs even above the best, we 

still have a very low production per cow. , | 

- * Mr. Luchsinger: You have used the word “protein” a good a 

_ many times, and stated its value in feeding cattle. I -w'sh you 

would make a short explanation of the particular part protein 

plays in the production of milk. 

Prof. Otis: You analyze milk and you will find it contains 

in the neighborhood of four per cent casein. Case‘n is a ni- 

trogenous ingredient. Now, the fced that goes to the animal | 

must be of such character that will make that kind of product 

and it takes protein to produce it. It takes protein to produce 

lean meat. The cow is constantly called upon to turn out these 

| protein products and she must be fed the material from which , 

to produce it. , | | 

The Chairman: The prote’n in casein and the protein in - : 

feed are substantially the same product. 7 oe 

Prof. Otis: Similar, yes. | | 

Mr. Luchsinger: If she does not get it in her feed, she | 

either fails in the quantity of her product, or else it must be 

supplied in some other way and it wears on the constitution of 

| the animal. | | 

— —- Prof. Otis: Yes, a dairy cow will continue to give milk for 

the calf even though she has to do it at the expense of her own 

body, and you feed a cow, for instance, on corn, and corn stub- 

ble, and you will supply her with sufficient protein to keep her | 

system going and a little bit over, but in any machine we want _ 

to tax that machine to its capacity, and in order to do that we 

must supply more raw material. In other words, you must : 

supply a cow with more protein in order to get her to do her | 

best. It will take sixty per cent of what the cow eats to keep | | 

up her animal system. If you feed ten per cent more you will. 

get ten per cent profit, if you feed twenty per cent over that 

you will get double profit. When farmers try to save on feed, | 

they are doing the most extravagant thing they can do. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Provided they have a good cow to put it in. 

8—D. -
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My. Luchsinger: Which do vou call the better feed, soy 
hcans fed as grain or as hay? 

Prof. Otis: The compos'tion of the hay is practically the 
sanie. Soy beans can be raised as a grain feed. T would not 
think it would pay to feed cow peas unless they are cracked 
grains or grains not fit for planting as seed. You can supply 

| the amount of prote’n necessary easier from alfalfa or clover 
than from your soy beans. The soy beans may be used as an 
intermediate crop or a catch erop, when your supply of protein 
is short, or when your clover or alfalfa happens to kill out. 

Prof. Henry: Some one spoke of buying cotton seed meal 
here at $80 a ton. That is an exceedingly low price for cot- 
ten seed meal, and the merchants of this town ought to have it 
on sale. The Illinois Central runs right down to the factories 
where the cotton seed is changed to oil and eotton seed meal. 

- The Iliino’s Central ought to give a very reasonable rate on 
cotton seed meal to Monroe and the farmers ought to know 
about it and be able to feed it. profitably, and the milk condenser 

| ought to be interested in that. The farmers here ought to 
know that when it is low in price, it is very advantageous to 
use, SO 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: When you compare the amount per pound 
you. pay. for your protein, just look at it. Supposing that you 
paid $20 a ton for corn and you got 158 pounds of protein in 

a ton, and you paid $30 a ton for cotton seed meal and you get . 
74-4 pounds of protein in a ton. Just see the difference. You 

can figrre out what you are paying a pound for protein in corn 

and other kinds of feed and it is a great deal more. You come 

down to cotton seed meal and you are paying a little over four 

cents a pound for protein at $30 a ton for the meal. 

_ Prof. Henry: You are at one of the points here where you 

ought to be able to get cotton seed meal cheap. Two years ago 

this spring I rode through eight miles in the tobacco country | 

_ and I passed e’ght wagonloads of cotton seed meal going out in 

the country, and they were not feeding it to the cows either, 

they were spreading it on the tobacco fields. Now, if tobacco 

erowers feel that they are justified in using that expensive arti- 

cle as they do manure, it shows that they must understand its 

ereat value.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF OLEOMARGARINE IN 

~ WISCONSIN. | 

J. Q. Emery, Dairy and Food Commmissioner, Madison, Wis. 

Section 4607, Statutes of 1898, as amended by chapter 151, 

laws of 1901, provides that any person who “shall by himself, 

his agent or servant, render or manufacture, sell or solicit or 

accept orders for, ship, consign, offer or expose for sale, or have 

in possession with intent to sell any article, product or com- 

pound made wholly or partially out of any fat, oil or oleaginous 

substance or compound thereof, not produced from unadulter- 

| ated milk or cream from the same, and without the admixture 

or addition of any fat foreign to said milk or cream, which shall | 

be in imitation of yellow butter, produced from such milk or 

cream with or without coloring matter,” shall be punished as 

_ therein prescribed. ‘Nothing in this section shall be construed 
to prohibit the manufacture or sale of oleomargarine in a sep- 

arate and distinct form and in such manner as will advise the | 

consumer of its real character and free from coloration or in- 

eredient that. causes it to look like butter.” | 

This statute was first enacted in 1895. The amendment of 

| 1901 simply made those who “solicit or accept orders for’ the 

product amenable to the law. To the ordinary dealer, as well 

_ as to those who were interested in framing the bill and securing | 

its passage, its meaning seems plain and unambiguous; but a 

law in this state, as well as in every state, is not necessarily 

what the framer of the law intended it to be, but means just what , 

| the supreme court, or the court of highest appeal, says it means. 

It has been interpreted by the dairy and food commissioner to 

mean that the sale of oleomargarine which in its color could be 

taken for yellow butter is prohibited. It seems to have served 

_ the purpose of manufacturers of oleomargarine to challenge this | 

view of the meaning of the statute. 

ro It does not come within the scope of the subject assigned me 

to speak of the struggles of the dairy and food commission in 

the enforcement of that law. | |
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A decision of the supreme court was handed down on Janu- 

ary 8 in a case involving the interpretation of the law we are 

considering. The case was brought against Nowack and Meyer | 

| of Watertown for selling a compound, described in the terms of - 

the statute and as in imitation of yellow butter. As the pen- 

alty exceeds $100, such cases cannot be tried before a justice of | 

the peace, but must be brought in the circuit court. The de- 

fendants were cxamined in justice court and were held for trial 

in the circuit court of Jefferson county, before Judge Grimm. 

The case was tried in February, 1907. The defendants were 

found guilty and fined $50 and costs. An appeal was taken to 

the supreme court and the decision of that court was rendered | 

January 8. The complaint in the case was drawn by L. E. 

Gettle of Edgerton. The case was conducted by Mr. Gettle 

and the district attorney for Jefferson county until it reached 

the cireuit court. John M. Olin of Madison was then brought 

into the case as counsel for the state. He was aided by Mr. . 

Gettle and the district attorney. _ 

| The limitations of time preclude any detailed description of 

the trial of that case in the circuit court for Jefferson county; 

but to understand the present status of oleomargarine in Wis- 

consin a knowledge of some features of that trial is absolutely ° | 

necessary. | | | | | 

The professed theory of the oleomargarine manufacturers 

and of their legal representatives was that the law must be so | 

construed that if oleomargarine contained no artificial coloring 

its sale was not in violation of the law, however yellow it might 

be. One of the witnesses, acknowledged to be the manager of 

the oleomargarine department of one of the Chicago oleomar- 7 

earine manufacturers, was reckless enough to swear, in another 

case brought before Judge Clemenson, that oleomargarine of 

necessity varied in color with the change of seasons, just as the 

natural color of butter changes with the change of seasons, and 

also that if the law were construed to prohibit the sale of oleo- 

margarine of the color of yellow butter, the law thus construed 

would be prohibitive of the manufacture of oleomargarine dur- | 

ing some seasons of the year. It would be both interesting and 

astonishing to consider some other phases of the testimony of
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| that witness in that trial; but the limitations of this paper do 

not permit. | 7 ee - 

_ Being forewarned by such remarkable testimony, the dairy 

and food commission, in the case of the State vs. Nowack and 

Meyer, made investigations as to how the yellow color in the 

oleomargarine is produced. We purchased tallow from differ- — 

ent butchers from grass-fed animals and from grain-fed animals 

- as well. We manufactured oleo oils from the samples of the 

beef tallow we had purchased, and neutral lard from the leaf 

lard purchased. We were enabled to procure from a reliable | | 

| source samples of different kinds of oleo oils ranging in color 

from white to a golden yellow; three distinct different grades _ 

: in all in relation to color. Practically white oleo oil is manu- | 

factured from the best grades of grain-fed beef. cattle, and is 

the best quality of oleo oil. Dark yellow oleo oil is manufac- 

tured from old cows, grass-fed cattle, etc., and in quality is the | 

poorest grade of oil. There are intermediate grades of oleo oil 

based upon color between these two. | 

: Since the enactment of the oleomargarine law of 1902, it has 

been a favorite course of procedure for the oleomargarine manu- 

facturers to endeavor to convince the public, courts and juries, 

that the yellow oleomargarine which was manufactured without 

the use of artificial coloring is of necessity yellow. We were 

able to overthrow this contention in the trial of the case herein | 

referred to. Dr. Richard Fischer, chemist for the dairy and 

food commission, commonly known as the state chemist, was 

able to establish the fact that the oleomargarine in question was | 

produced by the use of about 65 per cent of very yellow oleo oil, 

| 20 per cent of neutral lard which is practically white, and 15 | 

per cent of cotton-seed oil. He was able to establish by his 

testimony that the yellow color of the oleomargarine in question, 

which was in resemblance to yellow butter, was secured through } 

| the selection of the darkest shades of yellow oleo oil, of which 

: avery high percentage was used. 

Tn its decision, the supreme court of Wisconsin holds that the 

sale of oleomargarine “which shall be in imitation of yellow . 

butter” is prohibited by the statute. It holds that the words _ 

“vellow butter” require no definition to explain their meaning; . _
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that they define themselves and are used in the statute in the 
popular, rather than in any trade or technical, sense. It holds 
that whether the prohibited product is in imitation of vellow 
butter is a question of fact to be determined by the jury and 
that the article is to be compared with yellow butter by direct 
testimony of any person who is able to testify on the subject, 
which will include all ordinary witnesses except those who show 
affirmatively their lack of knowledge or some degree of color-  . 
blindness. | | 

The court says that the question whether the article sold by 
the defendants was the identical thing which is contraband by 
the statute must be determined by the testimony of witnesses 
who have seen it, or by the testimony of witnesses aided by the 
inspection of the article itself, and that its resemblance to yel- 
low butter is a factor in such determination. If the article is — 
in imitation of yellow butter, it matters not whether such imita- 
tion is brought about by the addition of a dye or by the selection 
of ingredients. The court declares that there is no distinction so 
far as producing color is concerned between imitating or pro- | 
due:ng color by the addition of an ingredient known as a dye 
and added for the purpose alone of producing a given color, and 
the selection and addition of an ingredient which performs the 
same coloring function, but at the same time adds other quali- 
ties to the compound. 

The court holds that the words “which shall be in imitation 
of” used in describing the contraband compound, imply a con- 
scious imitation in the manufacture thereof. The court ex- 
plains the meaning of conscious imitation as follows: “If one ) 
forming a compound of several ingredients knowingly select and 
use an ingredient which imparts to the compound the color of 
yellow butter, he having choice of ingredients, he will have made 
his compound in imitation of yellow butter just as well as if 

he selected a dye.” ‘There is, however, this difference, viz., 

proof of the presence of the dye, which can have no other func- 

tion than that of producing color, showing the conscious imita- 

tion quite clearly, while proof of the selection of the ingredients 
which produced the color of yellow butter, the person selecting 

| having the choice of ingredients, is a fact from which the jury
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ig authorized to infer a conscious imitation notwithstanding 

such ingredient so selected has other qualitics or is :n one of its | 

forms or in one of its colors a necessary ingredient of oleomar- 

| garine. Whether or not the article in question is in imitation 

of yellow butter cannot be determined alone by its resemblance 

to yellow buttcr, but resemblance aided by the evidence of the 

existence of a dye as one of its ingredients, or resemblance 

aided by evidence of the existence of available necessary ingredl- 

ents which will not impart to the compound the color of yellow 

butter and of the existence of cther available ingredients which 

will impart to the compound the color of yellow butter, may be 

considered by the jury as establishing or tending to establish 

~ conscious imitation by the selection of ingredients. What is 

| vellow butter and whether the article in question is in imitation 

of yellow butter are questions of fact.” 

The supreme court expressed the opinion that there was ev1- . 

dence before the trial court from wh'ch the jury was authorized 

to infer conscious imitation in the manufacture of the com- 

pound as described in its decision and because there was evi- 

deree tending to show that the aceused had knowledge that the 

~ gompound in which they were dealing was not butter but oleo- 

margarine and that it resembled yellow butter. 

The court further says: “Resemblance to yellow butter, to- c 

ecther with knowledge that the compound is not butter, with 

proof of the fact of selling, shipping, ete., will const-tute a prima 

facie case.” But, says the court, it will be necessary to cover 

by the proof both branches of the inquiry as set forth in the | 

decision. | | 

| From this it plainly follows that where oleomargarine is being 

sold in resemblance to yellow butter, a prima facie caso exists 

: and renders the seller of such a product amenable to prosecu- 

tiop. In the trial, the state must establish by proof that the . 

compound was in imitation of ycllow butter and that thet imi- 

tation consisted of resemblances to yellow butter aided by the . 

presence of a dye or by the selection of material, other material 

being available. In this connection, let me repeat that the court 

expressed its judgment that such proof was before the trial 

court in the case, State vs. Nowack and Meyer. |
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The contention of the oleomargarine people has been that 
unless the compound contained an artificial color, described by 

: the court as “a dye,” there was no conscious imitation, but our 
supreme court holds that the selection of material is just as 
much a conscious imitation as the use of artifical eolor. And 
lect me repeat again that the court held that there was evidence | 
before the trial court warranting the jury to infer a conscious | 
imitation; that is to say, we offered evidence warranting the 
jury to infer the selection of material. The offering of this | 
evidence was strenuously objected to by the oleomargarine | 
people and an exception was made, but the supreme court over- 

| ruled their contention and held that the evidence was properly 
— admaitted. | _ | 

Phe Dairy Food Commission has contended that imitation 
as used im the statute did not imply conscious imitat°on, but 

| that its meaning was substantially the same as though the law 
| had prohibited the sale of oleomargayine “which shall be of 

the color of yellow butter,” or “which shall be in semblance or 
resemblance of yellow butter.” While the state in that case 
held that the word “imitation,” as used in the statute, did not | 
imply conscious imitation, it furnished the same proof as though 

| it had conceded that the imitation means consc’ous imitation as 
described by the supreme court. Most of the contentions of the 
state ‘n the Nowack and Meyer case were sustained by the su- 

— preme court. 

The statute as interpreted by the supreme court places the i 
: burden of proof on the state to. furnish evidence of the. presence 

of a dye or that there has been selection of material. If instead 
of the words “which shall be in imitation of yellow butter,” 
the statute read “which shall be of the color of yellow butter,” . 
ox “which shall be in resemblance or semblance of yellow but- ; 
ter,” the interpretation of the statute by the supreme court xe- : 

: maining otherwise the same, the furnishing of such proof 
would not seem to be required. 

Because of certain irrelevant testimony that was admitted | 
despite: objection and because of one instruction of the trial | 
judge to the jury, held to be error, to the effect that the lightest 
shades of natural butter as well as the darkest shades of colored
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. or uncolored yellow butter and all intermediate shades were 

protected by the statute, the case was remanded for a new trial. 

The attorney for the oleomargarine people has informed me 

that the defendants in the case will, before or at the next term 

of the circuit court for Jefferson county, appear and “confess: 

that they did it and pay their fine.” That is to be the ending 

of the Nowack and Meyer case, according to the statement of 

- their attorney. —— 
Reports of dairy and food inspectors from all parts of the 

state indicate that since the decision of the supreme court the | 
| law, as interpreted by that court, is being very generally com- 

| pled with. Violations have been found, but the number is | 
comparatively small. They report as a gencral rule that. the _ 
logal dealers manifest a law-abiding spirit; that they express 

themselves as desiring to handle only the lawful product. Cases : 

are reported where the local dealers have returned the yellow 
oleomargarine to. the shippers. Not a few dealers have been | 

so, much annoyed by the questionable character of the goods 

shipped them that they have quit the business. The manifest 
determination of local dealers to be law-abiding is a recognized 

aid in the administration, of the law. The attitude of the oleo- 

margarine manufacturers, as expressed to. me by their attorneys, 

has been that when they could know what the law is by an in- . 

: terpretation of the supreme court, they wowld comply with the 

: law as thus interpreted. It is gratifying to state that the manu- 

facturers. of oleomargarine who have most perfectly met. the re- a 

quixements of the statute in the oleomargarine furnished the ~ | 
Wiscons:n market have the great bulk of the trade at the present 

| OS DISCUSSION. | - oe 

Seey. Burchard: I regret that Prof. Emery did not, say that 

~ when. this decision: of the supreme court was announced. all the 

leading daily papers of the state came out in, quite flaming head- 
lines, saying that the oleo. law of Wisconsin had been annulled
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practicaily, and thereupon a good many people chuckled, a little 
hastily. A more careful reading of the decision of the court 

| satisfied Prof. Emery and myself even before we had made a 
study of it, that that was not the case, that in fact the dairy 

aud food commissioner had won a very decided victory for the 

law and for the dairymen of the state. | 
Prof. Emery: ‘The newspaper reporters in sending out that 

first report stopped short at a certain point where they said it 

must be in resemblance to yellow butter aided by the presence of — 

a dye, and the whole pith of the decision was left out. The at- 

torney for Swift & Company, who was in my office only a few 

days ago, said that the first part of the decision was very satis- 

_ factory tohim. “If they had only stopped where I wanted them 

: to, I would be satisfied with that decision, but they didn’t.” 

But the newspapers stopped just where the lawyer would have 

been glad to have the court stop, in making their reports. Now, 

I have had representatives of three of the largest manufacturing 

firms of Chicago in my office in the past ten days, and each of 

these has assured me—I am only giving you their word for it, 

ecntlemen, but I have their word for it—that they propose to —. 

scnd into Wisconsin cnly such product as will pass inspection 

and meet the requirements of this Wisconsin statute. That. 

they are doing that now is practically true; there are a few ex- 

ceptional cases. | 7 

Mr. Everett: Keep your eye on them. 
Prof. Emery: Yes, we will. Gentlemen, when a lawyer 

representing a great firm having millions of capital back of it — 

will come into an office and tell a public officer charged with 

the enforcement of law, that these corporations are in business 

to make money, they are there to sell their products, we cer- 

tainly will have to keep our eye on them. More than that, they 

have said to me that they will sell it unless the law is so enforced 

that the fines imposed will make it to their disadvantage to sell | 

it under those circumstances. I knew their position before, but | 

I did not expect lawyers would admit it. I tell you that the 

people of the state of Wisconsin and of this country have got to 

understand in the matter of food products that they have some- 

thing to do to defend themselves against these pirates that are
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- uponthem. The farmer that is producing pure wholesome food 

and wants a market for it has to contend with those people who 

are producing fraudulent imitations, because of the great wealth | 

that those manufacturers can control in putting sellers and 

lawyers out in the country. For nearly six years I have been | 

engaged in th's work and I want to tell you that I believe that 

if the people of this state, this country, knew only one-half 

of what is true in this respect, they would rise in their might. 7 
But they are asleep, they don’t understand it. The people ot 

this country have something to do to protect themselves in their 

own rghts, not to be robbed by people who are putting upon the 

markets spurious imitations and fraudulent foods. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: I can’t say anything that will pound this 

7 into you any harder than Prof. Emery has. He is a man | 
deadly in earnest, he is a good deal like a loaded gun, you don’t 

want him to turn around the wrong way or you may get shot. 

I would like to have every farmer, when somebody throws out 

the usual sneer “I would rather eat oleomargarine than ordinary 

butter,” or something of the kind, I would like to have him say 

one thing to this man that puts up that argumient, and that 1s 

this, butter always advertises itself. Butter never acts under 

false pretenses. If there is anything the matter with butter, it 

tells it to the people, doesn’t it? Can’t you tell in a minute 

when it has lost its flavor? Not so with oleomargarine. You : 

can juggle your oleo, you can flavor it, you can fool with it, you 

can blind the consumer with it, you can adulterate it tremen- 

dously, and you have no way of detecting it, except by the 

~ chemist. In the oleo fight in Washington, we found oleomar- 

garine with eleven per cent paraftine. | | 

You come to put the food of this country into the hands of 

interested capital, and where are you? Go right back to the 

farm. The farm is the only proper source of food in this country. 

The farm is the source of food and clothing, but in between the 

farmer and the consumer, stand a whole lot of these interested 

| dishonest men who propose to juggle and sophisticate, and we | 

need a great, big, strong, absolute public opinion to work against 

them. The farmer needs to stand up and understand what he 

is about; he needs to read and be posted. Just as likely as not
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: he will listen to some demagogue who may come along, and be- 
cause he can raise a hue and ery against the man that is en- 
forcing the law, he will vote in some unworthy man and let the: ) 
good man out of office. . 

We have had a good administration of the Dairy and Food 7 
Commission; we have had a man striving against that combina- 

_ tion in Chicago of $150,000,000 capital to down that agent who 
| is trying to enforce the laws, to put in place of this genuine © 

| article of food, a fraud and a counterfeit, and a humbug. 
During the last campa‘gn, men were attacking the Dairy and 

Food Commission, trying to humbug the farmers into voting 
against the prosecution of this question, because, forsooth, it | 
costs $30,000 a year. Great gods, what does that mean to a 
state with a dairy interest of $60,000,000? Men will talk 
this stuff, as though we should not stand up and support these 
mstitutions. I went through an awful hard fight,.my dear | 
friends, to get this Dairy and Food Commission established, and | 
I helped draw the bill when I was occupying an official position 
in Madison, and I know that there were men at that time hold- 

_ ing high positions in both parties under pay from Phil Armour 
_ in Chieago. One man confessed to getting $5,000 a year from 

Phil Armour to help overturn the dairy interests here in Wis- 
consin. Co 

| _ Prof. Henry: And where did Phil Armour get his $5,000 
to pay him? From the Wisconsin farmer, wasn’t it? | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Yes, sir. Now, I tell you, my good friends, 
we need to stand up and advocate the purity of our farm pro- 
duets the same as we would advocate the purity of our wives and 
our mothers. The purity of our farm products are in exactly 
the same relation to us, and when the farmer himself forgets 

| that great law, in Green county or any other county, becomes 
dirty and slovenly, takes his milk to the creamery or the cheese 
factory or to the condenser, and it is uncleanly, that man is 
playing right into the hands of the fraud and the counterfeiter 
and destroying the value of the product in the hands of the 
consumer. ‘lhe farmer wants to look on this question in a 
broad way and when Prof. Emery goes after him for being : 
dirty and slovenly, they mustn’t think that Prof. Emery is their
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enemy. It is a good deal like it is with our child, once in a 

while we have to take him across our knee and tell Johnny he 

needs a little spanking and Johnny gets mad and says that father | 

or mother is his deadly enemy,—and they are not, you know. 

Johnny simply needs a spanking. 
The Chairman: A little over a year ago the Wisconsin 

Dairymen’s Association conceived the idea of doing a little 

| missionary work through the establishment of cow testing as- 

sociations throughout the several sections of the state where they 

had any encouragement. It was done for the purpose of build- | 

ing up better knowledge and a keener appreciation of the con- 

ditions found in average herds throughout Wisconsin. It was 

| done to give wisdom to the dairyman with reference to his own 

-- conditions in his own herd, and plans ‘were formed by which 

different herds were tested at a nominal cost per cow, records 

kept, and a system of bookkeeping, as it were, that would show 

| to a greater or less degree the profit or loss made on the cows 

| that were kept for dairy purposes in those herds that were 

tested. Mr. Searles has had charge of that work and I am 

- glad to say that fifteen cow testing associations have been es- | 

tablished. I believe he has been doing good work and that it 

is a thing to be very highly commended by this Association, one 

worthy of the patronage of every cow keeper in the state of 

Wisconsin. That subject will come up this afternoon and I am ) 

| sure we will all be much interested. ; 

Recess till 1:30 P. M., March 12, 1908. 

Convention met at 1:30 P. M., same day. | 

President Gillett in the chair, =~ | :
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| A LOCAL COW CENSUS. | 

| Frep Marry, Madison, Wis. — 

Some time ago I was informed by our secretary, Mr. Bur- 
chard, that I was to take up a “cow census” in Green county of 
a certain number of dairy herds and report the result at this 
convention. The purpose of the “cow census” or an investiga- 
tion among our patrons of Sw'ss, Brick and Limburger cheese 
factories and general dairying of Green county was to compare 
the results with similar “cow census” and investigations of dairy- 
ing in other parts of the state taken some years ago, and as 
dairying in this section of the state has always been cons‘dered 
in a class by itself and differs so much from the general dairy- 
ing of other parts of the state, it therefore no doubt will be of 
interest to the dairymen who are here with us from other parts _ 
of the state to learn what the Green county dairymen are doing 
and compare results with that of your fellow dairymen. 

The difference in dairying in Green county, and especially in 
this southwestern section of the state where the Swiss, Brick and 
Limburger are manufactured and dairying in other parts of the — 
state consists chiefly in that the period of lactation in the herd 
here begins in the spring, say during the months of March and 
April, and lasts until the latter part of December. While in 

other parts of the state the cows are coming in at all times of the 
year, and in many cases it is practiced to have the whole herd 
fresh in the fall of the year and milked during the winter, and 

| when spring comes they are turned out on a pasture. The dairy- 
man in this case claims that the cows will earn him more per 
year than the cow that is fresh in the spring of the year. In 
the former case the cow as a rule is worked longer, and during 
the winter months the cost of feed is higher as more concen- 

7 trated feed is fed, which is absolutely necessary to keep the 
: cow in good condition during the winter. 

While the cows in this section and surrounding counties are 
fresh in the spring of the year, and when the flow of milk is |
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highest, nature has provided sufficient feed for them to run on 

and satisfy their own wants; everyone helps himself, and no 

doubt the amount of feed that every cow should have in order to 

: do her best is measured out in more equal shares than when she 

ig in stanchion and at the mercy and judgment of her master. 

And when the winter months come she is at rest, as our dairy- 

| men term it, and is very cas'ly kept in good condition on coarse 

forage, such as we have here, good timothy, clover hay, mixed 

with some shredded fodder, and after freshening, a little grain. : 

The investigation of this winter was carried on in Green 

county amongst some of the best dairymen and best cheese fac- 

tory companies, also by some dairymen who had contracted 

their milk for the season, so you will see that I have not only - 

selected the best dairymen for this report but have taken as near 

as poss‘ble an average of existing conditions. From this report 

you will see that we have dairymen who are up to date in their 

management and in sclect'ng a dairy herd, and men who are | 

away behind time, and as a rule I was greeted accordingly; the 

one who made his cows net him a nice income would supply me 

with all the information wanted and in many cases it was hard 

| to break away, while the one who hardly netted enough per | 

| cow to pay for cost of feed would size me up for some schemer 

and thought his information too valuable to give away. 

Upon my investigation I would call on the proprietor and 

from him I would ascertain the number of cows he kept; look 

over h's barn, note the. breeding and type of cattle, find out the 

kind and amount of feed the cows had, which in many cases was 

a very difficult proposition, as no account whatever was kept. 

But many of them gave me a pretty fair idea of the amount of 

erain their cows had. The coarse forage was casily ascertained 

by every one of them, and as many of them fed no grain at all, 

it made it so much easier. Those that fed grain could tell by 

| measure, kind, and how long it was fed; some could tell by | 

number of bushels they had ground, and also bought by ton, 

_ which I charged with running market price. Mixed hay, tim- 

'  othy and clover at $8.50 per ton, corn fodder at $2.50 per ton, 

pasture at $6.00 a head, a uniform price was charged for pas- | 

ture, and all other kind of feed for each herd. |
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I have given all these facts in tabular form, giving the pa- 
tron’s number, number of cows, kind of cows, cost of feed per 
cow, returns from factory per cow, pounds of milk per cow, | 

_ average price of milk per 100 pounds. Value of cheese for one 

dollar’s worth of feed and net profit or loss per cow over cost 

of feed. | | 

From the above you will see that the calves have not been 
: eredited to the earning of the cow, which no doubt duly belongs 

to the credit of the cow, but in order that this request will com- 

pare with former cow censuses, and as the calves have not been 

credited, I have also left it out, but have kept an account of 

what was received for calves, and found that prices ranged on . 

an average per cow in the different herds from $5.50, $6.00, 

$7.00, $20.00 and $50.00 per cow, the latter being two full 

blooded herds. As this table will be published, I therefore will 

not take the time to give the whole of it, but will make some 

| selections of it, which will serve to illustrate the most important 

points. | 

ee - COWS FED NO GRAIN. 

No. 2 had 21 cows, Holstein grades, some common red cows, | 

and some Brown Swiss, good dairy type, fresh in March and = 

April. Feed was mixed hay, timothy and clover, corn fodder, 

80 shocks of poor corn with shocks in the fall worth $17.84, 

pasture $6.00, making a total cost of feed per cow $23.84. Re- 

turn from factory $59.86, net profit per cow $36.52, pounds of 

milk per cow 4,267, average price of milk per hundred, $1.40. 

One dollar’s worth of feed brought $2.56. 

, No. 3 had 35 cows, Holstein grades, good dairy type, fresh 

in March and April. Feed was timothy and clover hay mixed, | 

shredded corn fodder, 40 shocks of light corn, worth $15.85, 

pasture $6.00, making a total cost of feed per cow, $21.85. Re- 

turns from factory, $51.78, net profit per cow $29.93, pounds 

of milk per cow 4,184, average price of milk per 100 pounds — 

$1.25. One dollar’s worth of feed brought $2.37. — Oo
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COWS FED GRAIN LIBERALLY. | . 

No. 4 had 50 cows, Holsteins, one full blooded, balance 
grade; good dairy type; fresh September, October and Novem- 
ber. Feed was alfalfa and timothy hay worth $12.7 5, ground | 
corn 9 pounds.a day in winter worth $14.30, and pasture 
$6.00, making a total cost for feed per cow, $35.55. Return 
from factory $91.49; net profit per cow, $55.94; pounds of 
milk per cow, 7,383; average price of milk per hundred pounds, 
$1.22. One dollar’s worth of feed brought $2.57. : 

No. 5 had 90 cows, Brown Swiss, 6 full blood, balance grade; 
_ fresh February to May. Feed, timothy and clover hay, corn 

fodder worth $12.75, whole corn and wheat meal worth $10.86, 
pasture $6.00, making a total cost of feed per cow $29.11. Re- 
turn from factory $71.90; net profit per cow $42.79; pounds 
of milk per cow, 6,168. Average price of milk per 100 pounds, 

| $1.16. One dollar’s worth of feed brought $2.47. 
These are both patrons of the same factory, and certainly a 

good showing. In this case it would seem as if No. 4, who had 
his cows fresh in the fall, had the advantage of No. 5, whose | 
cows are fresh in the spring. This seems very reasonable, as 
the average price for winter milk ranges on the average 40 cents 
a hundred higher than that of the summer months, making in 
some months, when the highest price is paid in winter and the 
lowest in summer, a difference of 65 cents per hundred. 

SMALLEST AND LARGEST RETURNS PER Cow. 

| I will now compare the patron who received the smallest re- | 
turns per cow with the one that received the largest returns. 

. No. 15 had 8 cows, mixed breed, rather poor dairy type, fresh, 
March and April. Feed, timothy and clover hay mixed, corn 
and fodder, worth $19.75, ground grain, corn, barley and oats | 

worth $6.04, pasture $6.00, making a total cost per cow for 

feed, $24.79. Return from cheese factory, $31.12; net profit 

| per cow, $6.33; pounds of milk per cow, 8,193; average price 
of milk per 100 pounds, $.975. One dollar’s worth of feed 
brought $1.25. | 

| 9—D. YY |
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| No. 8 had 35 cows, full blood Holstein-Friesians, fresh March 

and April. Feed, timothy and clover hay, shredded fodder 

worth $12.75, bran and corn worth $10.55, pasture, $6.00, mak- 

ine a total cost per cow of $29.30. Returns from cheese fac- | 

tory per cow, $100.57; net profit per cow, $71.27; pounds of 
milk per cow, 7,857; average price of milk per 100 pounds, 

$1.28. One dollar’s worth of feed brought $3.43. 

You have noticed that the difference in price per 100 pounds 

of milk between No. 15 and No. 8 was 30.5 cents, which, with 

other conditions, makes a difference in the returns from the fac- 

tory of $69.45, and a difference in the net profit per cow ot | 

$64.94 in favor of herd No. 8. | 

Facts learned by the Green county cow census investigation— 

| the dairy herds of 40 patrons from various Swiss, Brick and 

Limburger cheese factories, for the year ending December 381, | 

1907: 7 anes 

Cow Census of Green County. 

{| gs | Bg }833/es (52% 
I 2 53 = 5 ERS se lo Se 

4 OD. t1 O qk. a) . toro 2 q Sa 8° | .. 
Er ee Sy E48 a a= 0 8 Bast Kinds of Cows. 

Be58| $8 | 388| 588) Ses | S85 |3Ste 
Ay |Z | oO 6 a < fy Z 

1 | 29 | $23 36 | $59 76 | 4,808 [$1 24 82 56 $36 4G Holstein grades, fresh March, 
| April. 

2 | 21 | 23 384) 59 86] 4,237 | 1 40 2 56 36 52 | Mixed breed, good dairy type. 
March, April. 

3, 385 | 218 | 5173 | 4,148 | 1 25 2 87 29 98 | Hoistein grades, good dairy 
Le type. March. April. 

4 50] 8555 | 91 49 | 7,888 | 1 22 257 3) 94 | Holstein, one full blood, bal- 
ance grades. Sept., Oct., Nov. 
Good dairy tvp s. 

5D | 65 29 11 7190) 6,168 | 1 16 2 47 42 79 | Brown Swiss, 6 full blood, bal- 
ance grades, fresh February 
to May. 

6 | 40! 2656 | 67 00., 5,827 | 1 25 2 52 40 47 | Holstein grades,‘‘high grades,” 
’ good dairy cows, fresh 

. March, April. 
7 | 32 | 26 75 | 71 87 | 5,187 | 1 88 267.6 | 405 12 Hotstein grades. (Mch., April, 

resh ) . 
8/33 2330) 10057) 7,857/128 | 343 | 7127] Fall blood Holstein Friesian, 

| fresh February, March, April. 
9 538) 2805! 47 81} 3,703 | 1 29 1 63 19 76 | Ayrshires, 44 full blood, balances 

| | grades, fresh Feb., March. 
10 | 30 2721 | 4636] 4,804) 965/170 | 1915 | Shorthorn and Swiss grades, 

| | . fresh March, April. 
11) 2k «28 81) 59 OL | 64,766 | 1 23.8 2 393 3) 70 | Common red cows,fresh March, 

pril. 
12) 21 25 87 , 49 83 5,045 97.3 | 2 09 25 96 |) 2. Hoistein grades, Shorthorn, 

| i | Krod dairy types, fresh April, 
| . ay. 

13 | 13 | 9117, 5)12{ 5,084] 98.4 236 | 2895 | Shorthorns (2 fall blood Ayr- 
| shires), 1 half blood. Ayr- 

| shires fresh March, April 
14] 17 | 21 25 | 38 62 | 3,977 | 97.0 | 1 80 17 87 | Holstein grades, red cows, 

| fresh March, April.
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| | Cow Census of Green County—Continued. 

s | 3, / 28 les |Z84/SE 288 | 
wo = B ae oA Doge Se - Be! 
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BeiSeg) 92 | Bas SH, Hen | 628 Bae Kinds of Cows. 
ee ei; + | pos =5 | LO eo Le ea Sa 88) 8 | $28) FES | SoS i sks 2 Sts 

mn 4 Oo fo a < fy 4 ! 

| cern lapoe | eae pee 
15 8 | 2479} 3112) 38,193 | $97.5 131 25 $5 33 | Mixed herd, poor Guiry types, 

oe | fresh Mareh, Apri 
1615} 2537] 40 64 4,177 97,2 | 1 60 | 15 27} Shorthorn, some Holstein 

| | | mixed breed, fresh March, 
| April, 17 | 16 | 23.37] 3386] 3,516] 96.3 133 | 849) Mixed hord, poor dairy type, 

| fresh March, April. 
18 | 15 | 25 37 | 48 48 | 5,033 96.3) 1 91 | 23 11 | Grade Holstein common red 

. : — | | cows, fresh March, April 
19 | 13 | 25 37 49 70 |} 5,152 96.4 )195 | 2 33 | Common red cows, some Ho!- 

| ; , | | | stein grades, fresh March. 
20 43) 2943) 4195 | 4,24) 99.83 142 | 1254) Holstein high ppradess fresh 

| - March, April, June. 
21 | 16 21 25 46 78 4,662 | 1 00 220 25 38 / Holstein grades, fresh April, 

. | | May. 
22, 25 | 2600; 68 80} 4,173 | 1 29 206 27 80 | Hol-tvin grades, fresh March, 

| April. 
23. 25 | 2680) 70€4! 5,474 | 1 29 2 63 | AB 84 | Holstein grades, fresh March, 

| , i A pri ~ duty, 

24 | 28 | 2325 | 6014] 4,864 | 1 23.6 | 2 358 | 36 89 | Mostly Holsteins, fresh March, 
| i: Apri. 

25 | 23} 2325 | 6421] 5,139) 12% | 276 , 40:96— Common mixed herd, fresh 
Tarch, April. 

26 | 18 | 2275) 5697 | 4,758 | 119.7 | 2 350 : 3412 Holstein grades, fresh March, 
| April. . 

27 20) 275) GL00| 4,963,123 | 246 36.25, Commin diry types, fresh 
| Mareh, April. 

28 | 26 | 2325] 5965) 4,604 | 129 | 256 | 2640 Holstein grades, fresh Match, 
| i April. 

29 | 28 | 24 25 | 56 28 | 4,363 | 1 28 282 + 32 08; Holstein grades, fresh March, 
| April. 

30 | 28) 24001) 4750! 3,933 | 1 20.7 | 1.97 | 23°50 | Durham grades, fresh March, 
April. 

31/87} 2525] 58621 449/132 | 232 | 83 37 | Duriam evades, some Hol- | 
| stain erades, fresh April, 

. . May, June. 
82 | 28 | $24 00 | $38 22 | 5,299 | 1 28 2 8t 4{ 22} Hotstein grades, fresh March, 

Aopri-. 
33 | 22; 3000} 6£18) 4,937 | 1 29.8 | 2 13 3413 | Durham, Holstein mixed, fresh 

March, April. 
34 | 15 ! 2400 | 4009 | 3,202 ! 1 24.9 | 1 68 16 CO | Holstein grades, fresh March, 

April, 
335| 5} 2300] 6997] 5.687 | 123 | 304 | 4697 | Mixed herd, fresh in sprinz. 
386 | 25 24 00 63 52 0,102) 1 24.4) 264 | £942 | Mixed herd, good dairy ty pes, 

. a | | ., fresh in spring, ; 
37; 18 | 24004 50 58 4,763 1 1 24 210 26.53 | Common herd, fresh in spring. 
38 | 44 2400 | 49 27 38,957 ! 1 24.6 | 205 3 25 27 Holstein grades, fresh in 

L Spring, ; 
39150) 2400, 46 76 | 3,771 | 1 24 | 194.8, 22 76} Holstein grades, fresh in 

| | spring. 
40 | 61 2400 | 5£ 70: 6,253 ‘87 4 227 30 70 | Holstein, 30 full-blooded, bal- 

ance grades, fresh March to 
| | | May. 

| a I 

Some Averages. 

Green Co., | Wauko:ha ip, 
1907, Co , 1995. | Difference. 

Total number cows kept by the 40 patrons.... i 1,145. 56 589 
Avérage number cows per herd.......... 0... 00, 29 14 15 
Averagsa cost of keep per COW..........00 cece vee - $25 05 $30 00 $4 95 
Average earmings Par COW.... 0.0. 0 cece cece ee ee | FG 34 41 29 15 07 
Net profit per cOW.... oc. ee eee eee eee eee 3L 380 11 29 20 O1 
a nn ee ee ee — we tener ee ee eee — we ee eee ee ' eee ee ene HR He ne ee eee ee -_- -_—— + —
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DISCUSSION. 

3 Prof. Emery: On what do you base your $6.00 for pasture 

for the season | 

Mr. Marty: That is the same basis taken by the census in 

Waukesha county. J hardly think it is enough; I think $10 

wold not be too much, but in order to make the two reports 

comparable, I put it at that. 

Mr. Goodrich: In Waukesha county they have the skim 

milk left on the farm. 

| Mr. Marty: In Green county they have the whey left. 

Mr. Goodrich: What is the difference in the value of whey | 

~ and skim milk? 

Mr. Marty: It is a hard thing to state, it depends so much 

upon conditions. I have worked upon a farm where the skim 

milk was delivered from the creamery to the farm and it was 

my chore to feed the hogs, and when it came to feeding time 

for the calves and hogs, I have had to take a stick and work the 

skim milk out of the can into the trough. We have whey that | 

never gets into that condition, but on the average I must say 

that we have poor whey that has developed too much lactic 

acid; for the feeding value, it would be hardly anyth-ng. ‘The 

milk sugar that it originally ecntains, I should say is destroyed. 

Mr, Chadwick: Perhaps the whey in Green county is worth 

more than the skim milk in Jefferson county. — . 

Mr. Marty: You see we have one man here that makes $100 

per cow, and we have the books and everything to prove it, and 

we have some only $31 per cow, three or four averaged between 

*31 and $385. 

- Mr. Goodrich: In Waukesha county I took the census of all 

the patrons that patronize one particular creamery so they had | 

all taken their milk to the same market, and I think that would 

make a little better comparison. 

Mr. Marty: I couldn’t have done that here, Mr. Goodrich. | 

If I went to any other factory in the county outside of company 

factories, my average would have been higher. Those who, for 

the last ten years, have worked up their own milk were way 

ahead of those that sold their milk ; anybody will admit that,
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They have had the benetit of the booming cheese market for the 

last year, while those that ecntracted their milk did not get the 

full benefit of it, so I have taken ten patrons out of forty with 

the contracted price, so you will see I have not made an effort 

to get only the best patrons, but I believe I have an average of 

the existing conditions. 

Mr. Goodrich: I took a cow census in Fond du Lac county 

a few years ago, and I couldn’t use the best dairymen, because 

they did not patron:ze a creamery. Jor instance, Mr. Gillett | 

and Mr. Hill and Mr. Scribner, if I could have put them in, 

‘just think where my average would have gone to, but I had to | 

take their neighbors who had some good cows but did not care 

| for them and did not feed them so well. | | 

Mr. Marty: ‘There are fifteen patrons in that factory, but I 

have only taken two so as not to peck out the best. JI have 

been to the extreme northern boundary of the county and aiso 

way south of Monroe near to the state line, picked them out 

from different parts of the county. | 
Mr. Chadwick: In your judgment, if you had all the cows 

in Green county, would you average up higher or lower than | 

the average you have here ? 

Mr. Marty: That would be a very hard question to answer, 

but taken from these facts that the majority of farmers of — 

Green county have worked up their milk for the season and the 

percentage is so much larger than those that have sold their milk, 

I would take it for granted that the average would be higher. 

Mr. Gocdrich: Now, to get the most value out of this to the | 

people of this community, they ought to know what those num- 

bers refer to. I took a cow census down 'n the state of Indiana, 

I selected out some of the best and some of the poorest, and I | 

had a table printed with the numbers, and you know they be- | 

sicged me on all hands to find out what those numbers repre- 

~ gented. A man would say, “This is mine, isn’t it?’ “Can’t 

| you pick it out,’ T says, and invariably they picked out some- 

body that had a big record, where the number of cows was the 

same; no man picked out the poorest one. JI was very much | 

~ amused at it, but I insisted I would not g've it out until after 

the meeting, and then I would give it out to the whole mecting ;
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that is, [ would let each one know that called cn me how his 

cows stood; I did that, and T tell you there were some men there 

that were awfully astonished to know that their records were 

so low, men who really believed that they were doing better than 

anyone else; they couldn’t see themselves in their true light, 

and that is what a ecnsus ike this will bring out. A man can 

sec himself as he is, see himself as others see him, and if that 

won't start up his ambition, I don’t know what in the name of 

| God will. 

Mr. Marty: The understanding between me and these forty 

patrons is about ke what Mr. Goodrich has stated. Any one 

can find out about his own record, and of course he can’t find 

out about his neighbor’s. I could not have got the informa- 

tion if I hadn’t made that arrangement. | 

Prot. Emery: Will you give us the highest and the lowest 

figures again $ 

Mr. Marty: The smallest and the largest return per cow in 

two herds of the forty. No. 15 had eight cows, mixed breed, 

rather poor dairy type, fresh March and April; feed, timothy 

and clover hay mixed and corn fodder, worth $12.75; ground 

grain——barley, oats and corn——worth $6.04. Pasture, $6.00, 

making a total cost per cow for the year of $24.79. Returns 

from the cheese factory, $31.12; net profit per cow, $6.33. © - 

No. 8 had thirty-five cows, full blood Holsteins, freshening 

March and April. Feed, timothy and clover hay, shredded 

fodder, worth $12.75; bran and corn worth $10.55, pasture, 

$6.00, making a total cost per cow of $29.30. Returns on this 

factory number are $100.57; net profit per cow, $71:27. There 

is a difference in the returns from the factory of $69.45 and a . 

difference in the net profit per cow of $64.94, in favor of herd 

No. 8. As to the figure charged for the hay, grain and fodder 

at $12.75, I have taken a sort of an average, after I had seen 

all the farmers. . There was a wide variation from one ton to 

three tons of hay per cow. One man told me it was three tons 

per eow; I investigated closely, and taking everything into con- 

sideration, I knew that he was not right. I took the figures 

largely from a good dairyman who had kept a reeord of the 

pounds that he feeds per cow and so I tried to average the thing
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up. I have charged the cows with a ton and a half of hay at 

- the rate of $8.50 per ton; that makes $12.75 for the hay. ‘Then 

I have tried to get the price on shredded fodder; some say it 

is hardly worth the price of hauling it; I have taken a price of 

$9.50 per ton on the farm, so I have given two and a half tons 

of roughage, coarse feed per cow, every herd of these forty. | 

| Mr. Goodrich: I used to figure corn fodder worth about 

half as much as hay and nearly half of it is waste in such hay 

as they would feed. 

Mr. Marty: I noticed that Mr. Goodrich had figured three 

| per cent of the animal’s own weight per day for two hundred 

days. That seemed to me a good deal. 

Mr. Goodrich: I haven’t had any occasion to change my 

opinion of that. | 

Mr. Marty: I have asked an authority on this question and 

he says 15 pounds for 200 days will carry any cow, with grain | 

feed of course, but you all understand that the farmers in this 

goction here make no effort whatever to push their cows. When 

they have finished making cheese, their aim is to dry them up 

and give them at least two months and a half rest, and they 

claim with good timothy hay, or timothy and clover mixed hay, 

and corn fodder, that is about all the cows, as a rule, in this 

county got through the winter months,—a very little grain in 

the spring of the year after parturition. You must not forget 

that these are figures that I have received from every individual 

farmer according to his estimation. 

My. Legler: Flow much did the cows that gave 7,000 

pounds of milk receive of grain, besides the fodder ‘ 

Mr. Marty: I got those figures from the man himself, 

$10.55 per cow for the year, for grain alone. 

The Chairman: In other words, about half a ton per cow. 

Prof. Emery: Does that expense cover simply nine months 

and a half or twelve months ? 

| Mr. Marty: That covered the feed for the winter months 

aud the pasture for the six months made up the rest of it. 

Those eows during the winter months are practically dry. : 

Seey. Burchard: The point in this cow census is that some 

herds made a wonderfully good return and other herds did not
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make a very good return, although they made some profit. The 
lesson to be drawn from it ‘s that thoso who made a small profit _ 
should endeavor to make a larger profit, and that they can do it 
has been proven by their own neighbors. That is the reason 
this cow census was taken. Prof, Fraser told us yesterday and 
Prof. Otis this morn ng that there is a very great variation in 
herds, in cows and in the care that they have. The comparison 
of this county with Waukesha county “8 perhaps a little bit of | 
sclf-glorifieation that is to be excused; the same conditions, a 
however, existed in Waukesha county that exist here; some of 
the herds there made good money and some of them didn’t make 

| any. I am much obliged to Mr. Marty for the way he has 
handled this matter. I knew it would be a diffeult thing here 
in Green county, more so than in any other county where wo 
have operated, but I think he has done splendidly, and on behalf 
cf the Association , I tender Mr. Marty thanks. | 

My. Everett: I cannot refrain from commenting upon this , 
paper and adding, if possible, to what Mr. Burchard has said. _ | 
Tn the first place, it is not a test of counties, it is a test of in- 
dividuals. A test has been made by Mr. Marty, has been as 

honestly and ecorrcetly made as can be made, the rcturns being 
taken from the creamer’es. Now, it is the most valuable thing 
that has occurred at this convention for your Green county 
dairymen, if you will use it. Tf I lived in Green county and 
was conducting a dairy, I would find out, if I had to hunt day 
and n'ght, who the man is that got $70 per cow, and I would | 
try to do the same thing he did. It wouldn’t be a matter of 
jealousy, but I would try to find out how he is doing it. Just 

| look at the dfference between what these men received per cow, 
neighbors in the same county working under the same sun, haul- 
ing their milk through the’ same snowbanks, conditions all the 
same, except the man and the herd and the feed and the cow, 
and one got $71.27 profit and the other $6.38. | 

I said yesterday that the problem of dairying is the problem 
of selling feed, and that ‘s all there is of it. A bushel of oats 

| is worth go much in the market, and oats are worth just that | 
price to feed to the dairy cow. T have seen a man haul a load 
of hogs four miles from home because he got five cents a hun-
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dred more for them. Now that is intelligence, isn’t it? We 

- all know enough to do that. But why, in thunder, don’t we 

know enough to sell our feed to a cow that will pay $3.40 for a 

_ __- dollar’s worth instead of to a cow that will only pay $1.25 for 

a dollar’s worth of feed? That is the only problem in dairy- 

ing. Sell your feed intelligently, as you do your hogs; sell it 

| to cows that will bring a big price for it. Get after these men 

_ that are making good returns and find out how they do it and 

do it yourself. You can all do it just as well as he can. 

| Mr. Davis: Did I understand Mr. Marty to say in regard 

to the poorest herd that he had the account of that herd for only 

six months ? | 

Mr. Marty: No, the contracts run as long as there is any 

milk. | | 

Mr. Chadwick: Aside from what milk was sold to Borden’s 

factory, most of that milk was manufactured into cheese, not 

butter, isn’t that so? | 

Mr. Marty: Yes. I found out this, which is against cows 

in this section, and that is, that there is too much waste on the 

| average on both ends of the season, especially in cheese fac- 

tories. In the spring, one farmer’s cows are a little earlier 

7 than some others, and he is compelled to wait until his neigh- 

_ bor farmers are ready so they have enough milk at the factory 

to warrant starting the making of cheese. Consequently a man 

that is three or four weeks earlier with his herd is perhaps a 

loser, because he very seldom is equipped so that he can make 

| butter at a profit. Then in the fall of the year there are the 

same conditions existing, sometimes the same man has milk at 

both ends of the season in that way, so that there is considerable | 

loss to the dairymen of this county on that account. When it 

| comes to making butter, the dairyman of this county is way be- 

hind as a rule-—he doesn’t make the butter that he ought ‘o 

~ make. | 
Mr. Stauffacher: This cow census is a very interesting 

| thing to the community, and I think that we as a community 
and the dairymen of Green county should take advantage of 
anything of this kind. I know we go to many places in the 

| county and the dairymen tell us that all this is theory, they say
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it is all right for those fellows up at the Agricultural College, 
they have got money, but it is theory for us. But here we have 

_ #2 cow ecnsus that is actual fact. These men say, “Give us 
facts and we will listen to them.” I think Mr. Marty has gone 
around among our men and found out this and put it to us as a 
practical matter about our neighbors, so we cannot say any 
lounger that it is a theoretical thing, and I think we should try 
to find out where we are at, all of us, and study up on these 
lines. I was raised on a farm and I know that we had cows 

that certainly did not pay their board; we simply kept them 
because they were good looking cows. It seems to me this 
county has too many cows. I know of a farm of a hundred and 

twenty acres keeping thirty eows and J know of other farms 

with the same number of acres keeping about twenty cows. Of 

course that would make a difference in figuring on the pasture, 

whether there were twenty or thirty cows. I believe Green 

county has more cows than can be taken care of properly. The 

people have been so energetic taking care of the dollar that has 

come in so rapidly during the cheese boom, that they have 

bought any kind of a cow: There ought to be five times as 

many farmers here as there are, but I hope those who are here 

will go back to their homes and investigate their herds and in- 

terest their neighbors. This is one of the best articles in this 

convention so far and I hope we will profit by it. 

Mr. Zumkehr: This No. 8 is known to me, and he is a stu- 

dent; he is a graduate of the college at Madison and he studies 

his business all the time. There is not one cow in his herd I 

dare say that is not tested. THe has got a Babcock test on his 

farm and every so often he makes a test of each cow’s milk. 

It he finds one cow that does not do as well as he thinks she 

ought to do, she is taken from the herd. This gentleman has 

kept up that practice for a number of years, weeded out the 

poor ones and bred up to better cows, and therefore he has been _ | 

able to show this record. T th'nk it is very casy for any farmer 

lo keep a record of his cows; 1 doesi’t make much work if you 

are onto your job, to keep a record, not only for the weight of 

the milk, but also for butter fat. You ean diseard your poor 

cows you can breed up better, and in a few years you can inake
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a better showing, and if you farmers would go to work and keep 

a separate record of every cow, you would be surprised to find 

| how many cows you have in your herd that don’t give you any 

profit. 7 | 
Mr. Everett: That is the story ina nutshell. , 

Mr. Marty: Mr. Stauffacher referred to this man here that 

only netted $6.33 for his herd. This of course 1s an average 

of that herd, and you can readily see that he must have cows in 

there that are worse than boarders. : 

A Member: Wouldn’t it be well to give the name of that 

man, No. 15% 

Mr. Marty: No, sir. a 

The Member: It seems to me it would be well for us to 

know. | : 

Mr. Marty: You wouldn’t think so if I should say it was 

you. | 

COW TEST ASSOCIATIONS. 

Hf. ©. Searzes, Inspector, Fond du Lac, Wis. 

In making a report of the work accomplished among farmers 

of Wisconsin, in the organizing of Cow Testing Associations, 

will say it has created great enthusiasm, and much interest is 

being manifested throughout the state. , 

We have organized fifteen Cow Testing Associations, which 

: are located as follows: 

Pioneer “Cow Testing Association,’ Eldorado, with 400 Cows. 
EB. Fond du Lac “Cow Testing Association,’ Malone, with 600 Cows. 
Cottage Grove “Cow Testing Association,’ Dane Co., with 134 Cows. 
Ash Creek “Cow Testing Association,’ Richland Co., with 100 Cows. 
Tomah “Cow Testing Association,’ Monroe Co., with 205 Cows. 
West Salem “Cow Testing Association,’ La Crosse Co., with 215 Cows. 
Omro “Cow Testing Association,’ Winnebago Co., with 220 Cows. 
West Bend “Cow Testing Association,’ Washington Co., with 343 Cows. 

oo New Franklin “Cow Testing Association,’ Brown Co., with 175, Cows. 
Wales “Cow Testing Association,’ Waukesha Co., with 100 Cows. 
Rock Lake “Cow Testing Association,” Jefferson Co., with 140 Cows. 

. West Depere “Cow Testing Association,” Brown Co., with 266 Cows. 
Medford “Cow Testing Association,’ Taylor Co., with 146 Cows. 
Colfax “Cow ‘Testing Association,’ Dunn Co., with 249 Cows. 
Galesville “Cow Testing Association,’ Trempealeau Co., with 122 Cows. 

Total oo... ccc eee cee cece eeeeeeseseneceeeneseeenes 13,415 Cows,
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| It is to the interest of every creamery or cheese factory man- 
agement, to co-operate in the organizing of cow testing associa- 

| tions, among their patrons. If each one would put a shoulder 
to the wheel, it would be possible to organize a large number of 
associations this year. These crganizations properly carried 
on, mean better cows for the farmer, more milk for butter and 
cheese, hence, lessening the cost of manufacturing. While cow 
testing associations in Wisconsin are practically in their in- 
fancy, the reports received from the various organizations are 
very satisfactory. | | 

A letter received from Mr. Wim. Brennen, Secretary of the 
Tomah Cow Testing Association, says: “The farmers are be- 
coming more interested as the work advances, and they have 
sovcn new members with others contemplating joining. 

H. W. Griswold, Secretary of the West Salem Cow Testing 
Association, reports their association as being in a flourishing . 
condition, with an addition of three new members and others to 
follow. | 

A letter from Mr. J. W. Benson, dated February 10th, in 
part says, “In accordance with your request, am sending you a 
brict report of our “Cow Testing Association” at Cottage Grove. oe 

I wish to say at the outset, that this will be a statement of. 
| impressions and opinions and not a tabulation of facts, neces- 

sarily so, as our Association was only organized last J uly, and 
it is too early to present any definite deductions from the figures | 
so far obtained. 

I wish to say also that we have accomplished more than would 
appear from a statement of the number of cows tested; and the | 

| number of times they were tested. Cold figures cannot con- 
vey an idea of the enthusiasm, and the changed view point that 
this work has. wrought among a few of our patrons. | 

Mr. D. W. Reynolds, President of the Cottage Grove Cow 
Association, is very enthusiastic in regard to the enlightenment 
it has given him. Te says that he thinks it is the best thing 
ever taken up among the patrons, and he would not scll what he 
has learned in this test for any sum of money. | 

Mr. J. E. Killian, Secretary of the Association, says that this 
test has caused him to sell one cow which was shown to be of
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poor stock. He also says the weighing and testing of each 

cow’s milk is the only way of telling whether the cow is work- | 

ing for the farmer, or the farmer for the cow.” | 

A farmer of Fond du Lac county, who is keeping daily 

| records of each cow’s milk, said he was more than paid for the 

time taken in weighing, by the extra amount of milk they se- 

cured. Also said they never recorded the weight of a cow’s 

milk without noting the amount of milk produced the milking 

before, which stimulated them to feed and care for the cows 

much better. 

Another farmer in the same county with a herd of ten cows 

found that the best cow produced 417 pounds of butter fat per 

| year while the poorest one produced 133 pounds, and consumed 

within $4.00 as much food; a difference of 284 pounds of butter | 

fat equivalent to $71.00. | 

The poor cow will tramp down and consume as much grass | 

as the good one; in the stable she takes as much room, and when 

fed, will eat as much, but fails to recompense her owner. 

Out of another herd of cight cows, the best cow produced 

a 189 pounds butter fat per year, while the poorest one produced 

71 pounds. Four cows of this herd failed to come to the 100 

pound mark. This is a case where one-half of the number 

of cows are eating the profits made by the other halt. 

These vast differences can be shown in nearly every herd 

where farmers failed to keep proper records. 

| Time cannot be spent to a better advantage by farmers than — 

. keeping records of their cows, also treating them with kindness, 

| and giving them good care, goes a long way toward making the 

dairy business a success. 

Work carried on by. the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association 

commencing May Ist, 1906, and continuing one year revealed 

| the average amount of butter fat produced by four hundred 

: cows, which was 199 pounds; two of this number produced 

over 400 pounds butter fat each, twenty-seven produced over 

300 pounds each, one hundred and twenty-four over 200 

pounds each, one hundred and ninety-nine produced 

over 100 pounds each, while forty-eight failed to make 100 

| pounds. As a result of this work, nearly 100 cows were elim.
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inated from the farmers’ herds. If this work could be carried 
on with every herd in the state, it would be the means of adding 
many thousands of dollars to the farmers’ income. 

A member of the East Fond du Lac Cow Testing Associa- 
tion headed his herd with a thoroughbred sire of a dairy breed, 
seven years ago. ‘l'wo years later he began weighing and test- 
ing each cow’s milk; at the close of the first year he found his 
cows averaged 210 pounds butter. The fifth year’s work of 
testing was carried on by the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association , 
which found that his cows averaged 352 potnds of butter per 
cow. ‘’his change was brought about by breeding and elimi- | 
nating unprofitable cows, replacing them with profitable ones. 
You will note the great difference between the first and fifth 
year’s product:on per cow, which is 142 pounds butter, equiv- _ 
alent to $35.50, allowing 25 cents per pound for butter. Does 
it pay to look well to the production of each cow in the herd? 
This man is a very enthusiastic worker for the upbuilding of 
the dairy industry, and has done a great deal toward making 
the Hast Fond du Lac Cow Testing Association a success. 

If all farmers could realize the henefits derived from cow 

testing associations we would have very little trouble in getting 
them together to organize. 

The dairy breeders’ associations located in different parts of 
Wisconsin, as a rule, furnish excellent material from which to 
organize cow testing associations. One can very easily see 
why this is true, for these farmers have taken the first step | 
toward the upbuilding of their herds. They are the most en- 
thusiastie members we have to carry on such associations. We 
find so many men who think it occupies too much of their time 
to weigh and keep records of their cows; some of these men are 
keeping twenty cows while ten good cows would produce more 
butter than the twenty, yet these men are perfectly satisfied | 
to work for the twenty poor cows, finding no fault with the time 
wasted on them. | | | oe 

Dairying is profitable if we will only meet the demands of | 
the dairy as we should. We must discontinue keeping cows 
that are not fit for the business, |
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| DISCUSSION. 

- Mr. Loomis: Why is it that there seems to be more interest | 

among the patrons of creameries than among the cheese factory 

men in establishing these testing associations 4 | 

Mr. Searles: I would say because they are paying on the 

butter fat basis. The Swiss cheese factories and the brick 

| are paying by the 100 pounds of milk. | | 

Secy. Burchard: The same thing is revealed by the weights 

of milk, isn’t it? 

Mr. Searles: Yes. 

Mr. Goodrich: Is the milk weighed of every cow the whole 

year around ¢ | 

Mr. Searles: We had twenty-six patrons that year. Twenty 

cut of the twenty-six weighed their milk every day, after the 

first two or three months. | 

Mr. Goodrich: How often did you test 4 

Mr. Searles: Onee every month; we take two milkings, 

night and morning, and I would say that comparing that with 

| the creamery test, when the year was up, we came within .04 of 

the creamery. | | 

Mr. Chadwick: Which had the more butter fat, the night’s 

milk or the morning’s milk ? 

Mr. Searles: I found there was more in the morning’s milk 

than in the night’s. | 

Mr. Goodrich: Did you find that the case at all times of 

the year, or was it in the summer when the period of time be- 

| tween, the night’s milking and morning’s milking was shorter? 

Mr. Searles: That was in the summer. 

Mr. Goodrich: Didn’t it go the other way in the winter 

time ? 

Mr. Searles: Sometimes it did. | 

‘—Ex-Gov. Hoard: How did ‘you find the sentiment of the 

people where you were trying to introduce this testing system, 

how did the farmer feel about it ? 

Mr. Searles: In some places they are very enthusiastic over | 

this work and take hold of it readily without much work on my
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part. In other places, it is impossible to start them; they don’t 
seem to have any idea what it is for. I have even been asked 
if it was a tubercular test. | | 

| Eix-Gov. Hoard: Where it is impossible to start them, do 
you find that they have been doing any dairy reading of any 
kind, informing themselves? 

Mr. Searles: Well, from sizing the men up, I should judge 
they did not. 

Isx-Gov. Hoard: In your opinion what is the most needed 
| _ among this class of farmers ? | 

Mr. Searles: Well, they need to get after their herds and 
| find out what they are doing. If they could realize something 

of what they are doing, I think they would wake up. The 
trouble is they do not realize really what they are doing and 
they are satisfied not. to. | | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: In the cow censuses that we have takcn we 
have covered over two thousand herds, and about forty-five per 
cent of the farmers we found do no dairy reading whatever. 

Mr. Searles: I have seen lots of them that take a dairy. 
paper but never read it. 

Iix-Gov. Hoard: There seems to be a great indisposition on 
the part of the men who are keeping cows in Wisconsin and 
everywhere else, against making themselves intelligent and I 
can’t understand it. I don’t see why the dairy business should 
make a man contented to be ignorant. —— 

Mr. Searles: We find that when they once get started on 
finding out what their cows are doing then they will go right 
along. | 

_ Ex-Gov. Hoard: Do you in making this report allow each 
man to see what his neighbor does? | 

Mr. Searles: Yes. I figure out and show them and tell 
them how their neighbors were managing and taking care of 
their herds and what returns he got. 

| Ex-Gov. Hoard: Don’t you think that it would stimulate 
the farmers of Wisconsin tremendously if in every cheese fac- | 
tory and creamery a test was made of that character and put 
up so that A could see what B was doing and what C was doing 
and all the way down, a monthly report? A had so many cows
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and got so many pounds of milk worth so much at the cheese 

factory; B had so many cows giving so many pounds of milk 

, worth so much at the cheese factory. There are thousands of 

men who don’t believe but what their cows are doing just as 

well as their neighbors, when very likely they are not doing 

half as well, and the reason they stick to that belief is because 

there is nothing to show them. The cheese factory and the 

creamery have the knowledge, but they don’t give it to the pa- 

tron, and it seems to me it would be a great thing if every 

| patron could know exactly what is going on, not only in his own 

| herd, but in those of the other patrons. | 
A Member: About ten years ago I tried that myself in a 

| creamery, but I found the farmers, for some reason, were so 

constituted, at that particular place anyway, that it lost me 

about ten or twelve of my patrons, because it started a jealous 

feeling among the patrons, and they got the idea that we were 

giving one man a better show than the other. In fact, I tried 

it in two different places, and I found that it takes a lot of 

nerve and hard work to overcome that feeling among the farm- 

ers. We had their numbers on cur sheet, and also the name. | 

. , Ex-Gov. Hoard: Yes, I know how weak human nature is. 

In my cow censuses you will notice that the men’s names are 

net given. The numbers appear from 1 to 100, but if every 

creamery and every cheese factory would take just such a census 

every year and give the patrons by number on the sheet, then 

these men could see that there was a wonderful difference in 

the different herds in that creamery. 

A Member: TI even went so far as to take a test machine and 

go out among the peagple and show them, and I would often take 

| my buggv and go to a man that I thought needed a little in- | 

formation and took him to his neighbors, who were doing bet- 

ter, but: I found it wouldn’t work at all. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: It might not work in your factory, but 

that very thing showed that it ought to work. 

The Member: Of course we had strong competition among 

the creameries, and that was bad, and if I had a patron that he 

thought I didn’t treat him just right he would go over to the 

10—D.
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other fellow and maybe that would have been a good thing in 

the long run, because it would weed out the poor factories. 

Mr. Hill: Gov. Hoard speaks of the fact that in taking our | 

cow census last year, each man thought his cows were doing a 

little better than his neighbors. Prof. Fraser and I were just | 

looking over the figures of last year’s census, and I remember 

that in one case in taking that census a man’s own estimate of 

the butter fat from his cows was 275 pounds, and it turned out 

to be 88.2 pounds; he came within 190 pounds of it. Another 

man got 89 pounds of butter fat and he estimated he was get- 

ting 150. I remember another man Mr. Searles spoke of that 

got out of the test associat’on because he found he was cutting 

out so many cows that he made up his mind that if he stuck. 

to it he wouldn’t have any left. 

Mr. Chadwick: This is a question of education that has got 

to come. | 

| Prof. Fraser: Gov. Hoard asked for a solution of this ques- 

| tion, why dairymen do not read more. I would like to ask 

Gov. Hoard if he was taking care of that herd we had out on 

the chart yesterday how much time he would have to read, to 

improve his mind. That is the trouble with the dairymen in | 

Illinois, that they do not read more. It is certainly a most 

lamentable fact. You go to the Elgin region and visit those 

dairymen most any time and they are very glad to see you, and 

if they had time they would be glad to stop to talk, but they 

simply have not time, they are so everlastingly busy milking 

those poor cows. On the other hand, if they would read and 

study the situation they would have more time. 

Now, what is to be done about it I don’t know. It is a ques- 

tion in my mind if we are not going to get men with more busi- 

ness ability, a more general understanding of business princi- 

ples to go into dairying and produce milk, and a lot of these : 

people that will not read will simply be driven out of the busi- 

ness. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Prof. Fraser is right; there are so many — 

men working with poor cows and they have to work so like 

blazes to keep them, that they haven’t any time to read. Oh, 

there’s an awful lot of poor cows in the country. I have tried
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“ee to figure up this thing with some of my neighbors. I can’t 

oo - - make one of those men believe but what I am losing a great lot 

. * of money on my farm. They come to me and say frankly, 
“Now, Hoard, you keep four hired men and you pay out $2,000 

“= a year for help. How, in the name of sense, can you come 
out?’ Well, I say to them, “Do you think I am doing business 

| «for nothing? I keep all the help I want, that is the cheapest 

-. thing in the world for me to do, that is, to keep plenty of good, 

: . hired men. TI have fifty people in my printing office, and I am 

oe hunting for a chance to keep fifty-one, fifty-two, fifty-three, 

| fifty-five. I can’t make any moncy on one pair of hands; no 

a man ever got rich on one pair of hands, did he? If he is going 

- to get rich in this world, he is going to employ a whole lot of 

| pairs of hands.” There is a farm of one hundred and ninety- 

three acres, and is worth a lot of money, $30,000, and there are 

a lot of men around me don’t believe I am making a cent, and 

I know better. When a man will make a $30,000 investment 

and pay out $2,000 a year in the prosecution of the farm, he 

ig going to get nine or ten per cent out of it if he can, and I 

have got a herd of cows there—why, a friend of mine came into | 

my stable the other day and looked at them, an old German, and 

he says, “Hoard, if I had such a lot of cows as that I think I 

| would be just as big a fool about them as you are.” I said, 

“You would have a right to be. They are a good herd of 

Guernsey cows; they fill my eye, and they fill my heart. I 

- Jook at them and I feel as though I ought to thank God for 

those beautiful animals that are doing so well for me; they are 

doing so well that they gave me 7,499 pounds of milk last year, 

and they made 425 pounds of butter per cow and they earned, 

skim milk that figured in, for me $117.17 per cow, and yet I 

have neighbors who tell me they don’t believe I make it pay. 

They earned over their cost of keep about $80. Now, it is not 

a difficult thing for a man to go to work and stick right to it 

and build up a herd of cows like that; it is all in the possibili- | 

ties of what can be done. 

Prof. Henry: Do you get an extra price for your milk sold 
at retail ? | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard; No, sir. I do get the price, but I am reck-
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oning here on the creamery basis. I put it in butter, don’t you 
see? Making 425 pounds of butter you can reckon it yourself 

by the average price at Elgin last year, $101.00. 

Prof. Henry: Where do you sell your milk? | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: I sell my milk in town and I am making 

a lot more money than I told you about, a good deal more. I 

| sell that milk for six cents a quart, which is about $3.00 a hun- 

dred. But it is 5 per cent milk, and I have sixteen babies on 
| my hands at one time. The women that had babies wanted the 

milk and the doctors wera just pushing me hard, sent baby 

after baby to me after this milk, because the barns, the cows, 

everything are kept right. The milk was good and the babies 

found it out. | | 
I tell you one thing, my friends, somctimes it makes me mad 

to think how little the average farmer knows about the value of | 

skim milk. Let me tell you what I get out of skim milk. J 

feed it in two ways. J know a fellow that fed $12 worth of 

corn to pigs last year and then sold them for $9, and he said 

he couldn’t see where it went to. I told you yesterday about 

selling ten grade calves to a man for $25 apiece. Now, those 

ten grade calves I kept a regular account of what they con- 

sumed. Jn seven months they consumed a little short of 3,000 

pounds of skim milk and I fed them fifty cents’ worth of blood- 

meal, just dried blood that you get from Swift & Company or 

Armour & Company in Chicago. Tt is a splendid mixture to 

put into milk for your calves. I fed them fifty cents’ worth | 

of blood meal, a dollar’s worth of oats, and a dollar and fifty | 

cents’ worth of alfalfa hay, that made $3.00. I counted the 

carcass worth $3.00 more, and that made $6.00. I sold them for 

$25 and I credited the balance to the skim milk, and that made 

3,000 pounds of skim milk bring me $19, and that is 63 cents 

a hundred. I heard my good friend, Mr. Clawsen, say here 

that in the old days they thought they were doing first rate if 

they got 60 or 63 cents a hundred for their good milk. I got 

63 cents a hundred for my skim milk, turned it into a ealf like 

| that. What I got from my thoroughbred calves I couldn’t 

, tell you. When I sold those grade calves to that man I sold 

him ten registered calves, reared in the same way, for $1,500,
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$150 apiece, so you see that when turned into a registered calt | 

- the skim milk went way up, but when put into a grade calf, 

just such as any common farmer can produce, I got 63 cents 

a hundred for my skim milk. That same man gave as high as 

$30 for such grade calves. He came on from New York 

, and wanted a carload, and he couldn’t get them from me, so 

he picked them up from the neighbors round about. I have 

one neighbor, a German farmer, one of the brightest we have 

in our country, a keen, sharp fellow; he took a 170 acre farm 

on shares, and got $2,000 for his share, the net income of the 

whole was $4,000. That man sold calves to this Mr. Minor 

for $30 apiece, and yet there are plenty of men who will say, | 

“You can do it, Hoard, but I can’t.” They are feeding 

their calves anything and everything, and when a calf is six or 

seven months old he is stunted, he ig driven back, and you never 

can make up for that as long as you live. I tell you this, as : 

true as there is a God in heaven, that a heifer 1s made or un- 

- made the first year of her life, very much. If she is well nour- 

ished the chances are that she will make a fine cow. You 

crowd her down and push ‘her back and stunt her, and if she 

would otherwise have made the finest cow in the world, she falls 

back and never gets over the atrophy of those organs which 7 

have been reduced by starvation. 

Now, I have developed in fifteen years a good many cattle, 

sold a lot of stock, grade stock and registered stock, and I have 

, had but one heifer that I have developed in that length of time 

that I could not make produce 300 pounds of butter a year. : 
She was a Guernsey, and while I believe in blood and I believe 

you want to give a heifer the best kind of father you can find 
for her, at the same time there is a wonderful sight more than 

you think of in the way a heifer calf is reared and nourished 

and kept going. JI am very fond of oats for feeding calves; I 

| am buying oats and grinding it with a little corn for my calves, 

and they get it right straight along, and a heifer will cost me 

something like $35 when she is two years old; but when she 

comes in with her first calf she is right up and a-coming. I 

have got one today with her first calf and I can’t dry her up; 

- -ghe is giving sixtcen pounds of milk today and she looks as if
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she is going to give 400 pounds of butter fat. If I had taken that 
heifer and used her as fifty per cent of the farmers use their 
calves, she would have been a failure, I believe, even though 
she has got the best blood in her. | 

Mr. Everett: I am going to tell you something about Gov. 
Iloard. He doesn’t know that I know it, but I do know it, and 
I am going to tell you about it. I have been on the governor’s 
farm a good many times at Fort Atkinson, and all over it; I 
watched his cows, noticed the way his barn is built, been out 
into the hog pen, scen him throw corn over in to the Berk- 
shires, and then throw them some alfalfa, and I have time and 
again scen them leave the corn and go for the alfalfa hay. 
Everything he has told you is true; his is one of the most in- 
tensely practical farms that I know of; everything is absolutely 
within reach of every common, ordinary, everyday farmer. He 
hires everything done, everything goes like clockwork there, 
although the governor does not work there himself, but his | 
brain directs everything that is going on. The last time I was 
there last summer, there were several of us, Mr. Hill was there. 
But with us was a young man who keeps the governor’s books, 
covering all the operations of the farm. I said to him, “How 
much money is the governor making out of that farm?” He _ 
says, “I have no right to give away such information, but I will 
tell you that he did make last year, after paying for all the 
help, taxes, everything, he had a net profit of $2,700.” That 
is my little story. If the governor doesn’t like it, it is out and 
you have got it anyway. 

Prof. Emery: I have been impressed today as never before 
with the value of the sessions of this association. They seem 
to me so valuable in bringing out the necessities if we succeed 
in handling cows, and I have been wishing that every young 
man in the state of Wisconsin who is to be a dairyman could 
have been here at this session this afternoon. 

I apprehend that the real, the main reason why so many 
dairymen in Wisconsin and elsewhere are not making the most 
of their opportunities comes first from habit. We are creatures 
of habit. The schools, the common schools and the high schools 
and the normal schools and the universities, do their work sim-
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ply in the fixing of habit, habit of mind, habit of muscle, habit 

in forming ideals and habit in executing them, and so I think 

that our reforms cannot come about as revolutions, but they 

will come about through evolution; they will come about through 

the education of young men, through the training of young men, 

having these young men who are to be dairymen form new 

ideals, better ideals than those old ones which can be greatly im- 

proved. If they could have been here, every one of them, if 

they could have seen the strong force that is working here, and if 

it could have worked upon their minds to give them some new 

ideas, some new purposes. 

. Brother Everett told you that one of the reasons why Mr. 

Hoard succeeds on his farm is because he is using his mind 

there. He told you just one-half the truth, and I will tell you 

that in my judgment there is another reason why he is succeed- 

ing there; it is not simply that he is using his mind, but that he 
~ ig using his heart in that establishment, and when he stood be-. 

| fore you this afternoon and told you how he looks upon his 

cows—and if any one had ever visited that farm with him and 

seen how he looks upon that plant, you will understand that his 

heart is in that plant, and that is the main reason why he suc- 

eeeds, and I tell you the reason that some of us do not succeed 

as well as he does is because our heart is not in our business; 

that cow that we have is not regarded as an animal that should 

| receive our highest interest, but it is made a makeshift and we ° 

find our interest, not in the care of that cow, in watching her, 

in the development of her calf, we do not find our enjoyment 

there, but we find it off somewhere else, perhaps in the corner 

| erocery or—shall I say—in some saloon.. The old saying is 

that where our treasure is there is our pleasure, and until we 

can find our pleasure on our farm in carrying out these ideals, 

we shall never reach the highest contentment. 

There is one other thought I would like to leave; where I am 

living there is a young man, a very keen, bright young man. 

He left the University: of Wisconsin, pursuing the literary 

course, and entered a machine shop in the city of Madison, one 

of the largest machine shops in the state, and he went into that 

shop because he was fond of mechanics, he liked to work. It
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seemed strange to me, because I knew he was a young man who 
delighted in cleanliness, but he evidently likes it. He began at 

| the very foundation, took the first work, and he worked away 
there until he knew all the work of. that vast shop, knew it 
thoroughly, and finally when he had become a master workman, 
his employers paid him extra, and turned him loose to go 
through that shop, and for what purpose? For the one pur- | 
pose of reducing expenses, trying to find means here, there and 
everywhere, in little ways and large ways, to reduce expenses in 

| that great establishment, and he has made himself so valuable in . 
that work that those men could not afford to part with him. 

But by and by there came another story; he married a lovely 
girl and his father-in-law has a large department store in one 
of the cities of Iowa, and he wanted some one who had a per- | 
sonal interest in that cstablishment to keep track of all that was 

| going on and help reduce expenses, and so he has been putting 
cut inducements to that young man to leave this establishment | 
and come over to his department store for the simple purpose of 
going around that store to study and carry out plans here and 
there to reduce expense. | 

There is not a farm in this country that doesn’t need just that 
. kind of oversight to bring out greater profits, and we have seen 

in many of the suggestions thrown out at this meeting how ex- — 
penses can be reduced in many Ways on our farms. 

Mr. Legler: I wish Gov. Hoard would: please give us the 
raticns of those calves of his, the amount and kind of feed, from 
the time they are dropped until they were sold. | : 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: That would be rather difficult to do. We 
start in feeding a calf after the first day or two. He gets about | 
four quarts of milk a day for two or three weeks, being careful 
not to overfeed him. I like to satisfy him but not to overfeed, 
in order to avoid stomach troubles. That is one reason I put 
in this blood meal. A calf is first fed four quarts of his | 
mother’s milk and he is gradually reduced to skim milk, he slips 
over to skim milk say from the first four weeks to eight weeks. 
Great care is taken not to overfeed him, but the calf is kept 
growing right along. This one thing we must always remember 
about a calf, and that is, that the calf ig a baby, and must be
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kept dry. Every intelligent mother will tell you that a baby 

will sicken unless it is kept dry and clean, and that is just as 

true of a cow’s baby as it is of a human baby, and so a large 

amount cf bedding is used in the calf pen. It is an earth floor 

with cinders renewed every year and a great abundance of bed- 

ding which is shavings or straw. It is renewed every day and 

then it is sprinkled with disinfectants all the time. The aim is 

to keep that little calf barn just as pure as can be. It is not all 

in the feed; it is in this protection against infection. You 

crowd a lot of calves together like that and they spread infec- 

tion to one another, you have to watch and keep the little fel- 

lows free from vermin, all the time look out for them. Now, 

they begin to thrive and when they are six weeks old, they are 

taken off of all new milk, they get nothing whatever but warm 

skim milk, fresh from the separator, clean, warm, fresh skim | 

milk with a little of this blocd meal in it, and they are kept 

elean and everything is done to keep those calves healthy. We 

start in with a very small amount of this blood meal, half a 

teaspoonful, never running as high as a tablespoonful, I should 

| gay about two and a half teaspoonfuls in a day. I begin feed- 

ing that along when they are about a week old and I feed it 

twice a day. I take the calf from the cow after nine milkings ; 

I keep the cow with the calf until she passes the milk fever 

: stage. While I do not dread the milk fever any more, as I used 

to, L keep the calf with her that long. It such’a thing develops 

| a3 a case of milk fever, I cure that cow up quickly with the air 

| treatment. 

Mr. Legler: You have got as far as eight weeks old with 

your calf. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Then I go on carefully, enlarging the feed 

| as fast as I think is wise, increasing the amount of skim milk 

and gradually carrying him over until he commences to chew 

the eud, which he will do at the end of six or eight weeks. Now 

then, there is a transformation in the stomach, from what I 

call the rennet stomach over to the ruminant stomach. 

As long as the calf is in the rennet stomach—and that 

| condition is determined by the fact that it will co- 

agulate milk—as long as that exists, you must be exceed- |
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ingly careful about putting solids in his stomach, but as 
soon as the calf begins to chew a cud, begins to eat, it wants a 
small amount of solids. I watch him and if T think I am com- 
ing along too fast for him, back I go. The calf is fed ground 
oats and a little corn meal and grain feed. At the beginning, 

| if you feed too much alfalfa he will scour very badly, so be very 
careful about that. Those three things stand there, Mr. Legler, 
the three points, that is, feed—but the care of the feed and the 
care of his condition and all that I believe is worth more to 
him for the sake of his thrift, or as much at least, as his feed. 
You are one of the best raisers of Holsteins in the country, 
what is your opinion ? 

Mr. Legler: I have fed about the same. The only point I 
wanted to get at was about the amount of grain and the amount | 
of skim milk that the calf got at three or four or five months 
old. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: There is such a difference in calves. | 
Mr. Legler: I know, but the average. I was at your place 

and I saw about fifteen or twenty calves. The average breeder 
would probably have that many or more. . 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: At about three months of age the calf is 
getting about from eight to twelve pounds of skim milk a day, 
according to its condition. 
he Chairman: ‘Do you think that that furnishes that calf 

drink enough? — | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: No, he has water right there all the while. 
Lhere is a tub of fresh water standing in his stall. Let me tell | 
you how my ealf pen is made. Here are low stanchions on 7 
three sides and the feeding alley right behind. The calves aro 
all put in stanchions and they are held there and given their 
milk in pails and then they are kept there until they get over 
that sucking mania which they have got. You know calves that 
get only skim milk are perfectly frantie to suck something. 
Then they get to their grain ration and then the alfalfa is 
spread before them and they are opened out and allowed to run 
loose in this place. They work around in there and every day 
that is fair they are turned out and let skip and run in the
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barnyard and take a little exercise. J commence very lightly 

, with the grain; I feed them not to exceed a quart a day up to 

the time they are three or four months old, but with the alfalfa 

and the grain and the skim milk I have managed so that it takes 

about a dollar’s worth of oats when a calf is seven to eight 

months’ old, and it takes about $1.50 worth of hay for the whole 

length of time, counting hay worth $10 a ton. It is worth more 

now. A calf is put in a little 4 by 4 pen when he is first born. | 

It is raised up from the floor so that whatever liquids there are 

| will leech right through onto the main floor. There is a door- 

way and a little rack for that calf, and it stays there until it 1s 

five or six weeks old and then he is put in with the rest and they 

run together. I think I am not doing right in just one par- 

, ticular, and that is I think I ought to grade them more according 

to their size. When they all get together, after four weeks this 

hay is put before them. I think I spend more thought on my 

calves than I do on my cows, and I have had pretty good suc- 

cess. | . : . 4 

Mr. Goodrich: Will you dare let me talk a little? oe 

: The Chairman: You may. 

Mr. Goodrich: We have had splendid lessons showing the 

difference in cows, the difference in breeds, the difference in 

feeding and the difference in care, but there is one part of this 

cow business that has only just been touched on a little bit, and 

that is in the milking. You may have the best bred cows in 

the world; they may be cared for in the best manner and fed in 

the best manner, and the milkers may knock the profit all out. 

This getting milk from a cow is a wonderful thing. Do you 

suppose that Mr. Gillett would have dared to let anybody else 

milk Colantha 4th’s Johanna when he made that test? There 

isn’t a man on earth that could have done as well as he did if 

he had changed, isn’t that so, Mr. Gillett ¢ 

The Chairman: I don’t think so. J didn’t dare chance it 

anyway. | : | Pp 

Mr. Goodrich: In the first place, milk is a product of na- : 

| ture whereby the mother feeds her offspring, and there is love 

and maternal affection goes with this act of giving milk, and 

unless the milker can, in some measure, take the place of the
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calf in the affections of the cow, he never can be really a suc- 
_ cessful milker. You know cows sometimes hold up their milk. | 

Why? Did you ever know of a cow or a heifer holding up her 
milk from her calf? No. She wants to feed the calf. If she ~ 
doesn’t like you, if she hates you, she won’t give down her milk, 

| that is sure. I have had expérience with that. The first cow 
that I ever had didn’t do well the second year I had her, she 
didn’t produce only about half what she did after that, and it 

_ was because I had a milker that she didn’t like. We must have | 
the good feeling of the cow. If a cow hates you, I tell you she 
1s not going to do much for you. 

I was going to say something about the milking machine, but 
perhaps I hadn’t better. I visited a barn last summer where they 

7 had three milking machines and I am awfully afraid that the 
cows won’t fall in love with the machine as they would with 
a good milker; maybe they will. When I see a cow like a ma- 
chine so well that she would follow it around and lick it and 
moo and ask for it to milk her, then I will think it is just as 
good as a good milkman or a good milking woman. 

Secy. Burchard: My. President, I would like to have you | 
resign that chair to me for a moment or two. I am one of the | 
past presidents of this association and I think I am entitled 
to it. I now take great pleasure in introducing to you Mr. 
Gillett of Rosendale, who is about to be displaced as president 
of this association, but he had the distinguished honor during 

| this past year to own and personally care for and feed the cow 
that holds all the world’s records for ceonomic feed and milk 
production. Mr. Gillett, will you get up and let the people see 
you $ — 

Mr. Gillett: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—I am 
taken somewhat by surprise and I am feeling a little bit weak- 

| cned just now. This dairy question is somnething that has ap- 
pealed to me ever since anything appealed to me. The subject 

_ of fine stock of whatever description has been a part of my life 
| in which I have always felt a deep and intense interest. T can 

remember when I was a little boy when I was out of school on 
Saturday, we used to have a herd of Shorthorns in our village. 
I used to tease my father on Saturday to go to Rosendale, and |
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when I got there I would go on the mile and a half farther and 

spend the afternoon with Mr. Mattison’s herd of Shorthorn | 

cows. So I have always had a fancy for fine stock. 

My father established a herd of Holsteins thirty years ago, 

and I have had active charge of this herd for twenty-one years. 

‘The second year of my father’s breeding operations, he went 

east and selected the old imported cow, Johanna, then some ten 

or eleven years old; she was owned by Garrett 8. Miller of New 

York, and was bought on a special order from Holland as being 

one of the finest cows of the Holstein-Friesian build from 

Friesland at that time. It was from this cow that we built our 

foundation herd, and later we purchased’ Colantha, another im- 

ported cow, for which we also paid a very large price, and it 1s . 

the cross of this Colantha upon the Johanna family that has _ 

produced the great cow Colantha 4th’s Johanna. Colantha 

4th’s Johanna is in my estimation as perfect in type, conforms 

as closely to the ideal conformation of a Holstein-Friesian cow | 

as any animal T ever saw. I have always entertained great 

hopes of her capabilities, as I also entertain great hopes of the 

capabilities of other cows now in my herd from which we hope 

to hear later and which are of similar breeding. | 

Colantha 4th’s Johanna, unfortunately, and on the other side 

perhaps fortunately, did not brecd fer a term of three years. 

At the age of four years she showed such wonderful develop- 

ment, and freshened on Jun grass, and not knowing of the 

present system of treating mi ~ fever and having lost so many 

of our valuable cows with mil . fever, I did not dare to again 

breed her to come in on an older form of grass, consequently 

we intended to carry her over, and have her come in again next 

fall. I think through this management she failed to breed, 

and she consequently did not have a calf for three years. I 

will say, however, that during her four-year-old form, she | 

milked with us neatly 20,000 pounds of milk, making nearly 

700 pounds of butter fat. The year previous, the third year, 

she milked over 15,000 pounds, and the first year, at two years | 

old, she made over 12,000 pounds. 

Secy. Burchard: How do you know? 

a Mr. Gillett: Because we weighed the milk and tested it. |
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Now, it would be a natural supposition that this cow had a long a oe 
rest during these three years that she did not have a calf, but a 
she did not. The first year of that time, as I said, she milked _ 
nearly 20,000 pounds of milk. She kept right on milking un-  .. 
ceasingly, and at the end of 870 days, from her freshening asa 
four-year-old, we made an official seven-day record with her in 7 
which she made over 15 pounds of butter. She continued right 
along and to such an extent that I was fearful even at four 
weeks before she had her calf that we were not going to get her 
dry, but we did, and she came in in very fine condition, with the - 
exception that as she turned out to exercise two weeks before | 
freshening, she accidentally broke through the stable floor and . 
broke one of her ankles, so that when she freshened she was | | 
very lame, but in other respects was in very fine condition and | 
did nicely. We started her on a grain ration of about twelve 
pounds a day, and the first seven days of her test. she showed 24 
pounds of fat. Her feed was made up of gluten and bran, two 
parts by measure, with one to three pounds of oil meal, accord- 
ing to the conditions and the advance of period. She came , 
right on, gradually increasing, and as we increased on her ra- 
tions she responded very readily. I remember when she had _ 
reached 24 pounds of fat in seven days, I wrote Superintendent 
Gardner, and when I told him what she had done, I mentioned 
that she had been having about 16 pounds of grain a day, and 
he wrote back, “You are starving your cow,” but I assumed, 
being on the ground and having had some acquaintance with 
her, that I was as well qualified to judge of the situation as Mr. 
Gardner was at long range. So we went on and I guess the re- 
sults are pretty well known to the dairymen of the state of 
Wisconsin. This cow milked for a period of 365 days, an aver: 
age of 75 pounds and a little over per day. She showed an 
average of 3.71 pounds of fat per day during this entire period. 
She was not bred during this time, but is now, I hope, safely in 
calf, and the day before I left home she milked over 55 pounds — 
and it is sixteen months since she calved, go that even if she does : 
not have a calf within the next year, I feel pretty confident that 
in the second year of her period of lactation she will produce 
over 15,000 pounds of milk,
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Now, if there is anything in regard to the handling and the 

details of the feed of this cow, I shall be glad to explain. | 

Mr. Everett: What is she worth ? 

Mr. Gillett: AJL I can get. : 

Mr. Everett: Wuill you take $10,000 for her? oo 

Mr. Gillett: No, sir, - | 
Mr. Everett: What did you sell her son for? 

Mr. Gillett: Eight thousand dollars cash, and I have 

another son that that would not buy. 

-  Seey. Burchard: That is because you want to keep hin, 

isn’t it? 

Mr. Gillett: It is because I propose to try at least to make 

Gillett’s name and herd still more famous by the use of that 

- gire. 

Prof. Henry: How long have you and your father been 

breeding these cattle ? | 

Mr. Gillett: My father established the herd thirty years 

ago, and I have had the management for twenty-one years. 

_ Seey. Burchard: Who milked and fed this cow ? 

Mr. Gillett: I did. 

Secy. Burchard: That accounts for it. 

Mr. Gillett: And I noticed that when I didn’t do it that 

she didn’t do it either. , 

Mr. Goodrich: The milking, you mean? 

Mr. Gillett: Or the feeding either. J spent one week at 

the National Dairy Show, and when I came back I found that 

cow down twenty-five pounds a day on her milk. 

Mr. Goodrich: Did she recover it? 

Mr. Gillett: Yes, she recovered within four days after I 

got home, but it was due to a little mismanagement that I was 

not there to correct, and the minute I saw her I knew what was 

going on. But there is one thing in the management of dairy 

cows, and it is this, it is the sense of perceptibility, the sense 

of conception. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Seeing things. : 

Mr. Gillett: Yes, secing things. To be able to detect things 

in a dairy cow, in her condition, in her surroundings, in her © 

feed, all that goes to make up a favorable environment, that the
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man must know. There is something about it that I can’t tell 
you, neither can anybody tell you; it is an intuition born, I be- 
lieve, with the man. | 

Secy. Burchard: You weigh the milk at every milking. 

Now, does that give you any indication what the cow ought , 

to cat or ought not to eat? 7 

Mr. Gillett: Not always. I don’t know that I ever saw a 

cow vary so in her milk yield as she did during the first sixty- 

. five days of her test. Some days she was up and down as much 

: as ten pounds a day and she would have periods of going along 

just like a clock. a 

Eix-Gov. Hoard: She did not settle to her work for about 

sixty-five days ? 

Mr. Gillett: She didn’t seem to. Still there was not that 

variation in the fat product. There was great variation in the 

percentage of the total fat. — 
Mr. Everett: What was her greatest milk yield for any 

| day? 7 7 

Mr. Gillett: One hundred and six pounds. _ | | 

Secy. Burchard: And when you got that what did it indi- 

cate to you? 
Mr. Gillett: It was so wonderful that I got pretty nervous, 

I expected an explosion of some kind, but it didn’t come. It 

did not seem to me possible that a cow could produce four 

pounds of butter fat a day and be in her normal condition, but 

she did it and she went right on, kept right on doing it. 

Mr. Hill: I want to tell one or two things about that cow | 
that Mr. Gillett won’t. He has got a boy home that is just as 
much interested in those cows as he is, that is, considering the 

boy’s age. Along in the middle of the test, sometimes the 

father would have to be gone for a milking, or for a day or 

two, and that boy would take care of the cow and he would feel 

just as bad as his father if things didn’t go all right. He 

would say he didn’t know what papa did to that cow that made 

her give five or six pounds more than she did for him, but later 

on, when they came to test another cow, Mr. Gillett himself ad- 
mitted the boy could do as well as he. |
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: Mr. Gillett: And that is truce; he got “next” to that other 
cow in a way I did not. - 

Prof. Emery: This just illustrates what I was saying a 
while ago of the effect that interest in a man’s business, interest | 

_ In his cows has. I don’t believe any one of us can doubt that , 
Mr. Gillett took a great deal more pleasure in taking care of that . 
cow than he would have taken in some carefully planned amuse- 
ment. | 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: Playing “seven-up”, for instance. 
Prof. Emery: I don’t know much about that, but I know he © 

found his interest, his pleasure in that work, and then he had 
| faith in that: blood; faith enough to stick to it for twenty years, 

using his intelligence in trying to improve his herd and to bene- 
| fit it. This same pleasure is open to some degree, indeed a» 

very large degree, to the young men of the state of Wisconsin 

if they will go into the dairy business, select their cows intelli- | 

; gently, and put brains into every branch of the business, and 

they will find it is a life of pleasure and happiness, for pleasure 

and happiness always come with success. 

Prof. Henry: I wish to call the attention of our citizens 

to the honor that has been brought to our state through this work 

of Mr. Gillett. Wisconsin has been advertised all over the 

world by the work of this man. It has increased the value of Oo 

every farm and every cow in the state. | | 

Now, don’t forget, when you are asked to support the state | : 

institutions, or asked to come to a convention or asked to help . , 

a in forwarding any work of improvement, don’t forget that you 

can’t escape these things. Men are coming a long distance to 

. this state to buy cows. .We had a Japanese boy who came and 

studied with us eighteen years ago. He came into my office onc 
| day and handed me a letter of introduction from H. B. Gurler, 

and that letter said, ‘Professor Henry: This young man has 

come to study dairying with you. You will find him a splendid 

young man: He has no money; can’t you give him work?” I 
did give him work cnough to pay his board and clothe him, and : 
he studied cows, kept studying cows. Well, I supposed he was 

like those Orientals I have heard about. I doubted about his | 
Li—D.
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bcing very energet’e, but he did good work and kept at studying 

cows. At the end of five years I said to him, “If you will 

stay with us and work for one year, I will give you good wages.” 

“No, I can’t do it. I study one month more, I study cows, then 

T go to Iinois to study cows.” And he went to Illinois, he 

| studied there and got moucy enough to go back to Japan. Nearly 

| cighteen years later, Sen came to see me. I said “God bless 

you, you have come to see me. Tell me, Sen, about yourself.” 

“Well,” he says, “when I go back to Japan, I had no money, 

but T got a dairy.” I said, “Tow did you start a dairy?” 

“Well, I borrowed a cow, I gave $25 one year, one cow. I bor- 

rowed some pasture and I feed her a little bran and I sell milk.” - 

T said, “And what have you got now?” “Why, I got forty cows 

now, two cows Holstein and Jerseys, pure bred.” THe told me 

all about it, twenty grade cows and those cows were worth from 

£200 to $400 apicee, and he owned fifty acres of land worth 

$150 an aere. Well, I said, “Sen, what do you come back to 

America for?” “T come to study more in the school with you, 

then I buy some cows.” And before that boy went back, he left 

¢7,000 in Japanese money in the state of Wisconsin for cows, 

and some of our boys were saying, “By George, I bel’eve I will 

vo over to Japan to make money.” 

Now, here is a man who-has made a reputation throughout 

the world right here in Wisconsin and there are others who are 

aking a fine reputation for the state. There are other boys 

in this room doing that very thing. We want the fathers of 

this state to bring up their boys so that the boys will love the 

| farm and love cattle, because they are good. Those boys that 

talked about going to Japan to make money were foolish. 

There are just as good chances around here as in Japan. We | 

have all the conditions for success right here if we will only get 

together and use them. One of the most foolish things that can 
be done in this country is to use a serub bull, and the man that 

| does, shows h‘s lack of intelligence right there. Gov. Hoard 

can get $25 for a grade calf, and it isn’t because he is Governor - 

Hoard, but it is because some man is willing to give that 

amount for that kind of a calf. At Lake Mills year before last 

they shipped out $140,000 worth of cattle; men came here from |
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all over this country. It takes from thirty to fifty thousand 

cows to supply the districts south of us for shipping milk into 

Chicago and St. Louis. Now, we are selling those cows from 

$10 to $40 a head, cheaper than we could get for a better kind 

of cows fed on practically the same feed if they were better 

bred. Don’t you know that a nice looking grade cow of any of 

the dairy breeds will bring from $10 to $25 more if she shows 

style in her breeding and it costs but very little more to feed her. 

There are gentlemen here now from Barron county; they 

are working up next year’s convention already, and I will guar- 

antee there will be a thousand men in that hall if the weathcr 

is all right. We have had farmers who have chartered trains ) 

and come down from Barron county for two days’ work at the 

Agricultural College, and those farmers have gone home and 

organized breeders’ associations, they are testing their cows for 

tuboreulosis,—we had to send a professor up there to travel 

around with some of their men when they went around to buy | 
pure bred stock and they are buying pure bred bulls by the 

dozen up there. | : 

The southern part of the state is not up to its opportunities, 

considering its market possibilities for stock. Our students the | 

other day formed a Guernsey Breeders’ Association at the Agri- | 

cultural College, with sixty members; they formed a Holstein 

Breeders’ Association with sixty members, and they have an | 

Ayrshire Breeders’ Assce’ation. There isa boy in this room , 

now who is going to breed Ayrshires; six or seven boys in one 

neighborhood are going to breed cne kind of cattle. . 

In this region you ovght to be breeding nothing but one kind | 

of cattle so that when a man from Elgin or any other place 

comes around and says, “I wonder where I can get a nice car- 

load of cattle of a certain breed,” we can tell him, “Why, go up 

to Monroe; they have a splendid lot of grade Holsteins up there 

at $80 a head.”” These men won’t stop at $100 for the kind » 

of cow they want, but they want a certain kind. Now, in Wis- | 

_eonsin, if we use pure bred registered bulls and kill every serub 

bull in the state, it will raise the value of property in the state 

_ millions of dollars. Over in England, even the dogs are well
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bred. In this country the dog that comes out and barks at 
your wife as she drives by, look what a cur he is. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: He would be ashamed of his grandfather 
if he knew who he was. | 

Prot. Henry: A boy came to the Agricultural College the 
other day and I asked what brought him, and he says, “I was 

| graduated from the Fond du Lac high school, and it was my in- 
| tention to take the engineering course, but father bought a | 

Holstein bull a few years ago and the calves are all black and 
white and they looked so nice I began to take an interest in them 

| and father was down attending the Farmers’ Course and he 
heard you preaching against the scrub bull and he got kind of’ 
ashamed of himself and we looked over the herd and we said, 
“The red cows have all got to go, we will have nothing but black 
and white. I am going home to be father’s partner, and I 
would rather be a farmer than a civil engineer.” When boys _ 
begin to talk that way, it counts. We have four boys that have 

| _ been in our college four years studying agriculture; I went to 
cach one of these boys and said: “If you want a position as 

_ teacher in the college starting at the bottom, I can give you 
| from $500 to $800 or $900 the first year you go out. Now, do 

you want me to look up such a place?’ And each one of those 
three boys said, “No, Professor, I can’t do it.” Three of those 

| boys are going to breed Holsteins and one is going back to breed 
Guernseys, all on Wisconsin farms, and they can’t afford, as they 
say, to go out and take such salaries as I offered them. One of 
those boys has only a small interest in a farm and another has 

, to go out and take a farm on shares, but they know what they 
are after; and when a boy would rather be a good farmer than a 

| teacher in a college or a breeder of cattle than a civil engineer 
that is certainly hopeful for this state. 

A Member: Bully for the boy. | : 
Prof. Henry: Bully for the boy, so say I, and there area 

lot of them coming right along that same line and what a splen- 
did thing it is for our young men to be doing some work out of 
doers that they love. | 

Not so many years ago nearly all of our young men were 
rushing for the cities, but now the tide is turning, the city men
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are becoming very anxious to live upon the farm, to be breeders 

of cattle or carry on some agricultural work, they are concluding 

that it is better to do that than it is even to be a lawyer or a doc- 

| tor or to follow any other profession. | 

Adjourned to 9 o’clock, next morning. 

The convention met at 9 o’clock, Friday morning. | 
President Gillett in the chair. ) 

The report of the committee on Resolutions was received 

and adopted as follows. 

To the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, | 

GrenTLEMEN: Your committee on resolutions begs leave to | | 

report the following: a 

Resolved, That the accommodations furnished by the citizens | 

of Monroe, for the convenience, comfort and entertainment of 

this association have been all that could be asked or wished. | 

Resolved, That the splendid banquet furnished by the Wo- 

man’s Relief Corps was a credit to that organization, and to the 

city of Monroe, and was highly appreciated. | 

-. Resolved, That the thanks of this Association are hereby ex- 

tended to the retiring officers for their efficient and painstaking 

services. : | 

Wuereas, General George W. Burchard, for cleven years the 

: Secretary of this Association, positively declines longer to serve | 

in that capacity, | a 
Resolved, That his long, faithful, very efficient and enthusias- 

tie services as secretary of this Association, merit our highest 

appreciation ; and that he bears with him our highest esteem and 

heartiest good-will. | 

Resolved, That this Association appreciates the honor con- 

_ ferred upon it by its retiring President, in the record made by
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his Colantha 4th’s J ohanna, a record that excels that of any. 
other cow for seven days, thirty days, sixty days, ninety days, : 
six months and a year, and a record that addg luster to our 

: state that has given to the dairy world a Brown Bessie, a Lor- 
ctta D and a Yeksa Sunbeam. : 

Wuereras, The Board of Regents of the U niversity of Wis- 
consin at the suggestion of its president, Hon. W. D. Hoard, is 
considering ways and means of conferring some mark of honor 

| upon farmers who have gained distinction and renown as such, 
Itesolved, That we are in hearty sympathy with the move- 

| ment and urge its early adoption. 
fvesolved, That this assoc:ation regards with a feeling akin to 

paternal intcrest and pride the splendid work of the Wisconsin 
Agricultural College and Experiment Station, established and 

| brought to such a high degree of excellency, efficiency and use- 
fulness, under the peerless leadership of that pioneer in agri- 
cultural education, Prof. W. A. Henry, and that hig successor, 
Dean H. L. Russell, merits our confidence and will receive our 

7 cordial support. 

Ltesolved, That the state and the nation owe it to the produ- © 
| cers of honest food products and to the great consuming public 

to protect them against the evils of deleterious, adulterated, 
imitation, misbranded and fraudulent food products; and that 

_ dairy and food laws should be enacted and enforced with the pur- 
pose and with the effect of uprooting those evils and not with: 

OO the effect of legalizing and condoning them. | 
lvesolved, That it is the earnest conviction of the Wisconsin 

Dairymen’s Association that the coming legislature of the state 
| should enact a law making it compulsory on every creamery 

and cheese factory in the state to thoroughly pasteurize its skim- | 
milk and whey in order that the spread of tuberculosis among 
calves and pigs from untreated skimmilk and whey may there- 
by be prevented; also that a law be enacted requiring breeding 
and dairy stock to be tested with tuberculin before being sold 
and transferred except for immediate slaughter. | 

Kesolved, That the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association desires 
to repeat its utterances in the past years in favor of the making
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of the Dairy Division in the Department of Agriculture an In- 

_ dependent Bureau and we call on our representatives in congress 

to take hold of this most needed work. Respectfully submitted, 

| J. Q. Emery, | : 

: C. H. Evrerert, 

. W. W. Crapwick. 

| ) Commuattec. 

HISTORY OF THE SWISS CHEESE INDUSTRY IN 

| WISCONSIN. | , | 

Thomas Lucustnerr, Before the Wisconsin Dairymen’s 

~ Convention, Monroe, Wisconsin. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Convention :-— 

The subject that I have for my theme this morning is not so in- | 

teresting to the people of Green county as it might be to others | 

who have never heard of it, or if they have heard of it, never 

had a clear idea what it is. Certainly, if the history of the , 

state of Wisconsin should be written, one of the most interesting 

chapters in that book would be about the foreign cheese industry - - 

of Wisconsin. When I say the “foreign” cheese industry, 1 | 

mean especially the Swiss cheese, Brick and Limburger. We 

do manufacture in this country other kinds, the Brie, Neufchatel 

cream cheese and others too numerous to mention, but not in 

such masses as the Swiss, Brick and Limburger. . , 

In order to give you a clear understanding of the origin of 

our Swiss cheese industry in the state of Wisconsin, I will have : 

to.go back to the old country where it originated thousands ot 

years ago-in Switzerland. | 

In Switzerland they have what. you eall the Alps. We call | 

them the Alps in a more common sense, that is, for the reason 

| that there are pastures on what we would call in this country 

the foot hills of the mountains. Way up, about four, five, six, 

yes, twelve miles from a village, up on the slopes of those foot- : 

hills there are pastures. They contain perhaps from four hun-
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dred to six hundred acres of land, some of it pretty nice land, 
but too far away for tilling and some of it is hilly, stony, and 
affords good pasture, some of it better for goats than for cows,  - 
for a goat will still jump where a cow cannot walk. , a 

Now, those pastures every year are put up at auction by the 
community—they are communal property, and they are put up 
at auction to the highest bidder, and generally three, four or 
five men form a partnership and they bid at this auction and 

| rent those pastures, and when they have not cows enough of their 
cwn, one of them perhaps owus four or six cows, another three 
and another perhaps two, and a good many own but one, but 
they go about during the winter and rent those cows at a certain 
rental, and then about the middle of May they go on what they 
call the first terrace of the Alps. These Alps are in terraces, 

: one above the other, the first terrace, the second and the third. 
The lower one is called the third, then the next is called the 
middle and the other the upper. Up to these mountains they 
go during the summer, bring those cows and milk them, and 
the evening’s milk is shghtly skimmed. : | | | 

Uheir factories are usually built over a cold spring; they al- 
ways find a place where they can put one of their cheese fac- 
torics’ huts, as they eall them, over a spring or a water course if 

| near by. In this they put. their evening’s milk to stay until 
morning, then in the morning they skim it very slightly and 
take that and the morning’s milk home to manufacture cheese. . 
The cream ig manutactured into butter. These things have to 
be carried down four, five, six’ and sometimes twelve miles; | 
these men have something like a peddler’s pack on the shoulder, | 
made in the form of a chair.. On that they load two, three and 
four loads of milk; one on top of the other, weighing sometimes 
“10 or more pounds. It is wonderful to see them with their 
sticks in their hands jumping from one stone to another. You | 
would think an ordinary man’s legs would break, but they | 
jump from one block to another with a load of 240 to 250 Ibs. 
on their backs, and go to the village and unload themselves and | 
take back what little they need, and that little they need is not 
coffee, not sugar; it is merely some bread and some flonr ; that
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is about all they carry back along with some of the things that | 

| they need for cheesemaking, and that is their life. 

. In the fall of the year, about the middle of September, about 

six weeks during the year they are on the upper terrace; then 

they come back to the middle terrace and toward fall they come : 

to the lower terrace and very often they have snow, but they 

always have a little hay to feed the cows if the ground is too 

much covered with snow, and then later on they come down to 

this ground and are there for the entire winter. 

| Now, some of these people, who were doing this thing, settled 

“in 1845 in New Glarus, a town about eighteen miles north of 

here, and those of you who know that country will realize that 

they were looking for some mountains. I believe they would 
have died if they had got out on the level prairie, although some 

of them have got used to even that. In that country they could 

have their hills, their water and there were about 140 of those 

persons and among them were a few cheesemakers. They were 

poor men, who did not own cows, but they were industrious. 

They came there and after awhile they would get one cow, and 
then after another while they had two cows, and a little while 
longer three cows. | | | 

A man would go and work for an American until he could | 
buy a cow, and so, after a while, every one owned at least one 
cow, and sometimes two. In 1846 and 1847 more of them came 
and they had a little money especially there were two men by 
the name of Elmer, they came from Elm, and they were prac- 
tical cheesemakers. They came to New Glarus and they found | 

everything all right for their undertaking, and they began to 

work and began buying cows, and by the way, let me remark 

: without any disparagement of Gov. Hoard or anybody else, they 

were as good judges of a dairy cow as anybody need to be. Those 

men certainly knew their business as anybody will tell you who 

knew them. | . 

They went to work and bought a few cows and kept adding to 

them, though I think the highest number did not exceed ten, but 

very soon they began to hanker after the fleshpots of Egypt, or 

rather the cheese of Switzerland, and they commenced to manu- 

| facture it. They had no utensils, but they utilized what they
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had and fixed up other things, and they made a rather large ~ 

' cheese weighing from twenty-five to forty pounds. ) 

Very soon they manufactured more than they could use, more 

than they could sell in the market there at New Glarus, and 

| they naturally began to look around to find out whether there - 

wash’t anybody in the towns around who ate cheese. You all 

know that Swiss cheese is a very nice cheese, but still it has a. 

pecular odor about it, and the Americans didn’t know what it 

was. It was a good deal like a hickory nut; the outside is some- | 

_ times bitter while the inside kernel is sweet. But soon their 
| neighbors found out what the cheese was and they bought it to 

cat, but not to any great extent. It was mostly the German 

_ people who knew what Swiss cheese was from way back in their 

own country. There were more of these people down at Madi- 

son aud they went to the Freeport country, and even as far as 

Milwaukee for their market, and finally there was quite a little 

market. | | 

Now, there was only a small sprinking of men who were 

able to make that cheese, for Swiss cheesemaking is an art. A 

good many Limburger cheesemakers tried to go into it, but 1 

have never seen yet a Limburger or Brick cheesemaker that ©. 

could make a suecess of the Swiss cheese business unless he took 

an apprenticesiip in it. It is an art and it has to be learned. 

There is some mystery about 1t and those men were experts, 

some of them, and others became experts, and they made 

good goods, fully as good as we have nowadays. Still there 

were very few of those men that were making money; they 

sold their cheese for 15 or 16 cents a pound and their neighbors 

were making butter out of their milk, and some of them be- 

came wealthy. I doubt if those men realized more than from 

$8 to $12 per cow during the summer, while others got from $30 | 

to $35 and cven $40 per cow out of their herds. They saw that, 

but they couldn’t help themselves, they didn’t know how. It 

was not until 1873, when the great panic came and we had- 

such a tight money market, a heavy, strong crop of chinch bugs 

and everything else—it became imperative for those men to do 

something else and when the misery was at its height, help was — 

- geen. ‘Two men came from the Kast and proclaimed to these
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people the gospel of the dairy business. These men said to 

these cheesemakers: “Here, you, who have ten cows, or eight 

cows, or six, why don’t you get together and build a factory, | 

and we will buy this milk of you and manufacture it into cheese.” 

Those men wanted to see the money; they hadn’t the confidence 

then that they have now in the dairy business, but they were 

told: “We will pay you from 55 to 60 cents a hundred for your 

milk, for all you will bring to our factory, and we will make it 

into cheese and we will turn it off and return you that money 

when we sell the cheese.” 

- All right, it was done and the people commenced to see that 

there was money in it. Those who did not go into it saw that 

these people that sold their milk at 55 to 65 cents were getting 

money ; they were wearing better clothes; they were commencing 

to pay off their little debts and everybody else wanted to go the / 

same way, not only because there was some money in it, but they 

saw that their neighbors’ land, by keeping more cattle upon it, 

was getting more productive and they could naturally keep more 

_ eattle. Factories sprang up at every corner. | 

Now then, we have a panic again, I think it was in 1877. 

| The production of this foreign cheese—and I am speaking of 

foreign cheese,-—by 1877 or 1878, had grown so strong that the | 

supply exceeded the demand, almost twofold. Cheese accumu- 

: lated on the hands of these milk buyers; there was competition, 

and a good many of them went to the wall. A good many have | 

| - yeason enough never to forget those years. When those men 

went to the wall, the farmers commenced to see that they had 

to bear the loss, they could not get from the cheesemakers any 

money for their milk and by and by they commenced to argue, | 

if that is the ease we can just as well go to work and keep our 

own milk. They had found out by that time that when there , 

was a gain, the milk buyer did not divide up with them, le 

didn’t go down in his pocket and say, “Ilere, gentlemen, I have 

| made a dollar out of this milk, and it is nothing but fair that I 

should give you your share,” but when the loss came the farmer 

had to bear it. 

You will all agree with me that the man who keeps his own 

milk as well as the man who buys it has an interest in taking a
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| care of it, and so in co-operative factories that same rule holds 
good. The cheesemaker dares to turn back milk from the fac- | 
tory to a man who has dirty cans and in a co-operative factory 
they would insist on his doing it. | 

I don’t know whether folks are getting more honest than they 
used to be since we had the Dairy and Food Commission, but I . 
think a lot of us have found out that it doesn’t pay to be found 
out. Nobody likes that. 

Now, a lot of factories were started up, co-operative and 
| otherwise. We have now in almost each corner of a section, | 

and sometimes in two corners, a cheese factory in this county. 
It is hard to give you any kind of an estimate of how many 
cheese there are and harder still to say how many Swiss cheese 
factories there are, for the reason that what may be a cheese 
factory today may be a Limburger factory tomorrow, and we 
can’t keep track of them unless we keep a regular cheese census. 

It is just as hard to get at the number of pounds that they | 
have manufactured, unless we do that very same thing. I tried 
very hard for years to get some kind of approximate idea and : 
the best I could find out was that the territory which is covered 
by our Southwest Dairy Association, which comprises pretty | 
near the entire foreign Swiss cheese industry—that in that ter- 
ritory we have somewhere in the neighborhood of 400 factories 
of all kinds, and that the income from those factories is about in 
the neighborhood of $4,250,000; if anything, that estimate is 

_ too low. There is an industry that brings in that much money | 
and I think it wowld not extend 30 miles either way, froma 
central point. a | | 

The income of Green county for every man, woman and child 

is $108.17. We have about 23,000 inhabitants in this county ; | 

we have more cows, by the way, than we have inhabitants, and—- 

I don’t know—perhaps it is a good thing. We have 23,000 in- 
habitants and each of them gets $108.17. Anybody can read- 
ily see that there igs no business which pays better, in this 
county, at least, than the dairy business. | | 

At that time we handled all round hoops; Swiss cheese in any | 
other form was not to be thought of, but a few years back they 

commenced to manufacture what you call block Swiss cheese.
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The block Swiss cheese is manufactured exactly the same as the , 
- other, out of the same milk and in the same press, I think. The 

block cheese can be made in a vat, but the round, globe cheese 

- must be made in a kettle. The block cheese, instead of putting | 

it in a round hoop, is put in molds, the pressure is a little differ- 

| ent, a great deal similar to the brick cheese process. It is a 

handier cheese, though it is not quite as good a cheese; it is 

handier for the family and for small dealers. We are now 

manufacturing cheeses that weigh 150 to 200 pounds and over. 

If you want first-class, genuine A No. 1 Swiss cheese, you must 

go to New York. and ask for cheese that was made in Green 

county, Wisconsin, a year ago, and they are not good in less | 

| time than that. They will give it to you all right but they will 

gay it was imported chcese. You just turn it over and you will 

| sce the brand of some man here in Green county. They will 

sell it to you for imported checse and you can’t tell the differ- 

ence. I don’t know why we can’t do that in this county. Per- 

haps it is because the cheese factories are small, the cellars are 

smaller than they ought to be and they can’t take care of all the 

cheese they manufacture; they haven’t sufficient room, and be- 

sides they need the money, and for that reason the cheese must _ 

vo before it is fairly ripe. “That is where the one great draw- 

back is for our cheese industry that we sell our cheese before | 

it is in proper condition. _ a 

_ Ex-Gov. Hoard: That is true of all the cheese made in Wis- | 

consin. | | 

Mr. Luchsinger: But it is more true of Swiss cheese than 

any other cheese, because Swiss cheese is absolutely not fit to 

cat until it gets up to a certain point of ripeness. | | : 

_ Ex-Gov. Hoard: When is Limburger ripe? , 

Mr. Luchsinger: Most any time, and the worst of it is when 

it is too ripe it is worthless. But Swiss cheese ought to have 

a certain time to ripen and that is what we do not give it; I 

| will say at least four months from the time that it is first made. 

Tt does not become ripe enough for shipping until then, and it 

| : ought not to be eut before it is at least eight. months old, and the 

longer you keep it from that time the better—of course there 

| is a certain limit. A year or a year and a half is better. |
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Now then, we have shown you how it originated, how Green 
county got its first start in this direction. Other counties are 
now also making Swiss cheese; Winnebago county is a close 
second. i oo 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: They have one started in Barron county. 
Mr. Luchsinger: Yes, people have gone all over the state | 

from this county of Green trying to make cheese elsewhere. 
When these people came from Switzerland, these old Swiss folks 
had-no idea that they would ever be their competitors, but they 
are to some extent. Switzerland has no greater competitor than 
its own children, here in Monroe and in the surrounding coun- 
ties, and they are afraid of them; they can manufacture it as 

| well; they have the country to do it in; they have the same con- 
ditions in the soil. Swiss cheese must have a lime rock founda- | 

_ tion soil. They have tried to make it where ‘there was no 
foundation at all, and they have tried to make it on gravel lands, 
Rock county and through Jefferson; they have to have that cer- 
tain kind of soil which this country has. Those barren hills 
up in New Glarus and Electa, all through out to Burlington 
and Lafayette county is the kind to make Swiss cheese in. 

) They do not know what they have; they don’t appreciate for a 
minute a meeting like this and what may come of it to them, or 
there would be more of them here. - 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: I want to know if there has been any at- 
tempt made by you farmers here to study or determine the 
effect of the shipping away of all th’s fertility from their soil. 

: The old cheese districts of New York have gone down tre- 
| mendously in their fertility, and about five dollars of nitrogen | 

is taken off the farm in the milk of every cow that makes 4,000 
pounds. Has there been any attempt here to study that ques- | 
tion, to know whether the old farms are still as fertile, are re- 
taining their fertility or increasing their fertility? — 

Mr. Luchsinger: This is the very point I was going to 
| make before I got through, and that is, that it has increased the | 

number of cattle that we have here, but there is another condi- 
tion attached to it; we don’t want to let the compost heap lie in. 
front of the barn. You must put it out where it belongs, and 
one of the clauses in every lease which T draw is that they must
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| haul out their compost and spread it where it is most needed. 

That is just as imperative as paying the rent. We know, be- 

cause it has been demonstrated, that the Jand that would not 

: yield anything thirty years ago will now bring the heavy crops . 

of corn, while some of it is too heavy for oats, or some of the | 

small erops. They have to plant it in corn, year after year, in 

order to keep the fertility down, it is too fertile. 

- -Fix-Gov. Hoard: In Herkimer county, New York, I can buy 

land today for $25 an acre which fifty years ago was worth $70, —_ 

beeause the fertility has run way down. | 

Mr. Luchsinger: In the Brick cheese manufacture we have 

strong competition, but as to Limburger cheese we compete with 

the world; we not only manufacture the most, we manufacture 

the best. . | . 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: It is a very strong industry here. 

Mr. Tachsinger: Well, it is naturally strong; we have got 

so used to it that we like it, and when we go elsewhere and the 

odor of Limburger comes to our nostrils, we think of one dear 

Green county and it brings home to our hearts. Before five - 

years ago Limburger was an unknown quantity in the United 

| States, but now, ont in the Panhandle district down in Texas, 

up in Maine, and way out in Washington and south to Florida, 

| you will find our Limburger cheese today in every del catessen 

place and in every high class saloon (so I am told), and we | 

have no reason to be afraid but that we will keep right on, but 

the Swiss cheese industry is absolutely our own. Limburger 

has been and will be made elsewhere; Swiss cheese may be made 

elsewhere, but it cannot be made and will hardly be made by 

any but Swiss or the descendants of Swiss.
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oe : _ ADDRESS. a 

| Epwarp H. Wessrer, Chicf of Dairy Division, | 
Washington, D. OC. | 

| Mr. Chairman, Members of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Asso- 
ciation :—Your Secretary asked me’ to come here and say some- 

| thing about the work of the Department of Agriculture and the 
connection that our work has with the great dairy industry of 

| this country. | | | 
You have heard a good deal about the Swiss cheese industry, 

| and know what it is from practical close contact with it here, 
but that is only one of the many other great branches of dairy- 
ing in this country. When we come to consider dairying as a 
branch of agriculture, I think we can all feel proud of the posi- 
tion it holds, practically exceeded by none (unless it is the 

| grain crop of this country) in total value, every year. It does 
| not measure by any means the value of the dairy industry when 

we say that the milk production approximates $800,000,000 ; : 
that isn’t nearly all of it; that is indeed only one part of it; it — - 

| does not take into consideration the yearly addition to the value 
of dairy live stock by better breeding, and the enhanced value 
of our farms. That value is probably greater than the $800,- | 
000,000, the amount that we get in cash from the products 
sold from the farm. So, I believe that we need not place dairy- 
ing second to anything; that it is the greatest industry on the 

| farms of our American people today, and it will remain so, aS 
our country becomes more thickly populated and the land be- 

| comes higher in value. We will find that we need more herds | 
on the farms in order to produce larger crops for our people, 
and other people who come to us for supplies. So the dairy in- 
dustry is paramount, above everything else in agriculture, and 
IT am glad to have some part myself in helping along the ad- 

| vancement of this industry with you. 
Tt is only a few years ago that the Department of Agriculture 

recognized the dairy industry at all, and the Department of 
| Agriculture has-been in existence since about 1840. |
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Now, the Department of Agriculture is one of the greatest | 

- departments we have for internal improvement in this country, 

and is now employing about 8,000 people who are working 

under Secretary Wilson’s supervision. These 8,000 people are 

engaged in everything which may be connected, directly or in- 

dircetly, with agricultural pursuits. “Tt is only about twelve | 

years ago that the dairy industry of this country was recognized | 

at all in that department, and then it got in through a little bit 

of a clause put in the appropriation, stating that the secretary 

of agriculture had authority to collect and summarize informa- | 

tion regarding live stock and dairying. Now it covers almost 

7 everything we can conceive of, from going out and asking a 

farmer about his herd of cows, to investigating the most intr | 

eate problems of dairy production from a scientific standpoint, 

and the dissemination of this knowledge. 

The Department disseminates knowledge in various ways. 

In the first place we have our farmers’ bulletins, specially pro-— 

vided for by congress, and the information gathered up by the | 

workers of this Department and disseminated through this 

means is very valuable. Sometimes the writers of these bulle- 

tins are unable to present their scientific knowledge in a simple 

way and give it to us who have not had the advantage of scien- 

- tifie training! It takes a pretty big man to take a big scientific 

problem and so explain it that everybody can understand it. | - 

That is one means we have of disseminating information, and 

a good many reports have been published along dairy lines. 

Then we have the scientific bulletins of the Department. — 

These are distributed mainly through the colleges and libraries 

- and scientific organizations of the country, although they are _ 

furnished to any one who wants them. These bulletins are : 

not given absolutely free as are the farmers’ bulletins. The 

scientific bulletins are limited in their distribution to any one 

working along the same scientific lines, but you can get them 

by paying a small fee or through your congressman; many of | 

| them have been put up for their special use in their own dis- 

trict. 

. Another means we have for disseminating information is | 

| attending meetings of this kind, and the Department has many 
+» 12D, ,
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| inen out attending conventions of all sorts, many speaking on 

scientific prcblems and some on general problems, and that | 

means bringing in closer touch with the people we mcet in this 

way, the problems on which we are working. Too many men 

will not read bulletins, no matter how simple or how well writ- 

ten they are, indeed it is very few really that are reading liter- 
ature of that kind; it is very few of the people on our farms 

that take agricultural or dairy papers which are the great dis- 

scminators of information in this country; altogether too few 

pecple take these papers or get any literature for use in their 

~ homes, and too few of us are taking that information and ap- 

plying it on our own farms at home, and so there is a great 

tendency to put out men in the field who can come in direct 

‘ contact with men cn the farm, carry the information that the 
Department or the college or the university has to disseminate 

out to the farm. In our work we are attempting that in some | 

, ways. Take the dairy industries of this country, they have 

been more or less localized in certain sections throughout the 

country; and as we find out more about the conditions of the | 

production and manufacture of these things, we realize that . 

there is not any place in this country where dairying cannot be 

earried on in some form or other, and we are trying to spread 

this gospel of the dairy all over the country, because every sec- — 

tion needs its help. When I speak of taking this work directly 

to the farm, we are doing that particularly in the South. In 

the South there are many miles of land that have never grown 

any crop but cotton, and their lands are worn out and produce 

much less than they used to. They have got to do something 

. to build up that soil again, to return the original fertility or 

inake it better, and those southern people are anxious to learn 

. what they can. They know they need a change in their farm . , 

system and they are asking for help along that line. They 

want information concerning dairy and all live stock interests. 

| In our part of the work we have now fourteen or fifteen men 

work'ng in the South, going right to the farmers and working 

with them. They go right to a man’s farm and find out if he - 

is interested in improving the condition of his farm, and we 

| talk up dairying to them, Oo
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You must not be frightencd for a minute, thinking that the 

work we are doing is going to cut out your profits; these people 

are not producing one tenth of what they consume. That coun- 

try is developing at a wonderful rate; they have great oppor- 

tunities and great markets to be built up, and that is true all 

over cur country in regard to the home markets for our dairy ae 

products; we are not consuming what we could by any means 

of butter or checse or milk, but the time is coming when we are 

| eoing to eat more of the dairy products than we do. When we 

go to such men we make them keep records, we wen’t work with 

them unless they do, and they are anxious to do it. There are 

hundreds of farmers keeping accurate records all through the | 

year, and they know approximately how much feed their cows | 

are consuming. They are gctting high prices for their prod- 

ucts, eleven and twelve cents a quart for milk, and twenty-five 

to thirty cents a pound for butter the year round. They have 

| also found they can keep a few cows on a cotton farm, and grow 

more ectton than they ever did before. The greater produc- 

tion they can have, the more money they can make, and the 

. cheaper will be that production. | | 

There is one question that is of great interest all over this 7 

| country in the improvement of the conditions on the farm and 

in dairy circles, and that is the test associations. Some-of the | 

state dairy and food commissions are taking that up, but they 

are not doing ene-tenth of what they ought to do; every com- | 

| munity in-this land should be organized into some sort of test 

- association, putting it into a form to fit the conditions of each 

place, so that in some way you would get the benefit of those 

| organizations as they are getting it in Denmark and Germany | 

and Holland, and even over in Ireland where we are in the 

habit of thinking they are not advancing very much. There 

are several hundred test associations already organized there | 

and they are becoming quite a competitor there in the manu- 

facture of butter. They are beginning to gct the right sort of 

stock on which to build their dairy industry. 

We are hoping that we can extend our work in the different 

states along this line, and all the help that we are able to give 

we shall be more than glad to give.
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oe There is too much poor butter on the market. Many butter- 

makers don’t know how poor their butter is when it gets to 

inarket, and that is a condition that ought to be looked into. So 

| we place men on the market to find out about this. The com- | 

| tission men, the creamery men, are asked to help to ratse the 

| quality of butter because it means raising the value of a product, 

so we are making this inspection. Our Chicago inspector, for 

| instance, is called in by a commission man, because he has re- 

| ceived a poor shipment of butter from Wisconsin. He goes in 

and looks over the butter, examines its faults; he writes out his | 

criticism, and he sends a copy of that to the buttermaker or — 

| the secretary of the creamery, and a copy is sent to our office 

| in Washington and a copy goes to the dairy commissioner of 

_ the state, and as soon’ as Mr. Emery gets that he will send a 

man to see what is the trouble. - 

Prof. Russell: A copy should be sent to the Agricultural 

Station. | A 
Mr. Webster: I will see that it is. We have been able, on 

the money we have had, to put only five or six men on this 

: work, but they are taking up the worst cases and going to the 

) creamery and helping as they can. — 7 

Prof. Emery: Then I understand Mr. Corneliusen will go 

: to the Chicago market and from there to the creameries where 

that butter is supplied to the Chicago market. 

Mr. Webster: That is the idea. These men-have instruc- 

tions to work as closely as possible with the state dairy and. 

_ food commissions. We all must work together as a unit for the 

advancement of this interest. We have calls from the Pacific 

coast for that kind of men. In fact, we find it very hard to 

find men enough to do this kind of work. 

: Ex-Gov. Hoard: There are two causes for poor butter— 

first, poor workmanship in the creamery for which the operator 

is solely responsible; and, second, poor management on the part | 

of the man who produces the milk as to care, proper food, clean- | 

liness, ete. Now, does your agent decide this thing so that it 

is possible that these two responsibilities may be traced back to 

the man ? | a | | ;
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Mr. Webster: -We do; we have done so in many cases and 

it is our plan to follow this up. We try to get in behind the 

| operator and get to the farmer, if it is necessary, so that every | | 

farmer in the community will know what is the trouble. Of 

course we will be limited in our field of operations, we must be, 7 

but our idea is to cover the cases that we undertake thoroughly. 

Prof. Emery: ‘There is one difficulty in this matter, and , 

| that is, that the buyers do not make a difference in price be- | 

‘tween good and bad butter. - 

Mr. Webster: That is one thing we are working after. 

This year our Minnesota people are buying their butter on the 

basis of quality.. They are paying so much for butter scoring 

95; so much at 92 and so much at 90, and making a considerable 

difference in price; and just as sure as the world, some of these : 

days all the butter sold on the market will be sold on the basis 

of the score, and when that comes we are going to have another | 

thing come in, and that is, that the federal government, or some- : 

body with authority, will do this for him, so that it will be 

| taken out of the hands of the men that buy the butter. So 

much for that side of it. _ 

In our gathering up information we find that there are a 

whole lot of things we don’t know. One of the things that has 

| struck us with more force than anything else is that we know 

less about the secretion of milk or the changes in milk than | 

anything else connected with the whole dairy subject. If we 

ean find any way. that we can throw light on the inside of the 

cow, that is what we are after. 

A Member: One great trouble in this matter of the quality 

of butter is that the groceries make no distinction, they give the 

same price for all kinds. | 

Mr. Webster: The grocer doesn’t buy it because he wants 

the buttter; he buys it because he can sell the farmers’ goods. 

T know, because I have been there, and we never told a woman 

if her butter was bad; if we did, she would never come near 

our store again.. The grocer loses money on every pound he ~ ) 

takes in that way. | 

Speaking of this question of milk secretion, we have a num- | 

ber of men working on the question of milk variation, variation
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in the composition ; I don’t know how long it will take, they are 

getting a good many interesting facts, but they haven’t an- 

| swered the question yet. But we hope to be able some day to 

answer a good many of these questions that are asked. 

: One question we have been working on for two or three years 

is the question of fishy flavor in butter, something that means 

lusscs to our commission men of hundreds of thousands of dol- 

lars every year, something that nearly every fellow has. a theory 

on, and I don’t believe any of them know much about it; we are 
very much in hopes that we have a pretty elcse solution, because 

we have some very marked results from recent work along that 

linc, though we haven’t gone far cnough to tell what they are, — 

and we don’t want to have to take anything back. 

Another great big question is the milk we drink in our cities. 
| That is a question that both producer and consumer are vitally 

interested in, and where we have to work from both ends of the 
line, because we go to the farmer and tell him that he has got 
to produce better milk and he says, “I have got to have more 
money for it.”* And the consumer says he won’t pay it. It is 
true, the farmer must have more money for his milk; it will 
certainly cost him more to produce it if he is going to take bet- | 
ter care of it than he has been doing in the past. There was an | 
international conference held in Europe awhile ago on that | 
question of producing m‘lk for cities. People are beginning 
to realize that they must have better milk; the death rate must 
be eut down. It is said that fifty per cent of the deaths of 
infants in our cities is due to the vicious milk they consume. 

At the call of the Chamber of Commerce in Cleveland last 
week they got together three hundred farmers, who sat there 
ten hours to listen to talks on clean milk. They eame in and 
asked questions and gladly listened, and they did it because 
they had been shown that it was necessary, that they had not 
only a financial but a meral interest. I think there will be a 
report of that meeting. Write to Dr. Sherman, Chairman 
of Sanitary Committee, Chamber of Commerce, Cleveland. 

Mr. Chadwick: No milk is sold in this city without the : 
cow is subjected to the tubereulin test. We have had such | 
an ordinanee for two years.
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| Ex-Gov. Hoard: But that deesn’t stop the dirt. | | 

Mr. Webster: No. Perhaps the first and most important 

thing is to have a healthful animal, and next, to have care- 

ful people handle the milk, and then to have clean, sanitary 

conditions, which means c'ean water as well as a c.ean place 

to handle the milk. We in our work have several men work- 

ine right along this line to-day. The people ougat to de- 

imand more rigid inspection, but they are not demanding it 

and they get all they pay for. However, the people are wak- 

ing up on these questions and are going to demand better 

things, better inspectors and ‘nspection. | 

Mr. Marty: The way the demand has been going in this 

part of the country for years it has hardly been considered 

worth while to try to make fine points in our dairy products. | 

The demand cf the market ought to be more uniform. I 

don’t understand why there should be so many different kinds — 

of markets for the goods tzat they can get out. | | 

Mr. Webster: I see Mr. Marty’s point, that is, the great 

variation in the products and the demands of the markets do 

not seem to correspond with each other. We must do a whole 

lot of education of the consumers of cheese and ‘butter and 

everything else. We have got to educate the consumer up to 

the point that he will demand good Swiss cheese, good Brick | 

cheese and good Limburger cheese and know what these are 

when he gets them and be willing to pay the price for them. 

It is a commercial proposition; in other words, while we are 

talking to the farmers about better cond'tions we must spend 

just as much time talking to the consumers. , 

Tx-Gov. Hoard: Hcard’s creameries supply 2,000 families, 

and we had to instruct the wives of those families how to care 

for their butter after they got it. | 

Mr. Webster: Any amount of good butter and good milk | 

's spoiled right in the house. They stick it in the retrigerator 

with a lot of vegetables, so it is no good by the time it is used. 

That is simply because of lack of proper information on the 

| part of the wife, or many t'mes of servants to take care of 

those things. The question of taking care of good food after 

we get it is just as important as the question of producing. it.
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One of our discussions in Washington this winter has been ) 
| on. the question of better milk supply in the city of Washing- 

ton, and everywhere we found that necessity of teaching the 
housewife how to handle milk when she gets it. The same 
is true of cheese and all food products that come from the , 
dairy farm. | 

This is a big problem; there is plenty of room for all of us : 
to work togethcr for the general uplifting of this great in- 

_ dustry of our country and the subject as presented by Gover- | 
| nor Hoard this morning in a resolution is simply an indica- 

ton of what is going on all over the country. Our citizens 
everywhere are asking that the work be placed on such a plane 
that we can reach these various problems. We are doing it in 
a way now, but we could do it much more fully if we had bet- | 
ter facilities. We want to employ more competent men to do 

| the work as we want it done, and pay salar‘es adequate for the. 
work they are doing. Just recently I lost one of the best men 

: we had on the production of. butter, simply because the De- 
| partment could net afford to keep him. That man is worth 

nore to the dairy industry of this country from a butter stand- 
point than he is worth anywhere else, because .he had the 
knowledge, the pract'cal experience, coupled with a good edu- 
cation, but he was cffered very much more salary than we 
could pay and he had to take it of course. He was working | 
for your interest; he is now working for the interest of one 
eoucern, 

REPORT OF MILK AND CREAM EXHIBITS. 

ULS. Barr, Assistant Dairy and Food Commissioner, Madison, . 
| | Wis. . 

| Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen of the Association, Ladies and : 
Gentlemen. : | 

: lt, has been observed in some of the previous meetings of 
this Association, by reason of the fact that the ‘buttermakers
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and cheesemakers have formed themselves into associations by a 

themselves, that the exhibits of butter and cheese grew smaller 

from year to year and but little interest was taken in them from | 

the fact that the great majority of the delegates, who attended 

the convention, were only concerned in producing milk or cream | 

for city market, or which was sent to the creamery or cheese fac- 

tory. In view of these conditions the executive committee of 

this assceiation, at its March meeting in 1906, passed a resolu- a 

tion which was in substance, that premiums should be offered for _ 

milk and cream and that premiums on butter and cheese should 

be discontinued. Through the persistent efforts of your Honory 

: able Seerctary, a milk and cream contest was held under the 

- auspices of this association at its annual convention at Tomah, | 

about one year ago. | 

It became a matter of great. importance to know just how. 

milk and cream could be judged, and personally I am free to 

confess that it was with a good deal of reluctance that the . 

| judges last year were induced to attempt the work on the 

oceasion. named, but Secretary Burchard told us that it was | 

useless in h’s judgment for us to harangue about delivering 

gcod milk and cream unless there was some way devised by 

which the buttermaker or the cheesemaker could form some 

sort of an approximately correct Judgment as. to the quality of | 

the milk or cream when it came to his intake. After careful 

thought, consultation and cons'derable experimental work on | 

| the subject, under Commissioner Emery’s instructions and 

counsel, together with other members of the dairy and food 

commission, we found that by the use of various tests, the 

| trained nose and taste that we were able to tell, with a fair 

degree of accuracy, the condition of milk and cream... 

In order to make these contests perfectly fair, the percent of 

butter fat and milk solids nst fat in the milk and cream must 

be ignored in these reports, Lowever, I wish to state that every 

milk and eream sample entered has been tested for butter fat, | 

specific gravity; acidity, fermentation and preservatives. 

| We, as inspectors of the Dairy and Food Commiss‘on, would 

naturally do that. We wanted to know whether they complied 

- with the state laws or not. : .
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Mr. A. E. Kundert, Asst. Chemist of the Dairy and Food 
| Commission, subjected all samples submitted to us to his tests 

for formaldehyde and for borax, finding no trace of either 
just as he anticipated. | 

Mr. J. D, Cannon, Mr. Fred Marty and your humble serv- 
ant were the judges. We found all entries to be far above the 
standards fixed by state law so far as butter fat and milk solids 
not fat were concerned. None of the m‘lks indicated any 
treatment by heat or otherwise as rennet action in the applica- 
tion of the curd test was normal in every ease. 

I want to say right here that your exhibitors put up a very 
hard proposition in fixing this duty upon your judges. The 

| milks and cream, though few in number, were exceptionally 
fine, far above tke general average of market milks and your 
judges were put to a severe test in the determination of who 
was to get Ist, 2nd, 3rd and 4th places. 

The scale for judging embraced the two essential items of 
flavor and condition. Flavor was subdivided into taste and 
smell and for milk 25 points and for cream 30 points were 

assigned to each. In the class for milk, condition was snb- — 
divided into, results of curd test, 25 points, cleanliness, 15 

_ points, acidity 10 points. It being impracticable to apply the 
curd test to eream, condition was determined from cleanliness, 
20 points, acidity 20 points. Total, 100 points in each case. | 

The judging was done on the basis of a numerical score 
card, each of the three judges scoring independently of the 
others. : | : 

I'he appearance of the packages or bottles conta‘ning the 
milk and cream was all first class. 

No dirt or sediment whatsoever was found in the bottoms 
of any of the bottles. 

The exceptionally high scores of all of the exhibits entered 
Indicates, that all of the eontestants were very sueceessful in — 
their efforts to produee a pure, clean, wholesome and Inigh class | 
milk. . 

Twill uow read you the average of all the scores made:
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— Milk. | | 

a a * ee —— — eee —— ee ee . — cette - ——_— 
. 

| Flavor. Condition. 

Name Of Exhibitor. Address. Taste. Smell | Curd. ad ac d- Score. 

fe |S  - | 
| 

. | 25 25 25 15 | 10 | | 

J. G. Hickeox....... | Whitefish Bay...! 25 | 25 24.5 | 15 10 | 99.5 

John Warlti..... ....] Monroe ..........) 24 24 25.0 | 15 10 | 98.0 

H.F. Ora ce... ve.| Manawa..... ., 265 | 24.5 | 28.5 | 15 10 | 97.5 | 

Dallas Davis.........| Monroe ........ 24.5 24.0 21 0 15 10 97.0 

L. P. Martiny. wo | Chippewa Falls .| 24.5 23.5 23.5 - 5 10 96.5 

Cream. 

| Flavor. | Condition. 

Name of : . Clean- lactae . Score, 
Exhibitor. Address. Taste. | Smell. | Jiness. “Acidits 

| | | | —— | 

| 7 20 30 2 | (20 

L. P. Martiny.......| Chippewa Falls..; 29.5 | 28.5 | | 20 | 20 . | 98.0 

ee a 

TITE ECONOMICAL ASPECT OF BOVINE TUBER- 

CULOSIS. 

Prof. Il. L. Russrit, Dean, Agricultural College, Madison. 

Mr. President, Members of the Convention:—A few weeks 

ago [ reeo'ved a letter from a man in Iowa, and in it he said: 

“Tast month I bought a pure bred Holstein bull, paying $235 

for it. 1 took the animal home, tested it for tubergulosis and 

~~ found that it re-acted.” Te says, “Can’t you tell me some- 

where that I ean go and buy a pure bred animal that is free | 

from disease ?” 

A. few weeks before that I got another letter from a man in 

Towa, saying: “You people over in Wisconsin are doing
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- something with reference to tuberculosis. I am coming over 
there after my cattle. JI am sick of trying to find the right. 
kind of stock and to find it healthy; I am coming to Wiscon- 
sin.” | | 

That represents, gentlemen, the condition of affairs that | 
is to be found in this state. Wisconsin is a great breeding _ 

‘place for dairy stock. There is no other state that has reached 
| a higher pinnacle of success with reference to the breeding of 

dairy stock, and it is, therefore, incumbent upon us, above all 
things, that we see to it that the stock which is sent out from 
th:s state shall be free from this scourge of tuberculosis. When 
we have built up a reputation for breeding stock, and reached 
the degree of success which we have, we certainly want to 
have that accompanicd by a further statement that not only 

| have we got good stock, but that it is healthy stock, and a repu- 
tation along these lines means everything in the further devel- 
opment of the dairy industry. | | 

| If Wisconsin should develop the reputation that its. stock 
was badly affected; that it was almost impossible for a man to 
buy a herd without introdue‘ng tuberculosis, our good name 

| as breeding state will go just as it has gone in other direc- 
| tions. : 

See what, for instance, it cost the state of Wisconsin some | 
years ago in regard to the matter of cheese. This state stood 
at the front, so far as quality of product was concerned, and 
then fell a victim to the fraud of making “filled” cheese. In 
a desire to obtain large returns, an illegitimate amount of re- 

, turns, “filled” cheese, poured into our markets and away went 
our reputat‘on as a state. _ it took years to win back this repu- 

| tation as a producer of first class quality of goods, and was 
from every point of view a most expensive proposition. 

The same thing is true with reference to the reputation of 
our stock, We must have it, not only good stock, but healthy a 
stock. By eradicating tuberculosis from our midst we are | 
bringing people to this state from all over the country and 
even beyond the bounds of the country—Mexico and J apan. 

This disease was introduced into our state years ago; it 
came in from the Kast as a great many of the good things that |
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we have gotten in this world ‘have come, but, this is one of | 

the bad things. 

This disease has been introduced from some of the best 

herds that. they had in New York, Pennsylvania and other | 

: portions cf the East. The first herds to become involved im 

this state were probably those into which pure bred and high 

erade cattle were brought. In the laudable attempt to build 

, up ‘and improve the quality of Wisconsin’s stock, they un- . 

- knowingly introduced into our state the seeds of this scourge. 

- The Experiment Station herd went through a similar ex- 

perience. When I came to the Univers:ty of Wisconsin in 

1893, we had a fine herd of dairy stock which had been care- 

fully sclected. In these early days practically nothing was 

known about bovine tuberculosis. One of the first things we | 

took up was to give instruction to our Short Course students | | 

with reference to the application of this test. Four or five ani- 

~ mals in our herd were tested as an experiment and every one 7 

of them responded to the test. Previously to that time no sus- ~ | 

n‘cion had been attached to the herd. This condition Jed to 

‘the examination of the entire herd, and of thirty animals, 

twenty-two were found to re-act at this time. 

: At the present time the breeders are in advance of the general 

| public wth reference to the consideration of this question ; 

‘they have gone through the mill on this matter, many of 

| them have learned from sad experience that when the disease 

| once gets into their herds it is a scourge which is sure to cost 

them to eradicate an immense amount of time and trouble and 

money. A great many of them have, however, stamped it OO 

from their herds, so that at the present time, I presume that _ 

the condition of our breeding stock is better on the average 

than that of the general stock. | 

At the present time we find that not only individual breeders 

are strongly in favor of the tuberculin test, but Associations 

_ are taking hold of this matter and are using their best efforts 

to see to it that the entire number of animals represented in | | 

the Assoc‘ations are subjected to the test. This idea is reach- 
ing proportions that extend outside of the state. 

I have a letter here from one of the prominent Holstein
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breeders of the state, saying that at the next meeting of the. 
llolstein-Friesian Association, he is going to introduce this 
inatter before that organizat’on of making it compulsory that 
every anunal that is sold by any member of that Association 

| shall first register its condition ag to whether it is affected 
with tuberculosis or not. If that measure passes this great . 
Association of Holstein breeders it will do more to give a 
reputation of health to our pure bred stock than anything else 
that they can do, and naturally the results which will come 
from that kind of work will redound not only in honor and 
credit, but in dollars and cents from a purely advertising point 
of view. | 

At the present time the rank and file of the dairymen are 
taking hold of this matter in a far different way than they did 
a few years ago. , 

This year the subject’ of tuberculin testing ‘has been intro- | 
duced into the Farmers’ Institutes. There have been eighty or 

| n-nety of these Institutes held throughout the entire state, and 
Superintendent McKerrow has had some one talking bovine 
tuberculosis at every one of the Institutes held, and he tells 
me there has been no subject which has attractd as much ine 
terest as this question. This is reflected in the applieations 
we are now receiv:ng at Madison asking for information re- 
lating to this subject; also demands for tuberculin for the test- 
ing of herds, and asking how it shall be done. | 

We are sending out a mueh larger amount of tuberculin 
than ever before. With'n the last three or four months from 
the Experiment Station alone over 33,000 tests of tuberculin 

_ have been distributed. | 
_ Dr. Roberts, the State Veterinarian, is also dispensing large | 
quant:ties of tuberculin; in many instances the stock owner 
himself is purchasing these materials in the open market, for | 
the reason that he does not want anybody to know that he is 
going to apply the test to his own herd. T have no doubt but 

| that there will be over 50,000 tubereulin tests made upon our 
Wisconsin herds this year. This represents the interest and 
enthusiasm which speaks well for the rank and file of the 
dairymen of this state.
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| But we find that this interest ‘s not uniform throughout 

the state; that ‘t is localized here and there in certain coun- 

ties; that localization comes about in large measure by reason 

: cf the fact that our post mortem demonstrations have been | 

the most convincing way in which the people have been shown ~ 

the actual condition of affairs and wherever these post mortem 

demonstrations are held, we immediately see the response in 

the large numbers of applications for tuberculin from that par- : 

ticular district. | 

As ind‘cating the irregularity with which this movement 

) passes from one portion of the state to another, let me show you 

the results in two counties. For this purpose I have taken this 

county (Green), and one of the north counties (Barron). Up 

there they are new in dairying, having begun only a few years 

ago, but they propose to start right. Compare this new dairy 

region in Barron County with this old dairy reg‘on, Green 

| County, and see about the interest that is man‘fested in this 

direction. | | 

We have returns from 131 herds in Barron County; ten 

here in Green County. Nearly 1.600 animals have been tested 

in that one little county and but twenty-nine out of the 1,600 

re-acting, or 1.8 per cent affected with tuberculosis. These | 

people have taken hold of this matter at an early stage, before 

the'r herds have beeome thoroughly affected with the disease. 

By the expenditure of a few dollars and the elimination of 

twenty-nine animals at the present time they have saved thou- 

sands of dollars to that new dairy region w thin the next ten 

_ years. | | 

Tn this county (Green) one herd alone not far from this 

e'ty had twenty-three animals affected, and-out of the whole 

number, 209, there were twenty-six. | 

Of course there are many other animals than here reported 

that have doubtless been tested; the application of the local 

milk crdinance in Monroe has undoubtedly resulted in the 

tasting of a good many. The figures I give here are simply 

those that have been received from tuberculin which the Ex- | 

periment Station has sent to these two respective regions. 

The suggestive matter is that these new dairy regions of
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the state are realizing the importance of taking hold of this 

subject in time, and in order to show the results based upon 

the examinations that have actually been made, I have charted 

our records on this dairy map. | 

(Ifere the speaker presented a map showing the distribution | 
of tuberculosis by counties). | 

When we take, for instance, the tests which have been made 
| in the northern portion of the state and compare them with 

those made in the southern portions of the state, we find that , 
_ .we would have in a line drawn across the state in this way and 

confining these tests to those particular regions where we have 
the largest number of tests, that on the average they have 8.6 
per cent of tuberculosis in these counties represented here in | 
this way. I have that expressed in another form in these 

| counties. : 
| Take the counties of Dane, Walworth, Columbia, Jefferson, 

La Fayette and Rock. Those are the counties in the south- 
ern portion of the state where the largest amount of testing 

| has been done. We have tested 650 herds in Dane County, 
with 324 re-acting; the percentage of animals averaging 11.3 | 

_ per cent. Fifty-one per cent of all of the herds which were | 
tested in Dane County showed the presence of tuberculosis 

| but only 11 per cent of all the animals tested showed presence 
| of the d'sease. The results of the tests in Walworth, Colum- 

bia, Jefferson and Rock are indicated upon this map. 
7 Now, there are two things I want to point out particularly 

on that crart. Eight and six tenths per cent on the average of . 
| wl the animals tested in these six counties re-acted in the test, 

but 87 per cent of all the herds tested. 
Now, you go up North and see what the condit:on is. These 

yellow lines here indicate the particular regions of the state 
in which this testing work ‘tas been carr‘ed ‘on most exten- 
sively. But here in Barron county, up among the stumps, we 
have nearly 1,400 tests with 1.8 per cent of the animals re- 
acting. Take it down in La Crosse County we find that there 

| is only between 2 and 2.5 per cent. In La Crosse county the 
total number of reacting animals were 27 out of 863. In 
Monroe county it is 2 per cent; in Outagamie it is less .03 of
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one percent out of 300 animals. In these newer dairy regions 

only 2.4 per cent reacted, but what is more important is that 

nearly one-fifth of. the herds were affected. | 

You will notice then in comparing the condition in the _ | 
North with that of the South that there is from three to four 

times as much tuberculosis in the southern portion of the state 

as there is in the North, and over double the per cent of herds. | 

‘That means, gentlemen, this one thing, that unless we take | 

a hold of this matter and take a hold of it now, the North, in | 

its condition at the present time, where it has only one quarter 

as much tuberculosis as we now have farther South, will have | 

| in a comparatively short time an increasingly large percent- 

age. Here are one fifth of the herds into which the d‘sease , 

has already been introduced, but the extent to which the dis- 

ease has developed in those northern ‘herds is not as yet as 

ereat as it is in the southern portion of the state. 

- You see at once what this means to the great business of — | 

dairying; the importance cf taking hold of this matter and 

doing it early enough so that the losses will be trivial, as they 

are at the present time. This work can now be done at a cost. 
which is relatively insignificant in comparison with the expense 

) | which will be required in later years. | . 

The southern counties need to take hold of this matter and ) 

agitate it, educate the people, because if we do not do that, the. 

percentage of infection is going to increase, because this disease 

never dies out of itself. : 

| When you look at the percentage of affected herds, you will 

see the significance of this statement. Disregard, for a 

moment, the percentage of affected animals in which you find 

a yange of from 3.2 up to 11.8 as in Dane County, that is bad | 

enough as it is, but when you look at the last column and see 

that from 30 to 50 per cent of all of the herds that have been | 

tested show the presence of re-acting animals, this is a very : 
much greater significance than the percentage of re-acting | 
animals. | 7 | | | - 

' Now, bear in mind, that these tests are not from suspected | 

herds, these are only the cases that have come to the Experi- 
13—D. : .
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ment Station and asked for this tuberculin without any sus- 
picion whatever that the herds were affected. JI have elim- 

inated from these stat'stics all of the suspected herds; those 

| go to swell the report of the State Veterinarian. When a | 

man knows that he has got tuberculosis, the chances are he 

would call in the veterinar:an and that reduces very materially 

| the numbers coming through this channel. When a man be- 

| comes conv need that it is advisable for him to learn what is 

the actual condition of his ‘herd, he seeks to obtain that knowl- 

| edge usually from the Agricultural College, so that our statistics 

combined with the figtires we give would represent very much 

nearer the average cond‘tions in the state than if we took the _ 

| suspected herds. 7 

Now, note the significance of this. In some of cur counties, 

| one half of some of our herds have got. the seeds of the dis- 

ease introduced into them. Now, how do they get there? 

For the most part those herds have beecme infected by those 

men ‘buying in an’mals from outs'de sources. The necessity 

of taking hold of this matter at the present time is st‘ll further | 

| emphasized by the fact, that unless we do this and do it now, 

the diszase is going to spread more rapidly in the future than 

it ‘has in the past. - | | | | 
- : Why do I know that it is going to do that? I can show 

that m a most conclusive way by showing you the statistics of 
what has actually occurred in some portions of the state. The 
condition is this, gentlemen: When you ‘have got a herd of 
animals in which the disease ig present, the disease travels 

| from one to the other of those animals until a larger and 
larger proportion of the herd becomes involved. Suppose now 
that you take the milk of that herd to a creamery; suppose in 
the beginning that your herd was the cnly herd that con- : 
tributed infected milk to that creamery, the chances are that 
in that. distr:ct sooner or later other herds will begin to con- 
tribute milk from infected animals to that same creamery. 

| | Now, the tubercle bacillus does not thrive and grow outside 
: the body of the animal, so there is no danger of the growth 

of the germ after the milk is drawn from the .cow and one 
cow’s milk diluted with ‘hundreds of other cows’ milk would |
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reduce the infection to where the disease will not be produced, 

but if you add to that one cow another cow’s milk that is in- - 

fectious, you finally reach a point where the milk of that : 

creamery becomes so infectious that when the skim milk goes 

back onto the different farms, you spread death and destruc- 

tion throughout the whole radius of that creamery. That is 

exactly what happens and what will happen in Southeastern 

Wisconsin w:th the continued progress of this disease. 

Last year we found the condition of two creameries in Dane | , 

county to be such that when these herds were examined that 

out of 1213 animals tested in two creameries, 30 per cent of all 

those animals were found affected with the disease, and we 

_ found moreover that it was the young stock that were affected. 

That man who, for instance, only took his cream to the factory 

end did not take back any skim milk, we found he was free - 

from the disease. | 

When we went outside of these two creameries to the sur- | 

rounding creamerics' and examined their herds we found that | 

the percentage of a‘fected animals in eleven surrounding cream- _ 

| eries was reduced to eight percent in 1467 tests and almost : 

| every single case showed that the infection was attributable to | 

the fact that eack person had bought in from some outside source 

an animal affected with this disease. 

That will hold in every creamery; the moment the skim : 

: ~ milk becomes capable of spreading infection that is just what 

. happens. : 

Now, notice on this map. There are those two creamery | 

districts, Medina and Oak Park. 

Every one of those red dots means a tubercular animal; : 

the black dot means healthy animal. Within that red line 
showing boundary of creamery district thirty per cent of those 

‘animals responded to the test, outside of the red line the per- : 
centage was reduced to eight. Every particle of skim milk 

which went from that creamery contained the seeds of this 

| disease to such an extent that it was capable of producing it in 

anyone’s herd. That herd m‘ght have been free from tuber- 7 

| culosis, but he brought home tubercular skim milk, fed it to 7
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the young calves and hogs and so introduced this disease in 

| this way. | , | 

Gentlemen, that is what is bound to happen in Southeastern 

Wisconsin. It is not likely to happen in Northern Wisconsin 

for several years to come, because they have not enough tuber- 

culosis there at the present time to produce this concentrated 

type of infection, but it will happen and is happening in 

Southeastern Wisconsin to-day. There is one creamery down | 

| near Burlington that is in that same condition. We found 

| three creameries last year where this disease was being spread 

through the medium of the skim milk. We simply happened _ 

to stumble onto these cases in making tests that were made in 

the way that I speak of. | 

| Now, it is entirely possible for us to stop this. All you | 

| have to do is to pasteurize the skim milk; that will effectually 

destroy the tubercle bacillus and so prevent the distribution of 

the disease in this way. This should be made compulsory by | 

law and this was asked for of the last. Legislature, and denied. 

The Leg'slature said, people will not stand for this and we are 

not in favor of doing anything that js compulsory in its nature. 

Our surrounding states are doing this. Minnesota and Iowa 

have sense enough to see that they can accomplish the neces- | 

sary object to some extent by compelling the skim milk of the 

-creameries to be pasteurized before it is returned to the farms. 

| The cost is merely nominal, the use of the exhaust steam makes _ 

no heavy demands from the standpoint of expense and the 1m- : 

provement of the quality of the milk itself which is brought 

to the factory is enough to pay for the whole process. Our 

most progressive creameries are doing it voluntarily, because 

they find it is worth while to do so, regardless of the question | 

| of tuberculosis. This should be made compulsory by law, that 

our creameries, especially in the portions of the state where 

tuberculos‘s is known to exist, should pasteurize their products. 

Denmark and Germany have done this for years. _ 

I am not very much of a believer in legal enactment when 

| we can get moral suasion to work and make it effective. 

There are some places where it is better to go slow and. build 

| up public sentiment so that that public sentiment backs up a
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law, than it is to go rushing ahead and not ‘have your public | 

sentiment behind you, and consequently, from the standpoint of 

compulsory legislation, I have so far opposed the proposition 

of making the tuberculin test compulsory throughout the state a 

at large. We are not yet ripe for that matter, but we can | 

help along toward the taking of certain advancing steps, and I | 

would like to see this State Dairymen’s Association put itself : 

on record as favoring certain legislative measures which will : 

be brought before the Legislature this coming session, and one 

of those is this question of the compulsory pasteurization of 

skim milk. | 

The other, and the most important thing that we can do | 

toward the further restriction of this disease in this state 1s | 

| to have stock, which is sold from one party to another, tested, 

in order to find out whether it is free or not. If we could | 

secure at this coming session of the Legislature the enactment 

of this one law, that when a man sells stock it must be known 

to be free from this disease, it would .do more to restrict the | 

spread of the disease in this state than anything else that we 7 

ean do. This spreading is being done most efficiently at the 

present time through public auctions and through private 

sales. Men are buying animals supposedly free from the dis- 

ease only to find that when they do apply the test that they are : 

affected with it. 

We have been accumulating data along this line in connec- 

tion with our work, and when the bill was put before the 

Legislature last year we put up there 200 cases, positively 

proved, where men had bought this disease by buying an an- 

imal and bringing it in from outside sources. This was not 

sufficient to convince the members of the Legislature; they had | : 

to recognize that there were positive cases but they didn’t 

dare move in this matter until they could see that the people 

| wanted it. So we have continued in this work of collecting 

a data and we have a long list of cases, eighty-eight more cases : 

are to be added to the 200 that we already had showing where 

- men have bought tuberculosis and introduced it into their own 

herds in this way. st 7 

It is absolutely impossible for any man to go out and buy |
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animals at the present time in any considerable number with- 

out running great chances of buying in this disease unless you 

use the tuberculin test in order to determine their condition. | 

Now, th's campaign which has been carried on in Wisconsin : 

has largely been educational. The laws, which we now 

possess, have not been very radical. We have drawn a line | 

around a state and we are not permitting any animals to come 

into the state until they are first tested, hoping thereby to be 

kept from being a dumping ground for infected animals from 

outside sources. But what are we doing with reference to the 

| cleaning up of the condition of affairs within our own state? | 

| If you as a breeder have tuberculosis in your own herd and | 
| want it there, I don’t know as the law can prevent you from : 

| — doing that, but the law certainly ought to be able to prevent | 
you from disposing of that disease to some one else, that is, 
spreading it from your herd to some otner herd through some 
innocent purchaser. We have statistics which show that cer- | 
tain herds in this state have spread the disease to four north- 

| western states. One case in Southeast Wisconsin we have the 
positive records showing that s'xteen other herds in the North- 
west have become infected through one herd in exactly that 
Way. 

Ilow long can we continue to bear this kind of a burden and 
| _ allow the fire to spread indefinitely in th's way? The cam- 

paign that is being carried. on in Wisconsin is be‘ng managed 
in my judgment in the most economical manner. The state is 
paying less for the eradication of this disease ‘here in Wiscon- 
sin than any other state that is attempting to handle this ques- 

~ tion at all. | | 
You may be interested as tax payers to know something 

about what it ‘has cost for condemning animals. The way 
which we do in Wisconsin is to test the herds and then the | 
animals which are found to be infected are shipped to Mil- 
waukee or some place provided with a Federal Inspector, and sO 
the an‘mal is examined and if the meat is satisfactory for use; 
that is, if the disease is only in the beginning stages, found in | 

| a single gland, for instance, in the throat or lung, whére the 
muscular portion of the body is not involved, that meat ig
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sold and go there is turned back into the State Treasury some | 

return from these animals affected in the early stages. I 

show here the net cost which hag been paid by the state deduct- , 

ing these amounts, for the last five years. In 1905 it was 

$8,150; in 1906, $16,600; 1907, $17,700; that is to say, at : 

an outlay of less than $20,000 a year, we are getting on top of . 

tuberculosis in Wisconsin. Massachusetts spent a quarter of | 7 

a million and covered only three counties. New York spent : 

hundreds of thousands of dollars and there was a revulsion | | 

of public sentiment against the continued application of the 

test, and they abolished the law of New York and are just | 

again beginning to give attention to it. You can’t go down 

into New York state to-day to buy stock in any quantities 

without running the danger of buying tuberculosis. I have 

known a good many cases to have come from there. | | 

| If you have a fire smouldering in your barn, gentlemen, you | 

| don’t wait until that fire bursts cut.into flames before you do 

something to stop it. A pail of water in the beginning will 

do more good than a whele troop of fire-fighters later on. a 

What we want is the pail of water in Wisconsin and we want ~ 

it right now to dump it on that fire at this present moment. 

We don’t want to get into the condit:on that some of the older , 

countries did. Denmark let this thing go until they had forty 

per cent of all their herds involved; then they were obliged to | 

take it up and deal with '¢ in the most heroic manner. We. 

can save this state hundreds of thousands of dollars if we will - 

continue this method we have had in operation the last two 

years, voluntary testing by stock owners themselves and the 

spreading of information through every ‘possib:e source so | 

that tke stock owner may realize the nature and gravity of 

this proposition and deal with this question largely on an ed- 

| ucational basis. The cost of such method of campaign will 

be merely nominal in comparison with what it will be worth | 

and with what will happen if we s'mply shut our eyes and say 

that this is all a fad. | 

I leave it to you to draw your own conclusions as to whether 

oo you, as stock owners and raisers, will go on longer regardless 

| of the condition of your herd, not knowing whether you have
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| got tuberculosis in it but simply taking your chances trusting 
to luck, hoping against hope, that you haven’t got it, but not | 
knowing. | a 

_ This is an economical proposition that is before you; you 
. cannot afford, gentlemen, to longer ignore the fact that this is 

the most insidious, but the most important animal disease that 
we have to combat in this state and a “stitch in time will save 

| nine” without any question; it will save you dollars as grow- 
| ers and breeders of live stock and as dairymen, without any 

question. | | | 

ae DISCUSSION. | 

Prof. Emery: What is the relation of bovine tuberculosis 
to tuberculosis in man ? | | 

Prot. Russell: My talk was on the economic aspect of this | 
| question, and purposely I refrained from going into that 
a phase of the question, but the answer to your question is this: 

There is a direct relation in this respect, in that the disease 
from the bovine can pass over to man through the medium of 
inteeted milk. The danger ig probably much greater in the 
case of children than it is in the case of adults. There is now 
no question but that the disease can be transmitted. Prof. 
Koch, some few years ago, asserted that in his judgment the 
two types of tuberculosis were two separate diseases, and that 
there was little or no danger of transmission from one to the - 
other, and that statement in itself did more to induce scientific 

: effort. As a result of carefully controlled studies, the German 
commission. has reported against these conclusions; the English | 
and J’rench commissions have done the same. A large amount 
of practical evidence has now been accumulated, which con- | 

| clusively shows that a considerable percentage of the disease in 
the human race is to be ascribed to diseased milk. | . 

Today we are considering the subject puroly from the 
economic point of view, leaving, for the moment, this sanitary 
or hygienic po'nt of view. If you have tuberculosis in your — 
herd, you wouldn’t want to use such milk in ‘your own family. |
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A pertinent question is: Will you sell it for somebody’s else : 

child. | 7 : | | 
_ Ex-Gov. Hoard: We have a law preventing the shipping 

in of tuberculous animals, haven’t we? Into this State? | 

Prof. Russell: Yes. | | 

| Ex-Gov. Hoard: Have we any law to prevent the shipping 

out 4 | | 

Prof. Russell: Yes, the Federal regulation prohibits this 
| under the interstate. commerce law. : | | a 

| Ex-Gov. Hoard: Th's case arose in Jefferson County; a = a 

breeder of thoroughbred Holstein cattle had hig herd tested. ° 

Ten of his best cows re-acted. A man who was buying Hol- . 
stein cattle tor shipment into Mexico went to him and offered | 

him $50 apiece for those tuberculous, cows; he said they were 

| good-lookers and good enough for what he wanted. ‘The mat- 

ter rested on the honesty of the Holstein breeder, and it is a | 

credit to the State that he refused to take the money. But 
. there was a man right there buying animals and shipping them 

out of our county, and he said he didn’t care a tinker’s damn, 
| as long as they were good-lookers.. We must realize, more and 

more, gentlemen, how impossible it is to tell anything about 

| the internal condition of an animal by its external appearance. 

Prof. Russell: The one thing that has: done more than 

anything else to agitate this matter in this state has been the 

| public post mortem examination at State Fairs and County 

Fairs. The farmer has thus had a chance to come close to | 

the proposition. . | 

| Last week up at Winneconne at an. Institute held there we 

_ had two herds from Winnebago County which we used in a 

. post mortem demonstration. One of them belonged to a promi- 

' nent Jersey breeder, who is one of the directors of the Oshkosh . 
| Pure Milk Company, which is doing all that it can in a pub- 

lic way to show the community the necessity of using proper — 

_— protection in this matter. He had used the tuberculin test | 

| on his own herd several years ago, and a number of his herd 

re-acted. He had paid the penalty by wiping out a large part 

of his herd. ‘Three or four years ago he went down to Tennes- 

see and bought a bull from a supposedly healthy herd and
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placed it in ‘his herd. He tested his herd a few months ago 
and found that about one third of them reacted; some of 

these animals we killed at this post mortem demonstration. 
From the h'story they were animals that ought to have been 

| in the early stages, because they had only been in contact with 

the disease for a few years. We found them in the early 

stages as we expected, though they looked physically bad. 
| The other animals were taken from a herd in which the dis- 

| easc had been present for six or eight years. Individually 

they were better looking animals, and everybody said it was a 

perfect shame to kill such animals. | | 
Upon opening them, the lungs were found adherent to the 

ribs, the whole interior of the an'mal being rotten with the 

disease, so that when we stuck a knife into the lungs, the pus 
| squirted out all over the table. : 

The tuberculin test will enable you to pick out an affected - 

| animal, regardless of the amount of infect?on in the system. 

Ex-Gov. Hoard: A test was made out in Whitewater and | 

soveral cows found affected, but I think that sofne of the an- 

imals sent to Milwaukee disclosed no tubcreulosis finally. : 

Now, I understand, do I not, that the federal officer does not 

carry out the test as you do? | 

Prof. Russell: I happen to know the details of that test. 

When temperatures were taken, it was found that they ranged 

from 103° to 105° before the tuberculin was injected. “Under 

our rules the herd never should have been injected by any- 

body; it was not fit to be tested, in the first place, as they had 

a fever temperature to begin with. These animals were 

shipped to Milwaukee, and on examination by federal inspee- 

tion failed to disclose any result of the test, and there was a | 

great hue and ery that the state was killing animals that were . 

| perfectly healthy. Governor Hoard wrote me about that par- 

| ticular case, I looked up the facts of the case, and they were | 

as I have stated, the animals had a fever temperature before 

the injection. | | 

Another thing, when those animals go to Milwaukee or 

Chicago they are not examined to test the accuracy of the 

tuberculin test; they are tested to find out whether that meat
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is wholesome, and only that. If the muscular portions have 

not been affected by the disease, the meat is perfectly safe for a 

use, and the federal inspector passes it on that basis, so that oe 

if you go to Milwaukee and find that this animal or that an- | 

imal has passed, it does not mean that it is not infected. You | 

must bear in mind that the federal inspector is there for the 

purpose of determining the edibilty of the meat and not the 

accuracy of the tuberculin test, because the experience is that 

a number of cases have been found where tuberculosis has not — | 

been found in an animal which has re-acted theretofore, or 

found in such small quantities as to be practically negligible. — 

~ T have handled several thousand head of this sort, and I never | 

have seen but two cases where the disease was not found upon | 

a critical examination after the test had been made. I re-_ 

member one. case where an examinat’on of the carcass dis- 

closed that it looked perfectly healthy and when the carcass | 

was cleaved down the middle, there was an abscess right at the 

cnd of the spine. You may have it in portions of the body a 

where it is not normally to be found. You can easily see that 

| a casual examination made by a man who 'stands and watches 

a carcass go past him is no eritcrion of whether that animal 

ig infected with the organism or not. You can go down to 

Chicago and examine stock as it comes from the ranches and 

you won’t find one case in ten thousand that is affected with 

tubereulosis from that kind of an examination, or you can go 

to the slaughter houses and examine as carefully as you may 

the carcasses of animals that are killed for meat and you won’t 

find- the presence of the disease except in a small percentage | 

of the ranch stock. Of course those animals are not tested 

before they come in. | 

T have a lot of bulletins here and they will give you a good 

| deal of information on this subject. |
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BREEDING AND REARING THE DAIRY COW. | 

| | G. CO. Humpurey, Professor of Animal Husbandry, Madison, 
| Wis. | | 

"With -something over twenty-one. million milk producing 

cows in the United States, nearly one million one hundred forty- 

five thousand of which are in Wisconsin and no evidences of a 
inilk famine at hand, we may question in our minds the neces- | 

| sity of discussing how to breed and rear the dairy cow. It 

may appear that there are as many milk producing cows in the 

country as we have need for. It is true, however, that there 

never was a time when the dairy cow was more popular and in 

greater demand by parties from all over the world than at the ) 

present time. Since January ist, 1908, inquiries have been 

} received at my office for a total of 196 dairy animals. This’. 

undoubtedly represents only a small number of the inquiries 

which have been received by all the breeders of the state, and 

indicates only in a small way the demand for Wisconsin bred 

dairy animals. - 
For the benefit of every Wisconsin farmer, who may have 

| milk »roducing cows, I wish to emphasize the fact that the 
above inquiries received for dairy animals did not call for 

ordinary milk producing cows, but for high grade and pure- — 
bred cows of some one of the distinct dairy breeds. They call | 

for dairy cows in the strict sense of the term, dairy cows, and 

: it is the cows of this class and not the common ordinary milk 

| producing cows that are so popular and in so great demand. 

| From statistics which have been gathered, the valuation of 
milk producing cows in Wisconsin ranges from $21 to $31 per 

head, and the average production from 3500 to 4000 pounds of 

milk and 150 to 200 pounds of butter. Cows of this character 

and capable of no higher production are not dairy cows. They 

are common native scrub cows maintained at a loss, and better 

it would be for the farmer, if they were not maintained at all. 
| There are many high grade and pure-bred cows which are pro- | 

| ducing annually from 8,000 to 12,000 pounds of milk and 300 |
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to 400 pounds of butter, to say nothing about the choice pure- 

bred cows, which are producing 800 to 1,000 and even 1,200 | 

pounds of butter, as a maximum yearly production. oe 

When we make a distinction between the ordinary native 

milk- producing cow and the strictly dairy cow, capable of 

economically converting the raw products of the soil into 

large quantities of milk, we begin to appreciate the importance 

| of studying and discussing the matter of breeding and rearing | ; 

| the dairy cow. ‘To the thoughtful studious mind, this subject | 

| should never grow old. It furnishes a broad field for investi- 

gation and contains many an unsolved problem, which we can 

only hope to solve by means of long continued work in scientific — 

— investigation. | | - 

In ‘discussing the subject at th’s time, the writer will at- 

tempt to discuss only the fundamental principles which have 

| become recognized as important factors entering into successful 

breeding, and which are adhered to by practical men who have —_ 

achieved success in breeding and rearing dairy cows. They — 

are principles which should be practiced by every dairyman , 

who hopes to breed and rear dairy cows that shall prove profit- 

able under the existing conditions of high priced land, high 

priced labor, and h'gh priced feed. | | | 

To clearly bring before your minds what may be considered 

profitable cows, I call your attention to four animals of the | 

| University -of Wisconsin dairy herd, whose productions and . 

| feed consumption I am able to quote. These cows belong toa — 

much more ordinary class than do many of the more widely | 

known cows, which we read and hear so much about, and my | 

| quoting their records will in no way lessen the respect and es- 

teem we hold for cows like Colantha 4th’s Johanna, Yeksa - 

Sunbeam, Loretta D anda score of others, we might name, | 

which are owned in Wisconsin. In considering the four cows 

and the profits, which have been yielded in a year’s time, the 

following schedule of prices for feeds has been used, which are 

the average prices we have had to pay at, the University Farm 

| during the past winter. | :
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SCHEDULE OF PRICES. ) 

Mixed hay (per ton) ................... $12.00 | | 
Alfalfa hay (per ton) .................. 14.00 
Corn silage and soiling (per ton) ......... 2.50 , 
Sugar beets (per ton) ................. 2.50 
Dried beet pulp (per ton) ............... 16.00 
Wheat bran (per ton) .................. 94.80 
Dried distillers grains (per ton) .......... 80.00 , 
Oil meal (per ton) .................... 30.00 

. Cotton seed meal (per ton) ............ 80.00 
Gluten feed (per ton) ..........0...... 296.00 
Oats, (per bushel) ...............0005. BBB 

: Corn (per bushel) ........ 00... eee eee 64 
Pasture (per season) ....... 0.0.00. eeeeee = B00 

In ered'ting the cows, the price of 26.8 cents per pound for | 
butter fat has been used which is the average price we have 

| roceived at our University Creamery during the past year. | 
The price of 15 cents per hundred pounds for skim milk has 

| been used and is a3 low as any farmer would consider ?t worth, 
although I am satisfied it is worth at least 20 cents per hun- 
dred to grow good well bred dairy calves. The calves pro- 
duced by these cows have been valued at $100 per head when 
six months old, at which age they are marketable. In one 
instance we have reccived this price for one of the calves and : 

= could readily have rece‘ved the same price for any of the others | 
had we cared to sell them. 

The first cow to which I call your attention is an Ayrshire 
cow, Christina, which at the age of 8 years and shortly after 

| being imported from the state of New York, freshened No- 
vember 3, 1906, and dropped a nice heifer calf. She produced 

| 8,920.2 pounds milk, testihg 4.5 per cent, and 361 pounds 
butter fat, equivalent to 421 pounds butter. Shortly after the 
expiration of her year’s production, she dropped another pure- 

| bred calf, which is to her credit as a profitable dairy cow. 
For the year Christina is credited as follows: 

)
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361 pounds butter fat at 26.8 cents ..... $96.75 
7582 potinds skim milk at 15¢e per hundred 11,28 

A call at six mouine old yi 65 0000 

Q Total: value of products ........ $208.03 
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AYRSHIRD COW, CHRISTINA. 
Year's record: milk, 8920.2 lbs.; test, 4.5 per cent; fat, 361 lbs.; butter, 421.0 

Ibs.’ Owned by the University of Wisconsin. 

The second cow considered is Queen, a Guernsey, which 

bred and raised at the University Farm, dropped her first calf, 

February 7, 1906, at the age of 27 months. Her production 

for last year, was 7702.9 pounds milk, testing 5.12 per cent, 

and 394.7 pounds butter fat, equivalent to 460.5 pounds but- ; 

ter. Her second calf, a bull, was dropped October 7, 1907, 

and ‘has been sold to be delivered when six months old for 

$100. Ifer first calf was equally as good an individual, and 

thus we eredit Queen for her year’s production as follows:
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394.7 pounds butter fat at 26.8 cents .. $105.86 
6542 pounds skim milk at 15 cents per’ 

Hund ned Aare nanaec boi ee uUn ces» 9.82 : 

A caltvat six mionthe Olds aaa, 100,00 © 

rea Total value of products ........ $215.68 
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GUERNSEY COW, FAIR COZIRS QUEEN. 
Year’s record: milk, 7702.9 Ibs.; test, 5.12 per cent; fat, 394.7 lbs.; butter, 460.5 

Ibs. Owned by University of Wisconsin. 

The third cow, to which I invite your attention is Macella, 

a Jersey, which at the age of 7 years, freshened October 3, 

1906, and dropped a nice he‘fer calf. Her year’s production 

was 9074 pounds of milk, testing 5.74 per cent and 521.2 

pounds fat, equivalent to 608.1 pounds butter. Macella 

should also be credited with having produced another calf 

shortly after the expiration of her year’s production. For the 

year considered Macella is eredited as follows:
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521.2 pounds fat at 26.8 cents ........ $139.63 : 

7709 pounds skim milk at 15 cents .... 11.55 

1 calf at 6 months-old ........1.,.) 100700 

‘ Total value of products ........ $251.18 

——" Pal 
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: : JURSHY COW, MACELLA sRD. 
Year’s record: milk, 907.47 lbs.; test, 5.74 per cent; fat, 521.2 lbs.; butter, 608.1 

‘ Ibs. Owned by the University of Wisconsin. 

The last cow I shall call your attention to is a Holstein 

cow, Johanna, bred by our Honorable Chairman, Mr. Gillett. 

Johanna as a 4-year-old produced 14,856 pounds of milk, test- 

ing 3.65 per cent, and 542.4 pounds butter fat, equivalent to ; 

632.7 pounds butter. She has been a regular breeder and we 

have at the present time three of her progeny in our herd,a _ - 

heifer calf, a yearling bull, and a two-year-old heifer. We 

have not priced any of her calves but have refused $300 for 

_ the yearling bull. ‘To be conservative, which I think we have 

been in all cases, we value her calf at the age of 6 months at 

the same price as the others and credit her as follows: i 

14—D.
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542.4 pounds fat, at 26.8 cents ...... $145.26 

12627 pounds skim milk at 15 cents per ! 

hundyed ee ee a eee 00 

1 cali at ¢:. months old 4) .e5.. 3s 0000) 

Total value of products .......... $264.16 
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: HOLSTEIN COW, JOHANNA CLOTHILDE 4TH. 
Year's record: milk, 14.856 Ibs.; test, 3.65 per cent; fat, 542.4 lbs.; butter, 692.7 

lbs. Owned by the University of Wisconsin. 

The following tables show the kind, amount, and cost of feed 

consumed by each cow, the estimated cost of feed for raising the 

calf to the age of six months and the annual net profit per cow 

over and above the cost of feed. : 

4
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Kind, amount, and cost of feed consumed by each of the cows. 

Christina. Queen. | Macella. Johanna. 

Lbs. | Cost. | Lbs. | Cost. | Lbs, | Cost. | Lbs. | Cost. 

Mixed hay ..............} 1,082 | $619] 939 | $5 68} 910] $5 46) 1,091, 3656 
Alfalfa hay...... ce. cece f cc cece lec ee ce ee | cece cece lence cece 360 2 52 455 319 
Silage and soiling......| 8,028 | 1003 | 6,493} 8121 7,517| 940 | 8,351 | 10 44 

. Wheat bran..... .......| 666] 832] 585/ 652! 960] 1200| ‘584| 10 67 . 
Oats......c0c0c0 eee 440| 735, 696] 1164] 543] 907 773 | 12 90 
COrn, .... sees csec eee es s32| 627/ 479! 241 105| 123) 139] 165 

- Distillers’ grains....... 434 6 51 349 5 03 673 | 10 10 483 7 25 
Oil meal... ....... 0s. S| 126) 115] 173] 450] 675) 308] 462 
Gluten feed ...........0. [seen eens eeceeeet ITB] 2 08 224 291 |). 9590 5 07 
Dried beet pulp ........) cc. eee lee ee vane seevtees|eceeeene! 214 1 70 270 2 16 
Cotton seed meal.......].......0) eee ee: seen enes Peae cece. 33) 5 03 11 16 
Pasture ......... ccc ee ee feeeee 5 00 eee eee Dd 00 |........ ) 00 |........ 5 09 

Total cost of feed for . , 
COWS wee cece eee cee | eee eees| $50 93 [........1 $47 81 | ........| $86.17 |........] $69 67 
Cost of feed for calf....|........| 1500 |........] 1500 ]2......./ 1500 |........| 15 00 

Total cost of feed for . 
cows and calves......|........| $65 98 a a 81 |........| $81 17 |........] $84 67 
a | ee 

Annual net profit on production of cows, including their calves, over 
. and above the cost of feed. 

AS. Sa SSS - 

, . Corin Queen. Macella. | Johanna. 

_ Value of products (milk and calf)........ $708 02 $215 68 $251 18 $264 16 

| Cost of feed (cow and calf)................ 65. 93 62 81 81 17 81 67 

Profit (mill and calf)...ccccceeeseee] 14210 | 152 87 170 01 159 49 
: Profit (milk alone)......0c.sce0e0eceeeeeees} BT 10 | 67 87, 85 OL 94 49 
i Ld 

Such cows as Christina, Queen, Macella, and Johanna, yield- 

ing annual net profits of $142.10, $152.87, $170.01, and 

$179.49 respectively, when credited with their calves, or 

«$57.10, $67.87, $85.01, and $94.49 respectively when their 

7 calves are left entirely out of the question, are dairy cows in ) 

the true sense of the term and are the class of cows I urge upon | 

) every dairyman to have in mind in attempting to breed and rear 

dairy cows. | 

| BREEDING AND REARING. | 

The terms, breeding and rearing, as they relate to the exist- 

| ence of all forms of life, have a significance attached to their
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meaning, which should be better realized. As we study life 

and think about it, we find it a strange mysterious thing. To 

think of ‘how life exists in our own peculiar bodies and in the 

plants and animals about us causes us to ponder over problems a 

| and to feel and acknowledge the presence of some great supreme 

| mind and power that controls the universe. Man, however, 

should feel himself highly honored by being permitted to have 

) power and control over many living things, which exist. | 

Scientific agriculture, which simply means thoughtful agricul- 

tural practice, or farming, teaches that man may become re- 

sponsible for the care of many plants and animals and by work- 

ing in harmony with nature makes wonderful improvement In 

their development. To become successful therefore, in breed- - 

ing and rearing, one must study to know as much as possible 

about nature and nature’s laws. Any violation of nature’s 

| laws on man’s part is sure to result sooner or later in his de- 

feat. Nature alone can produce the average cow and if left en- 

| tirely alone, I believe can produce much better cows than many 

| which we sce penned up in yards and housed in barns throughout. 

the country—which deprives them from getting the things — 

which nature insists most upon their having,—namely, pure 

fresh air and water, and plenty of sunlight and exercise. The 

man who may consider himself the successful breeder by rea- 

sn of this success in producing cattle of excellent type and per- 

formance, as well as the man who ignores and: indifferently — 

makes no attempt to improve the animals entrusted to him 

must bear in mind the power and limitations of nature’s laws. 

| All may not be able to succeed with the same degree of success 

in breeding dairy cows, but practice proves that men are us- 

| uaily successful in proportion to the knowledge which they | 

gain concerning the subject, and to the extent that they re- : 

, ligiously apply themselves to putting their knowledge into prac- | 

tice. : — 

} | STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE. | 

7 The first essential thing for man to have in mind is a correct 

standard by which to measure the dairy cow. Our time could 

more profitably be spent in discussing what should be inecor- 

|
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porated in a standard for dairy cows. Written standards, com- 
monly called score cards, which refer to the points of size, form, oe 

quality and temperament of a cow, have been adopted by various 

| breeders’ associations and are taught to students studying the | 

dairy cow. As we apply these score cards to the individual 

animal they are supposed to indicate the value of. the animal as 

a dairy cow, but men have found that they are apt to be mislead 

by placing all of their faith in the score card, and for this rea- 

son definite standard milk productions for given periods of time 

have been adopted as a means of providing a more accurate 

method of measuring the merits of cows. The best breeders of | 

| dairy cattle are working for a still broader standard of excel- 

lence than any we have written. It is the writer’s opinion that | 

cairy cows will soon be measured by written standards, which 

will call for individual excellence as regards all the points in a 

score card, a standard production of milk, fat and offspring 

ancestry noted for long continued service in the production of 
milk and off-spring, immunity from disease and economy in the | 

- utilization of feed. However good a type and however good a 

producer of milk a cow may be, if she is short lived, and not | , 

economical in the use of feed, she is not the kind of cow we 

_ ean consider as being profitable. Cows capable of consuming 

{-ed economically into a considerable quantity of milk for a 

period of ten, twelve, or more years, and producing annually 

strong, healthy off-spring, which will develop into animals 

equally as good as the parents, if not better, are the kind of | 

- cows we should like to see bred on every dairy farm in Wiscon- | 

sn. | : | | 

| oo SELECTION or ANIMALS. | 

| Having a well-established standard in mind as regards the 

ideal cow, one is ready to proceed with the selection of- animals 

| with. which ‘he can hope to make improvement or at least main- 
tain a standard of excellence which may already have been at- | 

tained. A pure-bred dairy bull must be selected in every | 

instance, if there is to be any assurance of success. The com- 

mon. native scrub bréd bull is responsible for more unprofitable — :
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cows than is the system of feeding: practiced on many farms. 

The scrub bull has one redeeming point to which I am glad to : 

call your attention and one, which I trust you will bear in mind 

for the sake of your own success and the success of your fellow 

breeders. I have indicated it on my chart by means of a red 

star. This is the place to hit him and put him out of existence. 

The sire to be used for getting the dairy cow should not only 

| be purebred but of distinct dairy breeding. Good beef bulls 

or bulls from breeds having beef tendencies will not insure the 

production of dairy cows. The dairy cow is a dairy cow by 

virtue of her having been selected and bred for many generations | 

for dairy performance. Continued sélection and breeding for 

this purpose has fixed in her a temperament that. compels her to — 

be a dairy cow, the same as the German, the Irishman, and the 

Yankee and men of other distinct types and characters are 

forced to possess characters peculiar to their respective nation- 

alities. | | 

| Select the pure-bred dairy bull, which comes from the best 
pure-bred cow you can find, as such a bull, it is believed, gives. 

the greatest assurance of producing good daughters. Jf you 

have the money to afford it and feel that you cannot make 

progress otherwise, do not hesitate to pay some of the long 

prices paid for bulls richly bred. High values placed upon good 

sires are not fictitious values when one understands the worth of | | 

a good sire. The sire should fulfill all the requirements in- 

c ‘porated in the standard of excellence for the cow in so far as | 

full size, character, vigor, health, longevity, prolificacy, and | 

dairy temperament are concerned. These will insure his living 

to a good old age and proving a most useful dairy sire. 

In the selection of cows for the breeding herd, I feel that 

little can be said at this time for the reason that there is such | 

. ascareity of pure-bred and even high-grade cows in the country. 

To see so many parties, inquiring for well-bred dairy heifers 
and cows, unable to find what they want seems discouraging, but 

, the farmer should not be discouraged. The best thing that can 

be done under existing circumstances is to select the best cows 

of the herd and mate them with the purebred dairy bull and 
, thus make progress in the breeding and improvement of the
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herd. In a few generations one can greatly inprove the pro- | 

duction of his herd and as pure-bred animals become more 

numerous, introduce them to take the place of grades and thus 

reach the highest point of success which may be obtained. The ) 

rule to govern the selection of: heifers and cows where one is 

fortunate to find them is found in the true standard of excel- 

lence mentioned above, which I trust each will study to have im 

mind. The cow usually proves the value of the sire, conse 

quently the better the sire, the better the cow. The beginner 

with h’s common native herd will have an opportunity for mak- . 

ing more marked improvement than will the man who has been 

in the work of breeding toward a distinct standard for several 7 

or more years. The man with the improved herd, however, 

must be constantly selecting the cows of his herd which promises 

to improve or at least maintain the excellence he has achieved. 

In both cases it should be the practice to select and retain the | 

best producers and discard the less desirable animals. | 

The great power of heredity, or the law that like produces 

like, is underlying principle which emphasizes the importance of 

giving the most careful attention to the selection of breeding ~ 

animals. To attempt to mix breeds or to mix opposite tempera- 

ments, such as milk and beef, and to depend upon animals for 

breeding purposes, which do not possess specific dairy tempera- 

ments, will beget disappointment in the way of marked varla- 

tions, which detract materially from the value of dairy cows as - 

they are put into the herd and milked. There are many 

mysteries associated with the law of heredity, which only puzzle 

our minds, unless we enter into a most thorough study of the 

subject, but we can accept it as the foundation of all successful 

breeding of plants and animals. The d’stinct type of our beet 

producing animals as compared with the equally distinct type 

| of our dairy animals, the distinct size and color markings of our _ 

Holstein cows as compared with the distinct size and color of 

our Jersey cows, and the marked milk producing capacity of our 

specific dairy breeds as compared with the lack of milk produc- 

ing capacity in our beef-bred animals is evidence that animals 

possessing purity of blood and marked dairy temperament will 

reproduce themselves in their off-spring. With the herd of
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good cows, the use of a superior bull insures improvement and 

profit, and the use of an inferior bull, deterioration, disappoint- 

ment and loss. © 

MATING ANIMALS. | 7 

The writer is of the opinion that more significance is at- | 

tached to the matter of mating animals than perhaps any of us. 

appreciate. ‘The ordinary practice of many farmers of allow- 

ing bull to run constantly with the herd is not to be recom- 

imenaed. Such practice tends to overtax both cow and bull and ~ 

create disturbance among the other cows, which is apt to result | 

in ser-ous difficulties. The bull is best cared for in a paddock, 

provided especially for him. Thus secured he is safe to handle, 

does not become highly excited and if properly cared for is in 

the best of condition to give most satisfactory service. It is a 

serious mistake to allow any bull.to ba put into service at a 

young 1mmature age or to allow a mature bull to be overtaxed. 

It is considered best not to give any bull any service until | 

he is at least fifteen months old and then a limited amount until 

he reaches his normal size and state of maturity. Properly — 
matured ‘he has an opportunity to prove himself a most useful _ - 

sire unt:! he reaches an age of twelve, fifteen or more years. 

The heifer should not be mated unt‘] sixteen to twenty months 

old thus dropping her first calf at the age of twenty-five or 

thirty months. Some of our best breeders have recommended | 
that the first calf be dropped at the age of thirty to thirty-six 

monhs, which is undoubtedly better than to have them drop | 

_ their calves at any age under twenty-four months. Heifers . 
mated to drop their first calves at the age of eighteen or twenty 

| months, which is undoubtedly better than to have them drop. 

tution and made irregular or unreliable breeders for the re- 
mainder of their life time. | 

The offspring of young immature heifers are apt to prove 

very disappointing, which is not the case if the heifers are 

allowed to mature to the age of twenty-four months. It is the 

common belief among many farmers that calves from heifers 
are less valuable than heifers from cows of mature age. It is
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the writer’s opinion that there is little difference in the quality 

and usefulness of a mature heifer’s offspring and that of a | 

mature cow. But if the heifers are bred too young we can ~ | 

re wily see how the idea has become prevalent that the offspring 

of heifers are less valuable than that of mature cows. To mate - — 

mest successfully, both the bull and the cow should be in a 

healthy, normal, physical and mental condition and handled in 

a manner to avoid excitement and fatigue so far as possible. 

In general practice, it is not possible to have all cows freshen : 

in the fall, but it is believed that mating at a time to enable a | 

cow to get the benefit of the summer pasture and plenty of out- 

a door exercise dur:ng her time of gestation, insures a more vigor- 

ous offspring than is otherwise produced. The writer has ob- . 

served that the most prolific cows and those which give the least 

trouble in mating, are those which produce their offspring an- 

nually with a marked degree of regularity. This emphasizes - 

| the matter of avoiding, if possible, lettmg cows run over or 

pass by their usual time of mating. : . | 

REARING THE DAIRY COWS. 

The time of mating the cow marks the commencement of 

rearing her offspring. Breeders are often much disappointed 

| in the offspring, which their cows produce after having given | 

most careful attention to the selection of their cows and bulls. 

Marked or slight variations cause this disappointment. In 

many cases these variations are the result of a poorly nourished 

foetus. The idea may be a theoretical one, but it is a sate - , 

_ rule to follow that if we are to expect our cows to produce a : 

most satisfactory offspring, they must be well cared for and 

) well nourished during their time of pregnancy. Plenty of sun- 

shine, pure fresh air and water and a well balanced ration sup- | 

plied by the hand of a thoughtful feeder, who counts as much 

upon the calf as the milk produced, will insure the greatest 

| suecess. Over-feeding and over-tax:ng a cow in the production. 

of milk, does not tend to enable her to produce the most satis- 

factory offspring. |
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Our barn plans as they exist, will undoubtedly have to be — 
| changed in many instances before we can supply all that is | 

necessary to breed and rear the dairy cow successfully. I do 

not hope to see the day when all shall devote themselves to the 

| ' breeding and rearing the dairy cow as religiously as it might be 

desired. I am encouraged, however, to note in different parts 

of the country improved barns and in them cows which are be- a 

ing cared for by men who are exercising as much pains and } 

thought in the:r work as it is possible for them to exert. The . 

idea of putting careful thought and one’s best efforts into the | 

breeding and rearing of dairy cows is gradually becoming more - 

prevalent and we hope to see the growth of the idea continuing. 
: | To complete my discussion on how to rear a dairy cow, I 

_ will briefly give the method employed in raising dairy cows in | 

our University dairy barn, where our results during the past 
four years have been very satisfactory. It may not coincide 
with the equally successful methods employed by other dairy- — 
men, but it is one which I can conscientiously recommend. . 

It is aimed to give the pregnant cows of the herd, and others | 
| as well, the best of care as regards feed, shelter, and handling. 

Six weeks prior to calving, cows are carefully dried off in order 
to give them a rest from producing milk, which is to be recom- 
mended in all cases. During this time the grain ration is con- 
tinued of feeding two to four pounds of oats and bran, the 
amount depending upon the condition of the cow. It has been — 
observed that this practice gives strength and vigor to the cow 
and to the calf she produces. The first two to four days, the 
calf is allowed to run with the cow, after which it receives two 

| to four pounds of whole milk of alow per cent of butter fat 
three times per day until four weeks old.. In some instances, if 
the young calf is small and inclined to be weak we feed a | 
smaller amount four times per day. | 

During the fifth week the milk is gradually changed to skim 
muk. The amount of milk is not increased until about the 
eighth week, when the calf can be fed e‘ght pounds twice per 
day. A small amount of grain and dried clover or alfalfa hay 
is placed before the calf after it is ten days to two weeks old.
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The feeding pails, stable and calves are kept as clean as pos- 

sible and plenty of pure air is provided. Up to last fall the 

calves were kept on a cement floor. At that time inch boards | 

were laid over the cement floor, which proved to be a great im- 

provement since the results and the comfort of the calves was 

evident in their coats looking bright and sleek and their show- 

ing no indications of suffering with the cold during the coldest 

days of winter. | | 

' A small amount of corn silage is fed after the calf is a month 

or six weeks old. During the first summer the calves are fed 

regularly in the barn and turned out for exercise in shady pad- 

docks or during n‘ghts only. : 

Up to twenty-four or thirty months of age, the time the 

heifer drops her first calf, she does not receive more than four 

pounds of grain per day. From the time she commences to eat 

grain, as a calf, she is fed as much as she will relish up to this 

amount, which with skim milk up to the age of six, eight, or 

twelve months of age, depending upon the supply of skim milk, 

corn silage and. hay, is sufficient to produce a very satisfactory 

growth. Our grain mixture for calves consists of a mixture of 

five parts whole oats, three parts wheat bran, one part corn | 

meal, and one part oil meal. Water and salt are supplied 

daily, as the calf wants it. 

| By buying a few pure-bred cows as a foundation for a pure- 

bred herd, using the best pure-bred bulls and rearing the heifer | | 

| calves after the manner above described, we have been able to 

produce cows, which, though young, promise to strengthen our 

| herd and make it a very satisfactory one. I invite you to in- | 

spect our University dairy herd, where I feel you can much bet- 

ter comprehend the results we have obtained than it is possible 
for you to comprehend them from what I am able to say. 

I urge upon every dairyman to study, to know his best cows 

whether they be common native, high grade, or pure-bred, per- 

sistently mate them with the best pure-bred dairy bulls, which 

he can secure, and spare no pains in rearing and developing the 

offspring. It is the only practice that will insure the success 

ful breeding and rearing of dairy cows.
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| | DISCUSSION. Oo 

Mr. Webster: Over in Michigan the Agricultural College 
is sending out a man to the farmers of the state to get one, two, 
three or four men to come together and buy a bull and he 

locates the bull, sees that they get the right sort of an animal. | 

| The first week that man was sent out he had 1500 applications 

to buy a good bull and put it in certain neighborhoods where 

they never had such a thing before. | 

Prof. Emery: In some of our neighboring states the law 

gives larger powers to the commission than it has given in Wis- 

consin; for instance, Minnesota is one that makes it the legal | 

duty of the Dairy and Food Commission to promote the cause 

of dairying in the state. We have no such legal function in | 

| Wisconsin. Ours is almost exclusively that of police work, so 

that work that Mr. Webster has referred to as being done in | 
Michigan cannot be done here. a 

| REPORT OF SOME OF THE HERDS TESTED. 

H. K. Loomis, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 
| It is very hard to get an audience interested in a lot of figures 

| and especially is it hard for me to do so. The only way I see 
for the average person to get anything out of a report of this 
kind is to take time after the annual report is published and 

- compare what one herd has done with another and one cow with 
another. Shall try and be as brief as possible. I shall not at- 
tempt to discuss breeding or feeding as those are independent _ 
subjects, and so much has been said and written on them by 
men who are far more competent than I that it would be useless | 
for me to take the valuable time of this convention. 

— In July 1906 I began a year’s test of 12 herds of cows in 
Sheboygan Co. In selecting these herds I tried to get some of 
those that I thought the best cared for and some I thought re- 
ceived the least attention. In taking samples from these herds 

| | |
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I went to the farm at night and took sample of each cow’s milk 

and again in the morning took sample putting it in bottle with 

night’s sample. I took samples in this way from each herd 

once each month during the year. The milk of each cow was 

weighed when sample was taken and an estimate made at the 

end of the month of the number pounds milk given by eack 

cow during the month. These samples were all tested by the . 

Babeock test for butter fat and a record kept. Every month 

during the year a report was made of what each cow had done | | 

: to the owner of the herds, also a report to the secretary of this 

association. . | - 

In mentioning these herds shall refer to them by number. : 2 

Herd No. 1 consisted of thirteen cows, Grade Guernsey, Jer 

sey, Holstein, Shorthorn and two we called Natives. | : 

Average No. pounds milk given by this herd | | 

during year .... ees eee eee eee ee 4985.2 | 

Average No. pounds fat given by this herd dur- | 

| INQ VEAL oe cece c eee ee ee tenet ees 203.87 

Two eows were sold during the year and they are not in- : 

cluded in these figures. 

No. 1 the best cow in this herd gave during year 7594.3 

pounds milk; same cow during year gave 300.8 pounds fat. | 

Cows fresh from Feb. to middle April and freshened again 

in spring of 1907. They were milked regularly about 6 o’clock 

in the evening and about 6.30 in the morning. These cows | 

| were well cared for. In August, September and October the _ 

weather was very dry and pastures very short. In August and | 

September these cows were fed 4 quarts rye middlings per 

day. In October corn fodder and 4 quarts rye middlings. 
During winter they were fed corn fodder, hay and a liberal . 

amount of grain. Water was warmed. The barn is compara- 

tively new. One end of the stable opens on to the barn floor and 

while the stable was warm the ventilation did not seem bad. 

The cows looked well. <A great deal of care was taken to keep  - 

milk clean. ; : 

Herd No. 2 consisted of 14 grade Shorthorn and Holstein 

cows. ‘Two having been sold during the year are not included
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in these figures. Thirteen of these cows freshened in March 

and April, one in July. 
_ Average No. pounds milk for year per a 

: COW cee eee cece eee eee ewe ee ee 0189.5 pounds : 

Average No. pounds fat for year per : 
| COW cece eee cece eee ce eee neeeees 187.7 pounds ; 

No. 1 best cow in herd produced an 
IM year voce ee eee eee eee TDAL.9 pounds milk 

Same cow produced in year ... 247.1 pounds fat | 

| Five cows in this herd ranged from 183 pounds fat to 171 
_ pounds for year. This herd was in fair condition. In July 

_ and August they received no feed but pasture. During Sep- 
tember and October, in addition to pasture, corn fodder and 2 
quarts ground rye and oats per day. In November, mangels 
were substituted for the grain ration. Balance of winter cows. 

| that gave milk were fed the ground rye and oats with corn fodder’ 
and hay. The owner of this herd was, I think, the most cleanly | 
and particular about his barn of any farmer I know in She- 
boygan Co. The barn is new, stone basement with cement | 
floor and Bidwell stalls. The stable is well lighted by large 

windows that are kept perfectly clean. As soon as the cows 
| are let into the stable everything on the floor is carefully swept 

into the gutter. After feeding, the floor in front of the cows 
is swept clean. In one corner of the stable is a porcelain sink. 
connected by pipe to tank in about the center of the basement 
on north side. This tank is raised so it stands just below the — 
ceiling. Water is pumped into this tank by a wind mill. 
There is a pipe running from the sink down through the cement 
floor then to the gutter so the gutter can be flushed out at any 
time. There are always plenty of clean towels on shelf over 
this sink and each milker washes his hands before ‘milking. - 
The cows are brushed and cleaned thoroughly before milking 
and it seems as though every detail was looked after that could 

- be to keep the milk clean and pure. Yet one very important : 
thing was overlooked when this barn was built, and that was 
ventilation. ‘This farmer had never heard of the King system | 
of ventilation. | | |
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HERD NO. 3. I 

Consisted of 31 cows. This herd was picked up where ever 

the owner could get them. Many of them were bought at 

. auctions. They are a mixed lot of grade Holsteins, Shorthorns 

‘and Natives. Eight of the herd were sold during the year and | 

one died, leaving only twenty-two cows included in the follow- 

ing figures: , | | 

Average No. pounds milk given during year, 5215.5 ‘pounds $ 

average No. pounds fat given during year, 192.3 pounds. | 

Cow No. 24 best in herd gave during year 7767 pounds milk; - 

same cow gave during year 262.3 pounds fat. 

The owner of this herd of cows saw by the reports I made 

each month that ‘he had a lot of cows that were not paying for 

the feed they consumed so he began selling until he had _dis- | 

posed of eight. He now thinks a Testing Association would 

be a good thing and is willing to go in with his neighbors and | 

pay his share of the expense. The testing of his cows started 

him thinking. He now has a registered sire and has bought 

_several pure bred heifers. This farmer has a very expensive 

new barn. When building it three years ago J talked with him 

about ventilation. He told me he had that planned. After the 

barn was finished he one day asked me to ride over to his farm 7 

and see the new barn. I did so and was very much surprised 

to see what he called his ventilation system. The barn is one , 

hundred feet long by fifty feet wide, stone basement eight feet 

from floor to ceiling. He keeps in this stable four horses, thirty | 

head of cows and a number of young animals. His system of 

| ventilation for all this stock was a four-inch tile laid at the top 

of the wall, one tile at each corner of the barn. In the winter 

when the stock was stabled this man found his ventilation was 

of no account. When the door of the barn was opened in the 

- morning the steam rushed out so that it looked as though the © | 

| barn was on fire. Everything inside was damp and the ceiling 

dripping. Mr. Aderhold, state inspector, came to the place 

about this time and I called his attention to this barn. He 

went to see it and explained to the owner the King system. He 

immediately put in four ventilators, There was a great im-
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provement but he did not put in as many ventilators as he 
ought. ‘This herd received no feed but pasture until Septem- 
ber, then they received corn fodder. After November ist a 
liberal amount of grain, corn fodder, ensilage and hay was fed 

through the winter. | 

| | HERD No. 4. 

Cons‘sted of 138 cows. This man sold his farm in December. 

7 The cows were sold at auction and scattered so it was impossible _ 

| to keep up the test. | : 

— HERD NO. 5. ) | 

Consisted of 40 cows. On my second visit the owner of the 

| herd had lost all trace of the numbers given the cows and I was 
| obliged to give up the test of this herd. | sO 

| HERD No. 6. | : 

Consisted of 25 cows ten of which were sold during the year. — 

The following figures applied only to the 15 cows tested for the 7 

full year. | | 

Average No. pounds milk per head during year, 5302.9 

pounds; average No. pounds fat per head during year, 203.48 

| pounds. oO — | 

Cow No. 6 of this herd gave during the year, 8130.9 pounds 

: milk; same cow gave during the year, 260.51 pounds fat.. 
Cow No. 5 of this herd gave during the year, 6636.4 pounds 

~ milk; same cow gave during the year, 299.95 pounds fat or in 
other words Cow No. 6 gave 1495.5 pounds more milk than 

Cow No. 5, and gave 39.44 pounds more fat than No. 6. | 

This herd of cows was fed green oats during July and a part 

: of August, then corn fodder until December when a liberal 

amount of grain was added. The cows drank from tank sup- | 
plied by well. Can*t say that the ten cows sold were really 7 

culled. The owner divided h's farm and rented a part to his 

son and the balance to his son-in-law and the son-in-law bought 

the ten head. ‘The barn where these cows were kept was an.old 

|
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) one, basement stable, very poorly lighted and practically no 

ventilation except what air came in round the doors and through 
the cracks. | | 

|  JLERD NO. 7. | 

— Consisted of 14 cows. Grade Jerseys, Holsteins and Short- 

| horns. ‘T'wo cows were sold during the test so the following 

figures only refer to twelve cows. 

Average No. pounds milk per head during year, 5724.5 

pounds; average No. pounds fat per head during year, 202.5 | 

pounds. 
No. 10 best cow in herd gave during year 7359.2 pounds 

milk; same cow gave during year 268.6 pounds fat. | 

This herd was fed ‘hay and corn fodder from July to middle of a 

_ following May. In March after cows began to freshen they 

were fed. corn ground with cob, ground oats and bran. Cows | 

drank from tank supplied by well. 

| HERD NO. 8. 

| Consisted of 17 cows grade Holsteins and Natives. 

Average No. pounds milk per head for year 4716.8 pounds; 

| average No. pounds fat per head for year 168.39 pounds. | 

No. 14 best cow in herd gave for year 6366.5 pounds milk; 

same cow gave for year 229.70 pounds fat. 

No. 4 poorest cow in herd gave for year 2735.5 pounds milk; 

same cow gave for year 91.12 pounds fat. : 
This herd received no feed except pasture until middle of | 

_ . August and from that time until March they were fed on corn 

fodder and hay. Jn March owner began feeding corn ground 

with cob and bran, the mixture being one hundred pounds corn 

and one hundred pounds bran. These cows were driven about __ 
half a mile once daily. during winter to river for water. Here was 

| a herd of cows I think naturally as good as herd No. 7 but from 

lack of feed and the manner of watering them caused each cow | 

to give on an average of over one thousand pounds of milk less . 

. 15—D. |
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during the year than herd No. 7 and 34 pounds per head less 

fat. The barn was old and very poorly lighted with no ventila- 
tion except through an opening on the barn floor. 

HERD 9. 

Consisted of 20 cows all grade Holstein. ‘This farm had been 

rented. An undivided half of the cows belonged to each the 
owner of the farm and the tenant. October 1st the tenant’s lease 
expired, he having bought a farm near by moved his share of the 

, cows on to his farm and I was able to keep up the test of the 

whole herd. In the div’sion of the cows it seems the tenant 

only got nine out of the twenty head. Up to October 1st when 

the lease expired these cows had received no feed 
but pasture. After October 1st the tenant began feeding 
his cows corn fodder and a small grain ration increasing it 

gradually until the cows had a, fairly good feed. These cows 

were watered from a well. 

Average No. pounds milk given by 9 cows during year 

6874.9; average No. pounds fat given by 9 cows during year 

249.32. 

Cow. No. 19, best of the nine head taken by tenant, gave dur- 

ing year 8960.8 pounds milk; same cow gave during year 330.56 

pounds fat. | 

The eleven cows taken by the man who owned the farm were 

fed corn fodder and hay through the winter. In March as they 

began to freshen they were given a light grain ration. These 

cows were driven to the river for water during the winter. 

Average No..pounds-milk given by the 11 cows left on farm 

for the year, 4982.1; average No. pounds fat given by the 11 

cows left on farm for the year, 180.73; making a difference of 

1892.8 pounds milk in the average of the two lots of cows and 

difference in the average pounds of fat of 68.91 pounds. This 

is in favor of the cows taken by the tenant. In other words the 

nine cows taken by the tenant and properly fed and cared for 

after October 1st gave during the year 17071 pounds milk more 

than the eleven left on the farm. The barn on this farm is an 

| old one with stone basement. Should think it about 60x40
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with seven windows, each having 8x10 lights of glass. On the 

west side of the barn the straw was stacked covering up two of 
these windows. 

President Gillett: Before we adjourn at this, the conclusion 

of our program for this meeting and also our sessions of the 

Thirty-sixth Annual Convention of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s 

Association, on behalf of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association 

and its members, I wish to tender the thanks of this Association 

to the people of Monroe for the reception they have given us in | 

their city. If perchance through these sessions we have dropped 

a thought or two that may help any among you as dairymen in | 

this community, our efforts will not have been in vain. 

Again thanking you for your attention and consideration, as 

well as your hospitality during our stay here we will adjourn 

sine die. 

|
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 

| Mr. President and Members of the Association: 
The following itemized report is made showing the source 

from which all moneys paid into the Treasurer’s hands were | 

received and the disbursements paid on orders from the Secre- 

tary which I hold as vouchers. : ) 

H. K. Loomis, 

Treasurer. | 

| | Receipts. | 

March 6. Balance in hands of treasurer........ $8 12 
Membership for 1907................ 202 00 

March 1. From state treasurer................ 1,000 00 
May 18. From state treasurer................. 2,000 00 
Nov. 30. From state treasurer................ 1,000 00 

1908. 
Feb. 27. From state treasurer................ 1,000 00 : 

——__—__——— $5,210 12 

Disbursements. | ) 

March 6. Hotel bills of speakers at Tomah con- 
Vention .... cece eee eect ee eens $49 59 

H. K. Loomis, expense at Tomah con- 
Vention ..... ccc ccc ee ee eee ees 15 36 

Chas. L. Hill, expense at Tomah con- 
Vention ..... cee ee eee eee 11 54 

H. K. Loomis, cash advanced T. L. | 
Haecker ....... cc cece cc erences 75 00 

EK. B. Vorhees, honorarium and ex- 
pense Tomah convention........... 178 84 : 

H. D. Griswold, expense Tomah con- 
VeENtion 2.6... cece eee teens 4 65 

C. P. Goodrich, expense Tomah con- 
Vention 1... . cc ccc ec eee ees 8 72 . 

H. C. Searles, inspector and expense | 
Tomah convention...............-.. 115 31 

March 9. H. K. Loomis, inspector for February 45 64 
Frank B. Fargo, expense Tomah con- . 

Vention ...... cc ec ce ee ee tenes 11 96 

Geo. W. Burchard, expense Tomah con- 

| Vention ...... eee ee ee eee 8 74 

March 13. F. W. North, premium on milk and : 

CCAM oo cece ee ce eee ete eee 14 00
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| March 13. R. B. Robertson, premium on milk and , 

CLEAN ool eect eee ees 16 00 
W. H. Schneider, premium on milk 

a ANd CYCAM...... cee eee ee ees 4 00 . 
Wm. Brennan, premium on milk and 

CYEAM . oo ee ee eee eee 8 00 
-C. C. Hill, premium on cream........ 4 00 

: Elmer Hill, premium on cream....... 2 00 

: H. C. Taylor, expense Waukesha’ and . 
. Tomah convention ............200% 18 87 . 

March 21. W. J. Gillett, expense 1906............ 7 16 
Mrs. A. L. Kelly, reporter............ 114 29 . 

Apr. 9. H. Cc. Searles, inspector.............. 109 20 

H. K. Loomis, inspector.............. 50 00 . | 
Apr. 25. Chas. L. Hill, expense attending 

executive board meeting........... 5 08 . 
W. J. Gillett, expense attending 

executive board meeting........... 5 08 | 
‘H. K. Loomis, expense attending | 

executive board meeting........... 7 28 . 
Cc. H. Everett, expense attending 

executive board meeting........... 6 80 
A. D. DeLand, . expense attending 

convention Tomah............6..06. 13 36 
May 8. H.C. Searles, inspector.............. 119 80 

H. K. Loomis, inspector.............. 50 64 
Peter Zumkehr, inspector............ 98 00 

June 11. Peter Zumkehr, inspector............ 135 00 
H. K. Loomis, inspector............. 50 00 

, . H. GC. Searles, inspector.............. 150 30 | 

July 11. Peter Zumkehr, inspector............ 125 00 
H. C. Searles, inspector.............. 158 70 

H. K. Loomis, inspector.............. 50 35 mo 

Aug. 7. H.C. Searles, inspector.............. 160 85 
Petey Zumkehr, inspector............ 131 75 

Sept. 11. Peter Zumkehr, inspector............. 135 00 

SO H. C. Searles, inspector............. 168 18 

Oct. 11. H.C. Searles, inspector.............. 157 53 , 

Peter Zumkehr, inspector............ 125 00 

: Nov. 7. Peter Zumkehr, inspector............. 130 00 | 

- H. C. Searles inspector............. 138 95 
Dec. 2. Thomas Luchsinger, printing report S. . 

| W. S. Association...........-5008% 75 00 

Dec. 11. Peter Zumkehr, inspector............ 115 00 

- H. C. Searles, inspector.............. 160 78 

. 1908. 
Jan. 15. H. CG. Searles, inspector.............. 151 75 

Feb. 6. H. C. Searles. inspector.............. 157 65 

| Peter Zumkehr, inspector............ 115 00 | 

Feb. 12. E. E. Wyatt, taking cow census...... 30 00 , 

° March 4. H. C. Searles, inspector.............. 145 55 

Peter Zumkehr, inspector............ 120 00 . 

March 17. W. D. Hoard Co., printing............ 30 80 

Geo. W. Burchard ..............000- 315 30 

Balance in hands treasurer.......... 797 T7 
, —__——— $5,210 12
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 7 , 

To the Honorable the Legislature of Wisconsin. 

| In compliance with the law, the Commissioners of Fisheries - 

submit herewith, a report on their transactions for the years 

1907 and 1908, | |
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| - COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT. | 

The report of Superintendent Nevin, submitted herewith, gives 

the important facts regarding the work of the Commissioners of : 

Fisheries during the past two years. The usual varieties of fish | 

have been propagated in our hatcheries and distributed. In ad- 

dition the Commissioners have received from the United States 

Bureau of Fisheries 50,000 grayling eggs, and 50,000 eggs of 

the steel-head trout. These have been planted in our waters, 

and the results of the experiment will be watched with interest. 

They have also received from the same source 14,500,000 lake a 

trout eggs and 40,000,000 whitefish eggs, which they gratefully. 

acknowledge. The whitefish eggs received from the government 

_ are of especial importance to us, since we have been unable to : 

secure any considerable number of whitefish eggs from our own 

waters. | 

_ The last biennial report of the Commissioners recorded their 

purchase of property at Delafield for a bass hatchery. During 

the period covered by this report this property has been, fenced, 

ponds have been constructed, and an excellent hatchery building. 

has been erected and equipped. 

Acting under authority from the legislature of 1907, the Com- | 

missioners purchased in 1908 fifty-nine acres of land at Wild 

Rose, Waushara County, for the establishment of a new trout | 

hatchery. The grounds have been fenced and several ponds | 

have been built. These have been lined with stone, provided 

with concrete bulkheads, and in general constructed in the most — | 

substantial manner. The work of raising and distributing fish 

- from this hatchery has not been begun, but the Commissioners be- 

lieve it will be possible to secure large results there. The situa- 

tion seems almost ideal for the construction of ponds for rear- 

ing fry, as well as of ponds for the containing of breeders. The
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supply of water from springs is large and apparently unfailing. 

The Commissioners also control the main stream, and have a ~ 

large area of land on which ponds can be constructed, capable of 

holding many thousands of breeders. Other matters relating to 
the work of the several hatcheries are referred to in the report 

of the superintendent. | 
The Commissioners desire to make special mention of the faith- 

fulness and ability with which all of their employes have per- 

_ formed their duties. Success in the work of propagating and 

distributing fish can be reached only if those who are in immedi- 

ate charge of the work give their best thought and effort to it. 
The Commissioners are glad to say that their employes are eager. 

in every way to serve those interests of the state which are com- 

mitted to them. | oo 7 7 
During the past year the question of the conservation of our | 

natural resources has come prominently before the minds of the | 

people. Less, perhaps, has been said regarding the conservation 

of our resources of fish than regarding other matters, although: 

this is one of the most important of our natural resources both as 

regards food and recreation. There was less need for discussion 

of the subject since the importance of this resource and the ne-' 
cessity for its careful conservation have been well known for 

many years. But the increasing attention given to the general 

subject has not been without its effect on this part of it. Much 

progress has been made during the biennial period, both in solv- 

ing problems of protective legislation and those concerned with 

the propagation of fish. _ : | 
: During the biennial period important movements have been 

made, looking toward better legislation for the protection of com- 

| mercial fisheries, especially those of the Great Lakes. An agree- 

_ment was recently concluded between the governments of the 

United States and Great Britain, in accordance with which joint 
fishery regulations are to be arranged and enforced in the waters _ 

whose possession is divided between Canada and the United 
states. In accordance with this agreement, the control of fish- 

ing in these waters will rest in the federal government and in 
that of Canada, which will agree upon common regulations. |
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eee 
_ : Commissioners’ Report. | 
meee 

---* During the past year a joint commission has been engaged in 
investigating the waters along the international boundary, and it 
is expected that the regulations recommended for the several 
districts will be reported before the close of the calendar year. 
When these regulations go into force, the control of fisheries in 
boundary waters, like those of Lake Superior and the other Great . 
Lakes between the United States and Canada, will be in the hands | 
of the federal government. The advantages of this method of 
regulating our fisheries is obvious. It substitutes uniform meth- 
ods. of control for the varying, and often conflicting, laws of the | 
several states and the provinces of Canada. The diversity of . 
such regulations was of comparatively small importance so long 
as the fisheries were matters of local interest only. With the in- 
troduction of methods of cold storage and of transportation, 
the market reached by the fisherman has been greatly enlarged, 

_ and the fisheries of the Great Lakes have passed from a matter 
. of local interest to one that is of general concern to the country. 

The increasing demand for fish, with the correspondingly in- 
creased efficiency and extent of the methods for capturing them, 
has brought about a situation in the lake fisheries which has for 
some time imperatively demanded their uniform regulation. 

It is obvious that the legislative problems offered by the fish- 
eries of Lake Michigan are essentially the same as are found in | 
the fisheries of the Great Lakes which form part of the inter-. | 

_ national boundary. The control of these fisheries should also be 
with the federal government, and it is hoped that the states bor- 

| dering Lake Michigan will, as promptly as possible, cede to the — 
federal government the right to regulate the fisheries of that lake 
on the same principles as it does those of the other Great Lakes. 

It would be very advantageous if this federal control could be 
, extended to other interstate waters on the boundaries of Wiscon- 

sin, and especially to the fisheries of the Mississippi river. These 
fisheries are increasing in importance, as is shown by the report : 
of the superintendent. The small extent of the waters makes it’ 
especially desirable that the control of fishing should be uniform, 
and that there should be no divergent legislation on the part of 
the states which bound the Mississippi. It is also obvious that,
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' Gf the fisheries of this river are to develop and are to increase as 

they should do, and if the Mississippi river is to yield to the 

people the amount of food which it is easily capable of pro- | 

ducing, it will be necessary to resort to artificial propagation of 

fish for that river. It is not yet certain whether this will be done 

by means of hatcheries, or by collecting and replacing in the river, 

on a large scale, the fry which, during the summer, become 

caught in shallows and back waters. In all probability both 

methods will be used, and that on a very extensive scale. While 

| the states bordering the Mississippi are carrying on the work 

; of maintaining the river fisheries, it will be difficult to secure 

such concurrent and extensive action on their part as is necessary 

for the complete utilization of the stream for commercial fishing: 

It will be, in the long run, advantageous for the federal govern- 

ment ultimately to assume both the control and the maintenance 

of commercial fisheries in interstate waters. At present, how-  - 

ever, such control is not practicable, and the State’ should con- 

tinue its work on the present scale, and indeed on a much larger 

scale than is possible at present. Not only should the fisheries | 

| of the river be maintained, but a large number of game fish can 

profitably be transported to inland waters. The Commissioners ) 

endorse Superintendent Nevin’s recommendation for an appro- 

priation for increased work on the Mississippi river. - 

During September of the current year the Fourth International 

Fisheries Congress was held at Washington, attended by many 

- persons from the United States who are interested or engaged in 

the propagation of fish, and by delegates from many foreign na- 

tions. This congress was by far the largest which has yet been 

held, and the increased interest evidenced by this fact is only 

: one sign of the growing value to the public of the work of breed- 

ing fish. Commissioners Alford, Birge, and Starr, with Super- 

intendent Nevin, attended this congress. Among the subjects 

which were discussed at the congress none exceeded in interest 

that of the best methods of maintaining and restoring the catch 

of whitefish in the GreatLakes. A prize had been offered for the 

best paper on this subject, for which three papers were entered, 

. from Mr. Paul Reighard of the University of Michigan, and
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~ from Messrs. Frank Clark, of the United States fisheries statiom 

at Northville, Michigan, and S. W. Downing of the station at 

Put-In-Bay, Ohio. All of these writers, who are experts in the 

matter, agreed that the best legislation for the development of 

the whitefish industry would be that which permitted fishing dur- 

ing the spawning season, provided, the states made arrangements 
by which all of the whitefish thus caught should be spawned, the 

eggs hatched, and the fry planted in the lakes. The general 

opinion of the Congress agreed with the conclusion thus reached 

independently by three experts. The same principle would apply 

to the regulation of the lake trout fisheries. It should be clearly 

understood as the unanimous opinion of the congress that fishing 

during the spawning season should be permitted only where the 

fullest and most complete arrangements had been made for the 

preservation and hatching of spawn, and that fishing during the 

spawning season under any other conditions was in the highest: 
. degree hostile to the permanent interests of the fisheries. Onthis. . 

matter of legislation, however, the Commissjoners do not expect 

to make recommendations for any fundamental changes in our 

laws, thinking it wiser that Wisconsin, with the other states bor- 

dering Lake Michigan, should entrust the regulation of these fish- 

eries to the federal government. They call attention, however, 

to the statements made in the report of Superintendent Nevin, re- 

garding the use of small-meshed nets in the Great Lakes and their | 

effect upon the fish which the Commissioners are planting there. 
It is obviously useless to expect any great improvement of these 
fisheries so long as the fishermen are allowed to catch the fish | 

which the Commissioners plant, while these are still immature and 

unable to propagate, and at an age when they still have very 

little market value. No more shortsighted policy is imaginable, 
for the interests of the fishermen, than is the use of these small- 

meshed nets. 

In the long run the interests of the public and the commercial | 

fishermen are identical. That policy is best for both which will 
secure the maximum permanent supply of food fish. It is al- 

ways possible, by means of small-meshed nets and over-fishing, 

to secure a larger amount in a single year or in a few years than
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| the fish can replace; but while this practice may lead to in- 
creased profits for a year or two, it is certain to be followed 

by ultimate loss. The waters will yield a certain crop of fish, — 
as the land may of corn, and no more should be removed every 

year than the water can annually produce. Wise, protective legis- 

lation is, therefore, demanded, equally in the interests of the 

fishermen and in those of the public which depends on the waters 

for so important an item of food. | 
It is becoming increasingly plain that the natural increase of 

fish is by no means sufficient to maintain commercial fisheries, 

either in lakes or rivers, on the scale which these fisheries have 

now reached. The demand for fish is great and increasing. 

- The loss to the species, by lack of fertilization of eggs and by 
the destruction of spawn and young fry, is so great that the 

fisheries cannot be maintained by natural methods. It is also be- 

coming plain.that, by the planting of fry on a great scale, but on 

one which is by no means impossible, the fisheries can not only 

be maintained but very considerably increased. If, however, the | 
| fisheries of the Great Lakes ate to be thus maintained, fry must 

be planted, not by millions, as we have been doing, but by hun- 
| dreds and even thousands of millions. The experience of the 

| federal government with the salmon fisheries of the Sacramento 

river, California, is a case in point. The salmon are now unable 
to reach the former spawning beds in the upper waters of this 

river, and the entire fisheries of this’ stream amounting to 

over $200,000 annually, depend on artificial propagation... For 
, a considerable number of years the United States government 

has been planting an average number of about 70,000,000 salmon 

fry in this stream, and this has been found sufficient to maintain 

the fisheries, and to bring about some increase. If the number 

of fry thus planted and the extent of the waters are compared 
- with the number of lake trout or whitefish fry which are planted | 

in our Great Lakes, and with the area of these lakes, it will be 

_. readily appreciated that, great and successful as is the work which 

has been done by the Commissioners of Fisheries of the several 

states, their task has only commenced. Not only can the fisheries 
of the Great Lakes be maintained but they can also be greatly |
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increased; but to do this will demand the collection of spawn | 

| and the planting of fry on a scale many times greater than has 

| yet been attempted, except in the case of whitefish on Lake Erie 

by the United States Bureau of Fisheries. | | 

- Another problem in: which the fish experts have reached a 

| practical agreement is that of the methods necessary for the pro- | 

| tection. of the game fish, in our inland waters, especially those 

which spawn on nests. For these fisheries of the smaller inland 

waters the methods of control are essentially different from 

. those of the commercial fisheries of the Great Lakes. While 

oO these inland waters have a local importance as yielding food, 

| their value as a means of sport and recreation is much greater, | 

— both to the state and to the community in which the lake is situ- 

ated. For this reason, the aim of legislation for many years 

has been to preserve the fishing rather than to cause the lakes 

to yield a maximum amount of food. The use of nets, seines, 

and similar means of catching fish is forbidden and the sale on . 

the market of game fish is prohibited. The black bass is preemi- 

nently the game fish of our inland lakes, and it is of great im- | 

_ portance that the supply of these fish in these lakes should be 

maintained and increased. The Wisconsin Commissioners of 

Fisheries are hatching and distributing a considerable number of 

bass fry, and are also distributing fingerlings which they rescue 

from the drying sloughs and bottoms of the Mississippi river. 

Unlike trout, the black bass cannot be artificially spawned and the | 

_ eggs hatched in trays in enormous numbers, and the fry brought . 

up to the age when they can be distributed. Each pair of bass 

- - must have its nest, and this fact involves the maintenance of . : 

ponds very large in proportion to the number of fry which can 

| be produced from them. Thus the number of bass fry which 

a hatchery can produce is much smaller for an equal area 

of ponds than is that of trout. On the other hand, the bass, un- 

der natural conditions, hatch out and raise a much larger pro- 

portion of their eggs than do trout. It follows that the State 

should and must depend for the maintenance of this fish primar- 

ily on its natural propagation, and should regard artificial propa- | 

gation only as a means of supplementing natural. Since the :
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bass guard their nests and the young until the latter are able to 

take care of themselves, the fish is one which profits most largely 
by proper legal protection during the spawning season. In most . 

of our states, and Wisconsin is no exception to the rule, the sea- 

son for bass fishing begins so early that few fish have completed 

the duties of rearing the young, and the opening of the fishing 
| season witnesses the destruction not only of a large number of 

cadult fish in river and lake, but with this the death of many 
millions of spawn or newly hatched fry whose existence is nec- 

‘essary to the maintenance of the species. Bass should be pro- | 

tected by permitting fishing during a limited open season, and. 
forbidding it at all other times of the year, rather than by the re- 

| ‘verse process which is now in use. The open season should 

not begin before the date when the spawning of the fish and the | 

‘rearing of the young are fully completed. If such legislation 

could be enacted and enforced, it would not be difficult for the 
| State to rear enough bass fry in its hatcheries to supply any nat- . 

| ural deficiency; but if the catching of bass during the breeding 

season is to be permitted, it will practically impossible for the 

State to maintain the supply of these fish by artificial propagation. 
The propagation of fish on a large scale and the distribution | 

of fry to the various waters of the country is a matter of recent 

development, and one which experience has shown to be not 

only useful but indispensable in maintaining and increasing the 

‘supply of fish and the industries which depend upon them. It 

4s equally indispensable for the maintenance of the stock of game 

fish both in streams and lakes. Experience has also shown that 

| the success of these efforts is certain if they are intelligently di- 

rected and properly supported by protective legislation. This 

‘statement needs no proof in Wisconsin where there are now 
hundreds of miles of the best trout streams in which no trout ex- 

isted before the Commissioners began to plant fry in them. 

‘Many problems have been encountered in the prosecution of this 

‘work; many experiments have been tried, a large proportion 

of which have necessarily been failures. But out of these failures 
thas come knowledge which has brought success. While there 
still remain very numerous problems to be solved, the Commission-
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ers feel that the great lines of action are now marked out, both | 

as regards legislative control and the maintenance of the fisheries 

by artificial propagation. The problems of the commercial fish- 

eries, are quite different from those of the inland fisheries, 

mainly valuable for sport. In both cases, however, the prin- 

ciples of legislation are similar, though the application may 

be very different. An intelligent, uniform, and vigorously en- 

| forced policy is necessary, which will lead to the maximum pro- 

tection of the interests, both of the fishermen and of the public. 

The preservation and increase of the commercial fisheries will 

| depend in large part on wise legislation, and also, in great meas- 

) ure, upon the hatching and planting of enormous numbers of 

fry. The maintenance of the inland fisheries, especially those 

of the lakes, will depend primarily upon the intelligent limitation 

of fishing, together with such additions to the natural supply of 

fry as will maintain the various species of fish in full numbers. | | 

CALVERT SPENSLEY, 

Jas. J. HoGan, | 

) | E. A. BIRGE, . 

: WILLIAM J. STARR, : 

| ; Henry D. SMITH, 

_ Jape ALFORD, | 

| | | A. A. Dye, 

. | | Commissioners of Fishenes. 

| —_ 
| | 

| | | 

, | 

¥
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STATEMENT FOR YEAR EN DING JUNE 80, 1907. 

RECEIPTS. 

1906 
July 1. To balance on hand.... 0.00.0... ccc eee cece eecccececececccce, $3,898 68 . July 8. To annual appropriations ......... 0... eee 30,000 00 ‘July 13. To J. J. Hogan, treasurer .... wee ees cence csv ccc eecececece 10 38 Oct. 1. To appropriation for Minocqua building. Ch. 465, Ls. 1905. 3,000 00 . Nov. 1. To appropriation for trout hatchery, Ch. 484, Ls. 1905..... 3,000 00 

——-+——- $43,909 06. 

DISBURSEMENTS. : 

1907. ; ; 
June 30. Salary, James Nevin, Supt. 12 months....................2. $2,000 00 . Salary, Arthur Sykes, clerk, 12 months.................... 1,200 00 Salary, Willmot Nevin, clerk, 3 months 13 Gays............ 180 42 , Salary, Matt Patterson, clerk, 4 months ll days........... 219 66 

———— $3,600 07 . 

MADISON HATCHERY. 

Salary, Valentine Maag, foreman, 12 months ............. $900 00 ~ Salary, James Foy, 12 months.............00.000000 600 00 OO Salary, Albert Gallagher, 6 months.............0000000770) 360 00 Salary, Frank C. Ramsdale, 4 months...................... 240 00 Sundry employment..............ecc cece eee 92 96 Fish f00d.......... 6... ee eee le 662 62 b Supplies for barn............. cece cece eee 156 90 Supplies and equipment............000000000000 278 85 . Permanent improvements.........0..0000000 42 26 Trout eggs purchased ........ eee eee ec eee cece ecc ances ence 205 00 
———— $3,538 59. 

BAYFIELD HATCHERY. q 
Salary, Henry Sykes, foreman, 9 months .................. $740 00 ‘ . Salary, Frank C. Ramsdale, 7 months.................0..2, 420 00 Salary, Bernard Holtman, 12 months _..7."" bee eceecceseecs 600 00 4 Salary, Andrew Wahlquist, 12 months..................0.., 540 00 5 Salary, Hugo Dufva, 1 month..........000/2 30 00 i Salary, John Hagberg, 9 months.......00002 20222200100 405 00 | 4 Sundry employment..............00000 ce 171 12 3 ish £00d...... 00... eee EE 760 91 a Supplies for barn ..............cc cece cere ee 167 71 * Permanent improvements .......0000 000000 1,451 00 4 Supplies and equipment.........0.0000000000 295 13 4 Collecting lake trout spawn.......0000000000.0 265 95 * . Trout eges purchased..............sssees eee eee cece 150 00 a Miscellaneous expenditures .................000 00 0c 11 30 ; 

———— $6,032.12:
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‘ OSHKOSH JIATCHERY. - 

Salary, John Maag, 12 months .............. ccc. cceeccessces $960 00 
Salary, Hugo Dufva, 7 months...............cccccccuccceece 350 00 
Salary, William Haslem, 3 months ...................0..000- 225 00 

a Sundry employment............ cece cece cece ceccecececceuecs 78 13 
Water rents........ cc ccc cece cece cece ceccccccvcsceicssccccee, (457 73 
Supplies and equipment .............. cc cece cccccccccecccece 247 93 . 
Collecting lake trout eggs ...... 0. ccc cece cece cece cuccunce 45 67 
Collecting whitefish eggs.... 0.0... oo ccc cece cece cece ceencece 298 35 . 
Collecting wall-eyed pike eggs.......... ccc cece cece cece eeee 926 91 

. ——_——— $3,589 72 

: MINOCQUA HATCHERY. . 

Salary, Robert Ripple, 12 months.......................2-.. $900 00 
Sundry employment. ........ 0... ccs ccc c cece cceccccucccevece 594 08 
Supplies and equipment............. cece cence ececccc cece cece 73 69 
Supplies for Darn......... ccc cece cece cece ecccceecevcseccveece 101 04 . 
Permanent improvements .......... cc cc cece cece ccecceccecee 968 45 
Hatchery building............... cc. cceececececseeccecceress 5,000 00 

. Collecting black bass breeders..............cleseccccccceccs 353 17 
Collecting wall-eyed pike spawn ............... cece ecee cece 492 29 

——__—_—.__ $8, 482 72 

DELAFIELD HATCHERY. 

Salary, Henry Sykes, foreman, 3 months .................. $300 00 
Salary, Albert Gallagher, foreman, 5 months.......:...... 300 00 
Salary, Hugo Dufva. 3 months.......... cece ee cece cece eee 120 00 
Salary, John Hagberg, 3M0S ............ ccc cece ence cece es 120 00 
Sundry employMent .......... cece eee e cece ceeeeeceeeeeeees 5000 : 
Permanent improvementS.............. cece ccececescccsscss 4,910 80 
Supplies and equipment .......... cece cece cece cece cccceece 213 44 
Collecting black bass breeders... ........cccccccceccccccccces 48 05 

, —————- $6,112 29 

DOUSMAN POND. 

Salary, Geo. D. Phinney, 12 months ........................ $240 00 : 
Rent Of PONd.......... cee cece cece cece eect ecetececsccevessvese 137 49 
Supplies and equipment............. cece ccc cc cece eens eene 84 58 
Black bass breeders ............ cece cece reese ccccccccesecess _ 124 90 
Miscellaneous @XDensSeS ........ ccc cece ccc cece cee cc cece cane 1 70 

. —_—_—— $588 67. 
Preliminary expenses locating trout hatchery ............ $206 17 
Expenses, James Nevin, Supt.,12 months................... 457 05 

. Transportation and distributing fish....................... 4,729 18 
Reparing and maintaining distributing car. .............. 823 97 

, Premium, State Insurance Fund............. 0... cece cece ee 101 25 
' Gathering pickerel spawn ........ 0... cece eee cece enc eeeees . 110 99 , 

Collecting and distributing black bass. Mississippi river 254 58 
Collecting and distributing white bass......0.............. 7 52 
Collecting specimens. economic fishes ..................... 74 27 
Miscellaneous expenditures. ........ cc cc cece cece cece ccs eees 198 35 

Total expenditures, 12 months....................0... £38,907 61 
Lapsed into hunting license fund account Delafield 
Hatchery appropriation, Ch. 484, Ls. 1905.......... 08 

. Balance On Nand ......... cece cece cece eee e eee eeeeeeeeeees 3,001 37 

‘ $43, 909 06 

2—F', 

| 

| 
/ .
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STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1908. 

RECEIPTS. 

1907 
July 1. Balance on hand..........cccee eee e cence eee eect eee nee e ness BD, 001 37 

Annual appropriationS.......... 0... eee eee eee eeeeeeeeecee 30, 000 00 

‘ - Special appropriation, Sec. 1496a, laws 1907..............+.. 25,000 00 

Oct. 10. Refund by Wm. Haslem......... ccc cece cece cece c ene cee e eens 15 00 

Dec. 21. Bayfield Mill Co. for trespass....... 0. cece eee eee cece eee eeee 75 00 
——_——— $60,091 37 | 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

1908. 
June 30. Jas. Nevin. superintendent, salary, 12 months............ $2,500 00 

Arthur Sykes, clerk, salary, 12 months.................... 1,500 00 

Matt. Patterson, clerk, salary, 12 months.................. 600 00 - 
7 —_——— $4,600 00 

MADISON HATCHERY. 

Valentine Maag, foreman, salary, 12 months............. $900 00 

Jas. Foy, salary, 4 MONtHS......... cece cece eee eee eee eens 200 00 

F. CG. Ramsdale, salary, 12 months.............. se ee eee eee 720 00 

Francis Brissee, salary, 53 MONTHS. ........ 6... eee eee ee ee 267 67 
Frank Meade, salary, 3 MONtHS......... 00. cece eee eee eee 150 00 

: Sundry employment.......... cece ee eee eee eee eee eee eeee 231 39 

Bish £000. .... ccc ccc e cece cece ne eee eens ence aces eee eeea eens 901 51 

Supplies for Darn... .... cece eee eee eee eee cent eee eee eees 217 10 

Supplies and equipment............ 6. se eee cece eee cence ees 216 66 

Permanent improvements... ........ cee cece cece eee cee enes 450 31 

Trout eggs DUPCHASEA....... 6. ccc eee cence eee eee eee eee e eens 250 00 
————— $4,503 64 

BAYFIELD HATCHERY. 

Philip Zalsman, foreman, salary, 10 months............... $850 00 

Bernard Holtman, salary, 12 months............... ee ee eens 700 00 

Henry Sykes, salary, 5 Months. .......... cece ee eee eee ee eens 400 00 

Andrew Wahldquist. salary, 12 Months.............. cece eee 590 00 
Fred Wahlquist, salary, 10 months..................0ee eee 450 00 
Horace W. Zalsman, salary, 54 months.................... 205 16 
Hugo Dufva, salary, 2 MONTHS......... eee eee eee eee eee 100 00 
Sundry employMent.... 2.2... cece cece eee eee eeeeee anes 380 33 
Fish fOOd......ccc ccc cece cette eee ecc tee eesceessecsseecevess 1,059 93 
Supplies for Darn......... cece cece cee eee e nee eeeteeeneeee 175 40 
Supplies, repairs and equipment........... eee cece eee eee 656 26 
Permanent improvements.......... cc ccc eee eee eee eee eeee 102 10 

Collecting lake trout SDAWN.......... cc cece eee cree eee anes 264 50 
Trout eggs DUPChASEd......... cece cee cece cee net eee eees 250 00 

2 Filling ice HOuse..... 2... ccc cee cece cee cee eee n eee eeee eee 79 50 
Miscellaneous expenditures........ ccc eee eee cece cence 16 00 

‘ ——_———— $6,279 18 

OSHKOSH HATCHERY. 

John Maag, foreman, salary, 10 months.................... $900 00 
James Foy, salary, 6 months............ cece cece eee eee eee 315 00 
Sundry emMployMent..... 0... cece ee cree eee ete eee eee eene 70 50 
Rent of Water. ... ccc cece ccc cece cee cence ee tees tee cone eens 593 13 
Supplies, repairs and equipment........... ccc eee eee eee 256 12 
Collecting lake trout C2@S........ ce cee cee eee eee eee eee 198 51s 

tos Collecting wall-eyed pike CGgs...... 0... cc cee eee teen eee 727 71 
———— $3,060 97
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. MInocguaA HATCHERY. 

Robt. Ripple, foreman, salary, 12 months...............+.. $960 00 

Sundry employMent......... cece cere cee cee eee ence een anes 289 00 

| Fish fOOd. .... ccc ccc cee cece cee cee eee eee e ence eee eee eees 47 94 

Supplies and equipment.......... ccc eee cece cece teen eee ees 631 35 

Supplies for Darn........ cee eee cece eee etter renee etae tees 108 37 

Permanent improvements... .... ccc. ce cece eee eee eee eee eens 285 00 

Additional land purchased .............0ceceeee ete eeseeees 3,211 15 

Collecting black bass breeders............. eee e eee 345 82 

Collecting pike SPAWN... ........ cece cece cece teen rene ener eeee 393 30 

Miscellaneous expenditureS........ 0... cece cece eee teen eens 7 5d 
—————— $6,299 48 

a DELAFIELD HATCHERY. 

Albert Gallagher, foreman, salary, 12 months..........-.. $1,020 00 

Sundry employMent........... cc cece eee eee cere eee eee ee eens 421 15 

} Hatchery Duilding........... cece cece cece cece eee eeeeetececes 9,043 58 

Other permanent improvements............-..eeee cere eens 4,758 65 

Supplies and equipment......... ccc cece cece cece eee erences 311 86 

. Collecting black baSs breeders......... 0... cece cece cece eens 109 40 

Bish £000... .. ccc cc ccc cece cee cee cee e tees eee e cent ence en enenes 40 00 

Collecting wall-eyed pike CGS. .... 66. cece eee eee eee eens 475 77 

Miscellaneous eCxpenditures........ 2... cece cence ee ce ee eees 14 80 
. ——_—-_— $16,195 21 

Wiup Rost HATCHERY. 

Preliminary expenses, locating hatchery.................. $106 11 
‘Real estate purchaSed...........ceceecec cece eeeeeecseveceees 3,049 61 

*- Permanent improvements...........-. cee reece eeeeececeees 3,137 42 

Supplies and equipment............ cece cece eee cee eee eens 95 85 
————— $6,888 99 

DOUSMAN POND. an 

Geo. D. Phinney, salary, 3 months.............. 000 e cece eee $60 00 
Rent of pond, 3 MONTHS.......... cece ee cee eee eee ene enee 37 50 
Sundry employment......... 0... cece cece cece eee cence nee eeee 78 60 
Supplies and equipment............ 2. eee cece eee eee eee n eens 13 44 

—_—__— $189 54 ~ 

Expenses, Jas. Nevin, superintendent, 12 months.................-. $468 87 
Transportation and distributing fish...... 2.2... eeeeeeeee eee eee. $6,273 04 

. Repairing and maintaining distributing Car................. eee ease 803 77 
Premium, state insurance fund....... 0... cece eee cee cette ence ee eeee 117 45 
Collecting and distributing black bass, Miss. River................. 86 76 
Gathering pickerel SDQ@WN......... ccc cece cece eee e rene ence eee e teen eens 132 53 
Collecting and distributing white bass........-...... eee c esse eee eens 21 08 
Collecting specimens, economic fishes............ 0... cece cece cece eens 243 67 
Fish exhibit, State Fair... .... 0... 0c cece cece cee ence eee ence tenn enee” 81 49 
Miscellaneous CXpenditures. ...... ccc ccc cee reece ence ec eeeneeeeees 266 47 4 

Total expenditures, 12 MONtHS.......... cece cee eee ee ee eens eee $56,512 12 

July 1. Balance on hand.........-. cee cece cece eee eee teen eee ee en net eee cees 3,579 25 - 

$60, 091 3?
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| SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT. . | 

To the Commissioners of Fisheries of Wisconsin. 
GENTLEMEN: In as much as I have advised you from time to 

time, in detail, as to the progress of the work performed under  - 

your direction, I shall confine myself in this report to an account 
| of the business in general ; touching on those matters, only, which 

I deem to be most important or of particular interest to the pub- 

lic or the legislature; and adding such suggestions relating to the _ 

| ' work as seem to me apropos. Tables, showing the distribution of 
fish during the two years to which this report relates, will be 

found in the appendix. | 

THE HATCHERIES. | 

The several hatcheries have been operated with about the usual 
output of fry from each, during the past two years; and the ponds 
and buildings at each have been maintained in good repair. | 

The loss of trout from bacterial disease at the Bayfield hatch- 

ery has been much smaller this year than usual. 

The Delafield hatchery has been much improved. It has been 

fenced, ponds built, the grounds graded, shrubbery started and a | 

fine permanent hatchery building erected and equipped. | | 

The new trout hatchery ordered by the legislature of 1905 has | 

. been located, the site near Wild Rose purchased and fenced and 
eight stone-lined ponds built. We were offered free sites in 
several other places in the state for this hatchery; but in my | 
opinion, you wisely decided to pay a fair price for the Wild Rose 

site rather than locate in an undesriable place where the land cost 
nothing. I believe this to be the best place for a trout hatch-
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ery in the state. Its location, one-half mile from railway station 

and a thriving town, affords, also, the very best of natural ad- 

vantages. The site of this hatchery is on a short tributary of 

the Pine river, a famous trout stream, and only a few miles from 

the head of the main river. The land purchased comprises fifty- | 

‘nine acres and includes not only the tributary stream, over one- . 

half mile in: length, but also, nearly one-half mile of the main 

river as well. The tributary stream, which will supply the prin- 

cipal ponds and buildings of the hatchery, has its head in an oval 

shaped glen, from about the borders of which numerous springs 

of pure, cool, crystal-clear water gush forth here and there from | 

/ shady alcoves, forming a short distance below, a splendid stream 

containing an abundance of natural food for trout and flowing 

1200 gallons per minute. The springs at the head cover about | 

two acres and surround two small timbered islands. The basin 

of the stream is bordered by high banks, and numerous mounds 

rear themselves along the alder-fringed stream; the whole be- 

ing beautifully timbered, with oak, birch, and basswood. I ex- 

pect this to be one of the finest trout hatcheries in this country. 

Two hundred acres of land surrounding a small lake which we a 

: use for breeding black bass and adjoining the lands belonging : | 

to the Minocqua fish hatchery were purchased from the Land, Log 

and Lumber Co. last year for $3,000. We have had this land sur- 

veyed and the timber. scaled, and find that the timber alone is 

| worth more than we paid for the land. Owning this land we own 

the lake it surrounds and are thereby enabled to use the lake for 

| -- propagating black bass without danger of encroachment. 

_ The experiments conducted at the Minocqua hatchery with arti- 

cial bass nests and in hatching bass eggs on wire trays in the 

hatchery building have given satisfactory results. The artificial 

nest devised by Mr. Ripple for this purpose bids fair to be a 

| valuable addition to fish cultural apparatus. This nest is made 

by imbedding gravel in a mixture of cement and sand in such 

manner as to closely resemble the spawning bed of a black bass. 

It can be removed from the pond to permit the eggs of the 

| fish to be transferred to wire trays through a hole in the bot- 

- tom of the nest. The wire trays containing the eggs are placed -
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in the hatching house where the eggs are cared for and protected 
from enemies until planted in open waters as fry or fingerlings. 
We have discontinued planting lake trout fry in inland lakes, 

| excepting in those cases where an examination indicates that the 
lower strata of water is of proper temperature and contains suffi- 
cient oxygen during the hot months of summer to sustain the 
fish. 

CAR SHED, 7 

The frame building, which has been used to shed our distribut- 
ing car for several years was destroyed by a storm early in the | 
summer. The building was insured by the state department of 
insurance and we received $300 from the state insurance fund in 
ful payment of this loss. 

‘FISH AND GAME CLUBS, | 

A number of local rod and gun clubs have been formed in the 
state during the past year by sportsmen in various localities. 
Among other purposes for which they have organized is the pro- 
tection and propagation of fish. These organizations generally 
take a lively interest in planting fish obtained from the state fish 
hatcheries, and we are pleased to co-operate with them. It is 
our purpose to supply such clubs, as liberally as the circumstances. 
will permit, with fish for the localities they represent and afford 
them such other assistance as we can. Some of these clubs 

| expend considerable money in purchasing stock from private | 
hatcheries for public streams and we have been glad to assist 
them in transporting the fish. | 

DISTRIBUTION OF FISH. 

June 1st, 1908, the files of the Commission contained 4,500 ap- 
plications for fish. These applications each contained requests for 

| from one to four kinds. During the year we have delivered 
*,910 allotments of fish, various sizes, as high as three allotments, 
different kinds, being made to one applicant in a few instances. 

|
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The above figures speak for themselves and indicate the great 

interest taken, in our work by the people of the state, but do 

: not fairly show the excess of applications over the number of 

orders we were able to fill; for, as stated, each application con- 

tains requests for from one to four kinds of fish. These appli- 

cations come from all classes of citizens and all parts of the 

state, from the populous cities as well as from the sparsely set- 

tled and remote sections. 

Our distributing car travelled in 1908, within the state, 21,845 

miles and has handled fifty-two car loads of fish. Messengers 

and employees have traveled during the year in connection with 

our business nearly 75,000 miles and have delivered from bag- 

gage cars, 5,656 cans of fish. A total of 9,450 cans of fish have 

been planted, besides those handled in tanks in the distributing 

car. For making the distribution of fish from the hatcheries, we 

have 750 shipping cans, each hatchery being provided with from 

one hundred to two hundred of these cans. We have found it 

difficult to handle the distribution with this number of cans not- 

withstanding we have shifted them from hatchery to hatchery as 

needed at different times during the shipping season. An addi- 

tional number of shipping cans should be purchased. 

| The output of the current year has reached more localities than 

any distribution of past years, and has been as equitable to all . 

parts of the state as it is practicable for us to make ,it under 

present conditions. Mr. Arthur Sykes, chief clerk, has this. branch 

of the work in charge. Through the agency of the long distance ~ 

telephone he is able to communicate at almost any hours with the 

hatcheries, fish car, and messengers ; and to personally arrange 

and direct the distribution of fish from the hatcheries. | 

| INCREASE OF FISH IN OUTLYING WATERS. 

| I call your attention to the fact that the lake trout and white- | 

| fish are increasing noticeably in the Great Lakes, while the catch 

| of other varieties which are not propagated by the Fish Com- 

mission, such as blue-fin, herring, long-jaw, pike, sturgeon, etc., 

is falling off from year to year; and it is only a question of
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| time when the catch of these kinds will be nif unless something is 
done in the way of artificial propagation. 

About twenty years since, the Fish Commission planted in | 
_ Chequamegon Bay a large number of blue-fin fry, hatched from 

eggs collected from inland lakes. Before these plants were made, : 
the blue-fin formed no part of the catch of the fishermen on 
those waters and they were unknown in the waters of Lake Su- 
perior. In due time after these fish were planted the fishermen 
began to catch them and hundreds of tons were marketed. Ina 
few years the catch of this species diminished until today com- 
paratively few are taken. Now, the fishermen are urging us to 

| plant more blue-fin in preference to the true whitefish, (Core- 
gonus clupeiformis). | 

For years I have protested against the destruction of young 
trout and whitefish in the Great Lakes by fishermen using small 

_ meshed nets. I have so often explained this matter to you, that 
you are quite familiar with the subject; and extended comment 
would be superfluous, hence I will refrain from discussing it. 
Every possible effort should be made to secure legislation pro- 

| hibiting the use of nets which will destroy any considerable num- | 
ber of small whitefish and trout. The size of the mesh in nets 
which may be lawfully used should be increased until the small » 
fish are afforded the protection they sorely need in the outlying 

_ waters. Until this is done the fishermen or the state can not | 
expect to derive anything like the largest possible benefits ‘from 

' the work of the Fish Commission. That we are obtaining results 
from planting trout and whitefish in the Great Lakes is now gen- 
erally acknowledged without reservation by practical fishermen 

. | everywhere; but if the small lake trout and whitefish were ac- 
corded the protection they should have, the product of the fish- . 
eries of the Great Lakes would increase four-fold. | . 

The following letters, written by fishermen on Lake Michigan, _ | 
7 speak for themselves. These were selected from among a num- 

ber of similar letters by practical fishermen, none of which con- | 
tained an unfavorable comment. . |
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Mr. JAMES NEVIN, “Racine, Wis., February 23, 1907. 
a Madison, Wisconsin. 
Dear SrR:—Your letter of the 21st at hand; and will say in regard to plant- 

ing of whitefish and lake trout that we have been successful. The fry have been 

so quick and lively when received here that you would think they were big fish. 

Will also say that the whitefish and trout fry has been planted in not less than 

fifteen fathoms of waters or ninety feet. In planting whitefish and trout they 

have been more plentiful. We have noticed in the last two or three years that 

the planting of fry helps the fishing industry and we are glad ‘to take care of all 

kinds of fish fry you can send us. — 

. Yours Respectfully, 

Capt. CHARLES HYTTHL.” . 

. Mr. JAMES NEVIN, “Sheboygan, Wis., February 23, 1907. 

Superintendent of Fisheries, : . 

' Madison, Wisconsin. 

DEAR SrR:—Yours of the 21st received. The State Fish Commission has © 
planted a large number of lake trout and whitefish out from Sheboygan, and I 

have always gone out with the tugs and helped plant them. They have always 

been in good shape when they came here; and after we have planted them in 

Lake Michigan I have lingered about the planting place several times for half 

an hour or such a matter to watch the little fish to see how they come out; but 

“never noticed any dead ones. They were just as lively as they could be. I 

° never saw any washed ashore, nor do I think anybody else did. If anyone has 

. said they found any of these fish washed ashore here around Sheboygan I be- - 

lieve they do not know what they are talking about. 

I have been following up the fishing business for the past thirty-five years - 

and I never saw so many .small trout in the lake as we have now. Where do 
they come from? They were planted here from the- hatcheries. About six 

years ago you wrote me and wanted to know how far away from Sheboygan they 

were fishing with pound nets. At that time there were no pound nets within 

twenty-five miles north of Sheboygan and about eight miles south of Sheboygan, 

and,so that was a good place to plant some whitefish; and you have planted 

_ about two car loads of whitefish here each year since. About five years ago, 

there was a fisherman who set a pound net, about one and one-half miles south 

of Sheboygan, but he had to take it out again. He could not catch enough to 

eat. Last summer a fisherman set a net there and he caught all kinds of ‘ 

whitefish. Now where did they come from? Simply because they were planted 

there by the hatcheries. ‘ 

. If any one has followed up the fishing industry I think I have, and the only. 

way to increase the fish in Lake Michigan is to enlarge the hatcheries and 

plant lots of them. If the state ever invested any money that has yielded good 

returns it was the money they have spent for fish hatcheries. 

Very truly yours, 

| BE. SCHNEIDEWIND.” 

Provision is made in our laws for what is known as a close 

Season against fishing on Lakes Michigan and Superior. This , 

is supposed to operate to protect the lake trout and whitefish | 

during the spawning time, its purpose being to secure to the 

waters the natural increase of fish arising from spawn depos- 

ited during this period. |
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Fish culturists on the Great Lakes are generally agreed that 

not one egg in a thousand deposited naturally by the lake trout 
and whitefish is impregnated and that the increase from natural 

spawning during the close season is on this account very small. : 

| IT concur in this opinion and believe that far better results would. | 

be obtained by permitting the fishermen to fish with not to ex- 

ceed two gangs of nets in the water at one time, during the pe- 

riod now closed to fishing; and compelling them to collect, fer- 

tilize and plant on the spawning grounds, the ripe ova of fish | 

caught during the season now closed against fishing. Ninety | 

per cent of the eggs collected in this way would be fertilized, . | 

’ whereas, not one per cent would be fertilized if the fish deposited 
the eggs in the natural way. I believe that we should endeavor 

to secure the passage of a law permitting fishing under the re- 
strictions named during the season now closed on the Great 

Lakes; requiring the fishermen to obtain from the Fish Commis- 

sion a permit to fish during this period, and making it unlaw- 
ful to fish during the close season without such permit. The fish- | 

ermen should be compelled to deliver to the agents of the Fish 

Commission for the state fish hatcheries the eggs they take, when 
requested ta do so; and to plant on the spawning grounds, as 

stated, all other spawn collected. 

THE FISHERIES OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 

The fisheries of the Mississippi river are of great and increasing 

importance. The carp is the principal fish caught. The fishermen on 

| these waters are making more money by catching and marketing 
the despised carp than they ever made in past years from all other 
kinds; and they freely acknowledge that if it were not for the 

carp they would not be able to subsist by fishing. This by no 
means indicates that carp are the only fish in the waters, for thou- : 
sands of pounds of other varieties are marketed each year. The 
Mississippi river is, acre for acre, the most productive of com- 

mercial fish of any of our waters and is also the best and most 

prolific fish breeding grounds belonging to the state. 
As an indication of what the Mississippi river carp fisheries 

amount to—A fish dealer located at Bay City, Wis., stated before
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the Fish and Game Committee of the legislature of 1907 that | 

he was one of four principal buyers of fish along the Miss- 

issippi river in our state and that during the previous winter he 

had shipped one-hundred fourteen car loads of fish for which he 

paid $127,000. , | 

Sharp, Spriggles and Amoth of Bay City, Wisconsin caught, 

in December, 1907, with one haul of a seine, seven hundred feet 

: long, 55,000 pounds of carp for which they received four and 

one-half cents per pound. 

In the fall of 1907, Mr. L. F. May caught in a single haul of 

a seine, 90,000 Ibs. of fish, principally carp. From this haul he 

marketed 71,660 Ibs. for which he received $3,171.42. The “No. 1” 

carp brought him from five to five and one-half cents per pound. : 

During the year 1907 he marketed 216,822 Ibs. of fish, over one- 

fourth of which were dressed before weight was taken. More 

than three-fourths of the entire catch for the year were carp. 

His income during the year from fishing exceeded $10,000.00. 

These are instances which have come to my notice. Doubt- 

~ less others have done as well. : 

New York is the principal market for the carp and buffalo 

fish caught by the Mississippi river fishermen. 

- : LICENSE FOR FISHERMEN. : 

The legislature of 1907 enacted a law requiring net fishermen 

on the outlying waters to obtain license from the State to fish. 

This law is defective in some particulars, but is a step in the right 

direction. Net fishermen in the outlying waters of the state and 

the Mississippi river should be required to pay a nominal license 

fee for the privilege of fishing. They of course pay taxes on 

their equipment and property on land for the same reason that : 

others pay taxes on their personal property and real estate; but 

the waters from which they obtain their living are not taxed, 

: notwithstanding the state expends a great deal of money in pro- 

tecting and stocking them with fish, primarily for the benefit of 

the fishermen. It seems just to me that the fishermen should re- 

imburse the state for protecting the fish and stocking the water 

| for their benefit. a
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oe COLLECTION OF FISH FROM THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. __ , 

In previous reports, I have repeatedly mentioned the loss of _ 
small fish which occurs on the Mississippi river bottoms during 

: the summer, fall and- winter months, due ‘to the shallow ponds. 

and sloughs drying out or freezing. Some years the loss of young 
fish in this region is comparatively small. Other years it amounts. 
to untold millions of carp, bull heads, catfish, crappies, black bass, . 
pike and pickerel, ranging from one to six inches in length. 
This year the Mississippi river has been very low and an enor- 
mous loss of these young fish has occurred. Notwithstanding the | 

| fact that it seemed probable that the close of the fiscal year will 
find us with a deficit to face; the inevitable tremendous loss ot 

fish along the river impelled us to detail our distributing car and 
a crew of men to save as many of these fish as possible. The 
work was begun August 16th and we discontinued it September 
eend, after having distributed 133,500 black bass fingerlings to. = 
inland waters besides planting a large number of other fish in the 

: Mississippi river and contiguous lakes. These fish were all collected 
from a short stretch of territory in the locality of Genoa, and | 

| were as “A’ drop in the bucket,” when compared with what we | 
might have done if our funds had been such as to permit us to- 
continue the work. It is distressing to think of the enormous : 
loss of valuable fish which has occurred along the river during 
the past few weeks and which must inevitably continue during 
the fall and winter months. This loss occurs every year to a 
greater or less extent. Some years it is so small that, with the | 
funds at our disposal, we have thought it hard'y worth while to 
undertake the work of saving the fish. Other years, like the 

: present one, thousands of dollars could have been profitably 
spent in this work. In the past our efforts have been to save 

| only the best fish as it was utterly impossible for us to save all a 
kinds with the small amount of money available for the purpose. | 
That it would pay the state to save as many of these food fish — 
of all kinds as possible, there can be no doubt. The principal part 

" of them could be planted in the Mississippi river or contiguous 
lakes lying along the river and a large number of the best game 7
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species could be transported to inland waters. The commercial 

fishermen and.sportsmen along the river have objected in the past 

to our transporting to inland waters the game fish taken from 

the sloughs; but if all kinds could be saved and planted as sug- 

gested above, all concerned would be satisfied, and. the commer- 
cial fisheries of the river, the value of the products of which runs 

up into the hundreds of thousands of dollars, would be greatly 

benefited. : | 

It is impossible for us to forecast the years of plenty in this 

work, hence we are never prepared to do all that might be done " 

in this connection, as our funds are barely adequate to pay the 

running expenses of the hatcheries. To withhold from the hatch- . 
eries each year a sufficient sum to do justice to this part of 

our business would sorely cripple them. Therefore, in order 

that we may be prepared to save these young fish in the future, 

- especially in years like the present when the loss is likely to be 

--very great, I suggest that you ask the legislature to appropriate 
for this special purpose such sum as seems best in your judgment. | 

| FISHWAYS IN DAMS. | | 

- We have not made a general canvass of the dams in the state 

to determine where fishways were necessary, aS no appropriation 

of money has been made for the purpose. But whenever we have 
been requested to examine a dam, we have obtained from those _ 

making the complaint a complete statement as to conditions ex- 

isting at the dam, and if after receiving such statement it seemed 

| probable that a fishway would be useful, I, or another repre-~ 

sentative of this department, have made a personal examination 

of the dam and reported to you for your decision. 
In view of the fact that it has not been well established as to — 

just what extent a fishway is useful in a dam, and remember- 

| ing that the conditions found at different dams are so various, | 

it has seemed the part of wisdom to me to proceed cautiously 

in ordering fishways. Our policy in this matter has been to or- 

| der fishways or compel the removal of gates or the dam itself 

in cases where,—the dam is used for flooding purposes, in old
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dams out of use, in all new dams in process of construction, and 

in all other cases where it appeared that a fishway would materi- 

ally help in the natural propagation of fish in streams. | 
Further investigation of this matter may teach us that fishways | 

will be of use in many places, where we now hesitate to order 

them; and possibly we may find in the future that the public 
good will be best served by ordering fishways in all dams where 

they will not be a positive detriment to the fishery on the stream. 
In as much as no appropriation has been made for this work 

. and the state has deputy fish and game wardens in all parts of 
the commonwealth, the business of investigating dams and or- 

dering fishways could be done more advantageously by the state 

fish and game warden; and I suggest that the legislature be 

asked to assign this work in its entirety to that department. 

EXAMINATION OF STREAMS AND LAKES. 

The science and art of fish culture have progressed marvel- 

ously in this country during the past twenty-five years, along the 

lines of fish hatching; the transportation of fish and eggs and in | 

knowledge of the life history of the commercial and game fishes: | 
but, comparatively little is known of the natural food of the 

young fish we plant and of the conditions under which they 

thrive. We carefully hatch and develop the fish at the hatch- 
eries until they have reached perhaps the fingerling size, then 
we turn them over to the layman with instruction (which he often ~ 

disregards), to be planted in waters of which we have but a super- 
ficial knowledge at best. Under these circumstances it is sur- 

prising that we get so generally satisfactory results from plant- 

ing fish. 

The time has come when some plan, comprising a systematic 
“and progressive examination of our waters should be formulated 

and its execution begun. In the beginning an examination of 

the streams and lakes of the state should be made to determine, 

in the light of our present knowledge, the kinds of fish which 
should be planted in each stream or body of water to obtain the 

best results; and to study the conditions existing in each case
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as they relate to the planting and propagation of fish. A care- 

fully prepared record should be made of the findings as to each 

lake or stream, to be used as a guide, so far as practicable, in de- 

termining the kinds and numbers of fish which can be most profit- 

ably planted in each case, and the localities and time of year such 

plants can be made to the best advantage. It is particularly de- 

sirable that the streams in which we plant trout fry should be 

investigated as soon as practicable. Scientific inquiry as to the 

| food on which the young fish we plant subsist, its history, etc., 
should follow, as rapidly as circumstances will permit, the gen- 
eral examination of our waters suggested. There is no question 

in my mind but millions of fish turned out by the hatcheries un- 
der the present system come to naught and might as well be | 

dumped on a dusty road or an open prairie as to be planted 
in the haphazard manner in which many fish from our hatcheries 
are now planted. Even when planted with the greatest care in 

waters of which we have no accurate knowledge; and in which 
conditions as to food, temperature, etc., at the time the plant is 

| made, are unknown to us; (notwithstanding our efforts to make 

the plant timely and to supply the waters with the fish which, 
from our general knowledge we deem best suited for them) | 

there is doubtless an enormous loss of fish distributed from the. 

hatcheries today which might, and in time will, be overcome. 

Under the direction of Dr. Birge and in connection with the 

state Geological and Natural History Survey, an examination has 
been made of inland lakes containing the true whitefish and lake 
trout for the purpose of determining in what respects, with 

reference to the conditions which affect fish life in the waters, 

these lakes differ from the lakes in which we have unsuccessfully 

planted lake trout. As a result of this work it has been found 

that lake trout and whitefish are found only in those deep lakes 

of low temperature which, during the summer months, contain a 

considerable amount of oxygen at or near the bottom. There : 

are many deep lakes which are cool at the bottom, but which are 

devoid of oxygen below a certain depth during the summer, in 

which lake trout will not subsist. Since this discovery has been 

made we have discontinued planting lake trout fry in such lakes.
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We now make plants of lake trout in inland lakes only after an 
examination has been made and it has been found that sufficient — 

oxygen is present in the water at the bottom to warrant the belief | 
that fish will subsist there. We wasted a lot of fish in years past 

trying to introduce them into lakes in which, from all appearances, 

they should thrive. Here we have an instance of the great prac- 
tical value of scientific investigation and a precise knowledge of 

conditions in the waters. : 
a Any scheme for the examination of our waters should have 

for its purpose, primarily, the gaining, in as short a period as pos- 
sible, information which will be of undoubted practical value to | 

| | us in our work; rather than to obtain knowledge purely scien- 

tific in its application. We should have definite purposes and — | 

ends in view when this work is begun. | | 

- APPROPRIATIONS, _ | | 

- Standing annual appropriations of money amounting to 

| $30,000. have been used by the Commissioners of Fisheries for 
several years to operate the hatcheries, etc. four years ago, spe- 

cial appropriations to establish two new hatcheries were made 

and the legislature of 1907 granted an appropriation to com- 

plete and maintain those hatcheries for the biennial period, 1907- 

08; but no provision was made for the running expenses of these | 

hatcheries in-the future. The new hatcheries are now in opera- 

tion; though, as you know, they are not completed. The funds 

appropriated for them have in my judgment been used to the very 

best possible advantage. | | 
At Delafield we have completed four ponds and constructed | 

a permanent hatchery building, besides adding many other im- a 

provements such as fencing, etc. We are still in need of an 

overseer’s residence and a barn at this plant. | 

| We have purchased at Wild Rose fifty-nine acres of land and , 
have constructed, with stone-lined embankments and concrete 

bulkheads, eight ponds besides fencing the grounds and making - 
minor improvements. It will be a number of years before this | 

hatchery is completed ; but we shall soon need a permanent hatch- | 

|
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ery building and an overseer’s residence besides an additional 
number of ponds and other improvements, equipment, etc. ‘The 

standing annual appropriations to the Commission, amounting to 
$30,000, were barely adequate to maintain and run the hatcheries 

| belonging to the state before the new hatcheries were ordered. | 

It seems clear, therefore, that an additional appropriation to make | 

| necessary improvements at these new hatcheries, to equip them 

| and pay running expenses, must be forth-coming or the hatcheries 

abandoned. a | 
Elsewhere, I have spoken of the desirability of a special appro- 

priation to save fish from the Mississippi river sloughs. Alto- | 

gether it seems to me that the legislature should be asked to add , 

| to the present standing appropriations a sum sufficient to take 

care of these new hatcheries as well as to place us in position to | 

do necessary work on the Mississippi river. I suggest that the 

legislature be urged to cover these expenditures by a standing, 

annual appropriation in order that we may proceed with our 

work with confidence as to the future. Otherwise we shall be 
obliged to take up the time of each successive legislature with 

appeals for funds to go ahead with the work authorized by pre- 

ceding legislatures. : | 

| | ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

During the years 1907 and 1908 we received from the Bureau 

of Fisheries of United States and hatched in our hatcheries, fish 

eggs as follows: 14,500,000 lake trout, 40,000,000 whitefish, 

50,000 grayling, 50,000 steel-head trout, 100,000 rainbow trout, - 

and 20,000 land locked salmon. The fry from these eggs were 

planted in Wisconsin waters as shown in the appended tables of 

distribution. A list of plants of fish made by the national bureau 
-_ of fisheries in Wisconsin waters during the past year will be found 

with other tables appended. I take pleasure in mentioning these 

liberal allotments of fish and eggs by the fisheries department of 

the United States to citizens within our state, as they comprise an 
important addition to the stock of fish in our waters. We will oe 

always be thankful recipients of like favors. : 

' 3—F.
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We are indebted to the railway companies of the state for 
transporting, free, our distributing car and our fish cans on bag- 

gage cars; and to the employees of the railway companies for 

valuable assistance given in forwarding our fish cans and car 

with care and dispatch at all times. I gratefully acknowledge 

_ these courtesies to our department. 

THE BOARD. | 

The Board of Fish Commissioners has become a very important 

branch of the State Government. In my opinion the State of 

- Wisconsin has been extremely fortunate in the organization, 

membership and policy of its Board of Fish Commissioners almost 

from the beginning. The board is non-partisan and has been 

composed of successful business and professional men who have 

always insisted on practical results for the money expended. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the commissioners serve without 

compensation and have derived no political or pecuniary 

advantages from their membership on the board, their interest in 

the business has been such and their efforts so well directed that 
the work of the Commission is second to that of no other state 

fish commission in extent and practical results ; and the hatcheries 

of no other state are more extensive, or better equipped with up 

to date appliances, or embrace a larger acreage. We now have 

five permanent fish hatcheries and one hatching station, the land 

| and water area of which comprise over 900 acres. ‘The loca- 

tions for these hatcheries have been carefully selected and the 

commission has shown great foresight and wisdom in securing in _ 

each case sufficient land and water for future needs. This prop- 

erty will become more valuable from year to year. An idea of 
this increase in value may be given by instancing the purchase of 

a quarter section of land which it was found necessary to buy in 

order to control the stream on which the Bayfield hatchery is lo- 

cated. The Commission paid $100 for this piece of land. The 
timber, alone, on this land is now worth, commercially, several 

thousand dollars.
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Some states make larger appropriations of money for the 
propagation of fish than Wisconsin; but after visiting as I have 
the hatcheries of the principal states engaged in fish cultural work 
as well as many private and government hatcheries, I am con- 
vinced that our state possesses more large up to date well equipped 
hatcheries; a larger acreage of land and water devoted to fish 
culture; and receives more for the money expended than any 
other state in the union. And Wisconsin deserves all that has 
been done for it in fish cultural work, for it is doubtful if an- - 
other state in the union possesses greater natural advantages, a 
larger acreage of highly productive water, a greater variety of 

. fine fish, more streams and inland lakes, or more beautiful, en- 
chanting lakes and streams than ours. These splendid posses- 
sions of the state deserve to be fostered, protected and improved 
in every possible manner, not only for the food products they 
yield, but as health-giving places of recreation and rest for our 

| people; and as means of livelihood of many citizens depending 
7 directly on the fisheries or upon summer visitors and tourists who,. 

attracted hither by the beauty and excellence of our waters, spend | 
thousands of dollars in our state each year. I believe that the 

| public in general derives greater direct benefit from the money 
expended for fish culture, dollar for dollar, than from any other : 
appropriation of money made by the state. 

CONCLUSION, _ 

Few people realize the responsibility of the work entrusted to ° 
our employees in general, or the constant care and watchfulness,. = 
necessary to its successful performance. I take pleasure in say- 
ing,—the employees of the commission under my direction have 
given us the very best. possible service in all departments and’ 
under all circumstances. Their zeal and hearty co-operation has 
been the greatest factor in making this one of the most satisfac- 
tory years in accomplishments and results in the history of the 

| Commission. They have worked faithfully and well, night and 
day when necessary; and each has performed his part to the best. 
of his ability.
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. Superintendent's Report. 

In all branches of fish culture applicable to the waters of our | 

state, we have endeavored to keep abreast of the times adopting 

and using new methods and apparatus whenever and wherever 

found practicable; conducting experiments and investigations 

along various lines; ever solicitous and watchful for the things 

that make for improvement and progress, to the end that, Wis- 

consin shall always be found in the front rank of fish cultural 

| achievement. 
Respectfully submitted, 

| Jas. NEVIN, 

8 Superintendent of Fisheries.
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BROOK TROUT, ADVANCED FRY, PLANTED, 1907. 

qm 

No. of 

Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted Fish. 

a] 
ae 

ADAMS COUNTY— | | 

BE. H. Townsend, New Lisbon ........| Schonover and Jackson creeks 8,000 

ASHLAND COUNTY— 
Andy Wood, GHddeN ......ceeecee ce seees Creek in See. 4, T. 42, R..%6.. 8,000 

L. BE. Gordon, Glidden ...........eee+..| Creek in Sec. 19 and 20, T. 48, 
BR. 26 ccccccccvccccccccevesecceese 3,000 

Edward Gordon, Glidden ..............| Creek in Sec. 27 and 28, T. 48, ° 

Lin W. Gordon, Glidden ..............| Dryden creek “Wisk Chippewal 8,000 

J. J. Stoltz, Glidden .............0+.++-.| Head Fork of Hast Chippewa 

river eosesueriirnectsssessts| 8,000 _ 

John Ripplinger, Glidden ..............| Augustin CTECK co.cc cece wees eee 3,000 

George Sell, Glidden .............-.-..| Tyler CLECK ..cccccceeceeeeeeeceee| 3,000 

Wm. Whiteside, Butternut ..........4.| Spring creek .......ceseeeeeeeeees 8,000: 

Herman Buechner, Butternut .........; Beaver CreeK ......seeeeeeeee ones 3,000: 

E. G. MeAnulty, Butternut ............| Spillie creek cereirrernrsenssss 3,000 

Wm. Lindemeyer, Butternut ..........| Rabbit CLOCK .icscccccecccesecees 3,000: 

. Chas. Kleinsteiber, Butternut .........{ Pime creek ......cseceereerereeee 3,000 

. Theo. R. Yankee, Butternut Ig Spillie creek ...... ccc eeee cree eens 3,000 

Theo. W. G. Nohl, Ashland .......-...; Spring creek 1... .seeeeeeee ones 3,000 

Jens Wilman, Ashland ................., Whittlesey creek ..........++-+: 3,000 

Chas. M. Wilman, Ashland ............| Hazard creek ......sseeees scenes 3,000 

Fred M. Cole, Ashland ........ceeeeeee+| FiSH Creek ...ceeeecee eee serene 3,000 

Geo. S. Cook, Ashland .........e..c coos Rapire creek .......ceee eee eeees 3,000 

Bige Buchanan, Ashland ..............., Upper Pine creek .........-+++. 6,000 

- Aug. Johnson, Ashland Junction .....| Fish CLECCK .icccccccceecccccccess 6,000. 

J. V. Freeman, Ashland ...............| Buek creek ee 6,000: 

72 ,000° 

BARRON COUNTY— 
F. A. Portland, Clear Lake ............| Silver creek Screernesees cess 3,000: 

BAYFIELD COUNTY— | 
George F. Caitlin, Dellwood ......-..... North Branch of Whittlesey 

CLOCK Loc ccc cc cece cece ee cet eeeee 6,000 

C. O. Sowder, Washburn ..............| Four-mile creek ..........eee eee 6,000: 

D. M. Maxey, Washburn .........,...,| Little Sioux creek ..........++. 6,000 

Wm. Olson, Washburn ...........ec0-0| PIAS TIVELY ©... cece eee ee ee ee ee eees 3,000 

D. J. Estabrook, Washburn ...........| SOWIX LIVED oo... cee ee cece sere eeees 6,000 

Olaf Olson, Washburn .....:.........-..| Bark Creek ......ceee eerste cece 6,000 

H. R. Robinson, Washburn ...........| Cranberry river. cereeeeseseeey 3,000 

| 36,000 

BROWN COUNTY— 
J. E. Powlas, Oneida .........ceeceeeees| TVOUt Creek 1... .e cece ce eee ees 4,000 

BUFFALO COUNTY— | 
P. FB. Shaw, Mondovi ..............-+6-| Ford creek ecvcececevccevceseere| 2,000 

Cc. A. Costley, Mondovi ................| Big creek cotrnetrnrsnsrrnssssts] 2,000 . 

H. H. Scott, Mondovi ............00e002| ROCK Creek ...... cece cece ee eeeee 2,000 

J. H. Johnson, Mondovi ................| Dutch creek Lan caeeccevessesceses| 2,000 

Ole J. Ward, Mondovi .........eeeeee06( APMOUL CLECK .....e cece ee ewer 2,000 . 

| 7
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BROOK TROUT, ADVANCED FRY, PLANTED, 1907—Continued. 
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| No. of 
Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. Fish. 

BUFFALO COUNTY—Continued. | John 8. Hayes, Mondovi ..............| Creek No. 15 Lee eeeee eee eeeel 2,000 
A. D. Alt, Mondovi ....................| Elk creek sence cece ee eeeeeeseeee| 2,000 Thos. Ward, Mondovi ..................| Holmes creek See e ence ceeseeeve| 2,000 
Chas. Haber, Alma ....................| Rutehins SPVING wo... eee eee eee 3,000 
John Ganteulein, Alma .................| Schultz creek bee cece eee ereneel 6,000 

25 ,000 
CHIPPEWA COUNTY— 
Nels Stalheim, Stanley .................| Swan and Otter creeks eseee| 6,000 
A. S. Little, Stanley ....................| Simm creek cee e cece eet essence 6,000 
Henry Moore, Boyd ....................| Shilts ereek sce e cence cee eeesecee| 3,000 
Louis Mittermeyer, Boyd ..............| Shilts creek cece cece ee eeeecercees| 8,000 
Bert Loiselle, Boyd ...................., Hay creek bee e ee ee cesta ee eeece| 3,000 
John R. Agnew, Cadott ................ Big Drywood creek ...........| 3,000 
Wm. T. Gilbert, Cadott ...............| Clear Creek wo... eee cece eee eee] 3,000 
D. H. Wolcott, Cadott ................., Little Drywood creek ........| 8,000 . Paul BE. Hass, Cadott ..................| Alder creek seen e cece eee eeeeeel 3,000 

33,000 
CLARK COUNTY— 

Geo. IX. Redmond, Neillsville ..........1 Mound creek bee e cece eceteees 2,000 S. C. Wightman, Neillsville .........../ Conlin creek ccc cere entenceces! 2,000 
S. J. Barrett, Neillsville .............. Hay creek ..... cece eee e ee eee 2,000 , Hugh Barrett, Neillsville .,............| Cameron creek eveeeeececeseeeee? » 2,000 
Beryon H. Wells, Neillsville ..........! Bireh creek porrntesreses ee scseg 2,000 

| 10,000 COLUMBIA COUNTY— | 
A. R. Ketchum, Portage ...............| O’Keefe creek beeen ee eeeeeeeece| 4,008 Frank Moran, Portage .................| Smith’s creek wee e cece cence eseeee| 2,000 I’. W. Kiefer, Portage tereceececeeeeees/ Little Neenah creek ...........] 2,000 RK. C. Young, Poynette .................| Sowens creek wee eect eee ec eee] 2,000 Ki. Hinkson, Poynette ..................{ Hinkson Creek woe. ee eee 4,000 Ht. A. McKenzie, Poynette ............ Poynette creek cities 4,000 Daniel Bentley, Poynette .............. Rocky run ....ccc cece eee e eee eees 4,000 Chas. Raimer, Poyvnette ................ ROCKY run oo... eee eee eee ee eee ee 4,000 , I. T. Wheeler, Kilbourn ..............! Hulbert creek ...............008| 4,000 John Roembach, Kilbourn ............ Corning creek ........... cece eee 4,000 A. 8. Watermann, Kilbourn ..........| Watermann creek wet c et ceee cece 4,000 Chas. Caldwell, Rio .............cc0c00e Spring brook ...................| 4,000 EH. O. Larson, Rio ................0062+.| Dutch ereek criti 4,000 A. J. Calkin, Wyocena .......:.........| Trout DrOOK 2... cece cece eaes 4,000 A. W. English, Wyocena .............. Spring brook ...................| 4,000 

| —__—_—___- 

54,000 CRAWFORD COUNTY— | 
Jas. J. Fesar, Wauzeka ................/ Plum creek vce e enc esec et ececens 4,009 P. Blanha, Wauzeka ...................| Little Kickapoo creek .........| 4,000 Silas B. Irving, Soldiers Grove ...... Knapp’s creek ..................| 6,000 Geo. H{. Davidson, Soldiers Grove ...| Reads and Day creeks eres 24,000 

| 58,000 DODGE COUNTY— | Eugene Ziegler, Mayville .............. Koepels and Wanninger creeks! 6,090 

DOOR COUNTY— 
Samuel Perry, Forestville ............. Stoney creek ............... 0s. 2,000 P. M. Perry, Forestville ...............| Wolf river Lecce eee eec een eccencae| 4,000
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| No. of 

Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. | Fish. 

oo a ns 

DOUGLAS COUNTY— 
| 

N. Lueius, Jr., Solon Springs ......+> Brule Vive ..cccceeeceeecceecees 3,000 

EB. J. Favell, Superior ....cccsceceeeeeee Brule viver ...ceeeeeeeceeeeerees| 3,000 

J. M. Sayles, Solon Springs ......-+-- Rock creek sateen 6,000 

Henry Beglinger, Jr., Gordon ....... Spring Creek ....cccesee eee eeeee 6,000 

BH. A. Arnold, Superior ......-.seeeeee- Shean’S CreeKS ..cccesecceccereel 6,000 

EF. J. Kenyon, Superior ........sseeeees Railton creek .....csee eee e eee cee! 6,000 

Louis Efaw, Hawthorne ........-seee- Middle river ...cceeceeceeceeeces| 6,000 

. W. H. Bonnell, Hawthorne .....-..+6-- Middle river .....ecececeeeeeeeee| 6,00 

Areh McKay, Dedham .....c.eeeeeeeees Little Balsam creek ..........| 6,000 

EF. J. Seguin, Superior ..........eeeeeee Rock creek wc... cece ee cee ecto eeel 3,000 

T. L. Lenroot, Superior .....-seeeeevees Copper creek ......cceeeeseeeees 8,000 

W. R. Foley, Superior .......ceeeeeeees Gooseberry creek ......ceeeeees 3,000 

Helge Johnson, Superior ........+-+-+- Little Balsam creek ........+.. 8,000 

i. J. Seguin, Superior .........e.eeeeeee Fimpire Creek ...cccceeeeee cece 6,000 

Julius L. Cohen, Superior .........+-. Bie Balsam creek ........eee eee! 3,000 

Leo. B. Wilkinson, Superior .........- State Line creek .......eeeeeees 3,000 

P. BE. Blevier, Superior ......-..seseeee Big Balsam creek ........++++- 8,000 

BE. J. St. Onge, Superior .............. Spring Drook .......eeeeeeeeeeee 6,000 

Geo. A. Bubar, Gordon .....--seee seers Miles Creek ...cecsee cece cenenes 6,000 

| 87,000 

| DUNN COUNTY—_ | | 
. Wm. P. Unser, Hau Galle rereeeeeee eee! Barney branch ......eseeeeeeees 2,000 

Geo. P. Topliss, Hau Galle ..........+- Knight creek ........ cee eee eens 2,000 

P. H. Daugherty, Hau Galle .......+-. Little Missouri creek .......+.. 2,000 

H. Heath, Eau Galle ........ cee eee ees Flay Creek ......cce eee eeeeeeeeeee 2,000 | 

Edd. Wilson, Eau Galle ..............-| Big Missouri creek ........+.06- 2,000 

A. P. Pillsbury, Menomonie .......... Varney Creek ....ccccec ee eteoeee 3,000 

Cc. B. Stone, Menomonie ......----eeees McCarthy creek ... cc ceeeeee eee 8,000 

M. A. Hangon, Menomonie ............| Little Elk CLCCK ceccecec eee cece! 83,000 

EH. Marks, Menomonie ......-.seseeeeees| Trvine® Creek ov... cece eee eee eee: 3,000 

Cc. P. Graven, Menomonie ............; Simonson creek ....-..+sseeeees 8,000 

W. H. Becker, Menomonie ..........+.) Simonson Creek ......eee ee eeees 8,000 

J. B. Stotz, Menomomnie ......ceeeee eee Black Creek ....ccecce cece eee eens 3,000 

BE. Trautman, Menomonie ............. Stoned creek ....cceeeececeeeees 8,000 

B. Tollefson, Colfax ..........0s+-+seeee| Iverson CLERK coc cee vce e eee cecene 8,000 

N. BE. Nelson, Colfax .......seeeeeeeceee Ingelretson creek .....-.++eeees 3,000 

Hans M. Olson, Colfax ......cecee ence Strand CreeK ....csseesceeeeeeces 3,000 

M.. Fijelstad, Colfax ......seeceeeeeeeee. Gulikson Creek .....cecee eee eeee 3,000 

Robt. R. Porter, Wheeler ......---+06- Little Beaver creek ........... 6,000 

Bd. Blank, Wheeler ........€..0eseeeee Beaver Creek ...cceccececceceees 3,000 

H. H. Lake, Wheeler .........eeee evens La Farge creek ......eseeeeeees 3,000 

F. J. Converse, Wheeler ...............| Big Beaver Creek ....ccceeeceees 3,000 

P. Nooney, Wheeler .....-.sceeeceeeoere Big Beaver creek .......eeeeeeee 8,000 

Thos. Stout, Jr., Clear Lake ..........| Hay river pee 3,000 

| 67 ,000 

BAU CLAIRE COUNTY— 

J. B. Davey, Hau Claire ........eeeeees ELK Creek wi. cece cece cece eee eeee 3,000 

Wm. Whiteside, Eau Claire ...........{ Coon CLOCK cic cc cece ccescaeeeeees 8,000 

| A. J. Kittsman, Bau Claire ............| Clear CLCCK Lecce cee ceccecoeeeees 8,000 

Ww. J. Seney, Hau Claire .........5000- Seven-mile CreeK .......eeeeeees 6,000 

FE. B. Rowell, Hau Claire .......-..eee- COON CLECCK ...cceeeeccc ev cecenons 8,000 

Chas. F. Winslow, Eau Claire ....... Rock Creek ...cececcccceceecceees 6,000 

t 24 ,000 “ 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY— 

David Thomas, Ripon .....--csseccecere Dakin creek .....ccee eee eeeceene 2,000 

J. B. Barlow Jr., Ripon .......eeeeeee White Creek ....cccccccceseneees 2,000 . 

J. W. Pierce, Ripon .......ceeeeeee reece Powell Creek ....... eee eeeeeeeee 2,000
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a 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY—Continued. | EH. S. Pedrich, Ripon ...................| Powell creek cece cee ce ees cecees 2,000 
C E. Haseltine, Ripon .................. Silver creek ........cc eee eee eee 2,000 
A. H. Fisher, Ripon ....................| Dakin creek cece eect cece cece ees 2,000 
Bonefer Enders, St. Cloud .............} Ditters creek ................... 4,000 

| 16,000 
FOREST COUNTY— ; 

D. W. Connor, Laona .............0005. Rat viver ....... cee cece eee ee 6,000 W. D. Connor, Laona .................| Spring CTEEK oie eee e cece eee aes 3,000 Connor Lumber-and Land Co., Laona Trib. Rat river .........cseeeeee 3,000 Joseph Martin, Laona ..................| Tribs. Rat river ence ee eee eens 3,000 

| 15,000 
| . GRANT COUNTY— | John W. Brackett, Lancaster .........) Borah creek CUE 4,000 - John Decker, Lancaster ................| Austin creek beeen ecee eee eeeees 4,000. Lou Starr, Lancaster’ ..................| Walker creek vate c cece evoeeeeee| 2,000 Will Muller, Lancaster ................| MePherson Creek ..... cc. c eee 2,000 | 

12,000 
GREEN COUNTY— 

. N. C. Durse, New Glarus ..............| Little Sugar river rrretseeseeed 4,000 

. | GREEN LAKE COUNTY— 
| Ed. Borst, Princeton tissseeesseceeeseee| Snake creek Terterereseeseceeed 4,000 

IOWA COUNTY— 
| M. C. Me Intyre, Avoca ............... Swinehart creek ............... 4,000. A. Apple, Mineral Point ............... Lynch creek 2... cece cece cece 4,000 J. M. Mulhaim, Mineral Point ........ McKenna creek ................. 4,000 W. H. Thomas, Dodgeville ............ Roberts creek .............. cen, — 2,000 Henry Conely, Ridgeway .............. Coley creek ...........cccccecee. 4,000 KY. EF. Starry, Barneveld ..............| Harris CVOCK .... eee ceec eee eee | 2,000 Lance Jones, Barneveld ................ Jones Valley creek se eeenreceel 2,000 O. J. Owens, Barneveld ................ Walnut Hollow creek ......... 2,000 Albert McKelson, Arena ............... Price creek oo... ccc cece cece cuee 2,000 J. W. Pryor, Barneveld ............... Trout Creek oo... cece c cece ccc e 2,000 ; C. E. Jewell, Barneveld ................ Hayes creek .........ccccceceeee 2,008 H. C. Strong, Dodgeville sereeecereeees! Hlam creek ..............00005.. 2,000 J. J. Persons, Dodgeville ...::......... Survey creek ..............0005. 2,000 W. B. Stratman, Dodgeville ........... Cox-Hollow creek .............. 2,000 Edw. A. Perkins, Dodgeville ..........| Harker creek ste ee eee eeseneeees 2,000 J. M. Reese, Dodgeville ................ Anderson creek ................ 2,000 Patrick Smith, Barneveld ............. Smith creek ..............0085., 2,000 W. E. Williams, Dodgeville ,.......... Harker creek ..............0006. 2,000 F. P. Campton, Jonesdale ............. Campton Branch creek ....... 4,000 Jesse L. Teague, Waldwich -++seeeeee.| Burgess and Hutchins creek . 4,000 

. 52,000 

IRON COUNTY— ° | M. J. Connors, Hurley .................| Montreal river Crs! 3,000 Henry Meade, Hurley ................. Front creek .......c.cccceeeeeeee 6,000 Geo. C. Foster, Hurley ................ Spring creek fe] 6,000 Fred Davis, Hurley .....................| Pike lake Cre@K wo... cece cceee ee 6,000 

| 21,000
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JACKSON COUNTY— | 
Carl Seckler, Alma Center .............| Seeklers creek .........--.-.005- 2,000 
Andrew Napstad, Alma Center ........| East part of Pigeon creek nr] 2,000 
R. B. Johnson, Alma Center ..........| Cisna creek oo... ccc cece eee ee! 2,000 

L. F. Wheaton, Alma Center .........| Stockwell creek serene 2,000 
J. B. Miller, Alma Center .............| ToWn Creek .......ceseeceeeeees 2,000 
A. H. Griggs, Hixton ..................| Judkins Holmes creek ........) 2,000 
Bd. Nelson, Northfield .................| South and North Fork of Pig-| 

COD Creek ...... cece cece eee eeee 4,000 
L. M. MeDirmid, Hixton ..............) Rover Creek ....... ccc eee eee wees 2,000 
H. A. Miller, Hixton ...................; Pime creek ......... cee ee eee eee 2,000 
Gabriel Anderson, Disco .............--| Beaver Creek ...... cece cee e neces 4,000 
Gay R. Sechler, Sechlervllle ...........| Shy creek ....... cece cece eee ee eee| 2,000 
Rufus A. Jones, Black River Falls...; French creek ........... eee eens 8,000 
R. G. Mason, Black River Falls .....) Trout run ....... cece cece eee ees 3,000 
Dudley Jones, Black River Falls ....| Town creek Lecce eecceeeeeces 3,000 
WwW. K. Mills, Black River Falis ....../ Van Hlersit creek .............. 3,00 
Rev. W. F. Emery, Black River Falls! Allen creek ......... cece e eens 3,000 ~ 
Albert P. Jones, Black River Falls ...; Robinson creek ..........cce eens 3,000 
~L. M. Taylor, Black River Falls ....; Clear creek .........cce cece ee eeee 3,000 

] 47 000 
. - 

r JUNEAU COUNTY— | 

Elmer 8. Wetherby, Mauston .........| Mile creek ....... cc cece eee eeees 4,000 
John B. Edwards, Mauston ...........| Seven-mile creek ...........6006! 4,000 
G. F. Hayes, Lyndon Station ........| Kildare creek ...........seeeeeee 4,000 
Geo. Jirsa, Lyndon Station ...........,| Lyndon creek .......ceeeee sense 2,000 , 

James Nevin, Lyndon Station .........| Harvey creeK .......seseeeeeees 2,000 
Geo. BE. Eakin, Lyndon Station ...... | Lyndon creek .............+.-.- 2,000 
C. J. Phillips, Camp Douglas .........; Senate creek ...........seeeeeees 3,000 

J. A. Crosby, HBlroy ...............005-2| Brewer Creek ......c cece eee eee 3,000 

John Galvin, Elroy .............+...0026| Brewer creek .........ee eee eeeee 8,000 , 
Jas. Conway, Blvoy ............cceeeeeee) Moor Creek oo. cc cee cece eee eee 3,000 
John EB. Hart, Elroy ...................-| Brewer Creek co.cc eecceee ee enaes 3,000 

Carl O. Vogel, Hlrov ................6..| Baraboo river ....... cee cee eee el 3,000 
Irwin A. Pearsall, Elroy ...............| Branch Baraboo river eres 3 ,000 

| 89 ,000 

| | 
KEWAUNDLE COUNTY— . | 

Felix Moraux, Luxenburg .............; Little Scarbora river .......... 2,000 
Henry Veeser, Luxenburg ............ | Little Scarbora river .......... 2,000 
J. H. Rooney, Casco ..............+.-.+.| Scarbora river and Casco creek 4,000 
John Barta, Casco .............eeeeee06.| Decker creek ge IL 4,000 

. August F. Radue, Luxenburg .........| Trib. Kewaunee river ........ 4,000 

Jas. Musil, Kewaunee ...........«0..+.-| Clyde creek cored 4,000 

| 20,000 

LA CROSSE COUNTY— | 
Cc. L. Lien, North La Crosse .........| Sand Lake-coulee creek ....../ 4,000 

Bdward Wheeler, North La Crosse ..| Gills Coulee creek .............| 4,000 

A. Hirshheimer, La Crosse ............| North Branch Crow creek ....| 6,000 
Casper Andereg, La Crosse ............| Marmon-coulee creek and" 

SPLINT vrvccecccccccccecececeeeel 6,000 

| | 20,000
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LA FAYETTE COUNTY— 
Jas. C. Kline, Darlington .............| Otter creek sgctcttteetiesss 4,000: 
Jas. McGinty, Darlington .............| Lovetts branch .............006- 4,000 
W. R. Law, Darlington ................| Wood’s branch ...............06. 4,000: 
George Gould, Blanchardville .........| Rob creek wo... ccc cece eee 4,000 
W. E. Robinson, Blanchardville ......) Rob creek ..... cece cee eee 2,000- 
H. D. Thomas, Blanchardville .......| Cleary creek aSSaSSERERESEEEL 4,000 
James Blanchard, Blanchardville ....| MeKenna creek ................. 2,000: 

| 24 ,C00 

LANGLADE COUNTY— 
Arthur B. Goodrich, Antigo ..........., Hunting river coecettececeeee sal 3,000: 
I’red Hayssen, Antigo ..................{ Antigo Spring brook .......... 3,000 
C. L. Leykom, Antigo ................./ Tyres creek ........... cece eee 3,000. 
Herman A. Miller, Polar ..,...........| Flowage creek ..............008. 6,000 
Ii. H. Van Ostrand, Antigo ...........; Evergreen river cere 6 ,000- 

| 21,000: 

LINCOLN COUNTY— | 
H. EH. Kluetz, Merrill ..................) Prairie river ........... ccc eee eee 3,000. 
W. W. Thielman, Merrill .............| Prairie river ................00..| 3,000 
D. B. Rimhart, Merrill ................) Spring creek ................... 3,000 
Fred G. Rossman, Merrill ............; North Branch Pine river ..... 3,000: 
L. W. Kubasta, Merrill ...............]| Prairie river .......... ccc ccc eeee 3,000 
L. W. Kaiser, Merrill .................| Prairie river ........ cc. cece eee 3,000: 
Geo. A. Schroeder, Merrill ...........| Copper creek ..............ce eee 3,000 
Chas. F. Fowler, Merrill ......,.......| Prairie river ............. cence 3,000 
John Van Hecke, Merrill ..............| Prairie river .............cceeees 3,000 
A. B. Nelson, Merrill ..................| Prairie river .......... ccc cc eeee 8.000 
John Hayman, Dudley .................| Prairie river .............ccceeee 8,000: 
F. X. Juneau, Dudley .................| Prairie river ........... cc. eee eee 3,000 
C. E. Macomber, Tomahawk ..........| Middle Branch of Pine creek 

South Branch of Big Pine 
CTECK cree cece ccc cece eee eeeeees 3,000 

J. A. Fitzgerald, Tomahawk ......... | Big Pine creek ................. 3,000 
‘W. F. Bingham, Tomahawk ..........| Little Pine creek ..............{ 8,000 
O. F. Headstream, Tomahawk .......| Rice creek ........... cc eee eee 3,000 
F. L. Miller, Irma .....................| Litttle Pine creek CEES] 3,000: 
J. C. Morgan, Irma .....................| Litttle Pine creek cy — 8,000. 

54,000: 

MANITOWOC COUNTY— | 
S. W. Randolph, Manitowoc ..........; Meeme and Cleveland creeks 21,000. 

MARATHON COUNTY— . ) 
H. A. Fricke, Marathon ...............| Rib river veeteeeeteteceteeeees.| 3,000 
A. J. Schneiders, Marathon ...........| Seotsch creek ..........cccee cece 3,000. 
Fred Prehn, Marathon ................| Four-mile creek .............005 8,000: 
Jas. W. Kierstein, Marathon ........./ Loy creek ci... ccc cece cece cee 3,000: 

. Neal Brown, Wausau ............e0000+| Plover river ..... cece cece eee eee! 30,000 
H. J. Blanchard Jr., Colby ...........| Dake and Dill creeks ......... 3,000 
Henry B. Eder, Colby .............,..., Randel creek ............cccee eee 3,000: 
A. Lamont, Colby .................0.066| Spring creek ....... cece cece eee ee 8,000: 
Colby Gun Club .................05+.+-..| Hast Fork Poplar creek ...... 3,000 
Christ Glenzer, Colby ..................| Poplar creek plan creeks eres] 3,000. 
O. C. Belanger, Wausau ..............' Black creek .........c ccc cece cee! 3 ,000-
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| a 
MARATHON COUNTY—Continued. 
Herman R. Seim, Wausau .............}] SANG CreeK ...... cece ese e eee eeee 3,000 
Alex Fehl, Wausau .........ccceeeeeeee| MOW Creek 2... cece eee c eee eeees 3,000 
FF. BE. Dalkie, Wausau ..............-..| Cain creek na Greek 3,000 
H. J. Dern, Wausau ................-..| Mow and Sand creek .......... 3,000 
C. E. Wescott, Wausau ................| Four-mile creek .............006| 3,000 

| 75,000 

MARQUETTE COUNTY— . 
W. J. Ogle, Oxford ........ cece ee eee} SOTENSON Creek wo... cee ee eee: 6,000 
Ole Sorenson, Oxford .......--seeeeeeee| Chency Creek ..... cece cccceoees 8,000 
G. A. Crawford, Liberty Bluff ........| Crowford creek .............66. 4,000 
Wm. Haney, Westfield ................) Sehatzke creek ......... ce eee aoe 2,000 
Riley Collins, Westfield ................| Fountain creek .............000. 2,000 
Cc. BE. Babcock, Westfield ..............| MeGinnis creek ................ 2,000 
A. Williams, Westfield ................| Oxford Creek ....... cc cece enone 2,000 
Cc. C. Fuller, Westfield .................| Oxford creek ...........ceeeeeee 2,000 
Jacob Fenner, Westfield ...............| Head of Duck creek ........... 2,000 
Alma Carpenter, Westfield ............| Cave Creek ........ ccc cece ee eee 2,000 
WY, W. Meinke, Westfield ..............{| Schatzke creek ............0500. 4,000 
Owen Goodwin, Neshkoro .............| Birch creek ........... cece eeeee 2,000 
R. J. Marr, Neshkoro ..................| Spring brook ..............0eee 4,000 
And. Ryan, Neshkoro ..................) pucker creek ........ cc cece eee 2,000 
M. Moriarty, Rodney ..................| Maars creek ............. cece eee 4,000 

48,000 

MONROE COUNTY— 
W. E. Bartels, Tomah .................| Tar creek ...... ccc ccc eee ween 2,000 
I’. BE. Vesper, Tomah ..............66..6, Deer CreeK 2... ccc eee e cece e ee eee 2,000 
R. G. Williams, Tomah .............../ Mill creek... cc. eee eee eee 2,090 
EH. A. Winter, Tomah ..................| Silver creek ........ cc cece ee ee eee 2,000 
H. C. Spaulding, Tomah ..............} Silver creek tesererseeseseeees| 2,000 
C. H. Maxson, Tomah .................| Deer Creek ..... ccc cece e eee eee ees 2,000 
Louis Fix, Tomah ............cceecceeee| VAr Creek oo... cece cece eee eee eee] 2,000 
W. L. Howes, Tomah ............... | Council creek ............ 2.0005] 4,000 
FF. L. Fieting, Tomah ..................| Dixon creek .............0..0 ee e| 2,000 
W. #H. Rosa, Bacon ...........eeeeeee-0e, Stilwel and Sparta creeks vere 4,000 
E. J. Brooks, Sparta ............-..-6e-) Parks creek ...... cece eee eee} 3,000 
Robt. A. Merrill, Sparta .............../ Swamp creek ........ ccc cece eee 3,000 
Orville L. Arnold, Sparta .............| WeSt’sS creek ....... cc cee ee eee 3,000 
James A. Cole, Cataract .............../ Soper and Davis creeks ...... 6,000 
Fred A. Brant, Sparta ................,| Beaver CreeK oo... cece eee eens 3,000 
Henry D. Baldwin, Sparta ............; La Crosse river .............06. 3,000 
D. C. Beffe, Sparta .....................| Silver creek Of Bawsh river | 3,000 
Geo. M. Willgrubs, Cashton ..........) North Branch of Brush river. 3,000 
R. R. Lueil, Cashton ...................| Brush Creek ...... ccc cece eee ees 3,000 
Henry Hanson, Cashton ...............; Wirehman creek ............06. 3,000 
L. J. Engerbretsen, Cashton ........-.| Heiser’s creek ..........-. cence 3,000 
R. L. Gillette, Warrens ................| DANG Creek ....... cece cee ee ees 3,000 . 
Chas. Todd, Wilton ....................| Breecher and Sinks creek a] 6,000 

. F. G. Warren, Warrens ...............| Clear Creek ........ cece cece ees 6,000 
Simon Vieregge, Norwalk .............,| Moore’sS cCre@K .........cccceeees 3,000 
C. F. Horning, Norwalk ...............| Boedler creek .......... cc cece eee 3,000 
W. C. Drier, Norwalk .................| Drier’s creek ......... ccc eee ees 3,000 
J. P. Andres, Norwalk .................| Branch of Morris creek ....... 3,000 
E. MeGary, Norwalk ...................| Morris creek ............ cc eens 3,000 
S. Sloggy, Ontario ......................| Billings and Cook creeks ....| 6,000: 

. | 96 ,000
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we | 

ONEIDA COUNTY— | 
Chas. Lattimore, Woodruff ...........| Ramer creek ...............e002-| > 8,000 
A. E. Doolittle, Woodruff .............] Upper Trout creek ............ 6,000 
Thomas Hill, Woodruff ................/ Trib. Allequah creek .......... 3,000 
C. J. Coon, Woodruff ..................-/ Spring creek ........ cece eee ee 6,000 
Henry Coon, Woodruff ................/ Allequah creek .............000. 6,000 
W. A. Lueia, Woodruff .............65+) Ramer Creek we. c cece cc eee ewe eee 6,000 
John J. Reardon, Rhinelander ........| Wilson creek ...............000. 6,000 
Ei. C. Kretlow, Wausau ................/ Trib. to Horsehead lake ..... 6,000 

“som 
OUTAGAMIE COUNTY— 

L. Dabarener, Hortonville .............; Branch Black Otter creek ....| 8,000 
P. H. Diestler, Hortonville ............; Black Otter creek ..............| 3,000 
Otto Diestler, Hortonville .............| Blaek Otter creek reese 3,000 

| 9,000 . | 

PEPIN COUNTY— 
Thomas I. Lucas, Durand ............| Little Bear creek .............. 2,000 

. John J. King, Durand .................| Porcupine creek ................ 2,000 
James Preston, Durand ................| Stanton creek creer) 2,000 
Chas. W. Slumpf, Durand ............| Spring creek ................008 2,000 
Burr R. Tarrant, Durand .............| Fourth Branch, Fall creek a 2,000 
Win. B. Smith, Durand .......,.......| Norwegian creek ............... 2,000 
W. ©. Barker, Durand ................ | 2,000 
H. D. Nicklas, Durand ................| Dicham creek ............0eceeee 2,000 
G. §S. Peek, Durand ...................., Allison Creek ....... cc cc eee cee 2,000 
Edw. Sechruth, Pepin ...................| Lost creek ...... cc cece cece ee eeee 3,000 
August Thies, Pepin ...................| Roaring river ...........ccceeee 8,000 
Albert Sechruth,. Pepin ................../ Little Plum ................. 008. 3,000 
Wim. Hngel, Pepin ............cceeeeeeee| HMIKS Creek ..... ce eee cece eee! 3,000 
C. J. Thies, Pepin ......................] Lost creek rereeeeeeeseeesceed 3,000 . 

| 33 ,000 
| 

PIERCE COUNTY— 
. J. R. Adams, River Falls ..............| Kinnickinnie river occeceeecea 3,000 

H. J. Scheik, River Falls ..............} Hornet creek ............000e eee] 3,000 
Rod 8. William, River Falls .,.........| Timberlake creek ..............| 38,000 
C. R. Taggart, River Falls ............; South Fork Kinnickinnic ni ver| 3,000 
Warren H. Iknowles, River Falls ....; South Fork Kinnickinnic river 3,000 
EK. A. Tobey, River Falls ..............| Trimbelle creek ................| 6,000 
J. L. Tabor, Ellsworth ................| Trimbelle creek and Tribs. .. 3,000 
John T. Beddall, Hlisworth ...........| Trimbeile creek and Tribs. .. 3,000 
W. S. Colburn, HlUsworth .............} Trimbelle creek ................ 3,000 
EK. W. Walsingham, Ellsworth .......; Cave creek crete 3,000 
W. W. Walsingham, Ellsworth ......;| Rush creek .............c ccc ccees 3,000 
‘Chas. Staff, Prescott ...................| Big River ........ cece cece cece 6,000 
S. EF. Fansler, Maiden Rock ..........| Rush Coulee and Fox Spring! 

CLERKS 2... cece cece eee e cece neces 6,000 
A. I", Herold, Maiden Rock ...........| Pine and Davies creeks sores] 3,000 
John B. Carson, Maiden. Rock ........| Spring Rivulet .................. 3,000 

— W. C. Owen, Maiden Rock ............{ Rush river ............... ccc eens 9,000 
H. A. Benson, Maiden Rock ..........| Fuller creek ..............000005 3,000 
H. R. Huber, Ellsworth ...............{| Brush creek ...........caceeeees 3,000 
A. Combacher, Hllsworth .............| Trimbelle creek rreeeeeeeceeg - 3,000 

. . | 72,000 
POLK COUNTY— | 

B. Grimes, Clear Lake .................l Willow river .............00.088] 3,000
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a | 

PORTAGE COUNTY— ; | 

John C. Frost, Stevens Point .........| Drainage creek ................. 4,000: 

M. S. Murat, Amherst ................., Waupaca Viver .............0eee 2,000 

M. A. Fleming, Amherst ..............| Steadman Viver ............ eee 2,000 

Benj. Fleming, Amherst ...............| Steadman river ............0.0:- 2,000 

O. J. Ben, Amherst ..............-5.-.-| S. and W. Branch creek ..... 2,000 

.Lewis Williams, Amherst ..............| Rollefson creek ..............04. 2,000 

Louis J. Olson, Scandinavia ...........| Spring creeK ........eeeeeee eee ee| 4,000 

J. S. Loberg, Nelsonville ..............| Waupaca river cece cseeseeese| 4,000 

EF. G. Ball, Stevens Point .............| Little Plover river Lecce eeeeeee| 3,000 

G. L. Park, Stevens Point ............| Little Plover river Lececeeeeeee| 3,009 

W. L. Bronson, Stevens Point ........; Little Plover river ............ 3,000 

And. Klug, Stevens Point .............| Little Plover river ............ 3,000 . 

E. Viertel, Stevens Point ..............| Big Plover river ...............| 3,000 
, A. C, Krembs, Stevens Point .........} Springville creek ..............| 3,000 

L. P. Moen, Nelsonville ...............| To-morrow river pee 8 ,000 

. 43 ,000 

PRICE COUNTY— 
Patterson Bros., Fifield ..............-.| Gurlaw creek ...........eee eee. 6,000 

. FF. EK. Randall, Phillips ................| Lovell creek ...............006.. 3,000 
W. P. Sperry, Phillips ...............-; Frank and Wilson creeks .... 3,000 
E. V. Covey, Phillips ..................| Little and Big Elk rivers ....| 3,000 
H. R. Soulen, Phillips .................| Little Elk river creeks | 6,000 
Cc. A. Lovell, Phillips ..................| Crain and Clmse creeks rey 3,000 

. | 24,000. 

RICHLAND COUNTY— | 

Jas. Hansel, Hub City .................| Melancthon creek ............... 4,000" 

HH. A. Householder, Bloom City ......| West branch Pine river ......| _ 4,000 
J. H. Frazier, Viola ...................., Camp and Bear creeks ........| 6,000: 

. | 14,000: 

ST. CROIX COUNTY— 
Clarence Fenton, Glenwood ...........| Beavers creek ............. scene 3,000 
R. A. Cleveland, Glenwood ...........| John’s creek ......... cece eee eeee 3,000 
P. A. Beefe, Glenwood ................| Blues creek ...........e eee e ee ee 3 ,000- 
L. J. Adgate, Cylon ....................| South Fork Willow river ..... 3,000 
Jno. F. McNamara, Cylon ............| Henry and Dufva creeks ...... 3,000 
Jas. O’Donnell, Cylon ..................| Hutton creek ........ cece eee 3,000: 

| S. C. Boardman, New Richmond ..... Ten-mile creek .............606. 6,000 

| V. W. Mosher, New Richmond .......| Ten-mile creek ...............65] 3,000 
J. C. Harding, Hudson ................, Underwood springs ............| 3,000 
Phil. Samelson, Hudson ...............| Willow river ........... eee eee ee| 3,000. 
H. C. Kurrasch, Hudson ..............| Willow river and branches ..! 3.000 
EF. F. Gray, Hudson ....................| Hennesy creek rereeaseceser esse 3,000: 
C. Reitdorf, Hudson ...................| Willow river and branches .. 3,990 . 
F. J. Carr, Hudson ....................| Ten-mile creek .............0.04! 3.010 . 

B. C. Bunker, Hudson .................| Ten-mile creek reereeseseeecea 3,030: 

. . | 48,000 

SAUK COUNTY— 
B. D. Sherwood, Spring Green .......| Bear creek ....... cece cece eee e el 4,000: 
Wm. Davidson, Spring Green ........./ Graham creek .......... cece eeee 4,000 
F. B. Simpson. Spring Green .........| Jones creek A III] 4,000: 
H. G. Clizhe, Reedsburg ............../ Copper creek ........ cc cece eee ee 3,000 
W. I. Giffert, Reedsburg ..............| Copper creek ...............00 06 3,090: 
KH. G. Stolte, Reedsburg ............... Brown creek ....... ccc eee eee eel 8,000
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SAUK COUNTY—Continued. l 

H. C. Huebring, Reedspvurg ...........| Twin and Thompson creeks . 3,000 
Wilber Cahoon, Baraboo ..........66...| Skillet Creek 2... ccc cece ee ceee 6,000 

~ DL. D. Horstman, Baraboo ............| Draper Creek ....c.cccccescccees 3,000 
Ir. EK. Settergreen, Baraboo ...........| Otter creek ........ cc cee cece eee 3,000 
ki. G. Marriott, Baraboo ..............| Big Spring creek ............... 8,000 

89,000 
SHAWANO COUNTY— 

B. B| Andres Jr., Birnamwood ......| Madison creek .................| 6,000 
H. F. Jahnke, Wittenberg ............| North Branch Embarrass river| 6,000 
J. Lehman & Son, Tigerton ...........; North Branch Embarrass river| 6,000 
Jobn Hoffman, Vigerton ...............| Tiger creek rrettseeseeseesecccey 6,000 

. | 24,000 
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY— 

Geo. L. Nohl, Sheboygan Falls ......| Otter-tail creek .................| 2,000 
John Dinks, Plymouth ............+6..6/ Hahn’s creek .............cceeee 2,000 
Wim. Maurer, Plymouth .............6.; Otter creek ..........c cc cee e eee 2,000 
O. Vocciliting, Sheboygan Falls ......| Klemmes creek ............e000. 2,000 
H. G. Gruebner, Sheboygan .........| Head of Onion river seeeeerenal 4,000 

| 12,000 
TAYLOR COUNTY— 

I’. M. Sigel, Whittlesey ................| Mahners creek ..............000-| 3,000 
A. Sorenson, Whittlesey ...............| Mink creek ......... cee eee ee 6,000 
Ii. W. Watson, Medford ...........+..; AmeS Creek ....... cece cece ee eee 3,000 
Louis Lupinsky, Medford .............| Rib river OIE 8,000 
W. E. Hibbard, Medford ..............| Mink creek .................0... 8,000 
Albert Bossard, Medford ..............| Rib river .............. ce cece eee 8,000 
Dr. C. E. Nystrum, Medford .........; Ames creek Hiri 3,000 
E. D. Simerson, Medford .............| Mink creek Tireseeeenenseseeerey 3,000 

27 ,000 ; 
TREMPEALHAU COUNTY— CO 

A. 8S. Crow, Strum ..............eee-00e| Beaver creek 2... cc ccc cece eevee 2,000 
Louis H. Hanson, Strum................/ Big creek 1... cece cece ccc cece ee 2,000 
H. P. Williams, Strum ................/ Hogue creek ........ cece cece eee 4,000 
John Stillman, Osseo .............e-00-| Gates creek ...... cc cece ccc c ce eee 4,000 
Aich Crow, OSS€0 ..........eeeeee+e+eee| North Branch Beef river ..... 4,000 
Joln Crow, OSSCO ....c.cececeecesscceeee, King Creek 20... . cc ccc cece cc eeee 2,000 
Frank Ruth, Arcadia ...................| Travis Valley creek ........... 2,000 
J. C. Muir, Arcadia ..................5.| Montana creek .............0.6. 2,000 
J. T. Haines, Arcadia .................| Bishop creek ........ ccc cc cc ceee 2,000 
John Cain, Arcadia ..........eeeseeeeeee) COWIE CLEeCK co.cc eee eee cece es 2,000 
Jas. Shaffer, Arcadia ...........+.0.0--| Story Brook ....... ccc cece eee ees 2,000 
EE. A. Kersting, Arcadia .............../ Trout run and Fenner Valley 

CLEEKS wo. ccc cece cc eee eer eeeeeces 4,000 
C. B. Miller, Arcadia ...................| Hagle and Keller creeks ...... 2,000 
G. N. Hildershide, Arcadia ............| Traverse creek .............006. 2,000 
Dr. J. M. Smithe, Whitehall .........) Fly creek ....... ccc cee cece eee 2,000 
M. VT. Elstad, Whitehall ...............| South Elk creek ............... 2,000 
And. Bensend, Whitehall ..............| Ply creek oc... ccc ccc ccc ccc acces 2,000 
John Hager, Whitehall .................) Irwin creek oo... ccc ccc eee ee 4,000 
R. 8S. Cowie, Whitehall ..............., Crystal and North Valley 

CVECKS 2... ccc cece cence cceeees 4,000 
W. S. Kidder, Whitehall ..............) American Valley creek ........ 2,000 
‘Geo. O. Hansen, Independence .......; Borst Valley creek ............. 2,000 
Walter Ei. Sprecher, Independence ...| Little Elk creek ................ 2,000 . 
Anton Senty, Independence ............| Chimney Rock creek .......... 2,000 
Emil Huslegard, Independence ......./ Borst Valley creek ............ 2,000 
Jacob Shaffner, Independence .........' Plum creek ...........ccc cee ee ee 2,000
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TREMPEALEAU COUNTY—Continued. ‘ 

Harold Garthus, Independence........; Traverse Valley creek ........ 2,000 

Will Lambert, Independence ..........) Strum CLCCK Lo. cece cece er eeeeeees 2,000 

Jacob Johnson, Independence .........| traverse CLECK ....ee cece eee eeee 2,000 

TT. H. Bodom, Blair ......eceeceeeeeeeee| DEUMD CLEEK ..esseeeeseeeeeeees 2,000 

O. B. Borsheim, Blair ......-cceeeeeees VOSSE CLEeK ....cc cece seeensceeee 2,000 

O. C. Olson, Blair ......ccceeeeeeeeeeee| BAL CLOCK... esses esseeereeees 2,000 

G. Gl Shepard, Blair ......ceeseseeeeeee] VOSSE CKECK oo... cesses eeseseeens 2,000 

BH. LG. Immell, Blair ......c.ecceeeeeeeee| Valley Creek .... sss ees eeeeeeeees 2,000 

B. W. Davis, Galesville ..........-.....| Bear creek and Tribs. ........ 3,000 
H. F. Clausen, Frencuville ............| French CTECK co.cc eee e cece eens 3,000 

H. Konig, Galesville ......cccceseeeeeeee{| GFAME CTEEK «ose. eeeeeeeseeeees 3,000 

BH. Gardner, Galesville ........sceeeeeee| Silver creek ......seseeesseeeees 3,000 

J. A. Kellman, Galesville ......++.e++66| BCAVer CreCK ......seeeeeeee sees 3,000 
W. S. Wadleigh, Galesville ..........- Duteh Creek ......c cece eee e ce ees 3,000 

Albert Pederson, Etterick .............| Beaver creek ......-.sseeeee seen 3,000 

Oll. G. Herried, Hiterich ..........--,- Beaver creek .........e eee eeeeeee 3,000 

102,000 

° VERNON COUNTY— 
| 

Leon I. Johnson, Westby ...cccceceeees Hsofea creek ....... cece ceeeceeee| 3,000 

P. J. Hange, WeStby ......cecevceceeeee Branch-Timber-coulee creek...| 3,000 

C. T. Shannon, Westby .....sseceeeese Spring Valley creek ........... 8,000 

CG. O. Johnson, Westby ...s.seecereeees Seas branch .........cccececeeees 3,000 

A. H. Dahl, WeStby .....ccceceseeerceee Skaaland creek .............000- 3,000 

S. B. Reque, Westby .....eeeeeeeceecere Timber Valley creek .......... 3,000 

Hl. A. Nerison, Westby ......--...-+++.| Springdale creek ............... 3,000 

J. K. Sehreiner, Westby ....--seceseees Head of Kickapoo river ...... 3,000 

Matt Guion, Hillsboro ........seeeeeee+| GUION CTCCK ..... se ee eee eee e eens 3,000 

A. D. Calkins, Hillsboro .........--.-+.| Lrippville Drook .......eseeeess 3,000 

R. Hammer, Hillsboro ......ceeeeeeeeee South Fork Baraboo river... 3,000 

| FE. A. Wopat, Dilly .........ses0eee+++-e| Head of Baraboo river ....... 3,000 
Jarvie Thompson, Hillsboro ...........| Prairie creek ..........+eseseees 3,000 

John W. Waddell, La Farge ..........) Kickapoo river .........sseeeee, 3,000 
J. L. Esch, Rockton 22.6... .ceeeeeeeees Kickapoo Yiver ......seeeeeeeees 6,000 
Geo. E. Tate, La Farge ............0.| Lima creek .......eseeeeeeeeeeees 3,000 
Chas. W. Moore, La Farge .........++ JUS CLEEK ... sc ceceeeesaseveceeee 6,000 

. G. W. Henika, Readstown .............| Harrison Valley ...........s06. 3,000 
Oscar Anderson, Readstown ..........., Amderson creeK ..........eeeeees 3,000 
Julius Simm, Readstown ...............| Miathum creek .............5+6. 3,000 
D. D. Buxton, Readstown serseseeen ree] EIK creek ..... ccc cece cece ec cee 3,000 

M. 8. Frazier, Readstown pereeteceenes Day Creek ....ccccccceseee encores 3,000 

. 
72,000 

| VILAS COUNTY— 
| 

Jas. Burns, Hagle River .........--+-s- Hay-meadow creek .......e.06- 3,000 

Cc. W. Rogers, Hagle River ........+6+- Little Deer-skin creeek ....... 3,000 

A. K. Everett, Eagle River ...........| Mud CLECK oo... cece eee c eee e eens 6,000 

Ed. Lacon, Bagle River .............-..| Deerskin creek .............e0. 6,000 

C. H. Blohm, Conover .........se+++++-| Lamarac creek ......-..... sees 6,000 

D. H. Sargent, Lakota ....cccseeeeseees Muskrat creek ........ccceeeees 3,000 

George Shelley, Lakota .......eesseeeee Muskrat creek Cid 6,000 

Julius Strelow, Lakota .........esseeees Muskrat creek .........c cece es 3,000 

Hi. G. Frank, State Line ...............| Cedar creek ........... ce scenes 3,000 

Louis L. Thomas, State Line .........| Hay-meadow creek ............ 6,000 . 

B. F. Wilson, Star Lake .............-| Manitowish creek .............. 3,000 
B. J. Vaughn, Star Lake .......:.eee: North Branch, Hunter’s creek! 3000 

H. GC. Simonds, Star Lake ............., Garland creek ........ccsseeeees 8,000 

Hr. . Salsich, Star Lake ..........-.- Camp Thirteen creek ,........ 3.000 

Edw. Parker, Star Lake .......seeeees Star Lake creek ............000- 3,000 

M. E. Murphy, Star Lake ........++0+ Garland creek ....... cece cc ceees 3,000 

Chas. Law Jr., Star Lake .........0+e- Rice Lake creek ............... 3,000
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VILAS COUNTY—Continued. 
R. C. Aylward, Star Lake .............| Lost creek ...... ccc cccecaccece. 3,000 
Peter J. Reis, Arbor Vitae ............; Cedar creek ........c.cccccc eee. 6,000 
Frank M. Ward, Arbor Vitae .........| Willow river Is 3,000. 
Jos. H. Martin, Arbor Vitae .........| Martin creek ................005/ 3,000 
Julius Straunch, Arbor Vitae .........| Sand creek ...........ccccccc0eee 3,000 
Chas. H. Kamke, Arbor Vitae ........| Plum creek III] 3,000 
John HEschenfauch, Arbor Vitae .......)] Mud creek ............. ccc ce ece 3,000 
S. B. Bissell, Arbor Vitae .............) Martin creek ................04.| 3,000 
A. P. Brown, Minocqua ................| Nameless creek .................| 6,000 
H. H. Ober, Minocqua .................| MeGregor creek erereeeteesed) 6,000 

| 105 ,000 
WALWORTH COUNTY— 

Shirley McDougal, Whitewater .......| Bluff creek ......... cc... ccc aces 4,000 
Kdwin McDougal, Whitewater ........) Whitewater creek .............. 4,000 
C. B. Alrick, Whitewater .............| Territorial creek .............. 4,000: 
J. A. Collin, Delavan ...................| Spring creek erttereeeeeeeesed 4,000 

16,000 
WASHBURN COUNTY— 

C. J. Stover, Shell Lake ...............| Beaver brook ................... 3,000 
M. J. Carey, Shell Lake ...............] Montgomery brook ............ 3,000: 
Forest Lovell, Shell Lake .............| Bear creek ...................00 3,000 
A. A. Lovell, Shell Lake ...............] Arbuckle brook ................ 3,000 
Barney Mullin, Shell Lake ............) Spring creek .................... 3,000 
Andrew Ryan, Shell Lake .............; Silver spring ...............008. 3,000: 

| ~ 18,009 
WAUKESHA COUNTY— ; | 

. G. R. Rice, North Prairie .............| White creek ...............0005. 4,000 
Jas. P. Donlan, Hagle .............0000- Bottomry CVECK co.cc cece ecs eens 4,000: 
W. H. Tuohy, Hagle ...................( Spring creek ............0..0005e 4,000 
L. J. Stone, Oconomowoc .............| Waterville creek ............... 4,000 
C. J. Shaver, Oconomowoc ............| Oconomowoe creek ............ 4,000 

| 20,000 
WAUPACA COUNTY— 

I. L. Passmore, Iola ............02.....| Branch of Iola creek ......... 2,090 
Geo. Johnson, Iola .....................| Mars creek ..................... 2,0°0 
J. C. Lang, Iola ...........ceceeeeeeeeeee| SOUtH branch of Little Wolf 

PIVOL  ceccccccccceccccccestestees 2,090 
Geo. H. Lindow, Iola .................., South branch of Little Wolf 

TIVED coc cece ccc es ce cece cces 2,000 
M.S. Strand, Svmeo ..................} Blake brook ...............0.066. 4,000 
Magnus Bryterson, Scandinavia ......| Hayward creek ................ 4,000 
A. G. Anderson, Seandinavia .........| Rollofson creek ................ 4,000 
Edw. EH. Browne, Waupaca ..........y.| Hmmons creek ................. 10,00) 
Junior Mumbrue, Waupaca ............| Radley creek ........... ccc ceee 4,000 
M. T. Allen, Waupaca .................| Allen creek ..... 0... cece cece ee 6,009 
Jacob Bentz, Clintonville ..............] Knap creek ....... ........000.. 3,0°0 
C. H. Meisner, Clintonville ............} Hyde creek rettteseseeeseeccsea| 3,090 

| 46,009 
WAUSHARA COUNTY— 
W. J. Smith, Plainfield ................) Irom creeK ...... eee cece cee eeee 4,000 
P. J. Bresnahan, Plainfield ...........| North Ten-mile creek ........ 2,000 
C. H. Pratt, Plainfield ................./ Ten-mile creek ................. 2,000 
Geo. Gustin, Plainfield ................| Ten-mile creek rereeeetsseeereee] 4,000 
H. G. Robinson, Hancock .............| Chaffe creek ..............00....1. 2,000 
M. M. Steele, Hancock .................| Chaffe creek veveevccseeeneneeeeal 2,010 
F. E. Dommie, Hancock ...............| Little Rochacris creek seccecel 2,000 
Almon Gardiner, Hancock ............( White river ...............000004 2,000
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WAUSHARA COUNTY—Continued. | : 
W. A. Wright, Hancock ...............| Little Rochacris creek ....... 2,000 
C. A. Patterson, Hancock .............| Rochacris creek ................ 2,000. 
G. N. Spaulding, Hancock ............; Big Rochacris creek ....,..... 2,000 
Ed. O’Connor, Hancock ...............| Little Rochacris creek ....... %,000 
Herman Miller, Dakota ................/ Mecam river ........... cece eens 4,000 
A. O. Borst, Richford ..................{ Mecanm river ................000. 4,000 
John Shorey, Coloma Station .........; Peetwood creek ............... 2;000 

, Wm. Smith, Coloma Station ..........| Weede creek ......... cc ccc cece 2,000 
Jas. Parkin, Coloma Station ..........; Weede creek ..................., 2,090 
J. R. McLaughlin, Coloma Station ...' Lynch. creek ................... 2,000 
Edd. Preno, Coloma Station ..........| Chaffe creek .................... 2,000 | 
J. T. King, Coloma Station ...........; Pine creek ......... cc cece cc eee 2,000 - 
C. E. Wells, Auroraville ..............., Cedar creek ....... ccc cee e eens 4,000 
Spencer Bowen, Auroraville ...........) Willow. creek ..........ccceeceee 2,000 
A. L. Grimes, Auroraville ............., Willow creek ...........ccceeeee 2,000 
M. L. Bowen, Auroraville .............| Willow creek .............eceeee 2,000 
H. O. Arenson, Wautoma .............) SPVing Drook .............cceeee 2,000 
W. L. Roberts, Wautoma .............; White river ......... cece eee 2,000 
E. J. Walker, Wautoma .......:.......| White river .............. ccc eee 2,000 
W. #H. Berry, Wautoma ...........6+e.| White river oo... cee cece 2,000 
A. G. Holt, Wautoma ......:..........| Hoxie creek ...... cc. cele eee 2,000 
C. D. Bandizen, Wautoma ............| Soule creek ............ eee eee 2,000 
John M. Koesser, Red Granite .......| Red Granite creek ............ 10,000 
A. J. Stevens, Wild Rose ..............| Pine river ities 2,000 
J. V. Berens, Wild Rose ...............| Pime Tiver .......c sce c cece eee ee 2,000 
R. H. Jones, Wild Rose ...............| Head Pine river ............... 2,000 

- Henry Holt, Wild Rose ................| Willow creek .............cc000e 2,000 ; 
E. J. Hughes, Wild Rose .............) Pime Viver ....ccccccc ccc ccccccce 4,090 

_ Hd. Humphrey, Wild Rose ............| Branch Pine river ............ 4,000 
G. H. Fuller, Spring Lake ............| Spring Lake outlet ............ 4,000 
John Magdang, Pine River ............| Coon-marsh creek .............. 4,000 

. 104,000 
WOOD COUNTY— | 
Wm. A. Cole, Vesper ..................6| SPVing creek ....... cece se eceeeee 6,000 
John Schmitt, Marshfield ..............| Stregee creek ......cc.ceeseceeee 3,000 
John Brochendorf, Marshfield .........| Rocky run creek ................| 3,000 
Jacob Milkelm, Marshfield ............| Summers creek ..4............. 3,000 
Louis Thompson, Marshfield .........; Rocky run creek ................ 3,000 Karl Mess, Marshfield ..................| Summers creek ................ 3,000 
Capt. Youngchild, Nekoosa ............| Nutter creek ........ cc ececceees 6,000 
D. B. Philleo, Grand Rapids ..........| Seven-mile creek ............... 6,000 

_H. C. Demitz, Grand Rapids .........| Two-mile creek ................. 3,000 
A. G. Miller, Grand Rapids ...........]|: Wakeley creek ................. 3,000 
Edw. Spoffard, Grand Rapids ........| Lin creek ...... cc cece cece cece 3,000 
B. J. Closent, Grand Rapids ..........| Seven-mile creek ............... 3,000 
J. Lutz, Grand Rapids .................| Railroad creek .............006. 3,000 

, | 48,000 

Total brook trout, advanced fry,} planted, 1907. srreteresecereeeal 1,980,000 

a a a a GA AC . 
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. | 
ADAMS COUNTY— ; | 

John Roembach, Kilbourn ............| Corning creek voce e cece enescvees| 4,500 

‘A. S. Waterman, Kilbourn ............| Waterman creek crpeetessssy 3,000 

A. P. Fish, Kilbourn ..............e+6., Burdick creek srereetereeneaced| 3,000 

| 10,500 

ASHLAND COUNTY— _ 

Theo. RB. Yankee, Butternut ..........| Spillie creek ...........e cece ees, 6,000 
Herman Buechner, Butternut .........| Beaver Creek ....secseceeeeeeens 3,000 
Jobn Meyers, Butternut ......-...seeee- Spillie Creek ... ccc cece cece cece 3,000 

Frank Kleinsteiber, Butternut ........) Butternut creek sete 3,000 
William Schafer, Glidden .............| Magee CreeK .....seeseeeeeeeeeee 3,000 

Mike Carey, Glidden ..........:....+.+., Augustin creek ......... ses eeeee 1,500 
O. H. Kaufman, Glidden .............., Head of Hast Fork of Chip- . 

DEWA LIVED .occeccccccceececene 1,500 

Dan Barney, Glidden ...........0ssee06) Pyler creek ....... cesses ee eeenes 1,500 

Henry Schroeder, Glidden ............. Magee creek .........eeee seen eee 1,500 

Walter Sell, Glidden ..........sseeeseee Creek in Sec. 82, T. 42, R. 1 
BASt woe cece cc ee cc eesceeeveeeecs! 1,500 

G. H. Kern, Glidden ..................| Head of Hast Fork of Chip 
PEW LIVED oo... ccc e cece ee wees 1.500 

George Sell, Glidden .........ceeceeeees Tyler creek erin) 3,000 

C. P. Peck, Mellen .......ceeeeeeeeeeeee| PYler FOrk ....... ce ceeeeeeeeee. 3,000 
J. Steffeck, Mellen .........cecceeeeeeeee| DeOVilS Creek ..... cee cece sees eens 9,000 
Lautz Parns, Mellen ............eeeeee--| Devils creek ooo... essere seen ees 3,000 
Geo. H. Buchanan, Ashland ..........| Tributary of Fish creek ..... 30,000 

| 75,000 

BARRON COUNTY— 
| 

A. A. Haffie, Chetek ...................| Ten-mile creek ............eeee. 6,000 
Ed. Field, Rice Lake ............--..6.| Little Bear creek rere 6,000 
C. G. Bannister, Rice Lake ...........| CODb Creek ..... cee cece eee eee 3,000 

J. H. Wilz, Rice Lake ..................| Yellow river sceneries 3,000 

Joe Scharbilling, Rice Lake ............| Hicky CLCCK Lo. cceceseccceececes|. 8,000 

J. J. Moe, Rice Lake ..................| Little Bear CLERK vo. cece eee eee 8 ,000 

Hl. F. Boortz, Rice Lake ..............| Little Bear creek ..............] 3,000 

Guy Dick, Hillsdale ...................., Upper Pine creek sec eecnccenvce| 6,000 

Hl. W. Carr, Hillsdale ..................| Upper Pine creek sce cecceseees| 6,000 

Osear Anderson, Dallas .............+..| North Pine creek ..............| 3,000 

Sofus Moe, Dallas ......cccseeeeeeeeeesee| DOG CLEEK 20... cee ee cece eee eens 3,000 

Harry Halvorson, Dallas ..............| North Sioux creek .........+.6. 3,000 

, TE. A. Pelton, Dallas ............e+6--+--| North Sioux creek ............ 3,000 

George Kellar, Dallas .................| South Pine creek usec eeteeeecs| 3,000 

D. A. Russell, Dallas .........ssee0---0., Gourn creek cece eee ceceseseeeesa| 3,000 

Frank Dorey, Dallas ..........s.es.....| West Branch of South Pinel 
CLOCK Lecce ccc ccc cece cece eee ee cel 3,000 

A. J. Osborne, Barron .............-..| Little Jump river reteesessseey 6,000 

I’. B. Kinsley, Barron .................| Doherty CVECK Lockie eee e ees 6,000 

D. J. Borum, Barron ..................| Barker creek Levee cecetceeeresee| 6,000 

Geo. R. Borum, Barron ................| Quarder creek Lecce cere ee eeneel 6,000 

T. W. Borum, Barron .............+.--| Johnson creek circriritrssssse 9,000 

Geo. Post, Barron ........ceeeeeeeeeeeee| Miller CLCOK Lice cece cece ec eeeee 9,000 

H. C. Berg, Barron ............-++.-+---| Hicky creek rettetssarnnrreseaa] 9,000 

D. D. Page, Barron .............++++6+++| Miller CTCOK .icec cece ee cece ences 9,000 

120 ,000 

BAYFIELD COUNTY— 
Fred Nemec, Cable ........cececscecesvee| BIG DLOOK ..cccec ee ceseeeseneeees 6,000: 

Albert Nemec, Cable ...........e+seeeeee| Capt. Garrison creek ......... 6,000 

A. Hl. Miles, Iron River .........+-e006| IPOM LIVELY 1... eee e eee e ee ee eee ees 6,000 

H. O. Lund, Iron River ...............( Tributaries of Iron river ..... 6,000
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BAYFIELD COUNTY—Continued. 
H. H. Jewett, Iron River ..............] Muskeg river ............eeseeee| 6,000 
Gust Headquist, Iron River .........0.| Irom river ........ cee cece eee eel 6,000 
G. H. Buchanan, Ashland ............| Readys creek etree 6,000 

| C. W. Hines, Ashland ..........eeeeeeee| ReadysS Creek ......secee ee eeeees 6,000 
| Id. Shiplid, Ashland ..................| Little Pine creek rereeseseeed 6,000 

| | 54,000 

BROWN COUNTY— _- | 
Rowland T. Burdon, Green Bay ......| Syrills creek eee cece cet ecceseece 3,000 

| H. D. Van Seggern, Fontenoy ........; Neshotah Fiver .....sscecseceees 4,500 
Hl. . Buckmann, Green Bay .........| Neshotah river ...........s.eeee 4,500 
John Grass, Green Bay ................) Branch Fiver ....... cece eee eee | 4,500 
Elmer S. Hall, Green Bay .............;| Beaver Dam creek ............. 3,000 

. John A. Kittle, Green Bay ...........-| Kittle creek ........... cece eee 8,000 
John J. Hoff, Sobieski ............,....| Little Suamico river ........... 4,500 
W. E. Burdeau, Tremble ..............) SUAMICO LIVELY ...... cece eee eee 6,000 
F, BE. Burke, Greenleaf ...........6..6-| Branch Fiver ...cs cece cere ee wees 9,000 

. 42,000 

BUFFALO COUNTY— 
Ww. A. Parker, Mondovi .........+..e00+8} ROCK Creek ...... ccc eee ce ee en ees 7,500 
John S. Hayes, Mondovi ..............| Creek number 15 ............06.| 7,500 . 

| 15,000 

BURNETTE COUNTY— . 
BE. P. Buck, Grantsburg ...............| North Fork Wood river ...... 3,000 
August Anderson, Grantsburg ........) North Fork Wood river ...... 3,000 
Cc, A. Greene, Grantsburg ...........-5| Hay CreeK wo... cece cece ee ne eee 3,000 
Bert Hickerson, Grantsburg .,........; Wood PIVOD osesesersresererersree| 1,500 
N. Hickerson, Grantsburg ............6| WOOd PIVEL wc... cece cece ee ee eee 1,500 
P. D. Hickerson, Grantsburg .........| WO0d YViVer ..... cece cece eee cece! 1,500 
Ensley Hickerson, Grantsburg ........| Wood river vreteeeseeseeeceeeeeal 1,500 

| 15,000 

‘CALUMET COUNTY— | 
Anton Groschel, Chilton ...............| Manitowoe river .............../ 3 ,000 
Frank Wagner, Chilton .............-5-| Mill creek nitowoo tive 3,000 
Geo. Woelfel, Hayton ..................| Tributary Manitowoc river .. 3,000 

9,000 

CHIPPEWA COUNTY— 
Casper A. Krupp, Boyd ............0002/ Lutz Creek co.cc cece eee e ee eee eee 3,000 
C. S. Little, Stanley .......cceceeeeeeee|] Tapel Liver wecceeccccessseeceeee| 8,000 
Ben Dietrich, Cadott ...........eceeeceee| Paint Creek oo... ccc cece cece eee 3,000 
Joe Dietrich, Cadott ........ccceceeeseee| Paint Creek 2... c cece c cece ween 3,000 
Chas. Marriner, Cadott ................| Little Drywood creek .........| 3,000 
L. P. Stevens, Bloomer ................| West Fork Duncan creek ...../ 8,000 
L. L. Thayer, Bloomer ..............6+| O'Neil Creek wo... ccc cee cece ee eel 6,000 
E. C. Fox, Bloomer ............eesee+eee| MeCann creek trteretesrsresed 3,000 
a. G. Prucher, Bloomer ..............66| Dunean Creek ....... cc ccc cece 3,000 
Jas. A. Hogan, Bloomer .............../ Conory, Pine and Jove creeks| 3,000 
A. T. Newman, Bloomer ...............| Sand creek ..... cc eee eee eee! 3,000 
R. W. Hendry, Chippewa Falls ....../ Paint and Little Paint creeks 6,000 

. | 42,000
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CLARK COUNTY— 
. 

S. J. Barrett, Neillsville ..............| Cawley creek .............cceee 3,000: 
Hugh Barrett, Neillsville ..............| Cawley creek ..........ceeeeeeee 8,000 
Geo. K. Redmond, Neillsville ..........| O'Neil creek ....... ccc cece cece 1,500. 
Wim. Heaslett, Neilisville .............-| O'Neil creek ......... cc cece eee 1,500 
M. D. Garrison, Thorp .........e--ceee Briggs creek rrreeeesesseesssey 3,000: 

. 12,000 

| COLUMBIA COUNTY— | | 
J. M. Bushnell, Wyocena ............«-/ South Branch of Dutch creek 3,000 
Dan Bentley, Poynette ..............-06/ ROCKY run 2... icc ccc e ccc ccec eens] 1,500 
Frank Moran, Portage .........e.--e«-e) Smith creek hee IIS 3,000: 
Tony Klennert, Portage .........+....++; Little Neenah creek .......... 1,500 
W. P. Ketchum, Portage .............| O’Keefe creek ........ccceccece: 3,000. 
H. W. Mackenzie, Poynette ..........| Poynette creek .............000- 3,000 
BE. Hinkson, Poynette ...............-+.| Hinkson creek .................| 8,000 
Dr. &. F. Verbeck, Lodi ..............-/ Spring creek and Branches .. 3,000: 
J. Frank Collin, Lodi'...........-e...0+| Okee Mill Pond ...........eees. 1,500. 

22 ,500 . 

CRAWFORD COUNTY— | | . . 

Geo. H. Davidson, Soldiers Grove ...| Kickapoo river ..............5. 15,000: 

DANE COUNTY— | 
C. A. Hanan, Oregon ..........-0--eee| Badfish creek ..........ccceceees 8 ,000- 
EB. S. Bennett, Belleville ..............| Bast Marsh creek .........cec. 3,000: 
Joness Berg, Belleville ............+.-++| Holmes creek ......ccccccscecees 3,000: 
Henry Ross, Belleville .........+-.+e0-+] Girard Creek .......cceceeeeeees 3,000 

12,000 

DODGE COUNTY— 
C. H. Harvey, Beaver Dam .........-) Crystal lake ..........ccceceeeee| 8,000 
Frank S. Bauer, Knowles ............-.| Tributary of Rock river eel 4,500 
Geo. M. Bagley, Neosho .........-..--+| Neosho Pond ......ccccecesecece 3,000 

| | 10,500. 

DOUGLAS COUNTY— . 
Jos. Lucius, Brule ..........ceeeeeeeweee| Mud creek 2... cc ccc cece ccec eee 24 000 
Nels Carlson, Brule .........ceeceeeseees| ROCKY LUN ..cccccccccccccccceeee 6,000 
Chas. J. Daniels, Poplar ..........++++| Poplar river .....cccccccescceeee 6,000 
A. N. Anderberg, Poplar ..........6+--| Poplar river ........cccceceeeeee 6,000 

. | 42,000 

| 
DUNN COUNTY— . 
Wm. P. Unser, Eau_Galle ............| Hau Galle river ................ 1,500 
B. E. Graves, Hau Galle ..............| Hau Galle pond ................ 1,500 
Geo. P. Topliss, Eau Galle ...........| Eau Galle river .............08. 1,500 
P. H. Daugherty, Eau Galle ..........| Little Missouri river ..........| 1,500- 
H. Heath, Eau Galle ..................-) Hau Galle river ................| 1,500: 
Ed. Wilson, Eau Galle ................| Hau Galle river ................| 1.500 
E. Baker, Wheeler ................0..06+| Little Otter oo... ccc cece eee eee | 8,000 
J. D. Boobar, Colfax ...................| Broken creek sores] 3,090 
G. F. Martin, Colfax ..................| Broken creek eoreeeeseeseeeseg 1,500 

— | | 16,500. 7
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BAU CLAIRE COUNTY— | 

Pp. J. Quart, Fall Creek ............+6.. Fall creek ......ccc cece ecto eee eee! 3,000 

S A. Russell, Fall Creek ..............| Beaver CLOCK .cccece veneer eeeeeee| 3,000 

- ©Obhas. Stiding, Altoona .......ccceeeeeee Seven-mile creek .....0...ee eee 1,500 

W. T. Duganne, Altoona ..............; Otter CLCEK oe cece ee ec ee ee ee eee 8,000 

W. H. Hawker, Altoona ..........++-+- Otter Creek ....ccc cece ewes ee eee 1,500 

L. A. McKinley, Altoona ..............| Otter CLECK voc ceececcreeecer eee l 1,500 

Ww. L. Botsford, Altoona ..............| Otter CLOCK ..c cece ccc cece ee eeee| 8,000 

Chas. F. Winslow, Bau Claire ........| Rock CLOCK vecccc cece ececeoeeeel 4,500 

J. t. Joyce, Bau Claire ................| Trout DLOOK ...ceceeceeeceeeeee| 3,000 - 

A. J. Klotanda, Eau Claire ...........| Chippewa river and pond ....| 3,000 

Leopold Kortsch, Hau Claire .......... Otter creek and pond seceeeee| 3,000 

| 30,000 

FLORENCE COUNTY— 
| 

Mrs. C. Hanson, Florence ...........+. IKkeyes and Loon lakes cose 3,000 

Ignace Schneider, Iron Mountain .... Little Popple river preeeeeeed 6,000 

9,000 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY— | 

C, H. Fischer, Ripon ..................| Dakin CLECK 2... cece cece e eee eee 1,500 

A. B. Carter, Ripon ...........-.0+++6++| Dakin CLCCK cece cece cece ee eeeee 1,500 

Jas. L. Stone, Ripon .............-+2+..| Roy CLERK coe cece ccc e eee ree eens 1,500 

A. L. Luek, Ripon ..!..............-+-.{ Snake CLOCK cece cece cece eens 1,500 

Harry Cody, Ripon ...........see scenes. Wakefield creck .........0.00004 3,000 | 

. G. Tuledge, Oakfield ............| Head Fond du Lac river .....| 3,000 | 

Ww. I’. Sommerfield, Oakfield ..........; Upper Branch Fond du Lac| a 

PIVOL cccccccececececvcececeeeeee| 3,000 

Al. Lander, Fond du Lac ............| Parson CLOCK cccceeccceeceeceeee| 1,500 

J. H. Ridgway, Fond du Lac .........| Byron CLCOK oo. cece cece eee ceeee| 1,500 

L. J. Justen, Fond du Lac ............| Mulvey creek eceeeersertectessy 1,500 

Arthur Serasse, Fond du Lac .........| Byron creek .......-:eeee eee eres 1,500 

A. W. Daugherty, Fond du Lac.....| Parsons CTECK ve. ceec cece cece eel 1,500 

Alex Marcoe, Fond du Lac ............} Camp-ground ereek cere] 1,500 

H. S. Miller, Fond du Lac ............ Camp-ground creek ......-.+.+- 3,000 
— 

, 
| 27,000 

FOREST COUNTY— 
| 

D. W. Connor, Laona ............-+..+.| Silver lake eceeceacaceeesveeseee| 3,000 

W. D. Connor, Laona ..................| Three-spring CLERK Love eee eee ee 3.050 

Connor Lbr. & Land Co., Laona ....| Tributaries to Rat river ......| 3,000 

Joseph Martin, Laona ........... seer eee Tributaries to Rat river ......| 3,600 

R. S. Buliott,-Laona ....................; Tributaries to Rat river ......| 1,500 

Chet Starks, Laona UII] Tributaries to Rat river ......| 1,500 

Connor Lbr. & Land Co., Laona ....: Tributaries to Rat river sees 9,000 

| | 24,000 

GRANT COUNTY— | 

John W. Brackett, Lancaster ..........; Austin Branch ......eeceseeeees 3,000 

John Decker, Lancaster ................| Borah Branch ....scscsceeceeces 1,500 

Fred Day, Lancaster ...................| Little Grant river ...... eee ees 1,500 

Arno. L. Alt, Lancaster ...............; Day Branch ...ccccccsccevvcccee 1,°00 

Lou Starr, Lancaster ...................| Walker Branch ...csccecceeeeeeel 1,500 

Will Mullen, Lancaster ................| McPherson Branch ........+-.| 1,500 

John Buben, Fennimore ...........++66- Coon Branch beeeeeeesaeereeee eel 8,000 

R. C. Livingston, Livingston ..........| Martinville Branch of Platte 

river cece eee eeeeeeeeet ences ce] 3,000 . 

Henry F. Schmitt, Tivingston ........ Martinville creek .........-.5-e6! 3, COO 

Theodore Huppler, Muscoda ..........' Coon Branch .....ccccece eee eee! 3,000
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GRANT COUNTY—Continued. 
| O. W. Kessel, Muscoda ................| Sand Branch wate e eee eee en esses] 3 ,000- John O. Postel, Muscoda .............. Ludvig Branch .................| 3,000: Geo. Mertz, Boscobel ...................| Crooked creek riittiteresssssce| 3,0.0: I’. C. Lewis, Bridgeport ...............| Hollow creek wo... cece eee 3,000: Irred Foster, Woodman ................| Willow creek woo... eee eee eee 3,000. 

; 87 ,500- GREEN COUNTY— 
| I’rank Vance, Brodhead ................ Sugar river and Tributaries.. 4,500 Matt Salbraa, New Glarus .............| Sugar river and Tributarion.|| 3,000: | D. H. Morgan, Albany veeeeeeeseeseeee} BUGAL Liver and Tributaries... 3,000 

| 10,500: IOWA COUNTY— 
Ivred Jewell, Dodgeville ................ Pristomie creek see cerecerseese| 3,000: Wm. N. Mills, Dodgeville .............| Pedlam C1) 8,000 “A. Appel, Mineral Point ............... Lynch stream wee eee tece cece! 4,500: T. M. Priesttey, Mineral Point ....... McKinneys stream ............ 4,500- J. M. Mulharin, Mineral Point veoeee.| Lynch stream ............00.... 3,000 Jesse L. Teague, Waldwick ........... Prices Branch .................. 3,000: I. P. Emyton, Jonesdale seeeseeseeeeee) Yellowstone creek ............. 3 ,000- Chas. Egan, Highland ceeeceseeseeseeee} Otter creek and friDutaries. 10,500 

84,500. IRON COUNTY— 
| J. C. Withington, Mercer seeeceseeeeeee| Turtle river oo... ccc ccc ccccccee. 3,000- Henry Meade, Hurley eeeseeeeeceeeeses| Trout creek eee a cence eee eeeeel 1,500 J. H. Hawker, Hurley ................. Spring creek sede e eee eeeeeeeneee| 3,000: MT. J. Connors, Hurley ssteeeeeeeeeeeese| West Branch Montreal river..| 3,000- Geo. C. Foster, Hurley ................| Montreal TIVE Lo. cece cece cece ee 3,090 

18 ,500- JACKSON COUNTY~ 
Gay R. Sechler, Sechleville sececesceeee) SLY Creek oo... cece ccc eeee 1,500: WN. EH. Moore, Merrillan ..............., Mill pond .......................| 3,000: - David Gaylord, Merrillan sececeecceseee| Arnold creek errereseseeeseecea] 3,000 

| 7,500 JEFFERSON COUNTY~ 
| Albert Schaller, Waterloo ceeveccceseesoe| Manasha creek vey 3,000: 

JUNEAU COUNTY— | | James Nevin, Lyndon Station ........ Lyndon and Seven-mile creeks! 3,000 Cecil J. Phillips, Camp Douglas ....._| Little Lemonweir river .......| 3,030 Lester L. Millard, Hlroy ..............| Head of Baraboo river .......| 6,000 R. C, Falconer, Camp Douglas -eoeeeee|, Hoton creek ......... 0... 6,000: C, A. Leicht, New Lisbon seeesseeeeeee| SMith creek Prreerseeeeeeeccced 6,000 

| 24,000: KEWAUNER COUNTY— | | Anton Defuch, Casco ...................| Decker CreeK wo... cece cece 3,000: John Barta, Casco .....................,| Decker creek renee ee eeeeseeneene| 3,000 J. H. Rooney, Casco ....................| Little Searbora river ..........| 3,000: Jas. Musil, Clyde .......................| Little Searbora river peters 3,090 

12,000 LA CROSSE COUNTY~— 
Casper Anderegg, La Crosse ..........| Mormon Coulee creek .........! 6,000 -\. Hirshhiemer, La Crosse .........| North Branch Coon creek oe] 6,000. 

| 12 ,000
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LAFAYETTE COUNTY— | 

M. P. Kennedy, Gratiot ...............| Trout DVLOOK .icceccccseccesceees 3,090 

L. A. Hazeltine, Argyle ................, Brazel creek Serene! 3,000 

John W. Mitchell, Argyle ............| Brazel CLERK wicc cece eee cere dees 3,000 

A. A. Strommen, Blanchardville ....| Strommen CLeeK vicececeeeeeeee| 1,500 

Anton A. Strommen, Blanchardville..| Yankee Hollow creek eveeeeee| 1,500 / 

H. D. Thomas, Blanchardville ........] Yellowstone Creek ...cc cece eee ee 1,500 - 

George Gould, Blanchardville ......... Rob Creek ..ccccccccece sence eee el 1,590 

W. BE. Robinson, Blanchardville ......| Rob CLOCK occ e cece eee e eee ence 1,500 

Jas. Blanchard, Blanchardville ........ McKenna creek .......--0-e eee 1,500 

| 18,000 

LANGLADE COUNTY— , 
Charles Schotte, Antigo ................, Hau_ Claire VIVO cece eee cece eee 3,000 a 

Theo. Lenzner, Kempster .........e006- Donhue lake .....ceee ee eee eee eel 3,000 

John Kaufman, Pholx ..................} Red river eesreeeeneenereneeccsd 6,000 

| 12,000 

MANITOWOC COUNTY— | 

S. W. Randolph, Manitowoc ..........| Schisles, English and Lutskys! 
LAKOS cece ccc c ccc cccecceeceeseree| 15,090 

Albert Arens, Maribel ............-..06.| West Twin river .......6.eeeees 3,000 , 

Anton Reif, Whitelaw ...........-...6.. Branch Liver .......eeee eee eves 3,000 

John Reznickeck, Whitelaw ...........| Branch PIVEN sce eee e eee ee eee eee! 3,000 . 
|_______ 

24,000 

MARATHON COUNTY— 
A. W. Whiting, Marathon ............| Scotch CLECK co.cc cece cece eee nee 1,500 

H. A. Fricke, Marathon................| Big Rib river ..cecce cece eee eeees 1,500 

John Simsen, Marathon ................| Scotch CLCOK voce cece cece eee el 1,500 

A. Schneiders, Marathon .............., Scotch creek ceceeeaceceeceeeeers| 1,500 

- W. Schmidt, Marathon ................| Scotch creek cotrererretrreere 1,500 

| Fred Prehn, Marathon ..................| Scotch CreeK co.cc cece cece ecw eee 1,500 

August Hanneman, Hdgar ...........+.- Hanneman creek ........--.-+-{ 3,000 

, | 12,000 

: MARINETTE COUNTY— | 
Phil S. Armstrong, Beaver ............| Main Beaver creek .......ee ee 4,500 

B. Judson Baker, Marinette ............| Jud creek Le ccccencececevcecceree| 6,000 

A. FB. Fairchild, Marinette ............| South Branch Pike creek ..... 6,000 

Harvey Englund, Pembine .............} Pembine CTCCK cicccee cece eevee 4,500 

Bdwin M. Slye, Pembine ..............| Pembine creek and Tributaries 4,500 

Chas. Stoveken, Pembine ...........+44. Pembine river .......ececeeeeeeel 3,000 

J. RB. Gravel, Pembine ..................| Pembine river ce cnceccecesceeses| 3,000 

James Moran, Wausaukee .......0.0.-.. Cold-water brook ...........-.: 6,000 

Geo. H. Hartwell, Crivitz .............) Peterman DLOOK .... cece eee eel 12,000 

John Striffler, Marinette ................| Main Thunder VIVEY wo... eee eeel 13 ,000 

A. F. Fairchild, Marinette ............| Main Thunder river cecsecceecsl 6,000 

B. Gissenaas, Pound ................6+-., South Branch Beaver river ..| 6,000 

Alex Charles, Pound ..............++++6.,| Bower creek coger 6,000 

B. D. Galieau, Middle Inlet ...........; Middle Inlet creek ........008- 7,500 

James C. Morgan ........eceeeeeveeeeees| Cold-water brook weereccersstsa| 6,000 ! 

John Underwood, Wausaukee .........; Little Wausaukee river ....... 6,000 

E. Judson Baker, Marinette ...........| Thunder river and tributaries! 9,000 

And. Bolander, Amberg ............... | South Pike river cores] 6,000 

C. J. Johnson, Marinette ..............| West Branch Muscano river.. 3,000 

Jas. Gravel, Pembine ...................| Pembine Creek wo. cece cece eee eel 3,000 

Chas. Stovekin, Pembine ...............| Peminee Bom-Wom creek .....| 3,000 

Harvey Englund, Pembine .............| Tributary North Branch Pem-| 
Din€ LIVEL wo. ccece cee ee cece cree! 3,000 

Edw. M. Slye, Pembine ................| Peminee creek and Tributaries| 3,000 

| 180,500 .
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| MONROE COUNTY— | 
J. A. Worden, Tomah .................., Council creek bene eeeeeeceeeeeen| 8,000 
Geo. P. Stevens, Tomah ................| Little Silver creek cores 3,000 
John G. Schell, Norwalk ................{ Spring Valley creek ........... 1,500 
M. O. Hefferman, Norwalk ............| Moor’s creek bee e cece ween ena eeee| 1,500 
Carl Hanih, Norwalk ....................| Head of Swamp creek ce eeeeee| 1,500 
C. I’. Horning, Norwalk ................| Boedker creek wee eee erec eee 1,500 
Wm. Cuntz, Norwalk ..................| Woodliff creek cece cece eeseeeee| 1,500 
Pete Christ, Norwalk ...................| Bast Beaver creek ciitinreaey 3,000 
Wm. J. McCanee, Sparta ..............| Moore’s creek .................. 4,500 
S. Sloggy, Ontario ......................| Cook and Billings creek ......| 4,500 ; 
H. J. Werdon, Wilton ..................| Slaton creek wee cece ee eter eeeee| 38,000 
R. S. Serrurier, Wilton ................] Dorset creek ........0000...000. 44 3,000 
H. C. Wagner, Wilton ..................| Sinks creek wee eect cet aneeeeeecel 1,500 
T. M. Mills, Wilton ....................| Dorset creek vee e ener ne eeee easel 1,500 
Geo. Yackel, Wilton ....................| Kiekapoo river ................. 1,500 
Her. Bartz, Wilton ......................| Coal ereek ..........0.00.0.0.... 1,500 
H. H. Barker, Sparta ...................| Beaver and Walrath creeks . 50,000 

| 67,500 

OCONTO COUNTY— | John J. Hof, Sobieski ..................] Little Suamico river cece eaeee| 8,000 . Herman Dick, Suring ...................| South Branch Oconto river...| 6,090 
A. Baker, Lakewood ....................| North Branch Oconto river, | 

IKxnoels and Battle creeks... 15,000 

24,000 
ONEIDA COUNTY— , 
Houlton Bros., Woodruff ............../ Trout lake ...........ccccecee eee 3,000 
W. A. Lucia, Woodruff ................| Premor creek ................... 3,000 
Henry Coon, Woodruff ..................| Allequah creek ................. 3,000 
C. J. Coon, Trout Lake ................/ Trout lake been e eect eee ec eee eel 3,000 

| 12,000 
- PIBRCE COUNTY— 

J. L. Tabor, Ellsworth ................| Trinbelle creek vec c ten eev acces] 1,500. 
John T. Beddall, Ellsworth ............| Trinbelle creek cece ee eeeseteee| 1,500 
E. W. Walsingham, Elssworth ........| Cave creek | 1,500 
Arthur Travis, Ellsworth ............../ Rush river | 1,500 
Wilbur Travis, Ellsworth ............| Little Trinbelle creek ces 1,500 
W. W. Walsingham, Ellsworth ......; Rush river ...................... 1,500 
William J. Walters, Ellsworth ........) Spring brook rites ses 1,500 
P. H. Isaacson, Ellsworth ............| Brush creek .......ccccccceceee ee 1,500 
J. A. Fresse, Ellsworth ................] Rush river ....................., 1,500 
A. N. Kerr, Beldenville ................, Cave creek nT 1,500 
L. H. Place, Ellsworth ................} Rush river ..........0...--255.. 6,000 

: : 21,000 
PORTAGE COUNTY— 

L. A. Pomeroy, Amherst ............../ To-morrow river ete eee eececee| 8,000 
John C. Frost, Stevens Point ......... Drainage diteh .................| 3,000 
L. P. Moen, Stevens Point ............] Wisconsin river | 6,000 
Walter Eddy, Stevens Point ..........{ Little Plover river eee ev ee ceel 3,000 
Frank Gano, Stevens Point ............] Little Plover river eee eeeeeee| 8,000 
John C. Frost, Stevens Point ..........] Drainage ditch cece eee eeces cece 4,500 

| 22,500 
PRICE COUNTY— 

R. M. Horr, Prentice .................. JUMP VIVEY 2... eee cece ceca 3,000 
C. W. Welch, Prentice ..................| Little Molden river ............ 3,000 
W. H. Douglas, Prentice ..............| Molden river cece cece ce eeeeeeael 3,000 
F.L. Bunt, Phillips ....................| Little Elk river vee eeeeccsceeeeal 6,000
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PRICE COUNTY—Continued. | 
F. K. Randall, Phillips ................| Squaw creek ....... cece cece eens 3,000 
E. V. Covey, Phillips ...................]| Big HEIK river .............0.0.. 3,000 
Geo. F. Sciwell, Phillips ...............| Mount Pike creek ............. 3,000 
J. KE. Feely, Fifield ......................| MeKinzie creek .........+..506- 6,000 
Patterson Bros., Fifield ................| Gunlau creek ...........- eee eeee 6,000 

, . 36,000 

RACINE COUNTY— 
Albert Huse, Burlington ...............| Honey creek and White river. 4,500 - 
Ww. G. Bartholf, Burlington ...........; Outlet of Ryan’s lake ......... 3,000 

7,500 

RICHLAND COUNTY— 
Geo. W. Schroeder, Viola ..............| Carry Creek oo... cece cece e eens 8,000 
J. H. Frazier, Viola ....................| Hast and West Kickapoo river 3,000 

| 6,000 

ST. CROIX COUNTY— 
S. L. Pickett, Wilson ..................| Cohen creek cocrrniernsrer sss] 4,500 
Decker Brothers, Woodville ............| Hau Galle river .............46. 3,000 

. Bert G. Stockman, Woodville .........| Eau Galle river sectrerternsey] 3,000 
L. G. Green, Hudson ..............00006| Willow river oo... cc cece eee eee 1,500 
S. W. Bandy, Hudson .................| Willow river Perereerrtnestrre] 1,500 
R. BE. Hockgin, Hudson ................{| Willow river ..............0006. 1,500 
C. Reitdorf, Hudson ....................| Willow river and branches ... 1,590 
I’. FEF. Gray, Hudson .................2+6-] Willow river oo... cece eee ee eee 8,000 
H. C. Kurraseh, No. Hudson ........}| Willow river ........cceee ween aee 3,000 . 
J. C. Harding, Hudson .................| Underwood spring ............. 3,000 
Andrew Hope, Hammond ..............| WillOW river ..... ccc cece ee eee 3,000 
John Pearson, Somerset ................| ADDIE LIVELY co... cece ee ee cece eee 3,000 
B. T. Dean, Jewett Mills ..............] O'Connell Springs ..........006. 3,000 
Louis Haugen, Hudson .................| Willow river ..........eee eee eee| 3,000 
Joseph Yoerg, Hudson .................2| Willow river .....c cece cece ee eee! 3,000 
B. C. Bunker, Hudson ..................| Ten-mile creek ......... cece ee eee| 3,000 
A. G. Anderson, Hudson ..............;/ Willow river agers] 6,000 
J. C. Harding, Hudson ................/ Underwood spring eeeeeeeeeee ay” 3,000 

| 52,500 

SAUK COUNTY— |. 
oe Arthur C. Ochner, Plain ...............| Branch Honey creek ........... 3,000 . 

James L. Dalling, Baraboo ............/ Otter or Barter creek ......... 6,000 
G. E. Dangle, Reedsburg ..............; Dell creek ... ee. cece cece 6,000 
E. Blakeslee, Ironton ..................., Carr Valley creek .............| 3,000 
J. P. Fitzgerald, Ironton ..............| Carr Valley creek ............. 3,000 - 
F. E. Hawkins, Ironton ...............| Crossman’s creek .............. 3,000 . 
Geo. E. Talbot, Lime Ridge ...........| Narrows creek ........cee ee eeeee 3,000 

27 ,006 
SAWYER COUNTY— | 
Mike Murphy, Hayward ...........6.+6..| Hay Creek ...... cece cee eres ween 6,000 

| G. A. Brickson, Hayward ..............| Hav creek ..... ccc ccc cee ewes 6,000 
| Cc. B. Jorgenson, Hayward.............| Smith Jake ....... cc cece ee ee eee 6,000 

Henry Horne, Hayward ................, Avers and Huntley lake ...... 6,000 
P. W. Reiser, Couderay ................| Wind Fall creek coreresrnessy| 6,000 
John H. Moyer, Couderay .............| Hddy creek reseeeneeseeceseeeeg 6,000 

36 ,000 

SHAWANO COUNTY— 
. M. R. Berendts, Caroline ..............| Embarrass river .........eeeeee 3,000 

J. Lehmann & Son, Tigerton .........| Tiger creek ........ ec ue eee eee! 3,000 
John Hoffman, Tigerton ...............| North Branch .................| 3,000 
R. B. Glaubitz, Wittenberg ............( Middle Embarrass river ......| 3,000
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SHAWANO COUNTY—Continued. | 

H. C. Wiskow, Wittenberg ............| Middle Embarrass river ......| 3,000 
Frank Hitzke, Wittenberg .............| Middle Embarrass river ......| 3,000 
Frank Kuschel, Wittenberg ............| Middle Embarrass river vee] 3,000 
Elwin Franklin, Jr., Eland Jet........| South Embarrass river ....... 3,000 
R. B. Glaubitz, Wittenberg ............| Middle Embarrass river coe 7,500 

| 31,500 

SHEBOYGAN COUNTY— | 
B. H. Sanford, Sheboygan Falls ......) Onion river .......... ccc cece eee 8,000 
H. C. Gruebner, Sheboygan ...........| North Branch Milwaukee river| 6,000 
Aug. Goetsch, Franklin ................. Sheboygan river creek ........| 3,000 
R. G. Arnold, Glenbeulah .............| Otter pond ........... eee ee eee ee 3,000 . 
H. C. Gruebner, Sheboygan ..........| North Branch Milwaukee river| 3,000 
Chas. G. Peck, Sheboygan Falls ....| North Branch Milwaukee river 3,000 

| 21,000 

TAYLOR COUNTY— 
John L. Larsen, Rib Lake .............| Spirit lake ............ cece eee 3,000 
Louis Supinsky, Medford ..............| Rib river oo... cee ce ee eee 1,500 
W. EK. Hibbard, Medford ..............| Mink creek ........... cece cee eee 3,000 
Albert Bossard, Medford ..............| Rib river porting 3,000 

| A. D. Simerson, Medford .....,........| Mink creek ................ ee eee 3,000 
John Wm. Kaye, Westboro’............| Silver creek wo... cc. cece eee eee eee | 3,000 
rank M. Perry, Westboro ............/ Silver Creek ......... cee cece ee eee 3,000 

| 19°, 500 
TREMPEALEAU COUNTY— | 

J. C. Muir, Arcadia ....................| North creek ..... ccc cece eee 3,000 
Ii. A. Kersting, Arcadia .........,......| Trout run and Simpson creek 7,500 
W. P. De Bow, Blair ..................| Trempealeau river ............. 3,000 
B. W. Davis, Galesville ...............| Beaver creek ....... cc ccc ee eee 6,000 
Dr. W. P. Mailer, Galesville ..........| Grant and Tamarack creche: | 6,000 
A. T. Brandon, Osseo ..................| Nelson and Jernstad creeks...| | 15,000 

40,500 
VERNON COUNTY— | 

C. H. Carter, Readstown ..............| Kickapoo river ...........cee08. 8,000 
E. B. Harkin, Hillsboro ...............| Longer creek ............000 ce eee 1,500 
A. D. Calkins, Hillsboro ...............| Trippville creek ................ 1,500 
John Hainschick, Hillsboro ............| Hillsboro pond ................. 1,500 
R. Hammer, Hillsboro ..................| South Fork Baraboo river .... 1,500 
Cc. IF. Knappman, Hillsboro ...........| Greenwood creek ............06. 1,500 
‘Matt Guion, Hillsboro ..................| Guion creek ..... ccc ee eee eee 1,500 
J. W. Curry, Valley ....................| Tributaries Warner creek .... 8,000 
Chas. Staley, Hillsboro ................| Branch Baraboo river ......... 3,000 

18 ,000 

VILAS COUNTY— 
Fred Morey, Eagle River ..............| Deer-skin river ..........ccceeee 3,000 
Geo. Muckler, Eagle River ............| Crystal lake .............0 se eee 3,000 
Jas. Burns, Hagle River ................| Deer-skin river ...............6. 3,000 
Edw. Lacon, Hagle River ..............| Deer-skin river Heres 3,000 
W. J. Pinkerton, Hagle River .........| Wisconsin river ............808- 3,000 
C. H. Blohm, HPagle River .............) Twin river ......... cece cece eee ee 3,000 
Fayette L. Buck, Divide ...............| Turtle river ........ cc cee eee eee 3,000 . 

| 21,000 

WALWORTH COUNTY— 
J. H. Fryer, Whitewater ..............| Whitewater creek .............. 3,000 
Cc. B. Alvich, Whitewater .............' Aurelian stream ............... 3,000
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| ooo 

WALWORTH COUNTY—Continued. 
H. EK. Lindsay, Whitewater ...........{ Spring brook occcctcetseceeced 3,000 
H. D. Barnes, Elkhorn ..............-.| Spring Drook ........ cece eee wees! 3,000 
J. A. Collin, Delavan ............6.00.| Purtle Creek ....... eee cece e eee 3,000 

| [15,000 
WASHBURN COUNTY— | 

. J. H. Bixby, Trego ......cccecceoceeeeee| SPLING LAKE 2.0... cee eee eee eee 6,000 
- Erank Kasper, Sarona .................| Trib. of Kasper lake ......... 6,000 

John A. Martin, Birchwood ...........| Sucker creek ............. eee eee 6,000 
John Mikinlor, Birchwood ......<.....| Chetace lake wo... eee cece e eee 6,000 
W. EF. Loomis, Birchwood ............| Sucker creek .......... ccc eee 6,000 
W. H. Noyes, Birchwood .............| Pigeon creek Ss 6,000 

36,000 

WAUKESHA COUNTY=- 
G. R. Rice, North Prairie ...........| White creek ............c0e ee eee 3,000 
Jas. P. Donlan, Eagle .................| Bottomry creek .............06. 3,000 
W. H. Tuohy, Bagle ...............-...| Hagle and Spring creek ...... 8,000 
Chas. Benton, Oconomowoc ...........| Waterville creek ................ 3,000 
KF. W. Welch, Waukesha ..............| Wrights creek .............eeeee 3,000 

oo | 

| 15,000 : 
WAUPACA COUNTY— 

George Johnson, Iola ..................| Mars creek ooceeceeteseeseneecead 3,000 
J. i. Phillips, Iola .....................| South Branch of Little Wolf| 

TEVED cece cece cece cece teen enene 8,000 
Mangnus Brynteson, Scandinavia ....| Hayard creek ................46- 3,000 
A. G. Anderson, Scandinavia .........| Rollofson creek ..............04. 3,000 
Chas. H. Anderson, Scandinavia .....| South Branch of Little Wolf| | 

VIVEL wo. cece ccc cece ence cet eeeeece| 3,000 
Jos. Bentz, Clintonville ................| Hodge creek .......... cece eee] 3,000 
M. T. Allen, Waupaca ...............-.| Hartmans river .........eeeeees 6,000 
Edw. E. Browne, Waupaca ...........| WaUpaca FiVer ..... cece cece eee 9,000 
B. L. Seeber, Sheridan ................., Waupaca river ......e cece eee 1,500 
H. W. Taylor, Sheridan ...............] Waupaca Viver .......ce cece eee 1,500 
P. C. Jensen, Sheridan ................., Waupaca river pores 1,500 
G. B. Root, Sheridan ..........00.ee.006| Waupaca Fiver coc. .ceeee eee eeee 1,500 
John Durrant, Sheridan ...............] Waupaca river core 1,500 

40,500 
"WAUSHARA COUNTY— | 

G. N. Spaulding, Hancock .............| White river reesessrersrsssess| 1,500 
H. P. Walker, Hancock .........5-.+06] Me@Cam ViVET 1.1... ee cece e eee 1,500 
Hd. O'Connor, Hancock .............62.| Mecan river ........ cece cece eee ee| 3,000 
M. Lathrop, Hancock ..................| Rochacris creek ...............| 1,500 
L. W. Beach, Hancock ................., Spaulding creek sper] 1,500 
Willis Edson, Hancock .................| Rochacris creek ............006. 1,500 
A. Hebblewhite, Hancock ..............| Chaffee creek poretiessessse 1,500 
Roy Parkin, Coloma ....................,| Tredham CLECK 2... cece eee cee eee 6,000 

| O. E. Thompson, Wautoma ...........| John’s creek ........ cece eee eens! 3,000 
‘(*, EB. Michaels, Wautoma .............| Soules creek ........ccee cece eee! 3,000 
R. E. Ades, Wautoma ...........00-.0+6] Mecan river ...... cece cece eee e ee] 3,000 
W. L. Roberts, Wautoma .............| Mecan river bette te neste eee ee es] 1,500 

WwooD COUNTY— : 28,500 
O. G. Lindemann, Marshfield ........| Spring stream ...............0.. 3,000 
W. A. Cole, Vesper .........+seeeeeeeee| SDFing creek reseeressectaceseed 3,000 

. | 6,000 

Total rainbow trout, advanced |fry, planted, 1907 veeeereeseecad 1,558,500
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a 

| ASHLAND COUNTY— | 
Chas. Kleinsteiber, Butternut .........| Butternut lake ................. 80,000: | 
I'rank Kleinsteiber, Butternut ........| Butternut lake bet ecc cece eeeeeeel 89,000: 
Win. Lindemeyer, Butternut ..........| Butternut lake secre eeeeeee| 80,000: 
C. R. Goldsworthy, Vesper ............| Butternut lake corres 160,000 | 
IK. G. McAnulty, Butternut .........../ Butternut lake ................. 80,000: ° | 
lid. Meyers, Butternut veceeeeeeeeeess ee} Butternut lake .................| 80,000: 
John Meyers, Butternut ................| Butternut lake bene eeeeeeeeel 80,000: | 
Ii. B. Gordon, Glidden .................| Gordon lake ccc e ene ceeceeecsceel 80,000- 
Robert Augustin, Glidden ..............| Fiedler lake cece cee ce ec eeneeeeeee| 80,000 
Iidgar W. Gordon, Glidden ...........| Gordon Lake | 80,000: 
I.. EH. Gordon, Glidden .................| Lake in See. 32, T. 43, R. 2. 80,000. 
Andy Wood, Glidden ...................| Lake: Summit sete cece cece ees acee| 80,000: 
A. J. Sullivan, Mellen ..................|-Herbert’s lake bee eececeeereacee| 80,000 
A. C. Poundstone, Mellen .............! Duck and Spider lakes .......| 80,000 
C. F. Peterson, Mellen ................. Spider lake Coutts 80,000 
S. D. Hodsdon, Mellen .................] Bad Viver cocccccccccccccccccccce 80,000 

. Jos. Meinen, Mellen ....................| Mineral lake cece eee n ec eceeneeee| 80,000 
HW. «i. Veeder, Mellen ..................|, Hebert lake coterie 80,000 
J. Steffeck, Mellen ......................| Wnglish lake ......cccccee- cece. 80,090 
Lautz Parns, Mellen ...................., Meader lake sesettsrrrsssceney 80,000 
John Weiss, Mellen ...................../ Meander lake ...........0c0ceeeee 80, 000: 
John Tobin, Mellen ............... e000 e, Tyler Forks river persteneeceeed 80,000: 

| 1,840,000 

| BARRRON COUNTY— | . 
M. P. Barry, Rice Lake ................) Riee lake cee ce eee cess enseuseevel 89,000 
I’. R. Conn, Rice Lake .................| Riee lake 2.0... cece ec ce cece cee. 80,000: 
B. N. Webster, Rice Lake .............| Rice lake ........-ccc0---0c cece, 80-,000 
Geo. McLeod, Rice Lake ...............] Rice lake cece cv ccccccccccceccccee 80:, 000: 
O. G. Bannister, Rice Lake ...........]) Rice LAK .ecceccccccceccccecccuee 80,000 
J. H. Wilz, Rice Lake .................) Rice lake cece cece cece ccccecccecee 80:, 090 
Joe Scharbillig, Rice Lake .............| Riee lake ported] 80,000 
C. A. Stark, Rice Lake ................| Rice lake ccc cccccccccecccecccccen 80,000: 
H. F. Boortz, Riee Lake ...............| Rice lake bec ec eee ete essences! 80,000 
IX, D. Jackson, Eau Claire .............| Chetek lake sede c enc atcereccececel 80,000 
Ki. Kundson, Rice Lake ................/ Riee lake beeen tte ee eee eeeeeeeeee| 80 ,000 
Lewis Larson, Cumberland ............] Scott lake | 80,000: 
H. P. Peterson, Cumberland ..........| Granite and Horse-shoe lakes! 89,000 
Cumberland-Commercial’ Club, Cun-| | 
berland ....... ec ccc cece cece ee eeeeveesseel Beaver Dam, Sand and Kid-| 

ney 1akes ...........cceeceeeeeel 240,000 
Nick B. Nelson, Cumberland ........../ Vermillion lake eat eeeecceeeee| 80,000 
A. F. Wright, Cumberland ............; Pike and Butternut lakes | 80,000 
G. L. Luff, Cumberland ...............| Silver lake cece ccc ecceeecccsceceel 80,000 
W. G. Miller, Cumberland ............| Tiekert’s lake weet ect eeeeeeeeege 80,000 
H. S. Comstock, Cumberland .........| Beaver Dam lake .............. 80,000 
A. H. Miller, Cumberland..............] Wildeat lake ...........0e-0000-. 80,000 
W. N. Fuller, Cumberland ............ Spirit and Moccasin lakes veel 80,000 

| 1,920,000 
BAYFIEUD COUNTY— 
Harry Moore, Cable ....................| Cable lake Piette ert et eee eseeee es! 80,000 

CHIPPEWA COUNTY— | Joe Dietrich, Cadott ....................| Pike lake priestesses] 100 ,000 
Ben Dietrich, Cadott ...................| Pike lake .................eee00ee1 100,000 
lL. L. Thayer, Bloomer ................| Cornell lake Lecce eeeesceeeeseeea| 80,090 
W. E. Kitch, Bloomer .................| Cornell lake ereseeseseeeseced 80 ,000 

| 360,000.
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| | 
en es 

CLARK COUNTY— 
| 

John Moore, Thorp ........eeceeeeeeeee| Hau Claire river reesereeeesseeal 100,000 

-COLUMBIA COUNTY— | 

Frank Moran, Portage .............--.-| Dates Mill pond vevecceveseeeee| 100,000 

Herman Rueckert, Portage ..........+-| Silvery LAK -..... cece esse eee e eee 100 ,000 

P. W. MacKenzie, Poynette ......-+-6| ROCKY FUN oo. eceeee reese eee eees 100,000 

300,000 

| 

DANE COUNTY— | 

C. M. Clark, Stoughton ...........--...| Lake Kegonsa .........-.-.+++++{ 100,000 

L. M. Trulson, Stoughton ..........--.| Lake Kegonsa lecccccesceveseces| 100,000 

T, C. Lund, Stoughton ............-..-| Lake Kegonsa seeteererriceitey 100,000 

7. M. Bailey, Stoughton ...........-.--| Lake Kegonsa ......ee..eeeeeee+| 100,000 

S. Y. Ames, Stoughton ...........-sseee| Lake Kegonsa ......ceeeeeeeeeee{ 100,000 

7. H. Campbell, Stoughton ..........-.| Lake Kegonsa .......++-+++e++e-| 100,000 

J. H. Weber, Monroe ........ceeceeeeee| Lake Kegonsa .....seeeeeeeeeeee 200 ,000 

M. D. Larson, McFarland .........--+-| Lake Waubesa .......-.esseeees 100,000 . 

J. E. Reed, McFarland wececvescesreeee) LQKe WauDeSad ..cccceccecccvece 100,000 

C. P. Moore, McFarland ...........++++| Lake Waubesa .......seeeeeeee+| 100,000 

E. H. Edward, Mclarland ............| Lake Waubesa ..........--+++++| 100,000 

J. & Johnson, McFarland ........-.---| Lake Waubesa .......seeeeeeeee 200 , 000 

Wm. Wolf, Madison .........:eeeeeree+| Lake Mendota .......eseeeeeeee| 650,000 

Frank Ramsdale, Madison ..........--| Lake Monona ........-seseeee++| 550 000 

Henry Ross, Belleville .........-.sseee++| Sugar LIVEr ..ceeee ce eeeeee ress 50 ,000 

Thomas and Harmon, Belleville ....--| Sugar river .....-++ eeeeeeeeeers 50 ,000 

Jonas Berg, Belleville ..........-++++ee+] Sugar Tiver ......6. e-eeeeeeee es 50 ,000 

B. S. Bennett, Belleville ..........-.--+) Sugar river ........ recrritenes] _ 50,000 

‘Arthur Sykes, Madison ......-..eeeeee+] Wingra Jake .....-.-eeeeeeeer eee] 400,000 

8,200,000 

‘DODGE COUNTY— 

Henry Boehmer. Mayville .........e.++| Rock river ....cseceeseeeeeeeeees| 100,000 

Anton Welch, Mayville ..........0:-s+++] Rock river ...eceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee| 100,000 

R. J. Logenbach, Mayville .......-.0+| Rock river ..ecceceeeeseeeeeeeeee| 50,000 

Otto W. A. Radloff, Hustisford ......| Hustisford pond .........-++.+-| 100,000 

Geo. M. Bagley, Neosho ..........-.+++| Neosho pond aesersserrsentses| 100,000 

(Cc. W. Harvey, Beaver Dam ........---| Beaver Dam lake ........-eeee 200 ,000 

Ww. C. North, Fox Lake ...........+++--| Fox lake reeeeaseeeeeeneseaecea 400 ,000 

| 1,050,000 

. 
t 
( 

DUNN COUNTY— | . 

FE’, A. Vasey, Menomonie ...........--.| Little Menomonie river ....... 50,000 

Oscar Melbye, Menomonie ........-----| Little Menomonie river cece] 50 ,000 

H. W. Johnson, Menomonie .........-| Little Menomonie river ....... 50 ,000 

Adolph Sevenson, Menomonie .......-.| Little Menomonie river seaesee| 50,000 

C. O. Sandvig, Menomonie .........---| Little Menomonie river .....-.| 50 ,000 

C. Baker, Wheeler ...........-.-eee+-++++| North Fork Hay river ........| 100,000 

Wm..Schutte, Jr., Menomonie ........| Little Menomonie river — 50 ,000 

400,000 

BAU CLAIRE COUNTY— ; 

Chas. Stiding, Altoona ..........+.+++--| Five-mile lake ....ceeceeeeceses-| 100,000 

W. T. Dugame, Altoona ............-.»| Lake Altoona sceceacecetesencece| 50 ,000 

. Wm. H. Hawker, Altoona ...........-| Lake Altoona cceuccccccceeceses} 50,000 

L. A. McKinley, Altoona ...........---]| Lake Altoona Lececcscscctecsceee| 50,000 

John Brog, Hau Claire ..:...........--| Hau Claire river ......-.eeeeee 50,000 

John A. Hansen, Eau Claire .........-| Hau Claire river ......ss+sseeee 50,000 

J. Baumberger, Eau Claire ............( Eau Claire river .....--++++++-- 50.000
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EAU CLAIRE COUNTY—Continued. | 
J. Kopplin, Hau Claire ................| Eau Claire river ee eeeeecvecees 50,000: A. H. Walrich, Hau Claire ............| DellS pond ..........cceccceeseee 100,000: Leopold Kortsch, Eau Claire ..........; Chippewa river ................. 100,000 Marshall Cousins, Hau Claire .........| Long lake ....................... 100,000 i, W. Heiss, Wau Claire ..............) Round lake ..................... 80,000 

~ 830,000. 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY— ; ; 
Tinkham Bros., Fairwater ............| Grand river ..........ccccccccee. 150,000. I. P. Worthing, Fond du Lac ,......./ Lake De Nevu cesesceccecscecese! 100,000 Ki. H. Ordway, Fond du Lac ..........| Lake De Nevu cease eeeeeceeens 50,000: P. A. Hoffman, Campbellsport .......| Lake fifteen ...............006.. 100,000 
Wim. Weddle, Campbellsport .......... Lake fifteen ...................-| 100,000 

. 
500,000. 

FOREST COUNTY— . 
Fred Morey, Wabeno ...............056., Trump lake .........ccccccceeees 80,000- . Andrew Mueller, Wabeno .............; Hinley lake .............cccceees 80,000 | D. W. Connor, Laona .................., Silver lake .......cccccesecceeeee 80,000 | W. D. Connor, Laona ............c0008 Bireh lake ......... ccc cece eee 80,000. Connor Lbr. and Land Co., Laona...| Silver lake ............ccccceeees 80, 000- 
Joseph J. Martin, Laona ............../ Birch lake vetereeereeeeeereneea| 80,000 

| 480,000: 
GREEN COUNTY— | 

EH. W. Van Norman, Monticello ......) Sugar river and Tribs. rete] 100,000. ID. H. Morgan, Albany ................., Sugar river ........cccceeeee..., 100,000 

| 200,,000- . 
GREEN LAKE COUNTY— . 

| Ind. Borst, Princeton ...................] Fox river ey 150, 000- 

IOWA COUNTY— 
Thomas Graber, Mineral Point .......| Pecatonica TIVED wo. cece eceeeees 150,000: A. Appel, Mineral Point ...............| Pecatonica river ............... 150,000 

300,000: 
IRON COUNTY— 

J. C. Withington, Mercer ..............| Turtle water .....cccccceccccces. 80,000 Bell Bros., Mercer .............5.....--.| Hecho lake cece eee e ec eeesececrsees 80.,000- Geo. C. Foster, Hurley ................| Pine lake cece eee ee ees cencavceens 120,000. M. J. Connors, Hurley .................| Island lake seceececesesccccecees| 160,000 J. H. Lawler, Hurley ..................| Moose lake ...................... 160,000: Fred Davis, Mercer .............s.e--02-| Tank lake ...................00., 160,000: 

. | 760 ,000- 
JACKSON COUNTY— 

E. E. Moore, Merrillan ................| Merrillan Mill pond ...........| 100,000- J. C. Taggart, Merrillan ...............| Grist Mill pond vote ee ceeeeeees 50,000: J. H. Williams, Merrillan .............| Merrillan Mill pond seessceeess| 100,000: 

- 250,000: JEFFERSON COUNTY— 
EK. P. Mansfield, Lake Mills ..........) Rock lake ..........cccccceeecce, 400,000- Edw. Schultz, Waterloo ...............| Matumesha river .............._J 100,000 Dr. W. H. Weld, Fort Atkinson .....! Rock river se eeeeaereevcceresesse! 100,000" Jos. Stoppenbach, Jefferson ...........| Rock river ....................... 150,000: 

| -——-— | | 750,000:
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JUNEAU COUNTY— ; 
Henry Hagemann, Mauston ...........| Lemonweir river .............--| 100,000 
Elmer Weatherby, Mauston ...........| Lemonweir river ............06. 50,000 

, c. P. Bradley, Mauston ...............| Lemonweir river ............66. 50,000 
Cc. F. Altenberg, Mauston .............| Lemonweir river ..............- 50,000 
P. J. Comer, Mauston ..........06.--6.| LeMonWeILr TIVELY .......... eee 50,000 
John Turner, Mauston ...............-.| Lemonweir river ...............| 100,000 

. Chas. C. Chase, Elroy .............0.++-| Mill pond ......................./ 100,000 
Geo. M. Frohmader, Camp Douglas..| Little Lemonweir river .......| 100,000 
S. E. Gleason, Camp Douglas .........| Big Lemonweir river .......... 50,000 
Cecil J. Phillps, Camp Douglas .......| Big Lemonweir river .......... 100,000 
G. M. Reed, Necedah ........cceceseesee| YEIIOW TIVELY .... cece cece eee eee 120,000 
T, M. Canfield, Necedah .......ceseeeee| YELIOW Liver ....ccceceeecssseeee| 120,000 
J. BE. Daly, Necedab ..........cccceceeee| YELIOW TIVELY ....ccccceeseeeseeeo| 120,000 
W.S. Hess, Necedah .........ccecceeeee| YELLOW VIVEL ...ccccecoeeeseseees| 120,000 

1,230,000 

KENOSHA COUNTY— | | 
Alvin Paddock, Salem ...........e0..0--| Paddock lake ............0se000-| 150,000 
E. M. Stannard, Bristol ........,......| Lake George .........cecceeeeoee| 150.000 
Frank Zerfas, Twin Lake .............| Lakes Mary and Elizabeth ...| 100,000 
F. H. Schenning, Silver Lake .........| Silver lake ...........ceeeeeeeeee, 200,000 
Wm. Luke, Wheatland ..............+..| Lily lake ..............e.eeeeeeee} 150,000 

, 750,000 

KEWAUNEE COUNTY— 
Trudell and Kalhofer, Luxemburg....| Scarbora river ....ccccesccccesee| 100,000 
Felix Moraux, Luxemburg ............| Trudell mill pond ............. 150,000 
Ernest Bruemmu, Algoma .............| South branch of Ahnapee mv 150,000 

| 400,009 

LA FAYETTE COUNTY— 
Walter Warren, South Wayne ........| Pecatonica river .....ccececcecs 150 ,000 
M. P. Kennedy, Gratiot ...............| Pecatonica river ........-.-.---| 100,000 

| 250 ,000 
LANGLADE COUNTY—_ 
Herman A. Muller, Polar ..............| Muller lake ..........ccceeceeees 80,000 
Chas. Sehotte, Antigo ........e.s+seee0e-) Hau Claire river ...........60.. 80 ,000 
Theo. Lenzer, Kempster .........seseee| Long lake  ...ccccccccccvccccces 80,000 
George Breneir, Summit Lake ........| Bass lake ...........ccccccceceves 80,000 
Emil S. Weisse, Post Lake ...........6| Post lake .... cc cece cece eee cees 160,000 
J. H. Hopkins, Antigo .................| Summit lake ............eeeeeeee 80,000 

| 560,000 

LINCOLN COUNTY— ° 
John Pospisiel, Heineman .........++6++| Scoville lake ....... ccc cece eee ee 80 ,000 
L. A. Miller, Dudley ...........ceeeeeee| SCOVIlE lake co... eee eee eee 80 ,000 
O. M. Smith, Tomahawk ..............; Clear and Clara lakes ......... 80,000 
B. F. Clark, Tomahawk ..............»5| Muskellunge and Dear lakes. 80,000 
H. Hoover, Heineman ......ccccoesseoee| SCOVIE LAKG coil lec ccew eee 80 ,000 
Joseph Yandar Jr., Heineman ........| Scoville lake ........... cece eeees 80 ,000 
A. L. Wyart, Bloomville .............| Luek’s lake .........cc cece ecees 80,000 
W. C. Weisel, Heineman ..............| Anderson lake ......c.cccccecees 80,000 
Cc. L. Stephens, Heineman .............| Seoville lake .............cceceee 80,000 
H. E. Kluetz, Merrill ..................| Wisconsin river ........cceeeee: 80,000 - 
Julius Theilman, Merrill ..............-.| Bass lake ........ ccc ccc ceceuces 80,000 
A. J. Stange, Merrill ...................| Lake View ..............0..00+6-1 160,000 

| 1,040,000
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MANITOWOC COUNTY— | . 
Anton Reif, Whitelaw ..................; Branch river .............+.--, 100,000 
John Reznichek, Whitelaw .............| Branch river ............e.e+e-.-; 100,000 
F. Jachinstal, Manitowoc ..............| West Twin river ............... 100,000 
H. C. Gruebner, Sheboygan ..........| Pigeon lake .............. cece es 100,000 
S. W. Randolph, Manitowoc ..........| English lake and Manitowoc 

VPIVEL woe e cece e sce cecccccceceees 400,000 

80.000 
MARATHON COUNTY— 
Herm. R. Seim, Wausau ..............; Hau Pliene river ...............] 160,000 
John Schwister, Wausau ...............| Trappe and Plover rivers .... 160,000 | 
Alex Fehl, Wausau ................2-2.2.| Little Rib river ................| 200,000 
A. J. Dern, Wausau ......cccceeseeeseee, WISCONSIN TVIVEL .....ecc ccc ece ee 160,000 | 
John A. Moigedux, Wausau ...........| Eau Claire river ............... 200,000 | 
T. R. Guenther, Knowlton ............; Wisconsin river teeeeteneeeeeeal 80,000 . 

960,000 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY— 
Joe. Fennig, Milwaukee ................; Muskego lake ............e.0000| 200,000 

MONROE COUNTY— | . . 
Her. Bartz, Wilton ............ee0eeeeee| Kickanoo river ............0602-, 100,000 
John Seétt, Warrens ..............+6666.| Lemonweir river ...............] 100,000 
Chas. L. Fox, Leon ..............-....-| Little La Crosse river ........| 100,000 

| 300 ,000 
OCONTO COUNTY— 
Lewis P. Perry, Gillette ..............] Berry lake an 80,000 

ONEIDA COUNTY— . . 
BE. H. Harding, Racine .................| Lake Julia .............c000006%-1 160,000 

. C. J. Coon, Woodruff .................., Trout lake ......... ccc eee ee eee 560,000 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff ...............| Tomahawk lake ................|. 2,000,0° 
H. Hansen, Minocqua ..............-++-| Squirrel lake ........cccseeeeeee] 720, us 
Mr. Poquette, Woodruff. ...............] Bass lake ......c.. cece eee eeeeees| 240,000 
D. H. Kahn, Woodruff .........4......) Johnson lake ...............6.--| 160,000 

| 3,840,000 
PEPIN COUNTY— | . 

- Wm. P. Unser, Eau Galle .............| Hau Galle river Kansas rivers 100,009 
A. A. Huleatt, Arkansaw ............../ Big and Little Arkansas rivers} 100,000 
Thos. F. Lucas, Durand ..............| Tompson and Stump lakes ...! 150,00: 
H: Nieklas, Durand ..................../ Wilcox Bean and Spooner 

. TAKES coe e ec ccc cece eee eeeeees 150,000. 

| 500.290 
PRICE COUNTY— 

J. W. Hicks, Prentice .................| Lake Worcester ................ 80,000 
F. W. Donovan, Phillips ..............| Hlk lake .............. cc. cece 80,000 
H. R. Soulen, Phillips ................| Deer lake ...............c0ec0ee0-{ 80,000 
FF. K. Randall, Phillips ................| High lake ......... ccc eee e cena ee 80 ,000 

320,000 | 
ROCK COUNTY— 

J. L. Hodson, Lima Center .........../ Turtle lake iirreesetrssssseea| 100,000 
A. F. Fellows, Evansville .............| Gibbs lake rete te essen eeeeeeeeee| 100,000 

7 | | | 200,000
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ST. CROIX COUNTY— | Andrew Hope, Hammond ............../ Bushnell and Casey lakes ....| 100,000 
Mike Steckmeyer, Roberts .............] Twin lake ..................000+] 100,000 
Jas. Smith, Burkhardts ................{ Bass lake ....... cc cccecec sucess 80,000 Bennine Jernson, Hudson .......;.....| Bass lake ......... ccc. cc ceeee eee 80,000 Charles McKinzee, Burkhardts .......| Bass lake ...............c...00ee, 80,000 Ralph Burk, Burkhardts ...............] Willow river ...............0000s 80,000 . 

| 520,000 _ 
SAUK COUNTY— ; 

A. D. Dorsett, Baraboo ................l Devils lake ....................../ 100,000 
L. J. Horstman, Baraboo .............| Devils lake wo... ce. cc ccc ccc cee eee 100,000 

. A. G. Buckley, Baraboo ..........ce0ce Devils TAKE ... ccc cece cc eee e cece 100,000 
. F. EH. Settergren, Baraboo .............; Devils lake ..............cc0c005. 100,000 

EK. G. Mariott, Baraboo ...............{ DevilS lake .......c cece cece cece 100,000 
Bert Cramer, Baraboo .......ccccccccuce Devils lake wo. ccc cece cee c ce ece 100,000 
John Wiggins, North Freedom ......../ Mill pond ..................000.. 100,000 
John O’Neil, North Freedom ..........| Seeley creek pond .............: 100,000 

. | 800 ,000 

SAWYER COUNTY— | | , W. HE. Cornick, Hayward ..............; Spider lake irrttteeeereteeesea| 200,000 

SHAWANO COUNTY— | 
Fred HE. Matz, Regina ..................) Heming lake .............0.0.506 80,000 . 
I. L. Rice, Wittenberg .................| Galloway lake ..............006. 80,000 
Henry Larson, Ringle Seen e eee eneeeees Hau Claire river ................ 80,000 

240,000 ~ 
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY— | 

R. G. Arnold, Glenbeulah .............{ Mullet river rrteteeesseeeeeeeeea 100 ,000 

- TAYLOR COUNTY— | . C. H. Howard, Medford ...............| Lake HBsidore ................65. 80,000 
Louis Bauer, Medford .................| Sackets lake .......ccccecceecees 80,000 
Jerry Murphy, Medford ................| Nigger JaKe@ .......ccceccececuces 80,000 
Joseph Loeb, Medford .................] Clear lake .......ccccccccccececce 80,000 
J. M. Hackett, Medford ...............| Lake Esidore ..........cccc0c05- 80,000 

_ UL. EH. Simerson, Medford ..............| Yellow river .....ccccccccccccece 80,000- 
: Gus. Skinner,. Westboro ...............| Twin lakes ......cccccccccccecucee 80,000 

Frank M. Perry, Westboro ...........| James lake .....ccccceccccececes 80,000 - 
' Jas. Ujohn, Rib Lake ..................{ North Harper lake ............ 81) 000 

A. J. Allard, Rib Lake .................| North Everson’s lake sere) 80.000 
George F. Brann, Rib Lake ...........| Harper’s lake ................6.. 80.000 

| 880,000 
 TREMPEALEAU COUNTY— _ | 

F. K. Kellman, Galesville .............) Marinuka lake ..................| 100,000 

VERNON COUNTY—_ 
E. B. Harkin, Hillsboro ...............) Pond lake ...............ee00041 100,000 ; 

. R. Hammer, Hillsboro ..................| Hillsboro Mill Pond .......... 100,000 ; 
_ Morterud Bros., Westby ...............| Trib. West Branch Kickapoo 

. LIVED ec e eee e eee eeeeeeececeeeeee} 100,000 
/ Ed. Kellicut, Viola ..............eee0000| BIK run river ......cccccccecc eee 100 ,000 

| 400 ,000 . 

5—F.,
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VILAS COUNTY— 
F. W. Melintyre, Bagle River .......| Gordon TAK wie ccc cece cece eee 80,000: 

Victor Stevens, Hagle River .......-.06 Catfish lake ..c. cece ewe eee eens 80,000 

H. CG. Tellefson, Eagle River ..........| Hunters lake ..........--.+eees 80,000 

| Carter and Emmons, Eagle River ....| Kathan lake ...............+005- 80,000 

Chas. Zimpelmann, Eagle River ...... Katharine lake ........c.c eee eee 80,000: 

Fred G. McIntyre, Bagle River ....... Catfish lake ............seeeeeees 80,000 

Max Scheribel, Eagle River .......-++-- Bagle- Chain of lakes .......... 80,000: 

Geo. Foster, Hagle River .........+++6| Boot lake ........sseeeeeeeeeeees 80,000 

Stephen Johnson, Hagle River .....---| LAWSON lake 22... cece eee ween eee 80,000 

Ed. Lacon, Eagle River .....ccccveesces Dollar lake ..... ccc cece ecw eee ee 80,000: 

A. Paisman, Eagle River .....-.+.seers Gordon lake .....csceeccsseenes 80,000- 

W. H. Knox, Hagle river ....--.sseeee- Otter LAKE ... cece ccc eee esse eeeeee 80,000 

Geo. St. Louis, Hagle River .......+++- Boot lake 20... cscs eee ee ee eee ee eee 80,000 

. Wm. Price, Bagle River ......+.-+++ee- Price 1AKe occ cce cece cee eeeeeee 80,000 

Jas. Oberholtzer, Eagle River .......-- Sand lake ........ ccc cece cece ccees 80,000 

R. D. Mcleod, Hagle River ....--++++- Lake CharleS ....ccccccc eee eeeee 80,000 

Jobn Radcliff, Hagle River ...+..-++-+- Sand lake .......seeeeesesseeeees 80,000: 

, Julius Strelow, Lakota ......-seeeeeeee Big and Little Twin lakes ... 80,000: 

L. D. Sargent, Conover ......e+s+eeeeee Pike and Lillian lakes ........ 80,000. 

George Shelley, COMOVCL ...-.seerereees Little Twin lake .............6. 80,000 

A. J. Burgess, Conover ........0see2++-| Bass LAK@ veces eee cece eee cece e eee 80,000. 

‘\’ B. Thomas, State Line .............; Lac Vieux Desert ..........-.+.| 200,000 
D. H. Sargent, COMOVEL ....ceceereeeees Big Twin lake ............seeees 160,000 

H. J. Sargent, Conover .....sssseeeeeeee| Pioneer Lake .....seeeeeeeeee ees 160,000 

Geo. Shelly, Conover .......eeereeseeees Big Twin lake ........... eee eeee 80,000 

° A. A. Babcock, Eagle River ..........- Kentuck lake ......... ccc cece eee 80 ,000 

Robert McGregor, Arbor Vitae ....... St. German lake ...............| 820,000 

O. W. Sayner, Sayner ...sceeseseeeeevee Plumb lake .......ceeeeeeeeeeeee| 820,000 

B. F. Wilson, Star Lake .....-.++sees+: Ballard Jake wo. ccc cess cee eee eees 80,000 

B. J. Vaughan, Star Lake ........esees Ballard lake ....... cece eee eee 80,000 

H. C. Simonds, Star Lake ..........--.| Star lake .... ss. sseeeeeseeeeeees 80,000 

Hi. E. Salsich, Star Lake ......-ceeeees Whiteland TAK occ ce cece nee ees 80,000 

‘Edward Parker, Star Lake ...s+ssseese Whiteland lake ..........-...08- 80,000 

M. E. Murphy, Star Lake .....c..+e+-- Star Lake ...... cece cece cece eee 80,000 

C. M. Miles, Star Lake .........eeeeees Star Lake ....... cece cece cero ones 80,000 

Chas. Law Jr., Star Lake ........-+4+- Star Lake .....ccseesecccvcccoeee 80,000 

R. Cc. Aylward, Star Lake ........-++s- Star Lake ........ccecceccceccecs 80,000 

C. H. Blohm, Comover .....seccesserers Stormy ake ....ccccecccscsveoce 80,000 

Wright Lbr. Co., Merrill ..........e+- Trout JAK@ ...cceeceeeesseeeeees 800,000 

Max Ewald, Merrill .........eseeeeeeees Alvich lAKe@ wc. wesc ceececceneees 80,000 

A. K. Everett, Hagle River .......-++:- Cranberry lake .....ccc cece wees 80,000 

4,760,000 

WALWORTH COUNTY— ; no 

7%. P. Beach, Whitewater ..............| Trippes Take .ecccccceeeeeeeeeee| 100,000 

A. M. Hanson, Whitewater .......+.+- Whitewater lake .........seee. 100,000 

‘Albert Kieman, Whitewater ...........| Turtle TAKC occ c cece eee eveeeeee| 100,000 

Brownell Bulkley, Whitewater ........ Lauderdale lakes ..............| 250,000 

vl. Emma Bergwall, East Troy .......| Booth lake w..ccc cece eeezeceeeee| 150,000 

FT. A. Collin, Delavan ......ccsceeceeeeee| Delavan lake ......seeeseeeeeeee| 400,000 oo 

E.G. Thearle, Chicago ..........sse06+| Lake Geneva ......ssseseeeeeeee| 250,000 | 

Edward Shepard, Lake Beulah ........| Lake Beulah ............+......1 250,000 

[60,0 

WASHBURN COUNTY— 
Bert Countryman, Tyrego ..........-.-.| Whaler lake .....sssseeeeeseeens 80,000 ; 

C. H. Dexter, Spooner ...........:..---| Sylane and Cablé lakes ...... 80,000 

Frank Kasper, -‘Sarona .........seceeeee| Kasper lake ......ceeeeeeceeenes 80,000 

Hlans Martinson, Madge ........-.e-+++-| Martin Jake .......ce eee eens 80,000 

Forest Lovell, Shell Lake ............-.| Yellow Tiver .......ceeeeeeeeeee 80,000 

Dr. I. G. Crowell, Shell Lake .,......' Shell lake .......ceceete ees eee eel 80,000
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. WASHBURN COUNTY—Continued. 
B. C. Hanson, Shell Lake .............| Shell lake CE sss] 80,000 
C. J. Stover, Shell Lake ...............| Shell lake ..........c000.-00005, 80,000. 
W. B. Hanson, Cumberland ...........| Shell lake 2... ccc. cc cece cece eee 80,000 
A. A. Lovell, Shel] Lake ...:...........| Chain of lakes ..........000005. 160 ,000. . 

. | 880,000 

WASHINGTON COUNTY— ; 
Tom Courtney, Hartford ..............| Pike lake oo... cece ceeeee| 100,000 
A. J. Hemmy, Hartford ................) Pike lake coo. ce cence 100,000 Pottawatomie Club North Milwaukee! Pike lake .......cccccccccccceuce 150,000 Francis J. Stiglbauer, Milwaukee.....| Amybelle lake ................. 150,000 
John Rosenheimer, Schleiseingerville..| Big Cedar lake cece eecceccuces 230,000 

| 750,000. 

WAUKESHA COUNTY— 
Iiph. Beaumont, Hartland .............| Beaver lake .................... 200,000 
Chas. Mueller, Nashotah ...............; Moose lake .............0.....,, 250,000. BH. J. Mansur, W. Milwaukee .........) Nagawicka lake ............... 400,000 Geo. R. Nash, Milwaukee .............; Upper Lake Nashotah ....... 400 ,090- A. Murawsky, Milwaukee .............) Okauchee lake ................. 100,000 Fred Leypoldt, Okauchee ..............| Okauchee lake stveteevecceesees| 150,000: Fred Luscher, Okauchee ...............; Okauchee lake ................. 200 ,000 Jas. P. Donlan, Hagle ..................| Hagle lake ...................... 200, 000° W. J. Turner, Hagle ...................| Beaver Dam lake cee eceeeecees 100,000 Harry Hooper, Troy Center .........../ Pleasant lake wee en ces ceeecens 100, 000- Fr. W. F. Welch, Waukesha ..........!| Fox river sone ces esa ruccencccees 100,000- B. Pp. Langly, Dousman ...............) School Section lake ..........! 100,000 - Mr. Shultz, Dousman ...................) Hunters lake seceteececeevesees| 100,000: 

| 2,400 ,000- 

WAUPACA COUNTY— | 
Chas. H. Anderson, Scandinavia ....| Silver lake bcc eeeeseceeneseces 200 ,000> M. S. Stroud, Symco ..................| Union pond ps 100 ,000. . G. C. Fergot, Embarrass ............./ Clover Leaf lake ..............| 80,000 Anton Gauerke, Embarrass ........... Embarrass river bee ceeeceevees 80,000: M. L. Palmer, Embarrass ...........| Grass lake Sere eee e eee eeeeees 80,000 Bert Palmer, Embarrass ..............| Pine lake shane e eee e eee eeceeceens 89 ,000- Emil Fergot, Embarrass ..............| Clover Leaf lake ..01..007.07""7 80,000 . 

| 700 ,000- 

WAUSHARA COUNTY— | 
C. EH. Michaels, Wautoma ............) Bugh’s lake eee e eee eeeeceeeee} = 109,000 , Lon. Nichols, Wautoma ...............| Hill’s lake ieee eee eeeeeeeeeeaees! 100,000 Otto_Rodoll, Wautoma ................] Crystal and Bass lakes ......| 199,000 P. BH. Ades, Wautoma .................; Beans lake seteeeeeecceeeceeeess| 100,000: _ Geo. Peterson, Saxville ...............] Round lake Lieceevecseceeceeceee| 100,000: A. J. Stevens, Wild Rose ............. Silver lake UTE pe! 100,000 E. R. Humphrey, Wild Rose .........) Gilbert lake see e eee eee eeeeas 150,000 J. V. Berens, Wild Rose ..............| Silver lake Jes] 100,000: C. H. Pratt, Plainfield ................) First lake 0000072007077" qo9’ooo. Geo. Gustin, Plainfield ................| Plainfield lake Se 100,000 Buchanan Johnson, Plainfield ........) Plainfield lake wo... 100,090 Ed. O’Connor. Hancock .............../ Fish lake Leb eeseeeeecseeseseeeee} 1002000: M. Lathrop, Hancock ..................) Bish lake 0 “s0’o00 . W. Beach, Hancock ................! Fish lake ieee eteeeeeeeeeeeeeecel 50,090
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WAUSHARA. COUNTY—Continued. 
| 

J. BE. Foster, Hancock ................| Fish lake seve ice eteteeeeeeeeel 50 ,000 

Wm. L. Jones, Hancock ..............| Fish lake eee e cee ecesecsecesceee| 50 ,000 

A. Hebblewhite, Hancock ............| Fish lake | 50,000 

G. N. Spaulding, Hancock ............| Pine lake eI 100,000 — 

, w. A. Roblier, Coloma Station ......] Pleasant lake ................+.| 150,000 

| 1,750,000 

. “WOOD COUNTY— ; 

wm. H. Burchell, Grand Rapids ....| Farrells lake ...............605- 80,000 

Ww. C. Martin, Grand Rapids ........| Centralia Mill pond ...........| 120,000 

 _A. B. Bever, Grand Rapids ........++- Wisconsin Fiver ... cc. ce eee wees 120,000 

Jas. G. Hamilton, Grand Rapids ...| Wisconsin river ..............-. 120,000 

. L. A. Pepin, Grand Rapids ..........| Hurley Mill pond ..............] 120,000 

‘Chas. Pomainville, Grand Rapids ...; Wisconsin liver .............06. 80,000 

‘Owen Love, Grand Rapids ............{ Centralia pond sretsceestreaeeel 120 ,000 

‘EH. Everbech, Grand Rapids ..........| Biron pond .........eeeeeseeeees 120,000 

F. A. Stamm, Grand Rapids ..........; Consolidated pond ............| 120,000 

James E. Brazeau, Nekoosa ..........| Wisconsin iver .......seeeeeeee 80,000 . 

-Geo. B. Brazeau, Nekoosa ...........-| WiSConsin TIVELY ....-sececeeeee 80,000 

A. Hl. Kleberg, Nekoosa ............-+-| WiSCOMSIN TIVEL ......eeseeeeeee 80,000 

‘Capt. Youngehild, Nekoosa ...........| Wisconsin VIVE wo. ees ee ee ee eee 80,000 

: 1,820,000 

| Total wall-eyed pike fry, planted,| 1907 seoveteeneseateenecaneessnees ff 800,000 |
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CALUMET COUNTY— . 

J. A. Hansen, New Holstein .........| Wilkes TAKE woe cece cece reece oes 2,000: 

A. J. Pfeffer, Chilton ..............-..-| Manitowoc 1 4) ee 2,000 

Wilmer E. Bishop, Hilbert ...........| Manitowoc iver .....eeseeeeees 2,000. 

. 6,000: 

COLUMBIA COUNTY— 
| 

Ww. R. Ketchum, Portage ..........6---| Long lake .....ceeecse ene ee ees ens 5,000. 

Ww. R. Turner, Columbus .............; Columbus Dam and Crawfish 

PIVCL vccccccccsccccscccccvceeees 2,000. 

D. L. Floore, Columbus ..............-| Fall river Mill PONd .....eeee- 2,000: 

S/O. Brien, Columbus .......ceeceeeee| LOSS LAK .oee eee e eens eeee noone 1,000 

Frank H. Smith, Pardeeville .........| Pardeeville Mill pond ........| 2,000. 

R. O. Spear, Pardeeville ......seseseees Pardeeville lake ......c cece eee] 2,000: 

‘John R. Davis, Cambria ............-..| Cambria Mill PON ........000- 2,000. 

| 16,000: 

DANE COUNTY— . . 

B. F. Compton, Stoughton ............| Lake ISC@PONSA ..cceseeeeeeevees 2,000: 

J. H. Weber, Stoughton ...............| Lake, Kegonsa .....eeeeeeeeeees 2,000 | 

. 
4,000 

DODGE COUNTY— 
| 

M. B. Burke, Beaver Dam .........-.--| Beaver Dam lake ..cccececceees 1,000 

W. C. North, Fox Lake ........--...-.| Fox lake cece cece ce ceeesereeeeeel, 1,000 

John Stoddart, Fox Lake ..............| Fox | Fa (<a 1,000 

Murphy Bros., Fox Lake ..........+..; Fox LAKE Lice cece cece weet eee ener 2,000 

Chas. D. Henderson, Mayville ........; Rock VIVEL vo ccc cecccceseccceeees 1,000 

Henry Bohmer, Mayville .......--seees Rock iver ....ccc cece eee eeeeene 1,000 

7.000 

DOUGLAS COUNTY— 

EF. W. Runkel, Superior .............--) Twin lake ...... esse renee eee eee 1,000 

EB. J. Favell, Superior ............-.--..| St. Croix lake wo... cece cece eee 1,000 — 

C. H. Howell, Superior ...............) Ham LAK coe c cece cw ener ee eee ees 2,000 

BE. C. Maxfield, Superior ............-.-| Long TAK woe cece ccc cee teenies 1,000 

Henry P. Evans, Superior ........+-+- Island lake wo... cece eee eee ees 1,000 

J. C. McLean, Superior .........-..-..) St. Croix Lake co.cc cece cece eee 1,000 

: E. W. Carey, Superior .........-..66.+| Muskrat Lake .....-seeeeeeeeees 1,000 

| J. M. Sayles, Solon Springs ........-...; Twin TAK cece cece cece eee eeenes 1,000 

William Frick, Solon Springs ........; Twin LAK cece cece e eee eee ceeeee 1,000 

Elling H. Lee, Superior...............-.| OX LAKE cecec cece cece eee en eeees 1,000 

Ww. K. Crumpton, Superior ...........| Lake St. CLrOiX ..cc cece cece eee 1,000 

F. R. Crumpton, Solon Springs ......| Twin lake .....-. seeeeeeee sees 1,000 

Frances Gates, Solon Springs ......| Black Fox lake ............+++- 2,000 

P. BE. Waterbury, Solon Springs .....; Twin Take wc cc cece eee eee ees 1,090 . 

Nicholas Lucius, Solon Springs .....| St. Croix lake .........+-+.+e+- 1,000 

C. W. Bishop, Superior ...........e00-. Lake St. Croix ......... ee eeees 1,000 

A. GC. Slate, Wascott ......cccecceeeeeee| Red Jake oo. cece eee sense eee eens 2,000 

Thos. C. McLean, Superior ...........| Red lake ....... cee sees peers eee ed 2,009 . 

Dan J. Bogne, Gordon ..........eeeeeee Whitefish lake ............. ee eee, 2,000 

Dennis Crotty, Gordon .....sceeeeeeese Whitefish lake ...........000: eee! 1,099 

Hl. F. Drake, Gordon ............60006| Lake Pavor ...cceeeeree eee e ness 1,000 

B. N. Padlock, Superior ..............| Lader lake .....ssssseeee erences 2,000 

F. J. Seguin, Superior .................| Bass and Clear lakes ......... 2,000 

Hattie F. Lowe, Gorfion ...............| Lake Favor ......eceeee seer eee 1,000 

Wm. Wilkinson, Gordon ............-.| Spider lake porters] 2,000 \ 

A. Berthime, Superior ..............--.| Miles TAK cece cece cece eee eeees 2,000 

Geo. A. Bubar, Gordon ............... Miles lake Seceeceaccucecssessessl 2,000
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. ; 37,000 FOREST COUNTY— 
W. EH. Fairfield, Green Bay ..........| Lake LULA woe cccccccccecccceccs 2,000 P. Shay, Armstrong Creek ............ Lake Nine ...eecccec cece cccccece 2,000 Flammer Steiger Lbr. Co., Black- : . Welle oo... c esse eee e cee cccceececeecseee! Wind lake ‘ver Yates 20 8,000 Connor Lbr. Land Co., Laona ....... Birch and Silver lake ........}. 5,000 | 

| 12,000 GREEN LAKE COUNTY~— 
| J. E. Henning, Princeton ............. BOX VIVE ooo. cele ccc cece cece ce 2,000 Harry Morris, Dartford ............... Green lake 2... cece ccc c ccc ee 2,000 Ed. Borst, Princeton sete ccceececeeeeee| MOX PIVEF wel cc lec c cece cee ee eee 2,000 H. P. Cody, Green Lake cocceoseceesee, Green lake oo... cece ccc ee eee 2,000 

. | 8,000 
JEFFERSON COUNTY— 
Palmyra Springs Sanitarium, Palmyra Palmyra Springs lake ........ 2,000 G. A. Buzzell, Palmyra socccecceceeess| ODVInG lake .........ccccccecee, 2,000 Chas. E. Williams, Palmyra ........., Spring lake cece eee cc cetececeas 2,000 

. 6,000 JUNEAU COUNTY~ 
John Price, Mauston Seececeevcecseeeeee) LeMmMonweir river .............. 4,000 EK. M. Reed, Necedah sreeceeccceeseeees| VELIOW LIVE Lo. ee ccc cece cee 8,000 

8,000 LA FAYETTE COUNTY— 
Chas. Blanchard, Blanchardville --...| Pecatonica river ............... 1,000 W. HE. Robinson, Blanchardville .....| Trib. Pecatonica river ........| 2,000 George Gould, Blanchardville --.e-...| Trib. Pecatonica river ........ 1,000 

| 
| 4,000 LINCOLN COUNTY— 

G. W. Purvis, Merrill stsceeecessceeeee| Lake View woiccccc ccc ccccccseace 3,000 MW. G. Hinckley, Merrill ...............| Bass Dake wo. cece eee eee eee 3,000 David Martz, Merrill et eeececeeeeeseees| Lake VIEW oo... ccc ccc cc ccc c ee eee 4,000 

10,000 MANITOWOC COUNTY— 
J. C. Miller, Kiel seteceetceseeeesesesess| Pigeon lake ...... ee ccc cece eee. 2,000 S. W. Randolph, Manitowoc veseeeeeee| English lake ......0........00.. 4,000 

| 6,000 - MARATHON COUNTY— 
EK .D. Underwood, Wausau ........... Big Rib river and Tribs. ....| 8,000 

MARINETTE COUNTY— | John Strifler, Marinette recereeeeseeeess! Thunder lake .................. 2,000 : Geo. H. Hartwell, Crivitz serecceeeeeee) Noquebay lake ................. 3,000 Henry Strobel, Amberg teteeverseesees| Beecher lake ............cccccee 2,000 Chas. H. Rector, Athelstane soveeeeeee| Granite lake ...............006. 2,000 

Do 9,000 MARQUETTE COUNTY— 
C. KH. Peirce, Germania seseveseseeseese| Comstock lake ........cc.ceece. 2,000 KF. J. Kimball, Briggsville ............ Lake Mason ..........ccccceceee 4,000 

| | 
| 6,000 MILWAUKER COUNTY— 

Wm. H. Dryer, Milwaukee ........... Saukville lake sete ee eeeeeeeeeael 2,000
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OCONTO COUNTY— | 

John J. Hot, Sobieski ............6+.+--| Little Sumaico river and 
TPPIDS. cece cece ccc e tee e eee ee eeel 2,000 

Herman Dick, Suring .................-| Nachickwa lake etereeserees| 2,000 

Lewis P. Berry, Gillette ..............| Berry lake resseeeeeeseseeneeal 2,000 

| | 6,000 

ONEIDA COUNTY— 
John McCoy, Three lakes .............| Little Bass and Spirit Nake. «| 6,000 

Edw. Kretlow, Wausau ............---| Two Horsehead lakes ........ 5,000 

Mr. Johnson, Minocqua ......seeseeees Mercer l1aAKe occ. cece sc ccc cscceee 4,000 

Mrs. M. Barnum, Minocqua ..........| Shishebogema lake ..........-. 4,000 . 

J. Bolger, Minocqua ...................| Long TAK wee cece wee e eee ceeee 4,000 

D. Kahn, Minocqua .......sscseeeeceeee| FOUNSON LAKE oo. ee see e eee sevens 8,000 | 

F Bettis, Minocqua ...............-....| Muskonegon LAKE Lc. ccecceewece 2,000 | 

Henry Hanson, Minocqua .........see Squirrel lake .......ceceeeeeenes 6,000 

Frank Bachus, Minocqua ..............| Lake Content .......sseeeeeeeee 5,000 . 

39,000 

OUTAGAMIE COUNTY— 
H. J. Van Vuren, Seymour .........--, Loom lake .... ce seceeeeeeeeeeee 2,000 

OZAUKEE COUNTY— 
John Weber Jr., Cedarburg ..........| Trib. Milwaukee river ........ 2,000 

William Weber, Grafton ...........-..| Milwaukee Fiver ....ssseseeeees 2,000 

4,000 

POLK COUNTY— ; 
B. S. Isaacson, Dresser Junction ....| Big Horse-Shoe lake .......... 2,000 

H. H. Hart, Amery ......cc.eeeeneeeeee] Sucker lake ....... ec ee eee e eens 1,000 . 

Ed. H. Holliday, Amery ..............| North Twin lake ......-..se0. 1,000 

S. L. Pennington, Amery ..........60-] Pike 1aK@ .ceeec cece ecee er eeeeeee 1,000 

J. A. Young, Amery ........ceeeeeeeeee| Pike TAK 2... cece cece eee tenes 2,000 

W. H. Holliday, Amery ..........-0662| ADP] TIVE... es eeeee eee ee eens 2,000 

| Dan Kinney, Amery .........-.-+eeee+-| South Twin lake ..........05. 2,000 

Frank A. Brant, Nye .....-eeceeeeeeeee| Round Lake 2... cceceeeceececeves 2,000 

L. P. Melfostad, Deronda ...........6-.| Mud 1aKe@ oo. . cece cece eee e eens 1,000 

Geo. A. Sylvester, Deronda .........6) Mud lake 12... ccceeee eee eeeenes 2,000 

John Wickerling, Deronda ............| Mud lake ........ceeee cece seen 2,000 

Theo. Mickelson, Deronda ............, Sucker lake ....... se seeeeceeees 2,000 

F. H. Rasmussen, Dresser Junction..| Big Horse-Shoe lake .......... 2,000 

22,000 

PORTAGE COUNTY— 
L. P. Moen, Stevens Point ...........] TO-MOrrow TiVer ......eeeeeeeee 2,000 = 

E. Viertel, Stevens Point ............./ Wisconsin river .........s.eee. 2,000 

T. L. MeGlachlin, Stevens Point .....| Wisconsin river ............6.- 2,000 

EF. M. Milbery, Stevens Point ........| Plover river .......ssseeeeseeeee 1,000 

A. G. Green, Stevens Point ..........| Wisconsin river ........-.eeeee 1,000 

8,000 

RUSK COUNTY— 
W. L. Stephenson, Ladysmith .......; Big Thorn Apple lake ........ 2,000 

R. J. Caley, Bruce ......ccceceeseeceees| Caley LAK] we cece cece eee ee enna 2,000 

D EB Getchel, Weyerhauser ............| Bass lake JIE 2,000 

: | 6,000 
SAWYER COUNTY— 

C. D. Benack, Hayward ....cccsecessel ROUNA LAKE coc ccecceecceeceeeees| 8,000
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CR 

Distribution of Fish. 
SSeS 

BLACK BASS FRY PLANTED, 1907—Continued. 

| | 
No. of 

Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. | Fish. . 

SHAWANO COUNTY— { 
A. Isuckuk, Shawano ..................] Loon lake .........cccccccceee ee 2,000 
H. C. Scheller, Cecil .................../ Shawano lake ................., 2,000 
H. C. Kretzman, Shawano ............| Lake Gennesaret «.............] — 2,000: 
aA C. Weber, Shawano ................-| Wold river cece ee ence cee eeceeaeet! 2,000 
M. J. Wallrich, Shawano ............../ White Clay lake ............... 2,000: 
i. F. Decker, Embarrass .............| Pine lake vee e cece cee ceeeecceeees 2,000 
W. H. Burgoyne, Cecil ................] Long lake ..........000.005058., 2, 000- 

| 14,000 

SHEBOYGAN COUNTY— 
, Mathias Heinen, Random Lake .......) Random lake ................... 2,000: 

Wmil Haehnke, Random Lake ........; Spring lake .................... 1,000 
Hi. C. Gruebner, Sheboygan ..........! Onion river bee ee ce eteecccececes 2,000 , HW. Underhill, Winooski ...............| Lake Ellen sect ceeeccncvcscceces 2,000 
Joe. W. Steele, Plymouth .............| Little Hlkhart lake ............ 2,000 
Sigmund Bloomfield, Elkhart Lake ..| Elkhart lake ................... 2,000: 
W. F. Pinnow, Wikhart ...............| Blkhart lake ................... 2,000 
Aug. Goetsch, Franklin ...............| Goetsch lake vee eee eeeestetees 2,000 
Chas. G. Peck, Sheboygan Falls .....| Sheboygan river se ccceeeeceeeel 2,000. 
J. T. Hoff, Milwaukee .................{ Random lake ................... 2,000 

19,000 

VILAS COUNTY— 
Fr. W. McIntyre, Hagle River .........| Gordon lake eke eee cee cec cece 2,000: 
Henry Cummings, Eagle River .......| Boot lake ee 2,000 
Michael Welsh, Eagle River ..........) Clear lake ..........cccecceeeee. 2,000: 
R. D. MeLeod, Eagle River ...........| Clear lake ...................... 2,000. 
A. A. Babcock, Appleton ..............| Kentuck lake Lecce eee e eee e ee eee| 2,000 
W. J. Walsh, Eagle River ............| Big and Little Twin lakes ... 2,000: 
C. H. Blohm, Conover .................} Clear lake ..................6.., 2,000: 
And. Hansen, Conover .................| Pioneer lake vine ccc eeeecsceceece 2,000 
Mr. Wallow, Star Lake ...............] Star lake ....................... 3 ,000- , 
J. Coon, Woodruff .....................| Trout lake shee ee eecncrccecaaees 10,000) 

29 ,000: 
WALWORTH COUNTY- | 
Fred Holden, Whitewater ............./ Whitewater lake .............. 2,000: 
Geo. McDougall, Whitewater ........| Whitewater lake see ee ewes cees 2,000 
A. C. Hanson, Whitewater ...........| Bass lake wee cence reece cscenens 2,000- Z. P. Beach, Whitewater ..............| Trippe’s lake bec ecwensecereces 2,000 

8,000 
WASHBURN COUNTY— | ‘ 

F. L. Lampson, Lampson ............| Silver lake wee e cee ee eee ceeeeences 2,000- J. J. Hohl, Minong .....................| Gilmore lake cece cee eecenc eee 2,000 A. J. Hansen, Minong .................| Lake Williams sce cece eeececens 1,000 W. H. Granger, Minong ..............| Granger lake bbe ee eeesecceeccees 1,000: Henry Johnson, Minong ...............| Twin lake cece eee r ees eceeceasees 1,000: Ralph R. Jones, Minong ...............| Red lake wee cee acces cteecascenel 1,000: | John N. Gilbert, Minong ..............; Pond lake ....... seceeeesecene 1,000° . Albert E. Sampson, Minong ..........| Horse-shoe lake cece eeececeeece 1,000 

, 10,000> WAUKESHA COUNTY— - 
Mr. Phelps .................cceeeeceeeeeee| Pewaukee lake cece eect veceeeees 15,000: Albert Gallagher, Delafield ...........| Lake Nagawicka ............... 12,000 Wm. Kunz, Delafield ..................| Pewaukee lake retesecsrseesacal 8,000 Ii. Lacy, Okauchee poeereerreneeeay Okauchee lake ..........cecceeee 15,000: 

| 50 ,000-
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Distribution of Fish. 

BLACK BASS FRY PLANTED, 1907—Continued. | 

: No. of 
Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. Fish. 

WAUPACA COUNTY—_ | | 
Irving P. Lord, Waupaca .............| Chain of lakes sarees 10,000 
H. A. Meilke, Clintonville .............| Pine lake ppesreseeeeeeeesereal 2,000 

| | 12,000 
WAUSHARA COUNTY— | | 

G. H. Fuller, Spring Lake ............| Spring lake ..........s.eeeeeee 1,000 . 
A. J. Stevens, Wild Rose .............| Hills lake ........ 0... cece ee eee 2,000 
J. V. Berens, Wild Rose ..............| Hills lake ....... cc. eee ee eee eee 2,000 
iE. R. Humphrey, Wild Rose .........| Gilbert lake ........... ccc eee 2,000 

Oo : | 7,000 
WwooD COUNTY— | 
Wm. Paape, Vesper .........eceeceseeee| Maple river ......c cece cece eevee 2,000 
James BH. Brazeau, Nekoosa ..........| Hammond lake .......g....640. 1,000 
Geo. B. Brazeau, Nekoosa ............| Hammond lake .............66. 1,000 ‘ 
A. H. Kleberg, Nekoosa ..............-| ROSS IakKe vo... cece cece eee cece eee 1,000 
‘Capt. Youngchild, Nekoosa ...........) Ross lake ...... cece eee eee 2,000 

a a 7,000 

. Total black bass fry planted{1907  ..... esc ccc cee cee eee eee 399,000 . 

a
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eee 

Distribution of Fish. 
SE 

LAKE TROUT FRY PLANTED, 1907. 

| No. of 
Where Planted. | Fish. 

In Chequamegon Bay, Lake Superior “cela vestsstevestessutececeseecccecse| 2,284,000 
In Court O’Reilles lake, Sawyer county dee tnc ees eee scee sseseseceaccesses 400:,000- 
In Round lake, Oneida county .......... ccc ccccceccecceccecccececceceucccece, 400 ,000- 
In Rusk lake, Oneida county ........ ccc cece cece cnc eccecucecceceevceccccen. - 400,000 
In Big Portage lake, Vilas County ...... cee ccc ccc eee eeccuececeuccuccucceue. 75,000- 
In Big Sand lake, Vilas county Leen eee ee eee e eee eee eee eee etna seeeresces 120,000: 
Butternut and Franklin lakes, Oneida COUNLY .cscecccccccccccccssccccercs 105,000 
In Tomahawk lake, Oneida county seme eee reece teeter ence es eecenescececes 700:,000- 
In Pelican lake, Oneida county ....... cece ccc ces cece eeeceueveueceucccccce. 400,000: 
In Owens lake, Oneida County ....... cc cece ccc cc cece ceecsccvcvavevcccececes 400,000: 
In Beaver Dam, Vermillion, and Big Sand lakes, Barron county .... 100,000 
In Tozer lake, Washburn county CU stststssssssssgcscscse| 100,600. 
In Gull lake, Washburn County ........ ccc cece cece cece cece ccvevucccvccucecce 40.000: 
In St. Croix lake, Douglas county ....... cece ce cccccccccececcccceeecceccs 80,000: 
In Pike lake, Bayfield County ......... ccc ccc cece eens ec cececcececceceveneucs 100 ,000- 
In Sand-bar lake, Douglas County 2... cc. ccc cece ccc ccc ce cc ceceneucecuccccal 75,000 
In Lake Superior, off Presque Island sence eee cece e reece ese eeeteceesaee| 1,550,000 
In Lake Superior, off Rasberry Island  .....c.cccccceccccccccccccccceuceuce 775 ,000 
In Lake Laperior, off Sand Island ....... ccc ccc cece cece cccccevccncevcccces 1,550,000: 
In Lake Superior, off York Island ....cccce cece cece ccc ccceucecccceucucncces 775,000: 
In Lake Superior, off Wilson Island see e nec eneeee veces escecssccsssstecssoes| 775,000 
In Lake Michigan, out from Racine ween e crete esse eeseeeeseseseee! 2,100,000 | 
In Lake Michigan, out from Sheboygan CD sss 2 250,000 
In Lake Michigan, out from Manitowoc ..........ccccecseeecccesesscccenevee} 1,300,000: 
In Lake Michigan, out from Algoma .........ccccccacececscececvccccceceevccs 250,000: 
In Lake Michigan, out from Sturgeon Bay ....ccccccccccccccccccccceucccees 1,000,000 
In Lake Michigan, out from Port Washington ........cccccscecccceccccccce 1,000,000. 
In Green Bay rreststeneeeneseaaasnceateeseaeeseceseeeseeeeen ees isesesetstaged 1,620 ,000- 

Total lake trout fry planted, 1907 errr essseessesss ces TDS TEA OOD 

EL, a Ca aT aaa C OE Pa ae Aa a STI. 

WHITEFISH FRY PLANTED, 1907. 

. | No. of 
Where Planted. | Fish. 

| 
In Lake Michigan, out from Port Washington ......ccccccccsccccccceccecees 5,000,000: 
In Lake Michigan, out from Racine ........ ccc cece ace teccecccccceccccuceuces 4,750,000: 
In Lake Michigan, out from Marinette .........cccceccccccccccccuccuccevccus 2,500,000 
In Lake Michigan, out from Sheboygan .........ccescecsecncceccuceccecvecee! 4,373,000" 
In Lake Michigan, out from MamitOwo0C ....ccccccccccccccecccccscccccsececee 1,750,000 

. In Green Bay, out from Sturgeon Bay ....cccccccccccccccccccccccecccecccccs 3,650,000° 
In Green Bay, out from Green Bay harbor ...ccccccccccccccccccvccvcvcceces 5,000,000- 

Total whitefish fry planted, 1907 ertreenetesenencecesssscsssses54¢ TAQR5 000 

‘ a a 0 SS SS EASTERN =
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SSS 

: Distribution of Fish. 7 
SSeS 

MUSKELLUNGE FRY PLANTED, 1907. , . , 

ner NA 
! | 
| No. of 

Name and Post Office of Applicant. | Where Planted. Fish. 

ma 

E. Stevens, Eagle River reece eeneeneeeeeee Catfish lake ...... cc cece cece eee 14,000. 
EK. A. Everett, Eagle River socccecoeeeee, Cranberry lake .............00. 28,000 
W. H. Brown, Three Lakes ............; Three lakes ....... cc ccc cece eee 28,000 
Mr. Graves, Three Lakes .............../ Three lakes ..........ecceceeeees 14,000 
A. K. Everett, Eagle River .............., Cranberry lake ................ 28,000. \ 
John Radcliff, Hagle River ..............; Sand lake .........ccccceecesen, 14,000. 
R. D. McLeod, Hagle River ............., Lake Charles ........cccccececee 14,000. 
D. H. Sargent, Conover .................| Big Twin lake .........ccccecee 14,000 
Alex L. Towne, Lac du Flambeau .....| Pine lake ........ccccccceccccces 70,000. 
Geo. Foster, Hurley ..................06., Pime lake oo. cc cc cece cc cccueecee 28 ,000. 
I’. E. Mathes, Merrill ieeeeee see eeeeeaee| Lake View .......cc cece cee eees 14,000. 
J. Coon, Woodruff .........c. cece ee eeeeeee!) Trout lake oo. cece cece cc ccceee 14,000 
H. Hansen, Minocqua eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee nes] Squirrel lake ...................] | 14,000. 
James Wright, Merrill pi rttneeeeeneeeeens Trout lake ..... ccc cece cece ccees 14,000. 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff ................| Carroll lake ........c..cc-00055. 42,000. 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff ................| Minocqua lake ................. 35,000. 
David Jossart, Minocqua ................| Tomahawk lake .............., 35,000 

Total muskellunze fry planted, 1907 Stee e eect ecto eee es er esssetegeesces| 420,000. 
| 

LT a a SS SSS Ras rasa VON SSD sachsen ; 

MISCELLANEOUS DISTRIBUTION, 1907. 

A 

- | No. 

Trout and other kinds furnished fairs, fountains and aquariums... 1,050 ° 
Mature rainbow trout planted in Nine-spring creek, Dane county....| 1,765 
Furnished Nebraska Fish Commission, eyed lake trout eggs in ex-| 
change Steere et eee eee eee e teeta e eee e eee eee e renee eee sees eeeeeeeeseeeees 100,000 

Black bass fingerlings planted in Birch lake, Forest county .......... 6,500 
Black bass fingerlings planted in Pecatonica river at Mineral Point, 
Iowa county seen eee ence ene ener ee ee eneeeeeece rset veeseeesseseseesecesesscee| 2,550: 

Black bass fingerlings planted in Mississippi river .............ccceeee 1,450 
| White bass fingerlings planted in Minocqua lake, Oneida county .... 1,250 

Pickerel fry planted in Minocqua lake, Oneida COUNTY ....... cece wees 280,000: 
Impregnated pickerel eggs, planted in Lake Mendota, Dane county... 2,950,000 
Land locked salmon planted in Trout lake, Vilas COUNTY .......ceeeeee 20,000. 
Rainbow trout, one-year old, planted in Oconto river, Forest county ~ 5,000 _°¢ 
Rainbow trout, one-year old, planted in Pine river, Waushara county 3,225. 
Rainbow trout, one-year old, planted in Peshtigo river, Forest county. 2,236. ; 
Rainbow trout, one-year old, planted in Red Cedar river and Rice . 

.. lake, Barron COUNtY ....... ccc cece cece cececccncecuceccsctceecceceeuctcuces 3,750: . 
Rainbow trout, one-year old, planted in Chippewa river at Glidden, 
ASH]ANG COUNTY 21... cece cece cece cece cece cc cesceeceececcecceceececceccecceve 3,750 

Rainbow trout, one-year old, planted in Nemacogin river, Sawyer 
COUNLY oer sseeceessece cece cceseseneecbaseessnessceeeteessetecseessesssscssceseal 8,750 

Rainbow trout, two-years old, planted in Kellog’s pond and Spring| 
brook, Langlade County .......cccccccccccccccccccccccccceccccvccceeccvenes 1,500 

TOtal] wo. ccc cece ccc tene cece cree cecccceeccesetesesesecrcetecseecetececvees 3,027,776 

ere renee eer TSS Ia se
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Distribution of Fish. 

SUMMARY OF OUTPUT OF HATCHERIES AND STATIONS, 1907. 

eT 

| | | 
MADISON HATCHERY. | 

Brook trout, advanced fry oo... ccc cece cece eee eee eee] *764 ,000! 
Rainbow trout, advanced fry ......... ccc eee eee ee ee ee ee! *1,183, 500: 
Mature rainbow trout ..... ccc ce cece cece e eee eee eee! 1,763, 
Furnished fairs, fountains and aquariums reeteresseseedd a 

Total output, Madison hatchery rerrrnenseeeecenecseatieceeescesag 1,954,409 

| | | | 
BAYFIELD HATCHERY. | | . 

Brook trout, advanced fry ....... ccc cece cece eee e ee eeeeecee| *1,466,000; | a 
Rainbow trout, advanced fry 2.0... ccc ccc ccc cc cece cece eee! *475,000! 
Lake trout fry ..... ccc ccc ccc cece cece teencesescecsccscesevsses| 11,204,000] 
‘Two-year rainbow trout Dsl 2,725) 

. Yearling rainDow trout ....... cece cece cece ccc cecvecsceseeeesees 20,486] 
Lake trout eggs furnished Nebraska Fish Commission in| | 
CXCNANZC) .oicricccccccccscccececcceetenecceecceeceseeessessssesase| 100,000} 

Furnished fairs, fountains, aquariums, etc. reretereeeeeney id 

Total output, Bayfield hatchery rettereeeeseenegecneereceecserer sed 18,268,917 

7 , | | 
OSHKOSH HATCHERY. | | 

Tuake trout fry... ccc ccc ccc eee cect eee e ee eeteetessecsseecese| 8,520,000; oo, 
Whitefish fry oo. ccc ee ence eect eee eecceettsescsceess| 27,025,000! 
Wall-eyed pike f£Py.... i.e cc ccc ce tec e eee e ec eeteeeseesceuseces, 22,900,000! 

| ——______—_ 
Total output, Oshkosh hatchery rereereseeseeeeeseeseeateeees essay 58,445,600 

| | | 
MINOCQUA HATCHERY. | | 

Wall-eyed pike fry wc... cc cece cee cece cece ccc eceecseseseseseess| 22,000,000] 
Black bass Ly 2... ccc cece cc cece ccc reece cece es ceccecessccsccesal 233 ,000! 

" Muskellunge fry .c.cccccccccccccccscsccccccccevccescsscsevesesecs| 420,000] 
Pickerel fry oo... ccc cece cece cece eee e eee season neessceseseee| 280,000 
Land locked salmon fry cirteeeseseescesececncenssreceseccesceed 20,000 

Total output, Minocqua hatchery rireeerereneensneescey 22,958,000 

| | | 
DELAFIELD HATCHERY. | | 

Black bass fry rrternceaceneaneecen eet easeuseseseeeeesesse esses adic tes se 24 166 ,000 

: od | 
| MISCELLANEOUS. | 

. Black bass fingerlings from Mississippi river vcecccceccccvalesceccecenaal 10,500 . 
Pickerel eggs from Catfish viver 1... 0.0... ccc cece cece cece ee eee ences aeaseee 2,590,000 
White bass fingerlings from Fox river at Neenah..........]....cceeeee| 1,250 
Sundry kinds eS : 200 

Total output, from all sources rrsresesteceseceescceeeddesceescceed 99,389,276 

dt 

* Includes fry retained at the hatchery.
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Distribution of Fish. 
A 

BROOK TROUT, ADVANCED FRY, PLANTED, 1908. . 

sere er eer enn 
SS * 

| | . 
| No. of . 

Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. | Fish. 

ADAMS COUNTY— _— | 

- I’. M. Reed, Necedah .............---++| Little Roche a Cri creek ......| 2,000 

Wm. Hopper; Friendship ...........-..| Little Roche a Cri creek even 2,000: 

Chas. H. Gilman, Friendship ........| Binghain CLOCK Lo. cece eee eee 2,000 

. 
| 6,000 

ASHLAND COUNTY— 
| 

M. C. Tomkins, Ashland ..............| Cedar creek 1.0.2... see eee eee! 2,000 

. ll. C. Grimes, Ashland ................| Fish creek Lect e cece eeeeeeeceeeeel 2,000 

A. W. Rowe, Ashland ...........+....-+| Little Whitney creek veces eeene| 2,609 

A. L. Rowe, Ashland ............+..+-«| Hast creek beeen et eeeeeeetenceeees| 2,0°0 

W. Calkins, Ashland .................-| Long lake Branch .............] 2,000 

A. B. Spidle, Ashland .................| Spring Brook creek ...........| 2,000 

Bear Lake Club, Ashland ..............| West Trout brook ............. 2,000 . 

iW. G. Nohl, Ashland ............+-++++| Rapid creek Lenssen een eeeeeeeneeee| 2,000 

H. L. Smart, Butternut ...............| Bear creek coven cence teneeeeeneee| 2,000 

R. B. Whiteside, Butternut ..........| Stoney creek Lecce er encsateeeeea| 2,000 

Ralph Smart, Butternut .............-.| Deer CLOCK Loic cece cece eee eeeeee| 2,090 

Jos. H. Smart, Butternut .............-| Agenda creek Pceerresess sss 2,000 

Clarence Smart, Butternut ............; Steels creek .........sseeeeeeees 2,000 

D. F. Tyler, Glidden ....,........--..-| Hast Fork Chippewa Crossing| 2,000 

Hugo Schmidt, Glidden ................| Head of Moose river | 2,000 

Frank “orrey, Glidden ..............++| Dryden creek ............-..-0-.| 2,000 

John Wood, Glidden ...............-++.| Creek in Sec. 27, R. 10, T. 43] 4,000° 

Sam Kubley, Glidden ..............-.-+| Head of Moose river tereseree 2 000° 

. 1 38%000° 

BARRON COUNTY— 
| . 

A. J. Osborne, Barron ..........-.-..--| Doerty creek ve ncccccaceeeeeeeeel 2,009: 

B. F. Kinsley, Barron ...............-| Upper Pine creek ..............[.. 2,000 

J. Borum, Barron .........see+eeee+e+e+| Mi}ler creek encceaacecaceeseees| 2,000 

Geo. R. Borum, Barron .............--| Quarder creek re 2,000 

Geo. Post, Barron ..... cece eee cree ee ees Miller creek corer] 2,000 

. D. D. Page, Barron ..........eeeeeeeee| Miller creek ...... cece cece ences 2,000 

H. C. Berg, Barron .................-+-| Hickey creek ce ccceececceecuceca| 2.,000° 

DeWitt Post, Barron .................+| Four-mile creek ...........eee el 2,000 

T. W. Borum, Barron ...............+.-| Johnsons creek co ecceccceceseael . 4,090 

H. W. Carr, Hillsdale .................| Upper Pine creek | 4.000 

Guy Dick, Hillsdale ..................--; Upper Pine creek oc aceeecevcea| 2,000 

“Ralph Kipp, Dallas ......./...e00eee00+| Pine creek .....ceeeeeee sees reed 2,000 
D. A. Russell, Dallas ..........---+-----| Gouren’ creek ecu ucacecacacace| 2,000 

. Geo. Kellnar, Dallas .............-.----| South Pine creek ecaccceceeeeel 2,000" 

; Sofus Moe, Dallas ............-.+e+e++++} Doe creek cc cccuececsccsccsvecee| 2,000 

E. Engh, Dallas ......ececccceecsesceees| Browns and Otter creeks ....| 2,000 

Frank Dorey, Dallas ..........-....---) Tribs. to South Pine creek ..| 2 000° 

C.E. Griffin? Cumberland ...........-) Snoring Drook ......-..eeeeee ee ee 2,000" 
W.N. Fuller, Cumberland ............) MeKenzie brook cecevccuceasaal 2,000 

A. H. Miller, Cumberland ............) Miller creek .......ccee cece eee ee| 2,000° 
H. S. Comstock, Cumberland ........| Sand creek and Hay river | 4,000 

WwW. G. Miller, Cumberland ............| Sand creek occueuecececceecnaeel 2,000 

G. L. Luff, Cumberland ..............| Hickey creek ........cce eee ee eel 2.000 

L. E. Griswold, Turtle Lake ........) Smiths creek ......... cece eee eel 2,000" 

A. O. Blix, Turtle Lake ..............] Beaver creek .....ccceeeeeeeee eel 2,000 

J. H. Bunker, Turtle Lake ...........) Turtle creek .........cce eee eee! 4,000 
y A. Rosenbush, Turtle Lake ..........-] Beaver Drook .......ceec ee ee eee 4,000 

Henry Field, Rice Lake ...............| Tuseobia creek ......... eee eee 2.000° 
Jasper E. Olson, Rice Lake .........-| Moons creek ....... see ee ee eee eel 2 000° 
Arthur J. Overby, Rice Lake ......../ De Mars creek .........eceee eel 2,000 
SS. Morrison. Rice Lake ............| Cranberry creek ............00! 2,000: 

Osear Overby, Rice Lake ..............| Rice creek ......cee cece eee ee eee! 2,000 
Thos. P. Morrison, Rice Lake .......| Pine CreeK woe. cece cece ce eee eee e| 2,000" 

H. P. Schneider, Rice Lake ..........1 Pekagema creek ...........000 5] 4,090.
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-BARRON COUNTY—Continued. | 
Roy Gilbert, Chetek ....................| Moose-ear creek ................ 4,000 

| George Calkins, Chetek ................) MeDurmet creek ............... 2,000 
Nels A. AnderSon .........seceeeeeeeee-| North creek ...............0005- 4,000 

. S. A. Mauseth, Cameron ..............) Cranberry creek ...........00.. 4,000 
H. KE. Miller, Cameron ................| Vekagema creek | 2,000 

96,000 
“BAYFIELD COUNTY— | 

F. Schlecht, Ashland ..................; Pine creek ..............cccc008e] 2,000 
i. J. Shephard, Ashland ..............| Little Pine creek .............. 2,000 
R. B. Prince, Ashland .......cecceoeees Pine CS 2,000 
W. BH. Weschel, Moquah ..............{| Pime creek ............. ccc cee eee 2,000 
Gust Headquist, Iron River ...........; Wom river ...................08. 2,000 

-J. Schackte, Iron River ................| Hast Branch Iron river ....... 2,000 
H. H. Jewett, Iron River ............., Muskeg river .................4. 2,000 
H. L. Lea, Iron River ................., Middle river ...........0......, 2,000 

. ‘C. H. Miles, Iron River .............../ LVOM Viver ..... cece cece cece 2,000 
H. A. Ross, Iron River ................| OX-Dow creek .......... ccc eeees 2,000 
-H. C. Hall, Iron River ................) Imon river ............ cece eee 2,000 
“W. B. Rea, Ashland ..................../ Fish creek ......... cece cece eens 2,000 | 
John Gavin, Ashland .................6| Fish creek oo... .eeeeeeeeeee cue, 2,000 

| -J. V. Woodhead, Ashland ............) Cedar creek .....................  . 3,000 
_ M. C. Tomkins, Ashland ..............) Pime creek ...............ccceeee 2,000 

-Rust Owen Lbr. Co., Drummond ....| Tributary to White river ..... 4,000 
‘Frank Nemec, Cable ...................| Namakagon river ............8. &,000 
Joc. La Pointe, Cable .................; Head waters of Namakagon 

TIVED wo... cece ccc c ccc cn cccccece 2,000 
‘Harry Moore, Cable .............6.60..| Namakagon river I] 2,000 
‘Win. Bixby, Cable ........:......2+6.266) Namakagon river .............. 2,000 
‘O. B. Crandall, Cable ..................| Big brook ............. ee. 2,000 
‘W. V. Caldwell, Grand View .........| Pwenty-mile creek ............. 2,000 
‘S. Jacobson, Grand View .............| Highteen-mile creek ...........| 2,000 
Geo. Bishop, Grand View .............; Long lake branch ............. 2,000 
John Sayles, Grand View ..............| Pearl creek ...................6. 2,000 
G. N. Rosjord, Ashland ..............| Burg Park brook .............. 4,000 
D. F. Dickinson, Nutt .................} Four-mile creek ................ 4,000 
Cc. O. Sowder, Washburn .....,........) SiouX Viver oo... eee cee ee 4,000 
J. L. Smith, Washburn ...............{ Little Sioux river ............. 4,000 
D. W. Maxcy, Washburn ............| Diamond creek ................ 2,000 

| 70,000 
BROWN COUNTY— 

Jas. A. Powlas, Oneida ................) Trout creek ......... cece cece! 4,000 
Elmer §. Hall, Green Bay ............| Beaver Dam creek ............. 4,000 
John A. Kittel, Green Bay ............| Kittell creek ................... 4,000 
Wm. Hamilton, Pulaski ...............) North Branch Suamico river. 4,000 
li. B. Morgan, Suamico ................| Hallard creek .................. 4,000 
W. EH. Burdeau, Flintville ............| Suamico river and Beaver! 

- Dam creek ............. 0.0000 4,000 

| 24,000 
‘BUFFALO COUNTY— | 

A. D. Alt, Mondovi ....................| EIK creek woo. cece cece eee 2,000 
H. EH. Erickson, Mondovi .............| Duteh creek ..................0.. 2,000 
A. H. Erickson, Mondovi ..............; Whelan creek ...........cc cece 2,000: 
P. B. Amison, Mondovi ............../ Brown creek .........cc cc cece eee 2,000 
C. H. Cook, Mondovi ................| Cook’sS creek ....... ccc cece cee eee| 2,000 
‘C. H. Otis, Mondovi ....................| Cramberry creek ............006| 2,000 . 
A. J. Branstad, Mondovi ............../ Coon creek errr 2,000 

14,000
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I I 

CHIPPEWA COUNTY— 

K. C. Morehouse, Stanley ............| Junge and Wolf rivers .......- 4,000 

Nels Stalheim, Stanley ....ssecceeceees Otter creek rreeriresssnessessy| 2,000 

John E. Schafer, Stanley ...-.ceeceeees Hay Creek ..ccc cece cece cece eeees 2,000 

L. P. Stevens, Stanley .....ccesccceees Swim Creek ...cccccccccccesecces 2,000 

Chas. Marriner, Cadott ......cesseeeees Beaver Creek ..ccccccecccccceces 2,000 

V. Kesl, Jr., Cadott ...ccccscceveeseceee Bentley creek .......cceeeceeees 2,000 

Ben Dietrick, Cadott ....cecccccceecees Pane Creek ....ccceccccceseccecee| 2,000 

Matt Dietrick, Cadott ...c.ccccecccevess Tiffney Creek ...ccccececeeeeees 2,000 

S, R. Kaiser, Cadott .....scsecceeeeeces Blanchette creek ......ccceeeees 2,000 . - 

C, &. Little, Stanley ........cceecceeees Jackson and Meyers creeks .. 4,000 : 

G. LT. Somle, Cornell ......-sceceeesevee Cornell DrooK ...ccceeccceeecees 4,000 

Ray Cleaves, Holcombe ......cesssesees Hay Creek ....cceccccccceceeceeee| 4,000 

P. H. Kennedy, Hannibal ............| Hay CLEOK voc cece ec eceseeeceeeeee| 4,000 

D. L. Mohr, Hannibal .......e..seeee- Bear Creek ....cccccececsseccecee| 4,000 

Bernard Loeimis, Bloomer ............| Cony creek seseteesersserscrerey 2,000 

A. Dietlein, BlOOMEL .......ceeeecceeees Duncan Creek ...cccccccccsesees 2,000 

Albert Anderson, Bloomer ............| Crisman CLECK Loc ccceeseeecoecee| 2,000 

H. M. ‘wrankle, Bloomer .....-+s.eee- McCann Creek ...cscccccvccceces 2,000 

Andrew Hickethin, Bloomer .......... Trout Creek ...cccsecseeccceeees 2,000 

L. L. Thayer, Bloomer .....csseoceeees Little Beaver Creek ....ceeeeeee 2,000 

R. H. Cosgriff, Chippewa Falls ...... McCann Greek .....cceseeeeeeecel 2,000 

Rod Carroll, Chippewa Falls ........- Stilson creek, East Fork .... 2,000 

Ss. B. Nimmons, Chippewa Falls .... Hay Creek ....ccccceceeeccceveces 2,000 

Chris. Nelson, Chippewa Falls ......) seccssssscssesecsecrecereseeceecees 2,000 — 

Geo. 8. Raymond, Chippewa Falls ..| Trout CLOCK ..ccsccecccoccceveees 2,000 

Edward Riester, Chippewa Falls .... Duncan Creek ....ccseceeeeecees 2,000 

J. H. Gentry, Chippewa Falls ........ Hatch Creek ...cccceecseceeeeees 2.000 

B. A. Firth, Chippewa Falls ......... Coffan Creek .....cccseccscevcees 2,000 

Alex Johnstone, Chippewa Falls ...... Little Hay creek rereeseeeeeedd 2,000 

. 
| 70,000 - 

CLARK COUNTY— 
| 

Gilbert Johnson, Neillsville ............ Mound creek ......cceeeeeeesees| ° 2,000 

Otto Lawrence, Neillsville ............| Spring Brook creek ........06- 2,000 

EF. D. Condit, Neillsville ...........06- Tack Creek ..cccccccccccceeessone 2,000 

Lester Tilton, Neillsville ........+eees. Lindsey Creek ....ceceeeseeeeees 2,000 

Cc, R. Sturdevant, Neillsville .......... Wages creek .....cceeeeeeeeeeees 2,000 

Chester Crundell, Humbird ...........| Halls CLECK co.cc ee ee ceeeneeces 4,000 

Albert Buss, CurtisS .......ssseeseeeees Branch of North Fork ........| 4,000 

M. D. Garrison, THOrp ....-cceeeeeees Sterling Creek .......sceeeeeeeee| 4,000 . 

Geo. B. Parkhill, Thorp ..........+6-s Sterling creek cereerrereesesesy| 2,000 

A. Lamont, ColbDy .....ceccsescceccocces Trout Creek ....ccsececececsences 4,000 , 

W. J. Blanchard, Colby ..........-....| Harveys spring eerie 4,000 

HL. B. Bder, Colby ......ccccceecceceeees Thelig Creek ...cccccccscccevcees 2,000 

. | 34,000 . 
COLUMBIA COUNTY— 

: 

BE. Winkson, Poynette .........6s.-----| Hinkson creek wags 4,000 

Tony Klennert, Portage .....+..ssseees Little Neenah creek ........... 4,000 

8,000 

CRAWFORD COUNTY— 
: 

, Geo. H. Davidson, Soldiers Grove ... Soldiers Grove and “Trout 

creeks peered — 80,000 

DANE COUNTY— 

C. M. Evans, Mt. Horeb .........-00e- Black Barth creek ........eee- 2,000 

John Vilberg, Mt. Horeb .........+-+-- Mount Vernon creek ......+es. 2,000 

J. T. Moe, Mt. Hored .......scereeeeee Middle Branch Sugar river .. 2,000 

O. P. Berg, Mt. Horeb ........+e--eee Erb stream iererearreereseeses 2,000 - 

B. S. Bennett, Belleville ............... Gill Creek ...cccccevcccecvceceees 4,000
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ge 
ef 

DANE COUNTY—Continued. 
Joness Berg, Belleville .................| Lyle CreeK oe cee cece 2,000 Henry Ross, Belleville .................| Milims and Bast Marsh creeks 4,000 Sam’l Martin, Mt. Horeb .............. Spring creek sheet ee eee neccrecces 4,000 I’. W. Curtis, Madison ................| Token creek ..............0....,] 4,000 J. W. Groves, Madison ................] Token creek ons 4,000 

30,000 DODGE COUNTY— 
Kugene Ziegler, Mayville ......:........ Tributary Rock river soe cceeee 8,000 ; W. H. Thorpe, Beaver Dam .......... Spring brook coca tee eeececescees 4,000 

|——___ 

12,000 DOUGLAS COUNTY— ; | M. C. Nye, Superior, Sta. A..........] Railton creek Teese eee eeeseeens 4,000 P. EH. Waterbury, Solon Spring ....../ Ox CreeK wo. eee cece eee 2,000 Nicholas Lucius, Solon Spring ......../ Brule river bbe e cece nsec eeeeeece 2,000 _ Max Weichelt, Solon Spring ...........| Crotty. river sees cceeserccsecevas 2,000 lL. M. Coleman, Solon Spring ........ Bukaty brook CDE seg 2,000 Francis Pattee, Solon Spring .........] Shillings creek tet eeeeseeeeeesee]: = 2,000 S. B. Sullivan, Solon Spring .........| Ox creek Settee ete eee eeecean cee! 2,000 W. H. Bonnell, Hawthorne ..........| Streams Trib. to main Amni-! | CON TIVELY woo. eee eee! 4,690 John Gothner, Superior ................ Middle river shee ee ence ec ececces 2,000 Chas. A. Kurrasch, Superior .......... Middle river cece cesses eneeeeece 2,000 | W. H. Crampton, Superior .......... Tributaries of Middle river .. 2,000 | Frank A. Ross, Superior ..............|-Barnes ereek oo... eee eee ee, 4,000 | i. J. Stonge, Superior, Sta. A........ Branch of American river bee 4,000 | C. S. Cooley, Superior, Sta. A........ Railton creek cee cceeecccesecces 4,000 Chas. I. Solberg, Brule ................| Hedin creek ..............00.0.. 2,000 Oscar W. Labquist, Brule ............ Mackey creek Soe et eseverssacesy 2,000 W. T. Mount, Brule .................. Beaver river .................... 2,000 J. A. Lansworth, Brule ............... Sandy river ..................... 2,000 Jos. Lucius, Brule ......................| Brule VIVEl woke eee e cece 8,000 : Chas. J. Daniels, Poplar seeeveseeeeeee| Poplar river ste e ee ceeceececeens 4,000 Ir. J. Sequin, Superior testeteeceeeeeees} Rock creek ....0.......0........ 4,000 B. T. Ellison, Superior “eeceeeeeeoeeesse| Mmpire creek se eeeeeccaceevecas 4,000 Arch McKay, Superior ................ Little Balsam creek see eeeeeees 4,000 . Geo. Marley, Superior .................| State Line creek .............., 4,000 . I. L. Lenroot, Superior teseeseesseeess.( Gooseberry creek eee e cece ceeas 4,000 Jack Harris, Foxboro ..................| State Line creek ............... 4,000 

| 82 ,000 DUNN COUNTY— 
| W. G. Wahl, Elk Mound .............. Spring brook. ...............6... 2,000 - C. D. Cannan, Elk Mound ............ Peter creek ..................... 2,000. . O. J. Garton, Elk Mound .............. little Elk creek ............... 2,000 E. S. Gregerson, Elk Mound seveeeeee.| HIK creek shee c ceca cece eeccececee 2,000 Dr. J. H. Proudlock, Wheeler ...-e..| Little Beaver creek been eeceees 2,000 Robt. M. Porter, Wheeler -reseseeees.| Little Otter creek ............. - 2,000 Dick Goodell, Wheeler seseseeessseese.| Big Otter creek tee cence ce eeee el 2,000 F. J. Basner, Wheeler wettctreseeesesees| Kings creek ............0000..., 2,000 - Geo. E. Scott, Prairie Farm weeeseseee./ JONES Creek weet reece ees ecce eel 4,000 Lyle Dnaignean, Boveeville ............ Browns creek See cee ee eeccesees 2,000 . John Olson, Boyceville ................ Big Meadow creek ............. 2,000 — . Frank Eicher, Bovceville vereeeseeeeese| Haff creek oo... 2 O90 O. E. Skamser, Boyceville seceeeeseeee| Brown’s: creek eee e eee e sec eeceeel 2,000 Jos. D. Wilde, Downing .............. Beaver and Tiffany creeks | 4,000 B. F. Breitingross, Wheeler .......... La Farge creek ................ 2,000 Elbert Hill, Colfax rttttereeteeeeeeeseees| Camb’s creek o.0..0.000........1 2.90 A. L. Ivenfeldt, Menomonie .......... Simmonsoy creek fete] 2,000 Elmer B. Hill, Menomonie seseeecseeee' Trout ereek bec e eee ee cece ceeens 2,000
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DUNN COUNTY—Continued. — 
Alfred Peterson, Menomonie ..........| Gilbert creek ........... cc cece ee 2,000 
Milton O. Doolittle, Menomonie ......; Hatchville branch .............| 2,000 
Gust Stewding, Menomonie ...........| Dunkard creek .................1 2,000 
Wm. Schuette, Jr., Menomonie ......f Rusk creek .................000 2,000 
&. G. Ingraham, Menomonie .........; Thersa creek .............. ee eee 2,000 
N. J. MacArthur, Menomonie .........; Tron creek ........... ccc cece cena 2,000 

 C. RR. Case, Knapp .............ee8.....| Wilson and Gilbert creeks ... 4,000 . 
Rudolph Jungwirth, Durand ..........| Dusham creek ................. 2,000 
Geo. R. Topliss, Eau Galle ...........| Maple spring ................... 2,000 — 
I. Seipel, Weston .......................| Anderson creek Sanaa 4,000 
A. E. Roe, Weston .....................) Anthony Ballard creek .......| 2,000 
J. H. Forester, Weston ...............| Herman More creek ..........| 2,000 

|_—__—— 

| 68,000 

EAU CLAIRE COUNTY— . | 
Chas. M. Sherwood, Fairchild ........) Morrill creek ...................] 2,000 

- C..C. Calkins, Fairchild .............., Marvin creek oo... ee 2,09) 
Wm. F. Hood, Fairchild ..............| MeLaven creek ...............4.| 2,000 
EF. W. Herbst, Fairchild ...............| Scott creek 2.0.0.0... 0.2 2, UU0 
I. Shoudy, Fairchild ...................| Several Tribs., North Fork| 

Eau Claire river ............. 2,000 
Wm. Swanke, Augusta ................/ Bears-grass creek .............. 4,000 
S. A. Russell, Fall Creek ..............| Otter creek ................cee0e] 2,000 ° 
Henry Wise, Fall Creek ................| Beaver creek ........ cc cece eee 2,000 
O. W. Niebuhr, Fall Creek ............| Bear-grass creek ...........0005 2,000 
S. Russell, Fall Creek .................., Otter Creek co. .cccce cece eee cease 2,000 
P. Lindenthaler, Fall Creek ..........| Fall creek ......cc eee cece econ 2,000 
Chas. Stiding, Altoona ................| Seven-mile creek .............0- 2,000 
W. T. Duganne, Altoona ..............| SiX-mile Creek ...... cece ee eee 2,000 
Wm. H. Hawker, Altoona ............| Otter CreeK oo... eee eee eee eee 2,000 
L. A: McKinley, Altoona .............;| Nime-mile creek ................ 2,000 
Geo. Palmer, Altoona ..................| Big Nine-mile creek ........... 2,000 
Wm. C. Johnson, Bau Claire .........; HIk creek 2.0... eee 4,000 
W. H. Willard, Bau Claire ...........| EIK creek ........ cc. cece cee eee 2,000 
A. J. Ramharter, Eau Claire ..........| Otter creek .........c cece eee es 4,000 
Herman Schueler, Eau Claire ........| COOM Creek .....cccceces cee eeees 2,000 
Tl. J. Klofanda, Eau Claire ..........| Ninemile creek ................ 2,000 
W. J. Davis, Eau Claire ..............} Little Elk creek ................ 2,000 
W. EB. Wahl, Eau Claire ..............] Rock creek 21... . cc. cece eee eee 2,000 
S. B. Kirkoff, Han Claire .............; Mitchell creek ....... cc. cee ee eee 2,000 
P. R. Peterson, Bau Claire .......:...| Rock creek ........... cece cael 2,000 

| ! 56,000 
FLORENCE COUNTY— 
Ignace Schneider, Iron Mountain ....| Little Popple river ............ 4,000 
Geo. M. Breed, Long Lake ............| North Branch of Popple river 2,000 

Jas. F. Hess, Long Lake ..............| Wood creek ....... cece cece ee ees 2,000 
| John G. Gross, Long Lake ...........| Riley creek .......... cece cee eee 2,000 
| M. B. Magaurn, Long Lake ..........) Cold-water creek ............06. 2,000 
| " BE. W. Hopkins, Commonwealth ......| Anderson creek .............005 4,000 
| H. P. Chambers, Florence ............| Brule river ........ccceeecee cence 4,000 
| J. E. Perry, Florence ..................| La Page creek ..........c0ceee- 4,000 

| |__ 
: | 24,000 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY— 
BE. S. Pedrick, Ripon ..................| Silver creek oe | 2,000 
Harry Cody, Ripon .............sses0...| Wakefield creek .............4.. 4,000 
R. E. Schallein, Ripon ................., Dakin creek seettererererreressal _ 2,000 
Jas. L. Stone, Ripon Oe Roy Creek 2... cc cece cece cece eel 2,000 

o—F. :
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FOND DU LAC COUNTY—Continued. | 
H. A. Ripley, Oakfield .................| East Branch of Fond du Lac] 

TUVEL wo. cc cece ee ceec ec ccccscecace| 4,000 
Everrett G. Tulledge, Oakfield .......; Spring Tributary to Fond dul 

Lac Viver co... cc ccc ccc ec ec ee ees 4,000 
Thomas H. O’Brien, Fond du Lac ....| Camp-ground stream .......... 2,000 
Ir. J. Rueping, Fond du Lac ..........| Parsons stream ...........e005. 2,000. 
R. B. Born, Fond du Lac ............| Byron creek .........ccccececee. 2,000 
LL. J. Justen, Fond du Lac ............) Mulvey stream ...........ecc05. 2,000 
Arthur Seresse, Fond du Lac ........| Straub creek ........ccccc cece 2,000 
H. 8. Miller, Fond du Lac ............| Camp-ground creek ............ 4,000 

. 32,000 
FOREST COUNTY— 

J. L. Schacher, Crandon ...........066) Hemlock creek ....cccccececcess 4,000 
L. T. Crabtree, Crandon ..............| Drake creek ..........cccccccuce 4,000 | 
KE. Hemenway & Co., Carter ..........) Torphy creek ...........ccceeees 2,000 
Ernest Mastin, Carter ................../ Tributary Oconto river ....... 2,000 
David Bowman, Carter ................/ Tributary Torphy creek ......| 2,000 
Phil. Mielke, Carter .........sse6.+s606; South Branch of Torphy creek * 2,000 
Wm. Collins, Carter ...................6, Miner creek ........ ccc cc cece cee 2,000 
Chet. Starks, Laona ....................; Tributaries of Rat river ...... 2,000 
R. 8S. Elliott, Laona ...................| Tributary to Rat river ........ 2,000 
D. W. Connor, Laona ............se00-| Peshtigo river .......cccccceeuce 4,000 
Connor Lbr. & Land Co., Laona ....) Rat river ....... cece cece ccc eee 2,000 
H. R. Messer, Laona ..................) Riley creek 2... cc ccc cece ccc cece 2,000 
Klanner-Stiger Lbr. Co.. Blackwell..| Blackwell creek ............008. 4,000 
H. W. Baldwin, Green Bay ..........; North Branch of Pike creek.. 4,000 
M. Feser, Green Bay .............+....| Armstrong creek rertserressce 4,000 
W. EH. Fairchild, Green Bay ........../| Armstrong creek ............... 4,000 

| 46,000 
GRANT COUNTY— | | ; 
Henry F. Schmitt, Livingston ........| Martinville Branch of Platte 

TAVEL Lecce cece c ccc ccc cceceeeecs 4,000 
R. C. Livingston, Livingston ......../ Martinville Branch of Plattel 

TEVED occ ccc cc cece ee eeeeeceeea| 2,000 
John Buben, Fennimore ............../ Coon branch sec c ec eenccccceces| 4,000 
Irvin J. Carter, Lancaster ............| Willow branch soc ce ce esceeeeee| 2,000 
N. J. Tiedmans, Lancaster ............|. MePherson creek Lecce eee eeeee| 2,000 
I. W. Halberty, Lancaster ............| Pigeon creek ..............0.....! 2,090 
Louis J. Starr, Lancaster ............./ Austin creek ........ccccccceces 2,000 
H. Searles, Lancaster .................| Borah branch ........cecceeeeeee 2,000 
H. S. Rhodes, Lancaster ..............| Walker branch ..............6. 2,000 
Frank Postel, Muscoda ...............6, Coon Creek oo... cece ccccccececce 2,000 
V. L. Morisette, Muscoda .............| Six-mile creek ......cccccececcee 2,000 
Wm. Gellar, Muscoda ................../ Indian creek ........ccccceceece 2,000 
Theo. Hueppler, Muscoda .............| Booth-hollow ereek ............| 2,050 

. John O. Postel, Muscoda .............| Sand branch seen ecerececcevena| 2,000 
W. G. Palmer, Boscobel ..............| Wannamaker creek | 4,000 
¥. W. Schmitt, Boscobel ..............; Buben branch and Sanders] 

creek oreck LOUIS 4,000 ; 
Fred Foster, Woodman ..............+-| Millville creek ................. 4,000 
I’, C. Lewis, Bridgeport ...............| Bridgeport-hollow creek weeeeel. 4,000 

! 48 ,000 
GREEN LAKE COUNTY— 

. Fred Soper, Green Lake ...............| Bacon creek rerteetseseeeeeeseny| 4,000 

IOWA COUNTY— | 
R. HE. Gubble, Dodgeville ..............| Cox Hollow sec ce ee eeeeereeeceea| 2,000 
H. D. James, Dodgeville ...............| Anderson creek wee e cee eeeneeceel 2,000
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IOWA COUNTY—Continued. | 
Geo. Parsons, Dodgeville ..............; Jewell stream .............0000.| 2,000 
F. J. Bilky, Dodgeville ................| Williams branch .............. 2,000 
Nels Lee, Dodgeville ...................| Reagans branch ............06. 2,000 
Wim. Miller, Dodgeville ................| Meyers creek .......... cc ceeee 2,000 
KF. A. Metcalf, Dodgeville ’.............| Flint creek ...... cee cece cee 2,000 , 
Arthur R. Jones, Dodgeville ..........; Brethlens ereek Cities 2,000 © 
Henry Hanson, Spring Green .........; Branch of Wyoming creek ... 2,000 
M. C. McIntyre, Avoca ................| Swinehart creek ng creek | 4,000 
A. Apple, Mineral Point ..............; Mctiinney creek ................5 2,000 
KF. M. Priestly, Mineral Point ........; McKinney creek ...............! 4,000 
H. J. Kiefer, Mineral Point ..........| Graffer creek ................06. 2,000 
James Mulhairn, Mineral Point ......| Dodge creek rite” 2,000 
Josiah Lanyon, Mineral Point ........; Lerry branch ..................| 2,000 . 
Wm. Lanyon, Mineral Point ..........| Harker stream .................| 2,000 

: | 36,000 . 

' IRON COUNTY— | 
Geo. C. Foster, Hurley ................| Montreal river ................. 4,000 
M. J. Connors, Hurley ................/ West branch of Montreal river 4,000 
J. H. Lawlor, Hurley ...............66.| SPVing Creek ....c.c cc ec eee ceces 4,000 | 
J. S. Haver, Pence .............+++eeee00| Montreal river and Tribs..... 4,000 
Horace Fountain, Saxon ...............| Fochie creek ............ cee eeeee 4,000 
Chas. R. Clark, Kimball .............., Crystal brook and _ Rolling : 

Trout creek ........ cece ego el 4,000 , 
Dan’l Shay, Mercer ....ccccccocccccccee| seccscsevvcecececveececstecesscecece| 4,000 

|——____. 

- | 28 ,000 
JACKSON COUNTY— . 

' R. K. Frost, Millston .................| North Fork Robinson creek.. 2,000 
. M. S. Pitts, Millston ..................| Head Waters Robinson creek. 2,000 

Wm. Zaharte, Sr., Warrens ..........| Wyman’s creek .......ccccccecs 2,000 
Wm. Smothers, Warrens .........see00) Wyman’s creek .........ccccece 2,000 . 
Walter Wright, Black River Falls ...| Silver creek ........4............ 2,000 . 
R. A. Jones, Black River Falls ......) Town creek ......cccccccccccece 2,000 
S. D. Blake, Black River Falls ........) Allens creek ...........ccceee eee! 2,000 
John Niederer, Black River Falls ....| Pappoose creek ................ 2,000 
Geo. F. Cooper, Black River Falls ..| Slosser Branch, Squaw cheek 2,000 
L. J. Taggart, Black River Falls ....| Stennulson branch, Squaw! . 

a 8 cc) 2,000 
John H. Miles, Black River Falls ....| Kenyon Branch, Squaw creek! 2,000 
H. J. Gebhardt, Black River Falls ..| Perry creek ................c00 2,000 
J. W. Cole, Black River Falls ........) Allens creek ........ ccc cece ce eee 2,000 
KF. W. Cole, Black River Falls ........; Town creek .......ccecccceecces 2,000 
David Gaylord, Merrillan ............| Arnold’s creek ..................! 2,000 
BE. HE. Moore, Merrillan ................| Halls creek .......... ccc cee ees 2,000 
Harry Sutton, Merrillan ...............| CiSma Creek ....ccc ccc s cece cease 2,000 
J. H. Stiehl, Merrillan ................| Hall creek ....... cc cet cece ee eee 2,000 
P.M. Richards, Merrillan ............| Vismow creek .........ccceeceees 2,000 
Fred J. Sheffer, Hixton ................|/ Branch of Lenelle creek ...... 2,000 
J. B. Miller, Alma Center ...........66| Town Creek .......cc cece cee eees ‘2,000 

. Perlie Bacon, Alma Center ............| Bacon creek ......... ccc ee ee eel 2,000 
Cc. B. V. Gordon, Alma Center ......| South branch ..................| ° 2,000 
Larry Johnson, Hixton .............6.., Soth Fork. Pigeon creek ... 2.090 
L. P. Lanning, Hixton .............086| Pigeom Creek ......ccc cece eee eel 2,000 
W. E. Pratt, Hixton ...............e00-| Beity Creek oo... cece cece eee e| 2,000 
M. M. Pratt, Hixton ...........+ee56+.-| SChemerhorn creek ............ 2,000 
W. EB. Abbott, Hixton ...........e-eee06| AMO CLOCK .o..ecccc cee ces cveceess 2,000 
W. Strombery, Hixton ................| Mason creek ...............008- 2,000 

| | 58,00
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. TT A 

JEFFERSON COUNTY— | 
Albert Schaller, Waterloo .............| Strong brook eteceessecovesesse| 4,000 

JUNEAU COUNTY— , | 
John B. Edwards, Mauston ...........| Seven-mile’ creek | 4,000: 
A. J. Hageman, Mauston ..............| Brewers creek Sitti) 2,000 
O. Ff. Headstream, Mauston-..........| Mile creek ...................... 4,000- 
i. S. Wetherby, Mauston ............| North Fork of One-mile creek] 2,000 ° 
A. D. Gill, Mauston ....................,| Hyde and Ward creeks ses | 2,000: V. D. Heath, New Lisbon ............| Valrick and Gebhardt creeks. 4,000: 
Geo. I. Frohmader, Camp Douglas .., Anthony creek rs | 2,000: 
S. E. Gleason, Camp Douglas ........; Little Fountain ereek ........| 2,000 
John Habelman, Oak Dale ............| Tug Hollow brook cores! 2,000: 
Cecil J. Philips, Camp Douglas ......)| Servan creek ................... 2,000 
R. C. Falconer, Camp Douglas ......| Hoton creek bet eeeceaeececccese| 4,000: 
H. O. Peterson, Necedah ..............| Dead-horse creek eveceesecsees| 2,000 C. W. Wood, Necedah ..................| Schoonover creek poten ee eeeeeee| 2,000: 
H. G. Bridgeman, Necedah ............] Uris ereek bee ceeetsccceceacecve| 2,000: R. A. Wright, Friendship ............/ Gool and Rapleye creeks ....| 4,000 - 
EF. McCormick, Friendship ............/ South Branch of Roch a Cri . 

CTCCK oe eee cece ene e eee el 2,000 
E. H. Townsend, New Lisbon ........ McComber and Brewer creeks| 8,000: 
C. E. Bartholf, Elroy ..................] Moose creek .................... 2,000 Wm. T. Teffer, Elroy ..................| Telfer brook .................... 2,000 John Garvin, Elroy ...................6.6| Mile creek cde ee cece ecceaceeees 2,000: , 
Chas. C. Chase, Hlroy .................-| Mile creek been eee eeeesevecccca| 2,000 
J. J. Owens, Hlroy ..................0256/ Chard sprint .........00 oll 2,000 
John H. Mutch, Elroy ................../ Brewer erook possess 2,000 

62,000: 

LA CROSSE COUNTY— _. | 
R. O. Vaughn, Bangor ........... ccc. eee Big and Burns creek weeeceneee| 4,000: 
Wm. A. Smith, Bangor ................ Big and Burns creek ..........| 6,000 
John Hatz, Bangor ...............+...5++| Duteh creek be teeeeeceeesevenecel 4,000: Casper Anderegg, La Crosse ...........) Mormon-coulee creek bene ee nee! 4,000 G. F. Hauser, La Crosse ............../ Sand-conlee creck .....00 4,090 
Fred Oehler; La Crosse Leen newer eens Chipmonk creek ritteeeseeecad 4,000: 

| 26 ,000- 

LAFAYETTE COUNTY— ao | 
M. P. Kennedy, Gratiot ..............6 Wolf creek and Trout brook. .| 4,000: 
Chas. Blanchard, Blanchardville ..... Kittleson creek sec eeanenecesevel 4,000 
J. Blanchard, Blanchardville ..........] Lee creek es 6,000 
LL. A. Hazeltine, Argyle ................/ Brennan ereek beceeeceeeencece| 4,000. I’. C. Muenich, Argyle .....-........... Apple branch ...........5......| 4,000 

. |——_____. 

| 22 ,000° 

LANGLADE COUNTY— . | - Andrew Huhl, Parrish .................. Prairie river ....................| 2,000: A. Hurlbutt, Parrish ................... Prairie river seve eeeceeeceeee ene! 2,000 
KE. EH. Hurlburt, Parrish ............... Prairie river | 2,000: 
Martin Anderson, Parrish=............. Prairie river Ledeen ee eeeeenceeca| 2,000: Joseph R. Sheriff, Antigo ..............; Branch of Eau Claire river ..| 4,000 Fred Hayssen, Antigo ...............00. Spring brook ...................{ -4,000 _ Charles Schotte, Antigo ................ Spring brook nr | 4,000 John Kaufman, Phlox ...../............| Red river been eee eevee eeeceesevue| 4,000 S. H. Ashton, Rhinelander soreeeseeeee] Dribs. to Hau Claire river ...| 2,000 E. C. Vessey, Rhinelander ............ Tribs. to Hau Claire river ...| 2,000:
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. LANGLADE COUNTY—Continued. | 

J. J. Reardon, Rhinelander ............; West Branch Eau Claire river 4,000 

Ww. B. La Salle, Rhinelander ..........| Clear brook Hau Claire river| 2,000 . 

R. C. Dauton, Rhinelander ............| Hast Branch Kau Claire river| 4,000 

G. J. Quigley, ANTIZO ........ cece eens Spring brook and “mene 8,000 

; 46 ,000 

LINCOLN COUNTY— 
A. T. Curtis, Merrill ............5+..0.-.] Pine river vec eeeseeveceeceencsel 2,000 

A. J. Stange, Merrill .................++| Prairie river vevecccccevcececeee, 2,000 

Dr. Hirscher, Merrill ...............+---| Pine river erreerictirersnerey 2,000 

Thos. C. Olson, Merrill ...........-.+2¢, Pime river ......-s sees eeeseeece 2,000 

Frank Doering, Merrill ................| North Branch of Pine river.. 2,000 

Cc. N. Johnson, Merrill ..........-+-e- Prairie Liver ..... cee cee eeeees 2,000 

Julius Thielman, Merrill .............../ Spring creek ........seeeee ener 2,000 

¥. J. Metcalf, Merrill ..................| Spring creek eeceecveeeeserecaee 2,000 

Fr. W. Kubasta, Merrill ............666| Spring Creek ......-.seeeeee seers 4,000 

20,000 

MANITOWOC COUNTY— a 

Geo. McLaughlin, Manitowoc ..........| Manitowoc creek and Pigeon| 

river see essgererreererntersets| 6,000 

Christ Muth, Manitowoc ...............| Herman CLECK Lo... eee e ee eee aes 4,000 

Albert Arens, Cooperstown ............| West Twin river Lececeeeeeeeeee| 4,000 

‘Anton BE. Reif, Whitelaw ..............| Branch river tesereressrsnerers| 4,000 

John Reznickek, Whitelaw .............| Branch river Frecetesesesesseeg 2,000 

| 20,000 

MARATHON COUNTY— 
Frank Chase, Wausau ........+..++++++| Moe brook ecenaeeceeseecvenees| 4,000 | 

John Winetzki, Wausau ............---.| Blank and Sand creeks .......| 4,000 | 

Henry Lueck, Wausau .................| Hiner creek Lneceneeeeceeeeeeees| 4,000 

Wm. A. Ranka, Norrie ..........--++++-| Trout CLCCK coc cece cece ee eee eene 2,000 

HH. H. Clausen, Norrie ..........-.-.---| Trout CLCCK cic ce cece rece ee cece 2,000 

, Neal Brown, Wausau .......-..-+++++++| Plover VIVE wc cc cece cece ee eens 22 ,000 

Ben Umbhoefer, Fenwood .............-.| Schumaker and Whitney| 

creeks ereseneenerenreneses seg 4,000 

| 42,000 

MARINETTE COUNTY— 
T. W. Stephenson, Marinette .......... Thunder river and Branches. | 4,000 

Geo. H: Hartwell, Criitz ...............| Peterman brook crerritenereeed 4,000 

Joseph Duxbury, Marinette ..........-- Gravelly brook ..........eeeee. 4,000 

A. T. Fairchild, Marinette ............| Small Branch Pike river .....| 6,000 

E. Judson Baker, Marinette ..........' Little Pemene creek ..........| 4,000 

James C. Morgan, Wausaukee _...eeeet North Inlet Holmes creek and 

. " Cold-water brook ..........++: 6,000 

John Underwood, Wausaukee .........| Little Wausaukee .......0.-0-- 6,000 

‘H. C. Rector, Athelstane ...............) Meadow brook, Big Eagle and 

Twin DrooKsS i....eceeceeeeveee| 6,000 

Alex Charles, Pound ..........++++++++++| Bowen ‘creek Women hier 21 4,000. 

B. Gissenaas, Pound ...............--.-| South Branch Beaver river .. 4,000 

. Andrew Bolander, Amberg ..........---| South Pike TIVELY . cc cece cece eee 4,000 

Ernest Butts, Amberg .............---..| Little South Branch of Pike] 

VIVOE ceccccccececetecceecceenees| 4,000 

Harvey England, Pembine ..........+-. Tributary to North Branch| 

. of Pembine river .......-.+++| 4,000 

Bawin M. Slye, Pembine ..............| Pembine creek and Tribs.....| 4,000 

Jos. Gravel, Pembine ......... cece eens Pembine creek vec ecececceccescal 2,000 ; 

Jos. Therien, Niagara .................-|/ North Branch Pembine creek.) 4,000 

| | 72,000
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MARQUETTE COUNTY--— 

| John Ixeal, Oxford rtteceecsececeseeceeee! Meack Creek oo... cece cece cece 2,000: Henry Ward, Oxford steeeescveceseeese| Waite creek oI 2,000: Hi. M. Ogle, Oxford ..............0000.., McNutt creek ....:............. 2,000: Ole Sorrenson, Oxford ..................| Neenah creek and Tribs......| 6,000. I’, W. Meinke, Westfield seeeeeeeeeeeee| SChatzke creek: head, Mon-! 
tello river Lees eeaeeeenesaeeee| 8,000: C. W. Daye, Westfield .................! Chaffe CreCK co.cc eee eee 4,000: . 

| —_—_—___. 
: 

24,000, MONROE COUNTY— 
W. H. Licht, Tomah .................... Little Sparta creek ............ 2,000: Peter Komisky, Tomah seeceseecesseeee| Mud creek oo... cece cece eee ee 2,000: W. E. Bossard, Tomah seseeececeeseeeee| Lia Crosse river ............... 2,000: C. J. Wells, Tomah ................0.66, Brandy creek .................. 4,000 Geo. P. Stevens, Tomah ................ Little Silver creek see e cece seen 2,000 C. J| Maxwell, Tomah ..................| Council creek Coir! 2,000. C. R. Bell, Tomah ...............00000,, Silver creek .................... 2,000 B. L. Gillett, Warrens .................| Sand CLCCK Lee eee eee e eee ee ee | 2,000 W. Hi. Voss, Warrens ................., Brandy creek .................. 2,000 I’. G. Warren, Warrens ...............| Clear CreeK oo. cece cee ee ee 2,000 ~ | G. H. Birkholz, Warrens vecevceeeeeeee| Milston creek ..............00., 2,000. W. J. McCanee, Sparta ................ Beaver creek ..... ccc cece eee eee 4,000 M. A. Stalleck, Sparta .................. Big creek wo. cece cece eee 6,000: | Jennie B. Brandt, Sparta teeeeeeeeeeeee) Head of La Crosse river | 6,000 John Bradley, Sparta ................... Dar creek Css 4,000 Chas. Marquette, Kendall .............. Tores creek vo... ccc cece cece cece 4,000. | Tiarry Rogers, Kendall .;............... binucan creek ee 2,000 Chas. W. Waffle, Kendall receeseeeseeee} Head of Baraboo river ........ 4,000: T. M. Mills, Wilton se eeeeecceveeeeeseee| Riordans creek bentnoeetesce 2,000: H. C. Wagner, Wilton eee eee eseeereveee) DUIS CHEEK Lolo ccc cece ee 2,000: R. S. Serrurier, Wilton ................ Slaton creek siveseeeeerescseces| , 2,000 - Charles Todd, Wilton .................. West Branch of Slaton creek. | 4,000: Pete Christ, Norwalk secececceccesseeees! Branch of Morris creek ree] 4,000. John G. Sehell, Norwalk .............. Branch of Morris creek ...... 2,000: S. Sloggy, Ontario et treeeseceeeseeseess.| CoOk and Brey creeks cee eeeee| 6,000: . Martin Hrickson, Leon seeeeeceeeseees.| Pleasant Valley and Common 

Valley creeks ................. 4,000: John Dunwald, Melvina sesveesesseeeeee, Little La Crosse river Grosse 4,000: Theodore Kowitz, Melvina ............. Tributary to Little La Crosse 
PIVET eee e eee eee ec ee cece ences] 4,000. R. Bertting, Cashton cee eeeeeeececescesee! COON Creek ween ence cena e ee enee| 2,000: Claus Bertting, Cashton vy Coon creek rtteteeteeesrecead 4,000: 

94,000: OCONTO COUNTY— 
John J. Hof, Sobieski .................. Little Suamico river .......... 4,000 Ind. Hodgins, Gillette ................... South Branch of Little river.. 4,000 Joe Kaufman, Oconto Falls ,........... Splinter creek’ | 4,000: I’. J. Kilman, Oconto Falls weseeeeeee..| Little river wee e eee e cece ee ee een el 4,000 A. Baker, Lakewood ....................| North Branch of Oconto river! 

and Battle creek .............| 4,000- A. W. Rugg, Lakewood ............05.. McCarland brook seve een eeeeenal 4,000 Henry H. Hines, Lakewood secoeseeees.| Little South Branch of Oconto 
PIVEL woe kee e ccc c cece cece 2,000: 

| 26 ,000- ONEIDA COUNTY— 
[ David N. Moore, Pelican Lake ........ Wolf creek i of ‘Spring ‘creck! 4,000 J. M. Scott, Tripoli ...:............0066, North Branch of Spring creek 4,000 John Zwiek, Tripoli ttesceeeeseeeeesseee| Little Snow creek sy 4,000 Henry Hanson, Woodruff ...............| Hanson creek rtettereeeseecead 6,000 - 

‘| 18,000
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PEPIN COUNTY— | 

~ Albert E. Scruth, Pepin ...............| Bogens creek secceececcsccteceeel 4,000° ° 

Wim. Engel, Pepin ........--eeeecee ences Sixteenth creek ............e00- 4,000 

August Thies, Pepin ..............+++--.| Hast Branch of Roesing creek 4,000 

Wm. Rumbach, Durand ...........ee000! O'Ladys creek ...... cece scenes 4,000 

N. A. Keyes, Durand ..............++6.| Clear creek corinne 2,000 

Burr Turrant, Durand .......cecceecceee| Bear CLECK cis ce eee c cece eeeeeeees 2,000 

Win. B. Smith, Durand ................| Bear creek Sig 2,000 

Arthur Swartz, Durand ............-.-.| Missouri creek ............e.00- 2,000 ; 

Robt. Kraeft, Durand ...............:.-| Fall creek sec cc ce cccccccesctseee| 2,000 

B. E. Graves, Bau Galle ...........062-| Cary Creek ..... cece ects eeeeees 2,000 

A. C. Huleatt, Arkansaw ..............| Arkansaw creek ........+.eeee- 4,000 

| 82,000 

PIERCE COUNTY— | " 

- John Halverson, Snoring Valley .......| Streams of North Rush river. 4,000 

E. C. Clarey, Maiden Rock ............| Brush and Lost creekS ........ 4,000 

J. Flemming, Maiden Rock ............} Carson Creek .......eecceseeeees 2,000 

Henry Albert, Maiden Rock ............| Double CKeEeK coc ec cece eeeeccecee| | 2,000 

- § F! Fansler, Plum City ..............| Plum creek and Tributaries... 4,000 

J. H. Leach, Plum City ..............06| Cave CreeK ......cseeeeseeeenenes 4,000 

H. W. Thompson, River Falls ........| North Branch of Kinnickin- 
MIC LIVED Wo. cece eee eee eee ee! 4,000 

Rod. §. Williams, River Falls ........| Tidd and Ney creeks Leceeeecel 4,000 | 

C. R. Taggart, River Falls ............) South Fork of Kinnickinnic| | 
TIVELY cece cece cee es cece ceveees 2,000 

E. A. Tobey, River Falls ..............| Kinnickinnic river and Tribs.| 4,000 

G. W. Cérnelison, Ellsworth ..........| Trimbelle creek ............0664| 2,000 

George Gordon, Wllsworth .............| Trimbelle PIVEL vice cece cece eee 2,030 

L. H. Place, Ellsworth ...............-.| Cave CLOCK Loc cece cece cece cee sees 2,000 

Henry Bye, Ellsworth ..........seeeeee Rush river ....c cece cece ee ee ee eee 2,000 

B. G. Reed, Blisworth .............626.| Dost creek .......c eee ee cece ee ees 2,000 

Cc. L. Muggah, Elisworth ..............| Brush creek ........eeeeeeeeeeee 2,000 

Jos. E. Richter, Elssworth ............| Cave creek sertinesnrririsesg 2,000 

H. G. Luke, Ellsworth ................-| Brush creek ..........seeeeeeeee 2,000 

W. D. Smith, Bau Galle ................| ALaple-spr ng creek rs 4,000 

FY. H. Horn, Rock Elm ................; Big Missouri Ces 2,000 

WwW. C. Condit, Rock Elm ...............} Little MiSSouri .....-.e eee eeees 2,000 

E. R. Condit, Rock Elm ...............| Plum creek ...... ee eeeeee eee 2,000 

Jay Hawn, Rock Elm ...........e eee eees Lost Creek ......... cece eee cence 2,000 

C.D. Hawn, Rock Elm ..............++6] Plum Creek ..... ee ceec nese ee eees 2,000 

. Ht. B. Bleisner, Spring Valley .........} Lansey and Loohn creeks .... 4,000 

O. D. Springer, Spring Valley ........' Gilbert CLCEK .occccccccccvecsees 2,000 

John H. Graslie, Spring Valley ......| Trout creek ........ceeeeeeeeeee 2,000 

C. D. Seiberns, Spring Valley ........| Lousey creek ..........seeeeeeee 2,000 

F. G. Eklund, Ellsworth ...............| Big and Little Trimbelle ..... 4,000 

| 78,000 

POLK COUNTY— | 
C. C. Ladd, Osceola ......cscceeceeeeeee| Osceola Creek ....ceeereeeeeeees 4,000 

Ww. T. Kennedy, Amery ..........60.50-| Beaver Drook ..........eeereeees 2,000 

H. H. Hart, Amery ...........se-eeee6+| South Fork of Bull brook .... 2,000 

S. L. Pennington, Amery ..............| BurnS Drook .......sseeeseeeees 2,000 

J. A. Young, Amery ...........-...+06+-| Burns Brook .......eseeeeeeeese 2,000 

Peter Peterson, Amery ........-..-6.-...| Friday creek ceecccccccvereseese| 2,000 , 

Ww. D. Thompson, Amery ..............| Trib. to White-ash lake.......! 2,000 - 
| ee 

. | 16,000
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PORTAGE COUNTY— 
| - S. C. Swenson, Amherst ce ceececcseseee} SONNES creek fe] 2,000 Thomas C. Keener, Amherst seeeeeesee| Brathoode creek ............... 2,000 . A. O. Knight, Amherst vossseeseeeeeese| ROSS Creek ...... eee 2,000 Thomas Anderson, Amherst seeeseseeee) SODLING Creek ‘apace ‘Hyer 2 | 2,000 Henry Stoltenberg, Nelsonville seeeeee| Branch of Waupaca river .... 4,000 Wim. T. Waller. Nelsonville ........... Waupaca river wesc cece eeencece| 4,000 C. B. Wheelock, Stevens Point seeeeee| Little Plover river wee eecceeeeee| 2,000 Walter Eddy, Stevens Point seeeeeeeee| Plover river oe EI 2,000 C. A. Schenk, Stevens Point seceseeeeo| Waupaca river ................. 2,000 John Sukaszewicz, Stevens Point .:..| Little Plover river wees eeeeeece| 2,000 L. A. Humphrey, Stevens Point ---.-| Little Plover river sii 2,000 Geo. Julier, Stevens Point seeeseesesee| Little Plover river ...4.../.....|- 2,000 Geo. I’. Hebard, Stevens Point ....... Tomorrow river .....,..........! 2,000 

| 30,000 | 

PRICE COUNTY— 
| O. B. Greene, Kennan tee esceceseesese, Deer ereek beet ee eee ence cece ecee| 4,000 J. W. Winter, Kennan seseccecceeseseee, Tribs. of Skinner creek pre 2,000 Prickert Bros., Kennan tereeersceeeeeee| Deep. creeK ooo. cece ec eccceeceee 2,000 L. M. Reed, Brantwood ................| Small Spring creek ............| 4,000 B. Cook, Clifford ....................... Squaw creek ...............e eens] 4,000 J..E. Feely, Fifield Stet eecceceereeceeeee| MeKinzie creek sete e eee essaceee| 4,000 Patterson Bros., Fifield sevesecceeesesee! Davis creek ween cece cere een eeeee| 4,000 E. J. Marsh, Fifield ......4.......... Spring creek rrtreesereererecce] 2,000 

° 
26,000 RICHLAND COUNTY— 

[, H. W. Haskell, Lone Rock ........... Pennsylvania creek soins 2,000 Alex Ray, Lone Rock terteceseeseceeeees| Little Bear creek .............. 2,000 C. S. Fuller, Lone Roek ttteeeeeeeeeeee}! Marble-ausery ereek .......... 2 890 Nels Christensen, Lone Rock .......... Morey creek ...............0000e| 2,000 T. K. Fries, Lone Rock ................ MecCarvel creek .................| 2,000 A. J. Dickerson, Lone Rock ........... Jackson creek ........... cee eee| 2,000 R. L. Thurber, Richland Center -----./ Trib. to Buck creek ] 4,000 Geo. W. Schroeder, Viola .............. Goose and Cany creek ........} 4,000 C. J. Stormont, Viola .................. Dutch creek vege | 4,000 . Hobe Groves, Viola reece sees ccoeeeseeeee) Winder-hollow creek ar 4,000 

| 28,000 RUSK COUNTY— 
A. O. St. Clair, Hawkins ............. Soft-maple creek ...............! 2,000 W. A. Lilyquist, Weyerhauser ....... Hay creek ................0e eee 2,000 G. R. Miller, Weyerhauser seeeeceseess) Spring creek hae eek 2,000 Mathew Kassela, Weyerhauser .......| Tittle Soft-maple creek ....... 28ND . D. E. Getchel, Weyerhauser seeeeeeeee| Little Potatoe creek cee eeeeeee| 2,000 W. C. Dale, Weyerhauser ccseeeeeeeees| Meadow creek seeeeecevccecscese| 4,000 . M. A. Brosions, Weyerhauser ........ Devil creek 10... ... ccc cece cece] 2,000 Archie Barrett, Bruce .................. Hilder creek seen ene weceeeeeeese| 2,000 G. H. Williams, Bruce ................. Willow creek ................0..| 2,000 H. L. Clark, Ladysmith ............... Keegan creek wee teeeeceeeseeeeel | 2,000 W.S. Manning, Ladysmith ........... Hay creek Sac eee eee eeereeeeeeecel 2,00Q Thos. S. Thompson, Ladysmith ...... Moonse-ear creek ................! 2,000 P. 8. Kieth, Ladysmith sresseccecesconl Mad creek oo... cece cane] 2,000 E. W. Hill, Ladysmith tesecccccoceseee| TWin CreeK 1... elec cece cece eee! 2,000 EK. W. Mounroe, Ladysmith seeeeeeseg! Main Deer-tail and meadow! H. W. True, Glen Flora .............. CTECKS oo... eee eee eee eee 4,000 

Clarence creek ....3..........00.] 4,000 ‘ C. K. Ellingson, Hawkins ............ Spring brook erttereesseeeesced 4,000 

| 42,000
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ST. CROIX COUNTY— | 

Geo. H. Pittman, Baldwin ............ Kinnieckinnieck river eres] 4,000 

Win. A. Kay, Spring Valley .......6..) Rush Yiver ......ee seen cece ences 8,030 

R. BP. Yale, Glenwood ...............-+-| John’s creek Lec ceceeescceteeeeee| 2,000 

H. H. Dean, Gienwood ..............-.| Sand creek cececcacneeseveteeeeee| 2,090 

P. A. Beebe, Glenwood ...............-| Blue’s creek aga TEES] 2,000 

R. A. Cleveland, Glenwodd ........+6++ Sand-spring creek ..........6-.. 2,000 

John Pearson, Somerset ............-..| Trout creek srosecsserersssess | 4,090 

Vv. KE. Webester, Hudson ..............| Kinnickinnick river ...)..--++: 2,000 

Otto W. Arnquist, Hudson ... ........) Ninnickinnick river. Leveeeeeeee| 2,000 - 

Tuuis Haugen, Hiudson ....... ........| Willow river Le ccaeeeeeeeeeneeaee| 2,000 

L. G. Green, Hudson ............0.+...| Willow river Levceeccccceeeecesee| 2,000 

“SW. Bandy, Hudson ..............+...| Willow river Se cccueesceeseeesecel 2,000 . 

H. Harding, Hudson ...................|. Willow VIVEL ..cccccceceeeeceens| 4,000 

J. C. Harding, Hudson ................} Jefferson and Underwood| 

DLOOKS .eccccceceecceeceesecevee| 4,000 . 

C. W. Christensen, Roberts ...........| Kinnickinnick river eceecececee| 2,000 

J. A. Vincent, Roberts ....... .........| Kinnickinnick river Levee eeeeee| 2,000 

f. C,. Wetterlin, Hammond ...........| Kinnickinnick river Leeeeeeeeeee| 4,000 

, Geo. G. Wrighs, Hammond ........6-. TWinnickinnick river ..........-:| 4,000 

Bert G. Stockman, Woodville .........| Hau Galle river Lececeeteeeeenel 4,090 

Decker Bros., Woodville ...............| Hau Galle river Lene ee ee eeeeeeee| 4,000 

Wm. Ryan, Wilson ................+.---/ Knowles and Hay creeks .....| 4,000 

S.C. Boardman, New Richmond .....| Ten-mile creek ene eeeeceeeeeeeee| 4,000 

J. F. Kinne, Boardman ................| Ten-mile CVECK voce c cece e eee ee| 4,000 | 

Thos. Heffron, Boardman ..............| Willow river Lecccacceeverseceece| 4,000 | 

: Chas. McKenzie, Burkhardt ..........| Willow river ceceeevececeteeeedel 2,000 

Jos. Smith, Burkhardt .................| Willow river ve cceececeestsecueee| 2,000 

Frank Beer, Burkhardt ................| Willow river errerrenensseseg 4,000 

. . 
| 86,000. 

SAUK COUNTY— 
Y. Buehler, Prairie du Sac ............| Lehmann DVOOK ..eeececee eee eeel 4,090 

B. D. Sherwood, Spring Green .......| Jones creek occ ceeenseaveteeeee| 2,000 

Frank Simpson, Spring Green ........| Wilson Creek ...c cece eee ee eee ee 2,000 

Dennis Cummings, Spring Green .....| Branch of Little Bear creek..| 2,030 

: Peter Dietl, Plain ....................--.| Bauers creek ec ceeenvetteesecee| 2,000 

Jas. L. Dalling, Baraboo ..............| Otter and Baxter creeks .....| 4,000 

. Wilber Cahoon, Baraboo ...............| Skillett creek eve eeeececeeenrees| 4,000 

I’. E. Settergren, Baraboo .............| Big-Spring creek ween cece ee eeee| 4,008 

IF. A. Foss, Reedsburg .................| Dell creek Leveeeeeseeseuseessaeea| 4,000 sO 

E. A. Giffert, Reedsburg .........-....| Foss creek Le cececceeceeneseeeses| 4,000 

John W. Dearholt,. Reedsburg ........| Trib. of Narrows creek core 4,029 

| 36,000 

SAWYER COUNTY— 
C. D. Benack, Hayward ...............| Mosquito brook ..........-+-+6-| 4,000 

Geo. E. Buckley, Hayward ...........| Namakagon river ceceveceececeal 2,000 

R .C. Pugh, Hayward ................--| Bean brook Le ceeceeceeeuceseeeed| 2,000 

Russel D. Pugh, Hayward .............| Spider creek ..........eeeee eevee 2,000 

Jens. Jorgenson, Hayward ............-| Cold DrOOK 2... .. cee ee cece eee es 2,000 

Cc. B. Jorgenson, Hayward ............| Coal creek cid 2,000 : 

C. L. Storey, Hayward ................| Mosquito creek ve ceecececencence| 2,090 

16,000 

SHAWANO COUNTY— | : 
Joseph A. Ribidean, Phlox ............| Head of west branch of Red| 

LIVED ccc cccecccceeceececceseuceae| 2,000 
Ww. B. Dresser, Phlox .............+-++.| West branch of Wolf river....| 2,000 

C..A. Perry, Eland .............+..-++++| Trib. South branch of Embar-| 

. . YASS VIVE oo. cc cece eee e cece | 2,090 

Elwin Franklin, Eland Jct. ...........' South branch Embarrass river] 4,000
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SHAWANO COUNTY—Continued. 
Herman Wiskow, Wittenberg .........| Middle branch Embarrass 

LIVEL  .. cece ccc c ce ccccececceces 2,000 Herman F. Jahnke, Regina seeeseeeeeee| North branch Hmbarrass river 4,000 Frank Kuschel, Wittenberg ...........| South branch Embarrass.river| 2,000 R. B. Glaubitz, Wittenberg ...........| South branch Embarrass river| 2,000 Frank Hitzke, Wittenberg .............| South branch Embarrass river 2,000 I. L. Rice, Wittenberg .................| Embarrass river ................ 2,000 J. Lehman & Son, Tigerton ...........] South branch Embarrass river| 2,000 John Hoffman, Tigerton ................| Tigerton creek Cress! 2,000 John Foss, Tigerton ....................| Morris ereek cece ce ceecceseeccace 2,000 Robt. Petko, Tigerton easecceseccesesees| Comet creek sect e nce ccercecccccee| 2,000 August Schwede, Tigerton .............| Comet creek ween cecececncgescece| 2,000 Wm. Schenck, Shepley .............;...| Wilson and Sprague creeks ..| 4,000 Harry Collins, Shawano ...............| Mill creek heres II 4,000 Henry May, Shawano ..................., West branch creek .......cecee. 4,000 A.C. Weber, Shawano ................s) Hast branch of Evergreen| 
creek rrereeeeeeeeeeeseseesa] 4,000 

| 50,000 | SHEBOYGAN COUNTY— | August G. Meyers, Howards Grove .. Sheboygan river siitinsss| . 4,000 R. G. Arnold, Glenbeulah .............| Becks creek sete cececeecrcesseees| 4,000 B. H. Sanford, Sheboygan Falls ..... Briggs creek Ess] 4,008 H. C. Gruebner, Sheboygan ...........| Osten CTCER reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeed 4,000 

16,000 TREMPEALEAU COUNTY— © | W. P. DeBow, Blair ............eeeeee06| Voose and Salay-coulee creeks:  ~ 4,000 Henry Amudson, Arcadia ............../ Plum CLECK 2... cece cece esac esl 2,000 Gabe Nelson, Whitehall ...............| Plum creek seca eee eee ec cecenseceel 2,000 Christ Thompson, Independence ....../ Plum 2) | 2,000 Ray H. Larsen,-Arcadia ...............| Plum CLECK 2... cee eee eee ee eel 2,000 James Davis, Arcadia ...................| Davis creek beeen ceseceeaeecceecs| 2,000 If, C. Koening, Arcadia ................ Sandy creek ne | 2,000 ,; P. Sabotta, Arcadia .........ccccccceces Valley Ford creek ..............| 2,000 Joe Hild, Arcadia ..................6...{ Beaver creek beet e eee e eee e cere eee! 2,000 - M. English, Arcadia ....................| Bnglish Valley creek | 2,000 Thomas Cummings, Arcadia ..........,/ Hardson Valley creek .........| 2,000 W. WH. Muir, Arcadia .............00008, Morgan Valley creek sis 227] 2,000 Irred Gallup, Galesville ...............x/ Mars and Corrigan creeks .... 4,000 Gus. Apel, Galesville ...................| Duteb creek ste eee es eeeeeereee| 4,000 O. A. Ballom, Osseo ........c.eeeeeeee-e| COX Creek sees eee ence eee esene| 2,000 Geo. W. Raas, Osseo ..........0...00..., Crawford CTEEK co.cc cccecee eves 2,000 John Lowe, Osseo ...............-.2....4' John Lowe creek vee eeeeesceecee| 2,000 LT. J. Moe, Osseo .............cecceeeesee! Nelson’s creek irre 2,400 Geo. N. Andrews, Osseo ..............., Moe creek occ ee cece ceccccceeeras 2,000 G. O. Lindeman, Osseo ................ Kings creek ........ ccc cceee eevee! 2,000 N. EH. Bersing, Hleva ..................8| Rossman DON ....... eee ees | 4,000 N. I. Gilbert, Bleva ..........ccecc eee Big creek a 2,000 Matt Holman, BHleva .............s.660.6., Adams CLeekK wo... ccc cece eee 2,000 A. Amundson, Hleva ......... cc ccecc cues Lindsay creek rirttereeseseed 2,000 . 

56,000 VERNON COUNTY— 
Lyman Mitchell, Blroy ceccescceeeces.,| Hill Prairie creek see seeseecvece| 4,000 Edgar Eno, Valley ..........ccce0e......| Trib. to Warner creek ......../ 2,000 A. W. Curry, Valley .........sceeeee....| North Warner creek ........... 4,000 Elias Fox, Hillsboro ..........seee0e....| Small Spring brook ............ 2,000 - Cc. F. Kauffman, Hillsboro ..........., Greenwood and Halefeldt]. 

1  @reeks ITE sd 4,000 Hd. Kellicut, Viola ........sc.seeeceee6e| Blk run cece ceeeceeeceevececcececs 4,000.
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VERNON COUNTY—Continued. | 
Elmer Davis, Viroqua ...............---| Harrison branch ...........660.| 2,000 
L. A. Larson, Viroqua .................| West Weister creek ........... 2,000 
G. A. Groves, Viroqua ................-| Brush Hollow creek ........... 2,000 
A. F. Love, Viroqua ..........e.eeee0+e6| West Kickapoo river .......... 2,000 
Ben Bie, Viroqua ..........eeececeseeeeee, BEE’S branch “toni “Kigpapos| 2,000 
EH. O. Sveen, Westby .............-...-., Upper West Fork Kicpapoo 

VIVED woe cece ccc c ec eccceserececece 2,000 
Ludwig Neprude, Westby ...........---| Sease DrTanch .......sseeeseceeeee 2,000 
Olaf Peterson, Westby ............+++--, West branch of Kickapoo 

VIVED wc... cece ewe cece cc eseeeeoes 2,000 

Haakon Hagen, Westby ........«eeees-., West Kickapoo river .......... 2,000 
A. Steensen, Westby ........-..-.-s06---| Branch Coon creek ........e0.. 2,000 
Andrew Lee, Westby .......ssseeceeeees| SKaal and creek .......ceeeeeees 2,000 
Ernest S. Johnson, Westby ............| Hsofea Creek .......c.ccsceeereee 2,000 
G. C. Olson, Westby ........ce.eeeeee0e| Norch branch oft Badax creek; 2,000 “ 

Carl Johnson, Westby ........ceeeeeeeee| Sout? Yranch of Badax creek’ 2,900 
&. Bielson, Westby ............seeeee+-| Tomten creek vereeeeeseceeacacee| 2,000 

| 50,000 

VILAS COUNTY— 
J. W. Lant, Star Lake .................; Johnson creek rirtreteerseessed 4,000 
Chas. Arnson, Star Lake ...............| Hunters Creek ........cseeeeeeee 4,000 
Hi. E. Salsich, Star Lake ..............| Johnsons creek resrereeseeseeey 4,000 
Tom Olson, Star Lake ..........ee.0--2| Browns Creek ........c cece eeeee 4,000 
Edw. Lacon, Hagle River ..............| Sprimg creek ......... eee eee eene| 4,000 

TF. Beaulsley, Eagle River .............) Spring DroOK .......cceeeeeeceee 2,000 

Jas. Burns, Eagle River ................| Hay meadow creek ............| 4,000 
Fred Morey, Eagle River ...............| Deer-skin creek .........eeeeeeee 4,000 

. C. W. Rogers, Hagle River ............| Deer-skin Creek ........ceeeeeeee 2,000 

Chas. A. Phelps, Hackley .............| Muskrat creeK ........eceeeegees 2,000 

Delbert, Hankin. Hackley ...........6.] Twin Creek .......seeeeeeeeeeeees 2,000 

Jas. P. Hobart, Hackley ...............| Deer-skin creek ...........00.005| 2,000 
Noel St. Louis, Hackley ...............] Alvoy creek. ‘Prib. Brule river: 2,090 

Hackley Phelps Bonell Co. .............| Seven-mile creek Lecccccccceceve| 2,000 

Cc, A. Scharsch, Hackley ...............| Trib. of Big Twin creek fete] 2,000 

- ‘PHlenry Nanny, State Line ..............| Little Portage creek ...........) 4,000 

Harry G. Frank, State Line ..........; Seeder creek Le ncccecccccccecesce| 4,000 " 

‘David Houle, Three Lakes ............. | 6,000 

. | 56 ,000 

WALWORTH COUNTY— 
P. G. Schilling, Whitewater ..........| Harris stream .........ceee eee ee| 4,000 
Martin Ranf, Whitewater ..............| Whitewater creek ..............| 4,600 , 
J. H. Fryer, Whitewater ..............| Bluff creek ......... cece see e eee 2,000 

Clarence B. Alrick, Whitewater ......; Bloodgood stream Shook | 2,000 
Hugh E. Lindsay, Whitewater ........| Clover-valley spring brook ... 4,000 
HH. D. Barnes, Hlkhorn ................| Spring Drook ...........ceee cece! 4,000 

. Ww. A. Sharp, Elkhorn .................| Stream, no-name ...............| 2,000 
J. A. Collin, Elkhorn ................0..| Spring brook retenseteceneeeseal 4,000 

. | . | 26,000 
“WASHBURN COUNTY— | | 

John A. Martin, Birchwood ...........| Pigeon creek ..........ceeee eee ee! 2,000 
G. F. Andrew, Birchwood .............| Douris CLOCK coc. ccc cee cee eects 2,000 , 
L. G. Bemis, Birchwood ............2-6| Sucker Creek ........ceeeeereeees 2,000 
R. Mams, Birchwood ........ccceceeeee| Trout Creek 12... ccc cece cece ee ene 2,000 
John Mikinlor, Birchwood .............| Hast creek ....... cece eeseeeoeees 2,000 
Wm. S. Kyle, Birchwood ..2.....-.600+| Hay Creek ...... cece eee w ence eens 2,000 
W. EF. Loomis, Birchwood .............| Pigeon Creek ......... cece eceeeee 2,000 
Tf. L. Evers, Shell Lake ...............| Sawyer DrOOK ....... see cece eee 2,000 
_A. A. Lovell, Shell Lake ..............( Arbuckle Drook ........ceeeeeees 2,000
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WASHBURN COUN TRY—Continued. | 
I. G. Crowell, Shell Lake ..............) Dalkstrom brook ...............| 2,000° 
John McCay, Shell Lake ...............) Sawyer brook ..................| 2,000: 
Wm. H. Closter, Shell Lake ...........| Beaver spring ..................| 2,000° 
W. B. Hanson, Shell Lake ............| Beaver brook wee e cece etc eeeee| 2,000 
Ole Hawkinson, Shell Lake ............| Dahlstream brook reese 2,090 
J. EH. Shaul, Trego ....................../ Spring brook .............0c008. 4,000 
Thos. H. Fielding, Mills ...............) Potatoe creek ...................| 4,000 
J. J. Hohl, Minong .....................| Frog and Shell creek pote - 4,000: A. E. Adams, Minong ..................| Chicago brook .............008, 2,000 
Ira B. Cartwright, Minong ............] Shell creek ................c ccc ee! 2,000: 
John Smith, Trego ......................) Gull creek oI] 2,000 
J. H. Bixby, Trego .....................| Potatoe creek .......ccc cece cee es 4,000: 
C. H. Dexter, Spooner .................| Mud creek bee e cece e nee eeaseeea el 4,000: 
I’red Wesenberg, Anah .................| Allens creek rrtertetecsseccsed 4,000: 

| 58 ,000 

WASHINGTON COUNTY— | 
J. F. Smith, Fond du Lac .............]) Familton-springe ereek ........ 4 000 
Carl Klahn, Barton .....................| Klahn-spring creek on 2,000 | John Campbell, Barton ................., Campbell-spring creek ......... 2,000 | Tony Kicker, Barton ...................| Spring creek errereeeseeeeesceea| 2,000 

: | | 10,000 - 
WAUKESHA COUNTY— | 
W. H. Tuohy, Eagle ....................| Hagle Spring creek ,............| 4,000 | D. H. Bergh, Hagle .....................| Bottomly creek ..............0..| 2,000: James P. Doulan, Eagle ...............| Jericho creek weet e eee e eee eae eee! 4,000 | 
H. E. Salsich, Hartland ...............| Upper Bark river ..............] 4,090 
C. W. Peterson, Hartland .............} Creek running into Pewaukee! 

lake pring 4,000 
J. FF. Dittrich, Oconomowoc ...........| Smith spring ................080. 2,000 
Chas. Benton, Oconomowoc ............| Waterville creek Lecce cece eeeesee| 2,000: 
W. G. Race, Oconomowoc .............| North Lake creek ences ee eeeeee| 2,000 
C. J. Shaver, Oconomowoc ............] North branch Oconomowoc! 

. 0 Oo 2 ,000: 
H. C. Lampson, Oconomowoc .........| Klink creek ...................41 2,000 
Killie Dick, Waukesha .................]| Fausthouse creek .............| 4,000 
F. B. Dreyer, Wales ..................../ Crow creek .......c cece eee eee 4,000 
Griff R. Jones, Wales ..................| Jones creek ............000.e-2.1 4,000" 
Phil H. Jones, Wales ..................., Jones creeek Lees te cena eeeaee| 2,000 

: | 42,000 
WAUPACA COUNTY— | 

J. EH. Phillips, Tola‘....................| South branch of Wolf river..| 4,000 
C. H. Nelson, Tola .....................| Nelson ereek Lecce cece cece eeeeee| 2,000: 
J. C. Lang, Iola ........................, South branch of Little Wolf| 

FIVED cole eee cece ee eee eel 2,000 
A. P. Swenson, Iola ...................| Iola creek Dayton’ creeks 21] 2,000 
Ki. EH. Browne, Waupaca ..............| Radlev and Dayton creeks ... 4,000 
J. KH. Jardine, Waupaca ...............| Austin creek sete cece eseccreesee| 2,000 
Chas. Bomers, Waupaca ............../ Emmons creek see c cece aee eee 2,000 

. H. D. Bemis, Waupaca ...............| MeLean CreeK wo... eee eee eee eel 2,000 
Fred George, Waupaea ................| Keeley brook sec e cece cee eeeeerel 2,000 
James Grant, Almond ................./ Grant creek yi} 2,000 
B. L. Seefer, Sheridan ................} Waupaea river ................ 2,000" 
P. C. Jensen, Sheridan ...............) Waupaca river and Tribs....| 2,000 
G. B. Root, Sheridan ..................| Waupaeca river and Tribs....| 2,000 
John Durrant, Sheridan ...............) Waupaca river be eeeeseeceseeeal 2,000 
H. G. Folkman, Clintonville .........) Hyde creek .................... 2,000 
Albert Schmiedeke, Clintonville ......' Spring brook .................. 2,000 

t
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WAUPACA COUNTY—Continued. ‘ 

Levi. C. Larson, Clintonville ........| North branch of Pigeon creek 2,000 

S. H. Rondeau, Clintonville .........- South branch of Pigeon creek| 2,000 

R. Sehmiedeke, Clintonville ...........| Herman DLOOK ci. ceceeeceeeeee!| 2,000 

| 
|[—__——_. 
| 42,000 

WAUSHARA COUNTY— 
| 

Owen Goodwin, Neshkoro .............| Birch creek Luc ceseceescceeccceel 4,000 

John M. Koeser, Red Granite ........ Willow and Cedar creeks .... 4,000 

E. F. Kileen, Wautoma ...............| White river vedar creeks ..--| 2,000 

F. S. Durham, Wautoma ............| Bird CLECK oo. cece cece eee e en eee 2,000 

Ole I. Thorstad, Wautoma ...........| Thorstad creek contd 2,000 

Guy Mumbrue, Wautoma .............| Pine CLOCK voce cce eee eeeereeee| 2,000 

E. L. Benjamin, Neshkoro ...........{ Alder and Poplar creeks coeeel 4,000 

A. J. Stevens, Wild Rose ........-.6..| Pime iver ....--- esses eeeeeeeees 4,000 
J. C. Pierce, Wild Rose ...............| Willow river corres 4,000 

J. V. Berens, Wild Rose .......seeeeee| Pime VIVET .....--se eee esse eres 2,000 

E. J. Hughes, Wild Rose ............-; Pine river crerrereessnererity 4,000 

Ww. A. Roblier, Coloma Station ...... Little Roche a Cri creek ...... 2,000 

HH. F. Bartz, Coloma Station .........| Runnels CLOCK cecccececseceeceesl 2,000 

Wm. F. Curran, Coloma Station ....| Chaffe creek Srsreriseressesess| 2,000 . 

Peter Moore, Coloma Station ........ Chaffe creek ........ceeceeeeeees 2.000 

Seott, Runnels, Coloma Station ...... Wedde Creek ......ceee cc ccceees | 2,000 | 

A. J. Borsack, Coloma Station .......| Pine creek Le neccccccccreesesece| 2,000 | 

Wm. Smith, Coloma Station ......... Machan creek .........cceeeeeeel 2,000 

Hl. Walker, Hancock ...........-.....-| Big Roche a Cri creek .......| 2,000 

: M. O'Connor, Hancock ........-.eeeees Roche a Cri creek .............! 2.000 

E. H. Strong, Hancock .....eccesccvee Little Roche a Cri creek ..... 2,000 

ro M. Garrison, Hancock .............-..-| Little Mecan river ........+0.- 2,000 

A. Hebblewhite,, Hancock ............. Chaffe creek .......ccceeeeeeees 2,000 

Edd. O’Connor, Hancock ......sseseeee Little Roche a Cri creek .... 4,000 

62 ,000 

WoOoD COUNTY— . 
Emil §. Kliner, Marshfield ...........| Squaw CLERK oo. cece cee cececcces 4,000 

Wm. H. Burchell, Grand Rapids ...| Wakely CLOCK ..eee ese c cc seeeees 2,000 

Geo. N. Wood, Grand Rapids ....... Seven-mile creek ...........05. 2,000 

H. H. Voss, Grand Rapids ........... Two-mile Creek ......sccceeeees 2,000 

Guy R. Wood, Grand Rapids ........- Six-mile Greek ........cceeee ees 2,000 

WwW. W. Meade, Grand Rapids ........ Wakely creek ........ccceeeeees 2,000 

EB. L. Rosseir, Grand Rapids ........| Chester Creek .....cc cece veceees 2,000 

fi. A. Sampson, Jr., Grand Rapids.| Harvey CLECK coc. cceccceeeeeeece 2,000 

A. H. Kileberg, Nekoosa ..............| Seven-mile CLECK ...cceccescoees 4,000 

, . Do 24,000 

Total brook trout, advanced fry, planted 1903S vcrccccvccveccvccseee| 2,272,000 : 

eee
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Distribution of Fish. 
I 

RAINBOW TROUT, ADVANCED FRY, PLANTED, 1908. 

eee. 

No. of Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. Fish. 
a >~— 

ADAMS COUNTY— 
Chas. H. Gilman, Friendship ........ Bingham creek ..........e.006. 3,000: J. B. Hill, Friendship ................ Big. Roche a Cri creek reseed 3,000 

6,000: 

ASHLAND COUNTY— 
A. A. Miller, Highbridge ............. Silver creek .........ccccceccees 8,000 J. Steffeck, Mellen ...............0..2.6| Bad TIVEL 1... ..cccccccccceeccccs 4,000: J. M. Mahon, Mellen ...........cccc00. McCartys creek ..........cece5. 4,000 J. P. Trumbly, Mellen ................, Creek in Sec. 8, T. 55, R. 2 ~ 

J. O. Donahue, Mellen ................| Devils CTCEK oo... ccc cece ec cees 4,000: L. A. Vought, Mellen ..............66..! Trib, to Tyler Forks ......... 4,000: D. F. Tyler, Glidden ..................| East Fork of Chippewa | 
Crossing ste cceeecvevecscccces| 4,000 Hugo Schmidt, Glidden ...............| Head of Moose river .........| 4,000 Sam. Kubley, Glidden ...........c0055. Head of Moose river estes 4,000- Peter Gerhardt, Glidden .............. Dryden creek ........eccccceece 4,000 Frank Rogers, Glidden .......cccccecee Head of Torch river ote 4,000 T. R. Yankee, Ashland .........c.cc005 Butternut creek ...............} 12,000. 

. | 60 ,000- 
BARRON COUNTY— | M. J. Berg, Barron sececgeccesccecesone, JOHNSON Creek .........ccccceee 4,000 . Arthur E. Coe, Barron .......ccecccces Inaderer creek ............0000. 4,000: H. P. Peterson, Cumberland ......... Sand creek .... ccc cece ccc cceece 4,000 W. N. Fuller, Cumberland ........... McKenzie brook ............... 4,000 | A. H. Miller, Cumberland ............ Miller creek 2... ..... cc cc cceecect 2,000: . H. S. Comstock, Cumberland .,....... South Fork Clam river ...... 4,000 . W. G. Miller Cumberland ........../.. Hay viver oo... ccc cece cece once 2,000: G. L. Luff, Cumberland .............- Hickey creek ................... 2,000 A. F. Wright, Cumberland sececcceces! NCOTH'S CLEeK wo. eee lee c cee c cess 2,000 Nick B. Nelson, Cumberland ......... Anderson spring .............../. 2,000: L. E. Griswold, Turtle Lake ......... Turtle creek ........... ccc cceee 4,000 A. O. Blix, Turtle Lake .:............. Hillmans lake .................. 4,000 J. H. Bunker, Turtle Lake seccscseees| Turtle creek 0... ccc ccccececcce 4,000- A. Rosenbush, Turtle Lake ........... Apple river wo... eee cece cc ecee 4,000 D. S. Wallace, Turtle. Lake seoeeeeeee) Smith creek 20.0... . cece cece cee 4,000: E. G. Brown, Hillsdale stesesceseceeee! Dorety creek ..... cc cece cece eeee 4,000. J. H. Kilmer, Hillsdale ssceeccccesseee, Little four-mile creek ........ 4,000 H. W. Carr, Hillsdale ................. Upper Pine creek .............. 4,000: F. F., Dorey, Dallas ...................| Little Pine CreeK ....... cc. eee. 4,000 James B. Carter, Rice Lake sesceeseees) Spring creek wo... cece c cee ee 6,000: Fred Chranz, Rice Lake sececccessesess| Hugeles creek daw kyon | 6,000 Chas. Sail, Rice Lake .................. Trib. of Red Cedar river ve] 8,000: 

. | 86,000 - 
BAYFIELD COUNTY~— 
Albert Nemec, Cable serccsescsececereeee| Capt. Garrison’s creek .......| 4,000 M. C. Tomkins, Ashland ............. Pine creek vor | 4,000: Albert Nelson, Bayfield sesecceseeeeese | Raspberry river ............65. 8,000: J. A. Pettingill, Iron River ...........! Iron river and branches ......| 4,000 H. O. Lund, Iron River ...............| Reefer creek ye TE 8,000 C. V. Clark, Iron River ............... Musquay brook ’............000. 4,000- A. H. Miles, Iron River ...............| Iron river and Tribs. .........] 4,000 . N.C. Drew, Cusson ........seeeeeeee026/ Little Trout Spring lake .....| 8,000: Theo. Anderson, Cusson ............... West Fork of White river | 8,000 - D. H. Hubbard, Cusson ............... East Fork of White river sed 8,000: 

| 60,000:
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RAINBOW TROUT, ADVANCED FRY, PLANTED, 1908—Continued. 

No. of 
Naine and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. Fish. 

| BROWN COUNTY— ; | 
A. J. Wilnarnes, Greenleaf ...........) Haston Devil river ............ 3,000 
Rowland T. Burdon, Green Bay ..... Serills creek and Tribs. ...... 8,000 
W. E. Burdeau, Flintville ............| Suamico and Branch rivers .. 6,000 

12,000 

BURNETTE COUNTY— 
BE. F. Bunker, Grantsburg ............| Hay creek ....... ccc cece eee 3,000 
John EH. Burgan, Grantsburg ..........| Hay creek ........c cece c cee eeees 3,000 
Newton Hickerson, Grantsburg ......| Wood river .........cccceceeeees 3,000 
P. D. Hickerson, Grantsburg ........| WOOd iver .....cccccccccccccece 3,000 
Bert Hickerson, Grantsburg ..........| WOOd Liver .....cccccccccceceecs 3,000 

| 15,000 
CHIPPEWA COUNTY— . 

Joe Walsdorf, Stanley .............5.6.| Rogers creek ............ ccc eeee 3,000 
I. M. Craig, Stanley ..............606.| Trout creek ..........ccccceeees 3,000 
John E. Shafer, Stanley ...............| North Fork of Eau Claire 

TIVOL  ccccescesccccscccvcccsceecs 3,000 
KK. Morehouse, Stanley .........eceeee0), DUMY TIVED ...... cc cece cee ce ences 3,000 

_ C. F. Millers, Cadott ..................; Arkrite and Paur creeks ..... 3,000 
. Ben Dietrich, Cadott ................6-.| Pane @reek ......... ccc cece eens 3,000 

.L. §. Kearney, Hannibal ............., Weasel creek .............cceees 3,000 
D. L. Mohr, Hannibal .................| Head waters of Fisher river. 3,000 
G. L. Sowle, Cornell ...................) Cornell brook ...........ccceeeel 3,000 
BE. L. Hawn, Ruby ..............ee008-| Fisher river and small inlets.| 3,000 

| F. W. Jenkin, Chippewa Falls .......| Kehls pond on Duncan creek! 10,000 

40,000 . 
CLARK COUNTY— | 

Geo. K. Redmond, Neillsville ........| Mound creek ......ccccceccccees 3,000 
Hugh Barrett, Neillsville ..............| Cawley creek .....ccccccceceeces 8,000 
R. H. Treat, Abbotsford ..............| Dill creek ........ cc ccc ec ec cece 3,000 
H. J. Pessig, Curtiss ................+..| Ditthneir and Hanson creeks. 3,000 
J. H..Ambrose, Owen .................., North Fork of Popple river .| . 6,000 
W.S. Wood, Withee .............ee00e6| Black river wo... cccccceccccccee 6,000 
M. D. Garrison, Thorp ................| Goggle Eye and Chapman 

CLECKS 2... ccc cece cece cece eens 3,000 
Geo. B. Parkhill, Thorp ..............; Courter and Sterling creeks | 6,000 

| H. O. Froland, Dorchester ............; Branch of North Fork of 
Popel river i] 16,000 

R. H. Treat, Abbotsford ..............; Porcupine creek .....ccccceceees 10,000 

| $9,000 
COLUMBIA COUNTY~— | | 
Mrs. Dan’l. Benttley, Poynette ......; Rocky rum ............cccceee eee! 3,000 
A. J. Klenert, Portage .................| French creek .........cc cece ween 8,000 
O. A. Sasada, Randolph ...............| Sasada creek reretrerseesesa 3,000 
W. F. Esch, Lodi ......................] FPreuer’s creek oo... cccceseees 1,500 
W. T. Sparks, Lodi ...........eceeeeeee| BOWMAN'S CLrEeK ...cc. eee e eee 1,500 
S. T. Oerbeck, Lodi ....................| Miller creek ................000! 1,500 
J. F. Collin, Lodi ...........csseeeeeeeee| Spring creek ..........--  -eeeee| 1,500 

| re 
CRAWFORD COUNTY— 

Geo. H. Davidson, Soldiers Grove ...{ Soldiers Grove and Trout! 
. . CPECKS ooo eee cece cece eeeeees 15,000 

J. W. Shaw, Boscobel ..........seeee--| Richland creek (Ig 3,000 
‘ Chas. W. O’Neil, Bridgeport .........| Hicklin-hollow creek pert 3,000 

| 21,000
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el 

No. of 
Name und Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. Fish. 

et ns . 

DANE COUNTY— 7 | 

. Herman Festge, Cross Plains .........| Black Harth creek bh nee | 3,000 
Frank Shipley, Cross Plains ........./ Head of Black Harth creek... 3,000 
A. T. Gafke, Oregon ..........++0.6-.6, Bad Fish river teak IE 3,000 
Frank Spaulding, Windsor ............/ Trib.. of Token creek ......... 3,000 

| 12,000 
DODGE COUNTY— | 

Geo. W. Bagley, Neosho .....-seeeee0.6) Neosho mill-pond ............68) 3,000 
Eugene Ziegler, Mayville ..............| Rock river reereereeseeseeeeccedl 3,000 

| 6,000 

~ DOUGLAS COUNTY— . | 
J. M. Crawford, Superior ............., Half-way lake Le tnceccscccecvee| 6,000 
R. J. Nye, Superior .......ccceeeseeeeee) Bubar lake ..... eee eeeseeeeeeee 6,000 
FEF. B. Jerrard, Superior ..............6.| Bubar Jake ......c cece cece ewes 4,000 - 
Ernest A. Arnold, Superior ..........--6| Crotty Drook ......cccesceeeeees 2,000 
Steve Sullivan, Solon Springs ........| Brule river corinne 4,000 
P. E. Waterbury, Solon Springs ....| OX Creek .......ccceceeseeesecens 2,000 — 
Nicholas Lucius, Jr., Solon Springs..| Rock creek ..........e cece seen ees 2,000 . 
J. M. Sayles, Solon Springs ...........| Rock creek ..........e eee cece eee] 2,000 
Max. Weichelt, Solon Springs ........| Crotty creek .............eeeee 2,000 
L. M. Coleman, Solon Springs.........| Armolds brook ..............6.. 2,000 
Francis Patte, Solon Springs ..........| Shillings creek ..............08. 2,000 
BE. J. Favell, Solon Springs ...........! Brule river. ......cscceceeeeeeeee| 2,000 
A. L. Lord, Solon Springs ........e006) LEO Creek ...... eee ee eee e eee eeee 2,000 
Richard Bennett, Bennett .........6.06.| Middle river .........cese ewes eee 4,000 . 
Peter Heinz, Wascott ............0-eae02) SPVING DLOOK .....ceceeeeseeeees 4,000 

. - Louis Anderson, Superior .........e--6) Poplar Liver .....ceeceeee eee ee el 4,000 
A. N. Anderberg, Superior ............, Poplar river .......c. cece cece eee 4,000 

. W. J. Conness, Brule ............eeeee02) SANAY YIVEL ..... ce secs ee eee! 4,000 

: , | 58,000 

DUNN COUNTY— 
A. Pillsbury, Menomonie ..............| Wilson creek ............e eee eee! 8 ,000 : 
Cc. H. Anderson, Albertville ............| Little Hlk creek ................ 8,000 ; 
Martin Lefstad, Wheeler ...............) Kimg CreeK ......... cece e eee ees 1,500 
Dell Stroup, Wheeler ...................| Little Otter creek ...........4.. 1,500 
R. R. Porter, Wheeler .................| Big Beaver creek ............+. 3,000 
G. C. Greenwood, Wheeler .............| Big Beaver creek cere 1,500 
B. F. Breitengross, Wheeler ..........| Blank creek .........c. eee ee eee]. 1,500 
A. H. Brettengross, Wheeler ..........| La Farge creek ............+06| 3,000 
Geo. E. Scott, Prairie Farm ..........| Turtle creek ............. eee e eee 8,000 
Earl Applebys, Boyceville ............| Tiffany river ..........seeeeeees 6,000. 
Geo. R. Topliss, Bau Galle ...........' Hau Galle river ............00, 4,500 
A. L. Knapton, Ridgeland ............| Beaver creek ........ceceseeeees - 4,000 
C. A. Lee, Ridgeland .........cceeceee-| Hay Creek ...cc cece cece eee eee ee, 4,000 

. I. Sprague, Ridgeland ..................| Vance creek teens teens ee eeeeaenel 4,000 

| 43 ,000 

‘BAU CLAIRE COUNTY— | 
I. Shoudy, Fairchild ....................| Several Tribs. of North Fork| 

of Eau Claire river ..........| 6,000 
H. J. Swanke, Fall Creek ..............| Beaver creek ereereneeesssssy 3,000 
Geo. Palmer, Altoona ...........e.e00.2| Otter Creek .......ccceeeeeeeeees 8,000 
W. J. Davis, Eau Claire ...............; Does and Clear creeks ........ 4,500 . 
Anton Hanson, Bau Claire .............| Hau Claire river ...............]| 8,000 
Wm. Rydell, Eau Claire ..............; Hau Claire river .........eeeees 3,000 
W.H. Brady, Eau Claire ..............| Otter Creek ..... cece eee e ems eees 3,000 
J. W. Pepper, Eau Claire ..............| Lake Halley penny 8,000 . 

98 500
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Distribution of fash. | 
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| 
| No. of 

Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. Fish. 

i 
FLORENCE COUNTY— | | 
Alons Amunson, Fence .............-...; Mud creek ....... cece cece ee eee 4,000 
C. HE. Steel, Armstrong creek .........] Mud creek ........ ccc ee eee | 4,000 
James McLain, Armstrong Creek ....| Mud creek ...................0..] 4,000 

|_—_____ 

| 12,000 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY— | 
Fred J. Griffith, Fairwater Peete ener eee Grand VIVE co... cece cece eee eee 3,000 
Robert A. Lambert, Ripon ............: Powell creek .............0 ee eee 3,000 
Y. E. Price, Oakfield ...................| Trib. to Upper Branch  of| 

) Fond du Lac river ..........| 3,090 
W. F. Sommerfield, Oakfield ........... Upper Branch of Fond du Lae} 

1d 066) 1,500 
G. W. White, Oakfield .................| West Branch of Fond du Lac] 

VIVED occ ccc e eee e eee ee eee e eee] 1,500 
I’. L. Culver, Oakfield ................| Upper Branch of Fond du Lae! 

. VIVEE cece cece cece ee ee ee ences 1,500 
B. E. Town, Oakfield ...................| East Branch of Fond du Lac! 

PIVOL coc ee cece cee e eee cece eel 1,500 
|———___—— 
| 15,000 

FOREST COUNTY— | 
Chet. Starks, Laona ....................] Rat river oo... eee eee eee 3,000 
R. S. Hvliott, Laona ....................| Trib. to Rat river .............| 3,000 
Jos. J. Martin, Laona ..................{| Trib. to Rat river .............{ 3, 00% 

Connor Lbr. & Land Co., Laona .....| Tribs. to Rat river ............| 3,000 
D. W. Connor, aona ..................| Rat viver oc... cece eee ee ee eee 3,000 
Ht. R. Messer, Laona ..................., Riley creek ................. 008] 3,090 
I'red J. Rogers, Nashville ............| Spring creek ....................| 3,000 
C. G. Haton, North Crandon ..........| North Branch Peshtigo river. | 16,000 
W. EE. Fairchild, Green Bay ...........| Armstrong creek ...............| 8,000 
M. beser, Green Bay ..................] Armstrong creek ...............| 10,000 

| 55,000 

GRANT COUNTY— | 
R. W. Peters, Blue River ............ | Hungerford creek .............. 3,000 
H. S. Rhodes, Lancaster ..............| Walker branch Roni! 1,500 
H. Searles, Lancaster .................../ Borah branch ...............04. 1,500 
Robt. Draper, Lancaster ..............| Vandenall creek ................/ | 1,500 
Louis J. Starr, Lancaster ..............} Austin creek ............... 0000. 1,500 
F. W. Halferty, Laneaster ............] Pigeon creek wo... cc. e ee ee eee 1,500 
N. J. Tiedeman, Lancaster ............| MePherson’s creek .............| 1,500 
John W. Brackett, Lancaster ......... | Austin braneh ..................! 1, 90 
John Decker, Lancaster ................| Toollope branch ...............] 1,500 
Warden Stephens, Fennimore .........{| Blue river and branches ......! 6,090 
J. W. Butham, Fennimore ............| Green river virteeeseeceeeeseced 3,000 

| 21 ,000 
| GREEN LAKH COUNTY— | 

IF. W. Lambrecht, Berlin ..............] Pine river prreeseetecececcced 3,000 

IOWA COUNTY— . | 
M. C. McIntyre, Avoca ................| Swinehart creek ................| 3,000 
A. Apple, Mineral Point ...............| MelIXinnes creek ...............| 3,000 
H. J. Wieffer, Mineral Point ..........| Graffer and Gynch creeks.....! 3.000 
James Mulhairn, Mineral Point ......| Harker creek ...................| 1,500 
Josiah Lanyon, Jr., Mineral Point ....| Lerry branch ...................| 1,500 
Wm. Lanyon, Jr., Mineral Point ....| Spitzbark creek ................| 1,500 
J. A. Messerole, Mineral Point ..... | Otter creek .....................f 1,500 
Wm. N. Miller, Dodgeville ............{ Pedlar creek ....... cc. ee eee ee eee 3,000 

| | 7—F. |
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a a a a a 

; | No. of 
Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. | Fish. 

IOWA COUNTY—Continued. . 
Fred Jewell, Dodgeville ................| Head Pecatonica river ........] 3,000 
J. M. Reese, Dodgeville ................| Vennig creeK ........... cece ee! 3,000 
H. D. James, Dodgeville ..............| Regan stream eeesesteeececaee| 8,000 
Maurice Toay,.Dodgeville ..............| Cox-hollow stream an 3,000 

| 80,000 

IRON COUNTY— | | 
B. Morsman, Upson ........cceeceeeeeee| SPVING Creek ..... ccs ese esse eee ee! 8,090 
Wm. Sherman, Manitowish ............| Spring and French creeks....| 8,000 
Calvin Doriot, Manitowish .............| Pappose creek .................| 4,000 
Chas. R. Clark, Kimball ...............| Crystal brook and _ Rolling| 

Trout creek ....c cece eee ee eee 4,000 
J. C. Withington, Mercer ..............| Turtle Waters and river .....| 4,000 
Fred Davis, Mercer .................-...| Pike. Lake creek ...............] 4,000 
Favette L. Buck, Divide ...............| Head Waters of Turtle river.| 4,000 
Yenry Meade, Hurley ..................| Trout creek occ c ce ccesecereaseee| 4,000 
Geo. C. Foster, Hurley ................| Montreal river ...............4. 4,000 
M. J. Connors, Hurley .................| West Montreal river ..........| 4,000 
J. W. Hawler. Hurley ............c.....] Spring creek .............. eee! 4,000 
J. C. Waver, Pence ...................-..| Montreal river and THIDS. ++) 4,090 

| 56,000 

JACKSON COUNTY— | 
T. W. Cole, Black River Falls ........| Allens creek ............... 0000s] 8,000 
F. W. Cole, Black River Falls ........| Town creek ......... cece eee eee] 3,000 
T. Bowman, Black River Falls ........| Squaw creek ............... eee. 8,0°0 
iF. R. Baker, Black River Falls ......| Dickey creek ...................] 1,500 
Chas. P. Baker, Black River Falls ...| Dickey creek .............eee eee! 1,590 
Gay R. Sechler, Sechleville ............| Sly creek oo... e eee eee] 3,000 
James Chatt, Sechleville ................| Love creek Soreness esses) 8,000 

J 18 ,000 

JEFFERSON COUNTY— | 
John W. Uglow, Jefferson ..............] Birds brook ............. eee eee! 3,000 

JUNEAU COUNTY— ; | 
wT. ¥. Hageman, Mauston ..............| Mile creek ....... sees cece eee eee| 3,000 
EK. S. Wetherby, Mauston .............| One-mile creek ...........--.6..[ 8,000 

Yohn Seehecker, Mauston ..............| Head-™ile creck Lecce eeeeeeeeel 1A 

M. O. Loomis, Mauston ................| One-mile creek .............005. 1,500 
Wm. (. Phoenix, Blroy ................| North Branch Baraboo river.. 3,000 
Cecil J. Phillins, Camp Douglas ......| Little Lemonweir river ....... 3 ,000 
W. S. Hess, Necedah ...............-..| White creek Lecce cece sccescceceal 83,000 

| 18,009 

KEWATINEE COUNTY— 
Tohn Barta, CArSCO ..cccccssccccccccncees Casco Creek ....... cece cece eee 4,500 

T. HT. Rooney. Casco ............e00e-ee-| Little Scarbora river ..........[ 3,000 
M. J. Simanek, Kewaunee .............{ Hast Branch of Hast Two riv-| 

OTS co ccccc cece cee c ene c nese censens 4,500 
Joseph Musil, Kewaunee ...............| Clyde brook SII 4,500 
Anton Defuch, Kewaunee ..............| Decker creek ........... esse eens 3,000 
Ernest Bruemmer, Algoma .............{| South Branch . of Ahnapee 

VIVE cece cee cece cee eee eeeeees 3,000 

| 22,500 ' 

LA CROSSE COUNTY— | 
Casper Anderegg, La Crosse ..........., Mormon Coulee creek reese 6,000 
John F. Oehler, La Crosse ............| Weir’S Creek ...,....cec cee ones 3,000 

| 9,000
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we I 

LAFAYETTE COUNTY— { 
Chas. Blanchard, Blanchardville .....] Hordan creek ...........0.00005] 1,500 
Carl Chandler, Blanchardville ........| Pecatonica river ................| 1,500 
Jas. Blanchard, Blanchardville ........| Blue Mounds river ............| 1,500 
Geo. H. Gould, Blanchardville ........] Thomas creek ............0c0 cel 1,500 

“ W. C. Uren, Blanchardville ...........] NDueville creek ............0.....1 1,500 
Ei. Regez, Blanchardville ..............| Tribs. Pecatonica river treed 1,500 

| 9,000 
LANGLADE COUNTY— . | 

: Charles Schotte, Antigo oovcocseseceeess} Mau Claire river Le ceeccecesceeel 3,000 

Wred Havssen, Antigo ...............--.] Snoring brook .........cececeee eel 3,000 
H. V. Mills, Antigo ....................| Mau Claire river ...............! 3,000 
C. lh. Leykom, Antigo ................--]| Mau Claire river ...............! 8,090 
G. J. Quigley, Antigo .................-| Spriny brook and Trids.......1 7,590 

| 19,500 
LINCOLN COUNTY— | 

A. G. Adams, Merrill .................../ Prairie river ....................1 1,500 
Chas. Mars, Merrill ...................-| Tittle Hay Meadow creek ....| 1,500 
Emil Rohrform, Merrill ................] Tittle Hay Meadow ereek ....| 1,500 
A. W. Koehler, Merrill ................] Prairie river ........ccccceeceee 1,590 
N. M. Knudson. Merrill ................] Pine river oo. oc ccc cece cece cece 3,000 

| Albert Witte, Merrill ...................| Tittle Hay Meadow creek ....! 3.000 
| Gottlief Sehroeder, Merrill ............| Prairie river ....................1 3,000 

HW. Hoover, Heineman ..................| North Branch of Prairie river! 1,500 
Jos. Yanda, Jr., Heineman ............] Prairie river ....c.cccce cece cece e] 1,500 . 

| A. HE. Heineman, Heineman ..........| Wav Mendow creek ............! 1.50 
John Pospisiel, Heineman ..............| Prairie river ....................1 3.090 

Cc. M. Christiansen, Heineman ......| Prairie river ....................] 3,000 
Rm, T. Hanover, Heineman ..............| Hav Meadow creek ............! 3.090 
C. GL. Stephens. Heineman ............]| Prairie river ..........eceeee eel 3,000 
Jv. C. Horgen, Irma .............-..-.--.] Pine creek .......cceeeeeecseeeeel 7,500 
Tinie A. Miller, Dudley ................-1 Prairie river .occccccccccccueeec cl 3,000 

, Thomas ©. Nash; Tomahawk ..........| Snring brook ...........ecccee el 8,000 
, A, W. Knages, Tomahawk ............] Silver Snring creek ...........! 1,590 

| Mrs. T. HW. Nash. Tomahawk ........| Hav creek .....cccccccecececeec el 1,500 
William Drever. Tomahawk ..........| Stlwer creek oo... cece cece cece eal 1.400 
Charles A. Rosche. Tomahawk ....... | Snring creek ........0.cccecee eee! 1,590 
Melvin E. Millard. Tomahawk ......] pont creek .....................! 1,500 
B. N. Boorman, Tomahawk ..........1 Narth Branch of Big Pinel 

CVCAK oc cece cc cee eee e eee 8 ,000 
J. A. Fitzgerald, Tomahawk .........1 Sonth Branch of Big Pinel 

creek Sores seeeeeeereesseseag 8,000 

| 58 ,509 
MANITOWOC COUNTY— { 

Alex Bahr, Manitowoc ........-....--0+| Sehisels lake ......cccceceecec weal 4,500 
Fred Carns, Manitowoc ................] Lietzkes lake ................... 1 4,500 

J 

. | 9,009 
. MARATHON COUNTY— ! 

N. Schmidt, Marathon .................] GSenteh ereek ....................1 5.00 
.. . Fred Prehn, Marathon .................] Seateh creek .......ccccccceec cel 5.000 

Joe Wiffeler, Marathon ................] Wiffeler creek ..................! R09 
A. Schneiders, Marathon ..............] Seoteh ereek ........ cece cece ee el 5,000 
A. Grelie, Marathon ...................-| South Branch of Embarrass! 

TIVE Looe cee eee cece cece ell 7,000 
Alex. Alfee, Norrie ....................| Sonth Branch of Embarrass! oo 

; TIVED voc cece ccc cece eee eneeeeeeld, 7.090 
| | Geo. W. Taves, Edgar .................| Hamans creek .........c eee e ea ee! 7,000 

Aug. Hanneman, Edgar .....,..........( Hanneman creek cet eecceeseeecel 7,000
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MARATHON COUNTY—Continued. | 

Daniel A. Seely, Galloway .............| West Fork of North Branch! 
of Little Wolf river .........| 3.000 

C. E. Guenther, Knowlton ............| Little Eau Claire river and) 
Little Sandy river ........-..] 6,000 

Geo. Belanger, Wausau ...............-| Trappe river Le cceeeeceseseeseeee| 6,000 

John Wintzki, Wausau ..............-..| Trappe river .........ee eee eee ee 4,500 

B. J. Lauterhahn, Wausau ............| Trib. of Trappe river saeeeeceel 6,000 

Albert Blake, Mosinee .........--..+.-.-| Bull Junior creek ..............1 1,500 

A. E. Donville, Mosinee ...............| Bull Junior creek eve eeeeereael 1,500 

Arden Paronto, Mosinee ...............| Mour-mile creek ec cceceesereecel 3,000 

Frank Paronto, Mosinee ............++. Four-mile creek .............-40! 1.500 

Frank Brabant, Mosinee ...............| Mawk creek ec ec ev ecceceeeeeeeeel 1,500 

Henry Kreutzer, Athens ...............| Black creek Levee cecteeecetaeeseel 3,000 

A. N. Whiting. Marathon .............{| Seoteh creek Lecce ecceencceceseeel 2,000 

Tohn Simsen, Marathon ...............-| Seoteh creek eves ee eeeeeceeeceeel 2,000 

TT. A. Wricke, Marathon .........-0---00{ RID VIVE wo. ee cece cece eee eee reese! 2,000 

Theo. Lapack, Marathon ...............| Loves creek Lecce ceeeceecenecel 2,000 

R. ©. Busse, Marathon ................]| Berger creek resressereseeesecedl 2,000 

| 95,500 

MARINETTE COUNTY— | 

uch Bahlert. Pound .................--| Murphy creek ..............000-| 3,000 

A. T. Pairchild, Marinette ............| Main Pike creek ................| 6,000 

Toe Fortnum. Amberg ............66....| Robinsons brook ..............:! 3,000 

Wrank R. Kniskern, Middle Inlet ....; ower inlet Le cececececeeeseeece| 6,000 

m. J. Baker, Marinette ................| Small Branches Pike river ...| 7,500 

Tain Strifflor, Marinette ................| Peshtigo river eee eee ee ecueucnee| 6,000 

WwW. KB. Hollenbeck. Wausaukee ......| Trib. of Peshtigo river | 7,500 

L. Lundgren, Pembine ......--.-.e ees Pembine creek Setttserceeened 12,000 

. | 51,000 

MAROUBTTE COTINTY— 
| 

TM. Donahue, Montello .............-| Bell Fountain creek ...........1 3,000 

Wm. Guderiahn, Montello ...........-| Montello river ..........eceee eee 3,000 

Aucust Muske. Westfield ..............] Chaffee and Weddie creeks....| 3,00 

Ceo. Fenner, Oxford ..........-.++5+-++| Middle Neenah creek eeereeeeel 3,000 

WT. Ogle, Oxford ...........+-22-505+| Osborn creek ecececececseceecesl 3,000 

W. F. Ogle, Oxford .............++.++..| Upper Neenah _ creek ence eeeee| 3.000 

Andrew Schobie, Neshkoro ............| White river below dam at| 
Neshkoro vo... cece ee cee cee eee | 2.9%) 

| 21,090 

MONROE COUNTY— b 

Win. Roder, Sr., Tomah ..............] Bear creek ....... ccc cece eee e eee el 3,000 

W. H. Root, Tomah .............++++.+-) Bear creek Le ceccceuccccecccccece| 3,006 

. Goo. P. Stevens, Tomah ............0...{ Tittle Silver creek sev eecceveceel 8,000 

Fred Zievler. Tomah ..........e+eeeeeee+| Council creek La neecceeeeecenceal 3,000 

Fustace Beck, Warrens ..........-..-+-| Rudd creek re | 3,000 

Carrall A. Jay. Warrens ............-.-| Sand. creek ee | 3,000 

T,. M. Warle, Cashton ..............5++-] Brush creek Sec eeecceevececeeeeael 6,090 

Chas. M. Waffle. Kendall ..............| Iuvsdam creek ra 8,090 

TM. Mills. Wilton .........¢.....6.-.-| Posv creek Lecce esceceecesseeenal 3,000 

Charles Todd, Wilton ................--| West Branch of Slaten creek.! 2.0 

Tohn E. Gruber, Wilton ..............-| Kiekapoo river vececenceceeceecel 3,000 

Chas. Weingarten, Wilton .............| Hubbard stream .............-.! 1.45°0 | 

mW. FH. Dreier. Norwalk ...............-.| Nrunner creek Lec eeececereeeeual 1,500 

KM. MeGarv. Norwalk ........c..eeeeeeee] Morris creek oo... cece eee eee eee 1A 

Tohn Weibl, Norwalk .......ccteeeee eee} WAT% StPOATM Loi cece eee ee eee eed _ 500 

Tt P. Andres, Norwalk .................| Rraneh of Morris creek .......! 1,590 

Peter Christ, Norwalk ..............---| lend of Moose creek ..........1 3,000 

Tah CO. Scholl, Norwalk ............-.| Trib. of Moose creek .........! 1.5°0 

S. Sloggy, Ontario ..............6.5..+6. Cook, Brush and Brey creeks] 4,500
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MONROE COUNTY—Continued. 
| 

Jenks Williams, Sparta .......scceeeee- South Silver creek errr] 3,000 

Wm. J. MeCance, Sparta ....-..eeeees Bast Beaver creek .......ssee-: 3,000 

B. W. Cooley, Sparta ........seceeeeeee| Lar CLOCK vicccccececcececeeceres| 3,000 

H. W. Barker, Sparta ..............+-.-| Streams in locality of Sparta. - 6,000 

| | | 67,000 

OCONTO COUNTY— ° | 

James Cerveny, Oconto Falls ..........| Inlet of Porcupine lake veers] 3,000 

Hi. H. Caldwell, Oconto Falls ........| Daily creek ...-.-++seesreeesee ts 3,000 

A. Baker, Lakewood ........-.+sseee+ee| North Branch of Oconto river| 10,500 

‘A. W. Rugg, Lakewood ...........----| North Branch of Oconto river 3,000 

Rupert J. Henry, Lakewood ........-.. South Branch of Oconto river 8,000 

22,500 

ONEIDA COUNTY— 
| 

Charles Johnson, Harshaw ...........-| Rice creek dcccececnceauseeseecee| 3,000 

Andrew Oleson, Harshaw ...........--| Bear-skin creek ES 3,000 

DD. M. Seott, Tripole ..............+.+++.] Little Snow Creek ..... cece eeee 4,000 

W. A. Lucia, Woodruff ...............-| Breomer_ creek Lon ceeceeeeeceses| 4,000 

Henry Coon, Woodruff ...............-] Allequash creek ceteris 4,000 

C. J. Coon, Woodruff ................--| Spring creek rrettpesesrereeeeeeg| 4,000 

| 22,000 . 

PEPIN COUNTY— 
| 

A. C. Huleatt, Arkansaw ..............| Arkansaw creek erterrernetesy 4,500 

James Preston, Durand ..............--| Bear CYCOK cccccccccccecceeecoece 4,500 

A. Thies, Pepin .........eececeeeeseeeeeee| Big Plum creek eeeeeereeneesea| 6,000 

| 15,000 

PIERCE COUNTY— 

Rod S. Williams, River Falls ..........| Kinnickinnie river veaeeeveeerel 7,500 

G. W. Cornelison, Elssworth ..........] ‘rimbelle CLERK cece cere eee dey 1, WU 

George Gordon, Hlisworth ..........-- Trimbelle creek ......-eeee eee! 1.599 

Cc. L. Muggah, Ellsworth ..............| Brush creek ecserseserernssise; 1,500 

Carl Fresee, Ellsworth ................-] Rush VPIVED cccccccccescceereeeecs 1,500 ! 

J. A. Fresse, Ellsworth ................| Loose PIVEL voccececececececeeeee| 1,500 _ 

W. W. Walsingham, Ellsworth .......| Rush river ceceencecvencwcseseese| 1,500 | 

Mathias Zimhelt, Ellsworth ...........| Spring CLOCK cecccecceccceeceenes| 1,500 ~ | 

Tue Meachan, Elisworth ..............| Spring brook vieeerarnareteesey 1,500 

D. L. Maynard, Ellsworth ............] Cave Creek ....seeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 1,500 

W. R. Vanasse, Spring Valley ........| French ereek vere ae 3,00. 

Frank Craine, Spring Valley ..........} French and Burghardt creeks 3,000 

Claude Craine, Spring Valley ..........]| Cady and Gilbert creeks ..... 3,000 

Frank A. Springer, Elmwood ......... Cady creek oo... cece eee e eee eeeee 4,500 

Chas. H. Staff, Prescott .....0.......--- Kinnickinnic river ......--eeee: 3,000 

A. F. Herold, Maiden Rock ...........| Carson ereek and Rush river.| 6,000 

Adolph Olson, Maiden Rock .........-. East Branch of Plum creek..[ 3,000 

Geo. Gilles, Jr., Plum City ............| Tailors PON ..cceccceceeeeeeces 3,000 

H. V. T. Suter, Plum City ............] Main branch of Plum creek .. 3,000 

C. BE. Fox, Blmwood ...........ee+6] Haut Galle river .....sceceeeeees 1,500 

Frank A. Springer, Elmwood .........| Cady CLCCK coc cece cece cece eer eeee 1,500 

Elmer MeKennon, Elmwood ...........| Cady CLOCK co.cc cece cee ececoees 1,500 

- -‘Willie Olson, Elmwood .............-..| Hau Galle river serrereetenseeea| 1,500 

58,500 

POLK COUNTY— 
Ww. T. Kennedy, AMELry ......ssceeeeere Beaver Drook ........eecee ee eeee 2,000 

Hl. H. Hart, Amery ...............----.| South Fork of Bull river...... 2,000 

S. L. Pennington, Amery ..............| Beaver DLOOK ...ccccecececeeeces 4,000 

J. A. Young, Amery ...........s-eeee--| Balsam DLOOK 2... cece eeeeeeees 4,000 

Peter Peterson, Amery ..............--.| Beaver CLCEK occ ccc ce coe sveeeees 3,000
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~ POLK COUNTY—Continued. | | John Howe, Amery ...........cccceceeee Spring brook ...........c.c0ceee 4,000 I’. A. Brandt, Nye ......c cece cece cee eee Horse creek ................008.| 4,000 lL. P. Melfostad, Deronda ............ Branch of Sueker river ....... 4,000 Geo. S. Sylvester, Deronda ...........| Sueker branch sec ccccccenseccecs 2,000 . John Weckerling, Deronda ............] Sucker branch we cecececcsccececs 2,000 I. N. Nye, Deronda .................... Sucker branch .................. . 2,000 , D. P. Butts, Frederic .................. South Fork of Trade river....| 4,000 L. A. Copeland, Frederic ............. South Branch of ‘Urade river.: 4 hit) A. J. Marcoe, Frederic ................ Wood river pitti] 4,000 Jobn Keidel, Frederic Srereeeeerreeeeeey Wood river ..........0.0000..... 2,000 C. O. Johnson, Frederic ................1 Wood river wee ec ec cee eceeceeee| 2,000 J. D. Rice, Frederic ....................| Wood river Curtiss] 2,000 C. A. Carlson, Frederic ...........0.00. Wood river sereteesereeeeeeseal 2,000 

. | 52,000 PORTAGE COUNTY— | O. I’. Meyer, Rosholt .................. South Branch of Little Wolf! 
FIVCL ce ccee cece cece ces ce een cee | 3,000 M. EH. Marken, Rosholt ................ South Branch of Little Wolt 
VIVE eee eee cece eee e cece eeecees 1,500 Tom Windorf, Rosholt ................. South Branch of Little Wolf| 
1S 1,500 M. B. Wolding, Rosholt ............... Albany river. ...............c000.| 3,000 Benj. Fleming, Amherst ............... Waupaca river ..............008. — 6,000 M. A. Fleming, Amherst ............... Waupaca river ..............0005 6,000 Wim. A. Peterson, Amherst ............| To-morrow river and Een’s 
CLEEK Loe e ccc e cece eee e eel 3,000 J. S. Loberg, Nelsonville .............. Waupaca river ............... eee 6,000 Ii. Viertel, Stevens Point .............. Big Plover river ................| 3,000 Irrank Abb, Stevens Point .............. Four-mile creek ................| 1,500 Ptrick O’Connor, Stevens Point ...... Rocky TUM oo... eee eee eee e ee ee 3,000 A. B. Clements, Stevens Point .......} Little Plover river poiese] 1,500 Wm. Jauch, Stevens Point ............ Little Plover river ............. 1,500 I'rank Peickart, Stevens Point ........ North Branch of Little Wolf 
LIVE vee ieee ccc cece ccevcceccees 3,000 Krnest Maddy, Stevens Point ......... Rocky run oo... eee cece cece cece ce 3,000 D. J. Kelsey, Stevens Point .......... Big Plover run ..........¢...... 1,500 A. C. Krembs, Stevens Point ........ Little Plover river ............. 1,500 LL. P. Moen, Stevens Point ............| Little Plover river cis] 1,500 

| | 51,080 , PRICE COUNTY— [ M. A. Dratt, Park Falls ............... Hamilton creek ................] 4,000 Den. Holy, Park Falls .................] Smith creck cous] 4,008 Patterson Bros., Fifield ................ Davis creek .................0.6. 4,000 Ki. J. Marsh, Fifield ..................... Sailor creek ...........c.000055- 4,000 J. WW. Weely, Fifield ......... ccc cece ee, Springstead creek ............. 8,000 Geo. IF. Siewell, Phillips .............. Mount Pele creek .............. 8,000 W. H. Douglas, Prentice ..............| Molden creek ce eebeveccenceeeces 4,000 II. R. Blomberg, Prentice ............. Hay creek sete eee cree ee eseaeee| 4,000 Henry Helm, Oge:na ..............000... Spirit creek ................0.06. 4,000 I’. W. Borst, Spirit ..........0....0.000. North Branch of Spirit river. 2,000 N.S. Smith, Ogema ..................... Otter-tail and Holmes creeks. 4,090 Geo. Reichert, Kennan ................. Skinner creek ...................| 4,000 

54,000 RICHLAND COUNTY— 
H. W. Haskell, Lone Rock ............] Little Bear creek bee e eee cence 3,000 Alex. Ray, Lone Rock ...........c00005, Pennsylvania creek ........... 1,500 C. S. Fuller, Lone Rock ............... Marbel Quarry creek .........! 1,500 Nels Christenson, Lone Rock ........ Mary creek ...................06] 1,500
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RICHLAND COUNTY—Continued. 

i. Ik. Fries, Lone Rock .............--| MeCarvil creek Se ceceeceeeeeeeel 1,500 

A. J. Dickerson, Lone Rock ...........| Jackson creek sevauccescecsceavel 1,500 

J. G. Anderson, Cazenovia .......e66--| Cazenovia PON .....eeeeeeeeeee! 3,000 

J. S. Herlily, Cazenovia ...............] Cazenovia PON ......seeeeeeees 3,000 ™~ 

Jas. Nolan, Sextonville ................| Marble Quarry creek ......... 3,000 

N. C. Waddell, Sextonville ............| Little Willow creek ........... 3,000 

I. W. Dudley, Sextonville ............| Soutu-hollow creek vaceeeeeeee| 8,000 

Wm. Householder, Richland Center..; Horse creek ce ceesceeesceevesecs| 3,000 

Richard Burwertz, Richland Center...) Head of Ash creek ceceee conceal 3 ,000 

lige Mayfield, Richland Center ......| Trib. to Ash CLECK ...ccecceeee 8,000 

. 
84,500 

RUSK COUNTY— . 

John Anderson, Weyerhauser ..........| Hay creek se scccccceccccesceeces| 4,000 

Thos. S. Lhompson, Ladysmith ......| Cedar and Willow creeks eee 2,000 

bP. S. Kieth, Ladysmith ........,.......| Mouse-ear creek rresrrritessss| 2,000 

S. D. Switzer, Ladysmith ..............| Moose-ear Creek cicc cece eee eee 2,000 

R. S. Johnson, Ladysmith ............| Hay Creek ....cceeceeeeeeeeeeees 4,000 

i. W. Hill, Ladysmith ................| Weighor CLCEK ..ccceeeeceeceeees 2,000 

I’. I. Munroe, Ladysmith ..............| Weighor creek .......eeeseeeeees 2,000 

W. L. Stephenson, Ladysmith ........| Little thorn-apple creek weeee| 2,000 

Ww. C. Dale, Weyerhauser ..............| Little Soft-maple creek vessel 4,000 

J. A. Severson, Weyerbauser .........-| Big Soft-maple creek .........- 2,000 

D. E. Getchel, Weyerbauser ...........| Big Soft-maple creek .......... 2,000 

L. J. Erickson, Weyerhauser ..........| Spring Creek .......ssceceereeees 2,000 

A. H. Skosgtad, Weyerhauser ........| Big Soft-maple CLeeK ...ccceeee 2,000 | 

H. W. True, Glen Flora ...............| Main creek ........seeeeeeeeeeeee 4,000 

Jim Bucholz, Glen Flora ..............-| Hickey creek .........eeeeeeenee 4,000 

D. H. Hayen, Ingram ...............66.| South Branch of Main creek. 4,000 

- J. H. Hogston, Ingram ................| Little Jump VIVE wc. cece ceecece 4,000 

J. H. Bowker, Strickland ..............| Moose-ear creek Lec eceecceveeecel 4,00 

J. A. Severson, Weyerhauser ..........| Moose-ear ereek .........055 cee 4,000 

‘W. H. Bowker, Strickland ............| Cadman CLCCK cc cec ccc ececceces 2,000 

. Otto Alvin, Strickland ............eeee05| Cadman Creek ......seeceeceeees 2,000 

li. L. Clark, Ladysmith ..............| Cedar Creek .......sceeeeeceeeees 4,000 

64,000 

ST. CROIX COUNTY— . 

'S, L. Pickett, Wilson ................--| Tucker and Cohen creeks .... 3.000 

Wm. Ryan, WilSON .........cceeeeeceons Knowles and Hay creeks .... 3,000 

R. R. Foss, Woodville .........ss.+.-6.-| Northwest Branch of Hau 
Galle Liver ...ccceccecccvcceeee 8,000 

B. G. Stockman, Woodville ............| North Branch of Hau Galle . 

. | PIVOT coc eee c cece ewer en ececees 3,000 

J. C. Harding, Hudson ..........eeeeee Underwood Spring ...secceccees 8,000 

J. E. Jones, Hudson .........-..eeeee0+e| Willow TIVEL wccccccccvcescceese 8,000 

L. G. Greene, Hudson .........eseeee-6| Willow VIVEL cccccceccccvccscecs 3,000 

M. M. Pulton, Hudson ............ee002, WilLOW TIVET oe ceeee sree ere eeeee 3,000 

Albert Anderson, Hudson ..............| Willow TIVELY ..ccccceccccccvcess 3,000 

' Herman Grunke, Cylon ..............-.) Hatton CLEOK ..ccccccccccccceces 3,000 

John Pearson, Somerset ........ceseeeee| ADDIE TIVET .cceeeseveeecerceeees 3,000 

Joseph Yoerg, Hudson .......cceeeececes WILLOW LIVEL cececcccccccccceces 8,000 

M. Goldberg, Hudson .......seeeceeeeee| WHLOW FTIVEL .eeeecereecceeeees 3,000 

Frank Beer, Burkhardt ................| Willow VIVEL cccccccccccccccoces 4,000 

Jos. Smith, Burkhardt ............006-| Willow TIVEL ...cecseeceeeeoevees 4,000 

Chas. McKenzie, Burkhardt ..........| WilloW iver .....sseseceeeeeces 4,000 

Chas. Jones, Deer Park ..............--| Upper Willow river ..c.eceoees 4,000 

55,000
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| SAUK COUNTY— 
B. D. Sherwood, Spring Green ...... Honey creek osrseettcssnnee| 3,000 Geo. Ii. Talbot, Lime Ridge ..........| Narrows creek rrreereeetseg eed 8,000 

| 6,000 
| 

SAWYDR COUNTY— | Geo. W. Charters, Jr., Couderay ....} Wind-fall creek bee e eee eee! 4,050 Geo. Charters, Jr., Couderay ........| Wind-tall creek eee cece eee eae, 4,050 | Paul A. Vollbrecht, Couderay .........| Wind-fall creek weet e eee e eee] 2,000 R. W. Reiser, Couderay ..............] Wind-fall creek ...0.000... 0 2,009 | 
W. H. B. Campbell, Radisson ........ Wiergore creek ................| 4,000 | IL. N. Bates, Radisson ..................| Couderay river bocce eeeeesecee | 8,000 Joe. Garbutt, Birchwood ..............) Knadson creek weet eee eee eee] 4,000: C.D. Benack, Hayward ................| Trib. to Round lake see eeeeeeel 4,000 W. H. Ellis, Hayward ................| Trib. to Round lake see eeeeece| 4,000 If. Hanson, Hayward ...................| Hanson stream .........0000000 Ayer) 
Prank L. McNamara, Hayward ......./ Namakagon river potters 4,000 I). B. Whittman, Hayward ............) Namakagon river .............. 4,000 Robt. C. Pugh, Hayward .............. Mosquito creek ................| 4,000 Win. Penquite, Hayward ...............| Ayres creek sete tence eer ee eens] 4,000 Geo. IE. Buckley, Hayward ............) Namakagon river sete teeeeeeeee| 4,000 Ira C. Phillips, Hayward .............. Namakagon river rerteesseseed 4,000 

| 64,000 

| 
. SHAWANO COUNTY— 

| . Albert Fathen, Shawano ..............., West Branch of Wolf river...| 4,500 M. J. Wallrich, Shawano ..............| Red river | 4,500 J. Lehmann & Son, Tigerton ..........| Tigerton creek soccer eee deeeneee| 3,000 John Hotfman, Tigerton................| Tiger ereek and Embarrass] 
1 2) 3,000 . John Foss, Tigerton ....................| Deligase creek .................. 3,000 Robt. Petko, Tigerton ..................| Comet creek whee ccc ceccecceceens 1,500 August Schwede, Tigerton .............| Stinke ereek cence en eeeceeeeeees 1,500 Chas. H. Hdler, Whitcomb ............ Tiger creek ............. cee eee 3,000 I. L. Rice, Wittenberg ..................| Embarrass VIVEL wee. cece eee eee 1,500 R. B. Glaubitz, Wittenberg ...........| Middle Branch of Kmbarrass| 
1 1,500 

Frank Iuschel, Wittenberg ...........) North Branch of limbarrass| 
PEVED cece cece e cece cece eee e eee 1,500 Frank Hitzke, Wittenberg ............. South Branch of Embarrass| 

. 1d 2) a | 1,500 Ilerman Wiskow, Wittenberg ..........| Middle Branch of Embarrass: 
PEVCLE oe eee cece e cece eee el 1,500 

Wm. Happe, Wittenberg .............. Middle Branch of Hmbarrasgs| 
TIVEL cece cece cece cece cece eee el 1,500 

Werman I’. Jahnke, Regina ............| North Branch of Embarrass| | 
FIVCL cece ccc eee ce cece cece eee ee| 3,000 Ilvin Franklin, Jr., Eland Jct.........| South Branch of Embarrass| 

. VIVEE cece eee eee cece e eee eee ee| 3,000 Wm. Shenek, Shepley ..................| Wilson and Sprague creeks...| 4,500 Arthur Cady, Birnamwood ............ Middle Branch of Embarrass] 
and Plover rivers iver | 6,000 Ii. KH. Hemmingway, Mattoon ......... ‘West Branch of Red river .... 8,000 Win. Schenke, Shepley ................., Wilson creek sete ee ee eeeeeeeaee| 6,000 

a 

| 638, 50C
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eo TS 

SHEBOYGAN COUNTY— 
Chas. G. Peck, Sheboygan Falls ....| South Branch of Onion river. 3,000 
B. H. Sanford, Shebovgan Falls ......| Briggs creek .........cce cece eee 3,000 
Henry C. Gruebner, Sheboygan ......| North Branch of Milwaulsec| 

TIVEL Lecce cece cece eee eee eeees 3,000 

HW. C. Gruebner, Sheboygan ...........| Mullet river rresereseeteeseseral 3,000 

| | 12,009 
TAYLOR COUNTY— 

J. W. Kaye, Westboro ..............22-.| Silver creek ....... ccc cece eee ee 4,000 
I’. M. Perry, Westboro ................| Chelsa Lake creek ............. 4,000 
Cc. J. C. Brearly, Westboro ............) Wahl creek ....... 0c cece eee eens 4,000 
tT. G. Jeffers, Medford ..................| Erappers Creek .......eeceeeeee 8,000 
Oscar Nystrum, Medford ...............| Rib river wey 8,000 
Theo. Enestrand, Rib Lake ...........| Little Rib river ................ 4,000 
Geo. E. Hagen, Rib Lake .............] Waad river co.cc cece eee eee eel 6,000 
L. L. Taylor, Rib Lake ................| Rib Lake ertesteeeeseeeseeeesed 4,000 

| 42,000 
TREMPRALEAU COUNTY— | 

G. O. Lindeman, Osseo ................, Sotth Pork ..... cece cece ewes 3,000 
Bert L. Hume, Osseo ...........000eee eee} Otter Creek .... ccc cece cece eee 3,000 
Geo. W. Raas, Osseo ....................| North Beef river ............... 3,000 
H. F. Clausen, Galesville .............| Skundberg, French and Ab-| 

ranes-Coulece Creeks ......... "| 6,900 

| 15,000 

VERNON COUNTY— | | 
J. J. Marshall, a Farge ..............{ Otter and Bear creeks ........| 6,000 
G. W. Shattuck, La Farge ............] Jug creek ...... ccc cece ee ee 4,500 
R. A. Armbruster, Hillsboro .........| West Branch Baraboo river..| 3,090 
C.F. Kaufman, Hillsboro ..............| Holfeldt creek ................6.| 3,000 
Gus. Kolb, Hillsboro ..................| Williams creek ................| 3,000 
Alfred Chute, Hillsboro ................/ Warner creek ............c ee eee 3,000 
A. I. Love, Viroqua ....................| West Kickapoo river ..........| 6,000 
Albert Ageness, Viroqua ...............| North Branch Bad Axe river. 1,500 
Norton Anderson, Westby .............{| S@aS Dranch ...... esse eee ee eees 1,500 
S. B. Reque, Westby ...................) Merch Brones of Coon creek .. = 

Cc. T. Shannon, Westby ................, Spring creek ‘Hidkeapoo viver:| 1,500 
James Lee, Westby .................+....| West Branch Kickapoo river. 1,500 
J. K. Schreiner, Westby ...............| Head of Coon creek ...........| 1,500 
A. HL. Dahl, Westby .......ccceeceeeeeee| SLOAN CLECK oo... cece cece eee ee eel 1,500 
J. C. Baglien, Westby ..................{ Sloan Creek ..... cece eee eee cere! 1,500 
HW. A. Nerison, Westby ................| Springdale creek .............6. 1,500 
Chas. M. Ballsrud, Westby ............{ Clock-maker creek .............| 1,500 
Sveen Borgard, Coon Valley ...........{ Spring-coulee creek ........ ee 2 
A. Nelson, Coon Valley ................{| Johnson creek Hrrertereererne 1,500 
C. N. Reprude, Coon Valley ...........] COOM Creek occ ee cece eee cece eee 3,050 
Henry A. Nelson, Coon Valley ........] Sather creek erreereeeeeeeceeeed 1,500 

. 52,5C0 
VILAS COUNTY— 
Peter J. Reis, Arbor Vitae ............] Cedar creek ....... cece cece eee 3 ,00u 
H. W. Seefeld, Arbor Vitae ............| North Inlet to Big Atbor| 

Vitae lake wo. ccc cece cece eee eee | 3,00 ° 7 8 
J. W. Martin, Arbor Vitae ............{ Martin creek ............. 0. eee 3,000 
S PB. Bissell, Arbor Vitae ..............] Martin creek oo... cece eee eee ee| 3,000 
Tom Olson, Star Lake ................| Lone Lue lake .................| 6,000 
Tv. W. Lant, Star Lake .................] Lost creek oo... cece eee ee ee | 6,000 
Wdw. Lacon, Eagle River ..............| Deer-skin creek ................1 4,00 
W. J. Pinkerton, Fagle River ........| Trib. of Wisconsin river ....| 4,000 
I, Beardsley, Hagle River ............ Deer-skin river ........... cece ead 4,000
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a 

VILLAS COUNTY—Continued. | 
Geo. Muchler, Eagle River ............| Crystal lake ........... cee eee ee 4,000 
Jas. Bruns, Hagle River ...............| Deer-skin river prises 4,00 
A. A. Babcock, Appleton ..............| Kentuck lake ................... 4,000 
James P. Hobart, Hackley .............| Deer-skin river ................. 4,000 
Harry G. Frank, State Line ..........| Wisconsin river ................ 6,000 ; 
LL. L. Thomas, Donaldson .............| Hav-mendow ereek ............ A099 

Chas. E.. Hazen, Hackley ..............| Deer-skin creek srreeereeeessad 6,000 

. | 70,000 

WALWORTH COUNTY— ] 
J. A. Collin, Delavan ..................| Spring brook ...............5-1. 38,000 
Edw. Tilden, Delavan ................../ Out-let Delavan lake ..........| 8,090 
Cc. B. Alrich, Whitewater ..............| Bloodgood stream .............[ 3,000 
R. M. Cox, Whitewater ................| Spring stream ....:.............] 3,000 
Edwin McDougall, Whitewater ........{ Trib. to Mill pond ............] 8,000 
Wm. Larkin, Whitewater ..............] Larkin creek ..............e eee el 3,000 | 

| | 18,000 
WASHBURN COUNTY— , 

Albert Lampson, Minong ..............| Stuntz brook e Gneeke TL] 2,000 
John L. Gilbert, Minong ...............| Peanbue Valley creek ......... 2,000 
Ralnh R. Jones, Minong ................| Big Frog creek ................. 2,000 
A. Wi. Adams. Minong................../ Chicago brook ........... ccc eee 2,000 

; J. J. Hohl, Minong .....................| Big and Little Frog creeks... 4,000 
Tra B. Cartwright, Minong ............| Shell creek ............... cc eee 2,000 
Clarence E. Wise, Birchwood ..........| Sucker creek vrtrirrrttssese 4,000 
B. H. Kireh, Birchwood .............../ Carter creek ......... ccc cece eee 4,090 
K. AH. Newby, Birchwood ..............| Patterson creek ................] 4,000 
Barney Mullin, Shell Lake .............} Branch of Gold creek ........| 4,000 
I. G. Crowell, Shell Lake ..............] CLUM TIVE co... eee ee ee ewe eel 4,000 
Wm. TW. Klosete, Shell Lake ..........] Beaver creek ...........ccce cece el 2,000 

. W. B. Hanson. Shell Lake ............) Beaver creek .......... ccc cece eee| 2,000 
KE. BF. Stover, Shell Lake ..............] Clam river .........c cece eee eee el 2,000 
C. J. Stover, Shell Lake ...............| Sawyer brook ...............0..] 2,000 
A. J. Hanson, Shell Lake ..............| Baskaw branch ................| 4,000 
John Smith, Trego ..................+--.-| Gull and Spring creeks .......| 4,000 
James Chunock, Snooner ...............| Potatoe creek ..................| -4,000 
A. J. Jurgenson, Spooner ..............| Spring creek .............0. cece | 6,000 
A, Peasler, Spooner ....................| Little McKenzie brook .......| 6,000 

66,000 

NASHINGTON COUNTY— | 
Geo. Hirschbeack, Barton ..............| Wallerd lake ...................] 8,000 
Andrew Lehner. Schleisingerville .....| In Rivulet inlets, Lenhers lake! 8,000 
F. L. County, Hartford ................| Oilspring creek .................| 3,000 

| 9,000 

WAUKESHA COUNTY— 7 |. 
Philip. H. Jones, Wales ................]| Upper Schuppernong creek ...| 3,000 
Cc. W. Simonds, Hartland ..............| Bark river ........ ccc eee eas 8,000 — os 
H. EH. Salsich, Hartland ...............| Lower. Bark river .............} 3,000 
Cc. W. Peterson, Hartland ............| Lower Bark river ............. 3,000 
KF. F. Machus, Oconomowoc ...........| Battle creek .......... cc. cece eee 3,000 
G. R. Rice, North Prairie ..............| White creek wo... ...c cece ceeees 3,000 
W. FE. Tuohv, Eagle ....................| Hagle Spring creek eters] 3,000 
H. Husten, Hagle .................0002066| Musten lake | 1,500 
D. H. Bergh, Eagle .....................| Bottomly creek .............006. 1,500 
Frank Boland, Hagle .................../ Bakers creek ................00.| 1,590 
dames P. Donlan, Wagle ...............,| Jericho ereek ...................] 1,500 

|—___—— 
. : | 97,000
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WAUPACA COUNTY— . | 
Geo. E. Lidon, Iola ....................| South Branch of Little ree 

TIVEl cc. c ccc c ccc cc cc ewececccecs 3,000 , 
A. P. Stvenson, Jola .............00eee0e| LOLA CT@CK 2... cece cece e eee ee eeee 3,000 
B. S. Peterson, Iola ...................| Trib. South Branch of Wolf 

TIVOD ccc cece cccc cece cc ceccececs 3,000 
C. H. Anderson, Seandinavia ..........| Southwest Branch of Little 

. ; Wolf Piver wo. cece cee eeeeeeees 3,000 © 
Martin Tollefson, Scandinavia .........) South Branch of Little Wolf 

| TIVET coc cec cece cece ccc csececeee 3,000 
L. W. Krake, Waupaca ............-..| Crystal river .......... cece eeee 6,000 

- Edward E. Browne, Waupaca ........| Emmons creek and Waupaca ; 
TIVEL cc cece wees cc cceccn cc ecscees 12,000 

Earl L. Durrant, Sheridan ............| Sherman stream ................ 1,500 
. Will Morey, Sheridan ................6.| Waupaca TiVer ......... ec eee 1,500 | 

A. B. Root, Sheridan ...........66-e06.| Waupaca iver ....... ce ceeeeeee 1,500 
- Pp, C. Jensen, Sheridan ................| WAUPACA TIVELY .......ccceeeeeee 1,500 

B. Suber, Sheridan ..........cccecececeee| WAUDACA TIVEY .....ccceeeeeeees 1,500 
Eid. Ross, Sheridan .............seeeee0-) DANNES Creek ........c se seeeeees 3,000 
J. G. Cornwell, Sheridan ..............| Besson creek ..........ccceeeeee 3,000 

' FHarl Durrant, Sheridan ................; Sherman stream rerseesesesered) 3,000 

| 49,500 , 

-WAUSHARA COUNTY— 
L. W. Beach, Hancock ................-| Roche a Cri creek poets 3,000 
R. B. Silverthorn, Hancock ...........]| Mecan river ...........scceeeees 1,500 
M. O’Connor, Hancock ................+6) Mecan river ......ce cece e eee eee 1,560 
Ed. O’Connor, Hancock ................| Meecan river pire 3,000 . 
G. N. Spaulding, Hancock ............| White river .................... 1,500 
Fred Meirhofer, Hancock ..............| Little Roche a Cri creek ......| 1,500 
Cc. A. Patterson, Hancock ..............| Mecan river ........cce cece eens] 1,500 
John N. Gregor, Poy Sippi ............| Silver creek .................62.| 8,000 
Chas. A. Benedict, Poy Sippi..........} Pine creek ............ ccc eee eee 3,000 
F. M. Hawley, Poy Sippi ..............| Silver creek ................00.. 1,500 
BE. C. Brewster, Poy Sippi ............} Silver creek ..................-.| 1,500 
BE. F. Kileen, Wautoma ................| Mecan® river ....... cece cece e eee 6,000 
F. S. Dyrham, Wautoma ..............| Bird creek ........ cece e ee ee eee 3,000 
RW. Ades, Wautoma ..................| White river cits 3, 00% 

' A. J. Ryan, Neshkoro ..................] Sucker creek .............ee eee 8,000 

| 37,503 

WOOD COUNTY— . 
Alex. M. Muir, Grand Rapids ........| Four-mile creek ................| 3,000 

., James Walsh, Grand Rapids ..........| Two-mile creek ................| 3,000 
Guy R. Wood, Grand Rapids ..........| Two-mile creek .............4..| 3,000 
Henry C. Demit, Grand Rapids ......}| Five-mile creek ................| 3,000 
flag W. Raker, Grand Ronids ...... | Four-mile creek ................| 3,000 
FEimil 8. Kliner, Marshfield ............| Squaw creek pores 3,000 
Chas. Varney, Greenwood ..............| Gile CreeK ....... cece ee eee ees 3,000 
James Tompkins, Greenwood ..........| Chadwick creek ................| 1,500 . 

| | 22,500 
Total rainbow trout fry planted, 1908 rreeeseeeseeereeeeereeeeeeeeeseg 2,098,500
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i a nn mg nn | ne eee 

ASHLAND COUNTY— | 
Theo. R. Yankee, Ashland .............{| Round lake ...............0.-.--| 100,000 
Herman Beuchner, Butternut,.........| Butternut lake ...............45. 100,000 

Paul Zoesch, Butternut ................{ Butternut lake ..................| 100,000 
August Carlson, Butternut ............| Bass lake .........cce eee eeee ees} 100,000 
Chas. Weber, Butternut ...............| Bass lake ............ceeeeceeeee| 100,000 
John Wood, Butternut ..................| Lake in Sec. 14, T. 48, R. 7 

a 100,090 
W. E. Dillon, Butternut ...............{| Butternut lake ................. 200 ,000 . 

Cc .A. Poundstone, Mellen ............) Duck and Spider lakes .......| 100,000 
Robert Johnson, Mellen ...............| Lake Caroline ..................| 100,000 
Frank Cramer, Mellen .................| Hnglish lake ....................{ 100,000 
S. D. Hodson, Mellen ..................] Bad TIVE 2... cigs cece eeeeeeeeeee| 100,000 
W. W. Beuch, Mellen ..................,| Long lake Sorttiirrrsserssssse| 100,000 
Cc. G. Fabner, Mellen ..................{| Herbert lake ...............2-+--! 100,000 

300,00 

BARRON COUNTY— | 
A. L. Anderson, Cumberland .........| Bucks and Dummy lakes .....| 150,000 
L. E. Griswold, Turtle Lake .........| Hillman lake ...................] 150,000 
J. H. Bunker, Turtle Lake ............| Lower Turtle lake crete 150,000 
A. O. Blix, Turtle Lake ...............| Horse-shoe lake ................ 150,000 
John W. Hogan, Turtle Lake .........| Horse-shoe lake ................] 300,000 
John Gaffney, Turtle Lake ............| Horse-shoe lake pitied 150,000 
Joseph Macah, Haugen .................{| Devils lake ....... ccc cece eee 75,000 
John G. Walter, Haugen ..............| Devils lake seriiiretesssssse 75,000 
Louis Walter, Haugen .................,| Devils lake ................0.80. 75 ,000 
Simeon Schmid, Haugen ...............| Devils lake soreness 75,000 
Alfred Johnson, Haugen ...............| Devils lake .................04.. 75,000 
Frank Kozlih, Haugen .................| Devils lake .....................| 75,000 
John Bergman, Haugen ................| Devils lake ..................... 75,000 
Geo. Kunesch, Haugen .............-.--| DevilS lake ...............0005.8. 75 ,000 
Frank Rezarch, Haugen ................| DevilS lake ........ cc cece e ween 7 000 
Robert F. Barlow, Haugen ............| Devils lake ................008..| 75,000 
F. C. Gifford, Haugen .................} Bear lake .........e...ceeeeeeee| 875,000 
Brique Paradis, Rice Lake ............| Rice lake ........................{ 150,000 
J. H. Wilz, Rice Lake .................] Rice lake ...... ccc eee eee eee 150,000 
Hi. F. Borst, Rice Lake ................]- Rice lake ..... cc cece e eee ee ee eee 150,000 
Frank Goettseke, Rice Lake ...........]| Rice lake ........................| 150,000 
Chas. Sail, Rice Lake ..................] Rice lake oo... ee eee eee ee gee 150,000 
Simon Berge, Cameron .................-] Dietz lake ................00-6-2-{ 150,000 
M. B. Hubbard, Hau Claire ..........1 Prairie lake .....................] 150,000 
A. D. Brewer, Altoona ................./ Lake Pokegama ................] 150,000 
Lewis P. Charles, Chetek .............| Lake Chetek ..................../ 150,000 
T. J. Zeisinger, Chetek ..............0+| BaSS ]ake .... ccc cece sees eeeees| 150,000 
WwW. J. Burnham, Chetek ...............| Lake Chetek .................... 150,000 
F. B. Kinsley, Barron .................| Paskin lake .......... ccc cece eee 300 ,090 
A. Rosenbush, Turtle lake ............| Horse-shoe lake rrereeeeeey 150,000 

| 4,275,000 

BAYFIELD COUNTY— . J 
Geo. Francis, Washburn ..............| Siskenet lake ...................] 150,000 
Wm. C. Colburn, Grand View ........| Porcupine, Diamond and Crys- 

tal 1aKeS ....... ec cc eee cee eens 300,000 
Harry Moore, Cable ...........-eeeeeeee| Cable lake 2... cece cece cece eee 150,000 
W. EE. Sharp, Cable ...............-..-.] Ole lake woo ccc cece cece 150 ,000 
Frank W. Klemm, Cable ..............}| Lake Namekagon sintered 150,090 
Joe. La Pointe, Cable ..................| Namekagon lake ........c.eeees 150,000 
W. A. Parent, Cable ...................| Cable lake corer 150,000, 
James McNaught, Cable ...............( Rock lake ..........c cee eee eee ee ed 150,000
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BAYFIELD COUNTY—Continued. | ) | 

Gus. Headquist, Iron River .........-- ast Hight-mile lake ..........| 150,000 

Henry Kitzrow, Iron River .........-. Milwaukee lake ceteris] 150,000 

Hl. H. Jewett, Iron River ...........%-. Pike ake 2... cece cee cece eee eee 150,000 

R. A. Kinloch, Iron River ...........- Crooked lake .........eceeeee---| 150,000 : 

BE. A. Ross, Iron River ......-e.eeeeeeee Pike lake ..... cece cece eee eee 150,000 

H. C. Hall, Iron River ............+0--- Pike AKC ..ccee ce ceceeceeeeeeees| 150,000 

H. O. Lund, Iron River .......se.-eeees Pike lake ....ccce cece e eee eeeeeee| 250,000 

| 2,400,000 

BROWN COUNTY— | 

L .A. Clark, Little Rapids ...........- Fox river an 200 ,000 

BUFFALO COUNTY— 
M. H. Amidon, Mondovi ..............| Hmerald lake and pond ......| 100,000 

J. W. Trowbridge, Mondovi ..........| Mirror lake .....-+sseseseereeee 100,000 

200,000 

| BURNETTE COUNTY— } 
H. W. Bruner, Spooner ...............| Lake in Sec. 24, T. 40, R. 14{ 150,000 

CALUMET COUNTY— 
. 

A. J. Pfeffer, Chilton ........ceee scenes Manitowoc river ......-.eeeeees 100 ,000 

H. D. Lauson, New Holstein ........ Cedar and Wilke lakes ......| 150,000 

250 ,000 

CHIPPEWA COUNTY— 
CM. S. Little, Stanley ........cseeeeeeees Fish lake ...cccsceeceseeecesess| 100,000 

Bloomer Rod and Gun Club, Bloamer Cornell, Round and Long 
LAKCS ccc cc cece eee tere e ee ee eens 750,000 

. . | 850,000 

CLARK COUNTY— 
| 

F. M. Anderson, Greenwood .........| Black river vecccecccescccsesees| 100,000 

H. J. Peissing, CurtisS .....c..sesecees North Fork of Poplar river . 100,000 

Gilbert Johnson, Neillsville ........... Cunningham river ..........ee 100 ,000 

L. G. Masters, Neilisville ............. Black Liver ...cee cece cece eeeeees 100,000 

Wm. Heaslett, Neillsville ............. Black river .....ccecccceceeceees 50,600 

Geo. K. Redmond, Neillsville ........ Black Liver ....cc eee e eee eeeeeee 100,000 

550,000 

COLUMBIA COUNTY— | 

R. O. Spear, Pardeeville ..........++.: Pardeeville lake .........+--++-| 100,000 

J. S. Heath, Pardeeville ............. Pardeeville lake ........-.-.«++| 100,000 

J. EB. Horton, Pardeeville ............ Crystal lake ..... cece ee eee eeeee 100,900 

Frank H. Smith, Pardeeville ......... Pardeeville lake perenne 100 ,000 

Frank H. Smith, Pardeeville ......... Pardeeville Pond .......sseeee- 200,000 

i. A. Gowran, Portage ...............| Swan lAK@ cecccceceeeeeeeeeeceee!l 209,000 

800,000 

CRAWFORD COUNTY— | . | 

_ G. H. Davidson, Soldiers Grove ....' Kickapoo iver ...ccreseesseees 250,000
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DANE COUNTY— 
Arthur Sykes, Madison ...............| Lakes Monona and Mendota. 1,000,000 W. S. Wood, Stoughton .............. Kegonsa lake ...............05. 100,000 W. Ff. Gilman, Stoughton ..........° Kegonsa lake steecceeeecesseees| 100,000 Henry Hoehn, Monroe .....ccccccccece Iegonsa lake weeceecccccesscees} 100,000 H. W. Collins, Stoughton ............| Kegonsa lake Es] 100,000 . " J. H. Weber, Stoughton .............. IKegonsa lake ..........c0c0005. 100,060 A. M. Field, McFarland .............| Waubesa lake se eeeserecccecees| 250,000 . H. G. Goodlad, Black Earth .........| Mann creek set eeceecacecceeseese} 100,000 G. C. Roemhild, Black Barth ........| Black Harth creek ............. 100,000 I'rank Spaulding, Windsor ...........| Token creek Mill Pond ...... "100,000 H. W. Cowles, Cambridge ...........| Lake Ripley oo... eee ce cece es 150,000 O. Gustoveson, London ...............| Lake Ripley ...... cece eee c ee ees 100,000 O. T. Olson, McFarland ..............{ Lake Waubesa ..............085 250,000 H. W. Collins, Stoughton ............ IXegonsa lake .................. 500,000 G. H. Williamson, Madison .........! Lake Waubesa .......cscceceeee 500,000 Thomas and Harmon, Belleville ..... Sugar Tiver ....ccc cece eee ce cee. 100,000 Henry Ross, Belleville ................ Sugar Liver ...... cece cece ce ceee 100,000 

3,750,000 . 

DODGE COUNTY~— ; 
Anton Welsch, Mayville ............++5| Kekoskee pond sececcesececeess| 200,060 H. Schwartzmueller, Mayville ........ Rock river above Mill Pond. 100,000 Wugene Ziegler, Mayville .........66-++| Rock river above Mill Pond.| 100,000 Geo. M. Bagley, Neosho ..........s++6| Neosho Mill Pond ............| 100,000 O. W. A. Radloff, Hustisford .......| Hustisford lake ............22--| 100,000 Murphy Bros., Fox Lake .............] Fox TAKE oo... cece eee ceeeseesees| 400,000 Joe. Rowell, Beaver Dam ............. Beaver Dam lake .............. 250,000 | Murphy Bros., Fox Lake ............5/ Fox lake ......00 500,000 Jas. Brown, Beaver Dam .............| Beaver Dam lake sesecsceceeees| 850,000 

2,100,000 DOOR COUNTY— ; 
Samuel Perry, Forestville ............./ Ahnapee river be teeeceseceeceses| 100,000 George Schmitz, Forestville ..........] Ahnapee river beveevesceseeesees! 100,000 

| 200,000 DOUGLAS COUNTY— 
Paul Fillinger, Wascott ...............| Cranberry lake seeecscceveseeee| 150,000 Geo. I’. Proctor, Wascott ............| Red lake CITE ssc 150,000 Thos. C. McLean, Superior ..........| Red lake sees eeecesseccecesescess! 150,000 A. C. Slate, Gordon ................+.»| Red lake ot eeecsccceceesceeceeees| 150,000 Hattie I’. Lowe, Gordon ..............( Lake Favor .......00 0 150,000 Nicholas Lucius Jr., Solon Springs..] st. Croix lake 12120077777°7°°77 150,000 J. M. Sayles, Solon Springs ..........| Twin lakes .....000000000? 150,000 Wm. Frick, Solon Springs ............| Twin laKesS 2... cece ccc cece cece 150,000 Richard Bennett, Bennett .............] Lake Minnesuing .............. 150,060 J. A. Lansworth, Brule ..............| Petterson lake ....00.000 277777 150,000 Carl E. Carlson, Brule ................| Steels TaAKe cece cece ele cece 150,600 | W. J. Conness, Brule .................| Five-mile lake seccccecescesecese| 150,000 H. F. Drake, Gordon .................| Lake Favor ve eceesccesseeceseees|- 150,000 

1,950,000 
DUNN COUNTY— 
John J. Kaiser, Cadott ................] Yellow river ..........e0..005. 50,000 
Geo. Boie, Cadott ..............eee00--6| Yellow river ................... 50,000 
Ben Dietrich, Cadott ...................| Yellow river ................... .50,000 Joe Dietrich, Cadott ......cescssseseeee) Yellow river cece etc ceceseeees 50,000 Ed. B. Rosenberg, Cadott ............| Red Cedar river iii” 50,000 
G. F. Martin, Cadott .................| Red Cedar river ces eeecccccceee 50,000 
G. Hammer, Cadott ...........see0.66.| Red Cedar river se cccccccscvece| 50,000
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DUNN COUNTY—Continued. 
| 

L. A. Larson, Cadott ....cesecscceceees Red Cedar river ....ssscccereee 50,000 , 

HH. C. Iventeldt. Menomonie .,........| Lake Menomonie .........2.---| 100,000 

EE’, W. Rowe, Menomonie .......eeeeees Lake Menomin .......eseeceseee| 100,000 

Pr. P. Graves, Menomonie .............| Pitt lake ccccccccecseceececceeee| 100,000 

Lb. P. Yrautman, Menomonie .........| Red Cedar river ....cescesseeee| 100,000 

Wim. Sehutte Jr., Menomonie ........ Hay iver ..ccecsecsecececceeeee, 100,000 
|;-shsHh 

900,000 

EAU CLAIRE COUNTY— 

I. Shoudy, Fairchild .....ccccececeeeese Tribs. North Fork of Hau 
Claire river pore OF an 200,000 

Henry Wise, Fall Creek ......cseeseeee Bau Claire river .......eeeeeee-| 200,000 

Geo. Palmer, Altoona ..........+++eee.| Altoona TAKE ..cecececseccceceee| 100,000 

G. C. Miller, Altoona ....,......+...--| Altoona Lake ...cccccececcececee| 100,000 

Jacob Baumberger, Wau Claire .......| Hau Claire river .....eseee-e5--| 100,000 

Martin Baker, Mau Claire ........eeess HWau Claire river .....sccesesese| 100,000 

Ole Hanson, Mau Claire .....sesceeees Kau Claire river veereerresseeed 100 ,0Q0 

, Carl FE. Rinehard, Mau Claire ........ Half-moon lake .........eee04--| 100,000 

iver Berg, Hau Claire ........seee0--e-| Hau Claire river ......sseeee---, 100,000 

Guy J. thompson, Hau Claire ....... Half-moon lake .........s.++++-| 1,100,000 ji —_— 

co . | 2,200,000 , 

FLORENCE COUNTY— | 
C. &. Hanson, Florence .........+.+++--| Loon lake voce ccccecccescseececse| 100,000 . 

Martin Runquist, Florence ............| Keyes Lake .iccccecccceceeecceee+| 100,000 

Mrs. C. R. Hanson, Florence .........| Loon lake CU 100,000 

Max Sells, Florence ...........sseeeeeee| Keyes lake ceccccccscccccsecesse, 100,000 

J. &. Johnson, Long Lake ............| Long TAKE wo... cece ececccceveceees| 100,000 

M. R. Magaurn, Long Lake ........... Long lake ...ccccccccceceeesceons 100,000 

J. C. Alleside, Long Lake ..............| Lake ELaAlSey .ccccccccccccceecees 100,000 

Alva Gale, Long Lake .......seeseeecees Bay lake ....c ccc cece wee e eee eee 100 ,000 

800,000 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY— 

W. W. Quick, Fond du Lac ........66- Lake De Neveu .......-.eeee+---| 100,000 

IE. A. Galloway, Fond du Lac ........ Lake De Neveu ..... cc ccccccoees 100,000 

ii. P. Worthing, Fond du Lac ........| Lake De Neveu ......sceeeeeeeee| 100,000 

P. A. Hoffman, Campbellsport .......| Lake HAfteeN .ccccccecececgecee+| 100,000 

| Herman J. Paas, Campbellsport ......{ Mill DoMd «....ssseeeeeeeeeeeneeee 100 ,000 

| M. A. LT. Hoffman, Campbellsport ..| Lake Fifteen .......-.seseseeees 100 ,000 

John Loebs, Campbellsport ........ee.. Long lake ......sccessecseseceeee] 100,000 

700,000 

FOREST COUNTY— 
Pred Morey, Wabeno .......esceeeeeees Trump lake .......cc ec eeee ee eeee 100 ,000 

August Kohlhoff, Wabeno ...........-- Iivergreen lake ES: | 100,000 

rank Kopecky, Wabeno ..............| Long TAKE cece ce eee cece eee ee eeees| LOU, UUV 

Andrew Mueller, Wabeno ..........-...| Leach lake Liceeectesececseesesee| 100,000 

Jas. J. Martin, La0nad ......sceeeeceeeee| Silver LAK co.cc cece eeeeeseeeeees 100 ,000 

D. W. Connor, Laond .....ccseceececeee Birch lake 2... ccc ceerccvccccecees 100 ,000 

Connor Lbr. & Land Co., Laona ..... Birch. lake ...ccccececcceccessveee| 100,000 

W. D. Connor, Laond ...ccccccccecccees Birch lake ....cceccececcececcesess| 100,000 

HL. BR. Messer, Laond ....cccesscecccces Riley lake .....ccceeececeeececece 100,000 

- J. L. Schacher, Crandon ..........--- Rechard lake .......ceceeeeceees| 150,000 

i. L. Phillips, Milwaukee ............ Stone lake .....scececcseeeeceees| 150,000 

- F, J. Rhodes, Crandon .........eeeeees Rice lake 2... cece cece ee ee ee eeees 150,000 

G. A. Lancaster, Crandon .......seee- Metonga lake ......ceeeeeeeeeeee| 150,000 

Fred J. Rogers, Nashville ..........e00- Dry lake 2... ccc eeceeeeccceeees 150,000 

John H. Dawley, Crandon ..........0. Rollingstone lake .....csssecees 150 ,000 

. 
{300,000
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GRANT COUNTY— | Irred L. Taylor, Blue River ...........| James lake cae eee eeeeecececees 100 ,000 
| 

GREEN LAKE COUNTY— oo | H. P. Cody, Ripon .....................| Green lake wba eceee eens ceecens 250,000 red Soper, Ripon .....................| Green lake cee cece c ccc eee 250,000 John Colder, Markesan ................| Lake Noria settee eeeeseenceseees| 150,000 Hl. Volk nann, Wineston ......... eee. Spring lake se steeteeevccesseeee] 150,000 Norton Bros., Green Lake ............| Green lake settee cevecessecee| 1,250,000 

| 2,050,000 

IRON COUNTY— | Calvin Doriot, Manitowish ........... Deer lake see eeeeeeeeeceesscese| 150,000 Wm. Sherman, Manitowosh .......... Burns, French and Big Mus 
kellunge lake ................ 750,000 id. Evenson, Mercer ...................| Mercer lake wo... see cece eeeeee| 800,090 Carl Erickson, Mercer .................| Mercer lake sete eeeseeeeceesese| 150,000 Geo. C. Foster, Hurley ...............| Pine lake wee e ee eceeeeceessesscee| 800,000 M. J. Connors, Hurley ................) Moose lake rerteeeeesescescad 300 ,000 

| 1,950,000 

JACKSON COUNTY— 
| A. N. Larkin, Black River Falls .....| Black river se teeeeeeveceeceeese! 100,000 A. Fisher, Black River Falls ......... Black river ....................} 100,000 Ira Bowman, Black River Falls .....| Blaek river se teteeceeeescesesee| 100,000 Ir. W. Cole, Black River Falls ......| Black VIVEl voce cece eee e cee ees 109,000 Iu. I. Moore, Merrillan ................| Pine lake bec c eee e cece eee eeeaee 109,080 

500,000 

JEFFERSON COUNTY— | Jos. Stoppenbach, Jefferson ..........| Rock river vee eeeseeeevevesees| 200,000 W. H. Weld, Fort Atkinson ........) Rock river site eeecesececesesces| 150,000 Chas. E. Williams, Palmyra ......... Spring lake ............0...000-. 50,000 Geo. Garbutt, Palmyra ................/ Spring lake bbe eee eee eee eeeees 50,000 Ben Harris, Palmyra seeeeeeeesecceess| SDLFING lake ..............00005, 50,000 G. A. Buzzell, Palmyra ............... Spring lake wobec eee ee eee sence e| 50,000 C. W. Bonnett, Palmyra .............| Spring lake | 50,000 A. Ki. Cunningham, Hubbellton .....| Crawfish river weeeeeeeseceeecee? 100,000 Hdw. C. Shultz, Waterloo ............/ Maunesha Mill pond .........| 100,090 Ii. P. Mansfield, Lake Mills seveeeeees! Roek lake vrerereseeceresseeed 500,000 

| 1,300,000 

JUNEAU COUNTY— | C. P. Babeock, Mauston ..............| Lemonweir YIVEL wi... e cece cease 50,000 O. I’. Headstream, Mauston .........| Lemonweir VIVEY wo. cece eee eee | 50,000 . H. J. Hageman, Mauston .............. Lemonweir river... .......-..| 50,09 i. S. Wetherby, Mauston ............| Lemonweir Viver ..........08..] 50,000 J. Kimball, Mauston ..................| Lemonweir river pene 50,000 C. I. Barthoff, Elroy ................. Baraboo river ...............06. 100,000 C. J. Phillips, Camp Douglas ........ Big Lemonweir river .........| 100,000 . W. A. Kent Jr., Necedah .............| Yellow river seeecsseveseceesesel 150,000 A. W. Christensen, Necedah .........| Necedah | ic 150,000 J. Wi. Daly, Nececah ...................| Yellow TIVEL wo... cece cece cece 150,000 Jas. H. Spencer, Necedah ............| Yellow river beens eceaceeeeeees 150,000 W. S. Hess, Necedah .................] Yellow river erertettserseecse| 150,000 

| 1,200,000
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KENOSHA COUNTY— | 
A. H. Bottleny, Bristol ..............| Lake George ...........eeceeee 150,000 
C. Shoeman, Powers Lake ...........| Powers lake ...................{ 100,000 
H. J. Spetzman, Powers Lake .......| Powers lake SEIN] 150,000 
M. Loescher, Salem .............--.+-+-| Hooker lake ................-...] 200,000 

| 600,000 
LA FAYETTE COUNTY— 

Geo. Gould, Blanchardville ...........} Pecatonica river ............... 50,000 
Carl Chandler, Blanchardville ........| Pecatonica river and Tribs.. 50,000 
W. E. Robinson, Blanchardville .....| Trib. Pecatonica river ..*.... 50,000 
C. Blanchard, Blanchardville ........| Pecatonica Yriver ...........5:. 50,000 
H. D. Thomas, Blanchardville .......| Pecatonica river ree 50,000 
Vietor Rossing, Argyle ................| West Pecatonica river ....... 100 ,000 . 
Chas. L. Piquett; Benton .............] Fever river ........ceseeeeeeesee| 100,000 

| 450,000 

LANGLADE COUNTY— 
Cc. L. Leykom, Antigo ...............--| Muellers Ink? ..................) 159,000 
C. J. Morse, Antigo ..............+++++-| Hau Claire river rorteseneeeny 150 ,000 
Gust A. Kletzsch, Summit Lake .....| Summit lake ...................| 150,000 
R. P. Guptill, Elcho .................-| Enterprise lake ......4........| 300,000 

759,000 | 
LINCOLN COUNTY— | 

H. EH. Kluetz, Merrill Wisconsin river ...............!. 800,000 
Thos. C. Olson, Merrill ...............| Bass lake 2... .. cc cee eee eee e's 150,000 
Geo. A. Schroeder, Mervill ...........}| Bass lake .............ceeeeeeeee| 150,000 
J. G. Poser, Merrill .................-.| Bass lake ..........cceceeeeeeeee| 150,000 ‘ 
Fred Heinemann, Heinemann ........| Hecho lake ...................0.. 150,000 
H. G. Hoover, Heinemann ...........| Hecho lake ..........cceceeeeeeee| 150,000 
John Pospisiel, Heinemann ...........;| Hecho Jake ....... cc eee e eee eee 150,000 
Cc. M. Christiansen, Heinemann .....| Hecho lake INI 150,000 
Frank Nifler, Tomahawk ..............| Smith ake co.cc cece cece econ 150,000 
Cc. 1. Macomber, Tomahawk .........] Clear lake ........cccceeeeeeeee+| 150,000 
A. J. Olson, Tomahawk ...............]| Clear lake ............eeeee0ee2-}] 150.000 . 
David Mantz, Merrill ..................| Lake View .........cceceec eens 300,000 
W. G. Smith, Merrill .................| Tog lake 2.0... cc cc cece eee eeee 150,000 
Cc. C. Ufer, Tomahawk ................]| Wisconsin river .........seeee- 150,000 

; 2,400,000 
MANITOWOC COUNTY— 
Otto Heidemann, Kiel ...............-.{| Cedar lake ..........eeceeeeeeee, 100,000 
Peter Wagner, Cleveland ..............| Wagners pond ............--+--1 100,000 
M. Staehle, Manitowoc ..............., Manitowoc river above dam 

at Rapids ......cccccccccccees 100,000 
Fred Jackinstad, Manitowoc .........| West Twin river ..............| 100,000 

. John Wegner, Manitowoc .............| Glomsky lake .................| 100,000 
Chris. Guetschow, Manitowoc .......| Gass lake ....... ccc cece eee eee 50,000 . 
Chas. Roedig, Manitowoc .............| Hasbaum lake .............000.! 50,000 
Henry Winkelman, Manitowoc .......| Silver lake ........ccc ce eee eee eel 50,000 
Chas. Kieschoost, Manitowoc .........| English lake erteeeeeseseeced 50,000 

700 ,000 

MARATHON COUNTY— | 
Alex. Lemmer, Marathon ............./ Big Rib river ...........cceee 100 ,000 
Louis Muelbeck, Marathon ...........| Big Rib river .................| 100,000 
N. Schmidt, Marathon ................| Rib river .........ccceeeeeeeeeee| 100,000 
Joseph Horning, Marathon ...........| Big Rib river .................| 100,000 
A. J. Torgerson, Galloway ...........| Galloway lake .............6.--| 100,000 
Ole J. Haealdron, Galloway ..........| Forest lake .........ceceeeees+-{ 100,000 
Otto C. Langfail, Wausau ............| Wisconsin river ..........++---| 150,000 
J. W. Foster, Wausau ..........eeee6. Wisconsin river ...........6--| 150,000 

8—F".
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MARATHON COUNTY—Continued. 
John Hoffman, Wausau ............../ Big Rib river ..................] 150,000 
John Troster, Wausau ..................| Big Rib river ..............0-.-| 150,000 
Alex Fehl, Wausau ...................., Wisconsin river ...............] 150,000 
i’, B. ullmer, Schofield ..............| Bau Claire river ......ccccceces 150 ,000 
John TFehl, Wausau ......./............| Little Rib river ......ccccceeee 150,000 oo, 

1,650,000 , 

| MARINETTE COUNTY— | | 
Ilugh Baklert, Pound ..................| Gill and Horse-shoe lakes ...| 100,000 
Geo. H. Hartwell, Crivitz ...........; Lake Noquebay ................] 150,000 

-James C Morgan, Wausaukee ........./ Perch lake ................-22--| 150,000 - 
John Lundgren, Pempine ............../ Lundgren lake ......e..cce eee eel 109 ,0u0 

| 500,000 

MARQUETTE COUNTY— | 
Ray Johnson, Neshkoro ...............| Neshkoro PON ....ccce cece ees 100,000 
I’. L. Waldo, Westfield ...............] Westfield mill pond ...........| 100,000 

| 200,000 

MONROE COUNTY— 
H. W. Barker, Sparta ...............-| Lea river rrreeseeesereeseeeed 250,000 

OCONTO COUNTY— | 
John J. Hof, Sobieski .................] Little Suamico river ........... 109,000 
Lewis P. Perry, Gillett ...............| Berry lake oo ROR rs 200,000 , 
Robert A. Hintz, Underhill ...........) Oconto river .................../ 100,000 
Nels. Anderson, Mountain ............| Lake Isabel vorrei 150 ,000 
Rupert J. Henry, Lakewood ..........| Boot lake we eecesceecenccaceereee| 100,000 
Henry H. Hines, Lakewood ..........; Chain of lakes ..............00. 100,009 
D. W. Fuller, Townsend ..............| Fish lake .......cc cece cece ee eeee 100,600 

. | 850,009 
ONEIDA COUNTY— | 

L. i. Wright, Wausau ................, Two-Horse-head lakes ........; 209,009 
Wmil Weisse, Elcho ....................|. Pelican lake ................006.] 150,000 
Geo. N. Weaver, Pelican Lake .......| Pelican lake ....................] 300,00 
Yawkey Bissell Lbr. Co., Hazelhurst}| Lake Catherine cise! 600,000 
T. B. McIndoe, Rhinelander .........| Pike lake .......................] 150,000 
A. Hi. Weesner, Rhinelander ........{| North Pelican lake errernes) 150 ,000 
Thos. McDermott, Rhinelander ......, Crescent lake .............00005 150,000 
Mr. Hole, Three: Lakes ...............| Three lakes ie 525,000 
Rev. John McCoy, Hau Claire ........| Little Bass lake .............,.] 150,000 
Otto Roderald, Three Lakes ..........; Round and Island lakes .....| 150,000 
IL. A. Bishop, Three Lakes ...........) Town Line lake .............../ 150,000 
J. M. Korzilius, Three Lakes ........| Town Line lake ...............] 150,000 
Andrew Hanson, Three Lakes .......) Spirit lake ......................) 150,000 
John C. Small, Three Lakes ..........; Smalls lake ...........0....-0+-{ 150,000 

* James Nevin, Madison ................, Tomahawk lake ................| 3,750,000 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff ..............) Tomahawk lake ...............] 1,875,000 

. i’. Wesbee, Minocqua .................| Hill lake .................,......] 450,000 
Mr. Johnson, Minocqua ...............| Mercer lake “ake LE] 750,000 
Mrs. M. Barnum, Minocqua ..........| Shishebogema lake ............ 750 ,000 - 
Henry Hanson, Woodruff .............| Squirrel lake .................../ 1,125,000 
H. Backus, Woodruff ..................| Lake Content ..................| 750,000 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff .............., Minocqua lake .................] 3,750,000 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff ..............| Carroll lake rrrtteeeeeeeeceeced| 1,875,000 

, j18,800,000
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POLK COUNTY— 
Silvert Olson, Clear Lake .............| Ice lake ..........cececececeeeee| 150,000 
C. C. Ladd, Osceola ..............e006.| Bome LAKE 2... . cee cece eee ee enone 150,000 
W. R. Laylor, Balsam Lake .........| Balsam lake ...................{ 150,000 
Geo. C. Teien, Balsam Lake .........| Balsam lake ...............000. 150,000 
J. W. Hack, Centuria .................| Half-moon lake ................| 150,000 
Thos. H. Brown; Cencuria ............| BasSS 1aKe 2... ccc cece eee ee eees 150,000 
Geo. Wild, Centuria .............e60-/ Long lake .........seeeeeeeeeee{ 150,000 
A. L. Peterson, Centuria ............ | Loveless lake ..................| 150,000 
Jas. E. Schow, Luck ...................| Big Butternut lake ............| 150,000 
Henry Van Hollan, Fredric ...........| Kalmar lake errettersresssssseg] 150,000 
D. P. Butts, Fredric .................| Coon lake .............ceeeseeeeee| 150,000 
F. H. Rasmussen, Dresser Junction .| Big-norse lake ..-...............] Lou, Qu0 
W. T. Kennedy, Amery ...............| Apple river eeetneretresssssd 150,000 
HH. H. Hart, AMery cecocecccccscsccecee| Pike 11K ..........ceeceseeeeeee| 150,000 
S. L. Pennigton, Amery ...........0.6) Twin lake .........cscceeeeeeeeee| 150,000 
Henry Anderson, Baldwin ............| Polk lake ......................{ 150,000 
J. A. Young, Amery .........ceeceeeee| ADDIE Liver. ..... cc ceeeeeeeeeees| 150,000 
Peter Peterson, Amery ...............-| Sucker lake ................--.-1 150,000 
W. D. Thompson, Amery .............| Twin lake .............ceeeeeeee-| 150,000 

- ZL. P. Melbostad, Deronda ............| Mud lake ..............0--e050.-) 150,000 
Theo. Michelson, Deronda ............| Sucker lake ..........0....eee00, 150,000 
A. P. Jerdee, Deronda .................| Waupagasset lake ereeeeeeeey 150,000 

3,300,000 , 

PORTAGE COUNTY— 
Wm. A. Peterson, Amherst ...........| To-morrow river ..........006. 100,000 
E. Viertel, Stevens Point ..............| Wisconsin river ...............|” 100,000. 
John McCorkindale, Stevens Point ...| Wisconsin river ...............{ 100,000 

_ Walter Eddy, Stevens Point ..........| Wisconsin river ...............| 100,000 ~ 
Frank. Gano, Stevens Point ...........| Little Plover river ............| 100,C00 
Cc, A. Schenk, Stevens Point .........| Plover river ........e.cseeeeeee-| 100,000 
L. A. Humprey, Stevens Point .......; Little Plover river ............| 100,000 

' KH. M. Millbery, Stevens Point .......| Plover river riers 100,060 
Lewis Gutko, Rosholt .................| Three IaKeS ..cccccccceceseeees 100,000 - 

_W. L. Silmer, Rosholt ................| Kiolbassa lake citeeresses| 100,000 
L. Peterson, Rosholt ..................| Lake Helen ..............00005- 100,000 
I. L. Rice, Rosholt ..............++-.---| South Three lakes ternereneese| 100,000 

| 1,200,009 

PRICE COUNTY— | 
R. M. Horr, Prentice ..................| Lake Worcester ...........eeee 100,090 
Albert Habel, Phillips .................; Cranberry lake ................| 200,000 
¥. L. Hunt, Phillips ...................] HK river ....... cece eeeeeeeeees| 100,000 
BE. V. Covey, Phillips ...........ese0e.-| HIK lake iieteteressessssrscsy 100 ,G00 
W. P. Sperry, Phillips ...............6| EIK lake ...... cece eee cee ee 100 ,000 
N. E. Lane, Phillips ...................| Hlk river ristrstesrsesserssees]: 100,000 

 M. A. Dratt, Park Falls ..............{ Smur lake ,...............00.522-] 100,000 

700 ,000 

. RACINE COUNTY— 
Wm. Plucker, Waterford ..............| Tichigan lake ..................| 200,000 . 
John Buergermeister, Waterford .....] Fox river .........ceceecseeeeeee| 100,000 
B. Lavin & Sons, Kansasville ........| Hagle lake ...........seeeeeeee-] 200,000 
Bernard Lavin, Kansasville ...........| Hagle lake ................+220+-| 250,000 

| 750,000 

RICHLAND COUNTY— 
J. H. Frazier, Viola .....scscccccsceceee| White Lake .....ccecesecccecceee| 100,000 -
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ROCK COUNTY— ; | 
L. E. Cunningham, Beloit ............}| Rock river and Lake Koshko- 

nong ver | 500,000 
D. W. North, Wdgerton ...............| Rock river ............cccceeeee 200,000 

| 700,000 
RUSK COUNTY— | 
Thos .J. Skrzypezak, Strickland ...| Bass lake ......................+| 150,000 
R. J. Caley, Bruce ...........seeeeeeeee| Caley lake ....... cc. ccceeeeeeee} 150,000 
W. L. Stephenson, Ladysmith ......| Big Thorn Apple and Flam- 

beau lakes ..............------| 150,000 
| C. K. Ellingston, Hawkins ...........} Pike lake ....................0..] 150,000 

| 600,000 
ST. CROIX COUNTY— 
John Pearson, Somerset ..............| Pime lake ............eceeeeeeeee! 100,608 
Howard _ Greenfield, New Richmond .| McHenrys lake ................| 100,000 

| Robert Douglas, Roberts ..............| Silver lake wo... ccc ccc ccc cc cece 100,000 
S. C. Broadman, New Richmond ....| Willow river ......ccccccccccccs 150,000 
Hriec Anderson, New Richmond ......| Cedar lake .......cccccccccceccee 150,000 
Frank Beer, Burkhardt ................]| Bass lake ....cc cece cucccccecce 150,000 
Jos. Smith, Burkhardt .................]| Bass lake oo. cccccccccccccccccece 150,000 
James Bush, Burkhardt ...............]| Skunk lake ........ccccccsccccce 150,000 
Chas. McKenzie, Burkhardt ..........| Bass lake .......ccccccecccucccce 150,000 
John Hennessey, New Richmond ...| Twin lakes ........ccccccceccce 150,000 
Ole B. Solum, Deer Park .............| Island lake stereeresreereeceseal 150 ,000 

. | 1,500,000 
SAUK COUNTY— 1 

B. D. Sherwood, Spring Green ......| Wisconsin river ................]  100,u00 
I’. B. Simpson, Spring Green ........{ Wisconsin river ......._........) 100,000 
S. J. Hood, Baraboo ...................{ Devils lake .................0002-] 100,000 
Chas. Dyke, Baraboo ............ee.06.| Devils lake ................00000.] 100,000 
Geo. Steckenbauer, Baraboo ..........{ Devils lake .............c.ceee00e] 100,000 
Herman Grotophorst, Baraboo .......| Devils lake ......................{ 100,000 
John O’Neil, North Freedom ..........} Mill pond .................0..2--| 100,000 
W. O. Hackett, North Freedom .....| Mirror lake .......cccccccccceece 150,000 
KE. J. Lawton, North Freedom ......) Mirror lake ......cccceccccccuces 50,000 . 
J. H. Miller, Reedsburg ..............| Baraboo river rereteeeeseeee cea 100,000 

| 1,000,000 
SAWYER COUNTYT— | 
John Johnson, Hayward ...............| Bass lake Critic 150,000 

" W. J. Sabin, Hayward ............606-| Bug lake .......ccccccccccececees 150,000 
W. EH. Cornick, Hayward .............; Lost Land lake carers 150,000 
M. J. Caldwell, Meteor ................| Deer lake ...c ccc cecccccceceeee 150,000 
John H. Wohlford, Meteor ............{ Deer lake ...ccccccccccccecceee ul - 150,000 
W. H. B. Campbell, Beauchene ......| Windfall lake epreeteeesesccea] 150,000 

, | 900,000 
SHAWANO COUNTY— 

. W. J. Fagan, Cecil .....................| Lake Shawano seccvesssececcese! 200,000 
G. W. Jones, Appleton ................] Clover Leak lakes .............| 200,000 
A. H. Mierswa, Shawano ............../ Shawano lake .............-.+2..] 500,000 
Fr. W. Gueller, Birnamwood sereeeeees! Mayflower lake poise 150,000 
Herman Smith, Birnamwood ..........| Lake in town of Norrie, Mar-| 

athon county rrteesreeccened 150,000 

| 1,200,000 
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY~— 

: Aug. Goetsch, Franklin ................| Sheboygan river stresses 100,000 
Chas. G. Peck, Sheboygan Falls .....| Sheboygan river ........ccceees 100,000
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SHEBOYGAN COUNTY—Continued. 
| 

Henry Gruebner, Sheboygan .......... Onion river ...cccceceeceeeeeeees| 150,000 

John T. Hoff, Random Lake .......... Random lake .......eseeeceeeeee| 230,000 

August Weyland, Sheboygan ......... Crystal lake .........seeeeeeeeee| 100,000 

‘A. Dennerlain. Plymouth .............{ Crystal lake isssenesseescrceses| 50,000 

. 
| 750,000 

TAYLOR COUNTY— 
Herman Richter, Perkinstown ....... Richters lake .........eeeeeeeee-| 100,000 

Osear Nystrum, Medford .........-+++- Ricket lake .........eceeeeeeeeee| 100,000 

E. W. Watson, Medford ...........-..| Lake Basadore ......+.---++-+++| 100,000 

R. W. Hugoboom, Medford ..........| Clear lake ..ccccc cee sececeeeeees| 100,000 

J. M. Hackett, Medford .........eee- Flull Jake .....ceceecccceeeeseeees{ 100,000 

Louis Supinsky, Medford .........+-.+- Sacket lake ......eeceeceeveeeeee] 100,000 

A. F. Sehmidt, Dorchester ...........- Sheako lake ...cseeeceeeeeveeees| 100,000 

George F. Brann, Rib Lake .......... Huppers lake .........-+++++++{| 100,000 

A. J. Allard, Rib Lake ................| Mud lake Divceceeeececeeneecese| 100,000 

Anton Kauer, Rib Lake .......-+++s06-- North Everson lake ..........-| 100,000 

J. W. Kaye, Westboro ..........-.+++++| Harper lakes ......eceeeceeeeeee| 100,000 
|_____—. 

| 1,100,000 

TREMPEALEAU COUNTY— so | 

A. B. Olson, OSSCO ...seceeececeeeeeere Linderman pond .......ee eee, 5,000 

Carl Olson, OSSCO ....ceeeeee cree eeeeees Linderman pond ............+.+! 5¥.090 

Fred Johnson, OSSCO ...eeeeerseeeeeees Linderman pond ,...........06-1. 5,009 

A. H. Brandon, O88) ... eee eee ener ences Linderman pond .........0..006! 53,00) 
|___—_— 

| 200 ,050 , 

VERNON COUNTY— 

G. W. Henika, Readstown ........+- Kickapoo river pereerreeritsesd 200,000 

C. HF. Carter, Readstown ....---+seeee Kickapoo river ........eeeeeeees 100 ,000 

Robt. Hammer, Hillsboro ......---++-e: South Fork of Baraboo river.| 100,000 

| 400,009 

VILAS COUNTY— 
| 

J. W. Lant, Star Lake .......eeeeeeees Pickerel lake ........0e-eeeeeeee| 150,000 

Chas. Aronson, Star Lake ......--.++5 Ballard lake ......cceceeeeeeeee| 150,000 

B. Finan, Star Lake ........eeeeeeeeees Lake Laura ....-ceeeeseeeeeeeee| 150,000 

| Tom. Olson, Star Lake .........seeee: Ballard lake ........:eseeeeeeeee| 150,000 

: H. E. Salsich, Star Lake .....--+--++6- Johnsons lake .......eeee eee eee’ 75,000 

G. R. Manthey, Star Lake .........-- Jolinsons lake .....eeeeee eee eee 75,000 

Henry Friend, Sayner ........eeeeeeeee Found lake ceecececeeeeescesess| 150,030 

Michael Froelich, Saymer .....-+.+-eeee- Plum lake .....eeeceeeeeeeeeeeeee| 150,000 

. Fred Meloy, Saymer ....cceeeeeereeeeers Razorback lake vecnccccccececees| 150,000 

Herman Fabian, Sayner ....-esseeeere Plum lake ....cceceeceeceee cress] 150,000 

A. J. Smith, Sayner ......---++s+++++-+| Plum lake veccccecececececesecese| 150,000 

CG. R. Smith, Sayner ...--seceeeeseeees: Razorback lake .........+-see+++| 150,000 

. A. L. Kreutzer, Wausau ..........----] Plum lake oc cecaceeeveeseseceeee| 150,000 ~ 

H. Warner, Plum Lake ...........-..-| Plum lake dccevecsecenvevceceesee| 150,090 

Mr. McGregor, Sayner ......+++++++++-| Plum lake ccccccncecececetscecese| 300,090 

O. W. Sayner, Sayner .....-..--+++-+++{ Plum LAK wc. ceceeeeecceeceeceees| 225,000 

Roy O. Buck, Spider Lake .....-------| Rest, Manitowish and Spider| 

LAKCS cececcceuccevceevccesecsess| 600,000 

. Earl Stevens, Hagle River .......----- Cranberry lake lececceceececees| 150,000 

Jas. Burns, Eagle River .........-..- | Hagle WaAtOLS ..ccccceeeeceeeeese| 150,000 

i. F. Adams, Hagle River .....-..+++: Adams lake .....eeeeeeeseeeeeeee| 150,090 

Ss’ Ef. Green, Hagle River .........--.-| Lake St. Germain ..........--.| 150,000 

W. J. Pinkerton, Bagle River ........| Catfish lake ceccecescevecesecse| 150,000 

\Vietop BH. Stevens, Haele River......-. Nelson lake cc ecececccececesesee, 150,000 , 

¥. Beardsley, Eagle River .......-.++- Inland lake coe 75,000 

JT. H. Wakefield, Eagle River ........ Little St. Germain lake ......| 75,000
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VIT.AS COUNTY—Continnued. 
I. A. Everett, Eagle River ........... Magle waters ................... 375,000 G. H. Jackson, Hagle River ...........] Little St. Germain lake ......] 150,000 Geo. E. O’Connor, Eagle River ......} Lower lakes of Eagle Chain..{| 150,000 R. D. Hannon, Wagle River ...........! Hagle Chain of lakes seseseeeee! 150,000 . August Weil. Hagle River ............ Hagle Chain of lakes ..........} 1507000 T. I. Laughlin, Eagle River .......... Nagle Chain of lakes ..........] 150,000 Wrank A. Hall, Eagle River ........... Eagle Chain of lakes revevecese] 150,000 Noel St. Louis, Hackley ...............] North Long lake ...............] 150,000 Chas. E. Hazen, Hackley ..............| North Long lake sececeesesseees! 75,000 Hackley Phelps Bonnell Co., Hawley| Twin and Long lakes ST] 75,000 A. J. St. Louis, Wackley ............. | North Long lake ...............1. 75,000 Wli. Thoris, Hackley ..............0005. Long lake beet eeeeeeeeeueuceeeeca| 75.000 
T. Jansen, Hackley ...........5....000. Long lake ..............00 ccc ed 75,000 Harry Hoeke, Hackley ............... Long lake .......................1 75,000 Clea Adams, Hacklev .................-1 Twin lake veteeesceeeesssceseeseal 75,000 Touis I. Thomas, Donaldson ........| Lac View Desert Lisseaeeseseese] 150,000 Nenry Nanny, State Line .............! Tittle Portage lake veseceeseees? 150,060 Gust Anderson, Woodruff Cro meer er vees Little Muskellunge lake seeeeel 600,000 FI. Weaver, Woodruff ................. Brandy lake ....................f 600,000 EH. Wallace, Woodruff ................. Brandy lake ....................] 690,000 , Trek FU. Woodrnff occ cece eee aes Crooked lake ....................] 600,000 I). Paquette & Son ............ cc cece ee Bass lake, ........................1 450,000 A. Greenier, Woodruff .............66-] Little Bags lake Lisseeeseeeseess] 800,000 . C. H. Kamke, Woodruff ..............] Big Arbor Vitae lake seseceseee[ 150,000 Chas. Roy, Arbor Vitae ...............] Bie Arbor Vitae lake Leseeeeees! 150,000 Hnead Roy, Arbor Vitae ..........0... Arbor Vitae lake ...............] 150.000 weed Coneinean. Arbor Witae ......... Arbor Vitae lake eveeeeeseeesee! 150.090 Peter J. Reis, Arbor Vitae ............ Arbor Vitae lake ...............{ 159,090 Julius Strauch, Arbor Vitae .......... Arbor Vitae lake ...............{ 150,090 Albert Hoffman, Arbor Vitae ........ Arbor Vitae lake ...............] 150,000 | HW. A. Seefeld, Arbor Vitae ........... Arbor Vitae lake ...............] 150,000 Tohn Eschenbauch, Arbor Vitae ...... Arbor Vitae lake ...............]  159,0°0 
Fred H. Byington, Arbor Vitae ...... Arbor Vitae lake ...............f 150,000 

{11,025,009 , WALWORTH COUNTY— ] W. E. Sharp, Elkhorn teceeeeeeceeeoee Tintiderdale lakes ..............) oma ang J. A. Collin, Delavan ............0:005. Delavan lake ....................1 150,000 KHdward Tilden, Delavan ............... Delavan lake .................2.- 100,090 Chas. R. Sage, Delavan ................] Delavan lake seteeeeececeeeseecse! 200,000 Walter Conaty, Whitewater ..........] win POD ...... eee cece eee sees] 50,000 CO A. M, Hanson, Whitewater ..........| Whirewatoer lake bicseececceeess! 150,000 Carl S. Douglas, Walworth ........... Geneva lake sencstettttesereeeea 500,000 5 W. A. Sharp, Elkhorn ................ Tanderdale lakes ..............) 590,009 
Sage & Co., Delavan ..................] Delavan lake ...........eeeeeeee el 500,600 C. 8. Douglas, Walworth .............1 Geneva lake ............eeeeee ee! = 500,000 

| 2,900,000 WASHBURN COUNTY— | Wim. Huffer, Trego ....................1 Lake Sixteen ...................] 150,000 M. H. Gregg, Lampson ................ -Hayleyon lake .................| 150,000 I’. L. Lampson, Lampson -+eeseeeeeee] Silver and High lakes ........] 150,000 Albert E. Lampson, Minong .......... Horse-shoe lake citer 150,000 _ gsobn N. Gilbert, Minong ..............1 Bond lake sce cece eceneveeeaes 150,000 Ralph R. Jones, Minong ...............| Red lake se eeescceecsccceeesesess| 150,000 J. J. Wohl, Minong ....................| Gilmore lake ...................] 150,000 W. B. Hanson, Shell Lake ............! Shell TAKE woe cece eee eeeeeaseecees| 150,000 T. G. Crowell, Shell Lake ..............| Shell lake ve eceececececcccsessces| 150,000 L. D. Garyhart, Shell Lake .......... Long lake ......................| 150,000 John Smith, Trego .....................{ Gull lake ritteseeseseeereesseees| 150,000
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WASHBURN COUNTY—Continued. 
| 

D. Bruner, SPOONEL .....eeeeeeeeeseeees Deep lake eccceuccccecesevecesee) 150,000 

Bruce Fleming, Spooner ..........-+++-| Yellow river ecccctencececscesee| 150,000 

Fred Bruner, Spooner ....-seeeeeeeeeee] Deep lake «2... eeeeeeeeeeereeeees 150,000 

C. GL. Platz, Spooner ..........---+++--| Loon lake corres] 150,090 

J. R. Bruner, Spooner ........-.----++| Temple lake ceeesceveccececsces| 150,000 

Frank Swoboda, Sarona .........-++-+-| Ripley lake ..cccececcececscsesee! 150,000 

Ww. F. Loomis, Birchwood .........---| Lake Chetac eccecceceseccessese} 150,000 

Louis Jensen, Birchwood .........+--+-| Birch LAKG cecccecceceeceeceecees! 150,000 

R. Mams, Birchwood .........++.++++++-| Birch Jake _cccucsveeccececeese| 150,000 ° 

G. F. Andrew, Birchwood .......--+++| Birch 1ake ......sseeeereeeeeeees 150,000 

John Mikinlor, Birchwood .........---| Birch lake costes 150,000 

W. H. Noves, Birchwood ........--.++-| Chetac lakes Lo caceeceeceseccesee| 150,000 . 

wm. S. Kyle, Birchwood ......-.-----| Chetae lake cccueucncececeteeses| 150 ,000 

F. HH. Newby, Birchwood .........++--| Balsam lake ....seeeeerereeeeees 150,000 

Bert Kirch, Birchwood .......--.-++++-| Balsam lake Prserterrrises 150,000 

Ei. A. Klatt, Birchwood ee Birchwood lake wceeececeveceeel 150,000 . 

. J. M. Gates, Birchwood .........----+-| Big Chetac lake resseesecencereal 150 ,000 

: 
. | 4,200,000 

WASHINGTON COUNTY— 
| 

Jos. A. Kircher, Bartom ......s-seseeee: Wallers lake cacececncccccseecee| 100,000 

Pottawatomie Club, No. Milwaukee..| Pike lake _caueccseseccssesccsss| 200,000 

John Rosenheimer, Schleisingerville...| Big Cedar lake cewccvcvaceceese| 700,000 

; 
|-—-———- 
] 1,000,000 

WAUKESHA COUNTY— 
| 

Samuel Kingston, Waukesha ........-- Muskego lake veces cece ee eee eee! 350,000 

Mr. Meyer, Oconomowoc ....-.--e+eees Ashhippun, Fowler and Lal 

Belle laKkeS ..cececeeeeee sees] 2,000,090 - 

Win. Bell, Oconomowoc .........-.+--.| Aulsebrook lake .cececceceveee| 200,000 | 

B. P. Longley, Dousman .......-..-.--| School Section lake .......+++.{ 250,000 

: Jerr Peterson, Delafield .......--+++++: oc ceevenaeeaseetseeeesessceeses| 300,020 

CG. w. Simonds, Hartland .........-+-- Bark river and Bean lake ....{ 500,000 

Louis Heimerail. Delafield ........--++- Nagawicka lake co ceceecseceesee? — 100,090 

A. BE. Taey, Okauchee .......e eee cress Okauchee lake oo ceeveeeceveseee} 1,000,990 

Wm. “%unz, Delafield .............+++--| Pine lake veseeererersesearsretste| 500 070 | 

Alber. Gallagher, Delafield ........---| Nashotah lake ...-eeeereeeereee 500,000 

Albert Gailagher, Oelafield ...........| Nagawicka lake oc ceeaecesecses| 750,000 

Albert Gallagher, Delafield ...........) Toner Namahhin lake ...--.e--) 1.0% ay 

Chas. Lichier, Delafield ........-..+---| Nagawicka lake .cccceceseeeeeee| 750,000 

Ben Rogers, Okauchee .........-.-++-+++| Okauchee lake _ceeeeseseseresal 500,000 

os 
15 100,000 

WAUPACA COUNTY— 
. 

L. W. Krake, Waupaca .......eeeeee ee Crystal river oo ceeseeeceeseeee| 100,000 

C. Carrington, Pullman, Ill........-.-- Columbean lake co ceaeseeeesere} 100,000 

LeRoy Larson, Tola ..cseeeeeeeeeeeeeees Rollafson Jake oc caecuccecesees| 100,000 

Adolph Tuystul, Lola ....-. cesses ee eeeee Bestul lake cee eesnccusenceeses| 100,000 

Martin J. Mork, Iola .....-.eeeeeeeeeee Gram lake cee vaneeeeeseecceal 100,090 

QO. T. Thompson, Tola .......s.eeeeeeee Helveta lake ee aaesaecesessese| 100,000 

. Edw. &. Browne, Waupaca ...........) Chain of lakes  ceeeecceceeecs| 750,090 

Guy P. Werner, Clintonville .........- Pigeon river «oc eeeaeeesseeeess} — 150,000 

. Herman Marquardt, Caroline .........- Middle Embarrass river eee] 150,000 

| 

| 1,650,000 

WAUSTIARA COUNTY— 
. 

G. A. Durkee, Spring Lake .......--- Spring lake cc cnusavcseeseceee| 100,000 . 

Tom Durkee, Spring Lake ..........-..| Spring LAKC ccceceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeel 100 ,000 

M. Moriaty, NeSBKOrO .....eeeeeees eres Spring lake ee ccseseceeeses| 100,000 

: Me erat Wild Rose sooolol losses] Silwer Jake ..esccccceereeceeereee] TO 

J. V. Berens, Wild Rose ......-+-++++++ Hills lake Liceneneeneesenereeeenel 100,000
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WAUSHARA COUNTY—Continued. | B. A. Jacklin, Red Granite ceeeseeeeee| Lake Pearl Stee eens eeceeeseesee] 100,000 Otto Rodoll, Wautoma soseeeeeeeeeeee.| Crystal lake tt eeereeeseeeeeees} 100,000 W. A. Bugh, Wautoma seeeeeecceesess.| JOHNS lake ribet eset eeceeeseeeees| 100,000 KNdw. F. Heuer, Wautoma ............ Round lake betes eeeeeeceeeeeeee} 100,000 Chris. Ellickson, Wautoma ........._. Tibett lake tt ee ee eeeeeeeeeeeeee] 100,090 C. H. Russell, Madison ............... Silver lake Settee eee eseeeeeseee} 200,600 Willis Edson, Hancock seeeesceeseseeeee| Pine lake bette eee eeeeseseseceee} 100,000 Geo. M. Seott, Hancock seeceeseseeee.e| Mish lake Stee eee ceseeeeseseees| 100,000 W. H. Campfield, Hancock ..........._| Pine WAKE vee eee eee eee] 100,000 Harwood Preno, Hancock seseseeeeees.| HiSh lake Settee eeeeceeserseeeee| 100,000 Kid. O’Connor, Hancock ceceeeesesseeeee] Mish lake vette eee eeeeeeeeeceeese? 100,064 B. F. Hales, Hancock seveeeseeeeesees.) Haneoek lake seeeeeseceeesecese! 160,060 L. F. Kelley, Hancock seseeeseeeeeeeee| Haneoek lake sete nee e eee ec anaes 5G ,000 W. A. Roblier, Coloma Station ......| Pleasant lake rtrireresereeced| 100,000 

| 2,000,000 | WINNEBAGO COUNTY— 
John Maag, Oshkosh tittseeeseseesse..{ Lake Winnebago eveeseesesees| 4,800,000 

| WOOD COUNTY— | | Iimil S. Kliner, Marshfield seeeeeeeess. Little Eau Plaine river seeeeee| 150,000 R. H. Treat, Abbotsford seeeseeeseese| Little Eau Plaine river seeeeee| 100,000 Wm. Paape, Vesper teeeeeeecesesesse..| Maple river wee eeeeeeeeesesesese| 100,000 H. E. Herrick, Nekoosa ..............| Nekoosa pond ........ eee. .....] 225,000 | Alex Muir, Grand Rapids ............{ Mill pond tee e tees eeeeeceeeeceee| 150,000 | Wt. HW. Voss, Grand Rapids ........._"| Consolidated pond .............; 150,000 W. W. Meade, Grand Rapids ........| In pond above dam veeeceeseee] £50,000 James Walsh, Grand Rapids .........| Consolidated pond .............] 150,000 . Guy R. Wood, Grand Rapids ........]| Consolidated pond teeeeeeeseeee| 159,000 Chas. Pomainville, Grand Rapids ...| Wisconsin river ee eeeeeeeseeeee| 150,000 W. T. Jones, Grand Rapids ..........| Wisconsin river teseeeeeeeseeeee| 150,000 H. A. Sampson, Grand Rapids ......]| Wisconsin river seseeeeeeeceeeee| 150,000 Arehie MeMillan, Grand Rapids ....) Wisconsin river see eeeeeeeneeeee! 150,600 - I’. Ii. Kellner, Grand Rapids ........] Wiseonsin river beceeeeeeececese| 159,000 Henry C. Demitz, Grand Rapids ....| Wisconsin river se eeeeeeeeeseeee| 150,090 Geo. W. Baker, Grand Rapids .......| Wisconsin river teeeeceeeecesee] 150,000 Ii. S. Renne, Grand Rapids ..........] Biron lake yretrrteteseesecsed 150,030 
| 

| 2,525,000 
Total wall-eyed pike fry planted, 1998 errr ereessesseesccceceess GETROTS 000 

SS eS cea as Snare anne naswcanenennnnntin sama
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: | 
ADAMS COUNTY— 

| . 

J. B. Hill, Friendship .......--+-+-+++- Friendship and Arkdale ponds 2,000 

il’. Wiekersham, Friendship ........-: Friendship Mill pond seers 1,050 

. 
| 3,000 | 

ASHLAND COUNTY— 

J. Stefteck, Mellen ............+eee++--+| Caroline TAK ccc cece ee ee eens 2,000 

I’. P. Simmonds, Mellen ...........---] Emglish lake ........eeeeeeeeeees 1,000 

I’. @. Shephard, Mellen ...........--.-| Herbert lake ec ccceeetacceveeeee| 1,000 

Cc. F. Peterson, Mellen ................| Spider TAK wo cece cece cece e ence 1,000 

John Tobin, Mellen .............e++++++e| Iron river cee ececeeacetceseseeece| 1,000 

A. G. Bjork, Mellen ............--.-+.-| Long LAK@ viceee cee e eee ee eee eee| 1,000 

Hl. H. Yankee, Butternut .............| Hoffman lake ce ceaececevateeecee! 1,000 

H. Buechner, Butternut ...........5--. Butternut lake ............-2-0! 1,000 

A. G. Bastedo, Butternut .............| Butternut lake vececaveeereteese| 1,000 . 

A. (. McAnulty, Butternut ..........| Butternut lake Sececccercceseese| 1,000 

F. Kleinsteiber, Butternut ............| Butternut TAKE wecce ec eee ecto eee 1,000 

Win. Lindermever, Butternut ........| Butternut LAKe .eeee cece eee cece 1,090 

Ww. KE. Dillon, Butternut .............. Butternut lake perenne 2,000 

15,009 

BAYFTELD COUNTY— . | 
D. H. Hubbard, Cusson ..............-| Basswood TAK@ vo. eee eee eee eee! 2.000 

N. @. Drew, Cusson ...............-+--| Evert lake Lec eneaeeeeevennteeenel 1,000 

Ed. Olson, Cusson .......ee eee eee ee eee | Craig LAKE oo. cece cece ee eee eee! 1,000 

Chas. Olson, CUSSON .........eeeeeeee ee] Prout TAK cece cece eee e ee ee eee 1,000 

Wenry La Crosse, Superior .........--- Swede lake ...cccece eee e cece ee eeel 1.0°0 

Barney Devine, Iron River ............ Hart lake co. ccc cece cece e eee revel 1,000 

Thomas Devine, Tiron River ..........]| Crow AKG coe c ccc cee eee eee eel 1,000 

J. A. Coats, Iron River ................| Pike lake vec eceeecacacensseeeees| 1.0°O 

John Drake, Iron River ............... Perch lake ...cccc cece eee eee eee! 2,000 

Gust Headanist, Iron River ...........] Pettingil lake ec sueeeceeetennce| 1,0°0 

Kopplin & Kopplin, Tron River ...... Bight-mile lake .............000e! 1,000 

C. D. Rogers, Iron River ............ | Little Snider lake ..........+..| 1,000 

H. I. Lea, Iron River ................ | Iron lake cece eeececeecteeeeeeeee| 1.0°0 

A. H. Miles, Iron River ...............| Pike lake prreresernseesssscea) 2,000 

| 17 ,000 

BUFFALO COUNTY— | 
M. H. Amidon, Mondovi .............. Emerald lake and pond corey 2,090 

| 

CLARK COUNTY— 
| 

Gilbert Johnson, Neillsville ............[ O’Neil creek Tributary, Black| 
PIVOY ceecccccecccccecesceceeeuee! 1,000 

F. D. Condit, Neillsville ..............) Tributary Blaek river ........| 1,000 

SJ. Barrett, Neillsville .............../ Blae& river | 1,050 

Geo. K. Redmond, Neillsville ........| Black river Le cececcaeeecervceree| 1,000 
. J 

4,000 

COLUMBIA COUNTY— | | 
Jos. Roup, Portage ..............0+62+--| Big Silver lake Lecce cece vcvaneel 4,000 

TW. HW. Smith. Pardeeville ..............] Pardeeville Mill pond venseceeel 2,010 

R. W. Uanedon. Pardeeville ..........| Spring lake .......ecee seer ee eee 2,000 

J. E. Horton, Pardeeville .............| Pardeeville Mill pond .........| 2,030 
| |-——-—— 

10,00) 

CRAWFORD COUNTY— | 

J. O. Davidson, Madison ..............| Kiekapoo river Lec eeceeneeeecece| 4,000 

Geo. H. Davidson, Soldiers Grove | IKKieckapoo river ceencueesenenenee! 4,000 
oo 

. 
8,000
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DANI COUNTY— | 
_ Jas. Nevin, Madison ....................| Monona lake sec cceeeneeereeecel 7,090 

Jas. Nevin, Madison ....................| Mendota lake ......... cece ee ee! 9,020 
Geo. Williamson, Madison ............) Waubesa lake bcc cncccccecsvccee| 5,000 
Jas. Nevin, Madison ....................| Wingra lake ween ec ececeeeceeeee| 4,000 | 
W. I’. Gilman, Stoughton .............| Kegonsa lake sence tent een ec cscs! 2,000 
J. H. Campbell, Stoughton ............) Kegonsa lake ence eeeeecececeece| 2,000 
S. Y. Ames, Stoughton ................| Kegonsa lake cece ee ec eeereeeece| 2,000 
J. HW. Weber, Stoughton ...............) Kegonsa lake .....ccccceeceee eee! 2,000 
A. M. Field, McFarland ...............] Waubesa lake Lecce ec ee ec eeeeece| 2,000 
M. D. Larson, McFarland ............1 Waubesa lake cece eee ececeeevesal 2,000 . 
Ii. N. Edwards, McFarland ........../ Waubesa lake eceeeeeeeeeeeecrs| 2,030 
O. Gustaveson, London ...............| Lake Ripley wb e cece ce ec ee esecel 2,000 
H. L. Cowles, London .................| Lake Ripley ..... cece cece ee eee | 2,090 

. I). D. Herring, Cross Plains ..........| Black Barth ercek .............] 2,000 
Il. G. Goodlad, Black Earth ........| Mann creek sec eee ee eeeeeeeeee| 2,000 
G. C. Roemhild, Black Earth ........../ Blue Mounds ereed es | 1,000 
Clarence Willard, Mazomanie .........| Lake Marion heen ee ceecseeeevas| 2,000 
G. Hf. Clough, Mazomanie ............1 Lake Marion bebe eeeeeeeeeeeeee| 1,000 
O. P. Sorenson, Marshall .............| Waterloo pond Serre eeee ese 2,000 

| 53 ,000 

DODGE COUNTY— 
| I). D. Evans, Randolph ...............] Lake EXmily wo... eee eee cee ee ee | 2,090 

Murphy Bros., Fox Lake .............| Fox lake sc ee teen es erevettcersen 8,050 
W. C. North, Fox Lake ...............| Fox lake ra 4,000 
Jos. Rowell, Beaver Dam .............| Beaver Dam lake see nececcerces| 4,000 
P. A. Pan, Hustisford .................1 Hustisford lake cece eee ee cence! 1,080 
O. W. Radloff, Hustisford ............| Hustisford lake eee e cee cece eeal 1,000 
Geo. M. Bagley, Neosho ...............| Neosho mill pond .............| 1,090 
Anton Welsch, Mayville ................| Roek river, below dam .......| 1,090 
R. J. Langenbach, Mayville ..........| Rock river, between dams ...| 1,000 C. W. Lamoreaux, Mayville ..........| Rock viver cece ee eee ee ee ee eeeeal 1,000 
Geo. Engel, Mayville ...................| Reek river scence eeecenvvasecees| 1,000 Il. Schwartzmueller, Mayville ........| Kekoskee lake sence eee cc ee eecaeel 1,000 KMugene Ziegler, Mayville .............. Rock river, above dam ........| 1,000 

| 22 ,000 

DOOR COUNTY— 
| Samuel Perry, Forestville ............. Ahnapee river ....... cece eee eee 2,000 George Schmitz, Forestville ........... Abnapee viver ..........cce eee, 2,0)0 I’rank Schlosser, Forestville .......... Ahnapee river erteeseseeeseeeed 2,00 

| 6,000 DOUGLAS COUNTY~ 
| Nebagamon Lbr. Co.,; Lake Nebag- | UMOTL oe cece eee eee cece cece eeeeeceseeeeees| Lake Nebagamon ...........06. 2,000 TTal. J. Hume, Lake Nebagamon .... Minnesung lake ................| 1,000 W.S. Carr, Lake Nebagamon ........| Lake Nebagamon ..............| 2,000 Chas. EH. Solberg, Brule ................| Hoodeaux Jake wo... ee. eee eee f 1,030 —«. J. A. Lansworth, Brule ................| Mueks lake see e cece ee eeeceeucee| 1,030 Carl IW. Carlson, Brule ................) Rush lake sete eee tere ee eeee ence 1,000 W. J. Conness, Brule ..................| Lake Rallons ............. cee eee 1,0% Oscar W. Laquist, Brule ...............| Sand lake srrtertessceereseceesea 1,000 

| 10,000 

DUNN COUNTY— | H. C. Ivenfeldt, Menomonie ..........| Lake Menomonie and Tribs... 1,000 I’. A. Vasey, Menomonie .............. Lake Menomonie .............. 1,000 Oscar Melbye, Menomonie .............| Lake Menomonie and Tribs... 1,000 .
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DUNN COUNTY—Continued. | 
H. W. Johnson, Menomonie ..........| Lake Menomonie and Tribs... 1,000 
Ole Kausrud, Menomonie ..............| Red Cedar river sererrritnesnd 1,000 
W. S. Swenson, Menomonie ..........; Red Cedar river ...........0.5. 1,000 

6,000 
EAU CLAIRE COUNTY— | 

I. Shoudy, Fairchild ...................| Several Tribs. of North Fork 
of Eau Claire river resets 3,000 

Chas. Stiding, Altoona .................| Altoona lak@e..............e eee 1,090 
Wm. Hawker, Altoona .................| Altoona lake reeset 1,000 
W. L.. Botsford, Altoona ..............' Altoona lake ...............06-. - 1,000 
L. A. McKinley, Altoona .............] Altoona lake ............ eee eee] 1,090 
J. Baumberger, Eau Claire ............| Eau Claire river ...........006.| 2,000 
J. Kopplin, Eau Claire ................{| Hau Claire river ............+..| 2,000 
W. J. Davis, Hau Claire ...............| Clear creek pond ..............| 2,000 . 
A. E. Ulrich, Hau Claire ..............| DelIS pond ..... cece ccc ee ee eee 1,000 
L. Kortseh, Hau Claire .................| Chippewa river ..........ceeeees 2,000 
John Brog, Mau Claire ..................| Mau Claire river .............6- 1,000 

: 16,000 
IRON COUNTY— . | 

A. Skud, Mercer ............ccceeeeeeee+| Mercer lake wo... cece eee cece eee: 2,090 

JACKSON COUNTY— | 
. Ira Bowman, Black River Falls ......} Black river .............ee eee eee| 2,000 

I’. W. Cole, Black River Falls ........| Black river and Tributaries .. 2,000 
J.C. Tallack, Black River Falls ......) Perry creek .................05- 1,030 
A. C. Fisher, Black River Falls ......] Black river ....................06[ 1,000 
M. N. Davidson, Merrillan ...........)] Trows pond ...............e eee 1,000 
J. C. Taggart, Merrillan ..............] Grist Mill pond ............... 1,000 | 
Ii. EH. Moore, Merrillan ................]| Mill pond riers 1,000 
J. H. Williams, Merrillan .............] TrowS Pond ......... cece eee wees 1,000 

10,000 

JEFFERSON COUNTY— 
Chas. Williams, Palmyra ............| Palmyra lake .................8.. 2,000 
Dell Buzzell, Palmyra ..................] Spring lake ............. eee eee 2,000 
Ir. G. Ewins, Palmyra ................| Upper Spring lake ............. 2,000 
Jos. Stoppembach, Jefferson ..........| Rock river .......... sce see e ee one 2,000 . 
B. C. Harris, Palmyra ................| Pleasant lake ............cceeee 2,000 
O. L. Roessler, Jefferson ..............| Rock river ..........c cece ee eee 2,000 
W. H. Weld, Fort Atkinson ..........] RoecK river .......... ccc cece eee 2,000 
I’, P. Mansfield, Lake Mills ..........| Rock lake .........c. cece eee eee 4,000 
idw. Schultz, Waterloo ...............| Maunesha river and pond .... 2,000 
A. H. Hartvig, Watertown ...........| Rock river oo... ccc cee eee ee eee 2,000 

| | 22,000 
JUNEAU COUNTY— 

S. E. Gleason, Camp Douglas ........| Big Lemonweir river ..........| 2,000 
C. J. Phillips, Camp Douglas ........| Lemonweir. river crecresressteesd 2,000 
G. M. Reed, Necedah ..................| Yellow river srereteseeeeseeesey 2,000 

| 6,099 
| KEWAUNEE COUNTY— | 

Felix Moraux, Luxemburg ............| Big Scarbora and Trudell Mill 
pond cgieusritinerisss sss 2,000 — 

Trudell Kalhofer, Luxemberg ........| Scarbora river ............00.- 2,000 
Ernest Bruemmer, Algoma ............| South Branch Ahnapee river.. 2,000 - 
Van J. Engle, Kewaunee ..............| Kewaunee river ...........ee eee 2,000 

. Jos. F. Valecka; Kewaunee ...........| Kewaunee river .......eceeeeeee 2,000 

. 10,000
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MANITOWOC COUNTY— | 
Chas. M. Krumm, Manitowoc ........| English lake ....................| 1,000 
M. Staehle, Manitowoc ................] Manitowoc river ...............| 1,000 
lid. Miller, Manitowoc .................{| Weirs lake ce 1,000 

. John Wegner, Manitowoc ..............| Glomsky lake .................. 1,000 
Peter Wagner, Cleveland ...............] Wagner pond Terteeeeeeeeseesced 2,000 

| 6,000 | 

MARATHON COUNTY— | 
Wm. A. Ranka ...... cece eee e eee eee | Lake Go-to-it wo... ccc eee eee 1,000 
Louis Tharson, Norrie .................| Mayflower lake ................! 1,000 
IX, H. Jewson, Norrie ..................| Mayflower lake cris) 1,000 
Paul Kubesk, Norrie ...................| Lake Go-to-it coc. ... cc cece ee eee 1,000 
H. H. Clausen, Norrie .................} Mayflower lake ................] 1,000 
R. Wojsich, Hatley .....................| Narrow lake pretties 2,000 
Anton Milanoski, Pike Lake ..........| Pike lake .............00........ 2,000 
Frank Koskey, Pike Lake ............] Pike lake ...................0.00e} 1,000 
Ole J. Haealdron, Galloway ..........] Forest lake .................000./ 2,000 
A. J. Torgerson, Galloway ............| Walsh lake and Galloway Mill | | 

PONG coeee eee eee ee eee eee 2,030 
Ir. R. Guenther, Knowlton ............| Eau Claire river ecnceeeeceeeee| 2,000 | 
V. J. Splaine, Wausau ................| Half-moon lake | 2,000 | 
I’. B. Fullmer, Schofield ..............] Eau Claire river ...............| 2,000 | 
J. KE. MeKahan, Wausau ..............| Eau Plaine river Lecce cece ereeee| 1,000 
A. J. Dern, Wausau ...................| Wisconsin river ................| 1,000 | 
Alex Fehl, Wausau .....................| Little Rib river ................| 1,000 | 
C. S. Curtis, Wausau ..................{ Little Rib river ................| 2,000 | 
John Fehl, Wausau .....................| Rib river oo... cle eee eee eee 2,000 

|—____. 
| 27 ,000 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY— | 
J. Axelson, Milwaukee .................] Wind lake woo... . cc cece eee eel 2,000 — 

| 

. | 

ONEIDA COUNTY— | 
MY. JODNSON 22... eee cece cece ee eeeeeeeeee| Mercer lake oe ccc cece ce eee ee eee] 2,000 
FL, FLAMSON 26... eee eee eee eee eee ee eeeeee} SQmirvel lake .......cc cee eee eee] 8,000 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff. ..............1 Minocqua lake critic 82,000 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff ..............| Tomahawk lake ................ 45 ,000 
AL WAVED ooo. ec eee ee cece eeeeeeeeeeeeeee} JOHNSON Jake ........0...0..00..] 3,000 
TI. Chapin .i..... ccc cece cece eee eeceeee} Clear lake Lecce cece tee eeeneeee| 10,000 
T. M. Bolger, Minocqua ...............| Baker lake | 5,000 
J. Bolger, Minocqua ....................} Bolger lake bebe cece ee eeeeeneece| 4,000 

|I----—- 
| 109 ,000 

OZAUKBRE COUNTY~— | . 
Peter Leder, Grafton ..................| Milwaukee river ................] 2,000 
W. J. Bichler, Belgium ................] Grahsee lake .......cccc cece eee 2,000 

| | ———- 
| 4,000 

PORTAGH COUNTY— | 
W. L. Selmer, Rosholt .................]) Three lakes .....cccccccccccceee 1,000 
Lewis Gutho, Rosholt .................| Three lakes ...............0e005. 1,000 
Wm. Plopper, Rosholt ..................| Lake Kiolbasso ccc ee cece ce enecel 1,000 
I. L. Rice, Rosholt .....................| Gutho lake | 1,000 
G. S. Gensen, Rosholt .................| Muddy lake ............0...0004.] 1,000 3 jo 

| 5,000
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PRICE COUNTY— 
J. BE. Feely, Fifield ................----| Pike and Round lakes ........| 2,000 

Patterson Bros., Fifield ................| Pereh TAK cece cece eee cece eeee el 1,000 

F. &. Burch, Fifield ..............-....-}| Bureh lake | 1,000 
|—__—— 

4,000 

RACINE COUNTY— 
Chas. Flett, Waterford ................| Fox river and Tributaries ...]I 2,090 

B. Lavin & Sons, Kansasville ........| Eagle lake Lecce eneeeeeeeneeecel 3,000 
J 

5 ,000 

RICHLAND COUNTY— 
| 

Tm Kk. Fries, Lone Rock ............-..-| Long lake Lecce cece ee ceeeerteeveel 2,000 

Jt. W. Haskell. Lone Rock ............| Lake La Belle Lec eeenececeseeeeel 2.000 

Geo. J.. Carswell, Lone Rock ..........| Mill | 0X0) 00 | 2,000 

T. B. Coffland, Richland Center ......{| Bowen’s Mill nond Levee e cece 2.000 

R. L. Thurber, Richland Center ......| Mill pond on Pine river eseeel 2,000 
|——-—_--— 

| 10,000 : 

ST, CROTX COUNTY— 
| 

tT. GC. Rvan, Roberts ............--.+.+.-| Twin lakes | 1.000 

Rohert Douglas, Roberts ..............| Twin lakes ............. 0... 2,000 
Mike Steckmeyer, Roberts ............. Dry Dam lake ................../ 1,000 oo 

| 4,000 

SAUK COUNTY— | 

ST. Hood, Baraboo .....c.cceeeeeeeeee| Devils lake .......cceeeeeeeeeeee 2,000 

'\. D. Dorsett. Baraboo ...........06e--| Devils lake 1.00.0... cece eee eel 2,000 
E.G. Marriott, Baraboo ............-.| Devils lake | 2,000 
A. (Ct. Buckley. Baraboo ...-....eeeeees Mirror TAKG woe cece ee eee eee 2,000 

FI. M. Acott, Baraboo ........ceeee scene Mirror lake eee ceueeccceesseeeeel 2,000 

Asear Cust, Barnboo ........ ee eeee eee Mirror Wake woo cece ccc eee eel 2.000 

WwW. O| Hackett. North Freedom ......| Mirror lake bees eevee eee onsen eeel 2.000 
R. TD. Sherwood, Spring Green ....... Wisconsin TIVELY wo. cece cece eee eel 2,000 

F. B. Simpson, Spring Green ........ Wisconsin river Senreeeetenseg 1,000 

17 ,000 

TAYT.OR COUNTY— | 

NV. HW. Martens, Medford ..........005. Richter lake .......... cee eee eee 7 8.09 
Herman Richter, Medford ec ccettenes Richter lake cece ee eceeccenceeceal 9 

~. X. Tinranardt, Medford ............} Bahn’s lake .................0e 1,000 
WS Sehwenne. Medford ..........+-. Sackett’s lake ............... 008! 1,000 
oo. Woward. Medford ...............| Wake Esidore ..................1 1,090 
™ TD. Simerson. Medford ............-- Lake Psidore ...............046! 1,009 

Martin Thorn. Medford .......-...-.-+-| Nigger lake .............. eee eee 1,090 

Mark Ehle, Medford ...............0....] Sackets lake ........... cee ees 1,000 
. je 

| 10,000 

TREMPRALEAU COUNTY— | 

YO. TT, Githert, Blair co... cee eee ee eee Trempealeau river ............/ 2.000 

Ton. Duxbury, Blair .............---.-| Lrempealeau river Leceeeeeeeeel 1,000 . 

Mom Johnson, Rain oo... cece eee eee eens Trempealeau river ............! 1.099 , 

Tm . Cilhert. Blair .........:seseeeeee.] Trempealeau river ............! 1,009 

TT, Gohaefer, Indenendence ............] Mdependence mill yond Lee eae! TAM 

Myoch Jelen, Indenendence ............| Mlk creek mill pond Len eeeeeeeel 7 ang 

Miltan Zimmer. Independence ........{ Independence mill nond eee! TAY 

Taenh Jackson, Indenendence ..........| Tndependence mill pond beeeee! axa 

Oo PR. Miller, Arcadia ...........00005.., Erempealeau river ...........4! 2,009 
FR. Paine, Arcadin oo... cece cece eee ee Hlalf-moon Jake ................] 2.090 

@. O. Tinderman, Osseo ..............} Summer Mill pond ............! 1,00 
Tohn Crow, Osseo ......seeceeeeeeeeeeee| Beef river seen eeeceeeeeeceen eee! 1,000 
A. G. Cox, Osseo ........se-eeeeeeee+., SOUTH Branch Beef river veeeel 1,000 

Jas. McIntyre, Osseo ..........2+---+- Beef river sec ccccececcetascceeee| 1,000
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TREMPEALEAU COUNTY—Continued. | 
W. S. Gilpin, Osseo ....................] South Branch Beef river .....| 1,000 
A. H. Brandon. Osseo .................{| Liderman’s pond ..............| 1,000 
N. I. Gilbert, Eleva ....................] Mill pond settee eee eeeeeesecesces} 2,000 

| 22,000 
VERNON COUNTY— ue 
Clark Brokaw, Rockton ................| Kickapoo river ................. 2,000 

VILAS COUNTY— 
Wy. A. Fiverett. Eagle River ............| Island, Gordon and Meta lakes 10,009 Jesse Coon, Woodruff ..................) Trout lake ................:..... 10,000 
John Mann, Woodruff ..................| Trout lake sete eee e cece eee en cence] 6,000 
A. Doolittle, Woodruff .................] Trout lake wee e eee eet e eee cea] 8,000 
A. B. Dick, Woodruff ..................| Crooked lake ..........0...00...1 8,000 
Gus. Anderson, Woodruff .............} Star lake ......... 00. cccc ceed 3.000 
D. A. Kahn, Woodruff ................} Brandy lake ....................] 3,000 
Mr. Backus, Saynor ....................] Sand lake ......... 5,000 Ed. Wallace, Woodruff ................] Star lake 0.0... 5 ,000 
Christ Oleson, Woodruff ...............]| Little Muskellunge lake eneee| 3,000 Yawkey Bissell Lbr. Co., Arbor Vitae] Arbor Vitae lake ee 10,090 

| 71,000 
WALWORTH COUNTY— | 
W. A. Sharp, Elkhorn .................{ Lauderdale lakes .............,] 4,000 W..B. V. Hollowav, Elkhorn ........| Holden’s lake ..................0 2,000 W. T. Sherman, Elkhorn ..............; North lake Steen eee ew eee tee ec cen| 2,000 
John O. Anderson, Delavan ...........| Turtle lake .....................] 2,000 Chas. A. Sage, Delavan ................} Delavan lake .................... 4,000 Brownell Bulklev, Whitewater ........| Lauderdale lakes ..............] 4,000 A. M. Hanson, Whitewater ............} Whitewater lake ...............] 2,000 

| 20,000 
WASHINGTON COUNTY— . 
John Rosenheimer, Schleisingerville ..| Big Cedar lake ................. 2,000 
Win. Shinners, Hartford ..............{ Pike lake ..............c00..00... 2,000 
Pottowatomie Club, North Milwaukee.| Pike lake rertrraseeeeeseeeceesea| 1,000 

5,000 
WAUKESHA COUNTY— . 
John C. Schuette, Muskego ............] Little Muskego lake pitesssse] 2,000 
J. B. Whittacker, Menomonie Falls..| Lake Five irtetettenseseescscg 2,000 

. | 4,000 
WAUPACA COUNTY— . 
Arthur Lindsay, Manawa ............. Little Wolf river .............. 2,000 
John Rasmussen, Ogdensburg .........| Mill pond ...........e ccc eel 2,000 
C. H. Anderson, Scandinavia ........}| Silver lake wee e cence eeeereececcce| 8,000 
A. Biedermann, Iola ...................| Hatch lake ..................0...| 2,000 
J. E. Phillips, Iola ......................| Graham lake cece cece cece eee see! 2,000 

! - 11,000 
WOOD COUNTY— 

Ii. S. Renne, Grand Rapids ...........| Wisconsin river cece ececeseeel 1,000 | W. J. Dickson, Grand Rapids ........| Wisconsin river ................ 1,000 , John H. Daly, Grand Rapids .........) Wing lake ...................... 1,000 

3,000 | 

Total black bass fry planted, 1908.| ...........ccceceecsesecseeeeeeeees? 581,000 
a J
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a 

Distribution of Fash. 
ee 

. BLACK BASS FINGERLINGS PLANTED, 1908. 

No. of 
Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. Fish. 

| | 
| ' | 

COLUMBIA COUNTY— _ | 
J. Frank Collins, Lodi .................| Fish lake ............. cc cece eee 800 
Horace Willis, Lodi ..............+-ee06| Crystal lake ..........eee eee eee 800 
BE. A. Gowran, Portage ..........-.-62-| Silver lake ...... cece cece eee eee 4,000 

| | 5,600 

DANE COUNTY— 
Arthur Svkes, Madison ................| Lake Mendota ...............00. 5,200 

. Jas. Nevin, Madison .............+.++-+-| Lake Mendota ...............45. 10,000 
Arthur Sykes, Madison ................| Monona and Wingra lakes ... 10,000 

| |-__—_—_— 
| 25,200 

| | 
DODGE COUNTY— 

J. G. Smith, Theresa ..................| Trib. to Rock river ........... 800 . 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY— . | | 

P. G. Van Blarcom, Fond du Lac ....| Forest lake .....................] 800 | 
W. W. Quick, Fond du Lac ..........| Lake De Neveu .................] 400 | 
EB. A. Galloway, Fond du Lac ........}| Lake De Neveu ................. 400 
Wm. Wedde, Campbellsport ..........) Lake Wifteen ....................]- 400 
P. A. Hoffman, Campbellsport ........| Spring lake ............... ss. eee! 400 
B. H. Rosenheimer, Kewaskum ......| Mill pond rerteeeesaceeecesseceeel 800 

. | 3,200 
| 

IOWA COUNTY— ; . 
' Calvert Spensley, Mineral Point ......| Pecatonica river ............... 12,000 

' ; 

T 
y 

KENOSHA COUNTY— | 

A. H. Bottleny, Bristol ................] Lake George ...............004.| 1,600 
Wm. Kline, Twin Lakes .............., Twin lakes ............. cee eee 2,000 
Wm. Luke, Wheatland ................| Lily lake .........ccceceee eee eee! 800 
Geo. Mutter, Silver Lake ..............{ Silver lake ......... cc cece eee eee! 800 

. IF. H. Schenning, Silver Lake ........| Silver lake critica 1,690 
Cc. W. Lictenberg, Camp Lake ........) Camp lake ......... cc cece cece ees 800 | 

| | | 7,600 

MONROE COUNTY— . | 
mil Friske, Wilton .........cceeeeeeeee| Mill DOM ...... cece eee e eee ee 800 

~ Chas. Todd, Wilton ............+..6-...| West Branch of Slaten creek. 800 
O. F. Angle, Sparta .........e..0e.66,| Walworth pond .............66. 800 

. Fred Brandt, Sparta ...................| Perch lake en 800 
H. W. Barker, Sparta .................| La Crosse river .............ee. 800 

| | 4,000 

ONEIDA COUNTY— | | 
Jas. Nevin, Madison .........+.-++++--06, Minocqua lake ven 5,400 

| OZAUKEE COUNTY— | | | 
John Weber, Cedarburg ..........seeee.) Milwaukee river ..............-{ 11,000 

| | |
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Distribution of Fish. | 

BLACK BASS FINGERLINGS PLANTED, 1908—Continued. 

OO 

; | No. of 
Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. ! Fish. 

$e 

: 

RACINE COUNTY— | 
Cc. S. Douglas, Fontana ................| Geneva lake .......... cece ee eee 3,200 
A. H. Barnes, Racine ..................| Root river Corie 1,600 
A. H. Barnes, Racine ............-.60.-] Root river ........ cece eee eee 11,000 

| 15,800 | 

ROCK COUNTY— , | | 

Peter Drafahl, Afton ...................| Bass creek pretenses) 1,200 
L. KE. Cunningham, Beloit ............} Rock river ............. cee eae 1,200 | 
Cc. L. Valentine, Janesville ............{ Rock river erreereeeseeseeeceeal 10,500 

| | | 12,900 

VERNON COUNTY— | 
| Elias Fox, Hillsboro ....................{ Mill pond .......... eee 400 

R. Hammer, Hillsboro .................| Hillsboro Mill pond ...........] 400 
Cc. T. Knappman, Hillsboro ...........| Holefeldt lake ..................] 400 
John Hainstick, Hillsboro .............| South Fork of Baraboo river.| 400 
Gus Kolb, Hillsboro ....................| West Fork of Baraboo river. . 400 

| 2,400 

WALWORTH COUNTY— | 
Aug. Rothe, Genoa Junction ..........| Powers lake ..................../ 2,000 
Sage & Co., Delavan ....................| Delavan lake ...................] 12,000 

| 14,000 

WASHINGTON COUNTY— ; 
B. Brentzman, Milwaukee .............| Lake WIV wie cece eee eee eens 800 
Jacob Cramer, Milwaukee .............] Lake Wive ................. seen. 800 
A. Barnes, Barton ...............++.-++-, Mill dam on East Branch of 

Milwaukee river .......:..... 400 
Jas. A. Wireher, Barton ...............| Drieken lake ...................] 400 
Paul Hedeburg, West Bend ...........| Hedeburg lake .................] 400 
John Harlmus, West Bend ............| Harlmus lake cori 400 
Micunel Hacker, West Bend ..........] Cedar lake we... cece cece eee 400 

. | | 3,600 

WAUKESHA COUNTY— I. 
A. J. Coats, Mukwonago ..............] Spring lake ...........ceee eee ee! 800 
Sidney Lean, Dousman ................| Silver lake ............. cc eee eee 1,660 
Foster Phelps, Waukesha .............] Pewaukee lake .................] 3,207 
A. Gallagher, Delafield .................| Upper Nemahbin and Naga-| 

wicka lakes ........... ccc eee ee 12,450 
Foster Phelps, Waukesha .............| Pewaukee lake .................| 3,750 
Wm. Kunz, Delafield ................-..| Golden lake ......... cece eee eee 1,500 
John Peterson, Delafield ..............| Petersons, lake pirriteteressed 1,000 
Tom Atkins, Waukesha ..... cc cece cece | ccc cece cece ee ee eee ence scenes eceeeee 1,000 / 
Dr. L. A. Meyers, Oconomowoc ......{| Oconomowoe and La _ Belle 

TAKES Loc cee cece eee eee eee e eel 8,000 
Geo. Savoy, Pewaukee ................+-| Pewaukee lake ereseseeeeeeeed 11,000 

. | 44,300 

WAUPACA COUNTY— . | 
Edw. E. Browne, Waupaca ...........| Chain of lakes ..................| 10,000
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Distribution of Fash, | 

| BLACK BASS FINGERLINGS PLANTED, 1908—Continued. | 

| ; 
| No. of 

Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. | Tfish. 

a . 
| 

WAUSHARA COUNTY— | 
Chas. Russell, Madison ...............-| Silver and Crystal lakes .....| 2,000 

| 
WINNEBAGO COUNTY— | 
Joon Manag, Oshkosh .................. | Lake Winnebago ...............| 9,000 

: | 
WwooD COUNTY— Y 

Geo. N. Wood, Grand Rapids ........{| Wisconsin river ................| 10 ,090 
_—— 

Total black bass fingerlings planted,]1908 ........... eee e cece ee ee ee esos} 198,800 
| 

ee bo 
a ete a tien td 

: LAKE TROUT FRY PLANTED, 1908. 

No. of 
Where: Planted. Fish. 

pe | ene ee 

In Lake Michizan out from Sheboygan .....c ccc ecee cece eee e ee eeceereeceeeee? 140,070 yO 
In Lake Michigan out from Marinette ........0Te cece cece ene e ete eereeteeeeece? 175,000 . | 
In Lake Michigan out from Port Washington Heresies 525,070 
In Lake Michigan out from Sturgeon Bay... ccc ccc cece eee eens 455,000 
In Lake Michigan out.from Racine ....cc cece cece cece tees seeeetceseeeee| 700,000 
In Lake Michigan out from Manitow0C .......c cece cece e eee ee eeeceeeeceees| 709,000 
In,Lake Michigan out from Algoma. ...... eee eee eee ee eee eee eeteeenceeee| 175,000 
In Green Bay out from Sturgeon Bay cece eeceveeteeeeeereveesvnreceesssesee, 822,500 
In Take Winnebars, Winnebago County 2.0.0... ccc cee cee eee eee eee! 52,500 
In Fence Lake, Vilas County ...ccccccc cece cece cece eect et erestsetesteesaseea? 800,000 
In Clear Lake, Oneida County 1.0.00... cc ccc eee teen e eee er eeeettneeee ees] 800,000 

. In Pelican Lake, Oneida County ......c cc cece cece cece cence eteereetescesees| — 800,000 . 
In Court Oreilles lake, Sawyer COUNLY ......c cece liee eee eeeeeeenerseserenses| 800,000 
In Gordon lake, Ashland county .......6- cece cece eee e eset eee eteetestcreceses| 800,050 
In Pine lake, Chippewa county .....cccce ccc cere e settee cere tees eeeeceeeel 800.009 
In St. Croix lake, Douglas COUNTY ...... ccc ccc cee eter e lee e eee te ener eee! 75,000 
In Svringstedt, French and Boot lakes, Iron county ...................| 223,000 
In Big lake, Iron County .......cccc cece cece reer cette teen eres eteeeeeteseeecene| 75,000 
In Long lake, Vilas County oo... cece cece eee e eee betes eteettreeeessteeceesea? 809,060 
In Pike lake, Bayfield County ........cccece cee c eee cence eee ee eben eeeeereceral 75 090 
Chequamegon Bay, Take Superior .........cc cece cree eee eee e een sescesececn a] 4,270,000 
In Lake Superior, off Presque [sland ........c cece eee e cence eee ee eee en ee! 889,000 
In Lake Superior, off Raspberry Island .........cc cece eee e erect eeeeeereces| — 450,000 . 
In Lake Superior, off Sand Island Sortenterncersistiserniserissrsnssrssss | 450 ,0°O 
In Lake Superior, off York Island sreneneennecseseceseeeesseesesee segs cree 500,000 

Total lake trout fry planted, 1908 ....... cece cece cece ee eee eee teen ence 12,345,000 

| I—F. | |
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Distribution of Lash. 

WHITEFISH FRY PLANTED, 1908. 

— ? — ee ! — 

| No. of 
. Where Planted. | Fish. 

, | 
In Lake M'chigan out from Sheboygan ....... 0... ccc ccc eee eee e essence? 1,820,000 
In Lake Michizan out from Manitowoc ........... 0. cece ccc ee nese encveeeeel 2,200 00 
In Lake Michizan out from Port Washington ............ 0c... cece ee ee cess] 3,300,000 
Jn Lake Michigan out from Marinette .:.......... cece cece eee ee ee eeeeee| 1,100,600 
In Lake Michigan out from Oconto wo... ccc eee eee eet eeeeee se] 3,200,000 
in Green Bay out from Sturgeon Bay ....... cece ee ee ee eee! 2,090,070 | — 

Total whitefish fry planted, 1903 2.0 ccc cece eee eee eee 12,219,009 

: ee 
oes Sec 0 - . . 

MUSKELLUNGE FRY PLANTED, 1808. . 

) SS LT TT : 

| No. of 
Name and Post Office of Applicant. Where Planted. | Fish. 

eS I 

ONEIDA COUNTY— | | 
Robert Ripple, Woodruff ..............| Minocqua lake vy 226 ,000 

VILAS COUNTY— - | 
, Robert Ripple, Woodruff ..............| Little Arbor Vitae lake sere 226,030 

Total muskellunge fry planted, 1908] ....... 0... cece cee ee eee sreteereeg 452,000 | 
| 

: | 

. 
. MISCELLANEOUS DISTRIBUTION, 1908. - 

 —————————————— ; 

| No. 

a 
. | . 

Trout and Gold-fish furnished fairs, fountains and aqauariums........] ~ . 489 
Mature rainbow trout, male fish, planted in Nine-spring creek, Dane! 

Planted in Nemacogin river at Cable, Bavfield county, grayling frv.| 50,020 
Furnished Nebraska Fish Commission in exchange for gold fish,! 
eyed Inke trout C2ES Lo... ccc cece cece cece eee eee e eet ee este eseresseerereesl 194,00 

Planted in Clear Lake, Oneida county, steel-head trout fry ..........] 50 ,000 
‘Planted in Minocqua and Tomahawk lakes, Oneida county, pickerel! : 

Planted in Lake Mendota. Dane County, impregnated pickerel eggs] 
collected from the Catfish river ........ cc cece cece e eee eect cet eeeeeresees! 5,580,000 

Planted in Mississippi river and contiguous waters commercial] and| 
enme fishes of various Kinds, estimated ........ cc ccc ccc ce ee eee eee: 1 0*4 079 

| = —— 
VOCAL cocce cece cece cece cree erence eesecteetstcenseeccestevescesvetesenereee! 7,105,769  ” 

t
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Distribution of ish, | 

SUMMARY OF OUTPUT OF HATCHERIES AND STATIONS, 1908. 

. | | MADISON HATCHERY. | | 
Brook trout, advanced fry eect eee eee e eerste eteeseeseeeeee! *1,040,000! 
Rainbow trout, advanced fry eee eee eee ee eee eee eee en cree a? *1,294,590] 
Mature rainbow trout | 1,330] 
Gold fish and trout furnished aquariums Petter e! Ma 

{_——_____ 
Total output, Madison hatehery Preeetersseeeressceccal scene nene aaa, 2,325,974 

BAYFIELD HATCHERY. | . | 
| Brook trout, advanced fry Dee eee cnet cece eet e cece cneeeeece? *1,455, 500 Rainbow trout, advanced fry Seen cence eee e eee e eee c eee] *919 0004 Lake trout fry One eee ee ee eee eee e eee eee e tee ec eee iensseeess} 8,600,000! Grayling fry | 50,009] Lake trout eggs furnished Nebraska Fish Commission in| | : exchange a rr | 100 ,000| Furnished fairs, fountains, aquariums, trout of various} | . ages ree rrsensenreeeesse cesses cece ceeragecey 205] . 

. Total output, Bayfield hatchery rtreeeseee ess eesccrecealaeeeceee cea 11,124,795 

OSHKOSH HATCHERY. . | | 

Lake trout fry lobes eeeeeeeuetee dete btebi bee bebbeccpe | 3,745,000) 
Whitefish frv 12003 C11) 
Wall-eyed pike fry errr eseeeence sce e eee ese sacad 27,500,000! 

Total output, Oshkosh hatchery pers eesseseiaceeseeeceeg 43,435,099 
| 

| | ~ 
MINOCQUA HATCHERY. | | 

Wall-eved pike fry eee eee etter cece teen e terete eeeeeeeel 59,625,000! Black bass re 822 ,0001 
Muskellunge fry | 452,000! ; Pickerel fry Nr 320,000] Steel-head trout fry op rererenereresereeeneeescecscccccccaaceal 59,000 

Total output, Minocqua hatehery Prete ese senses ees ee alee eee cecal 60,769,009 

DELAFIELD HATCHERY. | | | 
Wall-eved pike fry... ccc clicceceseecceeeeseneees ener eee] 24,950,000] . Black bass fry PD ee eee eee e eee teeter eee e eet ne enna eel 259,0001 Black bass fingerlings ve orrneeereeeeseeeceeneeccececccccacad 64,000| 

Total, output, Delafield hatchery sree dieeesc 24,273,900 

oo FROM MISSISSIPPI RIVER SLOUGHS. | | 

Black bass fingerlings 0.0... ccc cccececeesecceeeceseecccecec ced 133,990] ~ Other kinds, estimated ..............cccceceeceee. prrseceeesene| 2,054,000) 

Total optput, from Mississippi river Pitter eect esdee eee eee eee] 1,187,930 

. FROM CAT-FISH RIVER. | | 

Pickerel, impregnated eggs Dr orrrerseeeeeeeeeereneseseeeestatcececeaecad 5,520,020 

- Total output, from all sources Slicers 149,676,569 

—ewesSssSsSsSSSSSSS89(0. EE ee 

* Includes fry retained at hatchery.



SUMMARY OF FISH PLANTED BY WISCONSIN FISH COMMISSION SINCE ESTABLISHMENT. S 

a a 

; Aw Wall- ; | ratte | MG 
y Brook Rainbow White- Lake . Black White | Muskel- jp. 4... | Yellow | Miscel- 

ven trout. | trout. suimen Carp. fish. | trout. | even bass. bass. | lunge. eee’ Perch. | isco) Total. 

a 

| | a 1877.. 179.000 |............ 67.500 |........--| 6,295,000 | 1,676,000 |... elec eee b eet ee cee eee nee lene tees lee eee eee e lene e ee ne es 8. 217,500 =I 

1878.. 93.000 |.........--- 77,800 |.........-| 8,850,000 | 2,980,000 |... eee cece lee eee lec eeee ee fee e ee cet later tee lee ee ee eees 12.800, 000 ~ 

4880.. 930.250 |... . 0. cc cleccccccccclecceceeeee} 3,800,000 | 3.600.000 [ooo ccc ccc elec ccc cee lee e ce eee leer cet eeelecee rt eeeeleeerereteeleseeeeecce| 10,330, 250 3 

1882.. 828.590 |... eee eee fee e eee eee leeeeeeeee| 6,000, 000 I one onions ieee che nie eae 6. 828, 590 2 

1883..| 1,330,000 |.........-.-/.... ee eee ele ee eee eee} 16,000,000 |... 2.22 .2-- | 8,000,000 [oe ee lee cee eee tere fee ee ee eee een een e ef en ene e ees 25, 330, 000 7 

1884..| 2,005,000 95,000 |.......... 1253 | 17,000.000 |............! 9.700, 000 Liceceveeslseseseceeeleceneneees voce cceccclecccccetee{eeeseeeees| 28,800, 253 4 

1885..| 1,510,000 600,000 |.......... W6.765 |... cee. eee lee e eee eee eee] 14,500, 000 Cp scp eS 16. 616, 765 & = 

1886...) 2,275,000 630,000 |.......... 556 | 33,210,000 )............| 3,450,000 |.......... CIEE oso 39,571,536 —. = 

1887..{ 2.900.000 | 1.345.000 |..........) 117,165 | 31,500. 000 500.000 | 8,800,000 jo... eee le eee ee eee ele eee ee eens bee ceeeeelecceeeuas vecceecese| 45,092,165 a . 

1888..| 2.285.000 | 1.590.000 |..........| 125,512 | 18,000!1000 700,000 | 4,450,000 |i... cc cece lee ccce cee cece cece ele cee ee eeeeleeeeeeeeeelevesceeees| 27,050, 012 a OQ 

1889..} 2,190.000 | 2,615,000 |.......... 5,230 | 30,0001000 | 5,850,000 | 14,050,000 |..........).... 2 eee seutitites seceeeees|reresetess weveeceeee| 04,710, 230 oS Y 

1890..!| 3.320.000 | 3,460,000 |..........| 135,591 | 27.600, 000 |*27,472,500 | 14,680,000 |...... 06. eee eee eee etree lee ee eee eee et cece e een e en eees 76,568, O91 = = 

1891..| 2,620,000 | 2,415,000 |.......... 19.855 | 35,000,000 | *1,536,000 | 6.000,000 |..........|5, 200, 000 veccceuetelencetaeess ve ceececcclereeveecse| 02,780, 855 neal 2 

1892..| 3.245.000 | 3,340,000 |.......... iS, 700 | 14,000,000 |*10,704,000 | 131575,000 |...... 2.2. e cee ee eee fee eee ee eect ete e ee lees eer eeeefetereceece| 44,872, 700 9 om \ 

18938..| 1.635.000 | 1,675,000 |.......... 5,050 | 35,000,000 |*14, 249.000 | 5,500,000 H29,.000 |e cece cece lec ec cee cee lec cece eee lececsetetelereereeeee| 98.096, 050 = oh ; 

1894..; 3.785.000 | 2,605,000 |.......... 18,125 | 33,000,009 |*10.777,000 | 9.600, 000 173. 000 $4,900 |oo cc eee lace ee cee ce eeecescuselecseevees| 59,853, 085 Oo | re 

1895..| 2.556.000 | 1,470,000 |.......... 18,525 | 15.000.000 |*2211100,000 | 23.100.000 | 11116, 500 $2,345 |.......... ote ee 64, 275. 670 , Y 

1896..| 3,110,000 | 1,611,000 |..........)..........} 27,500,000 [122,710,000 | 25,250,000 | 1158,.635 | $13,500 |.... 2... e lee eee fee ee cee ee fence eee 69. 120, 089 4 

1897..| 1.949.000 | 1,241,000 |........../..........] 18,000,000 |*i0,010,000 | 23,300, 000 14, 500 $9,115 |1,100.000 |....... 22.) oo eee fee eee ee eee] 30,613.615 > = 

1898..| 1.952.500 | 1,180,000 |........../.........| 3,000,000 | 7,362,000 | 53,980,000 | 11112,200 | $23,420 1.0... ee elec eee fe eee eee ee fee eee eee 67, 760,120 c," oh 

1899..| 2.238.000 | 1,095,500 |..........[ 0... ee ee ee lee ee ee eee eee] 16,848,000 | 60,190. 000 68,665 | $15,100 |... eee ee cele eee eee eee | 80, 405, 759 = ~ 

1900..} 2,393,000 | 1,653,000 |..........|.0... cc eee bee ee seca eee+| 30, 797.500 | 69,850,000 ]........-.)....-.-2--1 100.000 |7,090, 000 [2.2.02 . ee fee eee eee 111,793, 500 ° Y 

1901..| 1.866.500 | 1,068,500 |..........|........../ 34,450,000 | 19,980,000 | 78, 200.000 | li44,270 |........-.) 472.500 |*5840,000 |...... 0.22). ee eee eee 142, 921.770 7 

1902...) 2,569,000 | 1,299,000 |..........]..........| 66,820,000 | 17,877,000 | 37,325. 000 110,200 |.......... 80,000 |... cee cee eee e ee ce celeeeceecees| 126,150, 200 ko 

1903... 1.512.500 | 1,050,000 |........../..........| 37,500,000 | 16,168,000 | 46,170.000 | 11318,000 |........-.] 100,000 |*2080.000 |.......... 200.125 | 105,089, 625 iH 

1904..] 2.090,000 | 2,283,750 |..........)....2+.6--| 20,375,000 | 20,462,000 | 37,825,000 | #549,900 |.......... 50,000 |........02.)..0.-2222-} 100,200 | 83,737,850 a 

1905..| 2.937.000 | 1,362,000 |..........|........--.-] 15, 278.000 | 18,803,000 | 76,800, 000 £341,300 |111,463.000) 50,000 |..........} 723,880 | 252.700 | 118.010, 980 rH 

1906..| 2,442,500 | 1,673,000 |..........|..........| 53,780,000 | 16,107,500 | 79,140,000 | #940, 550 13,500 | 800,000 |*5180, 000 118. 000 23,575 | 160,409, 125 4 

1907. .|**1,980,000 | 1.558,500 |..........].......+--| 27,025,000 | 19,724,000 | 44,900,000 | #409,500 | . 1,250 | 420,000 2870. 000 vececeses-| 146,026 | 99,034,276 x 

1908... |**2, 272,000 |. 2,098,500 |..........).......---| 12,210,000 | 12,345,000 |112, 075, 000 £779,800 |..........| 1452, 000 [> 850, 000 weeeeese sth, 205, 769 | 149,338. 069 oI 

*Impreenated eggs. t eggs and fry.tfry and fingerlings, §adult fish, || fingerlings, ** advanced fry. . 
Note—Fish planted in fry stage unless otherwise indicated, 

BS Ce  .........._.......____ eee ee
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Un
 

Distribution of Fish. | 

DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND EGGS FOR WISCONSIN WATERS 

BY THE BUREAU OF FISHERIES DURING FISCAL YEAR 

ENDING JUNE 380, 1907. ; 

a ee 
rs rn a 

| | Finver- 
| | | lings, 

Locality. Disposition. Bees. | Fry. | yearlings | 

| | and . 
| | adults. 

OT 
CATFISH | | | 

Lia Crosse ....se-eee| Mississippi river socrescrsseeses}ecenerener reese] 100 ,099 

Mauston ...cecceceee| Bush creek seneeseerececnarnenes/seeeeee geese e4 300 

TOtAL cecccvccee} trersteres? a 100,300 

WHITEFISH | | | 

Aminiecon river .....| Lake Superior cceveccuccesecevesfecseceseee| 2,400 ,000|. 000.0000 00. oo 

Oshkosh ....ececeeeee| Wis. Fish Commisssion v1 112940005000) ssseceesieeseeeeree . 

STEELHEAD TROUT | | | 

Gordon .....seeeeeeege dese cue nsueaecetpertetetertereesuca| 20,000) reecereeierssrsecress | 

| 
. RAINBOW TROUT | | | 

Alma Center ........| Cisney ereek doce enenavavavsenteeleceeseceeefeceereeene| 1,000 

AVCACIO ..sececevesee| Bishop CLOCK ceccec cece cccvcceccefeseceeeeeleseceueees 7,500 

Eagles Valley creek IIE 6,000 

Gilman creek Sennen nec eas 2,000 

j Haines creek Soneeke CIEE creeceres| 2,000 

Holeomb Coulee Creek ...cc cece fe cece ee eee leeeererens 6,000 

Hunters creek docccccecnctsntcec[eccucsceee[seneuceeead 6,000 ) 

Kried Valley creek. porceseee re] 2,000 | 

Lewis Valley creek ci cecaccaccalececceceee[eesenceeney 3,000 , 

. Long creek ee ccccccecvecccevcces[esceseesee[sseereeees 6,000 | 

Montana Creek coc. ceece cece cece else ener neeleceeeenees 6,000 

Rocky Run ececeeccceececsccsesfececsecsee|tcereeeees 6,000 

Sandy creek dcececcccuceccecscecs[sccteeeceleesereeeee! 6,000 , 

Willow creek eoreectnecreneress erat sec ee eee 1,500 

AUISUSTA .ccecesecceee Bridge creek 2c... cece eee eee ees eceeeeeeeleceeeeceee! 1,500 

Blair .ccceceeeceeeeee| Lennison CLOCK co cccecceccecencelececcecanclseeuvenene| 6,000 

Vosse Coulee creek eesesessansfesterierealeecsstrd 6 ,000 

Edmund ............| furnis Hollow Creek vice cce ccc ele cece eee e [eee eeenees 1,500 

Galesville .......+6.., Corrigan dc ccceuceccnctncecceceece[seeseeree[enseeeeeee| 20,080 

McCooleyS Creek wo... cece eee selene eee eeefee eee enees 20,000 

Silver Creek voc ccec cece eee e cece cele eee n tence leeeee en eee 15,000 

South branch of Beaver creek].......... Leceeeeacel 4,060 

- Independence .......| Ammundson CLOCK ccccceccceccbecsecceecefeseeeuneea| 5,009 

Borst Valley creek pocuegemeag|rtetretilecsscsess 7,590 

Branch of Chimney Rock creek]........6e[eeree creed | 5,000 

Menomonie .........| Kings creek scene ceusucncncucucelesencecsealeeseveceee| 6,000 

Lambs Creek wo. cece cece ee eee teen ee enone eecerese| 9,600 

Silver Creek .eccceccceccccceeccee[ecececeeseleeecneuens 9,600 

Wilson Creek 2... cc cece eee eee vecenccccelesncescees| 12.040 

Prentice ............| Jump river cccccucucucsecncecacealecseseecee[sceeeeeeeay 8,060 

Solon Springs ......| Long lake Coenen eee eT Lace ence 5,00 

Sparta .............+-| Bailey creek ne ccnucccanclecceeeceeelenece quel 1,622 

_ Bailey creek cecritrerrrssesesbiccereerea[eerirrses] _ 1,682 

Beaver Creek .icccceeee cee cecc eee l eee eeeeeeeleeeeeeeens 1,632 

LOON CLOCK vecccccceccccceevecece{eceeeeseeeleeneeeeeea| 1,682 

Lyons creek occa ececcceececsvct[sceeeesveelessveeeeee 1,632 

Marr CECCK c.cccceecceceecceccete[eeeceesneleneceneens 1,€32
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PLANTS MADE BY U.S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

| | a 
| | Finger- 

| | | lings, Locality. Disposition. | Kegs. | Fry. | yearlings 
| | | and 

| adults. 

| | | | | 
RAINBOW TROUT—Con. | | | | 

Trempealeau county! Fox ereek beetetetstectererteererdorseeseed 1,000 West Salem ......../ Bells Coulee creek sete ee cee fece eee ee cele ee eee aes] 1,000 Browns creek Settee eee eect le cece eee e lace eee ee el 1,000 Browns Valley creek eee tee le cece eee leee ence eal 1,200 . fleming creeek tee eee tee eee leee eee eee lee eee eee! 1,500 Troman creek Piette cece eee ele cece eee lace e eee ee] 1 300 Whitehall ...........1 Barlow Valley creek it ece eee elec eee eb! 6,000 Beaver creek eee nee cece ete elece eet e eee le cee neces] 6,000 Hay creek tt te ees eect ete e eee e elec ete eeeeeleee eee ca| 6,000 | North branch of Dik creek tecleceecee eee feeee cece] 6,000 South branch of Elk creek pre occeeeeeel 6,000 

ee ee 277 ,660 

ye LANDLOCKED SALMON | | | 
. | 

Woodruff ............] Wis. Fish Commission ........| M0 re tecreeeleeteeete se 

LAKE TROUT | | | | 
| | Brule river .........] Lake Superior Detect e tte ete lee er seedless cece eee] 240,000 | Iron River ..........] Lake Superior: Stet t te ee eee eeeeeleseeesenes|  160,000].........0., Oshkosh ..........00. Wis. Fish Commission veeeee [14,500,000]. 0.0..0 00 Lecce cece cee Sand Island ........) Uake Superior Pett eee ee eeeeeeeeleceeeeeeee|  160,000)...0.000000., Solon Springs ......) Circle lake rsrrerencerestssssscs ices _ 12,090 

| . |] 
Total .........e], reese reese erences fT 590 000 320 ,000] 252,000 

| 
BROOK TROUT | | | a 

Alma Center ......../ Arno creek CEs 1,000 — Halls creek a 1,200 Stillman Branch a 1,000 Town creek a 1,000 Almena .............6/ Hay river Peete ete cet e eee teen elee eee eeeeleee en eeeca| 1,000 Amherst ............e} Howard creek a 600 Arcadia ...........0e/ American Valley creek beteeeeelececcecsceleesecncnce| 2.800 Bennings creek a 1,300 Kagle Valley creek rete c cece ee elec eee cece fence eee eee 300 Freneh creek CEC} 1,300 . Gilman creek a 2,000 Haines creek Petter eee eee e cents eee e teen eleee eee eee| 1,000 Holcomb Coulee creek tee ceeelice eee ee ele eee cence! 400 TIunter creek settee eee eee tenet le eee en cele e een ce e| 300 IKkreid Valley creek ae 2,000 Long creek vette tee cect en ee lee e eee eee lee eee ee eee! 560 Louis Valley creek tee cece e eels cece eee fece eee c ee] 800 Mineral Spring brook set ee eee ieee cece elec eee ee anal 1,000 Montana’ creek Se 400 . Muddy ecreek a | 800 Rilev creek Peete eee eee elec eee eee lace ence eee! 2,300 
Sandy creek rete eee ee eee cence leee tee ee elon sence eee] 360 Scharlow Valley creek viteeceefee cece cee clea eee cae] 1,400 Stony creek settee eee cece eee tee le eee ee ee elee eee e ee ce] 400 Trout Run SC .
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PLANTS MADE BY U.S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

i 

, 

| | | 
. | | | | Finger- 

| | | lings, 

Locality. Disposition. | Eggs. | Fry. | yearlings 
| | and 
| ; adults. 

de fe 
} [ | | 

BROOK TROUT—Con. | | 

AUGUSTA co ceeeeeeeees Bridge creek cssestunnsstssapeseseifecensee 
500 

Browns Cre@Kk .....cceeeeeeeecees eee 200 

Cold Creek ....c cece cece cece ene ees cencccccceleceeececee| 200 

Coon Gut @reeK ..... cee eee e eee creretee ices 300 - 

DiaMond CLECK ...cccccceccceeec[ereccceces[esseeerere 200 

Kirkhams Creek ......e eee c ec ee ele re cee eeceleeeeeseeee 200 

Little Sand creek creer este seceeeeeee 200 

. PISS CLERK ciccccccceccceccecereeefeceecesersleseescress 200 

Sand creek vegetenreritrrnessnapis se] 300 

VWHOMPSON CLECK ...ccceeeees eee ele eset eeeealecereeeees 600 

Travis creek vessessesassersecese/necressensleoreet ity 200 e 

Turner CLECK .icccccc cece cece ec ecleeeeeeeceeleeeeeeraes 200 

Baldwin .....eceeeee Kinnickinnic Creek 22... cc cece cele e rere eee elon eeeeeees 500 

Parker Creek ...ccccc cece csc ee cee fe cee enceeefeeceneeare 300 

Bangor ....eeeeeeeees Adams Valley creek cgi eset 200 

Big Creek wo... cece eee eee eTeeeee vecreerrrfecrseres| 500 

Burns creek seseerseeerneneceeres/oseeses ee [te nD 900° 

Dutch Creek ....ccccccccccceeceeleceenceees aaa FOO 

. Bish Creek ..cccccccceecceeececeee[ecseeeeeea[seeceeness aco 

. Sand creek veg easeseetecensnsnas/ res see7 000 0T 200 

Barneveld ............ Blue Mound Branch ...ceecceeelece reece eleee ee cones 500 

Price creek icesserserererrrernelessseree deen roe 200 , 

. Trout Creek ...ccece cee ce cece teeter e ee cenee| eee ererces 200 

| Walnut Holllow creek CESS 700 

Barron ec acepececees Miller creek ween eee etre cere eenee vec ecevcceleeeeeeenes 800 . 

Black River Falls..| Douglas CLECK Lecce ec cceeeeees receereesdesstet rs 1,500 

Blair .cccceeceeeeseeee, Bear CLOCK .ccccvccccer ccs ee cee eel eee escereeleceeeeenes &90 

Strum creek .......ee eee ee eerie venncceeselescceceree| &60 

. Vosse Coulee creek .......-0---- eceecceceelecseeeeeee| 400 

Boscobel .......-0+.+-| Seeley creek vesereeceressersiteefsrertenslicsi ty 260 

Bright ........seeeees Rocky Run. 2... cece eee eee eens ecececeneleceeseceee| 1,000 

Stony creek voseciceeresssesesers[enrererees|iresit ity 600 

Buffalo Conntyv .....| Pipen Valley creek 2... cece cele e cece eee ele ren creee 400 

Chippewa Falls .... Hateh creek ccc teucuntucenceu[esetueeesa[sceeseeeee| . 500 

CODD ...ccececee erence Badger Hollow creek cc cecewcvalecceeeeeeelesseuenees 200 

Headwaters of Blue river cefersreredesrirs 500 ; 

Colby wecceee cece ee eee Eden Creek ci... cece cece e cere ee epee een ee enalaneceeeers 500 

Porky creek ...... cece reece reece erences 430 

_| South Fork of Poplar creek...|.....-.--- ceceeeeeee| 300 

Colfax ........-.-+---| Highteen Mile creek seoctesseeslessertsredecrresse 2,590 

TrOUL CLOCK .cccecc cece ceeeeeeseelecsereneealeneseeeens 300 

Dedham Locceeeesensel Copper creek veseresesserserenslececreres ere y 12,090 , 

Empire creek ccc anausccuccvclececeveses[sceenenees| 12,000 

. | Little Balsam creek rretensdicnesees erry 12,000 

Durand ..:.......-...) Arkansaw CLOCK ccc ceccccecceees[eccseeccesleeeseeeees! 1,500 . 

Wamund ...........-.| Branch of Otter creek ve ceccucaleceeceecae[eeseeseees| 609 

Elcho .....ceceeeeeeee| SWAMDY ereek cece cuctctsncencfeenceneeeefeeseeeeeee| 2,500 

Elk Mound ......... Chester creek cc aecavencencaveleccuccecsefesecsceecs| 30) 

oo . Bast Fork of Trout creek ececelececvcncsefeneeeeeeee] £00 

Peters creek ccc ceucantensaces[ecscescce[seeesences| 30) 

. Elk Mound .........| Petersons CLOCK cece cuceccccccrcleceeceeceefeseeeeeese| 80) 

| Trout creek occ cucauceetecevcesfeesenesees[eeeeseeeee| 800 

| Wards Branch evetrererseses/estieririecrseriss| 200 

. Willow CLreekK ...cccceecc ence eee ee lene ee neces ween eeees 300 

Ellis Junction ......| Lower Inlet creek ccccucencncena|eaveeceeeelecseeeeees] 700 

S010 0) are Brewer creeek veeserssseserseralereresses/icesserty 1,290 

Garvin Creek co.cc ce cece cece eee lee e ee eeees eceeeteee| 1,200 

Hustler creek ccaceccanseccvcese[esceesseee[ecneneeenel 400
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PLANTS MADE BY U. §. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

| | po 
| | | Finger- 

Locality. Disposition. | Hees, ry. | yearlings 
| | | and 
| | | adults. we | fo 

| | | BROOK TROUT—Con. | | | | 
Klroy—Con., -eeee.., Mile creek Watt tees cette se seescee levees eeecelensecen ccs! 1,600 ‘North branch of Baraboo river|..........[..........] 1,200 Seymour creek vats te ee seen eceeeleeeeceneseleseaecenee| 2,400 . ; West branch of Baraboo VIVEL|..... 0... fees e eee 1,000 Iairchild ........... Hoffmans creek vette eee ee ee lece cess een leceenseens] 200 McLaren creek ete eee cece eee eele cece eccesleveceaeecs 500 Seatts creek Voreek II itches 300 . ; Whippoorwill creek i 200 . Irennimore .......... Branch of Blue river a a 2,000 -Green river a 1,200 7 Iond du Lae ...,... Persons creek ................... sence cess elecneeccees 1,800 Fountain City ..... Bohris Valley creek DIE ssc 1,000 Brandhorst creek re ee 1,000 Eagle Valley creek Corse [orrrssces 1,500 Harrison creek a a 1,000 Holfel creek eee eect eee eee e lee eee e eee leceesen eee] 1,060 Jaegers creek CUE sy 1,000 IKXellers creek Steet ect e eet eee len scene eeelesceeeaes 1,000 Oak Valley creek CII snc ese] 1,000 Roesch creek y creeks IU pce 1,200 Schoepps Valley creek ........ vee eeeecelecees ence] 1,000 Poxboro ........,.... Balsam creek Pete e eee eee cece ee eleeeeseeeealeceeneaeee| 12,000 | State Line creek vette e eee eeelece eee cea laeeenev ens! 12,000 Galesville ...........| Goon ereek rete eee ete eee cece e lee e eee eee leneee cue eal 620 Dutch creek CU rts psscsrsbssesces 600 Grants creek .....0.............. ence ec cceleeeeeecees 600 . Moose creek a 600 North Beaver creek teste cee cea leeeeceeecefeeeecee eee] 1,000 Gordon .............. Applicant .................0....., 20000 vvertersfceer esse Spring lake ..................... eee eescelecccececes 2,000 Greenwood ......... Norwegian creek a a 300 Rocky run a a 300 Hatley ...............) Plover VIVEl eee e eee ec eeeleceec cue. bee ees 2,000 Wixton ..............| French creek Stee e eee e cece eee elec ecceelecsuceeeus 2,000 Hames creek PE e eee ee eee ee lene eee eeelene ene s ane] 1,000 Judgkins creek rite eee e eee eetleeeeeeeereleseeeeceae| 1,000 Mason creek CUE sss [osssscisrsdosseascns 1,000 North Branch ................... Cite srssc 1,000 Pigeon creek a a 2,000 Schermerhorn creek weve eee cee elececcesveclesevceccce 1,000 Sheldon creek I 

1,090 Sherwood creek UUs }sssstiahress sees 1,000 Sly creek Pete eee eee ecto rete lace eeeeereleenceenees 1,000 Smith creck Peete cette nett cn eleee eect eeelececeecues 1,200 South branch of Trempealeau 
creek Mitittttettrestlutrtttsedestcedeccc 

1,200 Tank creek a a 1,200 Hudson, Greenes Race sevevecelssccccvevclececcceus 1,000 Jefferson creek .........-........ Stee ecccaleceveecece 1,004 Ten Mile creek ................. see eeceeleseesceece 1,000 Willow river ..................., sees eceevelecsececece 2,500 Independence ...... Branch of Borst Valley creek].......... sence eeeeel 1,500 Branch of Traverse Valley | ‘ CTECK oe eee cece ccc ccavclececcccecn bee ceeees 2,000 Chimney Rock creek .......... eee c cece clevcescecee 1,200 Tlusselgard branch of Borst! 
Valley creek iene [esse wee eeeeeee 2,000 Koenig creek ..............0..6., rs 800
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| | | Finger- 
| lings, 

Locality. Disposition. | Eves. | Fry. | yearlings 
| | | and 
| | | adults. 

ee 

| | | 
BROOK TROUT—Con. | | 

Independence—Con. | Little Elk creek Otttehec eb 1,500 
Plumb creek oy creek pee 2,000 . 
Traverse Valley creek ......... [cece ecec elie c eee ca el 1,590 
Veum branch of Borst Valley! | | . 
CLOCK Loic cece cece cet e cee eeelecssscscceleccceccecal 2.960 

oo Wickam creek ....... eee lee ee eee e clase ce ee eee! 890 
Zimmers creek critics son 

La Crosse ...........] Breidels creek .......c.cccccceeclececceuce. veveceeeeel 1,0°0 
Coon Creek... cece eee elec cee seccleccececece| 2,000 . 
Crvstal Jake wo. cece ccc eee elec cess eee ele cece ec ecel 1,000 
Trish Coulee creek .............) occ eee cealece cece ee el 1,200 
Minnerts creek ........ ccc. cece elec c ccc eecelecceccuce sl 1,000 

Lancaster ...........| Austin creek ......c. ccc cece clecceccececleeseece ec 220 
Borah creek ..... cece ca lec cece ce eclecc es cee cal 270 
Vogeet DrANCH ooo... le cece eee e slice sc ecevclececcececs| 200 

. MePherson branch ........... cleceececcecleccccccee cl 200 
Milmer branch ....: cc. c cece eee le ce cece eceleccecacceal 20 
Trollope creek ...... cc ccc cece elise cc ccceclavcscucecal 200 
Walker branch .......... cece elecc ce cecnclececcucecel 20) 

La Valle ............] Spring creek oo... cece ccc eeeeee eles esceacalecceceeceal 490 
Lodi ...............56' Bowman creek a cc | 1,909 

- Mreves creek oo... .. cece ec ee ce elecceceecceleceecaecea| 1,030 
Spring creek oo... cece elece eee ce elecencaeees| 1,000 

Menomonie ......-../ Annis Creek ...... cc cece ccc csc clececececcelevcncescecl 1,070 
Beaver creek settee eter e eet cee elect eceeeetlecseeereeel 1,590 

. BlackS LUN occ eee c eee elee secs ceclecnecesecal 1,000 
Boland creek 1.0... .. ccc cc cece clase cece ecelacencecues] 1,009 
Clack creek 2... cece cece ce clece esc ccclececccccucl 1,099 
Clarks creek vo... cc cece ccc ceclecccecccccle cccee ee! 1,300 
Cowan Creek oo... cece ccc elic ccc ecceclecescecuce| 1,000 
Dunkard creek ........ ccc cee cles ccccccccleccccccvccl 1,000 
Galloway creek ...... cc cece cece lec eee cececlecccececuel 1,090 
Gilbert creek oo... eee ec elecce cae ccebececcences| 3,090 
Grubb creek vo... cece cece ec lecceccecncleceavcaees| 2.000 
Alall’s Creek oo. ee ccc cece eee cele cece ce cceleccccseecal 1,090 

— | Hay creek wo. ccc cece cc tlece cee cecaleceeeeeee] 1,209 
Home Farm brook .............)occ.cc cee eles eee ee cael 1,000. 
Tsland creeK wo... cece eee lesen cee elecsaeanceal 2,900 
Irving creek 2... . ccc ccc ccc cecleccccccccclececccces tl 1,590 
TACKSON Creek oo... cece cece cece eliscecececeleccecesec al 1,090 

| JODNSON CLECK 20... cc cece cece e elie cevececclecccccvcce| 1.000 
: Lennon creek ....... cece cece eclecc ccs ecclevcceccce sl 1.00 

Little Beaver creek ............/ecc cece ce elec ccc eec eel 1,000 
Little Elk creek ........... 0. cc clic ceca ale wccccacael 1,500 
MeCarthy’s branch ............ leceeeceeecliccececeeal 1,000 
Otter Creek oo... cece e celiac csc cecncleceeevencal 1,090 

os Rock creek wo... cece cece ccc ec elaceeecccvclesecuccec cl 1,0°0 
Rush creek ...... cece cece ec elececsececclevscncces l 1,290 
Shafers creek ........ cc cee cece cleccecceccclecccccc ced 1,0°0 
Simonson creek ....... eee cece ees licececececlececececual 1,000. 
Smiths creek oo... ice eee eeclece cece cceleveececcual 1,900 
Spring Creek 2... ccc cece cece cleccccceccclececccccucl 1.000 
Sinking creek ...... cece cee clic ccc ceceelenceccvcuc! 1,000 
Stoner creek vo... cece cece eee e claves csecelencancaec al 1,000 
Thumb creek ....... cee lice cece cceleececeeeeal 1,000 

- Torgersons creek ...........cecclecsesaeccclecsccececal 1.000 
Lo - Varney Creek ve. cece cece elie cee evcucleceseceecs| 1,000 

White creek oo. ce cece cece ee feceee eee ialecs seen ces! 1,000
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| | | Finger- 

| | | lings, 
Locality. . Disposition. Kegs. | Fry. | yearlings 

. | | and 
| |} adults. 

Oe 
| | 

BROOK TROUT—Con. 

Merrill ..............| Copper Creek ....c cece cece cece eee leew en enees sesstie 3,100 
Devil Creek oo... cece cece cece cee fe cee c cece eleneenesees 1,500 
N@WWOOKGd Creek ...cccccce cece cele ce cece ces leeeeeeeees 1,500 
Pime CLeeK ...cccececeeccccecccccelecceccceesleesesseens 2,500 
Prairvie TIVE wo ccc cece eee eee e eee le cence et eleeeeneeens . 600 

Merrillan ...........{ Clear Creek oo... ccc cece cece cece ele ce ee ee ee eleeeeneeees 200 
Duners Creek ....... cece eee e ee lec eee eee clan ence ees 200 
“Toughton creek cerertrerteteleretrrressrrressed 200 
Sand Creek ccc ccc c eee e ccc eee leee ee eeeee recess] 200 
Signa Creek oo... ccccccccccccceccclscccuveces[sceeceeees 1,000 
Mouth branch .....ccccceecc cece eleceeceeceefeceererecel 200 
South branch of Visnoe CPOE) «severe eves ees ee 1,009 
Van Herset creek oo... ccc cece lice eee e cele e eee ee eee 1,000 

Midway .............| Half Way Creek wo... ccc ccc cece le cece cect elec eee nee| 1,200 
Millstone .........../ Clarks Creek vec ccc cece ce cc cece le cece cece ele ee eeeceeel 2,000 ’ 

South branch of Robinson | 
CLCOK ees c cece cece cece ete ccesleceeseeeeulecseeeeecs 1,500 

Stomy Creek .oeceecccc cece eee ceeleceececeeeleeeeeseece| 1,000 
Mondovi .............; Armer Valley creek rctenilesterripersrssss| 400 

Big creek aecteteersssetarsers/tcracenasd[serserenss 490 
Carroll creek cterrstenerses[os sere sre sig 300 

‘ Word Creek ...... ccc eee ce ee ce ees cectierrilsssrsss| 6C0 
Harrison Creek vo... cece elec elec ccc cece cl eetceeeees 2006 

. McDonough Creek ..... ccc cece cle cce cee eeeleceeetceee| 800 
Mill Creek cece ccc ccc cc ccc eee cee elect cece ee eleceeeceeee! 1,000 | 
Pratt Creek oo. cc cic cee cece eee le cect ee ereleneeeeeerel 300. 
Rossman creek perience 590 
Silver Creek wi. ccc cece cece cece eee leee cece eee eesseeeees 300 

Neillsville ...........| Mound Creek wo... ccc cece eee le cece eceeeleeeeeetecel 300 
New Lisbon ........| White Creek wo... ccc cece cece cece elec n cece creleccenseecel 1,590 
New London ........| Nordman creek irresrtessrsssslsersgesa a leseerseses| 200 
Osceola .......eeeeee] ADPPlicant wo. cece cece ee ee eee} 25,000) le eee ee ee eee 
Plymouth ...........] Mullet river ..... cc cece cece eee fe cece eee e alesse eeee el 1,009 

North branch of Onion river.|..........|..c0-e0ee 8] 2,500 
ONION LIVELY co.cc cece cece cece eelece eee eeelescaeetece| 2,000 

Port Wing ..........| Flag river corr trtesressselecssscrregessssssres] 12,060 
Princeton .........../ Smake Creek oo... cee cc cece cece elec eee ceeselececeeeees 1,000 
Rice Lake ..........| Angler creek Heertinetrssssedesssrersiadesssecrss| 1,000 

Barker Creek ..... ccc ccc c cree e ele cee entcelenseeecees 1,500 
Big Bear Creek 2... cece cece e ccc ee eleceeesceee| “1,500 
BrownsS Creek ...ce cece cece cece ele ce ence ceeleseecuvesal 1,000 
Cobb Creek ....... cece cece cece selec ccccvsclecsceseeeel 1,590 
Cranberry Creek ....... cc cece eee le ee ec eee cele neeeeeene| 1,090 
Deitz creek Hrertssrrrrriserlessrirrssrsssiced 1,000 

. Desair creek oo... ce cece cece e eee le cece cece ele eee e ee ees 1,000 
, German Creek covciccc cece ccc ce elecc ce ceeeslecvevceens| 1,200 

Hay river geese 2,000 
" Heckey Creek 2... ccc ccc cc cece cee lec cece eeeelececeeeeeel 1,500 

Flemlock Creek wo. cece ccc cele cece ccc alee e cece ene] 1,000 
Little Bear creek pores isscetbnrnised 1,500 . 
Little Scobia creek ....... ccc ccc leew cece ccc lece ee esecel 1,000 

. Little Spring creek crsreserrsrrersrea| certs 1,009 
Lost Creek ... ccc cece ccc c cece cece slecseccracelesseseseec| 1,000 
Meadow creek coressressredlissssiesbiecir ie 1,200 

. Miller creek 2... cee ccc cee ieee eee clone ee cenes 1,500 
Mud creek Ones 1,000 
Overby Creek coc. ce cece cece cc ele eee cseecelecsecceeee| 1,000 
Pigeon Creek 2... cee cece cece eee le cee eecetfeeeeseceee| 1,000
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PLANTS MADE BY U.S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

nnn nnn a ene eee 7} 

| | | 
| | | Finger- 

| | | lings, 
Locality. _ Disposition. | Eggs. ry. [yearlings 

| | | | and 
| | | adults. 

a | 
m | | | 

BROOK TROUT—Con. | | | 

Rice Lake—Con. ....| Pokegama creek Cede | 2,000 
Prairie creek serene ocsscsseslocrsrcssc| 1,200 
Renville creek pretessessses soccer escrnitin 1,000 
Rice Creek oo. cee ccc ccc cece lace cen ceceleeeeecnces| 1,000 
Rock Creek occ cece cece eee elec eee ececleeeeseceea! 1,509 
Roeky Canon creek 2....... ccc lee cece ecco cee eens! 2,090 
SAVAGE CLOCK voc ccc cece ewe ee eel ccc ee sealecccvcsece| 1,000 
Silver Creek co.cc ccc cece elec ccc eeeeslecevesaeea| 1,200 
South creek oo... cc ce cece lace ete ee eleceeeecccal 1,090 
SPOON Creek 2... cece cece ec e lec e cece efenceeceaeel 1,000 
Svring creek 2... ccc cele cece eee elon ee ne neal 1,000 - 
“Spur Nine creek ........ ccc cele ee cc cece ele eee e ecco el 1,000 
Sucker creek oo... ccc cece cee efec eee c eee eleceveesees| 1,090 
Tescobia Creek ..... cc cece eee cece le ccc cece elecvereecvel 1,000 

oe West branch of Rock CROOK. «| eeeesevees[esreesrsee] 1,000 
. YellOW Fiver... c ccc cc cece elec ec cececeleccecscuce| 1,500 

Richland Center ....) Ash Creek wo... cece cece eee c tec alececcececcleccecencee| 1,000 
Bear creek peceerresressssrisslessisrtecd[sesseesees| 2,000 

| Brush Creek 2... cece elec cele eee e sales ereeceel 1,000 
| Camp creek rreresressessessestocsessece/ versie 1,000 
| Fancy Creek 2... ccc ccc ccc cece le cece ccecelecccccccce| 1.290 

GrinsellS branch ....... eee elec eee e ee eleeeeeeeeee| => 1,000 
Wawkins creek wen UD epee 1,000 
Geatherburgs branch ........../. ccc cece ele cece even e| 1,000 
Tittle Willow creek ........... [icc e cece clece se ceece| 1.000 
Melancthon creek ........ cc cece elec cece ees eleccceeecce! 1.500 

. Mill CLeeK wo. ccc cece cece cece ele cen eeeeelecccnccece| 2,000 
Soules Creek ... ccc cece ec ec ec lec cc cc csclecceceececl 1,000 
South branch Pine river ......[..........)e cece ee eee! 1,000 
West branch Pine river .......)....... elec eee ee eee 1,000 
Willow Creek wo... ccc ccc cece eee c elec e cece ee elecssceecce| 1,200 

Ridgeway ...........| Henstock and Dane creeks ...]..........J..2....0.. 1,200 
Henstock and Strutt creeks..|..........).......006] 200 

Rosendale ...........] Bovds Creek ..... cece cece cece ele cess ec enclecececeece| 200 
Willow Creek oo... cece ccc cele cece ee eeeloce ee eaucel 1,200 

Rusk ......... cee eee ee] MU Creek co. ccc ccc cece cect ee clensccesscelaccecvcenc| 500 
Scovills Crossing ..| Rock creek wo... eee cee ele ce cece eee lessceecvee| 500 
Sparta ..............] Beaver creek ...... cc. eee lice cece ec cleccaecceee] 300 

Big Creek ooo csc ccc ccc ce clecc ce cecccfeeccccecca| 400 
a Crosse VIVE woe. cece cece ee elec cece cece leceeecceeel 60 ‘ 
Silver Creek wo... ccc cece ee lec eee eeeeelecvevcscee| 400 
Soper CFC0IE veneer reese stsereliscerer eed 490 
Squaw creek crititittisdssesselsesseces| 490 
Walroth creek oo... ccc cece cece lec cece ee elace cece eee] | 409 

. Walworth Pond 22... cece cece elec cece e tere er eceee| 1,090 
. Spring Valley ......J Burghart creek  ....... ccc elec cece cele cece ec ee el 209 

se Cady creek ritsteeteteeesete es sesle cee eaeeeleneereeees! 400 
Hau Galle creek 22... ccc cece lice cece ee efe cece ceee| 800 
Prench Creek 2... ccc eee e ccc ele cece ee ees[eceecevace| 200 
Lohn Creek ..... ccc cece cece cece cfeeeeceeees veers] 200 
LOUSy Creek 2... cece cece cece elec cece eeeleecevecees 300 
Mines Creek 2... . cece cece cece eee le cece eeecefecceccnece| 200 
North Gilbert creek WII 300 
Rusk Creek 2... cece ce ccc ee lec a cee neeleceeeeees 1,030 - 
South Gilbert creek IIIS eee ceeeee 200 

Stitzer ............66.] DaviS Dranch oo... ccc cece le cece eee ele ce eee ace| 200 
. Legett branch crt sssssisspsssic) 300 

Wagner Dranch ....c ese c cee cece elec cess eee lenteeeeees 300
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PLANTS MADE BY U.S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

a a A SO 

| ‘| } 
| | Finger- 

| | | lines, 
Locality. Disposition. | ges. | Fry. | yearlings ‘ 

. | | | and. 
| | | adults. 

es oe ee 
| | | 

BROOK TROUT—Con. | | 
. t 

Taylor ...............| Curran creek Ooo vvcrivectecccstebttvesetesabecceseescs| 2,000 
French Creek wo... ccc cece cece elec ee eee ecsfeneseeeecel 1,500 
Low creek rcrirrirrsesssssesscsessedestssssreg 2,000 
Pine Creek 2... ccc cece cece cece cele c eee ceeeelececccecee| 1,509 
Skutley Creek woe. ccc ccc cece eee elec eee e eee eleceeeeeecel 2,030 

Thor Vassar creek sererreririlicrserrgesssisse| 2,000 
A MOLD wees eee eee eee) Sterling CLCCK oo. ce cece eee cee ee lee ect e eee ee ce eeceees 1,200 
Lrempealeau county) tloleomb Coulee ereek settee 400 

Norway Coulee creek .......cc cle ce eee c eee leee ee eenes 300 
Pine Creek coe vec c cece cece cece elec eee eceeeleccseeeeee| 300 

- Tamarack Creek coe cc cece ce fee eee mee close ee cece 490 
Viroqua .............) Beabout Creek co. cccce cee cece efece eens seeleseceecaee| 1,000 

. Bishop creek gociiiiina [esr 1,490 
Brookville Creek wo. cc ccc cece cele cc cc cece eles cece ee el 490 
Brush Creek co.cc cece cece cece elec c ese celececeeeeee| 490 
Bunch Creek oo... ccc cece cece cele cece eee e elec ee eseeee| 1,000 
Cedar PUN co.cc cece cece cece cece e elec cece sens leeceesseeel 490 
Coe Creek co.cc cece ccc e cece cece ce cleeesenecesleesseceeuel 1,050 
BUK run coe eee cece cc ccc eee ele cece ee vecleceeeceves| 450 
Getter branch creveenteenererrnfecrseniecserseceres| 1,609 
Harrison Hollow ercek ...... cle cece cle ce eee e eel 400 

| HWoornby Creek oo... cece cece cece lees cece ee tlece ence neal 1,490 
Jenson Draneh ...eecccccccc ccc celecc cece ceelecseecrene| 1,000 
Meadow brook 2... cc ccc ccc e ween ele cece cece elecvceccece| 400 
Pine Hollow creek .... ccc cc elec cee clap e seen eee! 1,400 
Primers DPrANGh 2... cece ee ce cele sere ccc elecveescve| 1,000 

, Root branch crerrneerresses[icerr serene steers 1,090 
Seoys Dranch coe. cece eee ele cece cece elee eee eee el 1,000 
SIMI@ CLEO@K cocci cece cece cece ele ee ee eseeeleeeneeeece| 400 
Springville Draneh wiceec cece cele eee eee cele cece ee eee 1,2°0 
Towerville branch vo. cc cece cece elec cece ee elec eee ee eeel 410 
Weber Creek coc cc cece cc cece ee cc elec ccc eeeetlensceeeeee| 1,030 
West branch of Kickapoo! | | 

Waldo ...............| Briggs ereek ponerse nse sstassessssedecsssscsy 2.0 
Warrens ............) Eoamonweir Creek oo... cc cee cece efeescuccecalecsceeseee| 2,090 

North branch of Lemonweir'| | 
CLCCK lice cece cece cece eee ceteeleeeeesevetleasevences| 2,0°0 

Waupaca ........-..6/ Dayton Drook ... ccc ccgece cee ceeeleceecccecclevecseuceal 400 
Emmons Creek 1... cc cece cece ee elec cece eee elece ec eeeeel 1,8°0 

Wautoma .........-.) Basin Creek vo. cc cee cece cece celecececencalectveveeeel 400 
White Ppiver coe. ccc cece cle c cece ee cl eee uceeeee| 6,000 

Westby .............] Bad Axe creek cocci c ccc cece elec cence ee eleseeeceeea| ASO 
Bishop Creek wo... cece cece clever ee eet [eee eeveeeel 490 
Branch of Bad Axe creek .....)...... cc cele eee ee eee 1 090 
Dixon spring P Gogh creak CU 1,030 
Fast branch of Coon ereeck ...|..... cc. le ee eee ees 1,400 
Knapp Creek co.cc cc ccc cece cece elec eae cetcelecnceeeace| 400 
Minor Creek co.cc ccc cece ee eee cele e nec eeaceleeseeecace| 410 
Otter CrEeck ..vec cece eee eee eee leet cece cele cee e ne ee| 890 
Paulsrud Creek co... ccc cece l eee e cece eleeeseenece| 450 
Rogster Creek co.cc ccc cece cc elec cece een clans cceeeve| 1,000 
San@hus creek co.cc cece cece eee le ween cece core 1,000 
Sees Creek occ ccc ccc cece cece cele ce cece ee ele ce ce eeees 490 
Shreve Creek vo... ccc cee eee ee eee le cee cece elecsaeeeeea| 1,000 
South branch of Timber Coulee | | 

CO OX 0) a - 1,000 
Spring Valley creek ........ cece lec cece ee elec eee ewan 400
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| | | 
| | | Winger- 

| | lings, 
Locality. Disposition. | ges. ry. | yearlings 

| and 
; | adults. 

| | | | 
BROOK TROUT--Con. | | | 

Westby--Con. .......| Timber Valley creek sacetitesesttsneeerereenee 400 
TvidtS SprinG co.cc cece cece cece elec eee eee le eee ee eee 1,090 
Von Ruden creek ..... ccc cece cele ce ccc ce lence eee eee 1,000 

. West branch of Wickapoo| | 
CLOCK cece cece cece cece ec ccc cee cet lee even eteleeteeesens 3,000 

Westfield .........6.| MeGinnis creek ........... cece elec e ee eee clan ee eens 500 
- West Snlem ........| Barekly creek oo... ccc ccc cc elec cere eee ele eee nnes 1,090 . 

Gills Coulee creek crerrirreeesessssses scree r 200° 
Johnson Creek ..... cece cece lee eee ee ce eee ene ees 1,000 . 
Jones Creek co.cc ccc cece cele cece ee eee eeeen eens 200 
Knudson Creek 22... ccc ccc cece cence een elect ee eeees 1,000 
Larsons Coulee creek curries 200 

‘ Luce Creek cove c ccc ccc cece ce ele cece ence lees ene eeee 10,000 
; McEBldowney creek ......c. cece elec eee eee ele e eee ee eee 200 

Martin creek creneertesserrensansisessrses/essssseess 1,000 
OSdDOrN CLeECK Lo... ccc ce ccc cele eee eee eee ee eeeee 1,090 
Ruland Creek ..... cece cece cece clan eee sence leeeeeeeene 200 
Sam McKinley creek ..........0) cece cece ele ee eee eee 200 
Seoteh Coulee creek ....... cee elec e cece ee elec eee e eee] 200 
Storandt Creek co... ccc ccc cece lee ee cece elec eee e eee! 1,000 

| Walker creek co.cc cece ec e lee cee cele ne ee eeees 1,090 
Weston ..........-.-4 Dennings springs prreeeseeereier | esses 1,000 

More Creek wee ccc c ccc ce eee eee cnet eae eeeeeee 1,090 
Wheeler ..........++-| Big Beaver creek .......... cece elec ee eee elec eee eee] 2,000 

Big Otter creek sscrssrrrereltsererrstiereerssd| 1,200 
Blanks Creek co.cc cece cece eee eee e [eee er eneee 1,000 
La Forge Creek wo. ccc cece cece feet e eee e elec ene eneee 1,090 
Little Otter creek ......... cece p eee eee ee epee eee enone 1,000 

Whitehall ........--.] Beaver Creek ...... 0. ccc cece nee le een erect lene ee enees 300 
Bruce Valley creek princesses — 800 

co Chimney Rock creck ........ cele cee cece elec ce ee eee 80 
Bk Creek coe ccc eee c cect lee eee e ee eleeeeeeeees 400 
Fly ereek II ea i 1,100 

2 Hay Creek co.cc cece cee cece ete le ences eteleeene eras 200 
Irvine Creek oo. icc ccc cece cece eee le cece cece elec eee cence] 800 
North branch of Elk creek ...[.......... |... ee eae 400 
North creek coatytereitescrsetalssssertesdscssissad 300 
North Valley creek ...... ccc ccc le ccc cece elec cence eee 600 
Pigeon Creek ...ccc cece cece cele cece ele eee e nee! 2, 230 

a Rue Creek ....cccccecccec cece e cleseceeeecelesteueceeel| 610 
Rumpel creek oo... ccc ccc cece le cece cence feces eee nen| 290 
Russel creek coo ccc ccc cee cele eee eee ele eee ences 300 
York creek cee eee eee 300 

Wilton .......e.-e-2-| Beecner creck ....... cece cece elec e cece ee eben cence ees 1,000 
Cold springs creek ........c cee lee cece eee elee ence nena 1,009 
Dorset creek cretrerrrerrrrnrlicrecriterlisrsisse 1,000 
Miller Creek vo. ccc. cece cece cece elec eee e eel eee ee eeeee 1,090 

Withee ..............| Woody creek ceteesterecsercorsgissssscates[sesstrist 1,000 

Total ........66]- erretenesnentrsrecnesessscseeg 229,000 verre 445,800 

! | | | 
PIKE | | | 

La Crosse .......2.ee Mississipppi river .......c ce cece cece ele ce eee eee 8,000
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PLANTS MADE BY U.S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

SMe 

| | a 
| | Finger- 

| | | lings, 
Locality. Disposition. | Hegs. ry. | yearlings 

| | and 
| | . adults. 

: | | | | | 
: 

\- 
CRAPPIE AND STRAW- | | | 

BERRY BASS | | | 

La Crosse ...........| Mississipppi river eorcstenlesissrinfeotesey 8,090 

I 

| | | 
ROCK BASS | | . 

La Crosse ..........-} Mississippi river ttle 3,000 - ee 
SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS! | 

. Elehoe .............../ Bass lake ove cece eee aee 230 
Elkhart ...........6.{ Hikhart lake oo... lace eee lece cece eee 5 
Wifield .............../ South Fork of Flambeau CROOK] vssseeree[eeserseees 200 
Vilas County .......| Palmer lake errteeeeeeeeeees eee cees seed eceee gaa 309 . 

Total ........00). oc cevlustvevststvattstevisvtlecescbeescecesce 815 | 

=e 
LARGH MOUTH BLACK BASS! | | 

- Amherst Junction ..( Lake Emily oectetetttevetedcccsctechecleeece 530 
Campbellsport ......| Forest lake 2... .. ccc cece cece ec fec eee e cee clec cece cecal 800 . 
Centuria ...-.........| Balsam lake a Sand Takes CCI 800 . ; 
Cumberland .........| Beaer dam and Sand lakes ...1..........)cccc0 cc eue 400 - 
Filehoe ...............| Enterprise lake a | 00 
Glenbeulah .........) Crystal lake 2.0... ccc cece cece eee lece cee ecalecc eee eee 500 . 
Gordon ............../ Bass Inke oo... ccc cele cece ec eelacsee eee ee] 300 

.| Blue Gill lake ........ cle ee eee 300 
, Clear lake co... cee le cece eee elece cece ee] 300 

Leader lake oo... cee eee lec eee ee ee alece eee ceee| 300 
Wagener lake wo... cece cele cece eee elevca cence] 300 

Grand Rapids ......| Consolidated pond .............)......... cles! 700 
Hayward ............{ Lake Court O’Reilles ........0)000.000.. cdo. 300 
Grantsburg .........) Deep lake .............00.. cele elie cece 800 
Independence ......./ Indenendence mill pond ......).............0......41 590 
Tron County ......../ Pime lake ......... lice cece cc clececccecccl 300 
La Crosse ...........| Mississippi river ..........0... of 5,000 
Lake Nebagamon ..| Lake Nebagamon .........0..c0cbocceceeecaleccceeese el 500 
Minocqua ...........| Trout lake wo... cece ec clec cece ccealescccce cel 8,590 
Neshkoro ............| Neshkoro mill pond ...........[.....0..cclecee cee eal 509 
Prentice .............| Woreester lake rots esses essssrredersrrsed| 235 
Rhinelander .........| Hbey lake wo... cece cc ccchececcccccclecccuccees 300 

Trirenen [ake wo... cece cece elec c cece eee lecceaceeeal 300 
, Pine LAK co.cc eee cece levee ce ceelescecneecal 300 

Spider [AKG coe c cece ce cece cece ce elececeeevcclescccccveel 300 
Richfield ............, Bark lake 2... eee ce elec cece eelecccnaeecel 800 

Amy Belle lake 2.0.0... ccc cece elec cece eee elecsaceeecel 300 " 
Sobieski w............, Bass lake ..... ce elec cece eben see e ence] 60 
Sparta ...............{ Bushnell’S pond .......... cc cele ee c eee ee eles eee e eee! 600 

Perch Lake wo. cece cece cece clececeacccalecencucecal G00 
Sturgeon Bav ...... Sturgeon Bay a | 4,090 

Superior .............| Bass lake neeeeeeescesececereaealseacearecaineasaaced 300 

Total ..........'. sccesveerestctveveevevetetseveviteedesevecesthcceceeeval 28,595
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PLANTS MADE BY U. 8. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 
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| 
|. | jo 

| | Finger- 

| lings, 

Loeality. Disposition. | Eggs. Fry. | yearlings 

. 
| and 

| | adults. 

ee i a 

, OO : | . 

| , BREAM OR SUNFISH | | | 

Lia Crosso ..eeeeeeeee Mississippi river Nace 5,020 

| | | 
PIKE PERCH | | 

Merrillan ..ccceceeeee] Oakwood lake s.sccsssesrrrrrrrcpersrrts "500, 0001. . 2... .e eee | 

QUgSeX ceeeeeeeeseeee| Lake TKOCSUS cc cee cee cece cece et [eee een ene 500,000). ..0+ +2520 

Withee ...ceeeeeeeeee Hopper river seseeeeesectnenarecspeeeesss se 600,000]. --rerreers 

Total ..cceeeeee]e oo cccceruacessettetsateterseseeseafee
eaeesess| 1,600,000) rece creeees 

| | | 
: _ | YELLOW PERCH. ; | | 

Glenbeulvn ...eeeeee Crystal lake saeeessesnetanenfeeeeesesfesnnn
e 120 

La Crosse ....eerees Mississippi river eeveesereenesieeee esse] s eee 0 2,090 | 

Total Pr ee B
e 

esretafestsitnder
eseneed 

2,120 

| | | 

| GRAND TOTALS. 

| ees cc cccecucceecene cece eset tree epee ete 39,765,000 

PVY oc cccecseneeetneeeceertenerenseeeeeeecgeres 
sree geese 4,320,000 

Vingerlings, yearlings and AUIS... cece ee etter eee en teense 1,130,990 

Grand totals......c
ccceeeeeee ners nets eee eee eee 45,215,990 : 

|
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DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND EGGS FOR WISCONSIN WATERS 
| BY THE BUREAU OF FISHERIES DURING FISCAL YEAR 

ENDING JUNE 30, 1908—Continued. 

oo ] OY py 
| | | Finger- , . | | [ lings, . Locality. Disposition. | Hees. Fry. | yearlings 

. | [| and 
| | _ | adults. ee Sane Oe 

| | | 
| | ! : 

CATFISH | | 
Beaver Dam ........ Beaver Dam lake a 450 GeNOA  ..ee eee eee Mississippi river CTE erssrr| cesses 7,500 La Crosse ........... Mississippi river Peete cece eee el eee e eee ceelecneeecees 16,100 Manawa ............| Union mill pond ............... reece ceeleseee cece 600. New Lisbon ......./ Lemonweir river .............0., ete cceeeeleccceeneee 450 Prairie du Chien .. Mississippi river rs 30,030 

Total ..........4. rere eencclerecelicesesead 55,100 7 ope . 
| BUFFALO FISH | | | 

GON Lee eee Mississippi river ete eee cee cele ec eee eee cleeeeecnees 8,500 La Crosse .......... Mississippi river perenne ices geese 5,250 

ae . 

« 

I WHITEFISH | | 
Aminicon River ....) Lake Superior Gomiinission. 18° 630/ $00 2,409,0001......00000, Oshkosh ..........., Wisconsin Fish EOMMBISSTON. 15,000,000). oor eeed ree 

! | | STEHLHEAD TROUT | | . | 
Lampson ........... Steelhead lake “Gommiasion. | 7740!000 00000 17,090 Woodruff teeeeeseeee’ Wisconsin Fish Commission. | ON renee ee fenenesenren 

| | | | ) RAINBOW TROUT | |. | . 
| | | | Aveadia ....... ce... Waumandee river eee cece eee feeeeeeeeseleceececes. 20,000 ‘ 

Bloomer ............. Dunean creek ........... veewenelec eee cece eeeees 10,000 Kendall teeeeeeseeeee! Lurinsden ereek ett e eect eee eeeeleceeceseeeleceaseccs, 2,000 . Madison ..........., Wiseonsin Fish Commission. . 100.0001... .......f cee e Menomonie ......... Hay river ........................ see eeceecelececeecees 15,000 Lambs creek Preteen eee eee e ea leee cence cele ceca seal 10,000 : Wilson creek Cece] 15,000 Merrillan ............ Arnold ereek Ate eee eect eee eee leceeeeeeceleceeecccae 8,000 Mosinee ............. Branch ot Wisconsin river eee ceee cc ccelecseseneca| 4,090 Plymouth ...........1 Onion VIVEL Lo. eee eee CESS] 4,000 Soperton ............/ Otter ereek tte ee eee eee e lence esecelecnesenucs 4,009 Thorp ...............) Carpenter creek a a 9) 0 Gogwle Hye creek vo... be eeeeeeee % 0 Tomahawk .........] Wind Pudding lake viteteeee be! Lubec ceee 4,000 Trempealeau Co.....} Fox creck eee eee reece eee lene ee censelecuneeeee, 10,000 ‘ Tamarack creek Us} rts] . 24,020 Wheeler .............| Sink creek Lede e eee eeenaveeeeeees iii sessssey 2,000 . | Total vi.....eeel. boo eoetttevtvteevteersersersed 100,000]..........| 146,020 :
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PLANTS MADE BY U.S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

a Ta Ie, 

| ] 1 
| | - | | | Finger- 

| | | lings, 
Locality. Disposition. | Lees. I'ry. | yearlings 

| and 
| | | adults. 

ee 
| | 

em 
; LAKE TROUT | 

Iron River ..........| Lake Superior ........ ccc c cele c cee cesceleveceenees 160 ,090 
Sand Island ........| Lake Superior reese essays e cece: see eaeeee 160,000 

|——----———--~ 

Total ..........)+ veeeerseesenceeanansancensanseatiseaseesea i ceeseece 320,000 

| po | ! 
| | | 

ue BROOK TROUT | ! 

Ay : American Valley creek ........[..........[eceeeeeeee 1,890 
AVCAIA -....sssesees Bennings creek 1... . cc cece eee lec eee cceceleccecceces 1,500 

Bishop Creek ...... cece elec cee e cece leccceeeees 1,800 
Chimney Rock creek ......... cfs cece sees clecseeeuaee 1,890 
French Creek oo... cece cee cece elec ccc ceeecleecceceaee 1,500 . 
Gilman Creek ........ ccc ccc cece elec e cece ecalecscuaceeal | 1,890 . . 

. Haines creek 2.0... cc cece elec c ec ee cecleccceceues 1,200 
ot Holeomb Coulee creek .........) ec ccc cece elec eee ce ees 1,830 

. Hunters Creek vo... ccc eee e lec eee eect sence eens 1,830 
Koenig Creek 22... .. ccc cece cece lecc cece evelecceeeeees 1,200 | 
fKreid Valley creek cortices 1,800 
Lewis Valley creek ............. pores sssias 1,500 
Long Creek ..... ccc ccc ccc ence lenseeccees core] 1,800 
Mineral Spring brook ..........). 0... cc ccc les ccc eeees 1,500 
Montana Creek ......... cc cece eee cle sees cccccleccccucecs 2,500 

. | Riley creek ..... cece cece elec eee en eeleeeeneeees 1,800 
| . Rocky LUN 2... cece cc ce cece cc lececccceselecceveches 1,890 

Sandy creek ...... cece ccc c cele c cece sceeleveeeeeers 1,500 
Scharlow Valley creek ......... soreness : 1,200 
TYOUt TUN 2... ccc eee eee ce elec eee ceeeeleseesvueee! 1,899 . 

Augusta .............| Thompson Valley creek sc ceeeslecesvecccelesceeseese] | 1,500 
TraviS Creek ..... cece cece cee r eee lcceecccccel|scececcecs 1,890 

Bangor .............| Holbergs creek ......... 0c. cece celececcecceeleceucences 1,200 
—— SAN Creek 1... cece ccc e eee lec nese eecefeeneeeees 1,500 

Birenwood .........] Blizabeth creek wy ey 8,000]............ 
/ Long Lake stream .............c)......000. 10,000|........0006 

Sucker creek .......... cc cece ccc lenceeeeee os 
Trout creek oo... ccc cece ccc e eleven ec eeees 10,000)... cee eee 

a Wilson creek ........ ccc cece ee elec eee ee ees 5,000|............ : 
 Blaty .................| Bear creek vc ornrtrseisetensecnssesedlicerestiay 1,200 

Strum creek ........ ccc cece cece elecccccccccleccccevees 1,200 
Tennison creek 1... cc cece cece lace cece ees cores 1,560 

; Bosse Coulee creek .......cc ccc eleccceccccelecsccvcecs 1,500 
Bloomer ............/ Conroy creek ....... 0 ccc cece cecleccccecuccleccecucecs 1,290 

GUNN CLCCK woe cece ccc cece eee e elec ccccceclecsceenacs 1,200 
, MecCanns Creek ......... ccc cece elec cece ccclececcccecs 1,890 

Bright ...............| Delay creek Critters ecscscc] 1,200 
: Stoney creek ....... cele c ec cleccccccccclececcecees 1,200 
Chinpewa Falls ....] Duncan creek ....... cece cece elec cece ccualececcecccel 6,090 
Colfax ..............-| Highteen Mile creek prereset lessen 2,500 
" Otter Creek woo. cece cece cece cele cs eeeecealeccucaeees 1,500 
Coxie ............6000/ Owen creek en II cesses 1,200 
Deer Brook ........| Hau Claire river ....2i........../..... cee cress 1,200 
Tal@Va cece eee eevee! Bigs CrECK woe cece elec eee eeeeuleceseenees 1,800 

Trout creek 1... elec eee lee cee eee ele eee nceee| 1,200 
Troy .......eeeeeeeel TIPPS CreeK co.cc cee lec e cece ee elen cence ee el 1,800 

, 10—F. -
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PLANTS MADE BY U.S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

ae re A IS SS ay 

| | [| 
| | | Winger- 

| | lings, 
Locality. Disposition. | liges. Fry. | yearlings 

; | and 

. |. | adults. | 

| | | 
BROOK TROUT—Con. | | | 

CGalesville .........6.| Beaver creek and Tribs........[........cebe eee ee eee ee 3,000 

. Bion creek gos 1,200 
Cooleys creek « vccvucussntvevensc(eeueeeeres Loewe eeaes 1,200 
Corrigan creek seceerencrerensns/sesres ee e200 1,200 
Dutch Creek civic ccc cee cece ee lee eee eeeleeeeeceees 1,200 
Grant’s creek eeteesternernseness esters sre) 1,500 
Hardy creek ......c cece cece cece le cece ee cee leeeeeenees 1,500 

. Moose creek vse ies 1,200 
North Beaver cCreeK .........c cc lece ee ce eee le cece ee eee| 1,890 
Silver CreeK coc. cce cece cece cece leet eee e ee eleeneeeeeee 1,200 
South Beaver creek eccrrrnisrs|seseeeedessrsse ~ 3,000 

Glenndale ..........| Billings creek ....... cc ccc cece cele eee e ene feet eeeeees 3,000 
Gordon_..............| Mishe Mokwa Fishing Club... <0 110) 

Grand Rapids ......| Seven Mile creek ............... steseerceedersenecers 4,900 
Greenwood ......-+66/ Black CreeK ... ccc cece cece eee ele eee ere ele cece en ees "1,500 

Norwegian Creek 2... cece eee ele eee e eee fe ence ee ee et 1,500 
Rocky Piver oo... cece ee eee ele e eee ee eleeeeeeteee 1,800 

Independence ......| Ammundgson Creek ..........c ce fee eee ence ele ee eee ees 1,200 

Borst Valley creek perenne |serteses eveeeeees 1,800 
Chimney Rock creek 2.2... ccc cele eee ce lene eee eees 1,800 
Koenig Creek 2... ccc cece eee l eee ence etal eee eeneeee 1,200 

( Travis Valley creek ....... ccc elec eee eee elec ene ween 1,500 
Wickham Valley @rcek ...... ccf e cece eee fee ee eeees 1,200 
FimMers CLreeK .isee cece eee c cece claw nec cceelevseeseees 1,200 

Iron River ..........| Branch Iron river SUES 8000 tttteseeess 
Tron VIVE cece cece cece cece cere eee l eee te reees 15,000]........000- 

. Trib. [von iver ......c cece eee elee eee e ene 81000. ve eer sae 

Kendall ....cccccecee] DAVIS CTOCK ...cc cece cece cece eect elec cece ee elteeenseene 1.200 
FOX CreeK cic cece cece cece cece eee le reece eeeeleceeeeeecel 1,200 

ha Crosse ...........| Oehlers spring weak Io | 1,200 
Timber Coulee Creek 21... cc ce efe eee e ee ele cence eres 3,800. 

Lampson ...........-| Trout lake sreererseesetessersrsealscessssesa| 8,000]... cc cee e eee 
TAONA .oe cece eee ceee| Rat VIVO cece eee c cece cece eee e lence ee eeeleeeeeegene 3,000 

’ Mauston ...........6/ BrewerS Creek 2... cc cece cele cece eee le eee eenes 1,800 
Menomonie ........-| ANGErPSON CLECK 2... cece cece lene eee eral een en eeens 1,200 

ANNIS CLECK woe cece cece cece cece cele ce cece eee leneeeenaes 1,200 
ASVlUM CLOCK 2... cece cece cece ee fee ence eee eleeeeeeeees 1,200 
Austin Creek wo... cece cece cece cele cece ee ee elec ce eeaes 1,200 
Ballard Creek 2... ccc ccc cece ee lene ee ewer eleneeeeeens 1,200 

‘ Big Hay Creek ..... ccc ccc ccc cele ee eee ee elon eee ennes 1,500 , 
Big Missouri Creek ......... cece cece eee l eee eeeeee 1,800 

, Bolan Creek co.cc cece cc cc eee epee cece nee el eee eeeeees 1,800 
. Boland Creek wo... cece cc ele eee le en ee cece ele ee ec eeeee 1,200 

ClarKS Creek co.cc ccc cece cece cele eeee eee leon ee ec ens 1,200 — 
COON Creek oo. cece cece cece cee ceslecdeeeeeeeleeeeeeeens 1,200 
COWAN CLEEK Lo. ccc ccc ce cee ccc cele eect cence receeeere 1,200 
FLK Cree K cece ccc ccc ccc eee ele ee ee ener ele ee ew eeeee 2,500 
Gilbert Creek cocci cc ccc cece elec eee cele e eee eeees 2,500 
Grult Creek wo... cece cc eee eee lence eee ele ee cw ences 1,800 

1 Fay Creek 2... ccc ccc cc cece ee eel cece eee ee lace acesece 1,400 
TVON CLOCK cocci ccc ce ccc eect eee le reece eee el see eeeeees 1,200 
Irving Creek oo. ccc ccc ccc cect e le cee eee fe ceee ences 1,800 
Knights Creek ....... eee ccc leet ee ee eee lore eeeee 1,800 
Little EIK creek 2.0... .. ccc ccc elec ee eel eee eee eeee 1,500 
Little Missouri creek ..........). ccc eee e lene e eee 1,500 
Little Otter Creek woe. cc cece lec c ee leceeeeeeee 1,500 

; LOUIS CreCK oo... clic c cece eee ence lose ee eeeeefeenesenees 1,200
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z) 
ere prec POS 

Se 

| | J 
| | | Finger- : 

| | | | lings, 
Loeality. Disposition. Tigges. | Fry. | yearlings 

| and 
| adults. 

I 

BROOK TROUT—Con. | | | 

Menomonie—Con. ..| Lower Price creek .......... ccc lace e eee eee le cece enone 1,800 
MecCarthys Creek 2... . cc ccc lee eee eee n elec eee eees 1,200 
Mud Creek ...ccc cece cece cece cele eect nent lessee eveee 1,800 
Otter Creek Lo... eee ccc cece eee lee ee eee rele ce eeeeeee 1,800 

. Pine creek prririsrisresstesspessstsetes ses 1,800 
Popple ereek popuipppern ee ees 1,500 
Rock creek 2... cc cece cece ee ee eee vores esses 1,800 
Rush Creek 2... ce cece cece e cece lee e eee ele eee eeees 1,200 
Sand creek ....... cece eee eee eens vretestesdoersnssiss .1,800 
Shafer CreeK co.cc cece cc cece ele ce cece egeleccseceeee? 1,200 
SiMOnNSON Creek ....i cece cece ccc le cece ce ee el eee erences 1,200 
Sinking creek 2... cece cele cece eee le nee e cece 1,500 
Smith Creek ..... cc ccc cece cele cece eee ele e eee eeeeel * 1,200 
South Fork creek copes |e eee eeees 1,200 
Spring Creek 2... cc ccc cece cece elec eee eee lee eeeeene 1,200 
Stoner creek cioeerenrnereessssedecessessea/ ess 005 . 1,200 
THUMM CLECK ...cc ccc ccc cece eee e lace ee ee eeeleeseeeveee 1,500 
Tiffany creek Ces ssc 1,500 

| TorgerSon Creek... ccc cece cece fees cece eee fe we eeee ceed” 1,200 
: Wilcox CLr@@K 2... cic cece cece elec eee e cee leeeeeenens 1,200 

; Wolf’s creek ......... cece cece eee cores 1,200 
Merrill ..............| Branch Pine river ......... ccc elec e eee e elec eee eeee 1,200 

Prairie LIVEL oo... cece eee elect eee ee elec ween eeee 3,000 
_ Millston............]) Mattehett creek {SHINJI EINE 1,200 

Harte Creek PON ..... ccc cece cele cece cece close eee cees 2,500 a 
Mondovi ...:........| Big’ Creek wo... cece eee eee lees ee eee elon eee eene 1,800 | 

° Brown Creek ..... ccc cece cece cece lence eee ele eeeeeeaes 1,200 
Carroll Creek co.cc cece ccc c cele cee e cree ele ee senses 1,590 
BK Creek wee ccc ccc ccc ce cece cee le cece ee eeeleeneeeceee 1,800 
Ford Creek wo... cc cece cece cece eee l eee eeaes recesses] 1,500 

. . Franz Way Creek ..... ccc cece cele ee eee e ee ele ence neeee 1,500 
Rosman Creek ..... cc cece cece elec eee ee eleceee sees 1,800 

Manitowoc .........| SPVing Creek wo. ec eee cece elec e cece cele eee eeeees 1,500 
Rice Lake ..........| AUZer CPECK wocceec cece cece cece ee le cece eeeteereeeeees 3,000 

Barker Creek oo... cee cece e cece eee lect ee eee leee ee eeees 3,600 
a Big Bear Creek 20... ccc cece eee lee cece lees eieeeee 3,600 

Big Kettle creek 20... . ccc ccc eee le cece cele eee nceees 3,000 
Browns Creek ..... cece cece eee cele ence eeelecececnees 3,000 
Butternut Creek ..... ccc cece cele cece cece lect ee eeens 3,000 
Cannon CLECK 2... ccc cece cece ce ele csc c cree tleceereeees 3,000 
Cobb Creek ...ccc cece cece cece eee nlecc cc eeeceleeeeeceees 3,600 
Cranberry CLCCK 2... ccc cece ele e cece eee elec ee eeens 6,600 
DeitZ Creek .orccce cece eee ec ecc clear ccesceslevesesceces 3,000 
Desair Creek ...cccc cc ccc cece cece le ccercecealeececseees 3,600 
DevilS Creek oo. cc ccc eee cece cece le acer ee ee eleceeeeeeee 3,000 
East Branch Creek ..... ccc cece leee cece reel eceeneees 3,000 
German Creek 2... cece cece ct eee ele cess eee eleceeneseee 3,600 
FLAY LIVE occ cece eee cece ee ele eee ee eeeleceeeeeees 3,000 7 
Hemlock Creek wo... cc ccc cece cee le weer ee ee elec eseceees 8,000 
Heyer Creek wo. cece ccc cee cece le cece eee esleeeeeceees 3,600 
Hickey Creek ...cc cece cece cece cele ee ec ee eee (soe eeecees 3,600 
Little Bear Creek 2... ccc cece ce ee leew cece ele eeeeenees 8,000 
Little Fall creek 2... ccc ec ce cle cece ewes lene eceeees 8,600 . 
Little Savage creek ....... ccc cele cece eee e lew e eee eens 3,000 - 
Little Spring creek ........... ccf ee eee eee ele eee enone . 8,000 

. Little Tuscobie creek ..........[eccee cece elec eee e ees 3,600
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, | | | 
| | | TFinger- 

| | lings, 
Locality. Disposition. | Eggs. | Fry. | yearlings 

| | | and 
adults. 

ee dod | _ 

| | | 
BROOK TROUT—Con. | | | 

Rice Lake—Con.....} Lost creek 2. ccc cc cece cc ceecececleveccccculeccuccenes 3,000 
-Meadow creek Peete neers en este n etait en eens 3,000 
Miller creek ..................08. crrenifersesss 3,000 
Moosier creek CU DE es 3,000 
Mud Creek oo... cece cc ccc eee cele ce eee e ee eleeeceaeees 8,000 
Olsen creek iiiitssssjcssssectocsseced 3,000 , 
Overby creek voccecececceteceeetfersssscccelecesrsena| 3,000 
Pekegamo creek SpsOneHETOOD OOSOEED OREO 6,006 
Pigeon Creek 2... cece cee lee eee e cece lessee ae ees 3,600 
Pine Creek 2... ccc eee cece ce cele eens ee ee cece eeenees 3,600 

, Prairie Creek wo... ccc cc cece elec eee cence eee et ceees 3,000 
Renville creek oo... cee lec e eee cee leet re eecee 3,600 
Rice Creek Loo. ccc cece ee el eee en cece ele ceeeeeece 3,090 
Rock Creek 2... ccc ccc eee ee cele cece cee eleeeenvenee 8,060 
Savage Creek 20... ccc ccc e cece elec cece ee ele ccc aeeeee 3,000 
Silver creek crretreresressesssdecscesssbes ese 3,600 
SletlonS Creek co... cece cele wee cece ele eeeeetaes 3,000 
South OS) Se Ce 8,000 ° 
SPOON CLECK 2... cece ee cece eee cele cece ee eeeleeeneenees 3,000 

. Spring creek HIS 3,699 
. Spurnine creek critter esses disses 8,690 

Sucker Creek ....... cece cece ele cece cece lence veence 3,600 
Tuscobia Creek 20.0... ccc ccc cece le cece eee le cece eeaee 3,600 
WeISS CKeeK oo... cee lee cece cele ence eeeee 3,600 
West Branch creek o.oo... cc ccc elec cece cafe cece ee eee 3,600 

River Falls YOHOW Piver oo. cic cc cece lene rece ce eleeeeneecee 8,030 ° 
MIVOD DUS veeeeeeee? Kinnickinnie river oo... ccc cece efece cee e ee eleee ee eeees 2,500 

Sg t South Fork creek ree tet eee e nes leer teens siete egee ees 1,200 
Spare OM verse eeeeees] OCoNtO VIVE occ cece ccc eee celee cece eens eeeeeeunes 3,000 | 
DATlA  ....... se eeeee! Bio creek creteerseteeeeeese setae aleseeecserseetereners 2,400 

Soper Creek oo... cece cece cece cele ce ce ececelaceeeecuee 2,400 | 
. Walworth Creek .....ccceceeeecelececceeeec|sceecucues 2,460 

Stevens Point ......] Springville Creek ..ccccccccccccclecucccccvclecccccece el] 2,100 
Strum .........eeeeee] Lyons creek voce ccceceeecceeeeleccceeseeelecec eee eee 1,200 
- Spring CreeK oo... ccc cc ccc ce ele cece cee leeeeeevere| 1,200 
Boman vo ccc eeceeeeee] COL Creek oo cce cece cece cece esslesncceeevcfecaeverene| 1,800 

Council Creek ..... cece cece lace een ee ele cece ee cee| 1,200 

Deer creek Srrcrssesrtssrreeesssrssgrs[ sorters] 1,590 
Silver Creek wo... cece eect fe eee e eee eafeeeeeeeaee| 3,000 

rea, Sparta Creek wo... ccc cc cece cele cece cece elec ee eee eee 1,890 
Viroqua .............] Johnson creek pss} "1,200 

, — Rarrison branch ........ ccc cece elec eee eel cee eeeee 1,500 . 
Waupaea ............] Waupaeca River Piveeeteerteteteefeeeeetee eel eeeeee ee 6,000 
Waultoma ....ccccceee] Soule Creek .occc cece ccc ccecccececlecececcceelecceeeseee! 1,200 
Westby .............] Branch Coon creek ....... cece celeceeeceeecfeceencceeel 1,200 

. Branch Timber Coulee creek ..].......... [ee cee ee eee 1,200 
. Branch West Kickapoo creek..[..........)... eee eee 1,200 

Teyster Creek oo... cc cece cece cece e lee eteseteleeeeeenene| 1,500 
Freeming creek prrteesssessposressesss ices 1,800 , 
Gillette Dranch .o.cece cece cece elec cece alee eee eeeee 1,200 

. Kallock creek eersesssssssssss[osrsscres}ossertsss 1,500 
Knapp Creek oo... cc cece cece cele eee e eee e alee eeeeneee 1,200 

. Miner Creek wo... ccc cece cele cece eee ele ee eeenens 1,200 
Norbo Creek ..... cc cece cece ee cece lace ee eeceeleceeceueee 1,200 

. | North Branch Coon creek......[..c. eee eee lee e eee ee 2,500 
Otter creek tetee eens err eeseceeeealeeeecer eta lece er ecees 1,800 
Rogstad creek 20... ccc cece ef e eee eee eee fe eee e ene 1,200
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Se TT 7 
: | | | FWinger- 
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| | | | 
BROOK TROUT—Con. | | | 

Westby—Con.........{| Seas branch vec ceguaeeeeueneeeeees cccseccevelaneeceuees 2,700 
Sherve Creek oo... cece cece cece eee lee e ee eeeee[eeeeeeeeee 1,200 
South Branch Bad Ax creek...|...-.....eleee eee eee 3,000 
Spring Coulee creek ..... cc cece elec cece een l eee eeeeees 1,200 
Spring Valley creek 2.2... cece elec cece eee e lene eee eees 1,500 

, Van Ruden Creek occ. ccc cece elec cece eee efe ee eeeeene 1,200 

West Kickanoo creek crn /eriissTerrisg 1.290 

Wheeler .............| Blank CLOCK ee eeeeeeeeeeeeteiteeseeeceetisafeeseesese| 1,260 

. Thaforge Creek ..... cece cece eee lee e renee elec eeeenens 1,209 | 

Whitehall ...........| Barlow Valley CLOCK cece ccc e elec cece eee efe cece ones! 1,200 | 

Beaver Creek oc. cc cece cece cece eleeenceeencleeneeeeeeel 1,500 | 

Bruce Valley creek cries] 1,200 | 

Crystal Creek 20... . cece cece cece lene e en efeeeeeeeene 1,590 | 

Bly Creek co.cc cece cece cnet e nee el eee eeenees Lecce cece 1,500 
Fay Creek occ cece cece cee eeeeeee| see eeeecee leer eeeeeee| 1,560 | 

’ Irvine creek ni one LU 1,200 | 

North Branch Elk creek .......[ec cece eee leew ee eens 1,500 

North Valley creek vetted 1,270 ; 
Pigeon Creek  ..... cece cece cece elec eeeeeees eccecnece| 2,500 
South Branch Elk creek .......[.ccce eens lee e cee eel 1,509 

Wilton .....cceeeeee OTSECt CLCOK Lo. eee le eee e eee eeleeeeeenens . 1,200 

Hibbard’s creek EE 1,200 
. Posey CLECK wo. cece cece cece eee rele e eee ee neal eee eeneeee 1,20 

Slaten CreeK 12... ccc cee eee ewes veeteereesbeesrssae 1,230 

Waege Creek 2.0... cc cece cece eee elec ecto en afe ee ererees 1,200 

Withee ..............| Missling creek ......---- esses ee cree 1,200 

Total | sosetteneeiinneneneestinnetten 59,000) 87,099 466 ,300 

| | | ! 
GRAYLING. | | | 

Bayfield ............. Wis. Fish COM. cece a 

. | | | 

PIKV | | 

: od | _ 
Genoa ...............| Mississippi river .......... ee ee lence eee ee ele eee e eens 750 

Ta Crosse ..........' Mississippi river Woh 2,050 

Total od a OD 2,890 

. ‘RAPPIE AND STRAWBERRY! | | 
BASS | | ! 

Genoa ...............| Mississippi river Docc ctccseccetelesecceccelisseseeeee! 7,500 

La Crosse ..........| Mississippi river Sevtssesersenebosert|terrsed 10,700 

Prairie du Chien "| Mississippi river rrserenssernadicgeccsersgeeseecreg ~ 11,000 

| | | 
ROCK BASS | | | 

; La Crosse ..........| Mississippi river ....... ccc cele eee eee elec e ee eee eel 100
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Distribution of Fish. : 

PLANTS MADE BY U.S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

: | [oy 
| | | Kinger- 

| | | lings, ; Locality. Disposition. | Eggs. | Fry. | yearlinss 
| - | | and . 

‘ | | | adults. 
| ao I a oe | | . | | | | 

: | | [ 
SMALUL-MOUTH BLACK BASS| | | , 

Armstrong Creek...| Lake Lama sosetceneeensetinfoetennse eee aad 125 © Cable ................| Buffalo lake .................005. sence ee eee B3,000]........000.8 
Prairie lake init sss |essced 2,000].........0. . 
Prices lake ....... cece cece eee elec sees e eee! 2,000]............ Wleho ................| Lake Nine eee e cece eee eee cet eee ec cess leseecenese| 250 Grandview ..........| Diamond lake bee e cece tear eereeeleeeecscscclecsscenee a} 200 
Hoosier Jake 22... ccc. cc cece eee clec eee c cece] 2,000].........0.. Hayward ............{ Spider lake ......... cece eee fees e eee e el 2,000]............ 

Nye .................| Lake Nokomis steer ee teen eeeeeleeeeeeeeee? © 2,000)... 2... 
Mirror lake Cities oc Tuttle Lake ........| Silver lake a 2,000|............ 

Total ........., sccetvteesvttetitvittseevs dees 18,0001 575 

| | | 
| | | | | .-| LARGE-MOUTH BLACK BASS! | | . 

Athelstane ..........| Elbow lake ettttttctedeccce de 575 Barron ..............| Manitou lake Ghdiae Takes UPI a | 290 Birchwood ..........| Birch and Big Chetac lakes...|..........[..........| 450 Chetek ..............., Lake Chetek rr sores] -200 | Colegate .............| Lake Five a 200 | Cumberland ......../ Beaver Dam UE ca | 150 
Vermillion lake eect eee eer eeeeeeleeeenseneelececesvenal 150 | Dunbar ..............| Moon lake bene teeee eee ecseececelecsenecccalensenceacal 725 Wagle ................} Baele Springs lake vere terete seca 2-0 
Lake Lula eee cence eee teen ee leae eset eselececevaceel 250 Kau Claire .........| Badger lake bocce cece cece reece ee lecenstcecclecesvevavel 250 Trond du Lac .......; Lake De Neveu sence cece cece ce leccesecevelentesceecs 40 Iron County .......| Bass Lake a 209 
Island lake 20... ccc cece ec eecleacceecencleencuccee. _ 250 Noose lake 1.0.0... cece cece eee e lec e ce eeeee lees cece eee] 200 La Crosse .......... Mississippi river ............ ccc cficcecceeecleecceecces| 2,050 Lampson ............| Silver lake Ss ee 150 | Melvina .............| Flunt pond see e cece e eee eect eeeelesscessccelecsesccece| 100 | Menomonie .........| Schmitz lake wee eee ee eee e eee eleeesesescclessesevecal 200 Merrillan ...........| Blectric pond wee e eect e cece ceelenceeeectelensveeceee| 2°0 
Halls creek ....... cece cece cee lece eee eeeeleceee ecu e | 200 
TYOWS PON 2... cece cee cece cece ceelevcceeeccaleveceecce | 200 Mikana ............. Balsam lake ne a 300 North Lake ........| North lake Ur nyse yscssicliccrsarsed 200 _ Princeton ...........} Cox river pring UI tps 390 Richfield ............] Evergreen SPTING oo... cece eee el cece elec eee c eee K=O 
Lillverab lake SS 350 Shell Lake ..........| Shell lake SS ‘150 Sobieski ............| Bass lake sede e eee e cece eeeeseeeeeeleeeeecceealieeaneeces| 200 Solon Springs ......] St. Croix lake Se 150 Sparta ..............] Lower La Crosse river perieteeersrstilessrsscd 200 
Perch lake ......... 00... ec cee eee we vceeeecclesseseescel 200 . Walworth pond | 210 Sturgeon Bay ......| Sturgeon bay sete eect teen eee eceleceececenslesceeeeens 500 - Tomahawk ........ | Osage lake Sete cece cece eceeeeselececccsscclececsccvccl 300 
Smith lake Steen ee ee eect epee er etepfeereseeecelegeeeneteg| 400 :
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| Distribution of ish. 

PLANTS MADE BY U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES—Continued. 

pf 
oe 

. 
| | | Finger- LO 

| | lings, 

Locality. Disposition. | Mags. | Fry. | yearlinzs 
| and 

| | | adults. . 

ee Se 
| | | 

LARGE-MOUTH BLACK | | | 

BASS—Con. | ! 

Trevor _....++++++++++| Rock lake oo cccecccuevitcevsravelentssetessfecserteeel 200 | 

Turtle Lake ........) Horse Shoe lake sescessresesstechoorecesss|irerrit 200 . 

Waupaca .........665] Chain of lakes ........c cece ee ele eee e ee ee etene ener ees 200 | 

“fo | | | 

| BREAM or SUNFISH | | , | | 

Genoa sesececssereees| Mississippi river seveecnsesnfeesnettsveceee 6,000 

La Crosse .......++. Mississippi river seeeeeeereseeetsferetnssss! ces eeeeees 15,470 

Prairie du Chien ..| Mississippi river ryreceetnetenseyeeserees yess eed 8,020 

Total .......... cc decnteneeeefeseeteeeed 19,450 

| | | 
- | | | 

. PIKE PERCH. | } | 

| _ | 
Birchwood .......--| Elizabeth lake .......ceceee eee elon ences 210,000). ....-- eee 

— Matson AKC ..ecceeeeeecceeceeeee[eeeeeeeees| 210,009)... .+.0 00005 

Brillion ..............| Long lake eeeeeeetereesesssetreesieceesest 400, 000).....-..006- 

Cameron ..--.se.eee. Prairie lake ......cce cece cece eee le eee enees 400, 000)... 0.000000. 

Grand View ........| Southwest lake ccc cevcaecencfesecseesse|  400,000]....0..00065 

Grantsburg ........| Bluff lake cccnvceccecceecevecseseefecsccsereep 200,000)... 60s. ce eee 

Iron River...........| Bagle lake _caencncvccacececetecs[eceeesesee| 400, 000).....0-20 005 

‘| Upper Pike lake De ceeuccccvcceeefioccescers|  400,000)........06-- 

Lampson .........6.. Twin lakes sotrrterterssersseriatersersis| 489,000). ....22-0008 

Lublin ..............| Diamond lake Seeeeeeseseterennr|onrsssssss . 400, 000]........000- 

Narrows ........++..| Cedar lake .......eeeeeeereecr sees veveveeees| 560,000], ....0.-0565 

Riee Lake ..........| Rice lake .....ce cece cece ee eee e eee e leer ereeees 400,000|.......20066 

Solon Springs ......| St. Croix lake ........eeecs sees eefeee eer eee) 640,000) oss veer 

Turtle Lake ........| Echo lake rc 400,000)... 0.000000 

Total .......... sieeeseeaenetneenstnareeeenenee snes] eee 550,00 soos 

| | | | | 
YELLOW PERCH 7 | | 

Genoa ..............-| Mississippi river ceceesttrteafesetertesfetseseeee 2,500 

La Crosse .......65. Mississippi river ccc cccccaccs[ecnceenccs{sceeeeceee| 1,400 

| Prairie du Chien . | Mississippi river vevenesnerneeeaiensacesensfoeeeesseg 3,030 

| | | | . 

. 
GRAND TOTALS. 

DEES cece cece cece eee eee eee EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE 15,250,000 

1h A eee
 8,095,009 

; Fingerlings, yearlings and Adults...cc cesses ee cece reer ecees 1,08) ,325 

| Grand total... .ccccccepeccccceceecegettceesesseeesetsenecns 24,344,325
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Lhe Tullibee as a Fish of Economic I mportance. | eee 

THE TULLIBEE (Argyrosomus Tullibee Rich- 
_ ardson) AS A FISH OF ECONOMIC 

IMPORTANCE. — . 

| GEORGE WAGNER, 
| Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey. | 

For several years the Geological and Natural History Sur- 
vey of Wisconsin has been engaged in a study of the fishes 
of the state. Perhaps the chief resu’t of this study so far has 

| been the recognition of the very general distribution of white- | 
fishes of the genera Coregonus and Argyrosomus through the | 
lakes of the state. The degree of variation among the forms 
found has proved to be very great, and much more collecting 
will be necessary before a complete report can be made. It is 
the intention here to discuss one species, certain peculiarities of 
its distribution, and their relation to the economic importance of 
the form. | , 

The Tulibee, or Mongrel Whitefish (Argyrosomus tullibee 
Richardson) is a form chiefly known from Western British 
America, although recorded from as far east as Lake Onondaga, © 
New York. Occasional specimens have also been taken in all of 
the Great Lakes. As far as we know, this is the first notice of 

; its occurrence in Wisconsin, or in any waters of the Mississippi 
drainage basin. So far we have found the form in three lakes 
of Wisconsin, which differ rather widely from one another in 
their physical characteristics. It is now well understood that 
the critical period for a lake, as far as its living organisms are 
concerned, occurs in August, at the full establishment of the |
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thermocline. The conditions in these lakes at that time have 

: been well studied by Professor Birge and Mr. Juday of this Sur- 
vey. 

The lakes concerned are Kawaquesaga, at Minocqua in Oneida 

County; North Twin Lake at Hackley; and Long Lake, about 

| four miles east of Hackley. Both of these last are in Vilas | 
County, and all three drain into the Wisconsin River, although 

by very different routes. : 
The portion of Kawaquesaga where we took our specimens 

has been characterized in a recent paper (Trans. Wisconsin 

Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters. Vol. 16; p. 18). It 

: is 12 to 18 meters in depth, of rather irregular outline, and an 

area of about 2.5 square kilometers. Its surface temperature in | 

August is about 20° C., while the bottom temperature is about | 

| 8° C. Below the thermocline the oxygen becomes less until at 

| a depth of about 10 or 11 meters it disappears entirely. It was — 

| only to ccerroborate a natural supposition that we fished below 

this depth and caught nothing. But when we set our nets at 8 

to 10 meters, where oxygen still occurs, only in about one-tenth 
| the amount found at the top, we caught tullibee in abundance | 

and of a weight up to three pounds. From here it ranges up- 

- wards to within 3 or 4 meters of the surface; at the surface it- 

self it does not seem to appear. 

North Twin Lake at Hackley, Vilas County, is of about the | 
same depth as Kawaquesaga, but its area is much larger and 
more fully exposed to the wind. Hence while the surface tem- 

perature is about the same as in Kawaquesaga, the temperature 
at the bottom is higher, cr about 11° C. The decrease in oxy- 
gen is not quite so rapid either, and there is some left even at 
the bottom, or 44 m. above it, although only somewhat less than 
1% of what there is at the top. Yet here it is in the lowest 
meter of water that we caught tullibee abundant‘y, and more 
were taken in shallow water. 

Long Lake (T. 41, 42, N.; R. xi, xii, E.; Forest Co.) is of a 
different character from either of these lakes. It is long and 

| _ narrow, curved enough so that the effect of the wind is at least 
| partially checked, and of great depth, especial’y for its width;
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96.5 meters were found near the northern third of its length. 

(It is to be noted that this is not one of the two lakes of the 

| same name, referred to in Marsh’s Table of Lakes. Wis. Geol. 

and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bulletin No. XII; p. 88). It is fed in 

largest part by springs and its narrowness from east to west and 

its forested shores protect it somewhat from the warming effect 

| of the sun; hence vegetation in it is rather scant, except at the 

: lower end, which is shallow. Consequently the usual cause for 

the consumption of oxygen at the bottom is largely absent, and 

one-half as much oxygen occurs here as at the top. The bottom 

temperature is low, only about 4° or 5° C., while the top is 19° 

C. Here again we caught tullibee in great numbers at the maxt- 

mum depth, and none above, even after repeated efforts. 

We have here then a species of whitefish, large enough and of 

good enough quality as food to be worthy of economic considera- | 

tion, that seems to be able to adjust itself to quite various con- 

ditions of environment. Certainly its adaptability is very much 

greater than that of Coregonus labradoricus, which, so far as our 

| experience goes, occurs only in the deep waters (in summer) of 

lakes approximating Long Lake in their physical characters. Ot : 

course, there is a limit to the adaptability of the tullibee, as is 

shown by its restriction to certain depths in both Long Lake and ~ 

North Twin Lake. | 

Neverthe‘ess, the species seems to be a very promising form - 

for introduction into certain large shallow lakes. In Lake Pepin 

on the Mississippi, Lake Winnebago, and some others, we have 

lakes that are comparatively shallow, and so large that their 

| utilization for commercial fisheries, as well as for sport, is not | 

only possible, but highly desirable. Lake Pepin is now being so 

utilized to a very large extent. But it yields only the coarser 

fish, such as buffalo, carp, and to a certain extent, spoonbills. 

The successful introduction of a whitefish into this lake, and a _ 

proper regulation of its capture, would prove a great and last- 

ing benefit. Whitefish (Coregonus clupeiformis Mitchell) have 
indeed been planted in it, but with no success, the genus Core- 

gonus being seemingly not adaptable to such waters. But it 

| seems to us highly probable that with so adaptable a form as
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the tullibee, and with heavy and perserving planting through | 

| four or five years, success cou'd be attained. And there are 

: other lakes in Wisconsin, and probably elsewhere, where it could 

| be introduced and its fishing permitted under certain restrictions, . 

without any detriment whatever to the game fishes. |



| 
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Experiments ww Rearing Smaill-mouth Black Bass. 

EXPERIMENTS IN REARING SMALL-MOUTH 

BLACK BASS. | 

| Roperr RIrFie, | 

Minocqua Hatchery. 

- The following paper records some experiments made at the. 

Minocqua Hatchery, Wisconsin, with artificial nests for rearing 

_ small-mouthed black bass. These nests are made of Port'and 

cement, mixed one part cement, two parts sand, moulded in a 

box 24 inches square, with rounded corners. They are about 3 

inches thick at the edge and 1 inch thick in the center, where 

there is a hole 1 inch in diameter. They weigh about 50 lbs. 

each. The surface is covered with gravel and stones, and 

sprinkled with sand. About 15-18 stones of various shapes and 

the size of a hen’s egg are set near the center; outside of these 

come smaller stones, diminishing to fine gravel at the edge. 

) Great care is exercised in setting the stones, so that the nest will 

appear natural and so that the nest will drain as well as pos- 

sible to the central hole. When in use the ho’e is blocked by a / 

| small stone, which prevents loss of eggs in the hole and also | 

makes the nest more acceptable to the fish. A loop of strong 

copper wire is embedded in each side of the nest, by which it 

can be easily handled. : 

The purpose of these nests is two-fo'd: 1. To render pos- . 

sible some experiments in hatching eggs on trays after remov- 

ing from the nests. 2. To furnish better conditions for hatch- 

ing than are given by the nests made by the fish themselves. 

I will speak of the second point first. It is well known that , 

no better conditions for hatching the fry can be supplied than
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are offered by a natural nest of the best type, on which the eggs 

are properly spread by the female and which is properly guarded 

and fanned by the male. But such conditions are by no means 

always met. The stones in the center of the nest may be too 

~ large, leaving deep and narrow crevices; and whether they are 

large or small the spaces may be such that the eggs which fall 

into them cannot be properly fanned. Such eggs are almost cer- 

tain to die and to be attacked by fungus. This condition is ag- 

gravated when, as often happens, the female does not properly 

scatter her eggs but drops them in masses. In such case those 

eggs which fall between the stones are certain to become fun- | 

gused. Many failures of nests to develop try, attributed to lack 

of fertilization, are really due to causes of the kind here indi- - 

~ - cated. The evils caused by imperfect circulation of the water 

are by no means ended when the eggs are hatched. Many of 

the young fry fall between the stones and are smothered or 

attacked by fungus. | } 

These evils have caused annually the loss of many eggs and 

fry at the Minocqua Hatchery and I was, therefore, led to ex- 

periment with the artificial nests described. Some 50 nests were | 

| made last winter and were put to use this season. They were ; 

placed in the ponds so as to be sheltered by a stump or log and 

were sheltered by a two-sided frame of 4% inch boards, placed 

near the nest. The males hesitated at first to accept them but 

soon did so and altogether some 75 pairs of bass used them in | 

| ponds where there were plenty of the old style box, loose gravel 

nests. In many cases they preferred the new nests; a good 

many being used more than once. Many of our breeding bass | 

come from lakes where they are accustomed to spawn on bars 

covered by large stones. Such fish will hunt for spawning beds 

| like those to which they are accustomed; but if they are put into 

ponds with only sand or fine gravel on the bottom, they will , 

come to the artificial nests and be content with them. They will 

also hatch out and raise a larger percentage of fry on the arti- | 

ficial nests than on one constructed by the fish out of large 

stones. Even though only smaller stones are given them, the 

circulation of water is better in the artificial nest than under
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natural conditions and the resu'ts are correspondingly better. 
Altogether some 15 nests were hatched successfully under natu- 
ral conditions on these cement nests and the results were such 
as to convince me that it would be well to provide them in all 
cases, . 

The immediate purpose of making the cement nests was, how- 
ever, not so much to furnish the bass with better nests than he 
could buid, but to make possible experiments on removing the 
eggs and hatching them on trays. When the eggs are first laid 
they adhere rather firmly to the stones, but after the third day 
they can easily be detached. The nest is taken ftom the pond 

: to the hatching house and placed on a tub or similar vessel in 
the fry-trough. The water is allowed to rise in the trough un- | 
til it fils the tub, and, rising through the hole in the center of 
the nest, fills it to the edge, or, at least, so as to cover the eggs, 
The eggs are then loosened with a feather, working them toward 
the center; the nest is then raised and lowered a few times and 
the eggs flow with the water through the hole in the nest into © 
the tube. The whole operation may take a half hour on the 
first day; two or three days later. it would occupy perhaps ten 
minutes. If the nest has been made with the proper drain and 

| dish, the eggs are removed quick’y without loss or injury. ° 
| They are then placed in trays, which are put into an ordinary 

| hatching trough. Only three trays are placed in each compart-. 
ment, so that the eggs may have abundance of water; each tray | 
carries about 3,000 eggs. The temperature of the water is 55°~ 
57° FP, : 

After hatching, the fry remain on the trays until they are © 
_ ready to feed—about 10-12 days. They are then transferred to 

screens in the ponds to feed themselves until they are distributed. 
About 50,000 fry were raised in this way during the present sea- 
son with very little loss. | | 

I do not recommend that all eggs be taken from the nests and 
hatched in this way. The conditions offered by artificial hatch- | 
ing are as good, but not better than the best natural conditions. — 
But every breeder of bass knows that there are many nests in- 
his ponds, where a large part, or all, of the eggs and fry become
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fungused from the causes indicated in this paper. If such nests 

are on natural bottom nothing can be done to save the eggs, 

since they cannot be removed from loose stones, gravel, and | 
_ Sand. But if all the fish spawn on these cement nests, those may 

be left in the care of the male which are in good condition and 

are properly cared for, and the others can be saved by removing 
the eggs. These are not unlikely to be the nests containing the 
largest number of eggs, and there will probably be a considerable | 
number of nests, so that the gain will be well worth the cost in 
time and trouble. Many smaller losses of eggs are also avoided 
by the use of these nests, since in the natural nests it almost al- 
ways happens that some eggs or fry are deposited where they are 
not in the currents of water, and die in consequence. Some nests 
are also deserted by the male fish and are left without the natural 
protector. | - | , 

It is intended next season to furnish these nests for a‘l the | 
small-mouthed black bass in our ponds. A further report will 
be made if any new or interesting facts develop.
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WISCONSIN FREE LIBRARY COMMISSION oe 

I. . | 

| SECRETARY’S REPORT 

Free public libraries . . - 156 | | 
Library buildings . . . : . 66 

Libraries in city halls. . . . 36 

| Total annual tax levy for support of public li- 
braries . . . . . $225,000 

No. of volumes in public libraries . . 115,447 

No. of volumes in school libraries , . 1,250,000 - 
No. of volumes in other libraries maintained by 

the state . . a . . 500 , 000 

No. of volumes in state traveling libraries - 24,794 

Librarians and assistants who have had profes- 

| sional training . . . . 88 
Gifts from citizens for library buildings, to date $492,000 

Carnegie gifts to date ; . ; . $807,500 
. City appropriations for library buildings . $565,000 

Summarizing the statistics of public libraries for the last bi- | 
-cnnium, the figures show that there are at this date 156 free pub- 

lic Hbraries in Wisconsin, as compared with 126 four years ago, | 

_ 105 eight years ago, 52 twelve years ago, and 28 fifteen years ago. 

This array of bare figures does not tell the entire story of 

growth, nor does it indicate the rapid rate of progress as to 

| effidieney. It does, however, measure the spread of library facil- 

ities to all sections of the state, and in most localities, where the | 
_ density of population makes possible the maintenance of free 

. public libraries. There now remains no city of 3,000 population 

unprovided, and but five which count in excess of 2,000 inhabi- - 
tants have thus far failed to establish public libraries. These | 
are: Cudahy, 2,556 population; Tomahawk, 2,626; Phillips, ' 

2,011; River Falls, 2,300; Hurley, 2,000. | | 

One or more public libraries may be found in every county of 

the state, with the execption of the following ten: Adams, a 

Burnett, Calumet, Tron, Forest, Florence, Marquette, Polk, Vilas | 

| and Waushara. | ,
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On the other hand, there are many hamlets and villages ap- 

. proximating ‘600 to 1,500 population each, which are bravely 

secking to furnish library privileges by public taxation. These 

communities the Wisconsin Library Commission is seeking to aid 

by means of its Town Libraries, an enlargement of the rural 

traveling library system which has yielded splendid results dur- 

ing the brief period of operation. If this plan, which is described 

in another part of this report, could be still further extended and 

developed, it would mean much for the promotion of library work 

in the state. Small and struggling libraries would thereby be 

assured the use annually of from 400 to 600 well-selected and 

up-to-date books at nominal cost, instead of tying up their 

meager book funds in a mere handful of volumes that would be 

little used after a limited period. 

An Era of Library Building © | 

The close of this biennial period brings to a close as well the 

period of library building in Wisconsin. During the past six 

years especially, there has been much activity in providing 

structures for housing public and college libraries under their 

own roofs. Sixty-six public libraries are now in buildings con- 

structed especially for them. The sum of $1,299,500 represents | 

individual gifts for library buildings in this state, $492 000 of 

this princely sum having been contributed by citizens of the 

respective communities where such memorial libraries have been 

erected. Andrew Carnegie has given Wisconsin libraries 

$807,500 for buildings. | 

The library buildings that have resulted from gifts or be- 

quests of Wisconsin citizens are the following: 

| Beaver Dam, $25,vv0 from J. J. Williams. 
Delavan, $15,000 from the Aram estate. 

Evansville, $10,000 from A. Eager. 

Janesville, $10,000 from Eldred estate, in addition to a Carnegie gift. 

Kenosha, $150,000 from Z. G. Simmons. 

La Crosse, $17,500 from C. C. Washburn, and $25,000 from five 

citizens, whose names are not made public. . 

Lake Geneva, $7,000 from Mrs. Geo. Sturges. 

Lake Mills, $8,000 from L. D. Fargo. : | 

Marinette, $30,000 from Isaac Stephenson. 

Menasha, $20,000 from E. D. Smith. | 
Menomonie, $125,000 from Andrew Tainter. . 

Monroe, $12,500 from H. HB. and W. Ludlow. SO , 
. Mosinee, $5,000 from Joseph Dessert. |
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Neenah, $15,000 from citizens, in addition to a Carnegie gift. 

Oconomowoc, $4,500 from residents. ) 

Oconto, $15,000 from George Farnsworth. 2 

Oshkosh, $55,000 from Philetus Sawyer and the Harris estate. 7 

Stanley, $15,000 from Mrs. Sally F. Moon. | 

Two Rivers, $4,000 from citizens. | 

Waukesha, $3,000 in addition to a Carnegie gift. : 

Waupun, $1,000 from the Beach estate, in addition to a Carnegie gift. : 

Wausau, $10,000 from citizens, in addition to a Carnegie gift. , o 
Wausaukee, $4,500 from H. P. Bird. | : 

Wauwatosa, $5,000 from citizens, in addition to a Carnegie gift. , 

Whitewater, $15,000 from Flavia White. , 

The following are the Carnegie buildings: | 

Antigo, Arcadia, Baraboo, Bayfield, Beloit, Berlin, Chippewa Falls, 7 
Cumberland, Darlington, Durand, Eau Claire, Edgerton, Elroy, Fond 
du Lac, Green Bay, Hayward, Hudson, Janesville, Kaukauna, Lady- 
smith, Madison, Manitowoc, Neenah, Racine, Rhinelander, Rice Lake, 
Richland Center, Ripon, Sheboygan, Sparta, Stevens Point, Stoughton, 
Superior, Viroqua, Washburn, Watertown, Waukesha, Waupun, Wausau. 

The following libraries are located in city halls: 

Abbotsford Dodgeville Mondovi: Prairie du Sac 
Appleton Elkhorn Neillsville Prescott 
Belleville Fairchild New London Reedsburg 
Brodhead Grand Rapids New Richmond Seymour 
Clintonville Hartford North Milwaukee Shawano 
Colby Independence * Omro Spring Green 
Columbus Marshfield Orfordville Sun Prairie 
Delafield Mazomanie Portage West Bend 
De Pere Merrill Prairie du Chien Williains Bay 

A number of notable college library buildings have been | 

erected within the past few years, among them those at Milwau- 

kee—Downer College, Beloit College, Lawrence College, Oncida 

: Grafton Hall, St. Francis Seminary. 

Future Work 

Up to this time, the work of the Commission has been largely 
that of laying foundations. From now on, much of the work | 

must be directed to strengthening and building up what has been 
begun. The establishment of a library school, two years ago, | 

was in line with this policy. This work must be intensive in 

secking to give librarians and trustees a deeper insight into the 

meaning of library service for a community, the deeper signifi- 

cance of books, the larger meaning of reference work for business 

and municipal, trade and manufacturing problems, as well as 

for the ever-present woman’s club, and the high school student. 

It will be extension work as well, in that it will seek to make the 

library a social center in every community, with branches when 

feasible, a broad and well-planned co-operation with the schools,
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ete. One hundred and fourteen libraries have been established 

since 1895. That was the period of building; we must look for- 

ward now to the period of perfecting, developing, spiritualizing. 

| It will not be so easy to show results in statistical tables, ana 

‘in records, of such work, but it will show rather in the finer | 

culture of the community life, in individual lives, in character, 

| in a development of living conditions that shall be more worth 

while in the frontier towns, and in the kind of men and women _ 

, that enter the University. , 

‘Rural and Urban Conditions Contrasted | 

In the country districts, of course, much remains to be done in 

merely supplying books for those who lve remote from centers 01 

population. The city dwellers are fairly well provided with ac- — 

cess to wholesome books. If the statistics compiled by the na- 

tional government are accurate, the average number of books ~ 

per cach 100 of the population is 58. These figures, ike most 

| bare statistical summaries, are apt to be misleading as to general 

-  eonditions. There is no doubt that 900,000 persons who const1- 

tute the urban population, are well-supplied with books. In Muil- 

waukee, for instance, the volumes will average 50 to the 100 | 

: population. In Fond du Lac, every man, woman and child resi- 

dent there could borrow a book, and still leave about 8,000 vol- 

umes on the shelves. In la Crosse, when the children’s depart- 

ment was installed a couple of years ago, the juvenile popula- | 

tion showed such appreciation of the opportunity that every 

book available was taken out the first week. At Stevens Point, 

there are 5,799 books, and 4,965 borrowers, the collection of less 

than 6,000 volumes having a circulation of 68,000 annually. 

And there are but 10,000 people in that city. . | 

. From these few cases cited, it will: be seen that conditions differ 

greatly in the several cities of the state. On the whole, the 

cities are fairly well provided. In the rural regions, however, 

the provision is very inadequate. The 36,000 books sent to 600 

: traveling library stations do not supply the need fully. There 

are doubtless a million residents who have access to no lbraries 

| except those they may have in their own homes, and no doubt in 

hundreds of homes the possession of books is limited to those 

used by the children in their classes at school. 

‘here are now in the hundreds of local district school lbraries 

- approximately 900,000 volumes. Many of these are in sets of
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ten to thirty of each book used, and are not used outside the 

} ) school buildings. Under the state law, there is annually ex- 

: pended for township libraries, 10 cents for each child between 

the ages of 4 and 20, about $60,000 per annum being raised by 

| taxation in this manner. None of this money goes to public l- 

braries. For the latter, the sum raised by taxation is determined 

by cach community for itself. The total receipts for current 
maintenance of public libraries is now about $225,000. , 

Owing to the hmit placed by the law of 1907 upon the number 

7 of pages allotted for biennial reports, it is not possible to discuss . 

library conditions and problems more fully here. The files of 

the Wisconsin Liprary BULLETIN record the work of the Com- 

mission in considerable detail, and in lieu of an extended report 

| here reference must be made to that periodical for additional 

information. The important publications issued by the-Commis- 

sion are also fully described there. The work of the several 

departments is summarized in the pages which follow. The . 

financial transactions of the Commission are given in extenso in 

_ the biennial report of the Secretary of State. | 
' The faithful and effective work of the department chiefs— 

7 Miss Stearns, Traveling Library Department; Miss THazcltine, 

| Instructional Department; and Dr. McCarthy, Legislative Ref- 7 
erence Department—and of their respective staffs, merits high 
praise. Their cordial codperation and interest have been in- 

| strumental in large degree in rendering. the work of the period 
covered by this report valuable to the state and promotive of the 
interests entrusted to the Commission. : 

| - Henry E. Tnausr, 

| Secretary.
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| INSTRUCTIONAL DEPARTMENT 

| Librarians who are graduates of library schools . . 12 

Assistants who are graduates of library schools. . 3 

Librarians who have attended library summer schools 48 

7 Assistants who have attended library summer schools 25 

’ Graduates of Wisconsin Library School in 1907, 22; 

in 1908, 19; total . . . . . 41 

| By the establishment of the Wisconsin Library School, two 

years ago, a great impetus has been given to the library move- 

ment of the state. As a result there promises to be a decided 

improvement in the character of the library service, and in 

administration generally. The following extracts from a com- 

, prehensive and very suggestive report submitted by the chief of 

the department, Miss Mary Emogene Hazeltine, treat of some 

interesting phases of the work. Necessarily, however, they can 

vive but a fragmentary survey of the field when disassociated 

| from the full report, which embraces the following topics in 

logical arrangement : 

1. School instruction, including long course, short course, supplemen- 
tary courses, special courses; field practice work, and visits. 

2. Institutes. 
3. Field visiting. 

4. Correspondence. 
5. Bulletin and other publications. . 

Inbrary School | 

It is not possible for any school, for any institution, to say, 

‘“we will establish some traditions,’’ glad as a new school would 

be to start with well-defined precedents and traditions. These 

are a matter of growth. But after two years, though it may | 

seem presuming to make the statement, certain standards have 

become established in connection with the courses of study and | 

their sequence, the field practice period, days and occasions, and 

other work of the school. 

A systematic study was made of the curriculum followed in 

the first year, and a logical sequence of courses worked out for | 

the second year, and this in turn will be improved upon for the
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third year. It was felt by the faculty that the schedule of the 

 geeond year was a great improvement over that of the first, and 

| that it can well: be made the basis for the school’s programme of 

lessons, apprentice work, field practice, and special school oc- 

- easions. In fact, the work as planned for the third year of the 

- gchool, beginning 29 September 1908, is so thoroughly systema- . 

tized as to prove that the school is no longer in an experimental 

stage, but rather on an excellent working basis. This rapid but 

complete and substantial organization, not only of the curric- 

ulum, but of the individual courses, is due to the devotion, 

ability, and sheer hard work of the staff, and to them great praise 

is due. The hearty codperation of the students, and their will- 

ingness to meet the hard work of a one year’s course should also 

be ecounted-as one of the elements in the success of the school, 

| and its complete, though rapid organization. 

po | 

New Courses | oo 
| The catalogue of the Wisconsin Library School announces a 

new policy of the school, namely, a joint course with the Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin, whereby students, during the Junior and : 

- Senior years, after properly qualifying for entrance to the Li- 

brary School at the end of the Sophomore year, can take the 

work of the Library School, receiving five eredits a semester 

| (twenty eredits as a total) toward their A. B. degree. It is 

further expected to arrange a joint course with the Legislative 

| Reference Department, and the University, whereby students | 

wishing to make a specialty of this branch of lbrary work, 

which is perhaps more fully developed in Wisconsin than in any | 

| other state in the country, can have the benefit of the Political 

Science Department of the University, the practical training in 

the Legislative Referenee Library, and the technical courses 

needed as a foundation in all library work, in the Library School. | 

These joint courses make a strong combination, and it is no 

doubt that they can be planned and carried out successfully. 

| Field Practice 

The field practice work, which is an integral part of the course, 

is planned to give the students actual library experience during 

a the course of study. During February and March the schedule
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is suspended, and the students are placed in the different li- 

| braries of the state, where they work under the direct guidance 

of the librarians, and the oversight of the faculty of the school. 

The state is so large, and presents so many library problems, 

that the individual needs of every student can be met. A stu- 

dent entering the school without experience can be sent to a well 

organized library to serve as a general assistant, and so become 

familiar with library administration, records, routine, and work 

with the puble in all of its phases; on the other hand a stu- _ 
_ dent coming to the school after several years of experience, can 

be given work in organizing new libraries, or reorganizing old 
ones, thus having opportunity to do independent work under 
the general supervision of the faculty, and gaining executive and 
‘administrative experience, which is a valuable part of the train- 
ing. Such experience also is helping to. develop commission 
workers, for whom there is great demand. 

This arrangement for field work is not only a great gain for 
| the students, but it is good for library development in the state. — 

as well. Students going fresh from the work and interests of the 

school carry with them, in their residence of a month, even in 

the well-established libraries, a new element of enthusiasm, a - 
new message of library work, which the librarians regard as 
very good for the staff. In sending the students to do the 

regular extension work of the Commission, the library cause 
: is directly advaneed, often further than it would be without the 

aid of the students, as they stay longer in one community than 
could a staff organizer, so giving greater perfection of organ- | 

: ization. . 
The work is carefully planned every year, according to the 

needs of the state for that year, and is not stereotyped, thus 
allowing the greatest development for the state work, and the 
widest opportunity for the students. 

| Students of the Library School | 
Two classes have been graduated from the Wisconsin Library 

School, twenty-two graduating in the class of 1907, and nineteen 
in the class of 1908. A summary of the graduates shows that of 

| the forty-one, twenty-four were residents of Wisconsin, four of 
|
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/ Illinois, three each of Iowa and Nebraska, two of Minnesota, 

and one each of Michigan, Indiana, New York, Montana, and 

Washington. 

The demand for graduates is greater than the supply, which 

is an encouraging circumstance in the history of a new school. 

It is most gratifying to know that our students have proved | 

successful in the varied positions which they are filling, and 

that other libraries, seeing and knowing their work, seek our 

eraduates for positions in their libraries. | 

: A summary of the positions filled by the graduates of the 

school follows: | 

| Wisconsin, permanent positions—17, including two in the University | 

Library, one in the State Historical, two for positions in the Com- 

mission’s Instructicnal department, two assistants in the Racine 

Public Library, one each in the public libraries of Madison, Kau 

Claire, Sheboygan, as children’s librarians; chief librarians have | 
been supplied for Rhinelander, Delavan, Oconto, Antigo, Mosinee, 

and Waupun; and a librarian for the Stout Institute, Menomonie. 

Wisconsin—temporary work. Between the time of leaving the school, 

and taking permanent positions, various students have done tem- 
porary work in the libraries of the state, for organization, or to 

tide over vacancies, or to assist for some special work. The His- 
. torical library, the public libraries of La Crosse, Mosinee, Racine, ; 

. Viroqua, Madison, Oconto, the Normal School library of River Falls, 
the high school libraries of Milwaukee, and the Commission, both | 
in the Legislative Reference and Instructional departments, have 

had special work done by graduates of the school. 
Other: states, permanent positions—22. New York, 2—New York City 

and Buffalo, each one; Pennsylvania, 3—all in Pittsburg; Ohio, 3— 
2 Cincinnati, 1 National Tax Association, Columbus; Nebraska, 2— ~ 
Lincoln and Omaha, each one; Iowa, 2—Tipton and Dubuque, each 

one: Minnesota, 2—University and Commission; Illinois, 2—Chi- 

cago and Jacksonville, each one; Missouri, 1; Washington, 2— . 

Supt. of Documents; Alabama, 1; Montana, 1; Michigan, 1. 
Other states, temporary work. Students have taken temporary posi- | 

tions in other states, on the same basis as they have in Wisconsin, 

and have done creditable work in all. In the Minnesota Library 

Commission, in Kewanee (Il].) Public Library, in Cheney (Wash.) 

Normal school, as organizer and others. 

| Salaries. The lowest salary received, is $30.00 per month at Mosinee; 

the highest, $1,100 per year, as assistant librarian at Lincoln, Neb. 
Several are receiving $900 per year, some $840, others $720. The 

average paid in Wisconsin is $600 per year. We are sorry to — 
record that our own state pays the lowest salaries, but we hope as 

the value of trained service becomes apparent, that the salaries 
will be increased. : .
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Traveling Inbraries | 

Til 

TRAVELING LIBRARIES | 

1907-8 : 

: | BOOKS . 

365 libraries of English books, containing 18,043 books. 

136 libraries and 181 groups of books in foreign languages, containing 

6,751 books. : 
Total number of libraries, 501; total number of groups, 181. 

Circulation of English books, 72,705 in 1907-8, and 69,361 in 1906-7; 

total for biennial period, 142,066. 

Circulation of books in foreign languages, 26,186 in 1907-8, and 25,067 

. in 1906-7, a total of 51,253 in two years. 

Total circulation, 98,891 in 1907-8, and 94,428 in 1906-7; total for 

biennial period, 193,319. 

a STATIONS 

New stations in 1907-8 . : : . 61 
‘ Stations reestablished . . . : 13 

Stations discontinued . . . . 7 . 
Stations supplied with 25-vol. libraries . . 31 
Stations supplied with 50-vol. libraries . . 180 

Stations supplied with 100-vol. libraries. . 13 
Stations in state institutions . . . 2 

: Stations in public libraries . . . . 30 
Stations supplied with new-book libraries . . 13 
Stations supplied with fiction libraries . . 16 
Stations supplied with juvenile libraries . . 10 
Stations supplied with study reference libraries . 65 

| FOREIGN-BOOK LIBRARIES | 

German libraries (35 vols.) . . . 64 | 

| German groups (10 vols.) . . . . 55 
Norwegian-Danish libraries (35 vols.) . . 25 
Norwegian-Danish groups (10 vols.) : . 36 
Polish libraries (35 vols.) . . . . 5 
Polish groups (10 vols.) . . - . 9 
Bohemian groups (10 vols.) . . . 6 

. Foreign-book groups loaned to county systems . 42 

COUNTY SYSTEMS 

Number of libraries . , to, . 261 
Number of stations . . . . . 226 
Circulation 1907-8 . . . . . 48,045
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From the accompanying figures may be learned, in statistical 

summary, the present condition of the state and county library 

systems. Compared with the last biennial period, there is a 

substantial growth, both as regards the increase in number of 

books and inereased circulation. A growth not apparent from 

| the statistics, but gratifying to note, is the wider distribution 

to remote sections of the state heretofore untouched. Notwith- 

standing, there are hundreds of small places which remain un- 

provided, and which must be neglected until more books are | 

available than the present limited resources provide. | 

The sum of $5,000 annually, additional to the standing ap- | 

propriation, could be utilized to advantage for extending the 

| state system of traveling libraries. At this time every library is | 

cut, and there are many communities waiting to take the places | 

of inactive stations, should any desire to discontinue. The 

number of discontinued stations has ercatly decreased in the last | 

year, when there were but seven, as compared with eight times as 

| many during the preceding year. Of those discontinued in 1907, 

thirteen were reestablished in 1908. The growth in number of 

stations, compared by biennial periods, is aS follows: 

| : . No. stations 

1904. , , , , , 190 

| 1906 . . . . . . . 279 

1908 . . ; 388 . | 

These figures are exclusive of 226 stations in counties operat- 

ing systems of their own. | | | 

Circulation 

Bare figures of circulation are misleading when applied to 

traveling library use. Books secured from this source are In- 

tended for family rather than for individual usé, and an | 

~ average of three readers for every book drawn from a traveling 

library by a regular card holder is not an extravagant estimate. 

| The figures limited to actual recorded circulation are, however, 

| in every way encouraging. The total circulation for the last 

year of books in the state and county systems was 135,321. For 

the biennial period, the total circulation was more than a 

quarter million,
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Town Libraries | | 
Begun experimentally two years ago, the Town libraries of 100 

volumes each, exchanged semi-annually, have proven successful 

beyond anticipation. The books were chosen with great care; 

the larger number of them comprising the several series per- 

mit better balance than is possible with the traveling collec- 

tion of standard size, and consequently patrons are given a 

wider range of choice. The circulation has been so much larger 

| per volume than in the other libraries that the life of the books 

promises to be much briefer than customary. It is likely that, | 

with reasonable wear and tear, the Town libraries will last not 

much longer than three years—certainly less than the five years 

estimated as the duration of their usefulness. One-seventh of 
the entire circulation total furnished by the English books, is 

contributed by ten Town libraries. | | | 
Despite the fact that there is an annual charge of $12.00 for 

each of these, while the standard libraries are loaned without 

fee, it has been impossible to meet the demand. As knowledge 

concerning these libraries is spreading, the demands are in- 

creasing. While all the funds possible have been devoted to the 

purchase of additional series, without a larger appropriation no 

| considerable development can be effected. This is cause for | 
| regret. By means of the Town traveling libraries, many small 

_ libraries which have languished for want of books, have been 

quickened into renewed life. Many a village or small city am- 
bitious to possess a public library, but unable to finance such an 

| institution on a basis predicating usefulness and success, has 
| been enabled through this source to realize its ambitions. The 

system, if the means are obtainable for expansion and develop- 
ment, will solve the most serious problem of the small brary. 

_ Were funds available for first purchase, double-size Town — 
libraries could be furnished fifty or sixty of the smaller public 

| libraries of the state, exchangeable two, or perhaps three, times 
_ annually, so as to give to the respective communities at an an- 

nual cost of twenty dollars the use of books equivalent to an ex- 
penditure of $400 or $500 annually. To provide fifty libraries 
in this manner, about $9,000 would be required, and approx- 
imately one-half this sum would be realized in rental fees, In |
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- Traveling Inbraries — 

| some of the Eastern states, a sum considerably in excess of this 
amount is given from the state treasury every year to aid public 

. libraries in the purchase of books. _ 

Study Reference Libraries 

The growing demand from study clubs has been met as fully . 

as the resources of the Commission would allow. In the last . 

three years, the number of study reference libraries has doubled. 

There is now a total of 65, covering the following subjects: 

American Literature (6) 
Art—General (from which groups on various schools and subjects 

are made) 
 Art—American . 

OO Art—Italian Renaissance ’ 
_ Art Poems—Browning, Longfellow, Tennyson . 

Austria | - 
Canada 
Educational Topics 

George Eliot 
° England and Wales (2)—Travel 

English History | . 
English Literature—Normans to Stuarts 

English Literature—Hanoverian Period 
English Literature—Victorian Period . 
English Literature—The Novel 
English Literature—Representative Authors of the Nineteenth Cen- 

| tury 
France (4) 

Germany 
Great Britain 

Household Economics (2) | . 
Italy—Mediaeval 
Italy—Modern — 

Japan 
Marble Faun . 
Modern Drama | 

. Municipal Affairs 

Music (2) . . 
Nature Study | 

| Norway and Sweden . 
Norway, Sweden and Denmark | 
Russia | | 
Scotland and Ireland (2)—Travel 

Shakespeare (Large collection, from which groups are made) : 
Spain 
Thackeray 

| United States—Description and Travel (3) . 
United States—Discovery Period 
United States—Colonial Period 
United States—Revolutionary Period
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| Traveling Inbraries | 
a | 

| United States—Civil War . 

United States—Civil War to Date 

United States—Middle West 

Village and Town Improvement 
Wisconsin History (8) | | 

The cight libraries on Wisconsin history, furnished by the _ 

, Wisconsin Historical Society, have been in constant use, and 

have been popular. | 

The list of cities and villages where study reference libraries 

are now located is as follows: 

Antigo Earl North Freedom Sparta . 
Appleton Edgerton Omro Sun Prairie 
Ashland Ft. Atkinson Owen Token Creek 
Augusta Grand Rapids Platteville Tomah . 

- Bagley Hillsboro Portage Waterloo 
Black River Falls Hixton Prairie du Chien Watertown 
Bloomington Janesville Prairie du Sac Waukesha 
Boscobel Jefferson Racine Waupaca 
Brandon Ladysmith Randolph Waupun 
Brodhead Lancaster Reedsburg Wausau 
Campbell La Valle Rhinelander West Bend 
Colby Manitowoc Rib Lake ~ Whitehall 
Columbus Marshfield Rice Lake Wyocena 
Darien Mauston River Falls 
Dodgeville Merrill Shawano 
HWagle Milton Junction South Kaukauna 

In addition to the fixed groups, many special groups have been 

made up from time to time to meet special calls. , 

The Study Club department of the Library Commission hay 

| issued a series of study outlines which has met with much favor. | 

Each of these outlines is intended to cover a year’s study, but can. 

be very profitably divided to cover a longer period if a club is 

willing to devote the time to it. The form of the outline has | 

been largely determined by experience with study clubs in the 

past, and by conferring with club members whenever oppor- 

tunity offered. The outline is supplemented with a list of 

books, from which references are made. The books listed em- 

brace the study hbrary supplied by the Commission to the club ~ 

undertaking the study. To members of such clubs, the outlines 

in printed form are furnished without charge. The outlines 
comprise the following topics: 

1 Japan | 
2 Russia . 
3 Canada - 
4 Travel in England and Wales 

| » Travel in Scotland and Ireland
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| Traveling Libraries | . 

a 

6 French History | 

7 Modern Italy—History 
| 

8 Shakespeare’s King John; by Mrs. H. A. Davidson 

9 Shakespeare’s King Richard Second, by Mrs. H. A. Davidson | 

10 Shakespeare’s King Henry Fourth, Part I.-II.; by Mrs. H. A. 

Davidson | . 

11 Shakespeare’s King Henry Fifth; by Mrs. H. A. Davidson Do 

; 12 United States History—Discovery and Exploration 

13 United States History—Colonial Period - 

| 14 United States History—Revolution | 

15 United States History—Formation Period, 1783-1817 

, 16 United States History—Expansion Period, 1817-1860 

17 United States History—Civil War and Reconstruction, 1860-1876 

18 United States History—From Reconstruction to Date, 1876— | 

19 Travel in the United States : 

20 French Art - 
(21 American Literature 

92 English Literature—Early Victorian Period 

23 History of Wisconsin, 1634-1909 

| Open Shelf Collection | _ 

To respond to calls from public libraries seeking to supply 

the needs of special students and of the ‘‘occasional reader,’’ 

an open shelf collection has been started on a modest scale. 

The chief difficulty in the growth of th‘s feature of the work, o 

lies in the undue expense for transportation involved in the case 

| of single volumes. A parcels post would serve to remove what 

now frequently renders prohibitive the loan of much-sought 

books whose large cost prevents the smaller of the libraries from | 

| acquiring them. Groups of ten to thirty books from the open 

shelf collection are, by way of experiment, sent to some of these 

libraries, with a two-month limit. This plan promises good re- 

sults, especially when the arrival of the collection is suitably 

advertised locally, but the period of trial has been too brief as 

yet for final conclusions. 

: IV 

- LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE 

By increasing the annual apprepriation for the Legislative . 

Reference Department from $4,500 to $15,000, the Legislature 

has rendered possible a large amplification of the work entrusted 

to this department. The increased appropriation - has been 

2 | 7
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a Legislative Reference : 
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coupled with a number of specific directions, imposing addi- 
tional duties. Some of these, calling for the indexing of the 
session laws and other public documents, involve largely in- 
creased work. The indexing of the private, local and special. 
laws of Wisccnsin has been completed by Dr. Lauros Me- 
Conachie, who has practically spent a year in carefully index-  - 
ing these laws. This completes the record of legislation in the 

| department, with a few exceptions: It will be necessary, in a 
addition, to get the recent up-to-date cases and put them with 
the index of cases. The department is about a year behind in 
this work. <A set of Dickey’s Annotations should also be mounted 
upon our ecards, giving the record of cases interpreting the 
Statutes. It would be well, in addition to this, to compile the 
opinions of the attorney generals and note them upon the cards. 
with the other annotations. | | 

: Dr. McConachie’s work has been examined by a majority of 
the members of the Committee upon Statute Revision, and they | 
are well impressed with the work donc. ° | | 

The economie conditions whieh obtain in Wisconsin to-day are 
very different from those of thirteen years ago. <As a result, 

: the general legislation of to-day runs, often, in conflict with old 
special rights which were ereated under charters or franchises by 
special laws. It was customary in former times to make a special . 
law about anything that seemed to need attention. Tf one 
wanted to have his name changed, he had to go to the legisla 
ture. If one wanted to have any provision put into the charter | | 

| . of a city, he had to go to the legislature. A school district 
could not be formed without going to the legislature. To-day 
when new boundaries are being made, or new conditions com- 
ing, it is essential to ascertain first of all, what the statute law 

| is, and then to find out what old rights have been granted by 
SO these special laws, which may involve vested interests. Great 

confusion has arisen in our statute laws because of this. The 
| same problem has come up in other states, and in four or five 

of them indexes have been.made of these private, local and | 
special laws. | ; 

The index from 1901 to the present time completes the index 
of special laws, but as soon as possible this index should be _ 
combined with the one which Dr, MeConachie has completed.
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Legislative Reference | 
. , a a a - 

’ thus furnishing a cumulative index. When the Statute Revision 

— Committee mects, the members will have before them this in- 

dex to show what private, local and special laws exist, so that 

in ease any of these laws conflict with the statute laws, they | 

ean be traced. The whole matter has been in great confusio: | 

in the past. : . 

| There has been much agitation over water-ways in this state, 

| and yet it has been simply impossible to tell what dam rights | 

had been given away in the past, what had been repealed, or. 

| what still existed. Th‘s, now can be traced out very casily by | 

means of Mr. MeConachie’s index. Not only is this index of the 

_ ereatest value to lawyers and legislators, but it is of large 

historical value. Law shows what economic facts have arisen in 

. a community. The development of legislation from 1836 to the 

present time, the varying economic, industrial, and social con- 

- ditions of the state, are pictured in this way. A great mine of » 

historical material is contained in the proceedings of the dif, | 

ferent agricultural societies. the dairymen’s associations and 

— —hortieultural associations, ete. An index of this material would 

be of the greatest valuc. Such an index was made by this De- 

partment and was destroyed in the capitol fire of 1904. It . 

| takes a long while to make an index.of this sort, but. 1t would be 

advisable to undertake it again. 

| From a suminary of work performed and recommendations for 

future development submitted by Dr. Chas. McCarthy, chict of . 

the department, the subjoined extracts are taken: | 

In my last report I recommended that a draftsman be secured for 

| the legislative session. The legislature insisted that we secure three 

-men to do this werk. .The experiment has been successful and of the 

- highest importance to the welfare of the state. We should have ten 

men working on this work. 
I reccommended that an index he made of special reports and im- 

portant data in the Journals. With the assistance of work done pre- 

viously to the fire by me, in this denartment, the work has now been 

put into shape and subject cards are now being made for it. When 

: this is completed and the New York Index of documents now being 

prepared by Miss Hasse is completed, we will have a great mine of 
administrative and legislative data opened to us. This work is funda- 

mental to anv progress in the study of administrative Jaw. Until we 
get the criticisms of administrative officers upon the working of laws, . 

| we will always he in the dark. There is a wide-snread movement now 
among Jawyers and thinkers in this state and other states to gather — . 

such administrative data and also to eather, classify, and index the | 
decisions of commissions and quasi-judicial bodies, such as attorneys 

general. . |
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Legislatwe Reference 

We have made great strides for our state in our department the past 

. year, and the work here will be in my opinion the basis of all such 

. work for the entire country. At least nine state libraries have now 
copied our cards which bear upon comparative data and many other 
libraries have copied data of similar nature relating to administrative 
criticism. So important is this material that it has been recently and 

~ successfully quoted in a brilliant brief before the Supreme Court of the - 
United States. Lawyers are recognizing the importance of this work, 
and briefs are now frequently filed before our supreme court, contain- 

ing reference to the peculiar material which we have gathered in our 
department. This is notably so in matters of comparative law. . 

I recommend that, when our financial condition will justify it, speci- 
ally trained workers be secured to take up each of the importanz 
branches of statute law. For instance, we need at once, a man trained | 

in and familiar with municipal institutions to do special work in the 

gathering of critical data upon our city laws. It would save great . 

sums in the end for the municipalities of the state, and lead to better 
conditions and economy. We also need an expert who thoroughly un- 

derstands labor legislation, as there is no more important topic before 
our people at this time. : 

I recommend that a record of bills and committee hearings be kept 
' during the session. We indexed and kept records of bills, etc., and the | 
legislature issued a bulletin giving the rest of this information. The 

scheme worked fairly well, but needs considerable modification in de- 
tail. It is along the right line—publicity and information in legisla- 
tive work, and we shall do all we can to improve the machinery in the 

future. Of course the work requires especially trained indexers. We 

should secure four of these for the legislative session, as soon as the 
legislature shall ‘see fit to furnish the funds. 

I mentioned in my reports that there was a demand that the agri- 

cultural documents be indexed. We did not receive an appropriation _ 
for this purpose. It is too bad that this work has not been taken up, 
as a large part of the economic history of this state is contained in . 
these volumes. We shall try to do it in the future, but the demands 

of the legislature upon this department are so great that it seems | 
impossible to take it up at once. - 

We have accomplished the following, in addition: 
1. We have cut up the pages of statutes and session laws, mounted 

them on cards and made a complete card file of them, thus putting 
together all our statute Jaws, so that mistakes will not be made, as © 
they have been in the past, in the matter of duplication. This work 
and the annotations has required over 40.000 cards. 

2. We have in like manner cut up and mounted the statutes and 

session laws, and put them in loose Jeaf volumes, thus making a: com- 
piete volume of the statutes up to date. This will serve as a check 
on the card system ‘and will be of the greatest service to the Statute 
Revision Committee. No one who has not worked with statute laws 
can understand what a great and important task this work has been, | 

the enormovs detail involved, and the patient supervision which was 
, necessary. We have now twenty volumes with over 12,000 leaves. 

3. We have issued bulletins upon the Initiative and Referendum. | 
the Recall, the work of the Legislative Reference Department, and 

_ have now ready, Juvenile Courts, Party Declarations in Primary Elec- 
tions and one on Majority Nominations in Primary Elections and Inter- 
change of Telephone Service. Five other pieces of work have been 
done by students, and are to be printed by the University. I hope |
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. Legislative Reference 
\ 

” that arrangements can be made with the University so that these 

; bulletins will be issued as University bulletins. It seems to me that 

, it would add greatly to their usefulness. This work ought to be 

done (and I trust it will eventually be done) at Washington. What. | 

: has been done by the American Bar Association and the New York - 

, State Library, is of the greatest importance. 
| 

, . 4. We have continued’ the work of getting important lists of ma- ; 

terial existing in other libraries in the city. We have been materially 

! aided in this work by students of the library school. This work is 

| money saving, as it prevents duplication and makes accessible here | 

. at the. Capitol, the contents of the splendid libraries of our city. It 

should be continued in the future, so that eventually this department 

will be a catalogue station for material in other libraries rather than 

: a library by itself. In this connection the thanks of the Commission 

i: are due to Mr. Gilson Glazier and Miss Harriet Imhoff of the State 

Library for their splendid cooperation. They have turned over to us 

. cards which give us the results of all the work now done in that li- 

D brary. It has already saved a good sum in preventing duplication 

_ and has added: to the efficiency of our work. In this connection I 

j wish to say that our relations with the Historical Society and the 

} University Library have been most cordial and they have been of the 

greatest service to us. Eventually they will be the storehouse of the 

data we are gathering. We have sent over three thousand pamphlets 

and volumes to the Historical Society the past year, and as fast as " 

our material becomes of historical worth, we shall turn it over to that 

bedy. As the room and facilities of that library shall increase, the 

: efficiency of our work can be increased. 

# | 5. We have been at work on a classification of the quasi legal, quasi 

; economic data beneath the making of statute law. This work requires 

profound study, and is simply gigantic. With our puny efforts we can 

make but the beginning. Others must: take this work up for an in- 

- definite time to come. We should have twenty thousand dollars a 

year for this work alone. If those of us who have done this work 

: should leave it or die, this classification will allow the work to be 

done by others. It is simply a record such as a business house would 

1 require from its workers. We have put copies of this in different 

7 places so that in case of fire, the record will be preserved. We have 

also sent copies of our comparative list to the Congressional Library 

at Washington. 

| 

.
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Statistics of Libraries | . 

LIBRARIES CLASSED ACCORDING 'TO POPULATION 4 

19U7--08 , 3 
Less than 1,000 . 1,000-5,000 1000-5000 

Abbotstord 893- Cumberland 1.493 Viroqa-2.0382 ; Avoca 411 Darlington 1,843 Washburn 4,924 
Belleville 423 Delavan 2,321 Waterloo 1.106 
Cedar Grove 411 . De Pere 4,523 Waupaca 2.873 ' Colby 849 Dodgeville 2.152 Waupun 3,111 J Colfax 640 ‘Durand 1,359 Wauwatosa 2,913 

co Delafield 632 Edgerton 2.416 West Allis 2,306 
{ft Milwaukee 473 Elkhorn 1,818 — West Bend 2,362 | EKleva 331 Elroy 2.011 Whitewater 3,108 
Elkhart 402 Evansville 1,963 a Fairchild 806. - Ft. Atkinson 3.300 : 5,000-10,000 ‘ Galesville 876 Hartford 2.052 ; , 
Genoa Junetion 710 Hayward 2.900 Antigo 6,663 4 Glenbeulah 300 tHloricon 1.558 Baraboo 5.835 “ Glenwood 905 Hudson 3.220 Beaver Dam 5.615 ‘ Llartland 673 Jefferson 2,572 Chippewa [Falls 9.069 
Hillsboro 804 . Waukauna 4,901 Grand Rapids 6.157 “4 Hortonville 890 Kewaunee 1.719 Marsh field 6.0385 $ Independence 663 Wilbourn 1.091 - Menasha 5.960 . 
Tronton Ladysmith 1.720 Menomonie 5.473 . 3 Johnson Creek 494» Lake Geneva 3,449 Merrill 9,197 
La Valle 359 Lake Mills 1,602 Neenah 6,047 4 Lone Rock 604 Lancaster 2.555 Oconto 5.722 | Loyal 815 May ville 1,798 Portage 5.524 . ; Markesan 787 Medtord 1,923 - Rhinelander 5,435 4 Mazomanie 803 Mineral Point 3.252 S. Milwaukee 5,284 
Menomonee Falls 936 Mondovi 1.450 stevens Point 9.022 3 Milton Junetion 500 Monroe 4,269 Watertown 8.623 % 
Mosinee 530 Neillsville 2,117 Waukesha 6,949 ™ 
North Freedom 578 New London 3.002 a Oakfield 548 New Riehmond 1,824 10,000-15,000 4 
Orfordville 4389 N. Fond du Lae 1,944 
Pewaukee 763 N. Milwaukee 1.236 Ashland 14.519 
Prairie du Sac 671 Oconomowoe 3,013 Beloit 12.855 : Prentice 863 Ovonto [alls 1,301 Janesville 13.770 , 4 
Preseott 889 Omro 1.360 Manitowoe 12.733 

~ Randolph 818 Park Falls 1,488 Wausau 14.458 
Shioeton 491 Peshtigo 2,539 ; 4 
spring Green 770 Platteville 4,434 15,000-20,000 > ‘ j 
Thorp 878 — Plymouth 2,764 { 
Token Creek Port Washington 4,036 —. Appleton 17,000 
Wausaukee Prairie du Chien 3.179 Eau Claire 18.737 q Westby 767 Reedsburg 2,515 Fond du Lac 17,284 ° 4 Whitehall 700 Rib Lake 1,122 ICenosha 16,235 bs 

Rice Lake 3,410 Marinette 15,354 ; 1,000-5,000 ° Richland Center 2.635 : Ripon 3,811 Over 20,000 
Algoma 2.008 seymour 1,118 4 Areadia 1,316 Shawano 2,446 Green Bay 23,584 1 Bay field 1,689 Shell Lake 1.137 La Crosse 29,078 
Berlin 4,638 Sparta 3,807 Madison 24,301 j Black River Falls 1.946 Stanley 2,722 Milwaukee 312.948 
Boscobel 1.634 - ~ Stoughton 4,244 Oshkosh 30.575 
Brodhead 1.667 Sturgeon Bay 4,640 Racine 82,290 
Burlington 2.625 Sun Prairie 1,086 Sheboygan 24,026 
Clintonville 1.837 Tomah 3,008 Superior 36.551 : Columbus 2.388 . Two Rivers 4.402 . 3 

. 1
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LIBRARIES CLASSED ACCORDING TO NUMBER. OF BORROWERS 

1907-08 

500 or less 500-1.000 1.000-2.000 

Abbotsford 373 Arcadia 858 Ripon 1,619 

Algoma Bayfield 868 Shawano 1,426 

Belleville 129 Black River Falls 547 “parta 1,724 . , 

Boscobel 560 Brodhead 665 Stanley 1,363 ‘| 

Cedar Grove Cumberland 670 eturgeon Bay 1,145 

Clintonville 487 Durand 614 Tomah 1,365 

Colby 240 Elkhorn 57 Viroqua 1,027 

Colfax 175 Filroy 628 Washburn 1,550° 

Delafield 210 Et. Atkinson 693 Waupaca 1,380 
East Milwaukee 58 Hartford 837 Waupun 1,330 

. Eleva 261 Hayward 903 - 
Elkhart 225 Kewaunee 629 - 

Fairchild 200 , Ladysmith 705° More thar 2,000 

~ Genoa Junction 427 Lake Mills 870: : 

Glenbeulah (not given) Lancaster 995 Antigo 4,425 

Hartland 363 Mayville 610 Appleton 3,830 

Hillsboro 400 Mineral Point 818 Ashland 3,204 

Horicon 415 New Richmond 838 Baraboo 2,274, 
Hortonville 452 North Milwaukee 642 Beloit 5,548 
Independence 180 Oconomowoe 912 Chippewa [alls 4,341 

Tronton 200 Peshtigo 938 Fiau Claire 6.604 —. 

Johnson Creek 229 Pewaukee 672 Fond du Lac 4,146 

La Valle 379 Two Rivers 576 Grand Rapids 2,391 
Lone Rock 100 Wauwatosa 837 Green Bay 5,526 

. Mazomanie 375 West Bend 954 Janesville 6.765 
Menomonee Falls 321 Whitehall 800 Ikenosha 5,720 ; 

Milton Junction 199 _ La Crosse 11,303 
Mosinee 400 Madison 11.747 
Mt. Horeb 1,000-2,000 Manitowoc 3,430 

No. Fond du Lac Marinette 4,729 

North freedom 274 Beaver Dam 1,553 Menomonie 2,376 

Oakfield 307 Berlin 1,384 Milwaukee 190,570 — 
Oconto Falls 382 Columbus 1.171 Neenah 2,562 
Omro 320 Darlington 1,016 Neillsville 2.319 
Orfordville 172 De Pere 1,116 Oconto 3.364 
Park Falls 360 Edgerton 1,533 — Oshkosh 7.654 
Pt. Washington 329 Evansville 1,071 Portage 3,093 
Prairie du Sac 350 Hudson 1,668 Racine 7,522 

‘ Prescott 324. IKkaukauna 1,916 Rhinelander 2,299 

Randolph 281 Kilbourn 1,866 Sheboygan 5,315 

P ~ Rib Lake 325 °* Lake Geneva 1.780 Stevens Point 5,401 

x Seymour 148 Marshfield 1,845 Stoughton 2,048 

a Shell Lake 339 Medford 1,521 Superior 9,128 

: Shiocton 478 Menasha 1.534 ' Watertown 3.300 

7" South Milwaukee 280 . Merrill 1,855 Waukesha 3,430 

EF : Spring Green 276 Mondovi 1,117 Wausau 3,073 
Sun Prairie 314. Monroe 1,957 Whitewater 3,328 
Thorp 500 New London 1.091 

4 Token Creek Platteville 1,839 - 

: Waterloo 371 Plymouth 1,186 ; 

Wausaukee 340 Reedsburg 1,289 ; ‘ 

West Allis 315 Rice Lake 1.366 
: Westby 480 Richland Center 1,229 

. | 
‘ 
7
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LIBRARIES CLASSED ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF VOLUMES 

. 1907-08 

2,000-5.000 
Less than 1,000 — 1,000-2,500 

. . Richland Center 3,036 
Abbotsford 776 Brodhead 1,520 Ripon 4,991 
Algoma Delavan 2,332 Stanley 2,780 
Cedar Grove Dodgeville 1,317 Stoughton 3,126 
Clintonvilie 828 Durand 2,172 Tomah 2,839 
Colby 800 Elroy 1,395 — Two Rivers 3,886 
Colfax 229 Hartford 1,007 Viroqua 3,313 
Delafield 698 Hartland 1,024 Washburn, 4,570 
East Milwaukee 247 Hillsboro 1,064 Watertown 5,312 
Eleva 457 Horicon 1,429 Waupaca 3,252 
Elkhart 222 Kewaunee 1,696 . West Bend 2,593 
Fairchild 386 Lancaster 2,388 
Genoa Junction 851 Mayville 1,001 - 5,000-10,000 

, _ ° Glenbeulah 718 ° Medford 2,262 
Hillsboro Mondovi 1,748 Ashland 5,237 - Hortonville 409 Mosinee 1,970 Baraboo 6,943 
Independence 666 New London 2,025 Beaver Dam 8,076 | Tronton 300 New Richmond 1,801 Chippewa Falls 8,350 
Johnson. Creek 383 North Milwaukee 1,370 Grand Rapids 6,222 
Ladysmith 690 ; Oakfield 1,135 Manitowoc 8,683 
La Valle 757 Pewaukee 1,814 Marshfield 5,360 
Lone Roek 700 Platteville 1,963 Menasha 7,360 
Mazomanie 5&2 Shawano 1,277 Monroe 6,450 
Menomonee Falls 210 Sturgeon Bay 1,560 Oconto 6,018 
Milton Junction 210 Thorp 1,291 Portage 7,886 
N Fond du Lae Wausaukee 1,538 Sheboygan 8,967 | . N Freedom 602 Whitehall 1,898 Sparta 6,334 | Oconto Falls 670 Stevens Point 6,498 
Omro 663 2,500-5,000 Waukesha 6,072 
Orfordville 460 . Waupun 6,113 
Park Falls 399 Antigo 3,667 Wausau 5,130 ‘i Peshtigo 491 Bayfield 3,584 Wauwatosa 5,211 
Pt Washington 600 Berlin 3,989 Whitewater 5,780 
Prairie du Sac 654 _ Columbus 3,471 
Prescott 800 Cumberland 2,637 Over 10,000 
Randolph Darlington 3,813 | 
Rib Lake 540 De Pere 4,443 Appleton 10,520 
Seymour 796 Edgerton 2,844 Beloit 11,350 — 
Shell Lake 560 Elkhorn 3,952 Eau Claire 17,852 “al Shiocton 762 _ Evansville 2,947 IFrond du Lac 24,364 
S Milwaukee 400 Fort Atkinson 3,446 Green Bay- 14,517 : Spring Green 657 Hayward 3,807 . Janesville 20,242 
Sun Prarie 697 Hudson 3,377 - Kenosha 18,302 és Token Creek 262 Kaukauna, 3,793 La Crosse 16,865 . @ Waterloo 982 Kilbourn 2,938 _ Madison 20,123 5 - West Allis 550 Lake Geneva 4,179 Marinette 13,540 7 . Westby 524 Lake Mills 2,859 ‘Menomonie 12,507 a 

Mineral Point 4,774 Merrill 11,708 4 
1,000-2,500 Neillsville 2,823 Milwaukee 181,597 3 

Oconomowoc 4,905 Neenah 10,808 9 Arcadia 1,674 Plymouth 2,819 Oshkosh 20,414 a 
Belleville 2,195 Reedsburg 3,093 Racine 15,550 
Black River Falls 2,062 Rhinelander 4,904 Superior 18,006 
Boseohel 1,279 Rice Lake 3,866
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SEVENTH BIENNIAL REPORT 25 

- Statistics of Libraries 

. LIBRARIES CLASSED ACCORDING TO CIRCULATION. 

| 1907-08. 

Less than 1,000 5.000-10,000 10.000-25,000 ’ 

polfax bo) 491 Cumberland 9,704 Richland Center 13,695 
y East Milwaukee 301 Dodgeville 5, 717 Ripon 15.178 

Elkhart . Durand 8,720 ° Stanley 12,146 
Johnson Creek 383 Eikhorn 8,214 Stoughton 22,576 
Orford ville 639 Elroy 5,694 Sturgeon Bay 15,373 
Prescott 496 Hartford 9,902 Tomah 17,674 
Token Creek Lake Mills 8,952 Two Rivers 14, 560 

Mayville 5,019 Viroqua 12. 954 
1.000-2.500 Medford 9,160 Washburn 22,623 

, ” Mosinee 5.329 Waupaca 15.029 , ; 
Colby 1,366 New London, 9.525 Waupun 16,614 
Eleva 1.200 New Richmond 8,045 Wausaukee 10,005 
Fairchild 9 969 North Milwaukee 5,750 Wauwatosa 11,974 
TT vt) Onc Shawano 6.813 Whitewater 23, 419 
Hartland 1,909 Ty 1D 5.955 

Hillsborg 2,136 West Bend 9,577 Over 25,000 Independence 2.279 Whit h; il 5 351 DEP @9, 
Lone Roek 1.500 ALON ATT D0 
Seymour 1,973 Appleton 52,483 

Shio eton elo 10,900-25,090 Baraboo 29,373 

: Spring Green 2,413 | Antigo 24.773 Beaver Dam 27, 438 
Westby AgI 1ZO Casi fe 2€101U ve, aa 
ws shland 21,461 Chippewa [Falls 40, 661 : 

2,500-5,000 Berlin 16,910 Hau Claire 56.200 
Columbus 18,298 Fond du Lac 54,769 

Bayfield en patpington 12.410 . Grand Rapids 25.189 . 
Belleville 2,7 , e Pere 20,376 reen Bay 58,552 
Clintonville 5,053 Edgerton 16, 475 Janesville 66.000 
Genoa Junction 3.695 Evansville 14,626 Kenosha 80,476 
Horicon 3,219 Et. Atkinson 11,541 La Crosse 82, 259 
Horton ville 2.043 Hayward 1 Madison TOOL 

a Valle 2,6 udson 20. 946 anitowoce 45. 
Mazomanie 3,992 Kaukauna 18,468 Marinette 51,741 . 
North intgedom 3,188 ew auned 13003 Menasha wor 9 

akfield 3, Ailbourn 13,5 enomonie 47,8% 
Oconto Falls 3,414 Lake Geneva 12.823 Milwaukee, 697, 560 . 

Pees 4c viciaias Neneh 5 ewaukee 4, arshfie , 185 eena 925 
Prairie du Sac 3,316 Merrill 23.279 Oconto 37,357 
gib Lake 208 Mineral Eoint 12,146 peakosh 3S 308 
She ake 4, 140. ondovi 10, Portage 32. 
Sun Prairie 3,211 Neillsville 10,104 Racine 105, 759 

Oconomowoc 10,281 Sheboygan 49,086 
5,000-10,000 Peshtigo 10,559 Sparta 27.445 

Platteville 17,461 . Stevens Point 70,501 
Abbotsford 5,333 plymouth 1p oe? Quwerior 88,283 9 
readia 5,336 eedsburg 10,642 atertowh 35,; 

Black River Falls 8,745 Rhinelander 22,673 Waukesha 27,800 
Brodhead. 9,254 Rice Lake 18,353 Wausau 50,955 

| * Since Feb., 1908. | |
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Statistics of Libraries 

LIBRARIES CLASSED ACCORDING TO Crry TAX LEVY 

1907-08 

$100 or less $300-$500 $1, 000-$1. 500 

Colby #85 Brodhead 4500 Oconto $1.500 . 
Colfax $100 Clintonville $399 Portage $1, 400 . 
Kast Milwaukee $25 Elkhorn $500 Ripon $1, 200 
Eleva $15 Kilbourn $420 Sparta $1,500 
Fairchild 450 Medford #500 Stoughton $1, 300 
Genoa Junction $30 Menomonee Falls $304 Sturgeon Bay $1,075 
Johnson Creek $75 Mondovi $350 | Two Rivers $1,050 
Lone Roel $030 New London %450 Waukesha $1.500 
Mazomanie $75 New Richmond $485 ~ Whitewater $1,200 . 
Mosinee $100 North Milwaukee $400 
North Freedom $40 — Platteville $500 $1, 500-$2, 000 
Orfordville $50 West Allis #500 ‘ 
Pt. Washineton $50 West Bend $350 © . Baraboo #1, 850 
Randolph $50 Rhinelander $1, 800 

~ Seymour $75 $599 -$1 O90 Stevens Point $2. 000 
Shell Lake $100 Washburn $1. 800 

. Shiocton $50 Ashland $1, 000 . Watertown $2, 000 
Mpritie Green $30 Bayfield $1, 000 
Westby S100 Berlin 81.000 $2, 000-$3, 000 

~ Columbus 81.000 oy 
$LOO-$200 Cumberland $1,000 Appleton $2, 500 

Darlington $1, 000 Chippewa Falls $2. 125 
Dodgeville $200 Durand $750 Menasha $2, 422 
Hillsboro $200 Fidverton $1,000 . Neenah $2,523 
La Valle $150 Hvansville $1,000 Wausau $2,900 

— Milton Junction $150 Ft. Atkinson $657 
North Fond du Lac Grand Rapids $1,000 $3, 000-$4, OOO 
Oakfield $159 Tlayward $1, 000 . 
Oconomowoe Independence +550 Beloit $4, 000 
Oconto Falls $14t IKkewaunee $560 Janesville $4, 000 
Omro $150 Ladysmith $1,000 La Crosse $4, 000 
Park Falls $300 ; Lancaster $600 Manitowoc $3, 150 
Peshtigo $125 Neillsville $565 
Pewaukee $144 Plymouth $982 $4, 000-85, OVO 
Rib Lake $200 Reedsburg *s000 | 
south Milwaukee $200 Rice Lake #1, 000 Eau Claire $5. 000 
Thorp Richland Center $1. 000 Fond du Lac $5, 000 

Stanley $1,000 Green Bay $4.500 
$200 $300 Tomah #750 Marinette $4, 250 

Viroqua $1.000 Oshkosh $5, 000 
Abbotsford $240 Waupaca $600 Sheboygan $4, 490 
Belleville #204 Waupun $1, 000 7 
Hartford $300 Wauwatosa $1,000 $5, 000-$10. OOO 
Hloricon $300 . 
Merrill $250 $1, OOO-$1 , 500 Madison $7,500 

Mineral Point $250 Racine $7,500 — 
Prairie du Sac #250 Antigo $1,500 Superior $8,000 
Shawano $300 Beaver Dam $1, 281 
Whitehall $250 De Pere $1, 171 Over $10,000 | 

Hudson $1, 200 
$300$500 Kaukauna $1, 200 Ixenosha $16, 060 

Lake Geneva, $1. 408 Milwaukee #64, 507 
Areadia $500 Marshfield $1. 473 
Black River Falls $500 Monroe $1,500 .
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Statistics of Libraries 
ee 

TRAVELING LIBRARY STATISTICS . 

June 30, 1908 
Libraries Groups Books . 

English 50 vol. libraries .... 0. eee cee eee eee BIB bees © 12.599 
Finglish 25 vol. libraries. ....... eee eee eee eee ee BO) a 890 
Fneglish fietion Hibrarios.... 0... cece eee 1G bees 431 
Enelish Children’s libraries oo... ...0 0... eee 8 see B44 
English Rental libraries 0.0.0.0. ...0 0.2. c eee eee eee eee IS eee dl 
Fnelish Study libraries 2.00.00... cece cee eee eee OE a 2.103 
Town libraries (100 vols. each) .... 0.0... e eee eee eee 10 Lees 1, 001 
Miscellaneous (not in scvies).. ccc. cece cece etter eee 8B eee 204 

POtQh. ccc eee cette teen nett e een ees BOD 18,043 

GOPMAN cee e etter etree eeeeereeeeee 9) (3,405) 114 (1.145) 4.611 
NOMwWegiah...... 0c cece cece eee tee e eet teeeeeer sees BE C2060) 30. (822) 1,582 
POlish .. 0.0... ccc ce cee cece tenet teeeeeeteereneee 9 (172) 27 (270) 442 
Bohemiah..... 0c. ccc eben cence eee ene e et eee teens 10 (116) 116 

POCA. ec eect e eet e ete t tet eeteeeee tees BU (4,898) 181 1,853) 6,751 

Grand LObAL. cece eet teen nee tees DUL 181 24, 794 

. TRAVELING LIBRARY STATIONS . . 

July 1, 1907-July 1. 1908 

Number of stations Juky 1, 1907.0... 0.0.0... ce cee eee eee BRM . 
Added (uring Year... ccc cc ccc cee ce cece eee e tenn nee nenennees Gl 
Discontinued Curing Var... ec cee nee ete ene nes ‘ 
Re-established (uring year... ... ccc ee eee cnet eee bees 13 

Total number July 1. 1908. 0.00. cc ccc cece eee ete e eee eres 588 me 

TOTAL CIRCULATION . 

, , July 1, 1907-July 1. 1908 

English and foreign, 98, 891 . 
Fnglish (general)... ccc cece cece eee ene ee 52.461 
"TOWN. 2. cc cece cee ee eee tne ete e een ee een eens 10, 442 
NO@W DOOK 0.0 cc ccc cee nen e cect b eee n eee eneenenes 4,516 
OD COA C0) a 3. 069 
Voung folks... 0. ce eee eee ener n entree eee een ees 1,292 

Total English... 0... ccc cence ee eee nee 72, 700 
; . Groups 
CT 0 0 a 8 18, 243 1.562 
SCANCINGVIAN .. ck ccc cee eee eee eee beeen e ene eee es ». 050 aly 

; Polish... ee cee eee bee been eee n ete eees 470 a9 
BOHEMIAN 20... cee eee teen te enn aes Leneee 245 

. Total foreign... ce ee eect ene nee eens 23,763 2,423 

. COUNTY TRAV =ELING LIBRARIES 

County Totalno. Totalno. Circulation , 
Vounty’, libraries. stations. 1906-1907. 

~ COLIMDIAV. ce eee eee een eee e eee 18 » 13 3,098 
DOUPO. Lc ccc ee ccc eee cnet eee tee eeneeeeees 12 11 1,365 

. DUNN cc cen eee eee beeen nnn een teneee Bye 3) beeeee 
JONTAVSON ccc ccc cee cee cee e eee eee e nee en eens . 20 18 3, 700 
La Cross@.. cece cee cece cee eee eter eect eee en ee | 22 21 3, 807 
Marinette...... ccc cece eee tenn tree eeees 27 31 9, 259 
OCONO. cece cen cen cece cee e cee nee neeeee 18 10 4,773 
Portage (NO report) .... 6. eee ede eee eee ees eee _— Leceee 
E10 WS AT 4,293 
TPrempealeau. .... 5... cece cece nec e eee teen eee eee 12 10 3,319 
Winnebago (no report)... 6... cee cece eee eee bees wees veces 
WOOK... ccc ccc cece cence eee ce eneenneenees 35 22 2,820 

| TOU. eee ec ccc eee ceee seen ecnssseesses 218 188 36, 430 |
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Statistics of Libraries 

CIRCULATION OF BOOKS 

1907-08 

Place Vols. added. Total vols. Borrowers Clirenlation 

. Abbotsford ............000- a0 776 373 5, 333 
Algoma (no report......... cues cece a eee 
ANULIGO.. ccc ce ecw ewes 378 3, 667 4, 425 24, 773 
Appleton..........00. cc eens D381 10, 520 3, 830 52,483 — 
Aveadia..... cc. cece cece eee 121 1,674 858 0, 336 
Ashland...............2000- aol 3, 237 3, 264 . 21.461 
Avoca (no report).......... bee wees bees bees 
Baraboo. .......... 00.0005. 589 6,943 2,274 29,373 
Bayfield.................... 386 3,584 868 4,767 
Beaver Dam'............... 418 8, 076 1,553 «7,458 
Belleville .................. 46 2,195 129 2.770 
Beloit .................0 00. 702 11,350 D, b48 52,610 © ° 
Berlin..................008. 272 3, 989 1,384 16,910 © 
Black River Falls ......... 145 2, 062 o47 8, 745 
Boscobel ...............005 Lees 1,279 560 eee 
Brodhead .................. 214 1,520 . 665 0), 254 
Cedar Grove (no report)... |... bees bee vane 
Chippewa Falls............ 547 8,350 4,341 40, 661 
Clintonville................ 140 828 487 5,053 © 
Colby. cece c cece cece eee 44 800 240 1,366 
Colfax... ccc ccc eee eee a 229 175 669 
Columbus ..............005. 218 3,471 1,171 18, 298 
Cumberland ............... 334 2, 637 670 9, 704 

: Darlington..............0.. 287 ' 3,813 1,016 12, 410 
. Delafield...........0.....0.. 60 698 210 *401 

Delavan................005. 1.646 2,332 (not given) (not given) 
De Pere... oc cee eee eee 336 4,443 1.116 20, 376 

. Dodgeville................5. 237 1,317 eee 5, 717 
Durand.... ................ 172 2,173 614 8, 720 
East Milwaukee............ 2 247 D8 301 

. Fiau Claire.................. 1, 066 17, 852 6, 604 56, 200 | 
Edgerton...............000. 402 2,844 1,533 16, 475 

; Eleva...., ccc eee cee ee eee eee 457 261 1, 200 
Elkhart Lake.............. (ot given) 222 225 (not given) 

‘ Elkhorn............000000028 156 3, 952 a7D 8,214 
FULPOY 0... eee ee eee eee DOL 1,395 628 _ 5, 004 
Fivansville.................. 454 2,947 1,071 14, 626 
Fairchild................... 53 386 200 2, 269 
Trond du Lac............... 893 24, 364 4,146 : 54,769 
Fort Atkinson.............. 78 3.446 693 11,541 
Genoa Junction............ 173 851 427 3.695 
Glenbeulah................ eae 718 (no report) (no report) 
Glenwood (no report)..... sees vaee a ae 
Grand Rapids.............. 893 6,222 2,391 25, 189 
Green Bay ..........0.0 eens 1,278 14,517 D, D260 58, 552 
Hartford ...............005. 69 1,007 837 9, 902 
Hartland................... 16 1,024 . 868 1,909 
Hayward................06. 238 3, 807 904 14,121 
Hillsboro................... (mo report) 1,064 400 2,139 
Horicon ............ 0 cee eee 165 1, 429 415 3, 219 
Hortonville ................ 32 409 452 2, 948 
Hudson............. ccc eee 241 — 3,377 1,668 20, 946 
Independence.............. 481 666 180 2,279 
Tronton................++... (not reported) 300 200 (no report) 
Janesville............ eee. 1,108 20, 242 6, 765 66, 000 
Johnson Creek ............ (mot reported) 383 229 383 | 
Kaukauna..............55. 308 3, 793 1,916 18, 466 
IKKenosha..........2..0. 000s 1,760 18, 302 ), 720 80, 476 
Kewaunee ............. 00 ee 188 1,696 629 15, 043 
IKkilbourn.................6.. 229 2, 938 806 13,591 
Tia Crosse .......... cee eee 1,384 16, 865 11,3038 82, 259 
Ladysmith................. 360 690 705 (not given) 
Lake Geneva ...........06. 406 4,179 1,780 12, 825 
Lake Mills.................. 234 2. 859 870 8, 952 
Lancaster..............006- 159 2,388 995 10, 765 
La Valle ...............006- 88 592 379. 2,657 
Lone Roeck...........0..006- eae 700 100 1,500 

. Madison............ccce eens 2,779 20, 123 11, 747 79, 501 
ManitOwoc.............0008 512 8, 683 3, 430 45, 187 
Marinette.................. 1, 234 13, 540 4,729 51,741 
Marshfield.................. 412 5, 360 1,845 21,185 / 
Mayville.................... 5D 1,001 610 5, 019 
Mazomanie.............006- 2D 582 375 3, 992 
Medford................000- aa 2, 262 1,521 9, 160 

* Circulation since February 22, 1908 ,
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Statistics of Libraries 
OO 

CIKCULATION OF BOOKS-—continued 
1907-08 

Place Vols. added Total vols. Borrowers Circulation . Menasha.......... cece cece, 471 7,360 1.534 25, 461 Menomonee Falls.......... 88 210 321 sees Menomonie ................ 692 12,507 2,376 47, 853 . , Merrill................0..... 567 11,708 1, 855 23, 279 : Milton Junection............ 135 210 199 bias Milwaukee................. 12, 254 181,597 190,570 697, 566 Mineral Point.............. 253 4.774 818 12,146 . Mondovi.................... 158 1,748 1.117 10, 100 Monroe ......... 0... cece eee 565 6, 450 1,957 25, 902 Mosinee.............0..0000. 123 1,970 400 3,329 Neenah..................... 695 10, 808 2,562. 30, 925 Neillsville ................. 64 2. 823 2,319 10,104 New London............... 337 2, 025 1,091 9, 525 New Richmond............ 476 1,801 838 8, 045 North Fond du Lac........ eae eee eee eae North Freedom............ a9 602 274 3, 188 North Milwaukee ......... 266 1,370 642 Dd, 730 Oakfield. .............0..... 79 1.135 307 , 3, 728 Oconomowoc............... 175 4.905 912 10, 281 Oconto... cece eee eee 494. 6.018 3, 367 37,357 . Oconto Falls............... 19 570 382 B, 414 OMYVo..... cc eee eee eee 42 — 663 - $20 4,541 Orfordville .........0..00.0.00—~ 29 460 172 639 ‘ . Oshkosh........ 0... cece. 1,831 20, 414 7.654 92, 393 | F Park Falls............00 000. 83 399 360 (not given) : : Peshtigo................0... 8 491 938 10, 559 | Pewaukee.........0........ 159 1,814 672 4,080 é Platteville.................. 225 1.663 1, 839 17, 461 Plymouth.................. 418 2,81) 1,186 15, 522 ; Portage 2.00.0... c cece eee. 401 7.883 3, 093 32,502 4 Port Washington.......... DD 600 329 wees Prairie du Sac ..........0.. 103 654 300 3,316 : Presecott....0.........00500. 25 800 . 324 426 ° Racine.............. 0.00005. 2,393 15,550 7,522 105, 759 Randolph .................. eee Saas 218 eee Reedsburg.......... wees 183 3,093 1,288 10, 642 . ; : Rhinelander................ 697 4,904 2, 299 ‘22,673 Rib Lake......... eee, 94 540 -. BRB 2.561 Rice Lake...... 0... eo... 227 3. 866 1,366 18, 353 Richland Center........... 452 — 3,036 1, 229 13, 695 ; Ripon... eee eee 334 4,991 1,619 15,178 : SeyMour............ 00.000 ee D9 796 148 1,973 Shawano................00-. 275 1,277 1, 426 6,813 : Sheboygan................. 1,157 8, 967 5.315 49, 086 : a hell Lake................. 209 560 . 339 cease - Shiocton....... cee eee. veas 762 478 (not given) J South Milwaukee.......... D6 400 280 (not given) , q Sparta........ 00... cee eee 381 6,334 1,724 27,445 Spring Green .............. 8 637 276 2,413 3 Stanley.....0.. cee. eee eee 249 2, 780 1,363 12, 146 Stevens Point.............. 373 6, 498 2, 401 70, 501 _ Stoughton.................. 203 3, 126 2,048 22,576 i . Sturgeon Bay.............. 310 1,560 1,145 15,373 ; . Sun Prairie ..........000.0, 76 697 314 3,211 ; j Superior.................... 1, 465 18, 006 9,129 88, 283 THOPD.... 0... ee ee eee eee 87 1,291 500 dD, 945 . Token Creek............... 12 250 WD - (not given) - 3 Tomah...............0...... 343 2, 839 1.366 17,674 74 . Pwo Rivers ................ 169 3, 886 76 14,560 Viroqua.............000 00. 339 3,313 1,027 12, 954 Washburn.................. 470 4,570 1,550 22, 623 . Waterloo................0.. 121 992 371 (not given) Watertown................. 387 2.312 3, 300 35, 372 . Waukesha ................. 468 6,072 3, 420 27, 800 : Waupaca................00, 360 3, 252 1,380 15, 029 : Waupun.................8.. 206 6,113 1,330 16, 614 . Wausau...............0006. 1,332 5, 130 3,073 50, 955 €. Wausaukee ................ 3 1,538 340 10, 005 ; Wauwatosa................ 231 5.211 . 837 11,974 ; ‘ West Allis.................. 50 500 31d (not given ‘ West Bend................. 159 2.593 954 9.577 : Westby.........c.c cece eee. vee 524 480 (not given) 4 Whitehall.................. 119 1,898 800 D, 301° - Whitewater. ..27100000007 174 5,780 3,328 23° 419
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Statistics of Lrbraries | 

a 

EXPENDITURES FOR BOOKS 

- 1907-08 7 ; 

Die. : ay . For Vor Total book 

Place For books | periodicals binding expendi- 

Abbotsford... ..... cece eee eee eee #41 26 (ine. periodicals) bees T4126 

ANVI@O. ccc ee cee eee eee 130 46 472 13 S87 0d 260 64 

Appleton... 00... cee eee cee eee 332 64 $9 30 171 90 603 84 

AVCOACIA .. cc ccc cece eee eee eee tees ids 09 17 80 26 6d 239 54 

Ashland ........ cece eee eee renee te B81 04 77:«50 aes 458 54 

BarabOO........ cece cece eee eee ee ees 939 88 — 82 95 82 36 1,075 13 

Bayfield... . 0... cece eee eee ee ee 125 93 36 0d wees 161. 98 

Beaver Dam.............0 eee eee 496 72 (ine. periodicals) (not given) 496 72 

Belleville .....0.. 000. cee ee eee ween 49 62 6 00 waa yo 62 

Beloit... .ccccecee cece ce eeeeveenccee L477 46 164 80 265 30 1.607 56 

Berlin .. 0... 0... ec eee ee eens 243 93 16.08 58 00 318 91 

Black River Falls................-. 7153 27 70 Leas Q9 22 

Brodhead ......... cece eee eee eee 173 20 23 50 24 75 931 45 

Cedar Grove... . voce ccc cee eee e eee Leas Leos Lees Lene 

Chippewa Falls............ 02. eee 298 90 OP 85 ceo 94 G12 66 

Clintonville... . 0... ce ee eee eee 119 43 15 40 Laue 134 83 

COD. cc ccc cee eee e eet nee 26. 57 bee a 26 37 

. COAX... cece cece cece eee eeeeeees (not given) bees bene bee 

Columbus....... 0c cece eee eee 143 27 48 35 33. 80 293 42 

Cumberland ..... 0.0.0 eee eee eee 184 20 a2 36 11.10 247 66 

Darlington. ........ 6. eee eee eee 278 94 68 80 45 36 393. 10 

Delafield ..........cceeeeeeeeeeeeess (Ot reported) bans Leas a . “ 

Delavan.........0..eeeeeeeeeeee eee (HOt reported) ae Lee a 

De Pere oo. ccc cc cece cee eee een ees 237 11 - 48 20 1o7 88 443 19 

Dode@eville... ccc eee ce eee eee eee 70 56 wees vane 70 56 

Durand..... cc. ccc ee eee eee 113 97 “8 6D 40 30 182. 87 

Fast Milwaukee..................-. (not reported) a Leas re A 

Eau Claive.... 0... cee eee eee eee G35 07 301 43 332 45 1.268 95 

Edgerton... cc... eee ee eee et eee S71 92, OF 7D 54 99 AQ4 66 

BlOVO.. cece ceeeeeseeeeveseeseese. (Ot Given) lees a Looe % 

Flkhart Lake..........--.20002--.. (ot reported) a Leas Lees 3 

FlkhHOrn.. 0. ee eee M5 D0 45 2d 32 20 174 00 

a BVO 20. cc ee en een eee 708 18 30 85 wae . F839 038 : 

Fvansville.... 0... cee eee eee ees 78 80 40-85 2 39 212 04 

Paivchild... ccc. ce ee ee eee ees 2t 74 a Lee 21 74 

Trond du Lae... ce. cece eee eee N23 HO 140 40 143 00 8005 99 

Fort Atkinson. ........ 02. ees G1 07 59 85 36 27 382 19 

| Genoa Junction... .......... 6. eee. O4 45 7 bees G 40 100 83 

Glenbeulah ............eeee00eeee-. (hot reported) a Leas a 4 

Grand Rapids.......... 0... eee ee eee 715 78 199 27 207 60 1,122 65 : 

Green Bay.......cceeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 1,146 03 168 79 371. 28 1.686 10 

| Vfartford. cc... ee eee eee 52. 99 Liae G8 45 121 44 

Hartland. ............0.e0ceeeeeeee. (mot given) aes wees Leas 

Hayward... ccc eee eee tee eee 164 44 . 59 10 20. 80 P54 34 : 

TillShoro. 00... e cece eee ee eeeeeeeee (not given) 4410 bee 44 10 1 

TLOVICON oe cee eee eee 54 41 57 80) Cincl. binding) 142 21 g 

: Hortonvill@... 0... cc eee ee eee 28 8d bees bees 28 85 ' 

TQUdSON........ cece cece eee ee eeeeee 210 40 75 00 92 45 377 85 

Tndependence..........0. eee ee eens 347 83 7 39 Leas 3a 18 i 

TrOntOn..... cece cetecsereeeceeceeee. (ot given) eee eee Lees 

Janesville... ccc ee ee eee 438 33 164 15 271 10 S73 58 

Johnson Creek... ccc eee eee eee 7 30 eee 7 50 

WauUKAUNA. cece ec cece cece eee eeee = ROG 71 39 0d 93 G5 402 41 ¥ 

Kenosha... ccc cece aecceeeeeeceeess 1,640 25 200 50 371 02 2.211 77 mt 

WEWAUNCE oo eect eee 80 05 30 15 15 00 125 20 

7 TRUDOUNN . oe ee eee eee 203 20 13.70 teas 216 90 

| Tha CrOSSC.. 0. cece ee eee cece eee ceeeee 1,172 77 201 30 BAT 70 1,691 77 

’ TLadysmith......... 00. eee eee 212 14 a0 90 20 21 8B 2D 

JFuake Geneva... ccc. cece cece eee eens 260 04 8) 6d 29 6d 375 34 

Lake Mills..........0.-0ee02eeeee. (not given) Leas Lees a 

Lancaster. ... ccc cee ee eee eee 131. 79 41 50 45 25 B18 54 

La Valle... cece eee ee eee 41 61 a a 41 61 

Lone Rock ........0eeecee eee eee ees (not given). bees bene bees . 

LOVO@L occ eee eee ewes bees eee Leas bea * 

MadisOn.........20cceee eee eeeeteee 1,944 85 BPO 22 M46 57 3,211 64 e 

- ManitOwo0c..... 0... ccc cee eee eee 290 SO 111. 00 173 90 57a 2D a 

BO Marinette... .... 0... ce ee ee eee 860 43 169 38 118 10 1,238 91 & 

Marshfield... ccc... cece eee eee - 262 68 72 05 © 92 25 426 98 

Mayville... ccc cece eee eee ees 29 17 1 50 bea 29 27 4 

Mazomanie....... 0... ce eee eee eee 88 00 Laas 8 50 45 50 

Medford. oc... cc cece cece ee eee ees 72 65 £6 00 a 98 OD %: 

Menasha .....ccceceeee eee se eee eens C84 47 5O £5 5Y 98 304 70 3 

Menomonee Falls........6.....0-65 92 70 7 50 Lees 100 20 5 

Menomonie .........s::eee+eeeeees. (ot given) wees Lees eee ; 

Merrill. oc... ccc eee eee ee eee een 297 89 15 77 136 92 450 58 
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SEVENTIL BIENNIAL REPORT Oh | 
eee 

Statistics of Libraries oy 
ener 

" EXPENDITURES FOR BooKs—Continued . 

1907-08 

1 . Total book ace Ssae Trevetec For For ayes . ; Place Por books periodicals — binding Og 
Milton Junction................... $125 35 a eee #125 35 Milwaukee...............6......... 10,337 75 1,496 57 $1,099 18 12,933 50 Mineral Point..................0.5. 135 01 ae 17 75 152 76 - Mondovi .......... ccc cece cece cease 125 32 42 90 eee 168 22 MOnroe..... ce cece cee ecu ecenues 494 50 81 80 133 54 709 84 Mosinee oo... 0. eee cece cece 24 22 a9 35 14 18 97 Za Neenah... 2.0... e eee cece cece 488 51 88 15 132 77 709 43 Neillsville oo... 0.00... ec cece eee. 45 82 18 23 106 15 170 20 © New London....................... 136 42 25 60 20 50 187 52 New Richmond.................... 300 57 31 00 26 00 407 57 North Fond du Lac................ eee Lee Lees teas North Freedom................00-. 33 70 16 85 1 22 D1 77 North Milwaukee ................. 213 94 Q 45 Lees 223 39 Oakfield... ccc eee eee 6 59 7 62 bean 664 2] Oconomowoe....................... (ot given) 7 30 (not given) % 30 OCONTO . 6... ccc cece cece eee 277 Ta 17 45 61 89 417 09 Oconto Ialls.... cee ee eee 18 07 17 20 Lees 2) 27 OMYVO.. cece ence een eee cece 4) 09 Cine. periodic alsand binding) 40 09 Orfordville....... cee eee 22 8 aa. eae 22 85 Oshkosh... 0... ccc eee e eee 1,995 41 192 58 634 32 2.822 31 Park Falls... cc cece cece cece ee ee’ a2 63 16 10 Lee G8 73 Peshtigo.......0...0................ (not any) Sees Lees noe, Pewaukee... 0.00... o cece cece eee 110 00 » 00 a 115 00 Platteville... 0. cee. 174 24 12 05 20 90 212 19 Plymouth. ......................2.. 314 29 36 13 08 3) 403 67 Portage oo... 0. cece lec eee e eens 344 76 93 15 10 45 448 36 Port Washington .................. (not reported) Lees eee eee Prairie du Sac............0....000. 83 53 15 70 eee Q9 23 Prescott....0000 00 cece ccc eee eee 26 10 eae a 26 10 Racine... eee cece cece 1785-95 215 03 483 40 2,483 68 Randolph .......................... (not given) Lees Lele eee Reedsburg ......... 0.0.0 cece cece eee. 171 75 Gne. periodicals) bee 71 75 Rhinelander... .....00........0.000. 325 88 D2 dd 154 49 032 92 . » Rib Lake... eee eee 77 08 11 15 16 20 104 83 Rice Lake.... 0... coc eee. 210 10 44 10 28 09 282 2g Richland Center................... 328 78 D2 3d 94 10 475 23 Ripon... cece cece eens 30 00 az 00 137 00 219 00 P@VMOUL ... eee cece cece cece cece 45 41 Leen Leen 45 41 SHAWANO... eee cece e eee eeee 170 28 2385 bees 193. 63 _ Pheboy@an.... 00. ..c cece eee ees = 1.2383 79 — 86 25 249 74 1.569 78 Shell Lakew....... eee ee ee ee 9 79 3 00 eee 12 79 Mhiocton.................0.......... (Mot reported) a a ook. South Milwaukee.................. 49 50 vee 18 70 G8 20 PPALta.. ccc. eee e ee cece cece eeee 313 29 61 75 78 03 453. 07 Spring Green .............. 00.0000. 14 48 25 00 eeu 59 48 Stanley... ccc cece cece cece cece 106 40 ab 15 23 35 186 20 Stevens Point...................... 249 80 81 50 61 30 292 60 . Stoughton..................0000005. 312 83. 2 00 100 04 04 87 Sturgeon Bay............. cece eee. 391 69 G1 40 ~ 34 70 387 79 Bun Prairie............ 0... .0..006-. 42 40 eee 20 64 63 04 ~~ SUDCPIOL.. cc. cece cece e ee aeeeeees 1,148 31 273 60 a8 21 1.°60 12 

Token Creek..................0..0. 25 00 bee. wee 25 00 -Tomah....... cc ccc eee eee 278 52 29 19 84 45 392 16 Two Rivers..............00 000 ee 154 61 ab. 16 17 25. 228 2 ViVrOGUG.... cc. ce cece cee ec ences. 182 65 18 75 98 49 329 89 | Washburn.......................... 382 18 67 99 D8 75 458 92. - > Waterloo... ... 0. elec c ec eee aee (not reported) eee Lene teen WatertOwn........0..c cece e cece eee) B88 29 90 90 al 39 330-58 Waukesha...... 00. cee cece cece eee. 235 0d 22 85 205 €0 463 80. , Waupaca....... ccc cece cece eee eee 120 40 dl 00 43 30 214 70 Waupun.......... eee cece cece 103 78 16 70 40 80 160 56 | Wausau ..... eee eee e cece eee eeaes 969 12 132 20 73 57 1,174 89 . Wausaukee......................... (not reported) bees Lee Lees Wauwatosa.... occ cece eceee cece 205 02 79 50 Lees 284 52 West Allis. ......000c00ccc cee, 75 00 _ 50 00 125 00 
West Bend....................020.. 126 55 30 50 BD 75 192 80 . . Westby... cc cece cece eee 70 00 cece Lean 70 00 
Whitehall................0..00.0005. 139 99 23 50 16 80 RD 29 
Whitewater....... ce... cece ce eee. 304 02 61 25 78 55 43 82
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, Statistics of Libraries 
ee 

RECEIPTS OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

1907-08 | 
Other receipts 

including 
Annual tax unexpended Total receipts | 

Place. levy. palance. 1907-08. 

Abbotsford ..... 0.0. ccc eee eee een teenies $240 00 $117 95 $357 95 

Algoma (0 report). .... cee eee cece eee eee a eee a 

ANUIBO. . ccc cece cee eee eee eee eee neeee nes 1,500 00 1,052 32 2,502 32 

ADDIetON 20... cee cee cere eee eee ene e ees 2, 500 00 2,413 06 4,913 06 

AYVCAGLA 2... cece cece cece ere ewe eee e eee tees 300 00 476 14 976 14 

ASh1and 2... cece cece cece eee ee eee ee eee tees cee 28 00 28 00 

Baraboo .... cece cece cee cence eee eee ee eres 1,850 00 1,262 34 3,112 34 

Bayfield .... 0... eee cee eee cece cere eeee 1,000 00 1,199 62 2,199 62 

Beaver Dam ......e cece cece ee terre eee eees .1,281 74 1,512 19 2,793 93 

Belleville... .. 0. cee cee cece eect eee ee eee eens 204 47 255 90 460 37 

. 1 3.72) (0) 5 4,000 00 3,126 91 7.126 91 

Berlin .. ccc cee ce eee cece eee eee eee e eee eees 1,000 00 1,159 00 2,159 00 

Black River Falls.......... ese eee eee cee 500 00 181 70 681 70 

Boscobel (recently organized) ............ a a eee , 

Brodhead........... cece cere eee nee e cece enes - 500 00 867 54 1,367 54 

Burlington (recently organized).......... eee sees eee 

Cedar GLOVE (D) icc ccce cece eee rene eeee eens eee a eee 

Chippewa Falls ........ eee e cee eee eee eee © 2,125 00 117 63 2,242 63 

- Olinton ville 2... 0... ccc ee eee eee eee eee 399 00 191 31 590 31 

COIDY . ccc ee cece eee eee nee e ene neeeeane eens 85 84 72 42 158. 26 

COLPAX oc ccc cece cece eee eee eee eee e eee ene ~ 100 00 3 00 103 00 

CIOLUMDUS 2... cc cee ee eee eee eee eee eees 1,000 00 614 11 1,614 11 

Cumberland... ccc cece cece eee cere eee eens 1,000 00 7a2 94 1,752 94 

Darlington. ......c ccc eee eee ener eee eeeen eens 1,000 00 © 74 02 1,074 02 

Delafield (no report) ....-..eeceee cere eens sees caus a 

Delavan (recently organized)...........-. bees a cease 

De Pere... ccc ccccecee cece cece eeee cee teenneees 1,171 47 791 02 1,962 49 

Dodgeville ........ cece eee cee eee ee eees 200 00 102 62 302 62 

| Durand ..... cece cece cee cece eee rete nee eeaes 750 00 | 308 93 1,058 93 

East Milwaukee ........2- eee eee ee cece eeee 25 00 1 50 26 50 

Eau Claire oo... ccc cece eee eee eect eee eens 5,000 00 897 89 5,897 89 

FdgertOn oo... cece cece ee cece eee nner een eens 1,000 00 4,527 73 5,527 73 

FOV ccc cece cece ccc eee cent eee earns neeeenes 15 00 2 00 17 00 

Elkhart Lake .......... cee eee cece eee e eens 50 00 2 70 52 70 

ELKNOPN 2... cece ce eee eee erent ences ees 500 00 554 48 1,054 48 

Elroy (recently organized)......-...--++66' eae 1,761 02 1,761 02 

Evansville ..... cc cece eee eet teen eee eneees 1,000 00 213 52 1,213 52 

Fairchild... 0... cece eee creer e ee cere cece ees 50 00 21 68 71 68 

Vond du Lac .... ccc cece cece eee ee een eens 5, 000 00 3,117 84 8,117 84 . 

Fort Atkinson ......... cece cece eee eee e eens 657 00 137 63 794 63 . 

Genoa Junction co.cc cc cec cece eee cere eees 30 00 137 75 167 75 

Glenbeulah (a) .......c cece cree ence ence nees eee oa, ween 

Glenwood (a) ...ccc cece cece ee eee ere eens Lees Lees eee 

Grand Rapids .........c cece cece eect eeeeecee, 1,000 00 6,532 48 7,532 48 

Green Bay ....cccce cece eect eee seer eee eens 4,500 00 1,727 44 6, 227 44 

Hartford .... cc cee ce een cere eee e eee e eens 300 00 190 91 490 91 

Hartland........ cece cece eee cette eee eee ness a 101 87 101 87 

. Tay ward... ccc cece cece cece cece eee e eee ceee 1,000 00 945 04 1,945 04 

JLULISDOLO 0... cece ee ee eee eee eee tence 200 00 bees 200 00 

FIOPICON. co.cc cece eee cere eee e eee t ence aees 300 00 88 67 388 67 

Horton ville .... 0. ec cece ce eee cree eee eees 25 00 » 00 30 00 

HUdSOnN .. 2. cece ec ce cece cee eee e eee e ee eees 4,200 00 -— 884 31 2,084 31 

Tndependence ...... cece cece rece creeeecers 550 00 1 31 551 31 \ 

Tronton (&) cc. cece cece cree eee eeeeee reese a 30 00 30 00 

Janesville ......cccceeeeeeneetsereceeeereees 4,000 00 614 48 4,614 48 
Jefferson (recently organized)......-...+- eee eee wees 

Johnson Creek... oc... cee cece eee cree e ee eees 75 00 1 70 76 70 

Kattkauna..... cece cece cece ence eee n enc nees 1,200 00 1,994 05 3, 194 05 | 

WKOnOSha.. cc cece cece cece eee eee e teen ee eees 16,060 86 11,353 30 27,414 16 | 

IKOWAUNC.. 0. cee cece cee ener tenn eens 560 63 223 75 784 38 | 

ICiTDOUPD 2. eee ee cee eee eee eee eens 420 51 53. 74 474 25 | 

Lia CROSSE... cece cece een cece cece e enna ee tees 4,000 00 7,868 69 11,868 69 

Ladysmith ...... ccc eee cece eee eee eer enee 1,000 00 394 65 1,394 65 

Lake GON@Va cece c cece ee cece tee cece nees 1,405 95 1,028 97 2,434 92 

Lake MillS........2. csececeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees (none reported) 22 34 22 34 

TLaneaster ...c.c cece cece eer cece teen cena eees 600 00 793 58 1,393 58 | 

La Valle... ci... cee cece ce cet e rene eeer eens 150 00 112 50 262 50 | 

Lone ROCK ..... cece cee cece eee eee een eenes 60 00 eae 60 00 

Loyal (no report) ...... cece cece eee cree eee .ee eae Lees 

Madison ........ cece cece eee eee n cence eeeeeee 7,900 00 4,168 92 . 11,668 92 | 

a Association. yp Proprietary. s School control.
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Statistics of Inbraries | 

RECEIPTS OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES — continued 

. 1907-08 
Other receipts . 

including 
Annualtax unexpended Total receipts 

Place. levy. balance. 1907-08. 

ManitOw0c .......c ccc cc cece cece eens eeceeese 3,150 00 810 10 3,960 10 
Marinette ....... ccc ccc ccc cece eee ees $4,250 00 $341 09 $4,591 09 
Markesan (no report) ......... cc. ese eee eee eee eee 
Marshfield. ...... 0... ccc cc eee cece cece ees 1,472 95 1,529 09 3,002 04 

. Mayville (a) ...... cc ccc cece cece cece eeceees Lees 418 31 418 31 
Mazomanie. ........ ccc cece cece cece cee eeees 50 00 - 80 00 130 00 
Medford 2... .. ccc cc cece ccc cece reece ces ees 300 00 35 98 d30 98 

— Menasha... cc ce ce ce ccc rece cee e eens 2,422 41 2,590 57 5,012 98 
Menomonee Falls..............ceee cece veces 304 36 bees 304 36 
Menomonie (DP) .... ccc ccccecee vevceeeccees Lees eee eee 
Merrill ..... 0... cc ce ccc cece eee 250 00 786 12 1,036 12 
Milton Junction ........... cee eee cece tees 150 00 48 55 198 55 
Milwaukee ......... ccc cece cece cece eee ees 64,507 24 40,560 12 105, 067 36 
Mineral Point.............. ccc cee eee eee 250 00 5305 59 755 59 
Mondovi... .... cece cee cece cee enc eceeeens 350 00 253 &4 603 84 
Monroe (S) ..... ccc cece cece cece cece eeec cece 1,500 00 24 79 1,524 79 
MOSINGC. .... ec ccc cc cece cen e cee enees 100 00 999 30 1,099 30 
Neenah... ccc ccc eee e ce cece eee cece 2,523 19 567 68 3,090 87 
Neillisville.. wc. cc ce cee eee eee 065 03 531 96 1,096 99 
New London ............ ccc cece cece eee veee 450 00 384 76 834 76 
New Richmond ............ cc cc cece eee eens 485 83 453 98 939 81 
North Fond du Lac (no report)........... eee a vee 
North Freedom .............0.. eee seen eee 40 00 71 61 111 61 
North Milwaukee...............ccc sees eees 400 00 152 82 Dd2 82 
Oakfield oo... 0... ccc cece cece cece cece eae eees 150 00 76 84 226 84 
OCONOMOWOC (8). occ cece cece eee e rere eees sees DD 37 55 37 
OCONTO.... ccc ccc ccc cece cece ens cecseeeees - 1,500 00 1,120 13 2,620 13 
Oconto Falls ....... 0... cece eee cece ee ce eens 144 00 69 13 213 13 
OMLO 2 cece cc ccc ccc cece cece eee enceeeeees 150 00 133 77 283 77 
Orfordville, .... 0. cee cee ccc cece cece ees 50 00 83 54 133 54 
OSHKOSH 2... cc ccc cee ccc cece cece cece eees 5, 000 00 5,739 49 10,739 49 
Park Falls.......... 0... ccc cece cece cece eee 300 00 cee 300 00 
Peshtigo....... ccc cece cece cee e cere cece 125 00 66 60 191 60 
Pewaukee ......... ccc ccc ccc cece cece cee 144 00 161 00 305 00 
Platteville ....... cc cc cece cee eee cece eens 500 00 504 29 1,054 29 
Plymouth ..... 0. cece cece cece cece cence enes 982 50 219 59 - 1,202 09 
POLtAZe.... ccc cece cece cece eee e cess ewer oees 1,400 00 831 09 2,231 09 
Port Washington .......... ccc ecw eee eee 50 00 6 00 56 00 ; 
Prairie du Sac ........... cc ccc cece cee eees 250 00 210 10 460 10 
Prentice (recently organized) ............ wees see sees 
Prescott (&) ccc. ccc ccc cece cece cece eesceves sees 60 70 60 70 
Racine...... cc. cece ccc cence ese cceveccecens 7,500 00 8, 227 60 15, 727 60 
Randolph....... cc ccc cee eee cece cece eens 30 00 sees ; 50 00 
Reedsburg ...... cc cece cece cee cece veeveees 600 00 20 74 1,125 74 
Rhinelander ......... ccc cee cece cece es cees 1,800 00 1,090 69 2,890 69 
Rib Lake ....... cc ccc ccc eee e eee 200 00 13 58 213 58 
Rice Lake... ..... cee ccc ccc cece cee cee 1,000 00 208 82 1,208 82 
Richland Center ........... cee cece cece eee 1,000 00 133 24 1,133 24 
Ripon 2... ce. cee cee cece cece cess cece ceeceees 1,200 00 184 00 1,384 00 
S@YMOUL...... eee ccc cee cece ee cane eree 75 00 102 99 177 99 
SHAWANO... cece cece cece cece eens seeececceuce 300 00 338 29 638 29 
SHEDOVZAan. ..... cece cece cece wwe cece cece sees 4,489 82 3,080 07 7,569 89 
Shell Lake ......... co ce ccc cee wee ees 100 00 223 32 323 32 

Ho 60 OG) 7,0) 6 50 00 2 00 52 00 
South Milwaukee.............. ccc cece cues 200 00 68 42 268 42 
Sparta... cece cece cece cree tees eace 1,500 00 1,125 78 2,625 78 
Spring Green............ ccc cece cece eee eens 60 00 7 00 67 00 
Stanley. ...... cc cece cece wee e cece cone cone veces 1,000 00 838 51 1,838 51 
Stevens Point.................c cece cece eees 2,000 00 1,828 03 3.828 03 
Stoughton ........ ccc cee ecw cee eee c ewes 1,300 00 1,068 33 2,368 33 
Sturgeon Bay..............sccccccccccccces 1,075 00 807 42 1,882 42 
Sun Prairie. ....... ccc ccc cee cece cen cees eee 120 89 120 89 
SUVCTIO“.... 0... 0... cece eee cece eene eens 8,000 00 5,611 15 13,611 15 
Thorp (NO report).......... cece cece cess ees vane a wees 

_ Token Creek (8).........cccccecccscccecees wees 27 00 27 00 
Tomah..... ccc cece ccc cece cece cece secs ecevcs 750 00 =| 611 14 1,361 14 
Two Rivers ........ cc cc cece cece cece cece vans 1,050 00 625 96 1,675 96 
ViTOQUA 2... eee ccc cece cece cece eccsccescecs 1,000 00 703 15 1,703 15 
Washburn... ..cccccccccccccccccseccesecees - 1,800 00 34 48 1,834 48 
Waterloo (a) ....... ccc cece cc cece cece cence sees sees wees 
Watertown ......... ccc ccc cece cece eee eees 2,000 00— 2,148 96 4,148 96 

a Association. fj Proprietary. s School control. 
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| Statistics of Libraries | 

RECEIPTS OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES— continued . 

1907-08; 

Other receipts 
including 

Annualtax unexpended Total receipts 
Place. levy.! balance. 1907-08. 

Waukesha ..... cece cece cece cece nccececeeees $1,500 00 $1, 264 44 $2,764 44 
WAUDACA ... ccc ccc cece cee rete tees teen eves 600 00 - 139 00 739 00 
WAUDUN Lo. cc cece cc cee cece cee cece tees eee 1,000 00 1,674 23 2,674 23 
WAUSAU 2... cece cee cece cece cece eteeeeeenees 2,900 00 5,186 77 8,086 77 
Wausaukee (D)..... ccc cece ccc eect cece cece sees eee sees 
WaUWwatOSa... cece cece vccc cers cwcreenceens 1,000 00 686 68 1,686 68 
West ALLIS... 0... cc ccc cee cee eee cece ence 500 00 100 00 600 00 
West Bend ....... cc cece cece cece erences 350 50 371 12 721 62 
WEStDY ... cc ccc cece cece cere ence cece seeeeees 100 00 a 100 00 
Whitehall ......... cece ccc cee ence eeenees 250 00 780 43 1,030 43 
Whitewater ....... ccc ccc cece ect c eee eees 1,200 00 896 20 2,096 20 

p Proprietary. 

COLLEGE AND ACADEMY LIBRARIES 

June 30, 1908 

Library Librarian No. vols. 

Lawrence University, Appleton Zelia A. Smith 24,053. 
Northland College, Ashland M. J. Fenenga 8,000 
Wayland Academy, Beaver Dam . Edwin Jennings 2,000 
Beloit College, Beloit James A. Blaisdell 39,500 
St. John’s Military Academy, Delafield Madame Kate Maurer 3,000 
Grafton Hall, Fond du Lac Jean Dodd 2,600. 
Hillside Home, Hillside Marie Tollefson 2,000 
Milton College, Milton Edwin Shaw 8,200 
Concordia College, Milwaukee Otto Hattstaedt 6,500 
Marquette College, Milwaukee H. 8S. Spaulding 18,000 
Milwaukee Academy, Milwaukee Julius H, Pratt 1,800 
Milwaukee Downer College, Milwaukee Florence E. Weissert 7,193 
St. Lawrence College, Mt. Calvary Rev. Leo Steinburg 3,400 
Sacred Heart College, Prairie du Chien ~ Rev. J. Horning 12,000 
Racine College, Racine Clara L. Robinson 11,000 
St. Catherine’s Academy, Racine sr. M. Theophila 3,735: 
Ripon College, Ripon Florence C. Hays 15,000 
Catholic Normal School, St. Francis Rev. J. M. Kasel _ 6,007 
St. Clara Female Academy, Sinsinawa Sr. Mary Carnillus 3,785 
Northwestern University, Watertown J. iH. Ott 7,480: 
Sacred Heart College, Watertown 2,856 
Carroll College, Waukesha Amanda Flattery 4,000
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COUNTIES IN WHICH LIBRARIES ARE LOCATED 

Adams County Fond du Lac County—Con. Milwaukee County 
None North Fond du Lac East Milwaukee 

Oakfield Milwaukee 
Ashland County Ripon North Milwaukee 

Ashland Waupun South Milwaukee 
Wauwatosa 

Barron. County Forest County West Allis 
Cumberland None 
Rice Lake Monroe County 

. Grant County Sparta : 
Bayfield County Boscobel Tomah 

Bayfield Lancaster 
Washburn Platteville Oconto County 

Oconto 
Brown County Green County Oconto Falls 

De Pere Brodhead 
Green Bay Monroe Oneida County 

Rhinelander 
Buffalo County Green Lake County 

Mondovi Berlin Outagamie County 
Appleton 

Burnett County Iowa County Hortonville 
None Avoca Kaukauna 

Dodgeville Seymour 
Calumet County Mineral Point Shiocton 

None 
Iron County Ozaukee County 

Chippewa County None Pt. Washington , 
Chippewa Falls 
Stanley Jackson County Pepin County 

Black River Falls Durand 
Clark County 

Abbotsford Jefferson County Pierce County 
Loyal It. Atkinson Prescott 
Neillsville Jefferson . Thorp Johnson Creek Polk County 

Lake Mills None 
Columbia County Waterloo 

Columbus Watertown Portage County 
Kilbourn Stevens Point 
Portage Juneau County 

Elroy Price County 
Crawford County Park Falls 

Prairie du Chien Kenosha County Phillips 
Ikenosha ‘ Dave County Racine County 

Belleville Kewaunee County Burlington $ 
Madison - Algoma Racine 
Mazomanie Ikewaunee 
Stoughton Richland County 
Sun Prairie La Crosse County Lone Rock 
Token Creek La Crosse Richland Center 

Dodge County La Fayette County — Rock County 
Beaver Dam Darlington Beloit 
Horicon Edgerton 
Mayville Langlade County Evansville 
Randolph Antigo Footville 

Janesville 
Door County Lincoln County Milton Junction 

Sturgeon Bay Merrill Orfordville 

Douglas County Manitowoc County Rusk County 
Superior Manitowoc Ladysmith 

Two Rivers 
Dunn County St. Croix County Colfax Marathon County Glenwood 

Menomonie Colby Hudson 
Mosinee New Richmond Eau Claire County Wausau 

Eau Claire Sauk County 
Fairchild Marinette County Baraboo 

. Marinette Tronton 
Florence County Peshtigo La Valle ’ None Wausaukee North Freedom 

Prairie du Sac Fond du Lac County Marquette County Reedsburg 
Fond du Lac None Spring Green
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: COUNTIES IN WHICH LIBRARIES ARE LOCATED—continued 

Sawyer County Vernon County _. Waukesha County—Con. 

. Hayward ‘Hillsboro Hartland 
Viroqua Menomonee Falls 

estby conomowoc ‘ 

Shen . Pewaukee 
Vilas County Waukesha 

None 

Sheboygan County Waupaca County 

Cedar Grove Walworth County Clintonville 

Elkhart Delavan _ New London 

Glenbeulah Elkhorn Waupaca 

Oostburg . Genoa Junction 
| 

Plymouth Lake Geneva Waushara County 

Sheboygan Whitewater None 
Williams Bay y 

. Winnebago County 

Taylor County - Washburn County Menasha 

Rib Lake Shell Lake Neenah : 
Omro OS 

Washington County Oshkosh 

Trempealeau County Hartford . 

Arcadia West Bend Wood County 

Eleva 
Grand Rapids 

[Independence Waukesha County Marshfield 

Whitehall Delafield 

. PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF WISCONSIN 

| June 30, 1908 

Abbotsford. Population 893 
Public library—Sarah Hanson, librarian; W.S. Bailey, president and chairman of 

pook committee; M. W. DeLap, secretary 

Located in city hall . 

Books—no. volumes 776; no. borrowers 373; annual circulation 5,333 

Algoma. Population 2,008 
Free public library ; 

Antigo. Population 6, 663 
Free public library—Florence C. Farnham, librarian; F. J. Finucane, president 

and chairman of book committee; C. O. Marsh, secretary 

Building—erected 1905, cost, $15,000; gift of Andrew Carnegie; A. D. Conover, 

- Madison, architect 

Books—no. volumes 3,667; no. borrowers 4,425; circulation 24,773 

Appleton. Population 17,000 

Free public library—Agnes L. Dwight, librarian; George C. Jones, president, F. 8. 

Bradford, secretary; O. E. Clark, chairman of book committee 

Building—erected 1900; cost, $40,000; gift of city; W. A. Holbrook, Milwaukee, and 

Herman Wildhagen, Appleton, architects 

Books—no. volumes 10,520; no. borrowers 3,830; circulation 52,483 . 

Arcadia. Population 1,316 

Free public library—Louise Gasser, librarian; Emil Maurer, president; F. C. - 

Richmond, secretary; Sophia J. Proctor, chairman of book committee. . 

Building—erected 1906; cost, $5,000; gift of Andrew Carnegie 

Books—no. volumes 1;674; no. borrowers 858; circulation 5,336 

Ashland. Population 14,519 
Vaughn public library—Cecile M. Fennelly, librarian; S. 8. Fifield, president; 

G. F. Merrill, secretary; C. A. Lamoreaux, chairman of book committee. . 

Located in business block, revenue from which supports library 

Books—no. volumes 5,237; no. borrowers 3,264; circulation 21,461 

Baraboo. Population 5,835 
; 

Free public library—Kate M. Potter, librarian: R. B. Griggs, president; 8. L. Van 

, Orden, secretary; Mrs. J. E. English, chairman of book committee 

Building—erected 1903; cost $15,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architects 
Books—no. volumes 6,943; no. borrowers 2,274; circulation 29,373. .
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Bayfield. Population 1,689 
Carnegie library—Katherine Mussell, librarian; H. J. Wacksmuth, president; 

Theo. Wieland, secretary; H. P. Hale, chairman of book committee 
Building—erected 1903, cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Henry Wildhagen, 

Ashland, architect 
Books—no. volumes, 3,584; no. borrowers, 868; circulation, 4,767 

Beaver Dam. Population 5,618 
Williams free library—Hattte A. Doolittle, librarian; H. B. Hubbell, president 

and chairman of book committee; J. E. McClure, secretary 
Building—erected 1891; cost $25,000. gift of J. J. Williams; E. T. Mix & Co., Milwau- 

kee, architects 
Books—no. volumes 8,076; no. borrowers 1,553; circulation 27,438 

Belleville. Population 423 
Free library—Mrs. Grace Knox, librarian; R. C. Oliver, president; J. W. DeWitt, 

secretar and chairman of book committee 
Located in t wn hall , 
Books—no. volumes 2,195; no. borrowers 129; circulation 2,770 

Beloit. Population 12,855 
Public library—Martha W. Bell, librarian; F. N. Strong, president; G. B. Inger- 

soll, secretary; R. J. Burdge, chairman of book committee ; 
Building—erected 1903: cost $25,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie: Patton & Miller, 

Chicago, architects 
Books—no. volumes 11,350; no. borrowers 5,548; circulation 52,610 — - 

Berlin. Population 4,638. , 
Public library—Margaret Biggert, librarian; Mrs. C. 8. Morris, president and . 

chairman of book committee; Miss FitzMaurice, secretary 
Building—erected 1904; cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; H. A. Foeller, Green 

Bay, architect , 
Books—no. volumes 3,989; no. borrowers 1,384; circulation 16,910 , 

Black River Falls. Population 1,946 
Free public library—Anna. C. Wylie, librarian; J. H. Mills, president; Mrs. Lulu 

, Cumnock, secretary; Mrs. C. J. Van Schaick, chairman of book committee 
Located in —————_—_ = os . 
Books—no. volumes 2,062; no. borrowers 547; circulation 8,745 

Brodhead. Population 1,667 oe . 
Free public library—Winnie Bucklin, librarian; A. S. Moore, president and chair- 

man book committee; W. H. Fleek, secretary 
Located in city hall. 
Books—no. volumes 1,520; no. borrowers 665; circulation, 9,254 

Burlington. Population 2,625 
Library association—Alma Neuhaus, librarian 
Located in Business Men’s club house 

Chippewa Falls. Population 9,009 _ 
- Public library—Mrs. Anna C. Bronsky, librarian; Dr. W. H. Bailey, president; 

J. A. Seydel, secretary; J. A. Anderson, chairman book committee ; 
Building—erected 1901: cost, $20,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; F. D. Orff, Minne- 

apolis, architect 
Books—no. volumes 8,350; no. borrowers 4,341; circulation 40,661 

Clintonville. Population 1,837 
Free library—Emeline Sedgwick, librarian; O. L. Olin, president; F. A. Sedgwick, 

president and chairman book committee 
Located in city hall. 
Books—no. volumes 828; no. borrowers 487; circulation 5,053 

Colby. Population 584 7 
Free public library—Mrs. Etta E. Grimes, librarian, secretary, and chairman book 

committee; E. V. Kautsky, president 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 800; no. borrowers 240; circulation 1,366 

. Colfax. Population 640 
Free public library—A. R. Wildes, librarian - 
Located in bank building. 
Books—no. volumes 229; no. borrowers 175; circulation 669
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Columbus. Population 2,388 
Free public library—Nellie A. Loomis, librarian; F. A. Chadbourn, president; 

Ht. J. Weidemann, secretary; Fred Thomson, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumas 3,471; no. borrowers 1,171; circulation 18,298 

Cumberland. Population 1,493 
Free library—Mrs. G. E. Carr, librarian; Dr. W. B. Hopkins, president; Mrs. H. 

Pankey, secretary 
Building—erected 1906; cost, $10,000; gift of Andrew Carnegie; C. H. Patsche, Fair- 

mount, Minn. architect 
Books—no. volumes 2,637; no. borrowers 670; circulation 9,704 : 

Darlington. Population 1,843 
Public library—Isabella Bird, librarian and secretary; P. A. Orton, president. . 
Building—erected 1905: cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck 

Madison, architects , 
Books—no. volumes 3,813; no. borrowers 1,016; circulation 12,410 

Delafield. Population 632 . 
Public library—lLaura Lidicker, librarian; L. R. Whitney, secretary. 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 693; no. borrowers 210; circulation 491 

Delavan. Population 2,321 
Aram public library—Laura F. Angell, librarian; A. H. Allyn, president; 8. C. 

Wadmund, secretary; W. A. Cochrane, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1907; cost $20,000; gift of James Aram and citizens; Claude & 

Starck, Madison, architects 
Books—no. volumes 2,332 

Depere. Population 4,523 
Public library—Helen 8. Mathews, librarian; M. J. Maes, president; Elizabeth 

Smith, secretary; L. L. Tessier, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 

. Books—no. volumes 4,443; no. borrowers 1,116; circulation 20,376 

Dodgeville. Population 2,152 
Public library—Mrs. R. Lane, librarian; W. H. Thomas, president; T. M. Strong 

secretary; Mrs. T. B. Davis, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall ‘ 

Books—no. volumes, 1,317; circulation, 5,717. 

Durand. Population 1,359 
Free library—Mrs. E. M. Dunlop, librarian; D. E. Kiser, president; Mrs. A. A. 

Peck, secretary: 8S. B. Tarrant, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1907; cost $7,500, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architects 
Books—no. volumes 2,172; no. borrowers 614; circulation 8,720. 

East Milwaukee. Population 473 
I'ree public library—Julia E. Olson, librarian; T. B. Olson, president; Paul Hahn, 

secretary; Emil Weiskardt, chairman book committee 
Located in schoolhouse | . 
Books—no. volumes 247; no. borrowers 58; circulation 301. 

Eau Claire. Population 18,737 
Public library—Mary A. Smith, librarian; L. A. Doolittle, president; A. Cyprean- 

sen, secretary: W. H. Schultz. chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1904; cost $40,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Patton & Miller, Chi- 

cago, architects 
Books—no. volumes 17,852; no. borrowers 6,604; circulation 56,200. 

Edgerton. Population 2,416 
Public library——Leora Mabbett, librarian; L. E. Gettle, president; Mrs. EK. L. 

Roethe, secretary; Mrs. E. C. Hopkins, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1906; cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Henry Foeller, 

Green Bay, architect 
| 

Books—no. volumes 2,844; no. borrowers 1,533; circulation 16,475. 

Elkhart Lake. Population 462 © . 

Iree library—George Gerhard, librarian; G. W. Wolff, president; W. P. Schwartz, 
secretary; W. A. Dornbusch, chairman book committee 

Located —-——-——— 
Books—no. volumes 222; no. borrowers 225 .
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Elkhorn. Population 1,818 
- Charles E. Sprague free library—_Edna L. Derthick, librarian; Jay F. Lyon, presi- 

dent: A. C. Beckwith, secretary 

Located in city hall , 

Books—no. volumes 3,952; no. borrowers 575; circulation 8,214 

Elroy. Population 2,011 
Public library—Edna L.. Roberts, librarian; J. E. Hart, president; A. IF’. Fields, 

secretary; Mrs. M. E. Smith, chairman pook committee 

Building—erected 1907; cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architects 
- Books—no. volumes 1.395; no. borrowers 628; circulation 5,694 

Evansville. Population 1,963 
. 

Eager Free public library—Mrs. Hattie J. Boyd, librarian: A. 8. Baker, president; 

Gertrude Eager, secretary; Mrs. Carrie Porter, chairman book committee 

Building—erected 1907; cost $10,000, gift of Almon Eager; Claude & Starck, Madi- 

son, architects 
Books—no. volumes 2,947; no. borrowers 1,071; circulation 14,626 

Fairehild. Population 806 
Public library—Mrs. L. W. Foster, librarian and secretary; W.F. Herbst, presi- 

dent; F. W. Herbst, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 386; no. borrowers 200; circulation 2,269 

. Fond du Lac. Population 17,284 
~~ Public library—Emma E. Rose, librarian; John Heath, president; William Wilson, 

secretary: G. T. McDougall, chairman book committee 

Building—erected 1904; cost $30,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Van Ryn & DeGel- 

leke, Milwaukee, architects 
Books—no. volumes 24,364; no. borrowers 4,146; circulation 54,769 

Fort Atkinson. Population 3,300 
Public library—Sue C. Nichols, librarian; A. M. Webb, president; Mrs. C. A. Cas- 

well, secretary and chairman book committee 
Located in store building 
Books—no. volumes 3,446; no. borrowers 693; circulation 11,541 

Genoa Junction. Population 710 
Free public library—Mrs. Carrie L. Manor. librarian; Mrs. George Robinson, presi- 

dent: Mrs. Charles Ford, secretary; Mrs. C. A. Swenson, chairman book com- 

mittee 
‘ Located in clothing store 
Books—no. volumes 851; no. borrowers 427; circulation 3,695 

Glenbeulah. Population ——— 
- Library and literary association—Mrs. Hattie L. Huntley, librarian . 

Located in basement of amusement hall owned by local library association 

Books—_no. volumes 718; circulation 50 

Grand Rapids. Population 6,157 
T. B. Scott free public library—Edith L. Rablin, librarian; F. T. Wood, president; 

. Mrs. J. E. Daly, secretary; J. A. Gaynor, chairman book committee 

Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 6,222; no. borrowers 2,391; circulation 25,189 

Green Bay. Population 22,854 
we. Kellogg public library—Deborah B. Martin, librarian; S. D. Hastings, president and 

chairman of book committee; H. W. Sims, secretary 

Building—erected 1902; cost $30,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; H. A. Foeller, Green 

Bay, architect . 
Books—no. volumes 14,517; no. borrowers 5,526; circulation 58,552 

Hartford. Population 2,052 
Free public library—H. Juno Goetz, librarian; G. E. Ives, president; Hattie M. 

- Amidon, secretary; Otto Wollner, chairman book committee 

Located in city hall: 
Books—no. volumes 1,007; no. borrowers 837; circulation 9,902 

Hartland—Population 673 
Free public library—Mabel V. Hansen, librarian; Mrs. H. G. B. Nixon, president; 

Mrs. A. B. Chamberlain, secretary; Mrs. Bergnall, chairman book committee 

Located in printing office. 
Books—no. volumes 1,024; no. borrowers 363; circulation 1,909
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Hayward. Population 2,900 
Carnegie free library—Clarence O. Bayo, librarian; D.S. Peck, president; A. F. 

Nichols, secretary: J. B. Trowbridge, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1904; cost $10,000, gift Andrew Carnegie; Henry Wildhagen, Ash- 

. land, architect . 
Books—no. volumes 3,807; no. borrowers 903; circulation 14,121 

Hillsboro. Population 804 
Public library—R. Lind, librarian; E. V. Wernick, secretary 
Located in jewelry store 
Books—no. volumes 1,064; no. borrowers 400; circulation 2,136 

Horicon. Population 1,553 
Free public library—Frances Zedler, librarian; Mrs. L. Hanson, pr esident; F. 

Forbes, secretary . 
Located in bank building 
Books—no. volumes 1,429; no. borrowers 415; circulation 3,219 

Hortonville. Population 890 
Public library—Anna Ritger, librarian 
Located in printing office 
Books—no. volumes 409; no. borrowers 452; circulation 2,943 

Hudson. Population 3,220 - 
Public library—Pearl G. Shoemaker, librarian; George Cline, president; J. Hoch- 

stein, secretary. James Andrews, chairman book committee 
_ Building—erected 1904; cost $12,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Van Ryn & De Gel- 

leke, Milwaukee, architects 
Books—no. volumes 3,377; no. borrowers 1,668; circulation 20,946 

Independence. Population 663 
Public library—Mrs. Minnie Cole, librarian; G. A. Markham, president; C. F. 

Peterson, secretary and chairman book committee . . 
- Located in city hall. 

Books—no. volumes 666; no. borrowers 180; circulation 2,279 

Ironton. Population 1,270 
Public library—Mrs. J. R. Fitzgerald, librarian 
Located in drug store 
Books—no. volumes 300; no. borrowers 200 . 

Janesville. Population 13,770 . 
Public library—Gertrude Skavlem, librarian and secretary; William Bladon, 

president; H.C. Buell, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1903; cost $40,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie (#30,000) and F. E. . 

Eldred ($10,000); J. W. T. Jennings, Madison, architect 
Books—no. volumes 20,242; no. borrowers 6,765; circulation 66.000 

Johnson Creek. Population 494 
Public library—Mrs. A. E. Greenwood, librarian; H. J. Grell, president; J. P. 

. Denneth, secretary; A. E. Greenwood, chairman book committee 
Located in furniture store 

% Books—no. volumes 383; no. borrowers 229; circulation 383 

Kaukauna. Population 4,991 
Free public library—Lillian E. Bell, librarian; H. J. Mulholland, president; Mrs. 

Elizabeth Dayton, secretary; F. M. Charlesworth, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1905; cost $12,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architect 
Books—no. volumes 3,793; no. borrowers 1,916; circulation 18,466 

Kenosha. Population 16,235 
Gilbert M. Simmons library—Mrs. Clara P. Barnes, librarian; W. W. Strong, 

president; E. C. Thiers, secretary; James Cavanagh, chairman book commit- 
ee 

Building—erected 1900; cost $150,000, gift of Z. G. Simmons; D. H. Burnham, Chi- | 
cago, architect 

Books—no. volumes 18,302; no. borrowers 5,720: circulation 80,476 

Kewaunee. Population 1,719 . Free public library—Marie Brunckhorst, librarian: F. Poser, president; Mr. 
Brunckhorst, secretary and chairman book committee 

Located in bank building 
Books—no. volumes 1,696; no. borrowers 629; circulation 15,043
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Kilbourn. Population 1,091 | ; 
~ Public library—Lillian F. Ramsey, librarian; C. W. Snider, president and chair- 

man book committee; Mary Conway, secretary . 
Building—residence bought and used as library; cost $1,500, raised by subscrip- 

ion 
Books—no. volumes 2,938; no. borrowers 1,866; circulation 13,591 

| La Crosse. Population 29,078 
Public library—Mary A. Smith, librarian; W. A. Anderson, president; J. M. 

Holly, secretary; G. M. Woodward, chairman book committee . 
Building—erected, 1888; cost, $19,500: gift of C.C. Washburn; C. C. Yost, Minne- 

apolis, architect. Addition being built 
| Books—no. volumes 16, 865; no. borrowers 11,303; circulation 82,259 

Ladysmith. Population ; 
Public library—Isabel Conklin, librarian; C. J. McCormack, president; F. O. 

Monroe, secretary: Thomas Barker, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1907; cost, $10,000. gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architect 
_ . Books—no. volumes 690; no. borrowers, 705 

Lake Geneva. Population 3,449 _ . 
Public library—Gertrude J. Noyes, librarian; Mrs. E. M. Smith, president; 

A. M. Kaye, secretary: Mrs. R. B. Arnold, chairman book committee 
Building—residence, gift of Mrs. George Sturges 
Books—no. volumes 4,179: no. borrowers 1,780; circulation 12,823 

Lake Mills. Population 1,620 
L. D. Fargo, library—Clara M. Mosher, librarian and chairman book committee: 

KF. B. Fargo, president: Conrad Engsberg, secretary. 
Building—erected 1902; cost $10,000, gift of L. D. Fargo; Ferry & Clas; Milwaukee, 

architects. 
Books—no. volumes 2,859; no. borrowers 870; circulation 8,952 

Lancaster. Population 2,555 
Public library—Bessie McNair, librarian: E. B. Goodsell, president; Emma 

Schreiner, secretary: G. B. Clementson, chairman book committee 
Located in business block 

- Books—no. volumes 2,388; borrowers 995; circulation 10,765 

La Valle. Population 350 
Public library association—Nellie Godden, librarian; Mrs. H. E. Paddock, presi- 

dent; Mrs. Miller, secretary; Mrs. Sophia Borchers, chairman book committee 
Located in rented rooms 
Books—no. volumes 757; no. borrowers 379; circulation 2,657 

Lone Rock. Population 604 
Public library—Mrs. M. B. Shannon, librarian 
Located in business block 
Books—no. volumes 700: no. borrowers 100: circulation 1,500 

Madison. Population 24,301 
Free library—Julia A. Hopkins, librarian; E. A. Birge, president and chairman 

book committee; E. O. Kney, secretary 
Building—erected 1905: cost, $75,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Frank Miles Day 

& Brother, Philadelphia, architects — . 
Books—no. volumes 20,125; no. borrowers 11,747; circulation 79,501 

Manitowoc. Population 12,733 
_ Public library—Agnes J. Petersen, librarian; L. J. Nash, president; Flora Waldo, 

secretary; Mrs. E. M. Anderson, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1904; cost, $25,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; VanRyn & DeGel- 

leke, Milwaukee, architects 
Books—no. volumes 8,683; no. borrowers 3, 430; circulation 45,187. 

Marinette. Population 15,354 
Stephenson public library—Anna 8. Pinkum, librarian; R. F. Goodman, president; 

L. 8. Patrick, secretary; Mrs. C. E. Nichols, chairman book commfittee 
Building—erected 1903; cost $33,769, including site, gift of Isaac Stephenson; Patton a 

& Miller, Chicago, architects 
Books—no. volumes 13,540; no. borrowers 4,729; circulation 51,731 

Marshfield. Population 6,035 . 
Free library—H. Della Ellinwood, librarian; W.D. Connor, president; Mrs. M. B. 

Cracraft, secretary; Dr. K. W. Doege, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall . 
Books—no. volumes 5,360; no. borrowers 1,845; circulation 21,185
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Mayville. Fopulatlon 1,793 
ublic library—Etta Barrott, librarian; C. W. Peake, presid ; 

secretary; Anna Naber, chairman book committee president; Olga Dreger, 

Located in business block 

Books—no. volumes 1,001; no. borrowers 610; circulation 5,019 

Mazomanie. Population 863 

Free public library—Edna B. Woolrich, librarian. 

Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 582; no. borrowers 375; circulation 3,992 

Medford. Fopulation 1,923 I 
| 

Tree public library—S. W. Ingham, librarian; Dr. E. LeSage, presid ; . 

Ryan, secretary; A. J. Latton, chairman book committee president; Margaret 

Located in building furnished by W.C.T.U_ | 

Books—no. volumes 2,262; no. borrowers 1,521; circulation 9,160 

Mengehe. Popul ato L L 

isha D. Smith library—Lucy L. Pleasants, librarian and chai ~ 

ittee; F. D. Lake, president; W. H. Meuer, secretary airman book com . 

Building—erected 1898; cost $25,000, gift of E. D. Smith: VanRyn & DeGelleke, Mil- 

waukee, architects 
, 

Books—no. volumes 7,360; no. borrowers 1,534; circulation 25,461 

Menomonee Falls. Population 936 
. 

Public library—Maude B. Schlafer, librarian 

Books—no. volumes, 210; no. borrowers 821 

Menomonie. Population 5,473 
Tainter Memorial free library—Stella Lucas, librarian; C. E. Freeman, president 

and secretary . , 

Building—erected 189}: cost $95,000, gift of Capt. and Mrs. Andrew Tainter; li- 

brary occupies only portion of building; Buffington, Minneapolis, architect 

Books—no. volumes 12,507; no. borrowers 2,376; circulation 47,855 

Merrill. Population 9,197 
T. B. Scott free library—Helen L. Price, librarian; G. J. Roberts, chairman book 

committee 
Located in city hall 
Books_—_no. volumes 11,708; no. borrowers 1,855; circulation 23,279 

Milton Junction. Population 500 : . 

‘yee public library—Mrs. W. E. Sowle, librarian and chairman b i : 

Dr. A. 8. Maxson, president; Mrs. A. B. West, secretary n book committees 

Located in bakery 
Books—no. volumes 210; no. borrowers 189 

Milwaukee. Population 3 2,08 

ublic library—G. W. bec ham, librarian and secretary: J. M. Pereles, presi 

Building erected 1898: cost $500,000, raised by taxation Ferry & Clas, 5 resident 

architects 
, 

Books—no. volumes 181,597; no. borrowers 190,570; circulation 697,566 

Mineral Point. Population 3,252 crawt | 
ublie library—Margaret A. Crawford, librarian; Mrs. M. Chase, i 

chairman book committee; Miss M. R. Grundy, secretary president and 

Located in store building 

Books—no. volumes 4,774; no. borrowers 818; circulation 12,146 

Mondovi. Population 1,450 L 
tree public library—Jennie Lovejoy, librarian; W. T. Ream, resident; 

Southworth, secretary; Alex. Lees, chairman book committee ident; Mrs. Bs 

Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 1,748; no. borrowers 1,117; circulation 10,100 

Monroe. Population 4,269 
Arabut Tudiow Memorial library—Katherine A. Smock, librarian; J. L. Sherron 

presiden 
, 

Building—erected 1905; cost $13,930, gift of H., E. and W. Ludlow; Claude & Starck 

Madison, architects 
Books—no. volumes 6,450; no. borrowers 1,957; circulation 25,902
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Mosinee. Population 530 . ; ; 
Joseph Dessert public library—Nellie E. Scholes, librarian; A. von Berg, presi- 

dent; Wenzel Pivernetz, secretary; Mrs. Louis Dessert, chairman book com- 
° mittee . 

Building—erected 1899; cost $10,000, gift of Joseph Dessert; A.C. Eschweiler, Mil- 
waukee, architect 

Books—no. volumes 1,970; no. borrowers 400; circulation 5,329 

Neenah. Population 6,047 So 
Public library—Cora I. Lansing, librarian; L. H. Freeman, president; T. B. Blair, 

secretary; E. M. Beeman, chairman book committee | 
Building—erected 1904: cost $28.000, gift of Andrew Carnegie ($12,500), subscription 

($15,500); VanRyn & DeGelleke, Milwaukee, architects 
Books—no. volumes 10,808; no. borrowers 2,562; circulation 30,925 

Neilisville. Population 2,117 ; oo 
Free library—Mame Woodward, librarian; Mrs. L. B. Ring, president; C. F. Grow, 

secretary and chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 

mr. Books—no. volumes 2,823; no. borrowers 2,319; circulation 10,104 

New London. Population 3,002 | 
Public library—Jennie Radkey, librarian; G. T. Dawley, president; Mrs. F. Ci. -xn- 

ering, secretary and chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 2,025; no. borrowers 1,091; circulation 9,525 

New Richmond. Population 1,824 
Public library—Anna H. Epley, librarian; Mrs. A. Deneen, president; Mrs. D. 

Kibbe, secretary; C. J. Brewer, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 1,801; no. borrowers 838; circulation 8,045 

North Freedom. Population 578 
Public library—Alice McCoy, librarian; M. J. Carpenter, president; Anna Dona- 

ghey, secretary; Mrs. Gertrude Hackett, chairman book committee 
Located in rented room 
Books—no. volumes 602; no. borrowers 274; circolation 3,188 

North Milwaukee. Population 1,236 . 
Free public library—Annie G. Godfrey, librarian; E. D. Coddington, president: 

Mrs. E. J. Henning, secretary; I’. E. Morrow, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 
‘Books—no. volumes 1,370 no. borrowers 642; circulation 5.750 . 

Oakfield. Population 548 | 
Public library—Katie_ E. Orvis, librarian; J. W. Burns, president and chairman 

book committee; Jessie Hoag, secretary 
Located in rented building 
Books—no. volumes 1,135; no. borrowers 307; circulation 3,728 

Oconomowoc. Population 3,013 C. Walth | 
ree public library—Jennie C. Walther, librarian; Mary E. Fay, president: i 

B A Kern, secretary & J. Kate Collins, chairman book committee ent; Addie 
uilding—purchased by subscription: cost $4,500; gift Mrs. P. A. Valenti 
George Bullen and Mr. P. D. Armour, Sr., $1,500 each entine, Mrs. 

Books—no. volumes 4,905; no. borrowers 912; circulation 10,281 

Oconto. Population 5°722 
Farnsworth public library—Gabriella Ackley, librarian; A. O. Ellis, president: 

G. F. Loomis, secretary , 
Building—erected 1903; cost $15.000, gift of George Farnsworth: H. A. Foeller 

Green Bay, architect , 
_  Books—no. volumes 6,018; no. borrowers 3,364; circulation 37,357 

Oconto Patts.. Fopulation, 1301 | 
‘ree public library—Mrs. Maggie Digan, librarian; Mrs. W. C. Mead si : 

Dr. H. M. Weed, secretary ° | » bresident; 
Located in bank building 
Books—no. volumes 670; no. borrowers 382; circulation 3,414 

Omno. Population 1,304 j 3 9 . 
‘ree public library—John S. Shelp, librarian; ©. H. Larrabee, sid 

chairman book committee; 8S. Leighton, secretary President and 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 663; no. borrowers 320; circulation 4,541
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Orfordville. Population 439 
Public library—Betty Rostad, librarian; Charles Taylor. president; Ella Thoen,,. 

_ secretary 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 469; no. borrowers 172; circulation 639 

Oshkosh. Population 30,575 
Public library—Maud Durlin, librarian; C. D. Cleveland, president; J. H. Jenkins. 

secretary: G. A. Buckstatf, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1900; cost, $56,500, gift Marshall Harris and Philetus Sawyer;. | 

William Walters, Oshkosh, architect 
Books—no. volumes 20,414; no. borrowers 7,654; circulation 92,393 

Park Falls. Population 1,438 
Public library—Elsie Eckardt, librarian; Cecil L. Paquin, president; Clara E.. 

Gibson, secretary; Prof. Kneip, chairman book committee 
Located in rented building : 
Books—no. volumes 399; no. borrowers 360 

Peshtigo. Population 2,539 
Public library—Mrs. Ed. Gilson, librarian; R. C. Ramsay, president and chairman 

pook committee; W. T. Dolan, secretary 
Located in store building 
Books—no. volumes 491; no. borrowers 938; circulation 10,559 

Pewaukee. Population 763 . 
Public library—volunteer librarian; Dr. M. Welton, president: Kate Clark, secre-- 

tary; Mrs. M. Welton, chairman book committee 
Located in business block , 
Books—no. volumes 1,814; no. borrowers 672; circulation 4,080 

Platteville. Population 4,438 
Public library—Maude E. Guernsey, librarian; Mrs. H. G. Chase, president; Mrs. 

Ella Huntington, secretary; Mrs. J. W. Livingston, chairman book committee 
Located in business block 
Books —no. volumes 1,963; no. borrowers 1,839; circulation 17,461 

Piymouth. Populatiou 2,764 ‘ 
Public ibrary—Grace Prescott, librarian; G. W. Zerler, president; Mary L. Clark, 

secretary: Mrs. M. C. Mead, chairman book committee | 
Located in rented rooms 
Books—no. volumes 2,819; no. borrowers 1,186; circulation 15°522 

Portage. Population 5,524 
Free public library—Mrs. W. G. Clough, librarian; Dr. A. C. Kellogg, president; 

Mrs. R. B. Wentworth, secretary; W. G. Clough, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 

Books—no. volumes 7,886; no. borrowers 3,093; circulation 32,504 

Port Washington. Population 4,036 i 
Public library—C. F. Eckel, librarian 
Located in jewelry store os 

. Books—no. volumes 600; no. borrowers 329 

Prairie du Sac. Population 671 
Free public library—Ruth Accola, librarian and secretary; J. 8. Tripp, presidents. 

R. S. Babington, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 654; no. borrowers 350; circulation 3,316 | 

Prescott. Population 889 . 
Free public library—Barbara Firner, librarian, James Goldsworthy, president; 

Ruth Walker, secretary: Mrs. H. G. Buschman, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall , 
Books—no. volumes 800; no. borrowers 324; circulation 426 

Racine. Population 32,290 
Public library—Mary J. Calkins, librarian; C. H. Lee, president; James Craig, 

secretary; Sarah M. Morrison, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1903; cost $50,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Mauran, Russell & 

Garden, St. Louis, architects -. 
Books—no. volumes 15,550: no. borrowers 7,522: circulation 105,759
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Randolph. Population 818 
Public library—Mrs. Jennie Davis, librarian; C. E. Hutchinson, president; M. R. 

Jones, secretary 
Located in millinery store 
Books—no. borrowers 281 

Reedsburg. Population 2,515 
Public library—Mrs. N. A. Cushman, librarian; J. H. Hosler, president; Mrs. W. 

H. Ramsey, secretary; M. Riggert, chairman book committee 

Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 3,093; no. borrowers 1,288; circulation 10,642 

Rhinelander. Population 5,435 
. Public library—Ada J. McCarthy, librarian and secretary; J.S. Miller, president 

Building—erected 1904; cost $15,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; VanRyn & DeGel- 
Jeke, Milwaukee, architects 

. Books—no. volumes 4,904; no. borrowers 2,299; circulation 22,675 

Rib Lake. Population 1,122 . 

Free public library—Anna M. Kennedy, librarian; Mr. Headstream, president; 

Mrs. L. Rousseau, sccretary; Mrs. E. C. Getchel, chairman book committee 

Located in business block 
Books—no. volumes 540; no. borrowers 325; circulation 2,561 

Rice Lake. Population 3,410 
Free public library—Mrs. James Robbins, librarian; W. H. Bundy, president; Mrs. 

M. T. Howard, secretary: Mrs. O. M. Sattre, chairman book committee 

Building—erected 1905; cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Mr. Parkinson, 

Sparta, architect 
Books—no. volumes 3,838; no. borrowers 1,366; circulation 18,353 

Richland Center. Population 2,632 
‘Free library—Vera Eastman, librarian; Mrs. J. G. Lamberson, president; O. J* 

Burnham, secretary 
Building—erected 1905; cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architects 
Books—no. volumes 3,036; no. borrowers 1,229; circulation 13,695 

Ripon. Population 3,811 ' 

Public library—Blanche Thompson, librarian; W. 8. Crowther, president and 
chairman book committee: H. J. Faustman, secretary 

Building—erected 1906; cost $12,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Charles Anderson, 

Waukesha, architect 
Books—no. volumes 4,991; no. borrowers 1,619; circulation 15,178 

Seymour. Population 1,116 
Puble library—Cora M. Lampson, librarian; A.J. Lotter, president; Mrs. E. J. 

Dean, secretary 
Located in city hall 
Books——no. volumes 798; no. borrowers 148; circulation 1,973 | . 

Shawano. Population 2, 446 
Public library—Lulu M. Roberts, librarian; L. D. Roberts, president; Mrs. C. W. 

Magee, secretary; E. J. Scott, chairman book committee 

Located in city hall . 
Books—no. volumes 1,277; no. borrowers 1,426: circulation 6,813 

Sheboygan. Population 24,026 
Public library—Bertha Marx, librarian: Carl Zillier, president; Francis Wil- 

liams, secretary and chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1903; cost $35,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Patton & Miller, 

Chicago, architects 
Books—no. volumes 8,967; no. borrowers 5,315; circulation 49,086 

| Shell Lake. Population 1, 137 
’ Public library—Helga Agren, librarian: Mrs. L. H. Mead, president; Mrs. J. M. 

Smith, secretary; E. R. Oliver, chairman book committee 
Located in rented room 
Books —no. volumes 560; no. borrowers 339; circulation 4,140 

Shiocton Population 491 
Public library—Dr. C. C. Tuckwood, librarian 

ef Located in Dr. Tuckwood’s office 
Books—no. volumes 762; no. borrowers 478 

| .
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South Milwaukee. Population 5,284 
Free library—-Max Hoffman, librarian 
Located in tailor shop 
Books—no. volumes 400; no. borrowers 280 

Spvarta. Population 3,807 . 
I’ree library—Jennie Scouten, librarian; G. A. Richardson, president: Mrs. Paul 

Schaller, secretary; Dr. F. P. Styles, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1903; cost $12,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Shick & Roth, La 

Crosse, architects 
Books—no. volumes 6,334; no. borrowers 1,724; circulation 27,445 

Spring Green. Population 770 
Free public library—Bertha Schwanke, librarian: J. E. Morgan, president; T. W. 

King, secretary: Emma Evans, chairman book committee 
Located in city hall — 
Books—no. volumes 637; no. borrowers 276; circulation 2,413 

Stanley. Population 2,722 
Free public library—Martha E. Dunn, librarian and secretary; G. H. Chapman, 

president; Dr. E. F. Burns, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1901; cost $15,000, gift of Mrs. Sallie F. Moon 
Books—no. volumes 2,780; no. borrowers 1,363; circulation 12,146 

Stevens Point. Population 9,022 
Public library—Mollie Catlin, librarian; B. B. Park, president; Mrs. R. A. Cook, 

secretary; A. H. Sanford, chairman book committee oo Building—erected 1904; cost $21,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Henry Foeller, 
Green Bay, architect 

Books—no. volumes 6,498; no. borrowers 5,401; circulation 70,501 

Stoughton. Population 4, 244 
Free public library—Amanda Drotning, librarian; E. Drotning, president; Mrs. 

Terry, secretary and chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1906; cost $13,000, gift of Adnrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architects — 
Books—no. volumes 3,126; no. borrowers 2,048: circulation 22,076 

Sturgeon Bay. Population 4,640 
Public library—Eva Greisen, librarian; Charles Greisen, president; Mrs. Packard, 

secretary; C. G. Stangel, chairman book committee 
Located in postoffice building 
Books—no. volumes 1,560; no. borrowers 1,145; circulation 15,373 

Sun Prairie. Population 1,086 
Iree public library—Grace M. Rood, librarian: Mrs. W. T. Mann, president; Fan- 

nie Carlton, secretary 
Located in city hall 
Books—no volumes 697; no. borrowers 314; circulation 3,211 

Superior. Population 36,551 
Public library—Ethel F. McCollough, librarian: C. H. Sunderland, president; 

H. N. Rasmussen, secretary; Mrs. H. H. Rogers, chairman book committee 
‘ Building—erected 1902; cost, $50,000: gift of Andrew Carnegie: Carl Wirth, Super- 

ior, architect 
Books—no. volumes 18,006: no. borrowers 9,129; circulation, 88, 283 

Thorp. Population 878 
Public library—Mary Phillips, librarian; W. 8. Parks,.president; R. H. Tolford, 

secretary, G. H. Lusk, chairman book committee ; 
Building—gift of Mr. Lusk (old building remodeled)” . 
Books—no. volumes 1,291; no. borrowers 500: circulation 5, 945 

Token Creek. 
I’ree library—Mary I. Connor, librarian 
Located in private house 
Books—no. volumes 250; no. borrowers 15 

Tomah. Population 3,008 
Public library—Caroline W. D. Voswinkel. librarian; Rev. Louis Wurst, president; 

Rev. J. G. Smith, secretary; W. E. Nuzum, chairman book committee 
Located in city building . 
Books—no. volumes 2,839; no. borrowers 1,366; circulation 17,674
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Two Rivers. Population 4,602 
Joseph Mann public library—Lizzie G. Baetz, librarian; Mrs. J. E. Hamilton, 

president; J. F. Magee, secretary; W. J. Hamilton, chairman book committee. 
Bulges 1891; cost $4,000, gift of Mrs. Joseph Mann ($1,000), citizens . 

Books—no. volumes 3,886; no. borrowers 576; circulation 14,560. 

Viroqua. Population 2,032 
Public library—Clara A. Glenn, librarian; H. P. Proctor, president; Lucy R. 

Dawson, secretary and chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1905; cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architects 
Books—no. volumes, 3,313; no. borrowers 1,027; circulation 12,954 

Washburn. Population 4,924 
Free public library—May M. Greenwood, librarian; N. M. Oscar, president; 

E. Bryan, secretary: W. H. Irish, chairman book committee . 
Building—erected 1905; cost $18,000; gift of Andrew Carnegie; Henry Wildhagen, 

Ashland, architect 
Books—no. volumes, 4,570; no. borrowers 1,550; circulation 22,623 

Waterloo. Population 1,105 
Public library—Emily Hyer, librarian; P. E. Hoag, president; Mrs. L. Lewellin, 

secretary; Mrs. B. I’. Ivins, chairman book committee . 
. Located in rented room, business block 

Books—no. volumes 982; no. borrowers 371 

Watertown. Population 8,622 . ; 
Free public library—Maud R. Macpherson, librarian; J. H. Ott, president; H. T. 

Eberle, secretary; J. W. Wiggenhorn, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1907; cost $20,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Claude & Starck, 

Madison, architects 
. Books—no. volumes 5,312; no. borrowers 3,300; circulation 35,372 

Waukesha. Population 6,949 
Free public library—Fannie L. Ells, librarian; D. J. Hemlock, president: Mrs. 

Lora McDonald, secretary; Ida T. Ray, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1903; cost $15,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; Charles Anderson, 

Waukesha, architect 
Books—no. volumes 6,072; no. borrowers, 3,480; circulation 27,800 

Waupaca. Population 2,873 
Free public library—Winnifred Bailey, librarian; Mrs. Amy Roberts, president; 

William Dressen, secretary; Mrs. E. E. Browne, chairman book committee 
Located in business block 
Books—no. volumes 3,252; no. borrowers, 1,380; circulation 15,029 

Waupun. Population 3,000 ; 
Public library—Kathryn L. Bunker, librarian; E. A. Shaler, president; B. W 

Davis, secretary and chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1905; cost $10,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; H. A. Foeller, Green 

Bay, architect 
Books—no. volumes,-6,113; no. borrowers 1,330; circulation 16,614 

Wausau. Population 14,458 
Public lib.ary—Katherine Cramer, librarian; Louis Marchetti, president; Mrs. 

Mary Dickens, secretary; 8. B. Tobey, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1907; cost $25,000, gift of Andrew Carnegie; W. G. Maher, Chi- 

cago, architect 
Books—no. volumes 5,130; no. borrowers 3,073; circulation 50,955 

Wausaukee. Population 1,729 
Free library—Ethlyn M. Gray, librarian and secretary; H. P. Bird, president; R. 

B. Thiel, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1902; cost $4,000, gift of H. P. Bird; Mr. Brooks, Chicago, archi- 

ec 
Books—no. volumes 1,538; no. borrowers 340; circulation 10,005 

Wauwatosa. Population 2,913 
Public library—Mrs. Agnes B. Roddis, librarian; A. W. Smith, president; J. O. 

Myers, secretary; Mrs. R. Dewey, chairman book committee 
Building—erected 1892; cost $5,000, gift of citizens; addition built 1906; cost $6,000. 

gift of Andrew Carnegie 
Books—no. volumes 5,212; no. borrowers 837; circulation 11,974
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, West Allis. Population 2,309 
Library association—Chester Shaw, librarian 

Building—unused schoolhouse 

Books—no. volumes 500; no. borrowers 315 

West Bend. Population 2,362 
Public library—Anna M. Klumb, librarian; Mrs. 8. F. Mayer, president; C. P. 

Mooers, secretary; Mrs. G. A. Heidner, chairman book committee. 

Located in city hall 
Books—no. volumes 2,593; no. borrowers 959; circulation 9,577 mo 

Westby. Population 767 
Public library—Agnes Lien, librarian 
Located in Temperance hall 
Books—no. volumes 524; no. borrowers 480 

Whitehall. Population 700 
Free library—Mrs. O. Rogan, librarian; J. O. Melby, president; Emma D. Solsrud, 

secretary; O. K. Ramberg, chairman book committee 

Building—erected 1899; cost $524, gift of citizens; C. Maybury, architect 

Books—no. volumes 1,898; no. borrowers 800; circulation 5,351 

Whitewater. Population 3,108 , 

Public library—Ela A. Hamilton, librarian; C. M. Blackburn, president; Ole 

Olsen, secretary; A. A. Upham, chairman book committee 

Building—erected 1904; cost $12,000, gift of Flavia White; Claude & Starck, Mad- 

ison architects 
Books—no. volumes 5,780; no. borrowers 3,328; circulation 23,419
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